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Preface

This present work is intended as the fi rst of two parts of a contribution 
to the study of Old English phonology and morphology. Here I deal only 
with the phonological aspects; the second part will deal with the morpho-
logical aspects.

Like many of my predecessors, I do not expect, or even hope, that 
this present book will supersede those already written. But in the last 
quarter of a century, since the publication of Campbell’s Old English 
Grammar and the third edition of Sievers-Brunner’s Altenglische Gram-
matik, there have been major developments of both an empirical and a 
theoretical nature which have considerably enhanced our understanding 
of the linguistics of Old English and, perhaps, made the publication of 
this present book, which tries in some small way to refl ect these develop-
ments, not unnecessarily premature. One might mention as examples the 
Dictionary of Old English project initiated by Angus Cameron at Toronto, 
the massive work on Old English syntax by Bruce Mitchell, and, on the 
theoretical linguistic side, the development of generative linguistics in its 
several forms.

At this point it may be worth making a few remarks on the so-called 
philology–linguistics debate, or, if one prefers, the debate between empirically 
oriented and theoretically oriented scholars, especially as this debate has 
been strongly focused on Old English by, for example, the discussions in 
Mitchell (1990a, 1990b). At the risk of seeming appallingly faint-hearted, 
I cannot help but confess that I do not always fi nd the debate helpful: 
data, it is true, cannot be validated except in a theoretical context; but nor 
can a theory be validated except by the examination of data. Whether the 
chicken came before the egg or vice versa is rather less important than the 
acknowledgement that the two have a necessary, symbiotic relationship. 
It is my hope that the reader will observe at various points in this book 
a suffi ciency of instances to confi rm the truth of this claim. Furthermore, 
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I have attempted to take in this work a positive, but conservative, approach 
to current linguistic theory. The result is that although I make reference to 
such current theories as non-linear phonology, or, more generally, to genera-
tive theory as a whole and to sociolinguistic theory, I prefer to take as my 
foundation phonemic theory, so that issues are not muddied by theoretical 
squabbles. In this way I have attempted to allow the reader to determine 
for himself or herself his or her own conclusions.

Whether this work differs from its predecessors in any of the above 
respects, I would not wish to say. However, I hope that readers will note 
that there are other differences, for example the greater emphasis on Late 
West Saxon than on Early West Saxon, for which the arguments have been 
well rehearsed elsewhere and need no repetition here. I have tried also to 
give a slightly greater emphasis to the non-West Saxon dialects, although 
that, of course, is not always possible given the dominance of West Saxon 
in our extant texts. I have not, however, attempted to give any systematic 
treatment of poetic texts, whose phonology and morphology, I believe, are 
best tackled after the elementary facts have been studied.

This book could never have been written without the help and encour-
agement of many friends and colleagues, but my main debt, of course, is 
to my predecessors, such as Brunner, Bülbring, Campbell, Girvan, Luick, 
and Sievers. But not merely to such as they, also to the many students of 
individual texts, for example, Brown, Cosijn, Lea, Lindelöf, Zeuner, and 
those who have followed in later years, most obviously J.D. Pheifer and 
J.B. Wynn.

But I owe more personal debts too. Firstly, to Angus McIntosh, John 
Anderson, O.K. Schram, and David Tittensor, who introduced me as an 
undergraduate at the University of Edinburgh to the study of Old English. 
They encouraged me also to write this book, and if it had not been for 
their encouragement, and also that of Barbara Strang, C.E. Bazell, Stan 
Hussey, Sir Christopher Ball, and Roger Lass, I might never have under-
taken the enterprise.

Secondly there are those who have commented on parts of this manu-
script in one or more of its forms: those whom I have already mentioned 
and others also: Fran Colman, Martin Durrell, Elan Dresher, Jacek Fisiak, 
Dorothy Horgan, Chris McCully, Patrick Stiles. Thirdly, there are those 
with whom I have corresponded or whose brains I have picked informally. 
They, alas, are too many to mention here, except that I cannot refrain from 
noting the help of the scholars at the Toronto Dictionary of Old English 
project. It is a source of regret to me that I cannot offer this book to Angus 
Cameron and Ashley Crandell Amos, but at least Toni Healey can accept 
my thanks on their behalf and on her own. Fourthly, I have had the benefi t 
of help from many colleagues at Manchester. Brian Cox and David Palmer 
would not pretend to a primary interest in Old English studies, but I am 
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all the more grateful to them for their advice and support. David Denison 
and Nigel Vincent have helped in many more direct ways, and my other 
colleagues have given me support in measures greater than I could have 
expected. Maxine Powell, Alison Weldrick, Mary Syner, and Shelagh Aston 
have exercised a degree of control and effi ciency over my affairs which I 
could never have exercised myself, in addition to their invaluable help in 
the production of this book.

At the publishers, Philip Carpenter has both encouraged and exhorted 
me, with a degree of patience he must surely have found diffi cult to sustain. 
At home Margaret, Daniel, and Robert have shown a discerning lack of 
interest in Old English studies, but yet given me that loving environment 
which has made the production of this work both easier and more enjoyable. 
If I had not posthumous debts to pay, this book would surely have been 
dedicated to them.

Richard Hogg
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Introduction

1.1 The term ‘Old English’ is the usual current term for the historical 
period of English beginning with the fi rst settlements of people speaking a 
Germanic language and ending about fi fty years after the Norman Conquest.1 
This term is to be preferred to ‘Anglo-Saxon’, see OED Anglo-Saxon,2,3 
Sweet (1871: v), Campbell (1959: §1n1). The period covered by Old English, 
therefore, is approximately 700 years (from c.425 to c.1125). Within this 
span there is a clear-cut division between the pre-textual or prehistoric 
period and the textual or historic period, with the fi rst textual records 
appearing from about the beginning of the eighth century. For further 
chronological divisions see the discussion in §1.4.

1 Standard handbooks on the topic of the present works are: Brunner (1965), Bülbring 
(1902), Campbell (1959), Girvan (1931), and Luick (1914–40) (the last deals with 
phonology only, the others deal also with morphology). Other important, but less full, 
works include Pilch (1970), Quirk and Wrenn (1957), and J. Wright and Wright 
(1925).
2 However, the OED sense IB of Anglo-Saxon, that is the southern (WS and Kt) 
dialects of Old English as opposed to Anglian for the northern dialects, has nothing 
to commend it and is avoided here.
3 For the term ‘Anglo-Saxon’, see further Malone (1929).

1.2 The English-speaking area of Britain during the Old English period 
naturally varied somewhat over the years. Generally speaking it may be 
said to have covered the whole of present-day England excluding Cornwall 
but together with Scotland south of the Forth–Clyde valley and with Offa’s 
Dyke as its western boundary with Wales. Naturally not every part of the 
country within these defi nitions would have been exclusively, or, in some 
cases, at all, English-speaking, but the large majority of these areas would 
have been dominated by English, and all would have had the potential to 
be so dominated. For further details of the geography of Anglo-Saxon 
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2 Introduction

England see Hill (1981), whilst Stenton (1971) is the most authoritative 
general history of the period and country. For discussion of geographical 
(dialect) variation in Old English, see §§1.5–12 below.

1.3 English belongs to the Germanic branch of Indo-European. Con-
ventionally the Germanic languages have been divided into three groups: 
East Germanic, North Germanic, and West Germanic, and English is there 
considered to be part of the West Germanic group. However, such a division 
is diffi cult to sustain in a rigid manner, both on grounds of general theories 
of linguistic development and on the basis of the characteristics of the 
various Gmc languages. Amongst various theories which have been widely 
espoused,1 perhaps the most probable is that the fi rst major separation of 
the Germanic languages saw the emergence of East Germanic, in particular, 
Gothic, between the second century BC and the second century AD. The 
remaining (North–West) Gmc dialects retained some unity and shared 
innovations for some time after that, but probably by the end of the fourth 
century, the major separation of these dialects into North Gmc (that is, 
Scandinavian languages), Inguaeonic or North Sea Gmc (OE, OFris, OSax), 
and Inland Gmc (High German) had taken place. The often-supposed unity 
of North Sea and Inland Gmc as West Gmc (that is, in opposition together 
to North Gmc) is not easy to establish, although the geography of Gmc 
settlements speaks to some extent in its favour. In this work we shall group 
the various Gmc dialects under the terms: (1) Gothic; (2) Scandinavian 
Gmc; (3) WGmc. However, where we are dealing with phenomena that 
are exclusive to the group containing OE, OFris, and OSax, we shall use 
the term N(orth) S(ea) Gmc (in contrast to I(nland) Gmc) as an alternative 
classifi cation to WGmc, without any implication that NSGmc is a later 
development of a previously united WGmc.

1 For a detailed account of current thinking concerning the dialects of Gmc and their 
development, see Kufner (1972). Prokosch (1939: 25–34) remains useful on the same 
topic. Much remains unclear and uncertain, but it can safely be stated that a simple 
tripartite division of Gmc according to the Stammbaum model (into EGmc, NGmc, 
WGmc) is untenable on both theoretical and empirical grounds.

1.4 In dealing with a stretch of language over 700 years, it must fi rstly 
be recognized that there will inevitably be structurally signifi cant changes 
during that period. An initial division of OE is possible as follows. Firstly, 
prehistoric or proto-OE, namely the period for which we have no, or no 
signifi cant, textual material. This period stretches from the fi rst settlements 
in the fourth century to c.700. It is generally held that the principal OE 
sound changes, such as breaking, palatalization, i-umlaut, etc., belong to 
this period, but it is clearly the case that other changes, such as smoothing 
and back umlaut, are partly in this period and partly in the next, and there 
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are other important changes, such as the varied development of diphthongs, 
which belong in large part to later periods. Secondly, it is noticeable that 
the characteristics of the earliest texts are often quite different from those 
of a later time, notably in the lack of a stable, general orthographic system. 
Such texts may be grouped together under the rubric of early OE, c.700–900, 
or, rather, up to and including the time of the Alfredian texts, see §1.10. 
Thirdly, there begins to emerge in the latter part of the tenth century a 
written standard language or Schriftsprache with a stable orthographic 
system. The Schriftsprache is most obviously associated with the works of 
Ælfric, see §1.10, but is more generally found, and it may be taken as the 
basis of a standard or classical OE, extending for about the last hundred 
years before the Norman Conquest. Finally there is the period when the OE 
scribal and orthographic traditions are beginning to break down, even if the 
language is still characteristically OE rather than ME and the traditions 
of the Schriftsprache are still evident. This period may be termed that of 
transitional OE, although it is often taken together with the immediately 
preceding period as late OE.1 It should be noted that the above divisions 
are made here entirely in terms of scribal and orthographic practice, but 
it is possible to associate the periods also with varying linguistic structures, 
particularly, perhaps, the status of infl exions.2

1 For the status of texts belonging to this transitional period see Clark (1970). C. 
Sisam and Sisam (1959) and Vleeskruyer (1953) also provide important discussions in 
the introductory material to their editions of transitional texts.
2 Thus we may characterize proto-OE as the period when infl exions, especially infl ex-
ional vowels, were maximally differentiated; in early OE the front vowels of unstressed 
syllables (and hence infl exions) were beginning to merge; and in classical OE we can 
trace a gradual merger of the back unstressed vowels; fi nally in transitional OE all 
unstressed vowels are merging. Such a division is, of course, highly schematic, and 
hides, for example, differences between dialects or even individual texts. On the other 
hand, it shows that the suggestion of Malone (1930) that Middle English begins c.1000 
is based on the false assumption that OE is to be characterized, following Sweet (1874: 
620), as the period of full infl exions as against ME, the period of levelled infl exions.

1.5 The origins of the dialectal diversity of Anglo-Saxon England have 
been the subject of much dispute, see for full references DeCamp (1958), 
Samuels (1971). Some of the diffi culties of the division of Gmc referred to 
in §1.3 stem from variation within and overlap between Gmc dialects, and 
therefore it is natural to assume that some distinctive dialect characteristics 
of OE had their origins on the Continent rather than in Britain. On the 
other hand the tradition which stems from Bede of a tripartite division at 
the time of the settlements into Angles, Saxons, and Jutes must be regarded 
warily, see Hogg (1988) contra Campbell (1959: §5). The differentiation 
of dialects during the OE period must have been a continual process, with 
the differences being at least equally a result of linguistic circumstances 
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within Britain. For contrasting views on this topic see again DeCamp (1958), 
Samuels (1971).

1.6 It is traditionally assumed, for example in Campbell (1959: §6), see 
also Crowley (1986), that there are in OE four distinct dialect areas: 
Northumbrian, Mercian, Kentish, and West Saxon.1 Of these Northumbrian 
and Mercian may be classed together as Anglian, Kentish and West Saxon 
as Southern, and the agreement of Northumbrian, Mercian, and Kentish 
against West Saxon may be abbreviated as non-West Saxon. In this work 
too that general classifi cation is used, subject to minor modifi cations, see 
below. However, it is important to recognize that it is open to several major 
caveats and objections. Firstly, it is well known that these dialects refer 
only to actual linguistic material, and therefore there are large areas of the 
country, most obviously East Anglia, about whose dialect status we cannot 
know directly from OE evidence.2 Secondly, the nomenclature adopted is 
derived from political structures whereas most of the writing we have is 
to be more directly associated with ecclesiastical structures.3 Thirdly, the 
type of approach which leads to the above division is a product of the 
Stammbaum and its associated theories, whereas modern dialectology, either 
synchronic or diachronic (as in McIntosh, Samuels and Benskin, 1986), 
demonstrates that such a rigidly demarcated division is ultimately untenable. 
It would be preferable to consider each text as an ‘informant’, see McIntosh, 
Samuels and Benskin (1986: 1–28), which is more or less closely related 
to other texts on an individual basis, with the classifi cation of texts into 
dialect groups being viewed as a process determined by the purposes of 
the linguistic analysis at hand, rather than as some a priori fact, for further 
discussion see Hogg (1988). The use here of the traditional classifi cation, 
therefore, is a matter of convenience (essentially in the question of reference 
to other work).4

1 For further minor subdivisions see §§1.7–10.
2 For the ME dialects and their relation to OE see Jordan (1974), McIntosh, Samuels 
and Benskin (1986).
3 This, of course, is because the majority of texts which we have originate from 
ecclesiastically run scriptoria. It is tempting, therefore, to suggest an alternative classifi ca-
tion based on dioceses, where Northumbrian = Durham and (?)York, Mercian = Lichfi eld 
and (?)London, Kentish = Canterbury, West Saxon = Winchester. The objections to this 
are obvious, but in essence no more powerful than those to the traditional names, see 
further Crowley (1986).
4 See also Luick (1914–40: §19).

1.7 Although geographical defi nitions are particularly elusive for the OE 
period, the Northumbrian dialect may be broadly identifi ed with an area 
north of a line from the Mersey to the Humber. Amongst the early texts 
there can be especially noted the Moore and Leningrad mss. of Cædmon’s 
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Hymn (c.737, 746), which are unambiguously linked with Bede. Of much 
the same period and also clearly Nbr is the runic inscription on the Ruthwell 
Cross,1 whilst the runic inscription on the Franks Casket (the Auzon Rune), 
which is certainly no later, is not localizable on non-linguistic grounds, 
although linguistically it is certainly Nbr. Slightly later than these, probably 
ninth century, are Bede’s Death Song and the Leiden Riddle. Other early 
texts which provide some evidence of Nbr are the Latin mss. of Bede’s 
Historia Ecclesiastica, in which there are many OE names, and the names 
of benefactors in the Liber Vitae Dunelmensis, texts of the eighth to ninth 
centuries. There are diffi culties in using the evidence of names too freely, 
see Campbell (1959: §7), and here such evidence is only cited when of 
special interest. For later Nbr the most important texts are the interlinear 
glosses to the Lindisfarne Gospels, the Durham Ritual, and the Rushworth 
Gospels. The former two were written by Aldred, a priest at Chester-le-
Street (Co. Durham), and are probably of the second half of the tenth 
century. The Rushworth Gospels were written only slightly later ‘æt 
Harawuda’,2 probably Harewood (Yorks.) by two scribes, Farman and 
Owun. Only that part written by Owun, that is, Mark except I–II.15, Luke, 
and John except XVIII. 1–3, is Nbr. Owun’s text is usually described as 
Rushworth2 (Ru2), in distinction to the Merc part, see §1.8. Ru2 is clearly 
distinct from the other lNbr texts, and is often described as South Nbr, after 
Lindelöf (1893, 1901); the other texts, therefore, being North Nbr.3,4

1 As Ball (1988) points out, it is unsafe to place primary reliance on the Ruthwell 
Cross for the identifi cation of Nbr, contra Campbell (1959: §6). For a full study of 
this inscription see now King (1986).
2 But this may simply mean that the scribes, Farman and Owun, were based at 
Harewood. It seems more likely that they wrote the glosses at Chester-le-Street, see 
Ross (1981: §11).
3 It is extremely diffi cult to place the eNbr texts within this North-South dichotomy, 
and the temptation should probably be resisted.
4 Major works of reference for the Nbr dialect are cited in Campbell (1959: 
360–2).

1.8 Mercian is the least well defi ned of the OE dialect areas, and indeed 
the term hides a degree of linguistic variation rather greater than elsewhere. 
Its use is normally as a cover term for texts which may be supposed to 
originate from somewhere south of the Nbr area, but see below, and north 
of the Thames. The earliest of the Merc texts are the Épinal and Erfurt 
Glossaries, both of the fi rst half of the eighth century,1 and associated with 
these is the Corpus Glossary, probably late eighth century. Of these, Épinal 
consistently has the more archaic forms, whilst Erfurt, written by a German 
scribe, is prone to error and the least reliable. There is some scattered 
evidence to suggest that all three texts, presumably by virtue of the same 
archetype (although the relationship is complex), have some elements of a 
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more southerly dialect, either WS or Kt. The question is quite unsettled, 
see, for example, Pheifer (1974: §90), Wynn (1956: §§175–81), although 
it would not be unreasonable to consider the texts as South Merc. Markedly 
different from these glossaries is the interlinear psalter gloss, the Vespasian 
Psalter (Ps(A)). Ps(A) seems most probably to have been written by a 
Kentish scribe at Canterbury from a Merc original, which we may presume 
to associate with Lichfi eld, the result being a remarkably accurate copy of 
the original.2 The association with Lichfi eld and consequently with some 
eME texts of the West Midlands, that is, the ‘AB dialect’ texts, points to 
a West Merc classifi cation of this text. The third major Merc text comprises 
those parts of the Rushworth Gospels written by Farman, namely Matthew, 
Mark I–II.15, and John XVIII.1–3, usually known as Rushworth1 (Ru1). 
It is impossible that Farman and Owun both came from Harewood, since 
the dialects of Ru1 and Ru2 are clearly distinct. Assuming that Owun was 
a Yorkshireman, or was writing in a Yorkshire (SNbr) dialect, it would be 
plausible to suggest that Farman was non-native and came from somewhere 
further south. Since the dialect of Ru1 is often distinct from that of other 
Merc texts and provides a link between Nbr and Merc, it might usefully 
be classifi ed as North Merc, see Bibire and Ross (1981).3 There are a 
number of other minor Merc texts, such as the Blickling Psalter and the 
Lorica Glosses and Prayer, and the recently discovered Med 5.10 (Schaumann 
and Cameron, 1977). More securely localized are the partly English Ch 
190 (Hanbury, Worcs.) and the wholly English Ch 204 (Wotton, Bucks.). 
For the transitional period there is the valuable LS 3 (Chad), see Vleeskruyer 
(1953).4,5

1 The dating of these mss. has long been controversial, but it would seem most pro-
bable that Épinal was written c.725, Erfurt slightly later and Corpus towards the end 
of the eighth century, see Chadwick (1899), Pheifer (1974: §88), Bischoff and Parkes 
(1988), and, for an older expression of the same relative chronology, but with an earlier 
absolute chronology, Sweet (1885: 2–3). Contrary views may be found in Campbell 
(1959: §12) and, albeit hesitantly, Wynn (1956: §182).
2 The dialect of Ps(A) has aroused much controversy. For the early history of this see 
Sweet (1885: 184). Sweet’s earlier view that the text was Kt is refl ected in Zeuner (1881) 
and even as late as Wilson (1959). Kuhn (1965: v–vi) argues for a purely Lichfi eld 
origin, whilst Campbell (1967: 82) suggests it was glossed at Canterbury by a Merc 
scribe. The view expressed here follows Ball (1972).
3 A further confusion follows from the fact that in Ru1 Farman uses a number of 
forms which are typically WS, such as w for w1, eall ‘all’ against all. Such forms have 
a tendency to be restricted to more common words and would suggest that they were 
learned by Farman at a WS(-infl uenced) scriptorium, rather than being native to his 
dialect.
4 It should be emphasized that the geographical distinctions made here between varie-
ties of Merc are primarily intended as an indication of the non-homogeneous character 
of Merc. The status of Merc is one which remains doubtful and which must therefore 
be treated with suspicion, see Hogg (1988).
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5 Major works of reference for the Merc dialect are cited in Campbell (1959: 359–60, 
362–3). Note additionally: Brown (1969), Mertens-Fonck (1960), Pheifer (1974), 
Schaumann and Cameron (1977), and Wynn (1956).

1.9 Although geographically and probably also textually the smallest 
of the dialect areas, Kentish provides considerable problems for the dialec-
tologist, see Crowley (1986: 103–4). Material before the ninth century is 
restricted to names in Lat charters, and only from about 805 do charters 
principally in English begin to appear. Charters of the fi rst half of this 
century include those numbered 34, 37, 40, 41 in Sweet (1885) (= Ch 41, 
1188, 1197, 1482); whilst for the second half of the century we have 
Sweet’s Ct 38, 39, 42 (= Ch 1200, 1195, 1510) together with Sweet’s Ct 
45 (Ch 1508) and the Codex Aureus (Rec 6.5), both associated with Surrey 
geographically, but linguistically to be aligned with Kt.1 This distinction is 
important, for the former texts are a product of a Mercian scribal tradition, 
whereas the latter are not, see Brooks (1984: 155–74), Hogg (1988: 194–8). 
Finally there is a group of three tenth-century texts, the Kentish Psalm, the 
Kentish Hymn, and the glosses to Proverbs, which show a later development 
of Kt which is considerably infl uenced by WS. The three periods of texts 
may be described as early, middle, and late Kt.2

1 The attempt by Ekwall (1923: 61–3) to show that the Surrey texts are in a 
Merc dialect is unconvincing, see Campbell (1959: §14n2) and also §§5.115, 119n1. 
Even Campbell’s cautious statement (1959: §14) that the Surrey and Kt dialects were 
‘practically identical’ may be unnecessary.
2 Major works of reference to the Kt dialect are cited in Campbell (1959: 363)

1.10 Although the most widely attested dialect is West Saxon, which 
geographically covers the Thames Valley and areas to the south and west 
of that, centring upon Winchester, texts earlier than the end of the ninth 
century are rare in that dialect, exceptions being names and boundaries in 
Ch 264 (AD 778) and Ch 298 (AD 847). About 900 comes a group of 
texts associated with Alfred or his court: the translation of the Cura 
Pastoralis, the Parker ms. of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle to 924, and the 
translation of Orosius. These texts share many features and are usually 
classifi ed as ‘Early West Saxon’ (EWS), although a more helpful description 
might be Alfredian WS. Remarkably, such texts show a considerable degree 
of Merc infl uence, which is unlikely to be due merely to Merc scribal 
habits.1 As shown by Gneuss (1972), there developed in the latter half of 
the tenth century a Schriftsprache which diverges considerably from EWS 
in all aspects of structure. This Schriftsprache seems to have been inspired 
by Æthelwold (and might therefore be called Æthelwoldian WS), but it is 
seen most clearly in the writings of Ælfric (c.1000). At this point the 
Schriftsprache becomes extended geographically and can be found to a 
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greater or lesser extent in writings not strictly WS, such as the Homilies 
of Wulfstan. Intermediate between EWS and LWS are a number of texts 
of which the most important are the Leechbook of Bald, the gloss on the 
Junius Psalter, the Abingdon mss. of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and the 
West-Saxon Gospels.2

1 The linguistic status of EWS remains controversial. My own views are expressed 
in Hogg (1988), cf. Stanley (1969), Lutz (1984).
2 Major works of reference for EWS and LWS respectively are cited in Campbell 
(1959: 363–4; 364–6). Note additionally: Kim (1977) and Sprockel (1965). Also impor-
tant is the introductory material in Bately’s (1980) edition of Orosius and Pope’s 
(1967–8) edition of Ælfric.

1.11 The above discussion generally excludes poetry. OE poetry is mostly 
to be found in collections dated c.1000: the Vercelli Book, the Exeter Book, 
the Beowulf ms., and the Junius (Cædmon) ms. They tend to be written in 
a form of language which combines West Saxon and Anglian elements to 
a degree not usual elsewhere, rather than adhering to the LWS norm which 
might be expected from their date and origin. It is true that there is varia-
tion from ms. to ms. – for example, in the Exeter Book LWS forms have 
a greater tendency to predominate – but their general agreement suggests 
that we are dealing with a common poetic dialect (most obviously in terms 
of vocabulary, but in fact affecting all aspects of linguistic structure).1 The 
characteristics of this variety are not considered in this work except where 
individual forms are of more general relevance.

1 For important comments on the poetic language see K. Sisam (1953: 138). Cameron 
et al. (1981) gives a detailed and valuable analysis of the Beowulf poem.

1.12 The limitations of OE dialectology expressed in §1.6 arise in many 
respects from the nature of the major texts discussed above and the devel-
opment of scriptoria and scribal habits. A more precise understanding of 
dialectal variation in OE may be available from a close study of charters 
and place-names, see, for example, Brandl (1915), Ekwall (1917b), and 
the survey in Crowley (1986). Important ongoing work is being conducted 
by Kitson, see, for example, Kitson (1990). In the present circumstances, 
it must be emphasized both that dialect terms such as West Saxon are 
linguistic artefacts and that the dialect situation in Anglo-Saxon Britain 
was no doubt more complex and more variable than such terms appear 
to allow.1

1 The following are important reference works for material outside the scope of this 
book. In semantics and vocabulary the standard dictionary remains Bosworth and 
Toller (1898), supplemented by Toller (1921), Campbell (1972). Whilst we await full 
publication of the DOE, Healey and Venezky (1980) provides an invaluable concordance 
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of the material. A good general survey is Kastovsky (1992), whilst Schabram (1965), 
Gneuss (1972), and Wenisch (1979) are essential for the dialect evidence. In syntax 
the standard reference work is now Mitchell (1985). A good survey of OE syntax in 
the light of current linguistic theory is Traugott (1992). The standard reference work 
in palaeography is Ker (1957). Although dealing principally with OE literature, 
Greenfi eld and Robinson (1980) is a major bibliographical tool, see also Mitchell 
(1990a) for syntax, and the annual bibliographies in Anglo-Saxon England, the Old 
English Newsletter, and The Year’s Work in English Studies provide full updates of 
information in all the relevant areas.
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2

Orthography and phonology

2.1 Old English was written by contemporary scribes in a modifi ed form 
of the Latin alphabet in the insular script, a development of the insular 
half-uncial brought to England by Irish missionaries. The latter script is 
found in a few early charters, the latest of which is Ch 264 of 778, cf. too 
LVD of the early ninth century. Three Latin charters contain English 
names in the uncial script, the latest being Ch 89 of 736. From the eleventh 
century a few letter-forms from the continental caroline miniscule are to 
be found. The insular forms of the letters 〈e, f, g, r〉, and 〈s〉 are quite 
distinct from the forms of the later carolingian script, and this has led, in 
the case of (g), to its replacement by 〈è〉 (yogh) in some modern editions. 
For OE such usage is unnecessary, see Hogg (1992b). The letters 〈/〉 (thorn) 
and 〈…〉 (wynn) were borrowed from the Anglo-Saxon versions of 
the runic alphabet, see Hogg (1992b). The letter 〈¨〉 (eth)1 is a native 
innovation.2

1 Whilst thorn and wynn are the Anglo-Saxon runic names for these letters, eth 
appears to be a nineteenth-century coinage, see OEDS edh, the OE name for the letter 
being ¨æt, see Robinson (1973: 450–1).
2 For a full account of OE orthographical practices see the Introduction to Ker (1957), 
also Keller (1906).

2.2 The following letters were commonly employed by OE scribes: 
〈a, æ,1 b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, l, m, n, o, oe,2 p, r, s, t, /, ¨, u, …, y〉. For the 
rarer letters 〈q, k, x, z〉 see §§2.45nl, 50, 51, 65nl. 〈…〉 is normally written 
as 〈w〉 in order to avoid confusion with 〈p, /〉, and this practice is adopted 
here also.

1 For variant forms of 〈æ〉 and their possible values, see §2.12nl.
2 〈oe〉 is properly a digraph, but it is included here for convenience, see §2.17 for 
further details.

A Grammar of Old English: Phonology, Volume 1   Richard M. Hogg

© 2011 Richard M. Hogg. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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2.3 Abbreviations in OE mss. are few compared with Latin mss. of the 
same period, but the following are very common: 〈¬〉 = and, 〈/〉 = pæt, 
〈†〉 (that is, Lat. vel) = o¨¨e. A stroke over the preceding letter is commonly 
used to signify: (1) fi nal 〈m〉 after a vowel (fra = fram); (2) fi nal 〈ne〉 after 
〈n〉 (/oÇ = /onne); (3) 〈er〉 after a consonant (æÄt = æfter); (4) 〈o〉 after 〈f 〉 
(Äre = fore).1

1 For other abbreviations, including use of runes and Latin abbreviations, see Campbell 
(1959: §§24–5).

2.4 Vowel length is not normally marked by OE scribes, but early mss. 
especially sometimes use double vowels to indicate long vowels, for example, 
EpGl 346, CorpGl 295 liim ‘cement’. Forms such as EpGl 71 fraam ‘bold’ 
where the vowel is short, cf. ErfGl, CorpGl from, may indicate stress 
(Pheifer 1974: §37n2), contrasting with unstressed fram ‘from’. Other 
examples are clearly illogical, such as Med 5.10 see78 ‘sedge’.

2.5 The acute accent which is commonly found in many mss. is not nor-
mally to be taken as an indicator of vowel length. It is most frequently 
found on monosyllables, infl ected or not, and can coincide with either 
length or stress, examples of the latter being wé8 ‘way’, forwúrdon ‘thrown 
away’. The accent is also common on monosyllabic prefi xes, where its 
purpose is unclear; it may simply have been a clarifi catory sign for the 
reader or some indication, especially in the case of pronouns and other 
normally unstressed forms, of sentence stress. In eleventh century texts a 
superscript curl and a circumfl ex begin to be used as indicators of short 
vowels, for example, mànn ‘person’, 8enâm ‘taken’. In mss. where the 
superscript curl is restricted to short vowels in closed syllables, an extra-
long macron could be used to indicate a short vowel in an open syllable, 
this macron extending over the following consonant and vowel, for example, 
godes ‘god’ gen.sg. For fuller details see K. Sisam (1953: 186–8).

2.6 Of the letters in the OE alphabet, the following were normally used 
to represent vowels: 〈a, æ, e, i, o, oe, u, y〉.1 In addition the following 
digraphs were regularly used: 〈ea, eo, ie, io〉.2 There is considerable 
controversy over the interpretation of the digraphs, see the discussion in 
§§2.19–29.

1 〈i〉 and 〈u〉 were also used to represent approximants, see §§2.76–7.
2 For other, rarer, graphic combinations used alongside these digraphs, see 
§§2.32–4.

2.7 Unfortunately there is no contemporary account of OE phonology 
such as exists for Icelandic,1 and therefore in determining the sound system 
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of OE we must rely on other criteria, such as the later history of English, 
linguistic plausibility, etc. The only contemporary evidence we have is OE 
scribal practice. There is some evidence that OE spelling was often closely 
related to actual pronunciation in an intelligent manner, even when the 
standardized conventions of the Æthelwoldian Schriftsprache were in force, 
see §1.10.2 Thus we fi nd the deliberate adaptation or creation of graphs, 
such as 〈æ, oe, y〉, for purposes other than those in the Roman alphabet. 
Furthermore, OE scribes seem to have been usually quite careful in distin-
guishing minimal contrasts, as in the alternation of geminate and non-
geminate consonants in medial position, such as fremme ‘I perform’ pr.ind., 
freme ‘perform’ imp.sg. Nevertheless, there are several cases where the OE 
spelling is an unreliable guide to pronunciation. Thus the letters 〈c〉 and 
〈g〉 represent a wide variety of sounds from, on the one hand, a palatal 
approximant or high front non-syllabic vowel, as in dæ8 ‘day’, see §2.39, 
to a velar stop, as in /inga ‘thing’ gen.pl. There are also many examples 
of analogical spellings which need not have any phonological signifi cance, 
such as dæ8, see above, but Ch 1510 dei,3 and fætt ‘fat’ beside fæt, where 
a fi nal geminate is unlikely, see §§7.80–1. Other examples are less clear, 
thus spellings in Or hwales ‘whale’ gen.sg., -hwælum dat.pl. appear to be 
due to orthographic confusion whose phonological signifi cance is by no 
means certain. Finally, not all spelling distinctions should be assigned the 
same phonological status.4 Just as not all values represented by 〈g〉 are 
non-contrastive, so too it ought not to be assumed that different spellings 
necessarily signal a phonological contrast. Thus whilst 〈a〉 in dagum ‘day’ 
dat.pl. represents /w/, this does not imply that 〈o〉 in mon ‘man’ could not 
also represent the same phoneme, see §2.13. Similarly, that 〈ba〉 : 〈w〉 and 
〈ea〉 : 〈æ〉 represent parallel phonological contrasts is not to be assumed 
from spelling alone.

1 See Benediktsson (1972), Haugen (1950).
2 See, for example, Bierbaumer (1988). For an alternative view see Stanley (1988).
3 Dei has æ > e by normal Kt raising, see §§5.189–91.
4 For discussion of this question see Hockett (1959), Stockwell and Barritt (1961).

2.8 It is, therefore, worth emphasizing that our knowledge of the sounds 
of a dead language cannot be precise. In the fi rst instance we can only hope 
to present an outline of the sound-system of such languages. Therefore 
transcriptions below will normally be presented phonemically and phonetic 
transcriptions will only be given where they are both necessary and possible.1 

Furthermore, the choice of symbols for use in transcription is regularly 
dictated by common linguistic practice and it has no necessary implications 
for the pronunciation of OE. For example, except where there is pressing 
evidence to the contrary, vowels will normally be transcribed in terms of 
IPA standard conventions, but this should only be taken as a guide to 
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comprehension of the system of phonological contrasts existing in OE. 
A transcription such as /ip/ for 〈c〉 does not therefore imply that OE 
speakers pronounced 〈c〉 as cardinal vowel 1. In the case of vowels there 
may indeed have been a qualitative difference between long and short 
vowels, the former being slightly higher, the latter being more centralized.2 
It is, however, clear that the primary distinction was quantitative, and 
qualitative distinctions are therefore only mentioned (or transcribed) where 
historically important.

1 The following conventions are used throughout. Slant brackets (//) enclose strictly 
phonemic transcriptions; square brackets ([ ]) enclose strictly phonetic transcriptions; 
angled brackets (〈〉) enclose orthographic sequences. Addition ally italics are used both 
for cited forms and for broad phonetic transcriptions (most often used where questions 
of phonemic status are not at stake and for transcriptions of reconstructed Gmc and 
proto-OE forms). I appreciate that this could sometimes give rise to ambiguity, but 
there seems to be no other set of notations which would avoid the problem more 
satisfactorily.
2 See Kuhn (1961: 524–5) and, for a contrary view, Campbell (1959: §31n2).

2.9 The three principal phonological contrasts found in the OE vowel 
system1 are on three parameters: height; backness; rounding. It is most 
probable that there was a three-way height contrast, that is, high ~ mid ~ 
low.2 There was also a two-way contrast for backness, that is, front ~ back. 
Rounding was the contrast most peripheral to the phonological system, 
operating contrastively only for nonlow front vowels, and even there the 
contrast had been lost for most dialects by the end of the period. There 
may also have been a distinction in rounding between low back vowels, 
but this was rarely, if ever, more than allophonic, see §2.13.

1 §§2.9–18 discuss stressed vowels only; for unstressed vowels see §§2.42–4.
2 It is sometimes claimed that in WMerc, after the operation of second fronting, there 
was a four-way height contrast amongst short front vowels, the product of second 
fronting being, allegedly, /e/. For further discussion of this unresolved problem see 
§§5.87, 92.

2.10 〈i〉 represents in all dialects a high front unrounded vowel, both short 
and long. The normal transcriptions for these sounds are /i, ip/. Examples 
of short and long vowels are biden ‘wait’ pa.subj.pl., bcden pr.subj.pl.

2.11 〈e〉 represents in all dialects a mid front unrounded vowel, both short 
and long. The normal transcriptions for these sounds are /e, ep/, and it is 
certain that phonemically they did not contrast in height. However, it is 
quite possible that the short vowel was phonetically lower and/or more 
centralized than the long vowel. Examples of short and long 〈e〉 are: metan 
‘measure’, mbtan ‘meet’.
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2.12 〈æ〉 represents in all dialects a low front unrounded vowel, both 
short and long.1 The normal transcriptions for these sounds are /æ, æp/. 
The use of these symbols should be viewed as a convenient mnemonic in 
the light of OE orthography, and developments in both OE and ME suggest 
that the long vowel was phonetically within the range [ep] to [æp] and the 
short vowel within the range [æ] to [a]. Examples of short and long 〈æ〉 
are: mæst ‘mast’, mwst ‘most’.

1 In early mss. 〈ae〉 was used alongside 〈æ〉, without distinction, but by c.800 the 
ligatured form prevails. Also found is 〈æ〉, sometimes represented, especially in Sweet 
(1885), by 〈,〉. The distinctions are probably purely orthographic, see Williams (1905: 
§§102–5), and hence it is preferable to transcribe all three as 〈æ〉 unless paleographic 
considerations are of importance.

2.13 〈a〉 normally represents in all dialects a low back unrounded 
vowel, both short and long. The preferred transcriptions for these sounds 
are /w, wp/, and transcriptions using /a, ap/, which would suggest a front 
vowel, should be avoided.1,2 Examples of short and long 〈a〉 are: hara 
‘hare’, hara ‘hoary’ wk. Before nasal consonants short (a) is alternatively 
written as 〈o〉, for example, mann, monn ‘man’. The choice of symbol 
is subject to variation according to date and dialect, see §§5.3–6. The 
variation in spelling suggests that a was rounded before a nasal, and it 
may also have been slightly raised.3 However, it probably remained an 
allophone of /w/.4

1 For a contrary view see Kuhn (1961: 524).
2 Colman (1983a) argues that there was only one low short vowel phoneme in OE, 
that is, that [æ] and [w] were allophones of the same phoneme, whilst Ross (1951) 
argues that the phonemic contrast may have been restricted to WS, cf. Pilch (1970: 
§4.7). These confl icting claims indicate, at least, that any contrast which existed, and 
it may be safest to start off from the assumption that one did, was somewhat unstable. 
It is, of course, lost by ME.
3 Campbell (1959: §32) suggests that (a) normally represented an ‘open advanced 
back’ vowel, presumably [ä] or [äp], while 〈a〉 before a nasal represented an ‘open full 
back’ vowel, presumably [w]. It seems unlikely that a was so far centralized in forms 
such as dagas ‘days’ and very probable that the following nasal would cause slight 
raising, as it had done in Gmc, see Bülbring (1902: §30).
4 But some problems are caused by the status of the vowel in metathesized forms 
such as orn ‘ran’ pa.ind.sg., born ‘burn’ pa.ind.sg. Compare here Nbr barn ‘child’ and 
see further Hogg (1982b), cf. Kuhn (1961).

2.14 (o), except for those instances discussed in §2.13, represents a mid 
back rounded vowel, both short and long. The normal transcriptions for 
these sounds are /o, op/, and it may be assumed that they corresponded 
exactly in height to the mid unrounded front vowels, see §2.11. Examples 
of short and long 〈o〉 are: god ‘god’, gdd ‘good’.1
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1 Note here the frequent distinction in some mss., such as ÆHom(R), between god 
‘God’ and good ‘good’.

2.15 〈u〉 represents in all dialects a high back rounded vowel, both short 
and long. The normal transcriptions for these sounds are /u, up/. Examples 
of short and long 〈u〉 are: dun ‘dun’, den ‘hill’.

2.16 〈y〉1 represents in all dialects a high front rounded vowel, both short 
and long, contrasting in roundness with /i/ and in frontness with /u/. The 
normal transcriptions for these sounds are /y, yp/. Examples of long and 
short 〈y〉 are: syll ‘sill’, syll ‘pillar’. In Kt y merges with e after about 900, 
see §§5.194–5, and in LWS y increasingly merges with i by a complex 
series of changes, see §§5.170ff.

1 For some discussion of the origin of this graph, see Campbell (1959: §42 and n2).

2.17 〈oe〉, properly a digraph,1 represents in all dialects a mid front 
unrounded vowel, both short and long, contrasting in roundness with /e/ 
and in frontness with /o/. The preferred transcriptions for these sounds are 
/ø, øp/, since phonologically these vowels must have been equivalent in 
height to those represented by 〈e, o〉. Because of their similarity to the 
orthography, however, /œ, œp/ are sometimes used. Examples of short and 
long (oe) are: Ps(A) doehter ‘daughter’, dbhte¨ ‘persecute’ 3sg.pr.ind. In 
most dialects both short and long vowel are unrounded (> /e(p)/) during 
the period, the short vowel unrounding fi rst. In WS unrounding takes place 
by the time of the earliest texts; in Kt during the ninth and tenth centuries; 
in Angl the long vowel at least persists until the end of the period.

1 In some Kt charters (Ch 332, 1508, Rec 6.5) the digraph is reversed, hence Rec 6.5 
(2¥) bbd7 ‘books’. Ch 332 2.2 8edbd ‘make’ 2pl.pr.subj., Ch 1508 (2¥) fbd ‘take’ 
3sg.pr.subj. have the vowel of 2/3sg.pr.ind. and need not be taken as disyllabic, see 
Brunner (1965: §27A). 8edbd has the infl exion of the singular, but a plural subject. 
The reversal of the digraph is almost certainly restricted to Kt, so that Ps(A) 135.16 
wbdsten ‘desert’ acc.sg. is probably to be taken as a further example of Kt scribal 
practice in this ms., to add to those given in Ball (1970).

2.18 Both /y(p)/ and /ø(p)/ were new phonemes in OE, introduced only 
after the operation of i-umlaut (§§5.74–7), and this may be the explanation 
of the usage in early mss., where 〈y, oe, e〉 are very often replaced by 
〈ui, oi, ei〉 respectively. Naturally 〈ui〉 and 〈oi〉 can only represent sounds 
due to the umlaut of *u, *o, for example, Bede(M) 4idilualdo, CorpGl 11 
buiris ‘chisel’, MkGl(Li) 11.20 drei8e ‘dry’. On the other hand, 〈ei〉 is used 
for three types: (a) the umlaut of *ea, for example, BDS 1 nbidfaerae 
‘necessary journey’; (b) where b (= w1) is in an umlauting environment, for 
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example, CorpGl 728 dbid ‘deed’; (c) where b (= w1) is not in an umlauting 
environment. The variety of 〈ei〉 spellings argues strongly against the 
suggestion of Campbell (1959: §42) that (i) indicated that i-umlaut began 
as a process by which /i/ was epenthesized after a vowel.1 Much simpler 
is the explanation that 〈ui〉 was an early attempt to represent the new /y/ 
sound, in parallel to the runic letterÕ, and that 〈oi〉 was equally used to 
represent /ø/, see Brunner (1965: §94A). Eventually both digraphs were 
replaced by 〈y〉 and 〈oe〉 respectively, otherwise redundant graphs from the 
Roman alphabet.2 〈ei〉 spellings are less easily explained whatever hypothesis 
is accepted, but they are most probably due to orthographic analogy on 
〈ui, oi〉, although cf. too CorpGl 967 grbi ‘grey’, see §2.39.

1 That 〈i〉 must have been a diacritic is further confi rmed by CorpGl greiit ‘meal’ 
gen.sg., with doubling of 〈i〉 to show length of /yp/. Epenthetic /i/ could not possibly 
have been long.
2 Note that in continental mss. 〈ui〉 is regularly used for 〈y〉 long after any epenthesized 
/i/ would have disappeared.

2.19 The interpretation of the digraphs 〈ea, eo, io, ie〉 has long been the 
subject of much controversy in OE studies, and this controversy needs 
to be outlined before we discuss the values represented by each digraph 
individually.1

1 A full bibliography to this controversy is given in Kuhn (1961), supplemented by 
Giffhorn (1974).

2.20 It is agreed that the digraphs 〈ea, eo, io〉 represent the following OE 
developments: (1) the development of the WGmc diphthongs *au, *eu, *iu 
respectively; (2) the sounds resulting from the operation of breaking, see 
§§5.16ff., on the front vowels *w, *b, *c; (3) the sounds developed by the 
operation of the same change on the equivalent short vowels; (4) the sounds 
developed by the operation of back umlaut, see §§5.103ff., on the same 
short vowels; (5) the development (if any) of *R when preceded by an 
initial palatal consonant, that is, 7, 8, s7, see §§5.49–52; (6) the development 
(if any) of the back vowels a, o, u when preceded by a palatal consonant, 
see §§5.59ff. There is much less agreement, however, about the values 
which these digraphs represented in these cases.

2.21 It is also agreed that 〈ie〉, when it oc7urs,1 represents the sounds 
developed by: (1) the infl uence (if any) of initial palatal consonants on *B; 
(2) the infl uence of i-umlaut on the sounds represented by the digraphs 
〈ea, eo, io〉; (3) the contraction of originally bisyllabic C+e sequences; 
(4) a small number of cases where the back umlaut of *i does not result 
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in the digraph 〈io〉, see §5.104n8. Again, there is little agreement over the 
value of the sounds represented by this digraph.

1 The digraph 〈ie〉 is virtually restricted to EWS. For further details see §§2.36–7.

2.22 The traditional view, as expressed by Bülbring (1902), Luick 
(1914–40), Campbell (1959), Brunner (1965), and a series of papers by 
Kuhn and Quirk (1953, 1955) is as follows.1 It is certain that the Gmc 
diphthongs developed as diphthongs in OE, as in ON, OHG, see Prokosch 
(1939: §40a). It is therefore probable that if 〈ea, eo, io〉 were used to represent 
diphthongs from Gmc diphthongs, they would represent the same sounds 
in cases where Breaking exercised an effect on *w, *b, *c. Since it is incon-
ceivable that the relevant sound changes would affect short and long vowels 
in quite different ways, the above diphthongs would contrast only in length 
with the sounds developed by the operation of breaking and back umlaut 
on short vowels. Hence there would have arisen a contrast between long and 
short diphthongs, which did not occur in Gmc.2 Given that these digraphs 
normally represented diphthongs, it must be assumed that the exercise of 
palatal infl uence on *R resulted in the same diphthongs as represented 
elsewhere by 〈ea〉. However, where a back vowel followed the palatal con-
sonant, as in se7an ‘seek’, the alternative 〈ea〉 spellings, such as se7ean, did 
not represent diphthongs but showed only a diacritical use of 〈e〉 to indicate 
the palatal nature of the preceding consonant. The same holds for the use 
of 〈e, i〉 between a palatal consonant and 〈o, u〉, see §2.68 for examples.3 
Thus the traditional position holds that 〈ea, eo, io〉 always represented 
diphthongs both long and short except where the orthographic evidence 
suggests otherwise or the linguistic development is implausible (as is true of 
se7ean). Similarly, 〈ie〉, since it is the result of i-umlaut of the sounds represented 
by 〈ea, eo, io〉, must also have represented a diphthong both long and short, 
since it is improbable that i-umlaut had a general monophthongizing effect.4 
And if 〈ie〉 by i-umlaut represented a diphthong, then it is reasonable to assume 
that it also represented a diphthong in the other cases listed in §2.21.

1 In confl ating the opinions of these and other scholars certain minor differences 
between them are inevitably ignored.
2 The Gmc diphthongs were, of course, phonologically equivalent to long vowels, 
but there was never any contrast in length between diphthongs.
3 An exception may have been in the development of back vowels after an initial 
palatal, see §2.31.
4 But note that in nWS the umlaut of ba was b, for example, hbran ‘hear’ as against 
EWS hceran. On the other hand, EWS also has hcran, and LWS hyran.

2.23 To the above theoretical arguments there may be added the following 
arguments from lOE and ME. Firstly, ea, when lengthened, develops as ba. 
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The balance of probability, but no more, is that this makes it more likely 
that ea was a short partner of ba rather than a monophthong. Secondly, qo 
and bo develop in parallel in eME, as /ø/ and /øp/, contrasting with the eME 
developmment of q and b as /e/ and /ep/, see Luick (1914: §§357, 361, 378). 
Thirdly, it would appear that in S dialects of ME ea and ba develop similarly 
and in contrast to u and w. Fourthly, in MKt ba and bo sometimes develop 
as rising diphthongs, that is, as [jwp], [jop], and this points strongly to an 
original falling diphthong in each case, see Hallqvist (1948), Samuels (1952). 
Here Giffhorn (1974: 98ff.) gives considerable place-name evidence to show 
that such stress-shift phenomena are considerably more widespread yet.

2.24 Opponents of the traditional view all begin from the same assump-
tion, namely that it is unlikely that OE had a four-way contrast between 
short and long vowels and short and long diphthongs. More particularly 
it is noted that it is almost (but not completely) unknown for languages 
to show a phonemic contrast between short and long diphthongs and that 
furthermore no such contrast exists in ModE nor is one hypothesized for 
Gmc. Therefore, it is argued, such a contrast should not be hypothesized 
for OE except under the most pressing circumstances, which do not exist. 
But the area of disagreement should not be exaggerated. Thus all opponents 
agree with the traditional view that 〈e〉 between a palatal consonant and 
an unstressed back vowel was purely diacritical, and they also all appear 
to accept, with the possible exception of Stockwell and Barritt (1951: §5.2), 
that 〈ba, bo, co〉 represented ‘long’ diphthongs. The fundamental point at 
issue, therefore, is the status of the sounds represented by the ‘short’ digraphs 
〈ea, eo, io〉 (and 〈ie〉). The attacks on the traditional position can be divided 
into four groups, discussed in §§2.25–8.

2.25 Daunt (1939, 1952) argues that the second element of the digraphs1 
was a diacritic indicating that the following consonant was phonemically 
[back]. A similar view is taken by Mossé (1945: §12). Hence weorpan 
‘throw’ = /we pan/, liomu ‘limbs’ = /liÛu/, etc. But this applies only to the 
‘short’ digraphs, and Daunt accepts that the ‘long’ digraphs represented 
true diphthongs, even in otherwise identical environments. Further, Daunt 
(1952: 49) emphasizes that there was probably a glide between the front vowel 
and the following consonant, but claims that the resulting diphthong was no 
more than a conditioned allophone of the relevant monophthong. Daunt’s 
theory clearly fails to meet all but the second argument under §2.23, and even 
there her position is dubious. In any case she relies on the assumption that 
Old Irish scribes used vowel diacritics to indicate colouring of the following 
consonant and the further assumption that this scribal practice was taught 
to and preserved by the earliest OE scribes. Neither assumption can be 
fully substantiated, see especially Kuhn and Quirk (1953: 147–9).2
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1 For the use of the digraphs 〈ea, ie〉 after a palatal consonant, ignored here, see §2.31. 
The arguments concerning this usage, although highly relevant, are of a different order.
2 It should be pointed that Daunt’s analysis is essentially prosodic in the Firthian 
sense, and her analysis is valuable (at least) to the extent that it demonstrates the 
interdependence of the short diphthongs and the following consonant in a way which 
is extremely diffi cult for any purely segmental approach. Note here Stockwell and 
Barritt’s initial proposal (1951: 13) that ‘In the case of the back allophone of /æ/ . . . the 
off-glide . . . was a part of the articulation of the following consonant’, a proposal they 
later rejected in Stockwell and Barritt (1955: 376).

2.26 Stockwell and Barritt (1951, 1955, 1961) and Stockwell (1958) agree 
with Daunt in claiming that the second element of the digraphs was dia-
critical, but differ in asserting that its purpose was to indicate a ‘back’ 
(= centralized and possibly lowered) allophone of the relevant monophthong. 
Thus it is claimed that if 〈æ〉 represents [æ], then 〈ea〉 represents [ã],1 both 
of which are allophones of the same phoneme /æ/. Stockwell and Barritt’s 
arguments are primarily theoretical, since their starting-point is the alleged 
impossibility of the four-way contrast mentioned in §2.24. Their theory 
meets the objections of §2.23 no more adequately than does Daunt’s, and 
there is one further objection to be made. This is that, if [æ] and [ã] are 
allophones of the same phoneme, there should be no minimal pairs con-
trasting the two. But there are numerous such pairs, such as ærn ‘house’ as 
against earn ‘eagle’, stæl ‘place’ as against steal ‘stall’. For further criticisms 
see Kuhn and Quirk (1953, 1955), Hockett (1959).

1 [ã] is a retranscription of [æ], which Stockwell and Barritt take from Trager & 
Smith (1951).

2.27 Hockett (1959), followed by Antonsen (1972), argues, at least for 
WMerc as represented by Ps(A), that the digraphs represented phonemes 
distinct from those represented by the corresponding single graphs, thus 
agreeing with the traditional position against Stockwell and Barritt. But, he 
argues, these phonemes were central vowels rather than diphthongs. Hence 
〈io〉 = /÷/, 〈eo〉 = /v/, 〈ea〉 = /Œ/1 and similarly for the long members of each 
pair. As long as the analysis is restricted to the Angl dialects the arguments 
of §2.23 are met, but this cannot be so for the S dialects, and even for 
Angl the cases of stress-shift cited by Giffhorn (1974) raise major doubts.

1 Hockett transcribes 〈ea〉 as /a/ but states that it is a low back spread (unrounded) 
vowel. In that case /a/ is a misleading transcription. Furthermore, the vowel (if it 
existed) must have been central rather than back, and it is interpreted as such here (as 
are /÷/ and /v/).

2.28 Lass and Anderson (1975) accept the traditional view that 〈ea, eo, 
io〉 represented diphthongs, but suggest that there was no phonological 
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contrast of length between OE diphthongs. Their claim is dependent upon 
the acceptance of generative phonological theory, which permits reversal 
of completed mergers and as such is probably unacceptable, see Weinreich, 
Labov and Herzog (1968: 147–8), also Lass (1983: 174–5). Another argu-
ment against this proposal concerns the relative ordering of sound changes. 
Lass and Anderson order back umlaut before i-umlaut, and hence before 
apocope of fi nal -i, -u after a long syllable (see §§6.13ff.), by which, for 
example, *dboru > dbor ‘animals’. But diphthongs due to back umlaut do 
not cause such loss, for example, liomu ‘limbs’. Thus Lass and Anderson’s 
position is internally contradictory.

2.29 The evidence from both OE and ME suggests very strongly that the 
traditional position is in essence correct, although the position of Daunt 
(1939), if correctly interpreted as a prosodic analysis, has much to com-
mend it, see too the proposal of Stockwell and Barritt (1951) quoted in 
§2.25n2. Therefore we accept here that OE had a phonemic contrast 
between long and short diphthongs. Nevertheless, it has to be acknowledged 
that the least satisfactory aspect of the traditional position concerns the 
long ~ short contrast. Since the so-called long diphthongs in large part 
derived without signifi cant alteration from Gmc diphthongs, it is implausible 
to suggest that their length was in any crucial respect altered. They must 
therefore have remained equivalent in length to long vowels, as in Gmc, 
see §2.22 and n2, that is to say, they must have been bimoric. If that is 
so, then the so-called short diphthongs, which are derived from short vowels 
in Gmc, must have been monomoric. Thus long and short diphthongs would 
have the same confi guration V1V2, but in the former cases that confi guration 
would be dominated by two morae, in the latter cases by only one mora, see 
Lass (1983: 172–7; 1984: 253–7). The normal phonological case, of course, 
is exemplifi ed by the long diphthongs, whereas the short diphthongs are 
somewhat unusual. It seems preferable to recognize this situation by tran-
scription conventions, and therefore in the remainder of this work in both 
phonemic and phonetic transcriptions long diphthongs will be represented 
without indication of length, for example, /eo/, whilst short diphthongs 
will be indicated by a breve over both elements, for example, /Â/. It is 
recognized, however, that this confl icts with the traditional conventions, 
by which long diphthongs are marked, and the traditional conventions are 
therefore, and for the sake of clarity only, respected in graphemic or italicized 
representations, hence 〈bo〉, bo are equivalents of /eo/, and 〈eo〉, eo equivalents 
of /Â/. Some further clarifi cation of the traditional position is necessary in 
three respects: (1) the status of the second elements of diphthongs in all 
contexts except after a palatal consonant; (2) the values represented by the 
digraphs when preceded by a palatal consonant; (3) the values represented 
by 〈ie〉. (1) and (2) are discussed in §§2.30, 31, (3) in §2.36.
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2.30 Early spellings, such as 〈iu, eu, æu〉, see §§2.32–4, imply that originally 
the second element of all diphthongs was a high back rounded vowel, but 
this element, possibly to be transcribed as nonsyllabic [u], was soon to be 
lowered to a mid or low vowel, according to the height of the syllabic 
element. It seems most probable that there was eventually a reduction of 
the second element to an unstressed centralized schwa vowel [v], but this 
process must have varied from dialect to dialect, possibly being earliest in 
Angl and least common in Kt. Equally probable, perhaps, is that full and 
reduced forms were in almost free variation, subject to such infl uences as 
speech tempo. The precise value of these elements seems, therefore, impossible 
to determine.

2.31 When B or R were preceded by a palatal consonant, they developed 
in WS as Ce, Ba respectively. The phonetic conditions for this shift are quite 
different from those for breaking, see §5.49 for discussion. When a palatal 
consonant was followed by a back vowel, any diphthong which developed 
is likely to have been rising, see §§5.59–70. In both types the question of 
the reality of the supposed sound change is diffi cult and perhaps even 
insoluble. For discussion of the status of the digraphs and what values they 
might have represented in these contexts see the sections cited immediately 
above for some tentative conclusions.

2.32 Except where 〈i〉 is a diacritic, 〈io〉 represented a diphthong both 
short and long, with prominence on the fi rst element. The normal transcrip-
tion for these sounds would be /Ê, io/, although /Á, iv/ may be preferable, 
see §2.30. However, both diphthongs are subject to considerable change 
during the OE period, see §§5.155ff., and neither consistently remains in 
its original form after the ninth century. In all dialects except Nbr the 
diphthongs fall together with those represented by 〈Bo〉, see §2.33. In early 
texts 〈iu〉 spellings occur in a minority of cases, which suggests an earlier 
pronunciation of /Ï, iu/. Examples of cu from Gmc *iu are: CorpGl 
8e/cudde ‘join’ pa.ind.sg., CorpGl /custra ‘darkness’ acc.pl., LRid fl cusum 
‘fl eece’ dat.pl. The only examples of ru are due to breaking and are: LVD 
† Iurminburg, KSB12 † Iurmenrc7(ing).1

1 In BDS 1 uuiurthit ‘become’ 3sg.pr.ind. 〈iu〉 most probably represents /y/, being an 
inverted form of 〈ui〉, see §2.18, presumably to avoid **〈uuui-〉. /y/ is due to rounding 
of /i/ rather than i-umlaut, see §5.31n2.

2.33 Except where 〈e〉 is a diacritic (eo) represented a diphthong both 
short and long, distinguished from 〈Co〉 only by the height of the fi rst 
element. The normal transcriptions for these sounds are /Â, eo/, see §§2.30, 
32. Examples of short and long 〈eo〉 are: cneowe ‘knee’ dat.sg, cnbowe 
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‘know’ pa.subj.sg.1 For the later history of Bo and its merger with Co see 
§§5.155–62. As with Co, there are a few early spellings with 〈u〉 as second 
element, suggesting an earlier pronunciation /È, eu/. Examples of bu from 
Gmc *eu are: EpGl 940 stbupfæder ‘stepfather’, EpGl, ErfGl 726 trbulesnis 
‘faithlessness’. Short diphthongs due to breaking or back umlaut rarely have 
〈-u〉: CollGl 12.6 eutende ‘eat’ pres.part.,2 Bede(M)† 2umer (< *Euhmer), 
LVD† Friu/uulf (< *Fri/u-).

1 Cnbowe has the vowel of the ind.
2 Eutende has the vowel of the inf. *eutan, see Li, Ru2 eatta.

2.34 Except where 〈e〉 is a diacritic, 〈ea〉 represented a diphthong both 
short and long, distinguished from Co, Bo by both the height of the fi rst 
element and the height and probable unrounding of the second element 
(where this is not a reduced vowel). The fi rst element is probably equivalent 
to the sound represented by 〈æ〉 elsewhere, see below for confi rming 
spellings. The normal transcriptions for these sounds are /”, æw/, since 
the second element was certainly back when not reduced. On the other 
hand, some early spellings, see below, and the ME development of at least 
the long diphthong to /ep/, see Jordan (1974: §81),1 make it possible that 
a more accurate phonetic transcription might be [“]. Examples of short 
and long 〈ea〉 are: seah ‘see’ pa.ind.sg., nbah ‘near’. As with Co, Bo early 
mss. have occasional spellings confi rming the development from /æu/, but 
they also often suggest a slightly higher fi rst element, as discussed imme-
diately above. The most common of these early variants is 〈eo〉, examples 
of bo from Gmc *au being: CorpGl 1402 8efrbos ‘freeze’ pa.ind.sg., CorpGl 
187 bors7ripel ‘earscraper’; an example of qo due to breaking is: CorpGl 
545 seorwum ‘device’ dat.pl.2 An older spelling is 〈wo〉, examples from 
Gmc *au being: Bede(M)† 12odbaldum, 12dbaldo, CorpGl 1117 8enwot 
‘com panion’, LVD† 12ostoruini (alongside 2osturuini). The spelling 
〈æu〉 is seen in Rune48 bæurnæ ‘son’ dat.sg.3 Occasional 〈æa〉 spellings 
can be observed throughout the period, but they are without phonological 
signifi cance except in so far as they confi rm the pronunciation of the 
fi rst element.

1 Jordan (1974: §58) suggests that even in the case of the short diphthong the fi rst 
element might have been slightly raised in S dialects at least, see Hallqvist (1948: 9–46). 
On the other hand, it may be that we are dealing with a qualitative difference between 
short and long æ, see §2.12.
2 Ps(A) feodrum ‘father’ dat.pl. and similar forms in the same ms. should not be 
taken here, see §5.45 and n1.
3 In bæurnæ breaking is found despite the Nbr provenance. It is possible that the 
word is a form of beorn ‘prince’, see Page (1973: 145), in which case it should be 
taken under §5.44n1.
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2.35 The remarks of §2.34 probably apply also to instances of 〈Ba〉 due 
to the infl uence of palatal consonants on *R. Even if the phonetics of that 
change were different from that of, say, breaking, see §5.49, by the time 
of the written texts it would seem likely that 〈ea〉 here represented sounds 
which may be transcribed as something like [“, ew, and these sounds must 
have been no more than allophones of the phonemes described in §2.34. 
Indeed, given the comments there it is possible that they became phonetically 
identical. Examples of short and long 〈ea〉 after palatal consonants are: 
8eare ‘entirely’, 8bare ‘year’ dat.sg.

2.36 Disagreement about the values represented by the digraph 〈ie〉 in part 
runs parallel to the disagreement over the values represented by the other 
digraphs. Therefore the arguments presented in §§2.22–9 would, other things 
being equal, hold also for 〈ie〉. Thus we may accept that originally, but see 
§2.37, this digraph represented a diphthong both short and long. However, 
there is further disagreement over the precise values of the diphthongs. The 
oldest view, expressed by Bülbring (1902: §46), Brunner (1965: §41), Campbell 
(1959: §39), interprets the digraph directly as /Î, ie/.1 In favour of this view 
is the contraction of disyllabic /ie/, for example, sce ‘be’ pr.subj.sg., and 
possibly the development of *B > Ce after palatal consonants. Against this 
view is the early monophthongization of Ce > C, z, see §2.37. Another view, 
found in Luick (1914–40: §191), is that the digraph represented /Á, iv/ with 
some rounding of the second element. This view has much to recommend it. 
Lass and Anderson (1975: 122–7) have suggested that 〈ie〉 represented /Ï, 
iu/.2 The view is reasonable, but it is doubtful that the second element could 
have been [u], which in WS is regularly lowered to /o/, see too §2.40. Colman 
(1985) argues that 〈ie〉 which is the product of i-umlaut represents /Ì, iy/.3,4 
This view, which must be construed as phonemic rather than phonetic, appears 
to be most consistent with the chronological and dialectal spread of ie, see 
§2.37, although diffi culties with the other sources of 〈ie〉 spellings remain, 
see n4. Examples of short and long 〈ie〉 are nieht ‘night’, ncehst ‘next’.

1 Brunner takes the 〈i〉 of 〈ie〉 after an initial palatal consonant as purely diacritical.
2 But without phonological contrast of length, see §2.28.
3 The same conclusion was earlier drawn by McLaughlin (1979), but his arguments 
are rejected by Colman.
4 Colman holds essentially the same position as Brunner, see n1, with regard to 〈ie〉 
after a palatal consonant, and rejects the view that bisyllabic /ie/ ever became diph-
thongal. But since she admits (1985: 10–11) the possibility that /Ì, iy/ became at some 
fairly early stage [Á, iv], these cases could fall in with the above. The use of 〈ie〉 to 
indicate breaking or back mutation is only an inverted spelling for 〈i〉, contra, for 
example, Campbell (1959: §299), see §§2.37, 5.24n6, 5.104n8.

2.37 The spread of 〈ie〉 is extremely restricted, it being used as a digraph 
only in EWS. Even there it is clear that 〈ie〉 no longer represented a diphthong, 
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even if it did so originally, as suggested in §2.36, see, however, §§5.164, 
171. The evidence of the early texts is that by this time the original sounds 
had monophthongized, in most environments merging with /i(p)/, less com-
monly with /y(p)/, for full details see §§5.163ff. The main justifi cation for 
this claim is that not only do words with earlier Ce became spelled with 〈i〉, 
but also words with original C become, by confusion, spelled with 〈ie〉, for 
example, hiene alongside hine ‘him’. In LWS there are no 〈ie〉 spellings but 
the development there is different for except in a palatal environment Ce 
normally merges with z. Hence early hceran ‘hear’ gives EWS hcran, LWS 
hyran. For further discussion of these complex matters see again §§5.163ff. 
Thus not only has the original diphthong disappeared by the end of the 
ninth century, the time of the EWS texts, but in all dialects except EWS 
〈ie〉 regularly occurs only as a representation of a disyllabic sequence.1

1 This is true of Ps(A) onscen ‘face’, fcenda, -um ‘enemy’, see Campbell (1959: §201.3n2 
and refs).

2.38 It is possible that a further series of diphthongs arose during the OE 
period when fi nal /j, w/ vocalized to [i, u], see §§7.69ff. It is impossible to 
determine the length of the resultant diphthongs from the texts, although 
theoretically it would be expected that they would be quantitatively equiva-
lent to the original long diphthongs. However, the ME developments are 
signifi cant in that where short and long monophthongs develop differently, 
as in S a > a, a > ’, the fi rst elements of these putative diphthongs develop, 
at least in the fi rst instance, according to whether they are from originally 
short or long monophthongs, thus OE dæ8 > dai, grw8 > grei, see Luick 
(1914–40: §§372–3). Therefore we have the choice of claiming that diph-
thongization has taken place, in which event there is the theoretically impro-
bable consequence that both short and long diphthongs arise, for example, 
/Ó, æi/, or claiming that diphthongization did not take place, following 
Colman (1983b), who adduces further evidence to support this analysis.1 We 
accept, with Colman, however, that in the case of i8 sequences the development 
would be directly to c (with shortening to i in unstressed syllables).

1 Colman’s arguments are supported by two ME developments. Firstly, when the 
diphthongs ei and ai do appear, then their subsequent history is different from that of 
monophthongal /e, a/, since they merge together, see PDE way (< OE weg), day. Secondly, 
once diphthongization takes place contrastive length is lost, as can be seen by Orm’s 
failure to distinguish length in these cases, see Luick (1914–40: §§372A2, 373A1). 
Jordan’s suggestion (1974: §87R1) that daèè represented [daiq] cannot be accepted.

2.39 In the case of /j/ the processes discussed in §2.38 could, of course, 
only take place after front vowels, and in all cases the normal spelling 
representation of the sequences is 〈i8, e8, æ8〉. Typical examples are: twc8

1 
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‘twig’, wc8 ‘war’, we8 ‘way’, wrb8 ‘accuse’ imp., dæ8 ‘day’, grw8 ‘grey’. In 
both the early glossaries and Kt 〈-i〉 spellings are common, and 〈i〉 for 〈i8〉 
is quite widespread, hence Mk(WSCp) 13.28 twc, AldV 3.1.72 wc(bora) 
‘standard-bearer’, OccGl 49.8.49 wei, 30.14 wrbi, Ch 1510 (5¥) dei,2 CorpGl 
967 grbi.3 In LWS and lNbr especially the compromise spellings 〈-bi8, -wi8〉 
are found, but note CorpGl 2093 sei8n ‘sign’, 850 grbi8.

1 It follows from the remarks in §2.38 that the result of vocalization of i8 is c, not r.
2 With Kt e for æ.
3 With Angl b for w1.

2.40 In the case of /w/ the same processes arise, except that the /w/ is 
analogically restored, see §7.72, and that it is always preceded by a long vowel 
or diphthong. Here too the early glossaries and Kt show 〈-u〉 spellings, for 
example, ErfGl 610 mbu for mww ‘gull’, CorpGl 2 stdu for stdw ‘place’.

2.41 From the above discussion it might seem possible to postulate an 
overall vowel and diphthong system for OE, but this would be to ignore 
many differences which occur both dialectally and diatopically. For an attempt 
to describe the changing relationships between dialects and over time see 
Kuhn (1961). The following diagrams attempt only to present the major 
phonological contrasts potentially present in OE; they do not claim to 
represent in any way the actual state of affairs in any dialect at any time.

(a) Long and short vowels
 i(p) y(p) u(p)
 e(p) ø(p) o(p)
 æ(p) w(p)

(b) Long and short diphthongs
 iy Ì
 eo Â
 æw ”

2.42 The above remarks apply only to the vowels and diphthongs of fully 
stressed syllables. In unstressed syllables and probably also in secondary-
stressed syllables the position is rather different.1 It is therefore preferable 
to distinguish the phonemic system operating in unstressed syllables from 
that operating in primary-stressed syllables.

1 For details of the stress system see §§2.84–91.

2.43 In unstressed syllables only short vowels occur, even in the earliest 
period, and these vowels are represented by 〈i, e, æ, a, o, u〉. Except for 
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〈o〉 and 〈u〉 these graphs may be taken to represent the same values as in 
stressed syllables. In the earliest Nbr texts 〈u〉 predominates over 〈o〉, but 
in the Merc glossaries both 〈u〉 and 〈o〉 can be found. In later texts 〈o〉 is 
increasingly predominant in the S, but 〈u〉 persists in Nbr especially. This 
suggests that lowering of Gmc *u to /o/ was in origin a S change, which 
did not spread completely to Angl texts, where the sound often remains as 
/u/, see §6.56.1 In Kt and LWS /w/ and /o/ have certainly fallen together in 
a phoneme whose precise values cannot be determined, perhaps something 
like /Ñ/. Although in the written language the front unstressed vowels may 
have been distinguished at the beginning of the period with some degree 
of accuracy, especially in Merc, but see §§6.49, 51, there must have been 
a very early merger, not later than the eighth century, perhaps as /e/.2 
However, unstressed i remains in certain environments, notably when pro-
tected by a following palatal consonant, for example, meahti8 ‘mighty’, 
see further §§6.50–1. By the eleventh century the front and back vowels 
were becoming thoroughly confused, which suggests a reduction in the 
unstressed vowel system to simply /v/, and although this is not seen in the 
best LWS texts, the process of reduction may already have been at work 
in EWS, see Bately (1980: xliv).

1 It should be noted that there were never three unstressed back vowel phonemes. 
Rather, whatever the dialect or date, there was at most a contrast between, on the one 
hand, /w/, and, on the other hand, /u/ or /o/ (not both).
2 Kuhn (1961) transcribes [e] and [Ñ] as [v] and [÷] respectively. In the present state 
of our knowledge the question is largely one of taste.

2.44 Syllables with secondary stress show a compromise between the 
behaviour of fully stressed and unstressed vowels. Long vowels are regularly 
reduced to short vowels and diphthongs are both lowered to ea (< io, eo) 
and reduced to a. Examples of the reduction of diphthongs are: s7iptearo, 
s7iptaran ‘pitch’ alongside teoru ‘tar’. Both original short vowels and short 
vowels due to the above processes of reduction can then be further reduced 
to the unstressed variants discussed in §2.43. It follows from the above 
that long vowels are not found in syllables which are not primary-stressed.1 
Therefore in this work originally long vowels in secondary- or weak-stressed 
syllables will not be marked for length.

1 The situation is much more complex than suggested here. It might be more accurate 
to state that syllables which originally had secondary stress regularly become weak-
stressed during the OE period, thus accounting for the processes described above, see 
§§2.83ff. Such reduction would have depended upon a number of factors, including 
speech tempo and other rarely recoverable variables, as well as date of the text. I would 
not therefore wish to suggest that a line such as Beo 1523a pæt se beado-lboma did 
not have a long diphthong in lboma. On the other hand, by §2.43 se could not possibly 
have ever had a long vowel (except if subject to emphatic stress).
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2.45 Of the letters in the OE alphabet, the following were normally 
used to represent consonants: 〈b, c, d, f, g, h, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, /, ¨, w〉, 
where 〈w〉 = 〈…〉, see §2.2. In addition 〈i〉 was sometimes used to represent 
a consonantal value alongside its more usual representation of a vowel, 
and 〈u〉 and 〈uu〉 are replacements for 〈w〉, especially in Nbr. 〈x〉 and 〈z〉 
occur only rarely, see §§2.51, 2.65n1 for discussion of their values. Two 
digraphs are in common use: 〈sc〉, which represents an earlier sequence of 
two segments, and can still be so used, as in ascian ‘ask’; 〈cg〉, which is 
mostly used to represent earlier or existing geminate consonants, see §§2.61, 
67. Other digraphs are rare, except in the earliest texts, and the most 
frequent of these are 〈ch, th〉 see §§2.60n1, 59 for examples.1 Lengthening 
of consonants is indicated by doubling, for example, 〈dd〉.

1 Some early texts have 〈qu〉 for initial /kw/, for example, EpGl 661 qui¨a ‘womb’.

2.46 OE had the following principal classes of consonants: stops, fricatives, 
sibilants, affricates, nasals, liquids, approximants.1 The feature of [voice] 
was phonologically contrastive for stops and affricates, whilst [length] was 
contrastive for all classes except approximants, but not necessarily contras-
tive for all members of each class. At one stage long consonants must have 
occurred both medially and fi nally, but by the period of the written texts they 
only occurred intervocalically over syllable boundaries. They are therefore 
analysed here as geminates, see §2.78(1) for further discussion of their status 
and distribution. OE had four contrasting points of articulation: labial, dental, 
palatal, and alveolar, but it should be noted that labial includes both bilabial 
and labiodental articulations, see §2.54 for some minor reservations on 
this noncontrastiveness. Dental could be replaced with equal accuracy by 
the term alveolar, since there is no satisfactory evidence which might enable 
us to determine the place of articulation more closely. Of these contrasts, the 
most peripheral is palatal articulation, which is most usually an allophonic 
variation of velar articulation. There was also a glottal fricative [h], see 
§2.60, but there is no direct evidence for a corresponding glottal stop.2

1 Strictly speaking, sibilants form a subclass of fricatives and liquids a subclass of 
approximants, see Ladefoged (1982: 261–2; 61–2). Their separation here is largely a 
matter of convenience, but at least in the liquids and approximants important phono-
logical differences exist between the two subclasses.
2 It is sometimes claimed that the alliteration of vowels in OE poetry must be due 
to the presence of an initial glottal stop. Although the question of the existence of such 
a stop is not ultimately decidable, it must be said that the basis for postulating such 
could scarcely be frailer, and the evidence of prominence shift shown in later place-names 
such as Yalding argues against it.

2.47 The OE voiceless stops show a three-way contrast in point of articu-
lation, with no contrastive palatal stop, although there could have been a 
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period before that of the earliest texts when there was a separate palatal 
stop phoneme, see §2.65. All voiceless stops show a phonological contrast 
of length.

2.48 The voiceless labial stop was represented by 〈p〉,1 and since it must 
have been bilabial it is transcribed as /p/. PIE */b/, which develops as Gmc 
*/p/ by Grimm’s Law, was extremely rare in initial position and far from 
common elsewhere, so /p/ is relatively uncommon in OE also, especially 
initially, where it is most commonly found in loan-words, see Kluge (1891: 
§10.2).2 Examples of /p/ initially, intervocalically and fi nally3 are: pdl ‘pool’, 
grcpan ‘grip’, s7ip ‘ship’. Intervocalically geminate forms are found, examples 
of /pp/ being: hoppian ‘hop’, steppe ‘step’ pr.subj.sg., against hopian ‘hope’, 
stepe ‘step’ (n.).

1 For other, rare, uses of 〈p〉, see §2.58n1.
2 The loans, of course, may be very early, of CGmc origin. Many other forms with 
initial /p/ are of uncertain origin, see Holthausen (1934: pæ/), Onions (1966: path). 
Note also the rune name peor/, see Page (1973: 79–80).
3 Similar examples will be given for each consonantal phoneme except where otherwise 
stated. For a fuller exemplifi cation of the distribution of OE phonemes see Moulton 
(1954: 21–9) and, especially for Merc but essential for OE generally, Kuhn (1970).

2.49 The voiceless dental stop was represented by 〈t〉,1 and this is normally 
transcribed as /t/. Examples of /t/ are: td/ ‘tooth’, metan ‘measure’, 8eat 
‘gate’. Examples of /tt/ are: hatte ‘is called’, sette ‘set’ 1sg.pr.ind., against 
hate ‘hotly’, sete ‘set!’.

1 For other, extremely rare, uses of 〈t〉, see §2.59n1.

2.50 The voiceless velar stop was represented by both 〈c〉 and 〈k〉. The 
former graph, although by far the more frequent, is ambiguous, represent-
ing both the voiceless velar stop and a voiceless affricate, see §2.65. Despite 
the fact that 〈k〉 would be unambiguous, it is much less frequently used, 
and is only very commonly found before y, for example, kyning ‘king’ 
alongside cyning. In Rul 〈k〉 predominates over 〈c〉 when a front vowel 
follows, see Bülbring (1899b), Kuhn (1970: 25), which might represent an 
attempt at disambiguating the symbols, although 〈k〉 is often used when 
〈c〉 would be equally unambiguous, for example, knborisse ‘generation’, 
krist ‘Christ’.1 Since the primary allophone of this consonant was undoubtedly 
velar rather than palatal, the usual transcription is /k/. Examples of /k/ are: 
cuman ‘come’, ldcian ‘look’, bdc ‘book’. Examples of /kk/ are: brocces 
‘badger’ gen.sg., locca ‘lock, curl’ gen.pl. against brdces ‘affl iction’ gen.sg., 
loca ‘lock’. The only possible orthographic evidence which might suggest 
that there was a palatal allophone of /k/, that is, [c], before front vowels 
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comes from the Ruthwell Cross, where the symbol • is used for /k/ before 
a front vowel in contrast to † which is used elsewhere. Thus we fi nd RuthCr 
Åyninc ‘king’, unÅet ‘us two’ against krist, kwdmu ‘they came’, see Page 
(1973: 152), Campbell (1959: §427n1). But Ball (1988: 115–16) argues 
convinc ingly that the two runes are merely allographs of the same grapheme, 
without phonological signifi cance, against, for example, King (1986: 60–1). 
Thus textual evidence for a palatal allophone of /k/ is at best doubtful.

1 It is possible that the choice of 〈c〉 or 〈k〉 in Rul is on a lexeme-by-lexeme basis, 
hence given cuman ‘come’ we also fi nd cymende ‘coming’. This would reduce the 
effi ciency of any putative distinction.

2.51 When the cluster /ks/ occurs, this is normally represented by 〈x〉, for 
example, feax ‘hair’, fox ‘fox’. Rarer spellings of the same cluster are: 
〈cs, cx, hs, hx, xs〉, examples being: æcs, rccxian, weahsan, wihx¨, æxs for 
more usual æx, etc., see Cosijn (1888a: §§131, 137, 144). Those spellings 
with 〈h〉 presumably refl ect an early stage of OE when the sound change 
of /xs/ 〉 /ks/, see §§7.4–9, had not yet taken place or was not yet suffi ciently 
advanced to be recognized orthographically.

2.52 The OE voiced stops, although they parallel the voiceless stops in 
having a three-way contrast in point of articulation and no palatal stop, are 
considerably more restricted in distribution than their voiceless counter-
parts, only the dental voiced stop having the full range of distribution. 
The voiced labial stop contrasts with the labial fricative only initially, and 
it is doubtful whether the voiced velar stop and the voiced velar fricative ever 
contrasted phonemically in OE, see §§2.53–5, 78(3), for further details. 
Length, however, is contrastive for all three stops, and in the case of the labial 
and velar stops that determines the alternation between fricative and stop.

2.53 The voiced labial stop was represented by 〈b〉. This stop contrasted 
with /p/ only in voice, and is hence transcribed as /b/. The stop developed 
from Gmc */b ~ b/, and stop articulation occurred only initially, after nasals 
and in gemination.1 Examples of /b/ are: bindan ‘bind’, climban ‘climb’, 
lamb ‘lamb’, sib(b) ‘relationship’. Examples of /bb/ are habban ‘have’, 
swebban ‘kill’. Initially /b/ contrasted with /f/, as in bindan against fi ndan 
‘fi nd’, and after degemination of fi nal consonants the same contrast can be 
found fi nally, for example, web(b) ‘web’ against wef ‘weave!’. Medially 
geminate /bb/ contrasts with the marginal geminate /ff/, see §2.58, but there 
is also a regular alternation between /bb/ and non-geminate /f/ (=[v]), for 
example, Ps(A) habba¨ ‘they have’ against hafa¨ ‘he has’.

1 Exceptionally /b/ appears to occur medially in the pet-name † Saba, cited and 
discussed in Clark (1992).
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2.54 In the Merc glossaries especially, 〈b〉 is also used to represent Gmc 
*[b], which was in the process of merging with [v], see §7.55. The use of 
〈b〉 is most consistent in EpGl, closely followed by ErfGl, and is less regular 
in CorpGl.1 Examples are: EpGl, ErfGl 468, CorpGl 951 s7babas, s7bbas, 
s7babas ‘sheaves’, EpGl, ErfGl 635 salb ‘ointment’ against CorpGl 1272 
salf.2 In eNbr texts 〈b〉 is normally replaced by 〈f〉, but note CædH(M) 6 
heben ‘heaven’ alongside 1 hefaen-, CædH(L) hefen, LRid ob ‘from’ (2¥). 
Similar examples in Bede(M) are: † Ælbfl ed, † !ebmund, † !ebrin, 
† Suwhardo, † Cndbheri. The slightly later LVD has 〈b〉 rarely, for example, 
† Cnobualch. Otherwise 〈b〉 for Gmc *[b] is extremely rare, examples being 
CP(C) 180.6 frbbranne ‘comfort’, CP(H) wbobud ‘altar’ (4¥, also CP(C)), 
nwbre ‘never’ (5¥).3 An exception to this is found in the mid ninth-century 
Kt charters, where 〈b〉 is common alongside 〈f〉, for example, Ch 1200.3 
hlabard ‘lord’, 8 8ib ‘if’, Ch 1195.2 ob ‘from’, 3 a8iaban ‘give’, 4 hlaba 
‘loaves’, 8 erbum ‘heir’ dat.pl., Ch 1197.20 erbe, 17 Luba, 20 lib8endes 
‘living’, 23 hiabenli7e ‘heavenly’, Ch 332.16 † 3ab, note also Ch 1200.7 
hebfa¨ for hebba¨ ‘they have’. Despite the apparent accuracy of these 
spellings, their isolated nature and the frequency of 〈f〉 spellings in the same 
or contemporaneous texts suggests that they are no more than deliberate 
archaisms which do not refl ect the phonology of the dialect. The consist-
ency of the spellings in EpGl, ErfGl, however, indicate that at that time, 
possibly only in Merc, [b] was still an allophone of /b/ rather than /f/. Soon 
afterwards [b] and [b] must have split, the latter becoming an allophone 
of /f/, see §2.58. Before the time of the split it would have been possible 
for minimal pairs contrasting /b/ and /bb/ to have existed, such as *haba¨ 
~ habba¨, see §2.53.

1 But Med 5.10, closely related to CorpGl, has no such examples of 〈b〉.
2 For a listing of forms and discussion, see Chadwick (1899: 232–40), also Wynn 
(1956: §109), Pheifer (1974: §69).
3 In wbobud 〈b〉 may represent [b], see Campbell (1959: §461n3), and nwfre, nwbre 
is of uncertain etymology. Other forms are probably Latinisms, see Brunner (1965: 
§191A2), Cosijn (1888a: §130), which leaves only frbbranne as reliable. Note, however, 
poetical (GenA, Exo) tiber ‘sacrifi ce’.

2.55 The voiced dental stop was represented by 〈d〉.1 it contrasted only 
in voicing with /t/ and is hence transcribed as /d/. Examples of /d/ are: dæ8 
‘day’, rcdan ‘ride’, tcd ‘time’. Examples of geminate /dd/ are: 8ebedda ‘bed-
fellow’, lwdde ‘he led’ against 8ebeda ‘prayer’ gen.pl., lwde ‘I lead’.

1 For other, early, uses of 〈d〉, see §2.59.

2.56 The voiced velar stop was normally represented by 〈g〉, but this graph 
had several different values, paralleling the status of 〈c〉, see §2.50. Thus 
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〈g〉 represents, in addition to a velar stop, nonsyllabic [i] (§2.39), a voiced 
velar fricative /“/ (§2.61), and a palatal approximant /j/ (§2.76), see also 
§2.65. The voiced velar stop was doubtless parallel to /k/ in that the pos-
sibility of velar ([g]) and palatal ([~]) allophones would exist, see §2.50, 
but its overall phonemic status is much more uncertain. This stems from 
the restricted distribution of the stop. It is generally accepted that the voiced 
velar stop occurred after nasals and in gemination, for example, singan 
‘sing’, sugga ‘hedge-sparrow’. There is disagreement, however, over its exist-
ence initially. Brunner (1965: §206.8) and Moulton (1954: 24–5; 1972: 
152–5) hold that initial g was a stop, whereas Girvan (1931: §214) and 
Campbell (1959: §50.4) believe that in eOE initially 〈g〉 represented a voiced 
velar fricative which developed as a stop by the end of the period. The 
evidence of palatalization shows that initial 〈g〉 must have represented a 
fricative at that time, see §§7.17(1),1 and the negative evidence of the failure 
of the Ruthwell rune-maker to distinguish between initial and medial g 
(the latter certainly a fricative) strongly suggests that the stop was not 
developed until a fairly late stage, as Girvan and Campbell suggest.2 Since 
the voiced velar stop and the voiced velar fricative were in complementary 
distribution throughout the period, it would seem reasonable to analyse 
them as allophones of the same phoneme, see Kuhn (1970: 33–5) and, for 
a contrary view, Moulton (1954: 24–7). On the other hand, the nature of 
the phoneme is more diffi cult to ascertain. In a diachronic context it seems 
most profi table to consider the phoneme to be /“/, but for a synchronic 
analysis of OE it might be preferable to analyse the phoneme as /g/. On 
the other hand, clarity of exposition is considerably enhanced by analysing 
instances of the velar stop as /g/ and instances of the fricative as /“/, despite 
their complementary distribution, and this practice will often be followed 
here except that examples of 〈g〉 indicating a velar consonant are to be 
found under /“/ in §2.61.3

1 For two contrary views see Luick (1914–40: §633), Lass & Anderson (1975: 
134).
2 But Campbell’s (1959: §429 and n) appeal to alliterative practice is by no means 
conclusive.
3 For further discussion of this problem see §§2.78(3), 7.68.

2.57 The OE fricatives show a three-way contrast in point of articulation, 
namely labial, dental, and velar. Although both a voiceless and a voiced 
palatal fricative may have existed at some time, the former does not contrast 
with the voiceless velar fricative and the latter is more revealingly classed 
as an approximant, see §§2.60, 75–6 for discussion. The contrast of [voice] 
exists only for velar fricatives; elsewhere [voice] is allophonic, see J.M. 
Anderson (1988b) for a fuller discussion of the phonological status of 
[voice] with respect to fricatives.
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2.58 The labial fricative was normally represented by 〈f〉.1 At the begin-
ning of the period it is possible that this fricative was always voiceless, but 
it soon became voiced between voiced segments, see §§7.54–8. Since the 
voiced fricative which thus developed was originally distinct from the [b] 
represented by 〈b〉, see §2.54, the fricative represented by 〈f〉 must have 
been labiodental [v] rather than bilabial [b]. Therefore the labial fricative 
phoneme is transcribed as /f/ with, after the earliest period, two allophones 
[f] and [v], the latter occurring only in voiced surroundings.2 Examples of 
/f/ are: fæder ‘father’, drcfan ‘drive’, hrdf ‘roof’. When bilabial [b] split 
from /b/ and merged with [v] as an allophone of /f/, 〈f〉 is also introduced 
as the spelling of the original bilabial. Thus instead of s7babas, salb cited 
in §2.54, s7bafas, salf are found. Apart from cases of internal juncture, 
giving /f+f/, as in offaran ‘overtake’ and numerous other forms, /ff/ is 
extremely rare and appears to be confi ned to three types: (1) proper names, 
such as Offa, Wuffa; (2) onomatopoeia, such as abyffan ‘mutter’, pyffan 
‘breathe out’; (3) foreign (Lat) loan-words, where /ff/ is in the borrowed 
form, such as offrian ‘offer’ < Lat offerre, cuffi e ‘caul’ < Lat *cuffja, cf. lLat 
cofi a ‘helmet’.3 Thus /ff/ is only a marginal member of the normal phono-
logical inventory of OE, although no doubt the cases of /ff/ due to internal 
juncture and the frequency of offrian would promote its stability.4

1 In the eMerc glossaries /ft/ is frequently represented by 〈pt〉, for example, compounds 
of s7eaft ‘shaft’ are written s7aept-, s7ept-. EpGl 8idopta (= 8e¨ofta) ‘companion’ shows 
both 〈d〉 for 〈¨〉 and 〈p〉 for 〈f〉, see §2.59nl. Chiefl y in late mss., but also in poetry, 
for example, Beo 1799 hlcuade ‘it towered’, [v] is represented by 〈u〉, for instance, 
yuel ‘evil’. The earliest examples, however, are EpGl, ErfGl 428 siuida ‘bran’ with 〈u〉 
for [b] beside CorpGl 940 sifi ¨an, and possibly ErfGl 768 ucualdra ‘butterfl y’ beside 
EpGl fcfalde, CorpGl 1484 fcffalde, where medial 〈u〉 is probably a scribal error, see 
n2 below.
2 In the later periods, probably from the late tenth century, initial /f, q, s/ were voiced 
in S dialects, the earliest indication of this being in the mid tenth-century Rec 3 ucf 
‘fi ve’, see Förster (1941). Bennett (1955) suggests that this voicing may have been 
prehistoric, but the evidence is unreliable. ErfGl ucualdra, see n1 above, is almost 
certainly due to an error by the German scribe (which has been transferred either to 
or from medial 〈u〉), and offers no support for Bennett’s thesis, whatever the fi nal 
origins of the Merc glossaries may have been. For further discussion see §7.56.
3 A few cases of /ff/ remain. Maffi an ‘become shameless’, wlaffi an ‘stammer’, woffi an 
‘blaspheme’, of uncertain etymology, may be metaphorically connected to the cases of 
onomatopoeia, as may lyffettan ‘fl atter’, which would otherwise presuppose *lufjatjan. 
For all these types see Hogg (1982a). Other forms with 〈ff〉 do not represent /ff/, such 
as EpGl maffa ‘caul’, a corruption of Lat mappa, cf. 〈pt〉 for /ft/.
4 Of course, if /ff/ is regarded as a normal OE geminate, then the relation between 
/f/ and /bb/ is rather different from that supposed by §2.53. No doubt such a change 
in relations gradually evolved during the period.

2.59 The dental fricative was normally represented by 〈/〉 or 〈¨〉. In the 
earliest texts, however, these symbols were not used, the fricative normally 
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being represented by 〈th〉 or 〈d〉.1 The fi rst dated examples of 〈/〉 and 〈¨〉 
are, respectively, 803 Sweet (1885: Ct 33) æ/el- (3¥), and 700¥715 Ch 21 
(Cott. Aug.) pae¨, but the evidence of the eMerc glossaries, especially EpGl, 
suggests that the origin of both cannot have been later than the last quarter 
of the seventh century.2 The distribution of the dental fricative parallels 
that of the labial fricative, and there are two allophones [q] and [¨], but 
it is more widely distributed than any of the other fricatives. The normal 
transcription is /q/, and the use of the non-IPA /// is to be deplored. Examples 
of /q/ are: pin8 ‘thing’, ba/ian ‘bathe’, bæ/ ‘bath’. Examples of geminate 
/qq/ are: s7e//e ‘I hurt’, ni//as ‘men’ against s7e/e ‘hurt!’, ni/as ‘troubles’. 
It is important to note that even after the introduction of 〈/, ¨〉 into OE 
orthography, these graphs are not used to refl ect the allophonic distribution 
of [q] and [¨]. In early texts and until the time of Alfred 〈¨〉 is by far the 
more common; in the tenth century and later 〈/〉 is rather commoner, but 
is mainly restricted to initial position with a minority of forms medially, 
and it is rarely found in fi nal position.3 The choice of 〈/〉 or 〈¨〉 is therefore 
of no phonological importance, pace Stockwell and Barritt (1961: 78–9), 
see Kuhn (1970: 31fn66).4

1 〈th〉 and 〈d〉 are found only in the earliest mss., especially Bede(M), EpGl and the 
later LVD. To a great extent the usage of 〈th〉 and 〈d〉 parallels that of 〈/〉 and 〈¨〉, the 
former occurring regularly in initial position, the latter predominating in medial and 
fi nal positions and not occurring initially, although note EpGl 8idopta ‘companion’, 
CædH(M) 2 mdd8idanc ‘thought’. Examples of 〈th〉 and 〈d〉 are: EpGl 101 the8n, 
ErfGl 101 de8n ‘servant’, EpGl 572, 600 lotha, 898 loda ‘cloak’, Bede(M) † -frid, 
EpGl 425 mearth ErfGl 425 meard ‘marten’. Doubling of 〈th〉 to indicate a geminate 
is rare, but note BDS 4 aeththa, cf. o//e, ‘or’, and, perhaps, a simplifi ed form † othte, 
cited in Brunner (1965: §199A1). Very rarely 〈t〉 represents the fricative, examples 
being EpGl 619, CorpGl 1320 earbetlicust ‘most troublesome’, Ch 89 † setangli, 
† suutanglorum, Ch 106 † Cuutfert. The Merc glossaries commonly show -it for 
3sg.pr.ind., and this also appears occasionally in later texts, such as EpGl, ErfGl 
1086, CorpGl 2078 strcdit ‘he strides’. This may be a graphic convention particular 
to this infl exion or a restricted phonological change, see Campbell (1959: §735b). 
For other examples of 〈t〉 for the fricative, largely in Bede(M), see Campbell (1959: 
§57.5n6).
2 Thus EpGl has, excluding obvious errors, 19 ¥ 〈/〉, 11 initial, 4 medial, 2 fi nal, and 
8¥ 〈¨〉, 3 initial, 2 medial, 2 fi nal. ErfGl 601 pdpcstil for EpGl /e/cstil ‘thistle’ must 
be a misinterpretation of the Ep–Erf archetype, probably written in the last quarter of 
the seventh century, see Pheifer (1974: §88). Similarly, there are four occurrences of 
〈¨〉 in ErfGl (307, 456, 583, 997), which are unlikely to have been innovations by the 
German scribe.
3 There are many exceptions to this statement; note especially Ru2 which uses 〈/〉 
against Ru1 which uses 〈¨〉, and also Oros(L) where 〈/〉 is predominant in all positions. 
Note also the variation in spelling of the geminate, as in Beo 604 si//an, 283 syp¨an, 
132 sy¨/an, 6 sy¨¨an.
4 The choice may, however, be of great importance in determining the provenance of 
a particular manuscript, see McIntosh (1956, 1974) on ME.
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2.60 The voiceless velar fricative was normally represented by 〈h〉.1 To 
parallel the other velar consonants, see §§2.50, 56, we may assume both 
a palatal and a velar allophone, the former occurring between or after front 
vowels, the latter elsewhere. Some support is given for this by the ME 
evidence, see Luick (1914–40: §709), also, in respect of OE, §7.26. More 
important, however, is the existence of another allophone, namely the glottal 
fricative [h]. The distribution of [h] and [x] (including [ç]) is as follows: 
[h] occurs initially and, at the very beginning of the period, medially when 
not geminate; [x] occurs medially when geminate and fi nally. Medial [h] is 
lost by the time of the earliest texts, see §§7.46, 50, and only a few spellings 
remain, such as EpGl 785 fabhit ‘he paints’ alongside 797 fabdun ‘they 
painted’. Initially [h] appears before /l,r,n,w/ as well as vowels, see §2.72. 
The preferred transcription for the phoneme is /x/. Examples of /x/ initially 
and fi nally are: hors, hros ‘horse’, seah ‘he saw’. Geminate /xx/ is rather 
infrequent, but examples include hlihhan ‘laugh’, hweohhol ‘wheel’. 
Naturally no minimal pairs to contrast /x/ and /xx/ can be established.

1 The spelling 〈ch〉, simplifi ed to 〈c〉 most often before 〈t〉 but occasionally elsewhere, 
is found in very early mss., especially Bede(M), and persists in LVD. Examples include: 
Bede(M) † Strbaneshalch, CædH(M) 2 maecti, dryctin (2¥), 9 allmecti8, CædH(L) 
dryctin (2¥). The use of 〈c〉 alone to represent /x/ is much rarer: Bede(M) † Strbnes 
halc, cf. above, Med 5.10 waelcalo ‘Welsh ale’. In gemination early texts, including 
EWS, use (ch, chh, hch). Examples include: Bede(M) † Acha, EpGl 171 crocha ‘pot’, 
cf. ErfGl chroca which suggests scribal confusion with the cognate, but diffi cult to 
explain, forms crohha, crocca, note also pohha, pocca ‘bag’ and see also §7.46n3, 
CP(H) tiochia¨, teoch[h]a¨, tiohchia¨ ‘they suppose’, pohchan ‘bags’ (3¥), LVD † 
Echha, Ch 21 † Aehcha. The spellings of EpGl, ErfGl are most easily accounted for 
if one assumes that the Ep–Erf archetype used 〈h〉 for /x/ and 〈ch〉 for /xx/. In that case 
only EpGl 546 bituccn, ErfGl bitucchn ‘between’ remains diffi cult to explain. An unusual 
form is ErfGl 364 achlocadum ‘dug out’ dat.pl., where 〈ch〉 represents (h) in a foot-initial 
/xl/ cluster.

2.61 The voiced velar fricative was represented by 〈g〉.1,2 As already dis-
cussed, there were two principal allophones, [g] and [“], see §2.56 for their 
distribution. In an historical context the preferred phonemic transcrip tion 
for the phoneme is /“/, although for later stages of OE the phoneme may 
have shifted to /g/, see §§2.56, 78(3) for fuller discussion. Probably fronted 
allophones occurred in the environment of front vowels, as with other velar 
consonants, see §§2.50, 56, 60.3 Finally [“] was devoiced and merged with 
/x/ during, especially, the later parts of the period, see §§7.60–6. Examples 
of /“/ are: guma ‘man’, dagas ‘days’, lang ‘long’. Geminate /““/, that is, [gg], 
is indifferently spelled as 〈cg〉 or 〈gg〉, see Campbell (1959: §64). Examples 
are: hogga ‘hog’ gen.pl., wicga ‘beetle’ against hoga ‘care’, wiga ‘warrior’. 
The status of [gg] appears to be somewhat marginal, for it is restricted to 
a small group of forms, see Hogg (1982a) for further discussion.
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1 For other values of 〈g〉 see §2.65 and references therein.
2 There are a few 〈h〉 spellings for this fricative, which should be regarded as inverted 
spellings due to the devoicing of fi nal [“], see §7.64.
3 Note in particular that on the Ruthwell Cross runic inscription the correct reading 
appears to be bug[an] ‘bow down’ rather than **buñan, which is clearly an error and 
detracts from the apparent evidence in favour of the recognition of palatal variants by 
the rune-maker, see Ball (1988: 115) and §2.50.

2.62 The OE sibilants show only a two-way contrast in articulation, 
between dental-alveolar and palato-alveolar. The dental-alveolar sibilant 
patterns exactly as the dental nonsibilant fricative, and has an allophonic 
alternation of [voice], but the palato-alveolar sibilant is always voiceless. 
The contrast in place of articulation is probably somewhat unrevealing, 
and phonologically it may be preferable to contrast the sibilants as dental 
(alveolar) v. palatal, in view of the contrasts obtaining elsewhere in the 
consonantal system, or as plain v. palatalized, in terms of their historical 
origin, see especially §2.64. However Bülbring (1900a) has suggested that 
there might be some reason for supposing that /s/ could acquire a dorso-
alveolar or prepalatal articulation, see further §§5.171n2, 208, 7.17(4) for 
some discussion of this point.

2.63 The dental sibilant was represented by 〈s〉. This sibilant, like the other 
fricatives, had two allophones [s] and [z], the latter only occurring medially 
between voiced segments. The phoneme is normally transcribed as /s/. 
Examples of /s/ are: sittan ‘sit’, rcsan ‘rise’, hes ‘house’. Examples of geminate 
/ss/ are: cysse ‘I kiss’, lwssa ‘less’ against cyse ‘kiss!’, lwsa ‘pastures’.

2.64 The palatal sibilant was represented by the digraph 〈sc〉. This sibilant 
was developed by palatalization and assibilation of the group */sk/, see 
especially §7.37. An important consequence of this is that medially the 
result of these changes would be the geminate /àà/, although this would 
never contrast with /à/. It further follows that since /à/ does not occur singly 
between voiced segments there is no voiced allophone **[è]. Palatalization 
of */sk/ occurred broadly in the following environments, see §§7.17(4) for 
fuller details: (1) initially, regardless of the following segment; (2) medially, 
except before a back vowel; (3) fi nally, after a front vowel and possibly 
elsewhere.1 Elsewhere */sk/ remained, and 〈sc〉 is used ambiguously, repre-
senting both the palatal sibilant and the cluster /sk/. In this work the former 
will be distinguished by a superscript dot over c, that is, s7, see §2.65. For 
details of the chronological as well as phonological development of the 
sibilant see §§7.37–9. Examples of /à/ are: s7ip ‘ship’, dis7 ‘dish’, and geminate 
/àà/ is exemplifi ed by fi s7es ‘fi sh’ gen.sg. The medial and fi nal examples may 
be contrasted with medial and fi nal /sk/ as in asca¨ ‘he asks’, tusc ‘tooth’ 
(but see n1).
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1 There are later forms, such as frequent ME, dialect PDE tush, cf. PDE tusk, which 
imply that /à/ could develop fi nally even after a back vowel.

2.65 OE had two affricates, both of which may be viewed phonetically 
as a dental stop whose release is accompanied by friction resulting in a 
palatal sibilant of relatively short duration. From the phonological point 
of view, however, they are best viewed as a single unit, since they occur 
both initially and fi nally and behave in parallel to other single unit conso-
nants intervocalically, see Gimson (1980: 172–4) for the parallel position 
in PDE.1 The only contrast between the two affricates is one of [voice], 
and, given their single unit status, they may best be transcribed as / Ä, u/. 
Both affricates may occur in gemination, which was doubtless due to a delay 
in release of the plosive; this delay may be indicated by the transcriptions 
/t Ä/, [d u], see §2.67 for the non-phonemic status of the latter. These 
affricates developed from Gmc */k, g = [g]/,2 by the processes of palatalization 
and assibilation, see §§7.15, 17(3), 33. Doubtless the change from velar 
stop to affricate was gradual and it had probably not been completed by 
the time of the earliest texts, see §§2.64, 7.36. For this and other reasons, 
most notably the development of /tj, dj/ sequences to the same affricates, 
see §7.35, it would seem reasonable to assume an intermediate stage *[c, ~]. 
The voiceless and voiced affricates were normally represented in OE by 〈c〉 
or 〈cc〉 and by 〈g〉, 〈cg〉, or 〈gg〉 respectively, see further §§2.66–7. These 
symbols are, of course, ambiguous, since they are equally used to represent 
velar consonants. In this work a superscript dot, for example, 〈7, 8〉, will 
be used to disambiguate the orthography as follows:3

(1) No superscript dot will be used where the orthography represents a 
member of a velar phoneme, that is, /k/ (including /k/ as the second 
member of the cluster /sk/, see §2.64), /g/ and /“/ (where the latter 
pair are separate), see §§2.50, 51, 56, 60n1, 61).

(2) Superscript dots will be used where: (a) 〈7, 8〉, etc. represent the affric-
ates / Ä, u/ (§§2.66–7); (b) 〈s7〉 represents the palatal sibilant /à/ (§2.64); 
(c) 〈8〉 represents either a palatal approximant /j/ (§2.76) or the high 
front unrounded vowel /i/ (§2.39).

It should be noted that in the case of 〈7〉 this convention, which applies 
equally to geminate consonants, departs from that used in Luick (1914–40: 
§637) and Campbell (1959: §50.4n2), see Bazell (1960: 27).

1 The phonological analysis of the affricates as two separate units is less preferable 
not only on the above grounds, but also on others. Note, for example, the absence of 
a voiced palatal sibilant **/è/ except in affrication. Also relevant here is the use of 〈z〉 
to represent /ts/ clusters, such as bezt ‘best’, milze ‘mercy’, which might seem to suggest 
a further affricate. But various phonological developments such as metathesis, for 
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example, Li bæstere ‘baptist’ against Rul bæzere, which could not occur if /ts/ were a 
single unit, show that this is not the case. Note also the rare spellings Rul bædzere 
(2¥), Oros 143.24 palendsan ‘palace’ dat.sg., 104.27 yndsan ‘ounce’ acc.sg. for /ts/. In 
late texts the French use of 〈c〉 for /ts/ can be found, see the examples in Campbell 
(1959: §53).
2 Recall the use of both /“/ and /g/ recommended in §2.56.
3 For attempts on the part of OE scribes to disambiguate the orthography, see §2.68.

2.66 The voiceless affricate was represented by 〈c〉, henceforth 〈7〉.1 

Examples of / Ä/ are: 7ild ‘child’, rc7e ‘kingdom’, dc7 ‘ditch’. Examples of 
geminate /t Ä/ are: pe77en ‘cover’ pr.subj.pl., re77e ‘narrate’ pr.subj.sg. against 
/e7en ‘roof’, re7e ‘narrate!’.

1 For the use of diacritics to indicate / /, see §2.68.

2.67 The voiced affricate was normally represented by 〈g〉 or the digraph 
〈cg〉, henceforth 〈8, 78).1 Since this affricate had developed by palatalization 
and assibilation of earlier *[g], its distribution was naturally rather restricted, 
and at fi rst it occurs only after /n/ and in gemination. Hence /u/ is found 
only after /n/ and fi nally when degeminated, examples being sen8an ‘singe’, 
/in8 ‘thing’, e78 ‘edge’. /u/ after /n/ and /u/ fi nally when degeminated are 
commonly distinguished in the orthography, the former being spelled 〈8〉, 
the latter 〈78〉, as above. But with the process of degemination by the time 
of the earliest texts, see §§2.78(1), 7.80 and n3, the two spellings must 
have become largely equivalent in force, and as a result, perhaps, 〈78〉 is 
sometimes found for 〈8〉, especially in Nbr and late texts, for example, 
cynin78 ‘king’, see Brunner (1965: §215) for details. Theoretically medial 
[gg], when palatalized and assibilated, will not contrast with /u/ and there-
fore no geminate /du/ need be postulated, see Kuhn (1970: 48, 49). 
Nevertheless, it seems sensible to retain the geminate phoneme for the sake 
of clarity and I do so here, without distributional justifi cation. Examples 
of /du/ are: se78an ‘say’, li78an ‘lie’.

1 〈78〉 is a replacement for 〈88〉, found in the earliest texts and occasionally in later 
ones, examples being: EpGl 463 se88 ‘sedge’, CP(H) 153.8 hry88e ‘back’ dat.sg. Other 
variants are 〈788〉 and, less often, 〈878, 87〉, for example, BDS 3 hy788anne ‘think’ 
infl .inf., CP(H) se788an ‘say’ and forms (6¥), 327.14 8eby878ean ‘buy’, hry87 ‘back’ 
(2¥). The name-element E78- often shows simplifi cation in BH, BH(N) preferring E8-, 
BH(I) preferring E7-, but BH(M) prefers the full form. Note also Beo 957, 980 E7-.

2.68 Although the ambiguity of the symbols 〈7, 8, s7〉 is not regularly 
resolved in OE, in WS and lNbr there are signs of an attempt to do so.1 
In these dialects, when 7, 8 or s7 stand before a back vowel, stressed or 
unstressed, a vowel is inserted between the consonant and the back vowel. 
It is extremely diffi cult to determine whether or not this vowel was purely 
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diacritic or indicated a genuine sound change, see §§5.59–70 for full details 
and discussion, but it is likely that at least in some cases the vowel was 
diacritical and was inserted in order to indicate the palatal nature of the 
preceding consonant. Relevant examples are: s7edfan ‘shove’, s7eolon ‘they 
shall’, s7edp ‘he created’, s7eop ‘poet’, s7eadan ‘divide’, s7eacan ‘shake’, for 
earlier, and occasionally alongside, s7efan, s7ulon, s7dp, s7op, s7adan, s7acan; 
8id ‘formerly’, 8iong ‘young’, more frequently 8ed, 8eong, 8edmor ‘sad’, 
8iond, 8eond ‘throughout’, 8eara ‘formerly’.2 The Nbr forms are similar to 
the above WS forms except in the following respect, that for 8eong Nbr 
sometimes has 8iung, although more frequently 8ing develops, see §5.64.3 
Examples of the use of a diacritic vowel before an unstressed vowel, largely 
from CP, see below for LWS, are:4 dren7ium ‘drink’ dat.pl., b7ium ‘eternal’ 
dat.pl., 8efyl7eo ‘troops’, pen7ean ‘think’, se7ean ‘seek’, bis7eop ‘bishop’, 
adwws7ea/ ‘they quench’, wys7ea¨ ‘they wish’, dry88ium ‘dry’ dat.pl., meni8eo 
‘multitude’, stren8eo ‘strength’, heri8eas ‘armies’, se78ean ‘say’. Less usual 
choices of diacritic vowel are exemplifi ed by: ClGl 3.1034 ber8eum ‘berry’ 
dat.pl., CP(H) 161.4 8efyl7io ‘troops’, EpGl 659, CorpGl 1285 men8io 
‘multitude’, and excessive zeal is displayed by Oros 117.29 8ebi88iean 
‘subdue’. The picture in LWS is rather different, for there the use of a 
diacritic vowel is practically non-existent in many mss. Thus in the Homilies 
of Ælfric the only regular use of a diacritic is in bis7eop, alongside bis7op, 
and the only other forms are ÆHom 6(H), 27(H) wyr7ea¨ ‘they make’.5

1 The Nbr rune-makers also distinguished between palatalized and unpalatalized 
c and g, using ‘c’ and ‘g’ for the palatalized consonants, ‘k’ and ‘ñ’ for the velar con-
sonants. See here §2.50 for the alleged further distinction between front and back 
allophones of /k/ on the Ruthwell Cross. For further details of rune-makers’ practices 
see Page (1973).
2 Other variants of 8ed and 8eong are ie, id and iung, see §5.60, esp. n2. For the 
general distribution and status of 〈i〉 for 〈8〉 see §2.76.
3 For occasional Merc and Kt use of diacritics after 8 only, see examples in Campbell 
(1959: §§174–5). Merc prefers 〈e〉, whereas Kt uses 〈i〉, for example, Merc 8eond, Kt 
8iond.
4 Where in the following lists no example is given for a particular sequence, such as 
〈sc〉 + 〈u〉, or only one example is given, such as 〈8〉 + 〈u〉, this indicates that I have 
noted no or only one example respectively.
5 Two further cases, ÆHom 23 adren7ean ‘submerge’, 7yr7ean ‘church’, occur in ms. 
T, whose scribe deviates from the LWS norms, see Pope (1967–8: 735–6). These two 
examples occur alongside adren7an, 7yr7an.

2.69 OE nasals contrasted phonologically only as labial v. dental, although 
the dental nasal has at least two other allophones, see §2.71. Both nasals 
could syllabify when word-fi nal after another consonant, see §§6.38–40, 
Kuhn (1970: 39–40). Examples of syllabic /m, n/ are: fæ¨m ‘embrace’, 
bdsm ‘bosom’, tacn ‘sign’, hræfn ‘raven’.
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2.70 The labial nasal was represented by 〈m〉 and it is regularly transcribed 
as /m/. Examples of /m/ are: meltan ‘melt’, niman ‘take’, bbam ‘tree’. 
Examples of geminate /mm/ are: fremme ‘I perform’, trymme ‘I strengthen’ 
against freme ‘benefi t’ acc.sg., tryme ‘strengthen!’.

2.71 The dental nasal was represented by 〈n〉. The precise articulation of 
this sound is no more determinable than that of the other dental consonants, 
and it could equally well have been alveolar. The preferred transcription, there-
fore, is /n/, see §2.46. Examples of /n/ are: nama ‘name’, mdna ‘moon’, 
stan ‘stone’. Initial 〈hn〉 more probably represented the sequence /xn/ than 
merely a voiceless [å], although in such cases 〈h〉 would represent a weakly 
articulated glottal fricative [h] and its inherent voicelessness may well have 
transferred to the nasal, so that /xn/ = [hå], see §2.72.1 Examples of initial 
/xn/ are: hnw8an ‘neigh’, hnat ‘he struck’, against nw8an ‘address’, nat ‘he 
didn’t know’. Examples of geminate /nn/ are: bannan ‘summon’, sunnum 
‘sun’ dat.pl. against banan ‘slayers’, sunum ‘son’ dat.pl. The use of the 
rune ë ‘2’ alongside æ ‘n’, although of continental origin, continues in OE 
runic inscriptions, and demonstrates the existence of [2] as a velar allophone 
of /n/ before velar consonants. It seems safe to deduce that /n/ always 
assimilated to a following consonant, and therefore a palatal allophone [¢] 
must also have existed before palatal consonants, although there is no direct 
evidence to support this.2

1 It seems plausible to suggest that voiceless [å] also occurred in the small group of 
onomatopoeic words mainly related to fnæst ‘puff’, but these, of course, are only a 
peripheral part of the normal phonological inventory of OE, see Hogg (1983).
2 It is diffi cult to determine how ‘2’ in RuthCr kynihc should be interpreted, see Ball 
(1988: 113–5). But it seems most likely that it represents a palatal nasal before a palatal 
consonant.

2.72 OE had two liquids, both best classed phonologically as dental, see 
2.46, although phonetically they may have been alveolar. Of the two liquids 
one was lateral and the other central. Initially both liquids, like /n/ (§2.71) 
and /w/ (§2.77) could be preceded by 〈h〉 and the resultant 〈hl-, hr-, hn-, 
hw-〉 clusters have been interpreted in two opposing ways. Luick (1914–40: 
§636) and, apparently, J. Wright and Wright (1925: §7) interpret the spell-
ings as signifying clusters, Luick suggesting /hl/, etc., Wright and Wright 
/xl/, etc. Brunner (1965: §217) and Campbell (1959: §50) interpret 〈h〉 as 
a diacritic indicating the voicelessness of the following consonant, hence 
/ç/, etc. Kuhn (1970: 42–4) argues convincingly for an interpretation similar 
to that of Luick and of Wright and Wright, although we should note that 
very probably /xl/ was phonetically [hç] and so for the other forms. Both 
liquids, like the nasals, could be syllabic when word-fi nal after another 
consonant, examples being tungl ‘star’, hrc¨r ‘head of cattle’.1
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1 For the interpretation of the more common forms of syllabic liquids, where an 
epenthetic vowel occurs, see §§6.38–40.

2.73 The lateral liquid was represented by 〈l〉 and is usually transcribed 
as /l/. Examples of /l/ are: lamb ‘lamb’, talu ‘tale’, smæl ‘narrow’. Examples 
of initial /xl/ are: hlwnan ‘incline’, hlaf ‘bread’ against lwnan ‘lend’, laf 
‘remainder’. Examples of geminate /ll/ are: fella ‘skin’ gen.pl., sylle ‘I give’ 
against fela ‘many’, syle ‘give!’. It is most probable that there were two 
signifi cant allophones of the phoneme, /l/ being velarized between back 
vowels or when preceded by a back or a low front vowel and followed by 
a consonant, for further discussion see Kuhn (1970), also §5.15. It is also 
possible, but not yet demonstrated, that /l/ might have been palatalized 
when the result of WGmc gemination.

2.74 The central liquid was represented by 〈r〉. The most common inter-
pretation of this symbol is that it represented an alveolar trill except before 
consonants, where it was probably retrofl ex, see, for example, Sweet (1957: 
§3). Neither of these articulations seems compelling. Both earlier develop-
ments, such as the shift of *z > r in Gmc, see §4.15, and PDE pronunciation 
would suggest that either a fricative, fl ap, or tap articulation was more 
probable. However, before a consonant the body of the tongue must have 
been considerably raised to promote some degree of velarization, see Hogg 
(1971), Lass (1977), and so permit breaking to occur, see §5.16.1 The most 
accurate transcription of the phoneme might therefore be /fl/, with a velarized 
allophone [1]. However, both for convenience and in view of the indeter-
minacy of the precise articulation we shall adopt the transcription /r/ (with 
relevant allophonic variants). Rxamples of /r/ are: rcdan ‘ride’, berab ‘bear’, 
fyr ‘fi re’. Examples of initial /xr/ are: hrw7an ‘spit’, hrbod ‘reed’ against 
rw7an ‘reach’, rbod ‘red’. Examples of geminate /rr/ are dborra ‘dearer’, 
mwrra ‘more famous’ against dbora ‘dear’ wk., mwra ‘famous’ wk.

1 For the view that 〈r〉 may have represented a uvular fricative or trill, of the type 
/r/, see Lass and Anderson (1975: 85–9), Lass (1977), and, for a contrary view, Howells 
(1987). One must also accept that it is unlikely that all OE speakers had the same or 
very similar pronunciations of the central approximant, given the variability in the 
pronunciation of the sound both in later periods of the language and in PDE.

2.75 OE had two approximants (frictionless continuants) which contrasted 
as front v. back, the front approximant being palatal, the back one being 
labiovelar. Although the term approximant is preferable to ‘semi-vowel’ or 
‘glide’, it is not entirely satisfactory, since the historical development of 
the approximants would suggest that they may have had weak friction in 
some cases, see §7.15, Hogg (1979b: 103–4). Despite this implied phonetic 
inaccuracy, the term approximant is phonologically preferable, since the sounds 
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concerned do not pattern similarly to fricatives. Both approximants are 
very restricted in distribution, appearing only before syllabic segments or 
word-fi nally,1 and neither form geminate clusters, see however §§3.16–18. 
When either approximant originally followed a vocalic segment but was not 
itself followed by a syllabic segment, it might vocalize to the corresponding 
vowel, see §§2.38–40 for examples, §7.69 for discussion.

1 Note especially that approximants can therefore appear before syllabic nasals and 
liquids. Hence /e8n ‘servant’ may represent /qejå/ rather than /qein/, see however §7.71. 
For further discussion of the distribution of approximants see Lass and Anderson 
(1975: 9–14).

2.76 The front approximant was most commonly represented by 〈g〉, 
henceforth 〈8〉, see §2.65, less commonly by 〈i〉. Since this sound was a 
palatal approximant it is normally transcribed as /j/. Examples of /j/ are: 
8bar ‘year’, her8as ‘armies’, byr8 ‘cities’. According to the principles stated 
in §2.68, the palatal nature of /j/ is often indicated by the diacritical use 
of 〈i, e〉 before back vowels, see §2.68 for examples. 〈i〉 represents the 
approximant most commonly in the earliest texts and primarily in initial 
position, examples being: EpGl, ErfGl 958 iesca ‘sobbing’, cf. CorpGl 1865 
8esca, BDS 3 hiniongae ‘departure’ dat.sg. But throughout the period 〈i〉 
frequently replaces 〈8〉 before /u/ and in loan words, examples being: ie 
‘formerly’, iung ‘young’, Idhannes, Ibsus.1

1 The spelling 〈i8〉 is not often used as a compromise between 〈8〉 and 〈i〉 for /j/, but 
rather either to indicate a sound change, as in byri8 ‘cities’, see §§6.43–4, or, possibly, 
as a compromise spelling for /i/, but see §7.69. On the other hand, the regular 
gen.dat.sg. hali8es, hali8e of ÆHom may be either a spelling for /j/ or due to epenthesis 
between a liquid and an approximant, see Pope (1967–8: 184–5) and §7.76n2.

2.77 The back approximant was most commonly represented by 〈w〉, or, 
rather, the runic symbol … (wynn), see §2.2, less commonly by 〈u〉 or 
〈uu〉. This sound was undoubtedly labiovelar and the preferred transcription 
is /w/. Examples of /w/ initially and medially are wind ‘wind’, snawas 
‘snows’. Finally /w/ should not occur, see §§4.9, 7.72–3, but 〈w〉 is often 
found there although without certain phonological implication, hence 
snaw ‘snow’. In the earliest texts and continental mss. runic 〈…〉 is most 
infrequent and is regularly replaced by 〈u, uu〉.1 Hence EpGl has only nine 
cases of 〈w〉 alongside frequent 〈u, uu〉, such as 1014 wand ‘mole’ beside 
1045 uuandaeuuiorpae ‘mole’, whilst the continental ErfGl has no instances 
of 〈w〉.2 CorpGl has all three spellings. A number of mss., especially CP(H), 
use 〈u〉 postconsonantally, 〈w〉 elsewhere. 〈u, uu〉 are most common in Nbr, 
being used throughout the period. Examples are: CH(M, L) uard ‘guardian’, 
uerc ‘work’, uundra ‘miracle’ gen.pl., BDS uuiurthit, uueorthae forms of 
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‘become’, LRid ubta ‘wet’, uong ‘plain’, Li huel7 ‘which’, 8iuias ‘thou askest’, 
uulfes ‘wolves’.3

1 Nevertheless 〈w〉 appears in a dated text as early as 685¥694 Ch 1117 † Writolaburna, 
† trcow ‘tree’.
2 ErfGl normally replaces 〈w〉 by 〈u, uu〉, but 173 pindil for EpGl windil ‘basket’ and 
1059 uuidubindae for wi(d)uwindae, CorpGl 2158 uuduuuinde ‘bindweed’ shows the 
continental scribe’s unfamiliarity with (…).
3 LNbr shows a number of further variations, with 〈wu〉, and hence 〈wo〉 occasional 
〈o〉, such as Li 8e¨uoa, 8e¨oa ‘wash’. Forms such as Li oe8 ‘way’ are ambiguous, but 
probably arose due to a reluctance to double 〈o〉, see Brunner (1965: §172A), and 
hence equal woe8.

2.78 Of the various changes to the OE consonant system which occurred 
during the period, three pose special problems of phonological classifi cation, 
and are mentioned below in addition to the discussion above.

(1) It is assumed above that OE had geminate consonants only in medial 
position, but it is probable that geminate clusters existed fi nally in the 
earliest parts of the period. Hence contrasts such as brocc ‘badger’ 
against brdc ‘affl iction’, see §2.50 for the medial contrast, must have 
existed at that time. However, even very early texts show variation 
between geminate and single spellings, for example, EpGl, ErfGl 243 
bedd, 971 bed ‘bed’, and this indicates early degemination, see further 
Kurath (1956: 435) and the discussion and further references in 
§§7.80–1.1

(2) It is probably impossible to determine when palatal [c, ~] completed 
their development into affricates, see §2.65. They are classed as affricates 
here because by the time of the earliest texts they were phonologically 
distinct from velar [k, g] and because they had undoubtedly become 
affricates before the end of the period.

(3) We have already discussed (§§2.56, 61) the problematic phonetic status 
of [g] and [“], when it was suggested that diachronically the preferred 
analysis might be /“/, but synchronically it might be /g/. On the other 
hand, the use of both /“/ and /g/ was advocated for the purpose of 
exposition. The diachronic preference for /“/ is based primarily on the 
fact that palatalization of *g > /j/ (except after nasals and in gemination) 
is scarcely explicable if we assume */g/, pace the views noted in §2.56n1. 
The synchronic analysis of /g/ is often justifi ed on the grounds that a 
phonemic system with /“/ but not /g/ is highly marked, but this is 
somewhat weakened by the fact that such a phonemic system appears 
to be a typological feature of the North Sea Gmc languages, for example, 
OFris, OSax (Moulton, 1972: 155–60) and also ModFris (Cohen 
et al., 1961: 122–3), see also Hogg (1979b). Probably more crucial, 
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therefore, is the phonetic status of initial g. We have already noted 
that since initial *g palatalizes to a fricative, it must at the time of 
palatalization have been a fricative itself. On the other hand, initial 
*g undoubtedly had become a stop before the ME period, and although 
no precise dating can be established, it is most probable that it was 
a stop in the later periods of OE. As such the synchronic analysis of 
/g/ is probably the preferred analysis for those periods. Nevertheless, 
the picture is made more complex by the status of [gg]. Naturally 
[gg], which was undoubtedly a geminate stop, could only arise by 
processes other than WGmc gemination, since [gg] by that process 
develops as /u/. The problem is that the words which contain [gg] 
are not only of dubious etymology but are also members of a clear 
semantic set, largely animal pet-names, such as docga ‘dog’, frogga ‘frog’, 
*picga ‘pig’, *stagga ‘stag’, sugga ‘sparrow’, wicga ‘earwig’.2 As such, 
the status of [gg] is rather less clear than it might be, since it would 
seem to have some phonaesthetic or similar force, see Hogg (1982a). 
Interestingly, if degemination were earlier than devoicing of fi nal frica-
tives, which is, alas, unlikely, [g] and [“] would contrast fi nally: hogg 
‘hog’ against *hog-, as in compounds of the type hohful ‘mindful’.

1 Doubling of letters is quite common in runic inscriptions, and this could be the 
source of double consonants in Li and Ru2, such as s7ipp ‘ship’, be8eattas ‘they obtain’. 
It is more likely, however, that they indicate the shortness of the preceding vowel, see 
Luick (1914–40: §§670–1) and, for the runic evidence, Page (1962).
2 But note s7eacga ‘hair’, which is possibly a borrowing from ON. For fl ocgian 
(Brunner, 1965: §216.2) read fl o78an, cf. PrudGl1 fl o78est = Lat emices, where an 
affricate is clearly plausible.

2.79 From the above discussion it is possible, maintaining the reservations 
of §2.41, to suggest the following consonant system for OE:

 Labial Dental Palatal Velar
Voiceless stops /p/ /t/ – /k/
Voiced stops /b/ /d/ – –
Voiceless fricatives /f/ /q/ – /x/
Voiced fricatives – – – /“/
Sibilants – /s/ /à/ –
Affricates – / Ä,u/  –
Nasals /m/ /n/ – –
Liquids, approximants – /l,r/ /j/ /w/

2.80 In isolation OE syllables divided into two types: heavy and light. In 
stressed positions heavy syllables had a minimal rhyme structure of -VVC 
or -VCC, for example, stan ‘stone’, word ‘word’, whilst light syllables had 
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the structure -VC, for example, s7ip ‘ship’.1 In stressed positions extra-heavy 
syllables of the types -VVCC, -VCCC, -VVCCC could occur, such as hbold 
‘he held’, fyrst ‘period’, bhst ‘thou persecutest’ (< *bhtst < *bhtest), but the 
type -VVCCCC as in *bhtst does not seem to have occurred. In unstressed 
positions everywhere, only light syllables and heavy syllables of the type 
-VCC occurred, such as dæ8es ‘day’ gen.sg, Hwlend ‘Saviour’. Additionally 
extra-light syllables of the type -V could occur both medially and fi nally, 
such as lufode ‘he loved’. It also seems probable that unstressed syllables 
containing only a resonant could occur, hence hræfn ‘raven’, but see 
§§6.38–40 for discussion and examples. The different restrictions on syllable 
weight in stressed and unstressed positions mean that there is fl uctuation 
in vowel length in words subject to variable stress, notably non-lexical items 
such as pronouns, such as hB ‘he’, swA ‘so’.

1 V indicates a short vowel or diphthong, C indicates a short consonant, whilst VV 
indicates either a long vowel or a long diphthong and CC indicates either a sequence 
of consonants or, medially, a geminate consonant.

2.81 There is some evidence from OE stress, see McCully and Hogg 
(1990: esp. 321), that in polysyllabic words the division of syllables fol-
lowed the principle that intervocalic consonants should be assigned to the 
following syllable wherever possible, hence [sta][nas] ‘stones’, etc. Where 
the intervocalic consonant was a geminate, however, it seems more likely 
that the syllable division intervened, so that the structure was of the type 
[frem][man] ‘perform’. However, if this principle of syllable division resulted 
in an over-light stressed syllable of the type -V, for example, [s7i][pu] ‘ships’, 
it seems likely that a process of ambisyllabifi cation occurred so that the 
intervocalic consonant belonged to both the coda of the stressed syllable 
and the onset of the following syllable, for example, [s7i[p]u]. There is no 
evidence that the same process occurred if the stressed syllable already had 
the minimal structure proper to stressed syllables, hence the /n/ in [sta][nas] 
remains a member of the second syllable only and is not ambisyllabic, see 
Colman (1986). Nor does the process of ambisyllabifi cation operate in 
unstressed syllables, which can always be extra-light, see §2.80.

2.82 It is, however, clear that word-boundaries overrode the principles 
of ambisyllabifi cation outlined in §2.81, so that in compound words syllable-
boundaries and word-boundaries would coincide, for example, [hbah][engel] 
‘archangel’, [ge/][rinc] ‘warrior’. But many historical compounds were no 
longer synchronically analysed as such in OE, and thus we fi nd original 
compounds which come to be syllabifi ed in the same way as in simple 
lexemes, for example, [wo[r]old] ‘world’ < *wer-ald, [o[n]et][tan] ‘hasten’ 
< *an-haitjan. This is the explanation of the back formation ræfnan 
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‘performs’ from aræfnan ‘perform’ < *or-abnjan. The resyllabifi cation would 
promote confusion of æ- and or- prefi xes, see §2.88n4.

2.83 The phonotactics of OE syllables as they pertain to consonantal 
onsets and codas do not often differ signifi cantly from those in PDE, see 
Gimson (1980: 237–53). The discussion below, therefore, considers only 
the more important contrasts between OE and PDE, fi rstly in onsets and 
secondly in codas. For further discussion of these contrasts see Lutz 
(1988).

(1) A number of onset clusters are found in OE which are not found in 
PDE. Of these the most important are clusters of /w/ + liquid, that is, 
/wr-, wl-/, as in wrctan ‘write’, wlanc ‘proud’. Whereas /wr-/ clusters 
are extremely common, /wl-/ clusters are relatively infrequent. It is 
noticeable that such clusters violate the so-called ‘sonority hierarchy’, 
whereby less sonorous segments should be closer to the margins of 
the syllable, see Hogg and McCully (1987: 32–4) and references 
therein, also Lutz (1988). Rather less signifi cant but yet of interest are 
the initial sequences of /x/ + resonant, that is, /xw, xl, xr, xn/, which 
begin to be lost at the end of the OE or beginning of the ME period, 
see §7.48. The infrequent initial cluster /fn-/, for example, fnwsan 
‘sneeze’, remains throughout OE, to be lost much later in ME or, 
perhaps, be replaced by /sn/, see Hogg (1983). Finally, it is of interest 
to note that in OE poetry the groups /sp, st, sk/ alliterate only with 
themselves, as in, for example, Beo 1409, cf. Beo 1569 where /sw/ 
alliterates with /s/, and this suggests that these groups fi lled a single 
slot in the onset structure, as in PDE.

(2) Perhaps the most important feature of codas is that clusters of the 
type nasal + homorganic consonant occur with labials and velars as 
well as dentals, hence lamb ‘lamb’ = /lamb/, hring ‘ring’ = /xring/, in 
addition to hand ‘hand’ = /hand/. Where a consonantal cluster forms 
the coda of an extra-heavy cluster, it would appear that the fi nal 
consonant must be a dental, a situation not dissimilar to PDE.

2.84 OE had, like PDE, a stress-based system of accentuation, and in this 
respect differed from late IE, where a pitch-based system of accentuation 
existed, see §3.4. Furthermore, in OE, as elsewhere in Gmc, stress soon came 
to be fi xed upon the fi rst syllable of a word, that is to say, OE developed 
a ‘left-strong’ stress system. The evidence for stress patterns derives from 
four sources: (1) sound changes restricted to stressed syllables, such as 
palatal diphthongization (§§5.47ff.); (2) loss or reduction of weak-stressed 
elements (Chapter 6); (3) metrical and alliterative practice; (4) the assumption, 
where the evidence permits, of an unchanging stress system throughout the 
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history of English. It should be noted, of course, that (4) cannot be wholly 
correct, since PDE has a ‘right-strong’ system of stress, see McCully and 
Hogg (1990) for further discussion. Furthermore, it has to be recognized 
with respect to (3) that however close the rhythms of OE poetry may have 
been to normal speech, the two sets of rhythms could not have coincided 
completely, see Daunt (1946), also McIntosh (1949). The stress system 
presented here is intended only as an approximate guide to the stress system 
of ‘normal’ OE speech, and hence, although it should not contradict the 
metrical system of OE, it should not be taken as an analysis of metrical 
stress, except where specifi cally stated.1 It should be clear, therefore, that 
the status of the outline below is even more hypothetical than the remarks 
elsewhere in this work, and they should not be considered to be in any 
way factual.

1 The fundamental works on OE metrics are Sievers (1885, 1893a, 1893b), importantly 
revised by Bliss (1962). For another view see Pope (1942), also Heusler (1925–9). 
A segmental generative account is presented in Halle and Keyser (1971: 87–97), and 
a non-linear account is given by McCully and Hogg (1990). Other important recent 
works include Russom (1987), Suphi (1985, 1988).

2.85 The reconstruction of OE phrasal accent is entirely reliant on metrical 
analysis, and it is possible only to outline the general principles underlying 
that. Naturally in any given phrase or sentence these principles must be 
fl exibly interpreted, since syntactic structure or rhetorical emphasis, amongst 
other factors, can change patterns of intonation and stress radically. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to distinguish three types of word category in 
relation to phrasal accent:1

(1) Type I words are those lexical items which normally both are stressed 
and receive tonic accent. The word-classes belonging to this type are 
nouns, adjectives, adverbs, including infi nitives and participles when 
they function syntactically as nouns and adjectives respectively.2

(2) Type II words are those lexical items which are normally stressed but 
do not normally receive tonic accent. The word-classes belonging to 
this type are verbs and adverbs. Note that adverbs may therefore be 
either Type I or Type II, although they are normally the latter. There 
is a hierarchy of word-classes, such that nouns and adjectives receive 
tonic accent in preference to adverbs, whilst adverbs receive tonic 
accent in preference to verbs.

(3) Type III words are generally non-lexical items which normally both 
are unstressed and do not receive tonic accent. The word-classes 
belonging to this type include pronouns, quantifi ers, prepositions, and 
conjunctions.
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The contrast between lexical and non-lexical items is particularly signifi cant 
in considering the variable stress of affi xes and similar forms. Thus a suffi x 
such as -lc7 may be either (secondary-)stressed or unstressed, according to 
whether it is affi xed to a lexical or non-lexical item: it will have secondary 
stress in 8elustfullc7e ‘joyfully’, but be unstressed (with consequent syncope) 
in *hwa-lik > hwel7 ‘which’.

1 The standard work on sentence accent (from the point of view of poetry) is 
H. Kuhn (1933). Fakundiny (1970) valuably emphasizes the fl exibility of the system, 
see too Slay (1952).
2 Of course, when infi nitives or participles are syntactically verbal, then they have 
the same characteristics as any other verbal form.

2.86 The general principles underlying OE word stress appear to be as 
follows, see McCully and Hogg (1990) for a fuller account. Firstly, stress 
was assigned on a left-to-right basis in words. Secondly, only heavy syllables 
may be stress-bearing, except in the case of initial (leftmost) syllables, which 
may bear stress even if light, provided that they are followed by an unstressed 
syllable. Thirdly, the leftmost stressed syllable in a word receives primary 
stress, and all other stressed syllables receive secondary stress. The following 
morphological elements were capable of bearing stress: (1) the root mor-
phemes of lexical items, see §2.85; (2) prefi xes of nouns and adjectives; 
(3) derivational suffi xes which were historically free morphemes; (4) second 
elements of proper names. These four types are discussed separately in 
§§2.87–90 below, and exceptional cases are discussed in §2.91.

2.87 No problems are presented by words with only one root morpheme, 
where the fi rst syllable is always stressed, for example, wórd ‘word’, .fel 
‘evil’, wrlon ‘cover’. In such words the addition of an infl exional syllable 
has no effect, for example, wórdes gen.sg. If a further syllable in the morpheme 
is heavy, then it bears secondary stress, but only if that syllable is not fi nal. 
Hence the addition of infl exional endings characteristically alters stress 
patterns, for example, ®/eling ‘prince’ but ®/elìngas ‘princes’.1 In compounds 
both root morphemes naturally have at least one stress-bearing syllable, 
but again it is only the leftmost syllable which bears primary stress.2 Typical 
examples are: st®fcrc©ft ‘grammar’, gámolfèax ‘grey-haired’, híldfrùma ‘prince’, 
fárhèard ‘fi re-hardened’, go/8elKc ‘battle’, mánford–dla ‘criminal’. An 
important subgroup of compounds are those compound verbs where the 
fi rst element of the compound is a separable prefi x originally derived from 
a preposition. These prefi xes can be divided into three groups; (1) prefi xes 
occurring only as separable prefi xes: æfter, fore, from, mid, on8ban; (2) 
prefi xes identical to stressed inseparable prefi xes, see §2.88: æt, bc, inn, 
ofer, td, /urh, under, ymbe; (3) prefi xes identical in form to unstressed 
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inseparable prefi xes, see §2.88: of, on, wi/.3 When the prefi x remains with 
the verb the stress pattern is as for other compounds, such as ínngàngan 
‘enter’, ®fterspÉrian ‘inquire’. Naturally, the root morpheme of the verb 
becomes primary-stressed when the prefi x is separated from the verb.

1 In forms such as c.ningas ‘kings’, the second syllable is unstressed since the fi rst 
syllable is light, see §2.86 for this restriction on stressed initial syllables.
2 Sievers’s claim (1893b: §§6.2, 15.3c, 15.4c) that some compounds might have two 
primary stresses, for example, Beo 37 of féorwégum ‘from a distance’, 1155 éor/c.ninges 
‘earthly king’ gen.sg., is implausible. Where such forms must carry two primary stresses 
metrically, as with éor/ c.ninges, they should be analysed as two separate words, on 
the analogy of Beo 1210 feorh cyninges, 2912 fyll cyninges.
3 Note Max 1 wi/re healda/ ‘resist’ with the stressed form of the prefi x. Elsewhere 
the unstressed forms of of, on, wi/ have been generalized, except, of course, where 
the prefi x is stressed and inseparable, see §2.88.

2.88 In §2.84 it was observed that, whereas in the earliest periods of Gmc 
stress was variable, it soon came to be fi xed upon the fi rst syllable of a 
word. Consequently the initial syllables of OE words were stressed regardless 
of whether or not the initial syllable was part of a root morpheme. If the 
initial syllable was (part of) a prefi x, then the root morpheme would still 
carry stress, but of course, by §2.86, that stress would be secondary. 
Examples are ánd8ìt ‘sense’, órlèahtre ‘blameless’. This, however, holds 
only for nouns, adjectives and adverbs. In verbs at the time of the Gmc 
accent shift the verbal prefi xes, unlike the nominal and adjectival prefi xes, 
were not yet compounded with the verb but were unstressed proclitics of 
verb phrases. As a result, verbal prefi xes were not normally stressed in OE 
(except, of course, the separable prefi xes discussed in §2.87), and the fi rst 
stressed syllable of inseparably prefi xed verbs is usually the fi rst syllable of 
the root morpheme, hence forb®rnan ‘burn up’, ofercúman ‘overcome’, cf. 
nouns such as fórwÉrd ‘ruin’, óferm©8en ‘superior force’. As a result of 
these contrasting stress patterns, minimal pairs exist, with nouns and adjec-
tives showing the development of the stressed prefi x, verbs showing the 
development of the unstressed prefi x. The principal minimal pairs are:

*a- ®f/ànca ‘offence’ of/.n7an ‘displease’
*ana-1 án8ìn ‘beginning’ an8ínnan ‘begin’
*and-1 ándsàca ‘apostate’ ansácan ‘deny’
*at-2 ®tspÉrning ‘offence’ otspúrnan ‘stumble’
*bc- bmgèn8a ‘inhabitant’ begkn ‘occupy’
*inn-3 ínst©pe ‘entrance’ inst®ppan ‘enter’
*un/- o/gèn8e ‘evanescent’ o/gkn ‘escape’
*us-4 Ãl–te ‘divorcée’ al–tan ‘let go’
*us-4 ór/ànc ‘mind’ a/én7an ‘devise’
*wi/ar-5 wí/ersàca ‘adversary’ wi/sácan ‘refuse’
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Other prefi xes which may precede either nouns or verbs show no distinc-
tion between stressed and unstressed forms. The principal examples are: 
æfter-,6 ed-, for-, fore-, mis-, ofer-, td-,6 /urh-, un-, under-, up-,6 ymb-, 
cf. typical examples above.7

1 The unstressed form of *and- (= *ant-) has been lost, or, possibly, merged with the 
unstressed form of *ana-, and in either eventuality the unstressed forms of *and- 
and *ana- are identical in OE. Hence amongst stressed forms a considerable number 
of doublets are found, such as andfeng, anfeng ‘seizing’. For the variation between 
an- and on- see §§5.3–6.
2 The unstressed form ot- is rare: Ps(A) otbawan ‘show’ (frequently, beside od- 1¥), 
otbctun ‘they added’, otspurne ‘strike’ 2sg.pr.subj., ProvGl otspernin7e ‘offence’, cf. 
ætspyrning. Otherwise ot- is replaced by either æt- or o/-, the unstressed form of 
*un/-.
3 Since -nn- would degeminate except intervocalically, the stressed and unstressed 
forms are usually identical as here. But intervocalically geminate forms can be found, 
such as innylfe ‘bowel’.
4 The normal development of the stressed prefi x is to or-, but OE, OSax, OFris show 
a development to w-, a- as well, probably due to loss of */r/ with lowering and com-
pensatory lengthening, although the development is obscure, see §3.20 for some possibly 
related developments. The unstressed prefi x always loses */r/ except in aræfnan ‘per-
form’, see §2.82.
5 But occasional forms such as wi/ercwe/an ‘resist’, wi/ersacian ‘blaspheme’ 
show extension of the stressed prefi x, either from participial forms with adjectival 
stress or from related nouns, such as wi/ercwe/ness ‘contradiction’, wi/ersacung 
‘blasphemy’.
6 These prefi xes may also be separable, in which case they are stressed when separable 
prefi xes of verbs, see §2.87.
7 For exceptions to the above see §2.91(2).

2.89 The third group of elements capable of being stressed comprises 
those derivational suffi xes which were historically derived from free mor-
phemes. The principal suffi xes concerned are: -bwre, -bora, -cund, -ddm, 
-fæst, -feald, -full, -had, -lac, -lbas, -lc7, -rwden, -s7ipe, -sum, -weard. 
Historically such suffi xes must have behaved like the second elements of 
compounds, so that stress patterns such as lústb–re ‘agreeable’, gódcùnd 
‘sacred’, wúldorfùll ‘glorious’, drlamlLas ‘joyless’, éorls7ìpe ‘courage’ would 
have occurred, but the status of these elements appears to have been gradually 
obscured during the period, so that words containing such suffi xes are treated 
parallel to forms such as æ/eling discussed in §2.87, and the suffi xes bear 
secondary stress only if they are disyllabic by either origin or infl exion. 
Where stress is lost in monosyllabic suffi xes, then long vowels are naturally 
shortened, for example, c.nedom ‘kingdom’ < c.nedNm. Evidence for variability 
of stress is found in words where the suffi x has developed according to the 
pattern of unstressed syllables, such as hlaford, hlafordes ‘lord’, fulluht, 
fulluhtes ‘baptism’, alongside stressed forms PPs hlafwearde ‘steward’, Ch 634 
fulwiht, fullwihtes (more frequent).
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2.90 Quite parallel to the forms discussed in §2.89 are the second elements 
of proper names, for these elements were also variable in stress in exactly 
the same way. Examples are: Hrn/gar, Blowulf, but Hrn/gKres, etc.

2.91 In this section are discussed fi rstly the principal exceptions to the 
rules of compound stress and secondly those to the rules of word stress, 
particularly as they affect prefi xes.

(1) The main group of exceptions to the rules of compound stress discussed 
in §2.87 consists of compound adverbs. In these cases the stress system 
applies as if the two elements were phrasally joined, and hence the 
stress patterns are initially determined by the rules of phrasal stress, 
see §2.85. Thus compounds where the fi rst element is a preposition 
and the second element is a noun adverb are always stressed on the 
second element, for example, tod®8 ‘today’, onb®c ‘behind’, befóran 
‘before’, be8éondan ‘beyond’. In such cases the unstressed fi rst element 
is often reduced, for example, bæftan ‘behind’, betan ‘without’, bufan 
‘above’, binnan ‘inside’ against beæftan, beetan, beufan, beinnan. 
Similarly the prefi x full- is unstressed in fulloft ‘very often’, etc. Where 
both elements of the compound are non-lexical and therefore unstressed 
in isolation, but the compound adverb is lexical and stress-bearing, 
the position is less clear, but the adverbial conjunctions /a and pwr 
seem always to be unstressed, for example, no/a ‘now then’, /a8mt ‘as 
yet’, /ærínne ‘therein’. On the other hand the quantifying adverb eall 
seems, as would be expected, always to be stressed, for example, 
éallswa ‘so’, éalne8 ‘always’.

(2) The principal cause of variation in the stress system of prefi xed forms 
is the contrasting stress patterns of nouns and verbs discussed in §2.88. 
The consequence of this contrast is that the nominal and verbal stress 
systems compete with one another and that therefore, for example, 
nouns which are derived from verbs (or felt to be so derived) may 
take the verbal stress pattern. We may distinguish fi ve types where an 
unexpected stress pattern is found: (a) deverbal nouns; (b) denominal 
verbs; (c) participles; (d) forms with the prefi x un-; (e) forms with the 
prefi x 8e-. These are discussed separately below.

(a) Where nouns are derived from complex verbs the nominalization 
has no effect on the stress pattern, and so initial prefi xes remain 
unstressed, for example, for8ífness ‘forgiveness’ < for8ífan, alásing 
‘redemption’ < alásan, ons7únung ‘abomination’ < ons7únian. This 
process is particularly common when the prefi x is be- (= accented bc-) 
and for-, and in these cases the unaccented forms of the prefi x pre-
dominate even amongst nouns, for example, bebód ‘command’, behat 
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‘promise’, forbód ‘prohibition’. However, in a number of instances, 
especially where the derivational relationship is less transparent, the 
normal nominal pattern is followed, and forms with stressed prefi xes are 
found, such as bmspèll ‘proverb’, fórwÉrd ‘ruin’ (alongside forw.rd).1,2

(b) Similarly, where verbs are synchronically derived from nouns the 
verb formation process does not affect stress, and hence initial prefi xes 
remain stressed, for example, ándswàrian ‘answer’ < ándswàru, 
fúltùmian ‘help’ < fúltùm, ándwÉrdan ‘answer’ < ándwÉrde.3

(c) Although participles are syntactically often adjectival, so that they 
should have stress on the prefi x, it is more common for them to follow 
the stress pattern of the verb from which they are derived, for example, 
under/loded ‘subjected’. Nevertheless, occasional forms can be found 
with stress on the fi rst element, showing the syntactically expected 
stress pattern, such as únder/Loded. Hence participles such as 
wí/erhÉ78ende ‘hostile’ show the stressed prefi x wi/er- rather than 
wi/-, see §2.88.
(d) The negative prefi x un- occurs mainly with nouns, adjectives and 
adverbs and so should always bear primary stress, for example, úncl–ne 
‘impure’, únsmL/e ‘rough’. But sometimes the primary stress is trans-
ferred to the root syllable, for example, unclÃne. Doubtless such 
transference is due to the synchronic productivity of un- as a prefi x 
capable of negating any suitable form. Further evidence for this is 
possibly found in the replacement of the unstressed prefi x an- (on-) 
by un- in verbs such as unbíndan ‘unbind’ (alongside onbíndan).
(e) The prefi x 8e- was never stressed in Gmc, even in nouns, see 
Bennett (1972: 109–10), and thus forms such as 8es7éaft ‘creation’ 
always have stress on the root syllable.4 Most such forms may be taken 
under §2.91 (2a) but the same holds for forms not synchronically 
related to verbs, such as 8elm7 ‘like’.

1 Similarly bbot ‘promise’ is found beside behat, where the different stress pattern 
has permitted loss of h and hiatus resolution.
2 The expected stressed form of for-, namely fra-, occurs only in fr®twe ‘ornaments’ 
and its derivatives and fráco/ ‘wicked’. That the prefi x is no longer analysed as such 
can be seen from examples such as 8efr®twode ‘adorned’, see too n4.
3 This is also the case at least in nnettan ‘hasten’ where the derivation from a noun 
has been obscured. The synchronic status of ándettan ‘confess’ is less certain, cf. vari-
ous derived forms of *andett and perhaps the predicative noun ándetta ‘confessor’.
4 A possible exception is 8éatwe ‘armour’, cf. 8etáwe ‘equipment’. The parallel devel-
opment of fr®twe and the existence of Goth (us)fratwjan ‘equip’ without medial vowel 
both suggest the possibility of an earlier abnormal development which does not contradict 
the unstressed value for *ga- in Gmc, see Luick (1914–40: §314A2). For another view 
see Streitberg (1896: §143) but compare Bennett (1972: 110fn6). For the length of 
a in 8etawe see Pope (1942: 322).
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3

The vowels in Germanic

I Primitive Germanic

3.1 It is not possible within the scope of this work to give more than a 
brief outline of the development of vowels in Germanic prior to the period 
of Old English. Nor is any attempt made here to discuss the vowel system 
of Indo-European. Further, particular attention is paid only to those develop-
ments in later periods of Germanic which lead directly to the evolution of 
the OE vowel system. Fuller discussions of the Germanic material may be 
found in works such as Prokosch (1939), Krahe and Meid (1969), and the 
contributions in van Coetsem and Kufner (1972), especially Antonsen (1972) 
and Bennett (1972).

3.2 Given the arbitrariness of any starting-point it is most convenient to 
use as our initial stage the period when Germanic had become clearly 
distinct from the other IE languages but before the time of the Germanic 
accent shift (see §3.4). For this period of Primitive Germanic we may 
reconstruct a vowel system consisting of six long vowels, four diphthongs, 
and four short vowels. The diphthongs consisted of /e, a/ together with a 
high element which could be either front or back. This gives a system as 
follows:

(a) Long vowels
 ip up 
 ep op 
 æp wp

(b) Diphthongs
 ei eu
 ai au

A Grammar of Old English: Phonology, Volume 1   Richard M. Hogg

© 2011 Richard M. Hogg. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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(c) Short Vowels 
 i u
 e
 a

3.3 The system of long vowels and diphthongs postulated in §3.2 under-
went modifi cation at the very earliest period of PrGmc, if not earlier, so 
that */wp/ merged with */op/ and the diphthong */ei/ monophthongized to 
*/ip/. */wp/ was rare in IE, but the above shift is the source of OE brd/or 
‘brother’, mddor ‘mother’, stdd ‘stood’, cf. Lat frater, mater, stare. */ei/ 
was common, however, and its monophthongization is well represented, 
as in the present forms of strong class I verbs, such as rcdan ‘ride’, cf. the 
spelling 〈ei〉 in Goth to represent /ip/, for example, reidan. These developments 
produce the long vowel system:

 ip up
 ep op
 æp

3.4 The major phonological shift in PrGmc, however, concerns accent. 
It is generally thought that in late IE accent was primarily determined by 
pitch. Pitch accent was variable, that is to say, it could occur on any syllable 
in the word as determined either lexically or morphologically. However, 
PrGmc developed a new system of stress accentuation which was governed 
by the principles outlined in §§2.84–91 for OE. This had the important 
consequence that henceforth, in contrast to the system operating under 
pitch accentuation, Gmc and its daughter languages began to treat vowels 
in stressed and unstressed syllables differently. The following sections deal 
only with vowels of stressed syllables; for the vowels of unstressed syllables 
see §§3.27–34.

II Vowel harmony

3.5 In all the Gmc languages, although to a lesser extent in OE than 
others (and to a greater extent in OHG than others), there is a clear tendency 
to harmonize the short vowels */i, u, e/ to a following vowel, so that */i, u/ 
lower before a nonhigh vowel and */e/ raises before a high vowel. However, 
if the short vowel is followed by */n/ + consonant or */m/ alone the harmonic 
process is inhibited and */e/ is raised to */i/. Clearly these developments 
before */n, m/ are simply a matter of raising before nasals, whereby all 
nonlow short vowels become [+high]. However, see Prokosch (1939: 113) 
for a contrary view.
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3.6 */e/ regularly harmonizes to */i/ before */i/ or its consonantal counter-
part */j/ in all the Gmc languages. The most obvious relevant OE examples 
are in the 2,3sg.pr.ind. of strong verbs of classes III–V, hence hilpst, hilp/, 
stilst, stil/, spricst, spric/ from helpan ‘help’, stelan ‘steal’, sprecan ‘speak’. 
Parallel to these is the present tense of the so-called weak presents of class 
V, biddan ‘ask’ < *bidjan, sittan ‘sit’, li78an ‘lie’, fri78an ‘ask’, /i78an 
‘partake’. Other varied types of example include: midd ‘middle’, cf. Lat 
medius, ri8nan ‘rain’, cf. re8n, wine ‘friend’, cf. Lat venia. A consequence 
of this change is that in OE /e/ cannot except by analogy stand before 
/i, j/ at the time of i-umlaut and there are therefore no defi nite examples 
of the i-umlaut of */e/ in OE, although the results of the two processes 
would be identical for OE, see §5.81 for discussion.

3.7 An integral part of the change */e/ > */i/ is that the Gmc diphthong 
*/eu/ shifts to */iu/ in the same circumstances, for example, *biudis, *biudi/, 
etc. < *beodan ‘ask’. Unlike the forms of §3.6, however, these then may 
be subject to i-umlaut in WS, giving bytst, bytt, etc., see further §5.83.

3.8 The parallel shift of */e/ > */i/ before */u/ is frequent in OHG and 
OSax, but is generally absent in OE and OFris, for example, OHG, OSax 
fi lu ‘many’, cf. OE fela, OHG mitu, metu ‘mead’, cf. OE medu. The only 
good OE example of the shift is cwudu ‘cud’ < *cwidu < *cwedu by 
Combinative Back Umlaut of /i/, cf. EpGl 655 -quidu and see §5.109. If 
this is a genuine example the change may have been encouraged by the 
preceding */w/, see Ross (1954: 95–6).

3.9 Except before nasals, see §3.5, */i/ > */e/ before non high vowels 
quite frequently in OFris, OSax, but the change is only attested in OE 
by nest ‘nest’, cf. Lat ncdus, wer ‘man’, cf. Lat vir, and Ch 1195.5 spe7es, 
gen.sg. of usual spi7 ‘bacon’. Note particularly that weak class 2 verbs 
such as clipian ‘call’ show no sign of the change, similarly leofa/ ‘he lives’ 
< lifa/.

3.10 There is some variation in OE in the parallel lowering of */u/ > */o/ 
before non high vowels. Particularly in pa.parts. of strong verbs of classes 
II–IV the lowering is very regular, hence coren ‘chosen’, holpen ‘helped’, 
stolen ‘stolen’, and there are other words also where /o/ is regular, such as 
dohtor ‘daughter’, god ‘god’, gold ‘gold’,1 even perhaps when the following 
vowel is */op/ > OE /u/, hence nosu ‘nose’ < *nusd.2 But in many other 
cases no lowering occurs in OE even when the lowering is found elsewhere, 
especially in OHG. Typical examples are: bucca ‘buck’, fugol ‘bird’, full 
‘full’, ufan ‘from above’, wulf ‘wolf’, against OHG boch, etc. A third group 
of words show variation in forms, such as cnocian ~ cnucian ‘knock’, spora 
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~ spura ‘spur’, spornan ~ spurnan ‘spurn’. In all these cases, however, forms 
with /u/ are in an obvious majority.3

1 But in 8eoc ‘yoke’, alongside iuc, 〈eo〉 indicates palatal diphthongization of */u/, 
see §5.60.
2 If this is the origin of nosu. The parallel form duru suggests *duruz, where lowering 
would not take place. See further Campbell (1959: §612).
3 It is not necessary to suppose that the later lowering of proto-OE */eu/ > /eo/ is 
relevant here, nor that similar lowerings, such as OSax breost ‘breast’ against treuwa 
‘troth’, where /w/ prevents lowering, are relevant. These shifts belong more properly to 
the histories of the individual languages. For early OE examples indicating /eu/ see §2.33.

3.11 As stated in §3.5, the presence of a following */m/ or /n/ + consonant 
should inhibit the lowering of */i, u/ described in §§3.9–10. In effect, 
however, examples are restricted to retention of */u/, see however §§3.13–14, 
where it is most regularly seen in the pa.parts. of strong verbs of class III, 
such as swummen ‘swum’, bunden ‘bound’, sprungen ‘sprung’, cf. holpen, 
and in the class IV verb numen ‘taken’, cf. stolen. Other more isolated 
examples include forms such as cuman ‘come’, hund ‘hundred’, fruma 
‘beginning’, guma ‘man’ and other masc. n-stems of the same structure. 
The same retention of */u/ before */n/ standing alone is found quite often 
in OE, for example, huni8 ‘honey’ (< *hunag-), /unor ‘thunder’, wuna/ 
‘he dwells’, and there is also variation in the other WGmc languages.

3.12 When */e/ was followed by */m/ or /n/ + consonant, then, as stated 
in §3.5, it was regularly raised to */i/ in Gmc. The change is most regularly 
seen in the present forms of strong verbs of class III, such as swimman 
‘swim’, bindan ‘bind’, cf. helpan ‘help’, and the class IV niman ‘take’ also 
belongs here. Typical of the development outside the strong class system 
is wind ‘wind’, cf. Lat ventus. The change is often obscured by later develop-
ments involving loss of the nasal, such as fcf ‘fi ve’, cf. Goth fi mf, Grk pente, 
for further examples see §§3.13–14.1

1 Unlike the situation described in §3.11, here single */n/ does not cause raising, hence 
cwene ‘woman’, and parallel forms in other Gmc languages. For wine, etc. see §3.6.

III Loss of nasals and compensatory lengthening

3.13 Early in the PrGmc period a nasal was lost between a vowel and a 
voiceless velar fricative, with nasalization and compensatory lengthening 
of the vowel, so that the sequences */i2x, uºx, w2x/ developed as */Hpx, 
Jpx, épx/. It seems reasonable to suppose that this development happened 
at much the same time as the processes of vowel harmony discussed in 
§§3.5–12, for this explains the failure of */e, o/ to appear in these contexts. 
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Under those circumstances the high vowels may be assumed eventually to 
lose their nasalization and develop in parallel to other long vowels. Thus 
we fi nd OE /bon ‘thrive’ < /con < */cxan < */inxan, cf. Goth -/eihan, 
OSax thchan, /ehte, pret. of /yn7an ‘seem’, feht ‘moisture’, ehte ‘dawn’. 
In the case of */w2x/ the lengthening to */éx/ was suffi ciently late to prevent 
its merger with IE */wp/ which shifted throughout Gmc to /op/, see §3.3, 
for it appears as /wp/ in Goth, NGmc, OHG, and OSax. In OE and OFris, 
however, the nasalization is retained, and there is a late Anglo-Frisian 
rounding to /op/. Further details and discussion are to be found in §§3.22, 
but typical examples include /dhte ‘he thought’ < */anxte, cf. /en7an 
‘think’, hdn ‘hang’ < *hanxan, cf. hangen ‘hung’.

3.14 In OE, OFris, and OSax only, and hence to be placed at a much later 
date than the change discussed in §3.13, the PrGmc loss of nasal between 
a vowel and a voiceless velar fricative, with compensatory lengthening of 
the vowel, was generalized to all fricatives, so that nasals were then lost 
in the groups */mf, nq, ns/. In other respects the change was identical, so 
that */i, u/ were simply lengthened to /ip, up/, whilst, at least in Anglo-
Frisian,1 */w/ when lengthened and nasalized was rounded to /op/. Typical 
examples of the lengthening of */i, u/ are: fcf ‘fi ve’, cf. Got fi mf, fcfel 
‘monster’, lc/e ‘gentle’, cf. OHG lindi, sc/ ‘journey’, cf. Got sin/s, ge/ 
‘war’, cf. OHG gund-, me/ ‘mouth’, cf. OHG mund, e/- prefi x, cf. Got 
un/a-, dest ‘dust’, cf. OHG tunst, es ‘us’, cf. OHG uns. Typical examples 
of the lengthening and shift of */w/ are: sdfte ‘soft’, d/er ‘other’, sd/ ‘true’, 
td/ ‘tooth’, gds ‘goose’, but see §3.22 for further discussion and details.2

1 Occasional forms with /op/ are also found in OSax.
2 Also to be taken here is the runic name and name prefi x ds-. See also van Loey 
(1970: §29) for discussion of this element in Dutch place-names and evidence of both 
lengthening outside OE, OFris, OSax and rounding outside Anglo-Frisian.

3.15 The changes described in §§3.13–14 may be approximately charac-
terized as follows, where the restriction to [+back] fricatives which applies 
in PrGmc is lost with the generalization of the change in WGmc:

V +cons
>

 V Ø / ________ +cons
+nas +long +cont

+back

IV Diphthongization

3.16 One clear characteristic of the WGmc dialects is that diphthongs 
were frequently developed, either in the context of a following geminate 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥⎥
⎦
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approximant, or due to resolution of hiatus forms. In all cases this diph-
thongization is manifested by the vocalization of an approximant. In the 
cases of a following geminate consonant the source may either be the PrGmc 
geminates */jj, ww/ or the WGmc geminate */ww/. The source of the former 
geminates is obscure, see further §4.2, whilst the source of the latter is 
West Germanic gemination, see §4.11. There are several sources of hiatus, 
discussed in §3.19.

3.17 In PrGmc the approximants */j, w/ were geminated after a short 
vowel to */jj, ww/, and then in WGmc there was vocalization to */ij, uw/.1 

Thus the sequences */ijj, ajj, iww, eww, aww/ developed into diphthong + 
approximant or, in the case of */ijj/, long vowel + approximant sequences, 
giving WGmc */ipj, aij, iuw, euw, auw/. These sequences then develop nor-
mally into PrOE as */ipj, wpj,2 iow,3 eow, æww/, see §§5.7–9, 41.4 Typical 
examples of these changes are: *frijjd > Frc8e(-dæ8) ‘Friday’, *klajj- > clw8 
‘clay’, *triwwi > trywe ‘true’, *brewwan > brbowan ‘brew’, *glawwa > 
glbaw ‘wise’.

1 In NGmc the development was to ggj, ggw, in Gothic to ddj, ggw by Holtzmann’s 
Law. For a discussion and summary of the many problems surrounding this change 
see Prokosch (1939: 92–3), Collinge (1985: 93–101).
2 But after monophthongization of */aij/ > */wpj/ i-umlaut operates normally with 
fronting of */wp/ due to the immediately following */j/, and consequently the later 
development is to /æpj/. Of course the */j/ here belongs to the following syllable, see 
§5.86 and Colman (1986).
3 In this case the new diphthong must be followed by */i/, see §3.7, and hence it is 
later subject to i-umlaut, for details of which see §5.83.
4 In these positions /w/ would regularly be lost in such positions through apocope, 
but it is frequently analogically restored, see §§7.72–3.

3.18 By WGmc gemination, see §§4.11–14, */w/ would be lengthened to 
*/ww/ if followed directly by */j/, and hence the sequences */iwwj, awwj/ 
would arise. Diphthongization to */iuwj, auwj/ then followed and the further 
developments of the diphthong, with later i-umlaut due to the following */j/, 
are as expected in OE, giving WS *co > *ce > c, y, nWS co; WS ba > *ce > c, 
y, nWS ba > b. Additionally, however, one of the two remaining intervocalic 
approximants is then lost, the usual situation being that */j/ is lost after the 
high diphthong, */w/ after the low diphthong.1 Hence we fi nd: *niwwja- > 
*niuwja- > *ncewja- > ncwe, nWS ncowe ‘new’, *hawwj- > *hauwj- > *hbawj- 
> *hcewj- > hc8 ‘hay’, nWS hb8. Other examples parallel to ncwe (ncowe) are: 
glcw ‘form’,2 hcw ‘form’, hlywan ‘warm’;3 examples parallel to hc8 (hb8) are: 
7c8an ‘call’, frc8ea ‘lord’, c8 ‘island’, Sea 97 strb8an ‘strew’, trc8 ‘tray’.

1 The phonology of the change is obscure, although it clearly has parallels with 
syncope. The loss of */j/ at least, and hence presumably of */w/, cannot be earlier than 
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i-umlaut, and one consequence of this is that it is diffi cult to determine the synchronic 
distinction which causes */j/ to be lost from original */iwwj/ sequences, */w/ to be lost 
from original */awwj/ sequences. In this context cwan, nWS bwan ‘show’ with loss of 
*/j/ rather than expected loss of */w/ is perhaps unsurprising.
2 For gli8 see §4.9(2).
3 Poetical spcowede, spbowede ‘spat’ are usually assumed to be analogical on *spcowan 
(< *spiwwjan). Jul 476 spiowedan with a short diphthong may be originally from 
*spiwid- with transfer to class 2 as *spiwod and then back umlaut. Various forms of 
*sCowan ‘sew’, such as CorpGl 1773 siouu ‘I sew’, are equally due to one of the above 
developments, dependent upon the length of the diphthong, which is uncertain.

3.19 During the period when the WGmc languages still formed a unity, 
there occurred a process which was to be repeated during the OE period, 
see §§5.131ff. for details. This was that, when two vowels stood in hiatus 
and that sequence represented a sequence which corresponded to an existing 
diphthongal template, the second vowel desyllabifi ed and formed a diph-
thong with the preceding vowel. In WGmc this process of hiatus resolution 
by means of diphthongization was restricted to sequences of short vowel 
+ */u/. These sequences could arise in three ways: (1) loss of */w/ before 
*/u/; (2) vocalization of */w/ when word-fi nal; (3) shortening and raising 
of unstressed */op/ > /u/, see §3.34. The developments of these hiatus 
sequences are discussed in turn below.

(1) In WGmc */w/ was lost before */u/ (usually < */op/, see §3.34) so that 
*/ewu, awu/ > */eu, au/. These diphthongs then develop normally 
in OE, see §5.41. Thus we fi nd in the wd-declension OE clba ‘claw’ 
< */klæu/ < */klau/ < */kla-u/ < */klawu/ < */klawo/, similarly /rba 
‘affl iction’. Nom.acc.pl. fba ‘few’, alongside fbawe, fbawa, is from 
neut.pl. */fauwop/, cf. gearu ‘ready’ nom.acc.pl.neut., and similarly frba 
‘lord’ is from infl ected forms, such as */frawun/. Amongst neut. wa-stems 
we fi nd the plural forms cnbo ‘knees’, trbo ‘trees’ < */knewop/, etc.

(2) Similar to the examples under (1) are those where a word-fi nal vowel is 
lost in WGmc after */w/, causing the approximant to vocalize and then 
diphthongize with a preceding vowel, for example, */strawa/ > */strau/ 
> OE strba ‘straw’, */cnewa/ > */cneu/ > OE cnbo ‘knee’. Further typical 
examples include: *hrba ‘raw’, trbo ‘tree’, /bo ‘servant’. In many cases 
w is analogically restored in OE, although the status of such restoration 
is obscure, see further §§7.72–3, giving more usual strbaw, hrbaw.

(3) A number of forms developed hiatus sequences which could lead to 
diphthongization merely by the shortening of unstressed */op/ > */u/, 
hence */qriop/ > */qriu/ > OE /rco ‘three’ neut.pl. In hco ‘she’, and the 
fem. demonstratives sco, /cos the fem. infl exional -u has been added 
to stem-fi nal -i. Further diphthongization is seen in fcond ‘enemy’, frco 
‘free’, frcond ‘friend’, blco ‘colour’, where */u/ is due to */u/ in the 
fi nal syllable of accusative forms, cf. §3.10, and see Ritter (1909).
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V Infl uence of */z/

3.20 Where in WGmc */i, u/ would normally remain, that is, most frequently 
before a following high vowel, see §§3.9–10, these vowels in the develop-
ment of OE are nevertheless lowered before an immediately following */z/ 
(which at a later point is rhotacized to /r/, see §§4.15–16, also, for the 
chronology, Luick (1914–40: §107A2)). The change is most obviously seen 
in various pronominal forms., such as we, me, 8e, he, /e, cf. Goth weis, 
OHG wir, etc.1 Other examples include the prefi xes or-, tor-, cf. Goth uz-, 
tuz, OHG ur-, zur-, and meord ‘reward’ (< *merd by breaking), cf. Goth 
mizdo.2 See further Sievers (1900: 23ff.), Campbell (1939: 82–3).

1 Presumably the change occurs in weak forms of the pronouns, which may then be 
lengthened (> wb, etc.) under stress.
2 Leornian ‘learn’ with both liornia and leornia in Nbr can only be placed here with 
some uncertainty. The verb shows traces of being originally of weak class 3 in OE, 
and the variation of vowel in Nbr at fi rst sight suggests a late WGmc or proto-OE 
variation between */i/ and */e/ due to variation of the formative element between */j/ 
and */æp/, which is supported by OFris lirnia, lernia. On the other hand, the breaking 
diphthong in these forms must be from */e/, since breaking before /r/ + consonant fails 
in the context of following /i,j/, see §5.24n5.

3.21 A development before the sequences */zdi, zdj/ which is diffi cult to 
understand in the context of §3.20 would appear to account for reord 
‘food’, reord ‘voice’, 8ereord(e) ‘voice’, heordan ‘hards of fl ax’.1 These 
words must have had the stem vowel */a/ in Gmc, cf. Got razda ‘voice’, 
and the stem vowel has developed to /e/ in this particular sequence, with 
later breaking and then i-umlaut, since -io- is normal in Nbr, see Campbell 
(1959: §124n4) for details.2 But any explanation of this development 
remains to be found.

1 Note also briorde ‘point’ dat.sg. (Li 1¥, Ru2 2¥) against MkGl(Li) 13.27 breard.
2 The ME form rearde ‘voice’ (Aèenbyte of Inwit) suggests a development from *rærde 
but this is equally diffi cult in the absence of the expected i-umlaut, and therefore it 
cannot be entirely relied upon. Note, however, breard in n1 above. Perhaps such forms 
were variant d-stems rather than jd-stems.

VI Long vowels

3.22 The long vowel system which developed in PrGmc and is described 
in §3.3 was generally well preserved in the Gmc dialects leading to OE. 
One major exception to this, however, concerns the development of the 
low long vowel indicated in §3.3 as */æp/. As will be observed, */æp/ is the 
only low long vowel and there is no front/back contrast in operation. From 
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the structural point of view, therefore, the vowel as it develops in WGmc 
may be considered to be neutral in this last respect, that is, */ap/. Confi rmation 
of this comes from Latin loan-words, such as strata ‘street’, where the Latin 
vowel is interpreted as Gmc */ap/, see §3.23. In many WGmc languages 
the consequent development is entirely expected, with /ap/ throughout, for 
example, OHG tat ‘deed’, mano ‘moon’. In OE and OFris, however, the 
situation is somewhat different, for there */ap/ develops as either /æp/ or 
/ep/ except immediately before a nasal, when the development is eventually 
to /op/.1 Typical examples are: OE dwd, dbd, OFris dbd ‘deed’, OE, OFris 
mdna. The development before nasals no doubt indicates a merger with 
the types represented in OE by /dhte ‘thought’, td/ ‘tooth’, discussed in 
§§3.13–14. Confi rmation that the development of */ap/ > /op/ must have 
been through a stage *[wp] is given by an OE form such as samcucu ‘half-
dead’, which was subject to early shortening. Since the result is /w/, the 
shortening must have been from *[wp] rather than /op/.

1 Additionally, the development to /wp/ before /w/ in WS forms of the type sawon 
‘they saw’ should be noted, see §5.21. But the restriction of such forms to WS dem-
onstrates that in proto-OE the vowel must have been */æp/ with later raising in Angl 
to /ep/, see §3.25.

3.23 A natural starting-point for the discussion of these forms is the 
isomorphism between the development of */ap/ > /æp, ep/ and the special 
development of */ap/ > /op/ before a nasal. In Gmc dialects where there is no 
rounding and retraction of the nasalized vowel there is also no development 
of a clearly front vowel phoneme elsewhere. It is reasonable to suppose, 
therefore, that with nasalisation there develops a retracted variant of */ap/ 
which eventually causes a structural contrast in terms of backness between 
the unnasalized and nasalized vowels. This contrast is at a later stage 
reinforced by the monophthongization of the Gmc diphthong */ai/ > */wp/ 
in OE, see §§5.7–9.1 Since in the Gmc dialects underlying OE there was 
originally only one low short vowel and one low long vowel, which may 
therefore be phonemicized as /a, ap/, the above developments cannot be 
further explained phonemically. Rather, it must be assumed that the low 
long vowel had always remained phonetically front, that is, approximately 
[æp], whilst the short vowel was further back, although the degree of back-
ness cannot be ascertained. It therefore follows that the alleged OE, OFris 
shift of */ap/ > /æp/ is an artefact of phonemic theory, and that there is no 
reason to suppose that, except before nasals, the Gmc long low vowel 
retracted signifi cantly at any period in the development of OE.2

1 In OFris, however, the monophthongization of */ai/ is to /æp/, see §5.9.
2 There has been much discussion of the Gmc development of */æp/ (< IE */ep/). Whilst 
most writers, such as Bülbring (1902: §96), Luick (1914–40: §§115–18), Girvan (1931: 
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§§34–5), Campbell (1959: §129 and n1), argue that there was a shift in Gmc to *a 
with later fronting in OE and OFris to w, b, the minority view that *w remained (with 
later raising to b in OFris and some OE) is expressed in J. Wright and Wright (1925: 
§119). For further discussion see Campbell (1947) and references therein. It should be 
pointed out that the account presented here is essentially neutral between these views, 
since it accepts a phonemic shift to */ap/ but a phonetic retention of *[æp].

3.24 From the above it may be inferred that phonetically Gmc *[æp] 
retained approximately that pronunciation throughout the period. In OE 
this pronunciation was then equally retained in S dialects, that is, WS and 
Kt, hence dwd ‘deed’, hwr ‘hair’, mw8 ‘kinsman’, /wr ‘there’, etc., and also 
the pa.pl. of strong verbs of classes IV and V, such as bwron ‘they bore’, 
stwlon ‘they stole’, swton ‘they sat’, wwron ‘they were’.1

1 It is often stated that Kt has /ep/ for Gmc */æp/. Although this is true in terms of 
the data, it is most probable that the original forms were */æp/ and that the development 
to /ep/ is to be interpreted as part of the rather later Kt æ-raising, see §§5.189–91, also 
Crowley (1986: 105–8).

3.25 In both OFris and N. (that is, Angl) dialects of OE, however, there 
occurred at some stage a raising of */æp/ > /ep/. Thus in Angl we fi nd dbd, 
hbr, mb8, /br, bbron, etc.1 The relative dating of this raising is unclear, and 
especially it is uncertain whether this was a development shared between 
OFris and Anglian in the pre-settlement period, that is, the period of Anglo-
Frisian unity, or was a later independent development in the separate 
languages.2,3

1 In WS w occurs without signifi cant exceptions, although note poet, mb7e ‘sword’ 
which occurs throughout. On the other hand the compound mb7efi s7 ‘swordfi sh’ occurs 
with both b and w. Clearly mb7e has special status. In Angl there are a few forms with 
〈w〉 in early Nbr texts, such as LRid 12 8iwwde ‘dress’, RuneAuzon /wr ‘there’, 
CorpGl 1852 sprw7, but these are probably due to confusion with 〈b〉 under infl uence 
from contemporary Lat, see also Lindelöf (1901: §26). The only frequent examples of 
〈w〉 for 〈b〉 are in Ru1, where they occur approximately in the proportion 7:10 (Campbell, 
1959: §129n1). Doubtless this is merely one sign of WS infl uence on the scribe of 
this text.
2 DeCamp (1958) argues that the development in OE is to be dated to the sixth or 
seventh centuries, but under Frisian infl uence, cf. Samuels (1971).
3 OE swB, swR, swA ‘so’ causes some diffi culties. The predominant forms are EWS 
swA, swR, LWS swA, eNbr, Ps(A) swB, lNbr swR. The earlier forms appear to be, 
therefore, WS swR, Angl swB, the later forms WS swA, Angl swR. Whilst the earlier 
forms suggest a direct development from Gmc *[æp] with shortening when unstressed, 
the later forms cannot be so derived. It is more probable that when long they have 
been redeveloped from weak forms, with WS swa being developed from weak swa which 
in turn is due to the special retraction of /æ/ in non-lexical items, see §6.4 and n1. In 
contrast to this variety of forms only hwA ‘who’ exists in OE. Although it would be 
possible to equate swB, swR with Goth swe in order to account for the contrast, it is 
far more probable that we have to do with variable selection of weak v. strong forms.
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3.26 A further, but quite separate, development of the Gmc long vowels 
appears to be evidenced in the OE monosyllables be ‘both’, he ‘how’ (also 
OFris, OSax), te ‘two’. All forms are from Gmc */op/ and in the case of 
the last two are from *hwd, *twd, which suggests that the raising of */op/ 
> /up/ takes place in such monosyllables after */w/. Be may then be explained 
transparently on the analogy of te. The same explanation, however, cannot 
be the source of ce ‘cow’, which may have its source in allomorphic vari-
ation between */op/ and */up/ in IE, note here that /k/ < IE */gw/ and cf. 
OFris ke, ON kyr, see also Brunner (1965: §69A) and references, Campbell 
(1939: 83).1

1 Naturally, if the conditioning environment includes preceding */w/, td ‘to’ never 
shows signs of the change.

VII Unstressed vowels

3.27 In PrGmc the system of pitch accentuation outlined in §3.4 had the 
consequence that the same series of vowels and diphthongs occurred in 
unaccented as in accented syllables, the only exception being that Gmc 
*/ep/, which was an innovation in Gmc, occurred only in accented syllables.1 
The shift to stress accentuation, however, meant that there began during 
the Gmc period a series of shifts which can be generalized as a set of 
reductions in vowel length, so that, for example, short vowels were lost 
and long vowels were shortened. This process continued during the OE 
period, see §6.13. In the following paragraphs we deal fi rstly with loss of 
short vowels, secondly with shortening of long vowels, and fi nally with 
monophthongization of diphthongs. In this context it is important to note 
that all IE fi nal consonants were lost at an early stage in PrGmc with the 
exceptions of */s/ (including the allophone *[z]) and */r/ and that a following 
nasal was probably lost via the route of nasalization of the preceding vowel. 
For details of such consonantal changes see §4.10.

1 Hence it follows that if we assume the system in §3.2 the short vowels in unstressed 
syllables were */i, e, a, u/. Note particularly that */a/ is from IE */a, o, v/. It is unclear 
when this merger took place with respect to the various losses described in §3.28, for 
no distinction in result ensues.

3.28 After the loss of fi nal IE consonants (see §3.27), the mid and low 
short vowels */e, a/ were lost in absolute fi nality, for example, OE ber 
‘bear!’, cf. Lat fer < *fere, wat ‘he knows’, cf. Grk oÈda, oÈde, wulfes ‘wolf’ 
gen.sg. < *wulfæs < *wulfas < *wulfasa < *wulfoso (see §3.27n1) and all 
other examples of the gen.sg. of a-stems, see further §3.31n1.
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3.29 The high short vowels */i, u/ were more resistant to change, in that 
loss only occurred after two or more syllables. Examples of trisyllabic loss 
of */i/ are the more common, hence gen.dat.sg. of weak nouns: guman 
< *gumaniz,1 *gumani; dat.pl. -um < *-umiz; 2,3sg.,3pl.pr.ind.: Angl rcdes 
< *rcdisi, rcde/ < *rcdi/i,2 rcda/ < *rcdan/i. A typical example of trisyllabic 
loss of */u/ is the acc.sg. of masc. weak nouns and other disyllabic 
consonantal stems: guman < *gumanJ (< *gumanum, see §3.27), brd/or 
< *brd/urJ < *brd/urum.3

1 Trysyllabic loss of a high vowel in absolute fi nality was no doubt roughly contem-
poraneous with the losses described in §3.28, whilst the losses before */z/ were probably 
contemporaneous with the changes described in §3.31, which should be consulted.
2 But for these forms see further §3.30.
3 A number of exceptions to trisyllabic loss are evidenced, notably Angl mil7 ‘milk’, 
generalized from gen.dat.sg. *milukiz, *miluki > *mily7 by i-umlaut and palatalization 
and hence mil7, cf. WS meolc showing trisyllabic loss. Similarly ealu would appear to 
be the result of equation of the initial vowel with gen.sg. *æle/ < *alu/iz with iterative 
i-umlaut, giving nom.sg. *ælu which would then be subject to u-umlaut, see Weyhe 
(1906: 78). Although the process of second fronting appears irrelevant, infl uence from 
Merc cannot be entirely ruled out, given the forms meolc, mil7 above.

3.30 Where unstressed */e/ remained, it was then either preserved or 
lowered to */æ/ before */r/, for example, æfter ‘after’, hwæ/er ‘which of 
two’, fæder ‘father’, cf. RuneAuzon 8ibrd/ær and see Stiles (1988b: 339), 
also §6.49. In all other contexts, however, it was raised to */i/, for example, 
*fdtez > *fdtiz > OE fbt ‘feet’ with i-umlaut followed by apocope of */i/ 
in OE, *hnutiz > OE hnyte ‘nut’ gen.sg., *rcdes > *rcdis > Angl rcdes. This 
raising occurs even before */w/, for example, lytel ‘little’ < *letilaz with 
i-umlaut, cf. here the failure of stressed */e/ to raise in the same environment, 
§§3.5–9.

3.31 At a later period during the development of WGmc, fi nal *[z] which 
had been retained during the loss of PrGmc fi nal consonants, see §§3.27, 
4.10, became subject to loss fi nally, typical examples being nom.sg. of 
a-stems *-az > *-a, nom.pl. of athematic stems *-iz > *-i, and, exception-
ally, the type *milukiz > *miluki referred to in §3.29n3.1 One consequence 
of this loss of fi nal *[z] was that *-a once more occurred in absolute fi nal-
ity, and then the change discussed in §3.28 was repeated with respect to 
*-a, giving developments such as *stainaz > *staina > *stain > OE stan 
‘stone’. Where *-a was preceded by a consonantal cluster ending in either 
a resonant or an approximant, then resyllabifi cation took place, with the 
development of either a syllabic resonant, such as *fi ngra > fi ngr ‘fi nger’ 
(see further §§6.38–40), or vocalization of the approximant, such as *barwa 
> *baru > bearu ‘grove’,2 *herja > *heri > here ‘army’.3 The loss does not 
occur in other positions; note especially that it does not occur with *-a- as 
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the connecting element of compounds, hence *dagalck with syncope of the 
vowel (> dæ8li7 ‘daily’) only occurring in OE, see §6.15.

1 It seems probable that *[s] was often retained fi nally in the antecedent of OE and 
the other North Sea Germanic languages, hence OE nom.pl. of a-stems -as, for example, 
stanas ‘stones’, 2sg.pr.ind., for example, rcdes ‘thou ridest’. This would then be the 
explanation for the retention of *-a in the gen.sg. of a-stems, for example, stanes < 
*stainas, see §3.28. See also Brunner (1965: §234A4).
2 The diphthong in the stem is from infl ected forms such as bearwas ‘groves’.
3 Such forms are more common than sometimes appears to be suggested.

3.32 In general the Gmc long vowels in unaccented syllables were merely 
shortened without further direct shift, hence *-c > *-i, for example, *rcdc 
> *rcdi > rcde ‘ride’ pa.subj.sg., *andcaz > *andc > *andi > OE ende ‘end’ 
by i-umlaut, and *-w > -æ (later -e), for example, fremede ‘performed’ < 
*fremidæ < *framidæ < *framidw. In the case of *-d when shortened, this 
usually developed as *-u in N and WGmc, the nearest equivalent short 
vowel, for example, 1sg.pr.ind. as *rcdd > Angl rcdu (often rcdo with OE 
lowering, see §§6.55–8), nom.sg. of d-stems as *lufd > lufu ‘love’ and other 
similar forms. However, in the context of a following nasal, lowering to 
*/a/ (presumably originally *[ã]) occurred, hence acc.sg. of d-stems, such 
as *lufdm > *lufa > OE lufe, and nom.sg. of fem. n-stems, such as *tungdn 
> OE tunge ‘tongue’. Trimoric long vowels in unaccented positions were 
merely shortened to bimoric long vowels, hence nom.sg. of masc. weak 
nouns such as *gumdo > *gumd with later development in OE to guma, 
see §§6.27–8.

3.33 The Gmc diphthongs */ai, au/ when occurring in unstressed syllables 
monophthongized to */ap, op/, and */ap/ subsequently developed as OE 
/æp/, see §§3.22–4 for discussion. For exemplifi cation of this change see 
§6.27(4).

VIII Raising of back vowels

3.34 By a process not dissimilar to those discussed in §§3.5ff. PrGmc 
unstressed */o(p)/ was raised to */u(p)/ in certain circumstances. These were 
that the mid vowel should be followed by either */u/ in the following 
syllable or directly by the labial nasal */m/. Since, see §3.27n1, IE */o/ had 
usually developed to */a/, it must be assumed that even in PrGmc such 
environments prevented lowering and that *[o] persisted there as an 
allophone of */a/. The actual raising, however, does not occur in Gothic 
and must be later than the merger referred to in §3.27n1. Examples of the 
raising of *[o] are: (1) with following */m/: dat.sg. of a-stems, for example, 
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*stainomiz > *stainum > stanum, cf. Goth stainam; (2) with */u/ in the 
next syllable: acc.sg.,pl. of masc. n-stems, for example, *gumonu > *gumunu 
> *gumun (where guman is introduced from other parts of the declension), 
and similarly for disyllabic consonant stems, such as *brd/oru > *brd/uru 
> OE *brd/ur with lowering to brd/or, and so for pl. *brd/oruns. Examples 
of the raising of */up/ are: (1) with following */m/: dat.pl. of d-stems and 
similarly fem. n-stems, such as *lufdm, *tungdm > OE lufum, tungum; (2) 
with */u/ in the next syllable: acc.sg.,pl. of fem. n-stems, such as *tungdnu 
> *tungen where infl uence of other forms gives OE tungan, but cf. CædH 
9 foldu, nouns in *-d/uz < IE -atus, such as *fi skd/uz > *fi ske/uz > OE 
fi sco/ ‘fi shing’. Note particularly here that the preterite of weak class 2 
verbs varied because of variation in infl exion such as 3sg. *-w/, 3pl. *-un/. 
Consequently the development of the thematic *-d- should have been to 
*-e- where */u/ followed but otherwise remaining as *-d-. In OE shortening 
and later lowering of /u/ would normally give /o/ in the fi rst instance, whilst 
*-d- would shorten as elsewhere to /w/, see §6.28. The two developments 
compete with one other, although the former is dominant in WS, for exam-
ple, lufode ‘loved’, whilst the latter is usual in other dialects, for example, 
lufade. But elimination of the predicted allomorphy is regular in all dialects. 
The same phenomenon affects superlative forms, where *-dst > *-est in 
infl ected forms such as dat.pl. *-dstumiz > *-estumiz, and this leads to the 
OE variation -ost, -ast. The former is more widespread, but reduction is 
more frequent still, giving -est, see §6.64.
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4

The consonants in Germanic

I Primitive Germanic

4.1 It is not possible within the scope of this work to give more than a 
brief outline of the development of consonants in Germanic prior to the 
period of Old English. Nor is any attempt made here to discuss the con-
sonant system of Indo-European. Further, particular attention is paid only 
to those developments in later periods of Germanic which lead directly to 
the evolution of the OE consonant system. These remarks are particularly 
crucial in that the consonant system of Indo-European has been in recent 
years the subject of much debate and discussion. In particular the work of 
Gamkrelidze, Ivanov, and Hopper has prompted an altogether new con-
sideration of the IE consonant system.1 In what follows a rather conservative 
view of that system and its evolution into Gmc is taken, on pragmatic 
grounds only, and the debate over the structure of IE is viewed only from 
the sidelines. Thus a consonant system for IE of the type outlined in 
Lehmann (1952: 99) is assumed for present purposes.

1 An excellent discussion of and bibliography to the controversy may be found in the 
relevant sections of Collinge (1985), to which should be added in particular Bomhard 
(1988) and the further items in the bibliography therein.

4.2 The PrGmc consonant system, whether derived by means of Grimm’s 
Law or by some other route, see Collinge (1985: 63–70), may be recon-
structed as follows, see also Moulton (1954, 1972), Normier (1977: 185–90), 
and cf. the table for proto-OE in §7.1:

 Labial Dental Palatal Velar1

Voiceless stops /p/ /t/ – /k/
Voiceless fricatives /f/ /q/ – /x/

A Grammar of Old English: Phonology, Volume 1   Richard M. Hogg
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 Labial Dental Palatal Velar1

Voiced obstruents /b ~ q/ /d ~ ¨/ – /g ~ “/
Sibilants – /s ~ z/ – –
Nasals /m/ /n/ – –
Liquids, approximants – /l, r/ /j/ /w/

Geminate consonants also occurred, but on a much reduced scale compared 
with later stages of Gmc. Gemination is found medially of voiceless stops, 
liquids and nasals, and */s/, for example, OE hoppian ‘hop’, cnotta ‘knot’, 
liccian ‘lick’, wulle ‘wool’, steorra ‘star’, swimman ‘swim’, rinnan ‘run’, wisse 
‘knew’. For the main source of OE geminate consonants see §4.11. Such 
geminates are usually of very early origin, but a subgroup of Gmc geminates 
appears to be of expressive origin, see generally Martinet (1937) and for 
geminates before the suffi x -ettan Marckwardt (1942), also Hogg (1982a) 
for these and geminates in possibly hypocoristic forms, such as docga ‘dog’.

1 The distinction between IE velars and labiovelars, for example, PrGmc */k/ v. */kw/ 
is not relevant for the later developments, and the latter are therefore treated here as 
sequences of consonant + */w/.

4.3 The major allophonic variation in PrGmc consonants which may be 
safely reconstructed occurs within the series of voiced obstruents, where 
we may postulate stop articulation *[b, d, g] in gemination and after a 
nasal, and also initially in the cases of *[b, d], with fricative articulation 
*[b, ¨, “] elsewhere. Hence we fi nd the following stops in Gothic: (1) initially: 
barn ‘child’, lamb ‘lamb’; dags ‘day’; (2) after nasals: bindan ‘bind’; briggan 
‘bring’ (〈gg〉 = [2g]); and fricatives medially in: arbi ‘inheritance’; fadar 
‘father’; giban ‘give’, dags ‘day’. Other allophonic variations include: 
(1) *[h] as the allophone of */x/ initially, for example, Goth haban ‘have’;1 
(2) *[2] as the allophone of */n/ before velars, for example, briggan above; (3) *[z] 
occurred already in IE as the allophone of */s/ before */d/, for example, 
Goth razda ‘speech’. For further details, see Moulton (1972: esp. 170–3). 

1 But */x/ remained as a velar fricative medially, even when single, see §7.51.

II Verner’s Law

4.4 Whilst PrGmc still retained variable accentuation rather than the left-
strong system of stress accentuation which later developed, see fi rstly §3.4, 
the Gmc voiceless fricatives became voiced in voiced surroundings when the 
preceding syllable was unaccented.1 This shift, known as Verner’s Law after 
the publication of the discovery in Verner (1877), causes the voiceless fricatives 
to merge with the fricative allophones of the voiced obstruents, for example, 
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*/f, q, x/ > *[b, ¨, “], or, in the case of *[s], a shift to its voiced allophone 
*[z]. The change is most obviously observed in the pa.part. of all strong 
verbs and the non-singular (and 2sg.ind.) preterite forms of strong verbs 
of classes I–III. Typical examples of the variation from infi n. and pa.part. 
forms would be: *dreifan- ~ *driban-; *snei¨an- ~ *sni¨an-; *teuxan- ~ *to“an-; 
*keusan- ~ kozan-. But the operation of Verner’s Law can be seen in other 
words also, hence *fa¨br ‘father’ < *fa/br, and many other individual forms.

1 For an alternative view of the phenomenon, which sees the Gmc accent shift as an 
at least three-stage process with Verner’s Law occurring before its completion, see 
Normier (1977). See also the discussion and bibliography in Collinge (1985: 203–16). 
The pre-Vernerian title of grammatischer Wechsel may still be encountered but is 
scarcely to be recommended.

4.5 The most obvious morphophonological feature of Verner’s Law as it 
develops in OE is that the voiced fricatives (or their refl exes) are frequently 
extended to the non-singular preterite forms of strong verbs of classes 
V–VII.1 Hence we fi nd, for example, cwwdon ‘they said’ (< *[¨]), sldgon 
‘they slew’ (also with further extension to sg. sldg), fengon ‘they took’ (also 
sg.), cf. infi ns. cwe/an, slban, fdn, the latter two with OE lenition and loss 
of intervocalic */x/, see §7.45. Levelling away of Verner’s Law can also be 
observed in OE strong verbs, especially those with medial /s/, such as risen 
pa.part. of rcsan ‘rise’, 8enesen pa.part. of 8enesan ‘escape’. Note also strong 
class I mi/en ‘concealed’, wri/en ‘twisted’.

1 Examples from class IV are naturally wanting, and this is of no signifi cance for the 
analogical extension.

III Germanic approximants

4.6 In PrGmc, but perhaps after the time of the accent shift, when */j/ 
stood after either a heavy syllable or a light unstressed syllable and was 
preceded by a consonant, an epenthetic */i/ developed between the consonant 
and */j/. Hence forms due to this development, generally known as Sievers’ 
Law (see Collinge, 1985: 159–74), are of the type *andjaz > *andijaz (> OE 
ende ‘end’ nom.sg.), *sdkje > *sdkije (> OE sb7 ‘seek!’), contrasting with 
*xarjaz > here ‘army’, *bi¨je > bidde ‘wait!’. When the following vowel 
was lost in absolute fi nality, see §§3.27ff., the */ij/ was then treated in the 
same manner as in original trimoric sequences, see §3.32, no doubt because 
only one mora could be lost from a trimoric vocalic sequence.

4.7 At a very early period in the history of WGmc and certainly before 
gemination occurred, see §4.11, */j, w/ were lost when immediately preceding 
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their corresponding vowel, that is, */i, u/. This development is particularly 
important in the 2,3sg.pr.ind. of weak class 1 verbs, accounting for the 
type *framji/ > *frami/ > OE freme/ ‘he performs’ without gemination, 
cf. *framjd > *frammju (§3.32) > Angl fremmo with gemination. The change 
clearly takes place after the shortening and raising of */o/, since */w/ is 
lost in such positions, hence fem. wd-stems such as *sinwd > *sinwu > sinu 
‘sinew’, for further examples see §3.19. The same change appears to take 
place in stressed syllables where */op/ is raised to */up/ by the preceding 
*/w/, hence *twd > te ‘two’, see §3.26.

4.8 The same loss of */w/ occurs before */i/, hence *èarwi/ > *èari/ > 8yre/ 
‘he prepares’, cf. 8yrwan inf., and other similar weak class 1 verbs. But in 
these cases the alternation between forms with /w/ and forms without is 
often analogically levelled, sometimes in favour of the one, for example, 
hyrwan ‘despise’, nyrwan ‘constrain’, sometimes the other, for example, 
wylian ‘roll’, and sometimes variably, for example, 8yrwan ~ 8yrian, smyrwan 
~ smyrian ‘anoint’, syrwan ~ syrian ‘devise’. Individual words in which 
*/w/ was lost before an */i/ which was later apocopated include sw ‘sea’ 
< *swi < *sai < *saiwi, w ‘law’, hrw ‘corpse’.

4.9 A variety of developments in WGmc all had similar results, namely 
an alternation in OE between /j/ and /w/. These are discussed below.

(1) Normally the sequences */ipw, ijw/ developed in OE into the sequences 
/iow/, later /eow/, hence brbowan ‘brew’, etc., see §3.17. However, if 
a front vowel immediately followed that sequence, then */w/ was 
fronted to */j/, giving */ipj, ijj/. These then regularly emerge in OE as 
/ipj/, and hence forms such as */fripjæs/ > frc8es ‘free’ gen.sg. alongside 
frbo < *frcja-, *frcju. But confusion often occurs and hence alongside 
frc8es we fi nd frbos, and conversely frc8um for frboum dat.pl.

(2) In wa-stem nouns where */w/ was preceded by */ip/, the */w/ would 
appear in absolute fi nality in the nom.sg. (also acc.sg.) after the loss 
of *-az, see §3.31, and the */w/ itself should soon be lost. This, however, 
would not arise in infl ected forms where a vowel remained. Hence 
there should arise an alternation between stem-fi nal /ip/ in uninfl ected 
forms and stem-fi nal /ipw/ in infl ected forms, for example, Tc(8), 
*Tcowes gen.sg. ‘the god Tiw’.1 In early texts especially the nom.sg. 
form extends to other cases, such as Tc8es, but generally the strong 
tendency is to reintroduce /w/ in the uninfl ected forms. This should 
give forms with the diphthong /io/, to which /w/ is usually added 
analogically, see §3.17n4, but /w/ may simply be added to forms with 
/ip/ only. Examples of the variation found as a result of these changes 
include: EpGl, ErfGl 767, CorpGl 1681 brii8, frequent brcw ‘brew’, 
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CorpGl 986 8c8, ClGl2 5 8cw ‘vulture’, EpGl, ErfGl 1015, CorpGl 
2021 slc, ClGl1 4112 slbow, ClGl2 88 slcw ‘mullet’, ClGl1 3935–6 
Tc8, ClGl1 4154 Tuu (?error for *Tcw). The above alternations 
then infl uence other forms, notably glc8, glc8es ‘mirth’ alongside glcw, 
glcow, see §3.18, and perhaps *nc8e ‘new’ beside ncwe, see Ekwall 
(1917c: 295).

(3) The Gmc sequence */“w/ where */“/ often arose through Verner’s Law, 
see §4.4, usually simplifi ed to */w/, but before */u(p)/ at least */w/ 
was lost and */“/ remained. As under (2) above this led to alternations 
in OE, this time between /“/ and /w/, for example, Bede 4 33.382.3 
brb8 ~ brww ‘eye-lid’,2 hcgan ~ hcwan ‘family’, hweogol ~ hweowol 
‘wheel’, mega ~ mewa ‘heap’. In the alternation boh ‘yew’ ~ cw, bow, 
the latter forms also demonstrate voicing of */x/ by Verner’s Law. 
Other similar forms include holh ~ *holwes (cf. PDE hollow), reh ~ 
rewes ‘rough’, horh ~ horwes ‘rheum’, rbo ~ rbowe ‘blanket’, but in 
these cases the situation is apparently complicated by the introduction 
of analogical 〈g〉 for /x/, see §7.54.

1 Of course co often develops to later bo.
2 Brb8 with -b- for æ1 is an Anglianism. The fi nal /j/ here is due to palatalization.

IV Consonant loss

4.10 In PrGmc all fi nal consonants except */s/ and /r/ were lost at a very 
early stage, but then during the WGmc period fi nal consonants which had 
arisen by the loss of fi nal vowels, see §§3.28–9, were again lost.1 When 
fi nal nasals disappeared in PrGmc they did so only after nasalizing the 
previous vowel, for consequences of this see for example §3.34. In the 
WGmc loss of fi nal consonants one clear exception is fi nal */r/, hence OE 
fæder ‘father’ and many other similar forms. It also seems to be the case 
that fi nal voiceless fricatives were not always lost, and this would appear 
to be the explanation of many infl exional forms: gen.sg. of masc.neut. 
a-stems, such as stanes ‘stone’; nom.pl. of masc. a-stems, such as stanas 
‘stones’; 2sg.pr.ind. of verbs, such as Angl rcdes ‘thou ridest’;2 3sg.pr.ind. 
of verbs, such as rcde/ ‘he rides’, see further Brunner (1965: §234A4). But 
elsewhere there is variation between forms with and without fi nal con-
sonants, for example, hæle, hæle/ ‘man’. This may imply that the infl exional 
forms with retention of a fi nal voiceless fricative have been infl uenced by 
the need to avoid syncretism of important infl exional forms.

1 This development appears to be generally restricted to unstressed syllables, for fi nal 
consonants remained in monosyllables, hence hwæt ‘what’, æt ‘at’. Ce ‘cow’ acc.sg. 
is probably from the nom.sg.
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2 WS rcdest in fact shows the same retention of fi nal /s/, since the fi nal /t/ is a later 
sandhi development from forms such as rcdes /u?

V West Germanic gemination

4.11 Perhaps the Gmc consonant change which has the most important 
morphological consequences for OE is that by which WGmc consonants 
were lengthened when followed by */j/. This change took place only after 
a light syllable, hence dbman ‘judge’, sendan ‘send’ without gemination 
against fremman ‘perform’ with gemination. The change is particularly 
marked in weak class 1 verbs where the thematic element *-j- caused 
gemination throughout the present tense except where the infl exion began 
with *-i-, that is, gemination occurred in 1sg.pr.ind., pl.pr.ind., subj., pl.
imp., infi n., and pr.part., for example, fremme, fremma/, fremme(n), 
fremma/, fremmende against 2,3sg.pr.ind. fremest, freme/, sg.imp. freme, 
and all preterite forms, such as fremede. Further such examples are too 
numerous to list even selectively, but note that the same phenomenon occurs 
with ‘weak present’ such as sittan ‘sit’. Outside the verbal system gemination 
is found with ja-stems, such as cynn ‘race’, jd-stems, such as synn ‘sin’, jan-
stems, such as wræ77a ‘exile’, and similarly for adjectives. The alternations 
caused by gemination appear to have remained synchronically active in the 
weak verb system of OE, but elsewhere they came to have no synchronic 
relevance, especially after the degemination of fi nal geminates, see §§7.80–1.

4.12 One major exception to WGmc gemination occurs with */r/ which 
is never subject to lengthening. Hence corresponding to fremman, see §4.11, 
are weak verbs of class 1 such as nerian ‘save’ (= /nerjan/). All forms with 
/rr/ are from parallel Gmc forms, such as steorra ‘star’, see §4.2. Note that 
in a form such as nerian /r/ is from Gmc *[z], which implies that rhotacism 
had already occurred, see §4.15, since */s/ is geminated, for example, cnyssan 
‘knock’.

4.13 The fricative allophones of the voiced obstruents */b, d, g/, that is, 
*[b, ¨, “], were, when geminated, no longer single intervocalic consonants, 
and therefore they acquired stop articulation in gemination, see §4.3. Hence 
we fi nd forms such as hebban ‘raise’ < *havjan, li78an ‘lie’ < *lièjan, and 
then alternation between forms with medial /bb, u/ and ungeminated forms 
with /f, j/,1 for example, WS hef/ ‘he raises’, li8/ ‘he lies’. The same would 
theoretically apply in the case of the gemination of *[¨], note biddan ‘ask’, 
but in such cases the WGmc shift of *[¨] > [d], see §4.17, also occurs so 
that no alternation is visible in OE.

1 /j/, of course, is due to palatalization of *[“].
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4.14 Perhaps slightly earlier than the above changes was another process 
of gemination by which consonants in a light syllable were lengthened 
when directly followed by a nonsyllabic liquid. Examples exist in OE only 
for /p, t, k, x/, such as æpplas < *aplos ‘apples’ and hence æppel, similarly 
snottor ‘wise’, wæccer ‘awake’, hweohhol ‘wheel’. But frequently the 
ungeminated forms occur, presumably from the nom.sg., hence snotor, 
wæcer, and, with loss of intervocalic */x/, hwbol. Other forms similar to 
hwbol are bar ‘ear of corn’, cf. Nbr æhher, tbar ‘tear’, cf. Nbr tæher (with 
〈h〉 for 〈hh〉). And some forms have generalized the ungeminated forms, 
such as æcer ‘fi eld’.1 

1 For gemination of */j, w/ after a short vowel, see §3.17.

VI Miscellanea

4.15 Gmc */z/, which occurred either before a voiced consonant, see §4.3, 
or as the result of Verner’s Law, was rhotacized to /r/ in both North and 
West Gmc. The results are most obvious in strong verbs such as 7bosan 
‘choose’ with pa.pl. curon, pa.part. coren, and in the comparative of adjec-
tives, such as blindra ‘more blind’ < *blinddza. The rhotacism also occurs 
in causative weak verbs such as nerian ‘save’ (< *nazjan), werian ‘defend’. 
Other individual instances include bare ‘ear’, dbor ‘animal’. Rhotacism must 
have occurred prior to the time of gemination, since *[z] would otherwise 
presumably have geminated in appropriate forms, just like other examples 
of */s/, see §4.12.

4.16 The */r/ which arises by rhotacism behaves like other examples of 
*/r/ and is generally retained, see §4.10.1 But between a vowel and a con-
sonant, although it is usually retained, for example, reord ‘voice’, heord 
‘hard of fl ax’, and other forms cited in §§3.20–1, it is sometimes lost, hence 
mbd ‘reward’ beside meord and twcn ‘linen’, cf. Ger zwirn. The group */zn/ 
also undergoes assimilation to /nn/ in *hrænn ‘wave’, *rænn ‘house’, but 
since fi rst fronting has taken place in these words it must be assumed that 
the assimilation is later than that change.

1 But one exception to this occurs in the weak forms of the personal pronouns which 
are the source of OE we ‘we’, 8e ‘ye’, he ‘he’, /e ‘thee’, hwa ‘who’, cf. Ger wir, etc.

4.17 WGmc *[¨], whether from IE or due to Verner’s Law, is always 
occluded, hence many forms such as fæder ‘father’, mddor ‘mother’, gdd 
‘good’, word ‘word’. The change is of particular consequence in strong 
verbs showing a Gmc alternation between */q/ and *[¨] due to Verner’s 
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Law. Hence verbs such as weor/an ‘become’ have pa.pl. wurdon, pa.part. 
worden.1

1 The variation between WS fremde, Angl frem/e ‘foreign’ is due to variant forms 
of the suffi x with alternative accentuation and the consequent operation of Verner’s 
Law.

4.18 There appears to have been a voicing of WGmc */q/ between */l/ 
and a following vowel, this voicing occurring before the occlusion discussed 
in §4.17. Consequently the group */lq/ develops into OE as /ld/. Typical 
examples are: fealdan ‘fold’, wilde ‘wild’, wuldor ‘glory’, and further examples 
arise fi nally by analogical extension from infl ected forms, such as beald 
‘bold’, feld ‘fi eld’, gold ‘gold’. But if */q/ is followed directly in a compound 
by a second element beginning with *[h], then the voicing (and hence the 
occlusion) is prevented, for example, Ch 23, 24, LVD † Balth-, Bal¨-. In the 
early glossaries there is some evidence of confusion between the spellings 
〈d〉 and 〈¨〉 and hence 〈th〉. Thus we fi nd EpGl 755, CorpGl 1544 spilth for 
spild ‘ruin’, EpGl 754 hal¨i for healde ‘sloping’, also 838 dhael¨i, cf. CorpGl 
1572 dhældi, CorpGl 1797 feltha for felda (also frequent BedeH -felth).1

1 But if /lq/ arises in OE by syncopation, the cluster arises too late for voicing and 
occlusion to occur, thus hwl/ ‘health’, hil¨ ‘he hides’.

4.19 Initially in both North and West Gmc the group */ql/ shifts to /fl /, 
hence fl bon ‘fl ee’ and probably fl ah ‘deceptive’, cf. Goth /liuhan, ga/laihan 
‘comfort’. For the OE development of */ql/ in medial positions see §§7.11, 
13.
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5

Old English vowels

5.1 After the operation of the various Gmc and Inguaeonic sound changes 
discussed in Chapter 3, the stressed vowel system of the ancestor of OE 
may be assumed to have contained the following vowels and diphthongs: 
(1) long vowels: */ip, ep, æp,1 op, up/; (2) short vowels: */i, e, a,2 o, u/; 
(3) diphthongs: */iu, eu, au, ai/. At this time the diphthongs showed no 
contrast in length, and simply had the same phonological status as long 
vowels.

1 But /æp/ occurred only in proto-WS and proto-Kt, since by the change discussed in 
§3.25 this sound had already been raised to /ep/ in the proto-Angl dialects, see also 
§§5.190–1.
2 Phonologically /a/ at this time was a low vowel without specifi cation for backness, 
see §3.23. It is possible, however, that phonetically 〈a〉 may have represented the back 
vowel [w].

5.2 A study of the earliest OE texts shows that between the Inguaeonic 
period and the time of these texts the whole phonological system of OE, 
including the stressed vowel system, underwent extensive changes. It is 
impossible to state an absolute chronology for these changes, but it is 
reasonable to accept that the majority of them occurred between the end 
of the fourth century, by which time the Anglo-Saxons had begun to settle 
in Britain, and the beginning of the eighth century, the period of the oldest 
surviving texts. Despite the diffi culties, it is possible to hypothesize a relative 
chronology for most of the pre-textual (that is, prehistoric) changes, although 
much remains that is still open to debate. Below we discuss the changes in 
the stressed vowel system as far as possible in the order suggested by one 
reasonable relative chronology, although arguments for other chronologies 
will be discussed at appropriate points. The parallel changes in the unstressed 
vowel system and the consonant system are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 
respectively.

A Grammar of Old English: Phonology, Volume 1   Richard M. Hogg

© 2011 Richard M. Hogg. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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I First fronting and associated changes

(a) Nasalization and later rounding of Gmc */a/

5.3 By a change almost parallel to the nasalization and rounding of */ap/, 
see §§3.13–14, 22, Gmc */w/ is nasalized to *[ã] before nasal consonants. 
However, unlike /op/ < */ap/ + nasal, the short vowel always remains distinct 
from OE /o/.1 In the earliest period the vowel is spelled with both 〈a〉 and 
〈o〉, and later developments would suggest that the scribes were attempting 
to represent a low back unround or round vowel, that is, [w] or [∞], see 
§2.13. The eventual loss of nasalization is diffi cult to date, but the presence 
of the variation between 〈a〉 and 〈o〉 in a seventh-century Lat loan such as 
candel ‘candle’, see §5.4, may suggest that the nasalization was present 
until at least that date. On the other hand, it is probable that the nasaliza-
tion had been lost by the time of the eventual stabilization of the spelling, 
see further §5.6. For the later emergence of clearly rounded forms of this 
vowel, see §5.5. The change of nasalization may, however, be approximately 
characterized as follows:

V
>

+nasal / ________ [+nasal]
+low +back

1 For discussion of forms where Gmc */ap/ + nasal is subject to early shortening, see 
§§5.78, 199–200.

5.4 Typical examples of this change are:1 ram ‘ram’, nama ‘name’, camb 
‘comb’, man ‘man’, hana ‘cock’, hand ‘hand’.2 The only signifi cant mor-
phological feature of this change is that to it is due the a of the past sg. 
of strong class III verbs with postvocalic nasal, for example, bindan ‘bind’ 
with pret. band, swimman ‘swim’ with pret. swam. Note that in lNbr the 
expected *bond, etc., see §5.5, are analogically reformed to band. In the 
two instances of such verbs where metathesis introduces an r between 
the vowel and the nasal, that is, arn ‘he ran’, barn ‘he burned’, the same vari-
ations between 〈a〉 and 〈o〉 are found as elsewhere, see Hogg (1982b) for 
the implications of these spellings. Early Lat loans, such as candel ‘candle’, 
ancor ‘anchor’, show the same spelling variations as native words, but late 
Lat loans are spelled with 〈a〉 even in the Angl dialects, for example, Ps(A) 
plant, where 〈o〉 would be expected.

1 Only 〈a〉 spellings are exemplifi ed; 〈o〉 spellings may be substituted according to 
§5.5.
2 Beside and, ond ‘and’ is found end (EpGl 98 ænd), mainly in early nWS texts. The 
latter is to be derived from *andi with i-umlaut, which existed alongside *anda in 
Gmc.

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎣
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5.5 As stated above, the spelling realizations of this sound change differ 
considerably according to dialect and date. In the earliest texts the spelling 
varies between 〈a〉 and 〈o〉. Thus EpGl has only 〈a〉 except in 712 dnettae 
‘anticipated (?)’ < *anhwtidæ, where the 〈o〉 may indicate lengthening 
and defi nitely indicates that a + nasal was rounded, see Luick (1914–40: 
§110A2); ErfGl has almost equal numbers of 〈a〉 and 〈o〉, similarly CorpGl. 
In the eNbr poems both 〈a〉 and 〈o〉 occur, but in LVD 〈a〉 is extremely rare. 
In the earliest Kt texts 〈a〉 is used, but in early ninth-century texts 〈o〉 is 
used almost exclusively, as in Ch 1188. This may be due to Merc infl uence, 
see Toon (1983: 93–6), for other ninth-century texts show use of both 〈a〉 
and 〈o〉. In EWS usage varies, see Cosijn (1888a: §5) for details. In later 
texts there is a more clear-cut division between S. texts, where 〈a〉 predom-
inates, and the Angl texts, where 〈o〉 predominates. Thus in LWS WHom 
20 there are no examples of 〈o〉, and in OccGl 49 (tenth-century Kt) exam-
ples of 〈o〉 are infrequent. In these areas, no doubt, the sound had merged 
with other instances of /w/. Against this, Merc Ps(A) uses 〈o〉 exclusively 
(except for the late Lat loans of §5.4), and in lNbr almost the same is 
found (with the exception of the analogical forms discussed in §5.4). 
Ru1 uses 〈o〉 more often than 〈a〉, and the appearance of 〈a〉 there could 
either be a feature imported from WS, see §1.8n3, or a characteristic of 
that dialect, see Toon (1983: 115–18). However, by the ME period the 
sound had merged with other instances of OE /w/ even in these dialects, 
with the exception of the WMidl. Although the rounding of *ã indicated 
by 〈o〉 spellings may well have achieved phonemic status in WMerc, that 
is, /Ñ/, it seems unlikely that such phonemicization occurred elsewhere, 
even in Nbr, see Hogg (1982b) and, for another view, Kuhn (1961: §§3.3, 
4.2).

5.6 The change of nasalization is probably the earliest of those discussed 
in this chapter, and it may well have taken place at the same time as the 
Inguaeonic shift of */ap/ > /op/, see §3.22. The Inguaeonic character of the 
change is emphasized by parallel developments in OFris, such as OEFris 
mon, OWFris man ‘man’, and in the early OSax Merseburg Glosses, see 
Rooth (1932), Campbell (1947: 3–4), especially the examples in Rooth 
(1932: 48). Further, nasalization must have taken place before the period 
of fi rst fronting (§§5.10ff.), for otherwise *a + nasal would have developed 
to /æ/. The rounding of [é] > [Ñ] characteristic of Nbr and especially Merc 
was rather later, for it is not clearly evidenced by the spellings of the earliest 
texts, such as EpGl. But the regular 〈o〉 spellings of Ps(A) and also of early 
ninth-century Mercianized Kt texts would seem to suggest that the rounding 
was a feature of the late eighth century, see further Toon (1983: 90–118) 
for full details and discussion.
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(b) Monophthongization of */ai/

5.7 A further early change, occurring in all stressed syllables, is the 
monophthongization of the Gmc diphthong */ai/ > /wp/, where the length 
of the resulting monophthong is due to compensatory lengthening for the 
loss of i. There are a small number of cases where /op/ rather than /wp/ is 
found, and it is probable that in the majority of these examples this is due 
to competing low stress forms, since in unstressed positions */ai/ > /o/, see 
§§6.4–5. Examples of such forms are: d ‘ever’, nd ‘never’ and compounds, 
alongside a, na.1 Some degree of rounding in all cases would also explain 
such forms, but that remains unproven, despite the rounding of /wp/ > /op/ 
in S. dialects of ME, see Luick (1914–40: §369).2 The change may be 
approximately characterized as:3

 V  V
>

+long Ø
+low –syll +back

–back

1 Note Merc db8hwel7 ‘every’, db8huuer ‘everyhwere’, with i-umlaut of /op/ < */ai/.
2 Other examples of d for a, such as CP 227.8 sdri8 ‘sad’, are scarcely signifi cant.
3 It is necessary to specify the long vowel as [+back] since it enters into contrast with 
/æp/, whereas at this point there is no similar contrast between short low vowels. The 
lengthening can, of course, be more elegantly stated within a non-linear framework 
which would make clear the intrinsic nature of the compensatory lengthening.

5.8 Typical examples of this change are: *aik > ac ‘oak’, ba ‘both’, brad 
‘broad’, ban ‘bone’, *haljan ‘heal’ (with later i-umlaut, see §5.79(1)). Early 
Lat borrowings with Lat ae show the same development, such as Caesar 
> casere ‘emperor’.1 The change has few morphological effects, but is found 
most notably in the pret.sg. of strong class I verbs, such as rad ‘he rode’.

1 Crbcas ‘Greeks’, cf. Goth Krbkos, may have either Gk ai or Lat ae. In either case 
the Gmc development is unclear. The OE diphthongal form Crbacas is best explained 
as the equation of WS 〈ea〉 with Angl 〈e〉 before velars, see Flasdieck (1929: 342). It 
is unlikely that Crbcas is a late loan from OHG, see Luick (1914–40: §216 and 
references).

5.9 The chronology of this change is clear, since it must be later than the 
Inguaeonic shift of Gmc */ap/ > /æp/, for otherwise */ai/ would also have 
developed to /æp/. On the other hand, the change must have been prior 
to the period of fi rst fronting (§§5.10ff.), since otherwise by that change 
*/ai/ > */æi/, which would surely have given /æp/.1 The relative chronology 
of the OE sound changes is different from that of the corresponding OFris 
changes, since in OFris */ai/ normally develops to b (= /æp/), except in 
environments where restoration of a would take place, and this suggests 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡
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the sequence */ai/ > */æi/ > /æp/ (> /ep/).2 For further details of chronology 
see Campbell (1959: §132).

1 That fi rst fronting preceded monophthongization of */ai/ is suggested by Luick 
(1914–40: §§121–2), largely on the basis of the diffi cult form wban ‘woe’ acc.sg., with 
nom.sg. wba < *waiwum, cf. the expected wawa, wawan. Other explanations are 
equally implausible, see Brunner (1965: §128A3).
2 Not all OFris forms can be so explained, but this must be the basis of the explanation, 
see Campbell (1939: 95–7), Steller (1928: §18), Siebs (1891: §29).

(c) First fronting

5.10 The general Inguaeonic tendency for low vowels to be fronted except 
in special circumstances is continued in OE (and OFris) by the change 
known as fi rst fronting (or Anglo-Frisian brightening), whereby Gmc */a/, 
with the exception of nasalized *[ã] discussed in §§5.3–6, is fronted to /æ/ 
in most positions. The view of most modern writers, such as Luick (1914–40: 
§164), Campbell (1959: §§131, 139n1), Brunner (1965: §50), is that the 
shift was unconditional (except under conditions of nasalization), and 
that /w/1 could later be restored in one of the following two ways. Firstly, 
before /w/ in all dialects, covered /l/ in Angl, and covered /r/ in Nbr, 
the following sequences of changes took place: (1) *clawe > *clæwe (fi rst 
fronting) > clawe ‘claw’ acc.sg. (retraction rather than breaking); (2) Angl 
*ald > *æld (fi rst fronting) > ald ‘old’ (retraction rather than breaking); 
(3) Nbr *arm > *ærm (fi rst fronting) > *arm ‘poor’ (retraction rather than 
breaking).2 Secondly, after the period of breaking a sound change known 
as restoration of a, whereby */æ/ > /w/ when a back vowel appeared in 
the following syllable, for full details see §§5.35–8, would cause */æ/ < */a/ 
to revert to /w/. Thus we would fi nd the following sequence of changes: 
*dra“an > *dræ“an (fi rst fronting) > *dræ“an (breaking inapplicable, see 
§5.16n1) > dragan (restoration of a) ‘draw’. An older view, as expressed in, 
for example, Bülbring (1902: §§91, 127, 132–4), is that fi rst fronting failed 
before /w/, covered /l/ in Angl, and covered /r/ in Nbr,3 and also that it 
failed in the environments for restoration of a, which was not seen as a 
real sound change.

1 With the development of /æ/ and then restoration of a, there arose a phonemic 
contrast between the low vowels, best symbolized as /æ/ ~ /w/.
2 For details of breaking and retraction see §§5.16–31.
3 So too, at least in part, Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §203).

5.11 The arguments in favour of the more modern view are as follows. 
Firstly, and most importantly, forms such as ba ‘river’ < *aho must have 
the following development: *aho > *æho > *eaho > *bao > ba, or, in 
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Angl, *aho > *æho > *eaho > *æho > wo > ba. If fi rst fronting had 
failed because of the following back vowel, then the form would have 
been **a. The same arguments apply to verbs of the slban type, see §5.38. 
Nbr and Ru1 forms such as sla, slan ‘slay’ are then to be explained analogi-
cally, and are thus not counter-examples to this view. Hence restoration of 
a is a genuine sound change and must have taken place after the period 
of breaking. Parallel arguments apply to cases of breaking before /rr/ 
and /ll/, as in pearroc ‘enclosure’, 8ealla ‘gall’. Forms of the type clawe are 
assigned a similar development on the grounds that fi rst fronting was 
unconditional.

5.12 The arguments in favour of the older view of the interaction of fi rst 
fronting and breaking/retraction are as follows. Most convincingly, it is 
claimed that a development of the type *clawe > *clæwe > clawe is both 
redundant and not demonstrable, and hence clawe should be assumed never 
to have had æ. Secondly, in those dialects which have ald rather than eald, 
it is equally redundant to posit a stage *æld, although that stage will be 
needed in dialects with eald. Obviously, disregarding for the moment the 
question of restoration of a, the same will apply to forms of the type galla 
rather than 8ealla. The same argument can be applied to cases of Nbr 
retraction before r-clusters, as in barnum ‘children’ dat.pl. For the interaction 
of restoration of a and fi rst fronting, see below §§5.13, 38.

5.13 The position held here, and argued in more detail in §5.38, is that 
restoration of a was a genuine sound change and that in most, but not 
all, dialects it occurred after the period of breaking. On the other hand, 
there seems no justifi cation for assuming an intervening stage *clæwe 
in the development of clawe, nor for a similar stage in the development 
of ald. In the case of examples with following r-clusters, however, the 
variation of forms in Nbr (and the early Merc glossaries) demands the 
postulation of an intermediate stage with /æ/. It therefore seems likely that 
fi rst fronting was prevented by a following /w/ or the velarized allophone 
of /l/, namely [¢], which occurred between back vowels or when covered 
by a following consonant, provided that the preceding vowel was not 
high or mid front, see §2.73.1 It would appear that r, whatever its precise 
articulation, was not suffi ciently back to prevent fi rst fronting. It is particu-
larly important to note that fronting occurred not only when */a/ was 
monophthongal but also when it was the fi rst element of the diphthong 
*/au/, which was later to develop to ba, see §§5.41ff.2,3 The new vowel 
created by fi rst fronting is later subject to many developments according 
to environment and dialect: breaking, restoration of a, palatal diphthongization, 
i-umlaut, second fronting. The change may be approximately characterized 
as follows:
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V [–son]
+low > [–back] / ________ [–cons]
+nas +son

+cons
-back

1 Given the contrast between eald and ald, it is clear that in dialects with the former 
type /l/ was insuffi ciently velarized to prevent fi rst fronting. For more detailed discussion 
see §5.15.
2 Since */au/ > */æu/ regularly develops to /æpw/ (〈ba〉), see §5.41, I shall henceforth 
use the spelling ba except where the distinction between it and */æu/ is crucial. But it 
should be remembered that ba is not the product of fi rst fronting. The same convention 
will apply to the eventual equivalent short diphthong.
3 Of course u in */au/ is a non-syllabic form of /u/, and does not equal /w/.

5.14 Examples of fi rst fronting are too numerous to quote extensively, 
but the following are typical: *craft > cræft ‘skill’, *sæh (> seah by breaking) 
‘he saw’, *cræbba (> crabba by restoration of a) ‘crab’, *s7æl (> s7eal by 
palatal diphthongization) ‘he shall’, *nærjan (> nerian by i-umlaut) ‘save’. 
Alongside clawe with failure of fi rst fronting before /w/ there are similar 
examples such as awel ‘hook’, 8esawen ‘seen’, /rawe ‘punishment’ acc.sg.1 
For examples before [¢] see §5.15 and for the effects of second fronting see 
§§5.87–92. Typical examples of the change as it applies to Gmc *au are: 
dea¨ ‘death’, *hwurjan (> hyran by i-umlaut and other changes) ‘hear’. 
Early Lat loans with a or au show the same development as native forms, 
hence 7easter ‘city’ < *7æster < castra, 7bas ‘strife’ < causa.2 Late Lat loans 
regularly preserve a, as in castel ‘village’.3 Similarly au is preserved in late 
loans such as clauster ‘cloister’ < claustrum.4 Morphologically this change 
shows few important features, but *a > æ can be seen in the pret.sg. of 
strong class IV and V verbs, such as stæl ‘he stole’, sæt ‘he sat’. First fronting 
of *au develops as ba in the pret.sg. of strong class II verbs, such as bbad 
‘he commanded’, 7bas ‘he chose’. There are no signifi cant dialectal variations 
for this change except before [¢], see §5.15.

1 However, if /i/ or /j/ directly follows, fi rst fronting proceeds even before /w/, as in 
ewe ‘ewe’ < *æwi < ami, strewede ‘he strewed’. /e/ here is the result of i-umlaut.
2 The development of *au > e, seen in clester ‘bolt’ < claustrum, clese ‘enclosure’ 
< clausa, and the umlauted form -clysan, is Lat, not OE.
3 Hence we fi nd alternative forms, one, early, with the normal development to < æ, 
the other, later, with retention of Lat a, for example, earc, arc ‘ark’, 7ear7ern, carcern 
‘prison’. In a number of cases the situation is ambiguous, for example, sealm, salm 
‘psalm’, where the latter may be due to the development outlined in §5.15, and in 
other cases we may simply be dealing with retention of the Lat orthographic form. 
Other examples show reborrowing much more clearly, for example, lactuce ‘lettuce’ 
against earlier leahtri7. For discussion see especially Campbell (1959: §§495–6, 
545).
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4 But there is a different development when au is here followed by a word-fi nal liquid. 
In such cases the following liquid is syllabifi ed and (presumably) velarized, and u is 
then lost, for example, Lat caulis > cal ‘cabbage’. Alternatively u may be retained under 
the infl uence of infl ected forms, for example, caules, giving caul. Later forms show 
retention of the diphthong with syllabic l, r represented by 〈-el, -er〉, thus cawel and 
lawer ‘laurel’ < laurus, Pawel < Paulus. For further discussion and references see Luick 
(1914–40: §§216 and A1).

5.15 The only signifi cant dialectal variations concerned with fi rst fronting 
occur when *a is followed by covered and velarized [¢]. In these circum-
stances fi rst fronting to æ with later breaking to ea, thus giving eald ‘old’ 
< *ald, etc., occurs in some dialects, but in other dialects, as discussed in 
§§5.10–13, fi rst fronting fails because of the velar quality of the following 
consonant. It must be assumed that, in those dialects where fi rst fronting 
occurs, to be followed by breaking, the /l/ is insuffi ciently velarized to 
prevent fronting, whereas in the other dialects the degree of velarization is 
greater.1 The position in the different dialects is as follows. In EWS there 
is considerable variation. The greatest degree of retention of a is seen in 
Hand A of Chron(A), where 〈a〉 occurs 94¥, 〈ea〉 16¥, excluding personal 
and place-names, whereas in CP 〈ea〉 spellings predominate and in Oros 
〈a〉 are even fewer.2 In LWS 〈ea〉 spellings are normal, and 〈a〉 spellings are 
extremely rare.3 In Kt texts before 800 there is only one example of an 
〈ea〉 spelling, namely Ch 31 (c.767) † Uuealhhenes, which is scarcely 
trustworthy,4 but by the time of the tenth-century Glosses 〈ea〉 greatly 
predominates, for example, OccGl 49.160 onwaldum ‘power’ dat.pl., but 
see n2, and 338 sald ‘given’, alongside 692 sealde, 1039 seald, various 
forms of eall ‘all’, 287 wealle ‘wall’. In the circumstances the 〈a〉 spellings 
cannot be said to provide convincing evidence of the persistence of an 
a-dialect. In Angl dialects, on the other hand, 〈a〉 spellings are practically 
universal, the only exceptions being the frequent use of 〈ea〉 in Ru1, especially 
in eall, the Merc Ch 89 Ealduuft and EpGl 713 fealga ‘harrows’. The forms 
in Ru1 are almost certainly due to WS scribal infl uence and neither of the 
other two forms can be regarded as fully trustworthy.5 From this distribution 
we may conclude that in the North and Midlands there was a single a-dialect 
whereas in the South there were originally two sub-dialects, an a-dialect and 
an ea-dialect. Gradually, however, the ea-dialect encroached on the a-dialect, 
although the geography of the change remains obscure. Typical examples 
of failure of fi rst fronting before covered [¢] are: all ‘all’, ald ‘old’ and the 
preterites of the class 1 verbs sellan ‘give’, tellan ‘tell’, etc., that is, salde, 
talde. In dialects where fi rst fronting proceeds to be followed by breaking, 
we fi nd eall, eald, sealde, tealde. It follows from what was said in §5.13 
that in those dialects where covered /l/ inhibits fi rst fronting, it would be 
reasonable to suppose that /l/ between back vowels would also inhibit fi rst 
fronting. Therefore Ps(A) 79.10 -wala ‘root’, 57.6 galend ‘enchanter’, 
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CorpGl 310 falud ‘fold’,6 Ep, ErfGl 1462 scalue, CorpGl 976 scala ‘scale’ 
and similar forms in Nbr are due to failure of fi rst fronting rather than 
restoration of a.7

1 It might be claimed that this account makes fi rst fronting unnecessarily complicated, 
but since the argument above, if it were not applied to fi rst fronting, would have to 
be applied to breaking before /l/ in exactly the same form, as in Girvan (1931: §62A1), 
such a claim carries no weight.
2 Even in those EWS texts where 〈ea〉 spellings predominate onweald ‘power’ tends 
to have the stereotyped spelling onwald, cf. here the Kt form cited below. For a full 
discussion of this rivalry between two dialect types and the special status of the sequence 
-wald-, see Stanley (1969), Lutz (1984), Hogg (1988).
3 In ÆHom there appears to be only one form with an 〈a〉 spelling, ÆHom 23.115 
all. But this is most probably due to weak stress. Two apparent examples in ÆGl dalc 
‘clasp’, fald ‘fold’ are from earlier *daluc, *falud, see also n6.
4 Also worthy of note is the late seventh-century Kt form Ch 8 † AEldredi. But it is 
doubtful whether this genuinely indicates that even in a-dialects there was an inter-
mediate stage æ, as claimed by Toon (1983: 130), both because of the uncertain status 
of the text and because there is good reason to suppose two rival dialects in the Kt of 
the time.
5 Note that fealga lacks Angl smoothing.
6 Alongside CorpGl 1920 falaed, also in Ep, ErfGl, which shows interchange of the 
unstressed vowel, see §6.64.
7 Luick (1914–40: §146) restricts such failure of fi rst fronting to Merc, but there 
seems no logical reason for supposing that it might happen in that dialect but not in 
the other a-dialect areas. A similar failure in Nbr helps to explain the interesting 
observation of Ball (1962: 143) that in Nbr, although restored a is frequently levelled 
out by analogy, the opposite occurs before l, where there is extension of a. Examples 
include: DurRitGl stale ‘theft’, tal, tales ‘tale’, Ru2 tale, Li tal, etc., huales ‘whale’.

II Breaking

5.16 Very early in the prehistoric OE period the front vowels R, B and C 
were diphthongized when immediately followed by a velar or velarized 
consonant or consonant group. The consonant and consonant groups before 
which diphthongization occurred are: (1) the voiceless velar fricative /x/, 
usually spelled 〈h〉, see §2.60;1 (2) the velarized liquid [¢] when covered by a 
following consonant, including itself;2 (3) the liquid /r/ when it was similarly 
covered, which was either velarized or had an articulation similar in effect 
to velarization, see §2.74 and Lass (1977); (4) the labiovelar approximant 
/w/.3 Between the front vowels and these consonants there developed a 
transitional glide which in the fi rst instance would be a non low, nonsyllabic 
back vowel, that is, /u/ or /o/. At a later stage, certainly by the time of the 
earliest written texts, this glide developed into a nonsyllabic back vowel 
of the same height as the preceding front vowel, see §§5.41–6 for details, 
and hence the diphthongization may be summed up as *R > Ba,4 *B > Bo, 
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*C > Co.5 The traditional name given to this development, a calque from 
Grimm (1822), is breaking or, following Mayhew (1891), fracture.6 Where 
the vowel which is broken (see n6) is long, the resultant diphthong is 
identical with the diphthongs which developed into OE from Gmc, but 
where the broken vowel is short, the resultant diphthong is equivalent in 
length to a short vowel, and hence the new contrast in OE between long 
and short diphthongs fi rst arises at the time of breaking, see §§2.19–29 
for discussion. The diphthongs which arise from breaking are subject to such 
later developments as i-umlaut and, where applicable, Anglian smoothing, 
as well as the general changes affecting all OE diphthongs variously. This 
sound change displays many similarities to the later u-/a-umlaut, see §5.103 
for discussion.

1 It is especially important to note that diphthongization did not occur before the 
voiced velar fricative /“/, for example, wegas ‘ways’, not **weogas, dragan ‘drag’, not 
**dreagan, see also §5.10. The explanation for this remains uncertain, see Hogg (1979b: 
91–6). Note further that although many writers distinguish between diphthongization 
before /x/ and diphthongization before /xC/, where C may equal /x/, this is a distinction 
without a difference.
2 Diphthongization thus occurs before /ll/, as in WS eall ‘all’, but with the exception 
of /ll/ due to gemination in WGmc, where the palatalizing effect of following /j/ gave 
[ll] rather than [¢¢]. Thus we fi nd hell ‘hell’, sellan ‘give’ < *halj-, *saljan, and many 
other similar forms. Note that in the Angl dialects where fi rst fronting failed before 
[¢], there is the parallel contrast of all v. hell, sellan, see §5.15. Since /rr/ is never due 
to WGmc gemination, diphthongization occurs freely before that cluster. On the other 
hand, diphthongization will not occur before ungeminated /rj/, since /j/ has the same 
palatalizing effect on /r/ as it does on [llj] < *[¢j]. Examples are *nærjan ‘save’, * hærjas 
‘armies’. But diphthongization always occurs before /xx/, even when /xx/ is the result 
of WGmc gemination, as in hlihhan ‘laugh’ < *hleahhjan. For the status of breaking 
before /w/ followed by /i/ or /j/, see §§5.20, 5.24.
3 Some writers suggest /u/ rather than /w/ here, but this can hardly be correct.
4 〈ea〉 is, of course, the regular spelling for /æw/, /”/, see §2.34 and §5.13n2.
5 In a few early texts unbroken forms are recorded. Almost all cases are of proper 
nouns, but note the following: (1) for eo: EpGl 15 herth ‘hearth’, CorpGl 2108 huerb 
‘whorl’; (2) for ea: EpGl 25 csærn glossing alchior, where there may be confusion with 
csern ‘iron’, EpGl 592 bærs ‘perch’, where /r/ is unmetathesized, see §5.26. For the 
last two examples see Pheifer (1974: §43.1). Other examples occur quite commonly 
in mss. written in a foreign hand, such as ErfGl, LdGl. Hærfest ‘harvest’ is to be 
explained under i-umlaut, see §5.76, and WS Ælfred is probably due to borrowing 
from Angl, but could also be from the type of WS which has failure of fi rst fronting 
before l-groups, see §5.15.
6 For criticism of the term ‘breaking’ (and associated terms such as ‘broken’) see 
Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §201). Despite the justness of their criticisms, the terminology 
is so well established that it would be futile to attempt to avoid it.

5.17 Although the individual details of breaking are remarkably homo-
geneous over the OE dialects (with the exception of the related forms 
discussed in §5.15), there is considerable variation according to phonological 
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environment. An adequate rule of thumb, however, is that the likelihood 
of breaking decreases in relation to increasing height and length of front 
vowel. In the following discussion the vowels are treated in an order which 
has the most frequently broken vowel fi rst, the least frequently broken 
vowel last.

5.18 In a number of cases a short front vowel is not broken but is, rather, 
retracted to the equivalent back vowel, that is, *æ > a, *e > o, *i > u. Such 
retraction takes place only where there is some additional phonological 
environment, normally a labial consonant (most frequently /w/) preceding 
or following the consonant which is the immediate cause of breaking. It 
is, perhaps, preferable therefore to call this process combinative breaking, 
which may be viewed as the implementation of a w- or [labial]-prosody. 
Details and examples of combinative breaking are discussed in §§5.28–31.

(a) ‘Simple’ breaking

5.19 Notwithstanding the various differences discussed below, the follow-
ing formulation of breaking is a useful starting-point for reference, to be 
modifi ed in the light of further discussion:

Ø >

 V 〈 +obst 〉a

〈[+cons]〉b

+back /  V ________
–voic

–syll –back 〈 –obst 〉b+high +cons
+back
+cont

Condition: Either 〈 〉a or 〈 〉b.

5.20 As stated in §5.17, /æ/ is the vowel most frequently broken, and 
indeed combinative breaking is also more frequent with this vowel, see 
§5.29. The diphthongization of /æ/ is to /Ô/, later /”/, normally spelled 
〈ea〉.1 Before /x/ diphthongization is regular in all dialects, although in 
Anglian there is later monophthongization, see §§5.93, 98. Typical examples 
are: seah ‘he saw’, 8eneahhe ‘abundantly’, eahta ‘eight’.2,3 Examples of 
diphthongization before medial /x/ which is later lost, see §§7.45, 51, 
include bar ‘ear of corn’, cf. LiGl eher, Ru1 æhher, slban ‘slay’.4 As discussed 
in §§5.10–15, the occurrence of /æ/ before l-groups is dialectally restricted, 
and the details of its distribution are given in §5.15. In LWS and Kt, the 
dialects where /æ/ was most common originally, typical examples of the 
diphthongization are: eall ‘all’, healf ‘half’. Similar forms predominate in 
EWS alongside a-forms, see again §5.15 for further details. Diphthongization 
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before r-groups is regular in all dialects, although in Nbr especially com-
binative breaking is frequent in a labial environment, see §5.29.5 Examples 
of diphthongization are: dearr ‘he dares’, heard ‘hard’, /æ/ occurs before 
/w/ only in the sequence /æwi/, and in that sequence breaking fails, see 
§5.14n1 for examples.

1 Examples of 〈eo〉 and 〈æu〉 spellings found in early texts are given in §2.34; note 
also the occasional alternative 〈æa〉. Examples of spellings with unbroken æ are given 
in §5.16n5.
2 For all vowels the following order of discussion is used: (1) before /x/; (2) before 
covered /l/; (3) before covered /r/; (4) before /w/. Where appropriate the order of 
examples within each subdivision is: (1) before C; (2) before C1C1; (3) before C1C2.
3 Alongside normal meaht ‘might’ or, with Angl smoothing, mæht we fi nd Ps(A) maht, 
OccGl 54 almahti8, both Merc, and Kt Ch 1508 almahti8. It is possible, but not 
certain, that these forms indicate the occurrence of combinative breaking outside its 
normal limits, see §5.31.
4 For Nbr sla(n), etc., see §5.38.
5 The only instances where a-spellings are found outside the normal limits of com-
binative breaking are: LVD † Arduini, LiGl (2¥), DurRitGl 8.62 arg ‘cowardly’, LiProlMt 
8.62 † darr ‘he dares’. Art, /arf are low stress forms, as, most probably, is Cæd(L) 
-8ard against Cæd(M) -8eard. For Nbr arn ‘he ran’ see §5.4 and for Nbr darste ‘dared’ 
see §5.34. Note also CP 8earnunga ‘merits’ (2¥), occasionally also elsewhere, which is 
probably a scribal error.

5.21 Where it occurs long /æp/ is broken to /æu/, by the time of the earli-
est texts /æw/, normally spelled 〈ba〉.1 The only instances can be of WS w1, 
and these parallel the examples under §5.23 for nWS b. Typical WS examples 
include: nbah ‘near’, nbalw7an ‘approach’, nbawest ‘nearest’, nbar ‘nearer’. 
Unlike /æ/ it must be assumed that /æp/ regularly occurred before /w/, for 
otherwise the nWS development to /ep/ cannot be satisfactorily explained, 
see §3.22n1. In such an environment there is, however, no diphthongization 
but rather retraction to /wp/, for example, WS sawon ‘they saw’.2 Rather 
more diffi cult to explain are the strong class VII verbs such as blawan 
‘blow’, cnawan ‘know’, sawan ‘sow’, where /wp/ is found in all dialects. 
For discussion and references see Brunner (1965: §63A2).

1 For the long diphthongs from breaking there do not appear to be any examples of 
the types of spelling referred to in §5.20n1.
2 In tAwian ‘prepare’ and 8etAwe ‘armour’ the length of the vowel is uncertain, see 
§2.91n4 and reference.

5.22 The short vowel /e/ is regularly broken to /È/, by the time of the 
earliest texts /Â/, with the spelling 〈eo〉,1 before /x/. Typical examples are 
feoh ‘cattle’, feohtan ‘fi ght’. The lack of examples before /xx/ is accidental, 
cf. tiohhian, §5.24. A typical example of diphthongization before medial 
/x/ which is later lost is the contracted strong verb of class VI sbon ‘see’ 
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< *seuhan < *sexan, see §5.32. Diphthongization is, however, more restricted 
before l-groups, see §5.24, where /l/ was suffi ciently velarized to cause 
breaking only in the groups /lx, lw/, containing a following velar, examples 
being: eolh ‘elk’, 8eolwe ‘yellow’,2 meolwes ‘meal’ gen.sg.3 The single excep-
tion to this is in the group /selC/, where breaking appears to occur if the 
following consonant is /f/.4 Only two words show the change: nWS seolf 
against EWS self, LWS sylf ‘self’,5 and Gen 2167 asealcan, CP 275.20 
aseol7e ‘languish’, and since asealcan is a nWS form there must be some 
doubt as to the degree of penetration into WS of this change. Before r-groups 
the diphthongization is fully implemented, for example, steorra ‘star’, eorl 
‘warrior’.6 Before /w/ diphthongization is equally regular, typical examples 
being: hweowol ‘wheel’, cneowe ‘knee’ dat.sg.7 For the development of 
breaking diphthongs under i-umlaut see §§5.82–4.

1 The early spelling 〈eu〉 is found only in the proper name Bede(M) † 2umer, with 
loss of h and compensatory lengthening, see §2.33.
2 Note LRid 10 8oelu for 8eolu and see further n3 and §5.105n2.
3 Pace Luick (1914–40: §137A1), who, followed by most other authorities, denies 
breaking of /e/ before /lw/. In that case the diphthongs of the two examples must be 
due, as Luick says, to analogical transfer from the nom.sg. forms 8eolu, meolu, where 
u-umlaut would occur, see §§5.103, 111(1). This might explain the apparent rivalry 
of meolu, meolwes and melu, melwes, since the undiphthongized forms would be due 
to failure of breaking before /lw/ or the analogical extension of these forms. But note 
that there are no examples of undiphthongized forms of 8eolu except in the nom.sg. 
in the Merc glosses, where 8elu, etc. may be due to early date and conservative spelling, 
see Pheifer (1974: §56), Ball and Stiles (1983), and the contrast with meolu is unexplained. 
It is also the case that the same rivalry is seen in smeoru ‘fat’, where, for example 
smeru is the slightly more frequent form in Lch, and the absence of a diphthong in 
this word cannot be due to infl ected forms, since there is no reason to suppose that 
breaking failed before /rw/. It would appear more probable that the explanation is that 
u-umlaut sporadically failed in the nom.sg., see §5.111(1), and, for further discussion, 
Ball and Stiles (1983). It may also be added that it is more plausible phonetically to 
suppose that breaking occurred before /lw/ than to suppose it did not.
4 Leolc, pret. of lacan ‘play’, is most probably due to u-umlaut.
5 See §5.171n2 for discussion of the development of these forms in LWS.
6 EpGl, ErfGl 944 smeruui ‘fat’ dat.sg. may be due to the analogy of smeru without 
u-umlaut, see n3 above and also Chadwick (1899: 127). Note also EpGl, ErfGl teru 
‘tar’.
7 But in cnbo(w), where w is due to analogical extension, the diphthong is due to the 
Gmc development of *knewaz > *kneu > cnbo.

5.23 The long vowel /ep/ is broken to /eu/, by the time of the earliest 
texts /eo/, with the spelling 〈bo〉. By chance there are no examples of diph-
thongization of /ep/ < Gmc *b2,

1 and hence the only examples are of nWS 
b = WS w1. Further, the only examples of breaking of nWS b occur before 
/x/, and in Angl the resultant diphthong is monophthongized by Angl 
smoothing unless /x/ is fi rstly lost, see §§5.93, 102. Angl examples are 
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Ps(A) nbolw7an ‘approach’, nbowest ‘nearest’. The only possible Kt examples, 
where there is no monophthongization, are: CollGl 12 ncor, Ch 1200 nbor 
‘nearer’.2

1 The -bo- preterites of strong class VII verbs with -lC, such as fboll ‘he fell’, can 
scarcely be due to breaking, given the known restrictions on breaking of e before 
l-groups, see §5.22.
2 Angl nbst ‘next’, nbsta ‘neighbour’ possibly show failure of breaking before /x/ when 
/i/ stands in the next syllable, if they are parallel examples to the Surrey Ch 1508 nbst, 
where failure of breaking is the most probable explanation. See, however, §5.100 
and n1.

5.24 The short vowel /i/ is regularly broken to /Ï/, later /Ê/ with further 
development to /Â/ in many dialects, see §§5.155–62, and is normally 
spelled 〈io, eo〉.1 Typical examples with diphthongization before /x/ are: 
meox ‘manure’, tiohhian ‘consider’, Peohtas ‘Picts’. All such examples are 
relatively infrequent, and the only examples of breaking before /xC/ are 
from proper names; thus in addition to Peohtas we have Wioht ‘Isle of 
Wight’. Since /i/ is often followed by /i/ or /j/ in the next syllable, most 
forms are found with i-umlaut of the breaking diphthong, for example, 
*sihi/ > *siuhi/ > WS sih/, Kt sioh/, Angl sc/ (with Angl smoothing, see 
§5.94, and loss of h with compensatory lengthening, see §5.124) ‘he sees’. 
Breaking of /i/ before [¢] is found only in *fi lhi/ > *fi ulhi/ (> WS fi lh/ by 
i-umlaut, Angl fcle/ by Angl smoothing). Otherwise there are no examples, 
cf. the position with /e/ in §5.22. In WS and Kt /i/ is regularly diphthong-
ized to /Ï/ before covered /r/. All relevant forms have following /i, j/ and 
the diphthong is subject to i-umlaut. Typical LWS examples are yrre ‘anger’ 
(< *iurri), afyrran ‘remove’, birhto ‘brightness’. In Kt io remains under 
i-umlaut but then merges with eo, see §5.160. Note, however, CollGl 49.646 
iorsienne ‘become angry’, 526 stior7e ‘calf’ dat.sg. In Angl dialects breaking 
of /i/ failed before r-clusters if /i, j/ stood in the next syllable, hence various 
forms of afi rran ‘remove’, smirwan ‘smear’, hirtan ‘encourage’, CorpGl 
740 8esuirbet ‘polishes’, 7irm ‘noise’, ?† 7irn ‘churn’,2 7irnel ‘kernel’, fi rst 
‘roof’. In a number of cases it is theoretically possible that breaking might 
have fi rst occurred to be later removed by Angl smoothing, for example, 
Ps(A) birhtu ‘brightness’, EpGl, ErfGl 792 bir7iae, CorpGl 1609 bir7e ‘birch’, 
but it is simpler to assume that breaking failed here as in other cases. 
Against these forms we fi nd a number of examples where breaking has 
apparently occurred, notably Angl iorre, eorre ‘anger’ and the proper name 
element LVD, KSB 12 † Iurmin-, Iurmen.3 Neither form is easily explained.4,5,6 

For discussion of breaking before metathesized r (half-breaking), see §5.26. 
/i/ before /w/ is regularly diphthongized in all dialects, except where /i, j/ 
follows in the next syllable and prevents the change,7 hence niowul ‘prostrate’ 
against niwel, cf. niwol, aseowen ‘sifted’ against 8esiwed ‘sewn’.
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1 For examples of the early spelling 〈iu〉 see below.
2 œirm may be an error for 7irn, but see Wakelin (1977).
3 Compare Bede † Irmin and the Kt Ch 8 Irmin, texts where breaking diphthongs 
are often omitted.
4 But it is noteworthy that these are the only examples where /i/ is initial, which 
might offer a possible explanation.
5 There are some other forms where 〈io〉 appears, namely hiorde ‘herdsman’ leornian, 
liornan ‘learn’. In these cases we are presumably dealing with breaking of analogical 
/e/. For their subsequent development see §5.84.
6 There is a divergent development to 〈ie〉 in EpGl 595 fi erst ‘roof’, 933 orfi ermae 
‘squalid’, 990 (also ErfGl) 8eoruuierdid ‘disgraced’, and a further variation occurs in EpGl, 
ErfGl 762, CorpGl 1599 sifunsterri ‘Pleiades’, MtGl(Ru) 26.12 smerenisse ‘ointment’, 
and, unless this is a scribal error, ErfGl 933 orfermae. The 〈e〉 spellings are most probably 
indicative of lowering rather than diphthongization, and it may be that the 〈ie〉 spellings 
have the same intention, see §5.164. On the other hand, it is possible that 〈ie〉 is intended 
to indicate the i-umlaut of io. In either case these spellings would suggest an underlying 
WS or WS-related source for the early Merc glossaries, see Wynn (1956: 362–3).
7 Luick (1914–40: §143), following Bülbring (1900a: 85), suggests that /w/ before /i, j/ 
had the quality [’], so preventing breaking.

5.25 Diphthongization of /ip/ to /iu/, later /io/, etc., regularly spelled 〈co, 
bo〉, is considerably more limited than that of /i/, being found only before 
/x/. Typical examples are: betwboh (betwcoh) ‘between’, lboht ‘light’. Cases 
of diphthongization before medial /x/ which is later lost, see §§7.45, 51, 
include betwbonum ‘between’ and the contracted verbs of strong class I 
such as tbon ‘accuse’ < *tcohan < *tcxan, see §5.32. In Angl, where smoothing 
occurs, the relevant forms regularly have c, for example, betwch.

5.26 Due to metathesis, for which see §7.94, an r-cluster can arise which 
is apparently identical to that which causes breaking, and before such a 
cluster a change takes place which is closely related to breaking. The change 
is, however, too late for the normal processes of breaking, and instead we 
fi nd a shift which we may term half-breaking. Under half-breaking the only 
vowel which is affected is /i/,1 and it comes to be represented in EWS by 
〈ie, i, y〉, in LWS by 〈y〉, and in Angl by 〈io, eo〉 or their variants.2 We may 
suppose that the development in WS implies an identity with the other 
sequences represented by 〈ie〉, etc., see §§5.163–4. Therefore half-breaking 
could in WS be interpreted as either diphthongiza tion or lowering, whilst 
it is reasonable to assume simple diphthongization in Angl. But the differ-
ences may be chronological, see Luick (1914–40: §§262, 136A1).3 Typical 
examples are: EWS biernan ‘burn’, iernan ‘run’, fi erst ‘period’, alongside 
less frequent birnan, byrnan, irnan, fi rst, fyrst; LWS byrnan, yrnan, fyrst; 
Merc beornan, eornan; Nbr biorna, iorna.4

1 /ip/ cannot occur under these circumstances, since metathesis only occurs with short 
vowels. It is clear that nonhigh vowels are not subject to half-breaking and that the 
normal situation is retention of /e, æ/, as in: berstan ‘burst’, fers7 ‘fresh’, bærst ‘he 
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burst’, gærs ‘grass’. For bærs ‘perch’, see §5.16n5. Examples such as LWS bearn ‘he 
burned’, earn ‘he ran’, are due to the analogy of wear/, etc.
2 The position in Kt is unclear.
3 There seems no reason, however, to accept Luick’s postulation of sporadically early 
metathesis to explain EWS biernan, etc. See also Chadwick (1899: 125).
4 Possible additional forms are to be in EWS bier/ ‘he bears’, etc., where the r-cluster 
is due to syncope, but these may equally be cases of 〈ie〉 for 〈i〉.

5.27 The most signifi cant feature of breaking with regard to early Latin 
loans is that the breaking of Lat e is to /”/, which probably signifi es that 
Lat e was a lower vowel than the corresponding OE sound. Thus we fi nd 
earfe ‘tare’ < Lat ervum. The breaking of Lat a > OE æ is not to be dis-
tinguished from breaking of æ < Gmc *a discussed above. Hence we fi nd: 
sealm ‘psalm’, see §5.14n3, earc ‘ark’, leahtri7 ‘lettuce’. In ILat Lat loans 
a remains and thus is not subject to breaking, giving rise to doublets such 
as earc, arc and 7ear7ern, carcern ‘prison’. In the case of ær7e- ‘arch-’, 
borrowing presumably took place between the time of breaking and the 
time of i-umlaut, for this will explain the presence of unbroken æ (and 
also of 7). The same explanation could possibly hold for the more diffi cult 
ælmesse ‘alms’ < Lat *alimdsina.

(b) Combinative breaking

5.28 In certain environments and in certain dialects the combination of 
a following r-cluster and a preceding or following labial consonant, most 
commonly preceding /w/, causes retraction rather than diphthongization.1 

The change is only demonstrated with short vowels, where we fi nd /æ/ > /w/, 
/e/ > /o/, /i/ > /u/. The change exceeds the normal limits of breaking in that 
combinative breaking of /i/ in Angl takes place even if /i/ or /j/ stands in 
the following syllable, cf. §5.24 and see §5.31 for examples. On the other 
hand, if /r/ is followed by a back consonant there is no combinative breaking, 
for examples see below.2 The details of combinative breaking of /æ, e, i/ are 
discussed in §§5.29–31.

1 The only instance of combinative breaking before a consonant other than /r/ is WS 
tuwa ‘twice’ < *twuwa < *twiwa. Such a development is phonetically logical and the 
absence of other forms is accidental. Twiwa is due to the analogy of twiga, and it can 
then develop to tweowa by a-umlaut.
2 The circumstances of this failure of combinative breaking are identical to those of 
Angl smoothing, and this led Bülbring (1902: §265) to suppose, somewhat implausibly, 
that at least in some cases combinative breaking was later than smoothing.

5.29 /æ/ is retracted to /w/ in Nbr and the early Merc glossaries in the 
sequence /CiærCj/ when either Ci or Cj is labial, thus in a more extensive 
phonological environment than that for the retraction of nonlow vowels, 
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see §§5.30–1.1 The sole examples in eNbr with only a preceding labial are 
CædH 1 uard ‘guardian’, RuneAuzon war/ ‘he became’; examples with 
only a following labial are: BDS 2 tharf ‘need’, Bede(M) 207 † Iaruman; 
examples with both a preceding and following labial are: LRid 5 uarp 
‘warp’, Bede(M) 242 † Baruæ ‘grove’ dat.sg. (as place-name). In the principal 
texts of lNbr examples of retraction include: arm ‘arm’, arm ‘poor’, barm 
‘bosom’, farr ‘bull’, harm ‘harm’, /arf ‘need’, 8esparri8a ‘bolt’. The preterites 
warp, war/ are especially frequent, where the retraction may have been 
promoted by the analogy with similar strong verbs such as halp, etc., see 
Luick (1947–40: §147). Examples in the early Merc glossaries are: ErfGl 
108 foe[s]tribarn ‘foster-child’, 333, 737 -uard (= war/), EpGl, ErfGl 897 
sparu(u)a ‘calf of leg’, CorpGl 1795 /uarm ‘cutting tool’, 2140 tharme 
‘entrails’ (alongside 870 /earm), 88 sarwo ‘artifi ce’ (cf. 545 seorwum), 426 
warr ‘corn’.2,3 Outside these texts examples are rare, although Ru1 has a 
few forms such as war/ ‘became’, iarwian ‘prepare’ and note also the Kt 
Ch 1200 barna ‘children’ gen.pl.4 At all periods the change is incomplete 
and there are many forms with diphthongization rather than retraction. 
Thus in eNbr we fi nd: Bede(I) Bearuae, LVD !eorored;5 in lNbr many of 
the forms quoted above are also spelled 〈ea〉 (or 〈eo〉, see §5.44, and, for 
Merc, §5.45): LiGl /earf, DurRitGl earm ‘arm’, and several words have 
only diphthongs, such as bearu ‘grove’ cf. above, 7earf ‘he cut’, hearpe 
‘harp’, hwearf ‘he turned’, s7earp ‘sharp’. Examples from the early Merc 
glossaries are: EpGl 737 -uueard, EpGl, ErfGl 435 spearu(u)a ‘sparrow’ 
(?), EpGl 108, CorpGl 131 fostorbearn.

1 For possible examples of combinative breaking outside its normal limits, see §5.20n3.
2 For either warr or wear(r).
3 Forms before geminate rr are in Nbr almost certainly and in the Merc glossaries 
possibly due to early restoration of a, see §5.38. An example from LiGl is 8esparrado 
‘I bolted’, cf. also naru ‘narrow’. In Merc we fi nd CorpGl 1451 bisparrade ‘bolted’, 
LdGl 93 uarras ‘calluses’.
4 Arwe ‘arrow’ has only retracted a in all dialects.
5 Possibly also in Rune48 bæurnæ, see §2.34.

5.30 In Nbr, almost exclusively, /e/ is retracted to /o/ in the sequence 
/werC/ where is C is [-back].1 Frequent examples from Li, Ru2, DurRitGl 
are: sword ‘sword’, wor/a ‘become’, wor/ia ‘honour’, worpa ‘throw’, wor/ 
‘worth’. Ru2 has occasional forms without retraction, mostly in weor/ian 
but also in cwearne ‘mill’ dat.sg. Outside Nbr we have only the untrustworthy 
ErfGl 911 aquorna ‘squirrel’ alongside EpGl aqueorna.2 Nbr examples of the 
failure of the change where C is [+back] (and hence a smoothing environment 
occurs, see §5.93) include: werc ‘work’,3 but cf. EpGl 556 al8iuueorc ‘fi re-
making’ (?), dwerg ‘dwarf’, /werh ‘cross’. LWS forms with wur-, such as 
swurd ‘sword’, are due to a separate development, see §§5.183–7.
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1 DurRitGl farr ‘far’, Li farra ‘from afar’ are most probably errors for fearr, fearra 
with NNbr 〈ea〉 for 〈eo〉, see §5.44(2), and thus do not clearly indicate that preceding 
/f/ could also cause retraction > /w/ as suggested by Bülbring (1902: §272), see, however, 
5.31n4. Other cases supposedly showing such retraction are DurRitGl ymbhwarfa¨ 
‘they go round’, which is probably an error for ymbhwærfa¨, see Brunner (1965: 
§113A3), and Li farma ‘meal’, which is to be derived from *farm-, see Luick (1914–40: 
§136A3).
2 Note also LdGl 236 acurna, but this is best seen as due to scribal error.
3 I can fi nd no trace of EWS worc mentioned by Luick (1914–40: §266.2) and 
Campbell (1959: §321n2). If the form is a ghost form, then presumably LWS worc is 
to be treated under the later development to wur-, see §§5.183–7. Note, however, Bo 
wyrc and Beo 289, 1100 worc, although the two instances in Beo may be due to the 
infl uence of worda, wordum in the set phrase. EWS wor/i8 ‘enclosure’, found once in 
CP(H) alongside CP(C) weor/i8, may well represent an alternative original form with 
o, see Brunner (1965: §113A1).

5.31 In Angl and Kt in the sequence /wirC/ where C is [-back], /i/ is 
retracted to /u/. The only example without subsequent i-umlaut is EpGl, 
ErfGl 1047, CorpGl 2008 sin(h)uurful ‘round’.1 When /i, j/ stands in the 
next syllable /u/ is umlauted to /y/ and in Angl 〈y〉 spellings are almost 
exceptionless, such as wyr/ ‘honour’, wyr/e ‘worthy’, ymbhwyrft ‘circuit’.2,3 
In Kt e < earlier y is found, for example, CollGl 49 forhwerfede ‘perverted’, 
wer¨nes ‘dignity’, see §5.194.4 The LWS 〈y〉 spellings are ambiguous, as in 
wyrs ‘worse’, since they could derive from the i-umlaut of either /u/ by 
combinative breaking or /Ê/ by simple breaking. However, in EWS CP has 
a remarkable number of 〈ie〉 spellings, which suggests that diphthongization 
occurred rather than retraction, even though other EWS texts show much 
less frequent use of 〈ie〉.5 Thus, except for the example cited in §5.28n1, 
combinative breaking is restricted to nWS. Examples in Angl of failure of 
combinative breaking in smoothing environments are: Ps(A) wir7an ‘work’, 
LorGl 2.21 swcran ‘neck’ acc.sg. < *swirhjd.

1 Note also BlHom sinhwyrfel with i-umlaut due to the suffi x -il.
2 It is probable that in BDS 1 uuiurthit ‘he becomes’, 〈-iu-〉 is a replacement for 〈-ui-〉 
in order to avoid the sequence **uuuirthit, as suggested by Smith (1933: §8c). 〈ui〉 is, 
of course, an alternative for 〈y〉, see §2.18. BDS 5 uueorthae ‘become’ pr.subj. un-
ambiguously shows a diphthong, which is most probably due to analogy with verbs 
of the same class without initial /w/, such as steorfan, see Campbell (1959: §149n3). 
There is no need, however, to demand, as Campbell does, that the same analogy should 
extend to uuiurthit, since diphthongization fails before a following /i/ in Angl, see 
§5.24.
3 But one exception is EpGl, ErfGl 990 8eoruuierdid ‘disgraced’, against CorpGl 2042 
8eorwyrde, see §5.24n6 for similar forms.
4 Ps 50, Bo aferran ‘remove’ may suggest that originally in Kt retraction occurred 
after labial consonants other than /w/, see also §5.30n1.
5 Thus for wyrs and derivatives CP has 5 instances of 〈i〉, 16 of 〈ie〉 and 19 of 
〈y〉. But in other EWS texts 〈ie〉 spellings are infrequent: Oros wier/e, Chron 716 
arwier/a.
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(c) Summary

5.32 Breaking has a number of morphological consequences, the principal 
of which are as follows.

(1) The present of strong class III verbs such as steorfan ‘die’ shows a 
breaking diphthong as opposed to the monophthongs shown by the 
other principal types, namely helpan ‘help’, bindan ‘bind’. Similarly, 
in the preterite singular both the steorfan and the helpan types show 
breaking diphthongs,1 as in stearf, healp, against the monophthong 
of band. The contrast is, of course, obscured by the infl uence of the 
following nasal in the bindan type, which caused a differential develop-
ment in the Gmc period.

(2) A number of strong verbs of different classes originally showed /x/ 
medially after the root vowel in the present and fi nally in the preterite 
singular. This /x/ was lost during the prehistoric period, see §§7.45–51, 
but the effects of breaking are clear. A single example from each class 
having such forms is: I – wrbon ‘cover’; II – fl bon ‘fl ee’; V – sbon, seah 
‘see’; fl ban ‘fl ay’. It is only in class V that breaking affects the preterite 
singular.

(3) Those weak class 1 verbs with root-fi nal /l/ and a syncopated preterite, 
such as syllan ‘give’, show breaking in the preterite, for example, 
sealde. Of course in the a-dialects, see §5.15, we fi nd salde, etc.

(4) In wa- and wd-stem nouns such as bearu ‘grove’, searu ‘device’, the 
diphthong in the nom.acc.sg. is analogically introduced from infl ected 
forms where breaking regularly occurs before /rw/, see §5.22n3 for 
the situation with root vowel */e/.

Many recent morphological analyses of OE have assumed that breaking 
was synchronically relevant for historic OE, but this assumption has never 
been adequately proven, and it seems reasonable to suppose that breaking 
had at best a minor, peripheral role in the synchronic phonology of historic 
OE. Note especially that breaking is opaque in the sense that there are a 
number of forms in OE which at the level of surface phonetics meet the 
structural description for breaking, such as ærn ‘house’, bærn ‘burn!’

1 Of course healp occurs only in ea-dialects. Elsewhere we fi nd halp.

5.33 It is clear that breaking must be a later change than fi rst fronting, 
since the product of fi rst fronting undergoes breaking, as in *sah > *sæh > seah 
‘he saw’. Similarly, breaking must precede i-umlaut, since the diphthong 
due to breaking is subsequently umlauted, as in *heardjan > EWS hi(e)rdan, 
LWS hyrdan, nWS herdan ‘make hard’. More diffi cult is the relative 
chronology of breaking and restoration of a, for which see §5.38.
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5.34 In the Angl dialects there is a change of o > a before covered l or r 
which, because of the environment in which it takes place, is often associated 
with breaking, although the relationship is unclear. Examples of the change 
are: CorpGl 567 8ewarht, RuneMortain 1 8ewarahtæ ‘worked’, Ps(A) 
mar8en, marne ‘morning’, Li, Ru1 s7(e)alde ‘should’, Ps(A), Ru1, Ru2, LiGl, 
DurRitGl, RuthCr walde, nalde and forms, LiGl, Ru2 darste ‘dared’, ErfGl 
180 dualma ‘confusion’ (?).1 The twelfth-century Merc LS 3 (Chad) shows 
that the change persists with warhte, mar8ene, walde. Outside the Angl 
area the change is rarely seen, but WSHGl and WSRGl, from the SE borders 
of Merc, both have mar8en. Note also Oros 114.10 warhte and CP(C) 
443.11 walde. Given the phonetic environment of the change, which, as 
can be seen from the above examples, mostly involves a preceding labial, 
it is more probable that the primary change is one of lowering rather 
than, as is usually asserted, unrounding, for that involves an unconvincing 
claim of dissimilation, as in Pheifer (1974: §62). A good discussion of this 
change and its spread is to be found in Vleeskruyer (1953: §22), and for 
other views see Brunner (1965: §59A1).

1 Possibly also in ErfGl 198 suarnadun, cf. EpGl suornadun, but the forms are obscure.

III Restoration of ¡

(a) Restoration of P
5.35 A further sound change which occurs early in the prehistoric period, 
see §5.38 for the precise chronology, is that by which */æ/ < */w/ by fi rst 
fronting reverts to /w/ in open syllables when a back vowel stands in the 
next syllable.1 The change also occurs, although in a more restricted manner, 
both when a geminate consonant intervenes and when the intervening con-
sonant group is either /st/ or /sk/.2 In parallel fashion the long vowel /æp/ 
is also retracted to /wp/, but for discussion of this much more limited change 
see §§5.39–40. Bearing in mind that the degree of implementation of the 
change is variable, the following approximate formulation may be useful 
(see, however, footnote 2 below):

 V
> [+back] / ____ C1 (C1)

 V
+low +back

1 As explained in 5.15, in the so-called a-dialects where there is failure of fi rst front-
ing before [¢], forms such as -wala, -falud, etc. are to be explained by that failure rather 
than restoration of a.
2 Apparently the change does not occur before /sp/, hence we fi nd æspan, æpsan 
‘aspen’ infl ., hæpsian ‘hasp’, with or, less commonly, without metathesis. This exception 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦
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is phonologically odd, for it is reasonable to suppose that /st, sk/ are being treated as 
realizations of a single C slot, see §2.83(1), and /sp/ would normally be treated likewise. 
In the approximate formulation below it is silently assumed that /st, sk/ are indeed so 
treated. The same, of course, would not apply to /ft/, and the traditional view that 
restoration also occurs before /ft/ seems to be borne out only by AntGl 1249 saftriende 
‘rheumy’ and Rune 4 aft ‘after’, in neither of which much reliance can be placed.

5.36 Restoration of a is extremely frequent in open syllables and the 
following examples show the change with each possible intervocalic con-
sonant with the exception of /x/, for which see §5.38: stapol ‘pillar’, gafol 
‘tax’, latost ‘latest’, sadol ‘saddle’, ba/ian ‘wash’ (< *ba/djan), bacan ‘bake’, 
gnagan ‘gnaw’, hasu ‘grey’, calan ‘be cold’,1 faran ‘go’. Examples are lacking 
with /b/, see §2.53 and n1, cf. §5.39n2, and by §§5.3–6, 10 there could be 
no such change before nasals. Failures of the change or its extension beyond 
normal limits are to be explained on non-phonological grounds, see §5.37. 
Examples of the change with an intervocalic geminate are not frequent, 
and it should be noted that if such a geminate is due to WGmc gemination 
then there will be no restoration of a because of the immediately following 
/j/, for example, se78as ‘men’ < *sæggjas. Examples with invariant a are: 
cassoc ‘rough grass’, hassuc ‘rough grass’, mattoc ‘mattock’,2 crabba ‘crab’, 
racca ‘cord’. Hnappian, hnæppian ‘fall asleep’ are about equally frequent, 
whilst læppa ‘skirt’ is more frequent than lappa. Finally, cæppe ‘cap’, tæppa 
‘tap’, tæppian ‘tap’, tæppa ‘tape’, hættian ‘skin the head’ apparently never 
show restoration of a.3 The change is exemplifi ed before /sk, st/ by waxan 
‘wash’ (< *waskan by metathesis, see §7.96), ascan ‘ashes’, fl ascan, fl axan 
‘fl asks’, brastlian ‘crackle’ (< *brastuldjan).4

1 But calan is an example of restoration of a only in the ea-dialects, see §5.15.
2 EpGl 878, CorpGl 1709 mettocas may be due to variation of the unstressed vowel, 
cf. ErfGl metticas.
3 It is doubtful that the apparent tendency for restoration of a to fail more frequently 
before /pp/ than any other geminate is any more than accidental.
4 Examples before other consonant groups are extremely rare. WS appla ‘apples’ 
could be due to the infl uence of apuldre ‘apple tree’, and it is possible that Angl accras, 
etc. ‘fi elds’ is due to foreign infl uence. Note also the single example CP 293.4 watrode 
‘he watered’, alongside frequent wat(e)rian and infl . forms.

5.37 Unsurprisingly this change has many morphophonemic implications, 
and the principal types of morphophonemic alternations, together with 
analogical reformations, are discussed below.

(1) In masculine and neuter a-nouns unrestored æ is found in the singular, 
restored a in the plural, as would be expected phonologically. Hence we 
fi nd dæ8 ‘day’, fæt ‘vessel’ against dagas ‘days’, fatu ‘vessels’. When only 
a single consonant intervenes there is very little analogical extension; 
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examples such as Nbr tal ‘tale’ are to be explained under 5.15n7. 
Sporadic extension of both a and æ can, however, be observed. 
Examples are: Oros 15.16 hwales ‘whale’ gen.sg., 14.31 hors(c)hwælum 
‘walrus’ dat.pl., ÆGram 25.1, Ex 487 pa¨ ‘path’, And 533 wædu 
‘waters’ nom.pl. When a geminate intervenes there is a strong tendency 
to extend æ throughout the paradigm, as in: gnættas ‘gnats’, hættas 
‘hats’, hnæppas ‘cups’. Note, however, both prattas and prættas 
‘bowls’, and in sacc ‘sack’ we may possibly have a extended to the 
singular, see n1 below, alongside less frequent æ (in both singular and 
plural). A few words show only a: batt ‘bat’, bratt ‘cloak’, catt ‘cat’, 
facg ‘fl at fi sh’, prass ‘pomp’.1 With intervocalic /à/ or /sk/ æ is frequently 
extended to the plural, as in æsca, æscum ‘spears’, see (3) below.2

(2) In adjectives of the same declension, and the feminine forms of the 
same adjectives, there is considerable analogical reformation, so that 
æ is regular in closed syllables, a regular in open syllables. Hence we 
fi nd hwæt ‘active’ masc.nom.sg. but hwate masc.nom.pl. But with 
most such adjectives æ may be extended to open syllables, and this 
is especially common with hræd ‘swift’, stræc ‘severe’, for example, 
hrædum, stræcum.

(3) In feminine nouns of the d-declension, such as faru ‘journey’, æ would 
be phonologically expected in the sing. except nom.sg., and in the 
nom.acc.gen.pl. when the infl exion is -e or -ena. However, a is analo-
gically extended from the nom.sg. to all forms with great regularity 
and hence we fi nd fare acc.sg., etc. In early texts especially there is 
occasional preservation of æ, as in BDS 1, LRid 13 -faerae, CP 115.5 
wræ7e ‘pain’, Beo 154 sæ7e ‘strife’. Extension of æ may be found in 
poetical cearu ‘care’, also found in EWS, but it may be that the form 
shows the adoption of 7ear- from infl ected forms such as 7eare. No 
fully satisfactory explanation has been given for the form, see Brunner 
(1965: §108A4).

(4) N-declension feminine (and, theoretically, since examples are lacking, 
neuter) nouns should have æ in the nom.sg., a elsewhere, but a is 
regularly extended to the nom.sg., hence fa/e ‘aunt’. No doubt this 
extension was promoted by the frequent use of the infl exion -u from 
the d-declension, for example, fa/u.3 The contrast between levelling 
of æ here and extension of æ in the masc. a-declension, well exemplifi ed 
by as7e ~ æscan v. æs7 ~ æscas, is particularly noticeable.

(5) In strong class VI verbs of the faran-type, there should be variation 
between a and æ in the present tense and past participle according to 
the infl exion. In WS, however, a is generalized throughout the present 
and in the 2,3sg.pr.ind. it is later subject to i-umlaut. Hence we fi nd 
fare ‘I go’, fær/ ‘he goes’. In EWS there is some variation between a 
and æ in the past participle, such as -faren, -færen, but in LWS a is 
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general. In Angl, however, esp. Nbr, there is a strong tendency in the 
opposite direction, and a is often levelled away in the present and 
past part., esp. the pr.sg., for example, Li, Ru2 færo ‘I go’.

It should be clear that in the synchronic morphophonology of historic OE 
the distribution of /æ/ and /w/ has been subject to considerable analogical 
reformation and cannot be predicted merely on grounds of phonological 
environment. Hence minimal pairs such as fære ‘journey’ masc.dat.sg. and 
fare ‘journey’ fem.dat.sg. are not infrequent, cf. above. It would therefore 
seem necessary to postulate both /æ/ and /w/ in the phonemic system.4 But 
there may have been some synchronic refl ex of the historical change, to 
deal with the alternation of vowel in a-declension nouns and the different 
alternations in adjectives. Clearly, however, the same rule could not apply 
to both categories.5

1 Of these words it may be useful to note that batt and bratt appear to be OIr loans 
and that facg and prass are of unknown etymology. Catt and sacc, cf. above, may be 
from older *cattu, *saccu, cf. Lat cattus, saccus, but for catt cf. also catte and §5.37.4 
below.
2 Examples of such analogy with intervening /st/ are lacking.
3 Note ÆGl spædu ‘spade’.
4 For an alternative view see Colman (1983a), also Ross (1951) and n5 below.
5 Cf. Ross (1951) for an account which attempts to dispense with much of the 
analogical explanation. Dresher (1980) claims that restoration of a was lost in Merc 
and that this is the origin of second fronting, see §§5.87ff., esp. §5.92n3. That analysis 
depends upon a theory of rule loss particular to generative phonology.

5.38 Although the chronology of restoration of a poses some diffi culty, 
it is certain that the change was prior to the palatalization of velar con-
sonants (§§7.15ff.), since velar consonants remain before restored a but 
are palatalized before æ, hence calan ‘cool’, gan ‘go’. For S. (WS, Kt) dialects 
proof that restoration of a was a genuine sound change and that it occurred 
some time after the period of breaking is provided by slban ‘slay’ and forms, 
where restoration of a took place before intervocalic /x/ which is later 
weakened to /h/ and then lost, see §§7.45–51. Since slban is from Gmc 
*slaxan, the only sequence of changes which will give the attested forms 
is the following, where there is no restoration of a: *slaxan > *slæxan > 
*slæaxan > *slæahan > *slwa-an > slwan = 〈slban〉. If restoration of a had 
been earlier than breaking (or not a genuine change at all but rather an 
orthographic refl ection of a further restriction on fi rst fronting), then the 
sequence of changes would have been: *slaxan > *slæxan > *slaxan (restora-
tion of a) > *slaxan (failure of breaking) > *slahan > *sla-an > slan. Since 
forms such as slan are not found in WS, Kt1 this demonstrates that restoration 
of a was in S. dialects a genuine sound change occurring after breaking. 
Further proof is provided by parallel examples with intervocalic /ll, rr/, 
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although here the position is less certain because of the limited nature of 
restoration of a before geminates. But the presence in WS and Kt only of 
forms such as pearruc ‘enclosure’ < *parruk- and 8ealla ‘gall’ < *galla 
confi rms the chronology. In Nbr, on the other hand, the latter two types 
might have /w/ under either chronology, as in Li 8esparrado ‘I bolted’, Ru2 
falla ‘fall’, see §5.29 and n3. However, for WS slban we fi nd Nbr sla, etc., 
and this strongly suggests that in Nbr restoration of a was earlier than 
breaking.2 Also in Nbr there are forms with /æp/, such as slw, and these 
can easily be explained as the analogical extension of /æp/ from forms 
without a following back vowel, for example, slws ‘thou slayest’ < *slaxis. 
In Merc the position is less clear. The early glossaries have a few forms 
which suggest early restoration of a, of which the clearest is CorpGl 1576 
slahae; on the other hand we fi nd EpGl, ErfGl 224 pearroc, CorpGl 486 
pearuc and similar forms, see further §5.31. Ru1 has both slan and slban, 
where the 〈ba〉 spellings could be explained as typical of the WS infl uence 
on the text. In Ps(A) we fi nd slba ‘I slay’, but this form could in that dialect 
be from either chronology and is hence unhelpful. On the other hand, Ps(A) 
fearras ‘bulls’ suggests that restoration of a was here later than breaking. 
The evidence as a whole, therefore,3 suggests that restoration of a did not 
occur over the whole country simultaneously, but that it began fi rstly in 
the North-East before the time of breaking and then spread southwards to 
reach areas such as West Mercia, Wessex and Kent at a time after the period 
of breaking. It is probably impossible to ascertain the relative chronology 
of breaking and restoration of a in other areas of Mercia, where the changes 
may even have been contemporaneous.

1 The one exception being CollGl 49.827 ofslanne ‘slay’ infl .inf., which could be 
analogical according to n2 below or a scribal error.
2 The traditional explanation, that restoration of a was later than breaking even in 
Nbr, must explain sla, etc. as analogical formations based on the faran-type; so, for 
example Campbell (1959: §145n2). But if the process were analogical one might expect 
a few unlevelled forms, which do not exist. Contrast here Li færenne, færa beside more 
frequent fara.
3 The one counter-example is common OE ba ‘river’, never **a. But ba could be from 
infl ected forms, as is clearly true of Li ba ‘rivers’. See too Girvan (1931: §54a1).

(b) Restoration of :

5.39 In WS only1 there is some evidence to suggest that /æp/ was similarly 
retracted to /wp/ when a back vowel followed in the next syllable. The 
change was undoubtedly more restricted than restoration of a, and most 
examples of the change are paralleled by examples with unrestored /æp/. 
The change only occurs before a single intervocalic consonant, and apparent 
examples show only intervening /k, “, l, r, p/ as that consonant.2 Examples 
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in EWS are: lacnian (< *lacundjan) ‘tend’, magum ‘kinsmen’ dat.pl., slapan 
‘sleep’, slapian ‘sleep’, swarmodness ‘dullness’,3 warum ‘agreement’. But 
these forms usually exist alongside more frequent forms with w, for example, 
lwcnian, mwgum, slwpan, slwpian. In later WS texts a is rather more frequent, 
not only in the above words but in others such as acumba ‘oakum’,4 hraca 
‘spittle’, 8estalum ‘accusation’ dat. pi. (hence 8estal, etc.), tala ‘slanders’ 
(hence tal, etc.). It is especially important to note the pret.pl. of the strong 
class V verb li78an ‘lie’, where lagon is more common than lwgon. Also 
to be found are wagon ‘they weighed’, /agon ‘they partook’, alongside 
wwgon, /wgon.

1 This, of course, follows from the fact that /æp/ had already been raised in nWS to 
/ep/, see §3.25. The sole exceptions are: Ru1 8esagun ‘they saw’, 3¥ alongside more 
frequent 8esbgun, 8eswgun, cf. lagon, below, Ru1 iara ‘formerly’, and CorpGl 8estalum 
‘objection’ dat.pl. All three might be taken as examples of WS infl uence in these texts. 
CollGl 49.368 magos ‘kinsmen’ could equally be due to WS infl uence on a lKt text 
and is in any case scarcely reliable.
2 Thus the intervening consonant is either a velar, a liquid, or /p/. A more general 
statement may be possible, even allowing for the doubtful status of the liquids, see 
§§2.73–4, which is that restoration of a was most probable if the intervening consonant 
was [+back], which could in unclear circumstances be extended to [+grave], although 
the absence of the change with intervocalic /f/ should be noted.
3 From infl ected forms of swar, such as swarum.
4 But this example may be due to confusion of the prefi x, as suggested by Girvan 
(1931: §35.3) and Campbell (1959: §162n2).

5.40 The status of restoration of a is rather uncertain, for the change is 
not carried out with great regularity in either EWS or LWS, and although 
the change is more frequent in the latter, there are still doublets with /æp/ 
for all the examples in §5.39 except plural forms of magas ‘kinsmen’ and 
hraca, 8estal.1 No doubt /wp/ was frequently levelled away under analogical 
pressure, but the frequency of 〈æ〉-spellings strongly suggests that the change 
was never wholly implemented. This applies most obviously to restoration 
of a with an intervening labial, see §5.39n2. On the other hand, it should be 
noted that analogical extension of /wp/ is even more frequent than analogical 
extension of /w/, for which see §5.37. Hence forms such as 8estal, tal, swar, 
quoted above, should be equated with sporadic pa/ (5.37n1), non existent 
**hwat (5.37(2)). The levelling out of /wp/, on the other hand, is most 
notable in strong class IV verbs, such as bwron ‘they bore’, in which class 
/wp/ is never found (except before nasals), and in many strong class V verbs, 
such as sprwcon ‘they spoke’ and, most notably, wwron ‘they were’. The 
use of analogy to explain the unexpected distribution of /æp/ and /wp/ is 
rather unsatisfactory and has never been resolved, see Kluge (1882).2

1 But there are many other words with only /wp/, such as maga ‘son’, cf. mw8 ‘kinsman’ 
where /wp/ is never extended into the singular.
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2 The chronology of restoration of a cannot be determined in like manner to the 
chronology of the restoration of a, since crucial examples are lacking, but it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the changes were contemporaneous.

IV Lowering of second elements of diphthongs

5.41 As noted in §5.1, OE inherited from Gmc four diphthongs, namely 
*/iu, eu, au, ai/. The last of these was monophthongized at a very early 
stage, see §§5.7–9, but the others remained, developing as prehistoric OE 
*/iu, eu, æu/, for the last see §5.13. These original diphthongs were fed 
additional members by the breaking of the long front vowels, and they 
came to contrast with equivalent short diphthongs created by the breaking 
of the short front vowels, by which arose */Ï, È, Ô/, see §5.16.1 Some 
time after the period of the sound changes discussed already, see §5.46 for 
further discussion, the second element of all these diphthongs began to be 
lowered,2 except in some Angl dialects when /w/ immediately followed, see 
below. This lowering was undoubtedly from /u/ to either /o/ or /w/ in the 
fi rst instance, and the degree of lowering was in part a general refl ection 
of the development of unstressed vowels,3 see §§6.46ff., 59ff., and in part 
dependent upon the height of the fi rst element of the diphthong.4 There 
were somewhat different developments in the different OE dialects, and in 
§§5.42–5 we discuss those for WS, Kt, Nbr, and Merc separately. However, 
the majority of dialects show the shifts: */iu/ > /io/, */ eu/ > /eo/, */æu/ > 
æw/ (= 〈ba〉), and similarly for the short diphthongs,5 which set of changes 
we may characterize approximately as follows:

 V
>

–high
/

 V
________-syll alow alow

1 Occasional archaic spellings for diphthongs which are the result of back umlaut, 
see §§2.32–4, do not imply that the changes discussed here are later than back umlaut, 
although this may be in part true, see §5.46. Rather, they primarily show the equivalence 
of short diphthongs due to breaking and due to back umlaut.
2 Traditionally this change has been regarded as one of unrounding, as in Luick 
(1964–40: §119), Campbell (1959: §§275–81), but there can be no doubt that the 
primary change was a lowering and that unrounding was secondary, see Brosnahan 
(1953: §66).
3 As would be expected under these circumstances, the second element was gradually 
reduced to some kind of centralized vowel, see §§2.30ff. and §2.43.
4 This leads Lass and Anderson (1975: 34–5) to call the change ‘Diphthong Height 
Harmony’, but since the heights of these diphthongs are not invariably equated this 
term is avoided here, cf. McLaughlin (1979).
5 This is not the fi nal stage of development of the OE diphthongs, even leaving aside 
the shifts mentioned in n3 above, since, for example, in some dialects Co and Bo merge, 
see §§5.155–62.
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5.42 In WS the second element of the prehistoric diphthongs is almost 
invariably1 lowered to /o/ after a nonlow vowel and to /w/ after a low 
vowel. Examples for each case are:2 *bcun > bcon ‘be’, *dbur > dbor ‘animal’, 
*dwu/ > dba/ ‘death’; *lcuht > lcoht ‘light’, *nwuh > nbah ‘near’; *miux 
> miox ‘manure’, *feuh > feoh ‘cattle’, *sæuh > seah ‘saw’. The same 
developments take place before /w/, cf. §5.44.

1 The most signifi cant exception is Chron(A) 530 feala ‘many’, which reoccurs in 
ÆHom(P) XX alongside fela in other mss. and elsewhere in the same ms., for example, 
ÆHom(P) XVIII.290 fela. The form is due to a-umlaut, which is unexpected here, see 
further §5.105(1) and n1 and cf. also §5.41n1. CP /bawas ‘servants’ is a further isolated 
example. See also §6.11.
2 Examples are given in three categories: (1) original Gmc diphthongs; (2) long 
diphthongs by breaking; (3) short diphthongs by breaking or back umlaut. Examples 
are given in descending order of height and where examples are wanting this is indicated 
by omission. Other changes are ignored.

5.43 In Kt the position is obscured by later modifi cations of the OE 
diphthongs during the historic period, see §5.160, but there is a suffi ciency 
of forms in eighth- and early ninth-century charters to indicate that the 
prehistoric development was parallel to that in WS. Examples are as follows 
(often alongside forms showing the later modifi cations): *bcun > Ch 1188 
bcon ‘be’, *bebbude > Ch 1188 bebbode ‘I request’, *hwuhham > Ch 31 
hbahham (place-name);1 *nbuhor > Ch 1200 nbor ‘nearer’; *niumanne > 
Ch 1482 niomanne ‘take’ infl .inf., *8eweur/iæ > Ch 1188 8eweor¨iae 
‘honour’ pr.subj., *wæulh- > Ch 31 wealh- ‘foreigner’ (in place-name).2

1 Note even earlier Ch 23 abanberhti (personal name).
2 The development before /w/ seems not to be evidenced in such texts.

5.44 In Nbr the lowering of the second element is rather different and 
more complex than elsewhere, and furthermore a distinction has to be 
drawn between the position in Ru2 (‘South Northumbrian’ = SNbr) and 
the other (‘North Northumbrian’ = NNbr) texts. The position in SNbr is 
discussed under (1) below; the position in NNbr under (2).1

(1) The dialect of Ru2 diverges from WS, Kt in that the refl exes of */æu, 
Ô/ of whatever origin are more often spelled 〈Bo〉 than 〈Ba〉, the ratio 
in the case of the long diphthong being approximately 3:1, and in the 
case of the short diphthong 6:1 (Lindelöf, 1901: §§33, 48). Similarly, 
we fi nd for the refl exes of */eu, È/ both 〈Bo〉 and 〈Ba〉, in the ratio 
6:1 for the long diphthong, 8:1 for the short diphthong. On the other 
hand, the refl exes of */iu, Ï/ are always spelled 〈Co〉. It is clear, there-
fore, that 〈Bo〉 and 〈Ba〉 are equivalent spellings in this dialect,2 and 
from this it must be assumed that the second element was lowered 
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only to a mid vowel, regardless of the height of the fi rst element. It 
is unlikely that the fi rst elements of these diphthongs were also equated, 
giving a merger of the diphthongs phonologically as well as ortho-
graphically, see Campbell (1959: §278n3), Brunner (1965: §35A1), 
but see also further below. Examples of the various types are: *onscun 
> onscon ‘face’, *bbud > bbod ‘table (2¥ alongside bbadum 1¥), *bwud 
> bbod ‘commanded’ (11¥ alongside bbad 4¥); *bitwcuhon > bitwcon 
‘between’, *nbuhli7i8a > nboli7i8a ‘approach’ (36¥ alongside 8enbalocade 
1¥);3 *iursi8a > iorsi8a ‘grow angry’, *feurr > feor ‘far’ (10¥ alongside 
fear 12¥, cf. §5.30n1), *8æurd > 8eord ‘enclosure’ (81 ¥ alongside 
8eard 15¥). Before /w/ there is very little trace of the retention of /u/ 
common in the other Nbr texts (see below), and thus we fi nd cowih 
‘you’, etc. for /iu/, hrbownisse, etc. ‘repentance’ against rare hrbunisse,4 
and so too with oncnbow ‘he knew’, both for /eo/.

(2) In contrast to Ru2 the NNbr texts Li and DurRitGl show predomi-
nantly 〈ea〉 for the refl exes of */eu, È, æu, Ô/ and 〈eo〉 spellings are 
rare. But as in Ru2 the two spellings were equivalent and there was 
consequent confusion of the two, see examples below. It would appear, 
therefore, that in NNbr the second element of the OE diphthongs was 
lowered to /w/ provided that the fi rst element was [-high].5 Examples 
from the two texts are: *onscun > onscon ‘face’, */bude > /bade ‘nation’ 
(alongside /bod), *lwufa > lbafa ‘faith’, cf. lbaf, lbof ‘beloved’ and 
bibbod ‘requested’;6 *nbuhlb7a > nbolb7a ‘approach’; *iurre > iorre 
‘anger’, *heurte > hearte ‘heart’ (alongside heorte), *hæurd > heard 
‘hard’.7 In these texts /u/ frequently remains unlowered before /w/ if 
the fi rst element is nonlow, and thus we fi nd 〈Cuw, Bow〉 spellings.8 
Such spellings can then be simplifi ed to 〈Cw, Bw〉 or 〈Cu, Bu〉. Typical 
examples are: cwer, cuer ‘your’, hrbunisse ‘repentance’.9 Both NNbr 
and SNbr texts show rare 〈æw〉 forms for */euw/, such as Li hrwwende 
‘repenting’, DurRitGl 8ifl wue ‘fl ow’ pret.subj., Ru2 swwe ‘sowed’, 
which are usually regarded as scribal errors (Luick, 1914–40: §128A), 
although Rydland (1977), on the basis of some occasional modern 
dialect forms, suggests that there may have been a regular alternative 
development with lowering of /e/.

1 There are few signifi cant forms in the eNbr texts, but the following should be 
noted. BDS 5 dboth- ‘death’ is more probably an archaic spelling (=*dwoth-) than 
an indication of SNbr 〈bo〉 for 〈ba〉; RuthCr heafunæs, fearran, biheald are ambigu-
ous, since the rune may either show lowering of the second element as in NNbr or 
may indicate no more than a diphthongal pronunciation, see Girvan (1931: §42a2), 
Page (1961). Other spellings in these texts or in Bede and LVD are merely archaic, 
see §§2.32–4 for examples.
2 See Lindelöf (1901: §33) and Campbell (1959: §278(c)n3). Note that if Ru2 s7eal 
‘shall’, s7eattas ‘treasurs’, s7eacrum ‘robbers’ dat.pl. show palatal diphthongization of
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/æ/, then the consequent diphthong is always spelled 〈ea〉. But these forms are diffi cult, 
see further §5.51 and n3.
3 And once 8inoelicade with 〈oe〉 for 〈bo〉.
4 On 〈Bu〉 for 〈Bow〉 see below.
5 But exceptionally Li regularly has bihianda ‘behind’ against bihionda (1¥).
6 〈bo〉 spellings are more frequent in LiGl than DurRitGl, which only has 
bostorli7 ‘Easter’ adj. (13¥) and bore ‘ear’ (1¥).
7 The only 〈eo〉 spellings I have noted are DurRitGl beorno ‘sons’ and eornungum 
‘merit’ dat.pl.
8 There are occasional 〈baw〉 spellings which may have the same signifi cance as the 
〈ww〉 spellings discussed below, such as hrbawnisse ‘repentance’. Note that the forms 
are not restricted to strong class VII verbs.
9 Some support for this failure of lowering may be found in the especially 
frequent use of 〈eo〉 for the back umlaut of e with following u or o, for example, 
feolo ‘many’, seofo ‘seven’. But it is diffi cult to know how much weight to attach to 
these forms.

5.45 In Merc the normal development seems to be similar to that in WS, 
and hence we fi nd examples such as (taken from Ps(A)): *bcum > bcom 
‘I am’, *lbufa > lbofa ‘beloved’, *8elwufa > 8elbafa ‘beloved’; *nbuhlw7an 
> nbolw7an ‘approach’; *iurre > eorre ‘angry’, *eur/e > eor/e ‘earth’, *æurm 
> earm ‘arm’. Ps(A) especially, however, has a number of forms with 〈Ba〉 
for 〈Bo〉, such as nbasade ‘drew near’, ¨bada ‘nation’ gen.pl., ear¨e ‘earth’, 
wear¨ia¨ ‘honour’ imp.pl. Such forms are rare in Ru1, for example, hrbad 
‘reed’, wearp ‘threw’, and in the early glossaries only EpGl, ErfGl have 
such spellings and there only for 〈bo〉: uubadhdc ‘hoe’ and two or three 
others. In Ps(A) the use of 〈Ba〉 for 〈Bo〉 gives rise to forms with 〈Bo〉 for 
〈Ba〉: dbode ‘dead’ acc.pl., hbofud ‘head’, beorn ‘children’, feodrum ‘father’ 
dat.pl.1 The later Merc merger of Co and Bo, see §5.158, causes further 
confusion, with new 〈Ba〉 spellings for earlier 〈Co〉 arising: astbapte ‘deprived’, 
¨bastrum ‘darkness’ dat.pl.,2 earre ‘anger’, ondwleatan ‘face’ dat.sg.3 A 
fuller list of the various forms can be found in Campbell (1959: §§275–6, 
281).4 Before /w/ both Ps(A) and Ru1 have a minority of forms which 
suggest retention of /u/ as in NNbr. Examples are: Ps(A) oncnbw ‘knew’, 
trbw ‘tree’, 8etrbwli7e ‘faithfully’, HyGl 4 ¨cw8en ‘serve’ pr.subj.pl. (for 
*¨bw8en), Ru1 cu ‘you’, 8etrb(u)we ‘true’, hrb(u)(w)nisse ‘repentance’, cnburis 
‘generation’. The few such forms in EpGl, ErfGl, for which see Pheifer 
(1974: §41), may well be no more than archaisms, since the early glossaries 
have such spellings in other words too.5

1 Campbell (1959: §§275–6) sees these 〈Bo〉 spellings in Ps(A) as archaic or conserva-
tive forms. But their relative frequency in the text suggests that this explanation is 
unlikely. On the other hand, ErfGl 411, CorpGl 877 beosu ‘purple’, CorpGl 400 
weorras ‘calluses’ (cf. §5.29), 545 seorwum ‘devices’ dat.pl. are much more probably 
archaisms.
2 The reading is uncertain, see Sweet (1885: 312).
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3 If these forms are not due to confusion of 〈Bo〉 and 〈Ba〉, then Co and Bo must have 
merged prior to the lowering of the second element. But this is unlikely given the 
probable chronology, see §5.46.
4 Note especially Ps(A) weagas ‘ways’ (3¥) alongside normal wegas and, once only, 
weogum dat.pl. For an alternative explanation, from Kt scribal infl uence, of this and 
other 〈ea〉 spellings see Ball (1970: 465).
5 For archaic spellings see §§2.32–4 and also n1 above.

5.46 The chronology of the above changes is rather uncertain. Since archaic 
spellings such as Rune 48 bæurnæ ‘son’ dat.sg. seem to show that the 
epenthetic vowel due to breaking was originally /u/ and that the diphthongs 
from breaking became identical to, or the short counterparts of, the orginal 
Gmc diphthongs, it is fair to suppose that the above changes occurred after 
the time of breaking. Unfortunately this argument is not entirely fl awless 
since archaic spellings can also be found for the product of back umlaut, 
such as CollGl 12 eutende ‘eating’, but such forms are exceedingly rare 
and may be quasi-archaic, see §5.41n1. Even where archaic spellings of 
these diphthongs occur, they are relatively infrequent (being commonest in 
spellings of personal and place-names where archaisms might be expected 
and are of uncertain signifi cance). This makes it highly probable that the 
change was well under way before the time of the earliest texts.1 Consequently 
the major problem is whether the changes took place before or after the 
period of palatal diphthongization and i-umlaut, the two major changes 
which were later than breaking and restoration of a but also fully completed 
by the time of the earliest texts. The most probable suggestion is that of 
Luick (1914–40: §291), that the lowering was a gradual process which 
began before these changes but which may not have been complete by the 
time that they were over. Yet the use of 〈Ba〉 both for the lowering of 
*/æu, Ô/ and the palatal diphthongization of */æ(p)/, even in ninth-century 
charters such as Ch 2642 (h)adheld8eate, healh, or LRid 10 8eatum ‘orna-
mentally’, 8 s7eal ‘shall’ against the breaking diphthong in CædH(M) 7 
-8eard, could imply that the lowering was relatively early, since the forms 
from palatal diphthongization prove that 〈Ba〉 was a spelling for a diphthong 
with a fully lowered second element, see §5.49.3 Forms such as Ps(A) earre 
‘anger’ are due to scribal confusion or Kt infl uence, see §5.45 and n4, and 
do not prove a late date for the lowering. Yet the lowering we have dis-
cussed here is eventually accompanied by a reduction of the vowel, which 
is observable as a process during the historic period, see §6.62.

1 For an alternative view see Campbell (1959: §275). In a synchronic context Lass 
and Anderson (1975: 125–9) order lowering (= Diphthong Height Harmony, §5.41n4) 
after i-umlaut, but McLaughlin (1979) argues the reverse. It should be noted, however, 
that there is scarcely any evidence for a synchronic refl ex of the lowering, which plays 
no role in the morphophonology of historic OE.
2 A later, ninth-century, copy of the original 778 charter.
3 Not so, apparently, Campbell (1959: §276).
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V Palatal diphthongization

5.47 The changes discussed in I–III above are recognizable as both 
phonologically and chronologically homogeneous, whereas those discussed 
in IV provide a bridge between those earliest changes and those to be 
discussed below. From the phonological point of view the earliest changes 
are concerned with either original Gmc low vowels or with various velarization 
processes; the changes to be discussed in the next few sections, on the other 
hand, are mainly related to fronting processes, the major exception to this 
being back umlaut, see §§5.103ff.

5.48 What are probably the earliest amongst this second group of changes 
are those caused by the infl uence of preceding palatal consonants on stressed 
vowels,1 generally subsumed under the title of palatal diphthong ization. It 
is extremely important to note that there were three different types of palatal 
consonant in the language of the period, since the types do not share the 
same distributional patterns.2 Type 1 consists of original Gmc palatals, that 
is, exclusively Gmc */j/ > OE /j/ as in 8bar ‘year’; Type 2 consists of original 
Gmc velars which were unconditionally fronted before every stressed vowel, 
that is, Gmc */sk/ > OE /à/, as in s7bap ‘sheep’; Type 3 consists of original 
Gmc velars which were fronted before or after a stressed front vowel, that 
is, Gmc */“/ > OE /j/, */k/ > OE / Ä/, as in 8ifan ‘give’, 7eaf ‘chaff’. In 
addition to the different types of palatal consonant, three different types 
of stressed vowel might be affected by palatal diphthongization: (1) ‘original’ 
front vowels, that is, vowels which were front in WGmc or became front 
by the operation of the various sound changes already discussed in this 
chapter; (2) umlauted front vowels, that is, vowels which only became front 
through the operation of i-umlaut; (3) back vowels. In each of these cases, 
for different reasons, the actual or alleged infl uence of preceding palatals is 
phonologically controversial or dubious, and therefore each type is discussed 
separately below.

1 The traditional classifi cation of the changes as due to the infl uence of initial palatals 
is somewhat misleading. All that is required is that the palatal must directly precede 
a stressed vowel, that is, the palatal should be initial in a stress foot. Thus s7eaft ‘shaft’ 
and 8es7eaft ‘creation’ both show diphthongization after /à/, and the latter example has 
no diphthongization after /j/, since /e/ is unstressed and /j/ is not initial in a stress foot.
2 For full details of /j/ < Gmc */j/ see §§4.6–9; for full details of the other palatals 
which are derived by the OE changes of palatalization and assibilation, see §§7.15–43.

(a) Palatal diphthongization of original front vowels

5.49 In the prehistoric period of OE, when the front vowels /æ(p), e(p)/ 
from Gmc *A, *B were preceded by a palatal consonant of any of the three 
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types described in §5.48, then these vowels came to be written as 〈Ba, Ce〉 
respectively.1 The most commonly held view, very forcibly expressed as 
early as Bülbring (1900b), followed in essentials by Luick (1914–40: §168), 
Girvan (1931: §64), Campbell (1959: §§185, 188), Brunner (1965: §90), 
is that this orthographic change refl ects a genuine diphthongization and 
that the diphthongs which were created became, sooner or later, identical 
to other diphthongs represented by 〈Ba, Ce〉. There is some disagreement as 
to the original nature of the diphthongs, for Bülbring, Brunner, and Girvan 
hold that they were originally rising diphthongs which later became falling, 
whereas Luick considers the diphthongs originally to have had variable 
prominence with a later split into rising and falling diphthongs, and 
Campbell views them as being from the beginning falling diphthongs. A 
minority view, perhaps fi rst seen in Dieter (1898) – against which see 
Bülbring (1900b) – and later in Daunt (1939), Stockwell and Barritt (1951) 
– against both of which see Kuhn and Quirk (1953) – Lass and Anderson 
(1975), and Colman (1985), regards the shift as no more than orthographic, 
with the 〈i, e〉 immediately following the palatals being purely diacritic, 
indicating the palatal nature of the consonant. There are four principal 
arguments in favour of the majority view.2 Firstly, the later development 
of the sounds produced by this process is identical to that of breaking and 
other diphthongs represented by 〈Ba, Ce〉. Thus just as seah ‘saw’ > seh and 
hbah ‘high’ > hbh, so too 8eat ‘gate’ > get and 8bar ‘year’ > gbr. Therefore 
it seems sensible to suppose that the sounds produced by palatal diph-
thongization had fallen together with the other diphthongs during the OE 
period and before the later OE/ME monophthongizations. Secondly, in 
those texts where the orthographic changes are to be observed (see below 
for details), they are carried through with a regularity which is more likely 
to correlate with a phonological shift than with a purely graphic function, 
see §§5.50, 53 for exemplifi cation. Thirdly, the test-case word 7yse ‘cheese’ 
can only be explained on general principles if it is assumed that the diph-
thongization was a genuine sound change; otherwise it must be explained 
away in an ad hoc fashion, see §5.72 for discussion. Fourthly, it is clearly 
possible to explain palatal diphthongization as a natural phonological process, 
which it makes it prima facie plausible. But this last point is vulnerable, 
for one common explanation is undoubtedly phonologically unsafe. That 
is, leaving aside the question of stress prominence, the view represented in 
Campbell (1959: §188) that the diphthongs due to palatal diphthongization 
were originally identical to the diphthongs produced by breaking. It is 
inconceivable that, for example, the infl uence of a following velar on /æ/, 
as in breaking, should produce a sound identical to that produced by the 
infl uence of a preceding palatal on /æ/. It is more likely that a preceding 
palatal would cause a partial raising of /æ/ together with diphthongization, 
the second element being dissimilated to low central, so giving a diphthong 
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of the order of [ea]. A parallel change can be supposed for original /æp/, 
and for original /e(p)/ the same process would give [ıv, Á].3 Through eventual 
reduction of the second element, where appropriate, the distinction between 
such diphthongs and the earlier diphthongs would become so minimal as 
to encourage orthographic identity, especially within a system where devices 
to represent diphthongs were limited, see Hogg (1979b: 97–8), Luick 
(1914–40: §171), Brunner (1965: §90A1). The only other important argument 
for denying the overall genuine nature of the sound change relies on the 
general arguments against short diphthongs discussed in §§2.19–29, which 
are ultimately unconvincing. The question of the relative prominence of the 
two elements of the diphthong seems undecidable. Luick’s view of variable 
prominence, after Child (1903: 11–14), may have most to recommend it, 
although in the vast majority of cases the diphthongs quickly became falling. 
In the light of the above discussion we must conclude that palatal diph-
thongization of original front vowels was a genuine sound change, which 
may be approximately characterized as:4,5,6

 V
> [n+.5 high] /

C
n high n-.5 high -ant
-back  + back +cor

1 These spellings, of course, represent only the usual development in EWS. For more 
detailed discussion of the various developments according to date and dialect, see 
below.
2 For further and more detailed arguments see Bülbring (1900b: 97–104).
3 Evidence in favour of the assumption of partial raising can be found in the Nbr 
shift exemplifi ed in *s7bp > s7cp, see §5.54 for discussion. See also §5.212n2 for some 
relevant evidence from late texts.
4 It should be remembered, as stated above, that [ea, Í] soon merge with /æu, Ô/, 
and then develop as they do, see §§5.41–6. The development of [ıv, Á] involves merger 
with the other sounds reprsented by EWS 〈ce, ie〉, eventually to the monophthong /ï/ 
if §5.164 is correct. Here we are concerned with the initial process only.
5 ‘n+.5’, ‘n-.5’ are ad hoc devices to show slight raising and lowering respectively.
6 With the exception of Girvan (1931: §64A) it seems not to have been suggested 
that older diphthongs, from whatever source, could have been subject to this change; 
yet this seems quite plausible. In such cases we may assume a slight raising of the fi rst 
element of the diphthongs, but this raising would not have been suffi ciently signifi cant 
to be refl ected in the orthography, nor would it have caused phonemic split. Against 
this view see Luick (1914–40: §174).

5.50 In WS /æ/ and /æp/ when subject to the infl uence of a preceding 
palatal are diphthongized to [Á], [ıv] respectively, with, see §5.49, later 
merger with the other sounds represented in WS by 〈Ba〉.1 Examples of the 
change (in both EWS and LWS) are: s7eatt ‘treasure’, 7eaf ‘chaff’, 8eaf ‘gave’; 
s7bap ‘sheep’, 7bace ‘jaw’, 8bar ‘year’, 8bafon ‘they gave’.2 For discussion 
of the interaction of this change and i-umlaut, see §5.72.
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1 Sometimes this leads to ambiguity, for in a number of words 〈Ba〉 may represent 
either the diphthongization of /æ(p)/ or the infl uence of a palatal consonant on /w(p)/. 
Examples of this are 8eatu ‘gate’ nom.pl., 8barum ‘years’ dat.pl. The resolution of the 
ambiguity is very diffi cult, since it depends upon whether or not /w(p)/ due to restoration 
of A has been analogically levelled from the sing. or not, see §5.37 for discussion of 
the analogies involved. For the initial consonant of 8eatu see §7.41n1.
2 There are few exceptions to this change, but note that sce¨¨an ‘injure’, with i-umlaut, 
is the regular form in WS. It seems certain that the word is an Angl loan, see Wenisch 
(1979: 211–15). Other occasional exceptions, such as CP 73.10 8æ8lbærnes ‘wantonness’, 
CP(C) 350.22† s7eppend ‘Creator’, Or s7æl ‘shall’ (2¥) may be due to Merc infl uence 
on the spelling. Ælfric regularly has 8esthes ‘guest-house’, apparently with i-umlaut 
of undiphthongized /æ/. The form could be an Angl loan.

5.51 In Nbr there is a clear distinction between NNbr (including the eNbr 
texts) and SNbr in their treatment of /æ/1 after a palatal. In NNbr there is 
a large number of spellings indicating diphthongization, such as LRid s7eal 
‘shall’, 8eatum ‘ornamentally’, LiGl s7eal, s7eafte ‘creature’ dat.sg., DurRitGl 
s7eall, 7easter ‘castle’. Alongside these are many spellings which indicate 
/æ/, thus RuneAuzon 7æstri, Li s7æl, s7æftes, DurRitGl 8is7æft ‘creation’. 
Doubtless this variation implies either that the sound change was only 
partly implemented, or that scribes were uncertain as to how to represent 
the diphthong, or both.2 In SNbr there appears usually to have been no 
change of pronunciation, but note Ru2 s7eal (2¥). Otherwise /æ/ remains, 
for example, 8is7æft, 7æstre, 8æf ‘gave’. Thus SNbr contrasts with NNbr 
but parallels Merc, see §5.52, in having no palatal diphthongization except 
in one idiosyncratic example.3

1 There are, of course, no examples of /æp/ in Nbr.
2 Such uncertainty would seem to be the best explanation of several spellings with 
〈eæ〉 in both Li and DurRit Gl, such as s7eæftes, -8eæf ‘forgave’. This is simpler than 
the suggestion of a different phonological development, as in Campbell (1959: §186), 
and is probably supported by the very confused DurRitGl 1.121.3 geæ¨ ‘they go’, 
where there can be no question of palatal infl uence.
3 That is, provided one acepts that Ru2 s7eattas ‘treasures’, s7eacrum ‘robbers’ dat.
pl. show the infl uence of a palatal consonant on /w/, following Lindelöf (1901: §60a), 
see further §§5.44n2, 5.70.

5.52 Outside WS and Nbr the only signs of palatal diphthongization of 
/æ/ occur in Ru1, where a minority of forms show the change, for example, 
7eastre, 8eatt, 7eaf, s7eal, -s7eatta, alongside 7æstre, s7æl, and other words 
with undiphthongized forms only. This may be a further product of WS 
infl uence on the scribe of this text.

5.53 In WS /e/ and /ep/ when subject to the infl uence of a preceding palatal 
are diphthongized to [Á], [ıv] respectively, with, see §5.49, later merger 
with the other sounds represented in EWS by 〈Ce〉.1 For EWS examples of 
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the diphthongization of /e/ are: s7ieran ‘cut’, 8iefu ‘gift’.2 For the very 
frequent spellings with 〈i〉, such as s7iran, 8ifu, see §§5.163–5. In LWS both 
〈i〉 and 〈y〉 spellings are found, such as 8ifu, 8yfu, see §5.167. Although 
instances of /ep/ are rare in WS, examples of diphthongization run parallel 
to those above; hence EWS examples include 8ce ‘ye’ (occasionally, alongside 
usual 8b, showing the regular development in unstressed syllables, and 
which is also the normal LWS form).3

1 The change is carried out very regularly, exceptions being rare. Instances of excep-
tions in EWS, which may be due to Merc infl uence, appear to be confi ned to Oros: 
s7eld ‘shield’, 8elp ‘boast’ (noun only), deofol8eld ‘idolatry’, all alongside diphthongized 
forms. Exceptionally EWS s7bd, past tense of s7eadan ‘divide’, never shows the change, 
but the more usual WS form is s7ead, with the vowel of the present tense. In LWS 
ÆHom(U) has 13.67 8eldum ‘tax’ dat.pl., alongside ÆHom(H) 13.67† 8ildum, and 
the former may be nWS.
2 See too GD 44.14 7iellan ‘fi re-pans’.
3 Other examples are etymologically uncertain, but it is probable that EWS 8cet, 8ct, 
LWS 8yt, 8ct ‘yet’ should be included here. Occasional poet. 8cen ‘yet’ does not occur 
in WS prose and is a borrowing of Merc 8bn, see Wenisch (1979: 161–5).

5.54 It seems certain that there is no palatal diphthongization of /e/ in 
Nbr, hence s7eld ‘shield’, etc.1 The status of the development of /ep/ is, 
however, more problematic. After /à/ the only relevant form is common 
Nbr s7cp < *s7bp (with the Angl development of w1). The standard assump-
tion, that this is probably due to diphthongization to *s7cep with later 
monoph thongization, relies on a presumed parallel with WS, and it is 
equally possible, and simpler, to assume that we have here a raising of /ep/ 
> /ip/. By contrast, after /j/ (from whatever source) there is normally no 
change of /ep/, hence 8br ‘year’, for8btun ‘forgotten’. But two words, namely 
8b ‘ye’ and 8b ‘yea’, show forms apparently indicating diphthongization. 
For 8b ‘ye’ the distribution of forms is as follows: Li usually has 8ce alongside 
less frequent 8b(e), except in MtGl where both forms are equally frequent;2 
DurRitGl has 8ce only; Ru2 has mainly 8b(e) with 8ce, 8c 2¥ each. For 8b 
‘yea’ the distribution parallels that for 8b ‘ye’ in DurRitGl, Ru2, but in Li 
8be is normal, with 8cee, 8c once each. Any determination of what sound(s) 
these spellings might represent is diffi cult, but the following seems relevant. 
Firstly, 〈ie〉 spellings are restricted to two words which are likely to have 
been used most often in weak stress positions (possibly this may have been 
truer of 8b ‘ye’ than 8b ‘yea’, see §5.53). Secondly, the use of 〈ie〉 to represent 
a diphthong would be highly unusual outside EWS, see §2.37. Both these 
considerations make it most likely that the spellings refl ect some kind of 
raising rather than diphthongization, with 〈ie〉 used to represent a vowel 
of approximately the value [ı(p)].3 A further argument in favour of the 
above is that it is highly improbable that in OE weakly stressed syllables 
could contain diphthongs. In summary, the evidence from Nbr suggests 
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that in that dialect there was never any palatal diphthongization of either 
/e/ or /ep/, but that /ep/ was raised after either /à/ or /j/ under conditions 
which are not yet clear.

1 Various forms such as 8ife ‘give’, for8if ‘forgive’ in DurRitGl only, alongside more 
frequent (for)8efe, etc., are not to be included here. Parallel forms are to be seen outside 
Nbr, thus EpGl 525 8ibaen and, possibly, frequent LWS 8ifan, etc. No wholly satisfactory 
explanation of these forms, which appear to be analogical, has been given, see fi rstly 
Bülbring (1900b: 101–2), Luick (1914–40: §§172A2, 173A3), and, for the possibility 
of Scandinavian infl uence, which is probable for ME, Björkman (1900: 154–6).
2 LkGl(Li) 11.42 † 8cæ and MkGl(Li) 14.42 8w show a purely orthographic substitution 
of 〈æ〉 for 〈e〉.
3 Length would, of course, depend on stress, see §2.80. If the base form were the 
weak stress form, as is usual in OE, it would be preferable to see these examples as 
raisings of /e/ rather than /ep/.

5.55 In Kt and Merc there are no signs of palatal infl uence on /e(p)/ except 
Ru1 s7cpa ‘sheep’ gen.pl. alongside frequent s7bp, etc., cf. §5.54.1

1 PsCa(A) 7.82 8ildu ‘I pay’ is more probably an isolated example of the extension 
of an umlauted vowel into 1st sg.pr.ind. from 2nd, 3rd sg.

(b) Palatal diphthongization of umlauted front vowels

5.56 In WS and Nbr only, hence not Ru1, see §5.55, when B and R, but 
not z, appear as the result of i-umlaut, then these vowels undergo a develop-
ment parallel to that undergone by original B and R in WS. Phonetically 
this poses no new problems, and the change can be characterized in the 
same terms as those for palatal diphthongization, see §5.49, except that it 
should be noted that the change appears to take place only after /à/, not 
after /j/ < Gmc */j/, except in one dialect, see §5.58. Naturally the change 
could not take place after the Type 3 palatals of §5.48. The change is, 
however, restricted to a few lexical items, and even in those cases it is no more 
than sporadic. For this and the chronology of the change see §5.72.

5.57 In EWS the only examples of this diphthongization appear to be in 
CP(H), which has s7iendan ‘hurt’ (12¥), cf. CP(C) † s7endan, and tds7bat 
‘cuts in two’, cf. LWS tds7wt, showing, respectively, diphthongizations of 
the i-umlaut of *ã and *a. Examples of the change from LWS are available 
for the umlauts of a, a, ã, and d, as follows: s7ea¨¨i8 ‘harmful’ alongside 
s7æ¨¨i8; s7ba¨ ‘sheath’ alongside s7w¨;1 regular s7yndan ‘hurt, shame’, 
8es7yndnyss ‘shame’, note however WHom s7endan (3¥); 8es7y ‘shoes’, never 
**8es7b.2 Other words in WS have undiphthongized forms throughout, such 
as s7encan ‘pour’, s7wnan ‘break’. In Nbr the change appears to be confi ned 
to Li, where only two words show the change: (8e)s7boea ‘shoes’ alongside 
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s7dbas and MkGl(Li) 5.4 tds7bænde 3sg.pa.ind. against JnGl(Li) 19.36 
tds7wnas.

1 Note here the inverted spelling ÆLS 3.72, 11.210 s7wt ‘he shoots’.
2 As can be observed, the diphthong undergoes the normal LWS development to /y(p)/, 
see §5.167.

5.58 The only example of diphthongization, more properly raising, of an 
umlauted fronted vowel after /j/ is DurRitGl 8cmung ‘marriage’ and derived 
forms (13¥), which must have the development *“aumj- > *“bamj- > *8bamj- 
> *8bm- (i-umlaut) > 8cm-, where the fi nal change parallels Nbr *s7bp > 
s7cp, see §5.54.

(c) Palatal diphthongization of back vowels

5.59 In all dialects after /j/ (< Gmc */j/ only, see §5.48) and in Nbr and 
most WS after /à/ (< Gmc */sk/), spellings such as 〈eo〉 often appear where 
etymologically the sequence palatal consonant + back vowel would be 
expected. Thus we fi nd 8eoc ‘yoke’, s7eort ‘short’ rather than *8oc, scort 
(and similarly for long vowels). The question of whether such spellings 
represent genuine diphthongs or whether the 〈e〉 (sometimes 〈i〉) is merely 
a diacritic is one of the most diffi cult in OE phonology. Independently of 
the other arguments concerning short diphthongs, see §§2.19–37, 5.49, 
there are two points in favour of a diacritical interpretation. Firstly, the 
general later development of such forms is as if there never had been any 
diphthong present, thus ME yok, scort. Secondly, similar spellings arise in 
unstressed syllables, where there can be no question of a diphthong being 
present, such as EWS heri8eas ‘armies’, CP(C) † adwws7ea/ ‘they quench’, 
and therefore it would seem plausible to assume the same usage in stressed 
syllables. Against this it may be argued that in LWS spellings such as sb7ean 
‘seek’ are rare, see §2.68, and therefore that it would be unwise to seek 
too close a parallel between the spellings in stressed and unstressed syllables. 
With regard to the fi rst point, although the statement is true in general, 
there are particular cases in OE where a diphthongal development apparently 
has to be postulated. The most notable cases involve i-umlaut, but there 
may be others, see further the discussion in §5.60. Thus it should be clear 
that the general problem is not easily resolvable, and since it seems unlikely 
that we can obtain more than particular answers to particular cases, these 
will be discussed in more detail in the appropriate sections below. Where 
a diphthongal interpretation seems preferable a further question arises, 
namely whether the diphthongs were rising or falling. Luick (1914–40: 
§169) and Girvan (1931: §§127, 70) argue that although in most cases the 
diphthongs were rising, a substantial minority were falling. Campbell (1959: 
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§§171, 176) suggests that only a very small number were falling. On the 
other hand Brunner (1965: §§90, 92) appears to believe that all such 
diphthongs were rising.1 It is argued below that Brunner is correct in denying 
the necessity to propose falling diphthongs. Rather, where diphthongs occur 
we may suppose that the change is due to the insertion of a nonsyllabic 
high front vowel [Ü] between a palatal consonant and a back vowel, since 
that interpretation is consistent with the phonetics, the orthography, and 
later developments. When diphthongization occurs, therefore, the change 
may be characterized approximately as follows:

Ø >

 V  C
+high / -ant  ________  V
–back +cor +back
–syll

1 But Brunner believes that in many instances the spellings are purely diacritical, see 
§2.36n1.

5.60 In EWS when /j/ is followed by /u(p)/ the sequence 〈8eo-〉 usually 
results. Instances of this change are 8eoc ‘yoke’, 8eogu/ ‘youth’, 8eong 
‘young’, 8ed ‘formerly’.1 In LWS, however, a slightly more frequent spelling 
is 〈iu-〉, hence iuc, iugu/, iung, ie (alongside ÆCHom 8ie (6¥)).2 This spelling 
is rare in EWS, and other variant spellings are equally rare and largely 
restricted to EWS, thus CP 201.21, CP(C) 196.8 † 8ioke, 8iogu/, 8iong, 
CP(C) 2.3 † 8id; iongum, id (also ÆGram 37.11); CP(C) 178.21 † 8iungan. 
Most of these spellings are no more than expected orthographic variations,3 

and taken together they would seem to confi rm that a sound change of the 
form [ju(p)] > [jÜu(p)] has taken place.4 The only examples with /o(p)/ are 
of 8edmor ‘sad’ and its derivatives, which are regularly so spelled, showing 
an important contrast with the 8eong/iung type above.5 An example with 
/w:/ due to restoration of a is 8eara ‘formerly’, but see §5.50n1. With [ã] 
the most common spelling is 8eo-, thus 8eond ‘through’, be8eondan ‘beyond’, 
also CP 443.24 8eonre ‘yon’ dat.sg.fem. In EWS there are also occasional 
〈8io〉 spellings, such as 8iond, be8iondan, which do not persist. There is no 
reason to suppose that any of these spellings refl ect anything other than 
an insertion of [Ü] parallel to that above, but the virtually complete absence 
of 〈8ea〉 spellings6 is noteworthy given the distribution of the man/mon 
type, see §5.5. It may be that Brunner (1965: §92A5) is correct in assuming 
this to be the result of the stereotyping of an unstressed form, but it is 
probably also an indication that a genuine sound change has taken place 
rather than the simple insertion of a diacritic.7

1 The length mark is placed over the second element primarily in order to distinguish 
such spellings from the spellings for long diphthongs from other sources. Such placement 
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would also imply a rising rather than a falling diphthong wherever a diphthongal 
interpretation is appropriate.
2 Luick (1914–40: §169.1), Campbell (1959: §172), and Brunner (1965: §92.1A) 
state the contrary, that is, that in LWS the usual spelling is 〈8eo〉, but this seems to be 
based on a misreading of Bülbring (1902: §298). The ratios of 〈iu〉 to 〈geo〉 spellings 
in Ælfric for iuc, iugu/, iung are, respectively, 2:5, 2:3, 2:1, whilst 8ed occurs only at 
ÆLet 3.120 alongside very frequent ie.
3 As is shown by Oros Geoweor/a representing Lat Iugurtha.
4 It could be argued that the 〈iu〉 spellings are more likely to represent /ju(p)/, but 
these spellings must be placed in context. Firstly, they occur alongside 〈geo〉 spellings, 
which probably show a diphthong. Secondly, it is diffi cult to see what other spellings 
scribes could have used, for 〈gio〉 and 〈geo〉 would be equivalent, and 〈giu〉 would be 
equivalent to the former, because of the merger of /io/ and /eo/ in WS, see §5.155. 
Note that in both Nbr and Kt, where the development of diphthongs is different, the 
orthography allows a more exact representation, see §§5.61, 63.
5 PsGl(G) 6.7 iemerunge ‘sadness’ is the only example with 〈iu〉, and is probably an 
inverted spelling due to the false equation of 〈geo〉 and 〈iu〉.
6 SedGl 2.1, 2.3 has 8eand glossing per.
7 For forms with /i/ in the following syllable which are subject to i-umlaut, see §5.64.

5.61 The Nbr forms which correspond to those in WS are: 8iung ‘young’, 
be8eonda ‘beyond’ 3¥ alongside be8eande 1¥, whilst Li 8eocc, DurRitGl, 
Ru1 ioc may show a development from */jok/ rather than */juk/. Additionally 
there is the form 8edna ‘yet’ and, with /j/ transferred from the past, 8eonga 
‘go’, 8eong ‘way’ alongside BDS 3 hiniongae ‘departure’. Li, DurRitGl 
8iungo ‘I go’, Li 8iunga ‘I may go’ presumably snow the same development, 
but with an alternative present from *gungan. More frequent than 8iung 
is 8ing, for which see §5.64, and the Nbr equivalent of 8eogu¨ is always 
8igu¨, for which see §5.68n4.

5.62 The relevant forms in Merc are as follows: Ps(A): 8ung beside PsGl(A) 
118.9 8ing glossing juvenior, 8ugu¨ beside iugu¨, 8eond-, 8eamrung; Ru1: 
iugu¨, iung, 8eond, be8eonda, iara; CorpGl 8eoc, 8eond, bi8eonan ‘beyond’. 
It is most probable that the 〈iu〉 spellings indicate the same development 
as in LWS, see §5.60, and the 〈gu〉 spellings in Ps(A) are more likely to 
show orthographic uncertainty over the correct representation of [jÜu] than 
a failure of diphthongization, that is to say, 〈gu〉 and 〈iu〉 are here equivalent 
spellings.1 In 8eamrung we may have either confusion of 〈ea〉 and 〈eo〉, see 
§5.45, or, less probably, a development where Gmc *a + nasal remains 
unrounded, see Brunner (1965: §80A3). For 8ing see §5.64.

1 This is made more probable by PsGl(A) 24.7 8uiu¨u, where 〈i〉 and 〈g〉 have been 
transposed. Other spellings include 87.16 8u¨e, 102.5 8u¨u¨.

5.63 In Kt the regular spelling of relevant forms is 〈gio〉, for example, 
Ch 1510 8ioc, CollGl 49.201 8iond, 49.94 8iomras, but note Ch 1264 
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iocled and Ch 161 (‘Merc-Kt’, Sweet 1885: 455) 8eocled, also CollGl 49.815 
iunges.

5.64 Only a few forms show this change with /i/ in the following syllable, 
examples in WS from original */ju(p)/ being 8ingra ‘younger’, 8ingest ‘youngest’ 
and CP(C) 70.19 † 8ic¨a, CP(H) 71.18 8iec¨a ‘itch’.1 Exceptions are rare: 
CP(H) 387.33 8iongra, 451.28 8iongrum. For Nbr Li has 8ingesta (2¥) 
alongside 8iungra (3¥), Ru2 has 8ingra (3¥). For Merc Ps(A) has 8ingrum 
(1¥) alongside iungra, 8ungra (3¥), see §5.62, 8ungesta (1¥). It would appear 
from this that the normal development is to 8i-. Most probably the original 
change is from */ju/ > [jÜu], see §5.59, which is then subject to i-umlaut 
giving *[jÜy], which is then monophthongized to /ji/.2 Unumlauted forms, 
such as 8iungra, 8iungesta, have been levelled in favour of pos. 8iung, etc.; 
conversely pos. 8ing, see examples in §§5.61–2, shows extension of umlaut 
from the compared forms.3 Alongside 8eond EWS has fairly frequent 8ind, 
and in LWS WHom has 8ynd, which may derive from */jwndi/ with i-umlaut 
to */jiynd/ and subsequent monophthongization to EWS [jınd], LWS [jynd], 
see §§2.37, 5.155ff. Similar forms appear in EpGl be8inan ‘beyond’, Li 
be8ienda, and AldV1 8end probably shows a parallel form in Kt.4

1 With 〈ie〉 as an inverted spelling for /i/, cf. LchI&II 8ic/a (frequent). Note also 
CP(H) 71.11 8ioc¨a, derived, apparently, from a form without following /i/.
2 Thus Child (1903: 50). Alternative proposals, such as Luick (1914–40: §195), 
Campbell (1959: §178), Brunner (1965: §§92A1, 31A2) and references therein, assume 
a falling diphthong of the type /io/, with umlaut in WS to ie and monophthongization 
after a palatal to /i/. But for WS this fails to explain the total absence of 〈y〉 spellings, 
and a similar objection holds for Angl where the alleged development is: *iu > *yu > 
*y > i (Brunner, 1965: §92A1) or *Üu > *iu > *y > i (Campbell, 1959: §176). Luick 
(1914–40: §169A4) suggests for Angl that umlauted /io/ is monophthongized by Angl 
smoothing, but this not only necessitates a shift of prominence but also implies that 
such smoothing takes place before [º], which seems implausible. Note further that if 
it is assumed that there was no diphthongization after /j/, then the development of 
*/jungira/ would be to **/jyngra/, in which case the actual range of spellings would 
be inexplicable. Thus these shifts provide extremely strong evidence for the development 
of rising diphthongs after /j/. Note fi nally that in the above discussion no account has 
been taken of length, purely for the sake of simplicity.
3 So Paul (1880: 42) and others. Campbell (1959: §176n2) denies the analogy, at 
least for Ps(A), but the denial contradicts what is said in the body of the text. See also 
n2 above.
4 For an alternative explanation of EWS 8ind and Kt CollGl 49.111 8inddrenca¨, see 
Brunner (1965: §92A5).

5.65 Evidence which would suggest a similar process after /à/ is lacking 
in Merc and Kt, but there are varying degrees of such evidence in EWS, 
LWS, and Nbr. Since the treatment of */àu(p)/ and of */ào(p)/, */àw(:)/ is 
different in each of these dialects, they are discussed separately below.
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5.66 In EWS the only form suggesting diphthongization of */àu/ > /àju/ is 
s7eolon ‘they shall’, occurring (CP 4¥, Oros 1¥) alongside usual s7ulon, see 
§5.68n5 for further discussion. Otherwise 〈scu-〉 remains, for example, 
s7efan ‘shove’, s7uldor ‘shoulder’, ons7unian ‘shun’, s7er ‘shower’. Thus it 
would appear that there was normally no change in EWS.

5.67 In LWS the position is not radically different, although the evidence 
is more variable and diffi cult. S7ulon remains as the normal form in WHom 
alongside s7eolon (2¥) and in WPol alongside s7ylon (6¥), whereas in Ælfric 
the normal form is s7eolon alongside a minority of s7ulon forms. For the 
development to s7ylon, also occurring at ÆHom 31.12, ÆLet 3.7, WHom 
17.33, see §5.68. The only other forms regularly to show 〈sceo-〉 are s7edfan 
‘shove’ beside rare s7efan and s7eocca ‘devil’ beside less frequent s7ucca.1 
In the verb form the spelling probably represents the normal strong class 
II form, that is, s7bofan not **s7edfan, rather than the analogical s7efan, 
see OED shove v. In the latter case Gmc *skukkon could develop to either 
s7ucca or s7occa, cf. EpGl, ErfGl s7ocha, LS 29.250 s7occa and §3.10, and 
hence s7eocca may show the normal development of */ào/, see §5.69. 
Otherwise normal WS forms are, for example, s7uldor, ons7unian, s7er.2 
The balance of probability, therefore, must be that the limits of the change 
in LWS were very similar to those in EWS.

1 There are a few 〈sceu〉 spellings: ÆGram 137.1 s7eufe, PPs 105.27 s7euccum, 
ÆCHom I 18.250.1 s7eule, which appear to argue against the position immediately 
below. But their status must be uncertain, and against these forms note invariable 
s7uton ‘they shot’, s7ufon ‘they shoved’.
2 WHom 8b.30 has s7eoldru ‘shoulders’ and outside Wulfstan and Ælfric there are 
a few 〈sceo〉 spellings, such as, And 510 s7edr ‘shower’, Lch II 1.1.17 s7eorfe ‘scurf’ 
dat.sg., PPs 52.1 ons7eondli7e ‘abominable’. These might well suggest a sub-dialect 
where some change took place, but they hardly constitute suffi cient evidence to suggest 
that the change was general in LWS (pace Campbell, 1959: §180).

5.68 In NNbr the regular development of s7ulon is to s7ilon, thus Li, 
alongside equally frequent s7iolun, s7iolon due to back umlaut of /i/, see 
§5.104(3). CædH(L) also has s7ilun beside CædH(M) s7ylun, CædH(D,P) 
s7iulun. In other forms the normal development is to s7z-, thus Li, DurRitGl 
s7ya ‘shadow’ (alongside more frequent s7ea),1 8es7yfen ‘shoved’, s7yldrum 
‘shoulders’ dat.pl., s7yni8a ‘shun’, ofs7yfende ‘shoving’. There are two forms 
with s7yE-: LkGl(Li) 12.54 s7yer ‘shower’, DurRitGl 127.1 ofs7yufon ‘they 
shoved’.2,3 The most probable explanation of these forms, to parallel the 
change after initial /j/, see §5.61, is that */àu(p)/ developed an epenthetic 
glide to give /àju(p)/ and that this rising diphthong usually monophthongized 
to give /ày(p)/.4 This would also explain LWS s7ylon, §5.67, with EWS, LWS 
s7eolon showing unmonophthongized forms, see §5.66–7, parallel to NNbr 
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s7iulun s7yer, etc.5 The extent of the same change in SNbr is uncertain, 
for Ru2 has only s7iolun (2¥), s7yldrum (1¥) against s7ea (2¥), s7er (1¥), 
see Lindelöf (1901: 37).

1 Since the initial syllable of s7ea is both stressed and open, the vowel of that syllable 
must be long, regardless of origin.
2 LiMtProl 8 shya, MtGl(Li) 4.16 s7eia show only orthographic variation within 
normal limits for the text.
3 Li also has MtGl 12.10 s7riuncen, LkGl 18.4 8es7ryncan, MtGl 13.6 8es7riungon, 
forms of s7rincan ‘shrink’, which apparently suggest a parallel shift after /àr/.
4 Campbell (1959: §176) explains these forms as due to an original rising diphthong 
becoming falling, then monophthongising to /y/ with later unrounding. For details of 
and objections to this proposal see §5.64n2. It is far more probable that the normal 
result of monophthongization of /ju(p)/ is /y(p)/ but that in the case of s7ilon there is 
an unusual monophthongization to /i/. Presumably the same process gives Nbr 8igu¨, 
rather than 8eogu¨, see §5.61.
5 It must be emphasized that in the dialects discussed in §§5.66–8, s7ulon undergoes 
developments peculiar to itself. Hence arguments such as that referred to in n4 above, 
in so far as they rely upon the development of s7ulon, have no particular relevance 
outside that word. Furthermore, the existence of apparently diphthongal forms of that 
word in WS do not prove that the change represented by those forms was general to 
that dialect.

5.69 The sequences /ào(p)/, /àw(p)/ sometimes remain spelled 〈s7o-, s7a-〉 in 
WS, sometimes are spelled 〈s7eo-, s7ea-〉.1 As a general guideline it can be 
stated that 〈e〉 is less likely to be inserted before D than before A, and that 
such insertion is more likely in LWS than EWS. Thus, for example, EWS 
has only s7ort ‘short’, whereas LWS usually has s7eort beside less frequent 
s7ort.2 Examples of the variation include: s7(e)op ‘poet’, s7(e)ond ‘disgrace’, 
8es7(e)dp ‘created’, s7(e)dgian ‘shoe’, s7(e)acan ‘shake’, s7(e)adu ‘shadow’, 
s7(e)adan ‘divide’.3 Note especially that for Gmc */a/ + nasal 〈ea〉 and 〈eo〉 
spellings occur in the expected dialectal distribution for the monophthong, 
see §5.5. Thus for WS the usual spelling is 〈ea〉, for example, s7(e)amian 
‘be ashamed’, s7(e)anc ‘shank’, and infrequent 〈eo〉 is found only in EWS. 
This contrasts with the position after /j/, see §5.60. Given the variety of 
spellings, the development of Gmc */a/ + nasal, and the fact that in EWS 
similar spellings are to be found in unstressed syllables, see §2.68, all 
together with the failure of ME evidence to suggest that a diphthong was 
ever present in these words, it seems most probable that 〈e〉 is here purely 
diacritic, indicating the palatal nature of preceding s7-.4

1 The spelling 〈io〉 occurs at CP 77.7 s7iolde.
2 But as an indication of the wide variations which this guideline glosses over, consider 
the ratio of s7eolde:s7olde spellings in two EWS and two LWS texts: CP(H) – 44:40; 
Or – 46:0; ÆCHom 115:3; WHom 13:26. Whilst this may not be indicative of general 
〈eo〉/〈o〉 usage in these texts, it probably correctly suggests that such usage is as often 
a matter of individual scribal preference as of dialect variation.
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3 Ru1 has various forms of s7eadan (4¥) alongside s7adan (1¥), which are best explained 
as due to WS scribal infl uence. On the other hand, a few examples in the early Merc 
glossaries such as s7eadu seem to be best interpreted as examples of the present ortho-
graphic phenomenon, see further §5.106n2 and references.
4 Probably the strongest argument in favour of a diphthongal interpretation is an 
apparent parallelism with the behaviour of s7E-, but such a purely theoretical argument 
is not compelling, especially in the light of §5.67.

5.70 In NNbr the regular spellings of original /ào(p)/, /àw(p)/ are 〈s7ed-, 
s7ea-〉, hence s7eort ‘short’ and many other forms parallel to those cited in 
§5.69.1 Given the greater degree of diphthongization of */àu(p)/ in Nbr 
compared with WS and the regularity of the spellings, it is probably not 
possible to decide whether the shift is purely orthographic or represents an 
actual change in pronunciation. In SNbr the shift is seen only after /àw(p)/, 
hence Ru2 shows a contrast between s7eacca ‘shake’, -s7ea¨o ‘devil’,2 and 
s7orti8e ‘shorten’, 8is7dp ‘created’. Again it is virtually impossible to evaluate 
the orthographic evidence.

1 But DurRitGlAbbrev has: s7ort (2¥), s7oma; JnGl(Li) has s7dbs ‘shoe’ gen.sg.; 
CædH(M,L) has s7dp.
2 Alongside -s7eo¨o, see §5.44(1), and mors7æ¨o, where 〈æ〉 is probably insignifi cant 
(Lindelöf, 1901: 37).

(d) Summary

5.71 The set of changes described above has very few morphological 
consequences, since any change is usually seen throughout the paradigm. 
It should be noted, however, that the various ablaut series may be obscured, 
as in 8ildan, 8eald, guldon, golden ‘yield’ III; s7iran, s7ear, s7baron, s7oren 
‘cut’ IV; 8ifan, 8eaf, 8bafon, 8ifen ‘give’ V. Orthographic change is seen in 
other verbs, such as s7eacan ‘shake’ VI.

5.72 With regard to the relative chronology of the changes, it is clear that 
they cannot be earlier than palatalization of Gmc velars, since, wherever 
appropriate, the palatals arising from that change have the same effect as 
original palatals. Hence the change cannot be earlier than restoration of 
A, see §7.25 and Hogg (1979b: §2). We may also, therefore, reasonably 
assume that the present changes were later than breaking, see §5.38.1 The 
major question, therefore, must be whether these precede or follow i-umlaut.2 

Since the relative chronology of palatalization of Gmc velars and i-umlaut 
cannot be determined with absolute certainty, although it is probable that 
the former was well under way and perhaps even complete by the time of 
the latter, see §§7.25–6, 30, Hogg (1979b: §5), Colman (1986), it is essential 
to rely primarily on the evidence afforded by the interaction of palatal 
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diphthongization and i-umlaut. It has long been established that the 
key form here is WS 7yse ‘cheese’ < Lat caseus. As argued by Kuhn and 
Quirk (1953: 146–7),3 if i-umlaut preceded diphthongization, then the 
following development would have occurred: */kwpsi/ > */kæpsi/ (fi rst 
fronting) > */ Äæpsi/ (failure of i-umlaut, see §§5.74, 80) > */ Äæwsi/ (palatal 
diphthongization), giving **7base. The reverse order, however, gives: 
*/kwpsi/ > */kæpsi/ > */ Äæpsi/ > */ Äæwsi/ (palatal diphthongization) > */ Äïpsi/ 
(i-umlaut, see §§5.74, 164), giving EWS *7cese, LWS 7yse.4 Those who 
argue against this suggest one of three possibilities. Firstly, that so-called 
palatal diphthongization is purely an orthographic feature (Daunt, 1939; 
Stockwell and Barritt, 1951: 26). Secondly, that 7yse is the result of an 
idiosyncratic combination of i-umlaut and the infl uence of an initial palatal 
(Samuels, 1952: 36). Thirdly, that 7yse is an exceptional form (Lass and 
Anderson, 1975: 281–2).5 The fi rst of these arguments is refuted by the 
evidence above clearly indicating diphthongal pronunciation, and the last 
two arguments, since they are ad hoc, cannot be strong enough to refute 
the evidence of 7yse. At fi rst sight it would appear that the existence of 
forms due to palatal diphthongization of umlauted front vowels would 
suggest that in general the diphthongization was the later change, but this 
is not so. Such diphthongization is only sporadic, see §§5.66–8, and this 
strongly indicates that the change was already in full operation before the 
time of i-umlaut, but that it continued to operate in a much weakened form 
for some time after that.

1 Hence the argument of Girvan (1931: §64a), which in any case smacks of special 
pleading, that breaking and palatal diphthongization were roughly contemporaneous, 
falls because of the undoubted chronological relation between restoration of a and the 
palatalization of velars.
2 Note that second fronting and palatal diphthongization are mutually exclusive. Nbr 
forms such as s7iolun presumably show that palatal diphthong ization precedes back 
umlaut.
3 The argument is originally due to Sievers (1883: 206), supported by Bülbring (1900b: 
88).
4 The absence of *7cese from our texts is accidental and unimportant.
5 Colman (1985: 16–17) also denies the reality of palatal diphthongization in 7yse, 
but her position seems eventually compatible with the approach taken here.

5.73 It is perhaps worth recalling that in those cases where palatal diph-
thongization is merely the refl ection of an orthographic change, most 
obviously in unstressed syllables, see §5.59, and in those cases where /à/ is 
followed by a nonhigh back vowel, see §§5.69–70, then there can be no 
question of establishing any kind of relative chronology. On the other hand 
the introduction of diacritic spellings in such instances is not inconsistent 
with the relative chronology of the related phonological changes which 
permit the creation of such spellings.
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VI I-umlaut

5.74 During the prehistoric OE period stressed vowels became sensitive 
to a high front vowel or approximant in the following syllable, and 
there thus appears a set of changes which is amongst the most thorough-
going and important in OE. This set of changes is known under the 
collective title of i-umlaut. The sounds which cause i-umlaut are: /i/, as 
in */dopiq/ > /depq/ = db/ ‘he does’, see below; /j/, as in */trummjan/ > 
/trymman/ = trymman ‘strengthen’; /y/, as in */gwduling/ > */gwdyling/ > 
*/gædyling/ > /gædvling/ = gædeling ‘companion’.1,2 As will be observed 
from these examples, the number of intervening consonants is generally 
irrelevant, for possible exceptions see especially §5.80. There is, therefore, 
no reason to suppose that we are dealing here with anything other than 
a type of vowel harmony, a process already well known in WGmc, see 
§3.6.3 Vowels which are potentially subject to i-umlaut may be classifi ed 
into three types: (1) back vowels; (2) front vowels; (3) diphthongs.4 All 
back vowels are subject to i-umlaut, when they change to the correspond-
ing front vowel, thus */u(p)/ > /y(p)/, */o(p)/ > /ø(p)/,5 */w(p)/ > /æ(p)/. In S. 
dialects especially, /ø(p)/ unrounds to /e(p)/, hence db/ above, see further 
§5.77. The i-umlaut of front vowels is much more restricted, for long 
vowels are never affected, the umlaut of */e/ is uncertain, and the umlaut 
of */æ/ is not fully carried out. With these reservations, however, we 
may posit changes of the form */æ/ > /e/ and (?) */e/ > /i/, see §§5.80–1 
for full details. For the i-umlaut of diphthongs there is a clear difference 
between WS and nWS. In WS */io, Ê/ is umlauted to the sound represented 
by EWS 〈ie〉, whose precise quality is uncertain, but which may represent 
at fi rst a diphthong of the order of /iy, Ì/, see Colman (1985), which 
perhaps then falls together with the diphthong produced by palatal 
diphthongization of /e/ as the monophthong /i(p)/, see §5.164. For the 
possible umlaut of */eo, Â/ see §5.84 below. The umlaut of */æw, ”/ 
is the same as the umlaut of */io, Ê/. The changes occurring here are 
obscure, partly because of the methods used to represent diphthongs in 
WS, but it seems likely that in i-umlaut the fi rst element of the diphthong 
was raised where possible, and that this raising was accompanied by raising 
and fronting of the second element. If this is so, it implies that */io, Ê/ 
was already on its way to /Â/, since otherwise the fi rst element of the 
diphthong could hardly have been raised.6 In nWS the only diphthong to 
be affected by i-umlaut is */æw, ”/, which changes to /e(p)/. Presumably 
*/io, Ê/ is unaffected because its fi rst element has not started to lower, 
unlike the position in WS, see above and n6. Given the above we may 
characterize the i-umlaut of back vowels, front vowels, and diphthongs 
approximately as follows:
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Back vowels:

+son
V > [–back] / ________ C0 +high

-back

Front vowels:

____
C0

+son
V > [n + 1 high] / n high +high

-back

For diphthongs:

〈[max high] [max high] 〉WS +son
VV > [n + 1 high] n + 1 high / ________ C0 +high

-back nWS -back

In principle, at least, the three rules for each dialect can be collapsed 
together, but the result is rather complex, cf. Lass and Anderson (1975: 
128).

1 /y/, of course, can only arise due to the operation of i-umlaut, and the phenomenon 
by which an umlauted vowel can itself cause umlaut is often known as double umlaut 
(Luick, 1914–40: §198 and A2). It is clear that /y/ has the same relevant phonetic 
characteristics as /i,j/, and therefore it is proof that i-umlaut is an iterative rule, see 
S. R. Anderson (1974: 124–33). This, of course, contradicts the claims concerning the 
properties of iterative rules made in Halle and Vergnaud (1988: 34–5). For details of 
iterative umlaut, and the possibility that in WS the umlaut of */æ:w/ could also cause 
umlaut, see §5.76.
2 There are three major types of exception to i-umlaut. Firstly, if /j/ is the result of 
the palatalization of earlier */“/, as in *dæ8 ‘day’, see §§7.16, 29, then that /j/ does 
not cause umlaut, see for further discussion §5.86. Note here that Ps(A) de8, etc. is 
due to second fronting, not i-umlaut, see §§5.87ff. Secondly, if /i/ is due to the raising 
of /e/ before /j/ in unstressed syllables, as in hali8 ‘holy’, huni8 ‘honey’, mddi8 ‘brave’, 
see §7.70n1, then there is no umlaut. The same applies to the medial /i/ of weak class 
2 verbs, such as lufi an ‘love’, where earlier */e/ is the i-umlaut of */o/, see further 
§5.85(8). Thirdly, an /i/ in the second element of a compound does not cause umlaut 
provided that the word is still treated as a transparent compound. This is most 
frequently seen in personal names, such as 4sri7, never **2sri7, but may also be the 
cause of alternations such as anli7, wnli7 ‘only’, arli7, Ps(J) 30.25 wrli7e ‘early’, JnGl 
armor8en, wrmor8en ‘in the early morning’, /usli7, /ysli7 ‘such’, samtinges (rare, cf. 
Campbell, 1959: §204.2), sæmtinges ‘in close connexion’. But for alternative explanations 
see §5.85(10a). Note, however, that the presence or absence of i-umlaut is not caused 
by stress, which is merely a refl ex of the morphological status of the element containing 
/i/, cf. Sievers (1902) and most authorities.
3 Two other explanations of i-umlaut have been common in the past, although both 
are now discredited. The fi rst of these is the Mouillierungstheorie of Sievers (1901: 
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§765), see too Luick (1914–40: §200), which claims that the process is one by which 
a consonant or consonants immediately preceding /i/ are palatalized and these palatalized 
consonants in turn front or raise the stressed vowel. For the arguments against this 
theory see Samuels (1952: 38–40), Campbell (1959: §192). The second explanation, 
again associated with Sievers, see Brunner (1965: §94A), suggests a process of i-epenthesis 
before a palatalized consonant (via the Mouillierungstheorie). For arguments against 
this suggestion see Samuels (1952: 40n3) and §2.18.
4 For the i-umlaut of diphthongs created by the palatal diphthongization of back 
vowels see §5.64.
5 For the arguments in favour of the transcription /ø(p)/ rather than /œ(p)/ see §2.17.
6 The umlaut of the WS diphthongs is obscured not merely by the orthography, but 
by other factors too. That the fi rst element was raised, even for */io, Ê/, is probably 
confi rmed by the failure of that diphthong to umlaut in nWS, for if the fi rst element 
was already maximally high it could not raise further, and it is probable that the 
diphthong lowers fi rst in WS, see §5.155. Although the phonemic merger of /io/ and 
/eo/ was clearly later than i-umlaut, it is possible that some lowering had already taken 
place in WS only.

(a) i-umlaut of back vowels

5.75 In all dialects of OE earlier */u(p)/ is umlauted to /y(p)/, regularly 
spelled 〈y〉.1,2 Examples are very numerous and are typically of the types 
trymman ‘strengthen’ < *trummjan, bryd ‘bride’ < *bredi-. The change is 
found not only with all cases of */u(p)/ developed from WGmc, but also 
with */u/ by nWS combinative breaking of */i/, as in wyr/ ‘honour’, see 
§5.29 for details and examples.

1 For examples of the archaic spelling 〈ui〉 for 〈y〉 see §2.18. In the earliest texts there 
are also a number of spellings with 〈u〉, such as EpGl uppae ‘upper chamber’, ErfGl 
81 8edurstip [sic, for 8edyrsti8] ‘bold’, CorpGl 723 ontedri ‘barren’. These are scarcely 
of any signifi cance, nor are other variants such as 〈wy-, wi-〉, for which see Stolz (1908: 
55), Ångström (1937: 20).
2 For the LWS treatment of this z see §§5.170–3, and for the shift to B in Kt see 
§§5.194–5.

5.76 As noted in §5.74, when */u/ is umlauted to /y/ and stands in a 
medial syllable, then that /y/ can itself cause i-umlaut.1 Examples are avail-
able for the subsequent umlaut of all monophthongs except /æ/, since that 
had become /w/ by restoration of a, and, accidentally, /op/.2 Examples for 
each vowel are: *ufumist > yfemest ‘upmost’, *etumist > ytemest ‘outmost’, 
*ovusti > æfest ‘haste’,3 *gaduling > gædeling ‘companion’, *a/uling > æ/eling 
‘prince’, *ætgaduri > ætgædere ‘together’, *fastunnja > fæsten ‘fasting’, 
*haluftri > hælfter ‘halter’,4 *haruvist > hærfest ‘harvest’, *latumist > lætemest 
‘last’, *saturni-dæ8 (< Lat *saterni) > sæterndæ8 ‘Saturday’, *avunsti > 
æfest ‘envy’,5 *amurja > wmyr8e, wmer8e ‘embers’ (< Gmc *ai), *arundi > 
wrende ‘errand’ (with *a due to restoration of a). The forms wnc8e ‘one-
eyed’, beside anc8e, and wnlcpe ‘single’, beside anlcpe, suggest that the 
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umlaut of ba could also itself cause umlaut,6 which may be a helpful indi-
cation of the phonological status of the sounds represented by 〈ie〉. But 
against this is the regular form endemes ‘similarly’ < *anddmis, see §5.79(1), 
which has unexpected umlaut in an analogous form.7

1 This /y/ is soon afterwards reduced to /e/ since it is unstressed, see §6.64.
2 Included here is the i-umlaut of */w/ in those Merc dialects which show second 
fronting, since that change is probably later than i-umlaut, see §5.92. Hence Ps(A) 
festen ‘fasting’, etc. show second fronting of /æ/ due to iterative umlaut, not umlaut 
of /æ/ due to second fronting. Included here all the alleged examples of iterative umlaut 
of */æ/ in Luick (1914–40: §198b), Campbell (1959: §203n1).
3 Alongside of(o)st < *ovosti without iterative umlaut, see Brunner (1965: §44A4 and 
references).
4 It is not necessary to suppose that hælfter shows umlaut of */w/ due to failure of 
fi rst fronting in an a-dialect area (§5.15), that is, *halftri > hælfter. But this is probably 
the explanation of ælf ‘elf’ alongside ylf, where the latter shows umlaut of *ea due to 
breaking, see further §5.82n4.
5 It is usual to include here w7e ‘eternal’, derived as *ajuki > *ajy7i > *wy7i (loss of 
/j/ intervocalically) > *w7i (hiatus resolution) > *w7e. But it is quite plausible to assume 
that /j/ umlauts the preceding vowel without iterative umlaut. More common than w7e 
is b7e, cf. CædH b7i, where it is probable that intervening /j/ prevented restoration of 
a, giving *æju7i > *ejy7i by umlaut. For a different view see Luick (1914–40: 
§243A2).
6 The alternation of umlauted and unumlauted forms here is due to their fl uctuating 
status as compounds, see §§5.74n2, 85(10e).
7 But Met 9.1 wrlbst ‘cruelty’ is of no signifi cance here, even if the nature of the error 
is uncertain, see Campbell (1959: §204.2n3).

5.77 In all dialects of OE earlier */o(p)/ is umlauted to /ø(p)/, usually 
spelled 〈oe〉.1 Theoretically only */op/ should be subject to i-umlaut, since 
in WGmc */u/ was retained before a high vowel, see §3.5. Forms with the 
i-umlaut of */o/, therefore, are either loan-words or native words where 
*/o/ was analogically introduced.2 Typical examples of the umlaut of */o/ 
and */op/ are: doehter ‘daughter’ dat.sg., oele ‘oil’ (< Lat oleum); db/el 
‘home’, fdbt ‘feet’. In WS and Kt especially /ø/ and /øp/ are unrounded to 
/e/ and /ep/, and unrounding can be seen to a limited extent in Angl also.3 

Unrounding of /ø/ is more frequent than unrounding of /øp/. In EWS /ø/ 
remains only in oele alongside more frequent ele, and /øp/ remains only in 
db/el alongside more frequent b/el.4 In LWS only unrounded forms are to 
be found. Thus in these dialects we may assume that the unrounding was 
virtually complete by the time of the earliest texts. In Kt there are a number 
of examples showing unrounding of /ø(p)/ in the ninth-century charters, 
and in the tenth-century OccGl 49 the spelling is always 〈e〉, see §5.194–5 
for full details and discussion. In NNbr the usual spelling of /ø/ is 〈oe〉, 
but both exen, exin ‘oxen’ and merne ‘morning’ dat.sg. always have 〈e〉, 
and it is sometimes alleged that this is due to a following palatal consonant 
or consonant group. With /ø/ due to early shortening of /øp/, see §5.200, 
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Li has 8ebledsad(e) ‘blessed’ occasionally alongside much more frequent 
8ebloedsade, etc., but DurRitGl always has the rounded forms; note 
also MtGl(Li) 10.31 sellra ‘better’. For /øp/ NNbr usually has 〈oe〉, but 
after w 〈e〉 is quite common, for example, Li wbsti8-, cubn beside wdbsti8 
‘desert’, cwdbn ‘queen’,5 DurRitGl 8icwbme (1¥) alongside frequent 8icvdbme, 
etc. ‘pleasing’. But it is likely that 〈we-〉 and 〈woe-〉 spellings are equivalent, 
for it is highly improbable that unrounding would take place most fre-
quently after /w/, see the further examples and discussion in §§5.177–8. 
Other examples of 〈b〉 are confi ned to Li and are rare, such as MtGl(Li) 
8.12 † tb¨a, JnGl(Li) 19.22 8erbfa ‘Pilatus’. In SNbr the facts are quite 
parallel to NNbr, note especially Ru2 exen ‘oxen’, and the only signifi cant 
divergence is that bletsi8a ‘bless’ and forms always appear to be unrounded, 
for further details see Lindelöf (1901: §§71, 73). In the early Merc glosses 
/ø(p)/ generally remains, but occasional examples of unrounding can be 
found, such as ErfGl 391 bb77ae ‘beech’, 889 8efb8nessi ‘repairs’, CorpGl 
569 cellendre ‘coriander’. In Ru1 /ø/ remains except in mer8enne (1¥) alongside 
mær8en, mær8ne the i-umlaut of marne, see §5.34. With early shortening 
bledsade, etc. is more frequent than 8ebloetsad. For /øp/ Ru1 has a remark-
able number of spellings indicating unrounding, approximately one-sixth 
of all instances being spelled 〈b〉 (E. M. Brown, 1891: §54).6 In Ps(A) 
the only form regularly to show unrounding is ele alongside less frequent 
oele, note especially here oexen against Nbr exen. Other examples are 
merely sporadic.

1 There are a very few spellings with 〈w〉 for 〈db〉: CP 225.5 onhrwran ‘stir’, Oros 
258.10 8edwmde ‘judged’, Bo 54.17 8efw8 ‘joins’, MkGl(Ru2) 3.5 8ibwted ‘made 
good’, Ru1 wwstenne ‘wilderness’ (3¥), MtGl(Ru1) 24.6 8edrwfde ‘disturbed’, so too 
PsGl(I) 76.17, ÆLS 18.88. The signifi cance of these forms is unclear. For the 〈oi〉 
spellings of early texts see §2.18, and for Kt 〈eo〉 for 〈oe〉 see §2.17n1. Occasional 〈eo〉 
spellings elsewhere are probably errors. They are especially common in Ru1, for example, 
fbdd ‘feed’, leading to 8edbdbmed ‘judged’, fbdbrdun ‘they travelled’.
2 Most notable here are a number of examples in Nbr where pa.parts. of strong verbs 
show i-umlaut of */o/ due to variation of the infl exion, see §5.85(6). Examples are; Li 
8ecnoeden ‘kneaded’, 8eswoeren ‘sworn’, 8ewoerden ‘become’, awoerpen ‘thrown away’, 
Ru2 8ebroecen ‘broken’.
3 But the weak class 2 formative element */op/ is always unrounded, see §5.74n2.
4 But CPHead 17 welddendum, CP(C) 8.3 † dde pr.part., pr. subj. of ddn ‘do’ are 
disyllabic analogical formations, see further §§5.133, 147.
5 Cwdbn is due to the i-umlaut of Gmc *a + nasal, see §5.78(2).
6 In addition there are nine examples of various forms of hbran ‘hear’ with 〈db〉, 
which may suggest that /ep/ and /øp/ had fallen together.

5.78 The developments of Gmc *a + nasal and Gmc *a + nasal when 
subject to i-umlaut are different from one another, and hence are discussed 
separately below.
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(1) In the fi rst instance, at least, Gmc *a + nasal, which may by the time 
of i-umlaut have been a sound in the region of [Œ] or [Ñ], see §§5.3–6, 
is, when umlauted, represented by 〈æ〉, presumably representing either 
[æ] or [œ], the equivalent front vowels. 〈æ〉 is a frequent spelling in 
the earliest texts: EpGl has 23¥ 〈æ〉, such as aenid ‘duck’, aend ‘and’ 
(< *andi), caempan ‘soldiers’, against 9¥ 〈e〉, such as embrin ‘urn’, 
emer ‘bird’; similarly LRid has cændæ ‘he begot’1 and 〈æ〉 is frequent 
in the proper names in BedeH. But very quickly the regular spelling 
becomes 〈e〉: thus ErfGl has 21¥ 〈e〉, 12¥ 〈æ〉, such as end, cempan, 
but aenit, and in CorpGl 〈æ〉 occurs only 3¥, see for the above Pheifer 
(1974: §48). Even the very early CædH(M) has end. This would seem 
to indicate a very early raising of [æ] > [e] or a raising and unrounding 
of [œ] > [e].2 For all other OE texts 〈e〉 is the regular spelling and 〈æ〉 
is exceptional; nevertheless there are some texts which show a higher 
proportion of 〈æ〉 spellings than usual, such as Ru1 (E. M. Brown, 1891: 
§12a), WHom(C) (Whitelock, 1963: 40), ÆHom(F) (Pope, 1967–8: 
181), and several of the WS psalter glosses, see Kimmens (1979: xxx) 
for full references, and for further examples see Vleeskruyer (1953: 
9). Bülbring (1902: §171) suggested that 〈æ〉 spellings outside the 
earliest texts belonged to a south-east Saxon patois along the Kt border, 
but it now seems clear that these forms had a much wider distribu-
tion, and probably indicate localized failures to raise the sound as far 
as [e], cf. references immediately above.3,4 Typical examples of the 
normal OE developments are: *sandjan > sendan ‘send’, *frammjan 
> fremman ‘perform’.5

(2) Gmc *a + nasal had at the time of i-umlaut probably developed only 
as far as [Ñp], see immediately below for discussion, and this would 
suggest that when umlauted it became [œp]. However, the regular 
spellings for the umlauted sound are 〈db〉 and 〈b〉, following exactly 
the principles for the umlaut of */op/ outlined in §5.77, for example, 
WS, Kt cwbman ‘please’, Angl cwdbman, and so for cwbn ‘queen’, 
wbn ‘hope’.6 Similar forms occur where the nasal was lost due to 
sound changes in Gmc and the prehistory of OE, for example, bhtan 
‘persecute’, gbs ‘geese’, nb/an ‘venture’, sbfte ‘soft’, smb/e ‘smooth’,7 
tb/ ‘teeth’. We may therefore assume a very early merger of [œ] with 
/øp/. The evidence for assuming, however, that the original umlaut is 
of *[Ñp] > [œ] comes from bremblas ‘brambles’ < Gmc *bramil, giving 
sg. brBmel and occasional bræm(b)el. The latter forms suggest that 
the original shortening was to the same sound as the umlaut of Gmc 
*a + nasal, giving, see above, normal 〈e〉, occasional 〈æ〉, see also 
§5.79(1). This could only have happened if the umlauted sound were 
indeed *[Ñp] rather than *[op].
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1 Here Hoad (1978: 107) reads cendæ ‘with uncertain e’, in contrast to other editors, 
see Smith (1933: 44).
2 The raising is a normal phonetic process for nasalized vowels, and is seen frequently 
in Gmc, see, for example, §§3.11–12. There is thus no reason to suppose the following 
nasal must have been strongly palatalized, as some writers have suggested, for example, 
Campbell (1959: §193d).
3 Although the contrast between EpGl, ErfGl, and CorpGl seems to show that 〈æ〉 is 
the early spelling, 〈e〉 the late spelling, it is possible that this refl ects no more than 
sub-dialectal differences, cf. here the short Med 5.10 (Schaumann and Cameron, 1977: 
306) which has only 〈æ〉 (2¥) yet is close to, but later than, CorpGl.
4 The ME evidence suggests that [æ] persisted most frequently in Essex and parts of 
Middlesex, see Luick (1914–40: §363A2).
5 In bærnan ‘burn’ < *brannjan, ærnan ‘run’ < *rannjan, and probably wærna ‘wren’ 
alongside wrenna, r-metathesis has occurred before the nasalized vowel was raised, 
hence the vowel became oral and remained as [æ], see Stanley (1952), Hogg 
(1977b).
6 Ru1 has a few 〈æ〉 spellings, such as cwwn, cwwmdon ‘they pleased’, for which 
compare §5.77n1. Such spellings occur very rarely elsewhere. But nwm ‘taking’, 
benwman, 8enwman ‘deprive’ and related forms are most probably reformations of 
*ndbm, etc. due to the change of pa.pl. ndmon > namon, despite the dialectal problems, 
see Bammesberger (1979b) for a review of the evidence.
7 CorpGl 232 unsmd/i, ClGl 1.402 unsmd/e ‘rough’ are parallel to the 〈u〉 spellings 
of §5.75n1.

5.79 Although the developments of earlier */w, wp/ when subject to i-umlaut 
are phonetically parallel, their phonological characters are some what dif-
ferent, and therefore they are discussed separately below, the umlaut of the 
long vowel being discussed fi rst.

(1) In all dialects of OE earlier */wp/ is umlauted to /æp/, regularly spelled 
〈w〉.1 It is probable that in all cases */wp/ is due to the normal develop-
ment of Gmc */ai/, see §§5.7–9,2 and the w which results from i-umlaut 
is usually known as w2 in order to distinguish it from w1, the normal 
development of Gmc */ap/ in WS. Typical examples of the umlaut of 
*/wp/ are: hwlan ‘heal’, cf. hal ‘healthy’, sw ‘sea’. Since the mono-
phthongization of */ai/ was too late for the consequent */wp/ to be 
infl uenced by a following nasal, see §§5.6–7, the i-umlaut of this 
*/wp/ is identical to the umlaut of the other examples of */wp/, hence 
wni8 ‘any’, cf. an ‘one’. But if /æ/ before a nasal is then subject to 
early shortening before a consonant cluster, then /e/ most usually 
results, due to raising before a nasal, see §5.78.1 and n2. Examples 
are: endemes ‘together’,3 endleofan ‘eleven’, enwintre ‘one-year-old’, 
Angl enne ‘one’ acc.sg.masc. against WS Rnne.4

(2) When /i/ or /j/ stands in the next syllable, then, due to the earlier 
sound changes discussed in this chapter, Gmc *a has usually developed 
to /æ/ by the time of i-umlaut, and, except before nasals, for which 
see §5.78(1), */w/ is the normal phonological development only 
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before l-groups in the a-dialects, especially Angl, see §5.15, or by 
combinative breaking, see §5.31.5 To these contexts may be added 
examples of Latin loans containing Lat a but which were borrowed 
too late for fi rst fronting to take place. However, it also appears to 
be the case that in a large number of words */w/ could come to stand 
before /i, j/ due to various analogical developments, and it is then, of 
course, subject to umlaut to /æ/. But the position is complicated by 
the fact that */æ/ itself is not always umlauted, see §5.80 for further 
details. In some cases, therefore, the evidence may be ambiguous 
between umlaut of */w/ and the failure of umlaut of */æ/. Such cases 
are indicated at the appropriate points below. Because of these com-
plexities the various principal types of */w/ and their umlauts are 
discussed separately below.

(a) Failure of fi rst fronting: In the a-dialect areas forms such as *faljjan, 
*aldira occur at the time of i-umlaut, and they regularly umlaut to 
fællan ‘fell’, ældra ‘older’. Other examples of this change include 
cwælman ‘kill’, mæltan ‘melt’, wælle ‘well’.6 In Ru1, however, there 
is a minority of forms with 〈e〉, namely various forms of belgas ‘wine-
skins’ (4¥), eldra (3¥), cwelman, -heldan ‘incline’.7 These spellings may 
be an early indication of a general shift to /e/ which occurs in these 
forms in all Angl dialects of ME except the WMidl, see Ekwall (1917b), 
Jordan (1974: §62).8 The same explanation probably holds for the 
even rarer examples of 〈e〉 in the early Merc glossaries, such as EpGl, 
ErfGl 818, CorpGl 1653 -fel8e ‘felly’, which can scarcely be due to 
the umlaut of *ea, contra Pheifer (1974: §50.2).
(b) Combinative breaking: As discussed in §5.31, in Nbr and the 
early Merc glossaries */æ/ is sometimes retracted to /w/ rather than 
diphthongized in breaking environments where there is a preceding 
or following labial consonant. In such cases the result of umlaut should 
be /æ/, but instances of /æ/ are quite rare, either because of the spo-
radic nature of combinative breaking or because of development to 
/e/ as under (a) above. In Nbr examples are to be found in Li only in 
various forms of hwærfa ‘turn’, un¨ærfe ‘useless’, wærma ‘warm’, 
wærc ‘pain’.9,10 The only certain instances in early Merc are EpGl 
1091 auuaerdid ‘damaged’, ErfGl 186 haeruendli7ae ‘with contempt’, 
CorpGl 790 færd ‘army’, 517 8egaerwendne ‘preparing’ acc.sg.masc., 
572 8euaerpte ‘he recovered’. Examples such as ErfGl, EpGl 111 
se8il8aerd more probably show the umlaut of retracted /w/ in weak-
stressed syllables. In all these texts these forms are heavily outnumbered 
by forms such as hwerfa, ferd, etc.
(c) Iterative umlaut: Forms with */w/ due to a following */u/ which 
is umlauted to /y/ regularly have /æ/, see §5.76 for full details.
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(d) Infl exional analogy: In WS the variation between a and æ 
in strong class VI verbs was eliminated in favour of a, for example, 
fare ‘I go’, see §5.37(5). However, in 2,3sg.pr.ind. this /w/ is then 
umlauted to /æ/, hence færst, fær/. In Angl, forms such as fære¨ could 
theoretically have the same source, but since in those dialects i-umlaut 
is there regularly levelled, see §5.85(6), /æ/ is more probably due to 
the reverse of the process found in WS. Also to be noted here are 
various examples of habban ‘have’ with the sequence -æbb-, such as 
hæbbe ‘I have’.
(e) Derivational analogy: There is a considerable group of words which 
have related forms where in one case /i, j/ stands in the following 
syllable and in the other a back vowel stands in the following syllable, 
for example, sæ77 ‘strife’ < *sakkjd against sacu ‘strife’ < *saku. It 
would appear that in such cases /æ/ due to fi rst fronting has been 
levelled out and that here we have examples of i-umlaut of */w/. Forms 
parallel to sæ77 ~ sacu include: næss ‘cape’ ~ nasu ‘nose’, mæ78 ‘man’ 
~ magu ‘child’, 8emæ77a ‘companion’ ~ 8emaca ‘companion’, wæ77e 
‘watch’ ~ wacian ‘watch’, wræ77a ‘exile’ ~ wracu ‘pain’. All these words, 
except sæ77, are also found with /e/ as the i-umlaut of unlevelled /æ/, 
that is, ness, me78, 8eme77a, we77a, wre77a. Another group consists 
of words where the infl uence of related forms may be more suspect. 
Firstly, there are the denominal verbs pæ//an ‘traverse’, stæppan 
‘step’, stæ//an ‘stay’, where /w/ could only have been restored on the 
analogy of nom.pl. pa/as ‘paths’, stapas ‘steps’, sta/as ‘shore’.11 
Secondly there are deadjectival verbs such as hwættan ‘sharpen’, lættan 
‘delay’, related to hwatu ‘active’ nom.pl.neut., latu ‘late’. Forms with 
/e/ for both goups include steppan, hwettan, lettan. In view of the fact 
that i-umlaut of /æ/ does not appear to be consistently carried out, 
see §5.80, all the forms cited here are ambiguous, since they may be 
due either to levelling away of /æ/ or to failure of i-umlaut because 
of an intervening geminate, and neither explanation is exclusive of 
the other.12

(f) Suffi x variation: In some words where there is variation between 
back and front vowels in an unaccented suffi x, /w/ may have been 
taken over from positions before back vowels and then be subject to 
i-umlaut. Relevant examples include: ræ7ed ‘hall’ (alongside re7ed), 
hæle/ ‘man’ (alongside hele/). It should be noted that these forms are 
exclusively poetical, and other forms with parallel i-umlaut are Angl, 
such as Nbr, Ru1 gæfel ‘tribute’ ~ gafol, EpGl, CorpGl hæ7id ‘pike’ 
~ hacod, EpGl, CorpGl hae7ile, MtGl(Li) hæ7la ‘cloak’ ~ ha7ele. Hence 
it may be supposed that these forms are of nWS origin.13

(g) Latin loan-words: A number of Latin loan-words show /æ/ as 
the i-umlaut of Lat a, for example, cæfester ‘halter’ (< capistrum), 
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læden ‘Latin’, mæ8ester ‘master’. The best explanation of such forms 
is that they were borrowed between the time of fi rst fronting and the 
time of i-umlaut. Sometimes contrasting pairs can be found, one with 
i-umlaut of Lat a, such as cæren ‘sweet wine’, one with i-umlaut of 
Lat a as it develops through fi rst fronting and other pre-umlaut changes, 
such as 7yren. Other such pairs include Nbr æ7ed against e7ed ‘vinegar’, 
EpFl fæ7ilae ‘torch’ against fe7ele.14

1 In Angl, esp. Merc, there are indications that this /æp/ was subsequently raised 
before dentals, although relevant 〈b〉 spellings are always in a minority. Examples are: 
EpGl, ErfGl, CorpGl blbctha ‘skin disease’, ErfGl bbdændræ ‘impelling’, tbnil ‘basket’, 
urbni ‘lasciviousness’, CorpGl 8elbstunne ‘accompany’, -tbnel ‘basket’. Ps(A) has a small 
number of such forms, as in lbre¨ ‘he teaches’, various forms of for¨rbstan ‘affl ict’, 
albdde ‘he led away’, also etlbdde ‘he led out’, 8ebrbded ‘dilated’, fl bs7 ‘fl esh’. Ru1 has 
a considerable number of such spellings, proportionately more than other texts, and 
forms, or their derivatives, which occur more than once are: br ‘before’, clbne ‘clean’, 
dblan ‘divide’, hblend ‘Saviour’, hwbte ‘wheat’. In Nbr single instances of some of the 
above words occur: Li fl bs7, huubte, 8elbred, DurRitGl clbne, Ru2 bl7 ‘each’. Occasional 
forms in WS, such as CP 57.8 kelbd ‘led away’ are scarcely signifi cant, and the same 
holds for forms not before a dental, such as ErfGl 681 s7inlb7an ‘wizard’, although it 
is unlikely to be due to Kt infl uence because of chronological diffi culties. For the ME 
developments see Jordan (1974: §48).
2 But Nbr hwRl7 ‘which’, swRl7 ‘such’, of variable length, probably show i-umlaut 
of *hwAlik, *swAlik, although their history remains problematic. WS brww ‘eye-lid’, 
lwwan ‘betray’ could either show i-umlaut of */wp/ or merely unretracted /æp/ before 
/wi/, paralleling the behaviour of /æ/ in the same position, see §§5.14n1, 5.24. The 
latter is the more probable, cf. PsGl(D) 10.5 brbwas.
3 If this is an example of i-umlaut, see §5.75.
4 The same process is not found with nanne, nænne ‘none’ acc.sg.masc.
5 MtGl(Ru1) mær8en, mær8ne ‘morning’ dat.sg. also belong here, being the umlauted 
forms of mar8en, see §5.34. Note that such forms are occasionally found outside Angl, 
for example, ÆLS 3.344, 6.253 mær8en.
6 Ps(A) welle (2¥) most probably shows original *e, cf. ON vella, OHG wella.
7 But elles ‘else’, usually included here, has /ll/ due to WGmc gemination and thus 
shows normal i-umlaut of */æ/.
8 Both their geographical spread in ME and their total absence in Ps(A) exclude the 
possibility of /e/ due to second fronting, see further the discussion and references in 
§5.87.
9 WS wær7an, wær7 alongside rare wyr7 show borrowing of the Nbr form.
10 MkArgGl(Li) 1 8e7ærred ‘turned’, alongside frequent 8e7erred, etc. is of no signi-
fi cance here.
11 Stapas shows reformation as an a-stem plural alongside stepe nom.sg. showing the 
original i-stem form with i-umlaut, see §5.85(2).
12 A further example of the i-umlaut of analogical /w/ may be gæst (poet.), cf. nWS 
8est, WS 8iest, Gen 1346 gasta gen.pl., but this could also be due to failure of i-umlaut, 
see §5.80. Despite the evidence of alliteration the quality of initial g is uncertain.
13 Note also ErfGl gebil, he7ele, with e due to second fronting.
14 Cæl7 ‘cup’ against Ps(A) cel7 merely shows absence v. presence of second fronting 
and therefore should not be taken under here. Calic, with no palatalization, i-umlaut, 
or syncope, is a late Latin loan.
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(b) I-umlaut of front vowels

5.80 The only front vowels to be affected by i-umlaut were the short 
vowels, see §5.74, and hence /æp/ (nWS /ep/) was unchanged, for example, 
WS dwd ‘deed’, lw7e ‘physician’, mwre ‘famous’, nWS dbd, etc. On the 
other hand, */æ/ was in all dialects sometimes umlauted to /e/ but sometimes 
remained as /æ/. Since the different developments appear to be at least in 
part phonologically conditioned, the different relevant environments are 
discussed separately below.

(1) When the intervening consonant or consonant group is a single or 
geminate consonant then */æ/ is regularly developed to /e/.1 Typical 
examples include weak class 1 verbs such as: herian ‘praise’, nerian 
‘save’, werian ‘clothe’, we78an ‘move’, wre//an ‘support’; strong verbs 
with weak presents, such as hebban ‘raise’, s7e//an ‘injure’; i-stem 
nouns such as he8e ‘hedge’, mere ‘lake’, mete, mett ‘meat’; ja-stem 
nouns, such as here ‘army’, bedd ‘bed’, se78 ‘man’; various other 
words, such as, bet(e)ra ‘better’.

(2) When the intervening consonant group is non-geminate, then some-
times /æ/ remains, sometimes /e/ results.2 Examples of words which 
regularly have /æ/ are: æs7 ‘ash tree’, see §5.37(4), æspe ‘asp’, fæstan 
‘make fi rm’, mæstan ‘feed on mast’, hæftan ‘bind’, næ8lan ‘nail’, 
fæ/man ‘embrace’. Examples of words which regularly have /e/ are: 
eft ‘again’, rest ‘rest’,3 e8le ‘troublesome’, esne ‘servant’, stefne, stemm 
‘stem’, hrefn, hremm ‘raven’.4 Some words vary between /æ/ and /e/, 
such as æfnan, efnan ‘perform’, stæfnan, stefnan ‘regulate’, and, 
possibly, nWS 8æst, 8est ‘guest’, but see §5.79n12. The explanation 
of this apparently sporadic development is controversial. Luick (1914–40: 
§189A2) suggests that */i/ may have had a stronger infl uence on */æ/ 
than */j/, but this does not even explain weak class 1 forms, such as 
fæstan, where */i/ and */j/ would vary within the paradigm. Campbell 
(1959: §194) suggests analogical infl uence from unumlauted forms, 
parallel to the phenomena discussed in §5.79, but this neither explains 
all instances nor accounts for the regularity with which /æ/ is often 
found in many words. For criticism of both suggestions see further 
Girvan (1931: §72). It is much more probable that */æ/ was more 
resistant to i-umlaut than the back vowels and that therefore an 
intervening non-geminate consonant group could partially inhibit the 
change.

1 Examples such as færst are explained by §5.79(2d) and examples such as sæ77, 
stæppan, hwættan are explained by §5.79(2e). As previously mentioned, forms before 
geminate consonants could theoretically be taken here, but the regularity of /e/ in, for 
example, bedd, wre//an, argues against this.
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2 In those dialects where second fronting occurs /e/ is always found, but its source is 
always ambiguous between the operation of i-umlaut and second fronting. In Kt /æ/ 
is also regularly raised to /e/, see §§5.188–91, and the parallel ambiguity is therefore 
found.
3 But in Nbr both rest and ræst are found, so too the verb resta, ræstan ‘rest’. Such 
forms are found very occasionally elsewhere, for example, ÆLet 4.195 ræst.
4 See Campbell (1959: §193d,n4), and note also the very occasional hræfn.

5.81 Since */e/ before */i/ had already been raised to */i/ in Gmc, see 
§3.6, there could in OE be no examples of regularly developed */e/ in an 
umlauting environment. Analogical restoration of */e/, as suggested by 
Luick (1914–40: §190), Campbell (1959: §195), although possible, is not 
convincingly argued for, since it rests on a false parallel with analogical 
restoration of a. On the other hand, Angl weor¨es ‘thou becomest’, etc. 
must show analogical introduction of e, since breaking of */i/ fails before 
a following /i/ in Angl, and there are no signs of combinative breaking, see 
further §§5.20, 29. The analogy is, therefore, evidenced. But if the analogy 
did take place there are never any signs of palatal diphthongization of 
restored */e/, see Girvan (1931: §71A3). Hence it is safest to assume that 
alternations such as bere, birst ‘I bear, thou bearest’ are due to the Gmc 
raising of */e/, although the possibility of i-umlaut of analogically restored 
*/e/ cannot be excluded.

(c) I-umlaut of diphthongs

5.82 The i-umlaut of the diphthongs /æw, ”/ is in EWS regularly repre-
sented by 〈Ce〉, and in LWS by 〈C, z〉, both probably developments of earlier 
/iy, Ì/, see §§5.74, 164, and in nWS by 〈B〉 (= /e(p)/).1 Typical examples are 
as follows: (1) from /”/ < Gmc */au/: WS bccnan ‘beckon’, 7c8an ‘call’, 
8efl yman ‘drive away’, hyran ‘hear’, gelyfan ‘believe’, c8land ‘island’, nyd 
‘need’, nWS bbcnan, etc.; (2) with */æw/ < */æp/ by breaking: WS nchst 
‘next’, see §5.23 for nWS nbst; (3) with /æw/ by palatal diphthongization: 
WS 7yse ‘cheese’ < *7cese, see §5.72; (4) with /”/ < */æ/ by breaking: WS 
hlihhan ‘laugh’, niht ‘night’, 7irran ‘turn’, fyrd ‘army’, yldra ‘older’, 8ewyldan 
‘subdue’, nWS hlehhan,2 neht, 7erran, ferd,3 Kt eldra, 8eweldan.4

1 But -b- can be found in a small minority of EWS forms, for example, occasionally 
in db8le ‘secret’, 8bman ‘care for’, lbfan ‘allow’, and a few other words. This is no 
doubt merely a sign of Merc infl uence on EWS. In early manuscripts of Bede 〈w〉 spell-
ings can be found, which are purely graphic, see Luick (1914–40: §194A2), and similar 
spellings in Ru1 merely show confusion of 〈w〉 and 〈b〉.
2 Angl hlæhas, hlæha¨, etc. lack i-umlaut, cf. WS hleahtor ‘laughter’.
3 For Angl forms with combinative breaking and i-umlaut see §5.79(2b).
4 For Angl forms with failure of fi rst fronting, see §5.79(2a). It is noticeable, however, 
that in those EWS texts which show signs of being (infl uenced by) an a-dialect, see 
§5.15, the i-umlaut is almost always of ea, for example, Chron(A)Hand(A), CP, Oros 
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ieldra. Instances of æ are to be found only in the personal name Ælfred, which was 
fossilized in its Merc form, and other instances of the name-element Ælf-, cf. EWS ielf 
‘elf’. Occasional examples with -e-, no doubt the Angl i-umlaut of ea, can be found, 
such as CP(C) 118.17 † 8eweldan, CP(H) 447.9 welm ‘fountain’, but it would seem 
clear that in these dialects /l/, when followed by /i, j/ in the next syllable, was not 
normally suffi ciently velarized to prevent fi rst fronting.

5.83 In WS only the i-umlaut of */io, Ê/ is regularly represented by EWS 
〈Ce〉, LWS 〈C, z〉.1 For the phonology of this change see §5.74 and n6. This 
holds for all cases, regardless of origin or length. Typical examples are as 
follows: (1) with */io/ < Gmc */iu/: byt ‘he commands’, 7yst ‘he chooses’, 
lchtan ‘lighten’, onsyn ‘face’, 8estyran ‘steer’; (2) with */io/ < */iu/ by diph-
thongization in Gmc, see §3.19, fynd ‘enemies’, frynd ‘friends’; (3) with 
*/io/ by breaking of */ip/ before /x/:2 lyhtan ‘alleviate’, wrch/ ‘he covers’ 
and similarly other contracted verbs of strong class I; (4) with */Ê/ by 
breaking of */i/ before /r/ + consonant: byrhto ‘brightness’, afyrran ‘drive 
out’, yrre ‘anger’, wyrsa ‘worse’, wyr¨ ‘he becomes’.3 In nWS /io, Ê/, 
wherever they occur,4 remain unaffected by i-umlaut, hence bcot, etc., except 
where later changes intervene, cf. Kt -scoh¨ ‘he sees’ against Ps(A) 8esc¨ 
by Anglian smoothing.5

1 For cases where /io/ appears to remain unchanged or become /eo/ see §5.84.
2 EWS examples with 〈ce〉 are lacking in this type and must be inferred.
3 Cf. here Angl weor¨es, etc., discussed in §5.81.
4 But note that /io, Ê/ do not always occur in all types in nWS. This is particularly 
the case where /Ê/ is due to breaking before /r/ + consonant, which in Angl fails before 
a following /i/, see §5.20.
5 But in Ps(A) there are a considerable number of 〈ce〉 spellings reminiscent of EWS, 
notably frequent onscen ‘face’, cf. Nbr onscon. Björkman (1914) suggests that the form 
is disyllabic and is a reformation on the pattern of other words formed by a verbal 
stem + -en suffi x, such as lufen ‘joy’, selen ‘gift’. A similar disyllabic structure probably 
accounts for 8esce ‘I see’, etc. and fcenda, fi endum ‘enemies’ gen.dat.pl. PsGl(A) 30.21 
8e¨ceda ‘languages’ gen.pl. is probably an error.

5.84 Just as */e/ could not stand before a following */i,j/, see §5.81, so 
too */eo, Â/ could not regularly stand in the same position. As with */e/ 
there is no fi rm evidence to prove that an analogically developed */eo, Â/ 
has been subject to i-umlaut, but the behaviour of the other diphthongs 
suggests that if this did happen, then the i-umlaut of */eo, Â/ would be 
to EWS Ce, LWS c,y, and nWS Co, these results being identical with the 
i-umlaut of */io, Ê/.1 Hence EWS2 el¨cedi8 ‘foreign’, 8e/cedan ‘join’, stceran 
‘steer’ alongside el¨bodi8, 8e/bodan, stcoran show i-umlaut of either */io/ 
or */eo/, and because of the interchangeability of the diphthongs the issue is 
not decidable. The forms leornian ‘learn’, lbode ‘nation’, 8e/bode ‘language’ 
never show i-umlaut, nor do heordan ‘hards of fl ax’, 8ereord ‘voice’, 8ereord 
‘food’, where */Ê/ could never have occurred, see §§3.20–1. But many 
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unumlauted forms are no doubt due to the analogy of related forms, such 
as /bod, stbor, leorna/, reord.3 In Nbr, the only dialect which regularly 
preserves the distinction between Co and Bo, see §5.159, the forms of leornia 
are inconclusive, for Li prefers 〈eo〉 and Ru2 prefers 〈io〉, see Sievers (1900: 
33–4). But the strong preference displayed in those texts for 8eriord, riord, 
etc., see Campbell (1959: §124n4), suggests that in this dialect */Â/ at 
least was i-umlauted to /Ê/.

1 The claim of Sievers (1900: 44–5), supported by Campbell (1959: §202), that 
*/eo, Â/ was sometimes i-umlauted to /io, Ê/ in WS is phonologically improbable, 
given that the i-umlaut of */æw, ”/ was originally to the sounds represented by Ce. 
It is also unnecessary, since it merely substitutes for the analogical levelling of i-umlaut 
the analogical levelling of the Gmc raising of */e/ > */i/. We may therefore dispense 
with this special development, which Sievers called Halb-Umlaut.
2 In LWS only styran, alongside infrequent stboran, regularly shows i-umlaut in the 
texts of Ælfric and Wulfstan. For the other words ÆCHom I 506.10 has 8e/yde 
‘joined’, and the only example of umlauted el/bodi8 is the less reliable PsGl(E) 38.13 
el/cdi8.
3 There is no obvious analogical base for heordan, but the form need never have been 
subject to i-umlaut, see §3.21n2.

(d) Summary

5.85 As was said in §5.74, i-umlaut is one of the most important and 
thoroughgoing sound changes in the history of OE. Consequently there are 
many areas where the change has important morphophonemic implications, 
and the most important of these are discussed below.

(1) I-umlaut distinguishes ja- and jd-stem nouns from the corresponding 
a-, d-stems, so that all the former show umlauted stem vowels, such 
as here ‘army’, se78 ‘man’, cynn ‘race’, yrfe ‘inheritance’, synn ‘sin’, 
y/ ‘wave’.1

(2) Most i-stem nouns2 should show i-umlaut throughout their paradigm, 
but if they have transferred to the a- or d-declension before the time 
of i-umlaut then unumlauted forms will occur, hence meaht ‘might’ 
alongside miht, stapas ‘steps’ alongside stepe ‘step’, gasta ‘guests’ 
gen.pl., see §§5.79, 80.

(3) A number of a-stem nouns,3 especially in early texts, apparently show 
an inst.sg. in -i, such as RuneThornhillC on ber8i ‘on a mound’, but 
in all cases except the adverbial forms wne ‘once’, hwene ‘a little’ 
i-umlaut has been levelled away, at least to the extent that such exam-
ples are genuine, see n3 and §6.53 and n1.

(4) Masc. athematic nouns should show i-umlaut in the dat.sg. and the 
nom.ace.pl., for example, mann ‘man’, but menu dat.sg., nom.acc.pl. 
Similarly, fem. athematic nouns should show i-umlaut in the gen.dat.sg. 
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and nom.acc.pl., for example, bdc ‘book’ but bb7 gen.dat.sg., 
nom.acc.pl. But i-umlaut is often levelled away, for example, bd7e 
gen.sg., although in the case of WS niht ‘night’ especially it can be 
extended. The same variation is to be seen in the (masc.) nd-stems, 
for example, frbond ‘friend’, frynd ‘friends’. Similarly the r-stem 
nouns such as fæder ‘father’ should show i-umlaut in the dat.sg., for 
example, dbhter ‘daughter’ dat.sg.; occasionally this is extended to 
the gen.sg., for example, Ps(A) ddbhter, and, rarely, to the plural, as 
in Ru1 brdb/re ‘brothers’. But usual fæder dat.sg. shows levelling.

(5) A group of common adjectives show the comp. and sup. with i-umlaut, 
such as lang ‘long’, lengra, len8est.

(6) In the 2,3sg.pr.ind., pa.subj. and pa.part. of strong verbs, the last 
only occasionally, see below, a following */i/ should cause i-umlaut 
of the root vowel where possible, but in fact the distribution of 
umlauted forms is different for each of the three categories. In the 
2,3sg.pr.ind. i-umlaut should occur in regular verbs of classes II and 
VI, in many verbs of class VII, and in an additional few verbs such 
as cuman ‘come’. Hence are found: 7yst ‘thou choosest’ against 7bose 
‘I choose’, færst ‘thou goest’ against fare ‘I go’, see §5.37(5), fi lst 
‘thou fallest’ against fealle ‘I fall’, and many similar examples. But 
in Angl the i-umlaut is usually levelled away, for example, 7boses, 
etc.4 In the pa.subj. the i-umlaut is almost always levelled away, but 
it is evidenced in a few pret.-pres. verbs, most frequently in s7yle 
‘shall’ pr.subj.sg. alongside s7ule. In the pa.part. the ending *-in was 
in competition with more frequent *-an, but a few forms nevertheless 
show i-umlaut, such as EWS, LWS cymen ‘come’.

(7) In classes V–VII a few verbs show formative */j/ before the endings 
of the present tense only, and hence are known as weak presents. 
Such verbs show all the characteristics of weak class 1 verbs in their 
present tense, including i-umlaut: typical examples include biddan 
‘ask’,5 hebban ‘raise’, wbpan ‘weep’.

(8) Weak class 1 verbs formed their present tense with the formative 
*/j/, and have */i/ as a connecting vowel in the preterite. Hence they 
show i-umlaut throughout the paradigm, for example, fremman ~ 
fremede ‘perform’, dbman ~ dbmde ‘judge’. But a small group of weak 
class 1 verbs form their preterite without a connecting vowel, and 
thus show an alternation between an umlauted stem vowel in the 
present and an unumlauted stem vowel in the past, such as cwellan 
~ cwealde ‘kill’, /en7an ~ /dhte ‘think’. But, especially in WS, if the 
i-umlaut in such verbs is of a low vowel then the change is often 
analogically extended to the preterite, for example, rehte ‘narrated’ 
against reahte, cf. re77an, twhte ‘taught’ against tahte, cf. tw7an. 
Such extension of i-umlaut occurs only if the verbal stem ends in 
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/x/. Since weak class 2 verbs have the formative */opj/ in many parts 
of the present tense, */op/ elsewhere, the stem vowel is always un-
umlauted. Hence it might be thought that i-umlaut of the stem vowel 
was a diagnostic for weak class 1 against weak class 2, but the 
transfer in LWS of such weak class 1 verbs as nerian ‘save’ to weak 
class 2 shows that the diagnostic was by this time at least no longer 
synchronically valid. Note, of course, that */op/ in */opj/ was subject 
to i-umlaut, becoming */e/ in all dialects with later raising to */i/, 
see §6.52.

(9) Weak class 3 verbs should show i-umlaut in many parts of the 
paradigm, but the system is prone to much irregularity and analogy. 
For a full dis cussion of such forms see Campbell (1959: §§762–3), 
also §5.79(2d).

(10) There are many cases where i-umlaut does or should distinguish 
words which are derivationally related, see §5.79(2e). Of special interest 
are derived forms with a suffi x containing /i/, of which the following 
types are the most important.

(a) Words with the suffi xes -iht, -in (> -en), -ing, -is7 normally, and 
with the suffi x -in7el always, do not show i-umlaut, hence staniht 
‘stony’, lbaden ‘of lead’, earming ‘wretch’, folcis7 ‘popular’, hesin7el 
‘little house’, cf. stan, lbad, earm, folc, hes. Some of these forms 
appear alongside forms with i-umlaut, such as stwniht, yrming, and 
some almost always show i-umlaut, such as gylden ‘golden’, mennis7 
‘human’.6 Unumlauted forms are either reformations on the base of 
the simplex, such as staniht, or post-i-umlaut formations, such as 
folcis7, see also §5.85(11).7 The dual pers.pron. esi7 ‘us two’ has 
suffi xal -i7, but never shows i-umlaut, presumably on the analogy 
of the simple plural es.
(b) The suffi x -i8 is developed from both */ij/ and */æj/, cf. EpGl 
615 hunae8-, ErfGl 615 hune8-, CorpGl 1214 huni8-, and if it is 
from the latter then unumlauted forms appear, such as bodi8 ‘body’, 
hali8 ‘holy’, meahti8 ‘mighty’, moni8 ‘many’, stani8 ‘stony’, sundri8 
‘separate’ (rare), /ursti8 ‘thirsty’. Umlauted forms are frequent for 
mihti8, syndri8, and are occasionally found in mæni8, meni8, but are 
otherwise rare or non-existent.8

(c) The suffi xes -nes(s), -nis(s) are variously derived from *-nassi, 
*-nissi,*-nussi and hence sometimes show i-umlaut, sometimes not. 
Generally speaking LWS does not show i-umlaut, EWS occasionally 
does, and Angl regularly does, thus LWS untrumnesse ‘weakness’, EWS 
untrumnesse, untrymnesse, Ru2 untrymnisse, Nbr untrymnis(s)e.
(d) The suffi xes -el, -en, -er are partly from Gmc */il, in, ir/, cf. 
§5.85(10a), and partly due to OE epenthesis, see §§6.38, 42. In the 
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former cases i-umlaut is regular, for example, yfel ‘evil’, yldra ‘older’, 
but in the latter epenthesis is too late to cause i-umlaut, for example, 
æppel ‘apple’, ofen ‘oven’, æcer ‘acre’.
(e) The second elements of compounds normally contained suffi xal 
*/i/ and should therefore show i-umlaut, but umlauted and levelled 
forms often appear side by side, such as anc8e ‘one-eyed’ beside 
anba8e, see too §5.76, fi /erfbte ‘four-footed’ beside fi /erfdte, twcbbte 
‘doubly compensated’ beside twcbdte.

(11) If the fi rst element of a compound is an i-stem, it might be expected 
that it should show i-umlaut, paralleling the simplex, but if the fi rst 
syllable is long then */i/ is lost before the time of i-umlaut, hence 
nbad/earf ‘necessity’ beside more frequent nyd/earf, samcucu (< *sami- 
with early shortening) ‘half-dead’, CorpGl 799 s7ulthbta ‘bailiff’ beside 
many com pounds with fi rst element s7yld-, JnGl(Li) 13.33 uus7bearn 
‘adopted son’. The same phenomenon is found less often with short 
syllables, but note frequent æl/bodig ‘foreign’ beside el/bodi8 and 
hup(e)ban ‘hip-bone’, hup(e)seax ‘dagger’ beside hypeban, hypeseax. 
The frequency of umlauted forms in all the above cases may also be 
due to reformations on the analogy of the simplex forms.9

It should be clear from the above that despite the fact that i-umlaut can 
be clearly observed in a great many morphophonemic alternations, it is 
nevertheless the case that it is frequently subject to morphological con-
ditioning in the synchronic grammars of OE dialects. It is therefore diffi cult 
to suppose that phonological accounts of OE which assume a general syn-
chronic rule of i-umlaut, such as Wagner (1969), Lass and Anderson (1975), 
can be fully justifi ed.

1 Obviously many such nouns will also be distinguished by gemination, such as cynn, 
but, equally obviously, this is not a suffi cient distinction, especially after degemination 
of fi nal geminates, see §§7.80–1.
2 But some i-stem nouns are originally -es-, -os-stems, and if these have a heavy stem 
syllable there is usually variation between umlauted and unumlauted forms, such as 
8ebenn, 8ebann ‘proclamation’. In the case of 8ecynd ‘nature’, however, unumlauted 
forms are extremely rare.
3 Three fem. d-stem nouns show -i for the instr.sg. but without i-umlaut: RuthCr 3 
rddi ‘cross’, RuneAuzon 4 -7æstri ‘city’, EpGl 8itcungi ‘preparation’, to which may be 
added EpGl, ErfGl 109 me8sibbi ‘kinsman’, a jd-stem. If -i is genuine, see §6.53n1, 
the i-umlaut must have been levelled away.
4 But forms of cuman are especially resistant to the levelling of i-umlaut, for example, 
Ps(A) cymes ‘thou comest’, etc., and in Angl the umlauted forms are often extended.
5 Technically, of course, the class V verbs have Gmc raising of */e/, see §3.6, rather 
than i-umlaut.
6 Mannis7um dat.pl. occurs at HomM 5.110 and Solil 1 27.15.
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7 In Nbr the element -wiht is reduced to a suffi x, appearing as -iht, and causes i-umlaut 
in wniht ‘anything’, nwniht ‘nothing’, cf. WS nanwiht, which remains as a compound 
and hence does not show i-umlaut, see §5.74n2.
8 Thus hwli8 is restricted almost entirely to Ps(E), stwni8 occurs three times in ÆCHom 
II 6 and in some texts in Bald’s Leechbook, and /yrsti8 is restricted to Nbr.
9 It may also be the inverse of the failure of i-umlaut in many compound words, see 
§5.74n2.

5.86 The chronology of i-umlaut with respect to the major early sound 
changes such as breaking and palatal diphthongization has already been 
discussed, see §§5.33, 46, 72–3. For the relative chronology of i-umlaut 
and second fronting see §5.92. Since front vowels due to i-umlaut can then 
be subject to back umlaut because of suffi x variation, see §§5.79ff., as in 
*æsil > *esel > esol > eosol ‘ass’, it is clear that i-umlaut is the earlier 
change, and the fact that i-umlaut is complete by the time of the earliest 
texts whereas both smoothing and back umlaut are not always carried 
through is further confi rmation of the relative chronology of i-umlaut. 
More diffi cult is the relation of i-umlaut and palatalization. On the one 
hand, velar consonants are not palatalized before front vowels due to 
i-umlaut, hence cbne ‘bold’, gbs ‘geese’, cw8 ‘key’, gwlan ‘hinder’; on the 
other hand /j/ which is the result of palatalization of earlier */“/, as in dæ8 
‘day’, does not cause i-umlaut. The evidence clearly confl icts, and even if 
the further evidence of palatal diphthongization is taken into consideration, 
see §5.72, there is no immediately obvious solution, see Hogg (1979b). 
However, Colman (1986) has argued that syllable structure constraints, 
such that the umlauting and umlauted sounds must not be in the same 
syllable, would block i-umlaut in dæ8 but not in cw8, and the argument 
is appealing. In this context it is probably safest to assume that the two 
changes of palatalization and i-umlaut were very closely related chronologi-
cally but with palatalization as the slightly earlier change. Yet the possibility 
of some chronological overlap cannot be entirely excluded.

VII Second fronting

5.87 In the West Mercian dialect typifi ed by the language of the Vespasian 
Psalter Gloss (Ps(A)), 〈e〉 and 〈æ〉 are found where other dialects have 〈æ〉 
and 〈a〉.1 Hence we fi nd de8, dægas ‘day, days’ rather than usual dæ8, 
dagas. Since these changes bear a clear resemblance to the fi rst fronting of 
Gmc *a > æ they are together known as second fronting. The changes 
proceed regularly in all environments except that of a following velarized 
[¢],2 where no change takes place, for example, ældra ‘older’ < *aldira by 
i-umlaut, see §5.79n2, hwalas ‘whales’. It may also be supposed that a 
following /w/ would prevent second fronting, although there are no relevant 
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examples, see Luick (1914–40: §179 and A1). In these circumstances the 
change can be seen to be prevented by an immediately following back 
sonorant. One continuing matter of controversy is whether the shift of /æ/ 
is to /e/ or to [e], and if to the latter what the phonemic status of [e] might 
be. The view that the shift was more or less directly to /e/ is held by 
d’Ardenne (1936: 181–6), Dobson (1972: lxxiii, n1), and Hogg (1977a: 72) 
amongst others; Zettersten (1965: 66–71) and Kristensson (1983, 1986a, 
1987: 39–42), following and building upon Ekwall (1963), argue that [e] 
developed as an allophone of /æ/, whilst Jack (1990) argues that /e/ was a 
new phoneme which persisted throughout the OE period. The argument, 
which is based on the development of ME place-names, is by no means 
concluded, and the view presented here, but with alternatives mentioned 
where appropriate, is that the shift was of /æ/ > /e/. In those circumstances 
we may approximately characterize the process of second fronting as:

 V > –back / ________ [+obst]
〈–back〉a 〈–low〉b [–back]

Condition: if a, then b.

1 In older works these changes are often asociated with Kentish raising of R, see 
§§5.189–91, for example, Bülbring (1902: §91), Luick (1914–40: §§178–81), Girvan 
(1931: §87), Brunner (1965: §52). For arguments against this see Campbell (1959: 
§290), Ball (1962: 130), Hogg (1977a: 74–5).
2 The precise conditions under which [¢] rather than [l] appears are diffi cult to deter-
mine. But the operation of fi rst fronting, (§5.15), and breaking, (§§5.16n2, 5.22), 
suggest that [¢] < Gmc *[¢] remains velarized in the immediate environment of a back 
vowel, see further d’Ardenne (1936: 185), Hogg (1977a: 78), or when covered by a 
following consonant.

5.88 Earlier */æ/ is raised to /e/ with great regularity in Ps(A), typical 
examples being:1 bec ‘back’, feder ‘father’,2 fet ‘vessel’, hefde ‘had’, se8de 
‘said’, weter ‘water’; the pa.sg. of strong verbs of classes IV and V, such 
as aber ‘I carried away’, sprec ‘he spoke’, wes ‘he was’; imp.sg. and pa.parts. 
of strong verbs of class VI, such as fer ‘go!’, 8es7epen ‘created’. There is 
one example of raising before [l], namely Ps(A) 39.11 hel ‘he concealed’.3

1 But in positions of weak stress the raising is not always carried through, hence æt 
‘at’, cwæ¨ ‘he said’, ¨æs, ¨æt forms of the dem.pron., wæs are found alongside et, 
etc. Other exceptions, such as Ps(A) 55.5 dæ8, 2.9 fæt, are of no signifi cance.
2 Alongside feadur, see §5.89.
3 Examples of failure of raising before velarized [¢] are found with /æ/ as the i-umlaut 
of */w/, for example, ældra ‘older’, see §5.87.

5.89 Earlier /w/ is fronted to /æ/ with great regularity in Ps(A), typical 
examples being of cases where /w/ is due to restoration of a:1,2 dræca 
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‘dragon’, hræ7e ‘throat’, mægon ‘they may’, cf. me8 ‘he may’, wræca ‘venge-
ance’ gen.pl., and various class 2 weak verbs: cwæcian ‘quake’, plægian 
‘play’,3 wæcian ‘watch’. But except before velars this /æ/ is subject to back 
umlaut, see §5.106, and develops to /æw/ (〈ea〉). Hence we may infer from 
featu ‘vessels’, feadur ‘father’, geatu ‘gates’, heafuc ‘hawk’ etc. earlier *fætu, 
*fædur, *gætu, *hæfuc and many other forms.4

1 As with raising of /æ/, this fronting is not always carried through in positions of 
weak stress, hence regular ah ‘but’. This may also be the explanation of the present 
tense forms of habban ‘have’, such as habba¨, hafast, hafa¨, although as with forms 
of this verb in other dialects there may have been a desire to differentiate maximally 
habban and hebban ‘raise’. Other exceptions, such as Ps(A) 73.13, 14 draca, 17.39 
magun, are rare and of no signifi cance.
2 But note that /w/ from Gmc *a + nasal is in this dialect [Ñ] and not subject to second 
fronting, for example, mon ‘man’. See further §5.5.
3 Originally a class 3 verb, transferred to class 2.
4 Examples of failure of fronting before velarized [¢] are: ald ‘old’, cf. ældra, haldan 
‘hold’, hwalas ‘whales’, wyrtwalan ‘roots’, and forms of galan ‘sing’.

5.90 Outside the dialect of Ps(A) the above changes are only occasionally 
seen, but the raising of /æ/ is more widespread than the fronting of /w/. In 
the earliest Merc glossaries EpGl and the less reliable ErfGl both show 
/e/ < /æ/ only in 106 s7eptloum ‘launching straps’ dat.pl. and 558 mer(e) 
‘monster’, and in addition each glossary has a small number of examples 
particular to itself, see Pheifer (1974: §38). CorpGl has rather more examples, 
the ratio of 〈æ〉: 〈e〉 being approximately 5:1, for discussion and examples 
see Kuhn (1939: 14–15), also Wynn (1956: §§1–3, 47–8). Ru1 has a minority 
of 〈e〉 spellings, as in efter ‘after’ (1¥) against æft(er) (32¥), sprec ‘he spoke’ 
alongside more frequent spræc, cwe/ ‘he spoke’ (15¥) against cwæ/ (165¥) 
(E. M. Brown, 1891: §1c). In the later OccGl 54 and LS 3 (Chad) 〈e〉 is the 
usual spelling, and unraised 〈æ〉 is found only in a minority of forms. The 
evidence of the later texts accords well with the evidence of the ME ‘AB 
dialect’, see d’Ardenne (1936), Dobson (1972), and we may therefore suppose 
that the dialect of Ru1 was marginal to the second fronting area. The language 
of the early glossaries is more ambiguous, since it may refl ect either a 
dialectal or a chronological distinction, see §5.92. In the Merc glossaries the 
fronting of /w/ is perhaps more common than the raising of /æ/ and forms 
with 〈æ〉 or 〈ea〉, see §5.89, are frequently found alongside forms with 〈a〉, 
see Pheifer (1974: §§46, 56), Kuhn (1939: 12–13) for details. But in the 
other texts mentioned above this fronting is never seen, except in occasional 
forms of no signifi cance. Outside Merc both changes are quite absent.

5.91 The only morphological alternations which could arise as the result of 
second fronting would be due to the presence or absence of an immediately 
following velarized [¢] according to whether or not that liquid was followed 
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by a back vowel. There are, however, no clear-cut examples of this, see 
Hogg (1977a: 80). Alternations such as de8 ~ dægas, me8 ~ mægon are, 
of course, due to restoration of a, not second fronting.

5.92 The relative chronology of second fronting has been a source of 
considerable disagreement. Thus d’Ardenne (1936) and Ball (1962) have 
argued for a date no later than restoration of a, Luick (1914–40: §181) 
and Campbell (1959: §253) suggest that it immediately preceded i-umlaut, 
so too Kristensson (1986a: 455–6), whilst Girvan (1931: §89A2) and Hogg 
(1977a) claim that it immediately followed i-umlaut, and Kuhn (1939) 
argues that it was roughly contemporaneous with back umlaut. ME evidence 
shows that where /æ/ is due to second fronting, as in gætu ‘gates’, cæferten 
‘hall’, there is no palatalization of the initial velar, and hence second fronting 
must have followed palatalization. Further, since /æ/ by second fronting is 
subject to back umlaut where appropriate, see §5.89, it seems clear that 
second fronting must be the earlier change. These two points confi ne second 
fronting to a relative time almost contemporaneous with i-umlaut, and 
indeed Colman and Anderson (1983) argue that second fronting was merely 
a sub-part of the i-umlaut process. The argument for an earlier date rests 
upon the supposition that if second fronting were later than i-umlaut, then 
ældra < *aldira might be expected to raise to **eldra (or, at least **〈eldra〉, 
for the phonemic interpretation is irrelevant), because the /l/ would by then 
be develarized. But if second fronting were the earlier change [¢] would still 
be velarized at the time of i-umlaut, second fronting would not take place, 
and i-umlaut would shift *aldira > ældra. But there is no reason to suppose 
that [¢] would be develarized by i-umlaut, and the argument is thereby 
much weakened.1 On the other hand, proponents of a later date for second 
fronting argue that if second fronting were early, then *bæddj- would give 
*beddj- and then that i-umlaut of */e/ would give **bidd rather than bedd 
‘bed’. The reverse chronology would clearly give bedd. This argument rests 
on two assumptions: fi rstly that */e/ can be subject to i-umlaut, see §§5.81, 
84; secondly, that the second fronting of /æ/ was /e/ rather than /e/. As 
such, this argument can be no stronger than the previous one. To the theo-
retical arguments we may add the fact that the Merc glossaries show only 
sporadic examples of second fronting, see §5.90. This could be due to the 
sound change not having been fully implemented at the time of the writing 
of the archetype (late seventh century). But even here an alternative argument 
from dialect differences is possible. The relative chronology of the raising 
of /æ/ and the fronting of /w/ is equally diffi cult. The latter change cannot 
have preceded the former, since in that case the resulting /æ/ would have 
been raised. But the two changes may either have been simultaneous or 
the raising may have occurred fi rst, thereby instituting a drag chain. The 
evidence of the various texts is either inconclusive or contradictory.2,3
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1 The often-quoted form lwran ‘teach’ is irrelevant, since the stem vowel is long, and 
second fronting affects short vowels only.
2 Thus the evidence of §5.90 suggests that in the dialect of the early Merc glossaries 
the changes were simultaneous, since they occur with similar frequency, but the absence 
of fronting of /w/ in the other Merc texts, even those like LS 3 (Chad) which show 
regular raising of /æ/, suggests that the changes were quite separate, with the fronting 
of /w/ the result of a drag chain which was dialectally very restricted.
3 Dresher (1980) argues for a quite different view of second fronting whereby 
in essence the fronting of /w/ was the consequence of the loss of a synchronic rule 
corresponding to restoration of a, cf. Ball (1962), but otherwise adopting the view of 
Kuhn (1939). But his argument rests crucially on the validity of the generative concept 
of rule loss, a discussion of which is outside the scope of this work.

VIII Anglian smoothing

5.93 In the Anglian dialects of OE,1 at or shortly before the time of the 
earliest texts, see further §5.102, the short and long diphthongs /Ï, iu, Â, 
eo, ”, æw/ of whatever source were monophthongized when followed, 
either immediately or with an intervening liquid, by the velar consonants 
/k, x, “/. The monophthongizations are as follows: /Ï, iu/ > /i, ip/, /Â, eo/ 
> /e, ep/, /”/ > /æ/ with later raising to /e/ before liquids, see below and 
§5.98, /æw/ > /ep/, in some texts /æp/, see §5.99. Thus we fi nd contrasts 
between, for example, Ps(A) birhtu ‘brightness’ (see, however, §5.94), betwch 
‘between’, werc ‘work’, nbh ‘near’ (< *nboh with breaking of */ep/ = æ1), 
mæht ‘might’, merg ‘marrow’, hbh ‘high’, and WS birhtu (< EWS bierhtu), 
betwcoh, weorc, nbah, see above, meaht, mearg, hbah.2 This process of 
monophthongization, termed ‘smoothing’ by Sweet (1888: 22), which was 
later translated into German as ‘Ebnung’ by Bülbring (1899a: 3),3 has 
continually posed diffi culties for OE scholars, and the explanation offered 
below can be no more than tentative. The major diffi culty is well exemplifi ed 
by the history of Angl nbh. For this word we can postulate proto-OE *nbh, 
which by breaking is diphthongized to *nboh, see §5.23, since 〈h〉 represents 
/x/, but *nboh is then, by smoothing, monophthongized back to nbh before, 
apparently, the same consonant, cf. nbowest ‘nearest’ and other derived 
forms where /x/ is lenited and lost before smoothing. The changes of breaking 
and smoothing appear to be phonologically contradictory, and this has led 
some scholars, notably Brunner (1965: §119A1), to suppose that smoothing 
was a largely orthographic change, in other words that Angl scribes felt that 
it was unnecessary in the relevant forms to signal the diphthongal pronuncia-
tion. But in that context the regularity of the monophthongal spellings in 
Angl, and their corresponding failure to appear in non-Angl, together with 
the individual developments which some of the monophthongized forms 
undergo, would be remarkable. Yet it is clear that the consonants which 
caused smoothing had not necessarily been subject to palatalization and 
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assibilation, both because of later evidence, such as ME werk(e) ‘work’, 
and because the conditions for palatalization and assibilation, see §§7.16, 33, 
were not present in the relevant forms. It is probable, therefore, that the most 
plausible explanation will be one that supposes neither that the smoothing 
consonants remained fully velar, nor that the change was purely ortho-
graphic, nor that palatalization and assibilation necessarily affected the 
consonants. Important examples are those such as 8esih/ ‘sight’ < *8esiuxi/, 
which show that /x/ caused smoothing even when followed by /i/, and it 
is probable that in that environment there occurred a palatal fricative allo-
phone of /x/, namely [ç], see Jordan (1974: §§196–8) for the ME evidence.4 
We may therefore suppose that the smoothing consonants were palatal 
allophones of the velar phonemes /x, k, “/, that is, [ç, c, “’],5 orthographically 
〈h, c, g〉. But the following diffi culties present themselves. Firstly, the envir-
onment for the creation of fronted allophones is uncertain. It is most likely 
that the most favourable environment would be a preceding front vowel, 
but of course in smoothing environments the consonants are always pre-
ceded by diphthongs with a back second element. A solution to this would 
be to suppose that the second element of diphthongs had already been 
reduced to [v]. However, this is chronologically suspect, see §§2.30, 43, 
5.41, 46. In phonemic terms, at least, the relevant diphthongs must be 
analysed as containing a second element which is [+back], and that would 
suggest that the creation of palatal allophones was phonetically improbable. 
However, a prosodic explanation may be more helpful. In prosodic terms 
breaking can be accounted for as a sequence of front vowel + back con-
sonant in which the latter is dominant and controls a leftwards w-prosody 
over the sequence, see §5.18, the primary realization of the prosody being 
the epenthesis of a nonsyllabic back vowel. It may be that by the time of 
smoothing the front vowel had become the dominant element in the 
sequence, over which it then exercised a rightwards j-prosody, the primary 
realization of which would be the palatal allophones of the velar consonants 
referred to above.6 Secondly, there is the question of whether or not con-
sonants which have been subject to palatalization and assibilation cause 
smoothing. Evidence that they apparently do not come from examples 
where /æp/, the i-umlaut of */wp/, is not raised to /ep/, as in smoothing, for 
example, wht ‘property’, cw8 ‘key’, rw7an ‘reach’, but such forms are capable 
of a rather different explanation, see §5.99.7 Possible examples of smoothing 
before such consonants are extremely rare, but note EpGl, ErfGl 132, 
CorpGl 285 ber7 ‘birch’, which might or might not show palatalized 7, see 
Brunner (1965: §120A4).8 The evidence is thus inconclusive. On the other 
hand there are three factors which help to confi rm that smoothing took 
place before velars only if those velars had been fronted. Firstly, smoothing 
fails before /w/, which was never subject to fronting, for example, trbow 
‘tree’, see further §§5.44–5 for this and similar forms and also for the 
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simplifi ed spellings 〈trbu, trbw〉. The explanation must be that smoothing 
does not take place before an unfronted velar. Secondly, smoothing does not 
take place before /lx, rx/ if fronting has been inhibited by an immediately 
following back vowel, hence Ps(A) ¨uerh ‘crooked’ but ¨weoran acc.sg.9 
Thirdly, the raising of /æ/ > /e/ before liquids, see above and §5.98, is 
scarcely explicable unless those liquids were develarized, cf. the infl uence 
of velarized liquids in breaking. And it is extremely unlikely that the liquids 
could be non-velar unless the following consonant were palatal(ized). 
Therefore we may conclude that Anglian smoothing was a process of 
monophthongization before a palatal or palatalized consonant (even if that 
consonant was merely an allophone of a velar consonant).10 The change may 
therefore be approximately characterized as follows, where the stipulated 
condition refers to the subsequent raising of /æ/ > /e/ before liquids:

 V  V
>

 V
Ø / ________

+cons  C
–back –syll 〈–low〉a -obst -ant
〈–long〉a +cont b -cor

Condition: if a, then b is obligatory; elsewhere b is optional.

1 In the earliest Kt charters, such as Ch 21, 23, 24, there are monophthongal spellings 
before ht, h/, hs, as in the personal name-element berht, and similar forms are found 
in later charters, such as Ch 1200.5 rehtlicast ‘most correct’ alongside 14 reohte ‘right’ 
dat.sg. Girvan (1931: §90) suggests that Anglian smoothing penetrated the earliest 
Kt texts, but this could simply be due to Merc scribal infl uence, see further §5.99n7. 
The less regular examples of monophthongization in later texts are more probably due 
to the change known as palatal umlaut, see §5.115 and also n3 below.
2 For LWS hbh, nbh, etc., see §§5.119–23.
3 Prior to this the monophthongization had been referred to as ‘sogenannter 
Palatalumlaut’. The change in terminology had the unfortunate repercussion that the 
conditioning consonants were considered to be velar, and the parallels with palatal 
umlaut proper were lost. Nevertheless it has to be stressed that palatal umlaut was 
dialectally, chronologically, and phonologically a distinct sound change, see further 
§§5.113ff.
4 On apparent OE evidence from the runic inscription on the Ruthwell Cross, see 
§2.50 and the references therein.
5 The degree of fronting involved in the smoothing consonants is uncertain, and 
therefore [“’] is used to distinguish the relevant sound from /j/.
6 If this is correct, then the formulaic characterization of smoothing given below is 
rather misleading, since it fails to demonstrate that the front element of the diphthong 
is the primary activator of the change.
7 Nbr b8hwel7 ‘each’, b8hwer ‘everywhere’, b8hwona ‘from everywhere’ are often 
cited as evidence that raising of /æp/ only took place before true velars. It is then 
suggested that in these cases /j/ became velar due to the following -hw- and thus that 
/æp/, the i-umlaut of earlier */wp/, was permitted to raise. If, as is argued in §5.99, 
/æp/ due to i-umlaut is never raised, these forms must have a different explanation; 
furthermore, it is by no means certain that /j/ would velarize to /“/ in this position. 
On the other hand, it is entirely reasonable to suggest that these forms are due to the 
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development of Gmc */ai/ under low stress, see §5.7 and cf. Merc db8hwel7, etc. In 
the Nbr cases we should assume that */ai/ developed to a sound intermediate between 
/wp/ and /op/, and this umlauted to /ep/ perhaps through a stage *[ep]. Note that in these 
words a minority of Nbr forms show 〈w〉.
8 Another possible example, Ps(A) 90.14 8efri8u ‘I free’, is to be explained differently, 
see §5.137 and Luick (1914–40: §247A1). See also §5.96n1.
9 An alternative explanation, that in these environments [h] was lost before a back 
vowel earlier than smoothing but before a front vowel later than smoothing, see 
Campbell (1959: §231), is clearly unattractive and lacks textual support, see further 
§5.100(1).
10 It is worth repeating that smoothing is here seen as the implementation of a j-prosody. 
Of the major handbooks, only Girvan (1931: §91) holds a similar view. Bülbring (1902: 
§§193–4) believes that smoothing took place before palatal and velar consonants alike. 
Luick (1914–40: §§238, 241) argues that ‘true’ smoothing took place only before fully 
velar consonants and that the shift of, for example, *8esiuxi/ > 8esih/ was a different 
change occurring before palatals, see Luick (1914–40: §192). Campbell (1959: §222) 
sees the change as occurring before back consonants, except in a few cases (essentially 
those of Luick, 1914–40: §192), where it must have occurred before palatals (Campbell, 
1959: §233). Brunner (1965: §119A1) views the change as purely orthographic, although 
occurring only before velar consonants.

5.94 Since the diphthong */Ï/ could only arise by the time of smoothing 
through breaking and since breaking of */i/ before */r/ + consonant probably 
failed before following */i/, it is most likely that forms such as birhtu 
‘brightness’, bir7e ‘birch’ never had a diphthong, see §5.20. Consequently 
the only examples of smoothing of */Ï/ are due to breaking of */i/ before 
*/x/, and in such cases */Ï/ is regularly monophthongized to /i/.1 Typical 
examples of the change in a variety of Angl texts are: EpGl, ErfGl 10, 
CorpGl 196 frict(r)ung ‘divination’, ErfGl 384, CorpGl 800 siid (= sc¨) ‘he 
sees’, Ps(A) pliht ‘danger’, 8esih¨ ‘sight’, Ru1 8esihst ‘thou seest’, LiGl rihta 
‘correct’ and forms, mixen ‘dunghill’, DurRitGl 8erihta ‘correct’, Ru2 8esih/ 
‘he sees’, from earlier *friuhtrung, *siuhi/, etc.

1 The fact that smoothing is most regular, even in the earliest texts, if the diphthong 
is */Ï/ or */iu/, see the following paragraphs, is further evidence that the change was 
caused by a j-prosody. Exceptions to smoothing of */Ï/ are sporadic and of little 
signifi cance, such as MtGl(Ru1) 6.18 8esbo/ on the analogy of other forms, similarly 
LkGl(Li, Ru2) rehtanne infl .inf. with 〈e〉 from reht.

5.95 Whether from Gmc */iu/ or Gmc */ip/ by breaking, the diphthong */iu/ 
is monophthongized to /ip/ before palatal consonants1 with great regularity 
in all Angl texts.2 Examples of the smoothing of Gmc */iu/ are: EpGl, ErfGl 
12, CorpGl 112 fl co ‘disease of the eye’ (< *fl cuhjd), EpGl, ErfGl 97, CorpGl 
185 8etcunge ‘order’,3 lchtan ‘lighten’ and related forms in Ps(A), LiGl, 
Ru1, and Ru2, MtGl(Ru1, Li) 23.37 7cken, 7icceno ‘chicken’. Examples of 
smoothing of */iu/ due to breaking include: bitwch (all texts, in variant 
forms), CorpGl 2007 /cxlum ‘axles’ dat.pl., with variants in EpGl, ErfGl, 
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Ru1 lcht ‘light (in weight)’, Ps(A) wc(8)bed ‘altar’, lchtan ‘alleviate’ and 
forms, also in DurRitGl, LkGl (Li, Ru2) 11.5 lch ‘lend!’, and various forms 
of WS wrbon in all texts, but often with later hiatus resolution, see 
§§5.132ff., for example, Ps(A) onwrch ‘uncover!’, wrc¨ ‘he covers’.

1 But examples with an intervening liquid are lacking.
2 There are a few examples where 〈b〉 rather than 〈c〉 is found, but these are of no 
signifi cance. LiGl, DurRitGl bitubn (5¥) is probably an error for more frequent bitucen 
< *bitwcuxen by smoothing, loss of /x/ and hiatus resolution; MtGl(Li) 11.30 lbht ‘light 
(in weight)’ is probably due to scribal confusion with lbht ‘illumination’, and only Beo 
1032 fbla gen.pl. is unexplained. For an alternative view see Luick (1914–40: §236A2).
3 This and the other forms quoted here without following h normally show lenition 
and loss of intervocalic */x/, see §§7.45–51.

5.96 With only a few exceptions in the earliest Merc texts, the diphthong 
*/Â/ is regularly monophthongized to /e/ in all Angl texts before palatal 
consonants with or without an intervening liquid. Typical examples of the 
change are: EpGl, ErfGl 132, CorpGl 285 berc ‘birch’, see §5.93, EpGl, 
ErfGl, CorpGl el(c)h ‘elk’, EpGl, ErfGl 699, CorpGl 1450 wer7i dat.sg.,1 

Ps(A) feh ‘money’, 8efeht ‘battle’, were ‘work’, Ru1 feh, cneht ‘servant’,2 
werc; LiGl, DurRitGl, Ru2 have similar forms, and examples in the eNbr 
texts are: CædH (M,L) 3 uerc, LRid 4 ¨erh ‘through’, RuneAuzon 2 -berig 
‘mountain’ (with later epenthesis, see §6.35), 6 fegta/ ‘they fi ght’, and 
smoothing is also regularly evidenced in the proper names of Bede(M) and 
LVD. The early Merc glossaries have a very few examples of unsmoothed 
diphthongs, all of which have an intervening liquid, although that may be 
due to chance: EpGl 556 -8eweorc ‘work’, EpGl, ErfGl 981 s7eol(h)b8i 
‘squinting’,3 ErfGl 320 [e]oritmon ‘camel driver’, CorpGl 1672, 1771 -biorg, 
-beorg ‘protection’. Ru1 has a larger number of unsmoothed forms, examples 
being: weorc (2¥), feoh (3¥), beseoh ‘look!’, but these may show no more 
than the WS infl uence which is obviously apparent in this text.

1 This form could be an instance of smoothing before palatalized and assibilated 7, 
but alternatively the monophthong could have been extended from the nom.sg. See 
also §§6.50–4 on the status of the infl exional -i.
2 Alongside cnæht, also 8efæht ‘battle’ and related forms, cf. similar sporadic examples 
in Nbr, such as LiGl, Ru2 sæk ‘see!’. There is no satisfactory explanation of these 
forms. Ru1 wærc (2¥) could be due to confusion with wær7 ‘pain’.
3 This form can scarcely be due to earlier loss of h, as implied by Campbell (1959: 
§227), see §§5.100(2), 102.

5.97 With a few exceptions in the earliest Merc texts, the diphthong */eo/ 
from whatever source is regularly monophthongized to /ep/ before palatal 
consonants (there being no instances with intervening liquids).1 Examples 
of the smoothing of Gmc */eu/ are: CorpGl 1194 † lbhtfaet ‘lantern’, 1354 
fl bge ‘fl y’, 556 thbgh ‘thigh’, Ps(A) lbht ‘illumination’, fl bgan ‘fl y’ acc.sg., 
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Ru1 lbht, mdnsbk ‘lunatic’, with similar forms in the lNbr texts. Examples 
are lacking in the eNbr texts, but see below. Examples of the smoothing 
of */eo/ due to breaking are confi ned to nbh < *nboh, which is lacking in 
the early Merc glossaries, but found in all the other major Angl texts and 
also in the eNbr RuneAuzon 10 unnbg ‘distant’.2 There are no smoothed forms 
in either EpGl or ErfGl, the relevant examples being 817 -fl cogae, fl cogo 
‘fl y’, ErfGl 295 thboh ‘thigh’, to which may be added CorpGl 1832 /boh-. 
This is more probably due to the early date of the texts than to infl uence from 
a southern, perhaps Kt, dialect. Ru1 has approximately as many unsmoothed 
as smoothed forms, hence -sboke, leoht, cf. above, fl boh ‘fl ee!’, atboh ‘draw 
away!’, wbox ‘it grew’. The imp. forms above are probably analogical, and 
other forms may be due to no more than scribal confusion.

1 In Ps(A) and Ru1 there are a number of examples with apparent smoothing to /ip/, 
all of which are strong class II verbs, such as Ps(A), Ru1 lc8ende ‘lying’, Ps(A) fl cgu ‘I fl y’, 
Ru1 smckende ‘smoking’. They are probably due to analogy with the 2,3sg.pr.ind., see 
Luick (1964–40: §273A3).
2 Ru1 has here a number of examples with -w-, for example, nwhstu ‘next’ fem. 
Compare here §5.96n1, although the present forms may more probably be ascribed to 
WS infl uence.

5.98 With a few exceptions in the earliest Merc texts, the diphthong */”/ 
is regularly monophthongized to /æ/ before palatal consonants with or 
without an intervening liquid. But if /r/ immediately follows /æ/ there is 
then raising to /e/ and this raising is regular in all but the earliest Merc 
texts.1 Examples of the smoothing of */”/ directly before a palatal con-
sonant are: EpGl 673, 674 naechthraebn ‘night-raven’, ErfGl 26 næctægela 
‘nightingale’, CorpGl 1155 laex ‘salmon’, 625 saex ‘knife’, 1955 waexit ‘it 
grows’, EpGl, ErfGl 13, CorpGl 259 aex ‘axle’, EpGl, ErfGl 836 aec(h)tath, 
CorpGl 1696 aehta¨ ‘he considers’, EpGl, ErfGl 840 aehrian, ægrihan, 
CorpGl 1696 aegnan ‘chaff’ pl. (see further Pheifer, 1974: §50.3), Ru1 sæh 
‘he saw’, næht ‘night’, mæht ‘might’, waexa/ ‘he grows’, Ps(A) 8esaeh ‘he 
saw’, maehte ‘he might’, -saex ‘knife’, wæx ‘wax’, CædH(M) maecti ‘powers’ 
acc.pl., and similar forms generally appear in the INbr texts, see, however, 
n2 below. In this environment the only important unsmoothed form is 
EpGl 555 leax, cf. laex above, and Ru1 8eseah (6¥, alongside more frequent 
8esæh) is a further instance of WS infl uence on the scribe of this text.2 
When /r/ intervenes, the early Merc glossaries usually have /æ/ rather than 
/e/, the relevant examples being: EpGl, ErfGl 811, CorpGl 1616 faerh ‘pig’, 
CorpGl 1255, 1772 haerg(a) ‘temple’, EpGl, ErfGl 588, CorpGl 1249 mærh 
‘marrow’, ErfGl 547 fri[s]t-, CorpGl 1108 fi rst-maerc ‘interval’, CorpGl 
1121 8emaercode ‘it marked’, CorpGl 1827 spærca ‘spark’, ErfGl 410, 
CorpGl 930 uaergrdd, waergrood ‘gallows’, against CorpGl bercae ‘barking’ 
(see Hoad, 1978: 55), ErfGl 227, CorpGl 362 mer[c]isae[r]n ‘branding-iron’, 
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CorpGl 1308 merg ‘marrow’. A further form with /æ/ is LRid 13 aerigfaerae 
‘arrow fl ight’, perhaps because of early epenthesis of /i/, although note that 
the epenthesis does not prevent the monophthongization. Otherwise /e/ is 
regular in Angl, for example, Ps(A) herg ‘temple’, Ru1 8emerkade ‘he 
marked’, LiGl berg ‘pig’, Ru2 mercung ‘marking’, and many other forms. 
Unsmoothed forms in the earliest texts are: EpGl 652, CorpGl 1284 bearug 
‘pig’,3 CorpGl 153 mearh ‘horse’, EpGl 227, 547 (-)mearc(-) ‘mark’, EpGl 
409 uueargrdd.

1 Except for EpGl fealga ‘harrows’, there are no examples of this diphthong before 
/l/ since Gmc *a did not front in such circumstances in Angl, see §5.15. Fealga must 
be a dialect borrowing, perhaps from Kt.
2 In addition to the above forms, all Angl texts have a variety of forms with 〈e〉, 
which are to be otherwise explained. (1) Ru2 has eight forms of wexan ‘grow’, also 
wexbredes ‘tablets’, which are most probably due to raising before /x/ which has been 
further fronted by following /s/. This change appears to have been dialectally restricted, 
but it also occurs quite frequently in the proper names of other possibly SNbr texts 
such as Bede, LVD, see Bülbring (1899a: 6), Campbell (1959: §224) for examples. 
Outside SNbr such examples are no more than sporadic: PsGl(A) 96.5 wex ‘wax’ 
alongside wæx, ErfGl 555 lex ‘salmon’ alongside laex, and they may be no more than 
spelling errors. For apparently relevant forms in Ru1, see (4) below. (2) In all texts 
there are a number of words in which unumlauted and umlauted forms co-exist. The 
unumlauted forms have generally been quoted above, umlauted forms should show 
〈e〉, as in neht ‘night’, meht ‘power’, æhher ‘ear of corn’. (3) In all texts past forms of 
weak verbs awe77an ‘wake’, bi¨e77an ‘cover’, re77an ‘direct’, which should have 〈æ〉, 
for example, ræhte ‘he directed’, more frequently take the vowel of the present, hence 
rehte, etc. (4) Ru1 has a comparatively high number of 〈e〉 spellings in: ehtu ‘I consider’, 
exlan ‘shoulders’, 8e/ehtunge ‘consultation’, acc.sg., wexan ‘grow’, wexe/ ‘it grows’ 
(without i-umlaut, see §5.85(6)). There is no certain explanation for these forms, 
although scribal error is most probable, see also (1) above. (5) ErfGl 928 brectme 
‘noise’ dat.sg. may be due to the frequent avoidance of 〈æ〉 by the continental scribe.
3 This form is not due to back umlaut, as suggested by Campbell (1959: §360n2), 
for /u/ is due to later epenthesis. On the etymology of the word see Ball and Stiles 
(1983: §3.2.2 and App.) Compare also LiGl berg, above.

5.99 The diphthong */æw/ < Gmc */au/ is, with a number of exceptions, 
particularly in early texts, monophthongized before palatal consonants1 
to a sound represented by 〈w〉 or 〈b〉 according to text. 〈w〉 spellings are 
restricted to the early Merc glossaries and related texts,2 where they are in 
variation with 〈b〉, and all other texts, even the earliest Nbr texts, use 〈b〉 
for the smoothed sound. It seems most probable that this refl ects a dialectal 
at least as much as a chronological distinction, cf. Bülbring (1902: §193), 
Luick (1914–40: §238), Girvan (1931: §93), Campbell (1959: §225), for 
the complete absence of 〈w〉 in eNbr and WMerc would be remarkable if 
the distinction were purely chronological. The dialectal distinction can be 
phonologically explained as follows. Since /æp/ < Gmc */ai/ by i-umlaut does 
not regularly develop to /ep/ even when followed by a palatal consonant, 
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see §5.93 and n7, it can be assumed the sound produced by smoothing of 
*/æw/ was slightly higher than /æp/ by i-umlaut but not as high as /ep/, that 
is, approximately [ep]. In most dialects this [ep] was assimilated to /ep/, but 
in the dialect of the early glossaries there was vacillation between /ep/ and 
/æp/. The distribution of 〈w〉 and 〈b〉 in the early glossaries is as follows: 
EpGl – 5¥ 〈w〉, 3¥ 〈b〉; ErfGl – 7¥ 〈w〉, 8¥ 〈b〉; CorpGl – 17¥ 〈w〉, 9¥ 〈b〉. 
Examples of 〈w〉 include: (-)labc ‘leek’, abc ‘also’, -babg ‘ring’ (not EpGl), 
and examples of 〈b〉 include: bgan ‘eyes’ (not ErfGl), lblodrae, lblothrae 
‘meadow-bur’,3 ErfGl 8bcaes, CorpGl ibces ‘cuckoo’. In these glossaries 
there are also a fair number of unsmoothed forms: EpGl 9¥, ErfGl 4¥, 
CorpGl 2¥, examples including: lbactrogas ‘clusters’ (a loan word), EpGl, ErfGl 
andlbac ‘opened’, EpGl fl bah ‘fl ea’.4 In the other major Angl texts, however, 
smoothing to /ep/ is practically universal, with the exception of forms cited 
in n2.5 Hence we fi nd common Angl bc ‘also’, hbh ‘high’, bbg ‘ring’, and 
many other forms.6,7

1 There are, of course, no examples with an intervening liquid, see §§5.25, 23.
2 〈w〉 spellings which occur in other texts are to be otherwise explained. They occur 
most commonly as the result of shortening in weak-stressed positions, hence frequent 
æc ‘also’, ¨æh ‘although’, which occur generally in Angl, although, by chance, Ps(A) 
has no examples of the former. For LiGl fl wh ‘he fl ew’ and a few other preterites of 
strong class II verbs, see §5.101(2).
3 Presumably these examples have 〈b〉 due to the infl uence of the simplex lbh (WS 
lbah) ‘meadow’, see §5.100n2.
4 Note the contrast between the steady decline of unsmoothed forms and the increase 
of 〈w〉 spellings, which confi rms the non-chronological explanation of the latter. Note 
also that the late ninth-century Merc text Med 5.10, later than CorpGl, see Schaumann 
and Cameron (1977: 310–12), has 〈w〉 only: 22, 28 abc ‘also’, 11 dabg ‘it avails’.
5 There are a few scattered unsmoothed spellings: /bah ‘although’ Ru1 2¥, DurRitGl 
1¥; bage ‘eye’ Ru1 3¥; bac ‘also’ LiGl 12¥ (including spellings such as 〈bæc〉).
6 Note especially the following eNbr forms: LRid 4 hbh- ‘high’, 11 ¨bh ‘although’, 
and possibly RuneBewcastle 2 si8bbcn ‘victory monument’, see Page (1960, 1973: 148).
7 In early Kt charters wc ‘also’ is frequent, and note further Ch 41.19 Hwgy¨e place-
name, 1510.24 Bwgmund personal name. Despite Campbell (1959: §314) these seem 
to be clear examples of Merc scribal infl uence.

5.100 There are two principal exceptions to the above series of changes, 
which are discussed immediately below.

(1) In the sequence: diphthong + liquid + /x/, smoothing takes place only 
if /x/ is not immediately followed by a back vowel. Thus we fi nd 
contrasts such as ErfGl 364a, CorpGl 627b bola ‘elk’ against elch, see 
§5.96, PsGl(A) 68.15 fble ‘I may enter’ against PsGl(A) 72.28 ætfbalan 
‘adhere’, Ps(A) ¨wboran, ¨wboru ‘perverse’ infl . (4¥) against ¨werh 
(2¥). In such cases it is most probable that the following back vowel 
prevented /x/ from being fronted and that therefore the phonological 
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conditions for smoothing were not met. The chronological explanation 
of, for example, Luick (1914–40: §239) and, more fi rmly, Campbell 
(1959: §231), namely that /x/ was fi rst weakened and lost before a 
back vowel, seems both ad hoc and implausible.

(2) Usually smoothing took place before /x/ was lost between sonorants, 
see §5.102 for further details, but if /x/ stood between a diphthong 
and a liquid or nasal,1 then /x/ was lost too early for smoothing to 
take place and the diphthong remained.2 Typical examples include: 
various compounds of hbh (WS hbah), such as hbalecas ‘skilled physi-
cians’, hbanis ‘highness’, various compounds of nbh (WS nbah), such 
as nbolw7an ‘approach’, nbowest ‘neighbourhood’, also borod ‘troop’ 
(< *eohrod). However, smoothing of */iu, Ï/ > /ip, i/ always takes place 
even in these environments, for example, wi(8)bed ‘altar’, see §5.95, 
CorpGl fi il < *fcxl, which further confi rms the view that smoothing 
was earliest and most extensive if the fi rst element was [+high].

1 Except in newly formed OE compounds, /x/ could not normally occur in such 
positions before a true obstruent. But in such compounds the same process is seen, 
hence nbosian ‘visit’, and many proper nouns in early texts, such as LVD † Hbaburg, 
† Plbouald.
2 There are a number of examples where smoothing is indicated, no doubt due to 
the infl uence of the simplex, such as CorpGl 1960 habhnisse, PsGl(A) 11.9, 18.7 
hbhnisse, 140.4 8enbhlwcu ‘I approach’, see too §5.99n3. But LRid 4 hbhcræft ‘skill’, 
EpGl, ErfGl 881, CorpGl 1761 /uerhfyri ‘diffi culties’ may simply have preserved /x/.

5.101 There are no major morphophonological consequences of smoothing, 
but the following minor alternations should be noted.

(1) Since /x/ is protected from fronting when it is preceded by a liquid and 
followed by a back vowel, see §5.100(1), smoothed and unsmoothed 
forms may alternate in a few paradigms, according to whether or not /x/ 
has been fronted. Hence we fi nd alternations such as ¨werh, ¨wboran.

(2) Wherever appropriate strong class II verbs should show smoothing of 
-bo- in the present, -ba- in the past sg., hence fl bgan ‘fl y’, fl bh ‘he fl ew’. 
In Merc, however, -c- is sometimes found in the present, see §5.97n1, 
and LiGl past tense forms such as fl abh are frequent. It is probable 
that in the latter case this is due to a wish to avoid homonymic clash 
between the smoothings of -bo- and -ba-, see §5.99, rather than to 
any analogical process.1 In Nbr where -b- occurs in the past sg. this 
may be extended to other past forms, such as 8ebrbcon ‘they enjoyed’ 
for 8ebrucon.

(3) In derivational morphology there are often alternations between 
smoothed and unsmoothed forms of the type nbh ‘near’ ~ nbowest 
‘neighbourhood’, see §5.100(2).
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1 It is sometimes suggested, for example, in Campbell (1959: §225), Brunner (1965: 
§119A5), that fl abh, etc. have /æp/ on the analogy of the preterite of strong classes IV 
and V, such as sæh ‘he saw’. But the analogy seems arbitrary and dubious, as indicated 
by Campbell (1959: §740).

5.102 The relative chronology of smoothing has been the subject of 
considerable debate, but certain points are clear. Firstly, smoothing must 
have been a later change than second fronting, for otherwise in WMerc 
/æ/ by smoothing of */”/ would always have been raised to /e/, and that 
change only occurs if /r/ immediately follows, hence 8esæh, etc. Thus 
smoothing is also likely to be later than i-umlaut, which is not independently 
provable.1 Secondly, it is clear from the examples above that smoothing 
was earlier than loss of h unless h was immediately followed by a con-
sonant, cf. sc/ ‘he sees’ < *sixi/ < *siuxi/, hban ‘high’ wk.adj. < *hbxan < 
*hbaxan against hbanis ‘highness’ and the other forms cited in §5.100(2). 
Thirdly, a number of unsmoothed forms have been noted above, see 
§§5.96–9, for which the only reasonable explanation is that in the very 
earliest texts smoothing was not always indicated because the change was 
relatively recent. This is not the case with changes previously discussed. 
We may, therefore, conclude that smoothing was a later change than the 
others discussed earlier in this chapter. Furthermore, since the number 
of unsmoothed forms is greater for diphthongs with /æ(p)/ as their fi rst 
element, it may be that the sound change fi rst affected high vowels, that 
is, that diphthongs with a nonlow fi rst element were more sensitive to 
smoothing. More diffi cult, however, is the relative chronology of smoothing 
and back umlaut, for the latter see §§5.103ff. There are two plausible 
methods for explaining forms such as Angl wegas ‘ways’. Firstly, if smoothing 
preceded back umlaut, it must be assumed that back umlaut failed in 
such environments, presumably because the intervening consonant, although 
phonemically velar, was phonetically palatal, see further §5.103. Secondly, 
if back umlaut were the earlier change, we may suppose the following 
development: *wegas > weogas (back umlaut) > wegas (smoothing). Amongst 
the principal writers on the topic, Girvan (1931: §107) holds the fi rst view, 
Bülbring (1902: §§202, 204, 208) and Campbell (1959: §247) the second, 
and Luick (1914–40: §235A3), whilst believing that back umlaut did not 
take place in cases such as wegas, suggests that the relative chronology of 
the two changes is undecidable. However, as demonstrated by Ball and 
Stiles (1983), see also Girvan (1931: §107), there are no texts which show 
back umlaut without also showing smoothing,2 but there are several early 
texts, such as EpGl, RuneAuzon, CædH, which show smoothing but not 
back umlaut.3 Hence there is strong textual evidence for accepting that 
smoothing was the earlier change. For full details of the chronology of 
back umlaut see §§5.103, 112.
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1 Alternations such as næht ‘night’ with smoothing of */”/ and neht with i-umlaut 
of the same could arise whichever of the changes was the earlier.
2 RuthCr 45 has heafunæs ‘heaven’ gen.sg., a clear example of back umlaut, but by 
chance there are no examples of smoothing in the text.
3 LRid 10 8eolu ‘yellow’ shows analogical transfer of the diphthong from infl ected 
forms where breaking took place before /lw/, see §5.22 and n3, Ball and Stiles (1983: §4.2). 
For EpGl 652 bearug ‘pig’ see §5.98n3, and forms in the early Merc glossaries such as 
EpGl, ErfGl 902 s7eadu ‘shadow’ are best explained as due to palatal diphthongization 
of */w/, see §5.69 and n3.

IX Back umlaut

5.103 At or about the time of the earliest texts the short front vowels /i/, 
/e/, /æ/ tended to diphthongize to the sounds represented by 〈io, eo, ea〉, 
that is, /Ê/, /Â/, /”/, when there was a back vowel in the following 
unstressed syllable.1 This back vowel could either be /u/, in which case the 
diphthongization is known as u-umlaut, or /w/, in which case it is known 
as a-umlaut.2 Collectively the changes are known as back umlaut. Both the 
nature of the diphthongization and the fact that that diphthongization 
is caused by a following [+back] element demonstrate that the change is 
phonologically very similar to the earlier change of breaking, see §5.16.3 

Whilst u-umlaut is general in all dialects, in WS a-umlaut is largely restricted 
to the high vowel /i/, a restriction not found in the other dialects. Further, 
the nature of the intervening consonant(s) is crucial to the operation of the 
sound change, and this is a matter of considerable dialectal variation. With 
only a few scattered exceptions, see below, §5.107 for examples, there must 
be only one intervening consonant, and in WS the umlaut is regular only 
if that consonant is a labial, that is, /p/, /f/, /m/,4 and labiovelar /w/, or one 
of the liquids /l/, /r/. In Kt, on the other hand, the umlaut appears to pro-
ceed regularly regardless of intervening consonant. For Angl there is no 
general agreement as to the precise conditions under which the change took 
place, see further below, but the overwhelming majority of Angl forms 
show no diphthongs in relevant environments if the intervening consonant 
is an original velar. These dialectal variations may be exemplifi ed by the 
following instances of the u-umlaut of */i/ (ignoring various later develop-
ments irrelevant to the general issues): *sifun > siofon ‘seven’; *8ewritu > 
WS 8ewritu, nWS 8ewriotu ‘writings’; *regul > WS, Angl regol, Kt reogol 
‘rule’. For the Angl cases with an intervening velar, the following alterna-
tive explanations have been offered: (1) back umlaut did take place before 
velars, but the diphthongs were subsequently monophthongized by Anglian 
smoothing, see §§5.93ff., that is, the development was of the type *regul 
> *reogol > regol, see Bülbring (1902: §§233–5), Campbell (1959: §247), 
Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §214); (2) regardless of the relative chronology 
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of smoothing and back umlaut, the latter change did not take place before 
an intervening velar in Angl, that is, *regul > regol directly, see Girvan 
(1931: §107), Luick (1914–40: §235A3), Ball and Stiles (1983: §6.1), 
although all these writers admit to certain exceptions. Since, however, 
smoothing seems certain to have been an earlier sound change than back 
umlaut, see §§5.102, 112 and references, the fi rst of these explanations 
must be untenable. Nevertheless, the second explanation faces two diffi culties. 
Firstly, there are occasional forms such as CorpGl 114 heago¨orn ‘hawthorn’, 
cf. 1897 haegu¨orn, see further §5.106(1), which unambiguously show 
back umlaut.5 Secondly, it is phonetically improbable that a velar consonant 
should inhibit back umlaut, consider here the similarities between this change 
and breaking, referred to above, and also the discussion of smoothing 
in §5.93. However, these diffi culties may not be insuperable. As stated in 
§5.93, Anglian smoothing is most probably due to the exercise of a j-prosody 
stemming from a front vowel (the fi rst element of a diphthong), which 
in most environments fronts a following velar consonant, thus causing 
a monophthongization of the diphthong. It would, therefore, be logical 
to assume that a front vowel which directly preceded a velar consonant 
would be even more likely to exercise such a fronting effect. Such velar 
fronting would have to occur at least at the time of smoothing and hence 
earlier than back umlaut.6 Thus the development of *regul would be to 
*reg’ul by velar fronting and this form would not undergo back umlaut 
because of the palatal nature of the intervening consonant. It is entirely 
consistent with the general nature of back umlaut, with the failure of 
breaking before a palatalized consonant, see §5.16n2, and with the process 
of smoothing that back umlaut should be so inhibited.7 The various Merc 
examples which unexpectedly show back umlaut in these contexts can also 
be systematically explained, see §§5.106(1), 112, below. A further com-
plication is that when the front vowel is immediately preceded by /w/, then 
in a large number of cases the vowel is not diphthongized but is instead 
retracted to the corresponding back vowel, that is, /i, e, æ/ > /u, o, w/, cf. 
the similar change with respect to breaking discussed in §§5.28–31. It is 
clear that the labiovelar nature of /w/ has an intensifying effect on back 
umlaut parallel to its effect on breaking. This change, which may be 
conveniently described as combinative back umlaut to distinguish it from 
‘simple’ back umlaut, is most notable in WS, although examples are to be 
found in all dialects. Combinative back umlaut is discussed separately in 
§§5.108–10.8 We are now, however, in a position more generally to char-
acterize back umlaut as the epenthesis of a back nonsyllabic vowel after a 
short front vowel when there is a back vowel in the following syllable, 
provided that only a single consonant intervenes. In all dialects that con-
sonant must not be a palatal and in WS only labials and liquids permit the 
change.9 The change can therefore be characterized approximately as:
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Ø >

 V

/

 V

________

+cons  V
-syll –back +ant  +back
+back 〈ahi〉a –cor 〈+high〉b

ahigh [+ant]
[–back]
[+voc]

Condition: if a = [-high], then b (WS only).

1 Since earlier */æ/ had retracted to /w/ before a back vowel, see §§5.35–6, back 
umlaut of /æ/ could only occur regularly in those dialects where second fronting had 
occurred and produced new examples of /æ/ before a back vowel, see §§5.87–90. In 
no dialect does the change ever occur with long vowels.
2 /u/ usually becomes /o/ sometime during the OE period and /w/ is from earlier */o/, 
see for the latter §6.28. The chronology of u-lowering relative to back umlaut is 
uncertain, see §6.58. Although o-lowering is undoubtedly earlier than back umlaut, 
a-umlaut is often referred to as o/a-umlaut.
3 See further Brosnahan (1953: §§124–33). The similarities are so close that they led 
Lass and Anderson (1975: 102–7) tentatively to suggest that the two rules might be 
collapsed together, see also Jones (1989: 78–81). However plausible this might be from 
the synchronic point of view (and the phonetic problems are diffi cult), the two changes 
are quite separate chronologically, see further §5.112.
4 There are no examples of single medial /b/, see §2.53. It is sometimes suggested 
that if the intervening consonant is /m/, then the change does not always occur regularly, 
see §5.104n2.
5 Campbell (1959: §247) speaks incorrectly of ‘the complete absence in Anglian except 
in analogical forms of back umlaut before back consonants’. Compare here Campbell 
(1959: §207).
6 Luick (1914–40: §709A1) appears to suggest that this change is probable and 
not necessarily a ME development. For the position in ME see Jordan (1974: §§88, 
190).
7 It follows from the above that velar fronting had not occurred in Kt at this stage. 
The position in WS is less clear, because of the much greater restrictions on back 
umlaut in that dialect.
8 In the sections on simple back umlaut which follow I have excluded from the 
discussion all cases in WS in which /w/ immediately precedes. However, similar examples 
from nWS which show diphthongization rather than retraction are included for purposes 
of illustration wherever necessary. Such examples are briefl y referred to in the sections 
on combinative back umlaut, together with the relevant examples from WS.
9 Some scholars, notably Davidsen-Nielsen and Ørum (1978), have argued that the 
most general characteristic of back umlaut is that the intervening consonant is acoustically 
[+grave]. Attractive as this proposal is theoretically, it is noteworthy that there is no 
dialect in which all and only all the consonants permitting the change are [+grave].

(a) Simple back umlaut

5.104 Depending upon the quality of the intervening consonant, see 
§5.103, earlier */i/ is regularly both u-umlauted and a-umlauted in all 
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dialects to /Ê/, initially represented by 〈io〉.1 Details and examples of the 
development in each dialect are given immediately below.

(1) In WS although both u-umlaut and a-umlaut of */i/ are regular when 
the intervening consonant is a labial or a liquid, the umlaut is fre-
quently levelled out from other parts of the paradigm, see further 
§5.111. Examples of u-umlaut which can generally be found in both 
EWS and LWS include:2 seolfor, sylfor ‘silver’,3 seofon, syfon ‘seven’, 
eor¨beofung ‘earthquake’;4 examples of a-umlaut include: teola¨ ‘he 
strives for’, leofa¨ ‘he lives’, bcleofa ‘food’, cleopa¨ ‘he calls’.5 Alongside 
such a-umlauted forms, unumlauted forms, such as clipa¨, tila¨, 
commonly exist,6 and there are many examples, such as clifu ‘cliffs’, 
drifon ‘they drove’, where umlauted forms are not found, see further 
§5.111. On the other hand, in both EWS and LWS there are a number 
of cases where back umlaut is found even where the intervening 
consonant is not a labial or a liquid. Cases showing u-umlaut include: 
neo/or ‘down’, seodo ‘custom’, and -teogo/a ‘-tieth’ (ordinal); cases 
showing a-umlaut include: nio/emest ‘lowest’ (< *ni/a-), hionan 
‘hence’.7,8

(2) In Merc the earliest glossaries, EpGl and ErfGl, show virtually no 
signs of back umlaut, the only possible example being the doubtful 
ErfGl 521 unliuduuac ‘intractable’, cf. EpGl unlidouuac, CorpGl 1079 
unlio/uwac.9 Examples of unumlauted forms include: EpGl, ErfGl 
bitulum ‘beetle’, 8inath ‘he yawns’, hnitu ‘nit’, EpGl sifun- ‘seven’, 
ymbdritung ‘deliberation’. On the other hand in CorpGl umlauted 
forms outnumber unumlauted forms by about 2: 1 (Kuhn, 1939: 11), 
examples including 8eonath, ymb¨riodung, nio¨anweard ‘downwards’, 
glioda ‘kite’, tioludun ‘they strove after’. In Ps(A) back umlaut is 
extremely regular, examples of u-umlaut being: s7eopu ‘ships’, seofen 
‘seven’, liomu ‘limbs’, teolung ‘zeal’, seolfor ‘silver’, 8ewreotum ‘writings’, 
and various past plurals of strong verbs class I, such as abiodun ‘they 
awaited’, fl eotun ‘they disputed’, areosun ‘they rose up’.10 Examples 
of a-umlaut are: reopa¨ ‘they reap’, leofa¨ ‘he lives’, nioman ‘take’, 
heara ‘their’ (with 〈ea〉 for 〈eo〉, see §5.45), nio¨erra ‘lower’. The forms 
in Ru1 are similar, for example, 8ewriotu, heora, but the diphthong is 
frequently analogically levelled, for example, 8ewritu, arisan.11

(3) The position in Nbr is similar to that in Merc. Hence the very earliest 
texts show no signs of back umlaut, as in RuneAuzon 11 sita/ ‘they 
sit’, and the earliest examples are LVD † Frio¨u-, alongside equally 
frequent † Fri¨u-. In the later Nbr texts the forms are similar to those 
of Merc, for example, arioson, hiora, but there are a few cases where 
the umlaut is levelled in the past plurals of strong class I verbs, notably 
in fordrifon ‘they drove out’, 8ehrinon ‘they touched’.12
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(4) Kt forms in the early charters which show back umlaut are: Ch 1482 
bewioti8e ‘look after’ pr.subj., 8eornliocar ‘more earnestly’, niomanne 
‘take’ infl .inf., Ch 1510 8ewriota ‘writings’, and the Surrey Ch 1508 
8ewriotu.13 In the later OccGl 49 the only certain example is seo¨¨an 
‘after’ with umlaut despite an intervening geminate, see §5.107.14 
Otherwise all examples are without umlaut: 8ewita ‘witness’, fi col 
‘fi ckle’, ofstico¨ ‘he stabs’, witodli7e ‘indeed’, cwidas ‘sayings’. These 
forms are very probably due to WS infl uence.

1 By a later development, see §§5.155–61, io > eo in WS, Merc, and, to some extent, 
in Kt also.
2 The preterites of relevant weak class 2 verbs, such as cleopode ‘he called’, also 
properly belong here in WS, but the forms could at least in theory be infl uenced by 
the a-umlauted forms in the present tense. Also to be noted is the form mioloc ‘milk’, 
which might be regarded as the u-umlaut of */i/, but more probably shows inverted 
io for eo, cf. §3.29. It is unclear whether liomu ‘limbs’ shows back umlaut beyond its 
usual limits in WS, cf. niman where there is never any umlaut. However it is most 
probable that niman simply shows usual levelling, see §5.111(4), and hence that back 
umlaut does occur with intervening /m/ in WS, see §5.103 and n4.
3 For discussion of this word see Campbell (1959: §213n1).
4 Only found in Or (7¥). In LWS the form is eor/bifung, without umlaut.
5 An additional example is tiola, teola ‘well’ < *tila, which has the vowel of til, 
alongside tela.
6 But the only examples in Ælfric and Wulfstan of bcleofa without umlaut are ÆLS 
323, ÆLet 2.51 bc8lyfan. Hom(U)46 has bclyfan (2¥) and similar forms can be found 
in other late texts.
7 These forms are not solely or necessarily Merc, for -teogo/a is a non-Angl form, 
and in any case they can occur in LWS texts which rarely show Merc infl uence. Similarly 
it is unlikely that they are Kt. They must either derive from some WS sub-dialect, see 
Luick (1914–40: §224A1), or show occasional extension of back umlaut to instances 
with an intervening dental, even in WS. Hweogol ‘wheel’, occurring sporadically in 
late and mixed texts, may be a Kt form.
8 In EWS, especially CP(H), there are a number of cases where 〈ie〉 appears rather 
than 〈io〉 or levelled 〈i〉, such as tielian ‘strive for’ and forms, cliepia¨ ‘they call’, 
8ewrietum ‘writings’, behienan ‘this side of’. But the appearance of such forms before 
dental consonants and, in most cases, their relative infrequency, suggests that they are 
in fact inverted spellings for 〈i〉, see §5.163n1, and not a type of back umlaut. For 
another view see Campbell (1959: §300b).
9 In addition there is combinative back umlaut in EpGl 430 uudu- ‘wood’, see further 
§5.109.
10 Ps(A) also shows examples where the diphthong has been extended to past plurals 
where an original velar immediately follows: bisweocun ‘they deceived’, asteogun (2¥) 
‘they descended’.
11 Nevertheless Ru1 has wreogan (2¥), wriogan ‘covered’, with io before an original 
velar, cf. n10.
12 But -fl ioton (2¥) ‘they disputed’ does not show such levelling in Nbr.
13 It is possible that to these should be added Ch 331 stiogole ‘stile’, indicated as 
‘Saxon-Kentish’ by Sweet (1885: 438). But the form could be from a sub-dialect of 
WS, see n7. Bewioti8e has a diphthong extended from ind. forms with a following 
back vowel.
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14 Much less certain is OccGl 49.6 clepa¨ ‘he calls’, where the form could be an error 
for cleopa¨, so Campbell (1959: §216) after Williams (1905: 44). It is, however, just 
possible that it is a Kt form of LWS clypa¨.

5.105 Depending upon the quality of the intervening consonant, see 
§5.103, earlier */e/ is regularly u-umlauted in all dialects, but especially 
nWS, and a-umlauted in nWS dialects to /Â/, usually represented by 〈eo〉. 
Details and examples of the development in each dialect are given below.

(1) In WS the back umlaut of */e/ > /Â/ is relatively infrequent even with 
an intervening labial or liquid, for a-umlaut is almost entirely absent, 
for example, fela ‘many’, nefa ‘nephew’, beran ‘bear’,1 and although 
u-umlaut is phonologically regular, it is subject to considerable analogical 
levelling. Examples of the u-umlaut of */e/ include: heofon ‘heaven’, 
eofor ‘bear’, beofor ‘beaver’, heorot ‘hart’,2 and, since these words 
may exist with a front unstressed vowel, such as hefen, befer, see 
§§6.64 and n1, undiphthongized forms also occur, thus hefon, befor, 
herot. On the other hand, infl ected forms such as speru ‘spears’, nefum 
‘nephews’ dat.pl. never occur with u-umlaut, see further §5.111(1). 
There are a number of cases where /e/ as the product of i-umlaut is 
then subject to back umlaut, either because of suffi x variation, cf. 
heofon, etc. above, or because of morphological transfer of verbs from 
weak class 1 to weak class 2, especially in LWS. Examples of the 
former are: eosol ‘ass’ alongside esol < Lat *asilus, meowle ‘maiden’ 
< *mawilo, eowe ‘ewe’ alongside ewe < *awi, see §5.14n1. Examples 
of the latter are:3 streowode ‘he strewed’, ÆAbusWarn freomi8en, also 
BedeHead 3.14.20 freomi8ende ‘per form’, beside much more frequent 
fremian and forms.4

(2) In the earliest Merc glosses the back umlaut of /e/ is extremely rare, 
the only certain example being ErfGl 1039 trcfoedur ‘three-cornered’, 
with oe for eo, cf. CorpGl 2052 ¨rcfeo¨or.5 In CorpGl the position 
is similar to that for the back umlaut of */i/, see §5.104(2), examples 
being: eofor, feotor ‘fetter’, feotod ‘fetched’. In Ps(A) back umlaut is 
extensive. Examples of u-umlaut include: eofur ‘bear’, 8eofu ‘gift’, 
ofer8eotul ‘forgetful’, -cweodulnisse ‘utterance’. Examples of a-umlaut 
are especially frequent in the present tense forms of strong verb classes 
IV and V, thus beora¨ ‘they carry’, a8eofa¨ ‘they give’, eota¨ ‘they 
eat’, betreoda¨ ‘they tread’, and similar forms occur with u-umlaut 
in 1sg.pr.ind., such as eotu ‘I eat’, etc. In these verb classes forms with 
back umlaut are analogically extended to verbs with following /k/, 
such as spreocu, spreoca¨ ‘speak’, and similarly for forms of wreocu 
‘I avenge’, -breocu ‘I break’, including in all cases pres.part. forms, 
such as spreocende.6 The forms of Ru1 are similar to those of Ps(A) 
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except that there are a few undiphthongized forms, such as MtGl(Ru1) 
18.19 hefonum, setulas ‘seats’, both due to competing forms with a 
front unstressed vowel, and cases, especially in strong verb classes IV 
and V, where the diphthong has been analogically levelled, for example, 
all forms of etan ‘eat’, wesan ‘be’, some forms of beran, -8etan.7

(3) The earliest Nbr texts do not show back umlaut, hence CædH(M) 
metudæs ‘creator’ gen.sg., CædH(DP) hefun- ‘heaven’, and the earliest 
example appears to be RuthCr heafunæs gen.sg.8 The forms of the 
lNbr texts closely resemble those of Ru1, subject to the Nbr develop-
ments of eo and ea, see §5.44. However, whilst the SNbr Ru2 has, 
like Ru1, see n7, analogical extension of the umlaut in strong class V 
verbs with following /k/, thus spreoca¨, spreaca, such extension is 
entirely absent in all lNNbr texts.

(4) In the early Kt charters examples of back umlaut of /e/ are common, 
as in -8eofan ‘give’, feola ‘many’, be8eotan ‘obtain’, and also, with 
an intervening velar, reogol ‘rule’, forespreoca ‘advocate’. The later 
OccGl 49 has a mixture of forms, umlauted examples being: 175 8iofa 
‘gift’, 230 on8iota¨ ‘understand!’, 464 neofan ‘nephews’, together with 
a number with preceding w-, such as 21 weogas ‘ways’, 320 weolan 
‘riches’, and 861 8eweolugad ‘enriched’ and related forms; unumlauted 
examples include: 366 8efol ‘gracious’, 304 setol ‘seat’, which may be 
due to suffi x variation, 73 eta¨ ‘they eat’, 1179 forberan ‘tolerate’, 
which may show levelling, and 52 tela ‘well’.

1 LWS frequently has feala ‘many’, less often feola, alongside more usual fela (thus 
Ælfric has feala 14¥, but no examples of feola), and there are occasional examples of 
teala ‘well’. The forms are not clearly explicable, see Brunner (1965: §110A5) for 
discussion and references. Chron(A) 530 feala may well be a scribal error, see Sprockel 
(1965: §7.8.4). CP(H) has a number of forms where o has been added either con-
temporaneously or at a later date, for discussion and references see Kim (1977: 181): 
333.6, 391.26 fe[o]la, 449.6 he[o]lan ‘conceal’, 449.5 he[o]la¨, 85.8 he[o]fenli7 ‘heavenly’, 
and, after w, 331.6, 333.4 we[o]lan ‘riches’, 391.8 we[o]lena.
2 !eolu ‘yellow’, which occurs in early texts as LRid 10 8oelu with oe for eo, EpGl, 
ErfGl 1064 8e(h)olu alongside more frequent 8elu, CorpGl 8eolu (2¥) alongside 8elu 
(2¥), and meolu ‘meal’, more often melu, are to be explained under §5.22n3, see further 
Ball and Stiles (1983: 16–18), and should not be taken as examples of back umlaut. 
A parallel explanation holds for sme(o)ru ‘fat’, te(o)ru ‘tar’, see §5.22n6.
3 Although such forms occur in both the present and the past, they presumably 
originate in the past, where u-umlaut could occur. Another form often cited is HyGl 
3.41.1 underwreo/od ‘supported’, perhaps nWS in origin.
4 A number of words are usually held to demonstrate that in WS ie < *e by palatal 
diphthongization could then be back umlauted to io, later eo, cf. Bülbring (1902: 
§253), Luick (1914–40: §227), Campbell (1959: §220), Girvan (1931: §105), Brunner 
(1965: §111A8). The usually cited forms are: 8eolu ‘yellow’, 8eoloca ‘yolk’, 8eolstr 
‘pus’, 8iofol, 8eoful ‘generous’, 8eofu ‘gift’, on8iotan ‘understand’, 7eole (< 7eolan) 
‘throat’, 7eorian ‘mutter’. But all except the last are otherwise explained. For 8eolu, 
and hence 8eoloca, 8eolstr, see n2 above; 8eofu, 8eofol do not occur in EWS except 
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CP 321.13 8iofol nor in Ælfric or Wulfstan and thus are presumably from another 
dialect without palatal diphthongization; the same is true of 7eole and forms; CPLetWærf 
26 on8iotan is also an isolated form, and in any case showing umlaut in a position 
abnormal for WS. But 7eorian is common in WS and not easily explicable.
5 Other possible examples in EpGl, ErfGl are: 8eolu, see above, n2; EpGl 573, ErfGl 
573a laxhe olor, laxe olor ‘scale, balance’, against EpGl, ErfGl 607, 988 helor and 
CorpGl 1169a laxhe holor, 1177, 2041 heolor, which suggest that 573(a) and CorpGl 
1169a are corruptions; ErfGl beoso ‘crimson’, cf. EpGl 411 baeso, CorpGl 877 beosu, 
which might show either an archaic spelling of the back umlaut of æ, see §5.45n1, or 
the back umlaut of /e/ from i-umlaut, see Wynn (1956: §47n6).
6 The analogy is extended to the derived noun 8espreocu ‘talks’ (6¥) alongside 8esprecu 
(1¥). Ps(A) also has weagas ‘ways’ (3¥), weogum (1¥) alongside usual wegas, where 
the umlauted forms may show Kt infl uence, see Ball (1970: 465) and §5.45n4.
7 On the other hand Ru1 has analogical extension of the umlaut similar to that found 
in Ps(A) in spreocan, spreoca/ beside sprecan, spreca/.
8 A number of proper names in LVD, Bede show back umlaut, but these are of 
uncertain value. LRid 8oelu is not relevant here, see n2 above.

5.106 Because of the operation of earlier sound changes, principally the 
restoration of a (§§5.35ff.), æ could usually only come to stand before a 
back vowel in the following syllable and hence be subject to back umlaut 
in those dialect areas where second fronting (§§5.87ff.) had taken place. 
Such dialects are discussed under (1) below, and other examples of the 
back umlaut of /æ/ are discussed under (2) below.

(1) In the dialect of Ps(A) examples of the back umlaut of /æ/ due to 
second fronting are frequent and regular before all consonants except 
the original velars /k/ and /“/.1 Hence examples of u-umlaut include: 
earun ‘they are’, fearu ‘I go’, heafuces ‘hawk’ gen.sg., feasum ‘fringes’ 
dat.pl., featu ‘vessels’, 8eatu ‘gates, feadur ‘father’ gen.sg. Examples 
of a-umlaut include: speara¨ ‘he spares’, 8ehleada¨ ‘you (pl.) draw’, 
8edeafena¨ ‘is fi tting’ and, especially, all forms of weak class 2 verbs 
even where no back vowel follows and where the umlaut is analogi-
cally extended, hence 8edeafi en ‘they may consent’ (with 〈d〉 for 〈¨〉), 
gleadie ‘he may gladden’, see further §5.111(2). The earliest Merc 
glossaries, even when they show second fronting, are generally too 
early to show back umlaut, and there are no certain examples of the 
change in EpGl, ErfGl.2 In CorpGl, however, whenever /æ/ results 
from second fronting this is then subject to back umlaut, so that the 
contrast is between forms with ea and forms with a.3 Typical examples 
are: -fearu ‘journey’, geabuli ‘tribute’, cleadur ‘rattle’, geaduling ‘com-
panion’ (< *gaduling without i-umlaut, cf. §5.76), against -faru, gaful- and 
many other forms. It is notable that in CorpGl back umlaut occurs even 
when the intervening consonant is an original velar, thus heago- ‘enclosure’, 
reagufi n7 ‘fi nch’, weagat ‘he wags’, onseacan ‘deny’, -¨eaca ‘roof’.4 
These examples are to be explained by postulating either that in the 
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dialect of CorpGl velar fronting occurred before second fronting or 
that the product of second fronting in this dialect was insuffi ciendy 
front to cause velar fronting, see Kuhn (1939: 13–14), also §5.103. 
Of the other Merc texts Ru1 has only 16.17 ondsweorode ‘he answered’, 
with eo for ea, see §5.45, 21.33 heage ‘enclosure’ (= heagan acc.sg.),5 
and probably 14.6 pleagade ‘he played’, cf. pl. plagadun, although 
alternatively back umlaut of /e/ might be assumed, cf. WS plegode. 
In late Merc OccGl 54 has 37.670 hælwearum ‘inhabitants of hell’ 
dat.pl. and Chad has earun, andswearede and eadusan ‘adze’, but the 
occurrences are rare, see Vleeskruyer (1953: 109–10).

(2) Outside these Merc texts /æ/ could only occur in conditions of back 
umlaut when subject to early shortening, the only example there being 
Nbr leassa ‘less’ < læssa, or with suffi x variation. The most important 
example of the latter is WS ealu ‘ale’ < *ælu, where /æ/ is due to 
i-umlaut in infl ected *alu/i,6 whilst Nbr has a number of possible but 
doubtful cases.7,8

1 Since second fronting fails before [¢], see §5.87, and since Gmc *a + nasal is not 
subject to second fronting, there can be no regular examples of back umlaut of */æ/ 
with an intervening l or a nasal. Hence forms such as bealu ‘bale’ are due to breaking 
in infl ected forms, see §5.22n3.
2 EpGl 736 uuicings7eadan ‘pirate’, 853 s7eaba ‘plane’, 902 s7eadu ‘shade’ are often 
regarded as relevant examples, for instance, Luick (1914–40: §§231A3, 253), Campbell 
(1959: §207), Brunner (1965: §96.2dA7). Although the forms are ambiguous, they are 
probably better regarded as examples of the so-called palatal diphthongization of /w/, 
see §§5.69–70, as suggested by Girvan (1931: §100A3), Wynn (1956: §47.4), and Ball 
and Stiles (1983: §§3.2.2, 5), see further references therein. Since NNbr has frequent 
examples of such palatal diphthongization, SNbr has some examples, and the ‘NMerc’ 
Ru1 shows sporadic instances, the assumption can be justifi ed dialectally. EpGl 715 
hreacca is dubious and for EpGl 652 bearug ‘barrow-pig’ see Ball and Stiles (1983: 
§3.2.2 and App.).
3 The single exception is 873 -læppan ‘skirts’ with an intervening geminate.
4 Note also LorGl2.34 heagospinnum ‘cheeks’ dat.pl., 62, 51 lundleogan, -leogum 
‘kidneys’, the latter with eo for ea.
5 Not to be taken here is MtGl(Ru) 21.5 tboma, an adjective from tbam ‘team’. And 
Ch 204 hiobbanne ‘have’ infl .inf. is of uncertain value, being infl uenced by following 
siollanne.
6 So explained by Weyhe (1906: 78) and preferable to the assumption of Angl origin, 
as in Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §214).
7 Mainly poetical cearu, although note CP 302.9 cearu, is not to be taken as a further 
example, pace Campbell (1959: §208). The form is presumably Merc alongside WS 
caru, see further Brunner (1965: §108.5A4) and n8 below. For Nbr forms such as 
8efeastnadon, see Campbell (1959: §208n6).
8 The majority of other cases must be regarded as due to Merc infl uence, particularly 
predominant in eKt: Ch 1482, 1510 ¨eafi e ‘I consent’, Ch 1482 teapera ‘tapers’ gen.pl., 
Ch 41, 1436 earan ‘they are’, alongside, for example, Ch 1197 8e¨afi e. Both Kt 
and Nbr also have a number of names with back umlaut which may be attributed to 
their Merc origin. The most reliable WS example is Chron(A) 449 8elea/ade ‘invited’, 
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again probably due to Merc infl uence. ÆGl 8.35 meatte ‘mat’ < Lat matta in WGmc 
shows failure of restoration of a before a geminate and then back umlaut in the same 
environment, whilst ÆCHom I.29.430.2 8eafl um ‘forks’ dat.pl. is from 8eafel, not 
gafol, see OED yelve. Forms with back umlaut of /æ/ are a common feature of poetic 
texts, such as Beo beadu, eafora, eafo¨, eatol, heafo, 8ehea¨erod, hea/u, see Cameron 
et al. (1981: 43–4).

5.107 In nWS there are a number of examples of back umlaut where 
more than one consonant intervenes, most, but not all, examples involving 
geminates. In Nbr the relevant examples are: Ru2 ionna, ionna¨ ‘womb’, 
Ru2, DurRitGl bionna ‘within’, LiGl so¨¨a ‘after’ < *sio¨¨a, see §5.208, 
sealla ‘give’ and forms, with back umlaut of /e/ < */æ/ by i-umlaut, possibly 
also in Ru2, see Lindelöf (1901: §87), and, where the intervening consonants 
are non-geminate, LiGl bihionda, bihianda ‘behind’ (also Ru2 bihionda), 
8ioster- ‘yesterday’, with io for eo, cf. Ru2 8estor-. In Merc the relevant 
examples are Ps(A) seo¨an, with orthographic simplifi cation of the geminate, 
and Ru1 seo//an. It is noteworthy, however, that there are a number of 
examples in Ps(A) where back umlaut of /æ/ (due to second fronting) takes 
place even with an intervening geminate or consonant cluster. Examples of 
the former type are: leappan ‘skirt’, hneappade ‘he slept’ and related forms, 
eappultun ‘apple orchard’, westerns7eattum ‘usury’ dat.pl. and related 
forms, gneat ‘gnat’ (from pl. forms); examples of the latter are: eascan 
‘ashes’, alongside escan from nom.sg., gongeweafran ‘spiders’. In Kt we 
fi nd OccGl 49 seo¨¨an, Ch 1482 sio¨¨an, against Ch 1195, 1200 si¨¨an. 
Before groups Ch 1188 has siondan, Ch 1508 seondan ‘they are’ beside more 
frequent unumlauted forms. The position in WS is more obscure. Only two 
words are at issue,1 si¨¨an ‘after’ and sindon ‘they are’, these being the usual 
EWS forms beside rare sie¨¨an, siendon, most probably with 〈ie〉 for 〈i〉, 
see §5.165. On the other hand the usual forms in LWS are sy//an, syndon, 
and in the latter case at least back umlaut is unlikely to have occurred.2

1 But there are the unexplained EWS forms Met 2.4 8eocsa, Lch II (1) 18.1.1 8eoxa 
‘sobbing, ?hiccough’, cf. EpGl, ErfGl 958 iesca, where the normal development is 
*8esca > *8iesca > 8ihsa, with palatal diphthongization, see Weyhe (1908: 171).
2 This is because, as has already been noted, see §5.104(1) and also §5.111 below, 
back umlaut is regularly levelled in WS. The 〈y〉 spellings could have two sources: 
(1) i > y in LWS, see §5.173; (2) *ie > y in LWS, see §5.167. If the former is the case, 
then clearly back umlaut is uninvolved. If the latter is the case, then there would have 
to have been a special development of *io > *ie > y. For further discussion see 
§5.167.

(b) Combinative back umlaut

5.108 As has already been stated in 5.103, when a short front vowel1 is 
immediately preceded by /w/, then this /w/ frequently has the effect of 
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retracting that vowel to the corresponding back vowel, rather than mere 
diphthongization. It is important to note that this change is often lexically 
restricted and even in the case of individual lexemes diphthongized and 
undiphthongized forms may stand alongside retracted forms.

1 It would appear, however, that /æ/ is never so affected, although this may simply 
be because combinative back umlaut is relatively infrequent in the dialect of Ps(A), see 
further below.

5.109 In all dialects the combinative back umlaut of /i/ > /u/ appears to 
be restricted to examples of u-umlaut and possible examples of combinative 
a-umlaut are to be otherwise explained.1 The details of the changes in each 
dialect are listed below. It is especially important to note that although in 
most dialects the change is quite restricted in its operation, as indicated 
in §5.108, in WS the change is extremely widespread. This, of course, is in 
marked contrast to the dialect situation with respect to the operation of 
simple back umlaut, which is least frequent in WS.

(1) The most noteworthy feature of the operation of combinative u-umlaut 
in WS, apart from its regularity, see above, is that it usually takes place 
regardless of the nature of the intervening consonant, and therefore 
examples of the change can be found with an intervening dental, such 
as wudu ‘wood’, wuduwe ‘widow’, (w)uton ‘let us’, cwudu ‘cud’, swutol 
‘evident’, and even with an intervening velar, such as wucu ‘week’, 
swugian ‘be silent’. Frequently diphthongized or undiphthongized forms 
are found alongside the above, hence weoduwe, widuwe; cweodu; 
sweotol; wicu. Where no retracted forms are found, the preceding 
/w/ may still permit diphthongization beyond the normal limits for 
the dialect, as in wioton ‘they know’ alongside witon and swiocol 
‘treacherous’ alongside swicol.2

(2) In the early Merc texts combinative back umlaut is extremely rare, 
the only examples being EpGl 430, LdGl 245 uudu-, alongside many 
examples with /i/. By the time of CorpGl, however, as with simple 
back umlaut, the change is much more frequent, for example, uudu-, 
cudu ‘cud’. In Ps(A), in contrast, the change is infrequent, occurring 
only in wudu, contrasting with weotun ‘they know’ (see also n1), 
sweotulli7e ‘manifestly’ and even undiphthongized widwe ‘widow’. 
Ru1 has wutan ‘know’ pr.pl. alongside equally frequent forms such 
as witan and also wutu ‘let us’. Note also MtGl(Ru1) 23.14 widuwana 
‘widows’ gen.pl.

(3) The earliest Nbr texts show the fi rst examples of combinative back 
umlaut in Bede(M) derauuda ‘deer wood’ dat.sg. (< wudu), RuneAuzon 
wudu. The signifi cance of these forms is uncertain, see further §5.112. 
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In the later Nbr texts the principal forms are: wuton ‘let us’, wuton 
‘they know’ and hence various other forms of the same verb, wutodli7e 
‘indeed’, wudu ‘wood’. But diphthongized forms can also occur, 
such as wiotodli7e, and some forms only so occur, such as Ru2 8iswi-
opornisse ‘cunningness’ acc.sg. Note also that widwe ‘widow’ is the 
regular form.

(4) The only example of such umlaut in Kt is CollGl 49.204 wuton ‘let 
us’. Note that Ch 328, 1195 have wiada, weoda ‘wood’ where usually 
analogy from the nom.sg., in which combinative u-umlaut might have 
been expected, takes place. The implication is that such umlaut was 
rare in the dialect, although see Gabrielson (1912: §§396, 287) for 
ME evidence which might suggest that combinative back umlaut 
occurred in Kt also.

1 Combinative a-umlaut of /i/ is held to occur in the following Nbr forms: wuta 
‘know’, wuta ‘wise man’, where it is most probable that -u- has been transferred from 
wuton ‘they know’. Similarly frequent WS wuda, also in Ps(A), has the vowel of wudu. 
CP 8ewuta ‘witness’ (2¥) and wutan ‘wise men’ (1¥) may have the same source as the 
Nbr forms above, but are scarcely of signifi cance.
2 Other forms, such as swicon ‘they deserted’, which never show either retraction or 
diphthongization, are to be explained as examples of analogical levelling, see further 
§5.111.

5.110 In all dialects the combinative back umlaut of /e/ > /o/ is even more 
restricted than the parallel umlaut of /i/. In general only a few words are 
affected, the principal of which are as follows. In WS we fi nd worold 
‘world’, swolo¨ ‘heat’, and, with an intervening cluster, swostor ‘sister’.1 
All such forms occur alongside other forms with -eo-, such as weorold, 
etc. The only other dialect with such forms is NNbr, where LiGl, DurRitGl 
have woruld and LiGl has worud ‘troop’ (= WS weorod, werod). In all 
Nbr texts, however, there is apparently combinative a-umlaut in wosa ‘be’ 
(= WS wesan), and LiGl has cwo¨a ‘say’ alongside cweo¨a, cwoe¨a, and 
other forms. The extent to which these latter examples are to be connected 
with back umlaut must be uncertain.2,3

1 Both swostor and sweostor presuppose earlier *swestur, in contrast to Angl swester, 
suoester from earlier *swester. The WS form is unusual and unexplained.
2 Luick (1914–40: §222.2) sees wosa as due to monophthongization of *weosa in 
weak-stressed environments, which claims no more than an unexplained special develop-
ment. On the other hand, the development cannot be through rounding after /w/, that 
is, *wesa > *woesa >? wosa, since Ru2 almost totally lacks that change, see §5.178 
and Lindelöf (1901: §93). The defi nitive status of the observed changes cannot therefore 
be ascertained.
3 In NNbr combinative back umlaut is unknown outside the above examples and 
the usual development must have been diphthongization to eo, that is, *weras > 
weoras ‘men’, with later unrounding to wearas, see §5.44(2). But there is then a later 
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development giving wæras, waras, etc., for which see §5.179. There is no need to 
assume that such forms entirely escaped back umlaut, as Campbell (1959: §210.2n4) 
seems to imply.

(c) Summary

5.111 The operation of back umlaut has important morphological con-
sequences in four areas: (1) various noun (and hence adjective) infl ections; 
(2) the weak class 2 conjugation; (3) the preterite plurals of some strong 
verbs; (4) the present tense of other strong verbs. These are discussed 
separately below.

(1) Back umlaut can cause morphological alternation in two different 
types of noun infl ection. The fi rst type is where the nom.sg. does not 
suffer umlaut, but (usually in the plural) some other case has a following 
back vowel which potentially causes umlaut. The most common examples 
involve the a-decl. neut. nom.pl. -u and dat.pl. -um (all declensions). 
In WS in such cases the umlaut is regularly levelled, for example, clifu, 
clifum. In the Angl dialects, on the other hand, the change is levelled 
only in a minority of instances. Indeed, in Ps(A) only unlevelled forms 
are found, such as s7eopu, s7eopum ‘ships’. In Ru1 forms such as 
8ewriotu ‘writings’ are only slightly less frequent than levelled 8ewritu. 
In Nbr texts unlevelled forms greatly outnumber levelled forms. The 
limited evidence of Kt suggests a fairly equal alternation between 
phonological and analogical forms. The second type is where the nom.
sg. ends in infl ectional -u, which is absent elsewhere in the paradigm. 
In fact the only frequent example is wudu ‘wood’, in which case 
combinative back umlaut is extended to forms with following a, see 
§5.109. However, since this word shows combinative back umlaut 
even in those (Merc) dialects where the change is rare, the change 
may be a special property of the lexeme.

(2) In verbs belonging to weak class 2 a back vowel directly follows the 
stem in 2 and 3sg. pr.ind., where it is /w/, and the preterite, where it 
is /u/ in WS and /w/ in nWS, see further §3.34. Elsewhere an i-umlauted 
vowel follows the stem. Hence the paradigm is liable to considerable 
analogical restructuring. In EWS there is both levelling and extension, 
so that alongside regular clipian, cleopode, forms of ‘call’, one can 
also fi nd both cleopian and clipode. In LWS it is more usual for the 
umlauted forms to be levelled out, although the other variations remain 
in a minority of cases. In Merc Ps(A) extends the back umlaut to all 
forms, hence cleopiu ‘I call’ etc., and the same appears to be true for 
the other Angl texts written after the time of the change. In Kt no 
such extension takes place.
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(3) In verbs of strong class I it might be expected that a preterite plural 
form such as drifon ‘they drove’ should undergo back umlaut. In WS, 
however, undiphthongized forms are always found. In the Ps(A) dialect 
of Merc, in contrast, not only are all such forms diphthongized,1 but 
forms with an intervening velar, which would not usually show the 
change, do so, see §5.104n10 for examples. In Ru1 levelling is frequent, 
but see §5.104n11, and in Nbr there are both levelled and unlevelled 
forms.

(4) Similarly, in strong classes IV and V back umlaut should appear in 
the pr.inf., 1sg. pr.ind., and the pr.pl.ind.,2 but in fact the position is 
broadly parallel to that immediately above, except that the absence 
of umlauted forms in the standard WS texts is to be ascribed to the 
failure of /e/ to be a-umlauted. CollGl 49.73 eta¨ ‘they eat’, 1179 
forberan ‘tolerate’ suggest that in Kt, where such umlaut could take 
place, see §5.105(4), the umlaut was usually levelled.

1 With the exception of edwiton (3¥) ‘they reproached’.
2 At least in those texts where the infl ectional ending was usually -u and not -e.

5.112 Since the evidence of the earliest Angl texts shows that back umlaut 
is there only occasionally represented, whereas in texts such as CorpGl and 
Ps(A), as well as the lNbr texts, back umlaut is fully regular, it is safe to 
assume that back umlaut only began to be implemented at or about the 
time of the earliest texts. Furthermore, the chronology of back umlaut 
relative to sound changes normally considered to be prehistoric is easily 
established. For example, where forms undergo palatal diphthongization 
they do not undergo back umlaut, hence examples such as 8yfu ‘gift’, see 
further §5.105n4. There are also frequent examples where an i-umlauted 
vowel comes to stand before a back vowel, due to variation in a suffi xal 
vowel. Examples such as eosol ‘ass’ < Lat asilus are given in 5.105(1). 
Furthermore, back umlaut must be later than second fronting, since the 
/æ/ produced by second fronting is regularly umlauted, see here §5.106(1). 
The only area of diffi culty is the relationship between smoothing and back 
umlaut. However, the discussion in §§5.102 and 103 shows that smoothing 
must have been the earlier change. In the case of back umlaut itself, although 
there is no justifi cation for asserting different chronologies for u-umlaut 
and a-umlaut, it is often asserted that combinative back umlaut was earlier 
than simple back umlaut, see, for example, Luick (1914–40: §233), Girvan 
(1931: §104A2), Brunner (1965: §114A7), Campbell (1959: §218). The 
evidence for this rests on the early attestation of wudu in Bede(M) and 
EpGl, texts which do not usually show simple back umlaut.1,2 But since wudu 
can appear even in a text such as Ps(A) which otherwise does not show 
the change, see §5.109(2), it is dangerous to draw any general conclusions 
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from what may well be a lexical idiosyncrasy. There can therefore be no 
reason to suppose that combinative back umlaut was generally earlier than 
simple back umlaut or even, as Stiles (1983) speculates, that that was the 
case for Nbr but not Merc.3

1 But note ErfGl 521 unliuduuac, discussed in §5.104(2). For eNbr see §§5.104(3), 
105n8.
2 The often-cited EpGl, ErfGl 557 uulluc ‘wrapper’, not ‘whelk’, is cognate with OHG 
wulluh and not therefore a relevant example, see Stiles (1983) and references therein.
3 In WS and Kt the situation is otherwise indeterminate, but it may be supposed that 
the same situation obtained in all OE dialects.

X Palatal umlaut

5.113 In WS dialects especially, and to varying and lesser extents in the 
other dialects, the short diphthongs io, eo were monophthongized and 
raised to /i/ when directly followed by /x/ plus dental consonant, that is, 
/t, q, s/. The evidence of Kt, where, unlike WS, /e/ could occur in these 
environments as a result of the i-umlaut of */”/, for example, *hleahi¨ > 
hleh¨ ‘he laughs’, see §5.82, shows that /e/ was similarly raised to /i/. The 
only restriction on the change appears to have been that the consonant 
cluster must not have been followed by a back vowel. Typical examples in 
WS are cneoht > cniht ‘boy’, *8eweoht > 8ewiht ‘weight’, cf. cneohtas 
‘boys’, and similar forms are found in Kt together with examples such as 
*hleh¨ > hlih¨ ‘he laughs’. Such a sound change has clear similarities to 
Anglian smoothing, see §5.93. In the Angl dialects, however, examples of 
this change, usually known as palatal umlaut, are only to be found in rela-
tively late Merc texts, such as Ru1 neht > niht ‘night’. The similarities to 
Anglian smoothing, and the fact that this sound change involves not only 
monophthongization but also raising, strongly implies that in these positions 
the originally velar /x/ had, as in Anglian smoothing, developed a palatal 
allophone, that is, [ç], see Luick (1914–40: §684, esp. A2). Further evidence 
that the consonant group had palatalized comes from the failure of the 
change to take place when a back vowel followed, as in cneohtas above. 
We may therefore suppose that the change took place before [ç] + dental 
consonant.1 The internal structure of the changes as they affect the short 
diphthongs is rather less certain in several respects. Firstly, it is unclear 
whether in WS /Ê/ and /Â/ had already merged by the time of palatal 
umlaut, see further §§5.118, 161. Secondly, it is uncertain whether /Ê, Â/ 
directly shifted to /i/, or whether they fi rst monophthongized and then /e/ 
< /Â/ shifted to /i/, or whether /Ê, Â/ fi rst shifted to the sound repre sented 
by 〈ie〉, probably either /Ì/ or /Á/, see §2.36. A choice between the fi rst 
two alternatives may be impossible, given the absence of intermediate 〈e〉 
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spellings in WS, such as **cneht for cniht. On the other hand, Kt has 
examples suggesting that monophthongization did indeed occur fi rst, see 
§5.115. The evidence for an intermediate stage ie principally consists of 
occasional spellings with 〈ie〉, such as CP 287.10 cnieht, CP 341.18 wriexle 
‘change’, but these appear to be the only such spellings of relevant forms 
in the major EWS texts and presumably are merely instances of 〈ie〉 for 〈i〉, 
see §5.165.2 It is therefore best to assume that palatal umlaut consisted 
fi rstly of monophthongization (where appropriate) of the short diphthongs 
/Ê, Â/ and then raising of /e/ to /i/ before a palatalized consonant every-
where. The change may be approximately characterized as follows, where 
for convenience the two shifts are taken together:

 V  C  V
-back  V

û [+high] Ø / ________
+high  C -back

-long -syll -back +cor  Ø
-low +cont

1 An apparent exception to this is consistent meox, miox ‘dung’. The failure of palatal 
umlaut here is best explained by presupposing the shift of /xs/ > /ks/, see §7.6, 9. It 
must therefore be supposed that this shift takes place earlier when word-fi nal than 
when word-internal, cf. mixen ‘dung-heap’, wrixl ‘change’ and see Luick (1914–40: 
§271A1). There is no need to invoke an analogical explanation as in Campbell (1959: 
§305), and very rare mix (1¥ only apparently), myx are of no signifi cance.
2 EWS siex ‘six’ and related forms are not relevant here, for LWS has both six and, 
less frequently, syx. But syx could not have developed from /i/ due to palatal umlaut, 
see Luick (1914–40: §271A1,3), Brunner (1965: §122A2), also §5.167, and, for the 
contrary view, Sprockel (1965: 32). Further, by n1 above, seox should not undergo 
palatal umlaut. Siex must therefore be due to i-umlaut of /Â/ in infl ected forms, but 
given LWS six we may have to suppose that there were competing forms in EWS with 
and without palatal umlaut, see also §5.115. Nor can EWS ryht ‘right’ < reoht be 
relevant here, since /y/ is most probably due to rounding of /i/ after /r/, see §5.170 and 
references, cf. Campbell (1959: §305n2) for another view.

5.114 In EWS palatal umlaut regularly occurs, so that we fi nd cneoht > 
cniht ‘boy’, reoht > riht ‘right’,1 and similarly wrixl ‘change’, Wiht ‘Wight’, 
Piht ‘Pict’,2 8ewiht ‘weight’. Alongside such forms are others without palatal 
umlaut, which are to be explained under §5.117. LWS texts show the 
change equally, hence LWS cniht, etc. There are no examples in WS of the 
change affecting long diphthongs, hence lboht ‘light’ and similar forms are 
normal. Additionally, the personal name element -byrht, -birht from older 
-beorht, also found as a fi rst element, suggests either that palatal umlaut 
could also occur if there were an intervening liquid, or that the group 
beor- was subject to a special development. In support of the latter view 
are other forms such as Chron(A) 931,933 Byrnstan, see Campbell (1959: 
§305n1) and cf. Brunner (1965: §122A3).3
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1 Riht only occurs in derived forms in EWS, such as unrihtwis ‘unrighteous’, with 
the simple form being ryht, see §5.113n2, but in LWS the normal form is riht.
2 The word only occurs when an infl ectional back vowel follows, for example, Pihtas 
alongside expected Peohtas, see further §5.117.
3 Any explanation from palatal umlaut which supposes that this example shows that 
a liquid may intervene, see also §5.115, must presume that frequent metathesis to 
byrht, etc. does not precede the umlaut. The explanation of forms with /y/ may either 
be parallel to that for ryht, see §5.113n2, or due to the labializing effect of /b/.

5.115 Among the early Kt charters Ch 1200.5 has rehtlicast ‘most right’ 
alongside 1200.14 reohte ‘right’ dat.sg., and Ch 1482.62 has sex ‘six’ (2¥), 
see §5.113n2. These cases would seem to confi rm that the fi rst stage of 
palatal umlaut was monophthongization. Indeed the later OccGl 49.36 
8enihtsumia¨ ‘they abound’ may suggest that Kt /e/ < /y/ could undergo 
the raising process, see Williams (1905: §54), and 1151 hlih¨ ‘he laughs’ 
(and, by analogy, 11 hlihhe ‘I laugh’) shows raising of /e/ which is the result of 
i-umlaut of a diphthong.1 Other examples in the same text which show both 
monophthongization and raising include: 344 wiht ‘weight’, 702 8ewric[s]l 
‘change’, 1067 cnihthade ‘knighthood’, 169 unrihtemere ‘adulterer’, note 
also 1175a 8erihta ‘rights’ with a following back vowel. Finally in the same 
text 509 tirh¨ ‘he mocks’ may indicate raising of /e/ even when a liquid 
intervenes, see §5.114n3 but also n1 below.

1 But these, and tirh¨ below, may simply be examples of 〈i〉 for 〈e〉, occasionally found 
elsewhere in the same text, such as 724 sli77 ‘sledge-hammer’, 698 hinra¨ ‘he is hungry’ 
(with 〈i〉 for Kt y > e), compare with these 920 dehtnunge ‘disposition’ with 〈e〉 for 〈i〉. 
Notably OccGl 49 has cases where c and b are similarly confused, although examples 
of palatal umlaut of long vowels are extremely rare throughout OE. Thus we fi nd 
afl c8¨ ‘fl ed’ alongside the expected form in 756 8ebb8¨ ‘he curves’, and 353 lb7etere 
‘hypocrite’ for usual lc7ettere.

5.116 The only examples of palatal umlaut in Angl are to be found in 
the late Ru1 and OccGl 54. In the former occur riht alongside reht, sih/e 
‘behold’, and niht ‘night’.1,2 OccGl 54 has both riht and reht but cniht (3¥). 
The twelfth-century LS 3 (Chad) has a mixture of raised and unraised 
forms. Nbr texts show no instances of the change.

1 But Ru1 always has cneht ‘boy’, leading to, for example, MtGl(Ru) 2.14 he arcsende 
8enom /one cneht ond his mdder on niht. MtGl(Ru) 27.45 syxta can scarcely be an 
example of the change, see §5.113n2.
2 Ru1 also has two words apparently showing palatal umlaut of long vowels, namely 
lcht ‘light’ alongside lbht, lboht and nchste (1¥ only) alongside frequent nbhstum, nwhstum, 
etc. But such forms may show the operation of palatal umlaut after shortening before 
consonant groups, as suggested by Campbell (1959: §310), see also §5.199.

5.117 As pointed out in §5.113, palatal umlaut occurs only where the 
consonant cluster is not directly followed by a back vowel, hence contrasts 
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such as cniht ‘boy’, cneohtas ‘boys’. Therefore there is considerable scope 
for analogical levelling and extension, and in EWS, where levelling away 
of the change is preferred to extension, we fi nd forms such as cneoht 
alongside cniht. In LWS, on the other hand, extension of the umlaut is 
regular, hence cniht, cnihtas.1 Notable here is the verb feohtan ‘fi ght’ and 
forms, which in both EWS and LWS almost always shows no umlaut, forms 
such as fi htan occurring rarely and generally in less reliable late texts.

1 In view of the regularity of LWS cnihtas, etc. it might be supposed that in LWS 
even in those forms the consonant cluster had become suffi ciently palatalized to permit 
palatal umlaut to take place, rather than ascribe the shift to analogy.

5.118 The chronology of palatal umlaut in WS is somewhat unclear 
because of its lack of interaction with other changes. Thus the diphthongs 
/Ê, Â/ would both become /i/ by palatal umlaut whether the merger of 
the two diphthongs, see §§5.155ff., took place before or after the current 
change. Similarly, the occlusion of the /x/ > /k/ in the group /xs/ is of 
uncertain date, see §7.9, and hence of little help. On the other hand, the 
evidence of spellings in the early texts implies that the change must have 
taken place by the ninth century. Similarly the monophthongization involved 
is attested in ninth-century Kt charters, although the raising is not attested 
until OccGl 49. In Merc the change is not seen even in the ninth-century Ps(A), 
and it seems not to have spread to Merc dialects until the tenth century. 
ME evidence, see Jordan (1974: §69), shows that the change later spread 
to Nbr also, although not always, but this is clearly post-OE. The change, 
therefore, was earliest in the S. and only gradually spread northwards.

XI Palatal monophthongization

5.119 In WS at least1 there appears to be a somewhat sporadic tendency 
for both long and short /æw, ”/ to be monophthongized to /e(p)/ when 
preceded by a palatal consonant, that is, 7, 8 or s7, or followed by an 
original velar, that is, k, g, or h (= /x/), or by a palatal consonant due to 
palatalization.2,3 Typical examples of each case are: 7bas > 7bs ‘he chose’, 
7earf > 7erf ‘he cut’, 8bar > 8br ‘year’, 8eaf > 8ef ‘he gave’, s7bap > s7bp 
‘sheep’, s7eaft > s7eft ‘shaft’, bbacon > bbcon ‘beacon’, ba8e > b8e ‘eye’,4 
hbah > hbh ‘high’, seah > seh ‘he saw’, smba8anne > smb8anne ‘think’ infl .inf., 
on8ea8n > on8e8n ‘against’.5 In the vast majority of instances the mono-
phthongal forms exist alongside more numerous forms with the original 
diphthongs. Since original /æ(p)/ as in lwgon ‘they lay’, bæc ‘back’ was not 
raised, it must be assumed that the fi rst element of the diphthong was either 
originally higher than /æ(p)/ or was raised during the monophthongization; 
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compare the processes involved in palatal umlaut, see §5.113, also §2.34, 
and Bliss (1950: 85). The monophthongization before an original velar 
bears clear similarities to palatal umlaut and may well be explained on the 
same grounds, with the relative infrequency of the shift due to the fact that 
the diphthong involved is low and thus less likely to palatalize the following 
consonant. But, on the other hand, the monophthongization after palatals 
is clearly related to the process of palatal diphthongization, see §5.49 and, 
for examples of Nbr raising after palatals, §5.54. It is tempting to assume, 
therefore, that the changes under discussion here are an extension of palatal 
diphthongization, that is, that the sequence *8wr > 8bar > 8br refl ects an 
intensifi cation of the original change. For this reason it may be preferable 
to call this change palatal monophthongization, rather than the more usual 
‘Late West Saxon Smoothing’.6 Clearly, although the change bears close 
similarities to both smoothing and palatal umlaut, it differs crucially in 
that the diphthong is raised and monophthongized in the environment of 
not only a following palatal but also a preceding palatal. The change may 
be approximately stated as follows:

 V  V
û [–low] Ø /  C

-back -syll +high
+low -back

1 Apparent examples in the early Kt charters, such as frequent wc ‘also’, Ch 41.19 
hwgy¨e place-name, alongside 41.3 hbagy¨e, Ch 1510.24 bwgmund personal name, 
are most probably due to Merc infl uence, namely smoothing, see §5.99n7, but OccGl 
49 has a few examples of the change: 1035 ¨bh ‘although’, 954 smb8an ‘consider’, 52 
meht ‘you may’, beside other forms such as 1119 hbah ‘high’, etc. There appear to be 
no cases, however, of a preceding palatal causing the change in Kt. Naturally the change 
is not observable in the Angl dialects.
2 But in this last case the only consonant which is associated with the change is /j/, 
examples of palatalized /k/ and /sk/ being wanting.
3 Monophthongization of apparent diphthongs by palatal diphthongization of back 
vowels is not found, hence 8eara ‘formerly’, s7eadu ‘shadow’, etc. In many cases this 
must be because no diphthong was actually present, see §5.69 for discussion of the 
diacritic status of 〈e〉 in forms such as s7eadu, and in the type represented by 8eara 
the change would not take place even if it were diphthongal, since the fi rst element 
would be [–low] already, see §5.61. There is no need to suppose, as does Campbell 
(1959: §313), rising diphthongs in these cases.
4 There appear to be no examples of monophthongization of short /”/ before /j/ 
(< */“/).
5 In this case the change may have taken place before loss of /j/, that is, on8æ8n > 
on8e8n > on8bn, but see further §§5.123, 128.
6 The term ‘Late West Saxon Smoothing’ is also inappropriate since it wrongly implies 
that the change did not take place in EWS, see further §5.120.

5.120 Examples of palatal monophthongization in EWS are somewhat 
sporadic and variably represented in the texts. In CP the chief examples 
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are: 191.11 8ere ‘certainly’, for8et ‘he forgot’ (2¥), 113.14 mehte ‘he could’, 
on8bn ‘against’ (2¥), s7el ‘he must’ (2¥), CP(C) 36.7 † pleh ‘he risked’, 
262.7 † uns7e¨fulli7e ‘innocently’, and, with long vowels, CP 103.15 ¨bh 
‘although’, CP(C) 152.13 † smb8eanne ‘consider’ infl .inf. Chron (A) has 
only 878.12 on8bn and Andredes7ester place-name. These forms all exist 
beside an overwhelming preponderance of diphthongal forms. In addition 
CP has a slightly higher proportion of cases where the preterite of irregular 
weak class 1 verbs shows monophthongization, for example, rehte, rehton 
‘he, they narrated’, lehte ‘he moistened’, astrehte ‘he stretched out’, beside 
reahte, leahte etc. Since such monophthongized forms are general OE it is 
usually assumed that they have been formed on the analogy of the present 
tense (re77an, etc.), see Brunner (1965: §122A6).1 In Oros the mono-
phthongization occurs more frequently, and /bh ‘although’ occurs 114¥, 
/bah 24¥, note also always fl ex (2¥), never fl eax, see Bately (1980: xli). 
Other examples, such as for8ef ‘he forgave’, on8et ‘he realized’, nbh ‘near’, 
8br ‘year’, occur beside more frequent diphthongal forms.

1 Or it could be that the phonological change was carried out here more frequently 
than usual due to the favourable morphological conditions, see Bazell (1974) for some 
similar cases but cf. §5.121.

5.121 In LWS the best mss. of Ælfric show scarcely any signs of mono-
phthongization and thus we fi nd consistent 7easter ‘castle’, s7eal ‘he must’, 
8bar ‘year’, hbah ‘high’, eahta ‘eight’, on8ban ‘against’, etc.1 A similar situation 
obtains in WHom, but here should be noted /bh ‘although’ 11¥ against 
/bah 54¥. In various other texts the monophthongization is more frequent, 
although often still a minority form. Thus Chron(C) up to 977 has 8br 
‘year’ 6¥ against 8bar 24¥. On the other hand Ælfric and Wulfstan, along 
with other LWS texts, consistently prefer such forms as rehte ‘he narrated’ 
to reahte, supporting the view that the verbal forms are analogical, cf. 
§5.120 and n.

1 Note, however, consistent ÆCHom, ÆLS nbh8ebur ‘neighbour’ (10¥), which may 
be due to the following /j/, see Luick (1914–40: §277). Much less signifi cant is ÆCHomI 
17 181.2 /bh against very frequent /bah.

5.122 There appear to be no major morphophonological implications of 
this change, and its infrequency suggests only that the change was never 
more than partially implemented.

5.123 The sporadic nature of this change makes it diffi cult to determine 
its relative chronology, but the available evidence suggests that it was clearly 
present in the dialect of the post-Alfredian Orosius and must have been 
known in Alfredian times also, if to a lesser extent. The Kt evidence, such 
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as it is, see §5.119n1, suggests that it did not reach Kt until the tenth 
century. All this points to a date for the change only a little after the date 
of palatal umlaut, see §5.118. Note that the form on8bn < on8ea8n could 
be due to either the preceding or the following palatal and therefore does 
not provide a dating relative to the loss of /j/, cf. Sprockel (1965: §1.1.10), 
who appears to hold a different view.

XII Compensatory lengthening

5.124 In all dialects, and at about the same time as smoothing, /x/ was 
lost: (1) between vowels; (2) between a vowel and a voiced consonant; 
(3) between a liquid and a vowel, see §§7.50–1. and §§5.100(2), 102 for 
discussion of the relative chronology. When /x/ is lost, then in at least cases 
(1) and (2) the preceding vowel is, if not already long, lengthened. Thus 
we fi nd examples such as; Angl *sihi¨ > *sc-i¨ ‘he sees’, *feohes > *fbo-es 
‘property’ gen.sg., cf. feoh nom.sg., *8esiehne > 8escene, 8esyne ‘visible’, 
*stiehli > style ‘steel’. Typical type (3) examples, discussed further below, 
would include *feorhes > fbores ‘life’ gen.sg., *wealhes > wbales ‘foreigner’ 
gen.sg. The reasons for the vowel lengthening are most clearly observable 
in a form such as *stiehli, where we may suppose an original syllable 
division as stieh$li. Such a form adheres to the normal OE situation in 
which the rhyme of a stressed syllable contains at least two morae, that is, 
a long vowel or diphthong or a short vowel plus consonant, see §§2.80–2 
for discussion. With the loss of /x/, however, the word no longer con-
forms to normal syllabic structure, and therefore the moric unit which 
/x/ originally fi lled is then fi lled by a lengthening of the preceding vowel.1,2 
In other words, the preceding vowel is lengthened in order to compensate 
for the loss of the following consonant. Hence the process is known as 
compensatory lengthening. Exactly the same process occurs in forms such 
as *sihi¨, to give *sc-i¨ before the hiatus is resolved.3 However, in the type 
(3) cases, such as *feorhes with the syllable division *feor$hes, it should 
be clear that loss of /x/ would result in feor$es without compensatory 
lengthening, since the fi rst syllable of the word would still have a bimoric 
rhyme. This is demonstrated by place-names such as PDE Hale < OE hale 
‘nook’ dat.sg. < halhe, which if subject to compensatory lengthening would 
have given **Hole, see Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §189) and references 
therein, cf., however, Dietz (1970). On the other hand there is metrical 
evidence that compensatory lengthening could take place even in these 
forms, see Sievers (1893a: §77), Amos (1980: 34–6), and therefore length-
ened and unlengthened forms often appear to co-exist, see §5.127 for 
further details, and, for a detailed analysis of poetic forms, Amos (1980: 
37–9).4
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1 Although the evidence for lengthening is mainly metrical, see Sievers (1893a: §77), 
the change is one which would be predicted on phonological grounds. Orthographic 
evidence for the change comes from EpGl 49 steeli ‘steel’, ErfGl 333 un8izeem 
(= un8izeeni) ‘unseen’, EpGl 712 dnettae ‘he anticipated’ (?), see Pheifer (1974: §60).
2 It should be noted that for this process to occur it is essential that the words be 
originally disyllabic. Therefore in a case such as */weaxl > /wbal ‘washing’ it must 
be assumed either that the /l/ is syllabic or that there is an epenthetic vowel, see 
§§6.38–40. But this would follow from the normal phonotactics of OE, see §2.83.
3 For discussion of the relative chronology of compensatory lengthening and hiatus 
resolution, see further §5.130.
4 Since compensatory lengthening is a process dependent upon syllable phonotactics, 
it does not take place in unstressed syllables, which only require one mora in the 
rhyme, see §2.80. Hence ne habban > nabban ‘not have’, see §§5.152–3. Compare, 
however, bbot ‘boast’ < *bi-hat, where the fi rst syllable must have been stressed.

5.125 Compensatory lengthening occurs under four circumstances: the 
three different types of loss of /x/ discussed in §5.124 and in the case of 
loss of /j/ before a dental1 consonant. Compensatory lengthening due to 
loss of intervocalic /x/ is by far the most frequent, and is dealt with below 
under hiatus, see §§5.131ff. The remainder are treated in §§5.126–8 
respectively.

1 The consonant is usually /q/, /d/, or /n/, see §7.71 for details.

5.126 In all dialects whenever /x/ is lost between a vowel and a voiced 
consonant the vowel is lengthened in compensation. Almost all the certain 
examples are cited in §5.124, but additional examples probably include 
*yhmest > ymest (< *uxumist by iterative i-umlaut, see §5.76). For other 
possible examples see Campbell (1959: 241.1). Additional examples occur 
with compounds of eoh ‘horse’ and pleoh ‘danger’, hence bored ‘troop’, 
plboli7 ‘dangerous’.

5.127 When /x/ is lost between a voiced consonant and a vowel, then in 
all dialects the fl uctuation between lengthened and unlengthened forms 
described in §5.124 occurs regularly, although it seems likely that the 
unlengthened forms were the more common. Typical examples occur in the 
infl ected forms of words such as feorh, wealh, see §5.124, and all other 
short-stemmed nouns of the same structure, similarly verbs such as fbolan 
‘adhere’ < *feolhan, cf. WS fi lh¨ ‘he adheres’. Of special interest are various 
forms of sweora ‘neck’ < Gmc *swerho, for the usual LWS form is swura 
which can only have a short, that is, unlengthened, vowel, see §5.184.1,2 
The poetical form fi ras ‘men’ < *feorhas would appear always to be long, 
but this could well be a poetic convention and need not be signifi cant. 
In obscured compounds lengthening appears to be regular, hence cfi 8 ‘ivy’ 
< *if-hie8, dnettan ‘hurry’, drettan ‘fi ght’ < *an-, *or-haitjan. But if the 
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compound remains, then syllable boundaries conform to the morphology, 
and there is no lengthening, hence LawAf 1.22 eofot ‘crime’, and forms of 
eofolsian ‘blaspheme’ < *ef-hat, *ef-halsian.

1 Also fairly common in LWS is swzra which is the normal development of the rival 
form *swCerhjo, of ambiguous length (as is earlier and rarer swBora).
2 Also note nom.sg.fem., acc.pl.neut. /weoru ‘crooked’, where -u may imply a 
short stem vowel, and forms such as Lk(WSCp) 9.41 /wure (cf. ChrodR 1.31 /wur 
nom.sg. (2¥)) against LWS (not Ælfric, Wulfstan) /weor nom.sg. Lch moru ‘carrot’ is 
similar to /weoru, but the introduction of -u may have been too late to be signifi cant. 
ÆCHom /wyrian ‘be opposed’ inf. and other forms of the pres. clearly demonstrate 
a short vowel.

5.128 When, especially in WS, /j/ is lost before a dental consonant, then 
compensatory lengthening naturally occurs, thus rbn for original re8n. In 
EWS texts forms with /j/ are common, see Cosijn (1888a: §135), but in 
LWS forms without /j/ and so with lengthening greatly predominate, hence 
EWS /e8n, LWS /bn ‘thane’. Similarly in other dialects where loss of /j/ is 
comparatively rare, compensatory lengthening follows the loss when it does 
occur, for example, Nbr on8wn ‘against’ beside more frequent on8æ8n.1

1 More detailed discussion of forms will be found in §7.71.

5.129 Given the phonological nature of compensatory lengthening, there 
is little scope for morphological reformation. Thus, for example, in the 
case of a verb such as sbon ‘see’, where the vowel or diphthong, see below 
§5.148 and n1, of the fi rst syllable is long, contrasting with the short 
diphthong of seah ‘he saw’, analogical reformation would be most unlikely. 
The only possible instances of analogical change involve nouns such as 
feorh ‘life’ and others discussed in §§5.124, 127 where the short diphthong 
in infl ected forms could be attributed to the uninfl ected nom.sg. But in the 
light of other forms such as swura, see §5.127, which is short despite the 
fact that /x/ is always lost, an analogical explanation, as in Girvan (1931: 
§113A), for feores, etc. is redundant, cf. Luick (1914–40: §250A1).

5.130 With respect to chronology the same arguments hold as in §5.129. 
That is to say, compensatory lengthening is purely automatic and therefore 
takes place whenever the opportunity arises.1 Thus compensatory lengthening 
takes place at exactly the same time as loss of /x/ or /j/. For details of these 
changes see §§7.50–1, 71 and also, in the case of loss of /x/, §5.102. There 
is considerable variety of opinion amongst scholars about the relative chro-
nology of hiatus resolution, see §§5.131ff., and compensatory lengthening. 
Luick (1914–40: §250) generally sees the lengthening, which he explains 
as due to the necessity ‘die ursprüngliche Gesamtquantität der Silbe bezw. 
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des Sprechaktes zu bewahren’, cf. §5.124, as being occasioned by the loss 
of /x/ and therefore earlier than resolution of the hiatus, but somewhat 
irrationally seems to suggest (§242) that when resolution of hiatus results 
in a diphthong, lengthening only takes place when the diphthong is formed. 
Both Campbell (1959: §234) and Brunner (1965: §127) claim that resolution 
of hiatus precedes compensatory lengthening, but that it itself involves 
lengthening; therefore the processes described above, they claim, only take 
place if the fi rst vowel or diphthong has not already been lengthened by 
hiatus resolution.2 This is unnecessarily complex and further denies that 
compensatory lengthening is a process which simply makes syllables con-
form to the normal phonotactics of the language. Similar confusion seems 
to appear in Bülbring (1902: §§217, 528), J. Wright and Wright (1925: 
§§139–49), and Girvan (1931: §§110–13).

1 See Colman (1985: 20), also Chene and Anderson (1979).
2 Brunner (1965: §218.2) even seems to suggest that loss of /x/ is later than compen-
satory lengthening, which is scarcely credible.

XIII Hiatus

(a) Stressed vowel + unstressed vowel

5.131 At about the time of the earliest texts, see §§5.133, 149, in the 
vast majority of cases where a stressed vowel or diphthong was immediately 
followed by an unstressed syllabic vowel, so that they stood together in 
hiatus, the hiatus was resolved, either by loss of the unstressed vowel or 
by diphthongization, in which case the second vowel became nonsyllabic. In 
every instance, by compensatory lengthening the stressed vowel or diphthong 
would be already long, since it occurred fi nally in a syllable. Such hiatus 
could arise for three reasons: (1) the hiatus may be original in Gmc but 
have remained unresolved when a similar change took place in WGmc, see 
§3.19; (2) the hiatus may be due to loss of intervocalic /j/ and /w/, see 
again §3.19; (3) the hiatus may be due to lenition and loss of intervocalic 
/x/, see §7.45. These three sources are listed in chronological order, and it 
is important to note that the last of them, loss of /x/, is crucial to the dating 
of the present changes, see §§5.132–3, 149. It should also be noted that 
by far the greatest number of cases of hiatus are due to this third source, 
and examples of hiatus due to either of the other two sources are few in 
comparison. The hiatus sequences, whether original or due to the loss of 
an intervocalic consonant, are of two principal types: (1) long vowel or 
diphthong + front vowel; (2) long vowel or diphthong + back vowel.1 
Examples of type (1) are: *db-ist ‘thou dost’, *s7d-es ‘shoe’ gen.sg., and in 
all dialects for all cases of type (1), but see further below for a possible 
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exception, the unstressed vowel is normally lost, hence dbst; s7ds. Type (2) 
must be further subdivided into: (2a) front vowel + back vowel; (2b) back 
vowel + back vowel; (2c) diphthong + back vowel. Examples of each are: 
*bc-o > bbo ‘I am’; *dd-an > ddn ‘do’; *ba-am > bam ‘uncle’. Type (2) 
words show considerable variation, for example, both ddn and ddan are 
found. The interpretation of spellings involving this variable development 
in hiatus of unstressed back vowels is diffi cult and is discussed separately 
below, see §5.147. Nevertheless it is clear that the most frequent position 
in OE is that hiatus sequences become no longer tolerated and therefore 
an unstressed vowel is lost when it immediately follows a long stressed 
vowel or diphthong, with the vowel loss being most regular if the unstressed 
vowel is front, but subject to variation if the unstressed vowel is back. A 
further complication arises in the case of *c+e sequences, such as *sc-e ‘be’ 
subj., for then the unstressed vowel appears always to remain in all dialects. 
These sequences are discussed separately below, see §5.146, whilst loss of 
an unstressed vowel is discussed in §§5.132–4 and loss of an unstressed 
back vowel in §§5.135ff. For all cases except *c+e, however, we can give 
the following general approximation:

 V
û Ø /

 V
____–stress +stress

(–back)

1 Many writers appear to suggest that the crucial factor in determining the nature of 
hiatus resolution is the stressed vowel or diphthong. This is implied, for example, in 
the presentations in Girvan (1931: §§108–12), Campbell (1959: §§234–8), and Brunner 
(1965: §§127–35). But it seems clear that it is the nature of the unstressed vowel which 
is crucial. For this reason it might be preferable to treat hiatus resolution in Chapter 
6, but the question is moot and the traditional placement under development of stressed 
vowels is followed here for ease of comparison. For ease of comparison also, hiatus 
of unstressed vowel + stressed vowel is discussed in §§5.150ff.

5.132 In all dialects by the time of the written texts whenever the hiatus 
sequence vowel + front vowel occurred the hiatus was resolved by loss of 
the unstressed back vowel. By this time the only unstressed front vowels 
were i and e, see §§6.46, 48–9, and they were equally affected by the 
change. Since, see §5.131, the majority of instances of hiatus are caused 
by loss of intervocalic /x/, which would earlier have caused breaking of 
front vowels, there are rather few cases of front vowel + front vowel hiatus 
in WS, where diphthong + front vowel occurs instead. But in Angl smoothing 
intervenes to monophthongize such diphthongs, so that at the stage of hiatus 
resolution there are contrasts such as *feoxes > WS *fbo-es, Angl *fbxes 
(smoothing) > *fb-es. Typical examples of loss of an unstressed vowel in 
hiatus are as follows: Angl *sc-i¨ > sc¨ ‘he sees’, *wrc-i¨ > wrc¨ ‘he covers’, 
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and similarly other contracted verbs; Angl *hb-ira, *hb-ist > hbra, hbst 
‘higher, highest’, cf. hbh ‘high’, Ps(A) *slb-is > slbs ‘thou strikest’, cf. usual 
Angl slws < *slw-is;1 *gw-ist, *gw-i¨ > gwst, gw¨ ‘thou goest, he goes’;2 
*ce-e, ce-es > ce, ces ‘cow’ gen.sg., *8ebe-en > 8eben ‘dwell’ pa.part.; 
*s7d-es > s7ds ‘shoe’ gen.sg., *fd-e > fd ‘take’ pres.subj.sg., similarly forms 
of hdn ‘hang’; *fa-e > fa ‘hostile’ var.infl s., similarly many other adjectives, 
*da-e > da ‘doe’ nom.sg. and other similar wk.fem. nouns; and with fi rst 
vowel /yp/ due to i-umlaut, *dry-i > dry ‘magician’, */y-i¨ > py¨ ‘he presses’, 
similarly ty¨ ‘he instructs’.3

1 Most scholars explain Ps(A) slbs as due to i-umlaut, with the other Angl forms 
showing normal Angl levelling of umlaut. But such levelling is normal in Ps(A) also, 
and therefore an umlauted form seems improbable. Alternatively we could suppose 
that smoothing gives *slæxis with umlaut levelled away and that loss of /x/ with 
compensatory lengthening is suffi ciently early to cause /æp/ to raise to /ep/ in line with 
the smoothing of /æw/, see §5.99. This has the advantage of explaining Ps(A) slb pr.subj., 
which would otherwise show a remarkable analogical extension of i-umlaut, but it 
does not explain why the phenomenon is restricted to Ps(A) and is not general Angl.
2 In WS loss of /x/ is later than syncope of unstressed vowels in the 2nd, 3rd sg.pr.ind. 
of strong verbs, and therefore hiatus of this type can only occur there in WS if it arises 
without loss of intervening consonant, see further §5.134.
3 Since /y¨, ty¨ are weak verbs the loss of /x/ is not preceded by syncope, cf. n2 
above.

5.133 Notwithstanding the above, there a number of examples where the 
unstressed vowel remains. Several occur in the early Merc glossaries, where 
they may indicate that resolution of the hiatus had not taken place at the 
time of composition of the earliest mss., perhaps confi rmed by EpGl 785, 
CorpGl 1582 faehit ‘he paints’ and other examples where intervocalic /x/ 
has not been lost. Examples from these texts are: ErfGl 384, CorpGl 800 
scid ‘he sieves’,1 ErfGl 899, CorpGl 1910 strbidæ, strbide ‘he strewed’,2 
EpGl 870 (also forms in ErfGl, CorpGl) fram addendre ‘take away’ pa.part., 
ErfGl 3, CorpGl 207 thdae ‘clay’, cf. EpGl 3 thdhæ.3 Beo 2436 strbd, 
cf. strbide metrically requires a disyllabic form, but this could be a function 
of slow speech rather than an archaism. More signifi cant than the above 
are instances in other and later Angl texts where a disyllabic form appears 
to remain. The most frequent examples are amongst the contracted verbs 
fbon ‘rejoice’, fl bon ‘fl ee’, fdn ‘take’, hdn ‘hang’, sbon ‘see’, slban ‘slay’, tbon 
‘draw’, /bon ‘thrive’, where the pr.subj. and 2nd, 3rd sg.pr.ind. should show 
contraction. But the following uncontracted forms are found: pr.subj. sg. 
Ps(A) 8efbe, Li, DurRitGl sci, DurRitGl 8e¨ci, 2sg.pr.ind. Li fdæs, fde¨ 
(etc.), Ru1 sbes, Li scis, DurRitGl scist, 3sg.pr.ind. Li fl ci¨, sci¨, DurRitGl 
fl be¨, infl .inf. Li fdenne, Ru1 sbenne, pr.part. Ru1 sbende, Li fdende, hdende, 
sbende, sbænde, /ciende, DurRitGl fl bende.4 All these forms exist alongside 
a majority of forms where the second vowel has been lost, but nevertheless 
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they suggest that in Angl at least the second vowel could remain if protected 
by infl exional juncture, see further §5.147. Outside the contracted verbs 
such forms are rare, but LkGl(Li) 15.12 fwes ‘money’ gen.sg. is a clear 
example.

1 As with many of the other forms cited below, scid is ambiguous, since 〈ii〉 could 
indicate the long vowel /ip/ rather than a disyllabic sequence.
2 Unless the form is streide with a short vowel, a weak preterite of stre8dan, as 
suggested by Pheifer (1974: §59.2n1). This then might be an example of second 
fronting.
3 Pheifer (1974: §59.5) suggests that in EpGl, ErfGl uncontracted forms are most 
common when the fi rst vowel was rounded, and hence that hiatus persisted longer in 
these circumstances. But the evidence is meagre and it is doubtful if such an interpretation 
can be put upon it.
4 For some other more doubtful forms see the full list in Brunner (1965: §374).

5.134 Just as instances of front vowel + front vowel are most frequent 
in Angl, so instances of diphthong + front vowel are most frequent in S 
dialects where smoothing does not intervene. But as in the cases cited under 
§5.133, in the sequence diphthong + front vowel the hiatus is resolved by 
loss of the unstressed front vowel. Typical examples are: *8efeaxæ > *8efba-e 
> 8efba ‘joy’,1 and similarly *sbo-e > sbo ‘pupil (of eye)’, together with a 
great many examples from the infl ected forms of nouns and adjectives. Thus 
feoh ‘money’ has gen.sg. fbos < *fbo-es, and hbah ‘high’ has gen.sg.masc. 
hbas. Other forms from similar nouns and adjectives are cited in Campbell 
(1959: §235.2). Since in WS syncope of unstressed vowels in 2,3sg.pr.ind. 
of strong verbs occurred before loss of /x/, the examples of such forms 
cited under §5.133 from contracted verbs in Angl are not paralleled in WS, 
for example, WS *siexi¨ > sih¨ ‘he sees’. But other infl ections of these verbs 
show the expected vowel loss, such as sbo ‘I see’, sbonde ‘seeing’. Similar 
forms are found in Kt, such as OccGl 49.1048 fl co ‘he may fl ee’, 724 
slbande ‘slaying’.

1 Ps(A) 8efba, 8efca is probably from *gefexo by §§5.137, 139, whilst Nbr 8efba is 
ambiguous and may be from either *8efexo, cf. OHG gefeho, or, as in WS, *gefaxo.

5.135 When a front vowel was immediately followed by a back vowel, 
then in all dialects the hiatus was normally1 resolved by diphthongization, 
with the unstressed vowel becoming the second element of a long diphthong. 
In principle any front vowel, including /yp/ as the product of i-umlaut, 
could be followed by any unstressed back vowel, that is, u/o or a, but there 
were signifi cant dialectal differences in distribution. Where the fi rst vowel 
was /ip/ or /yp/ then hiatus occurred in all dialects, but if the fi rst vowel 
was either /ep/ or /æp/ the monophthong was always due to smoothing 
before /x/ and therefore hiatus sequences were restricted to Angl.
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See further the discussion in §5.147 below. Sievers (1900: 45–60) gives a concise 
overview of the phenomenon in the principal EWS and Angl texts.

5.136 When the hiatus sequences *c-o, *c-a occurred in WS, then diph-
thongization gives in both cases the diphthong co, which later develops as bo, 
see §§5.155–62.1 The best examples of this are found in the conjugation 
of bbon ‘be’, where, for instance, *bc-u > *bc-o > *bco2 > bbo ‘I am’, *bc-a¨ 
> bco¨ > bbo¨. Similarly WS has bbo ‘bee’.3 Excellent examples of the 
change and the merger of the two hiatus sequences to the diphthong bo in 
WS are found in the conjugation of the weak class 2 verbs fcogan ‘hate’, 
frbogan ‘free’. Hence are found fbo¨ ‘he hates’ < *fc-a¨ and fbode ‘he hated’ 
< *fc-ode.

1 In Kt OccGl 49 has bco¨ 10¥ against bbo¨ 1¥.
2 This form is not attested in EWS but may be safely inferred.
3 From infl ected forms. The nom.sg. should be *bce < *bc-e < *bc-æ, cf. PsGl(E) 
bcebrbd ‘bee-bread’.

5.137 In so far as the development of diphthongs in Merc is parallel to 
that in WS, so the resolution of hiatus is parallel also. Therefore *c-o > bo, 
although 〈io〉 spellings are also found. However, in Ps(A) especially, see 
§5.45, 〈ea〉 spellings sometimes occur where 〈eo〉 would be expected, and 
more rarely the diphthong /æw/ is sometimes spelled 〈eo〉. Whatever the 
precise signifi cance of this, the consequence in the present circumstances is 
that the hiatus sequence *c-a normally remains distinct from the sequence 
*c-o, although the fi rst vowel is lowered to /ep/ as in the case of *c-o. We 
therefore fi nd *c-a > ba (= /ew/, not /æw/). All four graphic combinations 
are, however, substitutable for one another, because of the lateness of the 
shift co > bo and the changes discussed in §5.45. For the verb ‘to be’ the 
normal spelling throughout Ps(A) is 〈io〉, hence not only bcom ‘I am’ but 
also bco¨ ‘they are’. Forms with 〈ia〉 are relatively infrequent, for example, 
bca¨ 3¥, as are forms with the fi rst graph 〈e〉, such as Ps(A) 118.15, 142.7 
bbom, note also 12.5 bbam. The same text distinguishes regularly between 
*fca¨ ‘he hates’ and fcode, fbode ‘he hated’, but there is considerable confu-
sion of forms of frbogan. The early Merc glossaries show both 〈io〉 and 〈ia〉 
spellings for *c-o in EpGl 20, CorpGl 181 bco ‘bee’, ErfGl 299, CorpGl 
602 s7ia ‘shin’, but 〈a〉 for *c-a in EpGl, ErfGl 158, CropGl 328 7can ‘gills’, 
and EpGl 666a frcat, ErfGl frcad ‘he loves(?)’. In Ru1 〈eo〉 spellings greatly 
predominate over all other forms, hence both bbom ‘I am’ and bbo¨ ‘they 
are’ are normal. All the forms cited above are the result of early hiatus 
sequences, but naturally in Merc hiatus of this type could also arise through 
smoothing and subsequent loss of /x/. The development of these later 
sequences parallels that described above, and so are found Ps(A) 103.9 
oferwrban ‘cover’ inf. (< *-wrcxan), MtGl(Ru) 16.17 onwrbo¨ ‘reveal’ 
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pl.pr.ind. EpGl 97 8itcungi ‘preparation’ shows early cu for co, cf. ErfGl 
8etcong, EpGl, ErfGl 12 fl co ‘fl ea’.

5.138 In NNbr (Li, DurRitGl), since co and bo are normally kept distinct, 
see §5.159, but the second element is normally lowered, see §5.44(2), one 
would expect the sequences *c-o and *c-a both to develop to ca. Thus we 
fi nd CædH 8 tcade ‘he arranged’, Li -wrca¨ ‘wrap’ pr.ind.pl., tucade, tucaton 
‘doubt’ pa.ind., all with loss of intervocalic /x/. In the case of bcon, bbon 
‘be’, however, 〈eo〉 spellings tend to predominate. Thus Li has bbom ‘I am’ 
13¥, bcom 7¥, bcum 1¥. The only relevant form of the pl.ind. is MtGl(Li) 
26.2 bca¨. In SNbr the second element of diphthongs is normally rounded 
and therefore we would expect 〈io〉 spellings everywhere. In fact Ru2 tends 
to preserve the original elements well and thus has twcas, twcade ‘doubt’ 
2sg.pr.ind., pa.ind.sg. alongside twcodun pa.ind.pl. Relevant forms of the 
verb ‘to be’ are bcom ‘I am’ and bca¨ ‘they are’.

5.139 The sequences *b-o, *b-a only occur in Angl where smoothing has 
operated. In line with the developments outlined above under §§5.137–8, 
the expected results in Merc would be bo, with some forms having ba, and 
inverted spellings 〈io, ia〉 due to the merger of co and bo. Thus in Ps(A) we 
fi nd 8esban, 8escan ‘see’ inf., 8esba¨, 8esca¨ pl.ind., also 8efca¨ ‘rejoice’ 
pl.ind., all with originally unstressed /a/, and 8esco ‘I see’, 8efco ‘I rejoice’, 
with originally unstressed /o/. Forms such as 8esco¨, 8efco¨ co-exist only 
rarely. Other forms in Ps(A) also normally preserve the original sequence, 
such as sban, scan ‘pupil (of eye)’ pl., hwbol, hwcol ‘wheel’, but in the case 
of fl bon ‘fl ee’ 〈eo〉 spellings are found throughout, hence not only fl bom 
‘I fl ee’ but also fl bo¨ ‘they fl ee’. In Ru1, however, the normal result is almost 
always bo, as in 8esbo¨ ‘they see’ alongside very occasional 8esba/.

5.140 In Nbr the normal development of both *b-o and *b-a is to bo, ba, 
following §5.44. Thus we fi nd in NNbr forms such as Li subor ‘father-in-
law’. Despite Füchsel (1901: §22), Campbell (1959: §238), it seems not to 
be the case that amongst contracted verbs 〈ea〉 spellings predominate, for 
in Li we fi nd only 8esbom for 1sg.pr.ind.1 and other forms with 〈ea〉 are 
predictable, such as 8esba¨ ‘they see’. In SNbr, on the other hand, 〈ea〉 
spellings do predominate in these verbs to a greater extent than would be 
expected, the only form in Ru2 with 〈o〉 being 8iscom (3¥).

1 JnGl(Li) 16.22 has 8escum, DurRitGl 1 23.3 scum ‘I see’, which help to confi rm the 
validity of the 〈eo〉 spellings. JnGl 9.25 8eseium is merely a confused spelling.

5.141 In all Angl dialects where the original hiatus sequence was *w + 
back vowel, diphthongization to ba occurred. In the earliest texts, however, 
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there are examples of 〈eo〉 spellings, such as EpGl, ErfGl, CorpGl boris7 
‘water-rush’, which doubtless show no more than an earlier stage of the 
eventual /æw/ diphthong.1 The almost invariable 〈ea〉 spellings here are best 
interpreted as representations of /æw/, to be distinguished from the spellings 
cited above §§5.137, 139–40. Typical examples of the diphthongization 
include: Li, Ru2, Ps(A) ba(-) ‘water’, Li, DurRitGl, Ps(A) tbar ‘tear (of eye)’, 
Ps(A) hba, hban, bbam ‘high’ var.infl ., in Ps(A) various forms of slban ‘slay’, 
¨wban ‘wash’, and in all Angl dialects forms of smbagan ‘consider’, ¨rbagan 
‘punish’.

1 On the other hand Ps(A) 96.1 bolond ‘island’ alongside 71.10 balondes is best 
explained under §5.45. Similarly Name 1.2.3 (Li) bolonde, -bolond- should be regarded 
as NNbr confusion, but see §5.44.2 and n7.

5.142 In addition to those above, hiatus sequences of /yp/ + back vowel 
also occurred. Such sequences would arise when the original sequence was 
*/upxi/ + back vowel, for after the operation of i-umlaut the /i/ would be 
syncopated, see §6.19, and then intervocalic /x/ would be lost. Thus we 
have *texian > *tyxian > *tyxan > *ty-an. In all such cases the hiatus is 
resolved by diphthongization with the fi rst element of the diphthong being 
unrounded to /ip/, thus giving /io/, /iw/ according to the value of the unstressed 
vowel. These merge with the other instances of these diphthongs and there-
fore follow the pattern of development described in §5.136. Forms of this 
type are found only in WS and hence show the diphthong /eo/, as in *ty-an 
> tbon ‘instruct’, and similarly forms of /bon ‘press’.1 Other examples are 
rbo ‘blanket’, cf. EpGl 1020 ryae, CorpGl rye, retaining the hiatus sequence, 
and probably cco, cbo ‘crow’, cf. ErfGl 240 ccae, presumably a diphthong 
of some kind, EpGl 240 chyae for *cyhae.

1 Alongside which occur tyn, /yn, analogical extensions from ty¨, /y¨, see §5.132.

5.143 When the sequence consisted of back vowel + back vowel, then 
the resolution of the hiatus apparently operated differently. In WS the usual 
development was that the unstressed vowel was lost. Therefore we fi nd the 
contracted strong class VII verbs fdn ‘take’, hdn ‘hang’ < *fdxan, *hdxan, 
together with the anomalous verbs ddn ‘do’, gan ‘go’. Similarly the infl ected 
forms of a great many nouns and adjectives, such as s7dh ‘shoe’, pl. s7ds, 
fah ‘hostile’, dat.pl. fam, show loss of unstressed vowel, cf. §5.134.1 But 
if the hiatus sequence is *e-a then that always remains, for example, bean, 
bea¨ ‘build, they build’, s7ea, s7ean ‘shadow(s)’.2

1 Thus Phoen 276 clam ‘claw’ dat.pl. against usual clawum with /w/ analogically 
restored. So Campbell (1959: §236.2), a view which Brunner (1965: §128A1) describes 
as ‘nicht nachweisbar’.
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2 But note that the regular dat.pl. of ce ‘cow’ is ceum. I can fi nd no trace of ?† cem 
cited by Campbell (1959: §236.1).

5.144 In the Angl dialects there is much more variability. On the one 
hand there are many forms which show loss of the unstressed vowel, but 
in some varieties forms where the unstressed vowel is retained outnumber 
those in which it is lost. In general, the more northerly the dialect the more 
likely it is that the unstressed vowel will be retained. Thus Ps(A) regularly 
has fdn inf., fd 1sg.pr.ind. alongside 115.13 onfdu ‘I receive’, but Li always 
has fda, hda inf. and similarly throughout the infl exions. For ddn ‘give’, 
in Ps(A) ddn is more frequent than ddan, but pl.ind. is always dd¨, against 
imp.sg. dda more frequently than dd.1 Ru1 has inf. ddan, dda but pl.ind. 
dda/, dd/. In all Nbr texts the hiatus usually remains unresolved and 
instances of the loss of the unstressed vowel are rare and exceptional, see 
Brunner (1965: §429). For gan ‘go’ Merc texts regularly lose the unstressed 
vowel,2 but in Nbr the most frequent spellings are of the form gaa alongside 
less frequent ga, and it is most probable that such spellings refl ect a disyllabic 
form. In Nbr and Ru1, where restoration of a was earlier than breaking, 
see §5.38, the inf. of slban ‘slay’ should be sla(n), and in Nbr texts both 
contracted forms, such as sla, and uncontracted forms, such as slaa, can 
be found.3 Similar failures to contract can be found among nouns and 
adjectives, early examples being: EpGl, ErfGl 106, CorpGl 156 -ldum ‘strap’ 
dat.pl., also EpGl, CorpGl -ldan pl., ErfGl 773, CorpGl 1486 crdus (?for 
crdas, see Pheifer, 1974: 111) ‘vine-shoots’. Typical later examples are Li 
s7deas, Ru2 s7dum ‘shoe’ acc., dat.pl.

1 Also occurring (7¥) is ddo, which may be a variant of dda rather than an indicator 
of vowel length.
2 Ps(A) frequently has gaa ‘I go’, a form not easily explained, but which may represent 
a disyllabic form (< *gau ?), cf. Brunner (1965: §430A3).
3 Instances of other verbs of the same type, such as fl ban ‘fl ay’, lban ‘blame’, ¨wban 
‘wash’, are too infrequent to allow any certain conclusions, although contracted forms 
seem to predominate.

5.145 The hiatus sequence of diphthong + back vowel appears to run 
exactly parallel to that of diphthong + front vowel, see §5.134, for not 
only is it most frequent in those S. dialects where smoothing does not 
intervene but also the hiatus appears to be resolved by loss of the unstressed 
vowel. Typical examples, therefore, include 8efban ‘joys’ < *8efba-an, cf. 8efba 
‘joy’, hbam ‘high’ dat. and other forms similar to those cited in §5.134.1 
Again the contracted verbs show many examples of the shift, for example, 
class I wrbon ‘cover’, class II fl bon ‘fl ee’, class V sbon ‘see’, class VI slban 
‘slay’. Class 2 weak verbs, such as twbogan ‘doubt’, show contraction in 
3sg.pr.ind., thus twbo¨. There are also many other examples both with 
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/eo/ and /æw/, including for the former sbo ‘pupil (of eye)’, hwbol ‘wheel’, 
swbor ‘father-in-law’, and, from earlier *co, twbo ‘doubt’; for the latter ba 
‘water’, bam ‘uncle’, bar ‘ear (of corn)’. With all these forms the Angl forms 
cited in §§5.139–41 may be usefully compared.

1 Additionally WS has some examples where the fi rst element was originally the 
diphthong *ce, for example, CP ætcede (2¥) alongside ætcewde with /w/ analogically 
restored, EWS ce ‘water’ gen.dat.sg., cf. LWS ba with the form of the nom.sg.

5.146 By the provisions of §5.132 the hiatus sequence *c-e should have 
been resolved by loss of the unstressed vowel. The most common examples 
of this sequence involve the subj. of bbon, namely *sc-e, the 3rd pers.pron. 
*hc-e nom.acc.pl., also fem.acc.sg., WS */rc-e ‘three’, and Nbr *betwixen 
> *betwc-en ‘between’. In EWS there is variation between forms with 〈ie〉 
and forms with only 〈i〉, such as hce, hc, although in Oros 〈i〉 spellings are 
very infrequent, see Cosijn (1888a: §69), and in Chron (A) the early parts 
show that there too 〈ie〉 predominates overwhelmingly, see Sprockel (1965: 
§10.1). In LWS, as exemplifi ed by ÆCHom, 〈y〉 spellings equally predom-
inate, with only a minority of 〈i〉 spellings and virtually no 〈ie〉 spellings.1 
The most obvious interpretation of these facts is that the hiatus sequence 
was resolved in WS by diphthongization to the sound represented initially 
by 〈ie〉, thus merging with, and undergoing the same developments as, other 
instances of that diphthong. The variation between 〈i〉 and 〈ie〉 in EWS and 
the dominance of 〈y〉 in LWS would be explained on the same grounds here 
as for any other instance of *ce.2 In Merc the normal forms of the pronoun 
are Ps(A) hce, Ru1 hcæ, and of the verb sce, the latter also Nbr3 whilst Nbr 
usually has hcæ, hca for the pronoun and bitwcen ‘between’. It is usually 
argued that these forms must be bisyllabic, on the grounds that 〈ie〉 does 
not represent a diphthong outside EWS, see §2.37, and that BDS 2 sce must 
be disyllabic for metrical reasons. Neither of these arguments is wholly 
convincing, but there is other evidence to support the traditional position. 
Thus we fi nd at Ps(A) 26.4 scem ‘I may be’, an analogical formation which 
could not exist without being bisyllabic, cf. forms such as bbom ‘I am’, see 
also Hogg (1980). Furthermore there are many other forms parallel to 
those cited in §5.134 where e appears to be protected by an infl exional 
juncture, such as Ps(A) scende ‘seeing’, fcede ‘he hated’,4 111.8 8esce¨, 
JnGl(Ru2) 12.40 8isce¨ ‘he sees’, JnGl(Li) 3.20 8efce¨ ‘he hates’.5

1 One exception is ÆCHom I 11 166.13 hce. There are, of course, many such spellings 
in other late texts which do not conform to the norms of the LWS Schriftsprache.
2 For other explanations see §5.147.
3 Alongside sb(e), possibly an originally weak form, see Brunner (1965: §47A1).
4 Alongside expected fcode. Similar examples occur in Nbr, such as 8etwcedon ‘they 
doubted’. Presumably such examples show confusion of an unstressed vowel, and are 
unlikely in their context to indicate diphthongs.
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5 Perhaps also to be included here are Ps(A) 8.4 8esce ‘I shall see’, 91.5 8efce ‘I shall 
rejoice’, instead of usual 8esbo, 8efbo, but the fi nal -e is not easily explained, since -e 
is not normally found for 1sg.pr.ind. in this text.

5.147 The analysis presented in the preceding sections is far from certainly 
correct. Essentially it is as follows. Firstly, whenever the unstressed vowel 
in hiatus is front, then the hiatus is resolved by loss of that vowel (§5.132), 
although in Angl dialects that vowel could be protected by infl exional 
juncture (§5.133). The only exception to the above concerns *c-e, where 
diphthongization occurs in WS but not in Angl (§5.146). Secondly, when 
the original sequence was front vowel + back vowel, then in all dialects 
diphthongization occurred (§§5.135–42). Thirdly, if the original sequence 
was back vowel + back vowel, then in WS the unstressed vowel was lost 
except if the sequence was *e-a, when it was retained (§5.143), whilst in 
Angl there was much variation (§5.144). Finally, if the original sequence 
was diphthong + vowel, typically occurring in S. dialects only, then the 
unstressed vowel was lost (§§5.134, 145). In effect what is being suggested 
is that any hiatus sequence which can be resolved by diphthongization into 
the normal structure for OE diphthongs of front vowel + back vowel is so 
resolved, and in WS the diphthongization of *c-e > ce must be construed 
as a parallel process, see Campbell (1959: §234 and n2). Otherwise any 
unstressed vowel is lost in WS, with the anomalous exception of /w/ in 
*e-a, and in Angl loss of the vowel is variable. However, Quirk (1950, 
1968b) and Colman (1985) have suggested that infl exional juncture played 
a rather more important role in the prevention of contraction or diph-
thongization than has normally been assumed. Quirk claims that forms 
such as Nbr sci¨ ‘he sees’, Angl sbende ‘seeing’ (§5.134), Angl dda(n) ‘do’, 
Nbr s7dum ‘shoe’ dat.pl. (§5.145) are the consequence of infl exional juncture 
permitting the hiatus to remain unresolved, cf. here PDE sawing against 
loin, point (Quirk, 1968b: 32). Furthermore, in the late OE text Hept(C) 
a number of spellings indicate that infl exional juncture could prevent reso-
lution in WS also. Thus, aside from the usual spelling bbo¨ ‘be’ pl.pr.ind. 
there are forms such as Gen(C) 18.29 † bco¨ pl.pr.ind., 9.7 † byo¨ imp.pl., 
22.18 † byo¨ pl.pr.ind., 23.11 † byo sg.pr.subj., whilst for the development 
of the normal diphthong /eo/, alongside 〈eo〉 spellings occur forms such as 
Gen(C) 17.3 † fel ‘he fell’, 23.6 † lyf ‘dear’. The monophthongal spellings 
do not occur with examples involving hiatus and the unusual digraph 
spellings occur only once with an original diphthong, namely Gen(C) 23.11 
† lyof for lbof. This implies that the hiatus sequences were left unresolved 
in infl exional juncture and it may even be the case that WS ddn is a con-
ventionalized spelling which hides the possibility of a disyllabic form. To 
this we may add examples such as slban which are inherently ambiguous, 
since it is improbable that a spelling **〈slbaan〉, the only reasonable method 
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of indicating the presence of a hiatus sequence, could ever have achieved 
wide currency.1 Colman (1985: 18–21) extends Quirk’s arguments to 〈ie〉 
spellings in forms such as sce, but the diffi culty here, which also faces many 
of Quirk’s arguments, is that the later developments outlined above entail 
that, in WS at least, diphthongization normally did take place when that was 
available as a method for resolving hiatus, see, however, §§5.163ff2. The 
evidence of the preceding sections makes it most likely that the principal 
factor in determining whether or not hiatus resolution took place was 
geographical – contra Bülbring (1902: §212) – with the more northerly 
dialects allowing most frequent retention of hiatus, and that morphological 
features such as infl exional juncture, although important, were secondary 
to the geographical ones.

1 Both Quirk (1968b) and Coleman (1985) mention forms of the slban type but do 
not point out the graphic diffi culties. See, however, Stockwell and Barritt (1951: 16) 
for relevant comments on trigraphic combinations.
2 Quirk (1968b: 33–4) cites much evidence from OE poetry to show that there con-
tracted verbs must often be analysed as disyllabic, for example, Rid 41.7 dd¨ ‘do’, 
and points out that chronological explanations are scarcely available, see further 
Norman (1933: 6–7), Amos (1980: 40–63).

5.148 The major morphological factor infl uencing hiatus sequences is 
infl exional juncture, and that issue is dealt with in §5.147. The principal 
word categories affected are the contracted verbs, both strong and weak. 
Amongst strong verbs contracted verbs are found in classes I, II, V, VI and 
VII, see Brunner (1965: §373), and such verbs are also found in both 
principal weak verb classes when the nom.sg. of the word ends in /x/, such 
as s7dh ‘shoe’.

5.149 The relative chronology of hiatus resolution cannot always be 
precisely determined. At best, as when the hiatus is created by loss of 
intervocalic /x/, as in *seoxan > *sbo-an, it naturally follows that resolution 
must be later than loss of /x/, as is further demonstrated by equivalent 
forms in Angl where smoothing has taken place: *seoxan > *sexan > *sb-an. 
Since loss of intervocalic /x/ took place at about the time of the earliest 
texts, but after smoothing, see §§5.100(2), 102, and, for examples of 
intervocalic /x/ in early texts, §7.46 and forms such as EpGl faehit cited 
in §5.133, it follows that hiatus resolution cannot usually have occurred 
at a time earlier than the earliest texts. But if the hiatus is from an earlier 
source, as in bbo ‘I am’, see §5.131, then resolution of the hiatus could 
have been much earlier. It seems probable that the change was earlier than 
changes such as WS, Merc Co > Bo, since, see §§5.136–7, also 142, co 
diphthongs caused by resolution participate in that change, and the same 
holds with reference to WS developments of *ce, discussed in §5.146. 
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Disyllabic forms in poetry provide no evidence of date, see §5.147n2 and 
references.

(b) Unstressed vowel + stressed vowel

5.150 In addition to the above instances of hiatus between a stressed and 
an unstressed vowel, hiatus could also occur between an unstressed vowel 
and a stressed vowel. Such cases, are, however, less frequent, and appear 
to be restricted to the prefi x be (< bi-) and the negative particle ne (< ni-). 
In both types the hiatus between the unstressed vowel and an immediately 
following stressed vowel is resolved by loss of the unstressed vowel, in 
other words a mirror image of the vowel loss occasioned by hiatus of a 
stressed vowel followed by an unstressed vowel, see §5.131. Thus we fi nd 
typical examples such as be-æftan > bæftan ‘after’, ne-is > nis ‘isn’t’. The 
consequence of this is that the two types of loss as a result of hiatus can 
be approximately stated within one formulation by means of a mirror-image 
convention, see, for example, Lass (1984: 195), with the following result, 
cf. §5.131:1,2

 V
û Ø /  V

-stress -stress

1 See, however, the further comments in §5.153.
2 Brunner (1965: §127A4) explicitly distinguishes between the present change, which 
he describes as elision, and the changes discussed in §§5.131–49, which he describes 
as contraction. His reasons are unclear to me. For an alternative interpretation see 
Luick (1914–40: §311A).

5.151 Examples involving the prefi x be- include, as well as bæftan, 
be-innan > binnan ‘within’, be-ufan > bufan ‘above’, be-utan > butan ‘without’.1 

Resolved forms predominate over unresolved forms, of which the following 
are examples in the major texts: CP 153.18, 155.20 beinnan, CP (2¥), Or 
(13¥), Chron(A) (2¥) beæftan, CP 409.25 biæftan. It is notable that bæftan 
is not found in the principal EWS texts, and that no unresolved forms of 
these words are found in the works of Ælfric or Wulfstan, see further 
§5.154.

1 Not to be included here is LibScProlMt(Li) 1 boofl i7, presumably an error for 
behdfl i7 ‘hungry’, see Campbell (1959: §354n1). It is also diffi cult to see how blinnan 
‘cease’ < *bi-linnan can be included here.

5.152 The circumstances in which the element ne appears in hiatus 
may be morphosyntactically as well as phonologically controlled, for the 
hiatus only occurs as a result of procliticization of the particle. In general 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦
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procliticization takes place only with quantifying adverbs and pronouns, 
and with a restricted group of verbs. Where the following word is an 
adverb or pronoun, then, in addition to the possibly syntactic restriction 
to quantifi er-type words, that word must also begin with a vowel, as in 
nwni8 ‘no one’ < *ne-wni8 < *ni-wni8 < *ni wni8.1 Where the following 
word is a verb, then only a very restricted set of verbs, all of high frequency, 
show the cliticization and subsequent hiatus resolution.2 These verbs are 
listed below. Examples of adverbs and pronouns which typically show the 
above processes are: na, nd ‘never’, næfre ‘never’, nealles ‘not at all’, nawiht 
‘not’, nan ‘no, none’, nwni8 ‘no, none’, na¨or ‘neither’, nawiht ‘nothing’, 
see further Mitchell (1985: §§436–46, 1128). Amongst verbs the simplest 
examples are: nis, nys ‘isn’t’ < *ne-is, and nahte ‘hadn’t’ < *ne-ahte. Nbr 
and Ru1 have nam ‘amn’t’ < *ne-am,3 whilst Ps(A) has neam < *ne-eam, 
also occurring at LkGl(Li) 18.11, but neom is not found in EWS and is 
extremely rare in LWS, for example, at ÆCHom I 8 126.8. Cliticization 
also occurs when a verb originally begins with either [h] or /w/, the initial 
consonant being lost. With loss of initial [h] we fi nd all forms of nabban 
‘haven’t’ < *ne-habban. With loss of initial /w/ we fi nd næs ‘wasn’t’, nat 
‘didn’t know’, nolde ‘wouldn’t’ and in Nbr nelle, nella¨ imp.sg.,pl. glossing 
Lat noli(te). However, when the original sequence was *ni-wi, then /w/ 
caused rounding at the time of its loss, giving ny-, and hence we fi nd nylle 
‘won’t’ < *ni-wille, and similarly nylla¨ and negative forms of witan ‘know’ 
such as nyton, nyte, nyste. Such forms are mainly WS, Kt, and the Ps(A) 
dialect of Merc and are much less common in other Angl texts, although 
examples are found. In LWS forms of nyllan ‘won’t’ usually develop to 
nel-, thus ÆCHom has no examples of nyle or nylla¨, and only one example 
of nylle (ÆCHom II 9 76.133). Forms with -e- are rare in EWS, but CP 
has nella¨ 3¥, Or 2¥, and CP has nele 2¥, Or 1¥. The explanation of the 
LWS development is uncertain.4

1 Mitchell (1985: §243) quotes the rare John (WSCp) 1.21 ni7 ‘not I’ < ne i7. Although 
this is certainly the etymological origin, the translation could well be ‘no’, cf. the 
versions in both AV and NEB. Other instances of ni7, at John (WSCp) 18.17, ÆColl 
110, MtGl(Ru1) 13.29, 25.9, clearly translate as ‘no’. Thus OE does not appear to 
provide instances of cliticization of ne to a personal pronoun, and ni7 is best analysed 
as an ossifi ed form to be added to the examples from OHG and OSax cited in Levin 
(1958: 492).
2 Of course cliticization is only proved in cases where hiatus subsequently occurs and 
is resolved. Sequences such as ne s7eal ‘must not’ could well show proclisis, but there 
is no direct evidence to demonstrate this.
3 Ru1 also has næm. But the positive form is always eam, cf. Li am, and the monoph-
thongization in Ru1 suggests a low stress form, see further §5.153.
4 Campbell (1959: §265) reasonably suggests it is a special low stress development. 
Brunner (1965: §428A2) suggests that the LWS forms show the vowel of the particle 
ne rather than of the verb root, but that is clearly implausible.
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5.153 Although §5.152 would appear to suggest that vowel loss in hiatus 
of an unstressed vowel followed by a stressed vowel is controlled by nonpho-
nological factors, this is probably somewhat misleading. The cases presented 
there are better explained by assuming that cliticization takes the form of 
the negative particle being attached to an element which has low phrasal 
stress, for quantifying adverbs and pronouns can often have such low stress, 
and it is probable, although not fi nally determinable, that the same would 
apply to the verbs to which the clitic can be attached, see Levin (1956: 37) 
and the comments in Mitchell (1985: §1131). Once cliticization occurred, 
then hiatus resolution could proceed freely. Clear evidence that low stress 
conditions prevailed comes from two sources: (1) the otherwise unusual 
loss of initial [h], /w/; (2) the failure of lengthening to occur in resolution 
of a hiatus sequence such as *ni-is. Other evidence has been mentioned 
above, such as Ru1 nam, næm < *ne-eam, see §5.152n3.

5.154 Chronologically perhaps the most that can be discerned is that 
hiatus resolution of these sequences was already possible by the time of 
the earliest texts, since examples are already frequent in EWS, see §5.151. 
But, as the discussion there shows, hiatus resolution is even more frequent 
in LWS, and the resolved form bæftan, frequent in LWS, is not found at 
all in EWS. Similar, but less important, is the occasional LWS occurrence 
of neom, not found in EWS. This suggests that the vowel loss discussed 
here became increasingly frequent during the period of the written texts, 
and perhaps commenced at much the same time as the processes discussed 
under §§5.131–49. The picture is, however, made more complex by the fact 
that cliticization of ne appears to have been subject to dialectal variation. 
Thus Levin (1958: 495) produces fi gures to show that in EWS ‘negative 
contraction’ occurs in c.97 per cent of examples, in Merc in c.69 per cent, 
and in Nbr in c.61 per cent. The reason for this is presumably the greater 
strength of junctural boundaries in the Angl dialects, see §5.147. Interestingly 
Levin’s fi gures for Ælfric and Wulfstan suggest that contraction takes place 
in about 99 per cent of cases in the former, and always in Wulfstan, see 
Mitchell’s (1985: §1130) comments on Levin (1958). These results confi rm 
that this type of hiatus resolution became more frequent in later texts, at 
least in WS.

XIV Merger of /io/ and /eo/

5.155 From about the ninth century onwards, see §5.162, the long and 
short diphthongs /io, Ê; eo, Â/ began to merge in most OE dialects. The 
merger is seen fi rst in EWS, is most extensive in LWS, and is also well 
demonstrated in Merc, but scarcely at all in Nbr. The situation is somewhat 
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different in Kt, see §5.160. The result of the change is that where in EWS 
an apparent contrast can be seen between /io, Ê/, as in betwcox ‘between’, 
tiohhian ‘consider’, and /eo, Â/, as in cnbo ‘knee’, feoh ‘cattle’, in LWS all 
such forms are regularly written with the digraph 〈eo〉, that is, betwboh, 
teohhian, cnbo, feoh. Both these later spellings and the development of the 
diphthongs in ME to a mid front vowel (initially rounded, later unrounded) 
imply that the change involved a lowering of the fi rst element of /io, Ê/ 
so that those diphthongs merged with /eo, Â/, see, for example, d’Ardenne 
(1936: 192–3). Typical examples of the change are frequent and derive 
from all sources of /io, Ê/. Thus from original /io/ we fi nd lcode > lbode 
‘people’,1 from /io/ by breaking lcoht > lboht ‘light’, by diphthongization in 
hiatus bco > bbo ‘be’ subj.sg.; from /Ê/ by breaking we fi nd liornian > 
leornian ‘learn’,2 by back umlaut hiora > heora ‘their’.3 For examples where 
original /eo, Â/ is spelled 〈io〉 see §§5.157ff. Since it is certainly the case 
that the second element of all these diphthongs had already lowered to /o/ 
by the time of the merger, see §§5.46, 6.58, the process is undoubtedly 
one by which the fi rst element of the diphthong assimilated in height to 
the second element.4 More importantly, however, the change was one which 
involved complete phonemic merger, and the consequent reduction of the 
OE diphthongal phoneme system to /eo, Â/ and /æ, ”/ only. The change 
can be stated approximately as follows:

 V
+syll

û [–high] / ________
 V
–syll
–high

1 For discussion of such forms, often said to have undergone ‘Half-umlaut’, see §5.84.
2 As with lbode, etc., forms such as leornian may simply show failure of i-umlaut 
rather than merger of the diphthongs.
3 Hiora exists alongside hiera, hira, forms which show failure of back umlaut, see 
§5.104n8.
4 According to Cosijn (1888a: §38) this explanation is fi rst due to Mahlow, but I can 
fi nd no further details.

5.156 In EWS there is considerable variation between texts.1 In CP (both 
C and H) original Co is spelled both 〈io〉 and 〈eo〉, the latter predominating 
but the former still quite frequent. Typical examples for co < Gmc *iu are, 
bcodan, bbodan ‘command’, the former occurring 2¥ in CP(C), 4¥ in CP(H), 
the latter 13¥ in C, 17¥ in H, whilst /cod ‘people’ occurs 4¥ in H, 1¥ in 
C, against /bod 1¥ in C. The loan-word dcofol ‘devil’ occurs as such 25¥ 
in H, 13¥ in C, and as dbofol 3¥ in H, 5¥ in C. In examples where co is 
due to contraction 〈io〉 sometimes predominates, thus CP(H) has 77¥ hco 
pers.pron. against hbo 7¥, but fi gures for bcon and bbon are roughly equal 
in the same ms. It is diffi cult to draw any conclusions from these fi gures. 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦

⎡
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⎣

⎤
⎥⎥
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Similar variations occur with co from breaking, for example, lboht pre-
dominates over lcoht. Alongside such forms exist examples of bo < Gmc 
*eu or by diphthongization in hiatus or by compensatory lengthening of 
/Â/ < */e/ by breaking. These are most usually spelled 〈eo〉 in CP, but there 
are examples of 〈io〉, such as CP(H) 347.24 wildcorli7 ‘brutish’, CP(H) 
bebcod(-) (2¥) ‘command’, and many forms developed from hiatus, such 
as -scon perhaps more frequently than -sbon ‘see’, also plcon ‘risk’, 8efconde, 
8efco¨ forms of ‘rejoice’, CP(C) (only) fcos (2¥) ‘property’ gen.sg., twcon 
‘doubt’ acc.sg. In Or generally 〈io〉 spellings are less frequent than in CP, 
but the following examples of 〈io〉 for original Co are found:2 f59 hiora 
(107¥, alongside heora 222¥) pers.pron., hco (41¥, alongside hbo 41¥) pers.
pron., sco (25¥) dem., dcofol (12¥, alongside dbofol 7¥),3 bcon (3¥) ‘be’, 
/rco (3¥) ‘three’, siolfre (2¥) ‘silver’, siofo/e (1¥) ‘seventh’, 〈io〉 for original Bo 
is very uncommon, the only examples being cower (5¥) ‘your’, el/cod- (2¥) 
‘exile’,4 and dcor (1¥) ‘animal’.5 The most important feature of Chron(A) 
is that the annals from 893–5 of ‘Parker II’6 show hiora 8¥, sco 6¥, but 
elsewhere in Parker I, II such forms are either rare (sco) or non-existent 
(hiora), see further Bately (1980: xliii–xliv), Sprockel (1965: §1.3.4).

1 The fi gures below for CP are taken from the relevant sections of Cosijn (1888a). 
Cosijn’s work is valuably supplemented on specifi c texts by Kim (1977) for CP(H), 
Bately (1980) for Or and parts of Chron(A), and Sprockel (1965) for Chron(A).
2 The fi gures for heora, hiora are taken from MCOE, which is based on the edition 
of Sweet (1883). For the comparable fi gures in Bately’s edition see Bately (1980: xliii–xliv). 
The differences do not, however, lead to different conclusions.
3 In view of Nbr dcofol and the frequency of similar spellings in EWS, it is better to 
assume that this word is from Gmc *iu than from *eu, as assumed by Bately (1980: 
xliii), see Campbell (1959: §492).
4 But this word could show i-umlaut of bo, see §§5.155, 84.
5 Possibly to be included here is Or 126.6 swiostor, but cf. Campbell (1959: 
§210.2n3).
6 Parker II = the annals of Chron(A) 892–912, apparently the work of the scribe of 
the Lauderdale ms. of Or, see Bately (1980: xxxix), Horgan (1963).

5.157 In LWS earlier Co and Bo are both written 〈eo〉. Thus amongst the 
more common words I have found only the following examples of 〈io〉 in 
ÆCHom: I 220.8 bco ‘be’ imp., I 172.8 dcofl es ‘devil’ gen.sg., I 30.5, 160.13 
hco pers.pron., I 26.34 hiora ‘their’. In other late texts, such as some of 
VercHom, 〈io〉 spellings are less rare, but it remains clear that in Ælfrician 
texts 〈eo〉 spellings were completely dominant.

5.158 In the early Merc glossaries Co and Bo usually remain distinguished. 
Thus in EpGl, ErfGl the only examples of original *iu written with 〈eo〉 
are EpGl 620 burglbod ‘citizen’ and the doubtful ErfGl 229 8elbod ‘crowd’ 
(? see Pheiffer, 1974: 74), both of which may simply show failure of i-umlaut. 
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EpGl has 5 examples of 〈io〉 for *eu, such as 817 buturfl co8ae ‘butterfl y’, 
paralleled 4¥ by ErfGl, see Pheiffer (1974: §41). In CorpGl the distinction 
between Co and Bo is reasonably well preserved, but note 225, 1976 brcosa 
‘gadfl y’, 1759 cncoholen ‘knee-holm’, 1405 crcopunge ‘creeping’ dat.sg., 
1125 tconan ‘injuries’, 510, 1470 8estrcon ‘property’, and especially the 
compound 1672 brcostbiorg ‘breastplate’, where the second element shows 
〈io〉 for the breaking of */e/.1 There are also doublets such as 923 hlbor, 
86 hlcor ‘face’, 900 8etrbuuade, 857 8etrcowad ‘allied’, which imply that 
the distinction was nevertheless becoming blurred, see Kuhn (1939: 10) 
and references. CorpGl, unlike EpGl, ErfGl, see §5.104(2), has many exam-
ples of back umlaut, and about a quarter of such examples involving */i/ 
are spelled 〈eo〉 (Kuhn, 1939: 10). Typical examples include 2053 be8eonan 
‘on the other side’, cf. EpGl 1041 bi8inan, 770 seotol (for sweotol) ‘evident’, 
CorpGl 5 neo/ouard ‘below’. In Ps(A) earlier Co and Bo can both be spelled 
〈io〉 or 〈eo〉, thus both ncowe and nbowe ‘new’ and lcofa and lbofa ‘dear’.2 
But 〈eo〉 spellings appear to predominate, especially before /r/, see Sievers 
(1900: 36–9), also Zeuner (1881). The only examples of 〈io〉 for eo from 
breaking or back umlaut in Ps(A) are: 77.3 fi olu ‘many’, 77.26 hiofene 
‘heaven’ dat.sg., and, perhaps, 32.13 hiefene showing reduction of the 
second element. There are, however, frequent examples of 〈eo〉 for breaking 
and, especially, the back umlaut of */i/, such as s7eopu ‘ships’, forms of 
clipian ‘call’, such as cleopiu, where indeed 〈io〉 is not found. The ME 
evidence, for which see d’Ardenne (1936: 192–3), confi rms the implication 
that here, as in WS, the diphthongs fell together in /eo, Â/. In Ru1 the 
predominance of 〈eo〉 spellings is greater still, although in cases of back 
umlaut of */i/ except before /i/ 〈io〉 predominates in the ratio of 5:3 (Sievers, 
1900: 36, after E. M. Brown, 1891). Before /r/, as in Ps(A), 〈eo〉 spellings 
predominate, for example, heora 84¥ against hiora 5¥ (E. M. Brown, 1891: 
§33d). ´cofes, ¨cofes ‘thief’ shows 〈io〉 for original *bo.

1 Note also Lit 5.1 ior¨an ‘earth’ (alongside fcor¨an ‘fourth’).
2 For occasional 〈ea〉 spellings of these diphthongs see §5.45 and n3.

5.159 In all Nbr texts the distinction between Co and Bo is well preserved. 
Most exceptions are trivial, but some oddities are noteworthy. Thus Li has 
frbond ‘friend’ 13¥, frcond 16¥, and Ru2 has frbond 11¥, frcond 9¥, but 
both texts always have fcond ‘enemy’, see Sievers (1900: 52). The contrast 
between Li seofo, etc. ‘seven’ and Ru2 siufu arises because the former is 
from an uninfl ected, the latter from an infl ected, form. For fuller details of 
the position in these texts see Sievers (1900: 26–35, 49–54).1

1 The regularity of bode ‘he went’ implies a development from Gmc *eu, as fi rst noted 
by Sievers (1900: 52), see Luick (1914–40: §261A3 and references) and, for a summary 
of more recent studies, Bammesberger (1979a: 44).
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5.160 In Kt the position was slightly different from that in the other 
dialects. In the ninth-century charters there are a good number of examples 
where the fi rst element of Bo has been raised, typical examples of long 
diphthongs being: Ch 1195, 1197 bebcade ‘I command’, Ch 1204 œcalulfe 
personal name, Ch 1188, 332 cow ‘you’, Ch 1510 lcofast ‘dearest’, Ch 1188 
-prcost ‘priest’, Ch 1188, 1482 ¨cow ‘servant’; typical examples of short 
diphthongs are: Ch 1185 a8iaban ‘give’, fi ah ‘property’, Ch 1197 hiabenli7e 
‘heavenly’, Ch 1482, 1510 siolf(-) ‘self’, Ch 1197 wiaralde ‘world’, Ch 41 
wior¨ ‘property’.1 There are also examples where 〈eo〉 (〈ea〉) is written for 
earlier io: Ch 1508 awreotene ‘written down’, Ch 1195 weada ‘wood’ gen.sg.2 

In the later OccGl 49 co and bo seem to have merged as /io/, for whilst 
original co is almost always so spelled, a rare exception being 349 hrbos/ 
‘it falls’, cf. 386 ahrcos¨, original bo is frequently spelled 〈io〉, in the pro-
portion 3:1 in favour of 〈io〉 according to the fi gures in Williams (1905: 
§15). In the case of short io and eo breaking of */e/ is most often spelled 
〈eo〉 (〈ea〉) with only occasional 〈io〉 as in 1199 7iorl ‘man’, whilst the few 
examples of breaking of */i/ are spelled 〈io〉, such as 526 stior7e ‘calf’. The 
examples of back umlaut in the text strongly imply that the short diphthongs 
had merged as /Â/, since 〈io〉 for eo is rare, and 〈io〉 for io is absent, see 
Williams (1905: §§42, 44). This suggests that in Kt the tendency was for 
co and bo to merge as /io/, but for io and eo to merge as /Â/, as confi rmed 
by the developments in ME, see Jordan (1974: §85).

1 For the 〈ia, ea〉 spellings see §5.43.
2 Perhaps of special interest is Ch 1171 † trcow ‘tree’, the original charter being dated 
685x694. But the copy is a later one and therefore the spelling need only refl ect the 
situation in tenth-century Kt.

5.161 Any morphological factors involved in this change would be 
expected to lead to levelling of forms. But the change itself, since it is a 
complete phonemic merger, would have exactly the same effect. Therefore 
there is no evidence of any analogical interference in the change.

5.162 The evidence of the EWS texts is that the merger of Co and Bo was 
already well under way by the end of the ninth century, for, see §5.156, 
even in CP there is considerable confusion between 〈io〉 and 〈eo〉 spellings. 
This might imply that the merger had taken place in the ninth century and 
that the scribes of CP had some knowledge of the earlier distinction no 
longer present in their own speech or that of the dictators of the translation. 
The evidence of Or and also Chron(A) would suggest that by the early 
tenth century the two diphthongs had completely merged together as 
/eo, Â/, and it is certain that in the language of the best Ælfrician mss. 
there is virtually no sign of the earlier distinction, although it may well 
have persisted in some southern sub-dialects, see §5.157. The evidence from 
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Merc ties in with the above, for there are scarcely any signs of the incipient 
change in the earliest glossaries, slightly more in CorpGl, and the merger 
appears to have been fully under way in the dialect of Ps(A) and progressed 
almost to completion by the time of Ru1.1 In Kt the ninth-century charters 
indicate that the changes had already started, even if they were to follow 
a rather different pattern. Only in Nbr is the merger delayed until after 
the end of the OE period. We may therefore conclude that the merger was 
essentially a ninth-century phenomenon, confi ned to the S and Midl, and 
perhaps, given the evidence of Kt and occasional examples in the early 
Merc glossaries, starting off in the east or south-east of the country.

1 Flasdieck (1930) argues that in WMerc the change cannot have been earlier 
than 800.

XV West Saxon developments of high front vowels 
and diphthongs

(a) The development of He
5.163 One of the most distinctive features of EWS texts is their use of 
the digraph 〈ie〉 for sounds which are the developments of: (1) palatal 
diphthongization of */e(p)/, see §§5.49, 53; (2) i-umlaut of the diphthongs 
*/æw, ”, io, Ê/ and, probably, */eo, Â/, see §§5.74, 5.82–4. Additionally, 
resolution of the hiatus found in forms such as *sc-e ‘be’ subj.sg. appears 
to result in monosyllabic sce, in which case 〈ie〉 must be a digraph, see 
however, §§5.146–7.1 The use of 〈ie〉 as a digraph is almost solely WS, and 
possible instances of the same use in nWS are considered separately in 
§5.169, see also §2.37. There were chronological as well as dialectal restric-
tions on the use of the digraph, for even in EWS forms where 〈ie〉 would 
be expected etymologically are often spelled 〈i〉 or 〈y〉, and in LWS 〈ie〉 is 
regularly replaced by 〈y〉 or 〈i〉. In EWS the development is normally to 〈i〉 
and the shift to 〈y〉 is mainly restricted to positions between a labial consonant 
and /r/; but in LWS the normal development is to 〈y〉 and the shift to 〈i〉 
occurs principally before palatal consonants. Thus we fi nd the following 
three types of development: (1) ‘normally’: hceran > EWS hcran, LWS hyran 
‘hear’; (2) between a labial and /r/: wiersa > EWS, LWS wyrsa ‘worse’; (3) 
before a palatal consonant: mieht > EWS, LWS miht ‘might’. The develop-
ment of Ce is therefore of importance not merely because it distinguishes 
WS from the nWS dialects, but also because it is perhaps the principal 
isogloss distinguishing EWS and LWS. Notwithstanding its importance, the 
issues surrounding the developments have never been satisfactorily resolved.2 
In approaching this problem the developments to /y(p)/ between a labial 
and /r/ in EWS and to /i(p)/ before a palatal in LWS are crucial. It is most 
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probable that a form such as wyrsa in EWS indicates /y/ and that a form 
such as miht in LWS indicates /i/, for the use of 〈y, i〉 here does not appear 
to deviate from the use of these graphs elsewhere. For the EWS case it can 
safely be inferred that the environment between a labial and /r/ promotes 
rounding, both on general phonetic grounds and from a comparison with 
other changes such as combinative breaking, see §§5.28–31. From the LWS 
case it can equally safely be inferred that a following palatal consonant 
would cause monophthongization, again both on phonetic grounds and from 
a comparison with such changes as palatal umlaut, see §§5.113ff. Hence 
it follows that it is proper to suggest that EWS and LWS contrast in the 
normal development of Ce, in that in the former it is to /i(p)/, in the latter 
to /y(p)/. To account for these divergences and shifts we could easily suppose 
that 〈ie〉 represented a diphthong such as /iv, Á/ with some rounding of the 
second element, as suggested by Luick (1914–40: §191), or /iy, Ì/ as sug-
gested by Colman (1985), see below and §2.36.3 We would then have to 
suppose that in the dialects underlying EWS there was an early monoph-
thongization to /i(p)/ except in the specifi ed circumstances, and that similarly 
in the dialects underlying LWS there was normally monophthongization to 
/y(p)/. Thus in EWS there would be simple loss of the second element,4 
whilst in LWS the loss of the second element would cause its rounding to 
be transferred to the fi rst element. It is important to note that we cannot 
suppose a development of the form hceran > EWS hcran > LWS hyran, since 
normal EWS /ip/ does not give LWS /yp/, long vowel forms such as ÆLS(Basil) 
379 wryt ‘write’ imp.sg. being rare, but see §5.173n1. On the other hand, 
one plausible interpretation of 〈ie〉 resulting from palatal diphthongization 
of */e(p)/ is that it represents /i(p)/, see §5.49n4. One plausible interpretation 
of 〈ie〉 due to i-umlaut is that it represents /iy, Ì/, see §5.74. If the hiatus 
sequence *i-e is resolved by diphthongization, it is most natural to assume 
that the resultant diphthong is /ipe/, but see §§5.146–7. Of these three 
values for 〈ie〉 the last is least likely, for the reason given in n3 below and 
in §5.147. If the interpretation /iy, Ì/ is accepted, as argued by Colman 
(1985) on the grounds of both i-umlaut and the LWS developments, it seems 
impossible to account for the 〈ie〉 spellings caused by palatal diphthongiza-
tion.5 Even if Luick’s interpretation is accepted it must be noted that he 
supposes that /iv, Á/ is from earlier */iy, Ì/, see Luick (1914–40: §191A4). 
This accounts for the slight rounding of the second element but then faces 
exactly the same diffi culties as does Colman’s proposal. It would seem, 
therefore, that although the weight of the evidence points to the historical 
development suggested by Luick, the situation has not been satisfactorily 
resolved. But Luick’s suggestions imply that the later development of Ce 
would be loss of the second element with, in LWS only, compensatory 
rounding of the fi rst element. The EWS developments between a labial and 
/r/ and the LWS developments before a palatal would necessarily precede 
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the monophthong ization. The general trend can be approximately charac-
terized as follows:

 V  V
 û+syll -syll  V Ø

+high +high 〈+rnd〉LWS

–back –back
+rnd

1 Campbell (1959: §229) suggests three other sources for Ce. Firstly, from breaking 
due to metathesis, for example, biernan ‘burn’, see §5.26, although these spellings 
could also be interpreted as inverted spellings for birnan. Secondly, a number of cases 
where 〈ie〉 rather than 〈io〉 is found for the back umlaut of */i/, such as tieling ‘effort’, 
but these seem more certainly explained as inverted spellings for tilung, etc. Thirdly, 
EWS has, alongside forms such as sindon ‘they are’, siendon, etc. Although these could 
be explained as inverted spellings, it would then become diffi cult to explain LWS 
syndon, etc. These last cases are discussed under §5.173.
2 An alternative account of the sounds represented by this digraph is offered in §5.164. 
The accounts differ most crucially in their starting-points, and, from a synchronic point 
of view, are identical for at least LWS.
3 It should be emphasized that a literal interpretation of 〈ie〉 as representing /ie, Î/ is 
scarcely available, for then it would be impossible to explain the LWS development to 
/y(p)/. Kuhn (1961) does, however, come close to this interpretation.
4 Since short diphthongs are monomoric, see §2.29, loss of the second element will 
not result in compensatory lengthening. In the case of long diphthongs the asociated 
two morae will come to be associated with a long (bimoric) vowel.
5 The position is simpler for Colman since she does not accept the phonological reality 
of palatal diphthongization, see Colman (1985: 12–17) and, for the contrary view, 
§5.49 above.

5.164 It will be clear from the discussion in §5.163 that a diphthongal 
interpretation of original Ce is problematic. As the earlier discussion of the 
i-umlaut of diphthongs shows, see §§5.74, 82–4, it is possible to interpret 
that change as having a monophthongizing as well as raising effect, especially 
in the light of the Angl shift of */æw, ”/ > /e(p)/ in the same circumstances.

Similarly there is defi nite evidence that palatal diphthongization of */ep/ 
could, at least in Nbr, involve merely raising rather than diphthongization, 
see §§5.49, 54. Finally, EWS forms such as sce ‘be’ subj.sg. could well be 
interpreted as diphthongal rather than monophthongal, see §5.147. If original 
Ce were monophthongal, then the vowel represented could only be high and 
front, since it results from fronting and raising processes, but it could not 
be equivalent to /i(p)/ or /y(p)/, since it develops differently from these sounds 
in both EWS and LWS. Consequently it could only represent a vowel 
intermediate between [i(p)] and [e(p)], say [ï(p)]. In these circumstances 〈ie〉 
would be a compromise spelling indicating a vowel half-way between those 
represented by 〈i〉 and 〈e〉.1
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1 See here Lewenz (1908) and, more recently, Kim (1984: 28–9). Similar views on 
EWS Ce can be found in Luick (1914–40: §263), Brunner (1965: §22), Daunt (1939), 
Reskiewicz (1953), Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §193). These writers assume that EWS 
Ce derived from an original diphthong, but there is no absolute necessity for such 
an assumption. For further reasons for assuming a monophthongal interpretation 
see §5.171.

5.165 In EWS Ce from whatever source is spelled both 〈ie〉 and 〈i〉. Thus we 
fi nd from i-umlaut of */æw/ both 8ehceran and 8ehcran ‘hear’, for i-umlaut 
of */”/ 7ierran and 7irran ‘turn’, for i-umlaut of */Ê/ stceran and stcran ‘steer’, 
for i-umlaut of */Ê/ 8esieh¨ and 8esih¨ ‘he sees’, for palatal diphthongiza-
tion of */ep/ 8cet and 8ct ‘yet’, for palatal diphthongization of */e/ be8ietan 
and be8itan ‘obtain’, from resolution of hiatus sce and sc ‘be’ subj.sg. In 
the more dubious instances of half-breaking, see §5.163n1 and references, 
we fi nd biernan and birnan ‘burn’, and for back umlaut of */i/ tielung and 
tilung ‘effort’. For the relative frequency of these spellings in various EWS 
texts see especially Cosijn (1888a), Kim (1977: 207–21), and Bately (1980: 
xlii–xliii). The most notable variations from this, apart from 〈y〉 spellings, 
for which see §5.166, involve cases of back umlaut, for which see §5.104n8, 
and the i-umlaut of */io, Ê; eo, Â/, for which see §5.84. Other forms such 
as 7erran ‘return’ may be due to Merc infl uence. Alongside the variation 
between 〈ie〉 and 〈i〉 for original Ce, there occurs variation between 〈i〉 and 
〈ie〉 for original /i(p)/. Typical examples of 〈ie〉 for /ip/ include rce7e ‘kingdom’, 
8cetsian ‘cover’, cedel- ‘idle’, hcered ‘household’, beside rc7e, etc.; similar 
examples of 〈ie〉 for original /i/ are bieter- ‘bitter’, briengan ‘bring’, 7ieri7ean 
‘churches’, hiene ‘him’, beside biter- etc. Generally speaking 〈ie〉 for Ce is 
rather more frequent than 〈ie〉 for /i(p)/, and 〈i〉 for /i(p)/ more frequent than 
〈i〉 for Ce, but there are exceptions.1 For the conclusions to be drawn from 
these spelling variations see §5.171.

1 Amongst exceptions to be noted are the frequent use in Or of hiene (231¥) rather 
than hine (16¥) and the restriction of 〈ie〉 for /i(p)/ in Chron(A) to (a minority of) forms 
of hine, hire, and behinan ‘on this side’. The most frequent use of 〈ie〉 in EWS is found 
in CP(H).

5.166 A regular exception to the above development in EWS occurs when 
Ce is preceded by a labial, most frequently /w/, and followed by /r/. In this 
environment 〈ie〉 alternates with 〈y〉, as in wyrsa ‘worse’, wyr¨ ‘he becomes’, 
hwyrfan ‘turn’, wyrp¨ ‘he throws’, alongside wiersa, etc. and even alongside 
〈i〉 spellings, such as wirsa. Examples where the labial consonant is not /w/ 
include: CP 69.22 byrhto ‘brightness’, CP(C) † 72.13, Or 21.6 byr¨ ‘he 
carries’, byrnan ‘burn’ and forms CP 1¥, Or 2¥, Or fyr ‘far’ and forms, 
frequently, CP(C), Or fyrste dat. (2¥). The restriction of such examples to 
short vowels is a product of the environment, for other evidence shows 
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that the change theoretically affected ce also. In Or 〈y〉 spellings occur more 
extensively than in other EWS texts, examples in other environments includ-
ing: 83.17 abylg/e ‘injury’ dat.sg., 93.24 s7yll ‘scale’, yldra ‘older’ and 
related forms, 53.2 7yrre ‘occasion’, 31.44 † besyrede ‘he deceived’, and, 
with ce, (-)s7yt ‘he shoots’, a/rytton ‘they tired out’, note also CP 455.30 
tydra ‘weak’. Occasional examples of 〈ie〉 for original z are, in CP, 169.11 
ce¨e8ende, cf. CP(C) 168.11 y¨e8ende, 251.24 hwce ‘why’, and, in Or, 
135.29 afi elde ‘one fi lled with’, 154.24 awier8ed ‘strangled’.

5.167 In LWS the usual development of original Ce is to 〈y〉, hence not 
only wyrsa, etc., cf. §5.166, but also 8ehyran ‘hear’, 7yrran ‘turn’, hyrnan 
‘burn’, and similarly the other examples cited under §5.165. However, 
forms where back umlaut fails are not so treated, hence Ælfric has tilung, 
teolung ‘effort’, suggesting that the EWS 〈ie〉 spellings are for /i/. The principal 
other exceptions1 to the development to 〈y〉 are examples where Ce stands 
before a palatal consonant, for there 〈i〉 spellings are normal, such as miht 
‘might’, niht ‘night’, hc8 ‘hay’, etc.2

1 Gradon (1962: 70–2) suggests that the development to 〈i〉 spellings may also have 
occurred fi nally, as in hc ‘they’, the normal form in Ælfric alongside occasional (most 
often in ÆHom) hy, cf. EWS hc, hce. However, sy ‘be’ subj.sg. is the normal form and 
sc occurs only sporadically in Ælfric. For comparison, in WHom hy outnumber hc 
about 2: 1 and sc occurs only twice, at WHom 8b.76, 84. It seems less likely that these 
variations are caused by phonological change than by morphological factors, with LWS 
hc directly derived from EWS hc, see 5.146–7 and, for LWS hce, 5.146n1. For LWS hy, 
sy, see also §5.146.
2 For the status of occasional exceptions to the above, see fi rstly Gradon (1962).

5.168 The considerable confusion of spellings in EWS, especially inverted 
spellings such as rce7e, see §5.165, make it certain that original Ce had 
already monophthongized to some kind of high front vowel by the time 
of these texts, if it was not originally monophthongal, as discussed in 
§5.164. If the LWS forms are to be derived directly from EWS, then the 
occasional 〈y〉 spellings cited in §5.166 and especially frequent in Or would 
imply that that high front vowel began to acquire rounding or some similar 
phonetic feature by the beginning of the tenth century. But an assumption 
of continuity between EWS and LWS implies that whatever values were 
represented by 〈ie〉 in EWS, they could not have been identical to those 
represented by 〈i〉, and there is no necessity to assume that the sounds 
represented originally by 〈ie〉 were not identical in EWS and LWS, see 
§§5.170ff. Thus the evidence of spellings of original Ce alone can do no 
more than determine that the sounds represented by those spellings were 
already monophthongal by the time of Alfred. For further discussion of 
this and related matters see §§5.170ff.
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5.169 Outside WS the digraph 〈ie〉 is only rarely used. Many apparent 
cases are better interpreted as hiatus sequences where 〈e〉 represents an 
unstressed syllabic vowel, such as Ps(A) fcede ‘he hated’ alongside fcode, see 
§§5.83n5, 146 for this and similar forms. There are, however, cases where 
〈ie〉 seems to be a digraph, such as Ps(A) 32.13 hiefene ‘heaven’ dat.sg., 
32.15 8ehiewade ‘he formed’, ¨ceda ‘people’ gen.pl. (3¥), 30.21 8e¨ceda 
‘language’ gen.pl., and the slightly doubtful OccGl 49.1152a † forbcet ‘he 
forbids’. It is notable that the certain cases of digraphic 〈ie〉 outside WS 
are restricted to Ps(A).1

1 Additionally EpGl has 595 fi erst ‘roof’, 933 orfi ermae ‘squalid’, cf. ErfGl orfermae, 
990 8eoruuierdid ‘disgraced’ (also ErfGl), all with i-umlaut of */io/ from breaking, and 
983 hunhceri ‘fi erce’, cf. ErfGl unhyri, with i-umlaut of Gmc *iu. But these forms are 
probably best interpreted as due to some kind of WS infl uence, see Pheiffer (1974: 
§90) and references.

(b) The development of /i(p)/ and /y(p)/
5.170 Already in EWS there are some signs of a tendency for /i/ to appear 
as 〈y〉 in a number of environments. The most usual cases involve either a 
preceding /w/, as in nylle < ne wille ‘I don’t want’, see §5.152, a preceding 
/r/, as in ryht ‘right’ < riht, or forms which are likely to have been weakly 
stressed, such as sy¨¨an ‘after’.1 But the cases involving preceding /w/ may 
be quite separate phonologically from the others and are treated separately 
under §§5.180–2. In LWS, see below, such 〈y〉 spellings are rather more 
numerous and even appear occasionally in the case of /ip/. It is diffi cult to 
suppose that a preceding /r/ could have had the effect of rounding which 
we may assume for preceding /w/, for where /r/ has any phonological effect 
in OE it is usually one of retraction and/or lowering, as in the case of 
breaking, see §§2.74, 5.16. In the case of weakly stressed or unstressed /i/ 
rounding seems most unlikely, since no other similar case is evidenced in 
OE.2 It seems more likely that in the kinds of environment specifi ed above 
there was a tendency for /i/ to be laxed, that is, to become more centralized 
and lowered, to something like [i].3 At much the same time, but perhaps 
a little later, in the same dialects /y/ must have been laxed to, say, [y]. With 
this proposal may be usefully compared the Kt development of /y(p)/ > /e(p)/, 
which must have involved both lowering and unrounding.4

1 To these cases might be added examples such as byrnan ‘burn’, alongside biernan, 
birnan, see §§5.166, 171.
2 Indeed it is noticeable that where [ø], the i-umlaut of */o/, is weakly stressed, for 
example, as the formative element of weak class 2 verbs, it is always unrounded, see 
§§5.77 and n3, 6.10(2). Campbell’s suggestion (1959: §§317–18) that the spelling of 
/i/ as 〈y〉 indicates rounding seems to be based on the assumption that 〈y〉 necessarily 
represents [y].
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3 See Gimson (1980: 104) for a description of a similar phenomenon in PDE.
4 Similar accounts to that given here are to be found in Lewenz (1908), Gradon 
(1962), and Kim (1984).

5.171 If the account given in §5.170 is correct, then in EWS there must 
have been a very complex relationship between several front vowel phones. 
These phones would be as follows: (1) [i], the normal development of 
OE /i/; (2), [y] the result of laxing of OE /y/; (3) [i], the result of laxing 
of OE /i/ in the environments specifi ed in §5.170; (4) [ï], the normal devel-
opment of original Ce, cf. §5.164.1 Whatever the phonemic interpretation 
of these variations might be, it seems probable that WS scribes adopted 
a broadly consistent approach to the representation of these sounds. Thus 
[i] is regularly spelled 〈i〉, for example, ridon ‘they rode’, and [y] is regularly 
spelled 〈y〉, for example, cyning ‘king’. As described in §5.170, [i] can be 
spelled as either 〈i〉 or 〈y〉, the latter becoming more frequent in later texts. 
The reason for this was presumably that the initial choice was between 
〈i〉 = [i] and 〈y〉 = [y], when the former would be favoured, but the 
gradual laxing of [y] > [y] resulted in the choice being between 〈i〉 = [i] and 
〈y〉 = [y], when 〈y〉 would more clearly indicate the laxed nature of [i], see 
Gradon (1962: 75). For [ï], as suggested in §5.164, the digraph 〈ie〉 was 
probably a compromise spelling to indicate a vowel half-way between 
[i] and [e], but the alternative EWS 〈i〉 spelling and the regular LWS 〈y〉 
spelling would each naturally develop from the situation described imme-
diately above.2

1 The suggested phonetic transcriptions here are not intended to be accurate, but 
merely serve to distinguish symbolically the various sounds and to indicate in broad 
terms the probable phonetic tendencies in the development of each.
2 Perhaps to be taken here is an unexplained development in LWS especially, whereby 
sel- develops to syl-. Thus we fi nd regular LWS syllan ‘give’, sylf ‘self’ corresponding 
to EWS sellan, self, also common sylli7 ‘wonderful’ alongside selli7 and rare sylra 
alongside usual selra ‘better’. It is possible that the change is also seen in Nbr (Li, 
DurRitGl) sile¨ ‘he gives’ alongside usual sele¨, hence silo, sila ‘I give’. In Merc Ru1 
sylf (4¥), sylle ‘give!’ (1¥), beside usual sel-, is probably a further sign of WS infl uence 
on the text, whilst Ch 204.1 sile may be due to the infl uence of 204.3 siollanne 
infl .inf. with a-umlaut of /e/ and 〈io〉 for 〈eo〉. The Kt forms Ch 1482.37 sylfum is 
diffi cult, as it occurs alongside 1482.25 siolf. An explanation for these developments 
must be sought most probably either in the developments outlined in this section or 
in the equally diffi cult breaking forms discussed in §5.22. Alternatively, one might look 
to the suggestion of Bülbring (1900a) that /s/ could acquire a dorso-alveolar or prepalatal 
articulation.

5.172 Excluding examples involving negative contraction, see §5.152, the 
principal examples of the shift from 〈i〉 to 〈y〉 in EWS texts are as follows.1 

Firstly, after /r/, ryht ‘right’ and various derived forms, but see §5.114 and 
n1, CP(C) 218.7 abryc¨ ‘he storms’, CP(H, C) fry77ea ‘herald’, CP(H) 
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-sprynge ‘spring’ (3¥), Chron(A) 755.21 bryttis7um ‘British’ dat.sg., 896.6 
8erypon ‘they reaped’, Or(B) 45.9 dryn7 ‘drink!’, 11.13 aspryng¨ ‘it springs 
up’. Secondly, in low stress positions2 we fi nd ¨ysum, ¨yses, and various 
other forms of /es ‘this’,3 and in Chron(A) ylcan ‘same’ (5¥ to 912), my7el 
‘much’ (2¥), also CP(C) 368.13 † my7ele. A number of words also show 
〈y〉 in environments other than those specifi ed above, such as CP clypian 
‘call’, ógyldan ‘pay’, CP(H, C) symle ‘always’ (6¥), hlyni8en ‘lie down’, 
Or(B) 99.11 symbel ‘always’,4 2.27 bysmerli7 ‘shamefully’, 2.4 bysmredan 
‘they disgraced’. Some at least of these forms may be precursors of the 
more extensive use of 〈y〉 in LWS.5 In addition to these examples we fi nd 
cases of 〈ie〉 spellings for /i/ in the same environment, such as briengan 
‘bring’, hieder ‘hither’, hiene ‘him’. Whether these are merely confused 
spellings for /i/ or an alternative representation of the laxing of /i/ seems 
impossible to determine, see also §5.165.

1 Except in the case of ryht, which is the normal form in EWS, all the 〈y〉 spellings 
cited here are rare examples alongside normal 〈i〉.
2 Dyde ‘did’ is not to be placed here, both because it would not normally be low 
stressed and because it is common OE. For some discussion of the source of /y/ here 
see Brunner (1965: §358A1).
3 It must be recalled that spellings of the type synd, synt ‘they are’ in Or are from 
ms. C, essentially LWS.
4 Other forms apparently identical to this are either from ms. C or forms of symbel 
‘feast’ with /y/ due to i-umlaut.
5 Or also has 155.23 (B) ciningum ‘king’ dat.pl. and 97.22 (B) 8enihtsumnisse 
‘abundance’, showing 〈i〉 for the i-umlaut of */u/, both probably no more than scribal 
errors.

5.173 In LWS the tendency for /i/ to lax and be represented by 〈y〉 is 
greater, at least in low stress environments. Nevertheless, in texts such as 
ÆCHom 〈y〉 spellings are still very sporadic in most cases, for example, ys 
‘is’ 2¥, hys ‘his’ 3¥, hyt ‘it’ does not occur, /yses ‘this’ gen.sg. 24¥ (against 
/ises 59¥), synd ‘they are’ 43¥ (against c.400¥ sind). For further exempli-
fi cation of the situation in one clearly Ælfrician ms., ÆCHom I 5(R), see 
Gradon (1962: 72ff.), from which it is clear that laxing could take place 
even under primary stress, and that preceding /r/ did not have the same 
effect as in EWS. Note especially that the standard LWS form of EWS ryht 
is riht, see §5.114 and n1. In other LWS texts, such as WSCp, 〈y〉 spellings 
are much more frequent. Thus in that text is outnumbers ys only in the 
approximate ratio 4:3.1

1 The possibility of laxing under primary stress is confi rmed by the occasional LWS 
laxing of /ip/, as in ydel ‘idle’. Thus in ÆCHom and some other Ælfrician texts ydel 
and forms considerably outnumber cdel, although the same does not hold for Wulfstan, 
where ydel is entirely absent.
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5.174 Outside WS such variation between 〈i〉 and 〈y〉 is very rare, and 
the most usual cases are where 〈i〉 substitutes for 〈y〉. Examples of this 
substitution in the early Merc glossaries are: EpGl 199 smi8ilas ‘burrows’, 
621 cisti8ian ‘munifi cent’, 701 8enicldae ‘knuckled’, ErfGl 2 risil ‘fat’ (Lat 
axungia), also CorpGl 219 rizel (Lat arvina), 275 hirnitu ‘hornet’, 277 mich 
(= my78) ‘midge’, 372 aritrid (= arydid) ‘plundered’, 711 libb ‘medicine’. 
But these may be no more than scribal errors for 〈ui〉, which occasionally 
occurs in these glossaries, see §2.18. In Ps(A) the substitution only occurs 
in 50.14 8etrime ‘strengthen!’, whilst Ru1 has 〈i〉 in the following words: 
drihten ‘lord’ and forms (21¥ 〈i〉, 52¥ 〈y〉), kining, king ‘king’ (against 20¥ 
cyning, etc.), 8enihtsum- ‘abound’ var.infl s. (2¥ against 7¥ 〈y〉), and ¨inca/ 
‘they think’ against 〈y〉 6¥. In Nbr such variation is not found in the early 
texts, but in later texts drihten is invariable.1 Other examples are sporadic: 
MtGl(Li) 1.6, DurRitHyGl 134.1 cinig ‘king’, MtGl(Li) 15.11 ofcimes ‘he 
proceeds’, DurRitGl 9.39 8etrima¨ ‘he strengthens’.2,3

1 Drihten cannot be due to palatal umlaut which does not otherwise occur in Nbr, 
see Bülbring (1899a: 70), Lindelöf (1901: §72A1).
2 Note that cinig is not frequent, pace Campbell (1959: §315), and for 8estir = ms. 
8es7ir, see Campbell (1972: 8estyr).
3 Nbr also has symle ‘ever’ for simle, thus showing the reverse substitution. For 
examples of 〈y〉 for /i/ after /w/ see §5.181.

5.175 The evidence from the texts cited above suggests that the laxing 
of /i/ began very sporadically in WS only at about the time of the Alfredian 
texts, and that the change was restricted to some (at least) WS dialects. 
Examples from the early Merc glossaries do not support an earlier date, 
see §5.174, and other examples from nWS are too infrequent to suggest 
that the change was widespread there. The relative infrequency of 〈y〉 
spellings in Ælfrician, as opposed to other LWS, texts could either show 
the presence of a careful spelling tradition in the Schriftsprache or that 
laxing of /i/ was less frequent in the dialect which underlay that language. 
On the other hand, the evidence of other LWS texts shows that laxing 
of /i/ was widespread and frequent by that time. For the reasons stated 
in §5.171 it seems likely that laxing of /y/ occurred at a slightly later 
date than laxing of /i/, but that too must have been fully under way by the 
LWS period.

XVI The infl uence of /w/

5.176 From the earlier changes of breaking and back umlaut there is clear 
evidence that a preceding /w/ could cause retraction and/or rounding beyond 
the normal limits of those changes, for example, forms such as Nbr sword 
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‘sword’ < *swerd, cf. WS sweord, wudu ‘wood’ < *widu, cf. Kt wiada, 
weoda. For discussion and exemplifi cation of such cases of combinative 
breaking and combinative back umlaut see §§5.28ff, 5.108ff. During the 
period of the written texts /w/ comes to have a further similar infl uence 
on following front vowels and diphthongs. It is possible to distinguish two 
forms of the infl uence exerted by /w/, these two forms differing in both 
their phonological effect and their dialectal distribution. The fi rst, occurring 
extensively in Nbr, may be taken under the heading of rounding, the second, 
more or less confi ned to LWS, may be taken under the heading of raising. 
The latter change, however, also involves retraction of the following vocalic 
sequence wherever possible. Given the phonetic nature of /w/ the changes 
are clearly all instances of the assimilation of a vocalic sequence to a pre-
ceding /w/. Although rounding after /w/, as in Nbr, and raising between 
/w/ and /r/, as in LWS, have phonologically much in common, the two 
changes are best kept separate because of their dialectal distribution, and 
are therefore discussed separately below.

(a) Rounding

5.177 In NNbr especially, and to a lesser extent in other N dialects, there 
is a very strong tendency to round /e/, less frequently /ep/, to /ø, øp/ after 
/w/, hence such examples as woer ‘man’ < wer, wdbron ‘they were’ < wbron. 
This is clearly the result of the feature of rounding inherent in /w/ being 
transferred to the immediately following vowel, and the change may therefore 
be approximately characterized as follows:

 V
û [+round] /

 C
–high +round
–low

5.178 There is no sign of this change in the earliest Nbr texts, thus CædH 
3 uerc ‘work’. But in the later Nbr texts DurRitGl shows the change practi-
cally without exception and Li has the change very frequently with the 
short vowel and frequently with the long vowel. Typical examples in addi-
tion to woer, wdbron are: woe8 ‘way’, woerc ‘work’, woes ‘be!’, cwoe¨a 
‘say’, swoefen ‘dream’, twoelf ‘twelve’, woenda ‘go’, wdbde ‘garment’, 
wdbpen ‘weapon’, cwdbdon ‘they said’, hwdbr ‘where’, twdb8e ‘two’, wDB 
‘we’.1 In Ru2 such rounding is practically absent except in woe8, hence 
awoe8 ‘away’, see Lindelöf (1901: §93b) for discussion. The change is not 
found elsewhere.

1 Occasional 〈oæ〉 spellings, such as DurRitGl 1 15.27 woæca ‘we keep watch’, 
MkGl(Li) 14.69 cwoæ¨a ‘speak’ are of no signifi cance, despite §5.179.
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5.179 In the dialect of Ru1 there is a frequent change of we > wæ, for 
example, wæ8 ‘way’, whose precise signifi cance and cause remain uncertain. 
It seems most plausible to assume, however, that it is due to the infl uence 
of /w/, and it may not be unconnected with the rounding process discussed 
above, for similar forms are also found very occasionally in Nbr. Typical 
forms in Ru1 are: cwæ¨ ‘speak!’, cwæ¨ende ‘speaking’, wæl ‘well’, wæli8 
‘rich’, swæ8re ‘mother-in-law’, swælte/ ‘he dies’, in all cases alongside 
forms with 〈e〉, such as cwe/.1 But a similar change occurs in other words 
too, especially before fn, 8n, for example, stæfn ‘voice’, /æ8n ‘servant’, 
and it may be, as suggested by Kuhn (1939, 1945), that the scribe is merely 
confused and unable to distinguish Merc usage from that in WS, see 
Campbell (1959: §259n1) for criticism of this view.2 In Nbr Li has, for 
example, wæras ‘men’, wæli8 ‘rich’, and it is unlikely that such forms are to 
be subsumed under back umlaut, see, however, Campbell (1959: §210.2n4).

1 Examples of 〈æ〉 spellings for w1 in the same text, for example, cwwdun ‘they spoke’ 
and especially wwrun ‘they were’, hwwr ‘where’, could indicate the same phenomenon, 
but could equally well be due to scribal confusion through WS infl uence.
2 Luick (1914–40: 289), after Gabrielson (1912: 208), argues that the appearance of 
〈æ〉 is analogical, but this is scarcely plausible.

5.180 A possible parallel shift of /i/ > /y/ is more sporadic, and only occurs 
with the short vowel, but cf. §5.166 for the EWS development of ie > /y/ 
in labial environments. Dialectally, however, this shift is more widespread 
than the rounding of /e(p)/, being found in both EWS and LWS as well as 
Nbr. However, in Nbr at least some of the forms might be explained as 
inverted spellings after unrounding of /y(p)/, see §5.174 and n1, 3, and in 
WS the forms could be explained under §5.170. How far, therefore, we 
are dealing with a genuine extension of the infl uence of preceding /w/ 
remains dubious.

5.181 Examples in EWS are extremely rare: CP 205.12 swyn8ean ‘strokes’, 
CP(C) 18.22 † ndwyht ‘not’, CP(C) 218.15 cwyde ‘saying’.1 But in LWS 
the rounding is more frequent. Thus ÆCHom has almost equal numbers 
of wylle and wille ‘I wish’, and the rounding is found in numerous other 
forms, such as hwyl7 ‘which’, swyl7 ‘such’. In NNbr the only form which 
shows such rounding at all frequently is wynn ‘work’ and derived forms, 
but note also DurRitGl 1 9.4 suyppa ‘whip’ (alongside 22.20 suippum). In 
Ru2, however, there are a number of examples, notably of wyllo ‘I wish’ 
and forms, but also of wynster ‘left’.2

1 CP(C) 184.15 † swzra ‘neck’ should not be included here, see §5.127n1.
2 Luick (1914–40: §283A2) and Girvan (1931: §126A) see Ru2 wyllo as due to the 
infl uence of nyllo ‘I don’t wish’, but this explanation may be unnecessary.
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5.182 It is doubtful whether the rounding attested in contracted forms 
such as nylle ‘don’t want’ < *ni wille should be included under the present 
heading, since it is widely and regularly attested in all dialects. That shift 
would appear to involve low stress, see further §5.152.

(b) Raising

5.183 In LWS there is an increasing tendency for short vowels and diph-
thongs between /w/ and /r/ to be raised and, where appropriate, retracted 
to /u/. The sounds affected by this change are /Â, y, o/, with the change 
only being reasonably frequently represented in the case of /eo/, where 
spellings such as swurd ‘sword’ < sweord exist alongside the diphthongal 
spellings. The change does not affect æ, a, or the diphthong ea, which 
implies that it could only affect nonlow vowels. Further, the change does 
not affect e, hence LWS wer ‘man’.1 It seems most probable, therefore, that 
only rounded segments were affected and that by this time eo was developing 
into /ø/, see further Brunner (1965: §113A1) and §5.207. The change may 
therefore be approximately characterized as follows:2,3

 V
-low  û +high / /w/ ________ /r/
+rnd +back
–long

1 There are, of course, no cases where /i/ appears in this environment. The arguments 
to the contrary in Girvan (1931: §120A1) are unconvincing.
2 For convenience the phonetic features of /w/ and /r/ have not been specifi ed.
3 The change also may be inhibited by a velar consonant immediately following /r/, 
for forms such as wurc are rare, for example, HomS 38, 49 wurc and forms (2¥ each). 
LWS worc, especially common in Ps(C), can scarcely be an example of combinative 
breaking, but is not easily explained. Luick’s (1914–40: §266A2) suggestion that the 
form is a low-stress one originating from a compound such as handweorc is possible 
but not demonstrable, and the form is not EWS, see §5.30n3.

5.184 In EWS there are almost no signs of the change of weor > wur, 
except perhaps in Or !eoweor/a for Lat Jugurtha, where it is generally 
assumed that 〈weor〉 represents a scribal interpretation of /wur/ as heard 
in dictation, thus indicating a falling together of weor and wur.1 In LWS, 
although the most usual forms are, for example, weorpan ‘throw’, weor/an 
‘become’, weor/ian ‘honour’, sweord ‘sword’, 〈u〉 spellings can be found 
in many mss. In ÆCHom wurpan occurs 4¥, wur/a¨ 10¥,2 wur/ian 12¥, 
swurd 12¥, and the only comparable form with 〈eo〉 is ÆCHom I 18 246.9 
weor/a¨, although similar spellings are found in related forms. But in 
WHom almost the reverse obtains, with an overwhelming majority of 〈eo〉 

⎡
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spellings. Amongst important examples are common LWS swura ‘neck’ and 
occasional /wuru and forms ‘crooked’, for the implementation of the change 
here demonstrates a short vowel despite the loss of h, see §5.127 and n2.

1 But such a conclusion is not necessarily safe. Presumably the Latin word was approxi-
mately /juwurqa/, with in OE initial /ju-/ being transcribed quite normally as 〈geo〉, see 
§5.60. Given the use of 〈eo〉 to represent /u/ in the fi rst syllable, it would not be sur-
prising if the scribe then carried over this spelling convention to the second syllable, 
also containing approximant + /u/. Although the form occurs 15¥ in Or, the occurrences 
are all in the same section except for one occurrence in a chapter heading, and therefore 
could well be interpreted as due to interference from the fi rst syllable rather than the 
early implementation of the present sound change.
2 Not distinguishing between wur/a¨ ‘they become’ and wur/a¨ ‘he honours’.

5.185 Retraction of wyr > wur is very sporadically represented in LWS 
texts, but some examples include: AldV wurdwrctere ‘historian’ (2¥), ÆLS, 
ÆHom wurm ‘worm’ and related forms (9¥), Mt(WSCp) 3.10 wurtrumum 
‘root’ dat.pl., all of which show retraction of /y/ the i-umlaut of */u/. 
ÆCHom II (5¥), ÆLS (2¥), Lk(WSCp) 21.36 wur/e ‘worthy’, ÆLS 
(Aethelthryth) 65 8ewurpan ‘recover’, AldV 1 wurste ‘worst’ show retraction 
of /y/ < *ie.1

1 There are also a number of cases of 〈y〉 for 〈eo〉 which imply that /eo/ and /y/ had 
merged as /u/. Examples are apparently found as early as CP 191.15, 339.18 wyr¨en 
‘might be’, later examples being cwyrn ‘mill’ and forms, especially frequent in ÆHom 
19 but also found in ÆCHom I 34, ÆGl and Mt(WSCp), Beo, Jud swyrd, also in 
Ps(C). An example of 〈eo〉 for 〈y〉 is And weorm ‘worm’, rarely found elsewhere.

5.186 The only certain examples of raising and retraction of wor > wur 
are: WSCp wurd ‘word’ and forms (c.8¥), Mt(WSCp) 8ewurden ‘become’ 
(2¥). Additionally Lch II(2) 20.1.8 wursm, AldV 1 4873 wurms ‘pus’, ByrM 
1, also AldV 1 wurdlian ‘speak’ and forms occur, but these may be from 
earlier forms with y, see Gabrielson (1912: §425), and HyGl 2 wurolde, 
wurolda could be from earlier worold or weorold, see §5.110.

5.187 Chronologically the changes of rounding and of raising probably 
occurred at much the same time. Rounding of /e(p)/ cannot have taken 
place by the time of the eNbr texts, given CædH werc, and in any case for 
such a form to undergo rounding Angl smoothing must have already taken 
place. Since that change is to be dated just before the time of the earliest 
texts, see §5.102, and since CædH is mid eighth-century, it is impossible 
for the rounding to have been much earlier than c.800. But the change is 
fully operative in later Nbr, and therefore must be dated between c.800 
and c.950. A similar dating for the other cases of rounding discussed above 
seems likely, although an early tenth-century date for the sporadic rounding 
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of /i/ fi ts the WS evidence best. Despite the example of !eoweor/a, see 
§5.184, it is most likely that raising and retraction between /w/ and /r/ is 
not to be found in EWS, but is reasonably common at least in some LWS 
dialects of the late tenth century, notably Ælfric. Such texts also show that 
this change change only commonly affected weor sequences in the OE period, 
although the same change does affect wor sequences quite extensively, wyr 
sequences less so, in ME. We may therefore conclude that the change started 
with weor sequences during the tenth century, only gradually spreading 
elsewhere during the course of the next century.

XVII The development of Kentish front vowels

5.188 After the operation of i-umlaut but before the time of the earliest 
texts, Kt had the following front vowels: /i(p), e(p), æ(p), y(p), ø(p)/. This 
system was essentially the same as that in WS, for /æp/ was the refl ex of 
both Gmc *w (w1) and Gmc *ai, the latter by i-umlaut to w2, see §§3.24–5, 
5.79(1) and below. But by the late tenth century, as evidenced in OccGl 
49, the front vowel system had been radically simplifi ed with all vowels 
except /i(p)/ merging with /e(p)/. Although the consequences of these various 
mergers are unitary, see J. M. Anderson (1988a), it seems probable that 
each vowel shifted to /e(p)/ independently and that therefore it is not proper 
to give a single description of all three mergers. The reasons for this are 
mainly chronological, see further below. One consequence of the mergers 
is that Kt texts often show inverted spellings, that is, spellings in which 
〈æ〉, 〈y〉 – but not 〈oe〉, see §5.192n1 – appear for /e(p)/ in words which did 
not originally have /æ(p), y(p)/, such as ærfe ‘inheritance’ = erfe < earfe.

(a) Raising of L
5.189 In eighth-century Kt texts, that is, Ch 21, 23–4, 31 (see Campbell, 
1959: §289n2), there is no evidence of raising of æ, hence Ch 21 paed 
‘path’, all texts aethel- personal name-element. In texts of the fi rst half of 
the ninth century 〈æ〉 spellings predominate greatly, such as Ch 1188 mæ8e 
‘I may’, aelmessan ‘alms’, Ch 41, 1482 hæbbe ‘I have’, hwæt ‘what’, both 
æt ‘at’. A minority of 〈e〉 spellings include Ch 1188.21 ¨et, 34 ¨ette ‘that’, 
19 festendæ8 ‘fast-day’, Ch 1482.28 hebbe ‘has’ pr.subj., 58 de8, 38 de8e 
‘day’. In texts of this date occasional inverted spellings with 〈æ〉 can also 
be found, such as Ch 41.17 on7ærrende ‘turning’, Ch 1188 8æfe ‘grace’ 
(2¥), Ch 1482 ærfe ‘inheritance’ (3¥), alongside erfewearda ‘heirs’, sæle¨ 
‘gives’. Such inverted spellings are slightly more frequent than cases of 〈e〉 
for æ. In the second half of the ninth century 〈e〉 spellings come to pre-
dominate, even in some cases, such as Ch 1195, to the complete exclusion 
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of 〈æ〉, and in other cases, such as Ch 1510, 〈æ〉 and 〈e〉 spellings appear 
to be interchangeable. In OccGl 49 〈e〉 predominates greatly over 〈æ〉,1 and 
note the rare inverted spelling 498 wær ‘man’.2

1 In OccGl 49 〈æ〉, usually editorialized as 〈,〉 is used rather than 〈æ〉. It is doubtful 
that this has any signifi cance, pace Williams (1905: §§102–4), see also §2.12n1. The 
same usage is frequently found in the Surrey Ch 1508.
2 For the development of æ < *a+nasal by i-umlaut, see §5.78(1).

5.190 In eighth-century Kt texts w1 is spelled 〈e〉 at Ch 21.3 † mbguuines 
personal name, † strbtle8 place-name, but the texts have Mercianisms else-
where, such as 21.7 † aehcha personal name with Angl smoothing, and 
therefore the forms are of uncertain value. On the other hand w2 is spelled 
〈æ〉 at Ch 21.7 abssica personal name. Of early ninth-century texts Ch 41 
consistently spells w2 as 〈æ〉, for example, 8 arwddan ‘they determined’, 16 
nwni8 ‘no’, but has no certain examples of w1.

1 In other texts of a similar 
date, however, both w1 and w2 are freely written as either 〈æ〉 or 〈e〉, and 
in the latter half of the century the situation is similar to that for short æ. 
Similarly in OccGl 49 〈e〉 spellings predominate, although 〈æ〉 spellings 
occur slightly more frequently for w1 than for w2, see Williams (1905: §§6, 
30). It would appear that in the ninth century both w1 and w2, were still 
distinguished from e, for the latter is rarely spelled 〈æ〉 by inversion.2

1 Unless sww ‘so’ (7¥) is taken as a genuine example of w1, see §3.25n1.
2 In early ninth-century texts the only example of such inverted spellings is Ch 1188.43 
habr ‘here’. Other cited examples, such as mwgas ‘kinsmen’, are simply examples of 
w1 etymologically spelled.

5.191 From the evidence of the early Kt texts it would appear that the 
raising of short æ can be dated early in the ninth century, since eighth-
century texts do not show the change, but it became increasingly well 
represented over the next half century. Since, as seen in §5.190, most Kt 
texts treat w1 and w2 similarly, it seems likely that they were both raised 
to b at the same time, and further that the raising of the long vowels 
occurred at the same time as the raising of the short vowel.1 We may 
therefore conclude that this process of æ-raising was unitary and specifi cally 
Kt of the fi rst half of the ninth century.2 This, of course, implies that Kt 
was originally an w1-dialect, and not, as is usually claimed, a dialect where 
w1 = /ep/. For full discussion see §3.24, also Crowley (1986).

1 For further details see Hogg (1988). The often-made connection between Kentish 
raising and second fronting seems spurious, see §5.87n1 and references therein. It may 
be that Kentish raising is dialectally extended to the sporadic Angl raising of w2 before 
dentals, see §5.79n1, but the situation remains obscure.
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2 Campbell (1959: §290) suggests that the raising may have been earlier but obscured 
by Merc spelling traditions which strongly infl uenced early Kt. This seems more plau-
sible than the suggestion of Toon (1983: 150–2) that raising of short æ was in fact 
due to second fronting introduced during the period of Merc domination of Kent.

(b) IG > ;

5.192 As stated in §5.77, /ø(p)/, the i-umlaut of */o(p)/, was regularly 
unrounded to /e(p)/ in S dialects, the change being virtually complete in WS 
by the time of the EWS texts. The earliest example in Kt of such unrounding 
is Ch 41.8 8erbfa ‘reeve’ at the beginning of the ninth century, cf. Ch 1482.1 
8erdbfa. The only other reasonably certain example before c.850 is Ch 
1197.22 blbdsung ‘blessing’,1 although this could also have involved early 
shortening, see §5.200. After this time, however, 〈e〉 spellings quickly become 
more frequent, and in OccGl 49 no 〈oe〉 spellings are found.2

1 Ch 1188.22 tuw8en, 1482.18 tww8en ‘two’, also found frequently in Ru1, could 
well come from earlier *twajen rather than *twdjen, and hence show the etymologically 
correct vowel, see Girvan (1931: §24A). Also cited as an inverted spelling is Ch 1200.5 
bdbm ‘both’, but this charter is now dated 867x870. It is also noteworthy that if this 
is a case of inversion, it appears to be the only such case.
2 Kt scribes often write 〈eo〉 for 〈oe〉, see §2.17n1.

5.193 The evidence presented in §5.192 makes it probable that unrounding 
of DB occurred in Kt in the middle and second half of the ninth century, 
roughly at the same time as in WS. Whether the Kt change was independent 
or the result of WS infl uence is diffi cult to determine. Given these dates, 
the very early 8erbfa may well be a scribal error.

(c) K > G
5.194 The shift of /y(p)/ > /e(p)/ is scarcely represented before the end of 
the ninth century, exceptions being Ch 1200 yfter ‘after’ (2¥), where 〈y〉 is 
an inverted spelling for efter < æfter, and perhaps also Ch 328.9 Heregb¨e 
(< Heregy¨e) personal name, and the inverted spelling ChHead 1204 2.5 
fyt ‘feet’ (= fbt < fdbt), all texts belonging to the second half of the ninth 
century. In the later OccGl 49, however, 〈e〉 spellings predominate, such as 
784 ferht ‘fear’, gerdels ‘girdle’, 1020 leras ‘losses’, 58 onhere, 886 onherie 
‘imitate’, brbc¨ ‘he enjoys’, 331, 452 -tbn¨ ‘opens’, 176, 781 behbd 
‘hidden’. Note especially 454 netenes ‘ignorance’ < nytenes with y due to 
contraction of *ni-wi, see §5.152. 〈y〉 spellings in the same text are found 
in a minority of forms with a short vowel, such as 67, 558 cyne- ‘royal’, 
157, 352 ymb- prefi x, and with a long vowel only in 478 cy¨ere ‘witness’. 
Occasional inverted 〈y〉 spellings are found, such as 1111 hryremes ‘bat’, 
ly7es ‘leech’, my8¨ ‘family’, 1101 lyssan ‘less’, 614 7yr¨ ‘he turns’.
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5.195 The evidence presented in §5.194 makes it probable that the 
unrounding and lowering of y was somewhat later than the other changes 
discussed above and that the change only began in the latter half of the 
ninth century and was not fully implemented until the tenth century. Note 
particularly that the ninth-century examples must be somewhat uncertain, 
since both yfter and Heregb¨e could be low-stress forms.

(d) Summary

5.196 The above evidence suggests that it is most reasonable to conclude 
that the fi rst of the three changes was æ-raising, which probably took place 
at about the beginning of the eighth century and uniformly affected all 
instances of R of whatever origin. In this respect the change is distinctively 
Kt and not, directly at least, connected with similar changes in Merc. The 
unrounding of DB, however, seems to have been part of the general unrounding 
of /ø(p)/ in S. dialects, which belongs to the second half of the eighth century. 
Slightly later still took place the distinctively Kt shift of z > B.

XVIII Changes in quantity

5.197 During the OE period a number of changes in vowel quantity 
occurred. These changes shared a common feature, in that all were depend-
ent upon OE syllable structure and stress patterns. Essentially these changes 
appear to have occurred in order to approximate as far as possible to 
isochronous intervals between stressed syllables, see Luick (1914–40: §203). 
If a stress foot is defi ned as a phonetic string commencing at the peak of 
one stressed syllable and ending immediately before the peak of the next 
stressed syllable, then we may say that the changes described below were 
brought about by the tendency to equalize the lengths of stress feet. The 
changes which occurred may be subdivided as follows: (a) lengthening in 
monosyllables; (b) vowel shortening; (c) vowel lengthening. Each is discussed 
separately below.

(a) Lengthening in monosyllables

5.198 Throughout the history and prehistory of English there has been 
a requirement that the rhyme constituent of a stressed syllable must be at 
least bimoric, that is, contain either a long vowel (or diphthong) or a short 
vowel (or diphthong) followed by a consonant in the same syllable. Such 
a change clearly ensures that a stress foot will be of a certain minimum 
duration and thus aligns with the tendency described in §5.197, for further 
discussion see §2.80–1. In OE this requirement leads to a considerable 
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variation in form in those monosyllables which could be stressed or 
unstressed according to their position in the sentence or emphasis, for 
example, /E ‘thou’, wB ‘we’ and many other pers.prons., sB ‘that’, nE ‘now’, 
swR ‘so’, tD ‘to’.1 Lengthening also takes place in the prefi xes of twcfeald 
‘twofold’, /rcfeald ‘threefold’ consequent upon these prefi xes receiving the 
main lexical stress.2

1 For the similar but more complex position in PDE, see the discussion of strong and 
weak forms in Gimson (1980: 260–4).
2 There is also some evidence that vowel lengthening took place in monosyllables 
closed by a single consonant, for example, ÆGram 126.12 8etbl ‘number’ acc.pl. instead 
of the expected 8etelu, see Napier (1899), Bülbring (1902: §284). But the evidence is 
sparse and the change seems to have been sporadic. Nevertheless, the processes involved 
are clearly similar to those in monosyllabic lengthening and in the vowel lengthening 
discussed under (c) below.

(b) Vowel shortening

5.199 Another method of equalizing the length of stress feet is to shorten 
over-heavy syllables, that is, syllables containing a long vowel (diphthong) 
and two consonants.1,2 Shortening of such structures was achieved in OE 
by shortening the long vowel, as exemplifi ed in bremblas < *brwmblas, see 
§5.78(2), godspell ‘gospel’ < gddspell, see Luick (1914–40: §204A1), and 
in many cases where a geminate consonant is followed by /r/, such as næddre 
‘adder’ < nwddre, blæddran ‘bladders’, ri77ra ‘more powerful’. In some 
instances shortening in infl ected forms, such as attres ‘poison’ gen.sg., moddra 
‘mothers’, can be analogically extended to uninfl ected forms, as indicated 
by consonant doubling in attor, moddor, etc.

1 The change is usually described as taking place when three consonants follow the 
long vowel, see, for example, Luick (1914–40: §204.1), Campbell (1959: §285). But 
given the structure of OE syllables, see §2.80–1, it seems preferable to say that the 
change takes place if two consonants follow in the same syllable, and that further 
the following syllable must begin with a consonant. An analogous situation holds for 
the change described in §5.200, and see further §5.201.
2 An exception to these changes occurs when the following consonant cluster is /st + 
liquid, for example, wrwstlian ‘wrestle’, hence ME wrestlen alongside wrastlen, /bostre 
‘dark’. No doubt this is a consequence of the special status of /s/ + stop consonant 
clusters in OE, see §2.83.1, also Luick (1914–40: §204A3). A comparison with PDE 
may be helpful, see Hogg and McCully (1987: 48–9).

5.200 In addition to the changes described in §5.199, long vowels were 
also shortened when followed by at least one consonant in the same syllable 
and two further syllables.1 This change is clearly a further instantiation 
of the tendency to equalize stress feet. Typical examples include: bletsian 
‘bless’, cf. bldd ‘blood’, compounds in en-, such as endemes ‘together’, 
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endleofan ‘eleven’, enwintre ‘one year old’, cf. wnne ‘one’ acc.sg.masc., 
compounds in sam-, such as samcucu ‘half-dead’, samboren ‘prematurely 
born’.2,3

1 In some cases shortening appears to take place before geminates even when only 
one syllable follows. Thus Angl enne, see below and §5.79(1), Nbr leassa ‘less’ with 
back umlaut of /æ/, sio¨¨an ‘since’, with back umlaut of /i/, see §5.107, LWS sylla, 
sylra ‘better’, with sel- > syl-, see §5.171n2, also Nbr sella, where the absence of 〈oe〉 
spellings more probably indicates a short vowel than a long, see §5.77. For other 
possible examples see Campbell (1959: §286).
2 Then by analogical reformation forms such as samhal ‘weak’.
3 There are a further number of cases where vowel shortening occurs outside the 
limits of §§5.199–200. Such forms are indicated by orthographic doubling of a single 
intervocalic consonant, which probably also refl ects a phonological doubling, and they 
are exemplifi ed by, for example, re77an ‘care’, ¨ritti8 ‘thirty’. For discussion of this 
obscure and uncertain change see Campbell (1959: §287).

5.201 The changes described above are clearly related. In terms of the 
environments in which they occur it can be seen that a long vowel is 
shortened before two consonants and one following weakly stressed syllable 
or before one consonant and two following weakly stressed syllables, and 
that in each case the immediately following syllable must begin with a 
consonant. Therefore the changes can be characterized in a unitary fashion, 
approxim ately as follows:

V û [–long] / ________ C〈C〉a]b [C . . .]a 〈[. . .]s]b

Condition: either a or b.

(c) Vowel lengthening

5.202 In apparent contrast to the changes discussed in (b), during the 
OE period short vowels became lengthened when followed by liquid or 
nasal + homorganic voiced consonant, that is, ld, rd, rl, rn, r¨, rs,1 mb, 
nd, ng. Thus we fi nd examples such as gold > gôld.2 However, this can be 
seen as part of the same tendency to equalize the lengths of stress feet, 
in this case by the lengthening of short stressed syllables, see §5.198. For 
this to be the case it must be assumed that such consonant clusters had 
a special status in syllable structure, in that their behaviour was more 
akin to that of a single consonant than that of a bimoric cluster.3 This 
vowel lengthening, although presumably widespread, is not shown in the 
orthography, where vowel length is not regularly indicated, see §§2.4–5, 
and must be deduced from its interaction with other OE sound changes 
and the fact that in eME vowels in these circumstances behave as long 
vowels.
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1 The fricative in rs, r¨ clusters would only be voiced in OE when a voiced segment 
immediately followed, hence voiceless with unlengthened preceding vowel in fers ‘verse’, 
but voiced with lengthened preceding vowel in barsas ‘buttocks’.
2 I indicate long vowels due to this process by a circumfl ex to distinguish them from 
etymologically long vowels.
3 Evidence in support of this position comes from ME changes such as the loss of 
certain voiced stops after a preceding resonant, such as in lamb, and also from the 
phonotactics of PDE syllables, see, for example, Hogg and McCully (1987: 45–7).

5.203 A typical example of this change is 7ild > 7îld ‘child’, and hence 
similarly hêard ‘hard’, 7êorl ‘churl’, bêarn ‘child’, êor¨e ‘earth’, wîrsa 
‘worse’, clîmban ‘climb’, bîndan ‘bind’, lâng ‘long’. As the account in §5.202 
implies, the change did not take place in weakly stressed words, such as 
s7eolde ‘should’, and ‘and’. Furthermore, the change seems not to have 
taken place, in OE at least, in many words where it might have been 
expected. Thus we fi nd LWS wurd ‘word’, swurd ‘sword’, wur¨ian ‘honour’, 
forms which only developed where the vowel was short, see §§5.183–6. 
In contrast note the failure of seld ‘seat’ to develop to **syld, which is 
best explained by the assumption of sêld, see §5.171n2.

5.204 This sound change gave rise to a considerable degree of variation 
in words where a third consonant would directly follow the homorganic 
cluster in infl ected forms, for in such cases the change was prevented. Thus 
we fi nd 7ildru ‘children’ alongside 7îld, and so in many other cases. This 
variation seems often to have been levelled away in favour of the short 
vowel, as ME developments testify. The levelling away of the long vowel 
was no doubt in part favoured because the sound change seems never to have 
been fully implemented, at least before groups, see Jordan (1974: §22).

(d) Summary

5.205 The changes described in (a) above were undoubtedly due to 
syllable phonotactics which remained constant throughout the period, and 
hence they would occur whenever the appropriate situation arose. The 
other changes, however, were no doubt consequent upon shifting syllable 
phonotactics and are datable within the period. In the case of the vowel 
shortenings, examples such as bremblas and endemes do not necessarily 
prove that the shortening took place before the time of i-umlaut, but they 
must have taken place before raising of /æ/ before nasals, see §§5.78(2), 
5.79(1). Further, the examples cited in §5.200n1 show that the shortening 
must have occurred before the time of back umlaut and similarly or later 
dated changes. We may therefore conclude that vowel shortening was 
already operative by the time of the earliest texts. The somewhat sporadic 
nature of vowel lengthening, together with the absence of orthographic 
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evidence, makes the dating of that change rather more diffi cult. But the 
presence of back umlaut in Nbr behionda ‘behind’, Kt siondan ‘they are’, 
and the development of /æ/ > /e/ before a nasal in, for example, sendan 
‘send’, as against the failure of sêld to develop to **syld, would imply that 
the change is probably to be dated c.ninth century, see further Bülbring 
(1900a: 87–9; 1902: §205A2).

XIX Monophthongization of diphthongs

5.206 In this section two quite different processes of monophthongization 
are discussed. Firstly, in §§5.207–9, I discuss a process of monophthongiza-
tion due to shift in prominence which is occasionally seen in some LWS 
and lNbr texts. Secondly, in §§5.210–14, I discuss the even later process 
of monophthongization which can be seen as the beginnings of the eME 
tendency for all OE diphthongs to be lost.

5.207 In both LWS and lNbr there are a few scattered forms which seem 
to indicate that a shift in prominence could occur so that the second element 
of a diphthong was the more prominent, so leading to a monophthongi-
zation via loss of the fi rst element. In LWS the forms most often involve a 
preceding palatal consonant, either /à/ or /j/, for example, s7awian ‘observe’ 
< s7bawian, on8an ‘against’ < on8ban. Interestingly, there are also a few 
forms involving preceding /s/, which may be further evidence in favour of 
a prepalatal allophone of /s/, hence sufon < seofon, see further §§2.62, 
5.171n2, and the change is usually restricted to examples after /s/ in 
lNbr.

5.208 Examples in LWS of the above change include: ÆCHom scawie, 
s7awia¨, forms of s7awian, PsGl(I) 72.4 s7awung, occasional, not Ælfric, 
sufon, ÆCHom II 223.62 on8an, WSB † sufo¨a ‘seventh’, see for the forms 
after /s/ Brunner (1965: §125A1). In lNbr the principal examples are all 
after /s/, hence Ru2 solf ‘self’ < seolf, Li, Ru2 so¨¨a ‘afterwards’ < sio¨¨a, 
see §5.107, Li, DurRitGl sulfer, cf. Li seulfres gen.sg. Additional examples 
are DurRitGl 197.8 † fduer ‘four’ < fbower, 24.8 † 8itrdwali7e ‘faithfully’ 
< -trbow-, see Lindelöf (1890: 43). These latter forms not after /s/ are, 
however, scarcely trustworthy.

5.209 Further evidence for the above change is found in some late texts 
where the spellings 〈geo, gea〉 and 〈eo, ea〉 have become confused initially. 
Thus we fi nd Brun 9(D) † 8ealgodon ‘they defended’ for ealgodon, BenRW 
42.6 8earfo¨e ‘diffi cult’ for earfo¨e, RecCGl 11.22 8eornustli7e ‘therefore’ 
for eornustli7e, Ch 1467.1 a8code ‘happened’ for abode, and, with loss of 
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〈g〉, WaldA 25 † boc ‘help’ for 8boc, And 1625 eador ‘together’ for geador 
(with initial /“/ or /g/).

5.210 Towards the end of the OE period the diphthongs /Â, eo/ and /”, 
æw/1 became monophthongs in almost all dialects, the only exception being 
Kt, where the long diphthongs underwent a separate development, see 
§5.213. In the case of /Â, eo/ the monophthongization was to /ø(p)/, as is 
confi rmed by the Anglo-Norman infl uenced spellings 〈ue, oe, o〉 in eME. 
The implication of this is that the change was caused by the loss of the 
second, less prominent, element of the diphthong (thus contrasting strongly 
with the change discussed in §§2.207–9), but that in the process of that 
loss the feature of rounding was transferred to the fi rst element. In the case 
of /”, æw/ the monphthongization was straightforwardly to /æ(p)/, by loss 
of the second element. The change is very poorly represented in OE texts, 
partly no doubt because of the conservative infl uence of the Schriftsprache. 
But it would also be the case that 〈eo〉 could be used equally well for /ø(p)/ 
and for /Â, eo/, since usually no phonemic merger or split is caused by the 
change and in the standard language earlier /ø(p)/ from i-umlaut, represented 
by 〈oe〉, had long been lost. Shortly after the monophthongiza tion of /”, 
æw/ the short phoneme participated in the merger of /æ/ and /w/, see 
§5.215–16. The monophthongization of these diphthongs may be approxi-
mately characterized as follows:

 V  V
û

 V
Ø

+syll arnd arnd

1 By this time the /Ê, io/ diphthongs which had been retained in Nbr up to the time 
of LiGl, see §5.159, must have merged with /Â, eo/, see Ekwall (1923: 199).

5.211 The monophthongization of /Â, eo/ is scarcely represented in texts 
until the very end of the period.1 Even in texts written c.1100, such as 
Ps(K), the usual spelling is 〈eo〉, but there are a number of 〈e〉 spellings, 
such as hera ‘their’ (frequently), er/an ‘earth’ infl . (2¥), 67.34 hefenas 
(beside heofena), 148.14 heuenan ‘heaven’ dat.pl., werc ‘work’ and forms 
(4¥), /bwa ‘servant’ and forms (5¥), 8bmerung (< *8bomrung)2 ‘moaning’ 
(5¥), betwbnan ‘between’ (2¥), /bda ‘people’ (2¥), and many single examples 
of other words. Rather less frequently there occur 〈o〉 spellings, as in stor-
ran ‘stars’ (2¥), 95.11 hofenas, 105.20 hora, 103.6 ddpnes ‘deepness’. For 
further examples from this and other texts see C. Sisam and Sisam (1959: 
§62). The spelling variations no doubt refl ect uncertainty over the most 
proper representation of the new sound, and preference for 〈e〉 over 〈o〉 
need not be taken to imply monophthongization to /e(p)/. In the fi rst half 
of the eleventh century such 〈e〉 spellings are found on coins with some 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦
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⎤⎥⎦
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frequency, see for discussion Colman (1984: 122), so that their generally 
later appearance in mss. is most probably due to the persistence of ortho-
graphic convention.

1 Apparent examples from much earlier texts are undoubtedly due to scribal error, 
for example, PsGl(A) 27.3 hortum ‘heart’ dat.pl.
2 The form is diffi cult, for 8edmrung normally has a rising diphthong due to palatal 
diphthongization of */op/, see §§5.59–60, hence ME èomer ‘misery’. It seems likely 
that the form is due to a sporadic shift of prominence to the fi rst element.

5.212 The monophthongization of /”, æw/ is scarcely represented in texts 
dating from the beginning of the eleventh century and examples such as 
ÆCHom II 9 74.75 ælle ‘all’ are sporadic in the most reliable WS mss., 
see, however, Schlemilch (1914) for further details.1 Parallel to the monoph-
thongization of /Â, eo/, 〈æ〉 spellings for the monophthongized diphthong 
are found on coins of the fi rst half of the the eleventh century, see further 
Colman (1984: 121–3). In later texts 〈æ〉 spellings become much more 
frequent, as exemplifi ed in Ps(K) ælle ‘all’ (7¥), /ærfan ‘pauper’ (12¥), 
hwfod, hwuod ‘head’ (9¥) and other words. Notably, the same text also 
has occasional inverted spellings of 〈ea〉 for æ, such as 106.35 weatera 
‘water’ gen.pl., 118.133 baniè ‘any’, 121.3 dbalnimende ‘taking part’.2

1 Occasional Nbr forms such as Li towærd, Li, Ru1 ¨ærf, /ærf, Ru2 nbd¨ærfe may 
show the change already beginning in Nbr dialects by the end of the tenth century.
2 In Ps(K), as in some other texts, see Luick (1914–40: §279), also C. Sisam and 
Sisam (1959: §61), there is a tendency for Ba which is the result of palatal diphthongi-
zation to monophthongize to /e(p)/ rather than /æ(p)/, as exemplifi ed by a number of 
〈e〉 spellings, such as 7estra ‘city’ (2¥). This may indicate that the fi rst element of the 
diphthong due to palatal diphthongization was higher than [æ], see §5.49.

5.213 In contrast to the situation in other dialects, in Kt the long diphthongs 
/eo, æw/ do not monophthongize. ME evidence shows that this was because 
in Kt long diphthongs prominence tended to shift from the fi rst element to 
the second, so that they became rising, or at least level-stress, diphthongs, 
see Jordan (1974: §82 and references). There is also some evidence to show 
that the Kt short diphthongs could be similarly affected, see Kuhn and 
Quirk (1953: 50) and references therein.

5.214 Although the evidence from eleventh- and twelfth-century texts 
would imply that monophthongization only began to be fully implemented 
in the second half of the eleventh century, this may well be misleading, 
since established orthographic conventions would inhibit the scribal recog-
nition of the change, see Luick (1914–40: §355). Furthermore, in the case 
of /Â, eo/ there was no phonological necessity for the recognition of the 
change, see §5.211. In this context, therefore, the existence of spellings on 
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coins indicating monophthongs and the sporadic occurrence of such spellings 
elsewhere assume particular importance, and perhaps point to a date c.1000 
for monophthongization. In any case the shift of /”/ > /æ/ must precede 
the merger of /æ/ and /w/, which may be a mid eleventh-century change, 
see §5.216 below. Furthermore, since it seems probable that the shift of 
weor > wur involved a stage through [ø], see §5.183, and since that change 
belongs to the tenth century, see §5.187, this might be taken to imply that 
/eo/, at least, was already being monophthongized well before 1000.

XX Merger of /æ/ and /§/

5.215 For almost all of the OE period there were two low short vowel 
phonemes, namely /æ/ and /w/,1 although the phonemic contrast may have 
been marginal, see §2.13 and references. At the end of the period, however, 
these two phonemes merged. The phonetic quality of the merged sound is 
diffi cult to determine, see esp. Lass (1976: 105–34), but phonemically it 
may be safest simply to interpret it as a low vowel, that is, /a/, not further 
specifi ed as front or back.

1 Naturally this is not the position in Kt after the operation of æ-raising, see 
§§5.189–91, and the position in second fronting dialects was more complex, see 
§§5.87–92.

5.216 Although 〈a〉 spellings for earlier æ or æ < ea do not start to appear 
until c.11001 in mss., such spellings do occur on coins during the reign of 
Edward the Confessor, and not simply before back vowels, cf. Campbell 
(1959: §329.3n2). Thus we fi nd † Alfsie, cited in Colman (1984: 121). 
This may, as Colman argues, be evidence that the merger had begun before 
the time of the Conquest.

1 Thus Ps(K) has only a very few examples of such 〈a〉 spellings, for example, 108.9 
barn ‘children’, 138.10 halt ‘it shall hold’.
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6

Unstressed vowels

6.1 The most plausible reconstruction of the vowel system of unstressed 
syllables at the beginning of the OE period would suggest the following 
short vowels: */i, e, a, u/, and the following long vowels: */ip, æp, up, op/. 
The long vowels were the result of either over-long vowels or diphthongs 
in Gmc, see Chapter 3 for this and other details of the development of 
unstressed vowels in Gmc, also §6.27 and n1. The existence of long vowels 
in unstressed syllables at this time suggests that the effects of the earlier 
Gmc stress system remained at least to some extent, although diphthongs 
could no longer appear in unstressed syllables, see §3.33 and also §6.27(4). 
The most important features of the development of unstressed vowels in 
OE are the reduction in length (VV > V, V > Ø) of such vowels, and the 
reduction in the number of contrasts in the system. However, unstressed 
vowels, early in OE, also participated in a number of sound changes which 
affected stressed vowels, particularly fi rst fronting and associated changes.

I First fronting and associated changes

6.2 The fi rst fronting of unstressed */a/ in general proceeded similarly to 
that of its stressed counterpart. The principal infl exional forms where front-
ing of */a/ took place were: (1) nom.sg. of weak fem. and neut. nouns, such 
as tunge ‘tongue’ < *tungæ < *tunga < *tungdn; (2) past ind.sg. of weak 
verbs, such as fremede ‘I performed’ < *framidæ < *framida < *framiddm; 
(3) gen.sg. of a-stem nouns, such as stanes ‘stone’ < *stanæs < *stanas < 
*stainas. Outside infl exions the change is seen with the suffi x -i8 < -e8 < 
-æ8 < *-ag, for example, hali8 ‘holy’, mani8 ‘many’.1,2 Since in unstressed 
syllables a following intervocalic nasal would belong uniquely to the following 
syllable, see §2.81, fi rst fronting would proceed unhindered in such cases. 
Thus disyllabic nouns and adjectives such as fæ8en ‘glad’, mæ8en ‘might’, 
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/boden ‘prince’ have -en from infl ected forms such as pl. /bodenas < 
*/bodænds < */bodands.3 Particularly frequent parallel examples are found 
in the past parts. of strong verbs, such as riden ‘ridden’.4

1 The stage immediately after fi rst fronting is seen in EpGl hunae8 (2¥) ‘honey’, 824 
(also CorpGl 1621) popae8 ‘poppy’.
2 Gmc */wp/ in unstressed syllables normally underwent the same develop ment to 
/æp/, Angl /ep/ as in stressed syllables, see §§3.22–5. After the period of fi rst fronting, 
etc., however, it was shortened, see §6.28. It is possible that frætwe ‘ornament’, 8eatwe 
‘armour’ (beside 8etawa) show early shortening to */a/ with development as above 
followed by syncope, but see §2.91n4.
3 Similarly CædH(M) 1 hefaen- ‘heaven’ alongside the more usual heofon.
4 EpGl, ErfGl regularly have -æn, for example, 814 forslae8æn ‘struck down’, alongside 
other forms with -in < IE -en, such as 744 forsle8inum. But CorpGl does not have 
such forms with the possible exception of 918 afi 8aen ‘fried’. For discussion of this 
form see Wynn (1956: 111–12) and references.

6.3 When */a/ was followed by a tautosyllabic nasal, then, as with stressed 
*/a/, see §§5.3–6, it would appear that the vowel was nasalized at a time 
prior to fi rst fronting and that this nasalization prevented fronting from 
taking place. It is notable, however, that the forms involved are regularly 
spelled with <a>,1 contrasting with the stressed vowel development, and this 
implies that the normal development in unstressed was merely to /w/. Typical 
examples are found in the infi nitive of verbs, the nom.pl. and other infl exions 
of weak nouns, and parallel infl exions of weak adjectives, such as helpan 
‘help’, guman ‘men’, blindan ‘blind’.

1 For words with <o>, see §6.4.

6.4 Several groups of words show developments which are exceptional 
with regard to §§6.2–3. These exceptions are exemplifi ed in subsections 
(1) and (2) below, and the phenomena are discussed in (3) below.

(1) A number of words demonstrate apparent failure of fi rst fronting 
with */a/ not before a nasal. The words fall into three groups: (a) 
non-lexical items or forms of the copula wesan; (b) the originally 
secondary-stressed elements of obscured compounds or prefi xed nouns; 
(c) unstressed verbal prefi xes. Instances of each of these are: (a) ac 
‘but’, hwa ‘who’, swa ‘so’,1 was ‘was’, alongside much more frequent 
wæs, nas ‘wasn’t’, very rare alongside usual næs; (b) and-, ondsworu 
‘answer’,2 here-pa¨, po¨ ‘main road’, sc/fat ‘journey’, occasionally 
alongside sc/fæt; (c) of-, ot-, unstressed variants of æf-, æt, see §2.88. 
As can be seen, in such instances the usual spelling of the vowel is 
〈a〉, but otherwise less frequent 〈o〉 is normal in unstressed prefi xes.
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(2) In some words where Gmc */a/ stands before a nasal the development 
is to a form normally spelled 〈o〉 rather than 〈a〉. These words fall into 
two groups, cf. above: (a) non-lexical items; (b) the secondary -stressed 
elements of compounds or prefi xed nouns. Instances of the fi rst group 
are: hwone ‘who’ acc.sg., hwon instr.sg., /one ‘that’ acc.sg., /on instr.sg., 
on ‘on’, hwonne ‘when’, hwonon ‘whence’. Except in the case of 
hwonon, where the more frequent form is hwanon, spellings with 〈a〉 
are rare. In the second group there is often a further development to 
〈u〉, hence: acumba ‘oakum’, æf/unca ‘offence’ (more frequently æf/anca, 
æf/onca), furlung ‘furlong’ (more frequently furlang, occasionally furlong),3 
li7uma ‘body’ (occasionally, beside usual li7hama, li7homa).

(3) It would seem certain that the changes described in (1) and (2) are 
largely parallel. Nevertheless, both the environments in which they 
occur and the developments which are refl ected by the spellings are 
problematical. Concerning the environment, it is clear that the changes 
take place neither in primary-stressed syllables nor in wholly unstressed 
syllables. The latter point is made clear by the behaviour of Gmc */a/ 
in unstressed infl exional endings, such as tunge ‘tongue’, guman ‘men’. 
Rather, the changes appear to be restricted to syllables which either 
formerly bore secondary stress or are the more heavily stressed syllables 
of non-lexical items. There appears to be no non-arbitrary method of 
satisfactorily describing this situation. For the sake of convenience the 
term ‘tertiary stress’ appears to be the most convenient.4 In terms of 
the actual developments, the regularity of 〈o〉 spellings for Gmc */a/ 
+ nasal would suggest that here the development was to /o/, rather 
than to [w] or [∞] as in fully stressed syllables, see §5.3, although it is 
likely that there would have been an intermediate stage */w/, see §6.7. 
This would seem to be confi rmed by the 〈u〉 spellings exemplifi ed above, 
which would allow the possibility of further raising to /u/ in tertiary-
stressed position. For the examples of Gmc */a/ not followed by a nasal, 
the 〈a〉 spellings are most obviously interpreted as representations of 
/w/ with the possibility of raising to /o/ under obscure conditions.

1 SwR is not found in Ælfric and is generally more common in EWS than in LWS. 
It is to be derived from Gmc stressed *swa > sww, with shortening in positions of 
reduced stress. The parallel forms in Angl are swB, cf. CædH, Ps(A) swb. Similar forms 
are not found for hwa. The alternative Nbr form sww is not explicable in the above 
terms and remains diffi cult, see further §3.25n3.
2 And-, ondswaru is of course ambiguous between the present development and 
restoration of a before a back vowel.
3 But not selung ‘Kt measure of land’, which cannot be from selh+lang, since **sellung 
does not occur, nor do forms with a, and forms with o are rare, see Campbell (1959: 
§333n1).
4 This is not to imply that tertiary stress actually existed as a phonological phenomenon 
in OE. The term is merely a convenience to describe a group whose stress status is obscure.
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6.5 The development of the Gmc diphthong */ai/ in secondary-stressed 
syllables could parallel the development in primary-stressed syllables, that 
is, */ai/ > /wp/, hence forms such as -stan, for example, cweornstan ‘mill-
stone’, and many similar forms. But this /wp/, and also examples of /wp/ 
from Inguaeonic loss of nasal, such as *ora/ ‘breath’ < *oran/, could then 
be subject to shortening to */w/ if the secondary stress was weakened. 
Consequently, in line with the developments of §6.4(1), both 〈a〉 and 〈o〉 
spellings are found, but in these cases the latter greatly predominate, for 
example, eofot ‘crime’, cf. EpGl 854 ebhatis, earfo/ ‘trouble’, cf. Mart 
5.1280 earfa/-, borod ‘troop’, cf. AldV 1.377 borada, wulmod ‘distaff’.1,2 
The only certain example due to Inguaeonic loss of nasal is ore/, alongside 
ora/, see above.

1 Further possible forms are bbot ‘boast’ < *bi-hat, see §5.124n4, and inno/, inna/ 
‘the inside (of the body)’. But the former shows diphthongization due to hiatus resolu-
tion, where the normal result is /eo/, see §5.136, and the latter is preferably to be 
derived from earlier *inno/-, with 〈a〉-spellings due to late confusion of unstressed 
vowels.
2 For alternative developments of earfo/, borod, see §6.29.

6.6 It is only reasonable to assume that, where fi rst fronting and other 
changes associated with stressed syllables took place also in unstressed 
syllables, the chronology of the changes was the same in both types of 
syllable. The exceptional developments discussed in §§6.4–5, however, 
appear to have been rather later, for they are more common in late texts 
than in early ones. Furthermore, they are in part dependent upon shifts 
such as the obscuration of compounds and the subsequent weakening of 
stress. For further evidence that they belong to a later, if uncertainly dated, 
period, see the discussion of breaking in §6.7.

II Breaking, palatal diphthongization, i-umlaut, 
and back umlaut

6.7 As stated in §6.1, diphthongs did not occur in unstressed syllables 
in OE. Consequently, the development of diphthongs by breaking which 
occurred in stressed syllables was not paralleled in unstressed syllables.1 
The principal relevant examples concern the breaking of */æ/, which in 
unstressed syllables was retracted to /w/ rather than diphthongized. The 
usual environment for the retraction was ‘tertiary’ stress (see §6.4 and n3), 
that is, in the second element of obscured compounds or in the initial 
syllable of function words. Examples of the fi rst type are: hlafard ‘lord’, 
andward ‘present’, toward ‘towards’, Ch 1197.20 wiaralde ‘world’, and 
many second elements of proper names, as in Æ¨elbald, etc.2 Examples of 
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the second type are nalles ‘not at all’ (< *ne+alles, see 5.152), WSCp art 
‘thou art’ (3¥), CP 203.15 ¨arf ‘thou needest’, but these vary with stressed 
forms, that is, nealles, and the more usual eart, /earf.3 Since the relevant 
environment is ‘tertiary’ stress, this /w/, which is likely to have merged with 
the sound developed from Gmc */a/ + nasal in the same stress environment, 
see §6.4, is then subject to raising to /o/, hence the usual hlaford, weorold, 
efolsi8a, and very occasional toword. Sometimes there is further raising to 
/u/, hence occasional LWS hlafurd, also at MtGl(Li) 2.28, frequent weoruld, 
and in Ru2 forms of eofulsi8a.

1 Because secondary stress is regularly retained in infl ected forms, see §2.89, giving, 
for example, andweardan, the diphthong of infl ected forms could then be transferred, 
presumably with secondary stress also, to uninfl ected forms, giving frequent andweard, 
similarly toweard. The phonological refl ex of the analogy is found in forms such as 
frequent andwerd, towerd, with monophthongization of the analogical diphthong. For 
LiGl tdwærd, however, see §5.212n1. The same diphthongal forms are often found 
with proper names also, such as Beornheard, where the spelling may be a refl ection 
of etymology. PPs 104.17 hlafwearde is most probably due to diphthongization in 
secondary-stressed syllables, as above, rather than to the retention of compound stress.
2 It is not possible to distinguish the development in Nbr efalsi8a ‘blaspheme’ from 
normal Angl retraction, cf. Angl halsian, WS healsian, but loss of /h/ shows that the 
syllable does not have secondary stress. Similarly EWS onwald ‘authority’ could either 
be due to the present developments or be a characteristic EWS form deriving from the 
so-called a-dialect, see §5.15 and n2. Its relatively high frequency alongside onweald 
might be due to a combination of the two factors, if it is not to be treated as a lexically 
idiosyncratic phenomenon, see §5.15n2 and references.
3 Nbr ar¨ ‘thou art’ cannot be explained by combinative breaking, see §5.29, and 
should therefore, perhaps, be treated in parallel with WS art. But its frequency is 
striking, and thus ought to be related to the Nbr instances of retraction in stressed 
syllables.

6.8 Examples where unstressed */i/ was in an environment for breaking 
are largely restricted to instances with a preceding /w/, and here there 
appear to have been two possible developments. Firstly, the /i/ might remain, 
hence fulwiht ‘baptism’, nawiht ‘nothing’. Secondly the preceding /w/ might 
cause retraction to /u/, hence alternative forms such as nanwuht, fulluht 
(also with loss of /w/ in an unstressed syllable), betwuh, betwux ‘between’.1

1 The suggestion by Bülbring (1902: §422), Campbell (1959: §338n1) that eKt Ch 
1200.20 † œcalbarht is a genuine development from -beorht seems unlikely. It is more 
probably an error for -biarht, -bearht.

6.9 Even in WS there is no sign of palatal diphthongization of front 
vowels in unstressed positions. In EWS especially, when a palatal consonant 
occurs before an unstressed back vowel, spellings such as sb7ean ‘seek’ 
occur alongside sb7an, but these must be regarded as diacritical to signify 
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the palatal consonant. This is confi rmed by the relative rarity of such spell-
ings in LWS. For further discussion see §2.68.

6.10 The operation of i-umlaut in unstressed syllables appears in principle 
to have been parallel to that in stressed syllables. However, the front rounded 
vowels /y(p), ø(p)/ were unrounded at some very early prehistoric stage, 
developing eventually as /e/.1 In all cases shortening would occur regularly, see 
§6.28. Typical examples of i-umlaut in unstressed syllables are as follows:

(1) */u/: *ufumist > yfemest ‘upmost’, *gaduling > gædeling ‘companion’, 
and many similar forms. All such forms also show i-umlaut of the 
preceding stressed vowel, and that umlaut presumably occurred at the 
same time. For further discussion and examples see §5.76.

(2) */op/:2 the most widespread examples involve the *-oj- formative of 
the present tense of weak class 2 verbs, which develops > *-ej- > *-ij- > 
-i-, hence lufi an ‘love’ and other verbs of the same class. Other examples 
involve the suffi x *-ddi, as in hdcede ‘hooked’, hringede ‘ringed’, 
or the suffi x *-rdni (> *-rbni > *-rene > -erne by metathesis), as in 
se/erne ‘southern’.

(3) */w/: examples involve the pres.part. ending -ende (< *-andi) and the 
infl .inf. -enne (< *-anjai).3 As with the same change in stressed syllables, 
the spelling 〈æ〉 can be found, especially here in Nbr and Ru1. For 
discussion see §5.78(1).

(4) */æ/: the most frequent examples involve the suffi xes -estre, -ettan 
(< *-astri, -attjan), for example, sbamestre ‘seamstress’, hlbapettan 
‘leap’. But examples are also found in polysyllabic forms, such as æ/ele 
‘noble’, where the vowel is often syncopated, as in mæ8den ‘maiden’ 
< *magadin, see §6.15.4

1 Presumably the unrounding of */y/ was in the fi rst instance to */i/, with later lower-
ing to /e/, see §6.50n2.
2 For i-umlaut of */o/ the form stanehtan ‘stony’ is often cited, but this is more pro-
bably from staniht with exceptional lowering of /i/, see §6.51. However, EpGl 166 
clibecti ‘steep’, cf. clifi ht, is probably a genuine example, see Luick (1914–40: §302.2).
3 The form -ande, frequent in WS and Nbr, absent only in Ps(A) and CollGl 49 of 
the major texts, is due to the uninfl ected inf. -an, and NNbr -ande, frequent in weak 
class 2, occasionally elsewhere, is similarly analogical. Note also Ru2 gangande ‘going’ 
and a few other forms.
4 In the case of hæ8tess ‘witch’ < *hagatussi medial /æ/ was subject to iterative umlaut. 
Note that it must be assumed that the medial vowel was subject to fi rst fronting, no 
doubt because the following back vowel was at that time in a different stress foot.

6.11 Since diphthongs could not occur in unstressed syllables, back umlaut 
is normally absent from such environments. However, back umlaut could 
occur in secondary-stressed syllables, examples being: endleofan ‘eleven’, 
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the Kt Ch 1482.10 8eornliocar ‘more eagerly’, Lch II s7iptearo (5¥) ‘pitch’ 
(< *-teoro, see §5.42 and n1),1 -tiogo/a, -teogo/a ‘-tieth’, Ps(A) ondwleota 
(frequent), MtGl(Ru1) ondwliota, -u (6¥) ‘face’. When secondary stress is 
lost, the diphthong may be simplifi ed either as the original vowel or as the 
nearest corresponding back vowel. Examples of the former are: endlifan, 
-licor (also -licost without diphthongized forms), -tigo/a. Examples of the 
latter are: endlufon, ondwlata, s7iptara, rare -lucor, -lucost, -togo/a.2

1 But -teara could be due to analogical extension of breaking, see §5.22n3. If so, it 
should be taken under §6.7n1.
2 Ærendraca ‘messenger’, wi¨erbraca ‘adversary’ are different formations alongside 
ærendwreca, wi¨erbreca.

6.12 It can reasonably be assumed, in the absence of evidence to the 
contrary, that the principal changes described in this section occurred at 
the same time as the parallel changes in stressed syllables. Where these 
changes resulted in a diphthong in a secondary-stressed syllable which was 
later to become unstressed, the monophthongization may be presumed to 
be contemporaneous with the stress reduction.

III Syncope and apocope

6.13 In OE vowels in unstressed syllables were at various times subject 
to general processes of reduction in length. The normal consequence of such 
processes was that the length of unstressed vowels was reduced by one mora, 
so that short vowels were lost and long vowels became short vowels. In this 
section we deal with the various losses of short vowels in the earliest peri-
ods, whilst in section IV we deal with the early shortenings of long vowels. 
The two processes must be seen, however, as phonologically parallel.

6.14 In all medial unstressed syllables the nonhigh vowels /e, æ, w/1 were 
subject to syncope in all environments except where the syllable was closed. 
Thus nonhigh vowel syncope occurs both after heavy syllables, as in 
/bodnes ‘prince’ gen.sg. < */bodænæs, and after light syllables, as in awles 
‘hook’ gen.sg. < *awælæs. Equally, the change affects both unumlauted 
vowels, as in the above examples, and umlauted vowels, for example, 
mæ8den ‘maiden’ < *magatin, provided that the result of umlaut is a non-
high vowel. Examples of failure of syncope in closed syllables are seen with 
the suffi xes -estre, -ettan, for examples see §6.10(4).2 For discussion of the 
chronology of this change relative to i-umlaut, see §6.17 below.3

1 At the time of syncope Gmc */o/ had already lowered to /w/, see §6.28, and hence 
no examples of /o/ occurred in the environment for syncope.
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2 Syncope does not occur in bedecian ‘beg’, perhaps because an unacceptable medial 
consonant cluster would result, see Luick (1914–40: §303A1).
3 The syncope which affects /e/ < */i/, as in yfl es ‘evil’ gen.sg. of yfel, is of a later 
date, see §6.67.

6.15 Examples of nonhigh vowel syncope are found in a variety of forms, 
but most frequently in infl ected or derived forms of bisyllabic words char-
acteristically ending in -en (including the past part. suffi x), -el, -er, -e8 (later 
-i8). All such forms are from earlier *-æn, etc., which may demonstrate 
the shape of the vowel at the time of syncope, and typical examples are: 
awles, fæ8nes, hal8es, lifre, mæ8nes, d/res, all gen.sg. of awel ‘hook’, fæ8en 
‘happy’, hali8 (< hale8) ‘holy’, lifer ‘liver’, mæ8en ‘might’, d/er ‘other’; 
8ebundne, 8eworpne, masc.acc.sg. of past parts. 8ebunden ‘bound’, 8eworpen 
‘thrown’; fæ8nian ‘rejoice’ < fæ8en, opnian ‘open’ < open. In compounds 
where the fi rst element is an a-stem noun, the thematic -a- is lost, for 
example, ælmihti8 ‘almighty’, dæ8lc7 ‘daily’.1 Examples can also be seen 
with the suffi x -/a < *-a/d, for example, s7eaf/a ‘shaving’, spiw/a ‘vomit’, 
but these forms exist alongside forms such as s7eafo/a, spiwe/a, from 
the alternative formations *-u/a, *-i/a. The syncope is also found in the 
acc.sg.masc. of strong adjectives, such as gddne ‘good’ < *gddandn.2 A 
further type is the regular comparative as in glbawra ‘wiser’, blindra ‘more 
blind’, hwætra ‘more active’, haligra ‘holier’, where the Gmc suffi x *-dra 
was subject to early shortening to */o/ and then developed regularly to /w/. 
Examples where an i-umlauted vowel suffers syncope are: hæ8tess ‘witch’ 
< *hægetyssi, lawri7e ‘lark’ < *laweri7e ‘lark’, mæ8den ‘maiden’, see §6.10(4) 
and n4. Amongst individual items with syncope are: hatte ‘is called’ 
< *hatædæ with assimilation of /td/ > /tt/, hwæ/re ‘however’, cf. d/res 
above, sawl ‘soul’ < Gmc. *saiwald.3

1 By analogy the syncope is then extended to compounds with d-stem nouns in the 
fi rst element, such as 8ifstdl ‘gift-throne’. But in weak nouns such as gumcynn ‘human 
race’, heortlbas ‘dispirited’, the syncope is regular since the thematic vowel was nonhigh.
2 It is also probable that the fem.gen./dat.sg. -re of strong adjectives belongs here, 
for example, blindre ‘blind’. If such forms are from *-aizdz, *-aizai, WGmc monoph-
thongization to */æp/ must have been followed by very early shortening to /æ/, since 
only syncopated forms are found, cf. nomina agentis such as leornere ‘learner’ without 
syncopation. Alternatively, the forms may be derived from *-ezdz, *-ezai, pronominal 
endings seen in the declension of OHG dera, deru, in which case syncope of /e/ is 
predictable.
3 Also to be taken here is æxe infl . form of æx ‘axe’ < *æcæsæ, etc. which is extended 
to the nom.sg. Merc acus, æcesum dat.pl. are from the alternative form *acus-, and 
Nbr acas- appears to be due to confusion of unstressed vowels, see Campbell (1959: 
§341n2).

6.16 Since syncope often occurs in the infl ected forms of polysyllabic 
words, it naturally gives rise to many morphological alternations of the 
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type exemplifi ed in §6.15. Consequently, the syncope is often levelled away, 
to give forms such as aweles, hali8es, etc.1 Such levelling away is particularly 
frequent in the past part., hence 8ebundene, 8eworpene, etc.

1 Pope (1967–8: 184–5) notes that Ælfric manuscripts of the eleventh century regularly 
show syncope if the following infl exional vowel is back, hence halga, halgan, halgum, 
but elsewhere the medial vowel is restored, hence hali8re, hali8ne, hali8ra, hali8e, 
hali8es. But, as he notes, it is possible that 〈i〉 is merely a diacritic to indicate /j/, see 
further §7.76n2.

6.17 Nonhigh vowel syncope must have occurred after the time of i-umlaut, 
for otherwise forms such as mæ8den would have undergone umlaut of the 
stressed vowel (<**mæ8din). On the other hand this syncope must have 
been earlier than lowering of unstressed /i/ > /e/, for such vowels are not 
lost if they are not in the environment for high vowel syncope. Typical 
examples are cynedom ‘kingdom’, and the past tenses of weak class 1 verbs, 
such as nerede ‘saved’.

6.18 The unstressed high vowels /i/ and /u/ were also subject to loss, 
although in a slightly different set of environments from that discussed in 
§§6.13–17. Medially /i/ and /u/ were subject to syncope in open syllables 
after a heavy syllable, for example, hcrde ‘heard’ < *hcridæ < *hauzida. 
Finally, /i/ and /u/ were subject to apocope in open syllables after either a 
heavy syllable or two light syllables, for example, word ‘words’ < *wordu, 
weorod ‘troops’ < *weorodu. After one light syllable only, however, /i, u/ 
remained both medially and fi nally, for example, nerede ‘saved’ < *neridæ, 
s7ipu ‘ships’, and the same was true if the vowel was preceded by a heavy 
and a light syllable, for example, hbafdu ‘heads’ < *hbafudu with syncope 
rather than apocope. A coherent description of the environment for high 
vowel loss is diffi cult in purely segmental terms. However, if we assume 
that OE syllables were grouped into ‘rhythmemes’, and that rhythmemes 
contained maximally one heavy syllable or two light syllables, and that the 
head of the rhythmeme is the right-most node, it is possible to state the 
environment for the change as being an unstressed high vowel immediately 
preceded by the head of a rhythmeme.1

1 I owe the term ‘rhythmeme’ to Chris McCully, see McCully (1991) for further 
details and justifi cation, especially in terms of OE metre and the phenomenon of 
resolution. The phonological analysis of the environment offered here is, however, 
largely based on Keyser and O’Neil (1985), who term the relevant processes ‘High 
Vowel Deletion’. It should, however, be pointed out that much else of their analysis 
is unacceptable as a diachronic account of OE.

6.19 High vowel syncope in an open syllable1 after a heavy syllable 
is regularly found in a number of well-defi ned circumstances. Thus the 
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preterite of regular weak class 1 verbs, formed with medial /i/ followed 
by a dental suffi x, would show syncope of that /i/ after a heavy syllable, 
for example, hcrde ‘heard’, dbmde ‘judge’, and, with simplifi cation of the 
consonant cluster, sende ‘sent’ < *sendidæ.2 There is no syncope after light 
syllables, for example, nerede ‘saved’, fremede ‘performed’.3 Syncope also 
occurs in the comparative of those adjectives which compare by means of 
*-izd, *-ist, and hence show i-umlaut. Typical examples include: yldra ‘older’ 
(< *ealdira), 8in8ra ‘younger’, len8ra ‘longer’, stren8ra ‘stronger’ (alongside 
strangra < *strangara with the regular comparative, see §6.15). Other examples 
of high vowel syncope also occur in similar circumstances to nonhigh vowel 
syncope. Thus the syncope is frequent in infl ected forms of bisyllabic words, 
such as engles, hbafdes, hw/nes, lytles, all gen.sg. of en8el ‘angel’, hbafod 
‘head’, hw/en ‘heathen’, lytel ‘little’. Note especially wl7es ‘each’ < *wlc7 
with shortening of */ip/ before the time of syncope. Original i- and u-stem 
adjectives would have suffered high vowel syncope in the acc.sg.masc. exactly 
parallel to that of the a-stems (see §6.15), hence blc/ne ‘happy’, heardne 
‘hard’ < *-indn, *-undn, unless they had already transferred to the a-stems 
by the time of syncope. In personal names the diminutive *-ika is syncopated 
in LVD † Brynca, † Drbmca, † Hynca. However, there is no syncopation 
of the vowel in the suffi x -uc, even in infl ected forms, such as bulluce dat.sg. 
of bulluc ‘bullock’. The explanation of such forms is uncertain.

1 As with nonhigh vowel syncope, the change does not usually occur in closed 
syllables, hence cyninges, lbasunge, englis7es, stanihte, other examples of the same 
suffi xes in infl exion, and particularly the superlative forms of the adjectives cited below, 
such as yldest ‘oldest’. But especially with superlatives syncopated forms are often 
introduced analogically in LWS, see §6.24(2). Other examples of syncopation are 
usually rather late, such as cyng ‘king’, see §6.69.
2 But where the heavy syllable ends in a consonant cluster with a fi nal liquid, for 
example, hyngrede ‘hungered’, there is normally no syncope, hence dc8lede ‘concealed’, 
frbfrede ‘comforted’, timbrede ‘built’, symblede ‘feasted’, wrixlede ‘exchanged’. The 
retention of the medial /e/ (< /i/) appears to promote confusion with weak class 2 verbs, 
hence forms such as hyngrode develop and so present tense forms such as hyngrian. 
In Nbr especially, however, the syncope appears to be permitted and hence a syllabic 
liquid occurs, giving rise to frequent forms of the type hyngerde, see further 
§6.41n3.
3 But the lack of medial /i/ in verbs of the cwellan–cwealde ‘kill’, wyr7an–worhte 
‘work’ type is of Gmc origin, and unrelated to the present changes, see Prokosch 
(1927).

6.20 Apocope of /i, u/ occurs in absolute fi nality1 immediately after the 
head of a rhythmeme (see §6.18 and n1) most commonly in a variety of 
infl ected forms. Thus in a-stem neut.pl. we fi nd forms of the type word, 
weorod against fatu ‘vessels’, hbafodu ‘heads’; in d-stem nom.sg. we fi nd 
lar ‘learning’, netel ‘nettle’, 8eogu/ ‘youth’, s7otung ‘shooting’2 against 8yfu 
‘gift’, sawl ‘soul’ (see §6.15); in i-stem nom.sg. we fi nd dwl ‘part’, wyrm 
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‘worm’; in u-stem nom.sg. we fi nd feld ‘fi eld’, hand ‘hand’, against sunn 
‘son’, duru ‘door’; similar to the above are wa- and wd-stems such as 
/bow ‘servant’, lws ‘pasture’, against bearu ‘grove’, sinu ‘sinew’; fi nally there 
are the nom.pl. of athematic nouns, such as fbt ‘feet’, bb7 ‘books’, against 
styde ‘posts’. Amongst verbs apocope is seen in the imp. of weak class 1 
verbs such as dbm ‘judge!’, send ‘send!’, against freme ‘perform!’, here 
‘praise!’. Individual examples outside the above categories are: twwm ‘two’ 
dat. < *twaimiz, possibly *twaimuz, similarly /wm ‘them’.3 However, if 
fi nal /i, u/ is followed by a consonant, apocope does not occur, hence 
8elwded ‘led’, wwron ‘were’ and many others, with -ed, -on for older -id, 
-un. See, however, §6.24(2).

1 Hence apocope, like syncope, does not take place in closed syllables, for example, 
wordum ‘words’ dat. against word < wordu.
2 In forms similar to s7otung but with the initial syllable heavy also, syncope occurs 
after two heavy syllables, for example, lbasung ‘falsehood’.
3 Probably also to be included here is Angl mil7 ‘milk’, alongside WS meolc. In order 
to account for the lack of back umlaut it must be assumed that the nom.sg. is extended 
from gen.dat.sg. forms such as *mily7i < *miluki, with apocope of fi nal /i/ only at 
the same time as the apocope above. The WS form is from *meluk. The syncope of 
*mily7 > mil7 is of later date, see §6.68.

6.21 Loss of a high vowel also regularly occurs medially in compounds 
after a heavy syllable, for example, 8isthes ‘inn’, hy/s7ip ‘pirate ship’, 
mwdland ‘meadow land’, fl ddwe8 ‘sea’, handseax ‘dagger’. However, such 
loss seems to have been partially dependent upon the weight of the second 
element, and loss was less likely before a heavy syllable than before two 
light syllables, presumably for suprasegmental reasons. Hence we fi nd hilderinc 
against hildfruma and other similar forms, note especially LVD † Hildiburg 
against † Hilduini. On the other hand, in proper names the loss is often 
extended to positions after light syllables, so that Cyn-, Her-, Hy8-, Si8-, 
Bad-, Fri/-, Ha/- occur alongside Cyni-, Cyne-, Badu-, etc.1 Occasional 
parallel examples with common nouns include: Aug 1 cwidbocan ‘book of 
sayings’, Ch 1352 (2¥) he8stowe ‘enclosure’ (also other compounds of 
he8e), Ch 842.2 herpa¨es ‘main road’, LkGl (Li, Ru2) metbæli8 ‘meat-bag’, 
PrudGl 1.1071 metfæt ‘dish’, Or 129.3 metseacsum ‘meat-knives’, EpGl 
992, RuneBewcastle 2 si8bbacn ‘victory beacon’, usually alongside more 
frequent forms without loss, such as herepa¨.2 In the prefi x el-, ele ‘foreign’ 
loss of /i/ greatly predominates, hence always el/bodi8 ‘strange’, cf. eleland, 
elland ‘foreign country’.

1 But LWS cynli7 ‘kingly’ for cyneli7 is to be explained as a form from the nominative, 
paralleling other late ja-stem compounds such as bedtcd ‘bedtime’, rather than by the 
variation outlined above. The variation Selred, Selered is due to the variation in the 
simplex, that is, sel, sele ‘hall’, thus also not by the variation above.
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2 But where the fi rst element is an d-stem noun, as in carlbas ‘careless’, luftacen ‘love-
token’, s7eamfæst ‘shamefaced’, the loss of /u/ is more probably due to the analogy 
discussed in §6.15n1. For other apparent exceptions see §6.31 and Campbell (1959: 
§348n2).

6.22 The internal chronology of the various syncopes and apocopes 
discussed above is somewhat complex. However, forms such as saul ‘soul’ 
< Gmc *saiwald must have developed with syncope of */w/ > *saulu and 
then apocope of */u/ > saul, hence demonstrating that nonhigh vowel syncope 
was earlier than high vowel apocope. Further, *rckiu > *rc7iu > rc7u ú **rc7, 
demonstrates that high vowel syncope was not subsequently followed by 
high vowel apocope.1 From this we must conclude that the internal ordering 
was: nonhigh vowel syncope – high vowel apocope – high vowel syncope. 
For an alternative account which permits the changes to be contemporaneous, 
see §6.25, and see also Luick (1914–40: §309).

1 The statement by Campbell (1959: §353) that in forms such as *rc7iu, *hwofudu, 
etc., where both medial and fi nal high vowels ‘were in conditions demanding loss of 
the vowel, the middle syllable was the one affected’, is somewhat misleading. It should, 
however, be interpreted as claiming that where syncope occurs (> rc7u, hbafdu), apocope 
does not then occur even although the fi nal vowel is in the relevant environment. 
This can be explained chronologically, as below, or on general phonological grounds, 
as in §6.25.

6.23 It has been noted in §6.17 that nonhigh vowel syncope must have 
occurred later than i-umlaut but earlier than lowering of unstressed /i/ > 
/e/. Forms such as bb7 ‘books’, yldra ‘older’ equally demonstrate that high 
vowel apocope and syncope must both be later than i-umlaut (and pala-
talization). On the other hand, there is no necessity to suppose that these 
changes were later than the earliest texts. This might be supposed by a 
consideration of forms in hiatus where the hiatus is resolved by loss of the 
unstressed vowel, for example, *db-ist > dbst ‘thou dost’, see §§5.131ff. 
Although such forms bear a superfi cial resemblance to, for example, apocope 
in *swi > sw ‘sea’, where the earlier form is disyllabic, it is quite clear that 
the resolution of hiatus occurs in a wider range of environments, with 
respect both to the vowel which is lost, as in, for example, *s7d-es > s7ds 
and to the fact that hiatus may be regularly be resolved even when the 
unstressed vowel is in a closed syllable, as in dbst, above, see §§6.19n1, 
6.20n1.

6.24 Both syncope and apocope are major sources of morphological 
alternation, and perhaps in consequence both are subject to considerable 
analogical reformation. Such changes in connection with apocope are discussed 
under (1) below, with syncope under (2) below, and with both under (3) 
below.
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(1) The most prominent cases concerning apocope are in nWS, where 
1sg.pr.ind. of verbs is usually -u (or -o, see §6.57). Theoretically this 
should result in a variation whereby the infl exion should be apocopated 
after a heavy syllable, that is, in strong verb classes I–III, VII, but 
preserved after a light syllable. But the apocope is levelled away in all 
cases, giving forms such as Merc drcfu, Nbr drcfo ‘I drive out’. The 
regularity of the change suggests this is a morphologically defi ned 
restriction on apocope, rather than simple analogy from short-stemmed 
forms such as fearu, færo ‘I go’. Other examples of levelling of apocope 
can be found in nom.acc.pl. of neuter strong nouns, where -u may be 
reintroduced after a heavy syllable. This is especially frequent after a 
syllabic consonant, hence developments of the type *tunglu > tungl 
‘stars’ show either epenthesis > tungol or restoration of u > tunglu. 
Similar forms are tacnu ‘tokens’, wwpnu ‘weapons’, wundru ‘won-
ders’.1 Occasionally -u is extended to positions after two light syllables, 
hence WHom 6.22 (also in some other late texts) weredu ‘troops’. 
Elsewhere analogical forms are rare.2

(2) Where /i/ or /u/ occurs in a fi nal closed syllable, then vowel loss does 
not normally occur, see §6.20 and n1. However, in WS and Kt under 
WS infl uence, vowel loss does occur regularly in 2,3sg.pr.ind. of weak 
class 1 and strong verbs, hence dbmst ‘thou judgest’, rctt ‘he rides’, 
etc. (with consequent simplifi cations of the consonant clusters which 
arise, see §§7.77ff.). The change is further extended so that such vowel 
loss occurs after light syllables also, hence birst ‘thou carriest’, cym/ 
‘he comes’, etc. A similar type of analogical extension of syncope 
occurs in the WS superl. forms 8ingsta ‘youngest’, hcehsta, hyhsta 
‘highest’, lwsta ‘least’, lengst ‘longest’ (LWS only), strengsta ‘strongest’, 
wyrsta ‘worst’, ieldsta, yldsta ‘oldest’, and thence are derived forms 
with zero infl exion, such as 8ingst. Somewhat different, however, is 
vowel loss in WS past parts. such as 8esend ‘sent’. Here the syncope 
which is regular in infl ected forms, such as 8esende, see §6.19, is 
extended to the uninfl ected form 8esended.

(3) In trisyllabic forms where the vowels of the second and third syllables 
are both high, considerable confusion reigns. Thus, in the type *hbafudu 
where the regular development should be to hbafdu, alternative forms 
hbafodu, cf. nom.sg. hbafod, and Ps(A) hbafud, cf. word, occur.

1 On the other hand, where in the same type the fi rst syllable contains a short vowel, 
for example, *wætru ‘waters’, the regular development shows variation, for example, 
both wæter and wætru, the latter often also with later epenthesis to wæteru, similarly 
wolcenu ‘clouds’. Which development occurred was no doubt dependent upon varying 
assessments of the weight of the fi rst syllable.
2 Two forms which are diffi cult to explain are bet ‘better’, ymbe ‘about’, beside 
ymb. EpGl, ErfGl 440 aetgabru, aetgaru, CorpGl 922 ætgabru ‘spear’ is probably 
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nom.sg. from Gmc *-ijd, see Dahl (1938: 148) and references therein, Campbell (1959: 
§591n2). RuneAuzon fi s7fl ddu ‘fi sh-fl ood’ may be acc.sg. n-stem, see for this suggestion 
and discussion of earlier proposals Ball (1988: 110–11).

6.25 Consonantal /j/ appears to have been lost in the same set of circum-
stances as /i, u/, and this is the explanation of, for example, weak class 1 
verbs such as fremman ‘perform’ < *fremmjan < *framjan and forms of 
ja-, jd-stem nouns such as cynna ‘race’ gen.pl., synna ‘sins’. There is a 
marked contrast, however, between forms such as cynn nom.pl. < *kunnju 
and wctu ‘punishment’ nom.pl. <*wctiu. The latter is explained by the 
assumption that apocope was earlier than syncope, but it is diffi cult to fi nd 
grounds for asserting that loss of /j/ in similar situations was earlier yet. 
More plausible than any chronological explanation is one which relies on 
the phonological character of these changes. It is notable that syncope and 
apocope reduce the number of syllables by one, and it may be that there 
was a general constraint that no word should have a reduction in length 
of more than one syllable. All the forms discussed in this and the preceding 
sections would be explained by such a constraint.1

1 See Campbell (1959: §353n5) for an alternative, but unclear, explanation.

IV Shortening

6.26 As described in §6.13, the processes of syncope and apocope of 
short vowels in early OE were paralleled by a shortening of long vowels 
in unstressed syllables. The consequence of all these processes was that the 
earlier contrast in length which had been found in unstressed as well as 
stressed syllables is no longer found in unstressed syllables by the time of 
the earliest texts.

6.27 Long vowels in unstressed syllables could remain in proto-OE under 
a variety of circumstances:

(1) The Gmc vowel was originally trimoric (usually because of contraction 
of a bimoric vowel with an immediately following unstressed vowel).1 
The most frequent or clearest examples are:2 nom.pl., acc.pl., gen.sg. 
of d-stems, for example, *gibdoz > *gibd; the gen.pl. of all nouns, for 
example, *dagdo > *dagd; nom.sg. of masc. n-stems, for example, 
*gumdo > *gumd.

(2) By Siever’s Law (see Collinge, 1985: 159–74) Gmc *-ja- developed as 
*-ija- after a heavy syllable, for example, *andija. In ja-stem nouns 
the sequence developed as *-c with loss of fi nal *-a, for example, 
*andc. The details are uncertain, but it is simplest to suppose that *-c 
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developed too late for Gmc shortening to take place, cf. Luick (1914–40: 
§297A1), Campbell (1959: §356.3).

(3) Long vowels also remained either fi nally before a consonant or medi-
ally. Examples fi nally include: weak verb class 2 forms such as *lufds, 
*lufd/, *lufdd, *lufed; superlatives, such as *blindest, occasional 
*blinddst; 3pl.pr.ind. as in *rcdan/ > *rcdd/; occasional gen.dat.sg. 
of old cn-stems, such as *strangcniz > *strangc; the formative elements 
*-cg, *-cn (diminutive and adjectival), *-e/ (of whatever source), 
cf. OE mihti8 ‘powerful’, 7icen ‘chicken’, stwnen ‘of stone’, fi s7o/ 
‘fi shing’. Examples medially include infl ected forms of those types 
cited immediately above.3

(4) In late Gmc the diphthongs */ai, au/ were monophthongized to */ap, 
op/ in unstressed syllables, with consequent fronting of */ap/ > */æp/. 
These monophthongizations must, of course, take place before the 
usual development of the two diphthongs to */wp, æu/, see also §6.29. 
Examples are found in the pr.subj. of all verbs, for example, *helpw; 
dat.sg. of a-, d-stems and fem. strong adjs., such as *stanw, *gibw, 
*blindrw; masc.nom.pl. of strong adjs., such as *blindw; and the 
gen.dat.sg. of u-stems, such as *sund.4

1 It is unnecessary to posit ‘IE abnormal intonation’ (Schleifton) to account for these 
long vowels in proto-OE, see especially Lane (1963). See further, however, n2 below. 
For clarity and to avoid confusion with Schleifton, the Germanic trimoric vowels are 
indicated here by a long vowel + identical short vowel, for example, *-do.
2 Not all these cases can safely be classifi ed as trimoric in Germanic, but the problem 
is extremely diffi cult and controversial. Lane (1963) provides one view and an extensive 
bibliography, see also Stiles (1988a).
3 The gen.pl. of fem. n-stems falls under (1) above, that is, *-ando.
4 Also to be taken here is OE eahta ‘eight’, cf. Goth ahtau.

6.28 By §6.27 the following long vowels originally existed in OE unstressed 
syllables: */ip, up, æp, op/. Under shortening the fi rst three of these merely 
lost their length, giving */i, u, æ/.1 Hence typical developments of the types 
discussed above include: *andc > *endc > *endi ‘end’,2 *blindest > *blindust 
‘most blind’, *stanw > *stanæ ‘stone’, and so for all other examples involving 
these vowels. In the case of */op/, however, the shortening was to /w/, which 
then remained in OE, for example, *gumd > guma ‘person’, *dagds > dagas 
‘days’, and so for the other examples in §6.27.

1 For later developments of these vowels in OE, see §§6.46ff.
2 The relative chronology of syncope, apocope, and this shortening demon strates that 
the shortening must be later than i-umlaut, see §§6.23, 33.

6.29 Essentially the same processes as those described above occur in the 
second elements of original compounds when they become obscured and 
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hence lose secondary stress. However, in such cases the developments were 
clearly dependent upon the rate of obscuration. Examples which are either 
early or chronologically indeterminate follow the patterns of §§6.27–8, for 
example, *-lck > -li7, as in dæ8li7 ‘daily’, etc., fulwiht ‘baptism’ < *-wcht 
‘consecration’, æfest ‘malice’ < *afensti-, earfe/ ‘trouble’ < *arbai/-, bored 
‘troop’ < *eohraid, cf. §6.5 for alternative developments of the last two 
forms, where loss of stress is later than monophthongization of */ai/. In 
the case of fultum ‘help’ */o/ < */op/ < Gmc */au/ has been raised to /u/ 
before a nasal, see §6.4, and the same occurs with shortening of */wp/ in 
andluma ‘utensil’ beside andldma. If obscuration of the compound was 
later than monophthongization of */ai/, then naturally shortening would 
be to /w/, which would then remain. This is particularly characteristic 
of adverbs with second element a ‘ever’, such as awa ‘always’, 8bna ‘yet’, 
8yta ‘yet’, sdna ‘soon’. The alternative forms awo, 8bno are due to the 
developments in ‘tertiary stress’ discussed under §6.4.

6.30 If obscuration of the compound was later than described above, then 
diphthongs whether originally long or short usually developed as the nearest 
short vowel corresponding to either the fi rst or the second element, cf. the 
examples of diphthongs resulting from back umlaut in §6.11. Examples 
from /æw/ include: Ru1 anlepe, Li anlapum ‘single’, ÆLS 197 racentægum 
‘fetter’ dat.pl., nWS /ah ‘although’. Examples from /eo/ include: Ch 1497.2 
hbaderhundas, LawRect 4.2 hbadorhund ‘deer-hound’, Ps(A) ladtow, ‘leader’ 
(4¥),1 Li laruu, Ru2 larow ‘teacher’. For examples from /io/ due to breaking 
see §6.8. The sound represented by EWS 〈ie〉 appears to have developed 
to /e/, hence anlepe, cf. above, wwerdla ‘damage’ beside wwyrdla, cyne8erd 
‘sceptre’ (rare, alongside usual cyne8yrd, see Borowski, 1924: 61), fulteman 
(not LWS) ‘assist’.

1 Also DurRitGl 3.3 hlattu.

6.31 Where the original long vowel is fi nal in a nominal fi rst element of 
a compound, then it usually1 remains after a single syllable, even when 
heavy, for example, endeleas ‘endless’, lw7ecræft ‘leech-craft’, rc7edom ‘king-
dom’, but it is syncopated after two syllables, for example, wrendwreca 
‘messenger’, caserdom ‘empire’.2 Where, however, the fi rst element of a 
compound is an adjective, the vowel is more often syncopated,3 hence 
cbnli7e ‘keenly’ < cbne, clwnness ‘cleanness’ and other forms cited in 
Campbell (1959: §359). But many such forms show variation, for example, 
b7nes ‘eternity’, b7eli7 ‘eternal’; mildheort ‘kind-hearted’, mildeli7 ‘merciful’; 
wilddbor, wildedbor ‘wild animal’; for other similar forms and also forms 
where the fi rst element is prefi xed by 8e-, such as 8edæft(e)li7e ‘deftly’, see 
again Campbell (1959: §359).
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1 But for cases involving d-stem nouns see §6.15n1.
2 Where the connecting vowel is preceded by a resonant, as in the type represented 
by efenli7 ‘even’, the same development occurs, cf. efne ‘evenly’, but there is then either 
vowel epenthesis or syllabifi cation of the resonant, see further §6.41.
3 Examples of syncopation where the fi rst element is nominal include compounds of 
(8e-)mwre ‘boundary’, Ch 413.4 mwrpdl ‘boundary pool’, Ch 911.4 8emwrtrbow 
‘boundary tree’, LWS sti7mwlum ‘in pieces’, yrfweardnys ‘inheritance’, both beside 
forms with older sty77e-, yrfe-.

6.32 Historically the long medial vowels subject to shortening under 
§§6.27–8 were secondary-stressed after a heavy syllable, see §§2.86–7 and 
references. Under shortening the secondary stress should be lost and there-
fore it would be expected that syncope of the short vowel would take place 
after a heavy syllable.1 Such syncope is in fact mainly restricted to Angl 
dialects, hence PsGl(A) 44.15 gyldnum ‘golden’, also CP 171.21, Li, Ru2 
mæ8dne(s) ‘maiden’ gen.dat.sg., PsGl(A) 80.3 mdn/es ‘month’ gen.sg., Ps(A), 
Nbr nbtna ‘animals’. In WS regular syncopation of such vowels is found 
regularly only in mdna/ ‘month’. A similar, but more restricted, situation 
holds for adjectives in -i8, from original *-cg, such as Ru2 hef8e (2¥) from 
hefi 8 ‘heavy’.2

1 Syncope of the connecting vowel in the past of weak class 2 verbs does not, however, 
occur in any dialect, hence ascode, ascade ‘asked’. The non-existence of the type 
**rbafde ‘plundered’, cf. PsGl(A) rbafade, suggests that the failure of syncope is mor-
phological, rather than due to the unacceptability of any resulting consonant cluster.
2 But syncope of -i8 < *-æg < *-ag is regular, see §§6.15, 16 and n1. It is possible 
that the rare examples of the type hef8e are due to the infl uence of hal8e, etc., and that 
normally the sequence *-c8 developed through -i8 to -c, thus resisting syncope.

6.33 It should be deducible from the variety of developments cited in the 
preceding sections that vowel shortening was a process which occurred 
over a period of time, but that that period of time was roughly contem-
poraneous with the time of syncope and apocope. This would be consistent 
with the claim that vowel shortening is merely a different manifestation of 
the same phonological process, namely the reduction in length of unstressed 
vowels. Note, however, that the normal situation is that shortening was 
not subsequently followed by apocope, for example, ende (§6.28), although 
the situation with regard to syncope is more variable in terms of both 
morphology and dialect, see especially §§6.31–2.

V Epenthesis and syllabifi cation

6.34 By the time of the very earliest texts two apparently similar but in 
fact phonologically and dialectally distinct changes occurred which resulted 
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in the epenthesis of an unstressed vowel. The fi rst type of change, a genuine 
vowel epenthesis (see Girvan, 1931: §180), seems to have been caused by 
the awkwardness of fi nal1 consonant clusters of the type liquid + labial or 
velar consonant, hence wylif ‘she wolf’ < wylf. The second type of change 
involves resonants (/l, r, m, n/) which occur fi nally after a consonant due 
to the loss of an unstressed vowel either in Gmc or in proto-OE. In such 
circumstances either the resonant could syllabify or an unstressed vowel 
could occur before the resonant, the whole process being very similar to 
that in PDE, hence OE bbacn, bbacon, cf. PDE beacon = /bipkå, bipkvn/. 
Clearly similar to this process is a vocalization of /j, w/ > /ij, uw/, for 
example, her8as > heri8as ‘armies’. The fi rst type of epenthesis is discussed 
in §§6.35–7, the second in §§6.38–41.

1 The only example with such epenthesis in a consonantal onset is the rather odd 
Inscr 8.2.3 berd/or (2¥) for brd/or ‘brother’. The attempt by d’Ardenne (1939) to 
justify the form – alongside her explanation based on error by the inscriber – appears 
somewhat misguided.

6.35 In Nbr, and to a lesser extent Merc, in fi nal consonant clusters 
containing a liquid plus a non-homorganic consonant, usually a velar frica-
tive and possibly followed by a further consonant, an epenthetic vowel is 
sometimes inserted between the liquid and the following consonant. Most 
commonly the epenthetic vowel is a high vowel agreeing in backness 
with the preceding stressed vowel,1 but occasionally e, a are found after a 
nonhigh stressed vowel. Examples from early texts include: RuneAuzon 
2 fer8enberig ‘mountain-side(?)’, 9 wylif ‘she-wolf’, LRid 6 ¨erih ‘through’, 
13 aerigfaerae ‘fl ight of arrows’, RuneMortain 1 8ewarahtæ ‘made’, ErfGl 
996 hrdfhuyrihta ‘wood-worker’, EpGl 652, CorpGl 1284 bearug ‘pig’,2 
Ch 190 (also other charters of varying dates) Hbanbyrig, Bede † Tilaburug, 
LVD † Aluch-, † Eorup-, LVD, Bede † berec(h)t, also the Kt Ch 21.5 
(Stowe) † Bericht-, and Ch 293.11,13 † Alah-, † Walahhere.

1 For the present phenomenon, and also for the syllabifi cation phenomena of §6.38, 
a diphthong must be counted as a back vowel.
2 For the assumption that bearug was formerly monosyllabic, that is, bearg, see now 
Ball and Stiles (1983: 12–13, App. and references therein) against Campbell (1959: 
§360n2).

6.36 In later texts the phenomenon appears to be mainly restricted to 
Nbr. Forms similar to those above include: Li, Ru2 burug, byri8 dat.sg., Li 
worohton. Additional forms include LkGl(Ru2) 9.62 suluh ‘plough’, 
MkGl(Ru2) 8.38 arognisse ‘profl igacy’, JnGl(Li) 2.14 culufro ‘dove’, 
MtGl(Li) 28.4 fyrihto ‘fear’, DurRitGl 9.13 forohtandum, Li wyrihta, -e 
‘workman’, JnGl(Ru2) berehtna¨ ‘makes bright’, JnGl(Ru) 9.28 aweri8dun 
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‘they cursed’, JnGl(Ru2) 2.9 inberi8de ‘tasted’, Ru2 fyli8de, fyli8dun 
‘followed’, MkGl(Ru2) 26.34 sweri8e ‘swear’.1 In Li the development of 
/ij/ > /i/, see §7.70n1, is found in forms such as sweria, heria¨ ‘they praise’.

1 Here fyli8de, sweri8e, etc. should not be confused with the similar forms in LWS 
discussed in §6.44.

6.37 There is a scattering of forms similar to those of §6.36 in LWS. 
Typical examples include: ÆCHom I 226.25, ÆLS (Basil) 222 buruh ‘city’, 
ÆCHom I 138.4 culufran ‘dove’, BenR yleca, ilece ‘same’, Mt(WSCp) 11.2 
weoruc ‘work’.

6.38 When in OE one of the resonants /l, r, m, n/ comes to stand fi nally 
after a consonant, then, as in PDE, that resonant syllabifi es (to [ç, |, ì, å]). 
But, again as in PDE, an epenthetic vowel may appear before the resonant 
as an alternative to syllabifi cation. In apparent contrast to PDE, however, 
the epenthetic vowel is usually e (i in early texts) if preceded by a front 
vowel, and o (earlier u) if preceded by a back vowel (see also §6.35n1). 
However, the use of e becomes frequent even after back vowels (see the 
fi gures in §6.40), and this would suggest that the epenthetic vowel is generally 
to be interpreted as /v/, see further §§6.59–62.1,2

1 However, in early texts the use of 〈e〉 after back vowels may be because 〈el, er, em, 
en〉 were used as digraphs for syllabic consonants. Later, however, it is more likely that 
it represents /v/ as above.
2 This is presumably in part the reason for the appearance, albeit less frequent, of 
〈o〉 after a front vowel, although it is notable that most such cases involve /r/, for 
example, PsGl(A) 77.10 bitur ‘bitter’, note also GuthA, B bittor (2¥), fefor ‘fever’ 
(frequent alongside fefer), JnGl(Ru2) 4.52 8estordæ8e ‘yesterday’, pipor ‘pepper’ (more 
frequent than piper), and, before /m/, rare wæstum ‘fruit’.

6.39 In early texts epenthesis, although common, is less frequent than 
retention of the consonant alone and does not occur with [ì]. Thus EpGl, 
ErfGl have forms such as 111 se8il- ‘sail’, 272 bebir ‘beaver’, 636 apuldur 
‘apple-tree’, 919 -babcon ‘beacon’, against the more frequent type exempli-
fi ed by 84 hræ8l ‘robe’, 399 bebr, 567 se8n ‘sign’, 326 thuachl ‘washing’, 
638 apuldr, 992 -bbacn, 777 uuorsm ‘pus’.1 The distribution of such forms 
in CorpGl is very similar, but note CorpGl 1152 /uner ‘thunder’, an early 
example of 〈e〉 after a front vowel. Elsewhere Bede has -7astir, Eorcun- in 
names. There is no need to assume that the forms without an epenthetic 
vowel are analogical, as do Luick (1914–40: §318), Campbell (1959: §363), 
for it is more probable that scribes were somewhat uncertain as to the 
most appropriate spelling.

1 ErfGl 777 uuorsin is an obvious error for uuorsm.
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6.40 Typical examples of the varying forms in later texts are:1 æpl:æppel 
(1:5) ‘apple’; **æcr:æcer (0:6) ‘fi eld’; hræfn:hræfen (0:0) ‘raven’; fæ/m:fæ/em 
(0:0) ‘embrace’; fugl:fugol:fugel (0:4:10) ‘bird’; wundr:wundor:wunder (0:61:3) 
‘wunder’; wolcn:**wolcon:wolcen (11:0:0) ‘cloud’; botm:**botom:**botem 
(0:0:0) ‘bottom’. It may therefore be deduced that there is a sharp distinc-
tion in the treatment of syllabic liquids and syllabic nasals. For the former 
epenthesis is strongly preferred, whereas for the latter the syllabic nasal is 
equally strongly represented. The same holds true for syllabic nasals after 
a long syllable, such as wwpn:wwpen (3:1) ‘weapon’; wæstm:wæstem (43:0) 
‘fruit’; tacn:tacon:tacen (20:0:15) ‘token’; ma/m:**ma/om:ma/em (4:0:0) 
‘treasure’. Exceptionally, if the preceding consonant is a dental stop, then 
syllabic [ç] almost always remains, as in adl ‘disease, botl ‘building’, nwdl 
‘needle’, setl ‘seat’, spatl ‘spit’, and epenthesis, as in OccGl 49.304 setol 
(see §6.38n2), is extremely rare.

1 The distribution fi gures below refer to the total frequency of the simple forms in 
ÆCHom, ÆLS, CP, and Oros. However, a double asterisk before a form has the usual 
meaning of non-occurrence in OE generally.

6.41 Medially epenthesis before a resonant takes place most commonly 
in the paradigms of two types of adjectives: (1) a/d-stems whose nom.sg. 
ends in a syllabic resonant, such as biter ‘bitter’, efen ‘even’, fæ8er ‘fair’, 
hletor ‘pure’, wacor ‘wakeful’; (2) ja/jd-stems whose nom.sg. ends in con-
sonant + resonant + /e/,1 that is, fwcne ‘deceitful’, frbcne ‘horrible’, dc8le 
‘secret’,2 8cfre ‘greedy’, ly/re ‘evil’, syfre ‘sober’, tcdre ‘weak’, /ystre ‘dark’. 
In all these cases, where an infl exion or suffi x begins with a non-identical 
consonant then the resonant does not usually syllabify but instead epenthesis 
is regular, hence biterne, biternes, fwcnre, etc., but fwcne acc.sg.masc. 
< *fwcn+ne. This epenthesis is also seen in a few isolated words where the 
following consonant is part of the stem, such as lwwer7e ‘lark’ (also lawer7e, 
not to be distinguished in this respect), Wid 112 Emercan acc.sg. < *Emrkan.3 
When the infl exion begins with a vowel, it would be expected that the 
resonant would be nonsyllabic, hence bitre, bitrum, etc., but, especially 
when the resonant is /r/, syllabicity can be retained and an epenthetic vowel 
introduced, hence forms such as biterum, and, similarly in nouns, æceras 
‘fi elds’.4 Elsewhere this type is rare, for example, ÆCHom I 172.2 fugole 
‘bird’ dat.sg.

1 But not if the consonant is itself a resonant of higher sonority, for dyrne ‘secret’ 
shows no epenthesis in Beo 1355 dyrnra, or the type dyrnlïc. It may be presumed that 
in such cases /n/ is nonsyllabic.
2 But the forms here may be from the alternative formation dcgol.
3 In Nbr especially there is a strong tendency for an epenthetic vowel to appear in 
the preterite forms of weak class 1 long-stemmed verbs ending in a resonant, such as 
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db8elde ‘concealed’, hyngerde ‘hungered’, 8etimberde ‘built’. Elsewhere, and to a lesser 
extent in Nbr, an alternative development takes place, for which see §6.19n2.
4 With increasing frequency WS begins to develop epenthetic vowels before /r/ in the 
gen.dat.sg.fem. and gen.pl. of the strong adjectival and pronominal declensions, for 
example, sumere, sumera; /issere, /issera (< /isre, /isra). Such forms already occur in 
CP, Oros, but are frequent by the time of Ælfric.

6.42 The type of epenthesis described in 6.35 must be later than i-umlaut, 
since an epenthesized /i/ does not cause umlaut. Furthermore, smoothing 
has taken place in a form such as berecht (not **beorecht), and this implies 
that the epenthesis is later than smoothing. But this theoretical chronology 
is contradicted by the existence of epenthesis in the earliest texts. By way 
of explanation, the examples of §§6.36–7 probably demonstrate that there 
was a potential throughout the OE period, not always realized, for the 
epenthesis, since these examples are often new ones from the end of the 
tenth century or later. Epenthesis before a resonant must, of course, be later 
than apocope, since apocope is frequently the source of syllabic resonants. 
On the other hand, examples of the change are to be found in the earliest 
texts, and later evidence would suggest that it is a persistent and continuing 
variation in OE.

6.43 A third type of epenthesis, occurring almost exclusively in WS and 
more frequently in later texts, has apparently close similarities to the epen-
thesis before a resonant. This third type occurs when the approximants 
/j, w/ are found immediately after a consonant, for then their vocalic coun-
terparts /i, u/ may develop between the consonant and the approximant. 
Thus, for example, we fi nd heri8as ‘armies’, 8earuwe ‘ready’ nom.pl., for 
earlier her8as, 8earwe. It is noticeable that the change only takes place after 
light syllables,1 and the most reasonable explanation is that only after a short 
syllable were /j, w/ ambisyllabic in this position, and that the epenthesis 
had the function of breaking up the awkward consonant cluster.

1 A form such as PsGl(I) 99.3 lwsuwe ‘pastures’ must be regarded as exceptional.

6.44 Typical examples of this epenthesis in WS1 include the following: 
byri8 ‘city’ dat.sg., byli8 ‘bag’, fyli8an ‘follow’, heri8as ‘armies’, miri8/ 
‘joy’, and short-stemmed verbs of weak class 1 with stem-fi nal /r/, such as 
heri8an ‘praise’, neri8an ‘save’, weri8an ‘defend’, etc.; infl ected forms of 
wa-stem nouns and adjectives such as searuwa ‘device’ gen.pl., 8earuwe 
‘ready’ masc. (also fem. wd-stem) nom.pl., 8eoluwe ‘yellow’, etc., wd-stem 
nouns (also adjs., see 8earuwe above), such as beaduwe ‘battle’ dat.sg., 
sinuwa ‘sinews’, and the fem. n-stem swaluwe ‘swallow’. In the case of 
/ij/ this can then simplify to /i/, see §7.70n1, for example, byri ‘city’, fylian 
‘follow’, and many others. In the case of weak verbs such as heri8an the 
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spelling 〈herian〉 is, especially in earlier texts, ambiguous between the present 
development and the use of 〈i〉 to represent /j/, see §2.76. The gradual 
emergence of spellings indicating epenthesis can be quite well traced in WS. 
Thus, for example, in CP and Oros 〈byr8〉 spellings outnumber 〈byri8〉 
spellings by about 2: 1, whereas 〈byr8〉 is not found in ÆCHom, where 
〈byri8〉 is regular alongside a scattering of 〈byri〉 spellings.

1 Outside WS the epenthesis is rare. CollGl 721 8erewe ‘ready’ could be due to WS 
infl uence on a late Kt text. Ru1 has MtGl 26.53 heri8as ‘armies’, 14.71, 5.36 sweri8a, 
swerigæ ‘swear’, MtGl 9.17 beli8as ‘bags’ (2¥, alongside bel8as 2¥), but these forms 
could either be due to the epenthesis described in §6.36 or be examples of further WS 
infl uence in this text.

6.45 A type of epenthesis rather different from any discussed above appears 
especially in LWS texts in compound and other derived forms. The process 
can be exemplifi ed by a word such as bærefdt ‘barefoot’, where an original 
nonhigh vowel was syncopated, see §6.15, giving bærfdt. The process is 
found also with heavy a-stems, for example, ce¨eli7e ‘certainly’, n- and 
other consonant stems, for example, nihteli7 ‘nightly’,1 the prefi x æl-, hence 
PrudGl 1.953 ælewealdene ‘almighty’, and various personal and place-
names, such as ChronE 664.5 Cdleman. Outside WS DurRitGl has Abbrev 
186 rehteli7e ‘rightly’. For further details see Campbell (1959: §367). The 
cause and signifi cance of these forms are both doubtful. They may be due to 
the infl uence of variation elsewhere, see §6.21, or they might be rhythmically 
based, but it seems impossible to be precise.

1 But EpGl 673 necti-, 857 nectægalae ‘nightingale’ are probably gen.sg. forms, see 
Pheifer (1974: §78).

VI Mergers of unstressed vowels

6.46 The consequence of the various changes described in earlier sections 
is that there had developed in OE a system in unstressed syllables of fi ve 
contrasting short vowels: three front: /i, e, æ/; and two back /u, w/.1,2 This 
system must have been still in existence at the time of both i-umlaut and 
syncope and apocope, given, for example, the distinctions between high 
and nonhigh vowels in all of these changes. However, just as the settlement 
and post-settlement periods saw a general reduction in quantity of OE 
vowels, there set in train by the time of the earliest texts at the latest a 
reduction in qualitative differences between unstressed vowels, eventually 
producing by ME a system where the principal unstressed vowel was /v/, 
see Jordan (1974: §§133ff.). The historical evolution of most of the mergers 
which may be classifi ed under this rubric is generally well marked in the 
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manuscripts, but conservative spelling traditions can sometimes hide the 
spread of particular mergers.

1 /w/ is from Gmc */op/, see §6.28.
2 There must be some doubt as to whether /i / and /e/ were indeed phonemically 
contrastive, and [e] could well be regarded as an allophone of /i/, see Stiles (1988b: 
339–40).

6.47 There appear to be two distinct processes at work in the reduction 
of qualitative differences. On the one hand there are simple mergers of 
previously separate phonemes, the fi rst of which results in a single front 
vowel phoneme, which we may label as /e/. On the other hand, there is a 
strong tendency for high unstressed vowels to be lowered. This, together 
with the mergers described immediately above, leads to a triangular vowel 
system of the type /e, w, o/, although see the detailed discussions below for 
reservations concerning this system. There then follows a merger of the 
back vowels to a back vowel otherwise of indeterminate quality. Here we 
shall indicate that single back vowel as /Ñ/, where the distinctive symbol 
serves only to disambiguate between that merged vowel and its sources. 
Finally, the unstressed front and back vowel merge, presumably as schwa 
/v/. The structural shifts in the vowel phonemes of unstressed vowels which 
have just been outlined form the basis for the organization of the discussion 
in this section.

(a) /æ/ > /e/

6.48 At about, or perhaps slightly earlier than, the time of the earliest texts, 
unstressed /æ/ completely merged with unstressed /e/. In most OE, forms 
which originally had /æ/ are indistinguishable from forms with earlier /e/, 
being consistently spelled 〈e〉. The most frequent occurrences include the 
following: nouns – gen.dat.sg. of a-stems, stanes, stane; acc.dat.sg. of d-stems, 
lare;1 nom.sg. of fem.neut. n-stems, tunge, ba8e; adjectives – nom.pl.masc., 
blinde; the adverbial suffi x -e, hearde < heard adj.; verbs – pr.subj., helpe;2 
sg.pa.ind. of weak verbs, fremede, fremedest, fremede; pres.part. rcdende, 
pa.part. of strong verbs, riden.3,4,5 It might be expected that the merger of 
/æ/ with /e/ would have the consequential effect of fronting /w/ (>/a/). This, 
however, is not true, hence regular guma ‘man’, dagas ‘days’, etc. and rare 
EWS -onne infl .inf. alongside usual EWS -anne.6

1 Also the gen.sg. of most d-stems, which might be due to the identity of the acc.pl. 
and gen.sg. in the weak fem. declension, see Campbell (1959: §585), or from the 
dat.sg., see Dahl (1938: 133–4). Clearly a resolution of the problem is diffi cult, but 
the dat.sg. is the more obvious choice.
2 And hence also WS 1sg.pr.ind. rcde, especially if this is from the subj. via contracted 
verbs, see Bazell (1939), Cowgill (1965), Stiles (1988b: 340–2).
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3 But /æ/ here is from infl ected forms, see §6.2.
4 Naturally the merger also occurs when /æ/ in the second element of a compound 
becomes unstressed, for example, wfest ‘lawful’ beside wfæst, barfe¨ ‘strife’, bored 
‘troop’, see §6.29, hcred ‘household’, Li 8enbole7a ‘approach’ (< -lw7an), compounds 
of ærn ‘house’, such as bbodern ‘refectory’, and various others.
5 See §6.51 for the suffi x -æ8.
6 The form is analogical on the basis of the inf. -an. Elsewhere regular -enne displays 
the normal phonological form through i-umlaut.

6.49 The very earliest texts have many spellings refl ecting earlier /æ/. Thus 
in eNbr CædH has gen.sg. -rccaes, metudæs, -cynnæs, 8ihuæs, BDS has 
yfl aes, and typical other forms include CædH 4 astelidæ, LRid 5 hafæ,1 11 
ucdæ. In the eNbr runic inscriptions are RuneAuzon 4 hrdnæs, 10 hcæ, 
etc., RuthCr 44 rii7næ, 45 hbafunæs, etc. But alongside these are forms 
with 〈e〉, such as CædH 6 hrdfe dat.sg., heben (cf. 1 hefaen-), BDS 1 fore, 
2 sce, RuthCr 40 walde. Further, there are examples possibly with 〈æ〉 for 
〈e〉, such as RuthCr 48 bismærædu, RuneAuzon 9 8ibrd/ær.2 BedeH(M,L) 
preserves æ well, and in LVD 〈æ〉 is more common than 〈e〉. In the eMerc 
glossaries EpGl has 192¥ 〈æ〉 (including 〈æ〉), 8¥ 〈e〉 in fi nal syllables; 
30¥ 〈æ〉, 16¥ 〈e〉 medially. The parallel fi gures for ErfGl are 182¥ 〈æ〉, 
40¥ 〈e〉; 16¥ 〈æ〉, 35¥ 〈e〉 (Pheifer, 1974: §63). In CorpGl 〈e〉 is regular 
everywhere, with few examples of 〈æ〉, see Wynn (1956: §85). The earliest 
charters, up to c.775, have examples of 〈æ〉, such as Ch 8.2 (679) † 
Uuestanae, Ch 21.1 (700 or 715) † Limingae, Ch 106.2 (767) † her8ae 
‘temple’ dat.sg., Ch 59.6 (770) † Saluuerpæ, but even these forms occur 
beside others such as Ch 21 † Wce8helmes, † Mb8uines, Ch 31.5 (c.767) 
† Byrnhames, † Uuealhhunes. This suggests that the merger had already 
begun by the beginning of the eighth century and was complete before the 
end of that century, cf. §6.53.3

1 Cf. §6.48n2. The form is unusual in Nbr.
2 See, however, §3.30.
3 Examples of 〈æ〉 in lNbr and Ru1 are of different origin, see §6.62.

(b) /i/ > /e/

6.50 At an only slightly later date than the merger of /æ/ with /e/, see 
§6.53 for discussion, unstressed /i/ was lowered to /e/ in most environ ments. 
Examples of earlier /i/ then become indistinguishable in spelling from exam-
ples of earlier /e/ (and earlier /æ/). The most frequent occurrences are: 
nouns – nom.sg. of i- and ja-stems, wine, ende; adjectives – nom.sg. of i-, 
ja-stems, freme, wilde; the superlatives from earlier *-ist, yldest; verbs – 
2,3sg.pr.ind., rcdest, rcde¨; pa.subj., rcde; the connecting vowel of weak class 
1 preterites, fremede; prefi xes – be-, 8e-;1 prepositions – be, embe; particles 
– ne, and the many examples of epenthetic /i/ discussed in §§6.34ff.2
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1 Also te- < ti-, as in CP 49.11 tefl bowe ‘separate’ pr.subj.sg., 443.33 teweorpanne 
‘overthrow’, also ErfGl 343 te7cnid ‘split’, 344 tedridtid ‘trampled upon’, cf. EpGl 195 
tisldg ‘destroyed’.
2 As with /æ/, lowering of /i/ also occurs in the second element of a compound when 
this becomes unstressed. Examples include: wrest ‘resurrec tion’ (beside wrist), endlefan 
‘eleven’ (beside endlifan), enetere ‘one-year-old’ < *wnwintre (beside enitre), fyrwet 
‘curiosity’ (beside fyrwit). Lowering to /e/ from /y/ can be seen in æfest ‘malice’, cynren 
‘generation’ (beside cynryn), nosterl ‘nostril’ < nos/yrl), ymbhwerft ‘circle’ (rare beside 
ymbhwyrft). LWS substitutions of 〈y〉 for 〈e〉 are particularly frequent in PsGl(C) and 
WSCp, for example, fædyr ‘father’, hwlynd ‘saviour’, and may be the result of Kt 
infl uence, cf. §§5.194–5.

6.51 A major exception to the lowering is found with suffi xes where /i/ 
is followed by a palatal or palatalized consonant. This is most obviously 
the case with /j/ and palatalized velars; also to be included here is the velar 
nasal in the group -ng, which may equally have been palatalized. Consequently, 
/i/ regularly remains in the suffi xes -i7, -li7, -i8, -iht, -is7, -ing. Typical examples 
of each are: Angl bowi7 ‘you’ acc.pl., heofonli7 ‘heavenly’, mihti8 ‘mighty’, 
stwniht ‘stony’, mennis7 ‘human’, æ/eling ‘prince’. Occasionally lowering 
does occur under the infl uence of a following back vowel and the subsequent 
retention of velar articulation of the consonant, for example, Bede heofonlecan 
(16¥), heofonlecum (2¥), Mart 1.55 mihtegu, Ch 174, Ch 377 stanehtan 
(see §6.10n2), Bede 2 7.118.6 mennesca,1 ÆCHom I 232.3 cynengum ‘king’ 
dat.pl. In the case of forms such as mihteli7e ‘mightily’ (ÆCHom, ÆLS 6¥, 
beside mihti8li7e 12¥), the development is through monophthongization of 
/ij/, see §7.70 and n1, and shortening to /i/, which is then regularly lowered.2

1 Note the rather odd PsCa(A)1 13.3 mennes7es, also at HomS 70.V.
2 The variation in the suffi x -nes, -nis might be relevant here, but it seems more 
probable that the variation goes back to variation in Gmc, especially since there are 
dialectal differences in OE also. Thus -nis is mainly Angl, whilst -nes is mainly WS, 
see Brunner (1965: §142A).

6.52 The developments of §§6.50–1 would suggest that unstressed /i/ and 
/e/ do indeed merge as the phoneme /e/, but that that phoneme then has 
an allophone [i] before palatals. This is confi rmed by the development of 
the suffi x -æ8, which shifts to -e8 by §6.48. In this environment we would 
expect the allophone [i] to appear, and indeed this is the regular spelling, 
for example, bddi8 ‘body’, hali8 ‘holy’, moni8 ‘many’, and other forms cited 
in 5.85.10b. This development is particularly important in weak class 2 
verbs, such as *lufdjan > *lufejan (i-umlaut and shortening) > lufi jan 
(〈lufi an〉) ‘love’.

6.53 In the earliest texts /i / is preserved in spelling with slightly more 
frequency than /æ/. Thus in eNbr texts we fi nd: CædH 2,3 8i- prefi x, b7i 
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‘eternal’, dryctin ‘lord’ (both 2¥), 5 abrist ‘fi rst’, BDS 1 uuiurthit ‘he 
becomes’, 5 ddbmid ‘determined’, LRid 3 bi- prefi x, ni ‘not’ (4 or 5¥), 7 
hrisil (< hrisl) ‘shuttle’, 9 uyrdi ‘fate’ gen.sg., and various other forms. In 
the runic inscriptions examples include RuthCr 8i- (4¥), 45 ni, 48 bistbmid 
‘moistened’, RuneAuzon 8i- (2¥), 10 wylif (< wylf ) ‘she-wolf’, and others. 
On the other hand, there are signs of lowering in LRid 2 abrest, ni (2¥), 
RuthCr 39 [ond]8eredæ ‘he stripped’.1 In Bede(H) and LVD the situation 
is not dissimilar from that for /æ/, although 〈e〉 is common alongside more 
frequent 〈i〉 in the elements † Dene-, † Here. In the early Merc glossaries 
EpGl has 82¥ 〈i〉, 8¥ 〈e〉 in fi nal syllables, 134¥ 〈i〉, 11¥ 〈e〉 in medial 
syllables, and 52¥ 〈i〉, 13¥ 〈e〉 in prefi xes. The parallel fi gures for ErfGl are 
86¥ 〈i〉, 8¥ 〈e〉; 149¥ 〈i〉, 14¥ 〈e〉; 42¥ 〈i〉, 36¥ 〈e〉 (Pheifer, 1974: §63), which 
are broadly parallel with the situation for merger of /æ/ and /e/, see §5.49. 
In CorpGl 〈i〉 and 〈e〉 are about equally frequent (Wynn, 1956: §83). In the 
early charters 〈i〉 spellings are frequent, and 〈e〉 spellings only start to appear 
at about the middle of the eighth century, for example, Ch 24.5 (741?750) 
† ae¨elhuni (alongside † aethilberhtus), Ch 90.3 (742) æ¨elberhti. 〈i〉 spellings 
are rare after 800. The above evidence would suggest that lowering of /i/ 
was marginally later than merger of /æ/ and /e/, but nevertheless a strictly 
eighth-century change.

1 CædH has a number of related diffi cult forms. CædH(M) 2 maecti may show reten-
tion of /i/, but the form is without i-umlaut, cf. CædH(L) mehti, also CædH(M, L) 9 
allmecti8. This would appear to be due to the infl uence of the d-declension, see §5.85(2), 
in which case fi nal 〈i〉 could be regarded as an error for 〈e〉 (< /æ/). In contrast, whilst 
CædH(M) 6 has hale8 ‘holy’, with /æ/ raised to /e/, but no sign of the development of 
[i], CædH(L) has hali8. It becomes diffi cult to resist the conclusion that the scribes are 
confused because the sound changes have already taken place. Equally diffi cult to 
explain are RuthCr 56 rddi ‘cross’, RuneAuzon 10 7æstri ‘city’, both in a locative 
sense. It is by no means certain that the spellings here can be taken as accurate, pace 
Dahl (1938: 123). The forms are, however, supported by the instrumental forms EpGl 
97 8itcungi ‘preparation’, 109 mb8sibbi ‘love between kinsmen’, see further Dahl (1938: 
139–40), Pheifer (1974: §79).

6.54 In lNbr texts there is quite frequent retention of 〈i〉 in the prefi x 
bi- and, to a lesser extent, 8i-, and in Li 〈i〉 is also found occasionally in a 
variety of other forms, such as mi7il ‘great’, cyrtil ‘tunic’, se8ni ‘seine’, hidir 
‘hither’. The common ME development of the prefi x 8e- > i is occasionally 
found in late texts, and this development might suggest that here /e/ had 
generally a somewhat raised allophonic variant.

(c) /u/ > /o/

6.55 The lowering of /u/ > /o/ which is frequently demonstrated in OE 
texts is phonologically similar to the lowering of /i/, both in terms of the 
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phonetic process and in the phonological result. Clearly the change is 
simply a lowering, so that there no longer exist any high unstressed vowel 
phonemes; on the other hand, there is ample evidence, more fully discussed 
below, that the phoneme /o/ which results from the process has an allo-
phonic variant [u]. Frequent occurrences of the change are: adjectives – 
superlative -ost, blindost; verbs – past.ind.pl. -on, ridon, preterite of weak 
class 2 verbs -ode, lufode. Typical examples from individual words include: 
hbafod ‘head’, heofon ‘heaven’, werod ‘troop’, atol ‘terrible’, nacod ‘naked’.1 
However, there are several major exceptions to the lowering process, see 
§6.57.

1 The same lowering is of course found in the second elements of obscured compounds 
with reduced stress, hence fraco/ ‘bad’, oro/ ‘breath’, see §6.5, and perhaps the obscure 
ofost ‘haste’, cf. EpGl, ErfGl 757 obust. The same occurs in the unstressed non-lexical 
items Ps(A) ¨orh ‘through’ beside /urh elsewhere and o/ ‘to’ beside very rare u/, 
although the latter is common as a prefi x.

6.56 In the eNbr texts /u/ is preserved almost everywhere, exceptions 
being the epenthetic vowel in Bede(H) † Earcon- beside less frequent Eorcun- 
and LVD Aebbino. Otherwise forms of the type CædH s7ylun, metudæs, 
barnum, foldu (< *foldun, see §§7.98ff.), BDS -snottura, LRid uundrum, 
eor¨u (< *eor¨un) are regular. In the early Merc glossaries lowering is 
indicated in about half of the cases, thus EpGl has 40¥ 〈u〉, 41¥ 〈o〉 medially 
and fi nally before a consonant other than /m/ or /ng/, and ErfGl has 49¥ 〈u〉, 
30¥ 〈o〉 (Pheifer, 1974: §64). The situation is similar in CorpGl. In later 
Merc and SNbr texts (Ps(A), Ru1, Ru2) 〈u〉 spellings remain very frequently 
and indeed are regular in Ps(A), and in later NNbr texts 〈u〉, although less 
frequent, is still common alongside 〈o〉. Note, however, that the pa.pl.ind. 
ending is always -on in DurRitGl and that -un is in a clear minority in Li, 
thus contrasting strongly with the Merc and SNbr texts, see Berndt (1956: 
260–3) for fi gures. Otherwise 〈o〉 spellings are normal, as in the examples 
cited in §6.55.

6.57 When unstressed /u/ occurred fi nally before /m/, /ng/, or /k/, or was 
in absolute fi nality, or was preceded by stressed /u/, then the process of 
lowering is, with certain defi nable exceptions, rarely found. Thus we fi nd 
dat.pl. -um, also the suffi x -sum, for example, wynsum ‘pleasant’, ma/um 
‘treasure’, the suffi x -ung, for example, lbasung ‘falsehood’, s7otung ‘shooting’, 
the suffi x -uc, for example, bulluc ‘bullock’, munuc ‘monk’, the nominal 
infl exion -u, for example, s7ipu ‘ships’, faru ‘journey’, sunu ‘son’, and various 
other forms such as dugu/ ‘warriors’, 8eogu/ ‘youth’. But in texts where the 
1sg.pr.ind. of verbs is -u, then that vowel is subject to the usual patterning 
of lowering described in §6.56.
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6.58 Chronologically the lowering of /u/ must be the latest of the three 
shifts discussed above, although since WS texts more regularly show the 
lowering than do Angl texts and since even the earliest WS texts display 
lowering, it is conceivable that in WS at least lowering of /u/ could have 
been carried out at a very early date. But the mixture of forms in the early 
Angl texts is greater than in the other texts, and it is especially notable 
that the eNbr texts always have 〈u〉. This suggests a date perhaps later than 
smoothing but not later than u-umlaut, see §5.103 and n2.

(d) Merger of remaining unstressed vowels

6.59 The changes discussed so far above result in a phonemic system of 
three unstressed vowels, namely /e/, /a/, /o/, but in the case of both the mid 
vowels there are important allophones, namely [i] and [u] respectively.

6.60 From the ninth century on, however, the above system is further 
reduced, fi rstly by the merger of /o/ and /a/, which is refl ected in the inter-
changeability of 〈o〉 and 〈a〉 spellings. The merger is particularly well 
demonstrated in 〈-an〉 for pa.ind.pl. -on, but other less frequent types include 
〈-on〉 for the nominal infl exion -an, 〈-a〉 for the neut.pl. -u, 〈-on, -an〉 for 
the dat.pl. -um. Such variation only occurs sporadically in CP and Chron 
of the major EWS texts, but is much more frequent in Oros, see Bately 
(1980: xlv) for details and discussion. Typical examples of the less frequent 
types in Oros include: 54.29 namon acc.sg., 140.22 nomon dat.sg. ‘name’, 
42.26, 56.17 8eata ‘gates’, 15.38 s7ipa ‘ships’, 8ewealdon (3¥) ‘power’ dat.
pl., 54.23 wl7on ‘every’ dat.pl., 63.30 8ifan ‘gift’ dat.pl., 97.21 gddan ‘good’ 
dat.pl. The same is true of ninth-century Kt texts, where 〈-an〉 is frequent 
in the pa.ind.pl. and other forms include Ch 1188.6 8emanon ‘community’ 
dat.sg., 1482.71 8e¨inga ‘agreement’ nom.pl., 1195.6 fd¨ra ‘load’ nom.pl., 
1197.3 willa ‘I wish’, 1508.23 sunu ‘son’ dat.sg. (for suna), 1200.12 dohtar 
‘daughter’, 1482.60 ala¨ ‘ale’ gen.sg.

6.61 In LWS texts the picture is generally one of extension of the above 
interchangeability, and the same is true of the other dialects, although in 
late Kt and Merc texts the dat.pl. remains as -um, and the same is largely 
true of late Nbr texts.

6.62 Probably only shortly after the above merger began to take place 
the back vowel also began to become interchangeable in spelling with the 
unstressed front vowel /e/, thus beginning to show the gradual development 
of /v/ as the principal unstressed vowel. In EWS Oros already has a few 
cases of, for example, 〈-en〉 for pa.ind.pl. -on and 〈-on〉 for subj.pl., although 
these examples should be seen in the light of the gradual morphological 
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loss of the subjunctive which proceeds pari passu with the phonological 
mergers. Other more clear-cut examples include 〈-es〉 for -as in 53.1 bbames 
‘beams’, 90.25 swicddmes ‘treasonable practices’, 44.12 wealles ‘walls’, 〈-e〉 
for the gen.pl. -a in 54.7 wrende ‘news’, 97.11 8bare ‘years’, 4.14 s7ipe 
‘ships’, and a few others, see Bately (1980: xlvi). At the end of the tenth 
century the lNbr texts LiGl, DurRitGl, and Ru2, together with the Merc 
Ru1, demonstrate merger of /a/ and /e/ in many infl exional endings, such as 
pr.ind.pl. -e¨ for -a¨, and indeed have the compromise spelling -æ¨ in this 
and other infl exions. Otherwise the merger is not fully exemplifi ed until 
the eleventh century, for example, Ch 1489.12 hlbfdi8en ‘ladies’ dat.pl.1

1 Note also Beo 63 -S7ilfi ngas gen.sg., 519 -Rwmes acc.pl.

VII Unstressed medial vowels

6.63 Where unstressed medial vowels either remained or developed in the 
period of the written texts, then these vowels were subject to processes of 
reduction and loss similar to those which have been described in the pre-
ceding sections. Two major processes may be discerned: (a) the reduction 
of unstressed vowels to /v/; (b) the loss either of vowels which earlier had 
secondary stress after a heavy syllable or of unstressed vowels which had 
remained after a light syllable.

(a) Reduction to /o/

6.64 In forms with two unstressed back vowels there is already a strong 
tendency in EWS and Ps(A), continued in later texts, for the fi rst of these 
vowels to reduce to /v/, as is evidenced by the spelling 〈e〉. Thus we fi nd 
forms such as: fugelas < fugolas ‘birds’, heofenas ‘heavens’,1 heoretas ‘deer’, 
roderas ‘heavens’, weredum ‘troops’ dat.pl.; adesa (< adosa) ‘adze’, eafera 
‘son’, nafela ‘navel’; forms of weak class 2 verbs such as gaderast, gaderode, 
which may then be transferred to other forms, hence gaderian ‘gather’, 
similarly sta/elian ‘establish’, swutelian ‘make clear’, etc.; the gen.pl. of 
n-stem nouns, such as gumena, but in Nbr and to a lesser extent Ru1 -ana 
remains frequent, note also CorpGl 687 -doccana ‘muscles’ gen.pl.; the infl ected 
superlative of the type -esta (< -osta), such as lbofesta, although in this instance 
the best Ælfric mss. more often retain the earlier form lbofosta, otherwise 
less frequent in LWS. Similar retention of the back vowel in the superl. 
forms is also found in lNbr texts. Further examples of this vowel reduction 
can be seen in the second elements of reduced compounds, for example, 
fultemian ‘help’, cf. gaderian above, frace/u, frace/um infl . forms of fraco/ 
‘bad’, Badeno/, where the reduced vowel is part of the fi rst element.2
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1 The type of suffi x variation found in heofon, heofenas is sometimes ascribed to the 
realm of derivational morphology, where rival forms with different suffi xes are postulated, 
thus Campbell (1959: §§381–4). This is true for early examples of the alternation, 
such as CædH 1 hefaen-, but later examples are more likely to be due to the process 
described above. On the other hand, interchange of the fem. abstract suffi xes -ing, -ung 
is essentially morphological, see also §6.51n2 for -nes, -nis.
2 But frequent Nbr hlaferdas ‘lords’ is not due to the above, but is from the nom.sg. 
hlaferd < *hlafweard with monophthongization to */æ/ after loss of stress, see §6.30, 
and then merger of unstressed /æ/ and /e/ by §6.48.

6.65 An extension of this vowel reduction occurs when the unstressed 
back vowel is followed by a foot bearing secondary stress. This gives forms 
such as: GDPref3(C) 258.24 aredlicor ‘more quickly’, CP 137.18 frace¨lecum 
‘shamefully’, remedli7e ‘liberally’. Such forms are, however, mostly rather 
infrequent.

(b) Loss of unstressed medial vowels

6.66 Medial unstressed vowels occurred under the following conditions 
during the period of written texts: fi rstly, in open syllables if the original 
vowel was high and the preceding syllable light; secondly, in all contexts 
where the medial syllable was closed; thirdly, if the original vowel had 
remained long under secondary stress but that stress and the associated 
vowel length were later lost. All three types of unstressed vowel are subject 
to loss and are discussed separately below.

6.67 If the medial vowel is between a consonant and a resonant, then 
loss of the medial vowel is frequent, giving rise to forms such as ætgædre 
‘together’, betra ‘better’, mi7le ‘much’, yfl e ‘evilly’, dysli7 ‘foolishly’ (< dysi8-
li7, cf. mihteli7e, §6.51), etc. and weak class 2 verbs of the type medmian 
‘measure’, opnian ‘open’, derived from medume, open.1 In most cases 
although these forms constitute a substantial minority of instances in EWS 
texts, they are almost completely avoided in Ælfrician texts, where betera, 
etc. is strongly preferred.2

1 Note also BenR Sætresdæ8 ‘Saturday’ < Sæteresdæ8.
2 The same vowel loss occurs less commonly in a variety of other forms where the 
following consonant is not a resonant, although the preceding consonant often, but 
not always, is. The most frequent examples involve weak class 2 verbs of the types 
efsian ‘shear’, or¨ian ‘breathe’. Other types include: culfre ‘dove’, heolfor ‘gore’, seolfor 
‘silver’, heolstor ‘darkness’, balca ‘balk’, 8eolca ‘yolk’, 7ir7e ‘church’, pyl7e ‘pelisse’, 
betsta ‘best’, fyrsta ‘fi rst’, smælsta ‘smallest’, winstre ‘left’, e8sa ‘owner’, e8/e ‘harrow’, 
mi8/a ‘urine’, EpGl, ErfGl 430 si8di ‘scythe’, fremde ‘performed’.

6.68 The loss of medial vowel is further extended to forms which are 
disyllabic in uninfl ected positions. In such cases the resonant must 
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precede the vowel which is lost, and hence we fi nd: cyln ‘kiln’, fi rn 
‘crime’, myln ‘mill’, /yrl ‘hole’, all with loss between two resonants, and 
meolc ‘milk’, seolc ‘silk’, weolc ‘whelk’, clerc ‘clerk’, fald ‘fold’, OccGl 
28.75 ard ‘quick’, or/ ‘breath’, war/ ‘shore’, heort ‘hart’, byrs ‘chisel’, 
mers7 ‘marsh’. These forms are usually less common than the disyllabic 
originals, but note that hwel7 ‘which’, swel7 ‘such’ always show loss of 
the vowel, presumably because of their non-lexical status and occurrence 
in weak stress positions.1 The same is perhaps less plausibly true of 
twelf ‘twelve’.2

1 Perhaps occasional pyl7 ‘such’ belongs here, rather than under §6.70.
2 On the other hand the occurrence only of dalc ‘clasp’, eln ‘ell’ is probably 
accidental.

6.69 There are a few cases where an unstressed vowel is lost after a 
short syllable and before a consonant group. These are: æfst ‘envy’, quite 
common in EWS alongside æfest, also in some LWS texts,1 LWS bern ‘barn’ 
(< berern), cyng ‘king’, increasingly common from the time of Ælfric, note 
also MtGl(Ru1) 2.3 king, LWS ofst ‘haste’ and its related verb efstan, world 
‘world’, common after the time of Ælfric, also lNbr.

1 But the word seems not to be used by Ælfric.

6.70 When medial vowels which had originally been long and in secondary-
stressed syllables lost their length and stress, then they were potentially 
subject to loss by syncope after a heavy syllable. Such syncope is particularly 
associated with later texts, although some EWS examples are found, and 
this is no doubt due to the chronology of stress loss. The phenomenon is most 
frequent where the medial vowel is in an open syllable. Typical examples 
here include the vowel of the agentive suffi x -ere, for example, Byrm1 14.21 
bdcra ‘scholar’ gen.pl., 172.12 s7bawre ‘observer’, the suffi x of comparative 
adjectives from adverbs, such as æftra < æftera < æfterra ‘latter’, and 
similarly others, such as inra ‘inner’, etra ‘outer’, the similar form d/re, 
d/ra ‘other’ (already in EWS), and various other suffi xal vowels, such as 
dbofl i7 ‘devilish’, Lev 3.1 † hbafre ‘heifer’ (in Bosworth and Toller, 1898: 
hbahfore). Occasional forms of bismrian ‘revile’, fultmian ‘help’ in both 
EWS and LWS also belong here, but may be usefully compared with the 
forms in §6.67n2.

6.71 The above syncope is occasionally extended to medial vowels in 
closed syllables, examples being wmti8 ‘empty’, commoner than wmetti8, 
and late 8ewrndian ‘send a message’ and forms (rare), fulht ‘baptism’ and 
derived forms, such as fulhtere, 8efulhtnian, hwtse ‘witch’ (< hæ8tesse).1,2,3
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1 Note also Ch 856.5 Hencstes for Hen8estes.
2 There are a few forms which show more extensive reduction, often precursors of 
shifts in ME. Typically such examples show loss of both vowel and the preceding 
consonantal onset. The earliest such example is Ps(A) ndht ‘nought’ beside ndwiht, 
and later forms of the same word and its positive are (n)aht, (n)auht, the latter simply 
with /wi/ > /u/, nateshwon ‘not at all’ < *nawihteshwdn. Other examples are: wlpi(8) 
‘single’ < wnlcpi8, heardra ‘mullet’ < heardhara, wwpman ‘man’ < wwpenman.
3 Similar to the late changes in n2 above are the loss of genitival -es in occasional 
LWS Sæterndæ8 ‘Saturday’, or the loss of the vowel only in JnGl(WSCp) 5.30 
† "ursdæ8 (Bosworth and Toller, 1898: Þer) ‘Thursday’, Ch 1494.1 œbolsi8e.
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7

Old English consonants

7.1 After the operation of the various Germanic and Inguaeonic sound 
changes discussed in Chapter 4, the consonant system of the ancestor of 
Old English had developed as follows:

 Labial Dental Palatal Velar
Voiceless stops /p/ /t/ – /k/
Voiced stops /b/ /d/ – –
Voiceless fricatives /f/ /q/ – /x/
Voiced fricatives – – – /“/
Sibilants – /s/ – –
Nasals /m/ /n/ – –
Liquids, approximants – /l, r/ /j/ /w/

Of these phonemes all could occur as geminates except the approximants 
/j, w/.1

1 But geminate /ff/ was extremely rare, see §2.58.

7.2 Signifi cant allophones of these phonemes are found especially for the 
voiced stops and the velar fricatives. The phoneme /b/ occurred as a stop 
consonant only initially, in gemination, and after nasals, occurring as a voiced 
fricative, presumably bilabial, medially and fi nal when single. Conversely, 
the phoneme /“/ occurred as a voiced fricative only initially, medially and 
fi nally, but occurred as a voiced velar stop in gemination and after nasals. 
For the phoneme /x/ we fi nd not only the voiceless velar fricative, but also, 
in initial position, [h], the result of lenition in PrGmc, see §4.3. In WGmc, 
see §4.17, the fricative allophones of /d/ had already become stops, and 
therefore only the single allophone [d] can be reconstructed.1 Amongst 
other allophonic variations which should be noted the most important 
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concerns /n/ which assimilated in place of articulation to a following 
consonant and therefore had a velar allophone [2], see also §7.3n2.2

1 The reconstruction of proto-OE phonemes is diffi cult and controversial. For 
contrasting views and discussion see fi rstly Kuhn (1960) and Moulton (1954, 1972).
2 It is also likely that /l/ had both ‘clear’ and ‘dark’ allophones, the latter occurring 
in the environment of a back vowel or consonant. Evidence for this suggestion comes 
from fi rst fronting and breaking, see §§5.15, 16, and probably from the behaviour in 
Gmc of weak class 2 verbs without medial -i- in the preterite, such as cwellan–cwealde 
‘kill’, see further Prokosch (1927), Hogg (1971).

7.3 Examples of the principal allophonic variations are as follows.1 /b/ 
was realized as [b] in the following positions: *bindan ‘bind’, *habbjan 
‘raise’, *lamb ‘lamb’; and as [b] in *èiban ‘give’, *èab ‘he gave’. /“/ was 
realized as [“] in the following positions: *èiban, *draèan ‘draw’, *droè 
‘he drew’; and as [g] in: *saèèjan ‘say’, *sinèan ‘sing’. /x/ was realized as 
[h] in *xana (=hana) ‘cock’, and in all other positions as [x]. /n/ was realized 
as [2] in *sanè ‘he sang’, and in all other positions as [n].2

1 Minor details of reconstruction, such as infl ectional endings, are ignored in the 
examples below.
2 Presumably /n/ was realized as palatal [¢] when directly followed by /j/, for example, 
*kunnjæ ‘race’ d.s. But all such cases would show gemination, making precise phonetic 
specifi cation extremely diffi cult.

I Dissimilation

7.4 At a very early stage in proto-OE, fi nal consonant clusters containing 
two continuant consonants dissimilated, with the fi rst of the two consonants 
becoming the corresponding stop. The fi rst of these consonants was usually 
a voiceless fricative (but see §§7.9 and n2, 11 for examples possibly involving 
voiced fricatives), whilst the second of these consonants was either /s/ or 
the resonants /l, m/. Since the cluster /qs/ was subject to assimilation rather 
than dissimilation, for example, *bli/s > bliss ‘bliss’, dissimilation before 
/s/ was confi ned to the clusters /fs, ks/, for example, *wæfs > wæps ‘wasp’, 
*foxs > foks (= 〈fox〉) ‘fox’, see §2.51 for the regular use of 〈x〉 for /ks/. If the 
second of the two consonants was either /l/ or /m/, then the fi rst consonant 
was /q/, for example, *se/l > setl ‘seat’, *bo/m > botm ‘bottom’.1

1 There are a number of regular exceptions to this second change and also some 
dialectal variation. For both see §§7.10ff.

7.5 The phonetic features of the dissimilation or assimilation before /s/ 
are quite simple. Firstly, as can be seen from the examples above, any 
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voiceless fricative is subject to change before /s/. Secondly, the only con-
ditioning factor is the place of articulation of that fricative. If the fricative 
is dental, like /s/, then assimilation occurs, otherwise occlusion to the cor-
responding voiceless stop occurs. The change may therefore be characterized 
approximately as follows:

 C [-cont]

/  ________

 C
+cont

>
+cont

–voic 〈+strid〉 +strid
〈+cor〉 +cor

7.6 Examples of the shift of */xs/ > /ks/ are particularly numerous, typical 
examples being: oxa ‘ox’ (*oxsa > oksa), lcxan ‘shine’, and, with breaking, 
feax ‘hair’, meox ‘manure’, Seaxe ‘Saxons’, six, syx ‘six’, weaxan ‘grow’. 
Occasional weahsan and forms, found in CP(H), are not signifi cant, cf. Or 
8eahsian and forms for 8eacsian ‘discover’, indicating a merely orthographic 
variation.1 LWS also shows a number of examples where /xs/ clusters due 
to vowel syncope are dissimilated to /ks/, such as hbxta ‘highest’, nbxta 
‘next’, less commonly sixt ‘thou seest’ and similar forms. For further dis-
cussion of these see §7.9. The shift does not always take place when a 
further consonant follows /s/, and instead /x/ is lost, for example, *wæxstm 
> wæstm ‘fruit’. No doubt the reason for this is that the triple consonant 
cluster was regarded as over-heavy and therefore /x/, the weakest member 
of the cluster, was lost. But there is some variation, for example, regular 
wrixlan ‘exchange’, and ErfGl 1147 dcxl, 1043 dcxlum, CorpGl 205 -/cxl, 
2007 /cxlum ‘axle’ against EpGl dcslum.2

1 Amongst other spelling variations we may note CP(C) 252.17 † æxhe (also ÆLet 
2.167), which Cosijn (1888a: §131) aptly describes as due to ‘schreiberpedanterie’.
2 Nbosian ‘visit’ may perhaps be explained by early loss of /x/ between voiced 
segments, cf. however lcxan where such loss does not occur.

7.7 In the earliest Merc glossaries there are still examples of /fs/, thus 
EpGl 526 raefsed, ErfGl refset, CorpGl 1084, 1087 raefsit ‘reproved’,1 

CorpGl 603, 859 waefs, 2098 uuaefsas, EpGl 1071 waeffsas, all texts 
showing 〈ps〉 spellings also. Elsewhere, however, 〈ps〉 spellings are regular. 
But /fs/ remains where it is the result of syncope, as in drifst ‘thou drivest’, 
which may be the result of analogy, see Campbell (1959: §418), or imply 
that the change was earlier than syncope, see further §7.9. Examples of 
the assimilation of */qs/ > /ss/ are blCss ‘bliss’, lCss ‘gentle’,2 and, after syncope, 
cwist ‘thou sayest’ (< *cwi¨st).3

1 Note also EpGl 523 raebsid with 〈b〉 for [f] or, possibly, [p]. But by this time Gmc 
*[b] would have developed to *[f] before *[s], and there is no evidence to support the 
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view of Sturtevant (1931: 191–2) that ps developed from a voiced fricative whilst 
fs always remained.
2 The vowel of blCss, lCss is of uncertain length, see Campbell (1959: §286).
3 Alongside such forms are found the etymological spellings blc¨s, lc¨s, presumably 
from the adverbs blc¨e, lc¨e, and clearly analogical cwi¨st, etc., from which is found 
Alc(Warn 35) cwetst (2¥), this a twelfth-century ms. I can fi nd no trace of the 
oft-quoted † snctst ‘thou cuttest’.

7.8 The major morphological alternations involved in this sound change 
occur when an infl exion beginning with a consonant is added to the stem. 
In such cases one might expect loss of /x/ rather than dissimilation to /k/, 
cf. wæstm. The retention of /x/ and consequent dissimilation in forms such 
as WS syxta1 ‘sixth’ and some forms cited in §7.6 may therefore be due 
to the infl uence of simple forms such as six, syx. But it should be noted 
that the development in such cases is generally irregular and some non-
analogical explanation may be available.

1 Ru1 has MtGl 27.45 syxta, 20.5 sextan, and Nbr regularly has sexti8 ‘sixty’, Li 
sesta ‘sixth’, probably implying that the situation there was not radically different from 
that in WS.

7.9 The changes discussed above are found in NGmc and also, for */xs/ 
> /ks/, in OFris.1 This might imply a very early date for the change. However 
it is notable that in forms such as feax (§7.6) breaking occurs. Since breaking 
occurs before /x/ but not before /k/, see §5.16, this entails dissimilation 
being later than breaking. Furthermore, the 〈fs〉 spellings in the early Merc 
glossaries would suggest that the change had only recently occurred at the 
time of the completion of the archetype. The relative infrequency of the 
change when the consonant cluster is due to syncope, see §§7.6–7, is perhaps 
best accounted for by supposing that by that time the tendency to dissimilate 
had greatly weakened, and there may be no need to suggest that drcfst, etc. 
are due, solely at least, to analogical pressure. Assimilation of */qs/ may 
be assumed to have taken place at the same time, at least in blCss, lCss, and 
there is no necessity to suppose intervocalic voicing, as in Campbell (1959: 
§§481.2).2 It seems most probable, therefore, that these changes took place 
between the period of breaking and that of syncope, perhaps at much the 
same time as i-umlaut. On the other hand forms such as hbxta, cited in 
§7.6 show that the change occasionally persisted to a much later date.

1 For possible examples in other Gmc languages, see Luick (1914–40: §634A1 and 
references).
2 There is also no necessity to assume, as implied by Campbell (1959: §481.2), that 
assimilation of */qs/ > /ss/ was later than devoicing of voiced fricatives before /s/. It is 
possible that the fricative was voiceless in Gmc, although the etymology of the suffi x 
remains obscure.
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7.10 Dissimilation before /l/ or /m/ is more restricted, dialectally less wide-
spread, and less regular. The only fricative which is dissimilated is /q/, see 
§7.4, although this may be due to the absence of fi nal [fl , fm, xl, xm] 
clusters rather than some phonological restriction on the dissimilation.1 In 
terms of dialect the change is restricted to WS, hence alongside the forms 
setl, botm cited in §7.4 we fi nd Angl se¨el, *bo¨m (> ME bothem).2 The 
regularity of the change is disrupted in two further ways. Firstly, there are 
examples such as fæ¨m ‘embrace’, mæ¨l ‘talk’ where the fricative always 
remains, except in the circumstances outlined immediately below. Since 
fæ¨m is mainly, and mæ¨l exclusively, poetic, these examples may be Merc 
borrowings and certainly seem indicative of interference from some other 
(sub-)dialect. The explanation of Campbell (1959: §419) seems to rest upon 
an implausible view of OE syllable structure. Secondly, there is a possible 
development by which, at least before /l/, the fricative is lost and the preceding 
vowel is lengthened in compensation. Clear examples of this occur before 
/l/ only in mwl ‘talk’, mwlan ‘to talk’, stwlan ‘impute’.3 The phonological 
environment in which this sound change takes place, therefore, is somewhat 
obscure, and it is diffi cult to suggest a plausible yet simple characterization 
of the change. It should be noted especially that /l, m/ do not form by 
themselves a natural phonological class.

1 If it is assumed that fricatives do not occlude before /n/, as implied by forms such 
as hræfn ‘raven’, then it must be supposed that bytne ‘keel’ and forms, cf. CorpGl 
389 bythne, is merely a variant of bytme derived after rather than before the time of 
dissimilation, note however Nbr hædna, discussed in §7.14.
2 For the competing Angl forms se¨el ‘seat’ and setel ‘episcopal seat’, see Campbell 
(1959: §420n4). On the possibility of dissimilation in Angl botl, *bdtl (> Bootle, etc.), 
see Ekwall (1917a) and, for criticism, Campbell (1959: §420n5).
3 Possibly to be included here is stwl ‘place’, if the form ever has a long vowel, cf. 
nom.pl. stalu with short vowel and Toller (1921: stæl).

7.11 Examples of dissimilation of /ql, qm/ > /tl, tm/ after a short vowel 
include: *bo¨l > botl ‘dwelling’, bytla ‘builder’, bytme ‘keel’. After a long 
vowel, however, the development is to /dl, dm/, and it may be supposed 
that in these cases there was an early voicing of the fricative between a 
long vowel and /l, m/, so that the change is /¨l, ¨m/ > /dl, dm/.1 Thus we 
fi nd examples such as *a¨l > adl ‘disease’, nwdl ‘needle’, mcdl ‘horse’s bit’, 
wwdla ‘beggar’, wcdl ‘impurity’. But there are forms without voicing, hence 
spatl ‘spittle’,2 wwtla ‘bandage’.3 As after the short vowel, there is normally 
no occlusion in Angl, where the regular development retains the fricative, 
for example, Ps(A) 102.3 a¨le, MkGl(Li) a¨lo. Similarly WS has several 
forms where occlusion does not occur, such as w¨m ‘breath’, mw¨m ‘treasure’, 
paralleling the examples after short vowels cited in §7.10. Evidence for 
dissimilation before /r/, not otherwise found, comes from wdr ‘vein’, also 
found in Kt in OccGl 49.107, 330 bdra.
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1 Alternatively one might suggest that the fricative remained unvoiced but not occluded 
until after the time of voicing between voiced segments. Then occlusion would have 
to have occurred after such voicing. But this poses equal chronological diffi culties, see 
further §7.12.
2 In Nbr we fi nd JnGl(Li) 9.6 spadle, repeated in Merc JnGl(Ru1) 9.6, see §7.14.
3 But this word could have a short vowel, see OED wattle sb.1

7.12 The most probable chronology of this process of dissimilation would 
be that it occurred at the same time as dissimilation before /s/, see §7.9. 
That dissimilation is normally to /t/ rather than /d/ presupposes that the 
change is earlier than intervocalic voicing of fricatives and hence also before 
syncope, see §7.58. For this reason the forms discussed in §7.11 are best 
explained by supposing that there was indeed special voicing after a long 
vowel which occurred earlier than normal intervocalic voicing.

7.13 As seen above, in Angl dialects the sequence /ql/ normally remains, 
but in WMerc there is a special later development by which /ql/ is metathesized 
to /lq/ with, apparently, immediate occlusion to /ld/. Ps(A) has seld ‘seat’ 
frequently alongside wb¨la ‘pauper’, 102.3 a¨le ‘illness’.1 The existence of 
such unmetathesized and unoccluded forms demonstrates that the occlusion 
was dependent upon the metathesis and not vice versa. Metathesized forms 
are continued into the later ms. Hatton 116 (LS 3 Chad), where they exist 
alongside the normal LWS forms, for example, seld (4¥), setl (3¥). The use 
of such forms in poetry, thus Beo bold ‘dwelling’, seld, is no doubt Merc 
in origin, and there is no need to assume that the change was dialectally 
more widespread, see Vleeskruyer (1953: §41).2

1 Note also CorpGl 814 weardseld ‘guardhouse’.
2 The place-name element bold also appears to be of Angl origin, see Smith (1956: 
45).

7.14 In the absence of any of the changes discussed above, §§7.10–13, 
then the sequences /ql, qm/ are affected by a more wide-ranging shift in 
lOE by which the fricative [¨] (< [q] by intervocalic voicing, see §7.54) 
develops to a stop before any liquid or nasal. Often such forms have not 
yet appeared by the time of Ælfri7, but the following may be noted: ÆCHom 
I 29 420.21 madmas, II 4 36.218 madmfatu ‘treasure’, and, due to 
compound ing, badmod ‘humble’ and forms (c.80¥ in ÆCHom against 
ba¨mod c.l5¥).1 The same phenomenon occurs freely in lNbr, where alongside 
a¨lo, see §7.11, we fi nd in Li adl ‘illness’, bydle ‘cultivator’, nbdl ‘needle’, 
sedl ‘seat’, see §7.10n2, spadle, see §7.11n2, wcdli8a ‘defi le’, note MkGl(Li) 
7.23 wc¨la¨. Nbr texts show evidence of this change where the consonant 
cluster is due to syncope, notably in Ru2 dbdle ‘earth’ dat.sg. (4¥) (< *db¨ile) 
and frequent Li hwdna and forms ‘heathens’, where occlusion is before /n/. 
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Occlusion of [¨] is also found in the Merc Ru1, for example, adle, nbdle, 
sedle, badmod, but elsewhere in Merc the change is rarely found.2

1 Examples with occlusion before /l/ are diffi cult to fi nd in WS. The best examples, 
perhaps, are ByrM 1 46.1 /rydli7e ‘powerfully’, Beo 2862 /rydlicost superl.
2 Ps(A) 73.21 badmod may simply be due to the frequent substitution of 〈d〉 for 〈¨〉 
in that ms.

II Palatalization and assibilation

7.15 In the ancestor of OE there existed only one palatal consonant, 
namely /j/, see §7.1. However, at a very early stage in the history of English 
the velar consonants */x, “, k/ and their allophones became sensitive to an 
immediately adjacent front vowel or the approximant /j/, so that in the 
fi rst instance the palatal allophones *[ç, j, c, ~] arose, where [~] is the result 
of the palatalization of the *[g] allophone of */“/.1 This change affected 
geminate consonants equally, that is, *[xx, kk, gg] > *[çç, cc, ~~].2 In the 
case of the fricatives no further development took place, except that the 
voiced palatal fricative merged with the approximant /j/, if the two were 
ever distinct, see Hogg (1979b: 103–4). However, the palatal stops eventually 
developed into voiceless or voiced affricates, for example, *[c] > / Ä/, > *[~] 
> /u/, similarly *[cc] > /t Ä/, *[~~] > /du/. For full details of this latter change, 
usually called assibilation, see §§7.33ff. The change of palatalization, 
although widespread in OE, is poorly represented in texts, for 〈h, c, g〉 
were used, by and large, indifferently for palatalized and unpalatalized 
forms. In mss. the only common method of distinguishing the two is the 
use of diacritics, especially 〈e〉 before a back vowel to show a preceding 
palatal, as in s7edp ‘poet’, sb7ean ‘visit’, but only in the case of 〈e〉 in 
unstressed syllables, mainly restricted to EWS, can we be certain that it is 
being used diacritically, see §§2.65, 80, 5.59–70.3 Other evidence, however, 
comes from runic texts, where ‘c’ was often used for palatalized /k/, ‘k’ for 
unpalatalized /k/, ‘g’ for palatalized /“/, ‘ñ’ for unpalatalized /“/, see 
§2.68n1. Evidence for the change also comes from its interaction with other 
changes, especially palatal diphthongization, see §§5.47ff., and from its 
development in later stages of the language, for example, PDE church and 
many other words with refl exes of the OE palatals.4 Here the common 
practice of indicating palatalized /“/ and /k/ by means of a superscript dot 
is employed, see §2.65 for full details. Typical examples of palatalization 
are as follows: (1) *[x] > [ç]: *hleaxxjan > hlihhan ‘laugh’, WS *seoxi¨ > 
sih¨ ‘he sees’;5 (2) *[“] > [j]: *“ellan > 8yllan ‘yell’, *si“i > si8e ‘victory’, 
*dæ“ > dæ8 ‘day’; (3) *[k] > [c]: *kcdan > 7cdan ‘chide’, *sdkjan > sb7an 
‘seek’, *dck > dc7 ‘ditch’; (4) *[g] > [~]: *liggjan > li78an ‘lie’.
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1 It is clear from later periods that *[x] is subject to palatalization, although in 
somewhat restricted contexts. See §§7.16n8, 26, and Campbell (1959: §442).
2 There are, of course, no examples of palatalization of *[““], since in this position 
/““/ was realized as a geminate stop, see §7.2.
3 Forms such as se7ean are not only principally EWS, but even there predominate 
only in CP. However, the absence of 〈e〉 does not necessarily indicate the presence of 
a velar consonant. It is worth noting that in LWS the use of diacritic 〈e〉 is more often, 
but only occasionally, found in forms such as 7yr7ean ‘churches’, where analogy from 
the nom.sg. 7yr7e would be likely. Diacritic 〈e〉 is equally uncommon in LWS to indicate 
a palatalized velar stop, as in li78an ‘lie’. For other spellings which indicate palataliza-
tion, see the examples in §§7.19–22.
4 But the PDE situation can be misleading, both because of loan-words and/or 
Scandinavian infl uence, such as PDE gate õ 8eat, and because of analogical develop-
ments. There are also forms which have always had /j/, such as 8bar ‘year’. A useful 
discussion of this point is to be found in Lass and Anderson (1975: 136–7).
5 For the question of whether palatalization preceded loss of medial /x/ or /x/ was 
analogically restored in forms such as *seoxi¨, see §7.26.

(a) Palatalization

7.16 In general outline the phonetics of palatalization are as follows. 
Initially a velar consonant was always palatalized before a front vowel,1 
for example, *kcdan > 7cdan, *“ellan > 8yllan, *kæster > 7æster (> 7easter) 
‘city’. Medially a velar consonant was always palatalized before /i/ or /j/, 
for example, *sdkjan > sb7an, *si“i > si8e, but before /æ/2 only velar frica-
tives were affected, so that we fi nd *dæ“æs > dæ8es ‘day’ gen.sg., but 
blæces ‘black’ gen.sg.masc., aces ‘oak’ gen.sg. without palatalization.3 
Similarly velar fricatives were palatalized medially after any front vowel 
provided that a back vowel did not directly follow, for example, *re“n > 
re8n ‘rain’, *næ“l > næ8l ‘nail’, *fæ“r > fæ8“r ‘fair’, but stcgan ‘climb’,4 
wegas ‘ways’, without palatalization. In the same positions the velar stops 
are palatalized only after /i/, and provided that a back vowel did not directly 
follow, for example, dc7es ‘ditch’ gen.sg., mi7el ‘much’, but dccas ‘ditches’, 
8elccung ‘liking’, because of the following back vowel, and æcer ‘acre’,5 
because the preceding vowel was not /i/.6,7 Other examples of palatalized 
stops in medial position were normally due to analogical pressures, see 
§§7.41–2. Finally all velar consonants were palatalized after /i/, for example, 
*dck > dc7 ‘ditch’, *hwælik > *hwæli7 > hwel7 ‘which’ (similarly swel7 
‘such’, cf. also 8elc7 ‘like’), *wc“ > wc8 ‘war’. After nonhigh front vowels, 
however, only the velar fricatives are palatalized, for example, *dœ“ > dœ8 
‘day’, *mw“ > mw8 ‘relative’, but frec ‘bold’, bæc ‘back’ without palatali-
zation.8 This apparently confusing state of affairs can be clarifi ed in two 
ways. Firstly, it is important to note that palatalization appears to have 
been partly dependent upon syllable structure, for the majority of the cases 
listed above can be subsumed under one condition: namely that a velar 
consonant was palatalized provided not only that it was adjacent to a front 
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vowel or /j/, but also that it was in the same syllable as the palatalizing 
segment. This obviously accounts for all cases of the palatalization of an 
initial consonant. The situation with regard to palatalization of medial 
consonants is more complex, presumably because such consonants were 
regularly ambisyllabic in OE, see §2.81. Most cases, however, are accounted 
for by permitting any appropriate adjacent vowel to cause palatalization, 
provided that it is in the same syllable, where the palatalized consonant is 
ambisyllabic. The contrast in behaviour between forms such as *sdkjan > 
sb7an and *dckas > dccas must then be accounted for by assigning priority to 
the vowel of the second syllable rather than that of the fi rst. The palatali-
zation of fi nal consonants is quite straightforwardly accounted for by the 
above analysis; nevertheless, some problems remain, and most of these can be 
resolved by noting that the velar stops are more resistant to palatalization 
than the velar fricatives. Initially, as has been stated, all velar consonants 
palatalized, but medially and fi nally velar stops only palatalized if the segment 
causing palatalization was either /i/ or /j/, for example, æcer, bæc, where 
the velar stop remained, see n3. We may therefore suggest that palatalization 
was a change by which all velar consonants were palatalized when adjacent to 
and in the same syllable as either /i/ or /j/ and that velar fricatives were also 
palatalized when adjacent to and in the same syllable as any front vowel, 
the same wider environment also causing initial velar stops to be palatalized. 
The change can therefore be characterized approximately as follows:9

 C
> [-back] /

-cons
〈-cont〉a 〈#〉b —— -back

〈+high〉c

 V  #
-back —— [+cons]
〈+high〉 [-back]

Condition: if a then either b or c.

1 Or before any diphthong whose fi rst element was front, that is any normal OE 
diphthong, for example, *“æf > 8eaf ‘he gave’, *kcusan > 7bosan ‘choose’. Since the 
rule is that it is the element of the diphthong which is adjacent to the consonant which 
is crucial, and since the second element of any normal OE diphthong was back, pala-
talization only took place when the element which would cause the change was a 
following diphthong, and never took place when that element was a preceding diphthong, 
for example, unpalatalized bbag ‘he bent’.
2 Instances of unstressed /e/ were rare, see §6.46 for discussion, but there is no reason 
to suppose that the behaviour before /e/ was any different from that before /æ/.
3 This account was fi rst fully developed by Morsbach in a footnote to Björkman 
(1900–2: 147–9), but many writers, such as Luick (1914–40: §637.2, 3), Campbell 
(1959: §§428–9, 435), have claimed that velar stops were palatalized under the same 
circumstances as velar fricatives. In order to explain later forms, such as ME, PDE 
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acre, back, etc., these writers must then claim that in such words the palatal consonant 
reverted to a velar at the time of assibilation. In favour of such a position are three 
arguments.  Firstly, some words show unexpected assibilation in later periods, the best 
examples being ME frech ‘eager’, see OED freck a., Orrmulum obacch ‘aback’, neither 
of which is easily explained on other grounds. But other ME forms, such as batch 
‘batch loaf’, smatch ‘taste’, thatch, wlach ‘luke-warm’, may be from verbs with pala-
talization, for example, *bæ77an ‘bake’, cf. Nbr wæ77a ‘wake’ > PDE watch. See 
further the discussions in Ekwall (1921), Flasdieck (1923), Luick (1914–40: §685A1). 
Secondly, there are some occasional spellings, especially in Li, such as bæcg (3¥), bæcc 
(2¥), gebræcg and variants ‘broken’, which could be interpreted as indicating palatalized 
forms, see Bülbring (1902: §495A2), but 〈cg〉 appears to be merely a variant for 〈cc〉, 
occuring also in MtGl(Li) 23.4 bæccum dat.pl. where palatalization is unlikely. Thirdly, 
there is an argument that /k/ would be palatalized in an exactly parallel fashion to /“/, 
fi rst stated by Bülbring (1902: §495). But this argument is purely theoretical and can 
carry no great weight. Phonetically and phonologically the fricatives would have been 
more likely to palatalize than the stops, pace Luick (1914–40: §637A5), cf. also Lass 
and Anderson (1975: 143–4) for a different explanation of the same phenomenon, 
especially given the prior existence of /j/ in OE. Nevertheless it may well be worth 
entertaining the possibility that the situation was by no means as clear-cut as the 
presentation here suggests, and that there was rather more variation in the palataliza-
tion of stops than has been suggested, most especially in medial position, see Brunner 
(1965: §206) for a valuable discussion.
4 Lass and Anderson (1975: 144) suggest that */“/ was palatalized in forms such as 
stcgan, on the grounds of ME stye. But it is more probable that the ME form is due 
to analogical processes, see §§7.40–2.
5 Here -e- is a parasitic vowel before word-fi nal /r/, see §§6.38–40.
6 "icce ‘thick’, mirce ‘murky’ do not have palatalization because at that time /w/ still 
followed the velar stop and hence prevented the change, see Luick (1914–40: §637A4) 
and cf. Myr7e ‘Mercians’.
7 œicen ‘chicken’ appears to have velar [k] medially, given MtGl(Ru1) 23.37 7iken, 
see §7.21. This is best explained by dissimilation, see Campbell (1959: §438n1), although 
it is doubtful if the same explanation can be applied to ME caffi nch ‘chaffi nch’, as 
suggested by Ritter (1910).
8 By ‘fi nally’ in the previous sentence I intend syllable-fi nally, or preconsonantally 
after a vowel, rather than word-fi nally. Therefore there are many words which show 
palatalization of */“/ in syllable-fi nal position after a front vowel, such as bre8dan 
‘brandish’, mæ8den ‘maiden’, ri8nan ‘rain’, sæ8de ‘he said’, or where only a consonant 
follows, such as bræ8d ‘twisted’, sæ8d ‘said’, and other similar past parts. Palatalization 
of /x/ (> [ç]) was especially frequent in such positions, for example, cniht ‘boy’, riht 
‘right’. In the case of the velar stop palatalization would take place syllable-fi nally only 
after /i/, hence lc7homa ‘body’, rc7ne ‘powerful’ acc.sg.masc. But in this latter case it 
would appear that there was a strong tendency for palatalization to fail, or at some 
later stage for the palatal stop to revert to a velar stop, see §§7.25, 30. Bccnan ‘beckon’ 
< *bbacnjan is not a parallel example, since there the velar stop was never in contact 
with /i/ and so always remains.
9 For the phonology of palatalization, see §§7.27–32.

7.17 Four further phonetic issues arise with respect to palatalization. These 
are: (1) the phonetic status of */“/; (2) palatalization in clusters; (3) pala-
talization of geminates; (4) palatalization of */sk/. Each of these issues is 
discussed separately below.
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(1) In §§7.15–16 it was assumed that forms such as 8yllan were due to 
palatalization of *[“] and further that palatalization of *[g] resulted 
in [~], see also §7.17(2), (3) below. This assumption is based on the 
claim that the allophones of /“/ were orginally distributed as follows: 
a voiced velar fricative in all positions except in gemination and after 
nasals, where a voiced velar stop occurred, see §7.2. But some writers 
have assumed that by the time of palatalization */“/ had already devel-
oped in initial position, at least, to a stop, thus Luick (1914–40: §633), 
Lass and Anderson (1975: 134). Since it is clear that in all positions 
except in gemination and after nasals the palatalization of /“/ resulted 
in the fricative /j/, this would mean that a development of the type: 
*[“] > *[g] > *[~] > [j] would have to have occurred in words such as 
8yllan, see Luick (1914–40: §696), but this seems implausible, see 
further Hogg (1979b: 93–6), and the development of */“/ > [g] must 
therefore be placed later than palatalization.

(2) When a velar consonant occurred fi nally after /i/ or /j/ but preceded 
directly by a nasal, then palatalization still occurred. The only examples 
involve either *[k] or *[g], since /nx/ clusters did not occur, see 
§§3.13–15, and */“/ was realized as *[g] after nasals, see above. Typical 
examples of this change, therefore, are drin7 ‘drink’ imp., pin8 ‘thing’, 
hrin8 ‘ring’.1 No doubt /n/ here acquired the palatal allophone [¢] 
from the preceding /i/ and this was then carried over to the velar stop.2,3

(3) The behaviour of velar consonants in gemination was identical to that 
when single and medial, although, of course, only *[xx, gg, kk] occurred, 
see §7.15. Typical examples are: *hleaxxjan > hlihhan ‘laugh’, *liggjan 
> li78an ‘lie’, *strækkjan > *stræ77jan (> stre77an) ‘stretch’. From the 
point of view of syllable structure the fi rst element of a geminate 
presumably belonged to the fi rst syllable, the second element to the 
second syllable. Therefore it has to be assumed that it is the second 
element which palatalized and that the fi rst element assimilated to the 
second. Note that forms such as sticca ‘stick’ did not palatalize, since 
the second element of the geminate was adjacent to and in the same 
syllable as a back vowel. Although the fi rst element was similarly 
placed with respect to /i/, assimilation here would appear to work 
only from right to left, see Lass and Anderson (1975: 146–7).

(4) Palatalization of *[sk] applied far beyond the usual limits, where typical 
examples are: *skip > s7ip ‘ship’, *skæl > *s7æl (> s7eal) ‘he shall’; 
*dwwskjan > *dwws7jan > dwws7an ‘extinguish’, similarly wys7an 
‘wish’; *disk > dis7 ‘dish’, *fi sk > fi s7 ‘fi sh’.4 Beyond these limits pala-
talization can also be found initially before back vowels, for example, 
s7eacan ‘shake’, s7edh ‘shoe’, medially in any environment except an 
immediately following back vowel, for example, /ers7e ‘I thresh’, dis7es 
‘dish’ gen.sg., but /erscan ‘thresh’, discas ‘dishes’ without palatalization.5 
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Finally palatalization of *[sk] occurred after any front vowel, not only 
/i/, hence forms such as æs7 ‘ash’, but after back vowels the position 
is more obscure.6 Especially noteworthy are instances of initial *[sk] 
followed directly by /r/ rather than a vowel, for these appear also to 
have been palatalized, for example, s7rincan ‘shrink’, see further §7.37. 
The phonetics of this behaviour are quite unclear. Perhaps the pro-
bable alveolar (or even prepalatal, see Bülbring, 1900a, and §2.62) 
quality of /s/ created a greater tendency towards palatalization, for it 
is diffi cult to see how otherwise the shift in forms such as s7eacan, 
æs7, and perhaps even dis7 could be explained, since */k/ would not 
be contiguous to a front vowel and therefore not in an environment 
leading to palatalization. The failure of palatalization in /erscan, discas, 
etc. is then best explained by ambisyllabifi cation of /s/, so that /s/ and 
/k/ were no longer in such direct contact as to permit the change, see 
here n5. Furthermore, although it is clear that */sk/ eventually developed 
into /à/ by assibilation, the intermediate stages of the development are 
obscure. Many opinions have been expressed, but none seems to have 
any outstanding merit, see further §7.37.

1 Presumably the same explanation would apply to infl ected forms of fi n7, etc., for 
example, fi n7es, hrin8es, as to infl ected forms of dc7, etc., e.g. dc7es, see §7.16. Note 
here EpGl 410 hringiae dat.sg., where 〈gi〉 = 8. Forms such as englis7 ‘English’ do not 
show palatalization of *[g], since neither the stop nor the nasal are in contact with /i/. 
For such forms see §7.17.4 and n4.
2 The suggestion that the same happened if a liquid intervened relies on forms such 
as byr8 ‘cities’, bil8 ‘belly’, both of which had at the time of palatalization an imme-
diately following /i/, and fel8 ‘felloe’, which probably had a formation parallel to that 
of bil8, is unnecessary.
3 In RuthCr 44 ‘Åyniºc’ ‘king’ ‘º’ must therefore indicate palatal [¢] rather than velar 
[º].
4 But these and similar words may be subsumed under the more general condition 
of palatalization of *[sk] after any front vowel, see below.
5 Two exceptional forms are bis7eop ‘bishop’, ces7ute ‘cushat’. The most likely expla-
nation is that the second syllable had secondary stress, thus Luick (1914–40: §691A2), 
and that this secondary stress prohibited ambisyllabifi cation of /s/ so that the *[sk] 
sequence would behave as if it were word-initial. In support of the postulation of 
secondary stress may be mentioned the unusual LWS spelling bis7eop with diacritic 〈e〉 
in an apparently unstressed syllable, a particular characteristic of ÆLS, although absent 
from ÆCHom, see also §2.68. It should also be noted that cushat (= ‘wood-pigeon’) 
is Northern, esp. Sc., and might therefore be expected to show /sk/, see §7.42.
6 Thus, for example, whilst PDE tusk would imply unpalatalized OE tusc, frequent 
ME and dialectal PDE tush would imply palatalized tus7. It seems probable, therefore, 
that although palatalization of *[sk] was less likely fi nally after back vowels, it did 
occur with some frequency.

7.18 Palatalization is one of the most widespread of the OE changes and 
occurs in a very large number of words of all classes. But, see §7.15, it is 
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poorly represented in the OE spelling system. In §§7.19–22, therefore, only 
a few interesting spellings, mainly from early texts, are cited. Further examples 
can be found in §§7.33ff., and for an indication of the widespread character 
of the change see, for example, the lists in Luick (1914–40: §637) and 
Campbell (1959: §§427–9, 440).

7.19 In EWS the palatalization of the voiced velar fricative *[“] was 
spelled with great regularity 〈g〉, for example, 8eat ‘gate’, and was not 
distinguished from Gmc */j/, for example, 8bar ‘year’, or the unpalatalized 
velar fricative1 of gat ‘goat’. For discussion of the value of 〈ge〉 spellings 
see §§5.59–60.2 The situation was similar in LWS. In all cases, however, 
initial /j/ in loan-words was normally transcribed by 〈i〉, for example, 3udan, 
3udas, etc. ‘Jews’. In the early Merc glossaries also the normal spelling for 
the sound was 〈g〉, but note ErfGl 263 iaces, CorpGl 380 ibces (= 8baces, 
see n4 below) ‘cuckoo’, EpGl, ErfGl 958 iesca ‘hiccough’, cf. CorpGl 1865 
8esca, both words having initial /j/, and EpGl, ErfGl 947 bddæi ‘body’,3 
EpGl, ErfGl 473, CorpGl 981 grbi ‘grey’, for fi nal /j/. CorpGl 850 grbi8, 
2093 sei8n ‘sign’ show 〈ig〉, more probably an attempt to indicate the palatal 
consonant than to show a diphthong, see n3 and 2.39. The later Ru1 also 
has a number of forms with initial 〈i〉, such as MtGl(Ru1) 22.4, 8 iara, 
iare ‘ready’ and related forms,4 10.5 ionga/ ‘journey’, see n5. Nbr regularly 
used 〈g〉, but in early texts 〈i〉 was also used, for example, BDS 3 hiniongae 
‘departure’,5 but later 〈ge, gi〉 spellings may indicate palatal diphthongization, 
see §5.62. In lNbr spellings such as ¨ei8n ‘thane’, cf. above, occasionally 
occur.6 Kt texts show rather more frequent use of 〈i〉 than other texts, 
especially post-vocalically, for example, Ch1195.7, 1510. dei ‘day’ (5¥), 
CollGl 49.274 wæi, 276 wei ‘weighed’, wrbi ‘accuse’ imp., and before 
another consonant 1203 meiden ‘girl’, 12 swwi¨ ‘he sounds’.

1 For the shift of the initial unpalatalized velar fricative to a stop, see §7.68, also 
§7.17(1).
2 The odd spelling CP(H) 57.9 kelbd ‘led away’ can be no more than a scribal 
error.
3 Since bddæ8 later developed to bddi8 through *bdde8, a development only affecting 
unstressed /æ/ before /j/, see §6.52, this implies that 〈æi〉 did not represent a diphthong, 
see further §7.69.
4 Alongside more frequent 8earwe and forms. It must be assumed that the substitution 
of 〈i〉 for 〈g〉 involved only orthographic loss of following 〈e〉 in order to avoid the 
unacceptable sequence **ieare, for if the following vowel were back palatalization 
would not have occurred. Iara, etc., therefore, are not examples of retraction rather 
than breaking, pace E. M. Brown (1891: §5b), see also §5.31. The same explanation 
holds for ErfGl iaces, see above, which is therefore not an example of stress shift in 
diphthongs, pace Pheifer (1974: §40).
5 With /j/ from the pa.ind. 8bong ‘he went’.
6 Such forms are also infrequently found in LWS, for example, ÆCHom I 128.10 
¨ei8nas ‘thanes’.
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7.20 The palatalization of the voiceless velar fricative *[x] was spelled 
identically to that of its unpalatalized partner, that is, 〈h〉, and there are 
no orthographic means of distinguishing the two.

7.21 When the voiceless velar stop was palatalized, then the normal spelling 
was 〈c〉, as for the unpalatalized stop. Hence are found both 7bn ‘torch’ and 
cbne ‘keen’. Palatalized forms before back vowels were often distinguished, 
however, by diacritic 〈e〉, for example, sb7ean ‘seek’, see §2.68 for other 
such spellings, also §7.15n3 and, for possible attempts to show assibilation, 
§7.34. Although the use of 〈c〉 is therefore consistently ambiguous, it is 
noteworthy that the alternative and rarer spelling 〈k〉 was, where used, 
generally restricted to representations of the velar stop. It may be, therefore, 
that spellings such as CP(H) 105.13 7bak ‘cheek’ genuinely indicate a palatal 
stop (or, more probably by that time, an affricate, see §7.36) initially and 
a velar stop fi nally. Hence any other such occasional spellings, for example, 
CP(H) 411.18 æker ‘fi eld’, also found in various charters, may confi rm 
absence of palatalization in specifi c environments, here after a front vowel 
other than /i/, see §7.16. Other similar forms in EWS include: CP(H) 163.8 
bakia¨ ‘they increase’, 467.13 murkien ‘they might grieve’, both weak class 
2 verbs, see §7.24, and 329.19 ¨icke ‘thick’, see §7.16n5. In LWS texts of 
the Ælfrician period use of 〈k〉 was extremely rare, but it was most often 
used where the distinction between palatal and velar is crucial, for example, 
ÆLS 12.60 ki7enan ‘kitchen’ acc.sg. In the early Merc glossaries 〈k〉 was 
not used, and the only spelling of special interest is EpGl, ErfGl 792 bir7iae 
‘birch’ < *birkjæ, see §7.17n2, with diacritic 〈i〉 before a front vowel. Ru1 
has a particularly frequent use of 〈k〉 for the velar stop, note especially 
bdkera and forms ‘writer’ (19¥) alongside bdcera (3¥) and bdc ‘book’ (4¥), 
see further Bülbring (1899). Amongst the Nbr texts Ru2 has a particularly 
high number of 〈ch〉 spellings, but they were used for both the palatalized, 
such as sten7hes ‘stench’ gen.sg., and the unpalatalized, such as folches 
‘people’ gen.sg., sounds, see Bülbring (1898: 75), Lindelöf (1901: §134). 
Similar spellings occur occasionally in Li, notably mech ‘me’ (4¥), but there 
too they seem to be without signifi cance. In Kt 〈c〉 was the regular spelling. 
In gemination the normal spelling throughout was 〈cc〉, see §2.66, no 
distinction being made between palatalized and unpalatalized forms.

7.22 The voiced velar stop *[g] occurred only after nasals and in gemina-
tion, see §7.17(2), (3). When palatalized after a nasal the normal spelling 
remained 〈g〉, often with diacritical 〈e〉 before a back vowel, note also EpGl 
410 hringiae with diacritical 〈i〉 before a front vowel, see §7.17n1. There 
are occasional 〈cg〉 spellings in both early and late texts, for example, 
cynin78 ‘king’,1 and note RuthCr 44 ‘Åyniºc’. The palatalized geminate 
was spelled 〈cg, gg〉, see §2.67.
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1 Cynin78 is especially frequent in ÆLS, where it occurs almost as often as usual 
LWS cyning.

7.23 It is diffi cult to detect in OE texts any dialectal variation in palatali-
zation, especially in view of the existence of spellings in such early N texts 
as RuthCr which unambiguously point to palatalized consonants.1 There 
were, however, cases where the interaction of other dialectally variable 
sound changes resulted in dialectal contrasts with regard to palatalization. 
Most notable of these is the contrast between ea-dialects and a-dialects, see 
§5.15, where the former have palatalization in words such as WS 8ealla ‘gall’, 
7eald ‘cold’, the latter do not have palatalization, thus Angl galla, cald.

1 Gevenich (1918) was the fi rst to demonstrate that palatalization was a general OE 
change. Although her work can be subject to some criticism, see Ekwall (1919), but 
cf. Smith (1956: 86), and although there have been later attempts to show that there 
was dialectal variation, such as Watson (1947), these are generally unsuccessful, and 
her conclusions remain by and large sound. See further, however, §7.42.

7.24 Morphologically palatalization is one of the most important changes 
in OE, because it serves as a differentiating factor between several paradigmatic 
classes. Also, in conjunction with the later change of assibilation it was 
exceptionally prone to analogical levellings and extensions which have 
a lasting effect on the history of the language. Such analogical processes 
are discussed below under assibilation, see §7.40–2, and here only the 
class-differentiating features are discussed. Amongst nouns and adjectives 
palatalization serves to distinguish the following classes. Firstly, ja- and 
jd-stem nouns (and adjectives) show palatalization in disinction to their 
a- and d-stem counterparts. Typical examples are: læ7e ‘physician’, 8efyl7e 
‘troop’ against lac ‘war’, folc ‘folk’; sprw7 ‘speech’ against racu ‘narrative’. 
Secondly, original i-stem nouns show palatalization, as in he8e ‘hedge’, also 
occasionally in very late texts he78, a jd-stem, see Dahl (1938: 85), sten7 
‘stench’, against sorg ‘sorrow’, rinc ‘man’. Amongst verbs palatalization 
was a primary characteristic of weak class 1 verbs, such as bc8an ‘bend’, 
sen8an ‘singe’, we78an ‘move’, c7an ‘increase’, dren7an ‘drench’, stre77an 
‘stretch’. In this they contrast with weak class 2 verbs which always lack 
palatalization, such as swugian ‘be silent’, syngian ‘sin’, macian ‘make’, 
ascian ‘ask’, teohhian ‘consider’.1 For allomorphic variation within paradigms 
see §§7.41–2.

1 Naturally the weak presents of strong verbs also show palatalization, for example, 
forms of li78an ‘lie’, hlihhan ‘laugh’, as do the weak class 3 verbs hy78an ‘think’, 
se78an ‘say’.

7.25 In view of the fact that palatalization occurred in OFris as well as 
OE, see Steller (1928: §§40–4), it might seem reasonable to suppose that 
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the Gmc velars had already acquired a tendency to assimilate to a neigh-
bouring front vowel at a very early stage, thus Campbell (1959: §426). Yet 
forms such as galan ‘sing’, calan ‘cool’, cf. 8ealla, còald (§7.23), which are 
due to restoration of a, see §§5.35–40, show that even if this tendency was 
very early, a palatalized consonant could revert to velar if the neighbouring 
front vowel became back. We must therefore suppose that palatalization 
was a sound change which occurred, or, perhaps – see, however, §§7.30–2 
– was phonologized, not earlier than the time of restoration of a.1 
Palatalization did not take place before front vowels caused by i-umlaut, 
hence gylt ‘guilt’, cyning ‘king’, gbs ‘geese’, cbne ‘keen’, gwlan ‘hinder’, cw8 
‘key’, which only necessarily implies that palatalization preceded i-umlaut 
in those cases where the following vowel is /æ(p)/, see §7.30. It is much 
more certain that palatalization must have preceded second fronting, for 
front vowels which are the result of that sound change did not cause pala-
talization, for example, *gætu ‘gates’, *cæfurten ‘hall’, see §5.91. Although 
the evidence of i-umlaut and second fronting apparently shows that velar 
consonants could no longer become palatal by the time of the full imple-
mentation of these changes, medially and fi nally palatalized consonants 
could still revert to a velar articulation at a later stage, more particularly 
after the time of syncope, thus we fi nd examples such as sbc¨ ‘he seeks’, 
against sb7e ‘I seek’, but see for further discussion §7.30–2. At this point, 
however, it is safe to conclude that palatalization was a change later than 
restoration of a and earlier than second fronting.

1 If Angl cald, against WS 7eald, were due to retraction instead of breaking, rather 
than due to failure of fi rst fronting before covered /l/, this would demonstrate that 
palatalization was later than breaking/retraction. But since that seems to be the less 
acceptable explanation, see §§5.10–13, the relative chronology of breaking and pala-
talization cannot be independently ascertained. Yet all the other evidence makes it 
unambiguously clear that palatalization was later than breaking.

7.26 In §7.51 it is argued that lenition of /x/ was a sound change roughly 
contemporaneous with smoothing, and that loss of medial [h] followed 
almost immediately. On these grounds, therefore, it must be assumed that 
those sound changes were later than palatalization. The consequence of 
this assumption is that medial /x/ must have been subject to palatalization 
in the same circumstances as its voiced counterpart, for example, in *fwhi¨ 
‘he paints’, see §7.46, but normally all such instances would then be lost. 
The only cases which would be phonologically retained are in gemination, 
as in hlihhe ‘I laugh’, or before a consonant, as in cniht ‘boy’. For the 
former the normal LWS spelling of the root vowel is 〈i〉 rather than 〈y〉, 
confi rming the following palatal consonant, see §5.167.1 For the latter the 
position is more complex, since the evidence of palatal umlaut would suggest 
that the consonant was palatal only if a back vowel did not follow the 
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consonant cluster, hence cniht but pl. cneohtas, see §5.113. In other cases, 
where /x/ was restored analogically, such as sih¨ ‘he sees’, the probable 
development was that medial /x/ would fi rst be palatalized, then lenited and 
lost, and then analogically restored, once more as a palatal, see n1 below.

1 ME spellings such as lauhwen, lauèwhen very clearly indicate a velar fricative. But 
it is important to note that palatalization of /x/ produced [ç] which was merely an 
allophone of /x/, see §7.28. Unlike the results of palatalization elsewhere, therefore, 
the palatal consonant was always free to revert to a velar if its environment changed. 
Thus the ME forms above. Elsewhere, however, the ME developments were those 
proper to palatal fricatives, see Jordan (1974: §§196, 198).

(b) Phonological issues

7.27 The phonology of palatalization raises several complex issues, with 
respect both to the phonemic status of the relevant sounds and to the 
chronology of the changing phonology. By LWS, however, the results of 
the various developments are clear: (1) the voiceless velar fricative /x/, when 
palatalized, became and remained a palatal allophone of the velar fricative, 
that is, [ç] Œ /x/; (2) the voiced velar fricative /“/, when palatalized, merged 
with the pre-existing phoneme /j/ < Gmc */j/; (3) the voiceless velar stop /k/, 
when palatalized, eventually underwent phonemic split, which created the 
new phoneme /*Ä/, perhaps in the fi rst instance /c/; (4) the voiced velar stop 
[g], an allophone of /“/, when palatalized, eventually underwent phonemic 
split, which created the new phoneme /u/, perhaps in the fi rst instance /~/. 
As can be seen, the phonology of the fricatives and of the stops is radically 
different, but the voiceless and voiced stops follow a parallel development. 
The details and consequences of these phonological develop ments are discussed 
in §§7.28–32; for the phonology of the palatalization of /sk/ see §7.37.

7.28 When the voiceless velar fricative /x/ was palatalized, then in the 
fi rst instance, as with the velar stops, see §§7.30–1, the new palatal fricative 
[ç] would be merely an allophone of /x/, occurring only in those environ-
ments where palatalization took place, /x/ itself would only freely occur 
medially and fi nally, being already [h] initially, see §7.2, and [h] was, of 
course, not subject to palatalization. Shortly after palatalization /x/ was 
lenited and then lost when medial and single, so that it only remained 
medially when geminate and fi nally or when analogically restored. The 
distribution of [ç] and [x] remained complementary throughout the period 
and later, see §7.26 and n.

7.29 When the voiced velar fricative /“/ was palatalized, the resulting 
sound appears to have been, or very quickly become, identical to Gmc */j/, 
so that, for example, no distinction existed between the initial consonants 
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of 8eat ‘gate’ < *“æt and 8bar ‘year’ < *jwr. It is diffi cult to assess the value 
of ME evidence which seems to show that /j/ from whatever source could 
revert to a velar when in the environment of a back vowel, hence spellings 
in Orrmulum such as leèhenn, wreèhenn, see Luick (1914–40: §373A5). 
The discussion in Jordan (1974: §190) would rather suggest a crucial role 
for analogy. Whatever the case, the evidence cited by Jordan clearly indicates 
that the voiced velar fricative had undergone phonemic split as a result of 
palatalization.

7.30 If, as argued in §7.26, palatalization occurred before and up to the 
time of i-umlaut, then in the fi rst instance the palatal stop [c] would remain 
as an allophone of the original velar phoneme /k/, occurring initially before 
any front vowel, but medially or fi nally only when adjacent to /i, j/ but 
not adjacent to a back vowel, see §7.16. The velar allophone [k] would 
occur elsewhere, for example, ce ‘cow’, climban ‘climb’, dccas ‘ditches’, ac 
‘oak’. But with the operation of i-umlaut both [c] and [k] could come to 
stand before a front vowel. In the cases of the i-umlaut of */u(p)/ and */o(p)/, 
the new front vowels would be distinct from /i(p)/ and /e(p)/ until they were 
unrounded, the former vowel starting to become unrounded no earlier than 
the EWS period, see §§5.170–1, 175, the latter starting to become unrounded, 
in WS at least, before the time of the earliest texts, see §5.77. Thus examples 
such as 7en ‘torch’, *cdbne ‘keen’ would not demonstrate contrastive dis-
tribution, that is, a phonemic split, until unrounding of *cdbne > cbne. But 
in the case of i-umlaut of */(wp)/, the immediate result would be that the 
new front vowels would merge with the existing phonemes /æ(p)/, thus 
creating the potential for a phonemic split between [c] and [k], for example, 
7bac ‘cheek’ v. cw8 ‘key’. Although full minimal pairs are hard to fi nd,1 this 
sub-part of i-umlaut would appear to be an important step in the creation 
of palatal stop phonemes, see Penzl (1947: 41–2), also Hogg (1979b: 100–2). 
In medial position there appear to be examples where, as noted in §§7.16n8, 
7.26, when a palatal stop came to be followed immediately by a consonant, 
as a result of syncope, then the stop reverted to a velar. Thus we fi nd *sdki¨ 
> *sdb7i¨ > WS sbc¨ ‘he seeks’, where syncope has occurred, against Angl 
sdb7e¨ without syncope. This, unambiguously a phonological development, 
may best be explained by reference to syllable phonotactics and a reason-
able assumption that clusters containing two coronal stops would not be 
permitted in OE. There would occur, therefore, a process of dissimilation 
and the palatal stop would revert to a velar. Thus such forms do not, as they 
at fi rst appear to do, contradict the relative chronology discussed above.2

1 Perhaps the best pair is Nbr cæfertun ‘hall’ v. WS 7eafer ‘beetle’ (with palatal 
diphthongization). But the dialect differences, diffi cult as they are, are insignifi cant 
compared with many other problems in determining the status of the several variant 
forms of each of these words.
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2 For PDE forms such as seek, think, work, which also appear to contradict the above 
chronology, see the discussion in §7.42.

7.31 Similar facts hold for the palatalization of [g] as for the palataliza-
tion of [k], except, of course, for the more restricted distribution of [g], 
see §7.27. This has one important consequence, however, for it means that 
palatalized [~] and velar [g] can only contrast medially when geminate and 
medially and fi nally after a nasal, there being, of course, no examples of 
either initially. In fact it would appear that there are no minimal pairs to 
demonstrate the contrast, and from the phonological point of view there 
may be no necessity to postulate a phonemic split, which may only be able 
to be justifi ed, if at all, on grounds of phonetic distance. For various later 
forms with /g/, especially dialectal, which apparently contradict the relative 
chronology, such as brig, eg, rig for bridge, edge, ridge, cf. §7.30n2, see 
the discussion in §7.42.

7.32 The discussion in §7.25 makes it clear that it is most probable that 
palatalization of initial vowels was earlier than i-umlaut. However, the 
phonological features discussed in §§7.28–31, although they do not contradict 
this relative chronology, also make it most probable that palatalization was 
only phonemicized at a later stage, after the time of i-umlaut. The same is 
suggested by failure of i-umlaut in cases such as dæ8, discussed in §5.86. Since 
palatal diphthongization only occurred when an initial palatal consonant 
preceded a front vowel, see §5.48, the above proposal that palatalization 
occurred before the time of i-umlaut is consistent with the probability that 
palatal diphthongization also preceded i-umlaut. For the relative chronology 
of palatalization, smoothing, lenition, and syncope see §7.50–1.

(c) Assibilation

7.33 The evidence of §§7.28–31 clearly demonstrates that the phono-
logical behaviour of the palatalized stops was quite different from that of 
the palatalized fricatives. Phonetically the same is true, for the evidence of 
later periods of the language shows that the palatal stops eventually became 
the palato-alveolar affricates / Ä, u/, for example, PDE child < 7ild, bridge 
< bry78. Similarly palatalized [sc]1 became /à/, for example, PDE ship < 
s7ip. The change as it affected the palatal stops not immediately preceded 
by /s/ appears to have taken place irrespective of environment, occurring 
wherever a palatal stop was found as a consequence of palatalization.2 
Typical examples of the change are as follows:3 (1) initially: 7ild > 7ild 
‘child’, 7bn > 7bn ‘torch’, 7easter > 7easter ‘castle’; (2) medially: 7iri7e > 7irice 
‘church’, mi7el > mi7el ‘much’, stre77an > stre77an ‘stretch’, cy78el > cy7ïel 
‘cudgel’, sen8an > senïan ‘singe’; (3) fi nally: dc7 > dc7 ‘ditch’, fi n7 > fi n7 
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‘fi nch’, e78 > e7ï ‘edge’. Particularly important, however, are examples 
where a stop other than a palatal (thus, a stop not the result of palatalization 
proper) developed into an affricate. This only happened when a dental stop 
was immediately followed by /j/, as in fetian (= /fetjan/) > fe77an ‘fetch’, 
*mid8ern > mi7ïern ‘fat’, dial. midgen, see OED midgern. Such examples 
show that the sequences /tj, dj/, but not /ti, di/, cf. weak class 2 hatian ‘hate’, 
bodian ‘announce’, could coalesce to produce a palato-alveolar affricate. 
Since dental and palatal consonants form the class of coronal consonants, it 
may be inferred that the formation of affricates, generally known as assi-
bilation, was due to the coalescence of a sequence of coronal stop + /j/. In 
order for this to be the case, however, it has to be assumed that the palatal 
stops developed a glide also, so that they had the form [cj, ~j], or, preferably, 
[cj, ~j]. This, however, is a quite common linguistic phenomenon, which stems 
from the diffi culty of articulating palatal stops, see for example Ladefoged 
(1982: 148), and it is therefore reasonable to assume such a shift. The 
development of coronal stop + /j/ to an affricate is extremely common, and 
indeed repeated at later stages in the history of the language, see especially 
Wells (1982: 247–8), who calls the later change ‘Yod Coalescence’.

1 As stated in §7.17(4), see further §7.37, the intermediate stages in the shift */sk/ > /à/ 
are obscure and diffi cult. [sc], therefore, is intended as no more than a mnemonic to 
indicate the stage reached after the time of palatalization.
2 Writers who claim that palatalization of */k/ was as general as palatalization of 
*/“/, see §7.16n3, must then suggest that assibilation failed to take place when the 
palatalized stop was not directly adjacent to /i/ or /j/ (except initially), hence æcer 
‘acre’, etc. But such a restriction is unnecessary given the account of palatalization 
presented in §7.16.
3 In these sections on assibilation, that is, §§7.33–9 only, affricates are distinguished 
from palatal stops by the use of superscript ‘ ˇ ’, that is, 7, ï.

7.34 It was not usual for OE scribes to distinguish in any unambiguous 
way the above development of affricates, which were normally represented 
in exactly the same way as the palatal stops from which they developed. 
Amongst individual exceptions to this may be noted EpGl 657a merze, 
CorpGl 1304a mertze ‘trading dues’ < Lat merx, where 〈z, tz〉 could indicate 
an affricate, see §2.65n1.1 It is also possible that some of the more complex 
variants of 〈cg〉 found in EWS, such as CP(H) 327.16 8ebyï7ïean ‘buy’, 
see §2.67n1 and Cosijn (1888a: §135), were confused attempts to represent a 
complex phoneme. All the above cases are, however, of little signifi cance.

1 It is unlikely that EpGl, ErfGl 123 r(a)edisnae ‘bunches of grapes’ is an additional 
example, cf. Pheifer (1974: §71) for the opposite view.

7.35 Thus the most important examples are those demonstrating assibila-
tion of dental stop + /j/. So LWS usually has fe77an and forms ‘fetch’ beside 
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mainly poet. fetian, and fe77(e)an is already found in Or (3¥, never fetian).1 
LWS also regularly has or7eard ‘orchard’ against CP(H) 293.2 ort8eard.2 
In the case of the voiced dental, mi7ïern ‘fat’ occurs in a few late glosses, 
whilst *mid8ern is unattested.

1 Examples are lacking in CP.
2 Also note CP(H) 381.12 orc8eard, described by Campbell (1959: §434n2) as ‘a 
copyist’s error of a common type (c for t)’. ÆGram † cræfca ‘workman’ must be 
doubtful alongside usual cræfta, surely not a scribal error, despite Campbell (1959: 
§434) following Sievers (1891: 328), for another view see Borowski (1924: 17–18).

7.36 The relative chronology of assibilation is highly controversial, a 
natural consequence of the fact that the change involved is almost solely 
phonetic in effect, with the single exception of the assibilation of [tj, dj]. 
However, spellings of the type fe77(e)an began to appear already in EWS 
texts1 alongside mainly poet. fetian which may be taken to represent an 
earlier stage, and they were usual in LWS. This suggests that the affricate 
pronunciation started to predominate by at the latest the beginning of the 
ninth century, at least in the case where it developed from a dental stop + /j/. 
Doubtless the palatal stop + /j/ developed into an affricate at the same time. 
It is unlikely that much weight can be attached to the early spelling mer(t)ze 
cited in §7.35, and since assibilation must be later than palatalization it is 
in any case impossible to suggest a date for assibilation earlier than that of 
syncope, see §7.32.2 If this is so, then it must be noted that assibilation in 
forms such as sb7an ‘seek’ is not due to the /j/ which originally caused 
palatalization, since that /j/ was lost by syncope. Rather one must assume 
a development approximately as follows: *sdkjan > *sd7jan (palatalization) 
> *sb7jan (i-umlaut) > *sb7jan (by §7.33) > *sb7an (syncope) > sb7an 
(assibilation).

1 The earliest example is the ninth-century Mart 5.656 8efe77ean.
2 The view expressed here is parallel to that of Bülbring (1902: §493), Luick (1914–40: 
§687), Campbell (1959: §486), Brunner (1965: §206A9). An alternative view, expressed 
summarily in J. Wright and Wright (1925: §309), much more extensively in van 
Langenhove (1930), but originating with Sweet (1888), not only must deny the validity 
of the fe77an type as evidence, but also is rendered vacuous by the failure to take into 
account the fact that the shift was generally purely phonetic and without phonemic 
consequence. Of course a precise chronology can never be obtained, but general phono-
logical principles would suggest an earlier rather than a later date for the development 
of affricates.

(d) Assibilation of [sc]

7.37 As stated in §7.17(4), palatalization of */sk/ far surpassed the normal 
limits of the change, occurring initially always, medially except when a 
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back vowel directly followed, and fi nally after any front vowel. Typical 
examples in each position are given in §7.17(4), but one important type 
must be emphasized here. These are examples such as s7rincan ‘shrink’, 
s7rbawa ‘shrew’, s7red ‘shroud’, whose later development shows that */sk/ 
palatalized even before a consonant. This confi rms the suggestion that /s/ 
could in itself have a palatalizing effect on */k/, and that it only failed to 
have such an effect when a syllable boundary intervened. These examples 
more particularly make it clear that the assibilation which eventually resulted 
in /à/ is unlikely to have followed the same path as the assibilation of palatal 
stops not after /s/, for the postulation of a sequence **/scjr-/ is scarcely 
plausible. Perhaps it is most likely that a gradual assimilation of [s] and 
[c] took place, fi rst in manner of articulation to give *[sç], then in place 
to give [à].1 It is necessary also to note that in the fi rst instance the result 
of this shift was the geminate consonant [àà], which naturally always sim-
plifi ed in initial position and would also simplify fi nally in accordance with 
the general OE process of degemination, see §7.80. But medially a geminate 
remained, as quantitative shifts in ME show.2 From the phonemic point of 
view, of course, [à] and [àà] were merely allophones of /à/, since they were 
in complementary distribution.

1 For other views see Luick (1914–: §691A1), and on the impossibility of a fi rm 
conclusion on the matter Brunner (1965: §206A10).
2 Otherwise one must accept the view of Jordan (1974: §181) that /à/ could be 
lengthened after a short vowel. This is diffi cult to accept, and the assimilation processes 
described above lead much more naturally to the existence of geminate [àà]. Flasdieck 
(1958) is an important review of the whole matter, with extensive references to further 
material.

7.38 Orthographically the only frequent indicator of the palatalization 
and then assibilation of */sk/ was the use of diacritic 〈e〉 before a back 
vowel, for example, s7eolon ‘they shall’, s7eort ‘short’, s7eadan ‘divide’. 
Such usage was most frequent in LWS, see §§5.65–70 for details and 
discussion of possible indications of palatal diphthongization of back 
vowels. In lNbr the gloss of the Prologue and Headings to Matthew has 
three 〈s(c)h〉 spellings: MtProl(Li) 8 shya ‘shadow’, 17 bis7hbad ‘distinction’, 
DurRitGl 3.21 s7hyldo ‘debts’. It is diffi cult to determine the signifi cance 
of these spellings, which are scarcely of the same status as 〈sh〉 spellings 
in mss. of the twelfth century, where 〈s, ss〉 are also found, see Foley (1903: 
§41), Schlemilch (1914: 52).

7.39 No doubt the relative chronology of palatalization of */sk/ is approxi-
mately parallel to that of the other palatalizations. The dating of assibilation 
is, as elsewhere, rather more diffi cult, see §7.36. However, the failure of 
metathesis to occur in forms such as as7e ‘ashes’, cf. ascian, axian ‘ask’, 
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where unpalatalized /sk/ > /ks/, would imply that the palatalized cluster 
had, by the time of metathesis, become so closely joined together that 
metathesis could not take place. Since the union of the two segments was 
probably part of the assimilation process involved in assibilation, see §7.37, 
and since metathesis of /sk/ is a change best evidenced in LWS, see §7.96, 
this would imply that assibilation was well under way during the tenth 
century It seems likely, therefore, that assibilation of [sc] > /à/ was a process 
which ran alongside assibilation elsewhere.

(e) Morphophonology

7.40 In §7.24 the consequences of palatalization as it served to distinguish 
various morphological classes were discussed. But palatalization and con-
sequent assibilation also played an extremely important role in the rise of 
allomorphic variation. The most widespread type of allomorphy arose when 
a palatal consonant alternated with a velar consonant because of the pres-
ence of a directly following back vowel in various infl ected forms. These 
are discussed in §7.41(1). Somewhat similar cases arose when syncope of 
an unstressed vowel caused an originally palatalized consonant to become 
velar, and these are discussed in §7.41(2). In §7.41(3) allomorphic variation 
involving initial consonants, a feature of certain strong verb classes, is 
discussed. The consequences of such allomorphic variation and processes 
of analogical levelling and extension are discussed in §7.42, together with 
a number of cases where dialectal variation appears to be the crucial factor, 
rather than analogy.

7.41 (1) Allomorphic variation between a palatalized and an unpalatal-
ized consonant was particularly frequent in the following cases: a-stem 
masc. and neut. nouns; d-stem fem. nouns; fem. and neut. weak nouns; 
athematic nouns; parallel forms of (strong) adjectives.1 In both masc. 
and neut. a-stem nouns the fi nal consonant of the nom.sg. was followed 
by zero or a front vowel in the sg., but by a back vowel in the pl. 
Typical examples of such nouns where a palatal or affricate might 
therefore be expected in the sg. but a velar in the pl. are: dæ8 ~ dagas 
‘day’, dc7 ~ dccas ‘ditch’,2 lc7 ~ lccum dat.pl.3 ‘body’. The situation in 
fem. d-stems differed principally only in that short-stemmed nouns 
had -u in the nom.sg., cf. 8ifu ‘gift’, laru ‘learning’, elsewhere a front 
vowel followed fi nally in the sg., a back vowel in the pl. A typical 
example of the variation in such nouns is sorg ~ sor8e acc.sg. ‘sorrow’, 
but of course nouns with the voiceless stop, such as racu ‘tale’, did 
not show the variation unless the root vowel was /ip/, as in dc7, see 
n2, infrequent in these nouns. For fem. and neut. weak nouns the 
variation existed in the nom.sg. (neut. also acc.sg.) against elsewhere, 
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so that we fi nd ba8e ~ eagan ‘eye’, note also 7iri7e ~ 7irican ‘church’, 
see §7.16. Amongst athematic nouns there is considerable variation 
with the gen.dat.sg. and nom.acc.pl. showing palatal ization not present 
in the other forms, for example, bdc ‘book’, but gen.dat.sg., nom.acc.pl. 
bb7, and similarly burg ~ byr8 ‘city’.

(2) Where syncope occurred resulting in the sequence of palatal consonant 
+ infl exional dental consonant, for example, *sb7¨ ‘he seeks’, then, 
see §7.30, the palatal reverted to a velar, that is, sbc¨. Consequently 
there were, especially in weak class 1, many verbs which would show 
a velar in all forms of the present except 2nd, 3rd sg.ind.4 This alter-
nation, of course, would be largely confi ned to WS, but the converse 
arose in non-WS dialects amongst strong verbs, where the 2nd, 3rd 
sg.pr.ind. was not subject to syncope, for example, Angl drincan ‘drink’, 
drin7e¨ ‘he drinks’.

(3) Allomorphic variation in strong verbs occurred in initial position wher-
ever the ablauting vowel varied between front and back, that is, in 
classes I, II, III, and certain class VII verbs. In class I a velar would 
be expected in pa.ind.sg., but a palatal or affricate elsewhere. Examples 
are rare, but note 7cnan ~ can (etc.) ‘gape’. In class II a palatal or 
affricate would also occur in the present, hence 7bosan ~ 7bas ~ curon 
~ coren, ‘choose’, also 7bowan ‘chew’. The situation in class III was 
more complex, but the present should always show a palatal, and the 
pa.ind.sg. a palatal except when a nasal followed, cf. band ‘he bound’, 
or in dialects where retraction rather than breaking took place. Usual 
WS examples are 8yldan ~ 8eald ~ guldon ~ golden ‘pay’, and similarly 
8yllan ‘yell’, 8ylpan ‘boast’, 7eorfan ‘carve’, but note Angl forms such 
as MtGl(Ru1) 17.24 gald ‘he paid’, see §7.25nl. Amongst class VII 
verbs variation exists in gangan ~ 8bong ‘go’.

1 Adjectives are not cited below, since they follow exactly the same principles as in 
the corresponding paradigms of nouns. A further minor type may be found in 8eatu 
‘gates’ from sg. 8eat (< *8æt). But the forms are ambiguous, see §5.50n1.
2 Dc7 may also be fem., but it will still show the same pattern of variation, because 
of the preceding /ip/, see below.
3 Since lc7 is a long-stemmed neut., the nom.acc.pl. will be lc7 with assibilation, fi nal 
/u/ having been lost by syncope.
4 Such variation would not extend to the preterite because verbs whose root originally 
ended in a velar consonant formed their preterite without the connecting vowel -i-, 
hence sdhte ‘he sought’, /dhte ‘he thought’.

7.42 With the degree of allomorphic variation noted in §7.41, it would 
be expected that there should also be considerable analogical levelling and 
extension. Following general principles of analogy, see Kuryłowicz (1949), 
we would expect the nom.sg. to predominate over plural forms in nouns, 
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and in strong verbs the present forms similarly to predominate over past 
forms. Thus we fi nd examples in EWS and LWS such as 7iri7ean ‘churches’, 
CP 273.8, 287.12 ea8ean ‘eyes’, where 〈e〉 presumably indicates a palatal 
on the analogy of the singular. Amongst strong verbs there appear not to 
be clear-cut examples in OE, but the tendency is strong in later forms of 
the language, as in PDE chosen against OE coren. In the present tense of 
weak verbs the alternation type sb7an ~ sbc¨ is, as would be predicted, the 
source of later seek, cf. beseech, where the affricate has been extended, 
perhaps on pragmatic grounds, and so for other similar verbs, such as 
think, work. The failure of syncope in Angl forms such as drin7e¨ might 
equally be expected to lead to **drinch, but there is no evidence that any 
such forms appeared. The explanation may be that either the palatalization 
was levelled away in a similar fashion to the levelling of i-umlaut, see 
§5.85(6), or that Scandinavian infl uence replaced such forms with a velar. 
It is certainly probable that Scandinavian infl uence is the source of PDE 
dialect forms such as birk, brig, rig, steek, weg, for usual birch, bridge, 
ridge, stitch, wedge, see Campbell (1959: §438) against Luick (1914–40: 
§690; 1935). Presumably this is also the explanation of PDE carve against 
OE 7eorfan, and similarly later /sk/ forms such as PDE skin, cf. OE s7inn, 
may be due to the replacement of /à/ by /sk/ in areas of Scand infl uence or 
by substitution of the native word by the Scand one, here ON skinn. In 
this way OE/ME / Ä, u, à/ could be equated with Scand /k, g, sk/, and the 
later distribution of place-name forms, notably -chester v. -caster, is a helpful 
indicator of the limits of Scand infl uence. The existence of such infl uence, 
however, does not necessarily contradict the position of §7.23 and n that 
palatalization was in the fi rst instance a general OE phenomenon.

(f) Conclusion

7.43 Finally it is doubtful that it will ever be possible to obtain a clear 
and sustainable picture of all the factors involved in OE palatalization and 
assibilation, because of the lack of orthographic evidence, the complex 
morphophonology, and later infl uences, especially Scand. The most diffi cult 
areas are undoubtedly the dialectal spread of palatalization and assibilation; 
the later reversions to velar articulations either by analogy or through 
Scandinavian infl uence; and the issues of chronological dating.

III Development of fricatives (i): lenition

7.44 As discussed in §§7.1–3, the ancestor of OE contained the following 
fricatives: *[f], *[b]; *[q]; *[s]; *[x], *[“]; *[h].1 Only in the case of the 
velars was there a clear phonemic contrast between voiceless and voiced 
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fricatives, for dental *[¨] had already developed to *[d] in WGmc, see 
§4.17, and labial *[b] was an allophone of */b/, see §7.2. But a complica-
tion arises with the labials, where relatively rare medial *[f] should have 
become voiced (> *[v]) by Verner’s Law, hence */urván ‘need’. Before the 
time of the Gmc accent shift such instances of *[v] would have been in 
complementary distribution with *[f], but after the Gmc accent shift they 
would have the pattern */úrvan and hence potentially contrast with forms 
such as *néfa ‘nephew’. Theoretically this could lead to the establishment 
of a new phoneme */v/.2 But it is likely that these examples of *[v] would 
either have merged with *[b] or have been levelled out in favour of *[f]. 
The former is the more probable,3 for the consequences see below, 
§§7.59–60.

1 The effects of palatalization and assibilation are ignored here. For their relative 
chronology see §7.51
2 Unless one allows morphological factors to infl uence phonemic distribution, in 
which case [v] could remain as a morphologically, but not phonologically, predictable 
allophone of /f/.
3 Note that in Goth levelling does not always take place, thus /arf  ‘I need’, /aúrbum 
‘we need’, but see further Hogg (1979a).

(a) Lenition of */x/

7.45 At an early stage in the history of OE the above pattern is somewhat 
changed by the lenition of */x/ > [h] between voiced segments, a change 
which parallels the earlier Gmc lenition of */x/ > *[h] initially, for example, 
*xana > hana ‘cock’. The process of lenition is then carried further with 
complete loss of [h] between voiced segments.1 Geminate /xx/ is never 
subject to lenition, hence hlihhan ‘laugh’, hweohhol ‘wheel’, teohhian 
‘consider’, Nbr æhher ‘ear of corn’, and similar forms. Of necessity at least 
one of the voiced segments must always be a vowel, and although the other 
may be any voiced segment, the phonotactics of proto-OE normally restrict 
such segments to resonants, that is, /l, r, m, n/. For examples involving 
other voiced consonants see §7.47. The loss of [h] is normally accompanied 
by compensatory lengthening of an immediately preceding short vowel, for 
full details see §§5.124–30. When loss of [h] occurs between vowels then 
the vowels will naturally come to stand in hiatus, and consequently hiatus 
resolution occurs, see §§5.131–3, 149. Typical examples of the lenition are 
as follows:2 (1) between vowels: *sexan > *seoxan (breaking, see below, 
§7.51 for discussion) > *seohan > *sbo-an (with compensatory lengthening) 
> sbon ‘see’ (with loss of the unstressed vowel in hiatus, see §5.145); 
(2) between a vowel and a resonant: *fl baxm > fl bam ‘fl ight’; (3) between 
a resonant and a vowel: *swerxa > *sweorxa > *sweorha > sweora ‘neck’ 
(> LWS swura, see §§5.127, 184).
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1 Lenition to [h] takes place everywhere between voiced segments but subsequent loss 
is restricted to positions after a stressed vowel. Thus behindan ‘behind’ and many other 
similar forms show *[x] > [h] but not subsequent loss. Such forms are best taken 
under Gmc lenition of *x in initial position, with ‘initial position’ implying ‘initially 
in a stress foot’. Lenition and loss in forms such as bbot ‘boast’ < *bi-hat must be due 
to primary stress shifting to the fi rst element, see Girvan (1931: §252.1A1). Loss of 
[h] in forms such as nabban ‘haven’t’ < *ni-habban is a low stress phenomenon, see 
§5.153.
2 The examples below are taken from WS. For different developments in the other 
dialects caused by hiatus resolution see §§5.131–49, and for the interaction with Angl 
smoothing see §7.51 and §§5.100(2), 102.

7.46 In the early Merc glossaries especially, /x/, presumably lenited to [h], 
is frequently still represented in the spelling by 〈h〉, also 〈ch〉.1 Typical 
examples are as follows: (1) between vowels: EpGl aehrian ‘chaff’, cf. Nbr 
æhher ‘ear of corn’; EpGl, ErfGl 785, CorpGl 1582 fab(t)hit ‘he paints’, 
EpGl, ErfGl 799, CorpGl 1659 nihol(d) ‘prone’, EpGl, ErfGl 1080–1 ryhae 
‘blanket’, EpGl, ErfGl 1199 s7ocha ‘enticement’, LdGl 122 s7dehere 
‘shoemaker’,2 EpGl, ErfGl 654, LdGl 185 s7yhend ‘pander’, EpGl 1062 
swehoras ‘brothers-in-law’, EpGl 3 thohae ‘clay’, EpGl, ErfGl 1066 uulohum 
‘fringes’ dat.pl.;3 (2) between a vowel and a resonant: EpGl, ErfGl 546 
bituic(h)n ‘between’, ErfGl 326 thuachl, CorpGl 641 ¨wehl ‘washing’;4 (3) 
between a resonant and a vowel: EpGl, ErfGl 884 furhum ‘furrows’ dat.pl., 
EpGl 981 s7eolhe8i ‘cross-eyed’.5 Such forms are, however, in a minority 
compared with cases showing loss of h, such as EpGl, ErfGl 797, CorpGl 
1504 fwdun ‘they painted’ and many examples cited under hiatus resolution 
in Chapter 5, see also Pheifer (1974: §88).6 Outside these texts, and the further 
examples cited in n4 below, [h] is not normally represented in spellings, 
note however Ch8 Uelhis7i, except where analogy intervenes, see §7.49.

1 For the possibility that 〈ch〉 could represent geminate /xx/, see §2.60n1. Such an 
explanation may be relevant to the cases discussed in n3, n4 below.
2 S7dehere cannot be due to i-umlaut, and therefore must be either a misspelling 
for 〈sceo〉 showing palatal diphthongization of a back vowel, see §5.106n2 for other 
possible examples in Merc, or a confusion due to loss of [h]. But the spellings of LdGl 
are so unreliable that little weight can be attached to this form.
3 Perhaps also to be included here is EpGl 171 crocha, ErfGl 171 chroca, CorpGl 
461 chroa, croha ‘crock’, although there may be confusion between *croha and 
the alternative form crocca, see Pheifer (1974: 70, n171). Not to be included, however, 
are Nbr forms such as eher ‘ear of corn’, which show graphic simplifi cation of a 
geminate.
4 In addition to the Merc forms there also exists JnGl(Li) 12.3 ¨uahles and MtGl(Li) 
9.16, MkGl(Li) I 2.16 fi hles ‘rag’ gen.sg. In order to explain such a late appearance 
of h Campbell (1959: §242) suggests that gemination may have occurred in WGmc, 
that is, */waxl > */waxxl.
5 Also in EpGl, ErfGl 854 ebhatis (=ebhatum) ‘law-suit’ dat.pl. after *[b] in a Gmc 
compound.
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6 EpGl 76 8ihcodum ‘they went’, ErfGl 276 8inbhord ‘content’, 1064 8eholu ‘yellow’ 
all show inverted spellings with non-etymological 〈h〉. The fi rst example might be held 
to be a diacritic indicating hiatus, thus Pheifer (1974: §72n6), and note in any case 
that prefi xal 8i- is unstressed, but the other two examples are clearly errors, since 〈h〉 
occurs between two elements of a diphthong. Both, however, may be taken as indicating 
that medial [h] had by then been lost.

7.47 Examples of loss of /x/ between a vowel and a voiced consonant 
other than a resonant are, as stated in §7.45, restricted to cases of derivation. 
The compounds which result can be of pre-OE origin, as in wbobud, later 
wbofod ‘altar’ < *wcx-bbod,1 or later, such as hbadbor ‘stag’.2 Other examples 
include LVD † Hbaburg, † Plbowald. But in some cases the compound 
remains transparent and morphological juncture inhibits loss and presumably 
any lenition of /x/, thus hbahburh ‘chief town’, and many similar forms. 
The same, of course, occurs in compounds where the result gives /x/ between 
vowels, such as hbahengel ‘archangel’.

1 For the substitution of 〈f〉 for 〈b〉, see §7.55.
2 Both radbor and rahdbor exist. The difference is presumably due to the effects of 
morphological juncture, see immediately below and Brunner (1965: §218A2), pace 
Campbell (1959: §461n3). Note also lc7oma ‘body’ alongside lc7homa.

7.48 Initially [h] usually remained but throughout there are occasional 
examples of the failure of initial [h] to be represented in the spelling. It is 
not necessary to assume that initial [h] was regularly lost before sonorants, 
for most such examples are due to scribal error of one type or another. 
But loss or unhistorical use of 〈h〉 initially is particularly frequent in the 
poems of the Exeter Book, CP(H) and Li, for example, Rid 5.8 ondweorc 
for hondweorc1,2 ‘handiwork’, Jul 171 † yldo for hyldo ‘kindness’, Christ 
885 † healle for ealle ‘all’, CP(H) 67.7, 289.8 æf¨ for hæf¨ ‘he has’ and 
similarly for other forms of habban, see Cosijn (1888a: §137), Scragg 
(1970: 170–1), Li unsefunti8 and forms (5¥) for hundseofonti8 ‘seventy’, 
LkGl(Li) 1.36 hældo for ældo ‘age’. For further examples and discussion 
of the implications of such forms see Scragg (1970). Where initial h was 
directly followed by l, r, n, or w, see §2.72, the situation seems to have 
been similar, although loss of h was, at least in Nbr, more frequent in this 
position, see Lindelöf (1890: §44), Lea (1894: §101), Füchsel (1901: §44), 
Foley (1903: §44). For a recent discussion see Toon (1976).

1 MCOE has forms with 〈h〉 in the items indicated †, following editorial emendations, 
see Krapp and Dobbie (1936) for the examples in the Exeter Book.
2 For ondweorc the ms. has ¬weorc.

7.49 Morphologically the most important feature of the loss of /x/ is that 
it leads to the development of the so-called contracted verbs, where single 
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post-vocalic /x/ is lost in the present tense. Thus we fi nd verbs such as sbon 
‘see’, cf. metan ‘measure’. Contracted verbs are found in strong classes I, 
II, V, VI, and VII and also weak classes 1 and 2, for example, /yn ‘press’, 
smban ‘think’. The disruption in structure of these verbs which is caused 
by loss of /x/ leads to considerable variation and analogy in many parts of 
the paradigm. Few of these variations are directly relevant here, but one 
such feature occurs in WS, also Kt, in the 2nd, 3rd sg.pr.ind. of contracted 
strong verbs, such as fl bon ‘fl ee’, fdn ‘receive’, lbon ‘grant’, sbon ‘see’, slban 
‘strike’, /bon ‘thrive’, where /x/ would be expected to lenite and then 
disappear, thus: *siuxist > *siexist > *sce-ist > *scest > LWS **scst, similarly 
LWS **sc¨. But the usual LWS forms are of the type sihst, syhst ‘thou 
seeest’.1 It seems most probable that /x/ has been analogically restored on 
the model of the pret.sg. seah ‘he saw’.2 Furthermore, in words where the 
simple form ends fi nally in /x/ which is not subject to lenition, notably 
hbah ‘high’, nbah ‘near’, then /x/ may be analogically restored in derived 
forms. This is the source of comp., superl. hbahra, hbahsta, nbahra, nbhsta, 
and similar forms. It is clear that it is the voiceless velar fricative which is 
restored, rather than [h], because of subsequent developments such as palatal 
monophthongization > hbhsta, etc. (see §§5.119–23) and /xs/ > /ks/, giving 
sixst, hbxta, nbxta, etc. (see §7.6). Neither of these changes would have 
occurred if [h] had been restored rather than the velar fricative. In Angl 
similarly smoothing occurs before analogically restored /x/ in words such 
as LRid 4 hbhcræft ‘high skill’, CorpGl 1960 habhnisse, PsGl(A) 11.9, 18.7 
hbhnisse ‘height’, PsGl(A) forms of 8enehlw7an ‘approach’ (3¥).3 Conversely, 
〈h〉 may be added to words which never had /x/, such as blboh ‘colour’, 
frboh ‘free’ for blbo, frbo, on the analogy of words such as fboh, gen.sg. 
fbos ‘property’, where the infl ected form has loss of /x/.

1 Kt shows variation, for example, OccGl 49.491, 1091 forsioh¨, 530, 542 forsco¨ 
‘he despises’.
2 For an alternative explanation of these strong verb forms, which must nevertheless 
still rely on morphological criteria, see below §7.51
3 Perhaps also EpGl, ErfGl 881, CorpGl 1761 thuerhfyri ‘cross-furrows’.

7.50 The evidence of the earliest texts would imply that loss of [h] took place 
in the late seventh century, at about the time of the composition of the common 
ancestor of EpGl, ErfGl, for although both texts show frequent retention of 
〈h〉, these forms are in a minority and there is much variation and confusion, 
note the inverted spellings of §7.46n6 and see further Chadwick (1899: 246). 
Furthermore, there is no evidence of retention of h in the early Nbr texts, 
cf. CædH 8 tcadæ ‘he created’, which again would imply a date before the 
eighth century. Clearly loss of [h] is strictly contemporaneous with com-
pensatory lengthening and must precede hiatus resolution, but this does not 
provide a more secure date for the present change, see §§5.130, 149.
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7.51 Loss of [h] must, of course, necessarily post-date the lenition of /x/ 
> [h]. It is clearly the case that lenition could not have occurred before the 
time of breaking, since breaking occurs before /x/ in *sexan > *seoxan (> sbon 
‘see’, cf. §7.45) and many other forms. It seems clear, see especially Luick 
(1914–40: §636A), that the change must have occurred before syncope, as 
shown by forms such as tyde ‘he instructed’, /yde ‘he pressed’ < *texidæ, 
*/exidæ. If /x/ had been retained until after the time of syncope, then at 
that stage the forms would have been *tyxde, */yxde, which would have 
then developed to **tyhte, **/yhte by assimilation, see §7.90. The recorded 
forms could only have developed normally if /x/ were lenited before syncope 
occurred. In the case of the 2nd, 3rd sg.pr.ind. of contracted strong verbs 
such as sbon ‘see’, etc., where /x/ remains, for example, 8esihst, 8esih¨, if 
these forms are not to be explained analogically, see §7.49, then it must 
be supposed that exceptionally syncope occurred before lenition in these 
cases, see Luick (1914–40: §636A), Campbell (1959: §462). Perhaps more 
critical still for the relative chronology is the interaction of lenition of /x/ 
with Angl smoothing. As the discussion and forms cited in §§5.100(2), 
102 indicate, smoothing normally took place before intervocalic /x/, for 
example, Angl sc¨ ‘he sees’ < *sixi¨ < *siuxi¨, which indicates that lenition 
was the earlier of the changes. But if medial /x/ stood before a voiced 
consonant, then normally smoothing did not take place, for example, hbanis 
‘highness’.1 This supposes the following chronology: (1) lenition of /x/ 
before a voiced consonant; (2) Angl smoothing; (3) lenition of intervocalic 
/x/. But if smoothing is of */iu, Ï/, then that takes place even before /x/ + 
voiced consonant, for example, Ps(A) wc(8)bed ‘altar’, see §5.200(2). The 
conclusion to be drawn is that smoothing and lenition of /x/ were almost 
contemporaneous, that each began to be implemented at the same time, 
although the full implementation of smoothing seems to be earlier than 
that of lenition. Since smoothing implies the pre-existence of palatalization, 
see §5.93, the relative chronology postulated here in §7.51 implies that 
lenition must also be later than palatalization. This is consistent with the 
fact that palatalization must, like lenition, have preceded syncope and 
that palataliza tion also preceded lenition, see further §§7.25–6. The most 
reasonable inference is that lenition belongs to the period shortly before 
the appearance of the earliest texts, and that loss of [h] almost immediately 
followed.

1 For analogical forms such as hbhnisse, see §7.49.

(b) Lenition of /k/

7.52 In addition to the lenition of /x/, there also occurs lenition of /k/ > /x/. 
The change is restricted to word-fi nal positions in weakly stressed words, 
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and is most commonly found in ac > ah ‘but’. The change is most frequent 
in Nbr, where ac is rare, and where lenited pronominal forms are also 
found, such as ih (rarely), meh, ¨eh, esih, cowih. Note also MtGl(Li) 19.3 
rehtlih ‘lawful’ with lenition of the suffi x -lc7. In other dialects examples 
seem to be confi ned to instances of ah. In Merc Ru1 and Ps(A) both always 
have ah. In EWS the only instances of ah are at CP 305.1 and Or 69.6. 
In LWS examples are rare in ÆCHom and non-existent in ÆLS, but slightly 
more frequent in WHom. In Nbr there are a number of cases with fi nal 
〈g〉 rather than 〈h〉, such as esi8, huli8 ‘of what sort’, and MtGl(Li) 16.11 
sæ8di8 ‘said I’. Such spellings, and the consequent inverted spellings in, for 
example, sextih ‘sixty’, are considered further in §7.63.

7.53 Lenition of palatal and velar /k/ must have occurred before assibilation 
of 7, since otherwise forms such as i7 could not have lenited. The regular 
presence of ah in Ps(A) would appear to confi rm a dating before the middle 
of the ninth century. The rarity of expression in the change in both EWS 
and LWS need imply no more than scribal conservatism in those areas. 
Certainly later developments such as ME, PDE I and the development of 
the suffi x -ly, both of which are likely to have their origins in this lenition, 
would suggest that the change was general and not confi ned to Nbr.

IV Development of fricatives (ii): voicing and devoicing

(a) Voicing

7.54 Following the loss of /x/ medially the system of fricatives in early 
OE was such that there was no longer any contrast in voice except fi nally, 
where /x/ and /“/ still contrasted, for example, seah ‘he saw’ v. beag ‘ring’.1 

This lack of contrast opens the way for a further change, by which the 
voiceless fricatives [f, q] and the voiceless sibilant [s] are voiced to [v, ¨, z] 
in voiced surroundings. The change does not affect geminate consonants 
(/ff, qq, xx, ss/), nor does it affect [x] since that no longer existed medially 
between voiced segments.2 In most OE texts the change is not represented 
in spelling, but in early texts the voicing of [f] > [v] is quite often repre-
sented. For further details see §7.55. Normally we fi nd spellings such as 
drcfan ‘drive’, wulfas ‘wolves’ for [v], cwe¨an ‘say’, fæ¨m ‘embrace’ (see 
§7.10) for [¨],3 rcsan ‘rise’, bdsm ‘bosom’ for [z]. Phonetically the change 
clearly involves the assimilation in voicing of a voiceless fricative to voiced 
segments when these occur immediately adjacent on both sides. But note 
that the change does not take place if the immediately preceding syllable 
is unstressed, hence befaran ‘go round’, 8e/anc ‘mind’, asendan ‘send forth’ 
show voiceless [f, q, s] respectively.4 Bearing this exception in mind, the 
change can be character ized approximately as follows:
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 C
> [+voic] / [+voic] ________ [+voic]

+cont

1 Phonetically, of course, there was both a voiceless labial fricative [f] and a voiced 
labial fricative [b]. But phonologically the latter was an allophone of /b/, the former 
an allophone of /f/, and therefore the systemic contrast is between a voiceless fricative 
and a voiced stop, see §§2.54, 58, 7.1–3, and 7.55.
2 Also unaffected by voicing is the sound produced by palatalization and assibilation 
of */sk/. But since this sound eventually led to geminate [àà] and developed from 
bisegmental */sk/, see §7.37, the failure of this sound to voice follows from the failure 
of geminate consonants to voice.
3 On the purely orthographic variation of 〈/〉 and 〈¨〉 see §2.58.
4 This may also be the explanation of failure of voicing in a number of suffi xes, most 
especially the abstract suffi x -i¨o and the ordinal suffi x -o¨a. Thus the following forms 
with the abstract suffi x all have a voiceless fricative: cy¨¨ ‘homeland’, mirh¨ ‘mirth’, 
streng¨ ‘strength’, trbow¨ ‘truth’, ofermetto (< *ofermbd¨o) ‘pride’. Examples of ordinal 
numbers are quite general, such as seofo¨a ‘seventh’, eahto¨a ‘eighth’, and so on. This 
explanation, due to Luick (1914–40: §639.2), is not without diffi culty, however, for 
some words show voicing in such contexts, notably clwnsian ‘cleanse’ (against bletsian 
‘bless’), adesa ‘adze’ (but note the alternative EModE addice with voiceless [s]), sc¨e 
‘scythe’ < *sièi/i, cf. EpGl, ErfGl 430 si8di, Temese ‘Thames’. Since in the majority of 
cases the only evidence for lack of voicing comes from post-OE forms it might be 
better to assume that voicing took place normally in such words and that they were 
later subject to devoicing of fi nal fricatives, see §§7.59ff. But this fails to explain 
ofermetto, and, probably, the etymologically diffi cult bletsian. On this general class of 
forms see further Bammesberger (1988: 122–5).

7.55 The voicing of [f] > [v] causes a major adjustment in the OE con-
sonant system, for the result of the change is to create a labio-dental voiced 
fricative which is an allophone of /f/ alongside a bilabial voiced fricative 
[b] which is an allophone of /b/. In the very earliest texts, notably EpGl, 
ErfGl, scribes seem in part able to distinguish the two sounds, using 〈f〉 for 
[v] and 〈b〉 for [b]. Typical examples are: (1) for [v]: 150 7efr ‘beetle’, EpGl 
768 fcfaldae ‘butterfl y’,1 EpGl 459 hofr ‘hump’, 197, 223 8eroefa(n) ‘reeve’, 
183 uulfes ‘wolf’ gen.sg.; (2) for [b]: 3a fi bulae (< Lat fi bula, > fi fele) ‘handle’, 
115 gaebuli (also CorpGl 96 geabuli) ‘tribute’, 51 halbae ‘halves’, 30, 468 
(also CorpGl) s7babas ‘sheaves’. But there is already a strong tendency to 
use 〈f〉 everywhere, as in 653 clofae ‘clove’, cf. CorpGl 1327 clouae, 837 
stefad ‘striped’, cf. CorpGl 1571 ?steba, and many other forms. Substitution 
of 〈b〉 for 〈f〉 is much rarer and less certain, occurring only in 631 gld(o)b 
‘glove’, where it is word-fi nal, and EpGl 523 raebsid ‘reproved’, see §7.7 
and nl. For less frequent examples in other texts, especially ninth-century 
Kt, see §2.54.2

1 ErfGl 768 ucualdra is doubtless an error on the part of the German scribe, see 
§2.58n2.
2 For the morphological alternations created by this change see §7.57.

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦
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7.56 Towards the end of the OE period in S. dialects voiceless fricatives 
in initial position became voiced. This change, however, is only to be regularly 
detected in eleventh-century and later texts. The earliest example appears 
to be Rec 3 ucf  ‘fi ve’ of c.925–50, note also ClGll.1156 uilmenum ‘fi lm’ 
dat.pl. of c.950. More frequent examples occur in the mid eleventh-century 
Gen(Ker) and Ps(K) of c.1100. For further details see especially Dietz (1990). 
Other recent work, concentrating mainly on ME evidence, includes Fisiak 
(1984), Poussa (1985), and Kristensson (1986b). The alternative view of 
Bennett (1955), that the change may even have been pre-invasion, lacks any 
fi rm supporting evidence.

7.57 Medial voicing of fricatives gave rise to a great number of alternations 
within OE paradigms, where a voiceless fricative in an uninfl ected form 
would alternate with a voiced fricative in an infl ected form, for example, 
stæf ~ stafas ‘staff, wulf ~ wulfas ‘wolves’. Since such alternations are 
between allophones of a single phoneme, there would not be any analogical 
levelling or extension in OE. In later periods of the language, however, 
when voiceless and voiced fricatives became separate phonemes, allomorphic 
variation would be inherited from the OE forms, giving rise to PDE irregular 
formations such as wolf ~ wolves. In many cases this could permit the 
formation of doublets, such as staff, stave, and whilst the irregular plurals 
are often maintained, there are also many cases where the irregularity is 
eliminated, either by levelling, for example, cliffs, baths (cf. bathe), or by 
extension, for example, glove, grave. Levelling is especially extensive in Scots, 
probably beyond the limits described in Luick (1914–40: §653A1).1

1 Thus a voiceless fricative appears in all the words cited by Luick in SE Scottish 
dialects, such as Edinburgh halfs, loafs, shelfs, elfs.

7.58 Chronologically it must be the case that medial voicing of fricatives 
occurred after the lenition of *[x] > [h], for otherwise *[x] would have 
been voiced to [“] and then remained, as in cases of medial Gmc *[“], for 
example, dragan ‘draw’. On the other hand, it is not possible to give a 
relative chronology of loss of [h] and voicing, the two changes being inde-
pendent of one another. Voicing must, however, have occurred by the time 
of syncope, for otherwise forms such as *cy/ide ‘he made known’ would 
have developed to **cy¨te (with [-qt]) or **cytte rather than cydde. The 
mixture of accuracy and confusion over 〈f〉 and 〈b〉 spellings in EpGl, ErfGl 
would suggest that by the time of their writing voicing and subsequent 
merger of the two fricatives had taken place, but perhaps the common 
ancestor from which they were working knew the voicing but not the 
merger. Voicing, therefore, would appear to have taken place almost imme-
diately after the lenition of */x/.
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(b) Final devoicing

7.59 As stated in §7.54, in early OE the only fricatives which contrasted 
in voice were /x/ and /“/, but shortly afterwards a further contrast arose 
when [v] due to medial voicing and Gmc *[b] merged as [v], see §§7.55, 
58. The result of this merger would be a phonemic contrast between /f/ 
< Gmc */f/ and newly created /v/. There thus existed voiceless and voiced 
fricative phonemes in both the labial and the velar series (but not the dental, 
where [¨] was merely an allophone of /q/). However, the contrast could 
only exist fi nally, for /x/ had been lost medially due to lenition, and /f/ did 
not occur medially, having been voiced to /v/.1

1 The instances of /v/ fi nally are, of course, due not to medial voicing but rather to 
the merger of [v] and *[b]. /f/ remains fi nally and therefore contrasts with /v/ in that 
position because instances of *[b] are now members of /v/.

7.60 Then, as in the other Gmc languages, fi nal consonants, but in OE 
especially fi nal fricatives, became unvoiced, so that /v, “/ > /f, x/, see §§7.64, 
67 for discussion of the phonemics. In the case of the labial fricative the 
change might appear to be expressed orthographically, by the substitution 
of 〈f〉 for 〈b〉. Thus we fi nd examples such as *healb > healf  ‘half’, *lbab 
> lbaf  ‘leaf’, *stæb > stæf ‘staff’, *wcb > wcf ‘woman’. But it is more likely 
that such substitution merely refl ects the merger of [v] and *[b] medially 
after voicing, see §7.55, and thus the ability of 〈f〉 to represent either a 
voiced or a voiceless labial fricative, see Luick (1914–40: §651.2). In the 
case of the voiced velar fricative, however, the change is normally expressed 
by the use of 〈h〉 rather than 〈g〉, for example, bbag > bbah ‘ring’, burg > 
burh ‘city’, pldg > pldh ‘plough’. Such devoicing can affect not only frica-
tives occurring word-fi nally, but also fricatives which are fi nal in a stressed 
syllable, for example, fuhlas ‘birds’ against fug(o)l ‘bird’, including cases 
where this is the result of compounding, such as lahbry7e ‘breach of the 
law’, cf. lagu ‘law’. But this is a less frequent occurrence, see §§7.61–3 
for examples and discussion, and there is no doubt that fricative devoicing 
is primarily a word-fi nal phenomenon, which can be characterized as 
follows:

 C
> [+voice] / ________ #

+cont

7.61 Fricative devoicing is most extensive in WS, yet in EWS texts the 
change is only sporadically seen. Examples from EWS include: CP(C, H), 
Or (1¥ each) burh ‘city’, CP(H) (4¥), CP(C) (8¥), Or (3¥) 8endh ‘enough’, 
CP(H) 401.26 ldh ‘he blamed’, CP(C) 352.18 † ofsldh ‘he slew’, CP(H, C) 
(4¥) wah ‘wall’.1 Devoicing is also seen syllable-fi nally in CP(C) † sahlas, 

⎡⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎦
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-um ‘cudgels’, where CP(H) has saglas, -um, and in the compounds CP(C) 
218.18 burhware ‘citizens’, CP(C) 8efdhstanum ‘fi tted stone’ dat.pl. But 
these few examples are greatly outnumbered by forms with 〈g〉, such as 
burg, etc. In LWS, on the other hand, 〈g〉 spellings are virtually eliminated, 
and there are no examples of 〈g〉 spellings in the above words, nor in many 
similar words, such as fl bah ‘he fl ew’,2 sorh ‘sorrow’, in ÆCHom, ÆLS or 
WHom, 〈g〉 spellings being confi ned to late mss. not conforming to the norms 
of the Schriftsprache.

1 Note also CP(H, C) 81.19 bdgh ‘arm’. For further similar examples and discussion 
see §§7.63n1, 64.
2 ÆHom 20.254 fl bag is from the later, but ‘extremely conservative’ (Pope, 1967–8: 
177) ms.P, and may be reasonably considered a genuine exception to the above 
statement.

7.62 There is no sign of fricative devoicing in Kt charters up to 900, for 
example, Ch1195.6 Ealhburg, Ch1197.10, Ch1482.62 -fuglas ‘hens’. But 
in OccGl 49 devoicing appears to be entirely regular:1 975 burh ‘city’, 408 
forfl coh ‘he escaped’, 1089 8endh ‘enough’, 365 orsorh ‘secure’, and, in a 
compound, 743, 849 borhhond, -hande ‘surety’. The situation is thus directly 
parallel to that in WS.

1 The statement by Williams (1905: §99) that the unvoicing appears rarely in spelling 
is due to her confl ation of the material for devoicing of fricatives with that for devoicing 
of stops; for the latter see §7.65.

7.63 The situation in Angl is quite different. In Merc the early glossaries 
have a few dubious examples of devoicing, thus: EpGl, ErfGl 588, CorpGl 
1249 mærh ‘sausage’, but the word could be from either *marg or *marh, 
see Lidén (1907), Pheifer (1974: 588n), and EpGl 964 tbac ‘tie’ with 〈c〉 = /x/ 
or a scribal error for majuscule 〈G〉, see Pheifer (1974: §74n2). Similar 
examples are found syllable-fi nally in EpGl 84 hraecli ‘garment’ dat.sg., 
and in the compund EpGl 735 brdcdaettendi ‘trembling’. Also odd is the 
consistent inverted spelling in EpGl, ErfGl 61, 798, 924, 984, also CorpGl 
(-)faag ‘coloured’.1 How far these spellings indicate fricative devoicing in 
the dialect of these mss. remains doubtful. In Ps(A) 〈g〉 is always retained, 
for example, ofsldg ‘he slew’. In Ru1 devoicing is seen in 8endh ‘enough’ 
(2¥, no examples of 8endg), and also at MtGl(Ru1) 10.11 burh ‘city’ against 
22.7 burg. There are also a few inverted spellings, such as 24.10 betwcg 
(2¥) ‘between’, 3.16 8esæg ‘he saw’. Amongst Nbr texts only Li shows any 
clear signs of devoicing with 8endh (3¥) against 8endg (1¥), other examples 
in that text being very rare. On the other hand, Nbr texts show a slight 
tendency to replace 〈h〉 with 〈gh〉, thus MtGl (Li) 2.16, JnGl(Li) 7.52 8esægh 
‘he saw’, DurRitGlComm 2.6 hbgh- ‘high’, and compare the spellings cited 
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in §7.52. It would therefore appear that during the OE period fricative 
devoicing was a characteristic primarily expressed in S texts, and that 
orthographically it had scarcely intruded upon the Angl dialect area. But 
in ME the change was widespread, see Jordan (1974: §187), although he 
implies that this was an OE phenomenon. The 〈gh〉 type spellings in Nbr 
may be a refl ection of this.

1 Note also the compound EpGl 957, CorpGl 1380 slaghthorn, slag¨orn ‘blackthorn’, 
alongside EpGl, ErfGl 672 slachthorn, perhaps no more than a scribal error.

7.64 In order to consider the morphophonemics of fricative devoicing, it 
is essential to consider the phonemic contrasts between fricatives. For the 
reasons discussed in §7.67 it is likely that this sound change was the fi nal 
link in a chain of changes which caused reorganization of the OE fricative 
system, so that [x] and [“] became merely allophones of one another, similarly 
[f] and [v] became allophones of /f/. Consequently any variation within 
paradigms would be between allophones of a single phoneme, and interchange 
of 〈g〉 and 〈h〉 would be due to the availability of two graphs to represent 
a single phoneme. The interchange is especially notable in Bo where forms 
such as dahum occur for dagum ‘day’ dat.pl.

7.65 Unlike the other WGmc languages, devoicing of fi nal stops is only 
sporadically evident in OE. Occasional examples in stressed syllables 
include: LRid 6 ¨rbt ‘thread’, EpGl 439 dbatlicostan ‘deadliest’, CorpGl 
799 s7ulthbta ‘bailiff’ (< s7yld-), OccGl 49.214 lamp ‘lamb’, 256, 396, 1132 
¨in7 ‘thing’, and hence 446 ¨in7e dat.sg., also RuthCr 44 ‘Åyniºc’ ‘king’, 
see Ball (1988: 114–15). In unstressed syllables the change is rather more 
frequent, and sint ‘they are’ is very frequent in EWS, Nbr, Ru1, and Kt 
OccGl 49, beside LWS sind(on). Li also has -et, -at in wk.pa.parts., such 
as 8eset(t)et ‘sat’, examples being virtually confi ned to post-dental position, 
and even then in a minority of forms.1 Other examples are mainly sporadic 
and isolated, but note CP(H) (2¥), Or (3¥) færelt ‘way’ against færeld 
elsewhere, hence by extension færelte dat.sg. and other forms, frequent in 
CP and Or.2

1 The position in Li correlates with later N developments, especially Sc -it for all 
pa.parts., such as worrit ‘worried’.
2 It is notable that devoicing of fi nal stops is more prevalent in EWS than in LWS, 
but the discrepancy is unexplained, see §7.66.

7.66 Chronologically the most helpful indicator of the date of fricative 
devoicing is its appearance in texts. The evidence given above would 
suggest that the change started in the S., and only eventually spread to Angl, 
perhaps after the end of the period, despite Jordan (1974: §187). Since 
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spellings showing devoicing are infrequent in EWS and absent in Kt before 
900, the change would appear to be early tenth century, given the con-
sistency with which the change is shown in mss. of the Ælfrician period 
and later. As suggested in §7.63 the evidence from early Merc texts cannot 
be taken as good support for an early implementation of the change further 
north. It is far more diffi cult to date the sporadic devoicing of fi nal stops, 
which would appear to have occurred very early. The discrepancy noted 
in §7.65n2 may be due to the appearance of the change only in some 
dialects and its elimination from the Schriftsprache through a choice between 
competing dialects. This, however, is pure guesswork. The change seen in 
Li weak verbs is an exception to the above, since it appears to be the fi rst 
sign there of an eventually regular shift.

(c) Phonemic consequences

7.67 After the processes of lenition, medial voicing, and fi nal devoicing, 
it should be clear that the following situation had arisen with respect to 
fricatives (excluding /à/, the product of assibilation of */sk/, see §§7.37–9). 
Amongst labials [f] occurs initially, for example, faran ‘go’, fboh ‘money’, 
in gemination, whether inherited, for example, Offa, or through borrowing, 
for example, offrian ‘offer’, or through word-formation, for example, offaran 
‘overtake’, and fi nally, whether from *[f], for example, /earf ‘he needs’, or 
from *[±], for example, hlaf ‘loaf’. [v] occurs only medially after a stressed 
vowel, for example, hlafas ‘loaves’. Thus [f] and [v], being in complementary 
distribution, would be allophones of the same phoneme /f/. The situation 
for dentals is parallel. [q] occurs initially, for example, /yn7an ‘think’, in 
gemination, for example, s7e//an ‘injure’, and fi nally, for example, pæ¨ ‘path’, 
and [¨] occurs only medially after a stressed vowel, for example, wrc¨an 
‘twist’. Therefore [q] and [¨] are allophones of the same phoneme /q/. For 
velars, however, the situation apparently remains complex. [x]1 appears 
medially in gemination, for example, hlihhan ‘laugh’, and fi nally, for example, 
burh ‘city’. Initially [h] appears, for example, hand ‘hand’. The voiced velar 
fricative is also found initially, for example, gan ‘go’, as well as medially, for 
example, dagas ‘days’. Thus it would appear that [x] and [h] are allophones 
of the voiceless phoneme /x/, whilst [“] is an allophone of the voiced fricative 
/g/, which appears as [g] medially in gemination, for example, docga ‘dog’, 
and after nasals, for example, singan ‘sing’, sang ‘song’.

1 I ignore here the palatal allophone [ç], as in, for example, cniht ‘boy’.

7.68 The phonemic analysis of the velar consonants in §7.67 is clearly 
somewhat exceptional. Firstly, only there does a contrast between voiceless 
and voiced fricatives appear to remain. Secondly, only there is there no 
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voiced phonemic stop. Thirdly, medial [“], apparently an allophone of /g/, 
is distributionally parallel to medial [v] and [¨]. It would therefore seem 
reasonable to suggest that phonemic reanalysis took place such that initial 
[“] became an allophone of an otherwise defective phoneme /g/, whilst 
medial [“] became an allophone of /x/. Such phonemic reanalysis can only 
be well motivated after the processes described in the preceding sections 
have eliminated any other putative contrasts between voiced and voiceless 
fricatives. It may be, furthermore, that this reanalysis leads to the phonetic 
change by which initial [“] becomes a stop, for it would now be phonologi-
cally isolated. It is well known that by ME this change had taken place, 
and although the change is usually placed in late OE (so Bülbring, 1902: 
§487, followed by Jordan, 1974: §184; Campbell, 1959: §50.4), such dating 
appears haphazard, see Girvan (1931: §214). However, if the phonetic 
change is thus infl uenced by the phonemic analysis, then a dating in the 
late OE period, say c.1000, would appear to be confi rmed.1

1 An alternative suggestion, fi rst made by Sievers (1925) on the grounds of his 
Schallanalyse, is that the occlusion of *[“] was prehistoric. This suggestion, accepted 
in Luick (1914–40: §633) and Brunner (1965: §211), can scarcely be correct, for it 
implies that somehow *[g] < *[“], when palatalized, would revert to a fricative. Many 
modern scholars, such as Moulton (1954: 24–5), Wagner (1969: 163), Kuhn (1970: 
27–8), and Lass and Anderson (1975: 134), agree that the voiced velar was a stop 
throughout the OE period, but their arguments too seem unconvincing. For a fuller 
discussion see Hogg (1979b: 92–6).

V Post-vocalic approximants

7.69 It is usually claimed that when in OE a vowel was followed by one 
of the approximants /j/ (whether < Gmc */j/ or by palatalization of */“/), 
/w/, then the approximant vocalized and usually formed a diphthong with 
the preceding vowel, for example, dæ8 [dæj] > dæ8 [dæi] ‘day’, snaw 
[snwpw] > snaw [snwpu] ‘snow’, see Luick (1914–40: §257), Campbell (1959: 
§§266, 272), Brunner (1965: §126). Such a change is apparently confi rmed 
by spellings such as Kt dei, see §2.39, or EpGl 610 mbu, see §2.40. But, 
as Colman (1983b) argues, in the case of vowel + /j/ or back vowel + /w/ 
it is unlikely that new diphthongs **/ei, qı; æi, Ó; wu, À/ etc. could so 
arise. Yet it remains possible, pace Colman, that the sequence of a front 
vowel + /w/ could give create diphthongs which would equate with the 
already existing /iu, Ï; eu, È; æu, Ô/ or their subsequent developments, 
see §§5.41–6.1 Therefore it should be assumed that spellings such as dei, 
mbu cited above are merely orthographic variants of de8, mbw, etc.2 This 
is most obviously the case in those texts where 〈u〉 is an orthographic variant 
of 〈w〉, see §§2.40, 77.
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1 Colman’s arguments are essentially theoretical, based on likely syllable phonotactics 
and the assumption that vocalization and diphthongization could only take place if 
the result was merger with an already existing diphthong. But it should also be noted 
that in cases where vowel +/j, w/ should produce a new diphthong, then normally the 
vowel continues to behave as if it were a monophthong, rather than the fi rst element 
of a diphthong. The clearest example is of the type snaw, which gives ME snow by 
rounding of /wp/ > /Ñp/, see Luick (1914–40: §369), Jordan (1974: §105). Possibly also 
relevant is the presence of second fronting in forms such as Ps(A) de8, see §§5.87ff. 
When in ME diphthongs of the type /ei, ai/ do emerge, then their subsequent behaviour 
is different from that of monophthongs, as in the ME merger of dai and wei (> day, 
way).
2 Such variation could give rise to the equation of 〈e〉 and 〈ei〉, which might be the 
source of spellings such as BDS 1 nbid- ‘necessary’, see further §2.18.

7.70 It follows from the above that the only instances of so-called vocal-
ization of /j/ are where the preceding vowel is /i(p)/, when the development 
would be merely: */i(p)j/ > /ip/. Common examples of the change are: brcdel(s) 
‘bridle’, cf. ErfGl 127 bri8dils, frcnan ‘ask’, hlcsa ‘fame’ (no examples of 
*hli8sa), cl ‘hedgehog’, rcnan ‘rain’, sc¨e ‘scythe’, cf. EpGl, ErfGl 430 si8di, 
tc¨ian ‘grant’. The above examples are common to EWS and LWS, but in 
other dialects occurrences are infrequent. But Kt has OccGl 49.982 brcdel, 
hlcsa and forms (3¥), 555 wclung ‘sorcery’; and in Merc Ps(A) has rcne¨ ‘it 
rains’ (2¥), 77.27 rcnde ‘it rained’, whilst EpGl 127, CorpGl 261 show 
brcdels, and CorpGl has iil (2¥), 1241 scras ‘gluttons’, 834 sc¨, cf. above.1,2

1 When the above change occurs in unstressed syllables, then /ip/ is naturally shortened 
to /i/. This is especially frequent in LWS and Kt, although not always expressed, thus 
hefi 8 is more frequent than hefi e ‘heavy’, etc. Note EWS CP 267.1 dysi ‘foolish’, Or 
49.23 mb¨ie ‘weary’ and, in Merc, CorpGl 685 meniu ‘multitude’, Ps(A) hefi e ‘heavy’ 
(2¥). See, however, for further discussion and references §7.75.
2 In cases such as cl, iil, scras, also LWS Sclhearwa ‘Ethiopian’, there is double contraction 
of /iji/ > /ipi/ > /ip/. Note also the inverted spelling ErfGl 138 tui8in ‘linen’.

7.71 When /j/ is after a vowel other than /i(p)/ and is immediately followed 
by a consonant, especially dental /q, d, n/,1 then it is usually vocalized in 
WS, but since the result of such vocalization would be an abnormal OE 
diphthong, /i/ is then lost and the preceding vowel is lengthened in com-
pensation. Typical examples include:2 brbdan ‘brandish’, -hydi8 ‘minded’, 
mwden ‘maiden’, strbdan ‘strew’; on8ban ‘against’, rbn ‘rain’, cf. rcnan, 
7.70, rbnian ‘arrange’, ¨bn ‘thane’ and derived forms, wwn ‘wagon’. The 
change occurs equally in infl ected forms, for example, brwgd ‘he brandished’ 
to brbdan, frwn to frcnan, strwd to strbdan.3 Of special importance are the 
prets. and pa.parts. of the weak verbs se78an and le78an, that is, swde ‘he 
said’, lbde ‘he laid’. Generally speaking, forms with 〈g〉, such as brb8dan, 
predominate in EWS, but in LWS forms without 〈g〉 are in the overwhelming 
majority.4 In other dialects forms with loss of /j/ are sporadic. Kt has ongbn 
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(2¥), 573 8bnet glossing L. compulit, -brddenum (2¥), see n3, -hbdi8ra (with 
Kt b for y), all in OccGl 49, and Ch 328 (‘Saxon-Kentish’, Sweet, 1885: 
437) wbn. The only examples in Merc appear to be CorpGl 1415 on8bn 
and Ru1 on8wn at MtGl 27.32 beside frequent on8æ8n, etc. In Nbr Li 
has occasional instances of Mwden, on8wn, and -¨wwn, -¨wbn ‘washed’ 
pa.parts. of contracted /wban.

1 Before other consonants the change is rare, but the following are sporadic examples 
before /l/: Bede 436.3 hrwl ‘garment’, LkGl(Li) 23.45, MkGl(Ru2) 15.38 waghrwl 
‘curtain’, EpGl 611 snbl ‘snail’, CollGl 1(Junius) 122.24 (printed in T. Wright and 
Wülcker, 1884: 106–67; reference is to page and line) † swsnwl ‘sea-snail’, EpGl 9, 
CorpGl 1907 strbl ‘bed-covering’, all such forms usually alongside forms with 8, such 
as hrw8l. Note especially that the forms corresponding to the instances of waghrwl in 
Li and Ru2 are in both instances waghrwgl. Presumably /l/ in such conditions, also /r/, 
syllabifi ed to hrw8el, etc.
2 I know of no examples of the change before /q/ except tc¨ian ‘grant’, taken under 
§7.70.
3 The change is then analogically extended to the pa.pl. and part. of such verbs, 
where the velar fricative, rather than /j/ < */“/), stands after the vowel. Hence forms 
such as bredon, brdden; frenon, frenen; stredon, strdden. Class III frcnan also forms 
a pa.sg. fran on the model of class I.
4 Notable instances include: CP 111.8 on8ea8n, the only such example in the principal 
WS texts; CP 415.22 mwden, the only such example in EWS, whilst the principal LWS 
texts lack mæ8den; and swde, common in EWS as well as dominant in LWS.

7.72 Although /w/ should never occur fi nally after a vowel, see §§3.17, 
4.9, it was often restored on the analogy of infl ected forms, hence snaw 
‘snow’ for sna (only in MtGl(Li) 2¥) on the analogy of snawas, similarly 
WS cnwwst, cnww¨ ‘thou knowest, he knows’, on the analogy of cnawan. 
So too with a great many other nouns, such as brcw ‘porridge’, 8cw ‘griffi n’, 
hcw ‘hue’, hlww ‘mound’ cw ‘yew’, mww ‘mew’, slcw ‘mullet’, stdw ‘place’, 
strbaw ‘straw’, trbow ‘tree’, and verbs, such as fl bw¨ ‘it fl ows’, sww¨ ‘he 
sows’, spbw¨ ‘it succeeds’. These forms could exist alongside less frequent 
forms without /w/, such as 8i8, slc(8).

7.73 The subsequent development of analogically restored instances of 
post-vocalic /w/ is complex, and the following types must be noted. Firstly, 
if /w/ followed a front vowel and had been restored at an early date, then 
the combination front vowel + /w/ could equate with the original Gmc 
diphthongs with second element [u], see Luick (1914–40: §258), Campbell 
(1959: §273) and, for an alternative view, Sievers (1965: §121.1A2). Hence 
forms such as: BrGl 1 1.3 8cow, hbow, bow, CorpGl mbau (3¥), ClGl 
1 4112 slbow, note also the inverted spelling PsGl(K) 118.98 glwwne ‘wise’ 
acc.sg.m. for glbawne.1 Similar verbal forms are ÆCHom fl bow¨ (3¥), 
spbow¨ (1¥). Secondly, as the above spellings indicate, even when /w/ combines 
with the preceding vowel to form a diphthong 〈w〉 is usually reintroduced. 
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This is most probably an orthographic analogy, although there are occa-
sional late forms, such as ÆCHom I 404.5 strbow for strbaw, which might 
indicate the infl uence of following /w/ on the second element of a diphthong, 
see Campbell (1959: §274).

1 A similar type of inverted spelling may occur in EpGl 649 s7rbuua for s7rbawa 
‘shrew’ and CorpGl 1768 glbu for glbaw, although both cases could be scribal 
errors.

7.74 The commonest morphological alternations induced by the above 
changes concern loss of /w/, and in such cases /w/ is often analogically restored 
or reintroduced orthographically. Typical examples can be seen in §7.73.

7.75 Vocalization of /j/ after /i(p)/ has an important orthographic con-
sequence, for after that change both 〈i〉 and 〈i8〉 can represent /ip/, for example, 
brcdel, brc8del ‘bridle’. Similarly in unstressed syllables both 〈i〉 and 〈i8〉 can 
represent /i/, for example, dysi, dysi8 ‘foolish’. Hence we fi nd inverted 
spellings such as bc8 ‘by’ (also bc8spel ‘parable’), hC8 ‘they’, for bc, hC. This 
phenomenon is then extended to 〈y〉 and 〈yg〉, hence dry88e ‘dry’, etc. Such 
inverted spellings are infrequent in EWS, see Cosijn (1888a: §§29.1, 71, 
84 for examples), but much more common in many LWS texts, for example, 
the LWS Gospels. In Ælfric examples are most frequent in ÆLet and 
ÆGram, and rare in other texts. Such inverted spellings are naturally a 
characteristic of WS rather than the other dialects, given the sporadic nature 
of the change elsewhere.

7.76 In the present tense (but not usually the infl .inf., or pr.part.) of weak 
class 2 verbs, there is often variation between 〈i〉 and 〈i8〉. In WS 〈i8〉 nor-
mally occurs before 〈e〉, 〈i〉 before 〈a〉, hence lufi 8e ‘I love’, lufi a¨ ‘they 
love’, but infl .inf. lufi enne, pr.part. lufi ende. The situation in Kt parallels 
WS, whilst in Merc Ps(A) almost always has 〈i〉, but Ru1, like the Nbr texts, 
usually has 〈i8〉 everywhere. NNbr texts, however, often have 〈ia〉, as in 
WS. This variation should not be confused with the variation described in 
§7.75, and may refl ect a genuine alternation between /ij/ and /i/, according 
to the front or back nature of the following vowel.1,2 Perhaps this is because 
medial /j/ could not occur before a back vowel, see §7.29.

1 If 〈iga〉 spellings in Nbr and Ru1 are taken as analogical (either orthographically or 
phonologically), then the variations in all texts except Ps(A) (also later texts such as 
Chad, see Vleeskruyer, 1953: §77) are accounted for in this manner.
2 LWS hali8e, hali8es, forms of hali8 ‘holy’, cf. EWS hal8e, hal8es, if representing 
LWS /ij/ against EWS /j/, see Pope (1967–8: 184–5), may represent a partial restoration 
through analogy of the same system. If this is the case, other forms such as halga 
would resist the analogy because of the following back vowel, see also §6.16n1.
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VI Consonant clusters

7.77 In OE there were several sound changes which increased or decreased 
the complexity of consonant clusters either initially, medially or fi nally. 
These changes can be distinguished under four main headings: (a) gemination; 
(b) deletion and epenthesis; (c) assimilation; (d) metathesis. The four types 
are discussed in subsections (a), (b), (c), and (d) below. This classifi cation 
by phonological result, however, disguises the fact that the fi rst three types 
of change regularly have a common stimulus or occur under the same 
conditions. Such parallels will be mentioned at relevant points below.

(a) Gemination

7.78 After the operation of syncope, see §§6.13ff., single consonants could 
come to be followed by either /r/ or /l/. If the preceding vowel were short, 
then this would be a repetition of the situation in WGmc by which certain 
consonants were doubled after a light syllable and before a liquid, for 
example, *aplu- > *applu- > æppel ‘apple’, see §4.14. Thus in OE we fi nd 
betera > betra > bettra ‘better’. Evidence of such gemination is absent from 
the earliest texts, hence RuthCr ætgadre ‘together’, CorpGl 512 8egaedradon 
‘you united’,1 but is found in CP, Ps(A), Ru bettra and forms, CP 457.14 
ætgæddre, CollGl 1(Junius) † (-)buttorfl bo8e ‘butterfl y’ (2¥), LWS (incl. 
Ælfric), Ru1 mi77le and forms ‘much’.2 This would suggest that the change 
began to take place by the ninth century. There are many forms which 
either do not show gemination, such as betra, or which are unsyncopated, 
such as betera. The former may show failure of the change because of the 
competing reduction of triple consonant clusters, see §7.80, or be an ortho-
graphic variant; the latter are due to the common levelling away of syncope 
on the analogy of uninfl ected forms.

1 But compare PsCa(A) 13.7 8egadrades ‘thou didst gather’, also without gemination 
but in a text where gemination exists elsewhere.
2 Also Ps(A) 48.20, PsCa(A) 7.34 feddra, feddras ‘father’ infl ., beside frequent ungemi-
nated forms, see Campbell (1959: §453n4), although the examples may be purely 
scribal.

7.79 Unlike the situation in WGmc, when in OE a single consonant came 
to occur after a long vowel and before /r/,1,2 then that consonant was likely 
to be lengthened. In such circumstances the preceding vowel was then 
shortened, in order to avoid extra-heavy syllables, see §5.199. A typical 
example is: nwdre > næddre ‘adder’, note the short vowel of the PDE form. 
Other similar examples are: æddre ‘vein’, blæddre ‘bladder’, tyddre ‘weak’. 
The change is common in infl ected forms, such as attres ‘poison’ gen.sg., 
and then analogically extends to uninfl ected forms without syncope, thus 
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attor. Similar forms are: foddor ‘fodder’, hlædder ‘ladder’, moddor ‘mother’, 
tuddor ‘progeny’.3 In most cases forms with geminate consonants are more 
common throughout the period, especially in LWS. Exceptions are moddor 
and tuddor, where ungeminated mddor, tedor dominate. A special instance 
of the change takes place before the comparative infl exion -ra and also the 
strong adjective infl exions -ra, -re. Examples from Ælfric include: deoppre 
‘deep’, goddre ‘good’, hattre ‘hot’,4 hwittre ‘white’, swettran ‘sweeter’, widdre 
‘wide’. Note also the EWS example CP 227.24 8eli77ran ‘more alike’.5

1 Examples before resonants other than /r/ are extremely rare, but note Nbr and, in 
infl ected forms, WS lyttel ‘little’, and possibly also ma¨¨um ‘treasure’, mostly in poetry, 
see also §7.46n4. Before /j/ gemination took place if a previously long vowel were 
shortened in weak stress, hence dnettan ‘hasten’ < *anhetjan < *anhaitjan, also andettan 
‘confess’, drettan ‘fi ght’. Such examples, however, must be very early, certainly earlier 
than syncope, since palatalization does not occur. It is probably best, on the other 
hand, to take fe77an ‘fetch’ < fetian as an example solely of assibilation, see §7.35, 
note the absence of a form such as **fettian. For alternative views see Bülbring (1902: 
§546), Luick (1914–40: §667), Brunner (1965: §227A3)
2 Other apparent examples occur in Nbr, but it is unlikely that they indicate gemination, 
see §2.78n1 and references.
3 Presumably here too long vowels were shortened, cf. PDE fodder, etc. But it is 
unclear whether the shortening was phonological or analogical, see Luick (1914–40:  
§668n3).
4 And hence extended to ÆLS 14.107 hattost ‘hottest’.
5 LS 12.19 sylra ‘better’ must derive from *syllra < sellra (cf. MtGl(Li) 10.31 < sblra), 
since the shift of /e/ > /y/ occurs only with short vowels, see §5.171n2.

(b) Deletion and epenthesis

7.80 Geminate consonants were liable to shortening in a variety of cir-
cumstances in OE. In stressed positions, that is, immediately following a 
stressed vowel, all geminate consonants were shortened fi nally, and medially 
all geminate consonants were shortened if preceded or followed by another 
consonant. Typical examples of fi nal shortening include: eal ‘all’ < eall, bed 
‘bed’, feor ‘far’, hen ‘hen’, man ‘man’, nyt ‘useful’, sib ‘relationship’, swam 
‘he swam’. Medially, since WGmc gemination had either failed in similar 
contexts or had already been simplifi ed, for example, *sandjan > sendan 
‘send’, not **senddan, see §4.11, geminates could only arise through either 
compounding, metathesis, syncope, or the addition of infl exions beginning 
with a consonant.1 Typical examples in compounding are: eorli7 <*eorl-lc7 
‘manly’, wildeor ‘wild animal’, wyrtun ‘garden’. Examples in metathesis 
are: cresse > *cersse > cerse ‘cress’, irnan ‘run’, wærna ‘wren’. Examples 
in syncope are of two forms: either the stem of the verb ends in /s/, in 
which case the 2nd sg.pr.ind. is formed as follows: 7ysist > *7ysst > 7yst 
‘thou choosest’, or in weak verbs ending in a dental the pret. is similarly 
formed, for example, sendede > *sendde > sende ‘he sent’. The infl exions 
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which cause simplifi ca tion are the adjectival infl exions -ne, -ra, -re, where 
these cause simplifi cation of a preceding, rather than following, geminate, 
hence from eall ‘all’ we fi nd ealne, ealra, ealre. Simplifi cation of geminates 
is regularly found with all other verbs and adjectives of the same type as 
these examples. In unstressed positions, where geminates are the result of 
compounding or suffi xation or the addition of infl exions such as -ne, -ra, 
or -re, geminates are shortened even when intervocalic. Typical examples 
include: æftera ‘second’ < æfterra, æmeti8 ‘empty’, bli77etung ‘coruscation’, 
gyldene ‘golden’ masc.acc.sg., d¨era ‘second’, and /ises, /isum, forms of 
/es ‘this’, occurring in unstressed position. The end product of these appar-
ently various shortenings is in fact uniform, in that geminate consonants 
only remain if they are both intervocalic and the immediately preceding 
vowel is stressed.2,3

1 But geminate consonants could also arise by the processes described in §7.79, and 
it is possible that forms of the type nRdre could show simplifi cation rather than failure 
of gemination. LS 12.19 sylra, see §7.79n5, with a short vowel and non-geminate /l/, 
would seem to confi rm this possibility.
2 But if geminate consonants occur intervocalically after a stressed syllable, as in 
8elbafful ‘faithful’, degemination is much less common, hence only occasional 8elbaful, 
and similarly occasional lateow ‘leader’, remodli7e ‘liberally’ alongside usual latteow, 
remmodli7e. The relative rarity of degemination in such circumstances is wholly to be 
expected, see the discussion of ambisyllabicity in §2.81.
3 One apparent exception to these processes is the geminate represented by 〈cg〉, which 
always remains, for example, e78 ‘edge’. But there is no need to deny shortening here, 
since there would have been no orthographic method of indicating the change. On the 
other hand, even if shortened the cluster could have remained bimoric, that is, /eu/ 
rather than /eu/.

7.81 There is considerable variation in the spelling of such shortened 
geminates. Thus fi nally, and taking as three typical examples bed(d) ‘bed’, 
eal(l) ‘all’, man(n) ‘man’, in EWS we fi nd the following spellings:1 bedd 
(always), eall:eal::7:2, mann:man::1:2. In ÆCHom the parallel ratios are: 
bed (always), eall:eal::1:1, mann:man::3:10. Such ratios seem to confi rm 
that shortening was a process more often found in later than earlier texts. 
The variations in spelling are most probably due to orthographic infl uence 
from infl ected forms, such as mannes, and are unlikely to be phonological, 
see Kurath (1956) and, for other views, Campbell (1959: §§66, 457). In 
other positions also both geminate and single spellings occur, but most 
usually the geminate spellings may be taken to indicate etymological or 
morphological origin.

1 The fi gures for EWS are taken from Cosijn (1888a: §§138–9; 1888b: §31).

7.82 Somewhat akin to the shortening of medial geminates when pre-
ceded by another consonant is the sporadic reduction of groups of three 
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consonants, whether medial or fi nal. Although a quite wide variety of forms 
exhibits such reduction of complex groups, it would appear that two factors 
infl uenced the loss of particular consonants: (1) a stop consonant was more 
likely to be lost than a fricative or sibilant, examples in §7.83; (2) if more 
than one stop consonant existed in the group then loss was usual of the 
medial, but also perhaps of the initial, and not at all of the fi nal, examples 
are given in §7.84. The only other common type of loss in such groups was 
loss of /n/ medially (§7.85), and some miscellaneous cases are mentioned 
in §7.86. Generally speaking these losses are most often represented in 
late or very late texts, for one such example see C. Sisam and Sisam 
(1959: §70).1

1 As such, it is diffi cult to determine the signifi cance of some spellings, for they might 
be the result of carelessness of scribes. But in many cases they may represent the 
pronunciation of less formal speech.

7.83 The most frequent cases of loss involving a stop are of /t/ either 
before or after /s/, but this was probably due only to the relative frequency 
of such groups, for the evidence suggests that any stop could be lost if in 
a group of three consonants. Typical examples of loss of a dental stop 
where only one stop occurs are: betst > best ‘best’, similarly other forms,1 
blostma > blosma ‘blossom’,2 brastla¨ > brasla¨ ‘it crackles’, *belistnian > 
belisnian ‘castrate’,3 bhtst > bhst ‘thou persecutes’, fi ndst > fi ntst > fi nst 
‘thou fi ndest’ (similarly, other examples of the 2sg.pr.ind. of strong verbs), 
milts > mils ‘mercy’, nostle > nosle ‘fi llet, band’, yntse > ynse ‘ounce’; andlang 
> anlang ‘along’, baldli7e > Nbr balli7e ‘boldly’, similarly Li moni8falli7e 
‘manifoldly’, seldli7 > selli7 (also sylli7, see §5.171n2) ‘wonderful’, and, in 
more weakly stressed syllables, sporadic examples of -enli7 < -endli7, such 
as unacumenli7 ‘unbearable’, un8efbrenli7 ‘inaccessible’.4 Examples of loss 
of a velar stop include: CP 8ebrin¨ < 8ebring¨ ‘it brings’,5 horscli7e > 
horsli7e ‘readily’, lencten > lenten ‘Lent’, muscle > musle ‘muscle’, streng¨ 
> stren¨ ‘strength’.6 One example of loss of a labial stop occurs in dumbne 
> ÆHom 18.25 dumne ‘dumb’ acc.sg.masc., see also §7.84.7

1 Note that here fi nal /t/ is not then lost, nor in bhst, fi nst, even although in a triple 
cluster, see §7.84.
2 But blostm is never reduced to **blosm, presumably because /m/ is here syllabic. 
In other respects, however, there is no requirement that the three consonants should 
be tautosyllabic.
3 Although *belistnian does not occur in our texts, forms such as belistnode do, and 
there is no reason to suppose that forms with /t/ were rare, pace Campbell (1959: 
§477.2).
4 Even in non-primary-stressed syllables the change is sporadic, hence more frequent 
sd¨fæstnes ‘truth’, and similar forms, alongside sd¨fæsnes, etc.
5 Usually corrected spellings appear in the mss., that is, 8ebring¨.
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6 In OccGl 49 842 stren¨e occurs alongside 795 streng¨, together with a number of 
other examples with omitted 〈g〉, thus 183 8ionne (for 8iongne) ‘young’ acc.sg.masc., 
697 hinra¨ (for hingra¨) ‘is hungry’, 286 8emende (for 8emengde) ‘it has mixed’. But 
note that the same text also has loss of fi nal 〈g〉 in examples such as 642 stran (for 
strang) ‘strong’, and all such forms may be due to scribal carelessness, see Williams 
(1905: §§90.5, 106).
7 Note also acumba > acuma ‘oakum’, with possible loss of /b/ in a weakly stressed 
position, but cf. 7.91n5.

7.84 Occasional examples of a stop being lost where more than one stop 
occurs in a group of three consonants are as follows, where the medial 
stop is lost: *cembde > Med 1.1.121 (2¥) cemde ‘she combed’, eldcung > 
elcung ‘delay’, seldce¨ > selce¨ ‘strange’. Possible examples involving the 
initial stop in a group of three are always of the type bhtst > bhst, discussed 
under §7.83.

7.85 The most frequent examples of loss of /n/ when medial in a group 
of three occur with immediately preceding /m/. Thus are found, even in 
early texts, regular nemst, nem¨, nemde, forms of nemnan ‘name’, beside only 
Bede nemnde (3¥), Chron(A) 891.10, HomS 1.97 8enemnde,1 EWS emnli7e 
> LWS emli7e (also at Or 60.3) ‘equally’, AldV fwmha(d)li7 - (2¥) ‘virginal’ 
alongside more frequent fwmnhad-.2 Examples, usually late, after consonants 
other than /m/ include: elnboga > elboga ‘elbow’, ondrysnli7 > ondrysli7 
‘terrible’, Sæterndæ8 > Sæterdæ8 ‘Saturday’, wwpnman > wwpman ‘man’.3

1 Also † aremdest (in Logeman, 1889: 505, 1.4) ‘thou didst endure’ < *aremnan 
< aræfnan.
2 In this and similar forms /n/ may have often been retained from the simple form, 
that is, fwmne ‘woman’.
3 It is debatable whether AntGl 4.990 agneras ‘corners of the eye’, against C1G1 
1.3241 ongneras, is an example of loss of /n/ ([2]) initially or merely an error.

7.86 Various other examples of consonant loss in groups of three are 
perhaps too sporadic and scattered to be accorded much signifi cance.1 Some 
examples include: ferh¨ > fer¨ spirit’,2 myrh¨ > myr¨ ‘mirth’, Angl mar8en 
> marne ‘morning’, cf. §5.34, Ch 1428.8 weors7ipe ‘worship’. Further 
examples can be found in Campbell (1959: 477.6), Klaeber (1903: 243–5), 
von Feilitzen (1937: 95).3

1 The examples of loss of /w/ in groups of four as cited by Luick (1914–40: §677.10), 
namely Christ 1436 † andlata ‘face’ and late † ærendreca ‘messenger’, are unlikely. 
The former appears to be a scribal error; the latter, which I have not found, would 
most probably be due to confusion between ærendraca and ærendwreca.
2 Also, by metathesis of fyrh¨, see §7.95, And 174, Gen 1142 fri¨.
3 In late Kt and LWS loss of /r/ occurs in sprecan ‘speak’ and forms. In OccGl 49 
forms without /r/ occur 4¥, with /r/ 1¥. In LWS r-less forms are uncommon in Ælfric 
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mss., but quite frequent in WHom and the LWS Gospels. The loss is seen in a few 
other words, notably LWS præti8 > pæti8 ‘sly’ (also Nbr), and is quite frequent before 
/n/ in unstressed syllables, hence csern > csen ‘iron’, and the compounds of -ærn ‘house’, 
such as beren ‘barn’, cwearten ‘prison’. Nbr texts frequently spell the unstressed 
syllable -en as -ern, for example, efern for efen ‘evening’, and similarly fæstern ‘fast’, 
wdbstern ‘desert’, which may be examples of inverted spelling. Such loss in unstressed 
syllables should be distinguished from the loss prevocalically, and it is doubtful whether 
any of these instances are properly to be linked with the other examples of consonant 
loss discussed above. For further examples of /r/ loss see Campbell (1959: §475).

7.87 Much less frequent than the simplifi cation of consonant clusters 
by deletion is the reverse process of epenthesis. The most regular examples 
of epenthesis occur medially1 between a nasal or, less commonly still, the 
strident /s/ and a sonorant consonant, that is, a liquid or a nasal. In such cases 
the epenthesized consonant agrees with the preceding consonant in place 
of articulation and the following sonorant in voice. Instances of epenthesis 
after a nasal are: bræmbel ‘bramble’, CP 187.6 cumbel ‘wound’,2 EpGl, ErfGl 
185 hymbli7ae ‘hemlock’, symble ‘always’ (WS, Nbr); EpGl, ErfGl 729 
cendli7 ‘convenient’, endleofan ‘eleven’ (WS), ErfGl 729 mor8endli7 ‘morning’, 
ÆGram 43.11 gandra ‘gander’ (other texts have ganra).3 Instances of epen-
thesis after /s/ are: hwistle ‘whistle’ and derived forms (only with epenthesis), 
mæstling ‘brass’, but Nbr mæslen, mistli7e ‘variously’ (esp. WHom), Mart 
5.1375 ondrystlicum ‘terrible’, see §7.85, Bede 300.2 towestnis ‘discord’.4

1 There are occasional examples of initial 〈scl, scn, scm〉 for 〈sl, sn, sm〉. Examples 
of 〈scl〉 appear to be restricted to CorpGl 433 sclat ‘tore’, Ch (various) sclwd ‘slade, 
greensward’, OccGl 49.694 sclbacnes ‘laziness’, Alex 399 scluncon ‘they crawled’, 
CorpGl 693 asclwcadun, CollGl 49.696 asclacade ‘loosened’, and a few other late 
forms including 〈stl〉 spellings in PsGl(K), see K. Sisam (1913: 305), C. Sisam and Sisam 
(1959: §68). For 〈scm〉 there is only PsGl(A) scmb8ende ‘considering’, and for 〈scn〉 
CP 155.17 scnccendan ‘crawling’. Neither the intention nor the cause of these spellings 
is clear, see K. Sisam (1913: 306–7), Brunner (1965: §210.1), Luick (1914–40: §650). 
If they represent epenthesis of /k/, this is more probable in the slightly more frequent 
examples before /l/. Further, the form scmb8ende is almost certainly an error, see K. 
Sisam (1913: 305). No one, apparently, has investigated the possibility that spellings 
such as these might indicate a shift of /s/ > /à/. But this might be more plausible as an 
explanation than consonant epenthesis.
2 But cumbol ‘banner’, for example, infl . cumbles, is general in Gmc and hence less 
certain.
3 An example of epenthesis between a nasal and an obstruent is LWS (3¥) æmpti8 
‘empty’.
4 Lch II, Alex have balzam ‘balsam’, with epenthesis between /l/ and /s/.

(c) Assimilation

7.88 The most general type of assimilation in OE was voicing assimilation, 
whereby a voiced consonant became voiceless when immediately followed 
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by a voiceless consonant. This change can be seen as the converse of the 
voicing of fricatives between voiced sounds discussed in §§7.54–8, although 
here the change also affects stops, hence not only 8eogu¨ > OccGl 49.1097 
8ioh¨- ‘youth’, with devoicing of /“/ > /x/ before /q/, but also milds > milts 
‘mercy’, with devoicing of /d/ > /t/ before /s/. In cases involving the fricatives 
/f, q, s/, as with voicing, the change cannot be detected orthographically and, 
furthermore, the history of a particular sound may involve both voicing and, 
after the operation of syncope, devoicing. For example, WS drcfst derives 
from *drcfest > *drcfest (with voicing to [v]) > *drcfst (syncope) > drcfst 
(voicing assimilation to [f] before /s/). The examples involving orthographic 
change, however, show that the sound change was phonologically real and 
it may be approximately stated as follows:

C > [-voice] / ________
 C
-voice

7.89 As stated in §7.88, the major types of example of voicing assimila-
tion which were orthographically represented involved either stops or the 
fricative /“/. In the case of stops examples are restricted to /d/ and, after 
nasals, [g], due to the distribution of stops and fricatives outlined in §§7.2–3. 
Examples involving /d/ include forms of:1 bletsian ‘bless’, bletsung ‘blessing’, 
8ctsung ‘greed’, and milts and derivatives ‘mercy’, also CorpGl 1734 etscth 
‘a looking again’, and the 2,3sg.pr.ind. of verbs such as lwdan ‘lead’, rwdan 
‘advise’, hence lwtst, rwtst, *lwt¨, *rwt¨.2 Parallel examples for [g] are 
relatively infrequent, but include occasional ancsum ‘troublesome’ beside 
more frequent angsum and strenc¨ ‘strength’ beside streng¨. The change 
only rarely affects the 2,3sg.pr.ind. of verbs such as bringan ‘bring’, so that 
we fi nd rare 8ebrincst, brinc¨ beside usual bringst, bring¨.3 Instances of the 
assimilation of [“] > [x] include4 OccGl 49.1097 8ioh¨-, see §7.88, and 
cases of the 2,3sg.pr.ind. of verbs such as lbogan ‘lie’, stcgan ‘climb’, thus 
lchst, lch¨, stch¨ alongside lcgst, etc.5 In such cases the earlier change of 
/xs/ > /ks/, see §7.6, does not usually re-occur, and even forms such as 
hbxta ‘highest’, cited in §7.6, are usually less common than hbhsta, etc.

1 These examples usually co-exist alongside less frequent examples with 〈d〉, such as 
bledsian. Generally speaking, patterned variation is diffi cult to detect, but note that 
Ps(A), also Ps(C) regularly show no signs of voicing assimilation and, for example, CP 
has only bledsung(e) ‘blessing’, although assimilation is found in other forms in the 
same text. A further example of assimilation may be CorpGl 799 s7ulthbta ‘bailiff’.
2 For subsequent changes giving lwtst > lwst, *lwt¨ > lwtt, etc., see §§7.83, 91.
3 For loss of the velar stop in clusters, for example, brin¨, see §7.83.
4 In these cases [“] may be either original or from [j] which either reverted to [“] 
after syncope or was analogically replaced by [“], see §7.29. Although it is often 
claimed, for example, in Luick (1914–40: §649A2), that [j] cannot be subject to such 

⎡⎢⎣
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assimilation, hence e8sa ‘terror’, other forms may indicate a shift, for example, 
b(a)hsynes ‘with one’s eyes’. Perhaps one should take account of the orthographic 
problems in representing [ç].
5 Additional examples appear to include the type represented by myrh¨ ‘mirth’, where 
it is unnecessary to suppose that 〈h〉 is for 〈g〉, pace Campbell (1959: §480.3n1). If 
[“] can be devoiced, there seems no reason why its palatal counterpart [j] cannot also 
be devoiced. A further type is represented by common LWS nb(a)h(h)eber ‘neighbour’ 
< nbah8eber.

7.90 Voicing assimilation also occurs rightwards when a voiceless consonant 
is followed by /d/. This phenomenon is most widespread in the preterite 
of class 1 weak verbs, where medial i/e was syncopated after a heavy syllable. 
In such cases the preceding consonant may be either a voiceless stop or a 
voiceless fricative, where the latter had remained voiceless either in gemina-
tion or due to a preceding voiceless stop, and the consequence of the change 
is that /d/ devoices to /t/. Examples are very numerous and regular, the 
various types being represented by, for example: *slwpde > slwpte ‘he slept’, 
mbtte ‘he met’, sccte ‘he sucked’; pyfte ‘he puffed’, cyste ‘he kissed’, lcxte 
‘he shone’. Spellings with 〈d〉 are rare and most often found in Li, for 
example, LkGl 9.39 8egrippde ‘he gripped’, LkGl 8.23 slbpde, MtGl 27.52 
slbpdon ‘he, they slept’, and, especially, frequent 8enbolbcde ‘he approached’ 
and related forms beside occasional 8enbolbcte. Outside Li examples are 
rare, but note Mt(WSCp) 27.44 hyspdun ‘they mocked’, CorpGl 1082 
ræfsde ‘he seized’.1

1 To these may perhaps be added CP(H) 257.24 wyrmsde ‘it suppurated’, but note 
the alternative CP(C) form † wyrsmde.

7.91 Full assimilation of consonants in clusters also occurs, although it is 
generally sporadic and often prevented by infl ectional juncture. The direction 
of assimilation is usually leftwards, and the assimilation is most often to a 
resonant, that is, /m, n, l, r/, for assimilation to obstruents see §7.92. There 
appears to be some restriction on the assimilating consonant. For assimila-
tion to /l, r/ the assimilating consonant must also be dental or alveolar,1 
whilst for assimilation to a nasal any consonant may be affected but labial 
consonants retain their place of articulation even if the nasal is /n/.

(1) Assimilation to /n/ is found with /f/ and, occasionally, /p, s, x/. In the 
case of the labials the shift is partial and to /m/. Examples of /fn/ > 
/mn/, all beside forms without the shift, are emn ‘even’, hremn ‘raven’,2 
stemn ‘voice’,3 stemn ‘period’, stemn ‘stem’, and nemne ‘unless’.4 All 
these forms are WS except that stemn ‘voice’ is also found in Ru1 and 
nemne is principally Angl. For a full discussion see Flasdieck (1950: 
142). /pn/ > /mn/ is seen in occasional LWS wwmm ‘weapon’. Li ¨ionne 
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‘this’ acc.sg.masc. (3¥) alongside usual ¨iosne is the principal example 
of assimilation of /sn/. For /xn/ > /nn/, if this is not to be taken under 
n1, there is WS hbanne ‘high’ acc.sg.masc. and LWS, lNbr hbannes 
‘highness’, see also §5.100. Rightwards full assimilation to /n/ occurs 
in poetical benne, bennum ‘fetters’ (4¥) < bend. Otherwise in such 
contexts, there is rare place assimilation with a following obstruent, 
as in elmboga ‘elbow’, Beo 1269 8imfæste ‘huge’, alongside elnboga, 
8infæste, and Beo 3033 hlimbed ‘bed of rest’.5

(2) Assimilation to following /l/ occurs with /d, n, s/, but is always infre-
quent. Examples of each are: AldV 13.1 535 fwmnhalicum ‘virginal’ 
dat.sg.neut. with 〈l〉 for 〈ll〉, see §7.80,6 lNbr ællef ‘eleven’ and forms, 
forms of /ylli7, lNbr /ulli7 ‘such’.

(3) Examples involving /r/ include /n/ > /r/ in Ch 1438(1) † Cyrredi personal 
name and the further proper names Æ/er(r)ed, E¨eri7, both with /l/ 
> /r/. In contrast lNbr especially has sella ‘better’ < sdblra, with /lr/ > 
/ll/. A possible example of rightwards assimilation is lareow ‘teacher’, 
but this is more probably due to simplifi cation of lar + /bow in 
compounding.

1 The frequency of EWS hcerra (to the exclusion of **hcehra), LWS hyrra ‘higher’ 
would suggest that this cannot be an example of the sporadically attested type of 
assimilation under discussion. This seems to be confi rmed by the phonology. It is more 
probable that we are dealing with a special instance of loss of [h] between a vowel 
and a resonant, with compensatory lengthening of the resonant. Note that LWS hbahra 
is presumably a spelling based on the analogical reformation of the comparative, 
without any necessary phonological implication. The same explanation can also hold 
for nbarra ‘nearer’. MtGl(Ru) 21.31 nwrra, DurRitGl 1 120.4 hbrra, both with ana-
logical restoration of /x/, may also be so explained, although the latter could merely 
show lNbr illogical doubling of consonants.
2 Quite frequent LWS hrem(m) and forms probably show full assimilation of /fn/ > 
/mm/, but with the nasal becoming labial.
3 LS 34 1.162 stemme may, if not a scribal error, show the same assimilation as in 
hremm. Luick’s (1914–40: §682) suggestion that this is a word- and syllable-fi nal 
phenomenon is not convincing.
4 LkGl(Ru2) 1.27 fwfne ‘woman’ acc.sg. is an unusual inverted spelling for fwmne. 
Note that the form is Nbr rather than Merc.
5 PrudGl 1 246 acuma ‘oakum’ and Or 173.10 oferclom ‘he climbed upon’ are both 
uncertain examples of /mb/ > /mm/ with simplifi cation of the resultant geminate, see 
§7.83n7 for acuma.
6 In view of AldV 13.1 1717 fwmnhadli7ere, fwmnhalicum may simply be an error.

7.92 Full assimilation to obstruents occurs in three distinct environments. 
The fi rst of these, which is frequent and regular, involves dental stop + 
fricative, which develops as /tt/. The stop may be originally either voicless 
or voiced, in the last case already becoming voiceless by §7.89. The change 
is particularly common in the 3sg.pr.ind. of verbs, such as lwtt ‘he leads’ 
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< lwte/, rctt ‘he rides’ < rct/ < rcde/, mbtt ‘he meets’ < mbte/. Any exceptions 
are extremely rare and of no signifi cance. Where the result is consonant + 
geminate, for example, binde/ > **bintt, degemination occurs, for example, 
bint ‘he binds’, see §7.80. Examples involving nouns include latteow ‘leader’, 
ofermbtto ‘pride’, alongside lat/eow, ladteow (with assimilation of the stop 
feature alone), ofermbdo, and 8esynto ‘health’. Cliticization leads to assimi-
lation in frequent /wtte ‘that’ < /wt /e and PsGl(B) mitty ‘when’ (2¥) < 
mid /y.1 Secondly, in late texts there is the reverse assimilation of /qd/ > 
/dd/. Hence we fi nd frequent cydde ‘he declared’ in Ælfrician and other 
texts of the same period, usually far more often than cy/de, the usual earlier 
form2 The third type involves /s/, and may be subdivided in two. Firstly, 
/qs/ > /ss/, which is especially common in the 2sg.pr.ind. of verbs, such as 
cwist ‘thou sayest’ < cwi/st < cwi¨est, similarly cyst ‘thou makest known’. 
These exist alongside forms such as cwi¨st, cy¨st, probable analogical 
replacements. Common examples elsewhere include bliss ‘bliss’, liss ‘kind-
ness’. The second sub-type is the assimilation of /sr/ > /ss/. This is found 
in the irregular comparatives lwssa ‘less’ < *lwsra, wyrsa ‘worse’ < *wyrsra, 
the gen. and dat.sg.fem. and gen.pl. of /es ‘this’, that is, /isse, /issa, 
although in Nbr reformation takes place, note especially gen.pl. ¨isra as 
well as dat.sg.fem. ¨is(s)er, and, against outside Nbr, in infl ected forms of 
eser ‘our’, hence esses, essa, essum. The assimilation of /sr/ > /ss/ is gener-
ally held to be early, for otherwise [sr] would have shifted to [zr] by voicing 
assimilation, and, it is held, [zr] could not develop to [ss], see Campbell 
(1959: §484n1). Also in favour of such a view is the regularity of assimilated 
forms. On the other hand, if [zr] assimilated to [zz], this would be a voiced 
fricative geminate, which is abnormal for OE, and the geminate may have 
shifted to the usual /ss/ by substitution. Even if [zz] remained, there was 
no obvious orthographic representation other than 〈ss〉. Hence the facts 
must remain uncertain.

1 Note also Chron(A) 755.34 /æt tæt, presumably also a case of assimilation after 
cliticization, in an example of indirect speech.
2 It is unclear to me what Campbell intends when he states (1959: §482) that ‘the 
resistance [to the change of /qd/ > /dd/] was phonological.’

(d) Metathesis

7.93 Two types of metathesis commonly occurred in OE. The fi rst type, 
which involves reversal of /r/ + short vowel sequences, is termed r-metathesis; 
the second type involves the inversion of consonant + consonant sequences. 
The dominant type here involves /s/ and may therefore be termed s-metathesis, 
see however §7.13 for metathesis of /l/ > /ld/. Of these types r-metathesis 
is the more frequent and has more phonological consequences, and it is 
therefore discussed fi rst below.
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7.94 R-metathesis normally occurs when /r/ is followed by a short vowel 
and a dental or alveolar consonant, usually /n/ or /s/ (including /s/ in */sk/ 
> later /à/), less often, and in Nbr only, /d/. Typical examples of the change 
are: ærn ‘house’, hærn ‘wave’, bærst ‘he burst’, bærstlian ‘crackle’, dærstan 
‘dregs’, gærs ‘grass’, wærna ‘wren’, ærnan ‘run’ bærnan ‘burn’ (both weak 
class 1), berstan ‘burst’, /erscan ‘thresh’ (both strong class III), cerse ‘cress’, 
fers7 ‘fresh’, cyrps ‘curly’, forsc ‘frog’, forst ‘frost’, hors ‘horse’. All the 
above examples involving a front vowel show no evidence of breaking, 
but when the relevant vowel is /i/, then half-breaking occurs, see §5.26. 
Consequently we fi nd forms such as EWS biernan, birnan, byrnan, LWS 
byrnan, Merc beornan, Nbr biornan ‘burn’ and similarly for yrnan ‘run’, fyrst 
‘period’. It may be that i-umlauted forms such as wærna, ærnan, bærnan 
quoted above show a similar lowering effect of /r/, for an alternative expla-
nation see §5.78n5. It is noticeable that when the following consonant is 
/d/ there is no further sign of metathesis, hence Nbr birdas ‘birds’, ¨ird(d)a 
‘third’.1 The same metatheses are found in secondary-stressed and unstressed 
syllables such as AntGl, ClGl 1 cnbw- hand-wyrst ‘knee, wrist’, Mart 5.138 
ondyrstlecum ‘terrible’ dat.pl., Nbr, Ru1 tinterg ‘torment’.2

1 Exceptionally r-metathesis occurs with an intervening long vowel in 8es7yrded 
‘clothed’, found at And 1311, El 141, and in various LWS texts.
2 It is possible that in tinterg the fricative reverts to a velar, as against usual tintre8.

7.95 Sharply to be distinguished from the r-metatheses discussed above are 
cases where post-vocalic /r/ is metathesized to stand before a short vowel. 
These cases are mainly restricted to lNbr and occur where /r/ is originally 
followed by /xt/. Typical examples from lNbr are: breht ‘bright’, froht 
‘afraid’, frohti8a ‘fear’, fryhto ‘fright’, wrihta ‘maker’, wrohte ‘worked’. 
Outside lNbr we fi nd only Ru1 forms of frohti8an ‘fear’ and occasional 
EWS, LWS wrohte ‘worked’, GenA, B 106 stc¨frih/ ‘stern of mind’, together 
with, in secondary stress, the name-element -byrht, -berht. Very occasional 
forms such as MtGl(Li) 28.4 fyrihto, MkGl(Li) 5.33 forohtade, JnGl(Li) 
(2¥) 8eberehtnad indicate that the process here was initially one by which 
the heavy consonant cluster /rxt/ was broken up, and then stress transferred 
to the epenthetic vowel, see Brunner (1965: §166),1 and pace Campbell 
(1959: §459n2).2,3

1 The same position is held by Lass (1978: 258), but his further conclusions are 
untenable.
2 Not to be taken here are the occasional examples LchI (3¥) s7ruf ‘scurf’, ErfGl 307, 
CorpGl 557 ¨rop ‘farm’, which are presumably inverted spellings from the metathesis 
discussed in §7.94. The form † wrusm is not OE, but from Ancrene Riwle, see Bosworth 
and Toller (1898: worms).
3 The restrictions on this metathesis and its phonological explanation both exclude 
as irrelevant Inscr 8.2.3 berd/or ‘brother’, see §6.34n1.
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7.96 In the instances of s-metathesis the other consonant involved is 
usually a voiceless stop. There is no clear preference for one order over 
another, and therefore there are metatheses of both /s/ + stop and of stop 
+ /s/. The change is, however, largely restricted to LWS.1 Examples of /sp/ 
> /ps/ are: æpse ‘aspen’, cops ‘fetter’, hæpse ‘hasp’, wlips ‘lisping’, all except 
hæpse also with 〈sp〉; note also cyrps ‘curly’, cf. §7.94. The reverse metathesis 
occurs in wæsp alongside wæps ‘wasp’. With /t/ only metathesis of /ts/ > 
/st/ is found: MtGl(Li) 3.1 bæstere ‘baptist’ alongside bæzere, CorpGl 296 
threstfell ‘leprosy’, cf. Goth /retsfi ll. With /k/ only metathesis of /sk/ > 
/ks/ is found,2 and such cases are naturally restricted to positions where 
/sk/ is unpalatalized and unassibilated, that is, before back vowels, see 
§7.14(4). There, however, LWS texts3 show a great many metathesized forms 
with 〈x〉 representing /ks/, such as axan ‘ashes’, axian ‘ask’, dixas ‘dishes’, 
forms of dox ‘dark-coloured’, fi xas ‘fi shes’, frox ‘frog’, 8eoxa ‘sobbing’, 
hnexian ‘soften’, huxli7e ‘insultingly’, max ‘nets’, muxle ‘muscle’ (< Lat 
musculus), rixum ‘rushes’ dat.pl., toxa ‘toad, frog’, tux ‘tusk’, /erxan ‘thresh’, 
waxan ‘wash’.

1 One form which occurs widely, however, is betwix ‘between’, which Luick (1914–40: 
§693.2a) suggests may be a low stress form. The form occurs as early as 888 in ChHead 
1204 1.1 and at CP 423.4, also CP betwbox (5¥).
2 ErfGl 321 aesc for æx ‘axe’ is probably an error, as is the reverse example 302 
merix for mers7 ‘marsh’. However, LawIne 43.1 æsc ‘axe’ may be a sole genuine 
example of /ks/ > /sk/.
3 Outside WS metathesis of /sk/ > /ks/ is found frequently in MtGl(Ru) 19.17 8eaxas 
‘thou askest’ and other infl ected forms, although this may be due to WS infl uence. See 
also n1 above.

7.97 There are number of cases of s-metathesis other than those outlined 
in §7.96, thus: ÆCHom I, 3 56.33 8yrstandæi8 ‘yesterday’, Bede (4¥) 
clwsnunge ‘cleansing’ dat.sg.,1 CP 273.21, Lch I (4¥), EpGl 777 worsm 
‘pus’. It is noticeable that the last two cases are relatively early (although 
clwsnunge reoccurs in late texts), and they may therefore not be entirely 
trustworthy. The example of 8yrstandæi8 probably shows metathesis of 
/st/ with /r/, /st/ being treated as a unit, see §2.83(1).

1 Note also the confused spelling Bede 5 442.12 clwnsnunge, the same error occurring 
occasionally in minor texts.

VII Loss of fi nal nasals

7.98 A change specifi c to Nbr, and which is already found in the earliest 
Nbr texts, is the loss of word-fi nal /n/. Amongst early texts examples are: 
CædH 9 foldu ‘earth’ acc.sg., 1 her8a ‘praise’ (L only), LRid 11 eor¨u 
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‘earth’ acc.sg., 8 duana ‘from anywhere’, RuthCr 48 bismærædu ‘they 
reviled’, 57 kwdmu ‘they came’, 40 ñalñu ‘gallows-tree’ acc.sg., 40 8istiña 
‘climb’, 45 hælda ‘hold’. But in these same texts there are also forms 
without loss of /n/, such as CædH(M) 1 her8an, LRid uullan ‘wool’ 
gen.sg., RuthCr 63 ale8dun ‘they laid down’. The co-existence of such 
forms in the same morphosyntactic categories, cf. §7.99, may imply that at 
that stage the /n/ had not yet been fully lost or had nasalized the preceding 
unstressed vowel, in which latter case 〈n〉 would represent a nasalized vowel 
rather than /n/.

7.99 In later Nbr texts, the loss of /n/ is fully expressed, but that loss 
appears to have been restricted to well-defi ned morphosyntactic categories. 
Thus we fi nd loss of /n/ in weak nouns, such as cofa ‘cave’ acc.sg., in 
infi nitives, such as arcsa ‘arise’, in subj.pl., such as 8ewor¨e ‘they may 
become’, in adverbs ending in -an, such as bi8eonda ‘beyond’, and in 
numerals, such as twdb8e ‘two’. But fi nal /n/ is not lost in the pa.parts. of 
strong verbs, such as arisen ‘arisen’, nor in nouns with -en, such as drihten. 
Nor is fi nal /n/ usually lost in the pa.ind.pl. of verbs, although it is lost in the 
pa.subj. of verbs, such as onfunde ‘they may have discovered’. Such distri-
bution is only compatible with an explanation that relies on morphological 
criteria. On the other hand retention of /n/ in monosyllabic weak forms 
such as in, on may be purely phonological.

7.100 Outside Nbr only the Merc Ru1 has frequent loss of fi nal /n/, where 
it is particularly frequent in weak nouns. In the other categories discussed 
in §7.99 the loss is relatively infrequent, for example, twdb8e 2¥ against 
twdb8en 28¥, see E. M. Brown (1892: §12). The loss of /n/ in forms such 
as binde wb for binden wb, which can be found generally in OE, are best 
associated with the developments discussed in §7.85, and are not relevant 
here.

VIII Late Old English changes

7.101 There are two possible phonemic shifts which begin to be seen in 
the late OE period. These are of /m/ > /n/ and of /q/ > /s/. Both these changes 
are heavily infl uenced by morphological factors, and, see §7.102, at least 
the fi rst of these changes may be wholly non-phonological.

7.102 The shift of /m/ > /n/ is already to be seen in EWS dat.pl., where 
there are a considerable number of forms in -an, especially in the weak 
declension of adjectives, see Cosijn (1888b: §51). In late texts the change 
is rather more frequent, for example, dagon for dagum, but in uninfl ected 
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forms such as adverbs the change is rare, and this suggests that we have 
to do with the analogical spread of the weak infl exion -an rather than any 
phonological shift.

7.103 In Nbr only, fi nal /q/ in 3sg.,pl.pr.ind. is often spelled as 〈s〉, indi-
cating a shift to /s/. This shift is indicated by a total confusion of spelling 
so that -e¨, -a¨ and -es, -as may be found alongside one another, for 
example, MtGl(Li) 7.7 cnysa¨ vel cnyllas alternatively glossing pulsate. 
Furthermore, the 2sg.pr.ind. may be spelled with 〈¨〉. The morphological 
restriction on these forms indicates that the shift could take place only 
under favourable morphological conditions, but its spread to the plural 
shows that the stimulus cannot solely have been an analogy with Scandinavian, 
for another view see Luick (1914–40: §698).
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Word index

The alphabetical order follows normal usage except in the following 
particulars:

(1) 〈æ〉 is placed after 〈a〉 and 〈/〉 is placed after 〈t〉. Variant graphs, for 
example 〈ae〉 for 〈æ〉, 〈¨, th〉 for 〈/〉, 〈u, uu〉 for 〈w〉 are not distinguished 
in order.

(2) The prefi x 〈8e-, 8i〉 is ignored in alphabetization, but all other prefi xes 
are appropriately ordered.

(3) Where variant elements in head-forms are indicated by rounded brackets 
in the head-form itself, the full spelling determines the alphabetical 
order, except in the case of such alternative spellings due to palatal 
diphthongization of back vowels, for example 〈s7(e)acan〉 where the 
order is determined by the variant 〈s7acan〉.

Words are normally indexed under a head-word according to Late West 
Saxon norms, with the exception that some individual forms are indexed 
separately where that is the only form discussed. The head-word is cited 
in its nominative singular (masculine) form for nouns and adjectives and 
in its infi nitive form for verbs. If no such form is attested in OE, then this 
is indicated by an asterisk. In the case of fi rst and second person personal 
pronouns the singular and plural (dual) forms are separately indexed.

Where different infl exions are usually identical, as in nominative and 
accusative plural forms, the form is indexed under the major form. Similarly, 
the gloss ‘past indicative singular’ usually refers to both fi rst and third 
person singular without distinction.

Where diffi culties might arise the head-word is cross-indexed. However 
cross references are not normally given for infl ected forms of head-words, 
or where the variation is general. Variant spellings discussed in the text are 
often indicated within rounded brackets, for example ‘abær (e)’ for aber, 
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but the absence of such indication has no signifi cance and especially should 
not be taken to imply the absence of any such variation.

a (d) 5.7
aberan pa.ind.sg. abær (e) 5.88 
abcdan pa.ind.pl. abidon (io) 5.104b 
abrecan 3sg.pr.ind. abryc¨ 5.172 
abyffan 2.58 
abylg/ 5.166
ac, ah 5.89n1, 6.4.1, 7.52, 7.53 
ac 5.8, 7.30, gen.sg. aces 7.16 
Acha see AEhcha
acum(b)a 5.39, 6.4.2, 7.83n7, 7.91n6 
acus 6.15n3, see also æx axe 
acweorna (qu, o) 5.30
adesa, adosa 6.64, 7.54n4, òadusan 

5.106a
adl (/) 6.40, 7.11, 7.13, 7.14 
adren7(e)an 2.68n5 
adwws7(e)an pl.pr.ind. adwws7æ/ 

2.68, 5.59 
*afi 78an pa.part. afi 8aen 6.2n4 
afi rran (y, e) 5.24, 5.31n4, 5.83 
afl bon 3sg.pr.ind. afl ch¨ 5.115n1 
afyllan pa.ind.sg. afi elde 5.166 
aft 5.35n2
agan pa.ind.sg. neg. nahte 5.152 
agan pa.ind.sg. a8code 5.209 
a8ifan inf. a8iaban 2.54, 5.160, 

pr.ind.pl. ageofa¨ 5.105b 
a8ildan (y) 5.172 
agneras see ongneras 
ahlocian pa.part. 2.60n1 
ahwonan, duana 7.98 
Alah- 6.35
alwdan pa.ind.sg. albdde 5.79n1 
alwtan 2.88
ale78an pa.ind.pl. ale8dun 7.98
Alfsie 5.216
alu see ealu
Aluch 6.35
alysing 2.91.2a
an acc.sg.masc. unne (e) 5.79.1 
an- (o) 2.88n1 
ancor (o) 5.4
and (o) 2.3, 5.4n2, end (æ) 5.78.1

and- 2.88n1
andetta 2.91n3
andettan 2.91n3
and8it 2.88
an(d)lang 7.83
andldma, -luma 6.29
andlecan pa.ind.sg. andlbac 5.99
andsaca 2.88
andswarian (ond-) 2.91.2b, pa.ind.sg. 

ondsweorode 5.106a 
andswaru, -sworu 6.4.1&n1 
andweard (a, e) 6.7&n1
andwleota see ondwleota 
andwyrdan 2.91.2b 
an8in 2.88
an8innan 2.88
angsum, ancsum 7.89 
anc8e, -ba8e 5.76, 5.85.10e 
anli7 (x) 5.74n2
anlcpe (x, e, a) 5.76, 6.30, wlpi(8) 

6.71n2 
-anne (o) see -enne 
ansacan, onsacan (ea) 2.88, 5.106a 
appultun (ea) 5.107 
apuldre, apuldur 5.36n4, 6.39 
aqu(e)orna see acweorna 
arwdan pa.ind.pl. arwddan 5.190 
aræfnan 2.82, 2.88n4, pa.ind.sg. 

aremdest 7.85n1 
Arduini 5.20n5 
aremdest see aræfnan 
arcsan arcsa 7.98, pa.ind.pl. arison (eo) 

5.104b,c, pa.part. arisen 7.99
arlbst wrlbst 5.76n7 
arli7 (x) 5.74n2 
armor8en (x) 5.74n2 
ar(o)d 6.68
arodli7 comp. aredlicor 6.65 
arognisse see eargness 
arwe 5.29n4
aryddan (i) pa.part. aritrid 5.174 
as7e 7.39, nom.pl. (e)ascan, axan 5.36, 

5.37.4, 5.107, 7.96 
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ascian (x) 2.45, 7.24, 7.36, 7.96, 
8eacsian 7.6, 8eahsian 7.6, 
3sg.pr.ind asca¨, pa.ind.sg. 
ascode 6.32n1 

asendan 7.54 
aseolcan (ea) 5.22 
asbon pa.part. aseowen 5.24 
aslacian pa.ind.sg. ascladade 7.87n1
aspringan (y) 3sg.pr.ind. aspryng¨ 5.172
astellan pa.ind.sg. astelidæ 6.49 
astcgan pa.ind.pl. asteogun 5.104n10 
astre77an pa.ind.sg. astre(a)hte 5.120
astypan pa.part. astbapte 5.45 
atbon imp.sg. atboh 5.97 
atol (ea) 5.106n8, 6.54
ator, attor 5.199, 7.79 
a/en7an 2.88
a/rytan (ce) pa.ind.pl. a/rytton 5.166 
awa 6.29 
awe77an 5.98n2 
awe8 awoe8 5.178 
awel 5.14, 6.15, gen.sg. aw(e)les 6.14, 

6.16 
awrctan pa.part. awreotene 5.160 
awyrdan pa.part. auuaerdid 5.79.2b
awyr8an pa.ind.pl. aweri8dun 6.36, 

pa.part. awier8ed 5.166 
axan see as7e 
axian see ascian

w 4.8
12anberhti 5.43n1 
AEbbino 6.39
æc see eac 
wc see bac 
w7e see b7e
æcer (k) 4.14, 5.85.10d, 7.16&n3, 

7.21, 7.33n2, nom.pl. æceras 
6.41, accras 5.36n4 

wdr (b), æddre 7.11, 7.79 
æf(æ)st envy 5.76, 6.29, 6.50n2, 

6.69&n1 
wfest, wfæst lawful 6.48n4 
æfnan see efnan 
æfter (e) 2.3, 3.30, 5.90, yfter 5.194, 

5.195, comp. æft(er)ra 6.70, 7.80 
æfter- 2.87, 2.88 

æfterspyrian 2.87 
æf/anca, -/onca (u) 2.88, 6.4.2 
w8hwwr (b, db) 5.7n1, 5.93n7 
w8hwel7 (b, db) 5.7n1, 5.93n7 
w8hwona (b) 5.93n7 
AEhcha, Acha 2.60n1, 5.190 
æhher see bar 
aehrian 5.98, 7.46 
wht 5.93
æhtian see eahtian 
æl-, æle- 6.45 
wlwte 2.88
Ælbfl ed 2.54
wl7 (b) 5.79n1, 6.19, dat.pl. 

wlcon 6.60 
ældo hældo 7.48 
AEldredi 5.15n4
ælf see ylf
Ælfred 5.16n5, 5.82n4
ællef see endleofan
ælmesse 5.27, nom.pl. aelmessan 

5.189 
ælmihti8 6.15 
æl/bodi8 see el/bodi8 
wmti8, wmet(t)i8, æmpti8 6.71, 7.80, 

7.87n3 
wmyr8e, wmer8e 5.76 
ænd see and 
wne 5.85.3 
ænid see ened 
wni8 5.79.1, baniè 5.212 
wniht 5.85n7 
wnlcpi8 see anlcpi8 
Æod- see Ead-
Æostor- see Eastor-
æpp(e)l 4.14, 5.85.10d, 6.40, 7.78, 

nom.pl. appla 5.36n4 
wr (b) 5.79n1, superl. wrest, -ist 6.53 
ær7e- 5.27
wrende 5.76, gen.pl. wrenda, -e 6.62 
8ewr(e)ndian 6.71 
wrendraca 6.11n2, 7.86n1 
wrendwreca 6.31, 7.86n1 
wrest, -ist 6.50n2 
ærfe see yrfe 
aerigfaerae 5.98, 6.35 
wrlbst see arlbst
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ærn 2.26, 5.32, 6.48n4, 7.94, 
*rænn 4.16

ærnan 5.78n5, 7.94
aesc see æx
æs7 5.37.4, 5.80.2, 7.17.4&n4, 

nom.pl. æsca 5.37.1 
æspe (ps) 5.80.2, 7.96, nom.pl. 

æspan 5.35n2 
12ssica 5.190 
æt 4.10n1, 5.88n1, 5.189 
æt- 2.87
ætfbolan (ba) 5.100.1
ætgæd(e)re 5.76, 6.67, ætgæddre 7.78
ætgwre nom.pl. ætgwru 6.24n2 
æ/el- 5.189, 6.53 
æ/ele 6.10.4
Æ/elred, Æ/er(r)ed 7.91.3 
Æ/e(l)ri7 (E) 7.91.3 
ætspyrning 2.88
ætwctan pa.ind.pl. edwiton 5.111n1 
ætywan pa.ind.sg. ætce(w)de 5.145n1 
æ/el 2.59 
Æ/elbald 6.7
æ/eling 2.87, 2.89, 5.76, nom.pl. 

æ/elingas 2.87 
w¨m 7.11
aeththa see o//e 
wwyrdla 6.30
æx (cs, xs) axe 2.51, 6.15n3, aesc, 

æsc 7.96n2, gen.sg. æxhe 
7.6n1 

æx axle see eax

ba 5.8 
bacan 5.36 
Badeno/ 6.64 
Badu- 6.21 
balca 6.67n2 
bal(d)li7e 7.83 
balsam (z) 7.87n4 
ban 5.8 
bana 2.71 
8ebann (e) 5.85n2 
bannan 2.71
basu, beosu 5.45n1, 5.105n5
batt 5.37.1&n1
ba/ian 2.59, 5.36

bæc (e) 5.88, 5.119, 7.16&n3
*bæ77an 7.16n3
bwdan pr.part. bbdendræ 5.79n1
bæftan, beæftan 2.91.1, 5.150, 5.151, 

5.154 
Bwgmund 5.99n7, 5.119n1 
-bwre 2.89 
bwr(e)fdt 6.45 
bærnan 5.78n5, 7.94 
bærstlian see brastlian 
bæ/ 2.59
bæzere (st, dz) 2.65n1, 7.96
be-, bi- 2.91.2a, 6.50, 6.53, 6.54
bbacon (b), bbacn 5.119, 6.34, 6.39
beadu 6.44
beadu- 5.106n8
bbag (b, w)(h) 5.99, 7.54, 7.60
beald, Bal¨- 4.18
bealu 5.106n1
bbam nom.pl. bbamas, -es 6.62 
bearm (a) 5.29
bearn (a, eo) 5.29, 5.45, bêarn 5.203, 

dat.sg. bæurnæ 2.34&n3, 5.29n5, 
5.46, nom.pl. barn 5.216n1, 
beorno 5.44n7, dat.pl. barnum 
5.12, 6.39, Got. barn 4.3

bears (æ) 5.16n5
bearu 3.31&n2, 5.32.4, 6.20, Bearuæ 

(a) 5.29 
bear(u)g (e) 5.98&n3, 5.102n3, 

5.106n2, 6.35&n2 
bebbodan (co) 5.43, 5.156, 1sg.pr.ind. 

bebcade 5.160, pa.ind.sg. bebbad 
(bo) 5.44.2 

beb(i)r see beofor 
bb7e, bb77ae 5.77 
8ebed gen.pl. 8ebeda 2.55 
bed(d) 2.78.1, 5.80.1&n1, 5.92, 7.80, 

7.81 
8ebedda 2.55 
bedtcd 6.21n1 
bedecian 6.14n2 
befaran 7.54 
beforan 2.91.1 
began 2.88
be8en dat. bdbm 5.192n1 
be8eonan (i) 5.62, 5.64, 5.158 
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be8eondan (io) 2.91.1, 5.60, 5.61, 5.62, 
bi8eonda 7.99, be8ienda 5.64

be8ytan (i, ie, eo) 5.105d, 5.165, 
pl.pr.ind. be8eattas 2.78n1

behealdan pa.ind.sg. biheald 5.44n1
behinan (ie) 5.104n8, 5.165n1 
behindan 7.45n1, behionda (ia) 

5.44n5, 5.107, 5.205
behdfl i7 5.151n1
behydan (b) pa.part. behbd 5.194
belis(t)nian 7.83&n3
bend infl . benne, bennum 7.91.1
8ebenn see 8ebann
bbo (c) bee 5.136&n3, 5.137
bbod 5.44.1
bbodan (co) 3.7, 5.156, 2sg.pr.ind. 

bytst 3.7, 3sg.pr.ind. byt(t) 3.7, 
5.83, pa.sg. bbad (bo) 5.14, 
5.44.1 

bbodern 6.48n4 
beofor (e) 5.105a, beb(i)r 6.39 
bbon (co) see wesan 
beorce bercae 5.98 
bbot, behat 2.91n1 
bbon see wesan 
beor7 (e) 5.93, 5.96 
beorg mountain -berig (y) 5.96, 6.35, 

dat.sg. ber8i 5.85.3 
beorg protection 5.96 
Beorht (e) see also -byrht 5.93n1 
beorn 2.34n3 
Beornheard 6.7n1 
beosu see basu
bbot 5.124n4, 6.5n1, 7.45n1 
Bbowulf 2.90
beran 2.74, 5.105a, 2sg.pr.ind. birst 

5.81, 6.24.2, 3sg.pr.ind. bir/ (ie, y) 
5.26n4, 5.166, pr.ind.pl. bera/ 
(eo) 5.105b, pa.ind.pl. bwron (b) 
3.24, 3.25, imp.sg. ber 3.28

8eberehtnad, berehtna¨ see birhtnian
ber(er)n 6.69, 7.86n3
ber8e dat.pl. ber8eum 2.68
berstan 5.26n1, 7.94, pa.ind.sg. bærst 

7.94
best see gdd
bestbman pa.part. bistbmid 6.53 

beswccan pa.ind.pl. bisweocun 
5.104n10 

besyrwan (i, ie) pa.ind.sg. besyrede 
5.166

betredan pr.ind.pl. betreda/ (eo) 
5.105b

betwboh (co, c) 5.25, 5.93, 5.95, 5.155, 
7.63, betwcg 7.63, betwuh, 
betwux 6.8, betwix (bo) 7.96n1 

betwbon (co) 5.44.1, bituic(h)in 
2.60n1, 7.46, bitucen 5.95n2, 
5.146, betwbnan 5.211 

bewitian pr.subj.sg. bewioti8e 
5.104d&n13 

bc- 2.87
bccnan (b) 5.82, 7.16n8
bcdan pr.subj.pl. bcden 2.10, 

pa.subj.pl. biden 2.10 
biddan 3.6, 4.13, 5.85.7, imp.sg. 

bidde 4.6
bcebrbd 5.136n3 
bc(8) 7.75 
bc8an 7.24 
bcgen8a 2.88 
bcleofa (y) 5.104a&n6 
bil8 see byl8
bindan 2.53, 3.12, 5.4, 5.32.1, 7.3, 

bíndan 5.203, 3sg.pr.ind. binde/, 
bint 7.92, pa.ind.sg. band 5.4, 
pa.part. bunden 3.11, 6.15, 6.16, 
Got. bindan 4.3

binde(n) wb 7.100
binnan, beinnan (io) 2.91.1, 5.107, 

5.151
bir7e 5.24, nom.sg. bir7iae 7.21, 

PDE birch 7.42 
bird see bridd
birhtnian 3sg.pr.ind. berehtna¨ 6.36, 

pa.part. 8eberehtnad 7.95 
birhto (y) 5.24, 5.93, 5.166 
bis7hbad 7.38 
bis7(e)op 2.68, 7.17n5 
bism(e)rian (y) 6.70, pa.ind.pl. 

bysmredan 5.172, bismærædu 
6.49, 7.98 

bismerli7 (y) 5.172 
bcspell 2.91.2a 
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bitela dat.pl. bitulum 5.104b 
biter, -ur, -or (ie) 5.165, 6.38n2, 6.41 
bi/e77an 5.98n2 
blawan 5.21
blæc gen.sg. blæces 7.16 
blwc/a (b) 5.79n1 
blwdre, blæddre 7.79 
blbo (co) 3.19c, blboh 7.49
bletsian (d) 5.200, 7.54n4, 7.89&n1, 

pa.part. 8ebloedsade, 8ebletsade 
5.77

bletsung (d) 5.192
bli77et(t)ung 7.80
blind 6.27.3,4, 6.28, 6.48, 6.55, 

fem.gen.sg. blindre 6.15n2, comp. 
blindra 4.15, 6.15

blindan 6.3
blinnan 5.151n1
blrss, blc/s 7.4, 7.7&n2,3, 7.9, 7.92 
blc/e 7.7n3, acc.sg.masc. blc/ne 6.19 
bldstm 7.83n2 
blds(t)ma 7.83
bdc 2.50, 5.85.4, 6.20, 7.41.1, nom.pl. 

bb7 6.23, 7.41.1, bbd7 2.17n1 
bdcere (k) 7.21, gen.pl. bdcra 6.70 
bodian 7.33
bddi8 5.85.10b, 6.52, bddæi 

7.19&n3
bdg, bdh, bdgh 7.61n1
bold see bstl
-bora 2.89
borhhond 7.62
bdsm 2.69, 7.54
bstl 6.40, 7.10n2, 7.11, bold 7.13 
botm (/) 6.40, 7.4, 7.10 
bdbm see be8en 
brastlian 5.36, bærstlian 7.94, 

3sg.pr.ind. bras(t)la/ 7.83 
bratt 5.37.1&n1
brwdan (b) pa.part. 8ebrbded 5.79n1 
brw8 (b)(w) 4.9.3&n2, 5.79n2 
bræmbel see brqmbel 
breahtm dat.sg. brectme 5.98n2 
brecan 1sg.pr.ind. breocu 5.105b, 

pa.part. 8ebroecen 5.77n2 
bre8dan (b) 7.16n8, 7.71&n3 
breht see -byrht

brqm(b)el, bræm(b)el 5.78.2, 7.87, 
nom.pl. bremblas 5.199, 5.205

brbosa (co) 5.158
brbostbeorg (co) 5.158
brbowan 4.9.1
bridd nom.pl. birdas 7.94
brcdel(s) (i8) 7.70, 7.75
bringan (ie) 5.165, 5.172, 7.89, 

3sg.pr.ind. brin(g)/ 7.83&n5, 
7.89n3, Got. briggan 4.3

briord (ea) 3.21n1,2
Brittis7 (y) 5.172
brcw (8) 4.9.2, 7.72
brdc 2.50, 2.78.1
brocc 2.50, 2.78.1
brdcdaettendi 7.63
brd/or 3.3, 8ibrd/ær 3.30, 6.49, 

berd/or 6.34n1, 7.95n3, acc.sg. 
brd/or 3.29, 3.34, nom.pl. 
brdb/er 5.85.4

brecan 3sg.pr.ind. bryc/ (b) 5.194, 
pa.ind.pl. 8ebrbcon 5.101.2

bry78 7.32, 7.33, PDE bridge 7.31, 
7.42

bryd 5.75
Brynca 6.19
be 3.26
bean 5.143, pa.part. 8eben 5.132 
bucca 3.10 
bufan, beufan 2.91.1 
began 2.61n3, 3sg.pr.ind. 8ebb8¨ 

5.115n1, pa.ind.sg. bbag 7.16n1 
buiris see byres 
bulluc 6.19, 6.57
burg (h) 7.41.1, 7.60, 7.61, 7.62, 7.63, 

buruh 6.37, dat.sg. byri8, burug 
6.36, 6.44, nom.pl. byr(i)8 
2.76&n1, 7.17n2, 7.41.1

burglbod 5.158
burg-, burhware 7.61
betan, beetan 5.151
buttorfl bo8e 7.78
bycgan inf. 8eby878ean 2.67n1, 7.34, 

8ebi88iean 2.68 
byl(i)8 (ie, i, e) 6.44&n1, 7.17n2, 

nom.pl. belgas 5.79.2a 
byr(e)s 6.68, buiris 2.18 
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-byrht (i, eo) 5.114&n3, -berec(h)t 
6.35, 6.42, breht 7.95 

byrnan (i, ie) 5.26&n1,3, 5.163n1, 
5.165, 5.166, 5.167, 5.170n1, 
7.94, pa.ind.sg. barn (o) 2.13n4, 
5.4, imp.sg. bærn 5.32 

Byrnhames 6.49 
Byrnstan 5.114 
bytla (d) 7.11, 7.14 
bytme, bytne 7.10n1, 7.11

caffi nch (ME) 7.16n7
cal, caul, cawel 5.14n4
calan 5.36&n1, 5.38, 7.25
calic see cæl7
camb (o) 5.4
candel (o) 5.3, 5.4
carlbas 6.21n2
caru (ea) 5.37.3, 5.106n7
caserdom 6.31
casere 5.8
cassoc 5.36
castel 5.14
catt 5.37.1&n1
cæfester 5.79.2g
cw8 5.86, 5.93, 7.25, 7.30
cæl7 (e), calic 5.79n14
cæppe 5.36
cæren see 7yren
7bac (k) 7.21, 7.30
7bace 5.50
7eaf (æ) 5.48, 5.50, 5.52 
7eafer, 7efr 7.30n1, 7.55 
ceafurten (æ) 5.92, 7.25, 7.30n1 
7eald, cald 7.23, 7.25&n1 
7ear7ern, carcern 5.14n3, 5.27 
cearu see caru 
7bas 5.14
7easter (æ) 5.14, 5.51, 5.52, 5.121, 

7.16, 7.33, 7ester 5.212n2, -7ester 
5.120, -7astir 6.39, instr.sg. -cæstri 
5.85n3, 6.53n1, PDE -caster, 
-chester 7.42

cellendre 5.77
cemban pa.ind.sg. cem(b)de 7.84
cempa (æ) 5.78.1
7bn 7.21, 7.30, 7.33

cendli7 see cynli7
cbne (db) 5.86, 7.21, 7.25, 7.30
cbnli7e 6.31
cennan pa.ind.sg. cende (æ) 5.78.1&n1 
7bo (c) 5.142 
7eole 5.105n4 
Cbolsi8e 6.71n3
7eorfan 7.41.3, 7.42, 3sg.pa.ind. 

7earf (e) 5.29, 5.119 
7eorian 5.105n4 
7eorl (io) 5.160, 7êorl 5.203
7bosan 4.15, 5.85.6, 7.16n1, 7.41.3, 

2sg.pr.ind. 7yst 7.80, 3sg.pr.ind. 
7yst 5.83, pa.sg. cbas (b) 5.14, 
5.119, pa.part. coren 3.10, 4.15, 
7.42

7bowan 7.41.3
cerse see cresse
7ca 5.137
œcalbarht 6.8n1
œcalulfe 5.160
7ic(c)en (k) 5.95, 6.27.3, 7.16n7 
ci7ena ki7enan 7.21 
7cdan 7.15, 7.16 
7ielle see 7ylle 
7i8an 3.18, 5.82
7ild 2.66, 7.33, 7îld 5.204, PDE child 

7.33 
7cnan 7.41.3
7ir(i)7e (y) 6.67n2, 7.33, 7.41.1, 

nom.pl. 7irican 7.41.1, 7iri7ean, 
7yr7ean 2.68n5, 7.15n3, 7.42, 
7ieri7ean 5.165, PDE church 7.15

7irm 5.24&n2
7irn 5.24&n2
7irnel 5.24
cladur (ea) 5.106a
clauster 5.14
clawu, clba 3.19a, acc.sg. clawe 5.10, 

5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, d.pl. 
clawum, clam 5.143n1

clw8 3.17
clwne (b) 5.79n1
clwnness 6.31
clwnsian 7.54n4
clwnsung dat.sg. clw(n)snunge 

7.97&n1
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cler(i)c 6.68
clif 5.111.1, nom.pl. clifu 5.104a 
clifi ht 6.10n2
climban 2.53, 7.30, clîmban 5.203
clipian (eo, y) 3.9, 5.111.2, 5.158, 

5.172, 3sg.pr.ind. clipia/ (eo, e) 
5.104a&n14, pr.ind.pl. clipia/ (ie) 
5.104n8, pa.ind.sg. clipode (eo) 
5.104n2

clofae 7.55
clese 5.14n2
clester 5.14n2
clysan 5.14n2
cnawan 5.21, 2sg.pr.ind. cnwwst 7.72, 

pa.ind.sg. cnbow (b) 5.44.1, 5.45
cnedan pa.part. 8ecnoeden 5.77n2
cnbo(w) 5.155, 5.158, dat.sg. cneowe 

2.33, 5.22&n7, nom.pl. cnbo
cnborisse (k)(bu) 2.50, 5.45
cnbowan pa.subj.sg. cnbowe 2.33&n1
cniht (eo, e, ie) 5.96&n2, 5.113, 

5.114, 5.116&n1, 5.117, 7.16n8, 
7.26, 7.67n1, nom.pl. cneohtas (i) 
5.117n1, 7.26

cnihthade 5.115
Cndbheri 2.54
Cndbualch 2.54
cnotta 4.2
cnucian (o) 3.10
cnyllan imp.pl. cnyllas 7.103
cnyssan 4.12, imp.pl. cnysa¨ 7.103
cofa acc.sg. cofa 7.99
Cdleman 6.45
cops (sp) 7.96
crabba 5.14, 5.36
cræft 5.14
cræfta, cræf7a 7.35n2
Crbacas (b) 5.8n1
crbopung (co) 5.158
cresse, cerse 7.80, 7.94
crisp, cyrps 7.94, 7.96
Crist (k) 2.50
cro(c)ha 2.60n1, 7.46n3
crdh pl. crdus 5.144
ce 3.26, 7.30, acc.sg. ce 4.10n1, 

gen.sg. ce(s) 5.132, dat.pl. ceum 
5.143n2 

cuffi e 2.58
cul(u)fre 6.67n2, culufra 6.36, 6.37 
cuman 2.50, 3.11, 5.85.6, 5.85n4, 

3sg.pr.ind. cym/ 6.24.2, pa.ind.pl. 
kwdmu 2.50, 7.98, pr.part. 
cymende 2.50n1

cum(b)el, cumbol 7.87&n2 
-cund 2.89 
ces7ute 7.17n5 
ce/(e)li7 6.45 
Ce/fert (t) 2.59n1 
cwacian (æ) 5.89
cwearte(r)n 7.86n3
cwellan 5.85.8, 6.19n3, 7.2n2, 

pa.ind.sg. cwealde 7.2n2 
cwbman (db) 5.78.2, pa.ind.pl. 

cwwmdon 5.78n6 
8ecwbme (db) 5.77 
cwbn (db) 5.77&n5, 5.78.2, 

cwwn 5.78n6 
cwene 3.12n1 
cweodulnisse 5.105b 
cweorn (y) 5.185n1, dat.sg. cwearne 

5.30
cwe/an 7.54, cwo¨a (oe, eo) 5.110, 

5.178, pr.ind.2sg. cwi(¨)st 
7.7&n3, 7.92, pa.ind.sg. cwæ/ 
5.88n1, 5.90, pa.ind.pl. cwwdon 
4.5, 5.179n1, imp.sg. cwe/ (æ) 
5.179

cwidboc 6.21
cwide (y) 5.181, nom.pl. cwidas 

5.104d
cwudu, -quidu (eo, i) 3.8, 5.109a,b 
cwylman (æ) 5.79.2a 
cy78el 7.33 
cyl(e)n 6.68
7ylle nom.pl. 7iellan 5.53n2 
cyne- 5.194, 6.21 
cynedsm 2.89, 6.17 
cyn(e)li7 6.21n1 
cyne8yrd 6.30
cynin(7)8 (i)(k) 2.50, 2.67, 5.171, 

5.174, 7.22&n1, 7.25, cini8 
5.174&n2, cyng, king 6.19n1, 
6.69, ‘Åyni2c’ 2.71n2, 7.17n3, 
7.22, 7.65, gen.sg. cyninges 
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2.87n2, 6.19n1, nom.pl. cyningas 
2.87n1, dat.pl. ciningum 5.172n5, 
cynengum 6.51

cynli7 cendli7 7.87
cynn 4.11, 5.85.1&n1, 6.25, 7.3n2, 

gen.sg. -cynnæs 6.49
cynren, -ryn 6.50n2
7yren, cæren 5.79.2g
cyrps see crisp
7yrr 5.166
7yrran (i, ie, e) 5.82, 5.165, 5.167, 

3sg.pr.ind. 7yr¨ 5.194 
cyrtil 6.54
7yse 5.49, 5.72&n4,5, 5.82
cyssan 1sg.pr.ind. cysse 2.63, pa.ind.sg. 

cyste 7.90, imp.sg. 2.63 
cysti8 5.174
cy/an 2sg.pr.ind. cyst 7.92, pa.ind.sg. 

cydde (/d) 7.58, 7.92 
cy/ere 5.194 
cy// 7.54n4

da 5.132
8edafenian 3sg.pr.ind. 8edeafena¨ 

5.106a 
dalc 5.15n3,6, 6.68n2 
dwd (b) 3.22, 3.24, 3.25, 5.80, 

dbid 2.18 
8edæft(e)li7 6.31
dæ8 (e) 2.7, 2.38, 2.39, 2.55, 5.37.1, 

5.74n2, 5.86, 5.87, 5.88n1, 5.91, 
5.189, 6.27.1, 6.28, 6.48, 7.15, 
7.16, 7.41.1, 7.69&n1, dei 
2.7&n2, 7.19, 7.69, gen.sg. dæ8es 
2.80, 7.16, nom.pl. dagas 2.61, 
6.48, 7.41.1, 7.67, dat.pl. dagum 
2.7, dahum 7.64, dagon 7.102, 
ME daèè 2.38n1, Got. dags 4.3

dæ8li7 3.31, 6.15, 6.29
dwl 6.20, dbal 5.212
dwlan (b) 5.79n1
dærstan 7.94
dbad (bo) 5.45
dbadli7 superl. dbatlicost 7.65
dba/ 5.14, 5.42, 5.44n1
dbman (db) 4.11, 5.85.8, 2sg.pr.ind. 

dbmst 6.24.2, pa.ind.sg. dbmde 

6.19, pa.part. 8edbmde (w) 5.77n1, 
ddbmid 6.53, imp.sg. dbm 6.20

Dene- 6.53
dbofol (co) 5.156&n3, gen.sg. dbofl es 

(co) 5.157 
dbofolli7 dbofl i7 6.70 
dbop fem.dat.sg. deoppre 7.79 
dbopness ddpnes 5.211 
dbor (co) 2.28, 4.15, 5.42, 5.156 
dbore wk.nom.sg. dbora 2.74, comp. 

dborra 2.74 
dc7 2.66, 7.15, 7.16, 7.17n1, 7.33, 

7.41.1&n2, gen.sg. dc7es 7.16, 
nom.pl. dccas 7.16, 7.30, 7.41.1

dc8lan pa.ind.sg. dc8lede (b) 6.19n2, 
6.41n3 

dcgle (b) 5.82n1, 6.41 
dcgol 6.41n2 
dihtnung (e) 5.115n1 
dis7 2.64, 7.17.4, gen.sg. dis7es 7.17.4, 

nom.pl. discas (x) 7.17.4, 7.96 
docce gen.pl. doccana 6.64 
docga 2.78.3, 4.2, 7.67 
dohtor 3.10, dohtar 6.60, dat.sg. 

doehter 2.17, 5.77, 5.85.4 
-ddm 2.89
ddn 5.131, 5.143, dda(n) 5.131, 

5.144, 5.147, ddo 5.144n1, 
2sg.pr.ind. dbst 5.131, 6.23, 
3sg.pr.ind. db/ 5.74, pr.ind.pl. 
dd(a)¨ 5.144, 5.147n2, pr.subj.sg. 
dde 5.77n4, 8edbd 2.17n1, pa. 
dyde 5.172n2

8idopta see 8e/ofta
dox 7.96
draca (æ) 5.89&n1
dragan 5.10, 5.16n1, 7.3, 7.58, 

pa.ind.sg. drdg 7.3 
drbfan (db) pa.part. 8edrbfed (w) 

5.77n1 
Drbmca 6.19
dren7 dat.pl. dren7ium 2.68
drencan, dren7ean 7.24
drcfan 2.58, 7.54, 1sg.pr.ind. drcfu, -o 

6.24.1, 2sg.pr.ind. drcfst 7.7, 7.9, 
7.88, pa.ind.pl. drifon 5.104a, 
5.111.3, Gmc *dreifan 4.4
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drihten (y)(c) 2.60n1, 5.174&n1, 7.99, 
dryctin 6.53

drincan 7.41.2, 3sg.pr.ind. drin7e¨ 
7.41.2, 7.42, imp.sg. drin7 (y) 
5.172, 7.17.2

dry 5.132
dry8e dry88e 7.75, drei8e 2.18, dat.pl. 

dry88ium 2.68 
*dugan 3sg.pr.ind. dbag (w) 5.99n4 
dugu/ 6.57
dumb masc.acc.sg. dum(b)ne 7.83 
dun 2.15 
den 2.15
*durran 3sg.pr.ind. dearr 5.20&n5, 

pa.ind.sg. dorste (a) 5.34
duru 3.10n2, 6.20 
dest 3.14 
dwws7an 7.17.4 
dweorg (e) 5.30 
dyrne 6.41n1
8edyrsti8, 8edurstip 5.75n1 
dysi8 7.75, dysi 7.70n1 
dysli7 6.67

ba 5.11, 5.38n3, 5.141, 5.145, 
gen.,dat.sg. ce 5.145n1 

eac (æ) 5.99n2
bac (b, w) 5.99&n4,5,7, 5.119n1 
bacian pl.pr.ind. bakia¨ 7.21 
Ead- 2.34
eafora, -era 5.106n8, 6.64 
eafo/ 5.106n8
ba8e (b, w) 5.99&n5, 5.119, 6.48, 

7.41.1, n.p. bagan (8e) 7.41.1, 
7.42

bahsynes 7.89n4
eahta 5.20, 5.121, 6.27n4
eahtian 1sg.pr.ind. ehtu 5.98n2, 

3sg.pr.ind. æhta/ 5.98
eahto/a 7.54n4
eald (a) 5.10, 5.12, 5.13&n1, 5.15, 

5.89n4, comp. yldra (ie, e, æ) 
5.79.2a, 5.82&n4, 5.85.10d, 5.87, 
5.88n3, 5.92, 5.166, 6.19, 6.23, 
superl. yldest 6.19n1, 6.50, yldsta 
(ie) 6.24.2

Ealduuft 5.15

ealgian pa.ind.pl. 8ealgodon 5.209 
eal(l) (a) 1.8n3, 5.15&n3, 5.16n2,3, 

5.20, 7.80, 7.81, ælle 5.212, 
healle 7.48 

eall advb. 2.91.1 
balond (bo) 5.141n1 
ealu (a) 3.29n3, 5.106b, gen.sg. 

ala¨ 6.60 
bam 5.131, 5.145 
eappultun see appultun 
bar 4.14, 5.20, 5.145, 7.45, æhher, 

eh(h)er 4.14, 5.98n2, 7.46n3, 
bors7ripel 2.34 

earbe/li7 (t) see earfo/li7 
earc (a) 5.14n3, 5.27 
Earcon-, Eorcun- 6.39, 6.56
bare (bo) 4.15, 5.44n6 
earfe 5.27
earfo/, -fe/ 6.5&n2, 6.29, 6.48n4, 

8earfo¨e 5.209 
earfo/li7 superl. earbetlicast 2.59n1 
earg (a) 5.20n5 
eargness, arognisse 6.36 
earm (a) arm 5.29, 5.45 
earm (a) poor 5.10, 5.29 
earming (y) 5.85.10a 
earn 2.26
8eearnung (eo) 5.44n7, 8earnunga 

5.20n5 
ears 5.202n1
2astor- (2o) 2.34, 5.44n6 
eatol see atol 
ba/mod (d) 7.14&n2 
eax, æx 5.98
eaxle nom.pl. exlan 5.98n2 
ebhatum see eofot
b7e 5.76n5, b7i 6.53, dat.pl. b7ium 

2.68 
e7ed (æ) 5.79.2g 
b7eli7 6.31
e78 2.67, 7.33, 7.80n3, PDE edge 7.31 
E(7)(8)- 2.67n1 
b7nes 6.31 
ed- 2.88
edwiton see ætwctan 
efen, emn even 6.41, 7.91.1 
efen evening efern 7.86n3 
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efenli7 6.3 1n2 
ef(e)sian 6.67n2 
ef(e)stan 6.69 
efnan (æ) 5.80.2 
efolsian (eo) 5.127, 6.7&n2 
eft 5.80.2
e8(e)sa 6.67n2, 7.89n4
b8-hwelc, -hwer, -hwona see w8hwelc, 

etc. 
e8le 5.80.2 
e8/e 6.67n2
bhtan 2sg.pr.ind bh(t)st 2.80, 7.83&n1, 

7.84, 3sg.pr.ind. dbhte¨ 2.17 
el(d)cung 7.84 
ele (oe) 5.77 
el(e)- 6.21 
elles 5.79n7
eln 6.68n2
el(n)boga 7.85, elmboga 7.91.1 
el¨bodi8 (ce, c, co) 5.84&n2, 5.156, 

æl/bodi8 5.85.11 
embe 6.50 
embrin 5.78.1 
emer 5.78.1 
Emercan 6.41 
em(n)li7e 7.85
ende 3.32, 4.6, 6.27.2, 6.28, 6.50 
endeleas 6.31
endemes 5.76, 5.79.1, 5.200, 5.205 
en(d)leofan (i, e, u) 5.79.1, 5.200, 

6.11, 6.50n2, 7.87, ællef 7.91.2 
-en(d)li7 7.83 
ened (æ) 5.78.1 
enetere see enwintre 
en8el 6.19
englis7 7.17.4n1, gen.sg. englis7es 

6.19n1 
-enne (a, o) 6.48&n6 
enwintre 5.79.1, 5.200, enetere 6.50n2 
bode see gan 
eofolsian see efolsian 
eofor (e) 5.105a,b 
eofot 5.127, 6.5, ebhatum 7.46n5 
boh, bow, cw 4.9.3, 7.72, 7.73 
bola 5.100.1
eolh (e) 5.22, 5.96, 5.100.1 
Eorcun- see Earcon-

eoritmon 5.96 
eorl 5.22
eornostli7e 8eornustli7e 5.209 
borod, -red 5.100.2, 5.126, 6.5&n2, 

6.29, 6.48n4 
eorre (io) see yrre 
eor/bifung (eo) 5.104a&n4 
eor/-cyninges see cyning 
eor/e (io, ea) 5.45, 5.158n1, êor/e 

5.203, infl . er/an 5.211, acc.sg. 
eor¨u 6.56, 7.98 

Eorup- 6.35
eosol 5.86, 5.105a, 5.112 
bower (co, cu) 5.44.2, 5.156 
erfe see yrfe 
esne 5.80.2 
-estre 6.14
etan, eatta 2.33n2, 1sg.pr.ind. eotu 

5.105b, pr.ind.pl. eta¨ 5.105d, 
5.111.4, pr.part. eutende 
2.33&n2, 5.46

etscth 7.89
-ettan 4.2, 6.14
b/el (db) 5.77, 7.14
E¨eri7 see Æ/elri7
2umer 2.33, 5.22
ewe (eo) 5.14n1, 5.105a

fa 5.132
facg 5.37.1&n1
fah coloured faag 7.63
fah guilty 5.143, dat.pl. 5.143
fal(u)d, falaed 5.15&n3,6, 5.35n1, 

6.68
faran 5.36, 5.37.5, 5.38n2, 5.79.2d, 

5.85.6, 7.67, 1sg.pr.ind. fearu, 
faro 5.106a, 6.24.1, 2sg.pr.ind. 
færst 5.80n1, imp.sg. far (e) 
5.88

farma 5.30n1
faru (ea) 5.37.3, 5.106a, 6.57 
fa/e, fa/u 5.37.4 
fwcne 6.41
fæder (e) 2.58, 3.30, 4.10, 4.17, 

5.85.4, 5.88, feadur 5.88n2, 
5.89, 5.106a, fædyr 6.50n2, infl . 
feddras 7.78n2, dat.pl. feodrum 
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2.34, 5.45, Got. fadar 4.3, Gmc 
*fa/br 4.4

*fw8an 3sg.pr.ind. fabhit 7.26, 7.46, 
5.133, pa.pl.ind. fwdun 7.46

fæ8en 6.2, 6.14
fæ8nian 6.15
fæ8(e)r 6.41, 7.16
fabhit (3sg.pr.ind.) 2.60, pl.pa.ind. 

fabdun 2.60
fællan see fyllan
fwmne 7.85n2, acc.sg. fwfne 7.91n4
fwm(n)had 7.85
fwmnha(d)li7 7.91.2&n6
færeld færelt 7.65
færh see fearh
fæs dat.pl. feasum 5.106a
-fæst 2.89
fæstan 5.80.2
fæsten (e) 5.76&n2, 5.189, fæstern 

7.86n3
8efæstnian pa.ind.pl. 8efeastnadon 

5.106n7 
fæt (e) 5.37.1, 5.88&n1, fætt 2.7, 

nom.pl. fatu 6.20, featu 5.89, 
5.106a 

fæ/(e)m 2.68, 6.40, 7.10, 7.54 
fæ/man 5.80.2
8efba 5.134&n1, pl. gefban 5.145
-feald 2.89
fealdan 4.18
fealga nom.pl. 5.15&n5, 5.98n1 
feallan 5.85.6, inf. falla 5.38, 

3sg.pa.ind. fboll 5.23n1, 
fel 5.147 

fearh (æ) 5.98 
fearr (a) 5.29, 5.38 
fbawa (e), fba 3.19a 
feax 2.51, 7.6, 7.9
fe77(e)an, fetian 7.33, 7.35, 

7.36&n1,2, 7.79n1, pa.part. 
fetod (eo) 5.105b 

fe7ele (æ) 5.79.2g 
fbdan (db) imp.sg. fbdd 5.77n1 
fefer, -or 6.38n2 
8efb8ness 5.77
fela (ea, eo) 2.73, 3.8, 5.42n1, 5.44n9, 

5.105a,d&n1, fi olu 5.158

feld 6.20
fel8 5.79.2a, 7.17n2
fel(l) gen.pl. fella 2.73
fbogan (co) 3sg.pr.ind fbo¨ (ca, ce) 

5.136, 5.137, 5.146, pa.ind.sg. 
fbode (c, ce) 5.136, 5.137, 
5.146&n4, 5.169 

feoh (e) 5.22, 5.42, 5.96, 5.124, 
5.155, 7.67, fi ah 5.160, gen.sg. 
fbos (co) 5.134, 5.156, fbs 5.132, 
fwes 5.133 

8efeoht (e) 5.96&n2 
feohtan (i) 5.22, 5.117, pr.ind.pl. 

fegta/ 5.96 
fbol fi il 5.100.2, gen.pl. fbla 5.95n2 
fbolan 5.127, 3sg.pr.ind. fi lh/, fi le/ 

5.24, 1sg.pr.subj. fble 5.100.1 
fbon (co) 5.133, 5.156, 1sg.pr.ind 

8efco 5.139, 8efce 5.146n5, 
pr.ind.pl. 8efca¨ 5.139 

fbond (co) 3.19c, 5.159, nom.pl. fynd 
5.83, gen.pl. fcenda 2.37n1, 
5.83n5, dat.pl. fcendum 2.37n1, 
5.83n5 

feorh 5.127, 5.129, gen.sg. fbores 
5.124, nom.pl. fcras 5.127

feor(r) (a, ea) 5.30n1, 5.44.1, 7.80
feorra (a, ea) 5.30n1, 5.44n1
fbor/a 5.158n1
feorwegum 2.87n2
fbower fduer 5.208
fbran pa.ind.pl. fbdbrdun 5.77n1
fer(h)/ (y), fri/ 7.86&n2
fers 5.202n1
fers7 5.26n1, 7.94
feter, feotor 5.105b
fetian see fe77an
fi col 5.104d
fcf 3.12, 3.14, ucf 2.58n2, 7.56 
fcfel 3.14
fi fele, fi bulae 7.55
fcf(f)alde 7.55&n1, ucualdra 2.58n1,2 
fcl, fi hl 7.46n4
fi lmen dat.pl. uilmenum 7.56
fi n7 7.17n1, 7.33
fi ndan 2.53, 2sg.pr.ind. fi n(t)st 

7.83&n1 
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fi ngr 3.31 
fi olu see fela 
fi r(e)n 6.68
fi s7 7.17.4, gen.sg. fi s7es 2.64, 

nom.pl. fi scas (x) 7.96 
fi sco/ 3.34, 6.27.3 
fi s7fl dd acc.sg. fi s7fl ddu 6.24n2 
fc/erfbte, -fdte 5.85.10e 
fi xas see fi s7
fl ah 4.19
fl as7e nom.pl. fl ascan (x) 5.36
fl ws7 (b) 5.79n1
fl bah, fl co albugo 5.95, 5.137
fl eæh fl ea 5.99
fl bam 7.45
fl ban 5.32.2, 5.144n3 
fl eax(e) 5.120 
fl bogan (b) 5.97, 5.101.2, 1sg.pr.ind 

fl cgu 5.97n1, pa.ind.sg. fl bah 
7.61&n2, fl wh 5.99n2, 5.101n1 

fl boge (b, co) 5.97, 5.158 
fl bon 4.19, 5.32.2, 5.133, 5.145, 7.49, 

1sg.pr.ind. fl bom 5.139, pr.ind.pl. 
fl bo¨ 5.139, pr.subj. fl co 5.134, 
imp.sg. fl boh 5.97

fl ctan pa.ind.pl. fl iton (eo, io) 
5.104b&n12 

fl o78an 2sg.pr.ind. fl o78est 2.78n2 
fl ddwe8 6.21
fl dwan 3sg.pr.ind. fl bw/ (bo) 7.72, 

7.73, pa.subj.sg. 8ifl wue 5.44.2 
8efl yman 5.82 
fl ys d.p. fl cusum 2.32 
fnwsan 2.83.1 
fnæst 2.71n1 
fddor, foddor 7.79&n3 
8efdhstan 7.61
folc 7.24, gen.sg. folches 7.21 
folcis7 5.85.10a
folde acc.sg. foldu 3.34, 6.56, 7.98
fdn 5.133, 5.143, fda 5.144, 

1sg.pr.ind. fdu 5.144, 
3sg.pr.subj.8efbd 2.17n1, fd 5.132, 
pa.ind.pl. fengon 4.5

for- 2.88, 2.91.2a
forbærnan 2.88
forbbodan 3sg.pr.ind. forbcet 5.169 

forberan 5.105d, 5.111.4 
fordrcfan pa.ind.pl. fordrifon 5.104c 
fore 6.49, superl. fyrsta 6.67n2 
fore- 2.3, 2.87 
forespreoca 5.105d 
forfl bon pa.ind.sg. forfl cdh 7.62 
for8ifan pa.ind.sg. for8eaf (e) 5.120 
for8ifness 2.91.2a
for8itan pr.subj.sg. for8ife (e) 5.54n1, 

pa.ind.sg. for8et 5.120, pa.part. 
for8btun 5.54

forht, froht 7.95
forhtian frohti8a(n) 7.95, pa.ind.sg. 

forohtade 7.95, pr.part. 
forohtandum 6.36 

forsc, frosc 7.94, frox 7.96 
forslban pa.part. forslæ8æn, -in 6.2n4 
forst, frost 7.94 
for¨rbstan 5.79n1
forweor¨an pl.pa.ind. forwurdon 2.5 
forwyrd 2.88, 2.91.2a 
fdt nom.pl. fbt (db) 3.30, 5.77,  6.20, 

fyt 5.194
fd/or nom.pl. fd¨ra 6.60 
fduer see fbower 
fox 2.51, 7.4
fra- 2.91n2
fraco/ 6.55n1, 6.64
fraco/li7 6.65
fram (aa) adj. 2.4
fram (o) prep. 2.3, 2.4
frætwan pa.part. 8efrætwode 2.91n2
frætwe 2.91n2,4, 6.2n2
frba 3.19a
frec 7.16&n3
frbcne 6.41
frbfran pa.ind.sg. frbfrede 6.19n2, 

infl .inf. frbbranne 2.54&n3
fremde (/) 4.17n1
freme 6.50
fremian (eo) 5.105a
fremman 2.81, 4.11, 5.78.1, 5.85.8, 

6.25, 6.48, 1sg.pr.ind. fremme 2.7, 
2.70, 3sg.pr.ind. freme/ 4.7, 
3sg.pa.ind. frem(e)de 3.32, 6.2, 
6.19, 6.67n2, imp.sg. freme 2.7, 
2.70, 6.20
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frbo (co) 3.19c, gen.sg. frc8es, frbos 
4.9.1, frboh 7.49

frbogan (co) 5.136, 5.137, 1sg.pr.ind. 
8efri8u 5.93n8, 3sg.pr.ind frcat (d) 
5.137

frbond (co) 5.85.4, 5.159, nom.pl. 
frynd 5.83

frbosan pa.ind.sg. 8efrbos 2.34
fri77(e)a (y) 5.172
fri78an 3.6
frictrung 5.94
frc8ea 3.18
Frc8edæ8 3.17
fri8nan (c) 7.70, 7.71, pa.ind.sg. 

fran 7.71n3 
fri/ (d) 2.59n1 
Fri/u- 6.21 
Friu/uulf 2.33, 5.104c 
frogga 2.78.3 
froht see forht 
frohti8a(n) see forhtian 
from- 2.87 
frosc, frox see forsc 
frost see forst 
fruma 3.11 
fryhto see fyrht
fug(o)l, -el 3.10, 6.40, nom.pl. 

fug(e)las 6.64, 7.62, fuhlas 7.60, 
dat.sg. fug(o)le 6.41 

feht 3.13 
8efulhtnian 6.71 
full 3.10 
-full 2.89, 2.91.1
fulluht, ful(l)wiht 2.89, 6.8, 6.29, 

fulht 6.71 
ful(lu)htere 6.71 
fultum 6.29
fultumian 2.91.2b, fultem(i)an 6.30, 

6.64, fultmian 6.70 
furh dat.pl. furhum 7.46 
furlang, -long (u) 6.4.2 
8efyl7e 7.24, nom.pl. 8efyl7eo (i) 

2.68 
fyl(i)8an 6.44, 3sg.pa.ind. fyli8de 

6.36&n1 
fyllan (ie, i, æ) 5.79.2a 
fyr 2.74

fyrd (ie, æ, e) 5.79.2b, 5.82 
fyrheard 2.87
fyrht (e), fryhto 7.95, 5.194, fi rihto (y) 

6.36, 7.95 
fyrst fi rst see fore
fyrst period 2.80, 5.26, 7.94, dat.sg. 

fyrste 5.166 
fyrst (ie) roof 5.24&n6, 5.169n1 
fyrwet, -wit 6.50n2

gaderian 6.64, 2sg.pa.ind. 8egadrades 
7.78n1

gafol, geafel (æ) 5.36, 5.79.2f&n13, 
geabuli 5.106a, 7.55, dat.pl. 
8eafl um 5.106n8

galan 7.25
galend 5.15
galgu see 8ealga
gamolfeax 2.87
gan 5.38, 5.143, 7.67, 1sg.pr.ind. ga(a) 

5.144&n2, 2sg.pr.ind. gwst 5.132, 
3sg.pr.ind. gw¨ 5.132, geæ¨ 
5.51n2, pa.ind.sg. bode 5.159n1, 
pa.ind.pl. gihcodum 7.46n6

gan(d)ra 7.87
gangan 7.41.3, 8eonga 5.61, pr.part. 

gangande 6.10n3, pa.ind.sg. 
8bong 7.19n5, 7.41.3 

gat 7.19
gædeling (ea) 5.74, 5.76, 5.106a, 

6.10.1 
8æfe see 8ifu 
8æ8lbærnes 5.50n2 
gwlan 5.86, 7.25 
gærs, græs 5.26n1, 7.94 
8q ye nom. 8e, gie 3.20, 4.16n1, 5.53, 

5.54, acc. bow (co) 5.160, cu 5.45, 
cowih 5.44.1, 7.52 

8b yea 5.54
8e-, 8i- 2.91.2e, 6.50, 6.53, 6.54 
8bac gen.sg. 8bcæs, iaces (e) 5.99, 

7.19&n4 
geador eador 5.209 
8eafel see gafol 
8ealga acc.sg. galgu 7.98 
8ealla, galla 5.11, 5.12, 5.38, 7.23, 

7.25 
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8bar (b) 2.76, 5.48, 5.49, 5.50, 5.54, 
5.119, 5.120, 5.121, 7.15n4, 7.19, 
7.29, dat.sg. 8bare 2.35, gen.pl. 
8bara, -e 6.62, dat.pl. 8barum 
5.50n1

8eara, iara 2.68, 5.60, 5.62, 5.119n3 
8eard (a, eo) 5.20n5, 5.44.1, 5.46, 

-8ærd 5.79.2b 
8earu 2.35, 8earuwe 6.43, 6.44&n1, 

8ere 5.120, iare, iara 7.19&n4 
8earwian, iarwian 5.29 
8eat (æ) 2.49, 5.46, 5.49, 5.52, 

7.15n4, 7.19, 7.29, nom.pl. geatu 
(æ) 5.50n1, 5.89, 5.92, 5.106a, 
7.25, 7.41n1, 8eata 6.60 

8eatum 5.46 
8eatwe 2.91n4, 6.2n2 
!ebmund 2.54 
!ebrin 2.54
8e8nan (b) 3sg.pr.ind. 8bnet 7.71 
8bn (ce) 5.53n3 
8bna 6.29 
8bnet see 8e8nan
8ed (i), ie 2.68&n2, 2.76, 5.60&n2 
8eoc (io), iuc 3.10n1, 5.59, 5.60&n2, 

5.61, 5.63 
8boc boc 5.209 
8eocled, iocled 5.63
8eocsa see 8ihsa
8eogu/ (iu) 5.60&n2, 6.20, 6.57, 

8igu¨ 5.61, 5.68, 8ugu¨ 5.62, 
8uiu¨u 5.62n1, 8ioh¨ 7.88, 7.89

8eol(o)ca 5.105n4, 6.67n2 
8eolstr 5.105n4
8eolu (oe) 5.102n3, 5.105n2,4,5,8, 6.44, 

7.46n6, masc.pl. 8eolwe 5.22&n2,3
8edmor 2.68, 5.60
8eomrian 2sg.pr.ind. 8iomras 5.63
8edm(e)rung (ie) 5.60n5, 8eamrung 

5.62, 8bmerung 5.211&n2 
*8eon dat.sg.fem. 8eonre 5.60 
8edna 5.61
8eond (i, io, y) 2.68&n3, 5.60, 5.62, 

5.63, 5.64&n4, 8eand 5.60n6 
8eong way 5.61
8eong (i, iu) young 2.68&n2, 2.76, 

5.60&n2, 5.61, 5.62, 5.63, 8ing 

5.61, 8ung 5.62, masc.acc.sg. 
8ion(g)ne 7.83n6, comp. 8ingra 
(io, i, u), iungra 5.64&n2, 6.19, 
superl. 8ingest (u) 5.64, 8ingsta 
6.24.2

8eonga see gangan
8eonga/ 7.19
8eornli7e comp. 8eornliocar (i) 5.104d, 

6.11 
!eorored 5.29
!eoweor/a 5.60n3, 5.184&n1, 5.187
8esthes see 8isthes
8eostor- (io, e) see 8ystor-
8ic/a (ie) 5.64&n1
8cen see 8bn
8if (b) 2.54
8ifan (y, eo) 5.48, 5.71, 5.105d, 7.3, 

pr.subj.sg. 8ife (e) 5.54n1, 
pa.ind.sg. 8eaf (æ, e) 5.50, 5.51, 
5.119, 7.16n1, 8eæf 5.51n2, 
pa.ind.pl. 8bafon 5.50, Got. 
giban 4.3

8ifol (e, eo, io) 5.105d&n4
8cfre 6.41
8ifstdl 6.15n1
8ifu (y, ie, eo) 5.52, 5.105b, 5.112, 

6.20, 6.27.1,4, 7.41.1, 8iofa 
5.105d, dat.sg. 8æfe 5.189, 
dat.pl. 8ifan 6.60

8ihsa, 8eocsa (x), iesca 2.76, 5.107n1, 
7.19, 7.96 

8ildan (y, ie, e) 5.71, 7.41.3, 1sg.pr.
ind. 8ildu 5.55n1, pa.ind.sg. 8eald, 
gald 7.41.3 

8imfæst see 8infæst 
8cmung 5.58 
8infæst (m) 7.91.1
8inian 3sg.pr.ind. gina/ (eo) 5.104b 
8ist (ie, e, æ) 5.79n12, 5.80.2, 

gen.pl. gastas 5.85.2 
8isthes (e) 5.50n2, 6.21 
8ct see 8yt 
8ctsian (ce) 5.165
8ctsung 7.89
8cw (8) 4.9.2, 7.72. 8cow 7.73 
8iwian 2sg.pr.ind. 8iuias 2.77
glædian pr.subj.sg. gleadie 5.106a 
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glbaw 3.17, glbu 7.73n1, masc.acc.sg. 
glwwne 7.73, comp. glbawra 6.15 

glioda 5.104b 
glcw (8) 3.18&n2, 4.9.2 
gldf (b) 7.55 
gnagan 5.36 
gnætt (ea) 5.37.1, 5.107 
god 2.14, 3.10
gdd 2.5, 2.14, 4.17, masc.acc.sg. 

gddne 6.15, fem.dat.sg. goddre 
7.79, dat.pl. godan 6.60, comp. 
bet(t)(e)ra 5.80.1, 6.67, 7.78, 
bet 6.24n2, superl. betsta, best (z) 
2.65n1, 6.67n2, 7.83 comp. 
sel(l)ra (y) 5.77, 5.171n2, 5.200n1, 
7.79n5, 7.80n1, sella 7.91.1

godspell 5.199
gold 3.10, 4.18, gôld 5.202
gongeweafre 5.107
gds 3.14, nom.pl. gbs 5.78.2, 5.86, 

7.25 
grw8(b) 2.38, 2.39, grbi(8) 2.18, 7.19 
grcpan 2.48
8egrippan pa.ind.sg. 8egrippde 7.90 
gret greiit 2.18
guma 2.61, 3.11, 3.32, 6.27.1, 6.28, 

6.48, acc.sg. guman 3.29, 3.34, 
gen.sg. guman 3.29, dat.sg. 
guman 3.29, nom.pl. guman 
6.3, 6.4.3, gen.pl. gumena, 
-ana 6.64

gumcynn 6.15n1
ge/ 3.14
ge/8elac 2.87
ge/rinc 2.82
8yfu see 8ifu
8yld (e) 5.53n1
gylden 5.85.10a, masc.acc.sg. gylden(n)e 

7.80, dat.sg. gyldnum 6.32
8yllan 7.15, 7.16, 7.17.1, 7.41.3 
8ylp (e) 5.53n1 
8ylpan 7.41.3 
gylt 7.25
8yman (b) 5.82n1 
gyrdels (e) 5.194
8yrwan, 8yrian 3sg.pr.ind. gyrwe/ 4.8, 

pr.part. 8egaerwend 5.79.2b

8ystor- (e, eo, io) 5.107, 6.38n2, 
8yrstan- 7.97

8yt (c, ce) 5.53n3, 5.165
8yta 6.29

habban 2.53, 5.79.2b, 5.89n1, 
1sg.pr.ind. hæbbe 5.185, hafæ 
6.48, 3sg.pr.ind. hafa¨ 2.53, 
pr.ind.pl. habba¨ 2.53, 2.54, 
hebfa¨ 2.54, pr.subj.sg. hebbe 
5.189, pa.ind.sg. hæfde (e) 5.88, 
infl .inf. hiobanne 5.106n5, Got 
haban 4.3 neg. nabban 5.124n4, 
5.152, 3sg.pr.ind. æf¨, neg. 
nabban 7.45n1

ha7ele, hæ7la 5.79.2f&n13
hacod, hæ7id 5.79.2f
-had 2.89
hafoc (ea) 5.89, 5.106a
hagu- (ea) 5.106a&n4
hali8 5.74n2, 5.85.10b, 6.2, 6.15, 

6.16&n1, 6.52, 6.53n1, 7.76, 
hwli8 5.85n8, gen.sg. hali8es 2.76, 
comp. hali8ra 6.15

hana (o) 5.4, 7.3, 7.45
hand (o) 2.83.2, 5.4, 6.20, 7.67
handseax 6.21
hara 2.13
har wk. hara 2.13
hassuc 5.36
hasu 5.36
hat fem.dat.sg. hattre 7.79, superl. 

hattost 7.79n4 
hatan pass. hatte 2.49, 6.15 
hate 2.49 
hatian 7.33 
Ha/u- 6.21
hæf acc.pl. heafo 5.106n8 
hæftan 5.80.2
hæ8tess 6.10n4, 6.15, hwtse 6.71
Hwgy¨e (ba) 5.99n7, 5.119n1
hwlan 5.8, 5.79.1
hælda see hyldan
hwlend (b) 2.80, 5.79n1, hwlynd 

6.50n2 
hæle(/) (e) 4.10, 5.79.2f 
hælfter 5.76&n4 
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hwl/ 4.18n1 
hæpse 7.96 
hwr (b) 3.24, 3.25 
hærfest 5.16n5, 5.76 
hærg see hearg 
hærn *hrænn 4.16 
hæruendli7ae 5.79.2b 
hæspian 5.35n2
hætt 5.37.1 
hættian 5.36
hw/en 6.19, hwdna 7.10n1, 7.14
hq masc.nom.sg. 2.80, 3.20, 4.16n1, 

acc.sg. hine (ie) 2.37, 5.165&n1, 
5.172, gen.sg. his (y) 5.173, 
neut.nom.sg. hit (y) 5.173, 
fem.nom.sg. hbo, hco 3.19c, 
5.156, nom.pl. hc (y, ce, ia) 
5.146&n1, 5.167n1, 6.49, hc8 
7.75, gen.pl. heora (io, ea, i, ie) 
5.104b,c, 5.155&n3, 5.156&n2, 
5.157, 5.158, hera 5.211 

Hbaburg 5.100n1, 7.47 
hbadbor 7.47, hbador-, -er- 6.30 
heafo see hæf
hbafod (bo) 5.45, 6.19, 6.54, hwfod 

5.212, nom.pl. hbaf(o)d(u) 6.18, 
6.20, 6.22n1, 6.24.3 

heago/orn (æ, a) 5.103 
hbah (b) 5.43, 5.49, 5.93&n2, 

5.99&n6, 5.119&n1, 5.121, 
5.141, hbh 5.132, hbgh 7.63, 
masc.acc.sg. hbanne 7.91.1, 
gen.sg. hbas 5.134, dat.sg. hbam 
5.141, 5.145, wk. hban 5.102, 
5.141, comp. hbahra 7.49, 7.91.1, 
hyrra (ce) 7.91n1, hbra 5.132, 
superl. hy(h)sta (ce, b) 6.24.2, 7.6, 
7.9, 7.49, 7.89, hbst 5.132

hbahburh 7.47
hbahcræft (b) 5.100n2, 7.49
hbahengel 2.82, 7.47
hbahfore hbafre 6.70
hba(h)lecas 5.100.2
hba(h)ness (b) 5.100.2&n2, 5.102, 

7.49, 7.51n1, 7.91.1
healdan (a) 5.89n4, 3sg.pr.ind. halt 

5.216n1, pa.ind.sg. hbold 2.80

heald (/) 4.18
healf (a) 5.20, 7.60, nom.pl. halbæ 

7.55
healh 5.46, dat.sg. hale 5.124 
healsian (a) 6.7n2
heard 5.20, 5.44.2, 6.48, hêard 5.203, 

acc.sg.masc. heardne 6.19 
heardhara heardra 6.71n2 
hearg (e, æ) 5.98, dat.sg. her8ae 6.49 
hearm (a) 5.29 
hearpe 5.29
8ehea/erian pa.part. 8ehea¨erod 

5.106n8 
hea/o- 5.106n8
hebban 4.13, 5.80.1, 5.85.7, 5.89, 7.3 
hefi 8 6.32&n2, hefi e 7.70n1 
he8e, he78 5.80.1, 7.24 
he8(e)- 6.21
helan 5.105n1, 3sg.pr.ind. hil¨ 4.18n1, 

pa.ind.sg. hæl (e) 5.88 
hell 5.16n2
helpan 3.12, 5.32.1, 6.3, 6.48, 

2sg.pr.ind. hilpst 3.6, 3sg.pr.ind. 
hilp/ 3.6, pa.ind.sg. healp (a) 
5.29, pa.part. holpen 3.10, 3.11

Hen8est gen.sg. Hencstes 6.71n1
hen(n) 7.80
heofon (e, io) (b) 2.54, 5.105a,c, 6.54, 

hefæn- 6.2n3, heben 6.49, gen.sg. 
heafunæs 5.44n1, 5.102n2, 6.49, 
dat.sg. hiofene (ie) 5.158, 5.169, 
nom.pl. heofenas 6.64&n1, 
hefenas (o) 5.211, dat.pl. 
heofonum (e) 5.105b

heofonli7 (b) 2.54, 5.105n1, hiabenli7e 
5.160, infl . heofonlecan 6.51

heolfor 6.67n2
heolor 5.105n5
heolstor 6.67n2
heonan (io) 5.104a
heorde (io) 3.21, 4.16, 5.24n5, 

5.84&n3
heor(o)t (e) 5.105a, 6.64, 6.68
heort (ea) 5.44.2, dat.pl. hortum 

5.211n1
heortlbas 6.15n1
heor/ (e) 5.16n5
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8ehbowian (co) pa.ind.sg. 8ehcewade 
5.169 

hbr (w) 5.190n2
here 3.31, 4.6, 5.80.1, 5.85.1, nom.pl. 

her(i)8as 2.76, 5.16n2, 6.34, 6.43, 
6.44&n1, heri8eas 2.68, 5.59

Here- 6.21, 6.53 
Heregb/e (y) 5.194, 5.195 
herepa/, -po/, herpa/ 6.4.1, 6.21 
heri(8)an 5.80.1, 6.44, her8a(n) 7.98, 

pr.ind.pl. heria¨ 6.36, imp.sg. 
here 6.20

hider (ie), -ir 5.172, 6.54 
hc8 (b) 3.18, 5.167 
hcgan (w) 4.9.3 
hild(e)rinc 6.21 
hildfruma 2.87 
Hildiburg 6.21 
Hilduini 6.21 
hingrian see hyngrian 
hiniongae 2.76, 7.19 
hcran (ce) see hyran 
hcred (ce) 5.165, 6.48n4 
hirtan 5.24
hcw 3.18, 7.72, hbow 7.73 
8ehladan pr.ind.pl. 8ehleada¨ 5.106a 
hlaf (b) 2.54, 2.73, 7.67 
hlaford (b) (a) 2.54, 6.7, hlaferd 

6.64n2, hlafwearde 2.89, 6.7n1 
hlwder, hlædder 7.79 
hlwfdi8e dat.pl. hlbfdi8en 6.62 
hlwnan 2.73
hlww 7.72 
hleahtor 5.82n2 
hlbapettan 6.10.4 
hlbor (co) 5.158
hlcfi an pa.ind.sg. hlcuade 2.58n1
hlihhan (e) 2.60, 5.16n2, 5.82, 7.15, 

7.17.3, 7.24n1, 7.45, 7.67, 
1sg.pr.ind. hlihhe 5.115, 7.26&n1, 
3sg.pr.ind. hlih/ (e) 5.113, 5.115, 
hlæha¨ 5.82n2

hlimbed 7.91.1
hlinian (y) hlyni8en 5.172
hlcsa 7.70
hletor 6.41
hlywan 3.18

hnappian (æ, ea) 5.36, pa.ind.sg. 
hneappade 5.107 

hnw8an 2.71 
hnæpp 5.37.1 
hnescian (x) 7.96 
hnctan 2.71 
hnitu 5.104b 
hnutu gen.sg. hnyte 3.30 
hdcede 6.10.2 
hofr 7.55 
hoga 2.61
hogg 2.78.3, gen.pl. hogga 2.61 
hohful 2.78.3 
holh 4.9.3
hdn 3.13, 5.132, 5.133, 5.143, 

hda 5.144, pa.part. hangen 3.13 
(h)ondweorc 7.48&n2 
hopian 2.48 
hoppian 2.48, 4.2 
horh 4.9.3
hors, hros 2.60, 7.94 
hors(c)li7e 7.83
hra7e (æ) 5.89 
hraca 5.39, 5.40 
hrw 4.8 
hrw7an 2.74 
hræd 5.37.2
hræ8l 6.39, hrwl 7.71n1, dat.sg. 

hræcli 7.63 
hreacca 5.106n2 
hrba(w) 3.19b
href(e)n, hremm, hremn (æ) 2.69, 

2.80, 5.80.2&n4, 6.40, 
7.91.1&n2,3 

hrbod (ba) 2.74, 5.45 
hrbosan 3sg.pr.ind. hrbos/ (co) 5.160 
hrbowan pr.part hrwwende 5.44.2 
hrbownisse (bu, ba) 5.44.1, 2&n8, 

5.45 
hrbremes 5.194
hrcnan pa.ind.pl. 8ehrinon 5.104c 
hrin8 2.83.2, 7.17.2, dat.sg. hrin8iae 

7.17n1, 7.22 
hringede 6.10.2 
hrisil 6.53 
hrc¨r 2.72
hrdf 2.58, dat.sg. hrdfe 6.49 
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hrdn gen.sg. hrdnæs 6.49
hros see hors 
Hrd/gar 2.90
hry78 nom.sg. hry87 2.67n1, dat.sg. 

hry88e 2.67n1, PDE ridge, 
rig 7.31, 7.42 

he 3.26 
huli7 (8) 7.52 
hund 3.11 
(h)und- 7.48
huni8 3.11, 5.74n2, 5.85.10b, hunae8 

6.2n1
hes 2.63
huscli7e (x) 7.96
hesin7el 5.85.10a
hwA 3.25n3, 4.16n1, 6.4.1&n1, 

masc.acc. hwone 6.4.2, gen. 
8ihuæs 6.49, neut.nom. hwæt 
4.10n1

hwanon (o) 6.4.2
hwæl 5.37.1, gen.sg. hwales 2.7, 

5.15n7, nom.pl. hwalas 5.87, 
5.89n4, dat.pl. hwælum 2.7

hwwr (b) 5.179n1, hwdbr 5.178
hwæt 5.37.2, 5.40, nom.pl.neut. 

5.79.2e, comp. hwætra 6.15
hwwte (b) 5.79n1
hwættan (e) 5.79.2e, 5.80n1
hwæ/re 6.15
hwel7 (R) 2.77, 2.85, 5.79n2, 6.68, 

7.16 
hwbne 5.85.3
hwbol (c) 4.14, 5.139, 5.145, hweogol 

(w) 4.9.3, 5.104n7, hweohhol 
2.60, 4.14, 7.45, hweowol 5.22

hweorf huerb 5.16n5 
hweorfan pr.ind.pl. -hwarfa/ 5.30n1, 

pa.ind.sg. hwearf 5.29 
hwis(t)le 7.87
hwct fem.dat.sg. hwittre 7.79 
hwonne 6.4.2
hwyrfan (æ) 5.79.2b, 5.166, pa.part. 

forhwerfede 5.31 
hy78an 7.24n1, infl .inf. hy788anne 

2.67n1 
hy8di8 (y) 7.71 
Hy8e- 6.21

hyldan (ie,e) 5.79.2a, hælda 7.98 
(h)yldo 7.48 
hym(b)li7e 7.87 
Hynca 6.19
hyngrian (i) 3sg.pr.ind. hinra¨ 

5.115n1, 7.83n6, pa.ind.sg. 
hyngrede, -ode, hyngerde 6.19n2, 
6.41n3

hypeban (u) 5.85.11
hypeseax (u) 5.85.11
hyran (c,ce,b) 2.22n4, 2.37, 5.14, 

5.77n6, 5.82, 5.163, 5.165, 5.167, 
pa.ind.sg. hyrde (c) 6.18, 6.19

hyrdan (ie,e) 5.33
hyrnett (i) 5.174
hyrwan 4.8
hyspan pa.ind.pl. hyspdun 7.90 
hy/s7ip 6.21

3ab 2.54
iaces, ibces see 8bac
iara (e) see 8eare
iara see 8eara
Iaruman 5.29
iarwian see 8earwian
i7 7.52, 7.53, acc. mq 3.20, mec(h) 

7.21, 7.52 
-i7 6.51
c7an, c7ean 7.24
cdel (ce) 5.165, ydel 5.173n1
iesca see 8ihsa
Ibsus 2.76
cfi 8 5.127
-i8 6.51
c8land 5.82
-iht 6.51 
cl 7.70&n2
ilca (y) 5.172, ileca 6.37 
in 7.99
inbyri8an 3sg.pa.ind. inberi8de 6.36
-ing 6.51, 6.64n1 
in(n)- 2.87
inne comp. in(ne)ra 6.70
inngangan 2.87
inno/ (io), inna/ 5.107, 6.5n1
innylfe 2.88n3
instæpe 2.88
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instæppan 2.88
iocled see 8eocled
Idhannes 2.76
ionga/ see 8eonga/

ionna(/) see inno/

iorre see yrre
iorsian see yrsian
irnan see yrnan
-is7 6.51
csearn 5.16n5
cse(r)n 5.16n5, 7.86n3
ie see 8ed

iuc see 8eoc
Iedas (n) nom.pl. 7.19
iugu/ see 8eogu/

iemerunge see 8edmerunge
iung see 8eong
Iurmen- (I)(min-) 2.32, 5.24&n3 
cw see boh 
cwan (b) 3.18n1

kelbd see lwdan

lac 7.24 
-lac 2.89
lacan 3sg.pa.ind. leolc 5.22n4 
ladtqow, -tow, lat(t)eow, lat/eow 

6.30&n1, 7.80n2, 7.92 
laf 2.73 
lahbry7e 7.60
lamb 2.53, 2.73, 2.83.2, 7.3, lamp 

7.65, Got. lamb 4.3 
lang (o) 2.61, 5.85.5, lâng 5.203, 

comp. len8ra 6.19, superl. lengst 
lar 6.20, 6.48, 7.41.1
larbow, -ow 6.30, 7.91.3
8ela/ian pa.part. 8elea/ade 5.106n8
lawer 5.14n4
lawri7e (w) 6.15, 6.41
lw7e (b) 5.80, 7.24, ly7es 5.194
lw7ecræft 6.31
lwcnian (a) 5.39
lwdan 7.89&n2, 1sg.pr.ind. lwde 2.55, 

3sg.pr.ind. lwtt 7.92, pa.ind.sg. 
lwdde 2.55, pa.part 8elwded 6.20, 
kelbd 5.79n1, 7.19n2

læden 5.79.2g

lwnan 2.73
læppa (a, ea) 5.36, 5.106n3, 5.107 
lwran 5.92n1, 3sg.pr.ind. lbre¨ 5.79n1 
lws 6.20, nom.pl. lwsa 2.63, nom.pl. 

lwsuwe 6.43n1 
lwssa see lytel
lwstan infl .inf. 8elbstunne 5.79n1 
læt nom.pl.neut. latu, superl. latost 

5.36 
lætemest 5.76 
lættan (e) 5.79.2e 
lwwan 5.79n2 
lbac (b, w) 5.99 
lbaden 5.85.10a 
lbaf 7.60
8elbaf(f)ul 7.80n2
lbah (b) 5.99n3
leahtri7, lactuce 5.14n3, 5.27
lban 5.144n3, pa.ind.sg. ldh 7.61
-lbas 2.89
lbasung 6.20n2, 6.57, infl . lbasunge 

6.19n1 
leax (æ, e) 5.98&n2
le77an pa.ind.sg. le(a)hte 5.120 
le78an pa.ind.sg. le8de (b) 7.71 
lbhtfæt 5.97 
lblo/re 5.99 
len(c)ten 7.83 
8elbod 5.158
lbode (co) 5.84, 5.155&n2
lbof (co, ba) ly(o)f 5.147, lbofa 5.44.2, 

5.45, 5.158, superl. lbofasta, 
-esta 5.160, 6.64 

lbogan 7.89, pr.part. lc8ende 5.97n2, 
ME leèhenn 7.29

lboht (b) illumination 5.97, 5.116n2 
lboht (co, c) light in weight 5.25, 5.42, 

5.95, 5.155, 5.156, lbht 5.95n2 
lboma 2.44n1 
lbon 7.49, imp.sg. lch 5.95 
leornere 6.15n2 
leornian (io) 3.20, 5.24n5, 5.84, 

5.155&n2 
libban 3sg.pr.ind leofa/ 3.9, 5.104a,b, 

pr.part. lib8endes 2.54 
lc7 7.41.1&n3, d.p. lccum 7.41.1, 

comp. 8eli77ra 7.79 
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8elc7 2.91.2e, 7.16 
-lc7 2.89, 6.51 
liccian 4.2 
li7ettere 5.115n1
li78(e)an 2.67, 3.6, 4.13, 7.15&n3, 

7.17.3, 7.24n1, pa.ind.pl. lagon 
(w) 5.39&n1, 5.119

lc7hama, -homa, li7uma 6.4.2, 7.16n8
8elccung 7.16
lifer 6.15
lchtan lighten (cf. lyhtan) 5.83, 5.95 
lim nom.pl. limu (io, eo) 2.25, 2.28, 

5.104n2 
lcm 2.4
Limingae 6.49
lrss, lc¨s 7.7&n2,3, 7.9, 7.92
lc¨e 3.14, 7.7n3
lcxan 7.6&n2, pa.ind.sg. lcxte 7.90 
loca 2.50
locc gen.pl. locca 2.50
ldcian 2.50
lo/a (d, th) 2.59n1
ldh pl. ldan 5.144, dat.pl. ldum 5.144 
Lufa (b) 2.54 
lufen 5.83n5
lufi an 5.74n2, 6.10.2, 6.27.3, 6.52, 

6.54, 7.76, pa.ind.sg. lufode (ade) 
2.80, 3.34

luftacen 6.2 1n2
lufu 3.32, acc.sg. lufe 3.32, dat.pl. 

lufum 3.34 
lundleogan 5.106n4 
8elustfullc7e 2.85 
lybb (i) 5.174 
8elyfan (b) 5.82&n1
lyhtan (c) alleviate (cf. lchtan) 5.83, 

5.95
lyre (e) nom.pl. leras 5.194
lytel 3.30, 6.19, comp. lwssa, leassa 

2.63, 5.106b, 7.92, lyssa 5.194, 
superl. lwsta 6.24.2 

ly/re 6.41

8emaca 5.79.2e 
macian 7.24 
maffa 2.58n3 
maffi an 2.58n3

*magan 2sg.pr.ind. meht 5.119n1, 
3sg.pr.ind. mæ8 (e) 5.89, 5.91, 
pr.ind.pl. magon (w) 5.89&n1, 
pa.ind.sg. me(a)hte 5.120

magu 5.79.2e
man(n) (o) 2.5, 2.7, 2.13, 5.4, 5.60, 

5.85.4, 5.89n2, 7.80, 7.81, 
OFris man (o) 5.6

8emana dat.sg. 8emanon 6.60
manfordwdla 2.87
mani8 (o, æ, e) 5.85.10b, 6.2, 6.52
mani8fealdli7e, -falli7e 7.83
mar8ene, marne see mor8en
matte (ea) 5.106n8
mattoc 5.36&n2
ma/(e)m, -om (w) 6.40, 7.11, madm 

7.14, dat.pl. ma/um, ma//um 
6.57, 7.79n1

max 7.96
8emæ77a (e) 5.79.2e 
mæ78 (e) 5.79.2e 
mwdland 6.21
mw8 (b) 3.24, 3.25, 5.40n1, 5.190, 

7.16, nom.pl. magas (w) 5.39n1, 
5.40, 5.190n2, dat.pl. magum 
5.39

mæ8den (w) 6.10.4, 6.14, 6.15, 
6.17, 7.16n8, 7.71&n4, gen.sg. 
mæ8dnes 6.32

mæ8en 6.2, 6.15
mæ8ester 5.79.2g
mw8/ (y) 5.194
mwl 7.10
mwlan 7.10
mære (e) 5.90
mwre (b) 5.80, wk.nom.sg. mwra 2.74, 

comp. mwrra 2.74
mærc see mearc 
mwre- 6.3 1n3 
mærh see mearh 
mæst 2.12 
mwst see mi7el 
mæstan 5.80.2 
mæs(t)ling 7.87 
mæ¨l 7.10
mww, mbu 2.40, 7.69, 7.72, mbau 

7.73 
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meaht see miht 
meahti8 see mihti8
mearc (æ, e) 5.98
mearcian pa.ind.sg 8emercade (æ) 5.98
mearcung (e) 5.98
mearg (e, æ)(h) 5.93, 5.98
mearh (æ) 5.98, 7.63
mear/ (d, th) 2.59n1
mb7e 3.25n1
mb7efi s7 (w) 3.25n1
mbd see meord
medmian 6.67
medu 3.8
mb8sibb instr.sg. mb8sibbi 5.85n3, 

6.53n1 
Mb8uines 6.49 
meltan 2.70
8emen8an pa.ind.sg. 8emen(g)de 

7.83n6
meni8u meni8eo, men8io 2.68, 

meniu 7.70n1
mennis7 5.85.10a, 6.51&n1, dat.pl. 

mannis7um 5.85n6 
meol(o)c (io) 5.104n2, 6.68, mil7 

3.29n3, 3.31, 6.20n3 
meolu (e) 5.105n2, gen.sg. meolwes 

5.22&n3 
meord, mbd 3.20, 4.16 
meotod (e) gen.sg. metudæs 5.105c, 

6.49, 6.56 
meox (io, i, y) 5.24, 5.42, 5.113n1, 

7.6 
mere 5.80.1
mer(i)s7 6.68, merix 7.96n2 
mer(t)ze 7.34, 7.36 
metan 2.11, 2.49
mbtan 2.11, 3sg.pr.ind. mbtt 7.92, 

pa.ind.sg. mbtte 7.90 
mete, mett 5.80.1
met(e)- 6.21
mb/i8 masc.nom.pl. mb¨ie 7.70n1 
mi7el (y), -il 5.172, 6.54, 7.16, 7.33, 

mi7(7)le 6.67, 7.78, superl. mwst 
2.12

mi78ern 7.33, 7.35 
mid- 2.87 
midd 3.6 

mcdl 7.11 
mi8/a 6.67n2
miht (ea, æ, e), miht 5.20n3, 5.85.2, 

5.93, 5.98&n2, 5.163, 5.167, 
acc.pl. mæcti 2.60n1, 6.53n1

mihti8 (ea, e) 2.43, 5.85.10b, 6.27.3, 
-mecti8 2.60n1

mihti8li7, -eli7 6.51
mil7 see meolc
mildeli7 6.31
mildheort 6.31
mil(t)s, milds 7.83, 7.88, 7.89, 

milze 2.65n1 
mirce 7.16n6
mir(h)¨ (y) 7.54n4, 7.86, 7.89n5, 

miri8/ 6.44 
mis- 2.88 
mis(t)li7e 7.87 
mitty 7.92
mc/an pa.part. mi/en 4.5 
mixen 5.94, 5.113n1 
mddi8 5.74n2
mddor 3.3, 4.17, moddor 5.199, 7.79 
mdna 2.71, 3.22 
mdna/ 6.32 
mdnsbk 5.97
mor8en mar8ene, marne 5.34, 7.86, 

dat.sg. mær8en 5.79n5, merne 
5.77 

mor8en(d)li7 7.87 
moru 5.127n2 
muga (w) 4.9.3 
munuc 6.57
murcian pr.subj.pl. murkien 7.21
mus(c)le, muxle 7.83, 7.96
me/ 3.14
my78 (i) 5.174
myl(e)n 6.68
myltan (ie, æ) 5.79.2a
Myr7e 7.16n6

na (d) 5.7, 5.152
nacod 6.54
nafola, -ela 6.64
nama (o) 2.71, 5.4, 6.60
nan 5.152, acc.sg.masc. nanne (w) 

5.79n4 
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nanwiht, -wuht 5.85n7, 6.8 
nasu 5.79.2e 
na¨or 5.152
nawiht, ndwiht (y) 5.152, 5.181, 6.8, 

naht (d) 6.71n2 
naechthraebn see nihthrefn 
næctægela see nihtegala 
nwdre, næddre 5.199, 7.79, 7.80n1 
nwdl (b) 6.40, 7.11, 7.14 
nwfre (b) 2.54&n3, 5.152 
nw8an 2.71 
næ8l 7.16 
næ8lan 5.80.2 
næht see niht 
-nwman 5.78n6 
nwni8 5.152, 5.190 
nwniht 5.85n7 
næss (e) 5.79.2e 
ne, ni 6.50, 6.53 
nbad/earf see nyd/earf 
nbah (b) 2.34, 5.21, 5.42, 5.93&n2, 

5.97, 5.102.3, 5.120, 5.121, 
comp. nbar (bo) 5.21, 5.23, 5.43, 
nbahra 7.49, nbarra (w) 7.91n1, 
superl. nbhsta 5.116n2, 7.49, 
nbxta 7.6, nchst (ie) 2.36, 5.82, 
nbst 5.23n4, nwhstu 5.97n2 

nb(a)h8eber 5.121n1, 7.89n5 
8eneahhe 5.20 
neaht see niht
nbalw7an (bo) 5.21, 5.23, 5.45, 

nbolb7a(n) (w) 5.44.2, 5.100.2, 
6.48n4, nboli7i8a 5.44.1&n3, 
1sg.pr.ind. 8enbhlwcu 5.100n2, 
pa.ind.sg. 8enbolbcte, -lbcde 7.90

nealles (a) 5.152, 6.7
nearu (a) 5.29n3
nbawest (bo) 5.21, 5.23, 5.93, 5.100.2, 

5.101.3 
8enbat (wo) 2.34
nectægalae, nectigalae see nihtegala
nefa 5.105a, 7.44, nom.pl. neofan 

5.105d 
nefne, nemne 7.91.1 
neht see niht 
nbid- see nyd 
nemnan 7.85 

nboli7i8a see nbalw7an 
8inbord 7.46n6
nbosian 5.100.2n1, 7.6n2, pa.ind.sg. 

nbasade 5.45 
neo/emest (io) 5.104a 
neo/anweard (io) 5.104b, 5.158 
neo/or 5.104a 
nbowe (co) 5.158
neowol (io), niwol 5.24, nihol 7.46 
neri(8)an 4.12, 4.15, 5.14, 5.16n2, 

5.80.1, 5.85.8, 6.44, pa.ind.sg. 
nerede 6.17, 6.18, 6.19 

8enesan pa.part. 8enesen 4.5 
-nes(s), -nis(s) 5.85.10c, 6.51n2, 

6.64n1 
nest 3.9 
nbst see nchst 
nbsta 5.23n4 
netel 6.20 
nbtna see nyten 
nb/an 5.78.2 
ni7 5.152n1
nihol see neowolniht (ie) 2.36 
niht (e, ea, æ) 5.82, 5.85.4, 5.98&n2, 

5.102n1, 5.113, 5.116&n1, 5.167 
nihtegala nectægalae (æ) 5.98, 6.45n1 
niht(e)li7 6.45
nihthrefn naechthraebn 5.98
8enihtsumian 5.174, pr.ind.pl. 

8enihtsumia¨ 5.115
8enihtsumniss 5.172n5
niman (io) 2.70, 3.12, 5.104b&n2, 

pa.ind.sg. 8enam 2.5, pa.part. 
numen 3.11, infl .inf. niomanne 
5.43, 5.104d

nc/ nom.pl. nc/as 2.59
*ni// nom.pl. ni//as 2.59
ncwe (co), nc8e 3.18, 4.9.2
8endg (h) 7.61, 7.62, 7.63
nos(t)le 7.83
nos/yr(e)l, nosterl 6.50n2 
nosu 3.10&n2
ndwiht see nawiht 
ne 5.198
8enycled (i) 5.174 
nyd 5.82, nbidfaerae 2.18, 7.69n2 
nyd/earf, nbad- 5.85.11 
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nyrwan 4.8
nyten nom.pl. nbtna 6.32 
nyteness, netenes 5.194 
nyt(t) 7.80

dbdle see b/el 
oefest see ofost 
db8hwel7 see w8hwel7
oele see ele 
db/el see b/el 
of (b) 2.54 
of- 2.87, 6.4.1
ofcuman 3sg.pr.ind. ofcimes 5.174
ofen 5.85.10d
ofer- 2.87, 2.88
oferclimban pa.ind.sg. oferclom 7.91n5 
ofercuman 2.88 
ofer8eotul 5.105b 
ofermæ8en 2.88 
ofermbdo (tt) 7.54n4, 7.92 
Offa 2.58, 7.67 
offaran 2.58, 7.67 
offrian 2.58, 7.67
of(o)st, œfest 5.76&n3, 6.55n1, 6.69
ofslban pa.ind.sg. ofsldg (h) 7.61, 7.63
ofstician 3sg.pr.ind. ofstico¨ 5.104d
of/yn7an 2.88
4idilualdo 2.18
on 7.99
on- 2.87
onbæc 2.91.1
onbindan (un) 2.91.2d
on7yrran pr.part. on7ærrende 5.189
ond8eredæ see on8yrwan
ondrys(n)li7 7.85, ondrystli7 7.87, 

ondyrstlecum 7.94 
ondswarian see andswarian 
ondwleota (io) 6.11, dat.sg. ondwleatan 

5.45, andlata 7.86n1 
oncnbowan see cnbowan
dnettan 2.82, 2.91n3, 5.127, 7.79n1, 

pa.ind.sg. dnettae 5.5, 5.124n1
onfi ndan pa.subj.pl. onfunde 7.99
on8ea8n (e, æ), on8ban (b, æ) 5.119&n5, 

5.120, 5.121, 5.123, 5.128, 
7.71&n4, on8an 5.207, 5.208

on8ban- 2.87

on8itan (io) 5.105n4, pa.ind.sg. on8eat 
(e) 5.120, imp.sg. ongiota¨ 5.105d 

ongneras, agneras 7.85n3 
on8yrwan pa.ind.sg. ond8eredæ 6.53 
onhrbran (db) onhrwran 5.77n1 
onhyrian pr.subj.sg. onher(i)e 
onsacan see ansacan 
ons7eondli7e 5.67n2 
ons7unian 5.66, 5.67 
ons7unung 2.91.2a 
onscon (y, ce) 2.37n1, 5.44.1,2, 

5.83&n5 
ontydre, ontedri 5.75n1 
onweald (a) 5.15n2, 6.7n2, dat.pl. 

onwaldum 5.15 
opnian 6.15, 6.67 
or- 2.88n4, 3.20 
ora/, ore/ 6.5, oro/ 6.55n1 
or(e)/ian 6.67n2 
or7(8)eard 7.35&n2 
drettan 5.127, 7.79n1 
orfyrme (ie) 5.24n6, 5.169n1 
orleahtre 2.88 
oro/ see ora/ 
orsorg (h) 7.62 
ort8eard see or7eard 
or/anc 2.88
8eorwyr/ed (ie) 5.24n6, 5.31n3, 

5.169n1 
ds- 3.14n2 
4sri7 5.74n2 
-ost (a, e) 3.34 
ot- 2.88n2, 6.4.1 
otspurnan 2.88 
o/-, u/ 2.88n2, 6.55n1 
d/er 3.14, 6.15, infl . d/re, d/ra 6.70, 

d/er(r)a 7.80 
o/gan 2.88
o//e 2.3, 2.59n1, othte, aththa 2.59n1
duana see ahwonan
oxa 7.4, nom.pl. exen 5.77

palendse 2.65n1 
Pawel 5.14n4 
pæti8 see præti8
pæ/ (a) 2.59, 5.37.1, 5.40, 5.189, 

7.67, nom.pl. pa/as 5.79.2e 
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pæ//an 5.79.2e 
pearroc 5.11, 5.38 
peor/ 2.48n2 
*picga 2.78.3
Piht (eo) 5.114&n2, nom.pl. 

Peohtas 5.24 
pipor, -er 6.38n2
plagian (æ) 5.89, pa.ind.sg. plegode, 

pleagade 5.106a 
plant 5.4
Plbowald 5.100n1, 7.47
pliht 5.94
plboli7 5.126
plbon (co) 5.156, pa.ind.sg. ple(a)h 

5.120 
pldg (h) 7.60 
pohha (cc) 2.60n1 
pdl 2.48 
popae8 6.2n1 
pdpcstil see /e/cstil 
prass 5.37. 1&n1 
p(r)æti8 7.86n3 
prætt 5.37.1 
prbost (co) 5.160
pyffan 2.58, pa.ind.sg. pyfte 7.90 
pyl(e)7e 6.67n2

qui¨a 2.45n1

racca 5.36
racentbah dat.pl. racentægum 6.30
racu 7.24, 7.41.1
ragu- 5.106a
ra(h)dbor 7.47n2
ram (o) 5.4
rw7an 2.74, 5.93
ræ7ed (e) 5.79.2f
rwdan 7.89
-rwden 2.89
r(a)edisnae 7.34n1 
ræfnan 2.82
-Rwmas acc.pl. -Rwmes 6.62n1 
ræpsan pa.ind,sg, ræfsde 7.90, 

pa.part. raefsed, raebsid 7.7&n1, 
7.55 

rbafi an pa.ind.sg. rbafade 6.32n1 
re77an care 5.200n3 

re77an narrate 5.85.8, 5.98n2, 
pr.subj.sg. re77e 2.66, pa.ind.sg. 
re(a)hte 5.120, 5.121, imp.sg. 
re7e 2.66

8erbfa (db) 5.77, 5.192, 5.193, 7.55
re8n, (b) 3.6, 5.128, 7.16, 7.71 
re8nian (b) 7.71 
regol (eo) 5.103, 5.105d 
rehtli7 (h) 7.52
rbo 4.9.3, 5.142, ry(h)ae 5.142, 7.46 
rbod 2.74
reord food 3.21, 5.84
8ereord(e) voice 3.21&n2, 4.16, 5.84, 

Got. razda 4.3 
rest (æ) 5.80.2&n3 
restan (æ) 5.80n3
rc7e adj. masc.acc.sg. rccne 7.16n8, 

rii7næ 6.49, comp. ri77ra 5.199
rc7e (ce) n. 2.66, 5.165, 5.168, gen.sg. 

ri7æs 6.49, nom.pl. rc7u 6.22&n1
rc7edom 6.31
rcdan 2.55, 2.74, 3.3, 6.27.3, 6.48, 

6.50, 6.54, 1sg.pr.ind. rcde (u, o) 
3.32, 6.48n2, 2sg.pr.ind. rcdes(t) 
3.29, 3.30, 3.31n1, 4.10&n2, 
3sg.pr.ind. rcde/, rctt 3.29, 4.10, 
6.24.2, 7.92, pr.ind.pl. rcda/ 3.29, 
pa.ind.sg. rad 5.8, pa.ind.pl. 
ridon 5.171, pa.subj.sg. ride 3.32, 
pa.part. riden 6.2

ri8nan see rcnan 
riht (e, eo, y) 5.93n1, 5.113n2, 

5.114&n1, 5.116, 5.170, 
5.172&n1, 7.16n8, dat.sg. reohte 
5.115 

8eriht nom.pl. 8erihta 5.115 
rihtan 5.94, infl .inf. rehtanne 5.94n1 
rihtli7 rehteli7 6.45, superl. rehtlicast 

5.115
rcnan (i8) 3.6, 7.16n8, 7.70 
rinc 7.24
rinnan see irnan
ripan 3sg.pr.ind. ripa/ (eo) 5.104b, 

pa.ind.pl. 8erypon 5.172
rcsan 7.54, pa.part. risen 4.5 
ris7e dat.pl. rixum 7.96 
rixian (cx) 2.51
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rdd inst.sg. rddi 5.85n3, 6.53n1
rodor nom.pl. roderas 6.64 
reh 4.9.3
rem(m)odli7 6.65, 7.80n2 
ry(h)ae see rbo 
rysel (i) 5.174

Saba 2.53n1
sacc (æ) 5.37.1&n1
sacu 5.37.3, 5.79.2e
sadol 5.36
saftriende 5.35n2
sagol nom.pl. saglas, sahlas 7.61
salf (b) 2.54, 2.58
Saluuerpæ 6.49
samboren 5.200
samcucu 3.22, 5.85.11, 5.200
samhal 5.200n2
sAmtinges (R) 5.74n2
sang (o) 7.67
saru see searu
sari8 sdri8 5.7n2
sawan 5.21, 3sg.pr.ind. sww/ 7.72, 

pa.subj.sg. swwe 5.44.2 
sawl, saul 6.15, 6.20, 6.22 
sw 4.8, 5.79.1, 6.23 
sæ77 5.79.2e, 5.80n1 
sæle/ see syllan 
swsnwl 7.71n1
Sæt(e)resdæ8 6.67, Sæter(n)dæ8 5.76, 

6.71n3, 7.85 
s7(e)aba 5.106n2 
s7(e)acan 2.68, 5.69, 5.71, 7.17.4, 

s7eacca 5.70 
s7(e)adan 2.68, 5.69&n3, 7.38, 

pa.ind.sg. s7bad (b) 5.53n1 
s7(e)adu 5.69&n3, 5.102n3, 5.106n2, 

5.119n3 
scala 5.15
s7(e)amfæst 6.2 1n2 
s7(e)amian (o) 5.69
s7(e)anc (o) 5.69
s7(e)a/a (eo), s7eada 5.70&n2, 

5.106n2 
s7aenan 5.57
s7eacere dat.pl. s7eacrum 5.44n2, 

5.51n2

s7baf nom.pl. s7b(a)bas 2.54, 2.58, 7.55 
s7eaft (æ, e)(p) 2.58n1, 5.48n1, 5.51, 

5.119, s7eptloum 5.90, gen.sg. 
s7eæftes 5.5 1n2 

8es7eaft (æ) 5.48n1, 5.51 
s7eaf(o)/a 6.15
s7bap (b) 5.48, 5.50, 5.119, s7cp 5.49, 

5.54, 5.55, 5.58 
s7earp 5.29
s7eatt 5.50, 5.52, nom.pl. s7eattas 

5.44n2, 5.51n2 
s7ba/ 5.57 
s7ea//i8 (æ) 5.57 
s7bawian 5.207, 5.208 
s7baw(e)re 6.70 
s7encan 5.57 
s7endan (ie) 5.57 
s7bofan see s7efan 
s7edfan see s7efan 
s7eorfe see s7urf
s7botan 3sg.pr.ind. s7yt 5.166, s7wt 

5.57n1, pa.ind.pl. s7uton 5.67n1
s7eptloum see s7eaft
s7e//an 5.50n1, 5.80.1, 7.67, 

1sg.pr.ind. s7e//e 2.59, imp. 
s7e/e 2.59

s7ca 5.137
S7ilfi ng (y) gen.sg. -S7ilfi ngas 6.62n1 
s7inn 7.42
s7ip 2.48, 2.64, 2.80, 7.17.4, 7.33, 

s7ipp 2.78n1, nom.pl. s7ipu (eo) 
2.81, 5.111.1, 5.158, 6.18, 6.57, 
nom.pl. s7ipa -e 6.60, 6.62, PDE 
ship 7.33

s7cp see s7bap
-s7ipe 2.89
s7iptearo, -taran 2.44, 6.11&n1 
s7inlb7an 5.79n1 
8es7ir see 8estyr 
s7iran (ie) 5.53, 5.71 
s7(e)occa see s7ucca
s7(e)dere 7.46&n2 
s7(e)dgian 5.69
s7(e)dh 5.143, 7.17.4, gen.sg. s7ds 

5.131, 5.132, 5.143, 6.23, s7dbs 
5.70n1, nom.pl. s7oeas 5.144, 
dat.pl. s7dum 5.144, 5.147
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s7(e)ol(h)b8i 5.96&n3, 7.46
s7(e)ond 5.69
s7(e)op 2.68, 5.69
s7(e)dp 7.15
s7(e)ort 5.59, 5.69, 5.70, 7.38
s7(e)ortian s7orti8e 5.70
s7otung 6.20, 6.57
s7rbawa 7.37, s7rbuua 7.73n1
s7rincan 7.17.4, 7.37, 8es7ryncan (iu) 

5.68n3 
s7red 7.37 
s7ruf see s7urf
s7ea 5.143, s7ya, shya 5.68&n1,2, 

7.38 
s7ucca (eo) 5.67, s7ocha, s7occa 7.46 
s7efan 2.68, 5.66, 5.67n1, s7edfan (bo) 

5.67, pa.ind.pl. -s7yufon 5.68, 
pa.part. 8es7yfen 5.68 

*s7ulan pr.ind.sg. s7eal (æ) 5.14, 
5.44n2, 5.46, 5.50n2, 5.51, 5.52, 
5.121, 7.17.4, s7el 5.120, pr.ind.pl. 
sculon (eo) 2.68, 5.66, 5.67, 
5.68&n5, 7.38, s7ilon (io, y) 5.68, 
5.72n2, 6.56, pr.subj.sg. s7eule 
5.67n1, s7yle 5.85.6, pa.ind.sg. 
s7(e)olde 5.69n2, s7ealde 5.34, 
s7iolde 5.69n1 

s7uldor (eo) 5.66, 5.67&n2, dat.pl. 
s7yldrum 5.68 

s7ulthbta see s7yld-
s7unian s7yni8a 5.68 
s7er 5.66, 5.67&n2, s7yer 5.68 
s7urf s7ruf 7.95n2, dat.sg. s7eorfe 

5.67n2 
8es7y, s7boea, s7dbas 5.57 
*s7yan pr.part. s7yhend 7.46 
s7yld (e) 5.53n1, 5.54, nom.pl. shyldo 

7.38
s7yld-, s7ult- 5.85.11, 7.65 
s7yll 5.166 
s7yndan 5.57 
8es7yndnyss 5.57
s7yppan (i, ie) pa.ind.sg. sc(e)dp 2.68, 

5.69, 5.70, pa.part. 8es7apen (e) 
5.88 

s7yppend (i, e) 5.50n2 
8escyrded 7.94n1 

sB 5.198, masc.acc.sg. /one 6.4.2, 
gen.sg. /æs 5.88n1, fem.nom.sg. 
sbo, sco 3.19c, 5.156, neut.nom.sg. 
/æt 2.3, 5.88n1, dat.pl. /wm 6.20 

sealm (a) 5.14n3, 5.27 
sbamestre 6.10.4
searu (a) 5.29, 5.32.4, 6.44, dat.pl. 

seorwum 2.34, 5.45n1 
seax (æ) 5.98 
Seaxe 7.6
sb7(e)an 2.22, 2.68, 5.59, 6.9, 

7.15&n3, 7.16, 7.21, 7.25, 7.36, 
7.42, 1sg.pr.ind. sb7e 7.25, 
3sg.pr.ind. sbc¨ 7.25, 7.30, 7.41.2, 
7.42, pa.ind.sg. sdhte 7.41n4, 
imp.sg. sb7 4.6, PDE seek 7.30n2, 
7.42, PDE beseech 7.42

se78 (88) 2.4, 2.67n1, 5.80.1, 5.85.1, 
nom.pl. se78as 5.36

se78(e)an 2.67, 2.68, 7.3, 7.15, 
7.24n1, inf. se788an 2.67n1, 
pa.ind.sg. sæ8de (w, e) 5.88, 
7.16n8, 7.71&n4, sæ8di8 7.52

sbfte 5.78.2
se8(i)l 6.39
se8n 6.39, sei8n 2.39, 7.19
se8ne, -i 6.54
sel, sele 6.21n1
seld see setl
sel(d)ce/ 7.84
seldli7 see sylli7
selen 5.83n5
sellan see syllan
sendan 4.11, 5.78.1, 5.205, 7.80, 

pa.ind.sg. sende 6.19, 7.80, 
pa.part. 8esend(ed) 6.24.2, 
imp.sg. send 6.20 

sen8(e)an 2.67, 7.24, 7.33 
sbo (c) 5.134, 5.145, nom.pl. 

sban 5.139
seofon (io, y) 5.44n9, 5.159, 

sifun- 5.24n6, 5.103, 5.104a,b, 
sufon 5.207, 5.208

seofo¨a (io) 5.156, 7.54n4, sufo¨a 
5.208 

sboce (b) 5.97 
seodu see sidu 
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seolf (e) see sylf
seolfor (io, y) 5.104a,b, 5.156, 6.67n2, 

sulfer 5.208 
seol(o)c 6.68
sbon (co) see 5.22, 5.32.2, 5.129, 

5.133, 5.138, 5.145, 5.156, 7.45, 
7.49, 7.51, 1sg.pr.ind. sbo 5.134, 
5.139, 8esbom 5.140&n1, 8esce 
5.83n5, 5.146n5, 2sg.pr.ind. sihst 
(y) 5.94, 7.49, sixt 7.6, 3sg.pr.ind. 
sih¨, 5.24, 5.93&n10, 5.134, 
7.15&n5, 7.26, 7.51, -sce¨ 
5.146, -sio(h)¨ 5.24, 7.49n1, sc¨ 
5.24, 5.83, 5.94, 5.102, 5.124, 
5.132, 7.51, sci¨ 5.147, pr.ind.pl. 
sbo¨ (a) 5.139, pa.ind.sg. seah 
(æ, e) 2.34, 2.60, 5.14, 5.20, 
5.34, 5.42, 5.49, 5.98, 5.101n1, 
5.102, 5.119, 7.54, 8esægh 7.63, 
pa.ind.pl. sawon 3.22, swgun (b, a) 
5.39n1, pr.part. sbonde 5.134, 
sbende 5.147, scende 5.146, 
pa.part. 8esawen 5.14, imp.sg. 
sæh 5.96n2

sbon sieve 3s.pr.ind. scid 5.133&n1 
sBow(i)an (Co, i) 1sg.pr.ind. siouu 

3.18n3, pa.part. 8esiwed 5.24 
setl (d), setol 5.105d, 6.40, nom.pl. 

setulas 5.105b, se¨el 7.4, 
7.10&n2, 7.14, seld 7.13, sêld 
5.203, 5.205 

settan 1sg.pr.ind. sette 2.49, 
pa.ind.pl. swton (b) 3.24, 
pa.part. 8esettet 7.65, imp.sg. 
sete 2.49 

sib(b) 2.53, 7.80 
sidu (eo) 5.104a 
sifi ¨a (u) 2.58n1 
si8bbcn 5.99n6, 6.21 
si8di see sc/e
si8e 7.15, 7.16 
Si8e- 6.21 
8esih/ sight 5.94 
sih/e 5.116 
Sclhearwa 7.70n2 
simbel, sim(b)le (y) 5.172&n4, 

5.174n3, 7.87

singan 2.56, 7.3, 7.67, pa.ind.sg. 
sang 7.3

sinhwurful 5.31, sinhwyrfel 5.31n1 
sinu 4.7, 6.20, 6.44 
scr, si8er nom.pl. scras 7.70&n2 
sittan 4.11, pr.ind.pl. sita/ 5.104c, 

pa.ind.sg. sæt 
sc/ 3.14
sc/e (i8) 7.54n4, 7.70, si8di 6.67n2 
sc/fæt (a) 6.4.1 
si//an see sy//an 
siuida see sifi ¨a
six (y, ie, e) 5.113n2, 5.115, 7.6, 7.8 
sixta (y, e) 5.116n1, 7.8&n1 
sixti8 (y, e) 7.8n1, sextih 7.52 
slag(h)/orn 7.63n1 
slwd sclwd 7.87n1
slwpan (a) 5.39, pa.ind.sg. slwpte 7.90
slwpian (a) 5.39
slbacnes sclbacnes 7.87n1
slban (a) 5.11, 5.20&n4, 5.38, 5.133, 

5.141, 5.145, 5.147&n1, 7.49, 
1sg.pr.ind. sla(a) 5.144, 2sg.pr.ind. 
slws (b) 5.132&n1, pa.ind.pl. 
sldgon 4.5, pr.part. slbande 5.134, 
infl .inf. -slanne 5.38n1

sli77 5.115n1
slincan pa.ind.pl. scluncon 7.87n1 
slctan pa.ind.sg. sclat 7.87n1 
slcw (8) 4.9.2, 7.72, slbow 7.73 
smæl 2.73, superl. smælsta 6.67n2 
smbagan (b), smban 5.119n1, 5.141, 

7.49, pr.part. scmb8ende 7.87n1, 
infl .inf. smb(a)ganne 5.119, 5.120 

smbocan pr.part. smckende 5.97n1 
smeoru (e) 5.22n3,5, 5.105n2 
smb/e 5.78.2, -smd/e 5.78n7 
smy8el (i) 5.174 
smyreness (e) 5.24n6 
smyrwan (i), smyrian 4.8, 5.24 
snaw 7.69&n1, 7.72, nom.pl. snawas 

2.77
snæ8l (w, b) 7.71n1
snccan pr.part. scnccendan 7.87n1
snc/an Gmc *snei/an 4.4
snot(t)or, -ur 4.14, 6.56
sdfte 3.14
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solf see sylf
sorg (h) 7.24, 7.41.1, 7.61, acc.sg. 

sor8e 7.41.1 
sd/ 3.14
sd/fæs(t)nes 7.83n4 
so//a see si//an 
spadu (æ) 5.37n3
sparian 3sg.pr.ind. speara¨ 5.106a 
8esparri8a 5.29, 1sg.pa.ind. 8esparrado 

5.38 
sparuua 5.29
spatl, spadle 6.40, 7.11&n2, 7.14
spearc (æ) 5.98
spearwa 5.29
spbowan (co) pa.ind.sg. spbowede 

3.18n3, pa.ind.pl. spiowedan 
3.18n3 

spere nom.pl. speru 5.105a 
spi7 gen.sg. spe7es 3.9 
spild (th) 4.18 
spiw(e)/a 6.15
spdwan 3sg.pr.ind. spbw/ (bo) 7.72, 

7.73
sprw7 (e) 3.25n1, 7.24
sprecan (eo) 5.105c&n7, specan 

7.86n3, 1sg.pr.ind. spreocu 
5.105b, 2sg.pr.ind. spricst 3.6, 
3sg.pr.ind. spric/ 3.6, pa.ind.sg. 
spræc (e) 5.88, 5.90, pa.ind.pl. 
sprwcon 5.40

8esprecu (eo) 5.105n6
springan pa.part. sprungen 3.11
spura (o) 3.10
spurnan (o) 3.10
*stagga 2.78.3
8estal 5.39&n1, 5.40
stalu dat.sg. stale 5.15n7
stan 2.71, 2.80, 3.31, 6.5, 6.27.4, 

6.28, 6.48, gen.sg. stanes 3.31n1, 
4.10, 6.2, nom.pl. stanas 2.81, 
3.31n1, 4.10, dat.pl. stanum 3.34

standan 3sg.pa.ind. stdd 3.3
stani8 5.85.10b, stwni8 5.85n8
staniht (w) 5.85.10a, 6.10n2, 6.51, 

infl . stanihte 6.19n1
sta/elian 6.64
stæf 7.57, 7.60

*stæfi an pa.part. stefad 7.55
stul 2.26, 7.10n3
stwlan 7.10
stæppan (e) 5.79.2e, 5.80n1
stæ/ nom.pl. sta/as 5.79.2e
stæ//an 5.79.2e
steal(l) 2.26
stefnan (æ) 5.80.2
stefn, stemn period 7.91.1
stefn, stemn, stemm stem 5.80.2, 

7.91.1
stefn, stemn, stemm (æ) voice 5.179, 

7.91.1&n3 
stelan 2sg.pr.ind. stilst 3.6, 3sg.pr.ind. 

stil/ 3.6, pa.ind.sg. stæl 5.14, 
pa.ind.pl. stwlon (b) 3.24, pa.part. 
stolen 3.10, 3.11 

sten7 gen.sg. stenches 7.21 
stbor 5.84 
stboran see styran 
steor7e see styr7 
steorfan 5.32.1
steorra 4.2, 4.12, 5.22, nom.pl. 

storran 5.211
stepe (æ) 2.48, 5.85.2, nom.pl. 

stapas 5.79.2e&n11
steppan pr.subj.sg. steppe 2.48 
stbupfæder 2.33 
sticca 7.17.3
stcgan 7.16&n4, 7.89, 8istcga 7.98
stiogol 5.104n13
stitch (PDE) 7.42
stdw (u) 2.40, 7.72
stræc 5.37.2
strang 6.27.3, stran 7.83n6, comp. 

strangra (e) 6.19, superl. strengsta 
6.24.2 

strwt (b) 5.190
strba(w) 3.19b, 7.72, strbow 7.73 
Strbaneshalc(h) 2.60n1 
stre77(e)an 7.17.3, 7.24, 7.33 
stre8an see streowian 
stre8dan (b) 5.133n2, 7.71&n3 
stre8l (b) 7.71n1
stren(g)/ 7.54n4, 7.83, strenc/ 7.89
stren8u stren8eo 2.68
8estrbon (co) 5.158
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streowian stre8an 3.18, pa.ind.sg. 
strewode (eo) 5.105a, strewede 
5.14n1, strb(i)de 5.133&n2

strcdan 3sg.pr.ind. strcdit 2.59n1
studu nom.pl. styde 6.20
sty77emælum, sti7- 6.31n3
style 5.124&n1
8estyr (i) 5.174n2
styran (bo, c, ce) 5.83, 5.84&n2, 5.165
styr7 stior7e 5.160
Suwbhardo 2.54
sugga 2.56, 2.78.3
-sum 2.89
sufon see seofon
sulfer see seolfor
sulh, suluh 6.36
selung 6.4n3
sum 6.41n4
sundri8 (y) 5.85.10b
sunne dat.pl. sunnum 2.71
sunu 6.20, 6.27.4, 6.57, dat.sg. suna, 

sunu 6.60, dat.pl. sunum 2.71
se/ (t) 2.59n1
se/erne 6.10.2
swA (R, B) 2.80, 3.25n3, 5.190n1, 

5.198, 6.4.1&n1
swaluwe 6.44
swar 5.39&n3, 5.40
swebban 2.53
swef(e)n swoefen 5.178
swb8an 3sg.pr.ind. swwi¨ 7.19
swe8(e)r swæ8re 5.179
swel7(R) 5.79n2, 6.68, 7.16
sweltan 3sg.pr.ind. swælte/ 5.179
swbor 5.140, 5.145
sweora see swura
swbora nom.pl. swehoras 7.46
sweord (o, u) 5.30, 5.176, 5.183, 

5.184, swyrd 5.185n1 
sweorfan 3sg.pr.ind. 8esuirbet 5.24
sweostor (io, o) 5.110&n1, 5.156n5
sweotol (u, i) 5.109a,b, 5.158
sweran pa.part. 8eswoeren 5.77n2
swerian 6.36&n1, 6.44n1
swbte comp. swettran 7.79
swccan pa.ind.pl. swicon 5.109n2
swicddm nom.pl. swicddmas, -es 6.62

swicol (io) 5.109a
swil7 (y) 5.181
swimman 3.12, 4.2, 5.4, pa.ind.sg. 

swam(m) 5.4, 7.80, pa.part. 
swummen 3.11

swin8e (y) 5.181
8iswiopornisse (acc.sg.) 5.109c
swipe 5.181
swolo/ 5.110
swornian pa.ind.pl. swornadun 5.34n1
swugian 5.109a, 7.24
swura (í, eo) 5.127&n1, 5.129, 

5.181n1, 5.184, 7.45, a7c.sg. 
swcran 5.31

swurd see sweord
swutelian 6.64
sy7an pa.ind.sg. sccte 7.90
syfre 6.41
sylf (eo, io, e) 5.22, 5.160, 5.171n2, 

solf 5.208
sylfor see seolfor
syll 2.16
syll 2.16
sylli7 (e), seldli7 5.171n2, 7.83
syllan (e, io, i) 5.16n2, 5.32.3, 

5.171n2, 1sg.pr.ind. sylle 2.73, 
3sg.pr.ind. sæle¨ 5.189, pa.ind.sg. 
sealde (a) 5.15, imp.sg. syle 2.73

symblan pa.ind.sg. symblede 6.19n2
8esyne (ce) 5.124
syngian 7.24
synn 4.11, gen.pl. synna 6.25
8esynto 7.92
syrwan, syrian 4.8
sy//an (i, io, eo) 2.59n3, 5.104d, 5.170, 

5.200n1, so¨¨a 5.107, 5.208

tac(e)n, -on 2.69, 6.40, nom.pl. 
tacnu 6.24.1

tal 5.39, 5.40
talu 2.73
tapor (ea) gen.pl. teapera 5.106n8
8etAwe 2.91n4, 5.21n2
tAwian 5.21n2
tw7an 5.85.8
tæher see tbar
tæl (a) 5.15n7, 5.37.1
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twnel (b) 5.79n1
tæppa tap 5.36
tæppa tape 5.36
tæppian 5.36
te-, ti- 6.50n1
tbag, tbac 7.63
tbar, tæher 4.14, 5.141
8etel acc.pl. 8etbl 5.192n2
tela (io, eo) 5.104n5, 5.105d&n1
tellan pa.ind.sg. tealde (a) 5.15
Temese 7.54n4
tbogan 3sg.pa.ind. tcadæ 7.50
-teogo/a (io, i, u) 5.104a&n7, 6.11
teohhian (io) 5.22, 5.155, 7.24, 7.45, 

pr.ind.pl. teohhia¨ (ch) 2.60n1
tboma 5.106n5
tbon accuse 5.25
tbon draw 5.133
tbon instruct see tyn
tbona (co) nom.pl. tconan 5.158
8etbong (cu) 5.137, 6.53n1
teoru (e) 2.44, 5.22n6, 5.105n2
tcd 2.55
tcdra see tydra
tifer (b) 2.54n3
tilian (ie) 5.104n8, 3sg.pr.ind. tila/ (eo) 

5.104a, pa.ind.pl. tioludun 5.104b
tilung (ie, eo) 5.104b, 5.163n1, 5.165, 

5.167
timbran pa.ind.sg. timbrede, timberde 

6.19n2, 6.41n3 
tintre8, tinterg 7.94&n2
tirgan 3sg.pr.ind. tirh¨ 5.155&n1
tc/ian 7.70, 7.71n2
8etcung 5.95, instr.sg. 8itcungi 5.85n3 
Tcw (8) 4.9.2
tD 3.26n1, 5.198
td- 2.87, 2.88
todæ8 2.91.1
tor- 3.20
tosca (x) 7.96
tos7wnan (bæ) 5.57
tos7eadan 3sg.pr.ind. tos7bat 5.57
td/ 2.49, 3.14, 3.22, nom.pl. tb/ 

5.78.2, gen.pl. td¨a 5.77
toweard (æ, a, e) 5.212n1, 6.7&n1
towes(t)nis 7.87

trbo(w) (co) tree 2.77n1, 3.19b, 5.93, 
5.160n2, 7.72, trbw 5.45, nom.pl. 
trbo 3.19a

trbowian (co) 8etrbowad 5.158
8etrbowli7e 8itrdwali7e 5.208
trbow¨ 7.54n4
trbulesnis 2.33
trc8 3.18
trymman 5.74, 5.75, 1sg.pr.ind. 

trymme 2.70, 3sg.pr.ind. 8etrima/ 
5.174, imp.sg. tryme 2.70

trywe 3.17, 8etrb(u)we 5.45
te 3.26, 4.7
tedor, tuddor 7.79
tunge 3.32, 6.2, 6.4.3, 6.48, dat.pl. 

tungum
tungl 2.72, nom.pl. tungol, tunglu 

6.24.1
tusc (7) 2.64, 7.17n6
twb8en (w) 5.192n1, twdb8e(n) 5.178, 

7.99, 7.100, dat. twwm
twelf 6.68, twoelf 5.178
twbo (co) 5.145, acc.sg. twcon 5.156
twbogan, twbon (c, a) 5.145, 3sg.pr.

ind. twbo¨ 5.145, pa.ind.sg. 
tucade, pa.ind.pl. twcodun, 
twcedon 5.137, 5.146n4

twcbbte, -bdte 5.85.10e
twcfeald 5.198
twc8 2.39
twcn 4.16, tui8in 7.70n2
t(w)uwa, twiwa (g), tweowa 5.28n1
tydre (c), tyddre 5.166, 6.41, 7.79
tyn 5.142n1, tbon 5.142, 3sg.pr.ind. 

ty¨ 5.132&n3, pa.ind.sg. tcade 
5.138, tyde 7.51

-tynan (b) 3sg.pr.ind. -tbn¨ 5.194

/p advb. 2.91.1
/aca (ea) 5.106a
/afi an 1sg.pr.ind. ¨eafi e 5.106n8, 

pr.subj.pl.  8e¨eafi en 5.106a
8e/anc (d) 2.59n1, 7.54
/wr (b) 3.24, 3.25&n1
/ur advb. 2.91.1
/æt tæt 7.92
pætte 7.92
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/eah (æ) 5.99n2, /ah 6.30
/bah (b) 5.99n6, 5.119n1, 5.120, 

5.121&n1 
8e/eahtung (e) 5.98n2
/earf (a) 5.29, /ærf 5.21n1
/e77an pr.subj.pl. /e77en 2.66
/e7en 2.66
/e8n, (b) 2.75n1, 5.128, 7.71, the8n 

(d) 2.59n1, ¨ei8n 7.19&n6, 
/æ8n 5.179

/en7(e)an 2.68, 3.13, 5.85.8, pa.ind.sg.
/dhte 3.13, 3.22, 7.41n4

/bod (co) 5.84, 5.156, /bade 5.44.2, 
gen.pl. ¨bada 5.45, ¨ceda 5.169, 
/bda 5.211

8e/bodan (ce, y) 5.84&n2
8e/bode 5.84, gen.pl. 8e¨ceda 5.83n5, 

5.169
/boden 6.2, gen.sg. /bodnes 6.14
/bof (co) 5.158
/boh (b) 5.97
/bon press see /yn
/bon thrive 3.13, 5.133, 7.49
/bostru (co) see /ystru
/bo(w) (co) 3.19b, 5.160, 6.20, 

nom.pl. /bawas 5.42n1
/bowa (co) /bwa 5.211
/bowian pr.subj.pl. ¨cw8en 5.45 
/er(i)h 5.96, 6.35
/erscan (x) 7.17.4, 7.94, 7.96, 

1sg.pr.ind. /ers7e 7.17.4
/es (y) 5.172, 6.41n4, 7.80, 

masc.acc.sg. ¨iosne, ¨ionne 
7.91.1, gen.sg. /ises (y) 5.173, 
fem.nom.sg. /bos, /cos 3.19c, 
gen.pl. /isse, /issa, ¨isra 7.92

*/retsfell, threstfell 7.96
/icce 7.16n6, ¨icke 7.21
/i78an 3.6, pa.ind.pl. /agon (w) 5.39
/in8 2.59, 2.67, 7.17.2, ¨in7 7.65, 

gen.pl. /inga 2.7
8e/in8e nom.pl. 8e/inga 6.60
/irdda see /ridda
/cxl, /csl 7.6, dat.pl. /cxlum 5.95
/d, thohae 7.46
8e¨ofta 8idopta 2.58n1, 2.59n1
/onne 2.3

/orp ¨rop 7.95n2
/rawu, /rba 3.19a, acc.sg. /rawe 5.14
/rwd ¨rbt 7.65
/rbagan 5.141
/ridda, ¨ird(d)a 7.94
/rcfeald 5.198
/rcfeo¨or (oe) 5.105b
/ritti8 5.200n3
/rop see /orp
/ry (c, ce) 5.146, neut.pl. /rbo (co) 

3.19c, 5.156
/rydli7e 7.14n1
/t 5.198, acc. /q 3.20, 4.16n1, acc. 

/eh 7.52
/unor, -er 3.11, 6.39
/urfan 7.44, 3sg.pr.ind. /earf (a) 

5.20n5, 6.7, 7.67, Go /arf, 
/aúrbum 7.44n3

/urh /orh 6.55n1
/urh- 2.87, 2.88
Þursdæ8 6.71n3
/ursti8 (y) 5.85n8
/e/cstil 2.59n2
/wban 5.141, 5.144
/wearm (a) 5.29
/wbal ¨wehl, thuachl 5.124n2, 6.39, 

7.46&n4
/wban (a) 8e¨(u)oa 2.77n3, pa.part. 

¨wwn 7.71
/weorh (e, u) 5.30, 5.93, 5.101.1, 

5.184, fem.nom.sg. ¨wBoru 
5.100.1, 5.127n2, wk.acc.sg. 
¨wBoran 5.100.1

/weorhfyri (e) 5.100n2, 7.49n3
/wyrian 5.127n2
8e/ydan pa.ind.sg. 8e/iudde 2.32
/yl7 6.68nl
/yn 5.142n1, /bon 5.142, 7.49, 

3sg.pr.ind. /y¨ 5.132&n3, 
pa.ind.sg. /yde 7.51

/yn7an 7.67, pa.ind.sg. /ehte 3.13, 
PDE think, 7.30n2, 7.42

/yr(e)l 6.68
/ysli7, /ylli7 (u) 7.91.2
/ystre, -u (c, ce, co, bo) 5.199n2, 6.41, 

acc.pl. /custra 2.32, dat.pl. 
¨bastrum 5.45
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ufan 3.10, superl. ymest 5.126
ehte 3.13
un- 2.88, 2.91.2d
under- 2.87, 2.88
under/boded 2.91.2c
underwre//an pa.part. underwreo/od 

5.105n3
-ung 6.64n1
un8esyne, un8iseem 5.124n1
unhyri (ce) 5.169n1
unlio/uwac (iu, i) 5.104b, 5.112n1
unnbg 5.97
unrihtemere 5.115
unrihtwis 5.114n1
uns7e(a)/fulli7 5.120
un¨ærfe 5.79.2b
up- 2.88
uppae 5.75n1
ere, eser infl . esses, essa, 

essum 7.92
urbni 5.79n1
ete comp. etra 6.70
uton see wuton
u/- see also o/-, 3.14
e/gen8e 2.88

wacian (æ) 5.79.2e, 5.89
wacor 6.41
wag (h) 7.61
wagian 3sg.pr.ind. weagat 5.106a
wala 5.15, 5.35n1
Walahhere 6.35
wand 2.77
wang (o) 2.77
warr see wearr
-waru dat.pl. -wearum 5.106a
wawa see wba
waxan 5.36, 7.96
wæ77a(n) 7.16n3
wæ77e (e) 5.79.2e
wæc(c)er 4.14
wæd 5.37.1
8ewwde (b) 3.25n1, wdbde 5.178
wwdla (/) 7.11, 7.13
wæ8n (w) 7.71
waelcalo 2.60n1
wwp(e)n (b) 6.40, wdbpen 5.178,

wwp(e)n (b) (cont): wwmm 7.91.1, 
nom.pl. wwpnu 6.24.1

wwp(en)man 6.71n2, 7.85
wæps (fs, sp) 7.4, 7.7, 7.96
wwr dat.pl. warum 5.39
wær7 (y) 5.79.2b&n9, 5.96n2
wær7an 5.79n9
wærma see wyrman
wærna see wrenna
wæstm, wæstem, -umm 6.38n2, 6.40, 

7.6, 7.8
wwt wk. ubta 2.77
wæter (e) 5.88, nom.pl. wæter, wætru 

6.24n1, gen.pl. weatera 5.212
wæt(e)rian (a) pa.ind.sg. watrode 

5.36n4
wRtla 7.11&n3
wq 3.20&n1, 4.16n1, 5.198, wDB 

5.78, acc. es 3.14, esih (g) 7.52, 
dual acc. unket 2.50

wba (wawa) 5.9n1
weada see wudu
uubadhdc 5.45
8eweald dat.pl. 8ewealdon 6.60
wealh 5.127, gen.sg. wbales 5.124
wealh- 5.43
Uuealhhenes 5.15, 6.49
weall 5.15, nom.pl. weallas, -es 6.62
weard (a) 2.77, 5.29
-weard 2.89
wearg (æ) 5.98
wearp (a) 5.29
wearr (a) 5.29&n2,3, 5.45n1
weax (æ, e) 5.98&n2
weaxan 7.6, weahsan 2.51, 7.6, 

wexan 5.98n2, 3sg.pr.ind. waexa/ 
5.98, waexit 5.98, pa.ind.sg wbox 
5.97

webb 2.53
we77an pr.ind.pl. woæca 5.178n1
we78(e)an 5.80.1, 1sg.pr.ind. we78e 

7.24, PDE wedge 7.42
wefan imp.sg. wef 2.53
we8 2.5, 2.38n1, 2.39, (w)oe8 2.77n3, 

5.178, wæ8 5.179, pl. wegas 
(eo, ea) 5.16n1, 5.45n4, 5.102, 
5.105d&n6, 7.16
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wegan pa.ind.sg. wæi, wei 7.19, 
pa.ind.pl. wagon (w) 5.39

wel wæl 5.179
wela nom.pl. weolan 5.105d&n1
Uelhis7i 7.46
weli8 wæli8 5.179
weligian pa.part. 8eweolugad 5.105d
wbn (db) 5.78.2
wendan woenda 5.178
weoda (ia) see wudu
wbofod (b) 2.54&n3, 7.47, wc(8)bed 

5.95, 5.100.2, 7.51
weol(o)c 6.68
weorc (e, o, u) 2.77, 5.30&n3, 5.93, 

5.96&n2, 5.178, 5.183n3, 5.187, 
5.211, weoruc 6.37, dat.sg. 
wer7i 5.96&n1

weorod (e, o) 5.110, 6.54, nom.pl. 
weorod 6.20, weredu 6.24.1, 
dat.pl. weredum 6.64

weorold (o) 2.82, 5.110, wiaralde 
5.160, 6.7, wurold 5.186

weorpan (o, u) 2.24, 5.30, 5.184, 
3sg.pr.ind. wyrp/ 5.166, 
pa.ind.sg. wearp 5.45, pa.part. 
8eworpen 6.15, 8ewoerpen 5.77n2

weor/ (io, o) 5.30, 5.160
weor/an (u) 4.17, 5.184, wor/a 5.30, 

2sg.pr.ind. weor/es 5.81, 5.83n3, 
3sg.pr.ind. wyr/ 5.83, wur/a/ 
5.184n2, uuiurthit 2.32n1, 2.77, 
5.31n, 6.53, pr.subj.sg. uueorthae 
2.77, 5.31n2, pr.subj.pl. 8ewor¨e 
7.99, pa.ind.sg. wear/ (a) 5.29, 
pa.part. 8eworden, 8ewoerden 
5.77n2, 8ewurden 5.186

weor/ian (o, u) 5.30, 5.184, 5.203, 
3sg.pr.ind. wur/a/ 5.184n2, 
pr.subj.sg. 8eweor¨iae 5.43, 
pr.subj.pl. weor/en (y) 5.185n1, 
imp.pl. wear¨ia¨ 5.45

weor/i8 (o) 5.30n3
weor(/)s7ip 7.86
wbpan 5.85.7
wer 3.9, 5.183, woer 5.177, wær 

5.189, nom.pl. waras (ea, æ) 
5.110n3, 5.179

werod see weorod
weri(8)an 4.15, 5.80.1, 6.44
wesan 5.105b, wosa 5.110&n2, pa.

ind.sg. wæs (a, e) 5.88&n1, 6.4.1, 
pa.ind.pl. wwron 3.24, 5.40, 
5.179n1, 6.20, wdbron 5.177, imp.
sg. wes, woes 5.178 negated forms: 
pa.ind.sg. næs (a) 5.152, 6.4.1 
bbon (co) 5.42, 5.43, 5.138, 
5.156, 1sg.pr.ind bbo 5.131, 
5.136&n1, 5.149, bbom (co, ba), 
5.45, 5.137, 5.138, 5.146, 
3sg.pr.ind. bbo¨ 5.136&n2, 
pr.ind.pl. bbo¨ (c, a) 5.136, 5.138, 
byo¨ 5.147, imp.sg. bbo (co) 
5.157, 3sg.pr.ind. eart (a) 5.20n5, 
6.7&n3, pr.ind.pl. aron, earon 
5.106a&n8 negated forms: 
1sg.pr.ind. nam, neam, neom 
5.152&n3, 5.153, 5.154, 
3sg.pr.ind. neg. nis (y) 5.150, 
5.152, pr.ind.pl. syndon (i, ie, io) 
5.107, 5.163n1, 5.205, sind, 
sint (y) 5.172n3, 5.173, 7.65, 
pr.subj.sg. sy (c, ce) 5.131, 
5.146&n3, 5.147, 5.165, 5.167n1, 
6.49, 1sg.pr.subj. scem 5.146

Uestanae 6.49
wbsten(n) (db, w) 2.17n1, 5.77n1, 

wdbstern 7.86n3
wbsti8 (db) 5.77
wbpla see wwdla
wicga 2.61, 2.78.3
wicu (u) 5.109a
wcd comp. widdre 7.79
wcde, ucdæ 6.49
wcdl 7.11
wcdlian 7.14
wid(u)we (eo, u) 5.109a,b,c
widuwinde (b) 2.77n2
Wce8helmes 6.49
wcf 7.60
wc8 7.16
wiga 2.61
wc(8)bed see wbofod
Wiht 5.114
8ewiht 5.113, 5.114, 5.115
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wild(e)dbor, wildeor 6.31, 7.80
wilde 4.18, 6.50
willan 1sg.pr.ind. wille, willo (y) 

5.181&n2, pa.ind.sg. wolde (a) 
5.34, 6.49 negated forms: nyllan 
5.152, 1sg.pr.ind. nylle 5.170, 
3sg.pr.ind. nylle 5.152, 5.182, 
pa.ind.sg. nolde 5.152, imp.sg. 
nelle 5.152

wc(8)lung7.70
wind 2.77, 3.12
windil (p) 2.77n2
wine 3.6, 3.12n1, 6.50
winn (y) 5.181
winstre 6.67n2
Wioht 5.24
wita 5.109n1
8ewita (u) 5.104d, 5.109n1
witan wuta 5.109n1, 3sg.pr.ind. wat 

3.28, pr.ind.pl. witon (io, eo, u) 
5.109a,b,c, pa.ind.sg. wisse 4.2 
negated forms: pr.ind.pl. 
nyton 5.152, pa.ind.sg. nat 2.71, 
5.152

wcte nom.pl. wctu 6.25
witodli7e (u) 5.104d, 5.109c
wi/- 2.87
wi/er- 2.87n3,5
wi/erbraca 6.11n2
wi/erhy78ende 2.91.2c
wi/ersaca 2.88
wi/sacan 2.88
wlaffi an 2.58n3
wlanc 2.83.1
wlisp (ps) 7.96
wldh dat.pl. uulohum 7.46
woffi an 2.58n3
wolc(e)n 6.40, nom.pl. wolc(e)nu 

6.24n1
word 2.80, 2.87, 4.17, wurd 5.186, 

5.203, gen.sg. wordes 2.87, 
nom.pl. word 6.18, 6.20&n1

wordlian (u) 5.186
worms, worsm (u) 5.186, 6.39&n1, 

7.97, wrusm 7.95n2
worod see weorod
worold see weorold

wracu (æ) 5.37.3, 5.79.2e, gen.pl. 
wræca 5.89

wræ77a (e) 4.11, 5.79.2e
wrwstlian 5.199n2
wrbgan imp. wrb8 2.39, wrbi 7.19, 

ME wreèhenn 7.29
wrenna, wærna 5.78n5, 7.80, 7.94
wrbon 2.87, 5.32.2, 5.95, 5.145, 

-wrban 5.137, 3sg.pr.ind. wrc(h)/ 
5.83, 5.132, pr.ind.pl. -wrbo¨ (ca) 
5.137, 5.138, pa.part. wrigon 
(io, eo) 5.104n11

wre//an 5.80.1
wrihta see wyrhta
8ewrit nom.pl. 8ewritu (io) 5.103, 

5.104d, 5.111.1, dat.pl. 
8ewreotum (ie)5.104b&n8

wrctan 2.83.1, imp.sg. wryt 5.163
Writolaburna 2.77n1
wrc/an 7.67, pa.part. wri/en 4.5
wrixl (ie)(cs) 5.113&n1, 5.114, 5.115
wrixlan 7.6, pa.ind.sg. wrixlede 

6.19n2
wrusm see worms
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Preface

When Richard M. Hogg died suddenly on 6 September 2007 at the age of 
sixty-three, he left unfi nished the present, second volume of his Grammar 
of Old English, of which the fi rst volume appeared in 1992. In early 2001 
he had shown me drafts of chapters 8 through 10 and asked me to critique 
them. Because of that prior acquaintance with the work, on the advice of 
Donka Minkova David Denison asked me, on behalf of Richard Hogg’s 
widow Margaret, to look into the state of the work to determine whether 
it might be possible to complete it. With relatively minor omissions, RMH 
had completed drafts of chapters 8 through 11, and half of chapter 12, 
though he had not yet made any revisions to his initial drafts. My own 
contributions to the present volume comprise the remaining chapters and 
revision of the material he left. The chief manner of revision was to supply 
references to and discussion of scholarship published in the interval since 
the appearance of the latest editions of the grammars of Sievers–Brunner 
and Campbell. RMH undoubtedly intended to add such references in the 
course of revision, as in his drafts he had not cited more than a few even 
of his own very many publications.

Although my revisions have been extensive, they are for the most part 
superfi cial, as I have avoided altering the fundamentals of RMH’s approach. 
One notable exception is in regard to the analysis of Proto-Indo-European 
noun morphology and its development in early Germanic, as treated in 
chapter 9, which has been brought into line with more current views. 
Another is in regard to both the synchronic and the diachronic analyses 
of disyllabic noun and adjective stems, as presented in chapters 10 and 
11, respectively. RMH’s views on such matters were continually in course 
of development, and the analysis offered in the chapter drafts did not 
agree entirely with views he advocated in publications subsequent to their 
drafting, particularly Hogg (2000) and Bermúdez-Otero and Hogg (2003). 
Given his unsettled views, it seemed best to look into the matter afresh, 
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and this resulted in some rather thoroughgoing changes. Otherwise, I have 
generally avoided altering the framework, methodology and conclusions 
of what he left us.

This is particularly true of the theoretical underpinnings of the work. 
One of the innovative features of the fi rst volume was its employment of 
generative phonological theory. But the theoretical framework adduced was 
essentially that of N. Chomsky and M. Halle’s Sound Pattern of English 
(1968), and its rule-governed model of phonology has lost ground in the 
intervening years to Optimality Theory, Exemplar Theory, and other recent 
approaches. RMH himself came eventually to question the viability of the 
rule-governed model, for example in Hogg (2000). It would not, however, 
have been possible to revise the chapter drafts in conformity with the theory 
of constraint ranking, or other recent theoretical developments in phonology 
and morphology, without altering fundamentally the nature and aims of 
the work. Under the circumstances, it was necessary to preserve the work’s 
original premises (though some of the discussion of generative rules has 
been moved to the notes) so that it might serve two particular purposes. 
The fi rst of these was to ensure that RMH’s work was made available to 
scholars with as little tampering, in regard to fundamentals, as could be 
managed. The value of this, it is hoped, will be particularly apparent in 
regard to his innovative separation of diachronic and synchronic consid-
erations in the analysis of noun morphology, as represented by chapters 9 
and 10, respectively. The second purpose was to include full treatment, or 
as full as was feasible, of scholarship on Old English morphology, especially 
scholarship subsequent to that of Sievers–Brunner and Campbell, since there 
is currently no convenient way to locate relevant scholarship of the past 
40 years on Old English morphology but by careful bibliographical study. 
It is hoped that these two purposes of themselves will be seen to justify 
the work. As RMH acknowledged in the preface to the fi rst volume, with 
characteristic modesty, the work was intended to supplement rather than 
supplant the excellent grammars of Campbell and Sievers–Brunner (and, for 
the phonology, it might be added, that of Luick). The same is true of the 
present volume, and readers will fi nd that they are often referred to those 
grammars for a fuller or alternative account of particular points.

RDF
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1

Preliminaries

1.1 The discussion of Old English infl exional morphology in a work such 
as this presents particular diffi culties which must be made explicit at the 
very start. These diffi culties arise from the fact that the structure and organ-
ization of infl exion underwent considerable change both during the relevant 
prehistory of Old English and within the Old English period itself.1 Major 
structural changes occurred particularly with the declension of nouns and 
adjectives, see §§1.2–4, and it is naturally with these declensions that the 
most serious diffi culties arise. In verbs, the third major word class, changes, 
although frequent, are either less often of such a far-reaching structural 
nature or affect all verbs in the same way, and therefore the diffi culties 
anticipated here do not arise to the same extent.

1 For a general overview of the structural shifts alluded to here, see Hogg (1992c).

1.2 In the Indo-European protolanguage the infl exional system of nouns 
was originally root-based. That is to say, the noun consisted of a root to 
which one or more suffi xes might be added to form the stem, and to that 
stem were added infl exions that were originally the same for all stem classes. 
By late PIE this orderly system was already in process of change, with 
certain exceptions to the rule that infl exions were the same in all stem 
classes and to the rule that the stem was formed the same way throughout 
a given paradigm, with only allophonic and ablaut variations. This process 
of change continued in the Germanic protolanguage, with the result that 
in certain stem classes the infl exion attracted to itself the stem termination, 
particularly if it was vocalic. Thus, we may reconstruct a shift illustrated 
by the following singular paradigms, representing the change of PIE *wVkw-
o-s ‘wolf’, comprising root *wVkw- plus stem-forming suffi x *-o- plus infl exion 
*-s, to late PGmc *wulf-az, comprising stem *wulf- plus infl exion *-az:

A Grammar of Old English: Morphology, Volume 2   Richard M. Hogg and R. D. Fulk

© 2011 Richard M. Hogg and R. D. Fulk. Published 2011 by Blackwell Publishing Ltd.



2 Preliminaries

 PIE  PGmc
Nom. *wVkw-o-s > *wulf-az
Acc. *wVkw-o-m > *wulf-ã
Gen. *wVkw-o-so > *wulf-as(a)1

Loc. *wVkw-o-y > *wulf-ai

Although in the nom.gen. PGmc *-a- could still have been regarded as 
belonging to the stem rather than the infl exion, by late PGmc, *-m had 
been lost in the acc., with nasalization of the preceding vowel, which then 
had to be regarded as the sole infl exion rather than a combination of suf-
fi xal vowel plus infl exion; and *-ai in the locative was a diphthong, a 
unitary phoneme, and thus the infl exion must be regarded as *-ai rather 
than *-i. A similar development affected the PIE etymon of PDE mead, 
with different results:2

 PIE  PGmc
Nom. *medh-u-s > *með-uz
Acc. *medh-u-m > *með-{
Gen. *medh-ew-s > *með-euz
Dat. *medh-ow-ey > *með-bu3

The vowel alternations in the PGmc infl exions do not lend themselves 
readily to the supposition that the endings might have been analysed as 
stem formative + infl exion. Note that the gen.sg. infl exion on this noun 
was differentiated from that of *wVkw-o-so already in PIE.

1 For the gen.sg. infl exion of a-stems, see Hogg (1992b: §3.28) and references.
2 The variation *-u- ~ -ew- ~ -ow- in the stem is due to PIE ablaut phenomena.
3 The Gmc dat. is not actually a direct development from the PIE dat., see Bammesberger 
(1990a: 153).

1.3 The paradigms given in §1.2 illustrate the rise of different declensional 
classes distinguished not on the basis of stem endings, as in PIE, but on 
the basis of the variety of infl exions attached to the now truncated stem. 
The paradigms illustrate just two of the sets of infl exions that arose in this 
manner; the full range of infl exional sets is examined in chapter 2. Subsequent 
developments were chiefl y of two types. Firstly, infl exional endings were 
further reduced, resulting either in the loss of the ending altogether, as very 
commonly happened in the nom. and acc. sg., see for example Hogg (1992b: 
§§3.31, 6.2), or in reduction of the number of contrasts amongst the endings. 
In some declensional categories, loss of the original infl exional endings caused 
what were originally derivational suffi xes to serve as infl exions, particularly 
those nouns bearing a PIE suffi x in *-n-,1 see especially §§2.84–5. Secondly, 
the early Gmc languages in general seem to have tolerated relatively little 
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paradigm allomorphy in declension. When irregularities did develop, they 
were very commonly removed on an analogical basis. Thus, for example, 
WGmc nom.sg. *saèi should have resulted in OE *se8e, but instead only 
se78 ‘man’ occurs, since the stem *sagg- found in all the other cases was 
levelled into the nom.sg., see §2.23. Such paradigm regularization has operated 
throughout the history of the Gmc languages; very likely it is responsible 
for the PGmc gemination of approximants described in Hogg (1992b: 
§3.17), see Fulk (1993).

1 These are the so-called weak nouns. The use of the terms ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ to 
denote vocalic stems and n-stems (less often all consonantal stems), although common 
and due originally to Jakob Grimm, has little to recommend it, and we avoid it here 
in the description of nominal morphology; see §4.1 on the use of analogous termin-
ology in connexion with adjectival morphology. For further information on the usage, 
see OED: strong a.23.

1.4 In Gmc there had developed a syntactically motivated distinction 
between defi nite (or ‘weak’) and indefi nite (or ‘strong’) adjectives. Broadly 
speaking, the defi nite form of the adjective was used after a demonstrative 
or its equivalent, i.e. a possessive NP or possessive pronoun, whilst the 
indefi nite form of the adjective was used elsewhere; for further details and 
qualifi cation, see §§4.1–2 and Mitchell (1985: §§102ff.). The comparative 
forms always follow the defi nite declension, whilst the superlative may be 
defi nite or indefi nite. Quantifying adjectives, e.g. eall ‘all’, moni8 ‘many’, 
sum ‘some’, are usually indefi nite, by virtue of their syntax, although for 
most such words some defi nite forms exist.1 A few adjectives are indeclin-
able, notably the quantifi er fela ‘many’, see further §4.17.

1 There are apparently no defi nite forms of sum, as might be predicted from its syntax.

1.5 The indefi nite declensions of adjectives derive in principle from the same 
PIE patterns as are found in nouns, with stems ending in a vowel referred 
to as vocalic stems. However, the morphology of indefi nite adjectives incor-
porated a number of pronominal infl exions, see §4.9–13 for details. The 
defi nite declension of adjectives is a Gmc innovation and is plainly the result 
of the adoption of the endings of the n-stem noun declension.1 Consequently, 
the principal changes in adjective declensions during the OE period closely 
matched those in the corresponding noun declensions, albeit with some 
minor variations. A notable characteristic of the defi nite adjective declension 
is that there are no distinctions of gender in the plural, although this is 
due directly to the normal development of the n-stem noun declension.

1 There was in PIE a substantivizing/individualizing suffi x *-dn-, as in Gk. gástrwn 
‘paunchy’, ‘fat-gut’ (cf. gastÂr ‘paunch’). Words bearing it were most commonly in 
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defi nite usage, and it is likely that this is the origin of use of the n-stem suffi x with 
defi nite adjectives in Gmc, see Krahe and Meid (1969: II, §53).

1.6 The kinds of structural changes outlined in §§1.2–5 and their scope 
mean that it is not appropriate to provide an historical survey of nominal 
(and adjectival) morphology which would suggest a continuity of structure 
from earliest Germanic to late OE. Rather, it is necessary to provide both 
an account of the Gmc system of infl exional morphology as it relates to 
the emergence of the OE forms and an account of how that system was 
restructured during the OE period. For this reason the sections on noun 
morphology are divided into two chapters, the fi rst, chapter 2, dealing with 
the topic in terms of the Gmc system, the second, chapter 3, dealing with 
the OE restructuring of that system. For chapter 2 the principal data dis-
cussed will be from texts up to c.925, especially EWS or Alfredian texts, 
but also other major texts from other dialects of the same period, e.g. the 
Mercian gloss on the Vespasian Psalter, whilst for chapter 3 the principal 
data will be from texts of c.1000, especially LWS or Æthelwoldian and 
Ælfrician texts, but also major texts from other dialects such as the glosses 
to the Lindisfarne and Rushworth Gospels.1 This approach is not used in 
dealing with the morphology of adjectives, since their development can in 
these respects be related to that in nouns.

1 For discussion of the dialects and their texts, see Hogg (1992b: §§1.7–10).

1.7 One unfortunate consequence of this methodology is that OE nouns 
may be classifi ed as belonging to two (or more)1 declensions, according to 
whether membership relates to the Gmc or OE infl exional system. However, 
it is hoped that the context of discussion will be suffi ciently clear to avoid 
confusion.

1 As will be observed in chs. 2–3, nouns could, because of class transfer during the 
period, belong to more than one declension within either structure.

1.8 Although the OE pronominal system can be traced back to PIE, it is 
not possible to give a coherent overview of pronouns’ morphological struc-
ture as a whole. From a morphological point of view the core members of 
the pronoun system are the demonstrative pronouns, i.e. OE sb, sbo, þæt, 
to which are closely related the interrogative pronouns hwa, hwæt and the 
anaphoric (third person) pronouns hb, hbo, hit. These pronouns share some 
morphology with strong adjectives, see §§1.5, 4.9–13. The personal pro-
nouns i7 ‘I’, þe ‘thou’ have quite different morphological systems, but the 
possessive adjectives derived from the genitive of the personal pronouns, 
e.g. mcn ‘my’, decline as strong adjectives.
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1.9 The characteristically Gmc distinction between strong and weak verbs 
is one which is well maintained during the OE period. Although the forma-
tion of strong verbs had its origins in PIE, Gmc developed a somewhat 
different structure which persisted into OE. The crucial characteristic of 
the Gmc system was the replacement of aspectual categories by a binary 
opposition between present and preterite tense, a distinction which was 
indicated in the inherited primary verbs by vowel gradation or ablaut. 
Derived or secondary verbs in PIE had present-tense forms only, and the 
major innovation in Gmc was the development of preterite forms through 
the addition of a dental suffi x. This Gmc innovation of two distinct types 
of preterite, one formed by IE ablaut, the other by the addition of a new 
dental suffi x, creates the typological distinction between strong and weak 
verbs. In OE the strong verbs maintained the Gmc system of marking tense 
and person by vowel variation, albeit in a simplifi ed and obscured form, 
but the weak verbs, in parallel to the majority of nouns, gradually shifted 
from a root-based to a stem-based method of conjugation. In OE this did 
not have quite the same dramatic morphological consequences as the paral-
lel nominal shift, and therefore the development of verbs is discussed within 
a single framework.

1.10 Alongside these major classes of verbs there existed a small group 
of preterite-present verbs. Such verbs formed their present tense according 
to the system for the preterite of strong verbs, and then formed a new 
preterite by the addition of a dental suffi x. A small number of other verbs 
of very high frequency, bbon ‘be’, willan ‘will’, ddn ‘do’, gan ‘go’, refl ect-
ing, for the most part, the ancient class of athematic verbs, by the time of 
OE have to be classed simply as irregular.

1.11 The morphology of OE prepositions and conjunctions is not suffi ciently 
complex to warrant separate treatment in a grammar such as this; some 
brief remarks about them will be found in §§4.76, 5.4n2. This grammar 
is, moreover, chiefl y concerned with infl exional morphology, though some 
attention to various aspects of compounding may be found in the places 
just cited and in §§3.144–7. To keep the treatment of morphology within 
manageable proportions and a coherent framework, it has proved necessary 
to exclude other word-formation issues that might have been pursued, such 
as the synchronic status of the distinction between roots and affi xes, and 
between affi xes and infl exions, the productivity of individual morphemes, 
and headedness in compounding, among many others.

1.12 There are few handbooks in English which provide a survey of Gmc 
infl exional morphology, and Prokosch (1939) remains the most valuable 
of these. Brief guides may be found in Bammesberger (1984a, 1992a), and 
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Wright (1954) offers a full survey of Gothic. On verbs, valuable information 
may be found in Fullerton (1977) and Mailhammer (2007), the latter on 
strong verbs only. The choice in German remains much wider, including 
such major texts as Streitberg (1896), Hirt (1932) and Krahe and Meid 
(1969), which are frequently supplemented by works on individual topics 
such as Bammesberger (1990a) for nouns, Seebold (1970) for strong verbs 
and Bammesberger (1986b) and Rix (2001) for verbs in general. Markey, 
Kyes and Roberge (1977) offers a comprehensive bibliography on all topics 
relevant to Gmc, Seymour (1968) on word formation. Specifi cally on OE, the 
historical bibliographies of Tajima (1988) and Fisiak (1987) are valuable. For 
more recent bibliographical information, the annual Linguistic Bibliography 
/ Bibliographie Linguistique is most comprehensive; more current are the 
annual bibliographies in the journals Anglo-Saxon England and Old English 
Newsletter, the latter also on line at <http://www.oenewsletter.org/>. Some 
useful introductions to Indo-European backgrounds are Lehmann (1993), 
Beekes (1995), Szemerényi (1996), Meier-Brügger (2003), Mallory and Adams 
(2006), Clackson (2007) and Fortson (2010).



2

Nouns: Stem Classes

I Early backgrounds

2.1 In PIE, nouns were formed by the addition of infl exions either to a 
thematic stem, i.e. a stem that ended in the theme vowel that appeared as 
*o or *e, or to an athematic stem, i.e. one lacking the theme vowel. Thus 
is reconstructed thematic acc.sg. *Hé9w-o-m ‘horse’, comprising a stem 
made of root *Hé9w- plus theme vowel *-o-, to which was added the 
infl exion *-m, whilst athematic acc.sg. *péd-W ‘foot’ lacks the connecting 
theme vowel, with the result that the infl exion *-m becomes syllabic, on a 
purely allophonic basis. The athematic stems may add the infl exions directly 
to the root (i.e., the stem comprises solely a root, without any suffi x or 
theme vowel), in a sub-class called root stems, of which *péd- is an example, 
or the stem may be formed by the addition of one or more suffi xes to the 
root, for example *pT-tér- ‘father’.1 Hence, we have the following possible 
combinations in nouns in the accusative singular:

root + infl exion, e.g.: *Haig-W ‘oak’
root + theme vowel + infl exion, e.g.: *we0h-o-m ‘way’
root + suffi x + infl exion, e.g.: *dh0hW-on-W ‘man’
root + suffi x + theme vowel + infl exion, e.g.: *penkw-r-o-m ‘fi nger’

and similar constructions in which there is more than one suffi x attached 
to the root, as in *mY-t-r-o-m ‘murder’. Already in late PIE certain sound 
changes were beginning to obscure the distinctions amongst the categories 
root, suffi x, theme and infl exion, causing the agglutinative morphological 
structures of earlier PIE to become fusional, and this process continued in 
PGmc, where there tended to be reanalysis of stems and infl exions, such 
that in the thematic stems the theme vowel melded with the infl exion: e.g., 
PIE theme *-o- plus nom.sg.masc. infl exion *-s produced the unifi ed PGmc 
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infl exion *-az.2,3 The result was that in PGmc the infl exions added to the 
stem were no longer the same in each type of noun, but they varied from 
one stem class to another, e.g. nom.sg. masc. *-az in what had originally 
been thematic stems, *-iz in what had been athematic stems ending in -i-, 
*-uz in what had been athematic stems ending in -u-, and so forth.4 With 
the theme vowel incorporated into the infl exion, in Gmc it is no longer 
entirely apposite to refer to thematic and athematic stems,5 and a more 
useful distinction (though not an entirely logical one) is that between vocalic 
and consonantal stems. As a result of the fusion of infl exions with stem 
endings in PGmc, the traditional terminology that identifi es the various Gmc 
stem types as a-stems, d-stems, i-stems, and so forth, is somewhat illogical, 
since a, d and i were no longer part of the stem but of the infl exion, and 
such terminology must therefore be understood in diachronic perspective 
as referring to elements that had at an earlier time distinguished the stem 
types rather than the different sets of infl exions.6 For a full survey of PGmc 
noun morphology, see Bammesberger (1990a), also Ringe (2006: 168–80).

1 On this analysis, by ‘suffi x’ is meant any material that appears between the root 
and the infl exion; the theme vowel is thus, technically, a suffi x. For an overview of 
PIE noun declension, see Szemerényi (1996: §§7.1–7), or any of the handbooks of PIE 
mentioned in §1.12.
2 PIE *o regularly produces Gmc a, and PIE fi nal *s after an unstressed vowel gives 
PGmc *z, see Hogg (1992b: §4.4).
3 This metanalysis has its basis in a variety of sound changes in early Gmc. One is the 
loss of fi nal *-m after an unstressed vowel, which is then nasalized, e.g. in PIE acc.sg.masc. 
*-o-m > PGmc *-ã, see Hogg (1992b: §4.10), with the result that there remains nothing 
of the original infl exion but the nasal quality of the vowel, so that what was originally 
the theme vowel had now to be regarded as the infl exion. Similarly, PIE locative *-e-y/
-o-y developed to a unitary phoneme in PGmc, a monophthong *-c and a diphthong 
*-ai, respectively. Also, although [u] and [w] were allophones of a single phoneme in PIE, 
as were [i] and [j], the distinction was phonemicized over time, so that, for example, 
in the PGmc masc. u-stems the alternative stem-endings *-u- in the nom.sg., *-eu- in the 
gen.sg. and *-ew- in the nom.pl. were no longer analysable as phonologically conditioned 
variants, and each had to be regarded as part of a fi xed infl exional ending.
4 On this process of reanalysis of root, suffi x and infl exion in Gmc, see Erdmann 
(1974) and Werner (1984). The former points out that in OE, stem classes may be 
defi ned in part by the types of infl exions added, in part by vowel alternations in the 
root (or stem, it may be added).
5 Confusingly, following some older analyses, Campbell (1977: §620) uses the term 
‘athematic’ to refer solely to the sub-class of root-stems. This is done on the assump-
tion that ‘theme’ refers to whatever suffi x is used as the class-marking stem formative, 
e.g. *-i- in i-stems, *-nd- in nd-stems, and so forth, and in that sense root-stems are 
the only athematic nouns, lacking any ‘theme’ (i.e. suffi x) between root and infl exion. 
But the term ‘thematic’ in IE linguistics now regularly refers to classes of words formed 
with the thematic vowel *e/o and no other class. Even PIE *-a- in the commonest fem. 
class is suffi xal in origin (*e/o plus laryngeal consonant, to which infl exions were added 
directly), though some scholars refer to the Gmc a- and d-stems (refl ecting the PIE 
o- and a-stems, respectively) as together comprising the thematic classes, e.g. Erdmann 
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(1974: 17), perpetuating an analysis of PIE prevalent before the discovery of laryngeal 
consonants, on which see §6.34n6. Thus, it will be less confusing if ‘athematic’ is 
understood to refer to all classes other than PIE o-stems. In that event, the term has 
little relevance to specifi cally Gmc linguistics.
6 It would perhaps be more logical to abandon the practice of referring to Gmc ‘stem’ 
types, because in Gmc often it is no longer the stem ending that is distinctive but the 
class of infl exions attached to the stem. Yet even if one referred to ‘a-nouns’, ‘d-nouns’, 
etc., as does Campbell (1977), instead of a-stems, d-stems, there would remain the 
inconsistency that, in PGmc at least, some classes are identifi ed by the type of infl exion 
they take (a-nouns, d-nouns, etc., see §2.2) and others by the stem ending (nd-nouns, 
etc.). The distinctions amongst Gmc a-stems, ja-stems, etc., are synchronically useful, 
and yet, as the most effective way of distinguishing the infl exional types, such terms 
are necessarily diachronic in nature. The discrepancy is addressed in this book, in part, 
by presenting a diachronic perspective in the present chapter and a relatively synchronic 
one in the next, as a companion to the present analysis.

2.2 Amongst vocalic stems, the vocalic element transferred from the stem 
to the infl exion by metanalysis could in early PGmc be any of four different 
vowels, namely */a, op, i, u/, and this led to four major declensions or 
noun-classes,1 namely a-stems,2 d-stems, i-stems and u-stems. In the fi rst 
two classes, the stem-fi nal vowel could be preceded by */j/3 or */w/, leading 
to the sub-classes of ja-, wa-stems and jd-, wd-stems. The other two vocalic 
classes originally paralleled each other in infl exion, having been distinguished 
only by metanalysed vowel, which was /i/ or /u/. The principal consonantal 
class bore a suffi x ending in */n/ and hence is known as the class of n-stems. 
Within the n-stems there was originally in Gmc a distinction between nouns 
in which n was preceded by *-d-, hence dn-stems, and a small group of 
feminine abstracts in which -n- was preceded by *-c-, hence cn-stems. The 
distinction is plain in Gothic, e.g. tuggd, gen. tuggdns ‘tongue’: managei, 
gen. manageins ‘multitude’. For the history of the latter in OE, see further 
§§2.88–90. In addition to n-stems there were, however, other, less frequent 
consonantal nouns with PIE stems ending in */r/, */s/, */t/ and */n/ + dental 
stop, which give rise to Gmc r-stems, s-stems (or z-stems),4 þ-stems and 
nd-stems.5 Naturally, there is no subdivision of the root-stems.

1 In order to distinguish the historical origins and affi liations of nouns from the 
synchronic properties discussed in ch. 3, we use the term (stem-)class for the historical 
morphological structure and the term declension for the synchronic structure.
2 a-stems are sometimes called o-stems, because PGmc */a/ derives from PIE */o/. 
Similarly, d-stems are sometimes called a-stems, since they had PIE */wp/ > PGmc 
*/op/, see Hogg (1992b: §3.3). Unsurprisingly, confusion can occur, but in the context 
of OE it is preferable to use the nomenclature associated with the development of the 
vowels in Gmc rather than in the original PIE system. For the contrary view, see 
Prokosch (1939: 227), Brunner (1965: §235).
3 */j/ > */ij/ by Sievers’s Law in PGmc, see Hogg (1992b: §4.6).
4 The s-stems are occasionally referred to as z-stems, since the PIE *s of the suffi x, where 
it survives in NWGmc, is refl ected as r (or runic R) < *z. Since *z is never refl ected as 
such outside of Gothic, the term ‘z-stems’ seems no more desirable than ‘s-stems’.
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5 If the n-stems are called weak nouns, see §1.2n4, then the other consonantal stems 
are usually classed as minor declensions. This latter term is used differently in this 
work to refer to synchronic declensions whose membership consists of a closed set, 
see §3.4.

2.3 There was a correlation between grammatical gender and stem class 
in PGmc which was to continue into the OE period.1,2 Thus, in PGmc, 
a-stems were either masculine or neuter; d-stems were all feminine; i-stems 
could be of any gender, as could u-stems, the consonantal n-stems, possibly 
the root-stems,3 and the rare examples of þ-stems. In all of the relevant stem 
types except the a-stems, the number of neuters was small and continued 
to decline up to and throughout the OE period and beyond.4 r-stems are 
distinguished in PGmc and OE by the fact that they are nouns of relation-
ship, and hence they are either masculine or feminine on grounds of natural 
gender. The majority of nd-stems derive from an old pres.part. formation 
and are masculine, but there is a small minority of feminine nd-stems, 
mostly of a learned nature, see further §2.104. Finally, s-stems could be at 
least masculine or neuter, although only neuter forms survive as recognizable 
s-stems in OE.

1 On the origins and development of the PIE gender system, see Szemerényi (1996: 
§7.1.2 and references).
2 But during the OE period there begin to emerge plain signs of the subordination 
of gender to case assignment, most particularly in Nbr. This topic is discussed in 
§3.139.
3 On the absence of root-stem neuters in Gmc also, see Bammesberger (1990a: 188; 
and 205–6 regarding Got fdn ‘fi re’). Like Campbell (1977: §622n2), we fi nd no unam-
biguous trace of the alleged neuter dat.sg. *s7ryd ‘garment’. PsGl(K) 21.19 has s7ryd 
acc.pl., but this is a text in which <u> is confused with <y>, see Sisam and Sisam (1959: 
§49).
4 There are no neuter u-stems in OE, although the indeclinable WS fela ‘many’ refl ects 
an oblique form of a member of the u-stem class, whilst Angl feolu, feolo is from the 
nom.acc.sg.

2.4 It is possible to reconstruct eight distinct cases in PIE: nominative, 
vocative, accusative, genitive, dative, instrumental, locative and ablative. 
In the historical Gmc languages, however, just four cases are regularly 
found in noun classes: nominative, accusative, genitive and dative.1 In respect 
of the dative, the infl exional endings are the result of a selection from 
dative, instrumental and locative forms, see further §§2.16–17, 2.43.2 On 
the preservation of separate instrumental forms in the adjective and pronoun, 
see §§4.9, 4.17, 5.7, 5.10.

1 But the instrumental case was plainly present in PGmc and persists in adjectival 
and pronominal paradigms, see G. Anderson (1958), Bammesberger (1994). In Gothic, 
the vocative is formally identical to the accusative.
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2 It is important not to equate the PIE dative with the PGmc/OE dative either mor-
phologically or syntactically. See further Lass (1991).

2.5 Even in PGmc, for nouns there was only a singular : plural contrast 
in number. On the prehistory of the dual see, for example, Hirt (1932: 
§11), Prokosch (1939: 229–30). On the preservation of dual number in 
personal pronouns, see §§5.23–31, and on its syntactic uses, see Mitchell 
(1985: §§257–9).

2.6 It is possible to reconstruct typical PGmc nominal paradigms to illustrate 
the discussion in §§2.1–5. We give only the reconstructed paradigm at an 
early stage of PGmc for *stain- (> OE stan) ‘stone’ (m.) supplemented by 
*wurð- (> OE word) ‘word’ for neuter forms:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *stainaz (*wurðam1) *staindosez2,3 (*wurðd)
Voc. *staine *staindosez2

Acc. *stainam1 *stainanz (*wurðd)
Gen. *stainasa4 *staindom1,2

Dat. *stainaai2 *stainomaz5

Instr. *staind *stainomiz5

Loc. *stainei ———
Abl. *staindo2 *stainomaz5

As may be observed, such forms mostly show the refl ex of the PIE thematic 
vowel as Gmc */a/ or its lengthened equivalent */op/, see Hogg (1992b: 
§3.3). For the parallel structures in the other PGmc noun stems, see the 
relevant material in Bammesberger (1990a).

1 Final *-m would be lost before the end of the PGmc period, with nasalization of 
the preceding vowel.
2 The sequence *-do- or *-aa- indicates a trimoric vowel, see Hogg (1992b: §6.27&n1). 
It must be remembered, however, that *-do- is an abstraction, not necessarily standing 
literally for a bimoric vowel followed by a monomoric one, but for whatever property 
characterized the vowels we call ‘trimoric’. It is possible, for example, that trimoric 
vowels represent a pair of vowels of any quantity, separated by hiatus, see Fulk (1992: 
152–3nn2–3) and Jasanoff (2003) for references. The development of dat.sg. *-aai from 
PIE *-o-ey suggests as much, since the a-quality of the diphthong presumes a short 
vowel, there having been no unstressed *a in PGmc.
3 The nom.pl. ending *-dosez apparently results from contraction of PIE *-es (the 
original ending, refl ected in other classes in Gmc) with the thematic vowel *-o-, resulting 
at fi rst in *-dos. Because this did not resemble the ending found in other classes, *-es 
was added once again by analogy, resulting in *-dosez. See further §2.8n2. Here the 
usual explanation is presented, although it is not unlikely that Jasanoff (2003: 22–3) 
is right that the contraction of PIE *-es with thematic *-o- produced a bimoric rather 
than a trimoric vowel.
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4 *-asa would be reduced to *-as before the end of the PGmc period, see Hogg (1992b: 
§3.28). It is to be assumed that stress fell on the fi rst vowel of the ending, i.e. *-ása. 
This prevents the voicing (and otherwise consequent loss) of */s/, see ibid.: §§4.4, 4.10. 
Ablaut alternations seem also to have placed a stressed vowel before the suffi x in the 
PIE athematic classes, see Bammesberger (1990a: 24). The reconstruction of the 
gen.sg. infl exion is problematic. For references, see Seldeslachts (1992: 294–5).
5 Although PIE *o developed to Gmc a, preservation of o before m in medial syllables 
is a necessary assumption to account for the North and West Gmc dat.pl. ending -um, 
see Hogg (1992b: §3.34).

2.7 Some impression of the relative importance of the various noun classes 
in the development of OE can be gleaned from the following statistics 
regarding the 100 most frequent nouns in OE.1 These statistics suggest the 
number of nouns in each class which OE inherited from PGmc (and hence 
do not show, for example, later, specifi cally OE, class changes). The fi gures 
are as follows: a-stems 47 (22 masc., 25 neut.); ja-stems 6 (3 masc., 3 
neut.); wa-stems 1 masc.; d-stems: 7; jd-stems 6; wd-stems 1; i-stems 9 (3 
masc., 6 fem.); u-stems 4 (3 masc., 1 fem.); n-stems 9 (4 masc., 1 neut., 
4 fem.); r-stems 3 (2 masc., 1 fem.); nd-stems 2; root-stems 5 (2 masc., 
3 fem.).2 The most noteworthy point to be drawn from these statistics is 
the dominance of masc. and neut. vocalic stems, which account for 55–60% 
of the total, cf. n2.

1 The fi gures which follow are derived from the frequency lists in the OE Microfi che 
Concordance (Healey and Venezky, 1980). Some adjustments have been made to allow 
for the occurrence of homonyms. RMH, however, tested the results suffi ciently to 
suggest that they are fairly accurate. In order to allow readers to test the results for 
themselves, the nouns are listed in the discussion of each of the individual stem 
classes.
2 These statistics may be compared with those in Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §25). 
Quirk and Wrenn suggest that over the total vocabulary the distribution is as follows: 
‘General Masculine’ 35% (here 29%); ‘General Neuter’ 25% (28%); ‘General Feminine’ 
25% (20%); ‘-an Declension’ 15% (9%). The differences may be largely accounted 
for by the many ‘irregular’ nouns of high frequency, which account for 14% of nouns 
in the present count. Once this factor is taken into account, the fi gures are reasonably 
close. We must also reckon with the possibility that less frequently occurring nouns 
were, relatively speaking, over-represented in the ‘an-declension’.

2.8 The endings to be reconstructed for early PGmc a-stems are represented 
in §2.6, where all that follows the stem *stain- (or *wurð-) developed as 
an infl exion. In the case of the dat.sg., the picture is more complex because 
of the interaction of instrumental and locative forms, see §2.17 and further 
references therein. The endings of Gmc nouns of other classes differ in part 
because the Gmc refl exes of the PIE infl exions fused with stem-fi nal elements 
other than the *a that refl ects the PIE thematic vowel. Because they incor-
porate the refl exes of the same PIE infl exions, however, certain similarities 
between the Gmc a-stem infl exions and the infl exions of other classes are 
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observable, as will be demonstrated below in the discussion of individual 
classes. To make this plain, it will be useful to present here the refl exes of 
the PIE infl exions in the form they might be expected to take in early PGmc, 
before the widespread metanalysis of infl exions to incorporate stem endings. 
These might be expected to have appeared on all nouns except the d-stems, 
which show a number of critical differences:1

 Singular Plural
Nom. *-z, *-m (neut.) *-Dsez,2 *-Ø (neut.)3

Acc. *-m *-nz, *-Ø (neut.)
Gen. *-sa *-dm4

Dat. *-ai *-miz

1 There are exceptions to this statement, for example the nom.sg. of many consonantal 
stems, but these will be discussed at the relevant places, since they do not signifi cantly 
detract from the generalization, see further §2.79.
2 PGmc raising of */e/, see Hogg (1992b: §3.30), would regularly have given *-Dsiz 
at a very early stage. The diacritic on o refl ects uncertainty about how to represent 
separately the originally infl exional element of what had become a trimoric vowel, see 
§2.6n3.
3 The ending *-d in the nom.acc.pl.neut. in the a-stem paradigm given in §2.6 at this 
stage must be regarded as thematic. The etymological neuter infl exion proper was a 
laryngeal consonant.
4 Most (though not all) IE languages refl ect a gen.pl. ending with a long vowel even 
in athematic stems, where the length cannot be due to contraction of thematic vowel 
+ infl exional vowel, except by analogical processes. Gmc is here assumed to have 
inherited a similar ending.

2.9 For feminine nouns, endings comparable to those laid out for masc. 
and neut. nouns in §2.8 (i.e., the refl exes of the PIE infl exions in the form 
they might be expected to have taken in early PGmc, before the widespread 
metanalysis of infl exions to incorporate stem endings) may be reconstructed 
as follows. These should be compared especially to the reconstructed d-stem 
endings given in §2.38:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *-Ø *-ez
Acc. *-om *-z1

Gen. *-Dz *-dm
Dat. *-ai *-miz

In PIE these infl exions may have been more similar to those of §2.8, and 
the differences in large measure arose because of the infl uence of the preceding 
thematic element.

1 See Bammesberger (1990a: 105).
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II Vocalic stems

1 a-stem nouns

2.10 Nouns belonging to this class were either masculine or neuter. 
Differences in infl exion between the two genders were in PGmc restricted 
to the nom.sg. and the nom. and acc.pl.; in OE such differences persisted 
only in the nom.acc.pl. As outlined in §2.2, there were two sub-types in 
this class, ja- and wa-stems. Simple a-stems are discussed in §§2.11–18, 
ja-stems in §§2.19–26, and wa-stems in §§2.27–33.

(a) Simple a-stems

2.11 In Early West Saxon, a-stems typically were infl ected according to 
the following paradigms:

 Masculine Neuter
Singular  Light Heavy
Nom. stan stone s7ip ship word word
Acc. stan s7ip word
Gen. stanes s7ipes wordes
Dat. stane s7ipe worde

Plural
Nom. stanas s7ipu word
Acc. stanas s7ipu word
Gen. stana s7ipa worda
Dat. stanum s7ipum wordum

As can be seen, there are clear differences in the nom.acc.pl. between light- 
and heavy-stemmed neuters, see also §2.12. Further, these are the only 
infl exions which distinguish the neuter a-stems from the masc. a-stems. 
Light-stemmed masc. nouns such as wer have the same set of forms as 
heavy stems such as stan.

2.12 This class has an extremely large membership, which prohibits a 
listing of the relevant nouns.1 However, amongst the 100 most frequent 
lexemes, see §2.7, the following inherited a-stems occur:

(a) masc.: apostol ‘apostle’, bis7op ‘bishop’, Crcst ‘Christ’, cyning ‘king’, 
dæ8 ‘day’, dbofol ‘devil’,2 dc7 ‘ditch’,3 ddm ‘judgement’, drihten ‘lord’, 
en8el ‘angel’, god ‘god’,4 heofon ‘heaven’, hlaf ‘bread’, hlaford ‘lord’, 
hund ‘dog’, middan8eard ‘earth’, meþ ‘mouth’, prbost ‘priest’, stan 
‘stone’, þe8n ‘thane’, we8 ‘way’, wer ‘man’;
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(b) neut.: bearn ‘child’, bebod ‘command’, 8ebed ‘prayer’, bldd ‘blood’, 
folc ‘people’, fyr ‘fi re’, gast ‘spirit’,5 8bar ‘year’, godspell ‘gospel’, hbafod 
‘head’, hes ‘house’, land ‘land’, lboht ‘light’, lcf ‘life’, lof ‘praise’, mdd 
‘mind’, mynster ‘monastery’,6 þin8 ‘thing’, weorc ‘work’, wcf ‘woman’, 
wæter ‘water’, word ‘word’, wuldor ‘glory’, wundor ‘wonder’, yfel ‘evil’.

1 Kastovsky (1995: 232) estimates that 60% of OE nouns were thus declined.
2 But also neut. in the sg., e.g. CP(H) 415 (3¥) ðæt dcoful, and regularly neut. in the 
pl., hence nom.pl. dcofl u, dcofl a, cf. god and n3. See also §3.138.
3 But in charters, where the noun most frequently occurs, it is often fem. and dc7 
dat.sg. is often found alongside dc7e, see §§3.135, 143.
4 Occasionally (but not in Ælfric) neut.pl. to distinguish pagan gods from the Christian 
deity, as in Or 24.12, see §3.138.
5 Originally an s-stem, see §2.95ff.
6 Originally a ja-stem, see §2.20n1.

2.13 The paradigm of the a-stem stan may be traced back to a late PGmc 
paradigm of the following type:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *stainaz (neut. *wurðã1) *staindosiz (neut. *wurðd)
Acc. *stainã1 *stainanz (neut. *wurðd)
Gen. *stainas *staindõ1

Dat. *stainaai *stainomiz

Most of these forms show the regular development of the PGmc forms 
cited in §2.6, but dat.pl. -omiz may be instrumental in origin, see 
Bammesberger (1990a: 45–6).

1 See §2.6n1 on the loss of *-m.

2.14 The regular phonological development of the forms cited above would 
produce a Pre-Old English1 paradigm of the following type, except in the 
acc.pl.masc., for discussion of which see immediately below:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *stain (*word) *stainds (*wordu)
Acc. *stain (*word) *stainds (*wordu)
Gen. *stainas *stainI

Dat. *stainw *stainum

The acc.pl. masc. infl exion must be explained as due to syncretism, with 
the infl exion of the nom.pl. having been extended to the acc.pl., see for 
example Campbell (1977: §571), Bammesberger (1990a: 46).2
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1 The term Pre-Old English (Pre-OE) is used here to refer to a time when all the 
PGmc and WGmc changes discussed in Hogg (1992b: chs 3–4) had occurred. It is a 
variable term, sometimes referring to so early a stage as that in which we fi nd a system 
of unstressed vowels of the type outlined in Hogg (1992b: §6.1), prior to fi rst fronting 
and associated changes, both in stressed and unstressed syllables. At other times it may 
refer to later, though still prehistoric, stages in the development of OE.
2 A similar syncretism occurs in OHG also, where the common infl exion is -a, see 
Wagner (1986). This OHG parallel, together with the voiced nature of fi nal *-z in the 
PGmc acc.pl., renders it unlikely that the syncretism is almost entirely the result of 
normal phonological processes, as advocated by Prokosch (1939: §79i–k).

2.15 The paradigm presented immediately above leads in most elements 
directly to the EWS paradigm given in §2.11. Only the following infl exions 
require comment:

gen.sg.: */a/ > /æ/ by fi rst fronting (Hogg 1992b: §6.2) and later merger 
with /e/ (ibid.: §6.48).

dat.sg.: NWGmc */ai/ is monophthongized to */ap/ > */æp/ (ibid.: §6.27(4)), 
which is shortened to /æ/ (ibid.: §6.28), which later merges with /e/, as 
above.

nom.acc.pl.masc., gen.pl.: */op/ was shortened and lowered to /w/ (ibid.: 
§6.28).

nom.acc.pl.neut.: Word-fi nal */u/ was subject to apocope after heavy syllables 
(ibid.: §6.20) to give word, etc. but after light syllables it remained, hence 
s7ipu, etc. This variation in infl exion also arose in disyllabic stems such 
as hbafod ‘head’ vs. werod ‘troop’, which have in LWS nom.pl. hbafdu, 
werod respectively, see ibid.: §§6.20, 24, but cf. §3.64 in the present volume 
on the historical situation of which this is an analogical refashioning. 
Such stems are prone to reanalysis during OE, see the discussion of the 
synchronic morphology in §§3.56ff.

2.16 The earliest OE texts have many spellings refl ecting the earlier forms 
of the gen. and dat.sg. infl exions postulated in §2.15. Thus, for the gen.sg., 
eNbr texts such as CædH, BDS, RuthCr and the eMerc glossaries EpGl 
and ErfGl, together with a number of charters, all have frequent forms 
with infl exional -æs; for further examples both of this and of the equivalent 
dat.sg. infl exion -æ, see Hogg (1992b: §6.49). By the time of the EWS texts 
such early forms had been lost without signifi cant exceptions.

2.17 In early texts, mostly before c.800, there are a number of forms in 
both masc. and neut. nouns which appear to demonstrate the existence of 
an instrumental case. These forms show an instr.sg. ending in -i, e.g. EpGl, 
ErfGl 83, CorpGl 230 facni ‘cunning’, EpGl84, CorpGl 155 hrae7li, hræ8li 
‘cloak’, EpGl, ErfGl 869, CorpGl 1720 spelli ‘story’, EpGl, ErfGl 699, 
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CorpGl 1450 wer7i ‘work’.1 Despite their instrumental meaning, such forms 
must regularly derive from an original locative form, cf. loc. *stainei (> 
*stainc) in §2.6, also Bammesberger (1994).2 It is notable that in these 
forms /i/ does not cause i-umlaut of the stem vowel except in the adverbial 
forms wne ‘once’, hwbne ‘a little’, see Hogg (1992b: §5.85(3)&n3), also §2.18n3 
in the present volume. The forms are curious but nevertheless seem to prove 
the existence of an instr.sg. in the earliest period.3,4 Additionally, RuthCr blddæ 
‘blood’ is usually analysed as an instr.sg., most recently by Bammesberger 
(1994: 102–3), but its origins, if genuine, are diffi cult, and the form is not 
entirely trustworthy because of the merger of unstressed /æ/ and /e/, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§6.48–9), similarly Wrenn (1943), King (1986: 77), Lass (1991).

1 ErfGl 845 uue8i ‘way’ contrasts with EpGl uuaega, CorpGl 1700 wega.
2 RuneThornhill 3 on ber8i ‘on a mound’ shows apparently the same infl exion but 
with the original locative meaning. EpGl 494 thys 8bri ‘in this year’ is a temporal 
locative.
3 On the persistence of unstressed /i/ up to 800, see Hogg (1992b: §6.53). The 
unstressed /i/ is not lost through syncope because at that time it was long, according 
to Hogg (ibid.: §6.28), though it should be assumed that -i was restored analogically 
after heavy stems if c was shortened before high vowel syncope, as argued by Bliss 
(1967: 113–17), see Fulk (1992: §§187–93).
4 CP(H) 101.16, Dream 63 hbafdum ‘head’, both with locative meaning, appear to 
show a fossilized instr.sg. form in -um, which may be traceable back to PIE. Apparently 
parallel forms are meolcum, Angl milcum, which appear both as instr. and loc., and 
nosum, both particularly frequent in Bald’s Leechbook. For early discussion of these 
forms, see Cosijn (1882), Kluge (1891: 386), Brugmann (1903: §469.2), and for a 
more recent useful discussion with extensive references see Grant (1991), as well as 
Bammesberger (2001). The oddity of these forms and their distribution has never been 
fully explained, but the infl exion may signify an adverbial-like function.

2.18 Locative forms with zero infl exion are particularly frequent in com-
pound place-names of the type -ham -wc7, see Dahl (1938: 50, 61–2) for 
examples, less frequently in other words, e.g. -mynster, -stan, -ten, -þorp, 
see also §2.12n2. The same forms are regular with uncompounded ham 
‘home’.1 Temporal nouns such as wfen ‘evening’, dæ8 ‘day’, morgen ‘morn-
ing’ also show an endingless locative, especially in the phrases on wfen, on 
dæ8, todæ8, on morgen. During the OE period the endingless construction 
is gradually extended to other phrases such as wl7e dæ8 ‘every day’,2 which 
may suggest an idiomatization of the form, see Girvan (1931: §262a4).3 
The origin of this endingless locative is disputed, but it may be that it is 
from a variant PIE locative *-b, which would develop as *-æ in Pre-OE. It 
is then necessary to suppose that this fi nal *-æ would be subject to apocope, 
cf. Hogg (1992b: §6.20). But if *-c was shortened before high vowel 
apocope, see §2.17n3, at least some of the endingless forms may be true 
etymological locatives. For discussion of this diffi culty and further references, 
see Dahl (1938: 51–5).
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1 The only possible example of æt hame ‘at home’ is at JnGl(Li, Ru) 11.20, where 
it is more likely that the dat.sg. has been substituted. It may be that dc7 dat.sg. is a 
further example, but see §2.12n3.
2 Thus, CP has 5 examples of wl7e dæ8e, 2 of wl7e dæ8, whilst ÆCHom has 1 of 
the former, 4 of the latter.
3 Or (4¥) on mer8en shows i-umlaut of the root vowel, which may be related to the 
adverbial forms discussed in §2.17, although the connexion is diffi cult. The same form 
is regular in Ælfric, and the parallel form on mær8en is regular in lNbr.

(b) ja-stems

2.19 In EWS, ja-stems typically were infl ected according to paradigms of 
the following types:

 Masculine Neuter
 Light Heavy Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. se78 man ende end cynn race wcte punishment
Acc. se78 ende cynn wcte
Gen. se78es endes cynnes wctes
Dat. se78e ende cynne wcte

Plural
Nom. se78as endas cynn wctu
Acc. se78as endas cynn wctu
Gen. se78a enda cynna wcta
Dat. se78um endum cynnum wctum

In these stems there are clear distinctions between originally light-stemmed and 
originally heavy-stemmed nouns of both genders and in both nom.acc.sg. 
and nom.acc.pl. For variations in the declension of polysyllabic nouns, see 
§§3.56ff. A further distinction occurs between light-stemmed nouns such 
as se78 and light-stemmed nouns which have fi nal -r, for their infl exion in 
EWS is as follows:

 Singular Plural
Nom. here army her8as, heras
Acc. here her8as, heras
Gen. her8es, heres her8a
Dat. her8e, here her8um

2.20 This class has a fairly large membership, of which by far the largest 
subgroup is that of agentive nouns with the suffi x -ere, e.g. bæcere ‘baker’, 
bdcere ‘scribe’, leornere ‘disciple’, s7ipere ‘sailor’, s7dere ‘shoemaker’, and many 
others. Amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7, the following 
inherited ja-stems occur:
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(a) masc. (i) light: here ‘army’, casere ‘emperor’;1 (ii) heavy: ende ‘end’;
(b) neut.: (i) light: cynn ‘nation’; (ii) heavy: rc7e ‘kingdom’, wcte 

‘punishment’.

Other examples include nouns such as: (a(i)): bridd ‘bird’, hry78 ‘ridge’, 
hyll ‘hill’, we78 ‘wedge’; (a(ii)): esne ‘servant’, hwwte ‘wheat’, hyrde ‘shep-
herd’, lw7e ‘physician’, mb7e ‘sword’; (b(i)): bedd ‘bed’, nebb ‘beak’, nett 
‘net’, webb ‘web’, wedd ‘pledge’, wi78 ‘horse’; (b(ii)): wrende ‘message’, 
style ‘steel’, ww8e ‘weight’, yrfe ‘inheritance’.2

1 From Lat. Caesar. The -ere is reanalysed in OE as the agentive suffi x discussed 
immediately above. But, conversely, mynster < Lat. monasterium, where no agentive 
function may be supposed, transferred to the a-stems.
2 Also to be included here are fl i77e ‘fl itch’, sty77e ‘piece’, where the geminate con-
sonant is not due to WGmc gemination but is of earlier origin.

2.21 Certain processes of affi xation are associated with ja-stems. Thus, 
there are two further suffi xes in addition to -ere: -en(n) (< WGmc *-innja, 
*-unnja), and -et(t) (< PGmc *-atja, *-itja), both of which form mainly 
neut. nouns; additionally, the prefi x 8e- is added to a large number of 
neut. collectives formed with the PGmc suffi x *-ja-. Typical examples of 
these types are:1 wfen ‘evening’ (also masc.), fæsten ‘fortress’, fæsten 
‘fast’, wbsten ‘desert’ (also fem., see §3.136); bærnet ‘arson’, lc8et ‘light-
ning’ (also masc.),2 nyrwet ‘narrowness’, rbwet ‘rowing’, swwet ‘sowing’, 
þbowet ‘slavery’ (masc.), þi77et ‘thicket’; 8efyl7e ‘troop’, 8es7y ‘pair of 
shoes’, 8etimbre ‘building’, 8eþbode ‘language’, 8ewwde ‘dress’, and many 
others.3

1 On the usual absence of gemination in nom.acc.sg. of nouns with suffi xal -enn, -ett, 
see §3.40. On the derivation of nouns in -ett from verbs of weak class I, see Wissmann 
(1975: 55–7).
2 See further §2.47(4) on this noun as a fem. jd-stem.
3 Campbell (1977: §647n2) would include here cren ‘iron’, gen.pl. crenna; but more 
likely this is an a-stem with assimilation of *-zn- to *-nn-, see Seebold (1984: 54). 
Adjective forms lacking the geminate, e.g. PsGl(A) crenu, are then to be assumed to 
show a different assimilation, of *-s-z- to *-z-. On the dialect distribution of csern and 
cren, see Kleinman (1997).

2.22 The infl exion of light-stemmed masc. ja-stem nouns can be exemplifi ed 
by a PGmc paradigm which parallels that of the simple a-stems but with 
*/j/ preceding the infl exional vowel. This */j/, however, would have been 
*/ij/ after a heavy syllable by the process known as Sievers’s Law, see Hogg 
(1992b: §4.6). Hence, we can reconstruct the following late PGmc para-
digms for masc. ja-stem nouns:
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 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. *saèjaz *andijaz
Acc. *saèjã *andijã
Gen. *saèjas *andijas
Dat. *saèjaai *andijaai

Plural
Nom. *saèjdosez *andijdosez
Acc. *saèjanz *andijanz
Gen. *saèjdõ *andijdõ
Dat. *saèjomiz *andijomiz

The infl exion of neut. nouns differed only in the nom.sg., which was identical 
to the acc.sg., e.g. *kunjam, *wctijam, and the nom.acc.pl., e.g. *kunjd, 
*wctijd.

2.23 The expected development of the forms cited above would result in 
a Pre-OE paradigm of the following type parallel to the simple a-stems:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. *saèi (*kunni) *andc (*wctc)
Acc. *saggi (*kunni) *andc (*wctc)
Gen. *saggjas *andijas
Dat. *saggjai *andijai

Plural
Nom. *saggjds (*kunnju) *andijds (*wctiju)
Acc. *saggjds1 (*kunnju) *andijds1 (*wctiju)
Gen. *saggjI *andijI
Dat. *saggjum *andijum

The suggested development above implies that nom.sg. *-az was lost before 
the time of WGmc gemination, giving *sagjaz > *sagi but that acc.sg. *-ã 
remained until after gemination, giving *sagjã > *saggjã > *saggi. It is 
noteworthy, however, that **se8e, the expected refl ex of *sagi, never occurs 
in OE, the nom.sg. always being of the type se78, the development proper 
to the acc.sg. under this account. We must therefore assume, with Dahl 
(1938: 81–6), that only *-az was lost prior to gemination and that acc.sg. 
se78, neut.sg. cynn are regular forms, with the masc.nom.sg. re-formed 
with a fi nal geminate on the analogy of syncretism of nom.acc.sg. in the 
simple a-stems, see also Hogg (1979: 68–73) and the discussion of the 
synchronic status of masc. i-stems in §§3.43–4. Alternatively, one might 
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suggest, following Campbell (1977: §576), see also Dal (1934), that both 
infl exions were lost prior to gemination, in which event all geminated forms 
in the nom.acc.sg. would be re-formations from the oblique forms or the 
plural.

1 The infl exion *-ds is extended analogically from the nom.pl., see §2.14.

2.24 The paradigms presented above, together with the assumption of 
syncretism in the nom.acc.sg., lead for the most part directly to the EWS 
paradigms presented in §2.19. However, the development of the original heavy 
stems and also of original light stems in -r requires special attention:1

(a) In the heavy stems the different developments of three types of infl exion 
are diffi cult: (i) *andc > ende nom.acc.sg.; (ii) *andijas > endes 
gen.sg., similarly dat.sg.pl. and nom.acc.pl.masc.; (iii) *wctiju > wctu 
nom.acc.pl.neut., similarly gen.pl. In regard to (i), after the loss of *-az 
from *andijaz, fi nal *-ij became *-c,2 but medial *-ij- remained in the 
other cases, see Hogg (1992b: §6.27(2)). In regard to (ii) and (iii), in 
explanation of the attested forms it has been proposed that high vowel 
apocope was earlier than high vowel syncope, see ibid.: §§6.22, 25, 
with the consequence that high vowel apocope applies vacuously in 
such forms. Under the prescriptions of ibid.: §6.22 we might then 
assume *andijas > *endjæs > endes and *wctiju > *wctju > wctu. But 
on the older view of Sievers (1898: §177), *j was lost in *wctiju, and 
subsequently *wctiu developed to *wctju, in which *j would have been 
lost just the way *j of other origins was lost after a heavy syllable, 
e.g. in *kunnju. Sievers’s view is easier to reconcile with the historical 
facts about the interaction of high vowel syncope and apocope, as 
presented in §3.64, implying that *wctiju need not have been subject 
to these processes at all: see the discussion in Fulk (2010c).3

(b) The predicted development of light-stemmed nouns such as here would 
produce forms with /j/ before an infl exional vowel, thus her8es, her8e, 
her8as, her8a. Although forms of this type can be found in EWS, they 
are already being replaced by forms without /j/, i.e. heres, etc. For 
details and discussion of this synchronic restructuring see §§3.47–9.

1 See §2.15 on the development of unstressed vowels in this sub-class.
2 On whether this *-c, after shortening, would have remained or been apocopated 
and then restored analogically, see §2.17n3.
3 The explanation for the type cynn nom.acc.pl. < *kunnju remains uncertain, see 
further Hogg (1992b: §6.25). Possibly *kunnju > *kynnj > cynn. Such an assumption 
need not confl ict with the reconstruction *sagjã > *saggjã > *saggi offered in §2.23, 
since the loss of *-ã was presumably earlier than high vowel apocope, resulting in 
syllabifi cation of fi nal *-j in one instance and not the other. Alternatively, and perhaps 
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more plausibly, it may be supposed that post-consonantal *-j- was lost continuously 
in the prehistoric period, both before high vowel apocope (and thus affecting *kunnju) 
and after both high vowel apocope and high vowel syncope (thus affecting *andijas > 
*endjæs).

2.25 The earliest OE texts have a number of spellings which refl ect earlier 
forms of a variety of infl exions. For nom.acc.sg., examples of -i include: 
EpGl 1053, CorpGl 2075 durheri ‘folding door’,1 EpGl 56, CorpGl 123, 
250 meeli ‘basin’, EpGl 49, CorpGl 49, 1431 steeli, staeli ‘steel’, LdGl 140 
teblheri ‘gambler’,2 †LVD 103, 319 Hiordi pers. name, see further Hogg 
(1992b: §6.53) and Dahl (1938: 109).3,4 For gen.sg., note CædH rc7aes, 
cynnæs.5 It is notable that even in the earliest texts -here, when it is the 
second element of a compound, never retains -j- in the gen.dat.sg. In texts 
such as LVD, compounds show a high number of nom.acc.sg. forms with 
-i, e.g. †LVD 11 Wulfheri.

1 Alongside EpGl 925, CorpGl 1948 durhere.
2 Alongside EpGl 7, CorpGl 111 teblere.
3 Note also EpGl 24 meri7i ‘parsley’, glossing Lat. dat. apio, but possibly nom., cf. 
CorpGl 182 meri7e.
4 CorpGl 159 dili ‘dill’, alongside EpG 21 dil with a simplifi ed geminate, is probably, 
in view of the several later examples of dile, an i-stem, see also Wynn (1956: 110) 
and, for an opposing view, Dahl (1938: 87), followed by Pheifer (1974: §77).
5 Similar examples for the dat.sg. seem to be absent from this stem class, but note 
the apparent instr.sg. of EpGl 374, CorpGl 733 8eddi ‘song’, cf. §2.17.

2.26 Historically, the ja-stems can be distinguished from a-stems in two 
ways: (i) the occurrence of geminate consonants in original light stems, such 
as se78, cynn; (ii) the occurrence of i-umlaut, cf. PGmc *sagjaz, *kunnjam. 
The presence of gemination as well as i-umlaut also distinguishes, regard-
less of infl exional patterns, ja-stems from i-stems, which show only the 
latter, but cf. §3.41. A third distinction is created by the presence of fi nal 
u in the nom.acc.pl. of neut. nouns such as wctu.

(c) wa-stems

2.27 In EWS, wa-stems typically were declined according to paradigms 
of the following types:

 Masculine Neuter
Singular
Nom. bearu grove searu device
Acc. bearu searu
Gen. bearwes searwes
Dat. bearwe searwe
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Plural
Nom. bearwas searu
Acc. bearwas searu
Gen. bearwa searwa
Dat. bearwum searwum

A signifi cant number of wa-stems are nouns in which the -w- was directly 
preceded by a vowel or diphthong. The typical infl exion of such nouns in 
EWS may be exemplifi ed by masc. þbow ‘servant’, see further §2.30:

 Singular Plural
Nom. þbow servant þbowas
Acc. þbow þbowas
Gen. þbowes þbowa
Dat. þbowe þbowum

2.28 There are fewer wa-stems than there are ja-stems, and notably there 
are no signifi cant phonological effects of such processes as syncope and 
high vowel apocope to be reckoned with, as there are in connexion with 
the ja-stems. Amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7, the only 
example of a wa-stem noun is þbow.1 In discussing wa-stems it is useful 
to distinguish between nouns whose root ends in a consonant and those 
whose root ends in a vocalic element. Thus, other examples in addition to 
þbow include:

(a) with a consonant before -w-: bearu ‘grove’ (masc., no other examples), 
bealu ‘evil’, cudu ‘cud’, melu ‘meal’, smeoru ‘fat’, teoru ‘tar’ (all neut.) 
In such words that contain a diphthong, the diphthong in the nom.
acc.sg. is best analysed as showing extension of breaking from infl ected 
forms in which /l/ or /r/ was followed by /w/, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.22n3&6, 5.105n2).

(b) (i) stems with an original vowel or diphthong before -w-, resulting in 
an OE diphthong in the root: bbow ‘barley’,2 dbaw ‘dew’ (masc. and 
neut.), 8ehrbow ‘lamentation’ (neut.?), sbaw ‘juice’ (neut.), þbaw ‘cus-
tom’ (masc.),3 all with Gmc diphthongs, and cnbow ‘knee’, strbaw 
‘straw’, trbow ‘tree’ (all neut.), hlbow ‘shelter’ (masc. or neut.), all 
(like þbow) with diphthongs of WGmc origin. For the resolution of 
the distinction between the types in OE, see §§3.43–9.

(ii) stems with an original vowel or diphthong before -w-, not result-
ing in an OE diphthong in the root: brcw ‘porridge’, hlaw ‘mound’,4 
cw ‘yew’, slcw ‘tench’, snaw ‘snow’, Tcw ‘Tiw’ (all masc.), hraw ‘body’ 
(neut.).5
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1 From which are derived lareow ‘teacher’, latteow ‘leader’, obscured compounds of 
þbow.
2 Probably neut., cf. ON bygg, OSax beu.
3 Campbell (1977: §584) groups þbaw with þbow and other words which developed 
a diphthong in West Germanic, but it contains a Germanic diphthong, see Fulk (1992: 
§164).
4 Also hlww ‘mound’ with i-umlaut, suggesting an original neut. s-stem, see §2.95. 
The noun is occasionally neut. in late texts, see §3.136.
5 Also hrww with i-umlaut, like hlww, see n4 above.

2.29 The infl exion of wa-stem nouns can be exemplifi ed by a reconstructed 
paradigm which parallels that of the simple a-stems, but with */w/ preced-
ing the infl exional vowel. Hence we may assume the following late PGmc 
paradigm for masc. nouns, using the etymon of OE bearu to exemplify 
masculine infl exion, with specifi cally neuter forms represented by the etymon 
of OE searu:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *barwaz (*sarwã) *barwdosez (*sarwd)
Acc. *barwã *barwanz (*sarwd)
Gen. *barwas *barwdõ
Dat. *barwaai *barwomiz

2.30 The expected development of the forms cited above would result in 
a Pre-OE paradigm of the following type parallel to the simple a-stems:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *baru (*saru) *barwds (*saru)
Acc. *baru *barwds (*saru)
Gen. *barwas *barwI

Dat. *barwai *barum

2.31 Although the further development of these forms is generally regular, 
several WGmc changes involving */w/ led to a complex set of allomorphic 
variations:

(1) The loss of the nom.acc.sg. infl exion would have vocalized */w/, to give 
forms such as *baru. Historically, the diphthongal forms of EWS such 
as bearu are best viewed as showing analogical extension of breaking 
from infl ected forms in eOE, see §2.28(a), although synchronically 
the situation may be different, see §3.42.

(2) */w/ was lost wherever it stood before */u/, see Hogg (1992b: §4.7), 
hence nom.acc.pl.neut. *saru, whose further development is as in (1) 
above. The same should occur in the dat.pl. of all wa-stems, but there 
-w- seems always to be restored.1
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(3) If */w/ was vocalized to */u/, cf. (1) above, then it should always have been 
apocopated after a long vowel or diphthong, producing such nom.acc.sg. 
forms as PGmc *snaiwaz > *snaiu > sna ‘snow’, *dauwaz > *dbau > *dba 
‘dew’. In OE, w-less forms are practically absent, note CollGl 12.83 sba, 
MtGl(Li) 17.2, 28.3 sna. The nom.acc.pl.neut. should show the same 
development, but no such forms of the relevant nouns are recorded.2

(4) If */w/ was vocalized to */u/, cf. above, and the immediately preceding 
vowel was short, then in WGmc diphthongization occurred, hence 
nom.acc.sg. forms such as WGmc *strawaz > *strau > *strba ‘straw’, 
and nom.acc.pl.neut. forms like *cnewd > *cnewu > *cneu > cnbo. In 
OE, strba is restricted to the compound strbaberi8e ‘strawberry’, whilst 
the type cnbo occurs sporadically (not in Ælfric) alongside usual cnbow. 
In the rest of the paradigm the short vowel would remain and perhaps 
break before /w/, see Hogg (1992b:§5.22), but cf. §3.45n2 in the 
present volume.

1 Angl forms such as cnbum ‘knees’ dat.pl. are possible exceptions, but they should 
perhaps be handled differently, see §3.47 for further discussion.
2 On words in which the root vowel was */ip/, e.g. brcw ‘porridge’, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§4.9(2)) and §3.44 in the present volume.

2.32 The variety of changes described in §2.31 predict the following 
paradigm for neuter cnbo ‘knee’, from which the paradigms of the other 
types may be deduced:

 Singular Plural
Nom. cnbo knee cnbo
Acc. cnbo cnbo
Gen. cneowes cneowe
Dat. cneowe cnbom

Although all the above forms are recorded, especially in Angl texts, there 
is considerable levelling of the variations in the OE period, and this type 
of paradigm is not typical of either EWS or, especially, LWS, see further 
§§3.45ff. Rather, more commonly w from the infl ected cases was levelled 
into the uninfl ected ones, and the long diphthong of the uninfl ected cases 
was extended to the infl ected ones, resulting in a uniform stem cnbow(-) 
throughout the paradigm, as indicated for þbow in §2.27. These analogical 
changes are more thoroughgoing in some words than in others. For example, 
cnbo occurs several times, almost always in poetry or in Angl texts, whilst 
þbo (instead of þbow) is rare, see §3.46n1.1 In poetry of all dates, the metre 
often indicates that the analogical lengthening of diphthongs in infl ected 
cases has not yet taken place; only in the relatively late Met and Jud are 
there also undeniable signs of lengthening, see Fulk (1992: §§162–9).
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1 But certainly in Beo there are many examples of names in -þbo (E78-, Ongen-, 
Wealh-þbo), see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 327–8).

2.33 There are few spellings in early texts which refl ect earlier forms of 
the infl exions, but note gen.sg. ErfGl 645 bbowaes ‘barley’; dat.sg. Bede(M) 
†baruæ ‘grove’ as second constituent of a place-name (4¥);1 instr.sg. EpGl, 
ErfGl 769, 944 smerwi ‘fat’.2 Early texts also show a number of examples 
in which levelling of an allomorphic variation has not taken place. Hence 
we fi nd EpGl, ErfGl 1078 smeru-, teru ‘tar’ nom.acc.sg. (3¥),3 LorGl 1.22 
smerum dat.pl.4 CorpGl 88 sarwo for searu shows extension of -w- from 
infl ected forms.

1 The root vowel is most probably due to Nbr retraction in place of breaking, see Hogg 
(1992b: §5.29), although it could also be a variant under low stress, see ibid.: §6.7.
2 The absence of breaking here may be due to the infl uence of nom.sg. smeru 
(Campbell, 1977: §582, see also Hogg 1992b: §5.22n6).
3 The absence of back umlaut in smeru-, teru is almost certainly chronological, see 
Hogg (1992b: §§5.104(2), 5.105(2)).
4 This form also shows the most typically Angl failure to reintroduce w-, cf. §2.31&n1.

2 £-stem nouns

2.34 All nouns belonging to this class are feminine. As with the a-stems, 
see §2.10, there are two sub-types in the class of d-stems, namely jd- and 
wd-stems, formed in a manner comparable to ja-, wa-stems. The simple 
d-stems are discussed in §§2.35–44, the jd-stems in §§2.45–51, and the 
wd-stems in §§2.52–4.

(a) Simple d-stems

2.35 In Early West Saxon, d-stems typically were declined according to 
the following paradigms:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. 8iefu gift lar1 learning
Acc. 8iefe lare
Gen. 8iefe lare
Dat. 8iefe lare

Plural
Nom. 8iefa lara
Acc. 8iefa lara
Gen. 8iefa lara
Dat. 8iefum larum
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As may be seen, the only consistent difference between light- and heavy-
stemmed nouns of this class is in the nom.sg., see further §2.40. On a 
further distinction in the gen.pl. which occurs primarily in poetry, where 
light stems adopt the gen.pl. infl exion -ena from the n-stems more frequently 
than do heavy stems, see §3.75.

1 Wissman (1975: 50) counts this among the deverbative nouns.

2.36 This class has too large a membership to permit a listing of the 
relevant nouns, but amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7, the 
following inherited d-stems occur:

bdt ‘remedy’, hwlu ‘health’,1 hcd ‘hide (of land)’, lar ‘learning’, rdd ‘cross’, 
sawol ‘soul’, þbod ‘nation’.

Additional examples include:

(a) light: andswaru ‘answer’, caru ‘sorrow’,2 cwalu ‘death’, faru ‘journey’, 
8iefu ‘gift’, nafu ‘nave’, racu ‘narrative’, sacu ‘strife’, s7(e)amu ‘shame’, 
s7olu ‘school’, talu ‘tale’, wracu ‘pain’, and others;

(b) heavy: feoht ‘fi ght’, fdr ‘journey’, gad ‘goad’, gldf ‘glove’, heall ‘hall’, 
lad ‘way’, laf ‘remainder’, meord ‘reward’,3 sorg ‘sorrow’, stund ‘period 
of time’, weard ‘protection’, wund ‘wound’ and many others.

(c) disyllabic: byden ‘barrel’, feter ‘fetter’, ly8en ‘lie’, netel ‘nettle’, spinel 
‘spindle’, all with vowel plus sonorant,4 and 7yfes ‘concubine’, duguþ 
‘virtue’, efes ‘eaves’, 8eoguþ ‘youth’, ides ‘woman’,5 all with light fi rst 
syllable and unsyncopated vowel in the second syllable.6 Many disyllabic 
forms with a stem ending in a sonorant were originally monosyllabic, 
the sonorant having become syllabic upon the loss of *-u in the nom.sg. 
after the heavy syllable, e.g. *feþru > *feþr > feþer ‘wing’, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§6.34–41). Subsequently the syllabic sonorant could be 
extended analogically to the infl ected cases, e.g. gen.pl. feþera beside 
feþra. There is great variability in the orthography as to whether such 
forms are written unambiguously as disyllabic. For example, frdfr 
‘comfort’ is an unusual spelling, found almost exclusively in related 
Psalter glosses, whilst adl ‘disease’ and nwdl are almost never written 
with a vowel before l.7 Examples of (often or intermittently) disyllabic 
stems that were originally monosyllabic are: (i) adl ‘disease’, 7easter 
‘city’, feþer ‘wing’, frdfor ‘comfort’, lifer ‘liver’,8 nwdl ‘needle’, stefn 
‘voice’, swe8er ‘mother-in-law’, wdcor ‘increase’. Because these stems 
were originally monosyllabic and heavy, they correctly show loss of -u 
in the nom.sg. Conversely, disyllabic forms could become monosyllabic 
as a result of syncope, presumably originating in infl ected forms. Thus: 
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(ii) cyln beside cylen ‘kiln’, fi rn beside fi ren ‘transgression’, meolc 
beside meoluc ‘milk’, and always eln ‘ell’.9 Because these stems origi-
nally comprised a light syllable followed by another, they correctly 
lack -u in the nom.sg.10 There appears to have survived just one com-
parable fem. noun with a heavy initial syllable, sawol, sawl ‘soul’, 
and it is diffi cult to explain.11,12

 1 Originally a fem. cn-stem, see §2.37n4.
 2 On this form and the alternative form cearu, see Hogg (1992b: §5.37(3)).
 3 But probably not reord ‘food’, reord ‘voice’, which usually show i-umlaut, and 
hence must be jd-stems. On these forms, and also briord, breard ‘point’, the latter of 
which appears to be a variant d-stem, see Hogg (1992b: §3.21).
 4 And thus like cyln, etc., see immediately below. For further discussion, see Hogg 
(1992b: §6.68).
 5 Of these examples, duguþ, 8eoguþ and ides were i-stems in PGmc, but all had 
transferred to this stem class by the OE period.
 6 But in WS æx ‘axe’ (< *acas-), where the medial *a was followed by an obstruent, 
that vowel is always syncopated.
 7 However, adl must be scanned as a disyllable at GuthB 978, 1064. Across noun 
classes, to judge by orthography alone, the sonorants are not syllabifi ed with equal 
consistency: r is almost always syllabifi ed, n, l and m less frequently. Metrical treat-
ment, however, indicates that syllabic r, though always written <or> or <er> in verse, 
is sometimes non-syllabic, whilst l and m usually are, see Sievers (1893a: §79.4), Fulk 
(1992: §85). The claim of Peinovich (1979: 106) that forms like adl are always disyllabic, 
no matter the spelling, is thus untenable. To speakers of English it may appear that 
monosyllabic forms like *wdkr and tacn are an impossibility if the fi nal sonorant is 
voiced. However, syllabicity is not a matter of physiological facts but of native speakers’ 
perceptions. If a language has no sound [v] and no syllabic sonorants in other positions 
(Modern Icelandic is such a language), a native speaker will perceive *wdkr and tacn 
as monosyllables.
 8 This derives from *li]ar-d, but medial *a would have been syncopated early, see 
Hogg (1992b: §6.14), producing a monosyllabic stem.
 9 For further discussion, see Hogg (1992b: §6.68).
10 ClGl 1.2788 e8enu ‘chaff’ is an exception, which may be due to the infl uence of 
the alternative gloss s7ealu ‘husk’ or even the Latin. In any case, it is not signifi cant.
11 We should expect that PGmc *saiwald would lose medial *-a-, see Hogg (1992b: 
§6.14), and then, after -d > -u, it would be apocopated, see ibid.: §6.22. The metrical 
evidence, however, cannot be reconciled with the assumption that sawol and sawel are 
late developments for earlier sawl. They must refl ect Pre-OE restoration of the medial 
vowel, or uncharacteristically early syllabifi cation of fi nal -l, see Fulk (1992: §98), and 
see further §3.104n3.
12 It is diffi cult to assess the signifi cance of a number of examples of proper names 
of the type LVD 29 †Aebbino, since they could easily be fossilized forms. The same 
type occurs even after heavy monosyllables in names such as LVD 45 †Bettu.

2.37 There are two major processes of suffi xation associated with d-stems. 
The fi rst of these, which is exceptionally frequent, pertains to the deverbal 
suffi x -ung/-ing.1 Typical examples are: ascung ‘asking’, bodung ‘preaching’, 
cost(n)ung ‘temptation’, 7yping ‘trading’, lbasung ‘falsehood’, 8embting 
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‘meeting’, s7otung ‘shooting’, wunung ‘dwelling’. The second type of suf-
fi xation, also frequent, is with the de-adjectival suffi x *-iþd, which forms 
abstract nouns. In such forms fi nal *-u < *-d would have remained after 
syncope of -i-, according to Hogg (1992b: §§6.22, 25), but, to the contrary, 
it is regularly lost in Ælfric and frequently lost even in EWS, see further 
§3.98. Rather, it appears that *-iþu should have remained after a heavy 
syllable and been reduced to *-iþ after a light, in accordance with the fi nd-
ings presented in §§3.64, 70. However, after a heavy syllable, *i should 
have been syncopated in all cases but the nom.sg., and the syncopated form 
of the suffi x was apparently extended to the nom.sg. at an early date. If the 
fi rst syllable of these nouns was originally light, syncope should not have 
occurred, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.18–19). However, syncope seems to have 
been extended to all forms,2 and hence we fi nd frymþ ‘beginning’, 8esihþ 
‘vision’, trymþ ‘strength’, the lone, early relic of the original situation being 
EpGl, ErfGl siuida ‘siftings’ (for sifi ðan, as at CorpGl 2 6.386). Once *i 
had been eliminated after both heavy and light syllables, all such stems 
were heavy, and accordingly there was no obvious way to predict whether 
the nom.sg. should end in -þu or -þ, leading to random mixture of the 
two. Hence, typical examples are: cyþþ(u) ‘kinship’, fylþ ‘fi lth’, myrhþ 
‘mirth’, ofermettu ‘pride’,3 8eswlþ ‘happiness’, strengþ(u) ‘strength’, yrmþ(u) 
‘misery’, and many nouns with the adjectival suffi x -leas followed by the 
refl ex of PGmc *-iþd, with consequent assimilation, as in n2 and Hogg 
(1992b: §7.92), hence larleast ‘ignorance’, etc.4,5

1 This may be regarded as a single suffi x, see Kastovsky (1992: 388). Broadly speak-
ing, -ung is associated with words derived from weak verbs of class II, whilst -ing is 
associated with the other deverbal derivations. There is variation and fl uctuation, 
however, see Weyhe (1911: 14–49) for details.
2 It might be more appropriate to see this as a restructuring of the suffi x, see §3.98n1.
3 In this and other nouns with a stem-fi nal dental there is assimilation of the fricative 
to a stop, see Hogg (1992b: §7.92).
4 For an extensive list of nouns formed this way, see \ermák (2002: 23–5).
5 A further group of nouns which have by the OE period become associated with 
this stem class are abstract nouns originally of the Gmc cn-class, such as meni8eo 
‘multitude’. See §§2.88–90 for details and discussion.

2.38 The infl exion of the d-stem nouns in early PGmc may be exemplifi ed 
by a reconstructed paradigm of the following type, the etymon of EWS 
8iefu ‘gift’, compare §2.9:1

 Singular Plural
Nom. *èe]d *èe]doz
Acc. *èe]dm2 *èe]dz3

Gen. *èe]doz *èe]dom2

Dat. *èe]aai *èe]dmiz
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For details of the origin of these forms and their development in early Gmc, 
see Bammesberger (1990a: 100ff.), and cf. Kortlandt (2005).

1 The quality of the WS stem vowel in this noun is due to palatal diphthongization 
of */e/, see Hogg (1992b: §5.53). In Kt and Angl, back mutation may apply, since 
palatal diphthongization does not.
2 See §2.6n1 on the loss of *-m.
3 See here Bammesberger (1990a: 105).

2.39 The expected development of these forms would produce a prehistoric 
OE paradigm of the following type:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *èe]u *èe]d

Acc. *èe]a *èe]a
Gen. *èe]d *èe]I

Dat. *èe]ai *èe]um

2.40 The paradigm presented above leads in most elements directly to 
the paradigm presented in §2.35. Amongst regular developments it should 
be particularly noted that apocope of fi nal */u/ after a heavy syllable (Hogg, 
1992b: §6.20) leads to the contrast 8ifu : lar.1 However, OE forms of the 
nom.acc.pl. and the gen.sg. have been subject to some re-formation. Nom.pl. 
-a is the expected development of *-d, see ibid.: §6.28, and this is regular 
in EWS.2 On the other hand, although the expected development of acc.pl. 
*-a would be -e, in EWS -a is already much more frequent than -e, see 
Dahl (1938: 130) for statistics. It seems most probable that this is due to 
syncretism of the nom. and acc.pl. endings. On the other hand, in Angl 
the usual infl exion for nom. and acc.pl. is -e. As suggested by Sievers (1893b), 
these alternative syncretisms provide an important dialect criterion.3 In the 
gen.sg., the predicted development would give -a, but in fact -e is the regular 
form. It is possible that this is due to the falling together of all the oblique 
cases, a process which progresses further in late texts, see §§3.76–80, and 
which here perhaps permits a plainer distinction between sg. and pl. forms. 
Alternatively and more narrowly, it may be in order to distinguish gen.sg. 
and gen.pl., for the latter has the regular infl exion -a. This would account 
for the frequent retention in EWS of -a in the gen.sg. of the abstract nouns 
in -ung, see §2.41 and references therein, since those nouns are not often 
used in the plural. This may also explain CP(H) 183.3 iermða ‘poverty’ 
gen.sg. (also PsGl(A) 39.3 ermða), 439.1 ofermetta ‘pride’ gen.sg.4

1 Since the suffi x -ung/-ing is heavy, apocope occurs in all forms, hence bodung, 
lbasung, etc. On the suffi x -iþd see §2.37; on other stem types, §2.36.
2 Or 107.15 sundorsprw7e ‘private conversation’ appears to be acc.sg.
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3 Flasdieck (1930b) attempts to provide a phonological account of the syncretism. 
Although the closeness of the phonological developments in the two cases ought not 
to be ignored, it seems impossible to avoid assigning a critical role to morphological 
forces.
4 Yet another view, presented in Flasdieck (1930b) and Brunner (1965: §252A1), is 
that the gen.sg. has taken on the infl exion of the dat.sg. This is possible, although 
unilluminating, and there are diffi culties, see especially Dahl (1938: 133–4). And it 
seems unlikely that the form is borrowed from the original acc.pl. (i.e. -e) following 
feminine n-stems, as suggested by Campbell (1977: §586).

2.41 Nouns with the suffi x -ung/-ing, see §2.37, form a special case, for 
in the sg. they frequently form the gen. in -a. The same infl exion is also 
often found in acc.dat.sg. The statistics for EWS and early texts from other 
dialects, presented and discussed in Dahl (1938: 141–3), show that the most 
frequent use of -a is in the acc., followed by the dat. and only then by the 
gen., which argues strongly against the view that -a was extended from the 
gen. to other cases (as supposed in Campbell, 1977: §589.8). Also, Dahl 
demonstrates that -a is much more frequent after -ung than after -ing, which 
supports his view that the variation in infl exion is due to harmonic assimi-
lation of the unstressed vowel to the vowel of the suffi x.1

1 One might also note that nouns of this type are infrequent in the plural, and there-
fore confusion between sg. and pl. was less likely, cf. §2.40.

2.42 The earliest OE texts have many spellings in <æ> refl ecting the earlier 
form of the acc.sg., gen.sg. and dat.sg. infl exions, but such spellings do not 
appear in EWS texts. One example of each is: LRid 13 aeri8faerae ‘fl ight 
of arrows’ acc.sg., BedeH(M) †Humbrae ‘Humber’ gen.sg., EpGl 796 
nabðlae ‘needle’ dat.sg.1 By contrast, the only clear example in early Angl 
except CorpGl of the later development of the nom.sg. to -o, -a is LVD29 
†Aebbino, see, however, §2.36n12.2 Outside Angl, the Kt forms Ch 1197 
Lubo, Lufa, Luba are noteworthy.

1 EpGl 6 teblae ‘die’ could be fem.nom.sg. of an n-stem rather than dat.sg., see Pheifer 
(1974: 59).
2 ErfGl 732 s7oma ‘shame’ may be an error for s7amo, cf. EpGl s7amu, and ErfGl 
912 ruga for suga ‘sow’ is untrustworthy, cf. EpGl sugu. CorpGl has 1393 snoro 
‘daughter-in-law’, 1679 s7omo ‘shame’, and possibly 976 s7ala ‘shell’.

2.43 There are three forms1 which show an infl exional -i, namely RuthCr 
56 rddi ‘cross’, Rune Auzon 10 7æstri ‘city’, both in locative functions, 
and EpGl 97 8itcungi ‘preparation’, an instrumental. The infl exional ending, 
even if genuine,2 cannot be original to d-stems, but it is most probably 
borrowed from the a-stems, cf. §2.17, and see Bammesberger (1994), 
Brunner (1965: §252A1), Dahl (1938: 123), Lass (1991, 1992: 111n8).
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1 To these should be added the jd-stem EpGl 109 mb8sibbi ‘relationship’, apparently 
instr.sg.
2 See §2.17, with further references. One might also point out that such decorative 
runic inscriptions as those on the Ruthwell Cross and the Auzon (Franks) Casket may 
be archaizing and not refl ections of the immediately contemporary language.

2.44 In the nom.acc.pl. there is considerable variation between forms in 
-a and -e, as mentioned in §2.40, but in both instances there are <æ> spell-
ings indicating the earlier form, e.g. LRid 5 uefl æ ‘woof’ nom.pl., EpGl 
halbae ‘half’ acc.pl.

(b) jd-stems

2.45 In EWS, jd-stems typically were declined according to paradigms of 
the following types:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. synn sin 8ierd rod
Acc. synne 8ierde
Gen. synne 8ierde
Dat. synne 8ierde

Plural
Nom. synna 8ierda
Acc. synna 8ierda
Gen. synna 8ierda
Dat. synnum 8ierdum

As may be observed, there is no infl exional difference between those nouns 
which originally had a light stem and those which originally had a heavy 
stem. On their historical origins, see below, §2.48.

2.46 This class has a very large membership, particularly as a result of 
the variety of suffi xes which go to form jd-stem nouns, and amongst the 
100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7, the following inherited jd-stems 
occur:

bliss ‘bliss’,1 hell ‘hell’, sibb ‘relationship’, synn ‘sin’, and the following 
words with the suffi x -ness, see §2.47(1): b7ness ‘eternity’, mildheortness 
‘mercy’, rihtwcsness ‘righteousness’.

Other examples of unsuffi xed jd-stem nouns (i.e., nouns in which -jd- is 
the only suffi x added to the root, at least as regards suffi xes recognizable 
as such in PGmc) include:
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(a) original light stems: benn ‘wound’, bry78 ‘bridge’, cri77 ‘crutch’, e78 
‘edge’, henn ‘hen’, nytt ‘use’, sæ77 ‘strife’, se78 ‘sword’, syll ‘base’;2

(b) original heavy stems: bend ‘bond’,3 cw8 ‘key’, hild ‘battle’, hind ‘hind’, 
c8 ‘island’,4,5 liss ‘kindness’, milts ‘mercy’,6 rest ‘rest’, sprw7 ‘speech’, 
wylf ‘she-wolf’, yþ ‘wave’.7

1 The geminate consonant is due to an s-suffi x of obscure origin, not WGmc gemination, 
and hence the noun theoretically patterns like 8yrd, see also Hogg (1992b: §7.9&n2).
2 We might add here ewe ‘sheep’, originally an i-stem, cf. Lat ovis, which is the regular 
development of PGmc *awi, see Hogg (1992b: §5.14n1). Under reinterpretation as 
a jd-stem it is re-formed as eowu, with back umlaut, see ibid.: §5.105(1).
3 In EWS alongside masc. i-stem bend. Ælfric uses only the masc. noun. It is fem. at 
Beo 1936.
4 Here, and probably also in cw8, the root was vowel-fi nal and hence directly 
followed by */j/. The phonological developments are regular.
5 For variation in the gender of this noun, see §3.137.
6 For liss, milts, cf. bliss and n1 above.
7 Also to be taken here are reord ‘food’, reord ‘voice’, see §2.36n3.

2.47 As mentioned above, suffi xation is a rich source of jd-stems. The 
principal suffi xations are as follows:

(1) The most frequent jd-stem suffi x is undoubtedly the deverbal and 
de-adjectival, and even occasionally denominal, abstract suffi x -nes(s).1 
Examples additional to those cited in §2.46 are: beorhtness ‘brightness’, 
biterness ‘bitterness’, clwnness ‘purity’, wddness ‘madness’, all de-adjectival; 
blinness ‘cessation’, costness ‘temptation’, for8ifness ‘forgiveness’, on8itness 
‘understanding’,2 all deverbal, and many others of both origins, although 
the former are more frequent. Denominal instances include cwealmness 
‘torment’, fl ws7ness ‘incarnation’ and 8eoguþhadness ‘youth’.

(2) The suffi x -en(n) has two sources: (a) WGmc *-innjd, *-unnjd > OE 
-enn and (b) PGmc *-cniz > *-en. The latter type is in origin an cni-stem, 
that is to say, a sub-group of i-stems, but at a very early date such 
nouns transferred to the jd-stems.3 Nouns of type (a) include feminine 
nouns derived from masculines, hence fi xen ‘vixen’, gyden ‘goddess’, 
men(n)en ‘maidservant’, myne7enu ‘nun’,4 s7yl7en ‘female servant’, 
þBowenn ‘maidservant’, þcnen ‘maidservant’, -wyr8enn ‘female monster’. 
But some other nouns bear the suffi x of type (a), as well, including 
byr8enn ‘burial’,5 byrþen ‘burden’, hen8en ‘hanging’. Except where 
indicated, the nom.sg. has no fi nal geminate consonant. Nouns of type 
(b) are deverbal or denominal nouns either concrete or abstract,6 for 
example hæften ‘captivity’, rwden ‘condition’,7 sel(l)en ‘gift’.

(3) The suffi x -es(s) is from PGmc *-isjd and is used to form a number 
of feminine nouns, including: byres ‘chisel’, 7yfes ‘concubine’, forle8es 
‘prostitute’, hæ8tes ‘witch’.8 Cnboris ‘race’ appears to be an original 
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i-stem which has been reanalysed in OE as a jd-stem on the basis of 
its fi nal syllable, see Kluge (1882: 528), also Dahl (1938: 153).9

(4) The suffi x -et(t), from PGmc *-itjd, *-atjd, is found on nouns such as 
anet ‘solitude’, hyrnet ‘hornet’, lempet ‘dish’, ylfet ‘dish’. But in early 
texts these appear with -u in the nom.sg., e.g. ErfGl 275 hirnitu, EpGl 
718 aelbitu (= ylfetu), whilst ErfGl2 20 lempite ‘basin’ nom.pl. shows 
no geminate consonant, and the neut.pl. lc8etu ‘lightning’ is reinter-
preted as belonging to the same class, and with lack of gemination in 
infl ected forms. Such early forms may be explained as early transfers 
to the d-stems, see Brunner (1965: §258.1), or as original d-stems 
with later forms such as hyrnet being taken as transfers to the jd-stems, 
see Dahl (1938: 118–19).10 Given the parallel existence of myne7enu, 
above, which is a derivation from the Lat loan munuc, the former of 
these explanations seems the more probable, see further §2.49.

 1 This is the usual form in EWS; in LWS the usual form is -nyss. In Angl the form 
is -niss, whilst Kt varies between -ness and -niss, the latter being absent from CollGl 
49. On the etymology and development of the suffi x, see Suzuki (1990). See §2.49 on 
degemination of the fi nal consonant in this and other suffi xes of similar structure, 
e.g. -nes, -nys, -en, etc., and §3.91(1)&n3 on nom.sg. -nesse, etc.
 2 Alongside for8ifness, on8itness we fi nd for8ifenness, on8itenness, the former from 
the inf., the latter from the pa.part. On such doublets, see Suzuki (1990) and Kastovsky 
(1992: 387–8).
 3 This suffi x does not, however, always produce jd-stems, and some of the examples 
given below may also be neut., for example byr8en, and others are never fem. In this 
context note especially dryhten ‘lord’, þboden ‘prince’, which are masc. a-stems in OE, 
and the neut. a-stem nyten ‘animal’. On the jd-stems, see Dahl (1938: 152–3) and 
Bammesberger (1990a: 148).
 4 For example at ÆCHom II 2 106.499. For discussion of the retention of infl exional 
-u, see (4) below. Some other words of this type show the same phenomenon, thus 
gydenu ‘goddess’, mennenu ‘maidservant’.
 5 Kluge (1926: §149(b)) regards byr8en as belonging to type (b), but this leaves the 
geminate -nn- usually found in infl ected forms unexplained.
 6 See Kastovsky (1992: 385), against the common view that all these derivatives are 
abstract.
 7 Cf. Got garaideins ‘regulation’. Rare examples of infl ected rwdenne are perhaps 
due to confusion with the suffi x seen in nouns like campræden ‘war’, hcwræden ‘family’, 
manræden ‘homage’, all probably with WGmc *-innjd, on which see Fulk, Bjork and 
Niles (2009: 189), with references.
 8 Lynis ‘linchpin’, nom.pl. lynisas, is of the same origin, but it has the infl exions of 
the a-stems. Ides ‘woman’ came to be infl ected like these nouns, but it is of different 
origin (cf. OHG itins), having been originally an i-stem.
 9 But Nbr cnboresu, etc. is a wd-stem, see §3.93n4 and further references therein 
for fuller details.
10 These nouns often transfer to the n-stems in later OE, see §3.102n2.

2.48 The infl exions of originally light jd-stem nouns can be traced back 
to PGmc infl exions which parallel those of the simple d-stems but with */j/ 
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preceding the infl exional vowel. This */j/ would have been */ij/ after a 
heavy syllable, cf. the discussion of ja-stems in §2.22. Hence we can recon-
struct the following early PGmc paradigms:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. *sunjd *èardijd
Acc. *sunjdm *èardijdm
Gen. *sunjdoz *èardijdoz
Dat. *sunjaai *èardijaai

Plural
Nom. *sunjdoz *èardijdoz
Acc. *sunjdz *èardijdz
Gen. *sunjdom *èardijdom
Dat. *sunjdmiz *èardijdmiz

2.49 All jd-stems should show the same developments as heavy d-stems, 
including the types of variation discussed in §2.40. But additionally, in the 
original light stems there is gemination of all fi nal consonants except */r/. 
The zero infl exion in the nom.sg. is due to apocope of fi nal -u after a heavy 
syllable whether due to gemination, as with synn, or original, as in 8ierd.1 
However, suffi xed nouns frequently show degemination in the unstressed 
suffi x. Such degemination occurs earlier than in stressed positions, see Hogg 
(1992b: §7.80), and it could be extended to medial position in infl ected 
cases. Thus, in CP we typically fi nd examples such as sdðfæstnes ‘truth’, 
byrðen ‘burden’, alongside much less frequent sdðfæstness.2,3 If degemina-
tion were early, the types exemplifi ed by hirnitu, myne7enu, etc. (§2.47), 
might then have been reinterpreted as d-stems and hence might have invited 
reintroduction of infl exional -u in the nom.sg.

1 As suggested by Dahl (1938: §148), EpGl, ErfGl 440, CorpGl 922 aetgabru 
‘javelin’ is the predicted nom.sg. from PGmc *atgairijd, cf. ja-stems such as wctu, 
§2.24.
2 See further Cosijn (1886: §18). Cosijn gives no EWS instances of enn-suffi xes 
with gemination in nom.sg., and, for example, there are no examples anywhere of 
*(-)byrþenn in the DOEC.
3 In the instance of the suffi x -ness, at least, Ælfric, by contrast, appears to have free 
variation between geminated (-nyss) and ungeminated (-nys) forms.

2.50 There are few spellings in early texts which refl ect particularly archaic 
forms, but note EpGl 109 mb8sibbi instr.sg., and see §2.43. To this might 
be added the highly suspect LdGl tynd(e)ri ‘tinder’ (? = tyndrin, cf. ErfGl 
555a, CorpGl 1156).
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2.51 Historically, the light jd-stems can be distinguished from the d-stems 
by the presence of gemination and i-umlaut (where possible), whilst the 
heavy jd-stems are distinguished only by i-umlaut (where possible).

(c) wd-stems

2.52 In EWS, wd-stems typically were declined according to paradigms 
of the following types:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. sinu sinew lws pasture
Acc. sinwe lwswe
Gen. sinwe lwswe
Dat. sinwe lwswe

Plural
Nom. sinwa lwswa
Acc. sinwa lwswa
Gen. sinwa lwswa
Dat. sinwum lwswum

As with wa-stems, see §2.27, there are a number of nouns in which -w- 
was directly preceded by a vowel or diphthong. In EWS such nouns typically 
have a paradigm that resembles nom.sg. stdw ‘place’, acc.sg. stdwe, but 
see §2.54 for further discussion.

2.53 There are relatively few nouns which belong to this declension, but 
light stems like sinu include beadu ‘battle’, nearu ‘diffi culty’, s7eadu (beside 
neut. s7ead) ‘shade’,1 and the pluralia tantum frætwe ‘ornaments’, 8eatwe 
‘armour’; heavy stems like lws include bldd(e)lws ‘blood-letting’, mwd 
‘meadow’ and Az 126 rwswum ‘council’ dat.pl.

1 Occasionally searu ‘device’, usually a wa-stem, occurs as a fem., cf. §2.27, although 
some of the apparently fem. examples could be taken as masc., see §3.9n5.

2.54 Except for nouns such as stdw, the paradigm of this sub-class closely 
follows that of the d-stems and is otherwise phonologically predictable 
except for the dat.pl., where -w- has been analogically restored, cf. §2.31(2).1 
In stdw, /w/ should have been lost fi nally, and before /u/, to give nom.sg. 
*std, dat.pl. *stdm < *std-um. But in both instances -w- is regularly restored, 
perhaps orthographically in the nom.sg., see Hogg (1992b: §§7.72–3). 
Nouns of the same type include hrbow ‘penitence’, trbow ‘faith’. Where 
the root vowel was originally *a, the phonological development should 
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have been to a nom.sg. like *clba ‘claw’, þrba ‘affl iction’, with forms of 
the type claw-, þraw- in the other cases. But in early texts we fi nd EpGl, 
ErfGl 29, CorpGl 211 clauuo, EpGl 53 thrauu, CorpGl 200 thrauuo, which 
show re-formation of the nom.sg. on the analogy of the infl ected cases. Yet 
later examples of the type clba nom.pl. suggest that the unattested nom.sg. 
must have existed, see further §3.94.

1 For early examples of the usually later type in which -w- is lost before any infl exion, 
see §3.93. LRid 10 8eatum, a dat.pl. used adverbially meaning ‘with splendour’, is 
certainly no early form, as the poetic metre demands a word with a heavy initial syl-
lable. See §3.93 also for a discussion of forms in which an epenthetic vowel is introduced 
before -w-, e.g. beaduwe ‘battle’ dat.sg.

3 i-stem nouns

2.55 Nouns belonging to the class of i-stems could be of all three genders, 
although in PGmc, neuters were much less frequent than the others.1 
Originally, masc. and fem. nouns were declined identically. However, the 
evidence of Gothic, for example, shows that in PGmc the masc. i-stems 
had already adopted the infl exions of the masc. a-stems in the singular, 
and the evidence of OE (which differs from that of Gothic, however, in 
regard to the singular) shows that this process had begun to be extended 
to the plural by the earliest times. Similarly, the OE fem. i-stems adopted 
at a very early date the infl exions of the d-stems, and the neuters adopted 
the infl exions of the neut. a-stems. The consequence of these changes is 
that for the majority of i-stems, even in eOE, their membership in that 
stem class is primarily an historical fact rather than an indication of their 
structure in OE.2 For discussion of the distinguishing characteristics of 
i-stems, see below, §2.69, and for their status within the OE period see 
§§3.32–3, 10.41, 10.77.

1 Thus, there are no apparent examples of neuter i-stems in Gothic.
2 On the elimination of the i-stems as a discrete declensional category, see Hogg 
(1992c), Adamczyk (2008).

2.56 In EWS, masc. i-stems typically were declined according to the 
following paradigms:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. wine friend dwl part
Acc. wine dwl
Gen. wines dwles
Dat. wine dwle
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Plural
Nom. winas1 dwlas
Acc. winas dwlas
Gen. wina2 dwla
Dat. winum dwlum

The only clear-cut distinction between light and heavy stems is found in 
the nom.acc.sg., where -e is found only in the light stems.3 The loss of *-iz 
in the heavy stems was the cause of their more thorough assimilation into 
the category of a-stems. For the occasional distinction between light and 
heavy stems in the gen.pl., see §2.61n1.

1 Except for names of ethnicities and other pluralia tantum, which form a special 
case, see §2.70, there are very few examples of the historically expected -e in the 
nom.acc.pl. The claim of Sprockel (1965: 170) that -e is the regular nom.acc.pl. infl exion 
in ChronA must be read in this light. See further §2.62.
2 For poetical wini(8e)a, see §2.61n1.
3 See §3.33 for discussion of whether or not this -e should be analysed synchronically 
as an infl exion.

2.57 This quite large class contains a few nouns of high frequency, and 
amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7, the following masc. 
i-stems occur:1 (a) light: mete ‘food’; (b) heavy: dwl ‘part’, sw ‘sea’.2

Additional examples include:

(a) light: bere ‘barley’, bite ‘bite’, bli7e ‘brightness’, bry7e ‘breach’, bry7e 
‘use’, bryne ‘burning’, by8e ‘bending’, byre ‘youth’, cwide ‘speech’, 
7yle ‘cold’, cyme ‘arrival’, cyre ‘choice’, dile ‘dill’ (cf. §2.25n4), drepe 
‘slaying’, dryre ‘decline’, dyne ‘din’, e7e ‘pain’, e8e ‘terror’, ele ‘oil’, 
fl y8e ‘fl ight’, gripe ‘grip’, gryre ‘terror’, gyte ‘fl ood’, hefe ‘weight’, he8e 
‘hedge’, hete ‘hate’, hrine ‘touch’, hryre ‘fall’, hy8e ‘mind’, hype ‘hip’, 
hyse ‘young man’, ile ‘sole’, ly8e ‘lie’, lyre ‘loss’, mere ‘lake’, myne 
‘mind’, myne ‘necklace’, (fore-)nyme ‘taking’, pyle ‘pillow’, ry8e ‘rye’, 
ryne ‘course’, s7riðe ‘journey’, s7yfe ‘pushing’, s7yte ‘shooting’, sele 
‘hall’, si7e ‘sigh’, si8e ‘victory’, sle8e ‘blow’, slide ‘slip’, snide ‘cut’, 
spiwe ‘vomiting’, stæpe ‘step’,3 stede (occ. Nbr. styde) ‘place’, sti7e 
‘prick’, sti8e ‘rise’, stride ‘stride’, swi7e ‘smell’, swyle ‘swelling’, sype 
‘suction’, ti8e ‘tug’, þyle ‘orator’, wlite ‘beauty’.4

(b) heavy: æf(e)st ‘envy’, wrist ‘resurrection’, bend ‘bond’ (cf. §2.46n3), byht 
‘bend’, brww ‘eyelid’, byl8 ‘bag’,5 byrst ‘loss’, 7yrm ‘shouting’, 7yrr ‘turn’, 
demm ‘damage’,6 dren7 ‘drink’, ent ‘giant’, fen8 ‘grasp’, fyll ‘fall’, fyrs 
‘furze’, fyrst ‘period of time’, glwm ‘brightness’, gylt ‘guilt’, 8yst ‘guest’, 
hyll ‘hill’,7 lc8 ‘fl ame’, lyft ‘sky’,8 mww ‘mew’, pliht ‘danger’, swl ‘time’,9 
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spryn8 ‘source’, sten7 ‘smell’, sten8 ‘pole’, stren8 ‘string’, styll ‘leap’, 
swb8 ‘noise’, swen8 ‘blow’, swylt ‘death’, tyht ‘manner’, þyrs ‘giant’, ww8 
‘movement’, wren7 ‘trick’, wyll ‘well’, wyrm ‘serpent’, wyrp ‘throw’.

1 Not all the nouns listed in this paragraph are in origin i-stems, but their historical 
development shows that they were members of this class in PGmc. A number of the 
nouns cited here undergo divergent developments during OE, e.g. mete > mett. For 
discussion of this, see §3.41.
2 Also fem., see §3.135. Masc. usage is usually Angl and poetic, but see Fulk, Bjork 
and Niles (2009: 244) for references.
3 The usual form alongside the less frequent but predicted form stepe. Stæpe may be 
due to umlaut of analogically restored /w/, cf. nom.pl. stapas without i-umlaut (attribut-
able, presumably, to an early transfer to the a-stem class), or it may simply show a 
re-formation of the noun parallel to the alternation dæ8 ~ dagas ‘day ~ days’, see 
further §3.15.
4 To these might be added the loan dry ‘magician’ (from Old Irish drui), although it 
follows the paradigm of the a-stems. The infl ected stem has a short vowel, as indicated 
by the poetic metre at Jul 301.
5 For forms such as Ru1 belgas ‘wine-skins’, see Hogg (1992b: §5.79(2)a).
6 But this, of unknown origin, could be a ja-stem.
7 Nom.sg. *hyle does not occur, and ungeminated forms are found only in late charters, 
suggesting that the word had been transferred to the ja-stems at a very early stage, see 
also §3.39. For hyll as a heavy i-stem, cf. Lat. collis. For the variable gender of hyll, 
see §3.135.
8 But lyft is found in all three genders.
9 Rarely fem., as at GenA 1184 seo swl.

2.58 The frequent suffi x -s7ipe is an important source of masc. i-stems, 
including examples such as: (8e-)bbors7ipe ‘feast’, frbonds7ipe ‘friendship’, 
(8e)fbrs7ipe ‘fellowship’, hwðens7ipe ‘paganism’, lbods7ipe ‘nation’, 
weorðs7ipe ‘worship’.

2.59 The paradigm of wine can be traced back to the early PGmc para-
digm type presented below (with the gen.pl. of the heavy-stemmed etymon 
of OE dwla supplied for comparison with that of light-stemmed wina). In 
order to clarify the historical developments, those parts of the paradigm 
which are not refl ected as such in EWS, where a-stem infl exions have been 
adopted instead, are italicized:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *weniz *wenejez1

Acc. *wenim *weninz
Gen. *weneiz *wenijdom2 (*dailijdom)
Dat. *wenai3 *wenimiz

1 In very early texts there are a few forms with -i, -e, e.g. CorpGl 1510 stridi ‘strides’. 
This is the regular development of the PGmc *-ejez > *-ciz with trimoric vowel, which 
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would perhaps have been bimoric at the time of apocope and therefore would possibly 
have remained even after heavy syllables, e.g. CorpGl 548 dable, see further §2.62. 
But there are many uncertainties: see Bliss (1967: 113–17), Fulk (1992: 421–2).
2 The PIE ending was *-i(y)dom, with syllabic *i, cf. Homeric Greek gen.pl. políwn 
‘cities’, Lat marium ‘seas’, etc. See further §2.61n2. Some scholars assume that the 
trimoric gen.pl. ending arose only in the a- and d-stems, or perhaps only in the latter. 
In that event, it must be assumed that in Gmc the trimoric variant was extended to 
the i-stems, u-stems and consonantal stems. Preservation of the distinction after the 
PGmc period might explain why manna occurs beside manno, the latter with the usual 
gen.pl. infl exion, as the gen.pl. of OSax man ‘person’.
3 This dat. form is locative in origin, see Bammesberger (1990a: 126), if it is not 
borrowed from the a-stem dat. The parallel of the dat.sg. of u-stems, see §2.74, sug-
gests the ending here is locative. See §2.62 on the possible retention in early texts of 
the original dat. ending.

2.60 The phonological development of the forms cited above would result 
in a Pre-OE paradigm of the following type, except that the italicized forms 
are now replacements based on a-stem infl exional patterns, cf. §2.14:1

 Singular Plural
Nom. *wini *winds
Acc. *wini *winds
Gen. *winas *winijI (*dailijI)
Dat. *winai *winum

In all forms in which the infl exion is from the a-stems we should not expect 
the stem vowel to have been raised, see Hogg (1992b: §3.6). Although it 
is diffi cult to determine when the infl exions of the a-stems were adopted, 
it is likely that the process was not complete until near the beginning of 
the historical period, and therefore the root vowel of, say, *winas is likely 
to be phonological in origin.

1 On the reasons for the substitution of a-stem infl exions, see Bertacca (2001).

2.61 In EWS, the nom.acc.sg. presents a genuine i-stem infl exion which 
develops directly into EWS, the only variation in form being between light 
stems such as wine and heavy stems with apocope of earlier *-i, e.g. dwl. 
The gen.pl. of heavy stems is regular: compare with dwla a ja-stem gen.pl. 
such as enda. But in light stems the gen.pl. ending *-ijI in the prose of all 
dialects has been replaced by the *-I found in the a-stems. It is only in 
poetry that gen. pl. wini(8e)a occurs,1 refl ecting the original Gmc form.2 
Aside from these few exceptions and, probably, the dat.sg., the infl exions 
of i-stems are all taken over from the a-stems.3

1 Gen.pl. wini8a occurs at GuthB 1365 (with confusion of minims: the manuscript 
has <wiinga> altered from <wimga>), and winia appears at Beo 2567, beside two 
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instances of -wina in the poem. Also in Beo, Deni(8e)a ‘Danes’ occurs (14¥) beside 
(-)Dena (15¥). With just one exception, Deni8a could be substituted for all instances 
of Dena without detriment to the metre, whilst the substitution of Dena for Deni8a 
would disrupt the scansion in every instance, see Fulk (1992: 243–5).
2 Bammesberger (1990a: 127) maintains that PGmc *-ijdõ would have been reduced 
to *-jdõ after a light syllable, causing gemination in light stems, with subsequent 
analogical restoration of the non-geminate. However, the basis for this view, the 
so-called converse of Sievers’s Law, is not now generally credited, see Collinge (1985: 
159–74), Fulk (1986: 12–13) and Barrack (1998: 247n.12) for references. Cf. the 
discussion of these forms by Adamczyk (2001).
3 It is sometimes suggested that Ch 31.8 †Folcuuinis pers. name (gen.sg.) may have 
-s of the a-stem infl exion attached to -i-, marker of the i-stem class, thus Dahl (1938: 
161), Campbell (1977: §601n1), but this is less likely than that the form merely shows 
confusion between unstressed vowels, see Bazell (1960: 29) and, for discussion of 
another possible variant, §2.68. But infrequent examples of -e for acc.pl. are regularly 
developed from PGmc *-inz > *-cz. See also §2.59n1.

2.62 The earliest OE texts evince a variety of spellings which refl ect earlier 
forms of the infl exions or of infl exions originally proper to i-stems but which 
have usually been superseded by a-stem infl exions. For the nom.acc.sg. 
there are a great many examples of -i, almost all of which are in names 
with the second element -wini, e.g. Aelfuini, 4suini, etc.1 Examples not 
from name elements include EpGl, ErfGl 962 meri ‘lake’, 918 ry8i ‘rye’,2 
CorpGl 664 cyri ‘choice’. There are no signifi cant early forms of the gen.
sg., for the frequent -wini in Nbr names is a Latinism, and †Folcuuinis is 
unreliable, see §2.61n2, whilst Bede 2 2adwinis is late, see Dahl (1938: 
161&n) for this and for Latinisms. There are a few dat.sg. forms in -i, 
thus EpGl, ErfGl 731, CorpGl 1471 dwli, Inscr 55,3 RuneThornhillA -wini. 
The fi rst might be an instr., but this is less probable for the other examples, 
both governed by æfter. Except with names of nationalities and other 
pluralia tantum, for which see §2.70, there are only rare examples of 
nom.acc.pl. in -i or its later development -e. Examples are: CorpGl 1510 stridi 
‘strides’, 548 dable ‘parts’ acc., and possibly PsGl(A) 134.19–20 8ehess7ipe 
‘family’.4 Other examples of the same infl exion are poetical, e.g. Beo 1188 
byre ‘boys, sons’ nom.pl., 2018 acc.pl.5

1 But with the name element -si8e Nbr almost invariably has an infl exionless form, 
e.g. Aelfsi8. Here it may be supposed that *-iji > -ij, see Girvan (1931: §178a2).
2 Cf. dile. ErfGl 918 ry8 is not necessarily signifi cant, but cf. n1 above.
3 That is, the Wycliffe Stone, see Okasha (1971: 129–30).
4 But we cannot help but suspect, pace Dahl (1938: 163), that the examples from 
PsGl(A) are instances of the infrequent use of a plural verb with a collective noun in 
the sg., see Mitchell (1985: §84), who does not cite or discuss these examples.
5 For variant gen.pl. forms, see §2.61n1.

2.63 Even in EWS, neut. i-stems followed the paradigm of the neut. a-stems 
except in the nom.acc.sg., where -e < *-iz was retained. Heavy stems were 
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distinguished from light stems by having zero infl exion in the nom.acc.sg.&pl. 
due to apocope. Hence we fi nd paradigms as follows:

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. spere spear fl ws7 fl esh
Acc. spere fl ws7
Gen. speres fl ws7es
Dat. spere fl ws7e

Plural
Nom. speru fl ws7
Acc. speru fl ws7
Gen. spera fl wsca
Dat. sperum fl wscum

2.64 The number of i-stem neuters is relatively small, and it is not always 
possible to determine the stem class with certainty, in view of the scarcity 
of the comparative evidence, see §2.55. However, the following light stems 
occur: clyne ‘lump’, 8edyre ‘door-post’, ofdele ‘slope’, ofersle8e ‘lintel’, 
orle8e ‘strife’, sife ‘sieve’.1 The following heavy stems occur: fl ys ‘fl eece’, 
hwl ‘omen’, hilt ‘hilt’, hrbð ‘glory’,2 and a number of derived forms with 
the prefi x 8e-, e.g., 8ebenn ‘proclamation’, 8edwyld ‘error’, 8efb8 ‘joint’, 
8egrynd ‘plot of ground’, 8ehlyd ‘cry’, 8ehyld ‘guard’, 8ehnwst ‘clash’, 
8eswin7 ‘labour’, 8ewbd ‘madness’, 8ewyl7 ‘rolling’3 and, already prefi xed 
(and hence without 8e-), ymb7yrf ‘circumcision’. These derived forms are 
always neut., but in other forms there is fl uctuation between fem. and neut., 
see for this and also unumlauted variants §2.69.

1 !edyne ‘noise’ may be a neut. collective alongside dyne (§2.57a), but fi rm evidence 
is lacking; it is uncertain whether ClGl 1,3 8ewife ‘fate’ (4¥) is a nom. or dat. form; 
?†8ewile is unclear, cf. LawIICn 75.1 8ewill, which behaves as a neut. ja-stem. In all 
three cases the root vowel would suggest an original i-stem, but the OE evidence does 
not help to confi rm the suggestion.
2 The latter two are also masc.
3 Possibly also 8eresp ‘conviction’.

2.65 In EWS, heavy1 fem. i-stems typically were declined according to 
the following paradigm:

 Singular Plural
Nom. dwd deed dwda
Acc. dwd, dwde dwda
Gen. dwde dwda
Dat. dwde dwdum
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The plural forms of these nouns are wholly those of the d-stems, and hence 
they show the same dialectal variations found in d-stems, see §2.40 for 
details.2

1 See §2.66 on light-stemmed fem. nouns of this class.
2 But on the important variation between zero and -e in the acc.sg., see the discussion 
in §3.77.

2.66 There are very few light-stemmed fem. nouns of this class, and they 
can be deduced only by the i-umlaut of their stem vowel, since they always 
follow the paradigm of the light d-stems, even in nom.sg. Safe examples 
of such nouns are denu ‘valley’ and fremu ‘benefi t’, to which may be added 
*hylu ‘hollow’ and compounds in -legu,1 -neru, e.g. *ealdorlegu ‘death’, 
*ealdorneru ‘safety’, none of which occurs in the nom.sg.

1 Perhaps the suffi x should be -le8u, in view of the evidence that i-stem infl exions 
could be preserved into the historical period, see §2.68.

2.67 By contrast, there are a considerable number of heavy-stemmed fem. 
nouns, including several amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes:

w ‘law’,1 dwd ‘deed’, miht ‘power’, sw ‘sea’ (also masc., see §2.57b), tcd 
‘time’, woruld ‘world’ (rarely masc.), wyrt ‘plant’.

Other such nouns include: wht ‘property’, bbn ‘prayer’, ben7 ‘bench’, bryd 
‘bride’, cwbn ‘queen’, dryht ‘crowd’, bst ‘favour’, fyrd ‘army’, fyst ‘fi st’, 
glbd ‘coal’, hwst ‘violence’, hyd ‘hide’, hyf ‘hive’, hyrst ‘ornament’, lwn 
‘loan’, lyft ‘air’ (mainly fem., but see §3.137), nyd ‘need’, s7yld ‘guilt’, spbd 
‘success’, þryð ‘force’, wbn ‘hope’, wist ‘sustenance’, wyrd ‘fate’, yst ‘storm’, 
together with a number of derived forms with the prefi x 8e-, e.g. 8ecynd 
‘nature’ (also frequently neuter), 8ehy8d ‘thought’, 8emynd ‘mind’, 8es7eaft 
‘creation’, 8eþeaht ‘thought’, 8eþyld ‘patience’, 8ewyrht ‘deed’.2

1 @ is usually uninfl ected except in the gen.dat.pl., where wa, wwum are found. But 
alongside uninfl ected forms, new acc.gen.dat.sg. wwe is formed, and hence analogical 
nom.sg. ww.
2 Several fem. i-stems, especially abstracts, tend to transfer to neut. gender during the 
OE period. For discussion and exemplifi cation, see §3.134. On lack of i-umlaut in 
some of these forms, see §2.69&n4.

2.68 There are a few forms in early texts which may represent archaic 
varieties of some infl exions. For the nom.acc.pl. we fi nd CorpGl 133 hyfi  
‘hive’, CaedH 2 maecti (M), mehti (L). Hyfi  occurs alongside a number of 
other forms with -e, but EpGl 764 uuyrdae ‘Fates’ already shows an d-stem 
infl exion, possibly alongside the diffi cult 605 fl bti ‘curds’, on which see 
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Dahl (1938: 174–5) and the DOE: fl eote3. Maecti lacks i-umlaut, whilst 
mehti has i-umlaut. The proper interpretation of all the above forms remains 
diffi cult. LRid 9 uyrdi gen.sg. is not easily explained,1 although it appears 
to be genuine, see Smith (1978: 34), also Hogg (1992b: §6.53).

1 Although -i here is usually derived from PIE *-eys, a presumed ablaut variant of 
normal *-oys, there is no evidence for the preservation of such an infl exion in other 
Gmc languages, and so this idea seems rather speculative. Therefore Campbell (1977: 
§605) would explain -i as introduced by analogy to the original acc.pl. infl exion, since 
he suggests a similar analogy to explain the appearance of -e rather than **-a in the 
gen.sg. of d-stems; but cf. §2.40n4 above.

2.69 The primary characteristic of i-stem nouns is that they show i-umlaut 
of the root vowel or the PGmc equivalent of vowel harmony, hence dwd, 
wine, so distinguishing these nouns from a- and d-stems. Additionally, light 
stems should not have gemination of the fi nal consonant, e.g. wine, which 
distinguishes these nouns from light ja-, jd-stems. However, this situation 
is obscured by developments in late PGmc and OE. In PIE, neuter nouns 
of the s-stem class were formed with *-os in the nom.sg. and *-es- in the 
gen.sg. due to ablaut alternation, see §2.95 for discussion, and in Gmc 
these developed as *-az, *-iz-, respectively. In PGmc, the variant *-iz- seems 
to have been levelled into the nom.acc.sg. from the other cases, cf. Got 
riqis ‘darkness’, etc. Consequently, s-stem nouns could transfer to the i-stem 
class as a result of the equation of the nom.sg. ending *-iz in the two stem 
classes. Since, as is noted in §2.55&n1, neut. i-stems were extremely rare 
in PGmc, it may be that all, or almost all, such neuts originally belonged 
to the s-stems. But a consequence of transferral to the i-stem class is that 
umlauted forms may exist alongside unumlauted forms, due to the ablaut 
variation noted above. Hence we fi nd helt, 8ebann, 8ecund,1 8efdg, 8eheald, 
8ehnast, 8ewealc beside the umlauted forms cited in §2.64. Some other 
original neut. s-stems transfer their gender on becoming i-stems, hence 
masc. bere, e8e, hete, sele, si8e, see §2.57a. In these cases i-umlaut is always 
present,2 and their original status is determinable only comparatively, cf. 
Got *baris (from which is derived barizeins ‘of barley’ adj.), agis, hatis, 
sigis, or by the presence of related forms in -or < *-az, e.g. salor ‘hall’, sigor 
‘victory’.3 A further Gmc development appears to account for the absence 
of i-umlaut in derived abstract fem. nouns in PIE *-ti- such as 8es7eaft, 
8eþeaht (§2.67), which may have been infl uenced in PGmc by similar d-stem 
abstract nouns in PIE *-ta-, e.g. OE dht ‘enmity’, cf. dga ‘terror’.4

1 Found only at ÆHomM 1.159 8ecunde.
2 Note, however, the a-stem variant of sele, namely neut. sæl ~ salu, without 
i-umlaut.
3 The number of these nouns is necessarily doubtful; to the above some have added 
hy8e, but this is not supported by Got hugis gen.sg.
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4 See Kluge (1926: §127). As Brunner (1965: §261) remarks, these nouns are not 
likely to have been s-stems originally, even though they are also attested as neuters; 
and perhaps to be explained the same way is meaht alongside miht, though the stem 
of the verb mæ8 ‘can’ (2sg. meaht) may have exerted analogical infl uence.

2.70 Names of nationalities, which are found only in the plural, form a 
special subset of masc. i-stems, for they have nom.acc.pl. in -e, thus show-
ing the predicted development of the PGmc infl exion, see §2.56&n1. They 
decline as follows:

Nom. Engle English
Acc. Engle
Gen. Engla
Dat. Englum

Typical examples of such names are: Beorni7e ‘Bernicians’, Dene ‘Danes’,1 
Dbre ‘Deirans’, Myr7e ‘Mercians’, Norþ(an)-, Seþ(an)hymbre ‘North-, 
Southumbrians’, Seaxe ‘Saxons’, 28ipte ‘Egyptians’, Rdmane ‘Romans’, 
Perse ‘Persians’.2 Also to be included in this type are the pluralia tantum 
lbode ‘people’,3 ylde ‘men’, ylfe ‘elves’. Suffi xal ware, as in burgware ‘citizens’, 
Rdmware ‘Romans’, is a transfer into this class on the basis of the fem. 
d-stem waru, and the two can co-exist.4 A few of the above, in particular 
Seaxe, Myr7e and compounds in -swte such as Sumorswte ‘people of 
Somerset’, have their gen. in -(e)na from the n-stems, whilst forms such as 
Seþri8e ‘people of Surrey’ may have either gen. form. Since the form Seaxan 
‘Saxons’ occurs throughout the period and is also an n-stem in OSax Sahson, 
it is reasonable to assume that the word transfers to the i-stems but retains 
the original gen. infl exion, which then is applied to related names, see 
Girvan (1931: §280a2).5,6

1 But with gen. Deni8ea alongside Dena in Beo, see §2.61n1.
2 But names of foreign, esp. less frequent and classical, nationalities are often found 
in Latin forms, e.g. Egipti, Persi. Note also Crbcas, Perseas.
3 Lbod ‘man’ masc.sg. does occur, but perhaps it should be taken separately. Probably 
under the infl uence of þbod ‘people’, lbode appears to have been reanalysed as an 
d-stem plural, for we fi nd a nom.acc.pl. in -a in WS (including poetry) and regularly 
in Li. See Hamp (1977), with references.
4 For the opposite view, that ware is the original form and that waru is a later forma-
tion, see Girvan (1931: §280a2), Dahl (1938: 164–5).
5 It therefore seems inappropriate to take this set as a separate sub-class, as is apparently 
done in Campbell (1977: §610.7). Beo 2otena ‘Jutes’ gen. (3¥) is thus not surprising, 
as the name was like Seaxna in having original n-stem forms; possibly Beo 2otenum 
dat. (2¥) shows extension of -n- from the gen. (cf. §2.87), but more likely the scribe, 
unfamiliar with the by his day obscure national name, took <eotena> to be eotena 
‘giants’ gen.pl. and assumed <eotum> in his exemplar was therefore an error for eotenum 
‘giants’, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 171).
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6 To these examples should be added occasional -waran, alongside ware. In Ælfric 
the form is particularly frequent in 7easter8ewaran ‘citizens’.

4 u-stem nouns

2.71 This stem class is in origin parallel to the i-stems, and thus nouns 
could be of all three genders, although neuters were again very rare: Got 
faihu (= OE feoh ‘cattle’, transferred early to the a-stems), fi lu (= Angl 
feolu ‘many’, a relic form; cf. WS fela, from an oblique case-form), see also 
§2.73&n1. There is no distinction between the paradigms of masculine 
and feminine nouns of this stem class in Gmc.

2.72 In EWS, both masc. and fem. u-stems typically were declined according 
to the following paradigms:1

 Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. sunu son hand2 hand
Acc. sunu hand
Gen. suna handa
Dat. suna handa

Plural
Nom. suna handa
Acc. suna handa
Gen. suna handa
Dat. sunum handum

The only distinction between light and heavy stems is found in the nom.acc.sg., 
where, due to apocope, see §2.76, the heavy stems are infl exionless, whilst 
the light stems retain fi nal -u.

1 Sunu is masc., and a comparable fem. noun would be duru ‘door’; hand is fem., 
and a comparable masc. noun would be feld. The particular examples have been chosen 
because of their high frequency.
2 On the etymology, see Devleeschouwer (1974).

2.73 This class, though sparsely represented, nevertheless contains a few 
nouns of very high frequency, and amongst the 100 most frequent noun 
lexemes, see §2.7, the following occur: sunu ‘son’, winter ‘winter’ (both 
masc.), hand ‘hand’ (fem.). Also originally to be included here is dbað 
‘death’ (fem.), although it always has the infl exions of the d-stems.

Additional examples of u-stems include:
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(a) masc. light: medu ‘mead’,1 sidu ‘custom’, spitu ‘spit (for cooking)’2 
and a few nouns which are attested only in nom.acc.sg. forms: bregu 
‘prince’, heoru ‘sword’, lagu ‘lake’, together with magu ‘youth’ which 
has nom.acc.pl. magas and also a nom.sg. maga from the n-stems.3

(b) masc. heavy: ford ‘ford’, weald ‘weald’, æppel ‘apple’, winter ‘winter’,4 
all of which have many forms with the infl exions of u-stems; eard 
‘country’, færeld ‘journey’,5 fl dd ‘fl ood’, had ‘person’, hearg ‘shrine’, 
all of which are much more frequently found as a-stems.6

(c) fem. light: duru ‘door’,7 nosu ‘nose’.
(d) fem. heavy: cweorn ‘mill’, fl dr ‘fl oor’, both of which transfer to the d-stems, 

and fl dr may also become a masc. a-stem, as at Beo 725, see §3.137.
1 Occasionally neut., as in Lch2 52.1.16, 53.1.13 medo, see Ross (1954: 98). For 
other, later, forms of medu, see §3.119(1).
2 Apart from the form spitu, there is a dat.sg. Notes2 11.71 spite, which is from the 
a-stems, and a dat.pl. ÆGram 89.12 spitum, which could be from either class.
3 When serving as the fi rst constituent of a compound, the relic u-stems friðu- ‘peace’, 
leoðu- ‘limb’ retain -u-, but in isolation they are either neut. a-stems, frið, lið or, in the 
former case, a fem. d-stem friðu, perhaps by association with forms such as strengþu, 
see §2.37, or simply 8yfu ‘gift’, since the initial syllable is light.
4 And hence, by association, sumor ‘summer’. For discussion of wintru ‘winters’, a 
neut. form, see §3.119n6.
5 At CP(H) 257.9 færelta gen.sg. Note also ClGl 1.4071 færeltu nom.sg. with infl ex-
ional -u.
6 And then fl dd is sometimes neut.
7 There are late forms such as dyru nom.pl., dyre dat.sg., which appear to be on the 
analogy of hnutu, see van Helten (1910: 471).

2.74 The paradigm of sunu can be traced back to an early PGmc paradigm 
of the following type, with the same infl exions on heavy as on light stems:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *sunuz *sunawez1

Acc. *sunum *sununz
Gen. *sunauz *sunewdom
Dat. *sundu2 *sunumiz
1 For this and the acc.pl., see further the discussion in §2.75n1.
2 In origin a locative ending, PIE *-du.

2.75 The phonological development of the forms cited above would produce 
a prehistoric OE paradigm of the following type:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *sunu *sund

1

Acc. *sunu *sund

Gen. *sund *suniwI

Dat. *sund *sunum
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The acc.pl. form must be the result of syncretism with the nom.pl., as also 
occurs in, for example, masc. a-stems, cf. §2.14.

1 The usual reconstruction for the PGmc nom.pl. itself is *-ewez, which regularly 
gives Got -jus (sunjus, handjus, etc.), and clearly OE -a cannot be a descendant of that 
PGmc form. Following in part a suggestion by C.E. Bazell, see Campbell (1977: §612n1), 
it may be possible to suppose a development of *-ewez > *-euz. This would eventually 
give a normal diphthong *-eu, but any subsequent development to -a seems obscure. 
See further the objections of Bammesberger (1985a: 366). The usual assumption is 
that -a refl ects PGmc *-awez, an ablaut alternant of the usual PGmc form, which could 
develop as *-awiz > *-auz > *-au, with subsequent development as for the gen.dat.sg. 
But there is no evidence outside of OE, in any IE language, for such an ablaut altern-
ant. Bammesberger (1985a), acting on a suggestion of Dahl (1938: 182), argues that 
-a represents the refl ex of a dual infl exion.

2.76 The development of this paradigm into OE is almost entirely regular. 
In the nom.acc.sg., fi nal *-u would be apocopated after a heavy syllable 
(Hogg 1992b: §6.20), but -u would otherwise remain, giving the contrast 
sunu : hand. In all the other infl exions except dat.pl., */op/ is shortened in 
Pre-OE to */w/ (Hogg 1992b: §§6.27(4), 28), and this accounts for all 
forms, except that in the gen.pl. *-iwI was replaced by analogy to the a-stem 
ending, see §2.61.

2.77 Amongst early forms, the only one which requires discussion is 
RuneAuzon fi s7fl ddu ‘fi sh-fl ood’ (lit.). This is sometimes analysed as an 
acc.pl. with original -u < *-unz (so Dahl, 1938: 182), sometimes as an error 
for fi s7fl dd up (Chadwick, 1912: 69n4).1 More plausible than either of 
these explanations is the claim by Ball (1988: 110–11) that -fl ddu is an 
n-stem because it is the second constituent of a compound.2

1 Chadwick’s idea, though endorsed by Brunner (1965: §273A4) and Campbell (1977: 
§346n2), faces insuperable objections metri causa: see Fulk (1992: 378–9&n64).
2 On aetgabru, see §2.49n1.

III Consonantal stems

1 n-stem nouns

2.78 Nouns belonging to this class could be of all three genders, and we 
can reconstruct for PGmc clear differences in infl exion between masc. and 
fem. nouns in addition to expected differences between masc. and neut. 
nouns in the nom.acc.sg.&pl., see further §2.84ff. The vast majority of 
n-stems are formed with the PIE ablauting suffi x *-en-/-on-/-bn-/-dn-/-n- and 
are often called dn-stems because of the shape of the suffi x in the PIE 
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nom.sg. This usage is followed here, in order to distinguish this class from 
a minority class which appears to consist only of feminine Gmc de-adjectival 
formations and which is usually called the cn-stem class. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the suffi xal vowel of dn-stems was in ablaut variation 
as mentioned above.1 The dn-stems are discussed in §§2.80–7 and the cn-stems 
in §§2.88–90.

1 For examples of OE refl exes of variant ablaut grades, see §2.87.

2.79 For early PGmc we may assume for all consonantal stems a shared 
set of infl exional endings which were added to the class-forming suffi x that 
ended the stem or, in the case of the root-stems, directly to the root. These 
infl exions were as follows:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *-z/-Ø *-iz
Acc.1 *-um *-unz
Gen. *-(a)s2 *-dom3

Dat.-Instr. *-i *-(u)miz

The usual form of the nom.sg. was presumably *-z < PIE *-s, but in uter 
consonantal stems, the nom. sg. in PIE lacked *-s and had a long vowel 
in the root or stem-forming suffi x, e.g. PIE *ddn nom.sg., *dont-W acc.sg. 
‘tooth’, probably as the result of compensatory lengthening upon loss of 
*-s.4 In Gmc, the n-stems retain this irregularity, whilst other consonantal 
stems for the most part have reintroduced the oblique stem to the nom.sg.,5 
and all these but the r-stems have reintroduced *-z as the nom.sg. infl exion, 
see Bammesberger (1990a: 190–2).

1 Of course, for neut. nouns the acc. would be identical to the nom.
2 On the gen.sg., see §2.6n4.
3 On trimoric vowels like *do, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.27&n1) and §2.6n2 above. The 
gen.pl. ending apparently was trimoric in consonant stems and i- and u-stems as well 
as a- and d-stems, see Jasanoff (2003: 22).
4 Such is the argument of Szemerényi (1996: §§6.2.7.1–6); cf. Bammesberger (1990a: 
166–8), entertaining the older view of a lengthened ablaut grade. In the example given, 
the development of the nom.sg. is *dont-s > *dons-s > *ddn. On other problems with 
the vocalism, see Lass (1986).
5 A prominent exception is OE fdt ‘foot’ and its Gmc cognates.

(a) dn-stems

2.80 In EWS, dn-stems typically were declined according to the following 
paradigms:
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 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. guma man ba8e eye1 tunge tongue
Acc. guman ba8e tungan
Gen. guman bagan tungan
Dat. guman bagan tungan

Plural
Nom. guman bagan tungan
Acc. guman bagan tungan
Gen. gumena bagena tungena
Dat. gumum bagum tungum

As may be seen, the only differences in infl exion among the genders arise 
in the nom.sg. and, with neuters only, the acc.sg.

1 On the palatalized consonant here, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.41(1), 42), and note 
especially the analogically extended palatalized consonant of CP 273.8, 287.12 
ba8ean.

2.81 This class contains a very large number of masc. and fem. nouns, 
comprising 10–15% of the total number of nouns in OE, see §2.7. The 
number of neut. nouns which remain in OE, however, is extremely small, 
see below for details. Amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, the following 
dn-stems occur:

(a) masc.: lc7hama ‘body’, mdna ‘moon’ (occasionally fem., probably under 
Lat infl uence), nama ‘name’,1 wita ‘sage’;

(b) neut.: ba8e ‘eye’;
(c) fem.: 7yri7e ‘church’, eorþe ‘earth’, heorte ‘heart’, sunne ‘sun’.

The only other neut. dn-stems are: bare ‘ear’ and wange ‘cheek’ (along with 
þunwange ‘temple (of the head)’), which has a variety of other infl exions: 
gen.sg. wonges, dat.sg. -wange, nom.pl. wangas, -wonge, -wonga, gen.pl. 
-wonga. The range of dn-stems can be observed from the following typical 
examples:2

(a) masc.: anda ‘envy’, andsaca ‘adversary’, bana ‘slayer’, bera ‘bear’, 
boga ‘bow’, cnapa ‘boy’, crabba ‘crab’, docga ‘dog’, eafora ‘son’, 8efa 
‘enemy’,3 8efba ‘joy’, 8efbra ‘companion’, fl ota ‘sailor’, frba ‘lord’, 
8ealga ‘gallows’, hana ‘cock’, lida ‘sailor’, naca ‘boat’, nefa ‘nephew’, 
ra ‘roe’, s7ucca ‘demon’, steorra ‘star’, twbo ‘doubt’, þearfa ‘pauper’, 
wba ‘woe’;
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(b) fem.: ælmesse ‘alms’, bbo ‘bee’, burne ‘stream’, cbo ‘crow’ (see §3.114n5), 
7eole ‘throat’, cuppe ‘cup’, cwene ‘woman’, da ‘doe’, fl a ‘arrow’, folde 
‘earth’, hearpe ‘harp’, hrese ‘earth’, næddre ‘adder’, rbo ‘blanket’, sbo 
‘pupil of eye’, ta ‘toe’, þd ‘clay’, wcse ‘manner’, wulle ‘wool’.

1 This and fem. heorte (below) were originally PGmc neuters.
2 There are considerably fewer fem. dn-stems than masc. ones.
3 The paradigm of vowel-fi nal dn-stems follows that of the other nouns, with some 
marginal but predictable differences. For details and discussion, see §§3.110–15.

2.82 OE inherited from PGmc a sub-class of nouns in which the dn-suffi x 
was preceded by */j/, hence jdn-stems. In OE this sub-class infl ects accord-
ing to the paradigms set out in §2.80 and hence is not to be distinguished 
from the simple dn-stems, although the nouns are recognizable from the 
presence of i-umlaut in the root vowel and/or WGmc gemination. Hence 
we fi nd examples of the type: bylda ‘builder’, dbma ‘judge’, wyrhta ‘worker’ 
(all masc.), bb7e ‘beech’,1 byrne ‘corselet’, dw8e ‘baker’ (all fem.), which 
show i-umlaut; and: wræ77a ‘exile’ (masc.), smiþþe ‘smithy’ (fem.), beri8e 
‘berry’ (fem.) which show either gemination or retention of /j/ after /r/.2

1 On the etymology, see §2.111n4. On late developments, see §3.143.
2 For other dn-stems which in PGmc differed morphologically in ways parallel to the 
jdn-stems, see Bammesberger (1990a: 183ff.). Such nouns are not to be distinguished 
from simple dn-stems in OE.

2.83 The most important suffi xes associated with the dn-stems are the 
fem. agentive suffi xes -estre,1 -i78e,2 the former of which is WS, the latter 
Angl, see Schabram (1970). Typical examples of these suffi xes are: bæcestre 
‘baker’,3 bcgen8estre ‘female worshipper’, byrdestre, -i78e ‘female weaver’, 
cempestre ‘female soldier’, (-)cennestre, -i78e ‘mother’, dryi78e ‘sorceress’,4 
fi ðelestre ‘female fi ddler’, hearpestre ‘female harper’, hlbapestre ‘female 
dancer’, luf(i)estre ‘female lover’, s7eri78e ‘actress’, synni78e ‘sinful woman’, 
and others. Other, less frequent suffi xes which also form dn-stems are: -ele, 
as in hacele ‘cloak’, swingele ‘scourge’ and many Lat loans such as cugele 
‘cowl’, fæcele ‘torch’, ferele ‘rod’, fi fele ‘buckle’, all from Lat fi rst-declension 
nouns in -ul(l)a; -i8e in mddri8e ‘maternal aunt’;5 the quasi-suffi x -bora 
‘bearer’6 in mundbora ‘protector’, rwdbora ‘counsellor’, sweordbora ‘swords-
man’, etc.

1 This suffi x derives alternately from PGmc *-astrijdn- and *-istrijdn-, see Kluge 
(1926: §§48–51), and thus OE -estre might or might not be expected to produce umlaut 
of the root vowel and, under appropriate conditions, affrication. In fact, umlaut (and, 
presumably, affrication) is almost entirely confi ned to those examples in which the 
verb from which the noun is derived normally shows umlaut. Thus, for example, there 
is umlaut in lwrestre ‘female teacher’ (cf. lwran ‘teach’), bepw7estre ‘harlot’ (cf. bepw7an 
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‘deceive’) but not in luf(i)estre ‘female lover’ (cf. lufi an ‘love’), hlbapestre ‘female dancer’ 
(cf. hlbapan ‘spring’). An exception is cempestre ‘female soldier’ (cf. campian ‘fi ght’), 
perhaps derived instead from cempa ‘warrior’.
2 Historically these are jdn-stems; -i78e < *-iggjdn shows WGmc gemination and OE 
palatalization and affrication.
3 Originally fem. but also used for eunuchs, and then used to gloss Lat pistor as well 
as pistrix ‘miller or baker’.
4 On the quantity of the root vowel, see §2.57n4.
5 But hlwfdi8e ‘lady’ is an obscured compound (hlwf-dc8e).
6 The simplex bora appears to occur only at AldV 3.1.72.

2.84 The infl exional patterns of the dn-stems were restructured after the 
PGmc period, but on the basis of comparative evidence, the following 
paradigms may be assumed very tentatively for an early stage of PGmc:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. *èumdom *auèdn *tungdn
Acc. *èumunum1 *auèdn *tungenum1

Gen. *èumenaz *auèenaz *tungenaz
Dat. *èumeni *auèeni *tungeni

Plural
Nom. *èumanez *auèand *tunganez
Acc. *èumununz1 *auèand *tungenunz1

Gen. *èumandom *auèandom *tungandom
Dat. *èumonmiz2 *auèonmiz *tungonmiz

On the diffi culties that attend reconstruction of the PGmc forms, due to 
subsequent extensive analogical remodelling, see Ringe (2006: 274–6), with 
references. The nominative singular is particularly diffi cult: see Jasanoff 
(2002). The Gothic and North Germanic n-stems suggest a rather different 
sort of paradigm.

1 In these forms, PIE *o or *d has resulted in PGmc *E before *u in the following 
syllable, see Hogg (1992b: §3.34). To the contrary, Bammesberger (1990a: 169) regards 
the suffi x *-un- in the acc.sg.masc. as a secondary formation derived from the dat.pl.
2 The vowel *-o- in the ending *-onmiz is assumed to have remained (later to become 
*-u-), rather than changed to *-a-, on the same basis as described in Hogg (1992b: 
§3.34), see Krahe and Meid (1969: II, 47). The paradigm is thus perhaps not precisely 
a synchronic representation, since *o has already developed to *u in the cases addressed 
in n1. On the later development of the ending, see §2.85. Alternatively, the n-suffi x 
may have appeared in the PIE reduced grade, giving the PGmc ending *-un-miz, see 
Bammesberger (1990a: 170).

2.85 The Pre-OE paradigms that must underlie the EWS ones given in 
§2.80 appear to have been the following:
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 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. *èumd *auèa *tunga
Acc. *èumun *auèa *tungun
Gen. *èuman *auèan *tungan
Dat. *èuman *auèan *tungan

Plural
Nom. *èuman *auèan *tungan
Acc. *èumun *auèan *tungun
Gen. *èumanI *auèanI *tunganI

Dat. *èumum *auèum *tungum

It will be seen that in most cases the stem formative, whose vowel alternated 
e ~ a ~ o ~ u ~ d in PGmc, has been standardized as *-an-, or was to be 
so standardized at a later date, in the instance of *-un.1 Most of these 
infl exions then develop unchanged into EWS. In the masc.nom.sg., fi nal 
*/op/ is shortened to /w/ (Hogg, 1992b: §§6.27(4), 6.28), whilst in the 
neut.fem.nom.sg., */w/ is subject to regular fi rst fronting to */æ/ > /e/ (ibid.: 
§6.2). The usual form of the gen.pl. is -ena,2 since in a sequence of two 
unstressed back vowels the fi rst vowel generally shifts in OE to /v/, see ibid: 
§6.64. Only the dat.pl. infl exion poses particular diffi culties. Here it is 
assumed that *-onmiz developed to *-ummiz, with later degemination and 
regular loss of *-iz, see §2.84n2. It is of course also possible that OE -um 
is analogical, since this is the usual ending in other stem classes.

1 Retention of *-un into Pre-OE is necessary to account for certain Nbr developments, 
see §§2.86, 3.108.
2 For other forms, see §2.86.

2.86 In the earliest texts there are a number of words with nom.sg.fem 
-æ, showing an earlier state of that infl exion, for details of which see 
Hogg (1992b: §6.49). Of more interest are RuneAuzon galgu ‘gallows’ 
acc.sg.masc., CædH foldu ‘earth’ acc.sg.fem., LRid eorðu ‘earth’ acc.sg.fem. 
These may show the regular development of unlevelled *-Enum, see ibid.: 
§3.34, with Nbr loss of fi nal -n (ibid.: §7.98).1 An early example of gen.pl. 
-ana (§2.85) is seen in CorpGl 687 -doccana ‘muscles’, and this form 
remains regular in lNbr and frequent in Ru1, see §3.108. In poetry espe-
cially there is a strong tendency to syncopate the medial vowel after a heavy 
syllable, hence brdgna ‘terrors, monsters’, bagna ‘eyes’, ehtna ‘pre-dawns’.2 
In some late texts a sometimes syncopated dat.pl. ending -num is found 
rarely: AldV 13.1 (Nap) 3370 nefenum ‘nephews’, 3843 tanum ‘toes’, lbonum 
‘lions’ (several times in Ælfric); on oxnum ‘oxen’, see §2.87n1; on 2otenum 
‘Jutes’, §2.70n5.
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1 For further discussion, see Bammesberger (1990a: 169), but also see §3.108 for 
possibly relevant forms in lNbr, also Ross (1937: 82–7).
2 This is also common with proper names, hence Seaxna ‘of the Saxons’ and similar 
forms, see §2.70.

2.87 Two dn-stems show variation throughout the period. Oxa ‘ox’ has 
gen.pl. oxna alongside oxena and dat.pl. oxnum.1 Oxna is the usual form 
in Lch and is found occasionally in some Anglian and Anglian-derived 
texts, as well as in some charters, whilst Ælfric uses oxena. Oxna (cf. Got 
auhsne) and oxnum probably represent a zero-grade ablaut variant of the 
n-suffi x, perhaps also to be reconstructed in nom.pl. *oxsniz > *œxsn, 
giving (with syllabifi cation of the fi nal sonorant) PsGl(A) oexen (2¥), lNbr 
exen, exin (extended also to the acc.pl.) beside the usual oxan.2 The usually 
fem. plural bastron ‘Easter’ nom.acc. is from the lengthened grade -dn-, 
but its nom.sg. is regular bastre. It also occurs with an a-stem neut. plural 
bastru, bastro, showing a retained -u.3

1 The latter occurs only in Ch 328 (2¥), a contemporary charter dated 858, and so 
probably not showing the late syncope even after heavy syllables that is discussed in 
Hogg (1992b: §6.71). It is possible that this is an archaism (the usual form is oxum), 
but this would require a different analysis of the dat.pl. of dn-stems in PGmc than 
that offered in §2.85, and so it is usually regarded as analogical to the gen.pl. The 
supposition that it is an archaism is tempting because the gen.pl. certainly is, cf. Got 
aúhsnb gen.pl., whilst the usual gen.pl. ending in Got masc. n-stems is -anb.
2 Alternatively, the PIE ablaut grade of the n-suffi x may have been *-en-, producing 
PGmc nom.pl. *oxsiniz, with the same outcome.
3 For the infl exion of vowel-fi nal dn-stems, e.g. 8efba ‘joy’, see §3.110ff.

(b) cn-stems

2.88 There existed in PGmc a group of n-stems bearing the suffi x *-cn-, 
refl ected e.g. in Got managei, pl. manageins ‘crowd’. These nouns were all fem. 
de-adjectival formations. By the OE period, however, all these nouns had 
transferred to the d-stems under the infl uence of the parallel fem. nouns with 
the suffi x *-iþd.1 Examples of these nouns are: byldu ‘boldness’, brwdu ‘breadth’, 
bys8u ‘trouble’, en8u ‘narrowness’, fyllu ‘fullness’, hwlu ‘health’, hwtu ‘heat’, 
hyldu ‘favour’, len8u, len8eo ‘length’, meni8u, meni8eo ‘multitude’, mi7elu 
‘greatness’, ofermbdu ‘pride’, snyttru ‘wisdom’, stren8u, stren8eo ‘strength’, 
þbostru ‘darkness’, wæstmbæru ‘fertility’, wlen7u, wlen7eo ‘pride’, wyrþu 
‘honour’, yldu ‘age’.2 Spellings like len8eo, meni8eo imply that transferral 
to the d-stems was relatively late, after the palatalization of stem-fi nal g.

1 For a very different account, see Ringe (2002: 149&n42), and cf. Bammesberger 
(1975).
2 Theoretically, *oferfyrru ‘great distance’ should also be included here, although only 
Or 19.20 oferfyrre dat.sg. occurs.
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2.89 The infl exion of these nouns, which appear mostly in the sg. only, 
normally follows that of other d-stems, for which see §2.35.1 However, 
acc.gen.dat.sg., nom.acc.pl. forms in -u, -o occasionally occur alongside 
the expected forms, e.g. PsGl(A) 60.4 stren8u gen.sg., suggestive of an 
invariant stereotyped form, see Girvan (1931: §287a2).2

1 Campbell (1977: §473) explains oblique -e as the correct phonological result of the 
loss of fi nal *-n after original *-c-. Such a development is diffi cult to substantiate, but 
see the remarks on the ending of the subjunctive plural in EWS, §6.24.
2 Additionally, some of these nouns have alternative forms from other classes, e.g. 
hwte (dn-stem), þbostre (ja-stem), as well as individual forms especially from the a-stems, 
e.g. DurRitGl 83.8 ældes gen.sg.; on the latter type see also §3.75.

2.90 The principal sign of the origin of these nouns is the presence of 
i-umlaut in the stem vowel, as in all the examples quoted in §2.88. 
Additionally, spellings such as meni8eo show palatalization of the stem-fi nal 
velar.1 A particular characteristic of these nouns is the usual presence of 
infl exional -u in the nom.sg., where it might have been expected to undergo 
apocope after a heavy syllable. Apocopated forms such as fyll, hwl, len8, yld 
are found in LWS, the last three in Ælfric, and are most probably due to the 
association with iþd-stems and their development in LWS, see §2.37&n5.

1 On the other hand, it is diffi cult to interpret unambiguously spellings of the type 
<menigu> in which there is no diacritic to indicate the value of the consonant, see 
Hogg (1992b: §2.68). However, the variant meniu, frequent in Ælfric, implies that 
palatalization was always present, as do post-Conquest developments.

2 r-stem nouns

2.91 By the time of PGmc, the originally productive PIE r-stems were 
restricted to nouns expressing kinship relations, and hence in OE the only 
r-stems which persisted were the fi ve nouns brdðor ‘brother’, dohtor ‘daughter’, 
fæder ‘father’, mddor ‘mother’, sweostor ‘sister’. Of these, brdðor, fæder, 
mddor are amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7. The paradigms 
of these fi ve r-stems in EWS were as follows:

Singular
Nom. brdðor dohtor fæder mddor sweostor
Acc. brdðor dohtor fæder mddor sweostor
Gen. brdðor dohtor fæder mddor sweostor
Dat. brbðer dehter fæder mbder sweostor

Plural
Nom. brdðor, -ru1 dohtor, -ra1 fæd(e)ras (mddru, -a)2 sweostor3

Acc. brdðor, -ru1 dohtor, -ra1 fæd(e)ras (mddru, -a)2 sweostor3

Gen. brdðra dohtra fæd(e)ra mddra sweostra
Dat. brdðrum dohtrum fæd(e)rum mddrum sweostrum
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The formative -r- originally was preceded by an ablauting vowel, see further 
§2.92.

1 Usually with syncope, i.e. brdðru, dohtru, dohtra, but cf. in LWS PsGl(D,E) dohtora. 
Also in LWS, dohtru is attested and brdðra is not uncommon. In EWS, dohtra is actu-
ally attested only in the acc.pl., at Or 2 2.39.2.
2 Neither form occurs in EWS for nom.acc.pl., although they are to be found in later 
texts. Ælfric has mddru at ÆCHom II 12.2 124.491.
3 Also swustra not infrequently in LWS, but rarely swustru: ÆCHom II 260.15, 
Mk(WSCp) 10.30.

2.92 The crucial factor in the formation of these nouns is the nature of 
the ablauting stem formative, for the infl exions are those outlined in §2.79 
(with -Ø in the nom.sg.). For the EWS paradigms cited above we may 
assume a base form of PGmc *-er, which would develop to *-ær (Hogg 
1992b: §3.30 and Stiles 1988: 339), for the nom.acc.sg.pl. and zero-grade 
for the gen.dat.sg.pl.1

1 On variations in vowel grade and results in OE, see §2.94.

2.93 In the development of the infl exional system from PGmc to EWS 
we can distinguish between those infl exions in which the fi nal syllable is 
lost through regular phonological change and without other consequence, 
and those infl exions which either (i) though lost, leave an effect on the 
stem vowel or (ii) are retained or innovated.1 To the fi rst type belong 
nom.acc.gen.sg., to the third (type (ii)), gen.dat.pl. We deal with the other 
infl exions (type (i)) immediately below:

dat.sg.: here the ablaut variation would produce a PGmc structure of the 
type *brdþri, and the fi nal -i would remain, cf. Hogg (1992b: §3.29), 
long enough to cause i-umlaut before being apocopated. This is the source 
of brbðer, dehter, mbder,2 whilst swiostor occurs once alongside sweostor.3 
Fæder has been restructured by analogy to the nom.sg.

nom.acc.pl.: it is possible that the infl exion -u is to be derived from 
acc.pl. forms with zero grade (pace Brunner, 1965: §285A1) and then 
extended to the nom.pl.; lack of apocope might then be explained as due 
to an alternative form with a different vowel grade, presumably from 
the nom.pl.4 More likely, however, is the alternative explanation of Wright 
and Wright (1925: §415) that -u may be from the collective neut.pls. 
8ebrdþru ‘brethren’, 8esweostru. This explains brdþru, swustru, as well 
as forms with fi nal -a, since -a varies freely with -u in such neuter plurals. 
Alternatively, fi nal -a in dohtra, mddra, swustra might be explained as 
derived from the d-stems, but this will not explain brdðra. Still, since 
brdðra is not found in EWS, whilst dohtra is (1¥), it may be that brdðra 
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is by analogy to it, and the ending may be derived from the d-stems after 
all. Fæderas is plainly re-formed on the basis of the a-stems.

1 See §2.94 on the variation in the vowel of the second (unstressed) syllable of each 
of these words.
2 PsGl(A) mdbder, doehter show extension of umlaut to gen.sg. Note also Ch 1508.45 
rehtmbddrencynn ‘direct maternal line’ (with <eo> for <oe>). For discussion of levelling 
or extension in later texts, see §3.130.
3 Campbell (1977: §210.2n3) records the following observations about sweoster. 
The word does not show umlaut in Nbr (Li suoester, soester, Ru2 swester) or in Merc 
(the word does not occur in PsGl(A), whilst Ru1 has swæster, but also swuster, to 
be derived by combinative back umlaut, Hogg (1992b: §5.109), from *swister, with 
i-umlaut, see Brunner (1965: §285A1)). On Campbell’s view, EWS nom.sg. swiostor 
(1¥, Or 3 9.69.5), beside usual sweostor, swostor, may be signifi cant, given the occur-
rence of swustor in LWS.
4 That is, acc.pl. *brdþrunz could have been re-formed as *brdþerunz by analogy to 
nom.pl. *brdþeriz; a similar development is found in Greek and Old Church Slavonic. 
But Got brdþruns acc.pl. suggests otherwise. A very unlikely alternative suggestion: 
Ross (1977).

2.94 Perhaps the only signifi cant form in early texts is RuneAuzon 8ibrdþær 
‘brothers’, in which -ær appears to represent an earlier form of the ablaut 
vowel, see §2.92 and for another view Campbell (1977: §369). PsGl(A) 
feadur gen.sg. and CædH -fadur gen.sg. (= ON f[ður) may represent an 
archaism, cf. Sanskrit gen.sg. pitúr < PIE *pTtYs, also Got gen.sg. brdþrs, 
though Bammesberger (1983; 1990a: 207) makes a case for origins in 
analogical infl uence from the dat.pl.1 Also in PsGl(A), there is gemination in 
nom.gen.pl. feddra(s), alongside ungeminated forms, and this development 
may underlie occasional instances of fæder in verse that seem to require a 
heavy initial syllable, see Fulk (1992: §199). The variation in the quality 
of the vowel of the unstressed syllable in EWS and later texts is primarily 
a function of vowel harmony, whereby the unstressed vowel appears as e 
after a stressed front vowel and o after a stressed back vowel, see Hogg 
(1992b: §6.38). That is, the PGmc sequence *-er(-) had been reduced to 
a syllabic /r/ in Pre-OE.2 But in Ru2 and DurRitGl, fi nal -er and -or are 
largely interchangeable, whilst in Li and Ru1, -er prevails.3

1 But for other infl exions PsGl(A) has forms based on nom.sg. feder, except feadrum 
dat.pl.
2 It seems unnecessary to assume, with Boutkan (1992), that *-er(-) lost all syllabicity 
and the remaining *-r was then syllabifi ed. Boutkan’s further assumption that syllabi-
fi cation of /r/ was always to *-ur is intended to explain forms like dat.sg. sweostor 
and s-stems like sigor ‘victory’. But in the former, at least, -or is the natural result of 
the analogical removal of umlaut.
3 This is not because of late merger of unstressed /u/ and /e/, as maintained by Boutkan 
(1992: 11), but because of the way syllabic sonorants are represented in each text, see 
Hogg (1992b: §6.38).
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3 s-stem nouns

2.95 Although there were a few uter s-stems in PIE, neuters predominated, 
and this stem class in PGmc consisted of neuter nouns only, with stems 
formed from a root to which the original ablauting suffi x *-es-/-os- was 
added.1 The s-stems, however, were subject to considerable re-formation 
in their development to OE, both in their treatment of the stem formative 
and their adoption of infl exions from the neut. a-stems. By normal sound 
change we should expect the vowel of the ablaut grade *-es- to develop as 
*-i- and then cause i-umlaut, whilst suffi xal *-s- > *-z- after the unstressed 
vowel would develop to -r- by rhotacism, see Hogg (1992b: §4.15).

1 Some would add a zero-grade *-s- to this series, but see §2.99n2.

2.96 Perhaps the most archaic type of paradigm is found in a variety of 
forms of ddgor ‘day’, as follows:1

 Singular Plural
Nom. ddb8 (Li) ddgor (Li)
Acc. ddb8 (Li) ddgor (Li)
Gen. ddgores (Beo) ddg(o)ra (Beo)
Dat. ddgor(e)2 (Beo) ddgrum (Li, Beo)

Here we can see i-umlaut of the stem vowel in the nom.acc.sg. due to 
the stem formative *-iz,3 which is then lost finally, whilst the other 
forms show retention of the suffi x *-z- > -r preceded by an unstressed 
vowel whose quality is due to vowel harmony, as in r-stems, see §2.94. 
In all cases, however, the noun has adopted the infl exions of the neut. 
a-stems. Such umlauting types are common in Angl, where PsGl(A), 
CorpGl, ErfGl all have nom.acc.sg. cælf ‘calf’, and DurRitGl similarly has 
lemb ‘lamb’. Archaic forms of other infl exions in these nouns include 
PsGl(A) nom.acc.pl. calfur, lombur and Li, Ru1 lombor, all beside calferu, 
lomberu, -o, see also §2.99. For later examples of this umlauting type, see 
§3.53n2.

1 The forms cited here are taken either from the Lindisfarne Gospels (Li) or from 
Beowulf (Beo). The nom.acc.sg. is often re-formed as ddgor on the basis of the 
infl ected forms, see §2.99. Relevant examples in EWS are CP 281.13, Or 90.16 ddgore 
dat.sg.
2 The endingless dat.sg. occurs Beo 1395, 1797, but the latter is altered to ddgore 
under circumstances that suggest ddgor was what the scribe’s exemplar read, see Fulk, 
Bjork and Niles (2009: cxlv, xxxiii). These appear in Beo beside ddgore 2573, where 
the meter is inconclusive. The endingless form is probably best explained as an archaic 
instrumental in PIE *-a; ddgore has acquired an a-stem ending.
3 Levelled into the nom.acc.sg., see §2.69.
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2.97 In EWS the s-stems survive in two types only: (i) nouns in which 
-r- appears in pl. infl exions but is absent from the sg.; (ii) nouns in which 
-r- appears throughout the paradigm, including nom.acc.sg. In both types, 
however, s-stems regularly adopted the infl exions of the neut. a-stems, see 
§2.99 for exceptions. The fi rst type is discussed in §§2.98–9, the second 
in §2.100.

2.98 Three nouns regularly belong to the fi rst type above, and their para-
digms are as follows:

Singular
Nom. 7ealf calf lamb lamb w8 egg
Acc. 7ealf lamb w8

Gen. 7ealfes lambes w8es
Dat. 7ealfe lambe w8e

Plural
Nom. 7ealfru lambru w8ru
Acc. 7ealfru lambru w8ru
Gen. 7ealfra lambra w8ra
Dat. 7ealfrum lambrum w8rum

2.99 The forms cited in §2.98 are all regular developments of these 
nouns after they have transferred to the neut. a-stems. On the fi nal -u of 
the nom.acc.pl., see the discussion in §§3.54–5, also §3.56ff. on the relevant 
disyllabic type exemplifi ed by hbafod ‘head’. Sometimes these nouns appear 
to decline exactly as hbafod, and then there are infl exionless examples of 
nom.acc.pl. in some Angl texts, e.g. PsGl(A) calfur (2¥), lombur, lNbr lombor 
(4¥), all alongside forms with -ru.1 PsGl(A) 105.20 calfur shows an infl ex-
ionless gen.sg. which would be the expected development of the PGmc 
form *kal]uzaz.2 A few other words have forms which demonstrate earlier 
adherence to the paradigms of §2.98, the most frequent of which is 7ild 
‘child’. Hence, alongside frequent forms which are not to be distinguished 
from neut. a-stems, e.g. 7ild nom.acc.pl., we may note CP(H) 459.17 7ilderu. 
For the slightly different situation in Ælfric and other, later texts, see 
§§3.53–5.

1 One explanation for the cases with -ur, -or is that they refl ect forms with stem-fi nal 
non-syllabic -r- rather than *-ur-. That is, e.g., PGmc nom.acc.pl. *lambzd develops 
to *lambr, with later syllabifi cation of *-r upon loss of *-d, see Hogg (1992b: §6.38), 
and see Fulk (1988: 155–6). But since it is doubtful that zero-grade *-z- occurred 
anywhere in the PGmc paradigm, it would be better to reconstruct *lambazd (not 
*lambizd: see §3.64), which would perhaps undergo syncope followed by apocope, 
producing Pre-OE *lambr, see Bammesberger (1990a: 210). Alternatively, Campbell 
(1977: §635n1) proposes that *-ar- (from *-az-) changed to *-or- before u in the next 
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syllable, see Hogg (1992b: §3.34). This explanation faces some diffi culties, chief of 
which is that if these nouns were neuter in early Gmc, as appears to have been the 
case, there should not have occurred any case-forms in which PGmc *-a- stood before 
*-u- in the next syllable; thus, it would be necessary to assume, fi rstly, replacement of 
*-iz- in the locative plural by *-az- (since the PIE locative plural infl exion was *-su), 
and, secondly, analogical extension of the resultant *-uz- to other case-forms, though 
the locative plural seems an unlikely case to have exerted such analogical infl uence. 
(Note that Boutkan, 1992: 17–18, assumes that raising of PGmc *-a- took place before 
*-d- as well as *-u-, which would lead to the change of *-az- to *-oz- in the nom.acc.pl. 
But such an assumption would make it more diffi cult to explain developments in the 
n-stems, see §2.84.) As Campbell rightly remarks, it is not at all likely that -ur, -or 
refl ects PIE *-vs- (i.e., *-Ts-), a view held by some Junggrammatiker. See also §§3.95ff. 
on the synchronic status of endings subject to u-apocope.
2 But explaining the appearance of *-uz- where *-iz- or analogical *-az- should be 
expected is diffi cult. Bammesberger (1990a: 209–10), supported by Schlerath (1995: 
259), proposes the replacement of the alternants *-iz-/-az-/-z- by *-iz-/-az-/-uz- in PGmc 
by analogy to the alternations found in stems with sonorants, e.g. n-stems. That there 
was a zero-grade form of the z-suffi x in PGmc, however, may be doubted on the basis 
of comparative evidence: see Szemerényi (1996: 174), but cf. Bammesberger (1990a: 
212). Possibly calfur is by analogy to feadur, see §2.94.

2.100 The second type is undoubtedly due to re-formation of older 
nom.acc.sg. forms on the basis of infl ected forms, hence ddgor ‘day’, cf. 
§2.96&n1. Similar examples include bar ‘ear of corn’, halor ‘salvation’, hæteru 
‘garments’,1 hdcor ‘mockery’,2 hrdþor ‘comfort’, nicor ‘water monster’,3 
salor ‘hall’, sigor ‘victory’ (masc.), wildor ‘wild animal’,4 all without i-umlaut; 
s7brero ‘shears’ nom.pl. (EpGl, CorpGl only), stwner ‘stone’ dat.sg. (lNbr 
only), both with i-umlaut; hrcþer ‘cattle’, which shows both umlauted and 
unumlauted forms in other cases, e.g. hryðeru, hreðeru both nom.pl.5 The 
vocalism -or of nicor, sigor, wildor, for expected -er, is usually explained as 
due to original suffi x ablaut, i.e. PIE *-os- alongside *-es-, and this is probably 
correct, although there are phonological and morphological diffi culties.6

1 Recorded only in the pl., but not a plurale tantum, see Bosworth and Toller (1898: 
hætera).
2 Found only in dat.sg. hdcere and the compound hdcorwyrde.
3 Found only in infl ected forms and in the compound nicorhes. It is frequently 
masc.
4 More frequently folk etymology intervenes to give wild(d)bor, and the original form 
is found only in infl ected forms and as the fi rst constituent of a compound.
5 A further example may be EpGl bb8er ‘berries’ from sg. *bb8 (cf. bb8bbam ‘berry 
tree’), in which event lNbr wcnbb8er, pl. wcnbb8era would be a typical re-formation, 
see further Bately (1993: 511).
6 Some of these diffi culties are discussed in §2.99n1. Boutkan (1992: 16–18) 
summarizes the approaches that have been taken. His own solution is to assume that 
Pre-OE */r/ was always syllabifi ed as *-ur; but this is diffi cult to reconcile with the 
plain evidence that OE fi nal syllabic /r/ was written <er> or <or> on the basis of the 
vocalism of the preceding syllable, see Hogg (1992b: §6.38). It seems likelier that -or 
in sigor and the like does not develop from a syllabic consonant.
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2.101 Alongside many of the forms in §2.100 are found parallel nouns 
with i-umlaut, which are generally regarded as having transferred to the 
i-stems rather than the a-stems, e.g. hrbþ ~ hrdþor, sele ~ salor, si8e ~ 
sigor. This, however, may be misleading. It seems equally possible that 
either the umlauted or the unumlauted (more usually the former) form of 
the noun could be extended throughout the paradigm, and that the noun 
acquired exactly the same set of infl exions in either event, as would be 
predicted from the gradual disappearance of the i-stems as a separate class, 
§§2.55ff.1 For further examples, see the discussion in §2.69.

1 The change is not a particularly early development, since, for example, the OHG 
cognate of si8e/sigor has been transferred to the u-stems. The later the transfer took 
place, the less likely it is that the i-stems remained a discrete declensional category at 
that time.

4 /-stem nouns

2.102 In OE, few traces remain of this stem class, which in PIE was 
formed with suffi x *-t- preceded by a vocalic element, usually the ablauting 
vowel *-e-/-o-, which would give PGmc *-iþ-/-aþ-. However, *-uþ- also 
occurs in Gmc, and its possible sources are various.1 To this stem the usual 
consonantal infl exions appear to have been added, and the predicted devel-
opment in OE of this class would have been for the fi nal syllable to have 
been lost except in the nom.sg., where the stem formative */q/ (or */z/ < 
*/s/ < PIE */ts/), being fi nal, would have been lost. We should, therefore, 
obtain paradigms with nom.sg. having the refl ex of the vocalic element 
that originally preceded *-þ-, the remainder of the sg. and the nom.acc.pl. 
having zero infl exion, and the gen.dat.pl. having the infl exions -a, -um as 
in the dn-stems. But in all stems the nom.sg. may be extended to the acc.sg., 
or, conversely, the stem with fi nal consonant is not infrequently extended to 
the nom.sg.

1 As Bammesberger (1990a: 215n356) remarks, in some instances the stem may have 
ended in PIE *-wet-. In reduced grade, this would produce PGmc *-uþ-. Another pos-
sibility is that *u arose from PIE *o when *u stood in the next syllable, see Hogg 
(1992b: §3.34), as in the acc.pl., and then spread analogically to other cases.

2.103 Nouns which at least in part show signs of the expected paradigm 
are as follows:1 ealu ‘ale’ neut., with gen.dat.sg. ealoð and gen.pl. ealoða, 
but also acc.sg. ealoþ;2 hæle ‘man’ masc., with nom.pl. hæleþ, gen.pl. 
hæleþa, dat.pl. hæleþum, and alongside hæle the re-formed nom.acc.sg. 
hæleþ with pl. hæleþas, once hæleþe (Rim 60), like some agentive nouns 
in -nd, see §2.108; mæ™(e)/ ‘maiden’ fem. has gen.dat.sg., nom.acc.pl. 
mæ8(e)þ, gen.pl. mæ8eþa, dat.pl. mæ8eþum, but the nom.acc.sg. is always 
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mæ8(e)þ; m£na/ ‘month’ masc. has nom.pl. mdnaþ alongside mdnþas (on 
the syncope, see Hogg 1992b: §6.32), but otherwise follows the paradigm 
of the a-stems.

1 Nefa ‘nephew’, which is cognate with Lat. nepds, nepdtis is always an dn-stem in OE.
2 On the variety of forms of the stressed vowel, see fi rstly Hogg (1992b: §5.106(2)&n6), 
and on variation in the unstressed vowel, see ibid.: §6.60.

5 nd-stem nouns

2.104 This stem class comprises nominalized present participles which 
function as agentive nouns. These nouns are therefore formed with the 
characteristic OE -end- suffi x of the pres.part., which is added directly to 
the root of the noun, -e- being lost if the root has a vocalic fi nal, see below. 
In OE the pres.part. follows the paradigm of the ja-stems, but the nd-stems 
at least in origin share the infl exions of the root-stem nouns, on which see 
§§2.109–13. Almost all nouns in this stem class are masculine, the few 
exceptions being feminine.1

1 Of these exceptions the most important is swelgend ‘whirlpool’, which has a dat.sg. 
swelgende, an d-stem form. It contrasts with masc. swelgend ‘glutton’, but in late texts 
it may also be masc. or neut. The other exceptions are found only in learned transla-
tions, where they are examples of natural gender, and except for their being modifi ed 
by fem. adjs. or translating a feminine form (e.g. londbeend ‘settler’ rendering Lat 
colonia), they are indistinguishable from masculines: Brunner (1965: §287) offers the 
examples wealdend ‘ruler’, fbond ‘enemy’, and timbrend ‘architect’.

2.105 In EWS, nd-stems typically were declined according to the following 
paradigms:

Singular
Nom. frbond friend hettend enemy
Acc. frbond hettend
Gen. frbondes hettendes
Dat. frcend, frbonde hettende

Plural
Nom. frcend hettend, -e, -as
Acc. frcend hettend, -e, -as
Gen. frbonda hettendra
Dat. frbondum hettendum

As may be observed, there are differences in infl exion between monosyllabic 
and disyllabic nd-stems in the dat.sg. and throughout the plural except 
dat.pl.
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2.106 This class consists of a large number of agentive masc. nouns, 
although many are of infrequent occurrence or are restructured during 
the period so that their origins are not always plain from the (partial) 
paradigms which they form. Two nd-stems occur amongst the 100 most 
frequent lexemes, namely fbond ‘enemy’, hwlend ‘saviour’. But amongst 
the more frequent nouns which are certainly nd-stems, typical examples 
include: tbond ‘accuser’,1 like frbond,2 together with the reciprocals 
8efcend ‘mutual enemies’, 8efrcend ‘mutual friends’; agend ‘owner’, beend 
‘inhabitant’, dbmend ‘judge’, wealdend ‘ruler’, wc8end ‘warrior’, all like 
hettend.

1 No umlauted forms occur, but note PsGl(C) 67.22 tbonda gen.pl.
2 Possibly to be added here is El 359 gdddbnd ‘benefactor’ acc.pl. < *èdddoandiz, 
although this is on the assumption that there is iterative i-umlaut in the second con-
stituent, as in endemes < *anddmis, see Hogg (1992b: §5.76). On the quantity of the 
root vowel in *-doandiz, see §6.143.

2.107 The paradigm of frbond can be traced back to the early PGmc 
paradigm presented below, with which compare the PGmc paradigm of the 
root-noun fdt in §2.112:1

 Singular Plural
Nom. *frijdndz *frijdndiz
Acc. *frijdndum *frijdndunz
Gen. *frijdndiz *frijdnddom
Dat. *frijdndi *frijdndumiz

1 On the development in Gmc and OE of the stressed diphthong in frbond, see Hogg 
(1992b: §3.19(3)).

2.108 The development of the infl exional system from PGmc to EWS is 
in many respects parallel to that of root nouns, cf. §2.113. There are, 
however, a number of signifi cant differences, especially in the dat.sg. and 
nom.acc.gen.pl., and only these forms are discussed below:1 The most 
signifi cant feature, therefore, of this stem class is that the stem vowel 
of monosyllabic nouns should be i-umlauted in the gen.dat.sg. and the 
nom.acc.pl.,2,3 whilst in disyllabic nouns i-umlaut should have affected the 
vowel of the second syllable in the same infl exions. In the latter case, however, 
i-umlauted vowels are found throughout the paradigm, to the complete 
exclusion of unumlauted. It is less probable that this is due to infl uence 
from dat.sg. or nom.acc.pl. than that the nouns are restructured according 
to the form of the pres.part., which, being a ja-stem, see §§2.104, 4.45, 
6.28, always has the form -end- from *-andja-, see the discussion of dat.sg., 
nom.acc.pl. forms below.
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dat.sg.: here fi nal *-i should remain until the time of i-umlaut, when it 
would mutate the stem vowel of monosyllabic nouns before being apoco-
pated after a heavy syllable (Hogg 1992b: §6.20), hence EWS frcend, 
LWS frynd. But the dat.sg. can, even in EWS, be re-formed according to 
the paradigm of the a-stems, and then the stem vowel remains unumlauted 
and the a-stem infl exion -e appears. In disyllabic nouns the infl exion of 
a-stems is always found, but the second syllable always has the umlauted 
form -end, despite the restructuring.

nom.acc.pl.: here the WGmc loss of fi nal *-z (Hogg 1992b: §3.31) meant 
that this infl exion then developed in parallel to the dat.sg. In disyllabic 
nouns, however, even in EWS the alternative infl exions -e, -as are found, 
e.g. Oros 47.7 bhtende ‘pursuers’ (alongside 140.1 bhtend), CP(H) wal-
dendas ‘rulers’ (3¥); -as is clearly from the a-stems, whilst -e is from the 
adjectival forms of the pres.part. and is used in order to distinguish sg. 
and pl. infl exions.4 The umlauted vowel of the second syllable is equally 
to be derived from the pres.part. As elsewhere, the acc.pl. fell together 
with the nom.pl. at an early stage.

gen.pl.: monosyllabic nouns have the predicted development of the PGmc 
infl exion, cf. §§2.13–14, but in disyllabic nouns the EWS infl exion is 
from the adjectival forms of the pres.part., cf. above.5,6

1 See, in particular for the unumlauted gen.sg., the parallel forms of the root-stem 
masculines, §2.113.
2 Under the assumption that the acc.pl. adopted at an early date the infl exion of the 
nom.pl., see further below.
3 Late Nbr has only nom.acc.pl. fcondas, frcondas (and similar), re-formed in accord-
ance with the a-stems. Similar forms are also found in Merc and in poetry, see Fulk 
(1992: 321), with references.
4 Even in the conservative language of verse, the infl exion of present participles and 
agentive nouns in -nd- is not kept strictly separate, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 
125, note on Beo 159), with references.
5 For extension of this gen.pl. formation to the remainder of the plural in later texts, 
see §3.131.
6 PsGl(A) fcenda, fcendum, gen.dat.pl., are most probably to be taken as restructured 
disyllabic forms on the basis on the pres.part. rather than as examples of extension of 
i-umlaut, see further Hogg (1992b: §5.83&n5).

6 Root-stem nouns

2.109 The class of root-stem nouns was formed in PIE by the direct 
addition of infl exional suffi xes to the root of a noun, without the presence 
of an intervening suffi xal element. Nouns in this class could be only masc. 
or fem., see §2.3&n3. In PGmc it is likely that the two genders shared a 
single set of infl exions, but in the development to OE there were various 
restructurings which created distinctions between the two genders. In the 
fem. nouns there are distinctions between light- and heavy-stemmed nouns, 
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but these distinctions cannot be observed in masc. nouns, if only because 
light-stemmed masc. nouns are not found in the data.

2.110 In EWS, root nouns typically were declined according to the following 
paradigms:

 Masculine Feminine
  Light Heavy
Singular
Nom. fdt foot hnutu nut bdc book
Acc. fdt (hnutu) bdc
Gen. fdtes hnute bb7

Dat. fbt hnyte bb7

Plural
Nom. fbt hnyte bb7

Acc. fbt hnyte bb7

Gen. fdta hnuta bdca
Dat. fdtum hnutum bdcum

The acc.sg. hnutu is not recorded but may be inferred from parallel forms 
such as studu ‘post’ acc.sg.

2.111 Although this class may have been reasonably large in PIE, in both 
PGmc and to an even greater extent in OE the membership was consider-
ably reduced, so that only a small number of root nouns, mainly feminine, 
remain.1 These nouns are, however, for the most part of high frequency. 
Thus, amongst the 100 most frequent lexemes, see §2.7, the following 
root-stem nouns occur: fdt ‘foot’, man(n) ‘person’,2,3 tdþ ‘tooth’ (all masc.), 
bdc ‘book’,4 burh ‘city’,5 niht ‘night’.6 The only other masc. root noun 
recorded in OE in addition to those cited above is apparently ds ‘god’.7 
There are rather more fem. nouns, including:

heavy stems: ac ‘oak’,8 brdc ‘legging’, ce ‘cow’, *dung ‘prison’,9 ba ‘river’,10 
furh ‘furrow’, furh ‘fi r’, gat ‘goat’, gds ‘goose’, gret ‘meal’, les ‘louse’, 
mes ‘mouse’, sulh ‘plough’, turf ‘turf’, þreh ‘trough’, wldh ‘fringe’;

light stems: hnitu ‘nit’,11 hnutu ‘nut’, studu ‘post’;12

bisyllabic stems: only meoluc ‘milk’, WS beside Angl mil7, on which see 
Hogg (1992b: §3.29n3). On the apparent dat.pl. meolcum, Angl milcum, 
see §2.17n4.

 1 For an extensive survey of the Gmc forms, see Griepentrog (1995).
 2 On the rather diffi cult question of the original stem class of this noun, see 
Bammesberger (1990a: 201; 2000).
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 3 When -man(n) is the second constituent of a dithematic personal name, it always 
declines as an a-stem, thus Bede 4 260.22 !earomonne dat.sg. In Gothic, too, there 
occur some a-stem forms in compounds, but as the initial element, thus mana-maurþrja, 
mana-seþs. As the second element of a normal compound, however, as in wcfman 
‘woman’, OE man follows the paradigm of the simplex even when, as occasionally 
occurs, the noun changes gender. The paradigm of Got manna ‘person’ is a mixture 
of n-stem and root-stem forms, and thus it is probably no coincidence that OE n-stem 
manna is attested mostly as acc.sg. mannan (174¥ in the DOEC; cf. Got mannan 
acc.sg.): very likely an original, irregular paradigm has led to the creation of analogical 
forms, see Bammesberger (2000).
 4 OE bdc ‘beech’ is presumably an d-stem, like OSax bdka, though it is attested only 
in the nom.sg. On controversy over the etymological relation between ‘book’ and 
‘beech’, see Pierce (2006).
 5 But when -burh is the second constituent of a fem. dithematic personal name, it 
takes the infl exions of the d-stems, e.g. Æþelburge acc.dat.sg. On the relation of burh 
to bearh ‘barrow’, see Motz (1977).
 6 In WS, niht regularly has an umlauted stem vowel throughout the paradigm 
and then has infl exions which closely parallel those of the d-stems except in the 
nom.acc.pl., which is normally niht. Unmutated neaht is rare in WS except in Lch II, 
where it is frequently found in the temporal locative construction on neaht. In Angl 
dialects unmutated næht and variants is the usual form, see further §3.127.
 7 Note MCharm 4 bsa gen.pl. (2¥).
 8 But as the name of a rune we fi nd Rid 42.10 acas. On the etymology, see now 
Seebold (1999), but cf. Lewickij (2003: 100–3).
 9 Only And 1272 din8 dat.sg.
10 But usually ba throughout the sg., although Or in particular has many examples 
of ce for gen.dat.sg. The early nature of the OE evidence for infl exion as a root-stem 
thus tells against the claim of Seldeslachts (1992: 303), against Bammesberger 
(1990a: 199), that such infl exion is an OE innovation. (Transferral of any noun to 
the root-stems in Pre-OE is in any case diffi cult to credit, given how unproductive 
this class was after the PGmc period.) In the plural the most frequent forms are 
nom.acc.gen. ba, dat. bam, baum, but even in EWS the re-formed gen.sg. bas (from the 
masc. a-stems!) is found, beside ban nom.pl. (from the n-stems), which Ælfric appears 
to prefer.
11 Only in the nom.sg. and Exod 21.28, Med 1.1 10.15 hnite nom.acc.pl.
12 Also Bede 3 14.204 styðe (2¥) dat.sg. and Alex 118 styþeo nom.pl., which appears 
to be an unusual restructuring from the d-stems on the base form *styþe. A further 
d-stem form is OccGl 49.281 stoðe (after Hoad, 1978: 178; the DOEC has stuðe, but 
in the facsimile Hoad’s reading appears to be correct: see Pulsiano 1996: London, BL, 
Cotton Vespasian D. vi, fol. 10r) acc.pl.

2.112 The various paradigms of the root nouns can be traced back to 
a single early PGmc paradigm of the following type:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *fds1 *fdtiz
Acc. *fdtum *fdtunz
Gen. *fdtiz *fdtdom
Dat. *fdtc *fdtumiz
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1 *Fds directly refl ects PIE *pds < *pod-s, cf. Greek poúV. The individual Gmc lan-
guages show that an analogical replacement later occurred, with extension of the 
oblique stem to the nom.sg., with various other adjustments.

2.113 The phonological (or analogical, see §2.112n1) development of the 
forms cited above would result in a Pre-OE paradigm of the following type:

 Singular Plural
Nom. *fdt *fdti
Acc.1 *fdt *fdti
Gen. *fdti *fdtI
Dat. *fdti *fdtum

Although the majority of forms show a straightforward development into 
OE, some infl exions require further discussion:

nom.acc.sg.: fem. nouns may have adopted *-u from the u-stems, cf. the 
masc. Gothic noun fdtus ‘foot’ and note EWS studu acc.sg. Alternatively, 
one might suggest, see Bammesberger (1990a: 191), that the nom.sg. of 
all root nouns was replaced by the original acc.sg. form, in which -u 
(from *-um) would appear except when apocopated after a heavy syllable 
(Hogg 1992b: §6.20).2

gen.sg.: the predicted development in both masc. and fem. would involve 
i-umlaut of the stem vowel and then apocope of fi nal -i after a heavy 
syllable. In masc. nouns, however, the gen.sg. is always re-formed on the 
basis of the a-stems. The predicted development is seen in heavy-stemmed 
fem. nouns, although scattered examples of bdce on the basis of the 
d-stems are to be found, whilst the evidence from short-stemmed nouns 
is sparse;3

nom.pl.: the development here would be parallel to the gen.sg., cf. above, 
but note that i-umlaut is regularly retained. See §3.126 for late forms 
such as fdtas ‘feet’, burha ‘cities’;

gen.pl.: the infl exion here is the regular development of *-dõ with reduction 
of trimoricity to bimoricity, followed by shortening and lowering of 
nasalized *-d > -a (Hogg 1992b: §3.32).4 The vowel apparently was still 
long at the time Beowulf was composed, as it contrasts with short -u, 
*-i under the dictates of Kaluza’s Law, see Kaluza (1896: 120–31) and 
Fulk (1992: §§170–83), with references.

1 In both sg. and pl. there is merger with the nom., as elsewhere. However, it is also 
possible that in the sg. syncretism is achieved by the reverse process, namely the merger 
of the nom. with the acc., see the discussion of the nom.acc.sg.fem. below.
2 It should be noted that in Gothic the fem. root-stems adopt the acc.gen.dat.sg. 
infl exions of the i-stems.
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3 The evidence for an unumlauted gen.sg. rests on AntGl 2.860 hnutehula ‘nut oil’.
4 Instances with gen.pl. -ena are a later, more general phenomenon, see §3.127.

2.114 There are few signifi cant forms in early texts, but note CollGl 3.2 
fburstod ‘buttress’, with which compare the somewhat later ClGl 1.4892 
durustod ‘door-post’, both with apocopated -u. The dat.pl. form Ch 1510.21 
bdbcum is more probably a confused spelling than an inverted spelling for 
*bbcum with extension of i-umlaut.
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Nouns: Declensions

I Introduction

3.1 As indicated in chapter 1 and in §2.1, the morphological structure 
of OE nouns changed considerably during the period, so that their status 
may be defi ned by the set of infl exions which are attached to their stems, 
rather than by the stem type. In this chapter, therefore, a noun will be 
assigned to a particular declension by virtue of the infl exions which it takes, 
and the variety of declensions will correspond to the variety of distinct sets 
of infl exional endings. The question of how many discrete declensions 
existed in OE is necessarily a theoretical one, and more than one plausible 
answer is possible. It cannot be determined precisely how native speakers 
of Old English might have mentally categorized the declensional morph-
ology of nouns in their language, and indeed it is likely that the categories 
varied by dialect and date within the period. An attempt at a declensional 
schema, however, no matter how tentative, and even if by its nature incap-
able of expressing the taxonomic diversity that must have prevailed from 
century to century and dialect to dialect, demands to be made, since the 
taxonomy laid out in chapter 2 on largely diachronic principles plainly 
cannot have served as the basis for the categorization of declensions in the 
Old English period itself. For example, although word ‘word’ may be clas-
sifi ed as an a-stem neuter and cynn ‘race’ as a ja-stem neuter on the basis 
of derivation, they were infl ected alike, and it seems most unlikely that in 
any dialect or period from which records survive an Anglo-Saxon should 
have regarded them as belonging to different declensional classes. Accordingly, 
although a single schematization cannot plausibly be made to suffi ce, it may 
nonetheless furnish insights into the kinds of general taxonomic principles 
that must have obtained in the period.
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3.2 Three major declensions may be discerned in the synchronic morphology 
of OE nouns, as follows, where the names are taken from the predominant 
shape of the nom.acc.pl. infl exion in that declension:1

(1) the as-declension, of which typical examples are masc. stan ‘stone’ 
and neut. s7ip ‘ship’, word ‘word’;

(2) the a-declension, of which typical examples are 8ifu ‘gift’, lar 
‘learning’;

(3) the an-declension, of which typical examples are masc. guma ‘man’, 
neut. ba8e ‘eye’ and fem. tunge ‘tongue’.

The fi rst two of these declensions correlate closely with gender, for the 
as-declension comprises masculine and neuter nouns,2 whilst the a-declension 
consists only of feminine nouns.

1 On the rationale behind this taxonomy, see Hogg (1997b).
2 It is somewhat clumsy to refer to such neut. nouns as as-declension nouns, since 
they form their nom.acc.pl. with -u, -a or -Ø. But since the neuters are otherwise 
identical to their masc. counterparts, the equation, however imprecise, seems inevitable, 
see further §3.5.

3.3 There remain some OE nouns which take other sets of infl exions and 
therefore can be logically assigned to further declensions. The numbers 
involved are generally small, see for further discussion §3.4. It is most 
appropriate to group them together under the category of minor declensions, 
with the following subtypes:1

(1) a-plurals, which consist principally of original u-stems and of which 
the chief examples are hand ‘hand’, sunu ‘son’;

(2) mutation plurals, of which typical examples are fdt ‘foot’, hnutu ‘nut’;
(3) a number of small groups of nouns, these groups sometimes being 

semantically defi nable. Thus we fi nd: e-plurals, which consist of those 
older i-stems which refer to nationalities, for example Engle ‘English’, 
cf. §2.70; kinship terms, for example mddor ‘mother’,2 which histori-
cally derive from r-stems; and Ø-plurals which originate in historical 
disyllabic nd-stems, for example hettend ‘enemy’. This last group may 
well be both morphologically and semantically defi nable, since the 
nd-stems are masc. agentive nouns formed from present participles, 
see §§2.104–6.

1 To these some writers would add a fi fth group of the type 7ild ~ 7ildru ‘child’ ~ 
‘children’, all of which are neuter, but these are regarded here as a subtype of the as-
declension, see §3.53.
2 But not fæder ‘father’, which has been transferred to the as-declension, see 
§3.68n3.
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3.4 The primary criteria for the division into major and minor declensional 
types are the closely related criteria of open : closed and large : small. That 
is to say: fi rstly, the major declensions each constitute an open set to which 
new items of vocabulary may be freely added, if appropriate, whilst the 
minor declensions each constitute a closed set, to which new items of 
vocabulary may not usually be added;1 secondly, each major declension, 
as would be expected of an open set, has a large membership, whilst the 
membership of minor declensions is measurably low.

1 The possibility of some exceptions, that is to say, of the migration of a few nouns 
to a closed declension, has to be recognized. For example, Campbell (1977: §628.6) 
suggests that some place-names of Celtic origin have been assimilated to the declension 
of root-stems with gen.sg. in -e. It should be noted that Campbell’s account is perhaps 
unlikely, see §3.127n3 for discussion. But the point, of course, remains that the minor 
declensions are plainly not very productive, if they are at all productive, and if any 
new members have been added to them over time, the additions are very few and 
plainly exceptional.

3.5 The outline of synchronic declensions for OE given above is closest, 
perhaps, to that of Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §§25–49), with which it may 
usefully be compared. The major contrasts at this general level are (i) Quirk 
and Wrenn analyse the masc. and neut. nouns of the as-declension as 
belonging to separate declensions, although they do make it clear that these 
nouns are distinguished only in the nom.acc.pl., whilst here they are treated 
as belonging to the same declension, with the different infl exions of the 
nom.acc.pl. being determined by whether the stems of these nouns have 
the property masculine or neuter; (ii) they do not take the e-plurals above 
as a separate minor declension; (iii) they classify the minor declensions as 
‘irregular’.1 Of other synchronic descriptions in a broadly philological 
framework,2 Mitchell and Robinson (2006: §§22–62) speak of four major 
declensional types: weak, strong masc. and neut., strong fem., and u-declension.3 
Pilch (1970: 103–9) has a very different and innovative arrangement, in 
which there is a principal contrast only between weak and strong declen-
sions, with gender marking particular variations in infl exion, e.g. masc. 
neut. -es vs. fem. -e for gen.sg. of strong nouns. Additionally he posits a 
major declensional split between strong nouns with nom.acc.sg. -e and 
those with -Ø. There then follow about fi ve minor declensions, mostly of 
the usual type but including a w-declension equivalent to the historical 
wa-stems, see §§2.27ff.

1 But they use the term ‘irregular’ to mean only what was said above about these 
types, namely that the minor declensions are closed sets and non-productive, and not 
in the sense that they show non-predictable variation.
2 Most such descriptions are in introductory textbooks, and therefore somewhat 
abbreviated. But their interest lies in their theoretical frameworks.
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3 But Mitchell and Robinson generally represent morphophonemic alternations as 
resulting directly from sound change, rather than as part of some synchronic structure. 
This is most obvious, perhaps, in their treatment of mutation plurals (2006: 
§§58–60).

3.6 Amongst generative treatments of OE morphology, by far the fullest 
treatment is that of K. Wagner (1969). Wagner proposes the following 
classes: strong, u-class, weak, and athematic. Distinctions amongst different 
types of strong-class nouns are handled either by gender-dependent rules, 
as with, for example, stanas ‘stones’ vs. s7ipu ‘ships’, or by sub-classes with 
particular extensions of the stem, notably /j/ and /w/. Close study of Wagner’s 
work remains highly profi table, despite some theoretical advances since its 
publication. The analysis of Erdmann (1974), though generative in orientation, 
shares much with historical, philological approaches, since it begins with 
rather abstract underlying forms that resemble those reconstructed for 
WGmc, to which synchronic phonological rules that mostly resemble his-
torical developments like breaking and loss of intervocalic [h] are applied.1 
Thus, the stem classes identifi ed generally correspond to the familiar ones 
of diachronic approaches. Much other generative work of a later date is not 
primarily concerned with the status of paradigms, but there are important 
and stimulating discussions of noun morphology in Kiparsky and O’Neil 
(1976), Dresher (1978) and, more briefl y, Keyser and O’Neil (1985).2

1 Similar is the approach of Stark (1982: ch. 2) for verbs, though he turns a critical 
eye upon the adequacy of such a generative approach.
2 Other generative treatments are primarily of curiosity value and add little to our 
knowledge, for example Dürmüller and Utz (1977) and Peinovich (1979), both of 
which tend to take as their basis for discussion the historical stem classes.

II as-declension

3.7 This is the largest and most important of all the OE declensions. 
The principal sources of its membership are the following historical stem 
(sub-)classes: a-stems (including ja- and wa-stems) and masc. i-stems (except 
names of nationalities).1 Nouns of this declension could be either masc., in 
which event the nom.acc.pl. was -as, or neut., in which event that infl exion 
was either -u or -Ø.2 In this declension, and regardless of gender, nom. and 
acc. infl exions are never distinguished either in the sg. or the pl. Nevertheless, 
for reasons of clarity they are indicated separately in the paradigms which 
follow.3 The falling together of these infl exions was a characteristic found 
in the earliest period, see further §2.14.

1 For examples of membership of this and all other major declensions, see the listings 
of nouns according to stem class in the relevant sections of ch. 2.
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2 For the most part it is the light-stemmed neuters that have -u, whilst heavy-stemmed 
neuters have -Ø, cf. §§2.11, 2.15. But the merger of a variety of stem classes into the 
as-declension means that this is not always so, as with, for example, originally heavy 
ja-stems such as wctu ‘punishments’. See further the discussion in §3.34. Note also 
that -u varies with -o and -a, both according to date and dialect, see §3.9.
3 However, references in the text to nom.sg. or nom.pl. always refer equally and 
without distinction to acc.sg., acc.pl., respectively, unless there is a specifi c indication 
to the contrary.

1 Infl exions

3.8 In LWS the set of infl exions which was attached to the stems of 
as-declension nouns was as follows:

 Singular Plural
Nom. -Ø -as (masc.); -u,-a/-Ø (neut.)
Acc. -Ø -as (masc.); -u,-a/-Ø (neut.)
Gen. -es -a
Dat. -e -um

3.9 The above set of infl exions, which in LWS is generally stable within 
the above limits, is inherited from the infl exions of the simple a-stems 
(§§2.11ff.). The most signifi cant late change in infl exion1 concerns the 
dat.pl., where forms of the type -an, -on began to appear very sporadically 
even in EWS, e.g. CP(H) 163.17 ramman ‘rams’, Or 13.6 beorgan ‘hills’. 
But Ælfric shows no signifi cant increase in such forms, and -um remains 
regular alongside very occasional examples like ÆCHom II 26 370.2 
heofenan (cf. 368.34 heofenum). Although the origin of this infl exion may 
be in part phonological, it seems more likely that the major cause is the 
spread of the an-declension infl exion -an to the dat.pl. of n-stem nouns 
and thence its spread to the dat.pl. of all other nouns, see Hogg (1992b: 
§7.102), also §3.107 below. This change of infl exion is common to all nominal 
declensions when it occurs, but the general spread of the change seems to 
be post-Ælfrician.2 LWS texts also show occasional examples of gen.pl. 
-ana (-ena), esp. in glosses on Aldhelm, e.g. AldV1.4657 baþana ‘of baths’, 
the most frequent examples being of dagana (rarely dagena) ‘of days’, a 
situation repeated in Nbr, see §3.10.3 For light-stemmed neut. nouns,4 
the shape of the nom.pl. is particularly important. In EWS the infl exion 
was usually -u,5 but by the time of Ælfric it is subject to variation between 
-u and -a, so that, for example, nom.pl. s7ipu, s7ipa ‘ships’, wctu, wcta 
‘punishments’ can all be found,6 and some late texts have -o, presumably 
as the phonological development of -u, see Hogg (1992b: §6.55). The 
substitution of -a appears to be morphological rather than phonological, 
see Hogg (1997a: 120; 2000: 366) and is probably motivated by the 
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obscuration of apocope as a phonological process in LWS, see §3.72, 
Fulk (2010c).

1 Late texts show a number of variations which testify principally to the merger of 
unstressed vowels rather than any change of infl exion, for example gen.sg. -ys of the 
type in PsCa(C) 7.24 bæcys ‘back’s’ and the rarer variant -is, also rare -as, cf. the 
discussion of texts from other dialects in §§3.10–11, and similarly -es for nom.pl. -as. 
For references, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: cxlii n1).
2 By the time of texts such as the Salisbury Psalter, however, -an or predictable variants 
of that infl exion have become common, as they also are in late charters. It may be, of 
course, that Ælfrician texts are, in this respect as in others, graphically conservative 
in their representation of forms.
3 Note that dagana at El 193 is required by the poetic metre, which would be spoilt 
by daga.
4 Or their equivalents, see §3.7n2.
5 The infl exional forms -o, -a, which are frequent in more northerly dialects and also 
very common in LWS texts, for which see below, are relatively infrequent in EWS, though 
note that Or has s7ipa ‘ships’ 10¥, see Cosijn (1886: §3), Bately (1980: xlv), also the poss-
ibly ambiguous Or 29.18 seara ‘devices’. Nom.acc.pl. hbafda occurs also in EWS (3¥).
6 Pope (1967–8: 183) notes that -a as nom.pl. is identical to the infl exion of fem. 
nouns of the a-declension (the historical d-stems).

3.10 In lNbr there are occasional examples of gen.sg. -as, presumably 
due to the coalescence of unstressed vowels, as in LWS, despite Ross (1937: 
54), and there are in addition occasional examples of gen.pl. -ana. More 
particularly characteristic of the Nbr infl exions, however, is the quite common 
use in Li and DurRitGl, but not Ru2, of -o for the nom.pl. alongside -as, 
e.g. frequent hlafo ‘loaves’. This is most probably due to the infl uence of 
the an-declension, although it should be noted that the corresponding neut. 
form is also -o, see below. Even more signifi cant, perhaps, is the frequent 
occurrence in Li of a zero-infl ected dat.sg., e.g. MtGl(Li) 14.8 dis7 ‘dish’, 
MkGl(Li) 6.4 dbðel ‘country’, alongside expected forms of the type in 
MtGl(Li) 4.6 stane. This alternation is an early indicator of the loss of the 
dat.sg. evidenced in early ME texts.1,2 In the nom.pl. the infl exion -o heavily 
predominates over -a, although it is remarkable that in heavy stems the 
ratio of -o : -a : -Ø is approximately 2 : 1 : 1 (Ross, 1937: 55).3 The variation 
between -o and -a is most probably due to late merger of unstressed vowels, 
but for the failure of apocope in heavy stems, see §§3.50–1.4 The infl exions 
of DurRitGl are similar to those of Li, whilst Ru2 shows variation between 
-u and -o. Thus, the principal Nbr infl exions are:

 Singular Plural
Nom. -Ø -as, -o (masc.); -o, -a/-Ø (neut.)
Acc. -Ø -as, -o (masc.); -o, -a/-Ø (neut.)
Gen. -es -a
Dat. -e, -Ø -um
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1 The Ø-infl exion is not found in DurRitGl, but note MkGl(Ru) 13.28 aldor ‘prince’, 
fi 7bbom ‘fi g tree’ beside fi 7bbome (4¥).
2 Other variant forms with -i, -æ are simply due to variation of unstressed vowels, 
and the occasional -o is surely a Latinism, pace Ross (1937: 54–5).
3 In light stems there is just one example in Li of a -Ø infl exion, namely JnGl 14.15 
bebod ‘commands’.
4 Thus Brunner (1965: §237A5), which seems more plausible than the suggestion by 
Ross (1937: 55) that -a is a borrowing from the an-declension, cf. the situation in LWS 
where such borrowing would have given -an.

3.11 The evidence presented by lMerc shows many of the same variations 
of unstressed vowels as elsewhere and similarly occasional gen.pl. -ana. 
Additionally, there are very occasional examples of nom.pl. in -a, equivalent 
to lNbr -o, of which the plainest is MtGl(Ru) 13.39 riftra ‘reapers’, and 
scattered examples of -Ø dat.sg. The nom.pl. of light-stemmed neuters is 
similar to that of the SNbr Ru2, i.e. -u or -o. The later Kt texts do not 
have forms which differ signifi cantly from LWS ones, and perhaps the most 
noteworthy unusual form is OccGl 49 11.26 magos ‘kinsmen’.

2 Allomorphic variation

3.12 The usual infl exion of the as-declension is exemplifi ed by a masc. 
noun like stan ‘stone’, in which the infl exions of §3.8 are added directly 
to the stem without variation in either stem or infl exion, hence LWS:

 Singular Plural
Nom. stan stanas
Acc. stan stanas
Gen. stanes stana
Dat. stane stanum

The same situation holds for the other dialects, with appropriate adjust-
ments in infl exional shape. The only distinction between masc. and neut. 
nouns is that the latter have either -u or -Ø according to a rule of u-apocope 
which is discussed in §§3.50–1, hence s7ipu ‘ships’, word ‘words’.

3.13 There are, however, a great number of allomorphic variations which 
can occur under a variety of conditions. For convenience and ease of exposition, 
these variations may be, with one exception, see below, categorized into 
four groups, although no theoretical signifi cance should be attached to 
these divisions:

(i) variations which are the result of earlier sound changes, and in par-
ticular the following: restoration of A; palatalization; back umlaut; 
loss of [h]; fi nal devoicing; see §§3.14–31;
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(ii) variations which, although often in part refl ecting earlier sound changes, 
are the result of particular syllabic confi gurations: nouns with fi nal 
-e in the nom.sg.; nouns with a stem-fi nal geminate; nouns with fi nal 
-u or -w in the nom.sg.; nouns with u-apocope; see §§3.32–51;

(iii) nouns which show -r- in some or all of their plural and which may 
be considered double plurals, see §§3.52–5.

(iv) variations in nouns which have, or apparently have, see §3.56–72, 
a stem which is historically disyllabic; such nouns show particular 
problems in respect of syncope and apocope.

(a) Restoration of A

3.14 In WS a group of nouns which have stem-vowel /æ/ in the nom.sg. 
retain /æ/ throughout the sg. but have /w/ in the pl., where the infl exion 
contains a back vowel. This alternation is usually regarded as directly 
refl ecting the historical change of restoration of a, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.10–15); see, however, §3.15n3 below. Thus we fi nd a paradigm of the 
following type (with neut. variants in brackets):

 Singular Plural
Nom. bæþ bath baþas (fatu vessels)
Acc. bæþ baþas (fatu)
Gen. bæþes baþa
Dat. bæþe baþum

Other nouns which decline in the same way include: dæ8 ‘day’, hwæl 
‘whale’, pæþ ‘path’, stæf ‘staff’ (all masc.); bæc ‘back’, bæþ ‘bath’, blæd 
‘leaf’, cræt ‘cart’, dæl ‘dale’, fæc ‘interval’, fæt ‘vessel’, fnæd, fnæs ‘fringe’, 
hæf ‘sea’, sæl ‘hall’,1 s7ræf ‘cave’, stæþ ‘shore’, swæþ ‘track’, træf ‘tent’, 
wæd ‘water’, wæl ‘the slain’ (all neut.).

1 Cf. sele, historically an i-stem, and salor, an s-stem.

3.15 Since the phonologically induced alternation matches directly the 
morphological alternation singular ~ plural, it should be expected that 
the alternation might remain relatively stable, and that is generally the case. 
In EWS, where the pattern is already well established, there are few devia-
tions, but note Or staðe (3¥) ‘shore’ dat.sg., 14.31 -hwælum dat.pl.1 In 
LWS there are equally some scattered examples of extension of either <a> 
to the sg., i.e., da8es, da8e gen.dat.sg. or, less often, of <æ> to the pl., i.e. 
dægas, dæga, dægum.2,3 The great majority of such forms, however, are to 
be found in very late texts, particularly charters, and they may simply be 
indicative of the late merger of /æ/ and /w/ and consequent confusion of 
the two graphemes, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.215–16). On the other hand, 
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the general stability and saliency of this alternation may result in the restruc-
turing of other nouns to follow this pattern of alternation. This seems to 
be the case with WS stæpe ‘step’, a former i-stem, where the expected 
sg. is stepe against nom.pl. stapas, see §2.57&n3. See also §4.22–4 for a 
discussion of the possibly plainer situation with regard to the alternation 
of <a> and <æ> in adjectives.

1 But two of these examples are from the Cotton ms., which is LWS, as is Or 15.16 
hwales (immediately beside hwæles). Yet it is probable that the forms have been copied 
directly from the EWS exemplar: note that L has horschwælum, C horshwælum.
2 Examples in Ælfric, e.g. ÆCHomII 1.1 113.96 crætu ‘chariots’, are rare.
3 An alternative view is expressed in Hogg (1996: 70), namely that a form such as 
hwales shows the expected phonological development and that hwæles is analogical. 
This view is dependent on the validity of an argument that spelling variation between 
<a> and <æ> may refl ect a phonetic lengthening in open syllables.

3.16 The same principles (and types of variation) appear to apply in the 
other dialects also,1 but the forms in those dialects which have second 
fronting (e.g. PsGl(A), Ru1, see Hogg 1992b: §§5.87–92) are signifi cantly 
different. There the root vowel in the sg. should be e and in the pl. either 
æ or ea, and hence we fi nd patterns such as de8 ~ dægas, fet ~ featu. The 
choice here between æ and ea is dependent upon the failure of back umlaut 
before velar consonants in Angl, see ibid.: §§5.102–3.

1 In Kt we fi nd an alternation between /e/ and /w/, e.g. de8 ~ dagas, as a result of 
Kentish raising, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.189–91).

3.17 Theoretically, exactly the same principles should apply to instances 
in which the stem vowel is /æp/, hence mw8 ~ magas ‘kinsman’. It is notice-
able, however, that whilst forms of the type mwgas are quite frequent in 
EWS, they are absent from LWS texts. This may be a purely phonological 
problem regarding the differential implementation of the historical sound 
change in EWS and LWS rather than an indication of extension of /æp/ 
throughout the paradigm in EWS but not in LWS. In other dialects, where 
the stem vowel is /ep/, see Hogg (1992b: §3.25), the issue does not arise.

(b) Palatalization

3.18 The changes induced by historical palatalization (see Hogg 1992b: 
§§7.15ff.) are of two types: fi rstly, there can arise a contrast according to 
infl exion between a palatalized consonant in forms like nom.sg. dc7 ‘ditch’ 
against nom.pl. dccas; secondly, where there is variation between a front 
and a back stem vowel for other reasons, this will then correlate with a 
variation between a palatalized and an unpalatalized initial consonant, 
hence (neut.) 8eat ‘gate’ nom.sg. vs. gatu nom.pl.
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3.19 The fi rst type of variation, although presumably widespread, is not 
directly recoverable from the textual evidence. It would lead to alternations 
of the type in dæ8 ~ dagas and dc7 ~ dccas, with differences between the 
two types in that where the palatalized consonant was originally a stop, 
palatalization would take place only in the nom.sg., see Hogg (1992b: 
§7.16). The alternation in dæ8 and the like is deducible, however, from 
the fact that dæi and dai appear for dæ8 in late texts, but never **daias, 
**daium. The alternations in both words, of course, are to be deduced on 
the basis of evidence from later stages of the language.

3.20 The second type of variation, on the other hand, is often recoverable 
from the textual evidence, although the recovery is usually ambiguous. 
Thus, whilst nom.sg. 8eat plainly demonstrates palatal diphthongization of 
the stem vowel /æ/ which must be a consequence of the palatalization of 
the initial consonant, and nom.pl. gatu would appear to suggest an initial 
velar, it is unclear whether the less frequent 8eatu, etc. (not in Ælfric, 
although occasionally in both EWS and late texts) has extension of /æ/ 
from the sg., see §3.15 and the discussion of restoration of A therein, with 
consequent palatal diphthongization, or has extension of the palatal con-
sonant from the sg. with diacritical <e>, see Hogg (1992b: §5.50n1). That 
such forms, although infrequent, are slightly more common than the usual 
extension of /æ/ may tip the balance in favour of the latter explanation.

(c) Back umlaut

3.21 Back umlaut is an historical change whereby short front vowels diph-
thongized if a back vowel appeared in the following syllable, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§5.103ff.). This change was subject to considerable dialectal vari-
ation, but a broad generalization is that in WS, back umlaut of */i/ was 
quite common, but more frequent with u-umlaut than a-umlaut, and that 
only u-umlaut (rather than a-umlaut) of */e/ was at all common, whilst in 
Angl both u-umlaut and a-umlaut were common, especially in later texts, 
see for full details of the complex variations Hogg (1992b: §§5.103ff.). 
These inherent variations make the discussion of the morphological context 
of back umlaut particularly diffi cult, and they inhibit to some extent the 
postulation of broad generalizations as to its status.

3.22 In WS one would expect that where the stem vowel was /i/, u-umlaut 
would occur in the dat.pl. and the nom.pl. of neuters, and a-umlaut else-
where in the pl., but if the stem vowel were /e/ then only u-umlaut would 
occur in the nom.pl. of neuters and the dat.pl. of all nouns. There is, of 
course, a further restriction in WS that there must be just one intervening 
consonant, which is usually a liquid or a labial, see Hogg (1992b: §5.104(1)). 
The consequence of these restrictions is that for masc. nouns, examples 
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with /i/ are practically wanting, and we can consider only examples with 
stem vowel /e/, of which wer ‘man’ is the most frequent and useful example. 
But forms like werum dat.pl. are virtually exceptionless,1 and it is reason-
able to suppose that in WS back umlaut is always levelled away in masc. 
nouns in which it produced paradigm allomorphy. For neut. nouns, on the 
other hand, there are frequent examples with original stem vowel /i/, and 
we should expect nom.pl. forms of the type cliofu ‘cliffs’, s7iopu ‘ships’,2 
8ebeodu ‘prayers’, in addition to dat.pl. forms with back umlaut. However, 
back umlaut is regularly levelled away even in these nouns, and the only 
neuter noun which shows back umlaut with any frequency in the pl. in 
WS is liomu, leomu, etc. ‘limbs’ (found in both CP and ÆCHom). We may 
suppose, therefore, that in general, any rule of back umlaut has been lost 
from the phonology of the as-declension nouns in WS.

1 Bede 5 10.412.28 has weoras acc.pl., but this is scarcely signifi cant, in view of the 
Merc origins of the text.
2 Or, with merger of io and eo, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.155ff.), cleofu, s7eopu.

3.23 In Angl dialects, both u- and a-umlaut occur regularly. In Nbr, con-
sequently, we should expect all forms of the pl. to show back umlaut of 
the stem vowels /i, e/. However, in NNbr back umlaut is frequently levelled 
away in masc. nouns, hence usual Li weras, etc.,1 against weara gen.pl. (2¥ 
in Li). In neuters, however, back umlaut is usual in the pl., e.g. 8e-, 8ibeodo 
‘prayers’ (Li 2¥, DurRitGl 2¥), liomana ‘limbs’ gen.pl. (Li 4¥, DurRitGl 
2¥), s7iop(p)o ‘ships’ nom.pl. (Li 5¥) against s7ipo (1¥). The proper descrip-
tion of this distinction between masc. and neut. nouns, which doubtless 
results from the different infl exions of the nom.pl., is of some theoretical 
interest, since we might suppose that back umlaut has been lost from the 
synchronic phonology of the masc. nouns but retained for neut. nouns. 
There appear to be some traces of a dialectal distinction between NNbr 
and SNbr, for in Ru2 we fi nd weoras, s7iopu, etc., throughout the plural, 
with both u- and a-umlaut.2 It is perhaps noteworthy that the situation in 
Ru2 is quite close to that of Merc, and certainly closer to that than it is 
to the NNbr position.3 In the WMerc dialect represented by PsGl(A), back 
umlaut is regular, and hence alternations of the types wer ~ weoras, s7ip 
~ s7eopu are normal.4 On the other hand, Ru1 shows both weoras and 
weras, although neuters appear to show only umlauted forms, e.g. 8ebeodum, 
in the pl. The evidence of Kt is too scant to allow clear conclusions to be 
drawn. There appears to be variation, but note examples such as Ch 1510 
8ewriota ‘writings’ gen.pl., OccGl 49.21 weogas ‘ways’, contrasting with 
OccGl 49.415 8ewita ‘witnesses’, 994 cwidas ‘sayings’.

1 On variation of the stem vowel as in wæras, etc., see Hogg (1992b: §5.179).
2 On variation of the diphthong, e.g. Ru2 wearas, see Hogg (1992b: §5.44n1).
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3 On the comparison between NNbr and SNbr, see Lindelöf (1901: §88).
4 Weagas (3¥), weogum (1¥) may be Kenticisms, see Hogg (1992b: §5.105n6) and 
Ball (1970: 465).

3.24 Overall, the dialect picture is one of the general loss of any synchronic 
rule of back umlaut in WS, against its retention in the allomorphy of Merc, 
whilst Nbr occupies a medial and theoretically somewhat complex position. 
In the context of this dialect variation it is probably important to note that 
most generative analyses of back mutation in this declension restrict them-
selves to a single dialect, as, for example, in Dresher (1978), which deals 
only with WMerc.

(d) Loss of [h]

3.25 The historical source of the variations discussed below is the loss of 
[h] between voiced segments, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.45–51). Loss of [h] 
(earlier [x]) could occur in two types of words: (i) those with [h] occurring 
after a vowel; (ii) those with [h] occurring after a liquid consonant. In both 
types, [x] would be retained word-fi nally in the nom.sg., but it would be 
lenited to [h] and lost between voiced segments in infl ected forms. The loss of 
[h] would lead to further changes in both types, and the resultant paradigms 
in LWS are of the following types (see below for further discussion):1

Singular
Nom. s7dh shoe mBarh horse
Acc. s7dh mBarh
Gen. s7ds mBares
Dat. s7d mBare

Plural
Nom. s7ds mBaras
Acc. s7ds mBaras
Gen. s7dna2 mBara
Dat. s7dm mBarum

Other nouns which decline like s7dh include: masc.: eoh ‘horse’, fl bah ‘fl ea’,3 
hdh ‘heel’, lbah ‘open land’ (see §3.36); neut.: feoh ‘money’, fl bah ‘albugo’ 
(cf. fl ba, etc., of the an-declension, see n2), pleoh ‘danger’, sldh ‘mire’ (rarely 
masc., fem.), þboh ‘thigh’. In eoh and other nouns with a short diphthong 
in the nom.sg., compensatory lengthening perhaps takes place when [h] is 
lost, so that we fi nd nom.pl. bos, etc.4 Other nouns which decline like 
mearh include: masc.: ealh ‘temple’, fearh ‘pig’, healh ‘nook’, horh ‘rheum’ 
(also neut.), sealh ‘willow’, seolh ‘seal’, wealh ‘foreigner’; neut.: feorh ‘life’, 
holh ‘hollow’. On compensatory lengthening in this type, see §3.28 and 
references therein.
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1 See §§3.26, 3.28n2 on the nom.pl. of neut. nouns of this type.
2 Found at GDPref and 3 20.221.22 and also RegCGl 2.272.
3 Of uncertain gender. The form co-exists with fl ba, of the an-declension. It is prob-
able that the latter is the result of restructuring, which eliminates the allomorphic 
variation and aligns the noun with a regular type.
4 See Hogg (1992b: §§5.124ff.). However, whether the long vowel in a form such as 
bos is due to compensatory lengthening rather than vowel contraction is debatable, 
see §3.26n1. Compensatory lengthening serves the purpose of preserving a heavy root 
syllable throughout the paradigm of a word such as mearh, but it is unmotivated by 
any such consideration in a form such as *eo-as < *eohas, since the initial syllable is 
etymologically light. Moreoever, non-contraction in poetic metre demands the assump-
tion of a light fi rst syllable in decontracted bos and the like, see Fulk (1992: §101), 
and cf. Dietz (1970).

3.26 As regards the type exemplifi ed by s7dh, most WS forms can be 
accounted for by assuming that loss of [h] is followed by vowel contrac-
tion, as a result of which an original short vowel or diphthong was 
lengthened.1,2 This will account for all the forms of s7dh in §3.25 except 
gen.pl. s7dna, where the expected form would be of the type *scd. Such 
forms do not occur,3 and a new gen.pl. from the an-declension has been 
created, presumably to avoid Ø-infl exion in this case. For the neuters, plural 
forms are generally rare, but note þboh ‘thighs’ against þbona gen.pl., 
þbon dat.pl. Since it would be expected that loss of intervocalic /h/ would 
occur earlier than apocope, see Hogg (1992b: §7.51),4 þboh must represent 
a reintroduction of /h/ to make the nom.sg. and pl. identical, as is usually 
the case in heavy-stemmed neuters of this declension, see also §3.28n2. 
Finally, the stem variations seen in this paradigm can sometimes interact 
with the variations induced by fi nal devoicing, see the discussion in §3.31.

1 This formulation differs somewhat from the account given in Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.132–4), whereby the loss of [h] itself causes lengthening, and the unstressed vowel 
is then lost in hiatus. This view depends upon the assumption that [h] could have 
belonged to the fi rst syllable in a form like *feohes, see ibid.: §2.81, because if it 
belonged to the second syllable, its loss should have gone uncompensated. (To the idea 
that h might actually have been ambisyllabic under such circumstances, cf. McCully, 
1992: 119–21, Fulk, 1997.) Cf. §3.25n4. Putting h into the fi rst syllable of *feohes 
also undercuts the rationale for its loss, since the complementary distribution of [h] 
and [x] is such that the former occurs in syllable onsets only, the latter in codas, see 
Opali#ska (2004: 236). Describing the environments in which [h] appears would 
otherwise require a certain degree of complexity, see e.g. J.M. Anderson (2001: 206). 
Moreover, contracted forms in verse with an original short root vowel or diphthong, 
when metrically decontracted, never demand scansion with a lengthened vowel; see 
Fulk (1992: §101) on the implications of this.
2 Cf. a similar generative explanation in Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976: 534–7), who 
also argue convincingly against a very different analysis in Keyser (1975); see also 
K.H. Wagner (1969: 250); but see §3.25n4.
3 PPs 48.5 hda ‘of heels’, although WS, is an Angl type (PPs appears originally to 
have been composed in an Angl dialect), see further §3.27.
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4 The evidence, however, is debatable, as there are reasons to believe that the lenition 
of /x/ was contemporary with Anglian smoothing, which in turn appears to have 
followed the apocope of high vowels, see Fulk (1992: §§398, 402).

3.27 In Angl the situation is somewhat different, for there, especially in 
Nbr, the hiatus may be unresolved, since in more northerly dialects infl ex-
ional juncture appears to inhibit such resolution, see Hogg (1992b: §5.147). 
Hence in Li all forms show retention of the infl exional vowel, e.g. LkGl(Li) 
15.22 s7deas,1 and similarly MkGl(Ru) 1.7 8es7das. In lMerc similar forms 
are found, e.g. Ru1 s7das (2¥).2 Theoretically, this is of some interest. Within 
the framework of lexical phonology, or any related theory which does not 
accept the existence of boundary segments,3 the status of hiatus resolution 
becomes diffi cult. In LWS, hiatus resolution can be viewed as post-cyclical 
(applying in all environments), but in Angl the failure of resolution before 
an infl exion implies that the rule is cyclical. Whilst the exact status of hiatus 
resolution as a lexical rule remains unclear, it is nevertheless clear that 
forms like s7das are not merely analogical re-formations.

1 With <oe> for <eo>. Variant forms such as acc.pl. s7dea suggest an alternative neut. 
paradigm, see §3.10.
2 Note that Li has strong forms of the gen.pl., namely MkGl 1.7 s7de, LkGl 3.16 
s7dea.
3 A very full, advanced treatment is S. Anderson (1992), whilst Kenstowicz (1994: 
esp. ch.5) provides an excellent introduction. Kenstowicz (1994: 233–4) also deals 
with a problem in PDE not unrelated to the present OE problem.

3.28 For the type exemplifi ed by mearh there are no signifi cant variations 
from the paradigm presented in §3.25.1,2 The length of the root vowel or 
diphthong, however, is diffi cult to ascertain, and it is unclear whether the 
length is determined morphologically or phonologically; for discussion of 
the issues involved, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.124, 127). It is plain, however, 
that both lengthened and unlengthened forms occurred.

1 Maldon 189 mear without fi nal -h is an isolated example, which may well be an 
error for mearg (on which see §3.31), see Scragg (1981: 79).
2 But the neut. nouns retain fi nal -h in the nom.pl., e.g. feorh ‘people’, which parallels 
the re-formation of þboh, see §3.26.

3.29 The morphology of several nouns whose stem ends in -h is made 
more complex by a change in Gmc whereby the sequence */“w/, with */“/ 
usually due to Verner’s Law, had simplifi ed to */w/, but could also simplify 
to */“/, see Hogg (1992b: §4.9(3)) for details. Therefore, alongside holh 
‘hollow’, horh ‘rheum’, both nom.sg. and with */x/ without Verner’s Law, 
infl ected forms with -w- occurred, thus *holwes,1 horwes, horwe. These 
could then co-occur with forms with -g-, e.g. PsCa(F,G) 7.5 horgum dat.pl.2 
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But any alternations of the type h ~ w might be viewed as synchronically 
suppletive, and hence we fi nd restructuring in the type of paradigm presented 
by mearh,3 and forms such as Lch II hores, horas.

1 Inferred from ME holwe and PDE hollow, though these could refl ect the stem 
*holg-.
2 Note ApT 14.6 horhgum dat.pl.
3 For occasional spellings of words such as mearh with fi nal -g, i.e. mearg, see 
§3.31.

(e) Devoicing

3.30 Most alternations induced by the historical changes of voicing and 
devoicing, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.54–68), result only in low-level allophonic 
variations of the type exemplifi ed by wulf [wulf] ~ wulfas [wulvas]. However, 
the fi nal devoicing of the voiced velar fricative /“/ has some morphological 
consequence, although this is mainly to be seen only in LWS texts; see ibid.: 
§7.63 for some details of the different expressions of this devoicing in other 
dialects.

3.31 In LWS, words such as bbah ‘ring’ (< bbag, and so for other nouns 
here), beorh ‘hill’, pldh ‘plough’, which show fi nal devoicing, retain the 
voiced velar fricative in infl ected forms, e.g. bbagas nom.pl., beorge dat.sg., 
pldges gen.sg. This sub-phonemic alternation could lead to the interpretation 
of <g> and <h> as freely varying spellings of a single velar fricative phoneme. 
Hence we also fi nd occasional spellings in which <h> substitutes for [“], 
e.g. dahum for dagum ‘day’ dat.pl., see Hogg (1992b: §7.64). Similarly, 
occasional examples of <g> for <h>, as in Ch 385 341 lbage ‘open land’, 
also poetic Wan 92 mearg ‘horse’, are best viewed as graphic substitutions. 
On the diffi culties that attend the interpretation of spellings with <h> for 
<g> and <g> for <h>, see Fulk (2002).

(f) Nominative singular in -e

3.32 A variety of historical developments contribute to a group of as-
declension nouns which appear to have an infl exional -e in the nom.sg. 
None of these nouns are originally simple a-stem nouns which constitute the 
core group of as-declension nouns. Rather, they come from the following 
three principal sources: (i) originally heavy-stemmed ja-stems such as masc. 
ende ‘end’, neut. wcte ‘punishment; (ii) originally light-stemmed i-stems such 
as masc. wine ‘friend’, neut. spere ‘spear’; (iii) light-stemmed ja-stems with 
originally stem-fi nal -r, e.g. here army. These types contrast with originally 
light-stemmed ja-stems such as se78 ‘man’, cynn ‘race’ and originally heavy-
stemmed i-stems such as dwl ‘part’, fl ws7 ‘fl esh’, which regularly pattern 
like masc. stan or neut. word, according to their gender.1 From a synchronic 
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point of view, however, a rather different three-way division is more plausible: 
(i) a type represented by ende, wine and spere;2 (ii) a type represented by 
wcte; and (iii) a type represented by here. These three types are discussed 
in order below.

1 But see §3.34 for discussion of the nom.pl. of a neut. such as cynn.
2 Also to be included here are a few trisyllabic nouns: byrele ‘cup bearer’, eowode 
‘fl ock’ (of variable gender), hemeþe ‘shirt’ (neut.), mere7e ‘wild celery’, scþe ‘scythe’, 
where gemination seems to have been lost in unstressed position, cf. with hemeþe Lat 
camisia. Byrele can also be a fem. n-stem, doubtless due to the nom.sg. -e.

3.33 The type of noun represented by ende, wine, spere patterns, according 
to gender, exactly as other as-nouns, except in the nom.acc.sg., where it is 
characterized by fi nal -e. It would be possible to analyse these nouns as 
having a paradigm separate from that for other as-nouns, which would be 
distinguished from them only by virtue of the nom.sg. infl exion -e, but 
such an analysis is rarely found.1 It seems more economical to assume that 
this type consists of disyllabic stems in which -e forms the second syllable 
of the stem.2,3 Corroboration of this analysis is to be derived from com-
pounds and quasi-compounds, in which words of this type retain fi nal -e of 
the fi rst constituent, e.g. sperencð ‘battle’, sperelbas ‘without a spearhead’.

1 See, however, Mitchell and Robinson (2006: §45) for remarks which appear to 
support such an analysis; also compare Pilch (1970) and the comments in §3.5 
above.
2 The remainder of the paradigm can then be derived by means of a synchronic rule 
which deletes unstressed /e/ before a further vowel, e.g. /ende+as/ 6 /endas/ = endas, 
/spere+u/ 6 /speru/ = speru. This synchronic rule can be seen as related to the historical 
sound change by which unstressed /e/ is lost before another vowel, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.150ff.). This sound change is then further developed in lOE and eME, see Luick 
(1914–40: §§451–2), Minkova (1991: 155–6). Broadly speaking, this type of analysis 
is the kind adopted by most generative phonologists, although the stem-fi nal vowel is 
often assumed to be underlying /j/ or /i/. This is in order to account for i-umlauted 
vowels in the initial syllable, which seems to us unnecessary anywhere in OE noun 
morphology, including mutation plurals, see §§3.122–7. Keyser and O’Neil (1985: 
50–1) assume wine to contain stem-fi nal /e/, in contrast to /i/ elsewhere, which is 
somewhat odd. K.H. Wagner (1969) and Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976) assign a similar 
underlying structure to the type represented by cynn, but this is rejected by Keyser and 
O’Neil (1985).
3 It should be noted that in n2 above and throughout this work we have silently 
amended the frequent generative use of ‘/y/’ for the palatal approximant /j/ in accord 
with IPA principles. The persistent use of ‘/y/’ for /j/ is to be deplored and avoided in 
the study of OE, though it remains standard in connexion with PIE.

3.34 The type of noun represented by wcte has one individuating char-
acteristic, namely nom.pl. in -u, e.g. wctu ‘punishments’.1 Given that apocope 
of fi nal -u normally occurs after a heavy monosyllable, see Hogg (1992b: 
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§6.20), this type represents a surface violation of apocope.2 Like the nouns 
discussed in §3.33, these retain fi nal -e when they are the initial constituents 
of compounds and quasi-compounds, e.g. wctehes ‘torture chamber’, wcteleast 
‘immunity from punishment’. The paradigm of this type contrasts clearly 
with original light ja-stem neuters like cynn ‘race’, in which the nom.pl. 
is cynn with apocope. The most probable explanation of this form is that 
these light stems were restructured as as-declension nouns with a monosyllabic 
stem ending in a geminate, and that therefore apocope would operate to 
delete infl exional -u in the nom.pl.3

1 Other examples of this type are given in §2.20.
2 However, in a generative framework it might be assumed that there existed a 
synchronic rule of apocope which was ordered before the /e/-deletion rule discussed 
in §3.33. The synchronic derivation of wctu would then be as follows, where the 
output is the actual OE form: /wipte+u/ 6 /wipte+u/ (apocope fails) 6 /wiptu/ 
(/e/-deletion).
3 Cf. the remarks in Hogg (1992b: §6.25), pertaining to diachronic developments, 
which we believe to be irrelevant in the present context of synchronic grammar.

3.35 Forms of all the types of noun discussed in §§3.33–4 are almost entirely 
regular in all dialects, subject only to the types of infl exional variation 
discussed in §§3.8–11. The only important exception to this generalization 
appears to be NNbr (Li, DurRitGl) rc7 ‘kingdom’, which as an historical 
heavy ja-stem should have been expected to pattern exactly like wcte (as 
it does in all other texts and dialects, with insignifi cant exceptions). But in 
these two texts the nom.sg. is always rc7. Since there is a pl. form LkGl(Li) 
4.5 rc7u,1 it would be diffi cult to argue that the noun has been totally re-formed 
as a heavy monosyllable, and the status of the word in NNbr remains 
obscure.

1 Alongside MtGl(Li) 4.8 rc7as, although this masc.pl. is scarcely relevant to the 
present discussion, since in Li the noun is otherwise neut.

3.36 The third type of noun to be discussed here is principally represented 
by here ‘army’; for other, structurally similar nouns see further §3.37. As 
described in §§2.19, 2.24b, here originally has /j/ before an infl exional 
vowel, so that we fi nd, for example, here ~ her8as. But even in EWS, forms 
with -8- are in a clear minority, and Or consistently has forms without -8-, 
thus giving a paradigm of the type here ~ heras, which is identical to that 
of wine, see §3.33. In LWS also the type here ~ heras predominates even 
more heavily.1 The development of the new type without /j/ appears to 
signal a restructuring such that here is simply aligned with all other nouns 
of the same type as wine.2,3 This change in the structure of here is directly 
relevant to the absence of i-umlaut in the synchronic phonology of OE 
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nouns, cf. §3.33n2. Where /j/ is retained before an infl exional vowel, in 
WS an epenthetic vowel may be introduced before the /j/, e.g. heri8as 
‘armies’, see for further details Hogg (1992b: §§6.43–4). For similar Nbr 
spellings but from a different source, see ibid.: §§6.35–6.

1 Not, however, exclusively, for there continue to be mainly isolated examples of the 
her8as type throughout the period, even in WS.
2 See further Keyser and O’Neil (1985: 55). On the other hand, the older type with 
/j/ might, in a generative approach consonant with the analysis of bearu offered in 
§3.42n2, suggest that the underlying form of the stem was /herj/, with /j/ vocalized to 
/i/ fi nally after /r/ and subsequently lowered to /e/. This would parallel historical devel-
opments in, e.g., the imper.sg. of weak verbs of class I, see §6.82. Cf. §§2.23ff.
3 However, it is surely anachronistic to suggest, as does Brunner (1965: §246A4), 
that the restructuring is on the basis of the i-stems, since it is most probable that the 
i-stems had all been restructured (as members of the as-declension, or perhaps, if very 
early, of the older a-stem class) prior to the development in here discussed above.

3.37 There are no other nouns exactly like here, but the compound 
durhere ‘folding door’ and the Lat loan casere ‘emperor’ should be noted, 
together with a large number of examples with the agentive suffi x -ere, e.g. 
bæcere ‘baker’, see further §2.20. It is noteworthy that none of these poly-
syllabic nouns ever shows pre-infl exional /j/,1 and the early restructuring 
of these nouns, which may have been connected with lack of stress, quite 
probably led to the restructuring of here.

1 By comparison, there are no attested compounds in here- before a second constitu-
ent with a vocalic initial, where, etymologically, her8- might be expected.

3.38 In Nbr the situation is somewhat different, for in all texts forms of 
here indicating the presence of /j/ are regular in the pl., e.g. her8um dat.pl., 
and in the sg. similar forms are more common than occasional forms 
without such indication, the only exception being constant dat.sg. here in 
Li.1 For Merc the situation in Ru1 is similar, but PsGl(A) offers no evidence. 
It is perhaps noteworthy that these northern dialects are in this respect 
apparently more conservative than WS.

1 Ru2, on the other hand, always has forms with -8-, see Lindelöf (1901: 104).

(g) Geminate consonants

3.39 The primary source of stem-fi nal geminate consonants in the as-
declension is originally light-stemmed ja-stems such as hyll ‘hill’ (masc.) 
and cynn ‘race’ (neut.), see §§2.19–20 and, for other sources, §3.40. 
Originally, these nouns should have had an ungeminated fi nal consonant 
in the nom.sg., e.g. *hyle, and a geminated consonant in the acc.sg., e.g. 
hyll. But the two forms appear to have fallen together by the time of 
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Pre-OE, with the geminate consonant being generalized throughout the 
paradigm, see §2.23. But later, by a process of degemination, an historical 
sound change which appears to have begun to be implemented by the time 
of EWS, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.80–1), gradually becoming expressed more 
frequently through the period, fi nal geminate consonants would have been 
shortened, so that there would be an alternation between a single word-fi nal 
consonant in the nom.sg., e.g. hyl, cyn, and a geminate consonant in infl ected 
forms, e.g. hylles, cynnes.1 This alternation is not always evidenced in LWS 
texts, so that, for example, cyn is found just once in ÆCHom, at II 144.205, 
and not at all in ÆLS, although occasionally in other Ælfrician texts, 
though this is more probably due to orthographic convention than to failure 
of the change, or levelling away of degemination, cf. ibid.: §7.81.2 It is 
noticeable that in Nbr the geminate consonants are regularly retained, 
although whether this is orthographic, as suggested by Campbell (1977: 
§66n4), or phonological seems impossible to determine.

1 Such alternation does not occur in nouns in which the geminate is subject to further 
change, as in the type exemplifi ed by se78 ‘man’. This type patterns exactly as stan.
2 The retention of an orthographic geminate seems to be particularly characteristic 
of Ælfrician texts, and it may therefore be a further indication of graphic conservatism 
in these texts. On the particular conservatism of Ælfrician texts, see Hogg (1997b).

3.40 When a noun refl ects a form bearing one of the WGmc suffi xes 
*-innja- (*-unnja-), *-attja- (*-ittja-), then the same alternations as in §3.39 
might have been expected. But in these nouns, of which typical examples 
are fæsten ‘fast’, fæsten ‘fortress’, wbsten ‘desert’, bærnet ‘arson’, þbowet 
‘slavery’,1 see for further examples §2.21, not only is there degemination 
in the nom.sg., but in WS this process is increasingly extended to infl ected 
cases also, hence gen.sg. fæstenes, etc. It is most probable that this extension 
of degemination throughout the plural is a phonological event, whereby 
the simplifi cation occurs fi rstly in unstressed syllables, rather than a morph-
ological levelling, cf. §3.62. The nom.pl. of these mainly neut. nouns is 
always in -u, which would not be expected after a heavy syllable, as in 
wbstennu ‘deserts’, but would be regular if degemination had occurred, e.g. 
wbstenu, see further §3.62.

1 The suffi x -ett interchanges with -ot, see Kastovsky (1992: 359–60), which is ungemin-
ated and whose vowel can then be syncopated.

3.41 A particularly unusual development occurs with a small number of 
original light i-stems, in particular hyse ‘warrior’. Here, alongside constant 
nom.sg. hyse we fi nd infl ected forms like nom.pl. hyssas.1 It is diffi cult to 
provide a coherent account of this alternation, cf. Hogg (1979: 72–3), and 
it may simply be that rival paradigms have developed. Other nouns which 
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show similar developments, but particularly the existence of rival paradigms, 
include dyne, dyn(n) ‘din’,2 ile, ill3 ‘sole of foot’, mete, mett ‘food’,4 ofdele 
‘slope’.5

1 Mald 123 has hysas in a metrically ambiguous position, but this is alongside hyssas 
(2¥) in verses in which the geminate is required by the metre.
2 Both dyn and dynn occur alongside each other uniquely in MSol. For 8edyne see 
§2.64n1, also for 8ewill ‘will’.
3 At CorpGl 400 glossing callos alongside weorras.
4 But mett is only Nbr, cf. §3.39.
5 LkGl(Li) 19.37 æfdæll, Ru æfdelle dat.sg., from which *ofdell nom.sg. might be 
supposed.

(h) Nominative singular in -u

3.42 Nouns of this type are historically old wa-stems with root-fi nal con-
sonants such as bearu ‘grove’ (masc.), searu ‘device’ (neut.), see §2.28. The 
masc. nouns all show an alternation between -u in the nom.sg. and -w- in 
all infl ected forms, e.g. bearu ~ bearwas, whilst the neuters all have -u in the 
nom.pl. also, e.g. searu ~ searu. It seems most probable that this type has 
been subject to synchronic restructuring, in which the stem is best analysed 
as containing fi nal -w, e.g. bearw-.1,2 Interestingly, these nouns also show 
in WS the introduction of epenthetic -u-, e.g. beaduwe ‘battle’ dat.sg. parallel 
to the type heri8as discussed in §3.36.

1 It would be possible, therefore, although it does not seem to us necessary, to derive 
the root diphthong by a synchronic rule of breaking, cf. §2.31(1). This is normally the 
type of analysis favoured by generative studies, e.g. K.H. Wagner (1969: 253), Kiparsky 
and O’Neil (1976: 548). In other respects the analysis presented here is very similar 
to such generative analyses, see also Keyser and O’Neil (1985: 51–2).
2 In a generative approach similar to that offered for here ~ her(i)8as in §3.36n2, 
two synchronic rules might then be assumed to apply to such nouns. The fi rst of these 
will be apocope of fi nal -u after a heavy stem, which will affect the nom.pl. of neuters, 
e.g. /suwrwu/ 6 /suwrw/, see further §3.50&n3. (It should be noted that such forms 
cannot be derived by assuming, rather than apocope, a rule which deletes /w/ before 
/u/. It would then be impossible to account for constant dat.pl. forms of the type 
searwum, see §2.31(2).) It should be noted that this is a signifi cant shift from the 
historical situation, where *saru is the expected nom.pl. form, see §2.31(2). (Compare 
with this form the older type represented in CorpGl 88 sarwo nom.sg. (glossing Lat 
adventio), with -w- introduced from the oblique cases but without a diphthong.) The 
second rule applying to these nouns will vocalize /w/ fi nally after a consonant, hence 
/buwrw, suwrw/ 6 /buwru, suwru/.

(i) Nominative singular in -w

3.43 There is a group of as-declension nouns which differ from the type 
discussed in §3.42 in that although they are old wa-stems, their root ends 
in a vowel or a diphthong, e.g. snaw ‘snow’, þbow ‘servant’ (masc.), hraw 
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‘body’, cnbow ‘knee’ (neut.), see §2.28. In all these nouns fi nal */w/ would 
have vocalized to /u/ and then either would have been lost after a long 
vowel or diphthong or would have formed a diphthong with a preceding 
short vowel, as in strba(w) ‘straw’ < *strau < *strawaz, see §2.31 for details. 
It is helpful in the discussion of these forms to distinguish between those 
nouns which have a root monophthong and those which have a root 
diphthong (from whatever source). The former are discussed in §3.44, the 
latter in §§3.45–8.

3.44 In monophthongal nouns of this type, the expected paradigm should 
show a vowel-fi nal nom.sg., e.g. sna with -w preceding the infl exion else-
where except perhaps the dat.pl.1 In fact, except where the root vowel is 
-c-, see below, the nom.sg. also shows -w, i.e. snaw, etc. If this -w is phono-
logically genuine, then this would represent a restructuring of this type to 
eliminate allomorphy, and the noun would pattern exactly as stan. On the 
other hand, if -w is purely an orthographic analogy, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§7.69ff.), then these nouns would pattern very much like the type exem-
plifi ed by bearu, see §3.42.2 The major exception to the above situation 
occurs with nouns having the root vowel /ip/, e.g. Tcw Tiw, for these nouns 
have an alternative nom.sg. of the type Tc8, so EpGl, ErfGl 767, CorpGl 1681 
brii8 ~ brcw ‘porridge’, CorpGl 986 8c8 ~ ClGl2 5 8cw ‘vulture’, EpGl, 
ErfGl 1015, CorpGl 2021 slc ~ slcw ‘tench’. This alternation can then affect 
the parallel ja-stem glc8 ~ glcw ‘mirth’.3 The development of these types is 
also connected with developments in Gmc, see further Hogg (1992b: §§3.18, 
4.9). From the morphological point of view, however, it is plain that all the 
variations lead to an elimination of allomorphy in the paradigm.

1 There appear to be no examples of nom.pl. of neut. nouns of this type. The late 
form strbwu may show late monophthongization, see Hogg (1992b: §5.212&n2).
2 Exactly how the paradigm would be generated synchronically in that event remains, 
however, problematic, for in order to derive nom.sg. /snap/ it is necessary to fi nd 
some method of deleting the stem-fi nal /w/ occurring elsewhere in the paradigm. 
Presumably this is best achieved by assuming that apocope applies equally to /w/ 
as to /u/; for details of apocope and some problems that this might cause, see 
§§3.50–1.
3 The alternation EpGl, ErfGl 1005, CorpGl 1972 cuu ~ MRune 35 boh ‘yew’ is due 
rather to the combined effects of Verner’s Law and the alternative developments of 
PGmc */“w/ in PGmc *cxwaz, see Hogg (1992b: §4.9(3)).

3.45 Nouns which had a root-fi nal diphthong in Gmc (i.e. before the 
suffi x -w-), e.g. bbow ‘barley’, dbaw ‘dew’, þbaw ‘custom’, see further §2.28, 
all share the paradigm of stan, with -w reintroduced to the nom.sg.,1 
although the nom.pl. of neuters (like bbow, see §2.28n3) is not evidenced. 
Other nouns which had developed a root-fi nal diphthong by the phonemic-
ization of the sequence root vowel plus suffi x -w- should have done so 
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only in the nom.&acc.sg., though fi nal -w was often restored in these cases 
on the basis of analogy to the infl ected cases, see Hogg (1992b: §3.19). In 
the infl ected cases, later developments should either have caused breaking 
of /e/ before /w/2 or shown failure of fi rst fronting before /w/, see ibid.: 
§§5.22, 5.13 respectively, hence giving paradigms of the following types:3

 Masculine Neuter
Singular
Nom. þbow servant cnbow knee strbaw straw
Acc. þbow cnbow strbaw straw
Gen. þeowes *cneowes *strawes
Dat. þeowe cneowe *strawe

Plural
Nom. þeowas cneowu *strawu
Acc. þeowas cneowu *strawu
Gen. þeowa cneowa *strawa
Dat. þeowum cneowum *strawum

Both these types of paradigm, i.e. those for nouns with the Gmc root vowel 
*/e/ and those for nouns with the Gmc root vowel */a/, are subject to 
restructuring, as discussed in §§3.46–8.

1 Except CollGl 12.83 sba ‘juice’.
2 But for reasons to doubt that there ever was breaking of /e/ before /w/, see Fulk 
(1992: §162n2). Note the parallel failure of breaking of /æ/ before /w/ (which occurs 
only in the sequence /æwi/, see Hogg (1992b: §5.20). If there was no such breaking, 
the diphthong in these cases should be regarded as analogical, and therefore long. That 
is, there may never have existed a form like cneowum with a short diphthong, rather, 
only cnewum (as at HomS 19 (Schaefer) 189) later replaced by cnbowum.
3 In the paradigms below we have assumed the reintroduction of -w fi nally, as in 
other nouns of this type, see further below. No refl ex of a masculine noun with 
Gmc */a/ before the stem formative is attested in OE. For strbaw there are no plural 
forms extant.

3.46 In WS, nouns with original */e/ normally show the paradigm in 
§3.45, including the reintroduction of -w, and forms without -w are rela-
tively infrequent, even in EWS.1 However, the length of the stem-vowel in 
infl ected forms is variable. For both EWS and LWS as exemplifi ed by Ælfric, 
the regular form of the nom.pl.neut. shows -u, e.g. cneowu, treowu, which 
suggests a light stem, although some other texts, for example WSCp, have 
many forms without -u, suggesting a heavy stem, i.e. cnbow. It seems at 
least plausible that the forms without -u are newer, showing a simplifi cation 
of the paradigm.2 This analysis is corroborated by the scansion of such 
words in poetry, since it is only in the Alfredian Met and the seemingly 
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late Jud that lengthening can be confi rmed by the metre.3 Outside of verse, 
the normal situation in WS is that orthographically, at least, the paradigm 
of these nouns is unvarying and exactly like that of nouns like bbow 
discussed in §3.45. Other nouns which pattern like þbow are hlbow 
‘protection’,4 trbow ‘tree’, ancleow ‘ankle’,5 and lareow ‘teacher’, latteow 
‘leader’, compounds of þbow.6

1 Thus, trbo ‘tree’ cnbo ‘knee’ are in WS prose relatively frequent only in Bede. The 
situation is somewhat different in the poetry, where diphthong-fi nal forms are frequent, 
see also the comments immediately following. In Beo, however, names in -þBo(w), 
infl ected and uninfl ected, are spelt without w about as frequently as with it, and the 
manuscript perhaps reads <þeo> for the simplex at Beo 2223, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles 
(2009: 76). Otherwise, uninfl ected ðbo without -w occurs only in the Merc PsGl(A) 
108, 28 and (apparently as an archaism) in LawAbt 90, composed c.600, though 
preserved only in a twelfth-century copy.
2 Exactly how to handle synchronically the variation in length of the diphthong 
evident in most WS is diffi cult, for there is no obvious synchronic, phonologically 
based conditioning to produce length. It might be best to regard the underlying stem 
as short and then morphologically lengthen the stem diphthong in the nom.sg., although 
this is an unhappy ‘brute force’ solution. See also K.H. Wagner (1969: 253–6).
3 See Fulk (1992: §§162–9), and on Beo particularly, Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 
327–8).
4 But the usual uninfl ected form is hlbo, which is also found in the dat.sg. at Gen 
102, And 567, see Campbell (1977: §584).
5 Probably re-formed on the analogy of cnbow. The second syllable bears reduced 
stress, which accounts for the short diphthong.
6 Beside forms of the an-declension, i.e. lareowa, latteowa.

3.47 In Nbr the status of the above nouns is somewhat obscured by the 
tendency in that dialect to write the diphthong as <ew>, e.g. cnbw, trbw, 
and also the interchange of <eo> and <ea>, see for both Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.44–5). This makes it diffi cult to interpret, for example, variations in 
dat.pl. forms such as MtGl(Li) 17.14 cnbum, LkGl(Li) 5.8 cnbuum, 22.41 
cnboum, although it is most probable that they all represent a diphthong 
followed by /w/.1 To the extent that Merc has similar forms, -w usually 
appears, but PsGl(A) also has 73.5 trba gen.pl. and Ca 6.37 eletrbs ‘olive 
tree’ gen.sg., cf. the Nbr forms in n1.

1 Yet there are a few forms in which this cannot be so, especially in trbo ‘tree’, which 
is usually nom.sg. trb, and similarly in sg. infl ected forms, e.g. gen.sg. trbes, although 
in the pl. diphthongal forms predominate. The same appears to be true with strb ‘straw’ 
for strbaw. This variation is puzzling and remains unaccounted for; see Ross (1940: 
47–52), who claims that trbes is due to Norse infl uence (which means that Merc -trbs 
has to be explained separately) and that strb is by orthographic analogy to trb. Ross’s 
account seems unconvincing.

3.48 In WS, the only noun of this kind in the as-declension with original 
Gmc */a/ is restructured on the basis of the nom.sg. without allomorphic 
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variation, i.e. strbaw ~ strbawes. This noun always shows fi nal -w in unin-
fl ected forms1 and hence patterns exactly like e.g. þbaw ~ þbawes (outside 
of the nom.&acc.pl., since þbaw is masc.), with original Gmc */au/, see §3.45. 
In other dialects the noun patterns similarly to those discussed in §3.47, 
see especially n1.

1 The compound strbaberi8e (alongside strbawberi8e) ‘strawberry’ is scarcely relevant, 
since either the variations are orthographic or we may assume loss of /w/ in composi-
tion. (On the relation of orthography to phonology in early medieval texts, see Laing 
and Lass 2003.)

3.49 It may be observed from the discussion in §§3.43–8 that, despite the 
often complex history of this overall group of nouns, the strong tendency 
in all of them is to develop a new paradigm without allomorphic variation, 
and in which the nom.sg. ends in either orthographic or phonological -w. 
Essentially, therefore, these nouns come to differ from a noun like stan 
only in the fact that their nom.sg. ends in -w rather than -n.

(j) Apocope

3.50 In nouns of the as-declension the only form in which apocope can 
potentially occur is the nom.pl. of neuter nouns.1 With monosyllabic neuters 
the situation in WS is relatively straightforward, in that light-stemmed 
nouns, with one predictable set of exceptions, see below, show -u or -a, 
see §3.9, in the nom.pl. and heavy-stemmed nouns have -Ø, e.g. s7ipu 
‘ships’ vs. word ‘words’.2,3 Apart from the type discussed in n2, the most 
obvious apparent surface exceptions to this situation are nouns like wcte 
‘punishment’, with nom.pl. wctu despite the preceding heavy syllable. For 
an analysis of this type, see §3.34.

1 Recall especially that here nom.pl. includes the synchronically identical acc.pl., see 
§3.7.
2 This general statement is not, however, without exceptions. Some, especially later, 
texts show -u even after heavy syllables. Particularly rich sources include LibSc and 
PsGl(D), with frequent examples such as wordu, weorcu (although these may be found 
alongside other forms like PsGl(D) s7bap ‘sheep’ pl. This shift, which may have been 
motivated by a desire to distinguish sg. and pl. forms, can best be analysed as a loss 
of the synchronic rule of apocope (see below, §§3.65, 3.67, 3.72), which is in any case 
somewhat morphologized in its restriction to nouns and adjs. against verbs, see further 
§§4.43, 4.11. See also §3.70 for the situation elsewhere, particularly NNbr.
3 At least at fi rst sight, it seems clear that this variation can be handled by a synchronic 
rule of u-apocope after a heavy syllable, which will apply equally to historical wa-stems 
like searu ‘devices’, in which fi nal -u may be explained on the basis of the development 
/suwrwu/ 6 /suwrw/ and subsequent vocalization to /suwru/. (Two problems persist, 
however. The fi rst of these is whether /w/ might be subject to apocope in the same 
positions, cf. §3.44, and the derivation of searu immediately below. The second arises from 
the existence of the alternative infl exion -a, see below.) This rule is presumably a 
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subpart of a more general rule which apocopates both high vowels (/i, u/) and pre-
sumably also /j/, cf. Hogg (1992b: §§6.20, 6.25) for the historical development. 
Generative treatments such as Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976), Dresher (1978) and Keyser 
and O’Neil (1985) have a rule normally called High Vowel Deletion (or the like) which 
follows the broad outlines of this more general apocope. It seems more helpful in the 
present context to consider only the relevant subpart of the rule without attempting 
to prejudge whether or not the more general rule is the more appropriate, see Hogg 
(2000: 355). It should also be noted that the synchronic analysis of the fi nal vowel is 
made more complex by the alternative form -a, see also §3.57n1.

3.51 NNbr is remarkable for the number of instances in which u-apocope 
fails even after a heavy syllable, cf. §3.50n2. Thus, in Li only about 25% 
of heavy stems have -Ø in the nom.pl., see Ross (1937: 55), whilst in 
DurRitGl -Ø is equally uncommon except, perhaps, in the case of s7cp 
‘sheep’ (6¥) alongside 19.19 s7cpo, see Lindelöf (1890: 105). This phenom-
enon is not found in the comparable SNbr or Merc texts, nor in PsGl(A).

(k) Double plurals

3.52 As is pointed out in §§2.97–100, all nouns which historically belonged 
to the s-stem class, and were therefore neuter, adopted the endings of the 
as-declension in OE. These nouns are divisible into two groups: (i) those 
which show an -r- after the stem in the pl. but not in the sg.; (ii) those 
which show an -r- throughout their paradigm. The second type shows no 
particular characteristics of variation which are not found with other as-
declension nouns of the same syllabic structure, except it should be noted 
that parallel pairs of nouns are sometimes found with and without i-umlaut, 
e.g. sele ~ salor ‘hall’,1 which is indicative that the original i-umlaut vari-
ations characteristic of the historical stem class, see §§2.95–6, had been 
either extended throughout the paradigm or levelled away.2 The fi rst type, 
however, requires further discussion.

1 See also §3.14&n1.
2 The remarks in §3.33n2 on the general loss of any synchronic rule of i-umlaut in 
OE noun morphology are pertinent here.

3.53 Three nouns regularly show the characteristics of type (i) r-stems: 
w8 ‘egg’, lamb ‘lamb’ and 7ealf ‘calf’, and the paradigms of the fi rst two, 
at least, demonstrate that they accept the normal infl exions of neuter nouns 
of the as-declension except that in the plural, -r- directly follows the stem 
and precedes the infl exional ending, hence, for example, gen.sg. lambes ~ 
gen.pl. lambra. Since these nouns show the same set of infl exions as other 
as-declension neuters, it is most appropriate to treat the intervening -r- as 
an additional marker of plurality which is inserted before the infl exion. On the 
other hand, usage with 7ealf is variable. Often it follows the same pattern 
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as the other two nouns, but in Ælfric it has adopted the regular plural of 
masc. nouns of the as-declension, e.g. 7ealfas, 7ealfum at ÆHom 22.264, 
267.1 Elsewhere in LWS, both patterns are found.2,3 In Ælfrician texts, 
although 7ild ‘child’ usually displays the forms of a neut. noun of the as-
declension, as is regularly the case in EWS, cf. §2.99, forms with intrusive 
-r-, i.e. nom.acc.pl. 7ildru, -a, gen.pl. 7ildra, dat.pl. 7ildrum, become more 
common, forming a signifi cant minority.4

1 But note that if these are infl ected forms of 7ealf, then ÆHom 31.103 an 7ealf 
acc.sg. shows that the noun remains neut. in gender, and the replacement is purely 
phonological.
2 In lNbr, Li shows gen.sg. cælfes, celfes, with the infl exion of the as-declension added 
to an umlauted stem.
3 Examples of other words are isolated and late: PsGl(D, K) 147.6, OccGl 50.1.2 
147.17 brbadru, -a ‘breadcrumbs’, AldV 1.5125 hwmedru ‘sexual intercourse’, LorGl 
2.19 lbower ‘hams’ (also LorGl 1.17 lbwera gen.pl., Ch 1506 lwuw nom.sg.), ClGl 
1.3862 speldra ‘torches’.
4 RegCGl 2.116 7ildran is dat.pl. Note the curious form 7ildas in the Nbr MtGl(Li) 
19.13, which might be compared with the forms in n2.

3.54 These nouns, however, show one further peculiarity in that their 
nom.pl. always has infl exional -u in WS, i.e. w8ru, 7ealfru, lambru. There 
are two possible explanations for this preservation of the infl exion. Firstly, 
we might suggest that the additional marker of plurality is not /r/ but vowel 
+ /r/, for example /lamburu/.1 This structure is exactly parallel to that of, 
say, hbafdu ‘heads’, see §3.63, and hence, in a synchronic treatment, apocope 
would fail and then syncope would delete the vowel of the medial syllable.2 
Alternatively, we might suggest that the additional marker of plurality is 
simply /r/ and that, as described in §§3.65, 3.67, 3.72, the rule of u-apocope 
has been lost from the morphology of these nouns.

1 We discount the possibility that the underlying form of the nom.sg. might also be 
disyllabic, e.g. */lambu/, for the interaction of that structure with that suggested for 
nouns such as bearu (< /bearw/), see §3.42, would be diffi cult, as also might be the 
case with a rule of u-deletion to parallel the rule of e-deletion required for nouns like 
wine, see §3.33.
2 Cf. §3.64 for a diachronic treatment.

3.55 There is evidence in favour of both of these suggestions. For the 
fi rst, beside expected calferu, lomberu, PsGl(A) has calfur (2¥), lombor (1¥) 
and Ru2 has lombor (3¥), the latter of which parallel the structure for 
disyllabics with a heavy fi rst syllable that were originally monosyllabic, a 
structure that is observable principally in the dialect of PsGl(A), see §3.64.1 
For the second it should be noted that 7ild ‘child’, which normally has the 
regular nom.pl. 7ild, has in LWS an increasing number of examples of the 
type 7ildru, -a, which suggests that there is a tendency to see the nom.pl. 
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of this word and a few others as -ru, see §2.99 for further details. A third 
possibility is that -u came to be in LWS proper to the nom.acc.pl. of all 
disyllabic neuter nouns ending in a sonorant, see §3.72.

1 Li also has lombor at JnGl 21.15, but this is immediately followed by JnGl 21.16 
lomboro, and note also LkGl 10.3 lombro.

(l) Disyllabic nouns1,2

3.56 Disyllabic stems may be classifi ed into several subtypes, according 
to the internal structure of each of their syllables: (a) heavy fi rst syllable 
with VC second syllable, e.g. drihten ‘lord’ (masc.), hbafod ‘head’ (neut.); 
(b) heavy fi rst syllable followed by a sonorant which at least originally was 
non-syllabic, e.g. fi nger ‘fi nger’ (masc.), tacn ‘sign’ (neut.); (c) light fi rst 
syllable with VC second syllable, e.g. metod ‘creator’ (masc.), werod ‘troop’ 
(neut.); (d) light fi rst syllable followed by a sonorant which at least origin-
ally was non-syllabic, e.g. fugol ‘bird’ (masc.), weder ‘weather’ (neut.); (e) 
any fi rst syllable with a heavy second syllable, e.g. cyning ‘king’ (masc.), 
fulwiht ‘baptism’ (neut.).3 These subtypes refl ect historical origins and devel-
opment rather than synchronic status. Stems of types (b) and (d) are often 
treated as metrically monosyllabic in some (presumably older, in most cases) 
OE verse, whilst those of types (a) and (c) are rarely so treated.4 Thus, 
given the conservatism of poetic language, it may be assumed that at some 
earlier point in the OE period a distinction amongst the types was at least 
partly maintained. It is necessary to discuss each type separately before 
considering whether they remained synchronically distinct in later OE.

1 Many writers refer to these nouns as trisyllabic, given their structure in PGmc with 
an infl exional ending in the nom.sg., e.g. *metudaz (> OE metod ‘creator’). Such usage 
is confusing in reference to their synchronic status in OE. Note also that nouns of 
types (b) and (d) below have a stem-fi nal sonorant which is not in origin syllabic, but 
which becomes so only by native OE processes of syllabifi cation and epenthesis, see 
Fulk (1992: §§76–98) and n2 below.
2 It will be apparent that the following discussion has been heavily infl uenced by the 
work presented in Fulk (1992: §§76–98), which was not available when Hogg (1992b: 
esp. §§6.38–45) was written. There are, therefore, some differences between the latter 
account and the remarks on epenthesis and syllabifi cation in the following sections, 
but we do not believe there are any serious contradictions.
3 Nouns of the type exemplifi ed by bebod ‘command’ with pl. bebodu, 8ebed ‘prayer’ 
with pl. 8ebedu are not to be regarded as disyllabic nouns, for in both cases the prefi x 
is unstressed, and therefore they behave exactly as monosyllabic nouns. For the stress 
of bebod, see Hogg (1992b: §2.91(2a)).
4 This was fi rst observed by Sievers (1885: 480–2).

3.57 In nouns of type (a) with a heavy fi rst syllable + VC, syncope of the 
vowel of the second syllable is normal in all infl ected forms, to give para-
digms of the following types:
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 Masculine Neuter
Singular
Nom. drihten lord hbafod head
Acc. drihten hbafod
Gen. drihtnes hbafdes
Dat. drihtne hbafde

Plural
Nom. drihtnas hbafda, hbafdu1

Acc. drihtnas hbafda, hbafdu1

Gen. drihtna hbafda
Dat. drihtnum hbafdum

Forms without syncope, e.g. drihtenes gen.sg., do occur, however, more 
commonly in LWS than in Angl, even occasionally in Ælfric, though syn-
copated forms always predominate. Such is the synchronic state of affairs; 
on the historical development of the type, see §3.64. Other nouns which 
are of this type include:

(a) masc.: aþum ‘son-in-law’,2 wled ‘fi re’, bannuc ‘cake’,3 bismer ‘disgrace’,4 
brbmel ‘bramble’, bytel ‘hammer’, dbofol ‘devil’ (see §2.12n2), ealdor 
‘prince’, ellen ‘courage’ (also neut.), bþel ‘home’, hassuc ‘hassock’,3 
mattoc ‘mattock’,3 dfor ‘margin, shore’,5 s7yttel ‘bolt’, stypel ‘steeple’, 
þboden ‘prince’, þymel ‘thimble’, and the restructured Lat loan mynster 
‘monastery’, see §2.20n1;

(b) neut.: hwmed ‘sexual intercourse’, þyrel ‘hole’ and, when neut., see 
§2.12n2, dbofol ‘devil’. The words lendenu ‘loins’,6 mæ8den ‘maiden’, 
ncten ‘animal’ are infl ected the same way, though in WS, unlike in 
Angl, there is usually no syncope in these, see further Hogg (1992b: 
§6.32), and §3.64 below.7 Also to be included here are polysyllabic 
nouns with the diminutive suffi x -in7el, e.g. hesin7el ‘small house’, 
stanin7el ‘small stone’, ðbowin7el ‘little servant’.8

1 Ælfric seems to prefer -a to -u, although both occur, see §3.9. The question whether 
this is a purely phonological development or a substitution of one infl exion for another 
is of some consequence, since if the latter is the case, the synchronic status of u-apocope 
is called into doubt, see Hogg (1997a). Campbell (1977: §377) appears to claim that 
the development is purely phonological, but that must be considered doubtful, since 
-a is not substituted for -u/-o in the nom.sg. of light-stemmed d-stems, and the substitu-
tion must therefore be morphologically conditioned, see Hogg (2000: 366).
2 From *aiþumaz; cf. OHG eidum.
3 There appear to be no examples of syncope in these words. This may be either for 
phonotactic reasons or, less likely, because the vowels of these obscure suffi xes could 
have been long at the time of syncope, cf. §2.17n3, with the references there. If the 
latter is the case, then they would belong to type (e), like fultum ‘assistance’.
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4 It is noteworthy that syncope occurs even here, as in dat.sg. bismre. The phonotactic 
diffi culties of this form are perhaps exemplifi ed by the relative frequency of unsynco-
pated bismere even in EWS texts such as CP and Or. The noun appears in all three 
genders.
5 Campbell (1977: §574(3)) assigns a short root vowel to this word and classifi es it 
as belonging to type (d), but the PGmc form is usually reconstructed as *d]eraz: cf. 
MHG uover.
6 Always plural, although lenden frequently occurs as the fi rst constituent of a com-
pound, as in lendene7e ‘pain in the loins, loin ache’.
7 But cf. Lch II (1) 45.5.1 nytne dat.sg.; however, Lch II nbtnum dat.pl. and PsGl(B) 
77.46 nbtnu acc.pl. have the Anglian root vowel. Cf. also PsGl(B) 44.4 lendna acc.pl.
8 See Dahl (1938: 73) on the status of this suffi x.

3.58 The typical LWS paradigms of type (b) nouns, in which a heavy fi rst 
syllable is followed by a sonorant that was at least originally non-syllabic, 
may be exemplifi ed as follows:

 Masculine Neuter
Singular
Nom. fi nger fi nger tac(e)n1 sign
Acc. fi nger tac(e)n
Gen. fi ngres tacnes
Dat. fi ngre tacne

Plural
Nom. fi ngras tacna, tacnu
Acc. fi ngras tacna, tacnu
Gen. fi ngra tacna
Dat. fi ngrum tacnum

Infl ected forms with epenthesis, e.g. fi ngeres gen.sg., occur occasionally, 
especially in Li. Other nouns of the same type include:

(a) masc.: æppel ‘apple’,2 wþm ‘breath’, bldstm ‘blossom’, bdsm ‘bosom’, 
hleahtor ‘laughter’, maþm ‘treasure’, s7uldor ‘shoulder’,3 wæstm 
‘fruit’;

(b) neut.: ator ‘poison’, bbacn ‘beacon’, cndsl ‘race’, cumbol ‘banner’, 
facn ‘crime’, fddor ‘fodder’, fddor ‘case’, hrcsl ‘shuttle’,4 hesl ‘Eucharist’, 
spatl ‘saliva’, teddor ‘progeny’, wwpn ‘weapon’, wolcen ‘cloud’,5

wuldor ‘glory’, wundor ‘wonder’.6

1 On the distribution of epenthesized and non-epenthesized forms of the nom.sg., see 
fi rstly §3.65.
2 Originally an u-stem and frequently infl ected as such in the plural, e.g. appla. Its 
use may be as a neut. at AldV 1.3734 -applu, where the form may result from the 
equation of -a and -u.
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3 But s7uldor is exceptional in having nom.pl. s7uldru, -o, -a. This is not neut. but 
probably an old dual form, which may be compared with duru ‘door’, nosu ‘nose’, 
see Hogg (1992b: §6.25). The modern pl. form occurs just once, in three parallel late 
interlinear glosses, i.e. PsCa(D, E, K) 7.11 s7uldras.
4 LRid 7 hrcsil must metrically have a long vowel in the fi rst syllable. This structure 
is advocated by Smith (1978: 46), Pheifer (1974: §67) and Fulk (1992: §88n28), 
although ErfGl 851 hrcsl is unreliable. For alternative views, see Bülbring (1902: §444), 
Campbell (1977: §574.4).
5 CP has wolc (2¥ side by side at 285.20, 24), and the same form is found very rarely 
elsewhere. These suggest an originally monosyllabic stem, though whether the word 
is etymologically monosyllabic cannot be determined for certain, since there are no 
close cognates outside of WGmc, and hence, e.g., Orel (2003: 474) is undecided. The 
word is twice metrically disyllabic in Ex. In PsGl(A) the nom.acc.pl. is usually wolcen 
(6¥), like other originally monosyllabic nouns in that text, but twice wolcenu.
6 The historical masc. u-stem winter ‘winter’, which is always masc. in the sg., has 
nom.pl. winter, which appears to belong to this type. This pl. form occurs alongside 
rare wintras and Nbr wintru, -o, -a. The origins and status of the Nbr forms remain 
undetermined.

3.59 The typical LWS paradigms of type (c) nouns, disyllabic in origin, 
in which a light fi rst syllable is followed by VC, may be exemplifi ed as 
follows:

 Masculine Neuter
Singular
Nom. metod creator werod troop
Acc. metod werod
Gen. metodes werodes
Dat. metode werode

Plural
Nom. metodas werod
Acc. metodas werod
Gen. metoda weroda
Dat. metodum werodum

Other nouns of the same type include:

(a) masc.: awel ‘awl’, bydel ‘beadle’, cradol ‘cradle’,1 daroþ ‘dart’, eodor 
‘enclosure’, eofor ‘boar’, eosol ‘ass’, falod ‘fold’, faroþ ‘sea water’, 
hafoc ‘hawk’, hamor ‘hammer’,2 heofon ‘heaven’, sadol ‘saddle’, seoloc 
‘silk’, waroþ ‘shore’, weoloc ‘whelk’.

(b) neut.:3 gamen ‘game’, mæ8en ‘strength’, ofet ‘fruit’, re7ed ‘building’, 
wæter ‘water’,4 yfel ‘evil’.

1 Campbell (1977: §574(3)) regards this word as belonging to type (d), but cf. Pokorny 
(1959: 386).
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2 Campbell (1977: §574(3)) regards these words as belonging to type (d), but cf. ON 
h[murr, s[ðull.
3 Campbell (1977: §574(4)) regards *waroþ ‘seaweed’ as belonging to this group, 
but it is usually regarded as having a long vowel in the fi rst syllable, as suggested by 
the poetic metre at Rid40 49 and the apparent etymological connexion to war 
‘seaweed’.
4 Brunner (1965: §243.3) and Campbell (1977: §574.3) regard wæter as belonging 
to type (d), i.e. with an underlying stem wætr-. The stem may have had that form in 
lOE, see Bermúdez-Otero and Hogg (2003: 111–12), but cf. §§3.71–2; however, ety-
mologically the stem is disyllabic, since the noun is in origin a heteroclitic stem, and 
in WGmc the paradigm is based on the stem in *-ar- rather than *-n-, hence *watar-, 
see Bammesberger (1990a: 204), also Amos (1980: 73), Fulk (1992: §84n21). 
Monosyllabic ON vatn is based on the stem in -n-.

3.60 The typical LWS paradigm of type (d) nouns, in which a light syllable 
is followed by a sonorant that was at least originally non-syllabic, may be 
exemplifi ed as follows:1

 Masculine Neuter
Singular
Nom. þe8(e)n servant wed(e)r weather, storm
Acc. þe8(e)n wed(e)r
Gen. þe8(e)nes wed(e)res
Dat þe8(e)ne wed(e)re

Plural
Nom. þe8(e)nas wed(e)ra, -u2

Acc. þe8(e)nas wed(e)ra, -u2

Gen. þe8(e)na wed(e)ra
Dat. þe8(e)num wed(e)rum

Infl ected forms with epenthesis, e.g. þe8enes gen.sg., are to be found already 
in EWS, as well as in Ælfric. Other nouns of the same type include:3

(a) masc.: æcer ‘fi eld’, befer ‘beaver’,4 botm ‘bottom’, fæþm ‘embrace’, 
fugol ‘bird’, hæsel ‘hazel’, hræfen ‘raven’, næ8l ‘nail’, ofen ‘oven’, re8n 
‘rain’, se8el ‘sail’ (often neut.).5

(b) neut.: botl ‘dwelling’, bræ8en ‘brain’ le8er ‘bed’, setl ‘seat’.

1 "e8n and other words with /j/ before /n/, e.g. re8n, can, especially in LWS, show 
an alternative development with loss of /j/ and compensatory lengthening to þbn, etc., 
see Hogg (1992b: §7.71) for details. In such instances the nouns pattern exactly as 
stan, etc. But these forms, which we shall ignore here because of their lack of morph-
ological interest, seem always to co-exist with forms without this development.
2 Most handbooks give an infl exionless form for the nom.acc.pl. of such nouns, but 
although, for example, nom.pl. weder does occur at Lch II (2) 41.2.1 (though this is 
an Anglian-derived text), it is not the usual form in WS of any date. The situation is 
similar in NNbr, but not in Merc, see §§3.70–1.
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3 Nouns listed below as lacking an epenthetic vowel never show such a vowel in the 
nom.acc.sg. Note that JnGl(Li) 1.18 fæðm is dat.sg.
4 See Campbell (1977: §395n1). The argument of Kümmel (2004) that this word and 
some others of this type had an alternately monosyllabic or disyllabic stem by case is 
unpersuasive.
5 Campbell (1977: §574(3)) includes here *ofor ‘shore’, but see §3.57n5.

3.61 In nouns of type (e), which are characterized by an originally heavy 
second syllable,1 either because of a consonant cluster in the rhyme or an 
originally long vowel which had not been shortened by the time of syncope, 
see Hogg (1992b: §§6.26–33), syncope naturally does not occur and the 
words follow the paradigm of stan if masc. and word if neut. Such failure 
of syncope is regular when the second syllable is one of the suffi xes -dom, 
-els, -had, -ing (and hence -ling), -oþ (all masc.) and the neut. suffi x -lac. 
Typical examples are: cynedom ‘royalty’, wcsdom ‘wisdom’, gyrdels ‘girdle’, 
rwdels ‘counsel’, camphad ‘warfare’, 7ildhad ‘childhood’, æþeling ‘prince’, 
cyning ‘king’, dborling ‘favourite’, hyrling ‘hireling’, fi scoþ ‘fi shing’, huntoþ 
‘hunting’,2 aglac ‘misery’, wedlac ‘wedlock’. The same structure is seen in: 
(i) obscured compounds of the type færeld ‘journey’ (also neut.), fultum 
‘help’, hlaford ‘lord’ (all masc.), fulwiht ‘baptism’ (neut.); (ii) nouns which 
have a heavy second syllable due to neither suffi xation nor compounding, 
e.g. hen8est ‘horse’, csern ‘iron’ (neut.; but see §2.21n3), meris7 ‘marsh’, 
see also Hogg (1992b: §6.68); (iii) Lat loans, especially those borrowed no 
earlier than the time of Christianization, e.g. altar ‘altar’, apostol ‘apostle’. 
Naturally, these nouns are morphologically straightforward.

1 More precisely, when the fi nal syllable of the stem is heavy, thus including the fi nal 
syllable of trisyllabic words like æþeling below.
2 And similarly forms with the suffi x -noþ, e.g. fi s7noþ. The -n- is extended from 
related verbs in -nian, e.g. drohtnoþ ‘way of life’ beside drohtoþ, due to drohtnian 
‘behave’. Also to be included here are words in which -oþ is not due to suffi xation, 
thus oroþ ‘breath’, see Hogg (1992b: §6.5). Perhaps waroþ ‘seaweed’ is amongst these, 
see §3.59n3.

3.62 A source of disyllabic nouns in WS rather different from any dis-
cussed above is originally neut. ja-stems with the suffi xes -enn, -ett, e.g. 
wfen ‘evening’, fæsten ‘fortress’, fæsten ‘fast’, wbsten ‘desert’, bærnet ‘arson’, 
þi77et ‘thicket’, see for further examples §2.21. In these nouns there should 
have been an alternation between ungeminated nom.sg. and geminated 
forms elsewhere, but degemination is gradually extended, see §3.40. In WS 
these nouns always have nom.pl. in -u, e.g. wbsten(n)u, þi77et(t)u. From 
an historical point of view this may be the expected result, although it 
contrasts with cynn ‘race’ nom.pl., see §2.24n3, Hogg (1992b: §6.25). 
Synchronically, if degemination is ordered before apocope, or, and perhaps 
more plausibly, such words are assumed, with the loss of any geminate 
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examples, to have an underlying non-geminate fi nal consonant, then it is 
also the case that retention of -u would be predicted.1

1 In essence, this latter analysis would align such nouns with the type (a) mæ8den 
‘maiden’, etc., in WS, see §3.57.

3.63 If we exclude from the following discussion type (e) disyllabics, 
which behave exactly like heavy-stemmed monosyllables, we can apparently 
observe the following variations in the remaining four types: (i) syncope 
of an unstressed medial vowel after a heavy syllable, as in drihtnes, hbafdes 
(type a); (ii) vowel epenthesis between a consonant and a sonorant,1 as in 
fugeles, wederes (type d) and, but very differently, fi nger, tacen (type b); 
(iii) u-apocope in neut. nouns of type (c) such as werod. Since u-apocope 
is historically a change which occurs either after a heavy syllable (as in 
word) or after a light syllable followed by another syllable (as in werod), 
see Hogg (1992b: §§6.18, 6.20), it will be plain that the structure of the 
stem and the interaction of the rules of syncope and epenthesis are poten-
tially crucial to the operation of apocope.

1 Or syllabifi cation of the previously non-syllabic sonorant, since we cannot be certain 
of the intention behind the orthographic insertion of a vowel before the sonorant.

3.64 Phonologically, the most conservative dialect of OE as regards undis-
rupted preservation of the results of syncope and apocope as applied to 
disyllabic stems is the dialect of PsGl(A). In this dialect, exceptions to the 
rule of syncope in an open syllable after a heavy syllable are vanishingly 
rare: whilst WS not infrequently has forms with analogically restored vowels 
that had been syncopated, such as bðeles, bysmore, in PsGl(A) such forms 
do not occur amongst noun stems (and rarely in other declensional stems),1 
with a single, principled exception: syncope fails in a syllable preceding 
infl exional -u (but not -um), be it fem.nom.sg. or neut.nom.acc.pl. Hence, 
in PsGl(A), normal forms are nbtenu ‘cattle’, hbafudu ‘heads’. More re-
markably, in PsGl(A) a rather consistent distinction is observed in the 
nom.acc.pl., but no other case, between stems of type (a) and of type (b): 
stems of type (a) retain fi nal -u in these cases, as they ought on an etymological 
basis, whilst those of type (b) apocopate it, again as they ought. Thus, 
there is a rather fi rm distinction between nom.acc.pl. nbtenu, hbafudu, on the 
one hand (type a), and bbcen ‘signs’, wbpen ‘weapons’ on the other (type 
b),2 with few exceptions.3 The principled nature of the general exception 
to syncope was recognized in the older handbooks (Sievers, 1898: §144&A1; 
Wright and Wright 1925: §216), though the newer ones, and most recent 
studies, seem to regard forms like hbafudu as analogical creations, see e.g. 
Brunner (1965: §159A2), Campbell (1977: §353). Rather, the great regu-
larity in PsGl(A) of the distinction between types (a) and (b) in this regard 
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– a distinction that could not have been recovered once lost, since the 
paradigms of types (a) and (b) are otherwise identical – must lead to the 
conclusion that the forms attested in PsGl(A) are the direct results of
the historical application of syncope and apocope, and therefore forms like 
WS hbafdu, dbofl u ‘devils’ are analogical creations.4 The motivation for 
their creation is to obviate the irregularity that although the infl ected stem 
is otherwise always monosyllabic, before -u it is disyllabic, as it is when 
uninfl ected. In PsGl(A) this irregularity was handled in a converse manner: 
there arose nom.acc.pl. hbafud (5¥) beside original hbafudu (2¥), by ana-
logy to the nom.acc.pl. of nouns of type (c) like werod. For details, see 
Fulk (2010c).

1 It appears that the only relevant exceptions are a few adjectivals: boweres, yl7ere, 
anhyrnera, 8edrdbfede, for7errede. See Zeuner (1881: 65–7).
2 As the number of nouns of this type in PsGl(A) is small, and nbtenu in this respect 
does not differ from the WS form, see §3.57, to demonstrate the point it is necessary 
to consider evidence from outside the class of disyllabic nouns of the as-declension. The 
other forms cited in Fulk (2010c: 135, which see for discussion) are the following: 
calferu ‘calves’, badigu ‘blessed’, for7erredu ‘corrupted’, cdelu ‘idle’, crenu ‘iron’ (adj.), 
lomberu ‘lambs’, lytelu ‘little’, dðeru ‘other’, wdbrigu ‘weary’.
3 PsGl(A) 95.5 ðcoful (for dcoful) nom.pl. is due to the fact that the noun changed 
gender after the application of syncope and apocope, see §3.138. Calfur and lombur 
(beside calferu, lomberu) may be due to the co-occurrence of monosyllabic and 
disyllabic forms of the nom.pl. of s-stems in PGmc, see §2.99n1, and cf. §3.55. The 
co-occurrence of wolcenu (2¥) and wolcen (6¥) plainly points to analogical disruption, 
though which form is original cannot be determined for certain, see §3.58n5. The 
apparent reference in Keyser and O’Neil (1985: 143) to a form wunduru in PsGl(A) 
must be a misprint. On hbafud beside hbafudu, see below. Amongst the adjectives, 
there are two instances of cdel nom.sg.fem. alongside cdelu (1¥).
4 Against the possibility that, historically, the rules simply applied differently in the 
two dialects, see Fulk (2010c: 136–7).

3.65 Historically, type (b) nouns derive from a stem of the type tacn- with 
a fi nal post-consonantal sonorant, but since neut.nom.pl. -u is often attached 
to such stems in WS, there arises the possibility that type (b) has been 
reanalysed as underlyingly disyllabic, and thus these nouns have been assimi-
lated to type (a), i.e. like hbafod. Such, for example, is the view of Brunner 
(1965: §243.3) and in part Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976: 534). There are 
reasons, however, to doubt this analysis as a blanket generalization. For LWS 
it is probably true of stems in post-consonantal /r/, whether with a heavy 
or a light fi rst syllable. Thus, for example, ealdor ‘prince’ and ealdor ‘life’ 
are infl ected alike, though the former is etymologically disyllabic (type b) 
and the latter monosyllabic (type a): both usually have the disyllabic form 
ealdor when uninfl ected and the monosyllabic stem ealdr- before vocalic 
infl exions. This is because, historically, the former undergoes syncope in 
infl ected cases and the latter epenthesis in uninfl ected. The same generalization 
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cannot be made, however, about nouns with stems ending in a sonorant 
other than /r/, in which a degree of differentiation between types (a) and 
(b) is maintained. Thus, in Ælfric, several words of type (b) are consistently 
spelt without a vowel before the fi nal sonorant, thus adl ‘disease’, wðm 
‘breath’, bbacn ‘sign’, wæstm ‘fruit’, whereas spelling varies in some others, 
thus tacn ‘symbol’ more frequently than tacen, but usually hesel ‘eucharist’ 
rather than hesl. By contrast, throughout LWS, nouns of type (a) are almost 
always spelt with a vowel before the sonorant in uninfl ected forms, thus 
bismer/bysmor ‘disgrace’ (never **bismr/**bysmr), (e)aldor ‘prince’ (never 
**(e)aldr), drihten ‘lord’ (never **drihtn), þboden ‘lord’ (never **þbodn), 
dbofol ‘devil’ (never **dbofl ), bþel ‘homeland’ (but HlGl C1125 bþl), en8el 
‘angel’ (but en8l 2¥ in Ælfric). It thus appears to be necessary to assume 
that an underlying distinction was maintained in WS between nouns of 
types (a) and (b).1 The situation is similar in NNbr, but there /n/ is treated 
the same way as /r/, hence fi nger ‘fi nger’ (cf. fi ngeres gen.sg., fi ngre dat.sg., 
fi ngeras acc.pl.), bbcon ‘sign’ (cf. bbcena, bbcno gen.pl.), tacon ‘symbol’ 
(cf. taceno gen.pl.), -adl ‘disease’, hesul ‘eucharist’, wæstm, wæstem, wæstim 
‘fruit’ (cf. wæstma gen.pl., wæstmum dat.pl.). As the examples illustrate, 
the distinction between /r, n/ and /l, m/ is reinforced by the fact that the 
former may be syllabic even in infl ected cases. Such treatment of medial 
sonorants is infrequent in LWS, e.g. Lch I 147.1 fi ngeras acc.pl., Med 1.1 
6.8 æppeles ‘apple’ gen.sg. Other Angl texts generally treat /r, n, l, m/ alike, 
writing a vowel before each in uninfl ected forms, but usually not before 
vocalic infl exions.

1 Certainty on this point is unattainable. The distinction between the two types could 
be due to spelling conventions. Moreover, it should not be assumed that the treatment 
of all clusters of stop plus sonorant would have been treated identically, see §3.71.

3.66 The application of syncope to nouns of type (a) in LWS, however, does 
not appear to be governed on a purely phonological basis. It is true that 
some nouns of type (a) undergo syncope with great regularity according to 
expected patterns. Thus, in ÆCHom and ÆLS, dbofol, drihten and hbafod 
always or almost always have syncopated stems before vocalic infl exions. 
However, by contrast, bðel, hwmed and bismer are usually unsyncopated 
under similar conditions.1 Syncope would therefore appear to have become 
morphologized and lexicalized in LWS. Syncope applies to nouns of type (a) 
with great regularity in Merc and SNbr; it is also rather regular, surprisingly, 
in NNbr, despite the notable irregularity of epenthesis there, see §3.65.

1 For details, see Fulk (2010c: 132–3).

3.67 A further reason to doubt that the distinction between types (a) and 
(b) has been neutralized in LWS is that it may be assumed that apocope, 
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far from being an active phonological rule, has been lost from the synchronic 
grammar of the dialect and the ending -u apportioned on a morphological 
or lexical rather than a phonological basis, see §3.72 and Hogg (1997a: 
119–21). In EWS the loss of apocope appears to be incipient, since -Ø 
forms outnumber forms with -u, -a infl exions,1 but in LWS the latter forms 
predominate over the former.2 The same situation holds in NNbr, e.g. 
bbceno ‘signs’, taceno ‘signs’, wundra ‘miracles’, whilst in SNbr although 
-o is more frequent, forms of bbcn occur with and without infl exion along-
side one another, i.e. bbceno, -ono (6¥), bbcun, -on (4¥), see Lindelöf (1901: 
§149c). Ru1 is like PsGl(A) in this regard, showing apocope, e.g. tacen, 
dboful. These latter texts, therefore, show a dialect in which no such 
reanalysis as that referred to above has taken place.

1 Except in the case of wwpn ‘weapon’, where Or has 4 infl ected forms against 2 
uninfl ected forms.
2 Heavily so, if not exclusively in Ælfric. But some other, less canonical, LWS texts 
such as HomU 12.1 (Thomas), LS 10 (Guthlac), both showing a variety of Angl dialect 
features, have quite frequent examples such as tac(e)n ‘signs’, wundor ‘miracles’, whilst 
the intermediate Lch appears more closely to approximate to the EWS situation.

3.68 In Angl, especially PsGl(A), there is a strong tendency to extend 
syncope to apply after light syllables as well as heavy. This occurs only in 
infl ected forms. Thus, amongst stems of type (c), in PsGl(A) we fi nd the 
neuter noun yfl um, yfl a beside uninfl ected yfel ‘evil’, and me8ne, me8na, 
me8num (just once me8ene) beside uninfl ected me8en ‘power’, with etymo-
logically correct apocope of -u in yfel, me8en nom.acc.pl.1 Syncope fails in 
such instances almost exclusively when the resulting consonant cluster would 
be less than optimal in respect of feature compatibilities and sonority hier-
archies, as with re7eda gen.pl. ‘halls’ in poetry. In LWS there is a similar 
but less regular tendency for syncope to occur after a light syllable, see 
Hogg (1992b: §§6.66ff.), but it applies even in uninfl ected forms, so that 
we fi nd monosyllabic forms such as ÆCHom II 8.188 heort ‘hart’ (also 
twice glossing Lat cervus, in ÆGram and ÆGl), and such syncope is then 
equally found in infl ected forms such as heortas.2 But the stronger tendency 
is for such examples to show syncope only in infl ected forms, hence frequent 
heofnas, heofnum, etc., but only heofon, heofen, never **heofn. There are 
thus three variations: (i) words always without syncope; (ii) words with 
syncope in infl ected forms; (iii) words with syncope throughout. Type (ii) 
includes awel, heofon, mæ8en, yfel;3 type (iii) includes fâld,4 seolc, warþ 
‘shore’ and weolc, the remaining words in §3.59 showing no instances of 
syncope. It would appear that here syncope is controlled by the nature of 
the fi nal consonant of the fi rst syllable and the consonant of the second 
syllable, so that syncope always occurs between a sonorant and an obstruent, 
i.e. type (iii), and it occurs in infl ected forms between an obstruent and a 
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sonorant, i.e. type (ii), whilst it never occurs between two obstruents, i.e. 
type (i). More problematic is the fact that in LWS including Ælfric the 
normal form of the neut.nom.pl. is without apocope, i.e. mæ8(e)nu, yf(e)lu. 
The same is true of NNbr, e.g. Li mæ8na, etc., but not of either SNbr or 
Merc, where apocopated forms are regular. Since the -u which is found in 
LWS and NNbr is phonologically unexpected regardless of syncope, the 
forms are problematic, see §3.72 for a discussion of this issue.

1 Exceptions as regards -u do not occur in noun stems, but amongst the adjectives, 
in the relevant cases mi7elu (8¥) ‘large’ occurs alongside mi7el (4¥), and monigu (1¥) 
alongside moni8 (1¥). Both words are antonyms of lytelu ‘little, few’, by which they 
may have been infl uenced by pairing (lytelu ond mi7elu), a tendency perhaps abetted 
by the alternation between -igu and -i8 in adjective stems on the basis of the weight of 
the preceding syllable, e.g. hefi 8 ‘heavy’ alongside badigu ‘blessed’, both nom.sg.fem.
2 On the other hand, such syncopated forms are infrequent in EWS: for example, 
amongst the neuter nouns Cosijn (1886: §9b) gives only CP(C) 82.11 †mæ8num dat.pl., 
which he takes to be a scribal error, beside CP(H) 83.11 mæ8enum.
3 It seems most appropriate to include here fæder ‘father’, historically an r-stem, see 
§2.91. In EWS the paradigm of this word was identical to that of, say, heofon except 
in the gen.dat.sg., where there was zero infl exion, i.e. fæder. The same holds true 
perhaps without signifi cant exception for LWS as exemplifi ed by Ælfric, note only 
ÆIntSig 59.388 fæderes, but later texts such as several of the Psalter glosses show an 
increasing number of syncopated forms at least for gen.sg. In NNbr the usual form of 
the gen.sg. is fadores (for the medial vowel see §2.94) with occasional syncopated forms 
and a few forms without infl exion, whilst in Ru2 fædres is regular, with isolated unsyn-
copated and zero-infl ected forms. For Merc, PsGl(A) has zero-infl ected feadur with back 
umlaut, whilst Ru1 has fæder alongside fæderes at MtGl 21.31 only. For the dat.sg. 
all Nbr texts prefer the umlauted and zero-infl ected form feder, whilst Ru1 has fæder 
and PsGl(A) has feder, which is ambiguous but more probably shows second fronting 
than i-umlaut. These forms may be viewed as fossilized relics of the older r-stem para-
digm. The Nbr nom.pl. fadero beside faderas is expected for that dialect, see §3.10.
4 The circumfl ex signifi es a vowel lengthened before a homorganic cluster, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§5.202–3). It is noted here because the vowel lengthening, for which cf. PDE 
fold, must be the result, not the cause, of the syncope.

3.69 Historically, nouns of type (d) have a stem of the type fugl-, wedr-, 
and hence in the nom.sg. they should show syllabifi cation or epenthesis, 
giving fugol, weder, etc.1 In infl ected forms, however, the phonological 
expectation would be that epenthesis would not occur. Nevertheless, the 
epenthetic vowel of the nom.sg. is often extended throughout the paradigm. 
Thus we fi nd in LWS æceras ‘fi elds’ much more frequently than æcras, and 
similarly for most other such nouns, sometimes with unepenthesized forms 
being uncommon or even rare, so that, for example, unepenthesized forms 
of the frequent noun fugol are not found in the writings of Ælfric, although 
other LWS texts do occasionally have fuglas, etc. The principal deviations 
from this patterning are with the type þe8nas, þe8enas, with /j/ before the 
stem-fi nal consonant, where the distribution of the two formations tends 
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to be reversed. Thus, in ÆCHom, ÆLS and ÆHom the ratio of unepen-
thesized to epenthesized forms in the nom.pl. of this noun is about 5 : 2. 
Outside LWS, epenthesis is infrequent even in the nom.sg., see Hogg (1992b: 
§§6.38–41).

1 The quality of the epenthetic vowel is initially determined by the quality of the 
preceding stressed vowel, but in later texts it is most frequently <e> in all environments, 
see Hogg (1992b: §6.38).

3.70 In the nom.pl., neuter nouns of types (c) and (d) should show 
u-apocope, after two light syllables in the former instance, after a heavy 
syllable in the latter, see Hogg (1992b: §6.20). Thereafter, epenthesis should 
have occurred at least in uninfl ected nouns of type (d), but also sometimes 
even before a vocalic infl exion, see ibid.: §6.41. The result would be, for 
example, the nom.acc.pl. forms wæter ‘waters’ in type (c), weder ‘storms’ 
in type (d). Yet the more frequent WS forms are wætera, -u and wedera, 
-u, already regular in EWS, and such forms cannot be explained on a 
phonological basis. Perhaps the most plausible explanation is analogy to 
words of types (a) and (b) in WS with, for example, nom.pl. deofl a, -u ‘devils’ 
and wundra, -u ‘wonders’, respectively. The usefulness of the infl exion as 
a way of distinguishing singular and plural is obvious. Such words represent 
surface violations of the rule of apocope, and thus they reinforce the argu-
ment offered above, see §§3.65, 3.67, that apocope had been lost from the 
synchronic phonology of LWS. As elsewhere, NNbr forms are similar to 
those in WS, whilst Merc and SNbr both have the older, apocopated 
nom.pl. in -Ø.

3.71 Type (c) disyllabics, in which a light syllable is followed by VC, e.g. 
masc. metod ‘creator’, heofon ‘heaven’, neut. werod ‘troop’, yfel ‘evil’, are 
more diverse in their structures than other types, and it is most profi table 
to distinguish between those in which C is an obstruent and those in which 
C is a sonorant. In the former instance the normal situation in all dialects 
is that apocope occurs but syncope fails. It is noteworthy that in nouns of 
this type in which syncope does occur, a development which appears to be 
restricted to instances in which the syncopated vowel is between a liquid 
and an obstruent, e.g. fald ‘fold’, see further §3.68, then the noun can be 
restructured as a monosyllable, as a result of which it patterns like word 
‘word’. On the other hand, where C is a sonorant, syncope applies in Angl, 
whilst it is not as common as lack of syncope in LWS, and even in EWS 
it is less frequent. As for apocope, even in EWS it frequently fails, and 
failure of apocope is the rule in LWS and NNbr, hence LWS yfelu, NNbr 
yfl u ‘evils’, etc., as discussed in §3.70. The unexpected failure of apocope 
in these nouns is also found in LWS in neut. nouns of type (d) in which 
a light syllable is directly followed by a sonorant, e.g. weder ‘weather’,
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cf. masc. fugol ‘bird’, with LWS pl. wederu, -a. As these forms illustrate, 
syllabifi cation of the stem-fi nal sonorant (or epenthesis before it) is general 
throughout the paradigm in LWS, and it is not unusual in EWS, either, e.g. 
Or 2 50.4 æcere ‘fi eld’ dat.sg. One plausible analysis for these nouns in at 
least the Angl dialects is that the type (c) nouns like yfel are restructured 
so that they have an underlying form with a stem-fi nal post-consonantal 
non-syllabic sonorant, e.g. /yfl /. This would then be identical to the type 
of underlying structure for weder. Such a development seems most probable 
for Angl, where syncope in type (c) is the rule, and epenthesis in type (d) 
is generally lacking, so that the two types have fallen together. The two 
have likewise coalesced in LWS, but in that dialect there is considerable 
variation in regard to the occurrence of syncope and epenthesis, so that it 
is more diffi cult to determine whether the underlying form of the stem
is monosyllabic or disyllabic. This variation, however, correlates to the 
phonotactics of stem structure rather than to etymology. Thus, when
the stem-fi nal sonorant is r, the stem is much more commonly disyllabic 
in both types (c) and (d): for example, wæteru ‘waters’ is more commonly 
to be found than wætru, and wederu than wedru. If, on the other hand, 
the difference in sonority between the stem-fi nal sonorant and the preceding 
obstruent is not so great as in these instances, the tendency is reversed: for 
example, with vocalic infl exions næ8l- ‘nail’ is much commoner than næ8el-, 
and hæsl- ‘hazel’ (4¥) occurs to the exclusion of *hæsel-. A seeming exception 
to the pattern’s correlation to relative sonority is the stem setl-, which 
appears with a vocalic infl exion very often and almost to the exclusion of 
setel-, which occurs 3¥ (once in EWS). But this is in conformity with general 
patterns in the syllabifi cation of OE /l/.1 All in all, it seems likelier that 
stems of types (c) and (d) are underlyingly disyllabic in LWS,2 since mono-
syllabic spellings like fugl ‘bird’ (only EWS: Met 27.24) are vanishingly 
rare, whereas monosyllabic spellings of uninfl ected stems of type (b), such 
as tacn ‘sign’ and wwpn ‘weapon’, are quite common. Even ofn ‘oven’, 
which is to be found in EWS and Nbr, is ofen in Ælfric.

1 See Hogg (1992b: §6.40). Luick (1914–40: §318) observes that generally in OE no 
epenthesis occurs before /l/ after /d/ or /t/. This orthographic pattern is confi rmed by 
the absence of metrically detectable parasiting with /l/ after alveolar consonants in 
verse, see Fulk (1992: §§85–6).
2 But, to the contrary, Hogg (1997a: 116–17) and Bermúdez-Otero and Hogg (2003: 
111–12) regard the underlying stem as monosyllabic in LWS.

3.72 As regards the synchronic status of syncope, apocope, and the under-
lying distinctions amongst stems of types (a–d), it seems likely that disyllabic 
nouns constituted a single type in Angl, but not in WS. In NNbr, for 
example, syllabifi cation (or epenthesis) always applies to a fi nal sonorant 
after a stop consonant, as with bbcon ‘beacon’, tacon ‘sign’, and infl ected 
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forms most commonly show syncope or lack of epenthesis, as with drihtnes 
‘lord’s’ gen.sg., tacne ‘sign’ dat.sg. Thus, there are no forms like WS tacn 
to contrast with consistently disyllabic uninfl ected drihten ‘lord’. The situ-
ation is similar in SNbr and Merc, but see below on PsGl(A) and the status 
of apocope in these dialects. It may therefore be supposed that an originally 
disyllabic stem like drihten has become underlyingly monosyllabic in Angl, 
and that syllabifi cation or epenthesis acts consistently on uninfl ected stems 
of types (i) and (ii) and inconsistently on infl ected ones. The dialect of 
PsGl(A), however, must have retained in underlying forms the distinction 
between types (a) and (b), given the impressive degree of historical accuracy 
it shows in distinguishing the two types in the nom.acc.pl. of neuter nouns, 
see §3.64. Apocope may thus have remained a phonologically conditioned 
rule in the dialect of PsGl(A), where there are very few surface exceptions 
to the rule, once it is understood that apocope of -u does not apply to 
stems comprising a heavy syllable followed by a light. Only in PsGl(A) is 
apocope distributed with considerable regularity on an etymological basis, 
and it is notable that in this dialect the nom.acc.pl. ending always remains 
-u/-o, never -a. Forms like taceno, bbcono appear in Ru1 and Ru2, belonging 
originally to type (b), and their treatment in Ru1 more closely resembles 
that in PsGl(A), whereas their treatment in SNbr more closely resembles 
that in NNbr, see §3.67. In LWS and NNbr, on the other hand, it seems 
probable that the synchronic rule of apocope had been lost from the infl ec-
tional morphology of as-declension nouns. This is because disyllabic neut. 
stems of all sorts are infl ected in the nom.acc.pl. in NNbr, and they are 
most commonly, though not consistently, infl ected in LWS as well. A rule 
reordering in these dialects, with epenthesis or syllabifi cation ordered before 
apocope, might account for forms like nom.pl. bbceno ‘beacons’, but not for 
those like tacnu ‘signs’ and wæt(e)ru ‘waters’.1 The phonological conditioning 
of the nom.pl.neut. endings thus appears to have been morphologized, with 
much analogical reshuffl ing of the neut.pl. endings amongst the originally 
distinct stem types. The gradual loss of the rule of apocope in lOE is con-
fi rmed by the emergence of heavy-stemmed neuter monosyllables with an 
infl ected nom.pl., e.g. wordu, see §§3.50–1. Under these circumstances, 
nom.pl. forms such as werod ‘troops’ would have to have been specially 
marked to show that they did not take -u, and hence the existence of some 
LWS spellings of the type werodu, as at ÆHom 18.405, is unsurprising, 
since this would be a regularization of the form from a synchronic point 
of view. Alternatively, it may be simply that in LWS -u was added in the 
nom.acc.pl. to disyllabic stems ending in sonorants but not those ending 
in other consonants, the only very regular exception being hbafod. Two 
fi nal factors in the loss of any role of u-apocope must have been, fi rstly, 
the replacement of -u by -a as the regular infl exion for the neut.nom.pl., 
and, secondly, the existence of phonologically regular -u after a long syllable 
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in old ja-stems such as wctu ‘punishments’, see §3.34, and fem. nouns 
bearing the refl ex of the PGmc suffi x *-iþd, e.g. mwrðo ‘glory’, yrmþu 
‘poverty’, see §3.98.

1 Only by assuming that the stem of wæter is underlyingly monosyllabic can Bermúdez-
Otero and Hogg (2003: 11–12) account for the failure of apocope in LWS on a 
phonological basis, as avoidance of a word-fi nal cluster with rising sonority 
(**wætr).

III a-declension

3.73 This declension is the chief declension for feminine nouns in OE and 
consists exclusively of such nouns. The principal source of its membership 
is the historical d-stem class, including the jd- and wd-stems, to which may 
be added the fem. i-stems.1 Unlike the nouns of the as-declension, these 
nouns regularly have distinct nom. and acc. forms, particularly in the sg., 
see §3.80 on differentiation in the plural.

1 Some other nouns, for example historical u-stems, may migrate to this declension. 
These nouns, which form only a small minority of examples, will be examined at 
relevant points in the discussion below.

1 Infl exions

3.74 In LWS the set of infl exions which was attached to the stems of 
a-declension nouns was as follows:

 Singular Plural
Nom. -u/-Ø -a
Acc. -e -a
Gen. -e -a
Dat. -e -um

3.75 The above set of infl exions is inherited from the infl exions of the 
simple d-stems (§§2.35ff.). In the singular, LWS generally shows little depar-
ture from the above set of infl exions, but two variations should be noted. 
Firstly, light-stemmed nouns such as 8ifu ‘gift’, lufu ‘love’,1 racu ‘narrative’, 
sagu ‘tale’, talu ‘tale’, all show occasional examples of extension of -u 
throughout the singular, e.g. ÆHomM 1.233 8ifu, HomU47.87 lufu, 
ÆLet4.138 racu, ÆLet4.1022 sagu, ÆAdmon1 4.44 talu.2 Secondly, in a 
small number of idiomatic constructions, as noted by Brunner (1965: 
§252A1),3 nouns of this declension may occur with the gen.sg. ending of 
the as-declension. The most common, but still infrequent, instances of this 
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occur with help ‘help’, particularly in constructions with biddan ‘pray’, e.g. 
helpes biddende, but also in Ngen+N constructions, e.g. Seasons 20.134 helpes 
tcd, and in co-ordination with an as-declension noun, e.g. HomU 38.7 
helpes and rwdes. Other examples are more isolated, e.g. HomU 26.257 
adles granung, HomU 27.101 sybbes lufu. These do not need to be analysed 
as shifts in gender, but rather as examples of a tendency to generalize -es 
as the marker of gen.sg. in all nouns, see also §3.78 for the situation in 
Nbr.4 In the plural the endings of §3.74 are regular for nom.acc. in LWS, 
see §2.40 and references therein for the situation in EWS. In the gen.pl., 
although -a remains regular, there is a tendency, not displayed in Ælfrician 
texts but more common in poetry, for the consonantal infl exion -ena to be 
introduced, usually without metrical consequence, but cf. GenA 2936 8ifena 
drihten. This is especially frequent with light stems, e.g. 8ifena ‘gift’, but 
can very occasionally be found with heavy stems, e.g. Beo 269 larena 
‘advice’ alongside 1220 lara. As in other declensions, see §3.9, late texts 
show occasional examples of dat.pl. in -an, e.g. AldV 1.882 7eastran ‘cities’.

1 In WS, lufu generally declines as an a-declension noun, but there is a minority of 
forms from the an-declension, most notably in the dat.sg. In Angl it declines as a 
member of the an-declension, cf. Got brdþru-lubd ‘brotherly love’, and PsGl(A) even 
retains the nom.sg. of that declension, i.e. lufe, see further §3.106.
2 All these examples except that of lufu (which is dat.sg.) are acc.sg.; we have not 
noted any examples of -u for the gen.sg. in LWS, and this absence is probably not 
accidental.
3 See also Sandred (1991: 3–4).
4 Such is the argument of Jones (1988); see also Millar (2002a).

3.76 It has already been noted that in EWS, nouns with the suffi x -ung/
-ing form a special case, for in these nouns, but especially those with the 
suffi x -ung, the sg. infl exion for all the oblique cases is often -a, which may 
be due to harmonic assimilation of the infl exional vowel to the suffi xal 
vowel, see §2.41 and Dahl (1938: 141–3). Although variation between -a 
and -e can also be found in Ælfrician texts, e.g. ÆLS(Eugenia) 112 lbasunga 
‘lie’ dat.sg., ÆLS(Ash Wed) 250 lbasunge dat.sg., our impression is that -e 
is more strongly preferred to -a in these texts than in EWS.1

1 If this is correct, the reasons for the changed tendency are not immediately obvious. 
It may simply be a product of standardization associated with the Schriftsprache.

3.77 A further variation in infl exion characterizes historical fem. i-stems. 
These nouns regularly become members of the a-declension, and if they 
are light-stemmed they pattern identically to the other nouns of this declen-
sion, as with denu ‘valley’, fremu ‘benefi t’, see further §2.66. However, in 
the instance of heavy-stemmed fem. i-stems, when they are restructured as 
a-declension nouns they may in the acc.sg. either retain the Ø-infl exion 
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characteristic of the heavy i-stems or adopt the infl exions of the new declen-
sion. Hence there arises variation between, e.g., dwd and dwde ‘deed’ acc.sg. 
It seems plain that this variation did not arise much before the ninth cen-
tury, since the earliest example of -e adduced by Dahl (1938: 170) is the 
Kt Ch 1200.4 Cyneðryðe pers.name which may be dated to c.867–70.1 In 
Alfredian texts, however, the morphological change is quite well established, 
and infl ected forms outnumber uninfl ected in the ratio 3 : 2, and even in 
the slightly earlier Merc PsGl(A) infl ected forms account for over one-third 
of the examples, see Dahl (1938: 167–71) for both the data and the sta-
tistics. In the texts of Ælfric, however, the morphological change is carried 
through with even more rigour, and uninfl ected forms such as ÆCHom I, 
58.16 bryd ‘bride’ acc.sg. are in a clear minority.

1 Note, however, that Beo has a single example of -e at 889 dwde required by the 
poetic metre. This is probably unhelpful in dating either the morphological change or 
the poem’s composition. But it is possible that dwde in this instance is plural.

3.78 The situation in Nbr is much less plain than in LWS, and it is also 
necessary to distinguish between the paradigms of light and heavy stems 
of the a-declension. In the instance of light stems the nom.acc.dat.sg. all 
most frequently show -o, which varies with -u, -a. It is uncertain what 
exactly this variation represents, but it seems possible that these case forms 
have fallen together and that the observable vowel variation is due to 
confusion amongst unstressed back vowels,1 see Hogg (1992c: 120–1), also 
Bately (1980: xliv) for possible supporting evidence even from EWS. In the 
plural, -o predominates in the nom.acc., but there are also occasional forms 
in -a, -e.2 The gen.pl. is regularly -a, whilst the dat.pl. is -um. In heavy 
stems, the normal form of the acc.dat.sg. is either -Ø or -e, although -a 
also occurs. The -Ø infl exion in the acc.sg. may have spread from the nom.sg. 
of such nouns and then been extended to the dat.sg. The plural of heavy 
stems largely follows the pattern of the light stems.3 A particular charac-
teristic of NNbr is the widespread use of -es as the marker of the gen.sg., 
such forms greatly outnumbering instances with -e or, in nouns with the 
suffi x -ung, -a. This is not to be taken as a shift in gender, but rather the 
generalization of the -es infl exion outside the original as-declension, cf. 
§3.75. The same is not true of SNbr, where the only secure example is 
MkGl(Ru) 10.25 nbdles ‘needle’, against usual -e.4

1 Pure syncretism can hardly be the sole cause, given that this does not happen 
throughout the declensional system. But pressure towards syncretism may be reinforced 
by the collapse of differences amongst unstressed vowels. Ross (1937: 61–3) gives a 
number of other possible explanations, but he states that “discussion is unprofi table 
owing to the number of different explanations possible”!
2 In Nbr, -o may well be a borrowing from the an-declension, where -o is regular, 
see §3.108.
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3 Particularly remarkable, however, are a few examples in Li of the infl exion -as, as 
in ebolsungas ‘blasphemies’ nom.acc.pl. and similar (6¥). This appears to be particularly 
a property of nouns in -ung. Two such forms are found in Ru2, namely feorðungas 
‘farthings’, smbunges ‘inquiries’, but these may be due to infl uence from Li.
4 MkGl(Ru) 13.19 costunges ‘tribulation(s)’ is ambiguous: Lindelöf (1901: 108) points 
out that the Li Lat text has tribulationis, which resembles a gen. sg., whilst the Ru2 
Lat text has normal nom.pl. tribulationes. The gloss costunges thus may be intended 
to represent either gen.sg. or nom.pl.

3.79 The most signifi cant characteristic of Merc texts is that the nom.acc.pl. 
is either exclusively, as in the instance of PsGl(A), or predominantly, as in 
the instance of Ru1, -e.1 Other points of note include the regular use of -e 
for the gen.sg. even in nouns with the suffi x -ung, and the absence of forms 
with gen.sg. -es. Note also that Ru1 has -e in the nom.sg. forms endunge 
‘ending’ (2¥), 8bmunge ‘wedding’.

1 The contrary examples in Ru1 appear to be restricted to MtGl wwda ‘clothes’ and 
culfra ‘doves’, although the latter could be an an-declension form, since the noun 
varies.

3.80 In Kt, although the most usual form of the nom.acc.pl. is -a, OccGl 
49 regularly has -e for the acc.pl., thus 1140 andlifene ‘food’, 1178 lare 
‘teachings’, 874 spe77e ‘words’, distinguished from the nom.pl. as in 175 
8iofa ‘gifts’, saca ‘disputes’. But since the same text has -e for expected -u 
in the nom.sg., e.g. 648 8efe ‘gift’, it may be that these forms simply show 
merger of unstressed vowels.

2 Allomorphic variation

3.81 The basic paradigm of the a-declension is exemplifi ed by a light-
stemmed noun such as 8ifu ‘gift’, in which the infl exions of §3.74 are added 
directly to the stem without variation in either stem or infl exion,1 hence 
LWS:

 Singular Plural
Nom. 8ifu gift 8ifa
Acc. 8ife 8ifa
Gen. 8ife 8ifa
Dat 8ife 8ifum

The same situation holds for the other dialects, with appropriate adjust-
ments in infl exional shape.

1 In fact, even for 8ifu this is not necessarily true, see further §§3.86–7. It is remark-
ably diffi cult to fi nd relatively high-frequency words of this declension which are not 
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subject to some form of allomorphic variation, especially since heavy-stemmed nouns 
are subject to u-apocope, see §3.95.

3.82 As with the as-declension, cf. §3.13, there are many allomorphic 
variations which apply to nouns of this declension. Most of these variations 
are similar to those of the as-declension, although they may have different 
outcomes. But there are also some variations which are peculiar to the 
a-declension. The variations may be categorized as follows, in similar fashion 
to the variations in the as-declension:

(i) variations which are the result of earlier sound changes, in particular 
the following: restoration of A; palatalization; back umlaut; loss of 
[h]; fi nal devoicing; see §§3.83–9;

(ii) variations which, although often in part refl ecting earlier sound 
changes, are the result of particular syllabic confi gurations: nouns 
with a stem-fi nal geminate; nouns with -w- preceding the infl exion 
in oblique cases and the plural; u-apocope; see §§3.90–9;

(iii) variations in nouns which have a stem which either is historically 
disyllabic or contains a post-consonantal stem-fi nal sonorant in the 
nom.sg., see §§3.100–4.

(a) Restoration of A

3.83 Where an a-declension noun has stem-vowel /w/ in the nom.sg., as 
in cwalu ‘death’, faru ‘journey’, nafu ‘nave’, racu ‘narrative’, swaþu ‘track’, 
þracu ‘force’, wracu ‘pain’,1 then in WS we should expect an alternation 
between /æ/ in the oblique cases of the sg. and /w/ everywhere else, due to 
the historical restoration of A, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.10–15).2 But every-
where /w/ is generalized throughout the paradigm, e.g. faru ~ fare, and 
forms with /æ/ are infrequent.3 Such examples from early texts include BDS 
1, LRid 13 -faerae ‘journey’, CP wræce ‘pain’ (4¥), Beo 154 sæce ‘strife’. 
In Ælfric there is a strong preference for forms with /w/, e.g. wrace, although 
forms with /æ/ do occur, sometimes more frequently in other LWS texts.4 
The most plausible analysis of these data is that these nouns have undergone 
restructuring with /w/ as the underlying root vowel throughout the para-
digm, e.g. /fwru/, /fwre/, etc., and hence restoration of A simply fails to 
apply.5

1 For the declension of -waru ‘people’, see §§2.70, 3.129.
2 The situation would be somewhat different in other dialects, especially Angl, because 
of the different sets of infl exions added in each dialect. However, the principle, that 
/w/ should appear before a back vowel, /æ/ before a front vowel, is the same in each 
dialect, and in fact each dialect behaves similarly with respect to this alternation. A 
major exception to this occurs in those Merc dialects which show second fronting, for 
which see §3.84.
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3 S7eadu ‘shadow’, with <ea> throughout, is best explained as having diacritical <e>, 
see Hogg (1992b: §5.69) and further references therein, and is therefore to be viewed 
as having generalized /w/.
4 But some of these variations may simply be due to the weakness of the phonemic 
contrast between /æ/ and /w/, see Hogg (1992b: §2.13).
5 However, it is possible that /w/ should always occur in stressed open syllables without 
regard to the quality of the following unstressed vowel and without any appeal to restruc-
turing, see further the discussion in §4.23–4, Hogg (1996) and references therein. Such 
an account would also explain the variations in PsGl(A) described in §3.84.

3.84 An interesting exception to the description in §3.83 occurs in the 
dialect of PsGl(A). Here nouns of the above type show <e> in nom.acc.pl., 
where the infl exion is -e, thus sweðe ‘tracks’, wrece ‘punishments’ (both 
frequently). Forms with an infl exional back vowel are absent except PsGl(A) 
93.1 wreca immediately beside wr,ca. It is diffi cult to determine exactly 
how to analyse these forms, but the starting point must be that second 
fronting occurred before any possible restructuring along the lines discussed 
in §3.83. There do not appear to be any relevant examples in Ru1 to show 
the later development in Merc.1

1 The early glossaries have some forms which may be of relevance. Thus, alongside 
EpGl 625, CorpGl 1322 nabae ‘naves’, ErfGl has nebae. But the ErfGl spelling may 
be due to confusion with <æ>, see Pheifer (1974: §38).

(b) Palatalization

3.85 As elsewhere, cf. §§3.18–20, there should have occurred an alterna-
tion between stem-fi nal /“/ before a back vowel and palatal /j/ before a 
front vowel. This would result in, for example, LWS alternations such as 
sorg ‘sorrow’ nom.sg. ~ sor8e acc.sg. The extent to which this actually 
occurred is not, however, determinable given the nature of the written 
evidence. Certainly, analogy reduced the paradigm allomorphy in some 
words.1 The same alternation between unpalatalized and palatalized /k/ 
would not have occurred, however, due to the absence of a directly adjacent 
/i/ in relevant examples.2

1 For example, Beo 2468 sorhge dat.sg., also in Ælfric and elsewhere, must contain 
/“/.
2 Note here the contrast between the related forms sacu ‘strife’, without either pala-
talization or gemination but with restored /w/, see §3.83, and sæ77 ‘strife’, with both 
palatalization and gemination and with the stem vowel /æ/. The latter is historically
a jd-stem, the former an d-stem.

(c) Back umlaut

3.86 The historical change of back umlaut, whereby short front vowels 
diphthongized before a back vowel in the following syllable, see Hogg 
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(1992b: §§5.103ff.), should have caused an alternation between <i, e> and 
<io, eo> according to the nature of the infl exional vowel. Amongst commonly 
occurring nouns of this declension only 8ifu ‘gift’ is potentially subject to 
this alternation. In WS, however, this would not occur because of the prior 
sound change of palatal diphthongization, see ibid.: §5.112. Hence we fi nd 
in 8ifu an unaltered stem vowel throughout the paradigm.1

1 There is the variant spelling 8yfu, but this is a typical LWS variation which is not 
related to the structure of the paradigm, see Hogg (1992b: §5.167). The Angl type 
8eofu(m), with back umlaut, occurs in non-Ælfrician LWS.

3.87 In other dialects there is a somewhat variable pattern for this noun, 
but with a strong tendency to preserve the alternations induced by back 
umlaut. In the PsGl(A) dialect of Merc the alternations appear to be carried 
through regularly, hence nom.sg. 8eofu ~ nom.pl. 8efe, with the single 
exception of 44.13 8efum dat.pl. alongside 25.10 8eofum. In Ru1 the 
recorded form for nom.acc.dat.sg. is always 8eofu, which points, apparently, 
to an indeclinable singular, perhaps infl uenced by a generalization of the 
back-umlauted stem vowel in the nom. In Nbr, Li shows a variety of forms, 
sometimes with back umlaut preserved, sometimes with the change levelled 
away, but never with extension of the umlaut to forms with infl exional -e.1 
In Ru2, although there is much variation in the forms of the infl exions, 
the patterning of the alternation due to back umlaut appears to be phono-
logical. In Kt the phonological alternations are also usually preserved.2

1 On the other hand, DurRitGl appears entirely regular except for 4.11 8eafæ gen.sg. 
(alongside 8efes), where umlaut has been so extended.
2 Note, however, extension of the diphthong in Ch 1508.49 8eofe acc.pl.

(d) Loss of [h] and fi nal devoicing

3.88 The only a-declension nouns which potentially show stem variation 
due to intervocalic loss of [h] are the rarely fem. sldh ‘mire’ and lbah ‘open 
land’. For the former we fi nd only acc.dat. sld in Ch 738, with loss of [h] 
intervocalically before the infl exion, which is then lost in hiatus. For the 
latter, similar forms are found in charters alongside forms with <g>, e.g. 
Ch 264 (Ct 3) †lbage (2¥), on which see §3.31.1

1 Kitson (1990: 203) reports that in charters the most frequent form of the acc.sg. 
is lbah.

3.89 In heavy-stemmed nouns with fi nal /“/ in the nom.sg., in particular 
sorg ‘sorrow’, LWS texts usually show devoicing, i.e. sorh, but the voiced 
fricative is retained in infl ected forms, e.g. sor8e. Although both sorg and 
sorh are common in poetry, devoiced forms appear to be absent from Angl, 
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thus DurRitGl 1 84.12 orsorg ‘free from care’, see also Hogg (1992b: 
§7.63).

(e) Geminate consonants

3.90 The primary source of stems with fi nal geminate consonants in the 
a-declension is the group of originally light-stemmed jd-stems such as synn 
‘sin’, see §§2.45ff. and, for other sources, §3.91. These nouns should pattern 
exactly as 8ifu, §3.81, except that in the nom.sg. u-apocope occurs, see 
§3.96n1. But from the time of EWS onwards, the historical process of 
degemination began to affect such nouns in exactly the same manner as 
for as-declension nouns of the same type, e.g. hyll, cynn, see §3.39, so that 
fi nal geminate consonants shortened, and an alternation arose between 
a single word-fi nal consonant in the nom.sg., e.g. syn, and a geminate 
consonant in infl ected forms, e.g. synna. As with as-declension nouns, 
nom.sg. forms with a single consonant such as syn or hel ‘hell’ remain in 
a minority in Ælfrician texts, but there is a suffi ciency of such forms 
to suggest that the representation of degemination was hindered only by 
orthographic convention. As with as-declension nouns, in Nbr the geminate 
consonants are regularly retained, see §3.39.

3.91 A large number of a-declension nouns were formed with the suffi xes 
-ness, -enn, -ess, -ett, e.g. for8ifness, þBowenn ‘maidservant’, hæ8tess ‘witch’, 
hyrnet ‘hornet’, see §2.47 for further examples and discussion of their 
historical origins. The expectation would be that, as with the monosyllabic 
nouns of §3.90, there would, by the time of LWS, be an alternation between 
single consonants in the nom.sg. and geminate consonants in infl ected forms. 
However, each of these suffi xes appears to behave in a slightly different 
manner, as discussed immediately below.

(1) The suffi x -ness, regularly in LWS -nyss, most frequently has a distri-
bution in LWS parallel to the monosyllabic nouns discussed in §3.90, 
although ungeminated forms are probably more frequent in the nom.sg. 
of these nouns than the corresponding monosyllables.1 Oddly, perhaps, 
this is a more conservative distribution than in EWS, where the regular 
form of the nom.sg. is -nes, and -ness is relatively infrequent, see 
Cosijn (1886: §18). In EWS, Or 58.10 heardswlnesse ‘misfortune’ and 
perhaps CP 237.23 biliwitnesse ‘simplicity’2 show nom.sg. in -e. 
Although similar forms can be seen occasionally in LWS, they do not 
appear to occur in Ælfric. However, in Nbr (Li, DurRitGl, Ru2) the 
normal form of the nom.sg. is -nisse. Whatever the origin of this use 
of -e,3 it is clear and signifi cant that the result is that the nouns are 
invariant in the singular, in which they mostly appear. Elsewhere there 
are parallel examples with -e in a minority of forms in both Ru1 and 
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PsGl(A). On the form of the stem to which -nes is attached, see Suzuki 
(1990), and see further §6.90.

(2) Where the suffi x is -enn, the fi nal geminate is regularly degeminated, 
and indeed this change is often extended to infl ected forms, e.g. ÆLS 
(Julian and Basilissa) 134 gydena ‘female gods’. For the relatively 
infrequent examples of retention of the geminate in the nom.sg., see 
§2.47(2). Even in Nbr, cf. §3.90, occasional degeminated forms can 
be found, e.g. MtGl(Li) 11.30 byrðen ‘burden’. For variation in the 
form of the nom.sg. of these nouns, see §3.102n1.

(3) Nouns with the suffi x -ess most frequently show a single consonant 
throughout their paradigm, although occasional geminate forms do 
occur, in particular with forms of hæ8tes(s) ‘witch’. For the special Nbr 
forms of cnboris ‘race’, which is otherwise unexceptional, see §3.93n4.

(4) The relatively few nouns with the suffi x -ett, e.g. hyrnet ‘hornet’, usu-
ally display the expected alternation between degeminated nom.sg. 
and forms with geminate consonant in infl ected cases. For variation 
in the form of the nom.sg., see §3.102n1.

1 For example, both sdðfæstnys and sdðfæstnyss occur 7¥ in ÆCHom I&II.
2 But as Cosijn (1886: §18) points out, biliwitnesse occurs immediately after the same 
form as an acc.sg., and the nom. in -e could therefore be taken as a scribal error.
3 Lindelöf (1890: 107) suggests that -e is transferred from the oblique cases, and this 
seems much more plausible than the suggestion by Ross (1937: 71–3) that the nom.sg. 
is a neuter ja-stem infl exion, cf. wcte ‘punishment’. Even more unlikely is the possibility, 
not suggested by Ross, that the infl exion is from fem. nouns of the an-declension, for 
the paradigm of those nouns in Nbr goes against this.

(f) Stem-fi nal /w/

3.92 All nouns in this category are historical wd-stems, and their regular 
development would give, in the case of light stems, infl exional -u in the 
nom.sg., e.g. sinu ‘sinew’, and in all other cases except the dat.pl. /w/ would 
precede the infl exion, e.g. nom.pl. sinwa. In the dat.pl., /w/ should have 
been lost before /u/, but it is regularly restored, e.g. sinwum. Heavy stems 
of the same origin would differ only in that nom.sg. -u would be subject 
to apocope, hence lws ‘pasture’ ~ pl. lwswa. The most obvious synchronic 
analysis of such nouns is that the stem contains an underlying fi nal /w/, 
e.g. /sinw/, /læpsw/, and that there is a rule which vocalizes the /w/ fi nally, 
any historical rule which deleted /w/ before /u/ having been lost. Cf. 
§3.42n2.

3.93 There is, however, considerable pressure to restructure these nouns 
so that their paradigms become identical to that of other a-declension 
nouns.1 In this restructuring, the fi nal -u of the nom.sg. is reinterpreted as 
belonging to the infl exion rather than the stem, and hence we fi nd infl ected 
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forms without -w-, e.g. sine, sina. The same occurs with heavy stems, 
although there fi nal -u is apocopated, see fi rstly §3.95, hence nom.sg. lws, 
pl. lwsa. Such forms can occur quite early, thus Ch 332 mbda (c.863) 
‘pastures’ and, in a place-name,2 Ch 328 -mbda.3 In Ælfric the behaviour 
of these nouns is variable. In the instance of light-stemmed nouns, forms 
without -w- seem to be preferred, hence regular sina ‘sinews’,4 but in the 
heavy stems both the older and the newer forms appear, hence both lwswa 
and lwsa.5 The difference in treatment of light and heavy stems may be 
due to the identifi cation of fi nal -u in the nom.sg. of light stems with the 
nom.sg. infl exion, which would be impossible in the heavy stems.6 Sometimes 
these nouns develop an epenthetic vowel before /w/. This is particularly 
frequent with forms of s7eadu ‘shade, shadow’, infl . s7eaduwe, -a, but 
similar forms can be found with most other nouns of this type.

1 In their analysis of these nouns, Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976: 549) assume that the 
oldest form of the paradigm of the heavy stems showed nom.sg. lws, and thence absence 
of -w- spread to infl ected forms, and that there was then a later development which 
changed lws to *lwsu. But the latter form is not recorded. They do argue, however, 
that these nouns all come to share the paradigm of the other a-declension nouns, 
although they fail to note the distinction between light and heavy stems discussed 
below.
2 And therefore perhaps less indicative, although the two charters are related.
3 Or 52.3 mwd acc.sg. has in addition Ø-infl exion, see §3.77.
4 To be included amongst the light stems of this type is Nbr cnbureso ‘race’, see 
§3.91(3) for the noun elsewhere. This noun is usually indeclinable in the sg. in Nbr 
except for gen.sg. of the type cnbureses, cf. §3.78. A very few forms show retention 
of -w-, e.g. MtGl(Li) cnburesua (3¥) beside cnburesa (1¥) in the same verse.
5 Also to be grouped here are the original i-stems w ‘law’ and sw ‘sea’ (also masc., 
chiefl y in Angl and poetry) < *aiwi-, *saiwi-, see Hogg (1992b: §4.8). @ is usually 
invariable except in the rare gen.pl. wa, whilst the same is true for fem. forms of sw. 
The dat.pl. swm (4¥ in Beo, 2¥ each in Ex and GuthA,B) is more probably masc. than 
fem., although it is impossible to be certain, cf. §3.135. The infl ected masc. forms are 
gen.sg. sws, nom.acc.pl. sws. But alongside these forms there can be found forms with 
-w-, hence nom.sg. ww, gen.dat.sg. wwe, swwe, dat.pl. wwum, swwum.
6 That is, if sinu was regarded as parallel to 8ifu, the expected stem would be sin-, 
not sinw-. A similar analogy could have affected lws(w-), but there would not have 
been as compelling a reason to identify this with the d-stems as there was in the case 
of light-stemmed nouns that had -u in the nom.sg.; hence the analogy is not carried 
through as regularly in lws(w-).

3.94 In nouns in which -w- was immediately preceded by a vowel, it had 
been lost in the nom.sg. and dat.pl., but it was retained elsewhere. However, 
in such cases the nouns are regularly restructured with /w/ throughout the 
paradigm, hence stdw ‘place’ nom.sg., stdwum dat.pl. alongside, for exam-
ple, stdwe, stdwa. This restructuring means that these nouns have the same 
paradigm as a heavy-stemmed noun such as lar. Other nouns like stdw 
include hrbow ‘penitence’, trbow ‘faith’.1 Where the root vowel was in Gmc 
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*/a/, as in *klawu ‘claw’, *þrawu ‘affl iction’, the regular development would 
give *clba,2 þrba, see Hogg (1992b: §3.19(1)) for details. But in other forms 
of the paradigm, where /w/ remained historically, the regular development 
would be to clawe, þrawe, etc., see ibid.: §§5.10–13. Both nouns are restruc-
tured in OE, although in opposite directions. For the former, the nom.sg. 
is restructured as clawu, e.g. at ÆGram 55.11, with regular oblique forms 
such as clawe. For the latter the nom.sg. is retained as þrba, that form 
being used for all cases except dat.pl.,3 where the usual form is þrbam, 
beside Dan 293 þrbaum.4 Not surprisingly, there are for both nouns variant 
forms showing the opposite regularization. Thus we fi nd in non-Ælfrician 
LWS Alex 468 clba nom.pl., PPs 68.31 clbo, Alex 473 clbum dat.pl.,5 
MCharm 12.7 clba dat.sg., and in Merc PsGl(A) 68.31 clba acc.pl.6 In the 
case of þrba the early Merc glossaries show nom.sg. parallel to clawu in 
EpGl 53 thrauu, CorpGl 200 thrauuo.

1 To these can be added the historical d-stem noun *bre ‘eyebrow’ (apparently not 
recorded in nom.sg.), which in late glossaries usually has nom.pl. brewa rather than 
brea (found only at AntGl 4.988), also dat.pl. brewum (beside DurRitGl2 181.6 
breum). It seems most probable that the glide has been inserted in hiatus, see Campbell 
(1977: §589.2), and that the noun may then have been reinterpreted as a regular 
a-declension noun like stdw, although Rid40 brena gen.pl. may speak against this.
2 The form is not recorded in OE for the nom.sg.; for clba used in other parts of the 
paradigm, see further below.
3 But there also occurs occasionally an n-stem form þrban, cf. §3.113.
4 Although a monosyllable is possible in this verse, it would produce a rare and 
questionable verse type (Sievers’s type B3), and thus it may be the poetic metre that 
motivated retention of the disyllabic spelling.
5 Also †clbam, see Toller (1921: clawu).
6 On Phoen 276 clam, see Hogg (1992b: §5.143&n1).

(g) Apocope

3.95 In nouns of the a-declension, the only form in which apocope can 
occur is the nom.sg., where the expected infl exion is -u. Naturally, such 
apocope should occur only after heavy stems, so that the application of 
apocope will result in a contrast between light-stemmed nouns with -u in 
the nom.sg., e.g. 8ifu ‘gift’, talu ‘tale’, and heavy-stemmed nouns with -Ø 
in the nom.sg., e.g. lar ‘learning’, wund ‘wound’.1

1 Feminine hypocoristic names of this declension retain fi nal -u even after a heavy 
syllable, hence LVD 45 †Bettu, 46 †Beonnu. It is more probable that this is a stereo-
typed structure than that such pet names arose only after the period of u-apocope.

3.96 Although the variation described in §3.95 is highly regular, there 
are several groups of nouns which display surface forms of the nom.sg. 
which either are historically unexpected or appear to be synchronic violations 
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of u-apocope. These nouns can be classifi ed into the following types: (a) 
historical jd-stems with a heavy stem, e.g. 8yrd ‘rod’;1 (b) nouns formed 
with the Gmc suffi x *-iþd, e.g. strengþu ‘strength’; (c) historical *cn-stems 
which had transferred at an early stage to the d-stems, see §2.88, e.g. yldu 
‘old age’. These cases are discussed below in §§3.97–9.

1 Historical jd-stems with a light stem, e.g. synn ‘sin’, appear to have undergone the 
same type of development as the nom.pl. of the neut as-declension type exemplifi ed 
by cynn ‘nations’, for which see the discussion in Hogg (1992b: §6.25).

3.97 If historical jd-stems with a heavy stem in Gmc had a nom.sg. 
ending in *-ij-d, then the regular historical development of that form 
would presumably have been to -u, hence, for example, *èardijd > **8yrdu 
in parallel to the neut.nom.pl. type wctu ‘punishments’, see §3.34. In 
order to derive the actual forms, which always show Ø-infl exion, it 
would at fi rst seem necessary to assume, with Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976: 
546–7), that absence of the infl exion in the nom.sg. is due to transferral 
to the d-stems, with which the expected paradigm of the noun is otherwise 
identical. However, Gothic shows a contrast in the nom.sg. of light and 
heavy stems of the form sibja ‘relationship’ ~ bandi ‘band’, with -i as 
the marker of the nom.sg. in the heavy stems.1 If the form of the nom.sg. 
in late PGmc were indeed *èardc, then 8yrd would be the expected 
nom.sg.2 In all the other cases, *-ij- before the vocalic infl exion might 
have been reduced to *-j- by syncope, which would then, as usual, be lost 
after the heavy syllable, leaving the stem followed by the normal d-stem 
infl exion.3

1 The exact origin of -i (< PIE *-c) is uncertain, see Bammesberger (1990a: 101) for 
some discussion. It is notable that in OE this development is restricted to nouns and 
is not found with fem. adjectives, e.g. wildu ‘wild’, which shows the regular develop-
ment of *-ijd. Campbell’s suggestion (1977: §645) that in such adjectives *-c was regular 
and *-ijd analogical is not obviously correct.
2 The earliest forms of OHG heavy-stemmed jd-stems have nom.sg. in -e, < *-i, though 
this may be analogical to the other cases, and there is some reason to think that the 
endingless nom.sg. found in polysyllables, showing apocope of the original ending, is 
the oldest type, see Braune (1987: §209A2&3).
3 Confl icting views on these developments are discussed in Fulk (2010c). Cf. 
Brunner (1965: §257A1), Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976: 547). In addition to the reserva-
tions discussed above with respect to Kiparsky and O’Neil’s analysis, it should be noted 
that they are obliged to assume an unsubstantiated earlier stage with fi nal -u, i.e. 
*8ierdu.

3.98 Nouns formed with the suffi x *-iþd should, if the fi rst syllable is 
heavy, develop regularly into OE with a syncopated medial vowel and, in 
their nom.sg., an unapocopated infl exional -u. The result of syncope is that 
the historical form of the nom.sg. represents a surface violation of the rule 
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of apocope, with fi nal -u now after a heavy syllable, e.g. strengþu ‘strength’. 
Yet even in EWS, forms of the nom.sg. in -þu are entirely unattested, and 
we fi nd only forms without -u, e.g. CP 283 slwwð ‘sloth’ (3¥), though the 
incidence is small, with just three other examples, see Cosijn (1886: 26). 
In Ælfric, nom.sg. forms likewise appear to be always uninfl ected, see 
further Pope (1967–8: 183). Phonologically, however, forms in -u/-o must 
originally have been proper to the nom.sg. when *-iþd followed a heavy 
syllable, as indicated both by forms outside of EWS and Ælfric, e.g. fwhþo 
‘feud’ in poetry, and by the analogical extension of -u/-o to cases other 
than the nom.sg., as discussed below. It seems quite probable that the 
surface violation of -u after a heavy syllable has caused reanalysis of these 
nouns so that the underlying form of the stem is monosyllabic, e.g. /strengq/, 
and that apocope is then applied as normal. In the instance of such nouns 
with a light initial syllable, syncope did not appear historically, but apocope 
should have occurred after two light syllables, see §2.37. However, even 
in these cases syncopated and apocopated forms are regular, e.g. frymþ 
‘beginning’, demonstrating even more plainly the nature of the restructur-
ing.1 Some texts show an alternative solution to the irregularity of the 
nom.sg. by extending the form of the nom.sg. to other parts of the para-
digm. This is particularly true of the Merc PsGl(A), which has, for example, 
acc.gen.dat.sg. bbylðu ‘anger’, ermðu ‘poverty’, lwððu ‘hatred’, identical in 
shape to 68.25 bbyl8ðu nom.sg., whilst EWS CP and Or both have similar 
forms for the nom.acc.pl., see further Dahl (1938: 144–6).2 On the historical 
development of nouns in *-iþd, see further §2.37.

1 Note that in all cases the root vowel, which is historically the result of i-umlaut, 
must be supposed to be the synchronic underlying vowel, since the structure for the 
operation of i-umlaut no longer exists.
2 The extension of -u to the oblique cases is not infrequently attributed to the 
infl uence of stems in -cn-, see §2.88. But Bammesberger (1975) shows the implausi-
bility of this and argues for infl uence in the opposite direction. Cf. Ringe (2002: 
149&n42).

3.99 Although historical cn-stems are assumed to have merged with iþd-
stems in their development towards OE, see §§2.88–90, it is noticeable 
that they appear to be more resistant to the apocope of -u than the iþd-
stems discussed in §3.98. Thus, of the monosyllabic nouns in this group 
only yld ‘age’ regularly shows loss of -u in Ælfric, although other nouns 
do show the same loss occasionally, see §2.90. Even more resistant to the 
change are disyllabic nouns of the appropriate structure; thus, meni(8)u 
‘crowd’ appears never to be Ø-infl ected. On the other hand, if these nouns 
retain -u in the nom.sg., they can frequently extend that infl exion throughout 
the singular. Since most of these nouns are always singular, see §2.89, this 
means that they have become invariable in infl exion.
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(h) Disyllabic nouns

3.100 In general, disyllabic nouns of the a-declension do not give rise to 
the same complexity of variation as do the comparable nouns of the as-
declension, cf. §§3.56–72. Regardless of the historical origins of these nouns, 
from a synchronic point of view the primary distinction between the vari-
ous so-called disyllabic nouns of this declension lies in whether the fi rst 
syllable is light or heavy. There are three principal sub-types of nouns with 
an initial light syllable, and these seem to be exactly the same as those 
suggested for the similar disyllabic nouns of the as-declension discussed in 
§3.68. Each of these types is considered separately in §§3.101–3. Disyllabic 
nouns with a heavy fi rst syllable are discussed in §3.104.

3.101 The fi rst type to be considered is the group of nouns in which the 
second syllable begins and ends in an obstruent, including the following: 
duguþ ‘host’, efes ‘eaves’, 8eoguþ ‘youth’. In infl ected forms, such nouns 
do not show syncope after a light syllable, e.g. duguþe,1 but they do have 
u-apocope in the nom.sg. after two light syllables and are thus entirely 
regular. It must be assumed that WS æx ‘axe’ is from *acas- with historical 
syncope of medial /a/, which results in restructuring of the noun as a 
monosyllabic stem.2 PsGl(A) æcesum dat.pl. and similar Merc forms are 
regularly derived from an alternative source *acus-, and Nbr acas may be 
from that same source, see Hogg (1992b: §6.15n3).

1 But note Rid 49.10 dugþum.
2 Historically, lifer ‘liver’ (§3.102), sawol ‘soul’ (§3.104) have the same syncope, but 
their later history differs because of the different sequence of consonants which 
arises.

3.102 Nouns of the second type, with a light fi rst syllable followed by a 
syllable that begins with an obstruent and ends with a sonorant, include: 
netel ‘nettle’, spinel ‘spindle’, feter ‘fetter’, lifer ‘liver’, feþer ‘feather’, swe8er 
‘mother-in-law’, byden ‘barrel’, ly8en ‘lie’.1 The virtually exceptionless 
appearance of disyllabic forms without -u in the nom.sg. suggests that the 
stems are underlyingly disyllabic whether this is historically the case, as 
with netel, spinel, feter, lifer, byden, ly8en, or not, as with the remaining 
forms cited above.2 In order to derive an infl ected form such as dat.pl. 
fetrum, we must suppose that there is a rule of syncope which deletes the 
medial vowel before a liquid. This rule must be optional, because in infl ected 
forms syncopated and unsyncopated variants co-exist.3 This type of noun 
appears to be identical in structure to the type (ii) disyllabic nouns of the 
as-declension discussed in §3.68. It is therefore instructive to note that in 
the fem. nouns there is no failure to apocopate fi nal -u of the nom.sg., 
whereas in the as-declension neuter nouns the failure to apocopate fi nal -u 
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of the nom.pl. is regular. This speaks for the loss of apocope as a phono-
logical rule in LWS, see §3.72.

1 Campbell (1977: §589(5); see also Bammesberger, 1990a: 148) includes in this 
group bisen ‘example’, but Orm’s bisne and the cognate ON b.sn show that the correct 
form is bys(e)n (as the DOE has it), and it thus belongs with the nouns discussed in 
§3.104. See Kluge (1882: 535).
2 A single exception is ClGl 1.2788 e8enu ‘chaff’, although it is diffi cult to know 
how much signifi cance should be attached to this example. The early glossaries in 
particular also show -u after the suffi x -ett, e.g. EpGl 718 aelbitu (= ylfetu) ‘swan’, 
ErfGl 275 hirnitu ‘hornet’, with which should be compared LWS ÆGl 307.5 ylfette, 
with the form of a fem. an-declension noun, and AntGl 2.614 hyrnet without -u. On 
the other hand, ÆCHom II 13.56 myne7enu ‘nun’ is the phonologically predicted form 
if degemination is assumed.
3 There does not appear to be any signifi cant distinction between words with and 
without an historical vowel in the second syllable. Thus, from feter with an historical 
vowel the DOEC has fetrum (2¥), (-)feterum (8¥), whilst without an historical vowel 
there occurs feþrum (14¥), (-)feþerum (11¥). The lack of signifi cant distributional 
differences and the co-occurrence of disyllabic and trisyllabic infl ected variants in both 
types suggest strongly that they had fallen together in lOE.

3.103 Nouns of the third type, in which the fi rst syllable is light and the 
second begins and ends with a sonorant, include: cyl(e)n ‘kiln’, eln ‘ell’. 
Such nouns appear to be directly parallel to those in §3.102, except that 
the nom.sg. forms, insofar as they are recorded,1 fl uctuate between mono-
syllabic and disyllabic structures. Although this may be the result of syncope 
of an historical medial vowel, it seems probable that it has led to synchronic 
restructuring of these nouns as having an underlying monosyllabic stem, 
and therefore they would be distinguished from the second type, discussed 
in §3.102.

1 Eln occurs only in this shape, see Hogg (1992b: §6.68&n2).

3.104 Nouns which, if the stem is disyllabic, have a heavy fi rst syllable 
include: adl ‘disease’, nwdl ‘needle’, sawl ‘soul’, bysn ‘example’,1 7easter 
‘city’, frdfor ‘comfort’, wdcor ‘increase’. All of these stems are monosyllabic 
in origin except for sawl, cf. Got saiwala. The difference is maintained in 
lOE, since adl and nwdl show epenthesis in neither infl ected nor uninfl ected 
forms,2 whilst sawl is frequently written with a vowel before <l>: Ælfric 
strongly prefers sawul, as does the Merc PsGl(A); similarly, Nbr texts 
usually have sawel (or similar spellings), but saul occurs not infrequently. 
Thus, adl, nwdl appear to have monosyllabic stems in lOE, whereas sawl 
is underlyingly disyllabic. Unlike /l/, however, after an obstruent a fi nal /r/ is 
always syllabic, see §3.65. Thus, as with similar nouns of the as-declension, 
the words 7easter, frdfor, wdcor appear to have been re-formed as disyllabic 
stems, with optional syncope in infl ected cases. Absence of infl exional -u 
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in the nom.sg. is therefore etymologically correct in all these words, though 
sawl presents certain diffi culties.3

1 Originally an i-stem, like Got anabesns ‘command’, from PIE *-bhuHt-sni-z, see 
Kluge (1926: §147b). What led Campbell to regard this as a disyllabic stem with a 
light fi rst syllable, see §3.102n1, was most likely Nbr forms like Li bissena, biseno 
acc.pl. (The word is partly neut. in Nbr.) To be sure, the Nbr forms are diffi cult to 
account for, but the evidence of ON b.sn and of bisne in the Ormulum (see §3.102n1), 
as well as the fact that OE bysn is attested three times without syllabifi ed n, forbids 
interpretation of the word outside of Nbr as bisen.
2 On non-syllabic /l/ after obstruents, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.40) and §3.71n1 above. 
Note, however, that adl is metrically disyllabic at GuthB 978, 1064.
3 We should expect early syncope of PGmc *-a- followed by apocope, hence *saiwald 
> *sawlu > sawl, see Hogg (1992b: §6.15). The metrical evidence, however, points to 
a disyllabic uninfl ected form from an early date, see Fulk (1992: §98n55), and, as 
noted above, the orthographic evidence plainly indicates a distinction between mono-
syllabic adl, nwdl and disyllabic sawul. Perhaps the labiovelar quality of /w/ combined 
with the presumably velar quality of /l/ to produce early, exceptional epenthesis of /u/ 
before /l/ after apocope had applied. But the status of syncope and apocope in *saiwald 
is uncertain, cf. §3.64.

IV an-declension

3.105 This declension includes nouns of all three genders, though neut. 
nouns of the declension are rare. The chief source of its membership is the 
historical n-stem class. For the commonest nouns of this type, see §2.81. 
Both early and late loanwords continued to be added to the class. Thus, 
examples of masc. an-declension nouns that come from Lat nouns of the 
second declension are basilisca ‘basilisk’, cristalla ‘crystal’, whilst masc. 
examples that come from Lat fem. nouns of the fi rst declension are gldria 
‘hymn of praise’, crisma ‘chrism’, and masc. examples from Lat masc. 
nouns of the fi rst declension are papa ‘pope’, cometa ‘comet’. Examples 
of fem. an-declension nouns that come from Lat fem. nouns of the fi rst 
declension are murre ‘myrrh’, albe ‘alb’, whilst fem. examples from Lat 
neuters in -ium are centaurie ‘centaury’, marubie ‘horehound’. Masc. assa 
‘he-ass’ and ancora ‘anchorite’1 appear to derive from Old Irish masculine 
nouns.

1 The initial vowel appears to be long: the word is never spelt with initial o, and Old 
Irish ánchara has a long vowel.

1 Infl exions

3.106 In LWS the set of infl exions which was attached to the stems of 
an-declension nouns with consonantal stems was as follows:
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 Singular Plural
Nom. -a (masc.); -e (fem., neut.) -an
Acc. -an (masc., fem.); -e (neut.) -an
Gen. -an -ena
Dat. -an -um

On the infl exion of nouns of the an-declension with vocalic stems, see 
§§3.110–15. Fem. nouns of the an-declension with light stems frequently 
show parallel forms infl ected according to the a-declension in WS, e.g. 
consistent lufu, though an-declension forms of the oblique cases occur; Ru1 
has once nom.sg. lufu; otherwise, Merc forms are always of the an-declension 
and Nbr forms ambiguous, see §3.108 and Hogg (1997b: 100–1). Other WS 
forms like this are 7inu ‘chink’, faðu ‘paternal aunt’, peru ‘pear’,1 spadu 
‘spade’, wucu ‘week’ beside forms with infl exions of the an-declension.

1 From Lat pirus ‘pear tree’.

3.107 The above set of infl exions, which in LWS is for the most part 
stable, is inherited from the infl exions of the n-stems (§§2.78ff.). Occasionally 
-on replaces -an, e.g. ÆLS (Agnes) 153, Gen 48.10 bagon ‘eyes’ nom.pl., 
PsGl(J) 134.17 baron ‘ears’ nom.pl., see Hogg (1992b: §6.60). Such forms 
are met with occasionally already in EWS, e.g. LawAf 1.32, ChronA 797.1 
tungon ‘tongue’ acc.dat.sg. (On the other hand, -on is organic in bastron 
‘Easter’ nom.acc.pl., see §2.87.) Similarly, in the gen. pl., -ona, -ana occur 
infrequently for -ena, e.g. HomM 5.383 bagona, PsGl(D, G, H, I) bagana 
‘eyes’, EWS CP 465.16, Bo 7.17.7 welona ‘prosperities’; as the examples 
show, the variation is usually attributable to dissimilation from the root 
vowel, see ibid.: §6.64. The gen.pl. infl exion may also be reduced to -na 
by syncope when an allowable consonant cluster results, as with Lch II 
(14¥) bagna ‘eyes’, JDayI 23 brdgna ‘terrors’. This reduction is commonest 
in verse, but it is found occasionally already in EWS, e.g. CP (2¥) wilna 
‘desires’. Very rarely do we fi nd -an in the gen.pl.1 A more signifi cant 
alteration is of dat.pl. -um to -an, e.g. ÆCHom I, 4.211.150 dracan ‘dragons’, 
ÆLS (Maurice) 48 wrendracan ‘messengers’. Examples of this development 
are to be found already in EWS, e.g. Or 87.14 wrendracan, CP 397.25 
8esinhcwon ‘married couples’. Very likely this change is a phonological 
tendency abetted by analogical pressures within the paradigm, and the 
change then spread to other declensions, see §§3.9, 3.75.

1 Hoad (1994) offers the examples Solil 1 35.16 bagan, ByrM 1 (Baker/Lapidge) 
2.3.111 tcman, among others.

3.108 In Nbr, the infl exions of the an-declension differ notably from those 
of the LWS paradigms, due chiefl y to the loss of fi nal /n/ after unstressed 
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vowels, see Hogg (1992b: §7.99). As a consequence, -a is the commonest 
ending in most of those cases in which LWS has -an; yet -u, -o, -a, -æ, -e 
also occur, due to the merger of most unstressed vowels in lNbr, see fi rstly 
ibid.: §§6.59–62. In the nom.acc.pl, however, -o is by far the commonest 
ending in NNbr, and -u in SNbr.1 Very possibly this -u/o refl ects Pre-OE 
*-un of the masc. and fem. acc.pl., extended to the nom. as well; extension 
in the opposite direction, of nom.pl. -an to the acc.pl., is what is found in 
WS, see §2.85. In that event, -u/o might be expected to serve as the com-
monest ending in the masc. and fem. acc.sg. also, as appears to be the case 
in eNbr, see §2.86; but whilst -u/o is not uncommon in the acc.sg. in lNbr, 
-a is most frequent. The infl exion is also most frequently -a in the masc. 
and fem. nom.sg., and thus original -æ/e has been displaced in the fem. 
nouns. In the plural, dat. -um is nearly universal, with just a few instances 
of -om.2 In the gen.pl., etymological -ana predominates, with occasional 
variants -ena, -una, -ano, -na. The last of these appears to be etymologi-
cally correct in Li oxna ‘oxen’, see §2.87, but not in Li hc8na ‘household’. 
In addition to these regular an-declension endings, masc. and fem. nouns 
may acquire endings of the as-declension: -es is the commonest ending by 
far for the gen.sg. in both masc. and fem. nouns, without indicating actual 
change of gender in the latter, see §§3.75, 3.78; similarly occasional -as in 
the nom.acc.pl. of both genders. The gen.pl. ending -a of the as-declension 
also occurs a few times; but the ending -a remains much commoner than -e 
in the dat.sg. of both masc. and fem. nouns. The neuters are more diffi cult 
to analyse. In Li, bgo ‘eye’ is both neut. and fem., whilst the gender of bare 
‘ear’ is undeterminable. Both have expected -um in the dat.pl., but otherwise 
bgo always ends in -o, except for one instance of acc.sg. b8e; bare otherwise 
ends in -e (2¥, acc.dat.sg.) except in the nom.acc.pl., where it ends in -o 
(12¥). There do not appear to be any signifi cant differences between NNbr 
and SNbr in regard to the an-declension.

1 On nom.acc.pl. exen, exin ‘oxen’, see §2.87.
2 Also -num in oxnum ‘oxen’, see §2.87.

3.109 In Merc, the infl exions of nouns of the an-declension in PsGl(A) 
closely resemble those of LWS. Once there occurs the archaic nom.sg.fem. 
ending -æ in hraecae ‘throat’. On nom.pl. oexen (beside oxan), gen.pl. oxna 
‘oxen’, see §2.87.1 In Ru1, on the other hand, the infl exions of this declen-
sion resemble those found in Nbr. But beside the range of endings found 
in Nbr, Ru1 also not infrequently has -an, and not just where LWS has -an 
but also in some instances in the nom.sg. of all three genders, e.g. masc. 
cuman ‘visitor’. Another dissimilarity to Nbr is that although -u sometimes 
appears in the nom.acc.pl. of masc. nouns, it is never found in feminines 
in the plural. There is also more variability in the infl exions of the neuters 
of this declension than in Nbr, e.g. acc.dat.sg. b8e ‘eye’.2
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1 Gen.pl. wurði8na and dat.pl. wurði8num ‘enclosures’ are no longer generally ana-
lysed as showing transferral of syncopated an-declension endings to as-declension nouns, 
but as stem wurði8n- plus infl exion, this stem being common in place-names.
2 For details, see Brown (1891–2: II, §§65–7).

3.110 Certain masc. and fem. nouns of the an-declension, but no neuters, 
have stems that end in a vowel or a diphthong, for reasons that are explained 
in §§3.111–15. Under such circumstances, the initial vowel of the infl exions 
tabulated in §3.106 has historically contracted with the fi nal vowel or 
diphthong of the stem, with such consequences for those vowels and diph-
thongs as are described in Hogg (1992b: §§5.131ff.). After contraction, 
metanalysis of the endings produced a set of infl exions that now began 
with, or consisted of, a nasal consonant, or if the infl exion contained no 
consonant at the time of contraction, resulted in zero-infl exion. The typical 
infl exions in LWS are thus as follows:

 Singular Plural
Nom. -Ø -n
Acc. -n -n
Gen. -n -na
Dat. -n -m

3.111 The expected LWS paradigms for nouns of this type thus would be 
as follows:

Singular
Nom. 8efa enemy wba woe twbo doubt
Acc. 8efan wban twbon
Gen. 8efan wban twbon
Dat. 8efan wban twbon

Plural
Nom. 8efan wban twbon
Acc. 8efan wban twbon
Gen. 8efana wbana twbona
Dat. 8efam wbam twbom

None of these dat.pl. forms is actually attested, but other, similar ones are 
found, e.g. Wid 31, 58 Swbom ‘Swedes’. Yet just as with some other vocalic 
stems, see §§2.31–2, 3.47, -um may be restored in the dat.pl. by analogy 
to the ending on consonantal stems, as with metrically ambiguous Rim 32 
frbaum ‘lords’.

3.112 As in respect to other nouns of this class, the infl exions added to 
these contracted stems in PsGl(A) resemble those found in LWS, whilst 
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other Angl texts diverge notably from the WS pattern. The endings in 
PsGl(A) agree with those given in §3.110, the only remarkable point about 
such words being some unusual diphthongs, e.g. nom.sg. lba ‘lion’ (4¥) for 
expected lbo (1¥), see Hogg (1992b: §5.139). Ru1 has only acc.sg. gefba 
‘joy’ and dat.sg. s7ua ‘shadow’, and thus, once again, it resembles Nbr 
rather than PsGl(A). In Nbr, due to the loss of fi nal nasal consonants, we 
should expect that gen.pl. -na would be the only consonantal infl exion 
preserved, though in fact no instance of a contracted an-declension noun 
is preserved in the gen.pl. in Nbr. Loss of -m in the dat.pl., however, is 
confi rmed by Li s7cu ‘shins’. The gen.sg. has only analogical -s (only lbas 
‘lion’ is attested). Otherwise, nouns of this type generally end in a diphthong 
of which <a> is the second element, except that <ea> and <eo> are inter-
changeable in Ru2, see ibid.: §5.44. Notable also is nom.acc.pl. hrao (beside 
ra) ‘roe’; cf. -u/-o in the uncontracted nom.acc.pl., §3.108.

3.113 One source of the vocalic stems discussed in §§3.110–12 is forms 
in which /w/ was lost in WGmc before /u/, with subsequent vowel contrac-
tion, see Hogg (1992b: §3.19). Thus, for example, PGmc acc.sg. *frawunum 
> *fraun- > frban ‘lord’. In the course of this line of development, the 
contracted stem analogically replaced forms of the stem in which loss of 
/w/ would not have occurred, e.g. gen.pl. *frawandm, see §2.84. Like frba 
in this respect are wba ‘woe’ and occasional an-declension forms of þrba 
‘affl iction’, i.e. þrban, cf. §3.94.

3.114 Another, later and commoner source of the vocalic stems discussed 
in §§3.110–12 is forms in which vowel contraction occurred upon loss of 
intervocalic [h], see Hogg (1992b: §§5.131ff.). Thus, for example, *èifeaha 
> 8efba ‘joy’. These nouns include ba ‘water’,1 8efa ‘enemy’, 8efba ‘joy’, fl ba 
‘albugo’,2 fl ba ‘fl ea’,2 rbo ‘blanket’, sbo ‘pupil of the eye’, sla ‘sloe’,3 ta ‘toe’,4 
twbo ‘doubt’, þd ‘clay’, and probably cbo ‘crow’.5

1 Usually a root-stem, see §2.111&n8, but cf. ban ‘rivers’ nom.pl. found in EWS, 
Ælfric and elsewhere.
2 Also a neuter a-stem fl bah.
3 There also occurs a rare d-stem slah, though the form slag that is frequently cited 
occurs only as the initial constituent of the compound slahþorn ‘black hawthorn’. The 
d-stem is very likely a back-formation from this compound.
4 There also occurs an d-stem tan, derived from the oblique cases of this. Cf. WS ta 
‘twig’, §3.115.
5 Probably from *cyhæ, see Hogg (1992b: §5.42), hence without palatalization of c.

3.115 The fi nal source of the vocalic stems discussed in §§3.110–12, at least 
in WS, and in part in PsGl(A), is forms in which hiatus between a stem-fi nal 
vowel and an infl exional vowel has been lost to vowel contraction, see Hogg 
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(1992b: §§5.136ff.). Words of this type include bbo ‘bee’, pl. 7can ‘gills’, 
da ‘doe’, fl a ‘arrow’,1 lbo ‘lion’,2 s7ca ‘shin’,3 pl. Swbon ‘Swedes’, ta ‘twig’.1 Of 
unknown derivation, possibly to be grouped here, is pce, pbo ‘sort of insect’.

1 Due to back-formation from fl an, tan, with perception of -n as infl exional rather 
than stem-fi nal; cf. ON fl einn ‘dart’, Got tains ‘branch’.
2 From Lat.
3 Angl only.

2 Allomorphic variation

3.116 There is relatively little variation of an allomorphic nature amongst 
stems of the an-declension. WS tolerates very little paradigmatic allomorphy 
resulting from back umlaut. Thus, for example, weolan ‘riches’ occurs 
occasionally in both Early and Late WS (never in Ælfric), but welan is the 
usual form. Back umlaut is more pervasive in Angl, but even there it is hardly 
regular: thus, for example, in PsGl(A), the umlauted stem ondwleot- ‘face’ 
appears 21 times, the non-umlauted ondwlit- 5 times, though the infl exion 
always contains a back vowel, this being a masc. noun; in Li this stem is 
only ondwlit(t)- (7¥); in DurRitGl (2¥) and Ru1 (7¥) it is only andwliot-. 
In fem. nouns there might be expected variation due to the restoration of 
A, since the nom.sg. infl exion is -e, whilst all other infl exions contain a 
back vowel; usually /w/ is extended throughout, e.g. hrace ‘throat’, faðe 
‘paternal aunt’, nihtegale ‘nightingale’, but cf. ErfGl 1.715 hræca ‘throat’. 
Likewise hacele ‘cloak’ always has <a>, except in syncopated Li MtGl 5.40 
hæcla ‘cloak’ acc.sg.; but there is always <æ> in ðæcele, fæcele ‘torch’ and 
related forms. Alternation between hc8an and hcwan ‘family’, mega and 
mewa ‘heap’, is due to Verner’s Law, see Hogg (1992b: §4.9(3)).

V Minor declensions

1 Minor a-plurals

3.117 This small declension consists almost entirely of historical u-stems 
such as sunu ‘son’, hand ‘hand’, see §2.73 for a fuller list of examples, and 
so their paradigm in LWS remains unaltered from the EWS paradigm pre-
sented in §2.72, repeated here for convenience:

 Singular  Plural
 Light Heavy Light Heavy
Nom. sunu hand suna handa
Acc. sunu hand suna handa
Gen. suna hand suna handa
Dat. suna hand sunum handum
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3.118 The only allomorphic variation of signifi cance is the variation 
between -Ø and -u in the nom.sg., which could be analysed as due to the 
operation of the synchronic rule of u-apocope that applies within the para-
digms of nouns of other declensions, most relevantly in the nom.sg. of the 
fem. a-declension, see §§3.95ff.1 The supposition that u-apocope applies 
synchronically necessarily implies that light- and heavy-stemmed nouns of 
this type belonged synchronically to the same declension, and that the 
infl exional forms in this declension were not merely stereotyped relics of 
the older stem class.

1 But apocope seems to have been lost from the declension of disyllabic nouns of the 
a-declension, at least in LWS and NNbr, see §3.72. Yet it is of course possible that 
apocope survived in other declensional classes as a phonological rule with lexically 
marked exceptions.

3.119 In LWS the degree to which the historical u-stems remain as a-plurals 
appears to be lexically dependent, varying from lexical item to item. In 
particular, the most frequent u-stem, namely sunu ‘son’, seems most resistant 
to class transfer. Furthermore, it is often diffi cult to determine whether or not 
fem. nouns have transferred to the a-declension, since the plural infl exions 
would have remained unaltered. The general details are as follows:

(1) The commonest light-stemmed masc. nouns, sunu ‘son’, wudu ‘wood’, 
most usually retain their historical infl exions in Ælfrician texts, but there 
are occasional examples of nom.acc.sg. suna, wuda. This may be due 
either to merger of unstressed vowels or to the nouns’ having become 
indeclinable,1 although it is likely that the latter would be no more than 
a consequence of the former. The better Ælfrician texts do not show any 
signs of these nouns’ having adopted the infl exions of the an-declension, 
a development which becomes strongly characteristic of later texts, 
especially charters, see further §3.141.2 There is insuffi cient evidence 
to establish the behaviour of the other nouns of this type, but note 
that AldV has medewes ‘mead’ gen.sg. and medewa nom.pl.,3 with which 
compare an as-declension noun such as bearu ‘grove’, see §3.42.

(2) Of the heavy-stemmed masc. nouns, all show at least some examples of 
transfer to other declensions, and in Ælfric the following at least appear 
to have been transferred regularly to the as-declension: eard ‘country’, 
færeld ‘journey’,4 feld ‘fi eld’, fl dd ‘fl ood’,5 had ‘person’. Only æppel ‘apple’ 
and winter ‘winter’ appear to retain the historical infl exions on a regular 
basis, although note frequent æpples gen.sg., and later texts often have 
winter neut.nom.pl. of the as-declension.6 The evidence for the behaviour 
of the remaining nouns of this type in Ælfrician texts is either com-
pletely lacking or insuffi cient.7 The most frequently retained historical 
infl exion appears to be the dat.sg. in -a, e.g. felda commonly alongside 
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felde,8 but this may simply refl ect a merger of the two unstressed 
vowels. Although transfer to the as-declension is clearly the dominant 
pattern in Ælfric, this is not true of later texts such as charters, where 
these nouns very often display the infl exions of the an-declension.

(3) For the two light-stemmed fem. nouns, Ælfric appears to retain the 
historical infl exions for both duru ‘door’ and nosu ‘nose’, although 
since the infl exions of the plural would remain unchanged if these 
nouns had transferred to the a-declension, and since there is evidence 
elsewhere, cf. felde/felda dat.sg. in (2) above, that -e and -a may have 
fallen together, it is diffi cult to determine the signifi cance of this beyond 
the nom.acc.sg. There are some very rare forms which might indicate 
that duru could (partially) transfer to the mutation plurals on the 
analogy of hnutu ‘nut’, see §2.73n7, especially BenR 70.5 dyre dat.sg. 
and ÆLS (Pr Moses) 324 dyran nom.pl., the latter apparently with 
both mutated /y/ and the infl exion of an an-declension noun.9 But the 
forms often cited from PsGl(K), e.g. dyru, are better interpreted as 
the result of scribal confusion, see Sisam and Sisam (1959: §49), and 
it may be best to regard all forms with medial <y> as suspicious.

(4) The most frequently occurring heavy-stemmed fem. noun is hand ‘hand’, 
which in Ælfric generally retains the historical infl exions, in so far as 
they can be distinguished from the infl exions of the a-declension. ÆLS 
has 4 examples of dat.sg. in -e, cf. comparable forms above. Similarly, 
the dat.sg. of fl dr ‘fl oor’ fl uctuates between usual fl dre and less frequent 
fl dra.

1 Except, of course, in the dat.pl., where infl exional -um is stereotyped.
2 Note also ÆCHom II 11.109.578 wudas acc.pl., also found rarely in other texts 
such as GD(C) and PsGl(B,C,D,E).
3 Campbell (1977: §614n1) suggests that medewa should be read as medewas.
4 Both masc. and neut.
5 In Ælfric, fl dd is regularly neut., although elsewhere it is most usually masc.
6 By an obvious semantic analogy, sumor ‘summer’ is often attracted to this declen-
sion in parallel to winter. Ru2 has wintru (3¥), which is not wholly expected if it is 
nom.pl., see §3.65. The form could be gen.pl., although this is less probable given 
both the Latin text and the OE syntactic tendencies, on which see Mitchell (1985: 
§548).
7 However, Campbell (1977: §613) cites the following EWS forms: gen.sg.masc. æples, 
eardes, hades, wintres, dat.sg.masc. earde, fl dde, hade, sumere, wealde, nom.acc.pl. 
æpplas, heargas, dat.sg.fem. dure, nose; also, with confusion of back vowels, acc.sg. 
wuda, dat.sg. duru. See also §2.73.
8 Ælfric has once the an-declensional form ÆLS (Vincent) 237 feldan dat.sg.
9 There are also occasional examples of duran with the same infl exion, cf. the 
comments under (2) above.

3.120 In Nbr the situation is broadly parallel to that in LWS, and only 
a few traces remain of the historical system. Of the nouns which remain 
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and which are well attested, it is notable that sunu ‘son’ is invariant in 
DurRitGl1 and that although there is variation in Li between sunu and 
suno, the latter preferred in the pl., such variation is unlikely to have been 
signifi cant. The noun winter, which is probably underlyingly monosyllabic, 
see §3.72, has nom.acc.pl. wintru, -o alongside winter, the latter DurRitGl 
only, which forms are not easily to be explained, given the usual treatment 
of such plurals in NNbr, see §3.67. The fem. duru is in NNbr mostly duru, 
but in SNbr dura, these variations probably due to varying representations of 
the same unstressed vowel, whilst the few examples of hond2 are ambiguous 
as to their import.

1 Excluded here and in what follows below is any discussion of the dat.pl.
2 On the Nbr form of hand, see Hogg (1992b: §5.5).

3.121 In Merc, only sunu consistently follows the historically expected 
paradigm, and even there, Ru1 has examples showing transfer to the as-
declension, notably MtGl(Ru) 26.37 sunas, 21.28 sunes both acc.pl., note 
also 27.56 sunena. The pattern here is therefore not signifi cantly different 
from elsewhere.1

1 The little evidence provided by the later Kt texts suggests that here, too, almost all 
examples had transferred to other declensions, although examples such as OccGl 49.281 
dure gen.sg. could merely show reduction of the infl exional vowel.

2 Mutation plurals

3.122 This declension, principally composed of historical root-stems, see 
§§2.109ff., consists of a small number of nouns generally of high frequency. 
In LWS the paradigm of heavy stems of this declension generally remains 
unaltered from the EWS paradigm presented in §2.110, repeated here for 
the sake of convenience:1

 Masculine Feminine
Singular
Nom. fdt foot bdc book
Acc. fdt bdc
Gen. fdtes bb7

Dat. fbt bb7

Plural
Nom. fbt bb7

Acc. fbt bb7

Gen. fdta bdca
Dat. fdtum bdcum
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In addition to these historical root-stems, the masc. monosyllabic nd-stems 
fbond ‘enemy’, frbond ‘friend’ most frequently follow the paradigm of fdt.2

1 For the paradigm of light stems, see the discussion in §3.124.
2 But not, as far as can be ascertained, the far less frequent tbond ‘accuser’, see 
§2.106&n1. It is presumably signifi cant that only the high-frequency nouns conform 
to this declension, since such nouns can more easily tolerate apparent irregularity.

3.123 Although it is plain that there is an alternation between an unum-
lauted vowel in the nom.acc.sg., gen.sg., and gen.dat.pl. and an umlauted 
vowel in the remainder of the paradigm of these nouns,1 it is dubitable 
whether this alternation could have been governed synchronically in LWS 
by a phonologically conditioned rule of i-umlaut, though this has often been 
the assumption in generative approaches to OE phonology.2 In particular, 
it should be noted that in heavy stems the presence of an umlaut vowel 
correlates closely with the absence of any overt infl exional suffi x. If, there-
fore, there were a synchronic phonological rule of i-umlaut, it would be 
necessary to propose an underlying /i/ in all those forms in which there is 
no overt infl exion, except the nom.acc.sg. A non-phonological analysis of 
these nouns, on the other hand, would mark all uninfl ected oblique cases 
as subject to umlaut and palatalization, thus defi ning umlaut as a case/
number marker where no other marker existed but would have been 
expected from the behaviour of other nominal paradigms.

1 Exactly correlating with the presence of umlaut is the presence of a palatalized velar 
where this is appropriate. That correlation is entirely expected, since the historical */i/ 
which caused umlaut would also have caused palatalization.
2 Amongst generative accounts it is not always possible to determine whether any 
given synchronic rule of i-umlaut is phonologically or morphologically conditioned (or 
some mixture of the two), since most such accounts do not deal directly with this 
group of nouns. It is, nevertheless, probably signifi cant that the most explicit account, 
namely that of K.H. Wagner (1969: 265), proposes a purely phonological rule of 
umlaut, as does that of Erdmann (1974: 7). Other such discussions, such as that in 
Kiparsky and O’Neil (1976) or Dresher (1978), also propose a phonological rule of 
umlaut, but they do not discuss the present group of nouns, and therefore it is prob-
able that they would extend the rule to the present group. Amongst introductory 
textbooks, Mitchell and Robinson (2006: §58) appear to assume a rule of i-umlaut, 
whilst Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §§48–9) are carefully noncommittal on the issue. Only 
the remarks of Pilch (1970: §17) can be plausibly interpreted as indicating that the 
rule of i-umlaut had in these nouns been morphologized. Umlaut in related modern 
Germanic languages, but not in Old English, has been discussed within the framework 
of Optimality Theory in Klein (2000) and Gibson and Ringen (2000).

3.124 The only direct phonological evidence for the existence of a purely 
phonological synchronic rule of i-umlaut comes from light-stemmed nouns 
of this declension, of which just three, all fem., are attested, namely hnitu 
‘nit’, hnutu ‘nut’, studu ‘post’,1 see §2.111.2 These nouns, however, which 
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are relatively infrequent, show considerable variation in form. Both hnutu 
and studu are regular in nom.sg., also the latter in acc.sg. (where the former 
is unattested), and as expected have unumlauted forms in gen.pl. hnuta, 
studa, dat.pl. hnutum, studum, whilst nom.acc.pl. hnyte shows the expected 
umlaut, as does nom.pl. styde, styþeo (both at Alex 8.21), as well as dat.sg. 
-hnyte, styde.3 On the other hand, in the dat.sg. and, perhaps, gen.sg., see 
§2.113&n3, unumlauted forms of the type stude occur alongside umlauted 
forms, which may suggest that umlaut has been levelled away from the sg. 
and remains only as a marker of the nom.acc.pl. If that is so, it is diffi cult 
to see how the umlaut could be anything other than a purely morphological 
marker of number.4

1 Studu has a variant form with an intervocalic fricative, hence, e.g. stuþe, stuðe 
alongside stude. This variant form may be an exception to the regular WGmc occlusion 
of *[ð], see Hogg (1992b: §4.17).
2 In such nouns the presence of infl exional -e in, for example, nom.pl. hnyte can 
apparently best be accounted for by the assumption that it is from an underlying /i/ 
which would cause i-umlaut (cf. nom.sg. hnutu) before being lowered to /e/ or, in the 
case of heavy stems, before being lost. The evidence afforded by hnitu is unhelpful, 
since its root vowel is plainly unaffected by i-umlaut, and therefore any variations in 
that noun are ignored, see rather §2.111n11.
3 Note that dat.sg. -hnyte is found only in the compound pcnhnyte ‘pine-nut’ at Lch 
II 2.2.8.
4 This, of course, would be a precursor of the situation in later periods of English.

3.125 If the suggestions in §3.124 with respect to light-stemmed nouns 
are correct, then it is logical to suppose that the heavy-stemmed nouns of 
the same type would gradually have lost any effect of phonological rules 
of i-umlaut and palatalization, and that these rules would have been replaced 
by purely morphological rules to account for the alternations. Such a shift 
would have encouraged the development of new infl exional forms which 
patterned according to more regular paradigms. For discussion of these forms, 
see the treatment of masc. nouns in §3.126 and fem. nouns in §3.127.

3.126 Amongst masc. nouns of this type there appears to be a continuum 
which develops with, at one end, fbond ‘enemy’ and, at the other, tdð 
‘tooth’ and fdt ‘foot’, in that the former quite frequently acquires the 
infl exions of the as-declension, hence nom.acc.pl. fbondas, dat.sg. fbonde, 
whilst such forms are rare for both tdð and fdt. Frbond ‘friend’ lies some-
where between the two. It must be noted, however, that plurals of this sort 
in -as occur only in Anglian texts and Saxonized texts of Anglian origin, 
and in poetry.1 The dative in -e is more widespread, though in Ælfrician 
texts even this is rare.2 Note the thoroughness with which these changes 
have been carried through in the poetic portion of the Paris Psalter, of 
seemingly late Angl origin, which includes among its forms fdtas ‘feet’ (3¥), 
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57.5 tdðas ‘teeth’, in addition to fbondas, frbondas.3 The prose portion 
shows no such innovations. We may therefore assume that the historical 
infl exions, at least in WS, were largely preserved in these masc. nouns until 
very late in the period.

1 See Fulk (1992: §355(5)), with references. Because the plural in -as is an innovation, 
its use in poetry would appear to attest to the Anglian origins of most surviving verse, 
as the language of poetry is otherwise exceptionally conservative.
2 The only instances are ÆCHom II 243.60, ÆHom 11.167 fbonde dat.sg. Thus, 
there appears to be some tendency for the replacement of umlauted forms by infl ected 
forms to occur fi rstly in the dat.sg., cf. the situation with fem. nouns as described in 
§3.127. The historical gen.sg. had, of course, been replaced by the infl exion of the 
as-declension in prehistoric times, see §2.113.
3 Note also Dream, which has consistently fbondas (3¥), frbondas; also Phoen 311 
fdtas and Phoen 407, Soul II, MSol 114 tdðas.

3.127 Amongst fem. nouns there appears to be a somewhat greater 
tendency to restructure than is the case for masc. nouns. Thus, amongst 
these nouns the following forms show restructuring without umlaut of the 
gen. or dat.sg.:1 (a) gen.dat.sg. with infl exional -e from the a-declension: 
ace ‘oak’, bdce ‘book’, burge ‘city’; (b) similarly in the gen.sg. only: fere 
‘furrow’,2 gate ‘goat’, gdse ‘goose’, mese ‘mouse’;3 (c) similarly in the dat.sg. 
only: þre8e ‘trough’;4 (d) in the dat.sg. but without infl exion: ac, bdc, burg, 
furh, gret ‘meal’, þreh, þreg.5 In the above words such restructuring may 
occur in a minority of total forms,6 but in the further nouns niht ‘night’, 
ba ‘river’ restructuring is normal, at least in LWS, see further §2.111.7 In 
the case of niht ‘night’, restructuring in WS may be to either umlauted 
forms or unumlauted neaht (the latter, however, only in texts of Angl origin), 
whilst in Angl the usual form is unumlauted næht.8 2a ‘river’ is usually 
unumlauted and uninfl ected except for dat.pl. bam.9 In the nom.acc.pl. 
there are many fewer forms which show restructuring, but Ælfric has
regular burga, even though the usual dat.sg. is byri8. Otherwise such forms 
appear to be rare,10 and note in particular that nom.acc.pl. of niht ‘night’ 
is regularly uninfl ected. An unusual characteristic of these fem. nouns is 
that in a very few examples the an-declension gen.pl., see further below, is 
found together with an umlauted stem vowel; these include: Notes 2 17.102 
brb7ena (to brdc ‘legging’), LkGl(Ru) 14.19 cyna (to ce ‘cow’) and possibly 
Lch I 75.5 gwtena (to gat). These nouns may also, occasionally and mainly 
in late texts, acquire the infl exions of one or other of the major declensions, 
including the masc./neut. as-declension, e.g. bdces gen.sg., bdcas nom.acc.pl., 
hnutena gen.pl., cf. above.

 1 The absence of examples of various words from the following types may often be 
due to no more than the relatively infrequent occurrence of the relevant items, rather 
than any systematic absence.
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 2 From furh with loss of h between voiced sounds.
 3 Place-names of Celtic origin, e.g. Cent ‘Kent’, similarly show -e in the gen.sg. but 
are infl exionless elsewhere. This has led some writers, e.g. Brunner (1965: §284A7), 
Campbell (1977: §628.6), to classify them as fem. nouns of this declension. It might, 
however, be preferable to classify them as indeclinable except in the gen.(sg.), where 
they acquire the usual infl exion of fem. nouns.
 4 From þreh, cf. ON þró. Thus, h should have been lost, but its restoration may 
have been effected by analogy to an alternation such as bbah ~ bba8e, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§7.59ff.).
 5 "reh, þreg is like furh, cf. n2.
 6 But the situation varies from noun to noun. In some cases, e.g. gds ‘goose’, mes 
‘mouse’, restructuring appears to be the norm, whilst in others, especially bdc ‘book’, 
it is quite infrequent.
 7 Ce ‘cow’ is more complex, since all infl ections should have been lost except in 
dat.pl. cem; also gen.pl. cea, see Hogg (1992b: §5.143). The mutated forms are retained 
in cy dat.sg., nom.acc.pl., but note PsGl(A) 67.27 cye acc.pl. with the usual Angl 
infl exion of the a-declension. Lch II 38.11.6 also has gen.sg. cee.
 8 In Angl, PsGl(A) 18.2 has umlauted nom.sg. neht, dat.sg. nehte.
 9 But other forms can be found. Thus, EWS has gen.sg. bas, and dat.sg. bae is found 
in Bede and also Ru1. The dat.sg. forms bæ, found at Chron(A) 896.8 and elsewhere, 
and be, found at Or 19.32 and elsewhere, could as well demonstrate orthographic 
confusion as some form of the dat.sg. in -e. For the plural form ban of the an-declension, 
see §3.114.
10 Campbell (1977: §628) cites Ch 587 (= Birch 945) fera as acc.pl., but it could 
well be gen.pl., since this is the usual case governed by andlang in this charter (as well 
as elsewhere).

3 Miscellanea

3.128 There are a few further nouns which seem to form discrete but 
small paradigm sets of their own, in particular the masculine historical 
i-stems which refer to names of nationalities, e.g. Engle ‘English’, and the 
historical r-stem nouns of kinship, for example mddor ‘mother’. Although 
these nouns have, historically, morphological features which distinguish 
them from other nouns, it is worth noting that the set of nouns in each of 
these categories can be well defi ned in semantic terms, and it is most prob-
able that their semantic homogeneity leads to their preservation as discrete 
morphological groups.

3.129 The masc. nouns of nationalities are discussed and exemplifi ed in 
§2.70, which should be consulted for fuller details. In general these nouns 
retain throughout the period the declensional characteristics which they 
display in the earlier texts, although there is some evidence of the further 
extension of the gen.pl. infl exion -ena, as in, for example, AldV -warena 
‘inhabitants’. Since in the course of the period the other original i-stem nouns 
had transferred to the appropriate major declensions, these nouns must be 
interpreted as having developed into a minor irregular class of their own.
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3.130 The fi ve kinship nouns, namely brdðor ‘brother’, dohtor ‘daughter’, 
fæder ‘father’, mddor ‘mother’ and sweostor ‘sister’, can be divided into 
three morphological types. The fi rst type consists solely of fæder, which 
during the period gradually assumes all the infl exions of the as-declension, 
most reluctantly so in the gen.dat.sg., see §3.64n3 for a discussion of the 
various forms of this noun and dialectal variation. The second type consists 
solely of sweostor, which is characterized by zero-infl exion except in the 
gen.dat.pl., where it has the usual infl exions -a, -um.1 The remaining three 
nouns pattern together, and the distinguishing characteristic of their infl exion 
in Ælfrician texts is that the nom.acc.pl. is regularly in -a, less commonly 
-u, and is never uninfl ected as is possible in earlier texts; hence we fi nd 
brdþra, -u, dohtra, -u, mddra, -u.2 On the typical LWS variation between 
-a and -u, see fi rstly §3.9. It is notable that in Ælfric the i-umlauted dat.sg. 
forms brbðer, dehter, mbder persist and are not subject to analogical 
levelling,3 but in lNbr and also lMerc, e.g. Ru1, umlauted forms are rare, 
in contrast to the earlier PsGl(A), where umlauted forms are found in both 
gen. and dat.sg.

1 On variant forms of sweostor and also the collective nouns 8ebrdþru ‘brethren’, 
8esweostru ‘sisters’, see §2.93n3.
2 For the relatively infrequent nom.acc.pl.of mddor Ælfric has only mddru, see 
§2.91n2, but mddra occurs elsewhere, and we may assume the same distribution of 
infl exions as for the other two words in this group.
3 Presumably the i-umlaut is morphologically, rather than phonologically, conditioned. 
It is not plain how much importance should be attached to the value of the vowel of 
the fi nal syllable, i.e. the variation between -or and -er. The evidence of Ælfric would 
suggest that this alternation is by this time a free orthographic variation without sig-
nifi cance, which seems plausible in the light of the gradual merger of unstressed 
vowels.

3.131 A further group of nouns with particular morphological character-
istics of their own is the disyllabic historical nd-stems, for example hettend 
‘enemy’. Historically, these nouns are characterized by Ø-infl exion in the 
nom.acc.pl. and the adjectival gen.pl. infl exion -ra, see §§2.105, 2.108 for 
details and discussion, although otherwise they have the same set of infl ex-
ions as masc. as-plural nouns. In LWS the tendency apparent already in 
EWS further to regularize the infl exional system of these nouns grows 
stronger, but this is coupled with extension of the adjectival -r- of the 
gen.pl. to the other plural forms, esp. nom.acc.pl. The consequence of this 
is that in Ælfric the most frequent nom.acc.pl. infl exion appears to be -ras, 
as in ÆCHom II 228.218 lufi 8endras ‘lovers’, ÆLS (Auguries) 42 wyr8en-
dras ‘revilers’, ÆHom 5 biddendras ‘petitioners’, and a few others. This 
infl exion is even commoner in some other late texts, such as AldV, where 
the dat.pl. infl exion is often -rum, as against Ælfric, who retains simple 
-um. By this late date, therefore, it would appear that these nouns have 
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been reanalysed as regular as-plurals except that they have a double plural 
marking by virtue of medial -r-.

VI Gender and declension

3.132 A minority of nouns show during the period variation in gender 
and/or declension, and such variation may be either dialectally or diachronically 
conditioned, or it may even be a matter of apparently free variation. 
Variation which is principally a matter of gender is discussed in §§3.133–9 
and changes which are primarily of declension in §§3.140–3.

1 Gender

3.133 In the discussion of variation in gender it is important to distinguish 
between two types of variation. The fi rst of these is variation in grammat-
ical gender, whereby, for example, a commonly masc. noun may in some 
circumstances, such as in a particular dialect, be fem. or neut. (but rarely 
all three). In the second type, variation is due to the competition of natural 
and grammatical gender and the gradual erosion of the historical system 
of gender. We deal with these two types of variation separately below and 
in the order presented here.1

1 There are two major secondary sources for discussion of the fi rst type of variation, 
namely Fleischhacker (1889) and Kitson (1990). Kitson’s study, which is based on 
charter material, is critically important for his assessment of dialect variation. Most 
of the data discussed below are taken from these sources, which must be consulted 
for further details. Additionally, Cosijn (1886) is invaluable for EWS.

3.134 Some variation in grammatical gender appears to be systematic, in 
that the variation applies to a defi nable subset of nouns, whilst other kinds 
of variation appear to occur in an isolated fashion. Amongst subsets of 
nouns which show variation in grammatical gender, the following two 
closely related types are particularly noteworthy:1

(1) Neut. i-stems with the prefi x 8e-, which at least originally had a col-
lective meaning, would appear to have been assigned their gender 
originally on the same basis as older Gmc collectives such as OE yrfe 
‘inheritance’. Examples of these nouns include: 8ebenn ‘proclamation’, 
8edwyld ‘error’, see §2.64 for further examples.

(2) Originally fem. i-stem collective nouns such as 8ehy8d ‘thought’, 
8eþeaht ‘thought’, see §2.67, often become neut. in parallel with the 
other collectives, perhaps in particular those mentioned in (1) above.

1 See Fleischhacker (1889) for details of these and other groups.
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3.135 Nouns that are usually masculine which can be found in fem. or 
neut. forms include the following of particular interest, see Fleischhacker 
(1889), Kitson (1990) for further cases:1

dc7 ‘ditch’: Kitson (1990: 204–7) shows quite clearly that this noun is in 
Angl and the SE (Kt) masc.,2 but in WS indeclinable fem., with dat.sg. dc7, 
cf. §§2.12n3, 2.18n1.

8ylp ‘pride’: in EWS sometimes neut. (CP 3¥) against more frequent masc. 
(CP 9¥); in Ælfric it seems always masc., although some later texts show 
neut. forms;

heofon ‘heaven’: in EWS this word is masc., but in Ælfric and other, later 
texts it commonly appears as fem. and may also take the infl exions of 
the an-declension. The latter characteristic seems to demonstrate that the 
shift in gender is due to the parallel with eorþe ‘earth’, see Fleischhacker 
(1889: 251).

hyll ‘hill’: sometimes fem., esp. in WS, Merc charters, but masc. in Hwiccean. 
ÆCHom I 576.28 of wl7ere hylle is also fem.

lbah ‘open land’: this is masc. in the central WS area, but it is fem. in Angl 
and also the South-East, see Kitson (1990: 203–4).

sw ‘sea’: almost always masc. in Angl and poetry, in EWS predominantly 
fem. (excepting Or, where it is more commonly masc.), and in Ælfric 
almost exclusively fem.3

se78 ‘sedge’:4 masc. in Lch, but neut. at ÆGr 69.16 þis se78.
wylle ‘spring’: Kitson (1990: 208–10) shows that in charters this noun can 

be either masc. or fem. and may belong to either a vocalic or a consonantal 
declension. It appears to be masc. in the south, i.e. in WS or Kt charters, 
but fem. in Merc. It is consonantal in Kt and WMidl, but the variation 
in declension seems to be independent of the gender variation.

1 We have excluded, for example, occasional contextual or idiosyncratic variations, 
such as GenA 1186 seo swl for usually masc. swl ‘time’. On the unusual gender of 
certain nouns in Beo, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: cxlv).
2 The suggestion of Fleischhacker (1889) that it is more frequently masc. when it has 
the same signifi cation as weall, even if true, seems irrelevant. See further §3.143.
3 For details, see Fulk (1992: §355.2); also Kitson (2002: 485–6); on the fem. form 
at Beo 2394, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 244).
4 Etymologically connected with se78 ‘sword’ fem.

3.136 Nouns that are usually neuter which can be found expressing other 
genders include the following of particular interest, see also Fleischhacker 
(1889), Kitson (1990):

bæc ‘back’: this is generally neut. in literary texts and also in charters of 
the Thames Valley, but fem. in the South-East.1
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bþel ‘land’: almost always masc., but it is occasionally neut. in Bede, and 
cf. OFris. bthel masc.&neut., OHG uodil masc., OSax ôþil of uncertain 
gender, ON óðal neut.

8bar ‘year’: in EWS, although usually neut., it occurs as masc. in Or (2¥) 
and also as both masc. and neut. in Ælfric, but more frequently neut. 
in other late texts.

hwð ‘heath’: this noun appears to have been originally neut., but masc. 
forms become widespread, perhaps from WS.2

hlww ‘burial mound’: although probably neut. in origin, cf. Goth hláiw, it 
appears mainly in masc. and fem. forms, see Kitson (1990: 192–3) for 
the complex geography.

lof ‘praise’: almost always neut., but note Beo 1536 longsumne lof, which 
is masc.

wbsten ‘desert’: this noun is usually neut., but in EWS both CP and Or 
show fem. forms alongside neut. ones.3

1 See further Kitson (1990: 199), also for the relation to bæce ‘beck’.
2 Kitson (1990: 195) shows that fem. gender is not recorded for this noun, against 
Fleischhacker (1889: 239), although fem. gender is normal for cognate forms in other 
Gmc languages.
3 Note also PPs 77.52 wbstenas acc.pl., which suggests masc. gender.

3.137 Usually fem. nouns which can be found expressing other genders 
include the following of particular interest, see also Fleischhacker (1889), 
Kitson (1990):

wrist ‘resurrection’: although originally fem. and regularly so in EWS,1 this 
noun is usually masc. or neut. in Ælfric, but it may also remain fem. 
both in Ælfric and other late texts.

bow(o)d(e) ‘fl ock of sheep’: fem. in Ælfric, neut. in the Blickling homilies, 
the OE Bede, some saints’ lives and poetry (i.e. Anglian-derived texts), 
according to Kitson (2002: 484).

fl dr ‘fl oor’: usually fem., but it is masc. at Beo 725. Both genders are found 
in MHG, and ON fl ór is masc., suggesting that the variation is Gmc.

c8 ‘island’: although this is almost always fem., a group of charters centring 
on the south and central Midlands consistently show masc. gender, see 
Kitson (1990: 194) for a helpful map.

lyft ‘sky’: most commonly fem. (i-stem), but there are a number of neut. 
forms, as in ÆHex (4¥)2 and ByrtM. Infrequently the noun appears as 
masc. Cf. OSax luft masc. or fem., OHG luft masc. or fem., Got luftus 
masc. or fem. (u-stem), ON loft neut. (a-stem).3

wyrð ‘farmstead’: this has a distribution very similar to that of c8, see above.

1 Note, however, CP(H) 363.3 wrestes gen.sg.
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2 But not, to our knowledge, in other Ælfrician texts.
3 Bammesberger (1990a: 157) explains the variation in gender and stem type across 
the Gmc languages as due to the co-occurrence of a PGmc masc. stem in *-tu- and 
a fem. in *-ti-.

3.138 There are two pairs of cultural-religious nouns which show a prob-
ably non-productive type of natural gender. The fi rst pair consists of dryhten 
‘lord’ and þboden ‘prince’. These nouns were probably in origin fem., see 
§2.47&n3, but in OE they are always masc. Of more interest are god ‘god’ 
and dbofol ‘devil’. The former is regularly masc., but in a variety of texts 
throughout the period not including Ælfric it sometimes appears as neut. 
in the plural, i.e., godu, -a, when referring to pagan gods, see §2.12n4. In 
Ælfric, dbofol is regularly masc. in the sg. but neut. in the plural, and this 
is also the case in many other texts.1 Such usage would seem to be making 
a deliberate theological point, and it cannot be taken as part of any general 
shift to natural gender.

1 But note that in Solomon and Saturn (Sol II, MSol, but not Sol I) dbofol is also 
neut. in the sg.; the pl. is not attested in these texts.

3.139 In lNbr the widespread extension of a variety of infl exions such as 
gen.sg. -es, nom.pl. -as, and plurals in -o, -a to declensions to which they 
were not organic led to a situation whereby gender distinction in nouns 
had generally been lost, and gender could be determined only by agreement 
relations within the noun phrase. A result of this is that many nouns appear 
to occur with unhistorical genders. This has led some writers, notably Ross 
(1937), to speak in particular of a process of ‘neutralization’, whereby nouns 
with asexual references but masc. or fem. grammatical gender begin to show 
neuter agreement. However, in a notable series of studies, Jones (1967a, 
1967b, 1971, 1988) has shown that the situation is rather different, and 
that questions of case assignment and discourse marking are beginning to 
take over from gender agreement. In these circumstances the lNbr system 
must be seen not as a (partial) switch from grammatical to natural gender, 
but rather as the evolution of a different system of marking a variety of 
grammatical features which is permitted by the loss of distinctive gender 
markers but in which nevertheless the system of grammatical gender remains 
intact.1

1 See also Mitchell (1985: §§66–8) and Peinovich (1979: 198–203) and, for examples 
parallel to the Nbr system in Guthlac, Roberts (1970). On occasional, but in part 
systematic, shifts to natural gender of the type in Judg 4.21 seo wcfmann and for 
anaphoric reference according to sex, see Mitchell (1985: §§69–71). On factors 
contributing to the eventual loss of grammatical gender from the language, see Markus 
(1988). On gender shifts in the transitional language of ChronE, see Pysz (2005), and 
more generally in Old English and early Middle English, Curzan (2003: esp. ch. 3).
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2 Declension

3.140 In speaking of changes of declension it is important to recognize 
that this discussion is confi ned to instances in which nouns transfer from 
one of the declensions discussed in the preceding sections of this chapter 
to another of those declensions. There are, therefore, two important types 
of change which are not relevant here:

(a) When a noun shifts from, say, the i-stem class to either the as-declension 
or the a-declension according to gender, this is a consequence of the 
restructuring of the morphological system of OE which has been 
discussed extensively above and is not in the present sense a change 
of declensional affi liation.

(b) There is generalization of individual infl exions formerly particular to 
one declension across a wider range of declensions. Thus, for example, 
in lNbr1 there is widespread use of gen.sg. -es, originally associated 
only with the as-declension, across nouns of all declensional types, 
but this is not indicative of a shift of any individual noun to the 
as-declension.2 Other important examples of the generalization of 
infl exions include the spread of the -ana, -ena gen.pl. infl exion of 
the an-declension (see §§3.9, 3.75) and the spread of the late dat.pl. 
-an infl exion due to generalization in the an-declension (see §§3.9, 
3.75, 3.107).

In the following brief sections, concerning only the commonest changes, 
we deal fi rstly with transfers from the minor declensions, then with transfers 
between the major declensions, and fi nally with transfers associated espe-
cially with late non-literary texts, in particular charters.

1 And sporadically in other dialects, see §3.75, also Sandred (1991: 3–4). As Sandred 
observes, outside of Nbr the change occurs primarily by analogy in paired terms, e.g. 
td mbdes (fem.) by analogy to td lbanes (neut.), both ‘as reward’, or in words that 
would otherwise bear no overt indication of case, e.g. ces ‘cow’s’, bas ‘river’s’, both fem.
2 On the other hand, such usage is preliminary to later forms of English in which 
that same genitive or its historical descendant is regular for all nouns. The same is also 
true of the more sporadic use in lNbr of nom.pl. -as, which must be seen as a precur-
sor of the situation in later English.

3.141 The masc. minor a-plural nouns sunu ‘son’, wudu ‘wood’ usually 
retain their historical infl exions, see §3.119(1), but in a variety of late texts, 
nom.pl. sunan from the an-declension occurs frequently, as does sunena 
gen.pl.1 The evidence for wudu is less certain, but note that the late PsGl(K) 
has wudan gen.pl. 2¥.2 The very late texts PeriD and PsGl(K) also both 
have fem. nosan ‘nose’ acc.pl., and JDay II has nosan dat.sg.;3 and there 
are several examples of hand ‘hand’ with infl exions of the an-declension 
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in late texts. Some other shifts in and out of the an-declension are noted 
in §§3.113–15&nn.

1 Chron(D) and Ru1 have nom.pl. sunas (2¥, 1¥ respectively).
2 There is a frequently occurring formula in charters on wudan and on feldan.
3 But Beo 1892, 2803 <nosan> is to fem. ndse ‘promontory’ of the an-declension, see 
Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 221).

3.142 Examples of the transfer of mutation plurals to the as-declension 
and the a-declension, the choice being determined by gender, may be found 
in §§3.126–7, and discussion of a similar transfer of the historical nd-stems 
occurs at §3.131. Some light-stemmed nouns of the an-declension, in par-
ticular lufu ‘love’, transfer to the a-declension, see §§3.75n1. This shift, 
which is almost exclusively WS, is discussed in §3.106.

3.143 In late charters, dc7 ‘dike, ditch’ is sometimes transferred to the 
an-declension, usually with change of gender, but cf. Ch 272 (Birch 390) 2.23 
þwre dc7an. Cf. Ch 1026 (Finberg) 16, where þam ealdan dc7 (an endingless 
locative) occurs beside ðwre ealdan dc7 (also endingless!). See further §§2.12, 
3.135. Likewise fem. bb7e ‘beech’ is very often declined according to the 
a-declension, with change of gender. Other changes of declension are more 
sporadic, e.g. brdc declined alternately according to the a- and an-declensions 
in Ch 1034; but they are commoner in charters than in literary texts, sug-
gesting that charters better refl ect the actual state of the language late in 
the period than literary texts, on which point see Sandred (1991: 10).

VII Nominal compounding

3.144 In PGmc, dithematic nominal compounds were formed by combining 
two stems, the second always a nominal stem, the fi rst a noun, adjective, 
or particle.1 The fi rst constituent was uninfl ected for case or number, e.g. 
*xwaitja-melwan > OE hwwt-melu ‘fl our’, *]reði-8umdn > bryd-guma 
‘bridegroom’.2 Originally, the fi rst constituent might be a bare consonant-
stem, so that there was no connecting vowel between the constituents, as 
with *]rdþur-]andn > OE brdðor-bana; but at a later date non-vocalic stems 
were replaced by vocalic stems when they were used as initial constituents, 
e.g. in Got mana-sbþs ‘humankind’, cf. Got n-stem/root-stem manna 
‘human’. The same method of compounding persisted into OE, though by 
then the stem-fi nal vowel had in most instances been syncopated.3 Eventually, 
however, there arose compounds in which the fi rst constituent was infl ected. 
Ddmes-dæ8 ‘Doomsday’ is usually thought to be an example of such, 
though whether it was ever a true compound during the OE period is 
debatable, since syntax is not a wholly reliable indicator.4 However, at least 
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some place-names with infl ected fi rst constituents must have been compounds 
at a relatively early date, since anteconsonantal, constituent-fi nal -n- of 
an-declension forms appears to have been lost on a phonological basis in 
Kentish, especially before h, e.g. in Offa-ham, from *Offan-ham.5

1 Compounds containing three noun stems also occur, e.g. wulf-hbafod-trbo ‘gallows’, 
eofor-hbafod-se8n ‘boar’s head banner’. See Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 196).
2 For details, see Carr (1939). For d-stem fi rst constituents, a stem in -a- was used, 
e.g. *þeuða-lanðan > OE þbod-land ‘country’.
3 See Hogg (1992b: §6.21) on certain exceptions. The variable treatment of the jd-
stem elements hild(e)-, hell(e)-, sibb(e)- in poetry is conditioned on a combination of 
morphological and metrical bases: see the discussion in Fulk (2007a: 304–14), with 
references.
4 For discussion and references, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 322–3).
5 See Sandred (1988). Likewise, Kniezsa (1984) discusses changes at the point of 
juncture, especially in place-names, in ChronE, e.g. vowel reduction and loss, epenthesis, 
and various consonant changes.

3.145 In true compounds, the constituents preceding the infl exion are free 
morphemes, whilst this is not so of derived compounds, e.g. sibsum ‘peace-
able’, æðeling ‘prince’. The difference is detectable phonologically: vowels 
in the second constituents of derived compounds are not infrequently treated 
the way unstressed vowels are treated, e.g. *burè-isl- > byr8els ‘tomb’; also 
westward alongside westweard, see Hogg (1992b: §6.7). In addition, derived 
compounds are treated differently in the metre of poetry, where derivational 
morphemes, unlike the latter constituents of true compounds in most verse 
types, may appear in metrical drops, e.g. GenA 1816 fl bah wærfæst wban, 
ChristC 1627 þæt is drbamleas hes, GuthA 763 þæt we wcsdom a. As 
the examples illustrate, even derivational morphemes that do not show 
phonological reduction may receive unstressed metrical treatment.1 But true 
compounds could become lexicalized, often with similar results, e.g. hlaford, 
cf. PPs 104.17 hlaf-wearde ‘lord’; lareow alongside lar-þbow ‘teacher’. When 
the initial constituent is not a free morpheme, generally there is no pho-
nological reduction of the second, e.g. eðwita ‘prophet’ and derived forms 
in un- ‘not’. Such forms, nonetheless, are not treated metrically the way true 
compounds are: cf., e.g., GenA 30 þe þone unrwd ongan, Dan 323 þæt his 
unrcm a. Not all forms that might be analysed as true compounds, on the 
basis of the free status of the constituent morphemes, are so to be analysed, 
especially when one of the morphemes is not a major class word, e.g. 
compounds in æt-, wiðer-; also -leas and similar. Dithematic personal names, 
in particular, are like derived compounds, often with phonological changes 
in their second constituents characteristic of unstressed syllables, e.g. names 
in -ferþ (Angl -friþ) and -werd, -ward alongside -weard.2 Regardless of 
whether or not they evince phonological reduction, they are generally treated 
metrically the way derived compounds are, e.g. Beo 457b wine mcn Bbowulf, 
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277 i7 þæs Hrdðgar mæ8, though there are also instances of stressed treat-
ment of uninfl ected second constituents, e.g. Beo 396 Hrdðgar 8esbon, on 
which see Fulk (1992: §§210–11).

1 But derivational morphemes sometimes receive secondary stress, as well, e.g. in Beo 
1720b drbamleas 8ebad, 2680 Næ8ling forbærst. For discussion, see Fulk (1992: 
§§210–11), and cf. Russom (2001).
2 The numismatic evidence of the mid-eleventh century is particularly plain in this 
regard: see Colman (1984: 126–36).

3.146 Non-infl exion of initial constituents, see §3.144, is not of itself 
suffi cient to distinguish compounds from non-compounds, and in many 
instances the two cannot be differentiated conclusively. What appears to 
be an initial constituent may be simply a Ø-infl ected word. Beo 1558, 2616, 
2979 eald-sweord could be two words, but comparison to indubitable 
compounds like geðsweord, ww8sweord suggests a compound, an assump-
tion supported by a small degree of metrical probability, see Fulk, Bjork 
and Niles (2009: 323). The DOE, for example, does not regard eald-sweord 
as a compound, nor eald-metod, eald-8ewinna, but it admits a number of 
other compounds in eald-, including ealdfæder, eald8ese8en, eald8escð, 
eald8estrbon, eald8ewyrht, and ealdhlaford. In verse, on the basis of metre, 
an uninfl ected numeral must frequently be regarded as forming a compound 
with hund ‘hundred’, e.g. in GenA 1193 and nigonhund bac, where -hund 
must receive no stress. Metre also tells in favour of regarding a numeral 
before niht ‘night’, and possibly dæ8 ‘day’, as compounded, see §4.87n7. 
Whether an uninfl ected numeral before any other noun is to be regarded 
as compounded cannot be determined on the basis of metre.

3.147 Chiefl y on the basis of the subsequent history of the language, it 
may be inferred that a fricative at the end of an initial constituent behaves 
the same way in regard to voicing as a medial fricative in a simplex: it is 
voiced between voiced segments, otherwise unvoiced. Thus, the constituent-
fi nal fricative is voiced in compounds like self-myrðrung ‘suicide’, fes-lboð 
‘dirge’, eorð-denu ‘valley’, sorg-word ‘lamentation’ and quasi-compounds 
like self-li7 ‘egotistical’, fes-li7 ‘ready’, eorð-li7 ‘worldly’, sorg-li7 ‘miserable’, 
whereas it is voiceless in compounds like luf-tacen ‘love-token’, hes-stede 
‘homestead’, bæð-hes ‘bathhouse’, sorg-stafas ‘anxiety’ and quasi-compounds 
like luf-sum ‘loving’, hes-s7ipe ‘house(hold)’, eorð-fæst ‘fi xed in the earth’, 
sorg-ful ‘sorrowful’.1 Variation seems to have been of the same sort before 
infl exions, since [x] is frequently lenited and lost before infl exions with 
voiced initials, e.g. hbane acc.sg.masc. ‘high’, hbara gen.pl.

1 For the evidence, see Fulk (2002), where questions are raised about the syllable-fi nal 
devoicing of fricatives discussed in Hogg (1992b: §7.61).
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4

Adjectives, Adverbs and Numerals

I Introduction

4.1 As in other Gmc languages, adjectives in OE have a double declension 
which is syntactically determined. When an adjective occurs attributively 
within a noun phrase which is made defi nite by the presence of a demon-
strative, possessive pronoun or possessive noun, then it follows one set of 
declensional patterns, but when an adjective is in any other noun phrase 
or occurs predicatively, it follows a different set of patterns, see further 
§4.2. The set of patterns assumed by an adjective in a defi nite context 
broadly follows the set of infl exions for the n-stem nouns, whilst the set 
of patterns taken in other (indefi nite) contexts broadly follows the set of 
infl exions for a- and d-stem nouns.1 For this reason, when adjectives take 
the fi rst set of infl exions they are traditionally called weak adjectives, and 
when they take the second set of infl exions they are traditionally called 
strong adjectives. Such practice, although practically universal, has less to 
recommend it than may seem to be the case, both historically and syn-
chronically. Historically, see further §§4.9–13, some adjectival infl exions 
derive from pronominal rather than nominal forms; synchronically, the 
adjectives underwent restructuring at an even swifter pace than the nouns, 
so that the terminology ‘strong’ or ‘vocalic’ versus ‘weak’ or ‘consonantal’ 
becomes misleading. For this reason the two declensions of the adjective 
are here called ‘indefi nite’ and ‘defi nite’, following Quirk and Wrenn (1957: 
§50). Quantifi ers, such as eall ‘all’, moni8 ‘many’, are mostly morphologic-
ally identical to other adjectives,2 and they are therefore for the most 
part silently included in the following discussion. Numerals, although 
they present many of the same forms as adjectives, have some character-
istics of their own, and they will therefore be discussed separately below. 
Both present and past or passive participles of verbs infl ect normally as 
adjectives.3
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1 Wona ‘lacking’ and 8ewuna, bewuna ‘accustomed’, mostly used only predicatively, 
are in general indeclinable, but some infl ected forms can be found.
2 But fela ‘many’ is indeclinable, see §2.71.
3 In this work, ‘past participle’ refers indiscriminately to past and passive participles, 
i.e. to second participles.

4.2 There are some general rules which modify the contrast between 
indefi nite and defi nite adjectives outlined in §4.1.1

(i) Comparative forms of the adjective are always declined defi nite, but this 
is not true of superlatives except those with suffi xal -mest, see §4.75.

(ii) Quite frequently, defi nite forms of the adjective are used in vocative 
constructions without a demonstrative or possessive, and this is to 
be expected (since the NP as a whole is semantically defi nite), but in 
poetry the same usage may be found in other contexts, too, e.g. Beo 
1792 gamela S7ylding ‘ancient Scylding’ = ‘Hrothgar’.2

(iii) After an and sum and other quantifi ers including numerals, indefi nite 
forms of the adjective are normal.

1 For more precise details and discussion of the types of variation, see Mitchell (1985: 
§§97–141). Particularly important in the present context are his remarks on the merger 
of the infl exions -um and -an.
2 At one time this usage was generally held to be of fi rm chronological signifi cance, 
see Lichtenheld (1873), Barnouw (1902). Subsequent research came to the conclusion 
that such claims should be laid to rest, see Funke (1949), Amos (1980), the former 
apparently unknown to the latter. Yet the faults of the chronological arguments do not 
invalidate them as entirely as has sometimes been supposed. Although it is true that 
a chronology of OE verse cannot be constructed on the basis of this usage, a high 
incidence of defi nite adjectives in indefi nite constructions remains a probable indication 
of early composition, even if, conversely, a low incidence proves nothing about late 
composition: see Mitchell (1985: §114), Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: cxlix–cl).

4.3 In the remainder of this chapter we deal with the relevant topics in 
the following order: (1) the indefi nite declension; (2) the defi nite declension; 
(3) comparison of adjectives and adverbs;1 (4) numerals.

1 Adverbs are naturally uninfl ected for case and number in OE, and they show no 
regular suffi xal variation except among the suffi xes indicating the positive, comparative 
and superlative degrees.

II Indefi nite (strong) adjectives

1 Historical origins

4.4 In PGmc the declension of indefi nite adjectives was formed by the 
addition of the same set of vocalic suffi xes as are added to the roots of 
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nouns of the vocalic stem classes, see §§2.1–2 for details of the formation. 
Within this structure, in the very earliest stage of the Gmc protolanguage, 
wherever an adjective belonged originally to the a-stems, the thematic vowel 
-a- concluded the stem to which the masc. and neut. infl exions were added, 
whilst the corresponding fem. infl exions were added to suffi xal */op/ from 
the parallel d-stems, with the exceptions discussed in §§4.9–13. Just as in 
the corresponding nouns, however, see §2.1, the distinction among root, 
stem-forming suffi x, and infl exion began to be obscured at a very early 
date. Naturally, there also occurred adjectives belonging to the sub-classes 
of ja-/jd-stems and wa-/wd-stems.1 In the event that indefi nite adjectives 
were originally either i-stems or u-stems, they came to acquire the endings 
of a-stems and d-stems, see §§4.5–8.

1 For the sake of brevity we shall refer to a-/d-stems and the corresponding forms 
with preceding j- or w- simply as a-stems and d-stems.

4.5 Few traces of either i-stems or u-stems remain in any of the Gmc 
languages, even in Gothic. There, however, i-stems are marked by distinc-
tive forms in the nom.sg., acc.sg.neut., and gen.sg.masc.neut., whilst in 
other parts of their declension they are identical to ja-stem adjectives. In 
Gothic also, u-stem adjectives have distinctive forms in the nom.sg.,1 but 
elsewhere they have the forms of the ja-stems, see for both classes Wright 
(1954: §§233–6). It is plain, therefore, that the process of reducing the 
variety of stem classes for adjectives to a single declension was already well 
under way at an early stage of Gmc, see further §4.7n2.

1 And also, therefore, in the acc.sg.neut.

4.6 By the OE period, assimilation by all the indefi nite adjectives of a 
uniform set of infl exions was virtually complete. Thus, although it is cus-
tomary to distinguish ja- and wa-stems from the simple a-stems, it is plain 
that in a synchronic analysis all the adjectives, with the few exceptions 
noted below, share a single set of infl exions and allomorphic variations 
and that the different historical origins of these three types are determinable 
from the particular allomorphies which they display. As elsewhere in Gmc, 
the i-stems have assimilated completely to the general declension, see §4.7 
for further discussion. The u-stems have also been so assimilated, with few 
exceptions.1

1 The most frequent exception is cucu ‘alive’ nom.sg., which form is regular in Ælfric 
and from which acc.sg.masc. cucen(n)e is formed. Other WS forms showing an original 
u-stem formation include Lch II cucune alongside nom.sg. cwic and less frequent 
nom.sg. cwicu, as well as the purely phonological alternant cucone. But Angl always 
has forms of the general declension, i.e. nom.sg. cwic, acc.sg.masc. cwicne, which latter 
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form also occurs in Or. The form cucenne is usually held to show unhistorical doubling 
of n, thus Brunner (1965: §231A3), Campbell (1977: §457n4); it is noteworthy that 
it appears to be more frequent in Ælfric than the expected cucene. Since the other 
cases have been assimilated to the general declension (e.g. Or 5.130.16 -cucre dat.sg.fem.), 
cucone would have seemed anomalous for expected cucne (which also occurs, as an 
analogical re-formation), and it may have seemed that the medial vowel could be 
justifi ed only on the assumption that -ne was a reduction of -nne. On the etymology, 
see Bammesberger (1986a), Heidermanns (1986: 305–6). Wlacu ‘tepid’ appears in a 
minority of forms in EWS and Lch against assimilated wlæc.

4.7 Light-syllabled historical i-stems can be distinguished from the historical 
ja-stems in OE by virtue of nom.sg.masc.neut. in -e after a single consonant, 
e.g. swi7e ‘deceitful’, compared with nom.sg. in -Ø after a geminate con-
sonant, e.g. midd ‘middle’. Examples of light-syllabled historical i-stems 
include: bry7e ‘brittle’, 8emyne ‘mindful’, swi7e ‘deceitful’, possibly freme 
‘excellent’.1 Heavy-syllabled historical i-stems, on the other hand, can be 
distinguished only comparatively and etymologically, and they include blcþe 
‘joyful’, bry7e ‘useful’, 8edbfe ‘becoming’, 8emwne ‘common’.2

1 That freme is an adj. in OE is dubitable. There is no cognate i-stem adj. in Gmc, 
and the two proposed instances of the adj. in OE are insecure, being perhaps instances 
of the noun fremu ‘benefi t’: see Fulk (2004: 620–1, 624–5), but cf. Bammesberger 
(2006).
2 Swbte, swdt ‘sweet’ is an u-stem, pace Brunner (1965: §302A1). It is especially 
noteworthy here that the fem. forms of this adj. had already transferred to the ja-stems 
in both Sanskrit and Greek, thus svadú- masc., svadvm fem., ÁdúV masc., ÁdeÇa fem., 
showing that the process of class transfer may well have been pre-Germanic, see 
Prokosch (1939: 263).

4.8 All the historical u-stems with the exception of those noted in §4.6n1 
have transferred to the general declension, but the following adjectives 
appear on comparative and etymological grounds to be historical u-stems: 
e8le ‘troublesome’, en8e ‘narrow’, heard ‘hard’, hnes7(e) ‘soft’, myr(i)8e 
‘pleasant’, smolt ‘tranquil’, strang ‘strong’, swdt ‘sweet’, þyrre ‘dry’, 
twelfwintre ‘twelve-year-old’ and other compounds of wintre, and probably 
swwr ‘heavy’. Most of these nouns given with unumlauted vowels above have 
umlauted variants, hence hnisca, smylte, stren8e, swbte, swwre, see §4.7n2.

2 Infl exions

4.9 The general principle underlying the adjectival infl exions of the indefi -
nite declension in Gmc is that the set of infl exions for masc. and neut. 
forms of adjectives is identical to the set of infl exions of the historical 
a-stem nouns and that the set of infl exions for fem. forms is identical to 
the set of infl exions of the historical d-stem nouns. There are two exceptions 
to this. Firstly, as stated in §4.1, the infl exions of this declension are partly 
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nominal, partly pronominal in origin. The infl exions which are pronominal 
in origin are acc.sg.masc., dat.sg.masc.neut., gen.dat.sg.fem., nom.acc.pl.masc., 
gen.pl. (all genders).1 Secondly, unlike nouns, adjectives in OE regularly 
retain in the masc.neut.sg. a separate infl exion for the instrumental case.

1 On the origin of the mixture of nominal and pronominal infl exions, see Birkhan 
(1974, with references), whose objections, however, to the theory of suffi xation with 
the pronoun *jas are unpersuasive.

4.10 We may reconstruct for an early stage of PGmc the following set of 
infl exions for this declension; cf. §§2.8, 2.13, 2.38 for the nominal infl exions 
and §§4.12, 5.5 for the pronominal infl exions:1

 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. *-az *-am *-d
Acc. *-an£n *-am *-dm
Gen. *-as *-as *-aiz£oz
Dat. *-umu *-umu *-aizai
Instr. *-ei *-ei ———

Plural
Nom. *-ai *-d *-doz
Acc. *-ans *-d *-dnz
Gen. *-aiz£om *-aiz£om *-aiz£om
Dat. *-omiz *-omiz *-dmiz

1 As is traditionally the practice, pronominal infl exions are typographically distin-
guished, in this book by the use of bold type.

4.11 Most of the nominal infl exions develop normally into OE, see §§2.8, 
2.13, 2.38 for further details. Note in particular that the acc.pl. forms of 
all genders become identical to the nom.pl. forms.

4.12 Of the pronominal forms, none are without diffi culty, but the most 
straightforward is acc.sg.masc. *-andn, which initially developed to *-ane, 
see Hogg (1992b: §3.32). Then the medial *-a- was subject to non-high 
vowel syncope, see ibid.: §§6.14–15, giving -ne, e.g. blindne ‘blind’. It may 
be that the gen.dat.sg. and the gen.pl. of all genders show the same syncope 
after early shortening of */æp/ (< */ai/) > */æ/, although alternatively they 
may be from infl exions of the type *-ez£z, etc., cf. the OHG demonstrative 
dera and see ibid.: §6.15n2 for further discussion. Otherwise, these infl exions 
show the expected developments of their unstressed syllables; however, see 
further §4.13. The historical shape of the dat.sg.masc.neut. is yet more 
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uncertain. In Gothic the form is -amma, which cannot give directly the OE 
form, which is shared with Old Saxon and Old Norse -om, whilst OHG 
has -emu. If the historical form was indeed *-umu, then the fi nal vowel 
would have been lost regularly after two or more syllables, see ibid.: §3.29, 
and the quality of the medial vowel may have been infl uenced by the dat.pl., 
see Prokosch (1939: 276).

4.13 The set of OE infl exions which would develop by the processes 
described above and in accordance with the development of the nominal 
infl exions as considered in chapter 2 is as follows:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. -Ø -Ø -u
Acc. -ne -Ø -e
Gen. -es -es -re
Dat. -um -um -re
Instr. -e -e ———

Plural
Nom. -e -u -a
Acc.1 -e -u -a
Gen. -ra -ra -ra
Dat. -um -um -um

In the acc.sg.masc., gen.dat.sg.fem and gen.pl., the historically initial vowel 
of the infl exion, i.e. in *-ane, *-ere, *-era would always have been subject 
to syncope, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.14–15) and §4.12 above. This historical 
change is probably subject to restructuring in the synchronic context, see 
further §4.35.

1 On acc.pl. forms, see §4.11.

4.14 The earliest OE texts evince a number of spellings which indicate 
earlier forms of the infl exions listed in §4.13. In particular, early texts quite 
often have -æ for -e as in EpGl, ErfGl frddræ ‘aged’ gen.sg.fem., RuthCr 
rii7næ ‘powerful’ acc.sg.masc. Also in early texts, the instr.sg. infl exion is 
sometimes recorded as -i, as in EpGl -num(i)ni ‘taken’.1

1 For references to controversy over this instr. -i, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 
202, note to Beo 1382), especially the article by Bammesberger cited there.

4.15 The infl exions listed in §4.13 lead to paradigms of the following 
type, exemplifi ed by sum ‘some, a certain’:
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 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. sum sum sumu
Acc. sumne sum sume
Gen. sumes sumes sumre
Dat. sumum sumum sumre
Instr. sume sume ———

Plural
Nom. sume sumu suma
Acc. sume sumu suma
Gen. sumra sumra sumra
Dat. sumum sumum sumum

This type of paradigm, however, is frequently subject to modifi cation of 
one type or another in all dialects, and such modifi cations are discussed in 
the following paragraphs.

4.16 In EWS the most signifi cant feature of the paradigm is that the 
nom.acc.pl. of fem. adjs. often has infl exional -e rather than -a, although the 
latter remains in the majority, cf. §2.40 for the contrasting situation amongst 
the equivalent fem. nouns. Infl exional -e is also found for the nom.acc.pl. of 
neut. nouns of all types, e.g. sume, ealle, moni8e, s7eamli7e, etc., alongside 
regular -u or Ø.1 Occasionally, EWS texts show an epenthetic vowel in 
gen.dat.sg.fem. sumere alongside sumre. These minority developments in 
EWS are forerunners of a more widespread restructuring of the infl exional 
system in LWS, see §4.17.

1 The alternation between -u and -Ø is due to apocope, see further §4.41.

4.17 The most signifi cant feature of the LWS paradigm is that the infl exions 
of the nom.sg. and of the nom.acc.pl. become uniform for all genders, see 
Pope (1967–8: I, 184). This results in zero-infl ected forms in the nom.sg. 
of all genders, and -e as the marker of nom.acc.pl. in all genders.1 To some 
extent this may be the result merely of the spread of infl exional forms 
already found in EWS, as with the use of -e for nom.acc.pl.fem. A further 
cause may be the functional loss of a synchronic rule of apocope, see further 
§4.43, which would apply to the nom.sg.fem. and the nom.acc.pl.neut. But 
perhaps more important than the apparently scattered range of causes is the 
consequence that all adjectives then decline in the plural without distinction 
of gender.2 Other changes apparent in LWS include in particular the wide-
spread presence of an epenthetic vowel in the gen.dat.sg.fem. and the gen.pl., 
hence sumere, sumera. Such forms occur equally with heavy-stemmed 
adjectives, e.g. gddere, gddera, and are overwhelmingly predominant in 
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Ælfric and also in most other LWS texts. Furthermore, the instr.sg.masc.neut., 
which remained in EWS, is lost except in set phrases of the type wl7e dæ8 
‘every day’, cf. §2.18. The quite signifi cant and systematic differences 
between EWS and LWS are most clearly demonstrated by displaying the 
normal paradigm of these adjectives in LWS:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. sum sum sum sume
Acc. sumne sum sume sume
Gen. sumes sumes sumere sumera
Dat. sumum sumum sumere sumum

1 The most important exception to this statement is manega ‘many’ nom.acc.pl., also 
fbawa ‘few’. These two are no doubt semantically linked, and the presence of -a in 
these words may well be due to indeclinable fela ‘many’, as implied by Pope (1967–8: 
I, 184).
2 This process of neutralization of gender seems to have progressed more rapidly in 
the past participle used in periphrastic constructions (perfect or passive) than elsewhere, 
although EWS has a number of examples in which gender distinctions remain, as at 
CPLetWærf 13 wæs oðfeallenu ‘had declined’ nom.sg.fem. Pope (1967–8: I, 184) notes 
that in his texts the past participle with habban is uninfl ected except at ÆHom 22.466 
abedene acc.pl. from abiddan ‘pray for’, although it is infl ected after bbon/wesan and 
wurðan, though without distinction of gender.

4.18 In lNbr the picture is often diffi cult to discern, both because of the 
arbitrary habits of the glossators and because of the variations of the 
unstressed vowels, see fi rstly Lindelöf (1890: §62). In the nom.sg.fem. there 
is variation between the historical infl exion -o (< -u) and -e, -a, and the 
situation is not dissimilar in the nom.acc.pl. without obvious distinction of 
gender, -o being the commonest variant in the NNbr texts. A dat.sg.masc.neut. 
infl exion -e, taken from the nominal declension, occurs alongside -um. But 
perhaps the most notable characteristic of this system is the use of unin-
fl ected forms throughout the sg., which is a feature of Li, although not of 
the other lNbr texts. An important exception to this is that the infl exion 
of the gen.sg. for all genders is -es, although DurRitGl also infrequently 
has -re. Insofar as can be determined from the evidence, the SNbr Ru2 shows 
a rather more conservative system, especially in the absence of uninfl ected 
forms except in the nom.sg. (and the acc.sg.neut.), see Lindelöf (1901: 
§§178–80).

4.19 In the PsGl(A) dialect of Merc, the system of infl exion is considerably 
more conservative, and the principal departure from the system presented 
in §4.15 is that the nom.acc.pl.fem. infl exion is -e, as should be expected 
on the basis of the parallel nouns, see §2.40. The same infl exion is also 
found in nom.acc.neut.pl. of past participles, thus showing an initial stage 
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in the same loss of gender distinction noted in §4.17 for LWS. The later 
Ru1 has adopted -e as the regular neut.pl. infl exion, and in addition a 
minority of forms in the sg. are without infl exion, partly paralleling the 
situation which arose in lNbr, see §4.18.

4.20 The infl exions of Kt generally follow the same pattern as in WS, 
and in the lKt gloss OccGl 49 the infl exions are generally identical to those 
of LWS. However, it should be noted that an epenthetic vowel is present 
before -re, -ra only in OccGl 49.159 swbsere dat.sg. of swws ‘pleasant’. 
The nom.acc.pl.fem. infl exion is always -e except in 359 dcohla ‘secret’, 
788 fbtto ‘fat’ and 175, 476 manega ‘many’, of which only the last may 
be signifi cant, cf. LWS manega cited in §4.17n1.

3 Allomorphic variation

4.21 The basic pattern of indefi nite adjective declension has been given 
in the preceding sections, but there are several types of allomorphic vari-
ation which must be considered. These allomorphic variations are, naturally, 
almost entirely parallel to those for nouns of the as- and a-declensions, see 
for details §§3.12–72, 3.81–104 respectively. Since that is the case, we shall 
consider the relevant variations in, as far as is possible, the same order as 
was employed for the nominal declensions.1 Also, where the pattern of 
allomorphic variations in this declension is not signifi cantly different from 
that found amongst nouns, as, for example, in the case of palatalization, 
see §§3.18–20, 3.85, we shall silently pass over the topic here.

1 But wherever possible we shall confl ate the discussion of the same allomorphic 
variation when it applies to both masc./neut. adjectives and fem. adjectives.

(a) Restoration of A

4.22 Following the situation in as-declension nouns, see §3.14, it should 
be expected that indefi nite adjectives which have stem-vowel /æ/ in the 
nom.sg.masc. would show a shift to /w/ before an infl exion containing a 
back vowel but would retain /æ/ elsewhere, hence nom.sg.masc. hwæt 
‘active’, but dat.sg. hwatum. However, the normal paradigm of this type 
of noun is as follows in LWS:1,2

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. hwæt active hwæt hwæt hwate
Acc. hwætne hwæt hwate hwate
Gen. hwates hwates hwætre hwætra
Dat. hwatum hwatum hwætre hwatum
(Instr. hwate hwate)
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Examples of adjectives which pattern similarly are: bær ‘bare’, blæc ‘black’, 
glæd ‘glad’, hræd ‘quick’, læt ‘slow’, sæd ‘sated’, smæl ‘slender’, stræc 
‘strict’, wær ‘wary’.

1 The variation of stem vowel in EWS follows the same set of rules as in LWS. The 
instr.sg. is given in brackets to show that it is taken from EWS forms.
2 Several of the forms in the paradigm do not appear to be recorded; in particular, 
hwætre, hwætra are not to be found in the DOEC, either as simplices or as the second 
element of compounds. They may be inferred from the occurring forms of other adjec-
tives of the same type, but see §4.24 for further comment.

4.23 The distribution of /æ/ and /w/ in the paradigm of §4.22 appears to 
be quite regular, for /æ/ appears only in a closed syllable and /w/ only in 
an open syllable.1 An explanation of this distribution is, however, diffi cult, 
as is noted by Girvan (1931: §28a2), see also Hogg (1996) for more detailed 
discussion and references. It is certainly quite plain that the distribution is 
not due to levelling, as suggested in, for example, Wright and Wright (1925: 
§54n3), since there is no reduction in allomorphic variation in the paradigm 
presented in §4.22 as compared with the paradigm which would have been 
expected under the phonological conditions for restoration of a.

1 Under the assumption that syncope in gen.dat.sg.fem. and gen.pl. has already 
occurred, see §4.12 and, for some discussion of the synchronic status of such syncope, 
§§4.47, 4.55.

4.24 Although the type of paradigm presented in §4.22 seems quite regular 
for Ælfrician texts and other texts of the late period, some late texts often 
show /æ/ throughout, although in these instances it may sometimes be the 
case that <æ> and <a> are equivalent spellings.1 In dialects other than WS 
the situation is somewhat different. In Nbr these adjectives have almost 
exclusively /æ/ throughout their paradigm, the principal exception being 
LiEpis 20 blaccum ‘black’ dat.sg.masc.; cf. also LkGl(Li) 24.25 hlætto 
‘slow’ nom.pl.masc.2 In Merc the situation is altered by the effects of second 
fronting, as in PsGl(A) 13.3 hreðe ‘quick’ nom.pl. For Kt note OccGl 
49.665 hred with Kentish raising, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.189–91).

1 However, this can hardly be so in the case of Beo 58 glæde acc.pl.masc., on which 
see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 117). Elsewhere in the poem we fi nd dat.sg. gladum.
2 On the unhistorical initial h, see Hogg (1992b: §7.48).

(b) Loss of [x]

4.25 In broad outline, the indefi nite adjectives with fi nal [x] show the same 
set of patterns as the corresponding masc./neut. nouns discussed in §§3.25–9 
and the few fem. nouns of this type discussed in §§3.88–9. As with nouns, 
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loss of [x] could occur either after a vowel or after a liquid consonant. In 
either event, [x] would be lost between voiced segments, including, it is 
important to note, sonorants, but it would be retained word-fi nally.

4.26 The typical paradigm in LWS of such an adjective with [x] after a 
vowel may be exemplifi ed by hbah ‘high’. This paradigm shows a number 
of signifi cant variations from the paradigm typically found in EWS and 
also from that which would be expected phonologically (insofar as these 
are different, see §4.27), and these variations are discussed in §4.27 and 
§4.28 respectively.1,2

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. hbah high hbah hbah hbage3

Acc. hbahne hbah hbage4 [hbage]
Gen. [hbages] [hbages] hbahre [hbahra]
Dat. hbagum hbagum hbahre hbagum

Adjectives which decline in a similar manner include fah ‘hostile’, fl ah 
‘deceitful’, 8emah ‘depraved’, hrboh ‘rough’, nbah ‘near’,5 s7boh ‘shy’, tdh 
‘tough’, þrdh ‘rancid’, an-, 8ewldh ‘fruitful’, wdh ‘crooked’.6 Note that 
there are no light stems of this sort.

1 A number of forms are absent from Ælfrician texts and even from other LWS texts. 
Such forms are presented in square brackets in the paradigm, usually on the basis of 
similar forms in the defi nite (weak) declension.
2 The paradigm given here is the type which is regularly found in Ælfrician texts. 
Some other LWS texts do not show this paradigm, see §4.28, and hence they do not 
appear to have undergone the kind of restructuring which is discussed in §4.29.
3 ÆLS (Julian and Basilissa) 286 (nom.pl.masc.).
4 ÆLS (Christmas) 22.
5 Usually an adverb, but occasionally an adjective, as in PrudGl 1.890 nbahne.
6 Reh ‘rough’ may show either the alternation h ~ g or the alternation h ~ w, parallel 
to nouns such as holh ‘hollow’, see §3.29.

4.27 In EWS the more usual paradigm of the adjectives of the same type 
was as follows:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. hbah hbah hba hba
Acc. hbane hbah hba hba
Gen. hbas hbas hbare hbara
Dat. hbam hbam hbare hbam

This paradigm is in every respect phonologically expected. All the forms 
without post-vocalic [x] are the result of loss of [x] between a vowel and 
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another voiced segment, whether vocalic or, as in hbane, hbare, hbara, 
consonantal. In the cases in which a vowel followed [x] which was lost, 
the unstressed vowel of the infl exion was lost in hiatus, hence nom.sg.fem. 
hba < *hba-u < *hbahu, gen.sg.masc./neut. hbas < *hba-es < *hbahes, etc. 
Thus, the allomorphic variations in the paradigm can be straightforwardly 
handled by synchronic rules which are the direct equivalents of the historical 
sound changes, cf. the similar situation for nouns described in §3.26. There 
are in EWS only a few scattered examples of variation from the above 
paradigm, notably CP(H) 443.36 hbah acc.pl., in which h would appear 
to have been restored on the analogy of the nom.sg., but see the discussion 
of LWS forms in §4.28, and CP(C) 80.13 hbanne (beside CP(H) hbane), 
which would appear to be a re-formation on the basis of hbah to hbahne 
with subsequent assimilation of hn > nn.1

1 This is the usual explanation, as in Luick (1914–40: §649.7), Campbell (1977: 
§484). It is not necessarily incompatible with the fact that the usual LWS form is 
hbahne, especially if the explanation for this given in §4.29 is correct. An alternative 
view is held by Weyhe (1925: 316).

4.28 Some non-Ælfrician LWS texts infl ect adjectives like hbah the way 
Ælfric does, as in the paradigm in §4.26, e.g. hbahne in LS 8, WSCp, 
BenRW. Such texts tend to exhibit few of the Angl characteristics that are 
so common in some non-Ælfrician LWS texts. Contracted forms like those 
exhibited by the EWS paradigm in §4.27 tend to occur in LWS texts with 
notable Angl features, such as hba in HomS 10, HomS 40.1–3, LS 25.1

1 On the distinction between LWS homiletic texts that do and do not show many 
seemingly Angl features, see Fulk (2008).

4.29 It is plain that the differences between the EWS paradigm in §4.27 
and the LWS paradigm in §4.26 can be accounted for only by assuming 
some notable restructuring. Medial [x] has become impervious to deletion 
and usually appears as <g>, whilst the endings are the same as for other 
LWS indefi nite adjectives, see §§4.13, 4.17. To be sure, it cannot be deter-
mined for certain that -e has been generalized to all genders in the nom.acc.pl., 
since the only relevant example in Ælfric of hbah or of any of the other, 
similar stems listed in §4.26 is masculine, see §4.26n3.1 Assumption of -e 
for all genders, however, seems safest. This suggests the following set of 
infl exions for all indefi nite adjectives in Ælfric, including those in -h:2

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. -Ø -Ø -Ø -e
Acc. -ne -Ø -e -e
Gen. -es -es -re -ra
Dat. -um -um -re -um
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Even assuming the above set of infl exions, it is still necessary to suppose 
that further restructuring has taken place. Thus, dat.sg.pl. hbagum might be 
derived from underlying */hæwxum/ if it were assumed that */x/ is preserved 
and in this declension not subject when between voiced segments to lenition 
to [h] and then loss, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.45–51, esp. §7.49). Then */x/ 
would be subject to intervocalic voicing. This is not a very satisfying 
solution, as the voicing rule would seem rather ad hoc, and it could not be 
conditioned convincingly on a purely phonological basis, since, for example, 
although hbagre occurs 3 times in (non-Ælfrician) LWS, beside hbahre 
(10¥, in Ælfric and elsewhere), there is no **hbagne beside hbahne (31¥). Thus, 
a better solution is to suppose that hbah has been reanalysed as underlying 
/hæw“/, with devoicing of /“/ word-fi nally and, perhaps, syllable-fi nally.3 
The devoicing rule need not be assumed to have applied sporadically under 
this analysis, since it is plain that <g> and <h> are interchangeable graphs 
when representing [“] and [x], see ibid.: §7.64, and use of one or the other 
may depend more on scribal traditions than on phonetic correspondences. 
Scribal tradition at all events seems a necessary assumption in order to 
account for the absence of **heagne whilst hbagre is attested.

1 But cf. WHom 10c 88 wdge ‘crooked’ acc.pl.fem.
2 It would appear possible to permit fi nal -u to remain, at least in the nom.sg.fem., 
for this could be deleted by apocope, on which see §§4.41–3. That is, uninfl ected hbah in 
the nom.sg.fem. would result naturally from /hæw“+u/ by high vowel apocope followed 
by fricative devoicing. Signifi cantly, there are no adjectives with stem-fi nal -h after a short 
vowel, see §4.26, so that the behaviour of infl exional -u under such circumstances cannot 
be determined, i.e. whether it would have been preserved as such or whether there would 
have been loss of intervocalic [x] followed by vowel contraction, or whether all adjective 
stems in -h came to be zero-infl ected in the nom.sg.fem. But since fi nal -u never appears 
on surface forms in LWS, surely it is preferable to assume that the infl exions were the 
same for stems in -h as for other stems, and there was zero infl exion in all nom.sg.fem. 
adjectives, both light and heavy stems. This also accords better with the supposition 
that apocope had been lost as a phonological rule in LWS declension, see §4.43.
3 See Hogg (1992b: §7.60), but cf. Fulk (2002), where reasons are offered to doubt 
that devoicing of fricatives applied anywhere except word-fi nally, and apparent instances 
are instead to be attributed to the interchangeability of non-initial <g> and <h> due to 
the allophonic status of [“] and [x].

4.30 There are few adjectives with [x] after a liquid: þweorh ‘crooked’, 
s7eolh ‘oblique’, the latter of which occurs only with defi nite (weak) infl exions.1 
The paradigm of þweorh, insofar as it can be determined, is as follows:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. þweorh þweorh þwBoru2 þwBore3

Acc. þweorne þweorh þwBore þwBore
Gen. þwBores þwBores þweorre þweorra
Dat. þwBorum þwBorum þweorre þwBorum
Inst. þwBore þwBore ——— ———
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Compare this declension with the declension of a similarly structured noun, 
e.g. mearh ‘horse’, see §§3.25ff.

1 !efearh occurs only in collocation with sugu, perhaps as a compound, with the 
meanings ‘pregnant sow, calf’.
2 But in LWS this is usually þwBor with apocope, see §4.42(b).
3 The nom.acc.pl.neut. forms are þwBoru, LWS þwBor, the latter with apocope, see n2.

(c) Nominative singular in -e

4.31 A large number of adjectives have their nom.sg. in -e, as with wilde 
‘wild’. In Gmc these adjectives were mainly heavy ja-stems, but in OE they 
have assimilated their paradigms to original a-stems such as sum ‘some’. 
Also to be included in this group are original Gmc i-stems, whether with 
a light or heavy stem, see §4.33 for examples. In most respects these adjec-
tives appear to parallel the equivalent as-declension nouns such as ende 
‘end’ which have -e in their nom.sg. Nevertheless, it should not be assumed 
that these adjectives uniformly share the morphological structure of the 
equivalent nouns, see §§4.34–5 for discussion of the relevant issues.

4.32 A typical paradigm of an adjective of this type in LWS is as 
follows:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. wilde wild wilde wilde wilde
Acc. wildne wilde wilde wilde
Gen. wildes wildes wildre wildra
Dat. wildum wildum wildre wildum

Amongst the large number of adjectives with similar paradigms are the 
following:1 æþele ‘noble’, brbme ‘famous’, cbne ‘bold’, clwne ‘clean’, cyme 
‘becoming’, dbore ‘dear’, dry8e ‘dry’, dyrne ‘secret’, b7e ‘eternal’, fwcne 
‘deceitful’, 8cfre ‘greedy’, grbne ‘green’, lcþe ‘gentle’, mwre ‘famous’, rc7e 
‘powerful’, sbfte ‘soft’, syfre ‘sober’, 8esyne ‘visible’, wbste ‘waste’, wyrþe 
‘worthy’, yrre ‘angry’. In addition to these, there are adjectives of this type 
formed with a number of frequent suffi xes, including the following:

(a) -bære, as in lustbære ‘agreeable’, wæstmbære ‘fruitful’;2

(b) -ede, as in hdcede ‘hooked’, hringede ‘ringed’;
(c) -ihte, as in stanihte ‘stony’, þyrnihte ‘thorny’;3

(d) -wende, as in halwende ‘healing’, hatwende ‘hot’.

By far the largest subgroup of adjectives of this type is the present participles 
of verbs which have the form stem + -ende, see §6.28 for details.
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1 A small number of words which belong to this type show mainly historical irregu-
larities of one sort or another, including the following: (a) ncwe, which appears to have 
been transferred to this group despite having originally an initial light syllable, see 
Dahl (1938:106–7) for discussion; (b) frbo ‘free’ has an alternative nom.sg. frc8 and 
hence variant forms such as gen.sg. frc8es, frbos; the fi rst member of each pair is the 
historically expected form, see Hogg (1992b: §4.9(1)) for further discussion; (c) earfeþe 
‘diffi cult’ is a back-formation from the neut. noun meaning ‘trouble’, which had nom.
pl. earfeþu, taken for the neut. of an adjective. As Campbell (1977: §648.4) remarks, 
both the noun and the adjective could be infl ected as a-stems, with nom.sg. earfoþ 
beside earfeþ, for reasons explained in Hogg (1992b: §§6.5, 6.29); and the stem earfoþ- 
could then be extended to other cases of the adjective.
2 For surveys of forms in -bære, see Matzel (1974, 1991, 1992).
3 Some of these adjectives have alternative forms without -e, thus staniht. Also, forms 
with and without i-umlaut occur, e.g. stwniht, þorniht, see Hogg (1992b: 
§5.85.10(a)).

4.33 Original heavy-stemmed i-stem adjectives which are fully assimilated 
into this group in OE include the following, generally only to be distin-
guished from original ja-stems on comparative grounds: blcþe ‘joyful’, 
bry7e ‘useful’, 8edbfe ‘becoming’, 8emwne ‘common’. Originally light-
stemmed i-stems can be distinguished in OE by their lack of gemination 
alongside i-umlaut, as with bry7e ‘brittle’, 8emyne ‘mindful’, swi7e 
‘deceitful’.1

1 Perhaps to be included here are fyrn ‘formerly’, almost always adverbial, and lyt 
‘little’, mostly a noun and an adverb, rarely, as JDay II.61 mid lyt wordum, an inde-
clinable adjective. On freme ‘excellent’, see §4.7n1.

4.34 Outside LWS of the type represented in Ælfrician texts, the paradigm 
of these adjectives is somewhat different. In particular it should be noted 
that the EWS paradigm is of the following type, cf. §§4.15–16 in particular 
for minor variations:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Singular
Nom. wilde wilde wildu
Acc. wildne wilde wilde
Gen. wildes wildes wildre
Dat. wildum wildum wildre
Instr. wilde wilde ———

Plural
Nom. wilde wildu wilde
Acc. wilde wildu wilde
Gen. wildra wildra wildra
Dat. wildum wildum wildum
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When the last consonant in the stem is post-consonantal and is identical 
to an infl exion-initial consonant, the resulting geminate is simplifi ed, as 
expected, see Hogg (1992b: §7.80). For example, to dyrne ‘hidden’ the 
acc.sg.masc. infl exion -ne is added to produce dyrne, whilst there is no 
degemination in acc.sg.masc. grbnne, cf. nom.sg. grbne ‘green’. The adjectival 
compass terms, e.g. norþerne, seþerne, are in OE of the same structure and 
hence follow the same paradigm as dyrne. There also occurs syllabifi cation 
of a post-consonantal sonorant before stem-fi nal -e in certain adjectives of 
this class, including fwcne ‘deceitful’, frbcne ‘horrible’,1 8cfre ‘greedy’, lyþre 
‘evil’, syfre ‘chaste’ and possibly dc8le ‘secret’, although this last could 
equally be from dcgol.2 Forms of these words bearing an infl exion which 
begins with a consonant different from the syllabifi able stem-consonant 
regularly show syllabifi cation of the last consonant in the stem, hence 
acc.sg.masc. lyðerne, dat.sg.fem. dcgolre, gen.pl. dy8elra, frbcenra. But other 
forms do not show epenthesis, hence acc.sg.masc. fwcne, frbcne, gen.pl. 
lyðra, -syfra from fwcne + -ne, frbcne + -ne, lyðre + -ra, -syfre + -ra.3

1 Campbell (1977) regards this word as containing 7, but deaffrication should have 
applied anteconsonantally, see §4.49n1.
2 See Dietz (2000).
3 The LWS form ClGl1 2794 dat.sg.fem 8cferre, beside usual 8cfre, is exceptional.

4.35 Most of the allomorphic variation which is displayed in the above 
EWS and LWS paradigms can be accounted for on a synchronic basis by 
assuming that the underlying form of the stem of these adjectives is disyl-
labic, i.e. of the type /wilde/, and that there is a rule which deletes stem-fi nal 
/e/ before another vowel, thus exactly paralleling the equivalent as-declension 
nouns such as ende ‘end’.1 The analysis of /wilde/ as the underlying stem 
derives support from compounds in wilde-, including wildefyr ‘lightning’ 
and wildeswcn ‘wild boar’; wild(d)bor (rarely wildedbor) ‘wild animal’ is no 
exception, as it is a folk-etymologized re-formation of wildor, see §2.100&n4. 
As for forms like acc.sg.masc. dyrne ‘hidden’ and lyðerne ‘evil’, the variation 
that they show is predictable if it is assumed that the underlying shape of 
the stem is disyllabic as for wilde, e.g. /dyrne/, and that in infl ected forms, 
stem-fi nal /e/ is subject to non-high vowel syncope.2

1 For example, EWS nom.sg.fem. wildu will be derived synchronically from underlying 
/wilde+u/ by ordered rules of apocope and e-deletion, giving the derivation /wilde+u/ 
6 /wilde+u/ (apocope fails) 6 /wildu/ (e-deletion), cf. §3.34n2 for the parallel derivation 
of wctu ‘punishments’, whilst LWS nom.sg. wilde will be derived from /wilde+e/. In the 
acc.sg.masc., gen.dat.sg. fem., and gen.pl., the forms wildne, wildre, wildra can be plausibly 
derived only from underlying forms of the type /wilde+ne/, /wilde+re/, /wilde+ra/, where 
it is notable that the infl exions do not begin with a vowel as they did historically, see 
§§4.12–13. These underlying forms will then be subject to the synchronic refl ex of 
non-high vowel syncope in medial positions, which will delete medial /e/, see Hogg 
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(1992b: §§6.14–15). (Note that the difference between the historical change and the 
synchronic rule is in terms only of the vowel affected. In the historical change, the vowel 
which was subject to syncope was the initial vowel of the infl exion; synchronically the 
vowel subject to syncope is the fi nal vowel of the stem. Thus, syncope itself remains 
unchanged, and what has changed is the morphological structure of the adjective.) If 
it were assumed that the relevant infl exions were the historically predicted -ane, -ere, -era, 
see §4.12, then these forms would be underlyingly of the type /wilde+ane/, from which 
it is diffi cult to justify a derivation which would delete both of the medial vowels.
2 Thus, the underlying shape of acc.sg.masc dyrne will be /dyrne+ne/, which will give the 
surface form by syncope and degemination. On the other hand, from underlying /lypqre+ne/ 
the result of syncope will be /lypq|ne/, where /r/ is syllabic between consonants because 
it is more sonorous than the preceding consonant, cf. Hogg (1992b: §6.41).

(d) Geminate consonants

4.36 Light-stemmed adjectives parallel to the heavy ja-stems discussed in 
§§4.31ff. should etymologically show a fi nal geminate consonant in the 
nom.sg. of all genders, hence nytt ‘useful’ (but see §4.37). Other adjectives 
of the same structure include midd ‘middle’, 8esybb ‘related’. Such adjec-
tives have structures similar to that of light-stemmed ja-stem nouns, see 
§§3.39–41, and hence there is variation between a geminate consonant 
intervocalically and a single consonant elsewhere, e.g. nyttes gen.sg.masc. 
against nyt nom.sg.masc., nytne acc.sg.masc. This alternation can be 
accounted for by a straightforward rule of degemination.

4.37 The only issues concerning these adjectives which might cause dif-
fi culties concern the shape of the nom.sg. In the masc. and neut. forms, 
the most usual shape is with a single fi nal consonant, although there are 
a number of examples with a geminate, e.g. nytt, notably in EWS, but also 
occasionally in other, later, texts. This variation is doubtless the result of 
orthographic infl uence of infl ected upon uninfl ected forms rather than of 
gradualness in the implementation of the historical change of degemination 
of fi nal consonants, see Hogg (1992b: §7.81). In the fem.sg. the lack of 
fi nal -u is due to apocope, see §4.41.

(e) Nominative singular masculine in -u

4.38 Adjectives which have their nom.sg.masc. in -u, e.g. 8earu ‘ready’, 
are in origin wa-stems. Their paradigm in LWS is of the following type:1

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. 8earu 8earu 8earu 8earwe
Acc. 8earone 8earu 8earwe 8earwe
Gen. 8earwes 8earwes 8earore 8earora
Dat. 8earwum 8earwum 8earore 8earwum
(Instr. 8earwe 8earwe)
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Other nouns of this type include: basu ‘purple’, calu ‘bald’, fealu 
‘fallow’, 8eolu ‘yellow’, hasu ‘grey’, mearu ‘tender’, nearu ‘narrow’, salu 
‘dusky’.2

1 On LWS variations from this paradigm, see §4.39.
2 On earu ‘quick’, sometimes included here, see Toller (1921: earu).

4.39 The principal allomorphic variations in these nouns are between /u/ 
and /w/, e.g. 8earu ~ 8earwe, and between /u/ and /o/, e.g. 8earu ~ 8earone. 
Both of these can be simply accounted for by assuming the same type of 
underlying structure as for the equivalent nouns of the as-declension, e.g. 
bearu ‘grove’, where the stem has a structure with fi nal -w, i.e. /juwrw/, 
see therefore the discussion of those nouns in §3.42. The variation between 
/u/ and /o/ occurs because unstressed /u/ is lowered medially, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§6.55ff.). Additionally, and particularly after the EWS period,1 
forms with epenthetic /u/ or /o/2 between /w/ and the preceding consonant 
occur in a minority of examples, e.g. 8earuwe, 8earowe, again paralleling 
the situation in the equivalent nominal forms.3 That the inserted /u/ or /o/ 
is the result of a phonological rule of epenthesis, see ibid.: §6.43, instead 
of analogical extension of the disyllabicity of the uninfl ected stem to infl ected 
cases, is shown by epenthesized forms like syrewung ‘treachery’ (beside 
commoner syrwung) in which there is no possible analogical source for the 
added vowel.

1 For EWS, CP has 8earuwe 3¥ (alongside usual 8earwe).
2 Ælfrician texts show both -u- and -o-, but they appear to prefer the latter.
3 CP 433.30 has 8earra, un8earra gen.pl., apparently with medial syncope, but quite 
possibly due to scribal error.

(f) Nominative singular in -w

4.40 Adjectives which have nom.sg. in -w are, like those immediately 
above, historical wa-stems, but in this case the fi nal segment of the root 
was a vowel or a diphthong. In these adjectives, -w should have been lost 
fi nally, but it is regularly restored in the same way as with parallel nouns, 
see §3.44. Examples of this group include 8edbaw ‘dewy’, glbaw ‘wise’, 
*hlbow ‘warm’,1 hnbaw ‘illiberal’, hrbaw ‘raw’, rbow ‘fi erce’, rdw ‘calm’, 
8esbaw ‘juicy’, slaw ‘slow’, þbow ‘servile’. Like the parallel nouns, these 
adjectives regularly develop paradigms without allomorphic variation, with 
stem-fi nal -w- before vocal endings reintroduced into the other cases, so 
that it appears in all infl ected forms.2

1 Attested only in the defi nite (weak) form Ex 495 unhlbowan ‘cold’ acc.sg.masc.
2 Exceptions are rare, as in OccGl 49.694, AldV (2¥) glba, Jul 480 rbone.
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(g) Apocope

4.41 Apocope of fi nal -u after a heavy syllable should occur in the nom.
sg.fem. and nom.acc.pl.neut. of this declension. In dialects other than LWS, 
where restructuring of the system has taken place, see §4.43, such apocope 
proceeds quite regularly, and hence we fi nd in relevant parts of the paradigm 
heavy-stemmed forms of the type blind ‘blind’ contrasting with light-
stemmed sumu ‘some’ in the nom.sg.fem. and nom.acc.pl.neut. It is perhaps 
signifi cant that heavy-stemmed adjectives considerably outnumber light-
stemmed adjectives, and this numerical dominance of zero-infl ected forms 
may have contributed to the LWS restructuring of the paradigm.

4.42 In a number of adjectival types, the synchronic rule of apocope 
interacts with other synchronic rules in a noteworthy fashion:

(a) Where the stem of the adjective ends in vowel or diphthong + [x], as 
with hbah ‘high’, then if the infl exion is -u the underlying form should 
be of the type /hæwx+u/. The derivation then proceeds by way of 
lenition and loss of /x/ between voiced segments, giving /hæw+u/, and 
then apocope (which historically antecedes loss of hiatus in such forms) 
will occur after the heavy syllable, to give /hæw/, hence forms of the 
type hba. The LWS restructured hbah for EWS hba results from the 
developments discussed in §4.29&n2, probably with -Ø added to 
/hæw“/ followed by fi nal devoicing.

(b) Where the stem of the adjective ends in consonant + [x], as in þweorh 
‘crooked’, then loss of [x] may involve compensatory lengthening of 
the preceding diphthong. If so, then apocope should occur and the 
resultant forms should be of the type þwBor, the usual form in LWS. 
But the þwBoru-type also occurs, which would be expected if there 
were no compensatory lengthening and the stem were thus light after 
loss of [x], see the discussion of this issue in Hogg (1992b: §5.127).

(c) Adjectives such as wilde ‘wild’, which have their nom.sg. in -e, do not 
show apocope of -u, hence wildu, etc.1

1 This is because the underlying form of their stem is /wilde/, and hence at the time 
of application of apocope their structure is /wilde+u/, and apocope will not take place, 
but rather there is late e-deletion, see §3.34 for the comparable situation amongst 
nouns.

4.43 When in LWS there is restructuring of this declension so that there 
is no differentiation of gender in the nom.sg. or throughout the plural, 
there is consequently no difference in infl exion between heavy- and light-
stemmed adjectives, so that the nom.sg.fem. of blind is blind and the 
nom.acc.pl. of blind is blinde, whilst the light-stemmed adjectives such as 
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sum ‘some’ equally have sum, sume. In this restructuring, any rule of 
apocope has simply become irrelevant to the declension of adjectives. 
Compare how apocope has lost its phonological conditioning, apparently, 
in the declension of nouns, see §3.72.

(h) Disyllabic and polysyllabic stems

4.44 Disyllabic adjectives may be grouped into a variety of types, accord-
ing to the nature of the second syllable:

(a) where the second syllable consists historically of a syllabic sonorant, 
as in biter ‘bitter’, efen ‘even’, fæ8er ‘fair’,1 hletor ‘pure’, wacor 
‘wakeful’;

(b) where the second syllable consists historically of a vowel + sonorant; 
this type includes words in which the second syllable is suffi xal, as 
with atol ‘terrible’, lytel ‘little’, mi7el ‘great’, yfel ‘evil’, all with -el, 
-ol; gylden ‘golden’, hwþen ‘heathen’, with -en < *-cn-;2 and agen 
‘own’, fæ8en ‘glad’, open ‘open’, with the suffi x -en < *-an- of the 
past participle;

(c) where the second syllable consists historically of a vowel + approximant; 
this type consists exclusively of words with suffi xal -i8 of whatever 
origin (Gmc. *-cè- or *-aè-), hence dysi8 ‘foolish’, hali8 ‘holy’, hefi 8 
‘heavy’, moni8 ‘many’;

(d) where the second syllable consists historically of a vowel + obstruent, 
as in arod ‘quick’, forod ‘broken’, fracoþ ‘wicked’, nacod ‘naked’;

(e) where the second syllable is heavy, as with, for example, the suffi x 
-iht in staniht ‘stony’ or the present participle in -ende.

Adjectives formed with nom.sg. in -e are discussed in §§4.31–5. Those 
formed with rather distinct derivational suffi xes like -li7 and -leas present 
special problems and are discussed in §4.52. In addition, there are three 
groups of disyllabics which are best characterized morphologically, namely 
the strong past participle in -en, the weak I past participle in -ed and the 
weak II past participle in -od. Since the morphological behaviour of these 
past participles is sometimes different from that of other disyllabics, they 
are discussed separately below in §§4.53–6.

1 An Angl form fb8er occurs with a long root vowel: see Sievers (1885: 498–9), Fulk 
(1992: §355.3).
2 But all such forms frequently fail to show i-umlaut, e.g. lbaden ‘of lead’, stanen 
‘stony’, see Hogg (1992b: §5.85(10a)).

4.45 The most straightforward of the types listed in §4.44 is type (e), in 
which the second syllable is heavy, for such adjectives simply add the regular 
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infl exions to their stem without signifi cant allomorphic variation except 
for the phonologically regular apocope of -u where appropriate. The same 
also appears to be true for type (d) adjectives such as nacod, where again 
the infl exions are added directly to the stem and where apocope applies as 
elsewhere.1 It should be noted that syncope of the vowel of the second 
syllable never occurs in either of these two types.

1 See §§4.41–3 for discussion of apocope.

4.46 The typical LWS paradigm of hali8 ‘holy, an adjective of type (c), 
when declined indefi nite, is as follows:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. hali8 hali8 hali8 hali8e
Acc. hali8ne hali8 hali8 hali8e
Gen. hali8es hali8es hali8re hali8ra
Dat. halgum halgum halgum halgum

Such forms are almost invariable in the best Ælfrician texts,1 see §4.77n2, 
although some examples of syncopated gen.dat.sg., nom.acc.pl., i.e. hal8es, 
hal8e, can be found in non-Ælfrician LWS texts. Note that syncope applies 
only when an infl exion beginning with a back vowel is added. Pope (1967–8: 
I, 185) accordingly argues that the <i> in forms like hali8es is merely a 
diacritic indicating the palatal nature of the following consonant, but cf. 
§4.47n1. Other adjectives of type (c) are declined similarly, except that 
syncope is rare in any form, hence dat. pl. badigum ‘fortunate’, ælmihtigum 
‘almighty’, etc. In eME, Orm similarly treats haliè, infl ected hallèhe, differ-
ently from other adjectives in -iè, see Fulk (1992: §190n12). For differences 
between this paradigm and that in EWS and Angl dialects, see §4.48. 
Examples of adjectives of this type include æfsti8 ‘envious’, wni8 ‘any’, 
blddi8 ‘bloody’, cysti8 ‘generous’, badi8 ‘fortunate’, grwdi8 ‘greedy’, gylti8 
‘guilty’, hungri8 ‘hungry’, mbði8 ‘weary’, mihti8 ‘powerful’, mddi8 ‘brave’, 
8emyndi8 ‘mindful’, sari8 ‘sorry’, 8eswli8 ‘blessed’, s7yldi8 ‘guilty’, spbdi8 
‘prosperous’, swati8 ‘sweaty’, syndri8 ‘separate’, synni8 ‘sinful’, 8eþyldi8 
‘patient’, wbri8 ‘weary’, wintri8 ‘wintry’, wyrði8 ‘worthy’, all with a heavy 
fi rst syllable, and dysi8 ‘foolish’, hefi 8 ‘heavy’, lyti8 ‘cunning’, weli8 ‘wealthy’, 
wliti8 ‘beautiful’, all with a light fi rst syllable.

1 A similar pattern of distribution occurs with the defi nite (weak) declension, see further 
§4.60(e). Exceptions such as ÆCHom I 358.32 hal8e, nom.sg.fem. defi nite, are rare.

4.47 The paradigm in §4.46 differs from the historically expected para-
digm in the forms hali8es, hali8e, where the normal operation of syncope 
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would have been expected to produce hal8es, hal8e, since, historically, 
syncope occurred in open syllables and affected all non-high vowels and 
also high vowels when preceded by a heavy syllable, see for details Hogg 
(1992b: §§6.14–19). In most poetry, forms like hali8es must sometimes be 
scanned as disyllables, no matter how they are written, presumably because 
of the apparent derivation of most extant poems from Angl originals. In 
poems known to be of West Saxon origin, and in some seemingly late Angl 
poetry, the unsyncopated vowel in such forms must be scanned as a metrical 
syllable, e.g. Met 20.163 wni8e ‘any’ acc.sg.fem. (trisyllabic), Jud 245 
-wbrigum ‘weary’ dat.pl. (trisyllabic), though words that must be scanned 
as if the vowel were syncopated are also in evidence, e.g. Met 26.115, 
31.22 wni8es ‘any’ gen.sg.masc. (disyllabic).1 Given the conservative nature 
of poetic language and the restriction of the syllabic scansion to relatively 
late poetry, it seems likely that forms like hali8es did undergo syncope but 
ultimately restored the syncopated vowel by analogy to uninfl ected forms, 
see ibid.: §§6.16, 7.76n2. On the other hand, it is not impossible that forms 
in WS poetry without restoration of the syncopated vowel are due to imita-
tion of Angl or archaic models, an undeniable occurrence in regard to some 
other poetic features.2 If that is so, it would be possible to argue that in 
the type hali8e, syncope failed to take place in WS because the medial /i/ 
was protected by the immediately following palatal /j/. In that event the 
historical rule of syncope would need to be revised to take account of this, 
and the synchronic rule of syncope which applies in these cases would be a 
direct refl ex of the historical change.3 There are reasons, however, to prefer 
the explanation on the basis of analogical restoration of the syncopated 
vowel.4 Where an adjective with a heavy fi rst syllable ends with a consonant 
cluster, then it is often the case that syncope is prevented even in the 
dat.sg.pl. if an unusual consonant cluster would arise, hence usual mihtigum, 
etc., is almost exceptionless. If the fi rst syllable is light, then it might be 
expected that syncope would never occur, and indeed exceptions are rare.5

1 See Fulk (1992: §§216–20), with references. In view of such metrical evidence, it 
is necessary to discount the possibility suggested by Pope (1967–8: I, 184–5) that i in 
forms like hali8es is merely a diacritic indicating the palatal nature of 8 rather than 
an actual syllable nucleus. Cf. Men 68 hali8e acc.pl.masc. (trisyllabic).
2 Thus, for example, unsyncopated forms of strong verbs in the 1st and 2nd persons 
sg. of the pres.ind. are not uncommon in the poetry, unlike the prose, of King Alfred.
3 This is the conclusion at which RMH ultimately arrived, rejecting the account given 
in Hogg (1992b: §6.16, also §7.76n2), and also Pope (1967–8: I, 184–5).
4 Analogy is required to account for unsyncopated vowels in a range of other suffi xes 
and stems in LWS texts, and these restored vowels, too, may be required by the metre 
of some late poems, e.g. Met 13.30 agenes ‘own’ (trisyllabic), Mald 109 8egrundene 
‘ground’ (tetrasyllabic), MSol 112 wuldores ‘glory’ (trisyllabic). Known processes in 
the language thus account for the phenomenon in connexion with the adj. suffi x -i8-, 
and, by Occam’s razor, further complication of the grammar is undesirable.
5 We have not noted any such exceptions in Ælfric.
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4.48 The LWS paradigm given in §4.46 is generally applicable to EWS 
also, although a minority of forms show syncope, whereas this is rare in 
LWS, hence CP 467.32 hal8e, 451.25 wn8es, see for full details Cosijn 
(1886: §42).1 On the other hand, Angl texts usually show syncope in open 
syllables throughout the paradigm, although a minority of unsyncopated 
forms occur. A further characteristic of these adjectives is the shape of 
forms with which infl exional -u occurs. It might be expected that -u would 
be apocopated after two light syllables but retained after a heavy and a 
light syllable. In fact, however, apocope usually does not apply even after 
two light syllables, hence examples such as CP manegu (2×), PsGl(A) 109.6 
monigu,2 Li monigo (frequent). This is in striking contrast to the situation 
with nouns, in which apocope is usually extended, see, for example, 
§§3.63–5.

1 This is not the impression which a cursory reading of the standard handbooks might 
suggest, but a closer reading of, say, Campbell (1977: §643.5), Brunner (1965: 
§296&A2) will show that this situation is at least in part recognized.
2 Alongside 21.13 moni8 with apocope. Monigu appears to be an analogical creation 
by pairing with its antonym lytelu and under the infl uence of heavy-stemmed adjectives 
in -i8, which regularly add -u in PsGl(A): see Fulk (2010c: 135–6).

4.49 In LWS, adjectives of type (b) mostly show no syncope regardless of 
the following infl exion, and hence the normal infl exions of this declension are 
simply added directly to the stem. This appears to be true both of adjec-
tives with an initial heavy syllable such as gylden ‘golden’, hwþen ‘heathen’ 
and of those with an initial light syllable, such as atol ‘terrible’, fæ8en 
‘glad’, open ‘open’, swutol, swutel ‘clear’, yfel ‘evil’, regardless of whether 
the second syllable was suffi xal or from some other source, see §4.44. 
There are, however, some common adjectives which depart from the above 
pattern. Thus, amongst those with an initial heavy syllable, lytel ‘little’ 
appears always with syncope in Ælfric, and with an initial light syllable 
mi7el ‘great’ varies between syncopated and unsyncopated forms.1

1 When mi7el undergoes syncope, then 7 is often geminated by the immediately fol-
lowing liquid, after deaffrication giving miccle, etc. (For details of such gemination, 
see Hogg (1992b: §7.78).) Whether 7 was actually deaffricated when it came into 
contact with the following consonant cannot be determined with certainty. One piece 
of evidence for such deaffrication is the fact that in some texts, esp. PsGl(E) and Li, 
mi7el is frequently spelt with <ch> when -el(-) follows, but never when -l- follows.

4.50 The adjectives of type (a) which correspond to the type (b) adjectives 
except in that their second syllable historically consists only of a syllabic 
sonorant appear in LWS mostly to decline similarly to the type (b) adjectives. 
This is especially true of those with an initial light syllable in the stem, 
such as biter ‘bitter’, fæ8er ‘fair’, where unepenthesized forms with vocalic 
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infl exions, for example fæ8re, are in a minority. Where the initial syllable 
is heavy, on the other hand, as in hlettor ‘pure’,1 epenthesis in forms with 
vocalic infl exions is rarely found.2 The above distribution suggests that the 
adjectives with a light initial syllable have been restructured with an epen-
thetic vowel in the underlying form of the stem, thus assimilating to the 
type (b) adjectives of §4.49. On the other hand, the adjectives with a heavy 
initial syllable may best be considered as having underlying forms with a 
non-syllabic sonorant, excepting, perhaps, /r/, see §3.65.3 The underlying 
forms of such disyllabic adjectives would then parallel in most ways those of 
the disyllabic nouns of the as- and a-declensions, see §§3.56–72, 3.100–4.

1 Note that tt is due to gemination by the following liquid, cf. §4.49n1. In Ælfric, 
spellings of the type hletor are infrequent.
2 Naturally, however, an epenthetic vowel is found in forms in which the infl exion 
begins with a consonant. It should also be noted that in instances in which the sonorant 
is identical to the initial consonant of the infl exion, then degemination in unstressed 
syllables can occur. The frequency of such degemination is higher in later texts than 
in earlier texts, see Hogg (1992b: §7.80).
3 This may account for the fact that Ælfrician texts regularly spell all forms of biter 
with a single medial consonant, in contrast with hlettor discussed in n1 above.

4.51 In EWS and non-Ælfrician LWS the situation regarding both type 
(a) and type (b) adjectives is more variable than in Ælfric, with consider-
able mixture of syncopated and unsyncopated stems before vocalic endings.1 
In Angl, on the other hand, what we generally fi nd is that, with relatively 
few exceptions, there is syncope in both type (a) and type (b) adjectives, 
regardless of whether the initial syllable is heavy or light, when a vocalic 
infl exion follows, e.g. PsGl(A), Li micle ‘great’, yfl e ‘bad’, lytle ‘little’; cf. 
the similar treatment of nouns, §3.68. The most regular exception is that 
very often syncope fails when the infl exion is -u, as with the comparable 
nouns, see §3.64 as regards the situation in PsGl(A). Thus, it seems likely 
that adjectives of types (a) and (b) were restructured in Angl in much the 
same way that comparable nouns were restructured, see §§3.71, 3.104: all 
such adjective stems became underlyingly monosyllabic, except in PsGl(A), 
where (presumably, given the evidence of nouns of similar structure) the 
original distinction was maintained between types (a) and (b) when the 
initial syllable was heavy. There do not happen to be in PsGl(A) any stems 
of type (a) with a heavy syllable before the fi nal sonorant in the proper 
case to show apocope of -u as against examples of type (b) without apocope, 
e.g. lytelu nom.pl.neut.

1 For specifi cs of the situation in EWS, see Cosijn (1886: §§40–2).

4.52 Adjectives formed with rather distinct derivational suffi xes like -leas 
and -li7 are not entirely uniform in their treatment. Those formed with 
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heavy suffi xes ending in two consonants, such as -cund, -fæst, -fald, -full, 
are infl ected the same way as heavy monosyllabic stems, so that, for example, 
-u is missing in the fem.nom.sg. and neut.nom.acc.pl. Heavy suffi xes like 
-lbas-, formed with an etymologically long vowel or diphthong and a single 
fi nal consonant, however, should be expected to have undergone vowel 
shortening when fi nal, see Hogg (1992b: §2.89). In medial syllables, however, 
-lbas- should have retained its long diphthong, and this explains why adjectives 
in -leas never bear the infl exion -u in the fem.nom.sg. and neut. nom.acc.pl., 
where it should have been apocopated after a heavy syllable. The prescrip-
tion of ibid.: §2.89 as regards shortening in unstressed syllables, however, 
must be treated with caution, since there is ample evidence from ME that 
vowels thus shortened were often subsequently restored on an analogical 
basis.1 This observation has particular relevance to the adjective suffi x -li7.2 
The vowel was originally long,3 but it should have been shortened in unin-
fl ected forms, e.g. s7andli7 ‘shameful’. However, a short vowel seems to 
have been used throughout the paradigm at an early date: unlike -lbas-, 
the suffi x -lic- is well attested with the infl exion -u (though of course never 
in Ælfric, since adjectival -u never appears in Ælfrician texts, see §4.29); 
and spellings like CP 14.83.22 mislecum dat.pl. and GenA 884 frbolucu 
nom.sg.fem. presuppose a short vowel. When the suffi x follows an unstressed 
syllable, on the other hand, it should be stressed and thus impervious to 
shortening, e.g. LS 7.276 earfoðlc7 ‘diffi cult’.4 In lOE, however, it appears 
that the short vowel was replaced by the long one throughout the paradigm. 
This explains the absence of variants like -lec-, -luc- in Ælfric, as well Orm’s 
e(o)rþlic, fl æshlic, gastlic, etc.5 That the suffi x -sum, like -lc7, never bears 
the infl exion -u in Ælfric is no counterevidence, since the adjective suffi x 
-u is nowhere in use in Ælfric, see §4.29. Thus, to ÆHex 428, ÆCreat 
181 wynsum wunung, compare LS 25 (MichaelMor) 217 wynsumu.

1 Thus, for example, Orm has usually -læs (are-, ellen, eèèe-, etc.) beside only endeless; 
likewise -fald (an-, fi f-, þre-, twi-), with lengthening before the homorganic consonant 
cluster, beside -warrd (affterr-, dunn-, etc.) and godcunnde without it. There is supporting 
evidence in nominal suffi xes, e.g. -dom (heþenn-, haliè-, wiss-, etc.). See Fulk (1992: 
§213; 2002: 82–3n3).
2 On the derivation, see Dishington (1981).
3 It is always long in the adverb suffi x -lc7e, though it is short in comparative forms 
of adverbs, see §4.77n2. The lOE extension, mentioned below, of the long vowel to 
all adjective forms may thus be attributed to preservation of the long vowel both in 
adjective forms like earfoðlc7 and in adverbs.
4 It is impossible to determine for certain whether the vowel should be long in a form 
like heofonli7 ‘heavenly’, with a resolvable fi rst constituent metrically equivalent to 
a single heavy, stressed syllable (just the way two light syllables function in the same 
manner as one heavy with respect to the syncope of high vowels, e.g. with loss of -u 
in the neuter plurals word ‘words’ and werod ‘troops’). But forms like BedeHead 
4.18.22 heofonlicu are not uncommon, and they suggest that the vowel of the suffi x 
was not long in such forms, as then we might expect high vowel apocope.
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5 For discussion, see Fulk (1992: §§221–5, of which Calle Martín and Miranda 
García, 2000, seem to have been unaware), where it is also pointed out that whilst 
there is evidence for a short vowel in poems that appear to have been composed rela-
tively early, there is none in later poems.

(i) Past participles

4.53 The past or passive participles which equate to the disyllabic adjec-
tives discussed in §§4.44–52 are of three types: the strong participle in -en, 
the weak I participle in -ed and the weak II participle in -od.1 Each of these 
participles has a slightly different pattern of morphology from the others, 
and therefore they are discussed separately in §§4.54–6 below.

1 Not relevant here are the weak past participles without medial vowel of the type 
worhte ‘worked’, sealde ‘given’, see §6.100.

4.54 Strong participles in -en regularly appear in LWS without syncope, 
e.g. aworpene ‘cast out’, behatene ‘promised’, beswicene ‘deceived’, 8ebun-
dene ‘bound’, 8ehealdene ‘kept’, and many others which in Ælfric are not 
found in syncopated form.1 In EWS texts the situation is more variable, 
for there syncope is found in a signifi cant minority of examples, e.g. in CP 
8ebundne (9¥) against 8ebundene (7¥), 245.26 aworpne, 403.14 8ehealdne, 
but only beswicene with a light root syllable. Outside WS, syncope is fre-
quent in PsGl(A) but much less so in Ru1, whilst it is more common in 
Ru2 and less common in Li. The situation is therefore broadly parallel to 
that found in the disyllabic adjectives of similar structure, see §4.49, 
although, overall, syncope is less widely found with the participles. There 
may have been greater pressure to eliminate allomorphic variation here, 
by failing to allow the rule of syncope to apply, because of the dominance 
of the uninfl ected and unsyncopated form of the participle, cf. §4.55.

1 The same generally applies in other LWS texts, including Wulfstan, though synco-
pated forms occur in LWS texts that show Angl characteristics, such as the Blickling 
and Vercelli homilies.

4.55 Weak I participles in -ed normally show syncope only after heavy 
syllables, e.g. 8edbmde ‘judged’ vs. 8efremede ‘furthered’. In the historical 
development of these forms the medial vowel was /i/ at the time of syncope, 
see further §6.82, and hence syncope is the expected development. Presumably, 
therefore, the synchronic analysis of these participles must start from the 
premise that the underlying medial vowel remains as /i/. In some WS texts, 
notably in Ælfric and frequently but less regularly in the earlier CP, Or, 
syncope is extended to uninfl ected forms of the participle when the stem 
ends in a dental stop, e.g. afbd(d) ‘brought up’, 8elwd(d) ‘led’ rather than 
afbded, 8elwded, see §6.93. Other WS texts, however, including GD, seem 
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to prefer the unsyncopated forms, and this is true of nWS texts also. 
Although this phenomenon is usually regarded as an analogical extension of 
syncope, e.g. in Campbell (1977: §§351n2, 644(d)), Brunner (1965: §402.2), 
which synchronically might be regarded as a restructuring of the underlying 
form without any medial vowel, both these explanations may be misleading. 
It may be that afbd, etc., are not examples of syncope in the normal sense but 
rather of deletion of the medial vowel and (usually) simplifi cation of the 
resultant consonant cluster in order to avoid repetition of the dental consonant. 
It might therefore be regarded as a product of the impulse to dissimilation 
evident elsewhere in the grammar, see Hogg (1992b: §6.64) and §6.71 below.

4.56 Weak II participles in -od do not show syncope and hence are of the 
type 8elufod ‘loved’. If it is assumed that the underlying medial vowel is /o/, 
then this is not easily explicable, since /o/ would be subject to non-high vowel 
syncope. Even if the underlying vowel were assumed to be /u/, high vowel 
syncope would occur after heavy syllables, but this is not found, e.g. 8ewun-
dode ‘wounded’. This has led some, such as McCully and Hogg (1990: 332), 
to suggest that synchronically the medial vowel of these forms must have been 
/op/, which would directly refl ect their historical origin. Such a suggestion, 
although it may receive support from stress patterns, remains unproven.1

1 The synchronic situation is unclear. For a discussion of the diachronic issues, see 
Fulk (1992: §228).

III Defi nite (weak) adjectives

1 Historical origins and infl exions

4.57 The defi nite (weak) adjective declension was formed in PGmc by the 
addition of the infl exions of the dn-stem nouns, see §§2.84–5, to the stem 
of the indefi nite adjective, and thus the development in OE is to a set of 
infl exions which correspond closely to the infl exions of the synchronic 
an-declension, see §§3.106–9. The principal exception to this formulation 
is the shape of the gen.pl., which is usually -ra, i.e. identical to the gen.pl. 
infl exion of the indefi nite declension, see §§4.13, 4.15. Thus, we most often 
fi nd a paradigm of the following type for this declension:1

 Masculine Neuter Feminine Plural
Nom. blinda blind blinde blinde blindan
Acc. blindan blinde blindan blindan
Gen. blindan blindan blindan blindra
Dat. blindan blindan blindan blindum
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1 In contrast to the situation with indefi nite adjectives, it is not possible to trace a 
separate instrumental case for the defi nite adjectives.

4.58 There are a small number of dialectal variations in infl exion, of 
which the following are the most important:

(1) In EWS the gen.pl. is always taken from the an-declension and is 
mainly of the form -ena, although many examples of -ana co-occur; 
for a full list, see Cosijn (1886: §51). In LWS and Angl, however, this 
ending is rare, and it is notable that it is entirely absent from PsGl(A), 
which suggests that EWS was conservative in respect of the form of 
this infl exion. Very rarely there occur LWS forms in -an.1

(2) It is in this declension that the dat.pl. of adjectives is fi rst frequently 
found as -an. Already such forms are frequent in EWS, see Hogg 
(1992b: §7.102). However, it is doubtful whether LWS texts use 
dat.pl. -an more frequently in this declension than elsewhere, although 
this may simply testify to quasi-historical orthographic convention.

(3) In Nbr, loss of fi nal -n, see ibid.: §§7.98–100, together with the falling 
together of unstressed vowels, can cause some confusion between 
indefi nite and defi nite infl exions, so that, for example, there appears 
to be no distinction in lNbr between indefi nite and defi nite forms of 
the nom.acc.pl. A further noteworthy feature of Nbr infl exion in this 
declension is the use of gen.sg. -es, as in JnGl(Li) 11.37 blindes; cf. 
§§3.75, 3.78, 3.108.

1 Hoad (1994) identifi es several secure examples, including ÆCHom I 40 610.11 
foreswdan and ÆLS (Julian and Basilissa) 432 halgan.

4.59 It is important to remember that these infl exions are added to the 
stem of the indefi nite adjective, regardless of the historical formation of 
the original adjective. Thus, infl exions are added to a structure which 
includes the OE refl ex of PIE stem-forming suffi xes. Indefi nite and defi nite 
pairs of this type include, for example, midd ~ midda ‘mid’, wilde ~ wilda 
‘wild’, blcþe ~ blcþa ‘joyful’, heard ~ hearda ‘hard’, 8earu ~ 8earwa ‘ready’; 
see §§4.4–8 for discussion of the historical stem types which existed in 
PGmc and their development into OE.

2 Allomorphic variation

4.60 The types of allomorphic variation found in the indefi nite declension 
and discussed in §§4.20–55 apply equally to the defi nite declension, and 
therefore they require no special discussion here. Only a few potentially 
confusing matters need be mentioned:
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(a) Adjectives of the type hwæt ‘active’, which, when indefi nite, have a 
in open syllables, for discussion of the phenomenon see §§4.22–4, show 
the same distribution when defi nite, e.g. blace ‘black’ nom.sg.fem.

(b) In those texts, particularly in LWS, in which hbah is restructured as 
/hæw“/, see §§4.25ff., this declension has parallel forms of the type 
hbaga.

(c) Adjectives with stem-fi nal -e, e.g. wilde ‘wild’, may be assumed also 
to have stem-fi nal -e in this declension, although it will always be 
deleted, since every infl exion starts with a vowel.

(d) Adjectives with stem-fi nal -w, when indefi nite, show -u in word-fi nal 
position or -o medially before consonants, as in 8earu ‘ready’, see 
§§4.38–9, but no such allomorphic variation should occur in the 
defi nite declension except in the genitive plural (in which, however, there 
are no relevant defi nite forms attested), since otherwise /w/ is always 
followed by a vowel and hence remains, thus 8earwa and forms 
‘ready’.1

(e) In the best Ælfrician texts, see §4.77n2, defi nite forms of hali8 ‘holy’ 
have syncope before infl exions beginning with back vowels but not 
front vowels, hence, generally, halgan, but nom.sg.fem.&neut. hali8e. 
The rule does not apply to other adjectives in -i8, e.g. swligan ‘blessed’, 
wurðigan ‘worthy’. The pattern thus resembles that found in the defi nite 
adjectives, §4.46.

1 As in other declensions, /w/ remains even before /u/, so that we fi nd dat.pl. 8earwum, 
etc.

IV Comparison of adjectives

1 Historical origins

4.61 The PGmc comparative and superlative were formed by a compara-
tive morpheme to which was added an additional suffi x in the case of 
the comparative itself, the superlative being formed by the addition of the 
superlative suffi x to the bare comparative. The comparative morpheme 
which Gmc inherited from PIE was *-iz- < *-is- by Verner’s Law (see Hogg 
1992b: §§4.4–5), but in Gmc an alternative morpheme *-dz- arose.1 In 
Gothic, the two types are equally common, but in all other Gmc languages 
the latter form comes to predominate. The crucial difference between the 
two formations as far as OE is concerned is that the former causes i-umlaut 
whilst the latter does not, see §§4.68–71 for discussion and examples. The 
suffi x which is attached to one or other of these morphemes in the com-
parative degree is *-on-, *-en- from the n-stems, which gives in Pre-OE the 
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combined suffi x *-dzan, *-izan. The origin of the suffi x in the n-stems 
explains why the comparative adjective is always declined as a defi nite, see 
§4.2, even though comparatives may be used in syntactically indefi nite 
constructions, e.g. And 1088 beteran rwd ‘a better plan’. The superlative 
morpheme inherited in Gmc was PIE *-to-, and thus the combined suffi x 
in Pre-OE would have been *-dsta-, *-ista- (where *t prevented the voicing 
of PIE *s). Except in the nom.sg. (and consequently acc.sg.neut.), the super-
lative is most frequently declined as defi nite. It is virtually certain that all 
adjectives used the same comparative morpheme in the construction of 
their comparative and superlative forms: that is, adjectives with comparatives 
in *-iz- formed the superlative with *-isto-, those with comparatives in *-dz- 
formed the superlative with *-dsto-.2,3

1 The precise origin of this morpheme is not relevant here, although it appears to be 
related to adverbial formations in *-d. For discussion see, for example, Hirt (1932: 
§83), Prokosch (1939: §91) and the further references in each.
2 This, of course, would accord with common sense, but it is also noteworthy that 
even in Gothic, the language in which a mixture of morphemes would be most likely 
to occur, there are no such mixed examples, see Wright (1954: §244).
3 There is some variation in a few adjectives, whereby the older form of the superlative 
is lost in favour of the type with *-dst-, see §4.69(2).

4.62 The principal comparative suffi x in OE, as described in §4.61, originates 
in PGmc *-dzan, and the predicted development to OE would give **-ara, 
but this never occurs, and instead the regular form is the apparently syn-
copated -ra added directly to the stem of the adjective, hence blindra from 
blind ‘blind’. Such syncope of an historically long vowel, i.e. *blinddrdo > 
blindra, is entirely unexpected, and so the consistency of syncope here 
cannot easily be justifi ed on purely phonological grounds.1 Campbell (1977: 
§660) suggests that the construction may be on the analogy of adjectives 
with their comparative formed according to the PIE method, namely with 
suffi xal *-izan, in which syncope of the short medial vowel would occur 
regularly to give -ra. This solution, which appears to be the most profi table, 
is nevertheless not without problems and cannot be regarded as defi nitive.2 
Yet further analogical pressure may have been exerted from within the 
paradigm itself: before the n-stem endings containing *-E- (masc.&fem.acc.
sg.&pl., dat.pl. of all genders, see §2.84),3 the comparative suffi x *-dz- 
should have changed to *-ez-, see Hogg (1992b: §3.34), in which the vowel 
would be subject to shortening and syncope in Pre-OE.4 Thus, it may be 
assumed that in some cases attachment of the comparative suffi x in -r- 
without a preceding vowel and without i-umlaut is etymologically correct, 
and such forms would have exerted pressure to regularize the paradigm by 
replacing endings in *-ar- with ones in -r-. On this analogical development, 
see further §4.63n1.
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1 Nor, as Campbell (1977: §660) clearly points out, can it be justifi ed on comparative 
grounds, since the other Gmc languages all retain the medial vowel in one form or 
another, though in Old Frisian -er- and -r- co-occur, see Bremmer (2009: 66).
2 In particular, Campbell has to argue that in Pre-OE, *-ir- was commoner than (or 
at least as common as) *-dr-, on the reasonable assumption that the analogy is based 
on the unmarked suffi x. But the prevalence of forms derived from *-dr- in all the Gmc 
dialects except Gothic suggests that this suffi x had become dominant during the time 
of the NWGmc unity, on which see Hogg (1992b: §1.3). It is also not clear whether 
the analogical process is extension of syncope, as suggested by Campbell, or shortening 
of -d- to parallel -i-, which would be equally possible. A further diffi culty arises with 
respect to i-umlaut, but this is discussed in §4.69. Finally it should be noted that if 
this is an analogical process, it is confi ned to OE, and therefore it is surprising that 
there are no examples surviving which show failure of the analogical process.
3 It must be noted, however, that the account offered here is based upon the assump-
tion that after the PGmc infl exions masc.acc.sg. *-um, etc., caused raising of *D to *E 
in the preceding n-suffi x, the *E thereby created in turn caused raising of *d to *e in 
the preceding z-suffi x, e.g. *harð-dz-on-um > *harð-dz-un-um > *harð-ez-un-um, and 
although the fi rst step in this line of development is well attested, the latter step appears 
to be impossible to prove or to disprove by reference to parallels in either West or 
North Gmc.
4 See Hogg (1992b: §§6.28, 6.18). There is some controversy about whether medial 
c and e were shortened early enough to undergo syncope in all the same environments 
as originally short i and u, see Fulk (1992: §§187–93), with references. But the assump-
tion of syncope in the present instance should be uncontroversial: it may be compared 
to the syncope of original *c in forms like PsGl(A) gyldnum ‘golden’ dat.pl., from 
*èulðcnumiz.

4.63 The principal superlative suffi x in OE, as described in §4.61, origi-
nates in PGmc *-dsta, and this would give in OE either -ust or -ast; -ust 
would then develop to -ost, see Hogg (1992b: §3.34) for explanation and 
details.1 The defi nite form of the nom.sg. has, of course, a fi nal infl exional 
-a, giving the shape -osta, and in these conditions the unstressed medial 
vowel may then further reduce to give -esta, cf. ibid.: §6.64. Such forms 
may then infl uence the endingless indefi nite forms. For details of the dis-
tribution of the variant forms of the suffi x, see further §§4.66ff.

1 Although the developments appear straightforward from an OE point of view, it 
should be clear from Hogg (1992b: §3.34) that PGmc *-dsta should develop as -ast 
except before *-u-, where it becomes -ust. In indefi nite adjectives, the change to -ust 
would happen in the masc.&neut.dat.sg., in defi nite adjectives in the same cases 
discussed in §4.62, if the account given in §4.62n3 is correct. The commonest form 
of the suffi x in OE, -ust/-ost, thus appears to have been generalized from these cases, 
and this renders it more natural that the OE comparative suffi x in -r-, as opposed to 
**-ar-, should have been generalized from the same defi nite cases. But cf. §4.67.

4.64 There are two minor forms of comparison, which are as follows:

(1) When compared adjectives are derived from adverbs, the superl. is 
most often formed by the suffi x -mest, as with innemest ‘innermost’ 
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superl. of adverb inne ‘inside’, although there is a smaller, but older, 
de-adverbial group exemplifi ed by wrra, wrest ‘earlier, earliest’; for 
examples and discussion of both types, see §§4.72–4.

(2) Four adjectives of high frequency, being two semantically related pairs, 
form their comparative and superlative by suppletion. These adjectives 
are:

gdd good bet(e)ra bet(e)st, best
 sblra, sella sblest
yfel evil wyrsa wyrst, wyrrest
lytel little lwssa lwst, lwsest1

mi7el great mara mwst

 Of these suppletive forms bet(e)ra, bet(e)st and sblra, sblest can both 
be found in a wide variety of texts, although the former pair predomi-
nate in prose, the latter pair in poetry.2 On the phonological variations 
in these forms, see §4.71.

1 See §4.71 on LawAbt 56 lwrestan.
2 Note the alternative glossing of Lat melior at MtGl(Li) 12.12 betra ł sella.

2 Variation in Old English

4.65 The nom.sg.masc. of the usual OE comparative, formed according 
to the principles outlined in §4.62, is of the type blindra from positive 
blind, and, by coincidence only, this is identical in shape to the gen.pl. of 
the positive. The nom.sg.masc. of the usual OE superlative is formed by 
the addition of the superl. suffi x directly to the stem, hence blind ~ blindost. 
The principal allomorphic variations found in comparison are identical to 
those found in the positive forms of the same adjectives, and hence we fi nd 
nominatives of the following subtypes, arranged according to their order 
of discussion in §§4.21–52, with the addition, for comparison, of the regular 
forms of blind:1,2

Positive Comparative Superlative
blind blind blindra blindost/blindesta
hwæt active hwætra hwatost/hwatesta
wilde wild wildra wildost/wildesta
blcþe joyful blcþra blcþost/blcþesta
nyt(t) useful nyttra nyttost/nyttesta3

8earu ready 8earora4 8earwost/8earwesta
glbaw wise glbawra glbawost/glbawesta
biter bitter bittera5 biterost/biteresta
hali8 holy hali8ra halgost/halgesta
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1 For the superlative we give both the indefi nite and defi nite forms of the nom.sg. 
Given the relative infrequency of superlative forms, many of the examples are 
hypothetical.
2 For comparative and superlative forms of hbah ‘high’, see §§4.68–9.
3 Nyt(t) declines like midd ‘middle’, which generally lacks compared forms.
4 WHom 15.57 has 8earwre, and LawICn 19.2 8earuwre, which may be re-formations 
from adverbial 8earwe. On CP 8earran, 8earra see §4.39n3.
5 Found only in Alex 233 bitterre nom.sg.neut.

4.66 The commonest shape of the superlative suffi x in most dialects is 
-est(-) even when uninfl ected, and in PsGl(A) no other forms are found.1 
As indicated above in §4.63, -est is due to reduction of the unstressed 
vowel in medial position, e.g. lbofosta ‘dearest’ > lbofesta.2 The unreduced 
superlative -ost has two principal variant forms, namely -ust, -ast. The fi rst 
of these is explicable as the earlier form of the unstressed high back vowel 
derived from PGmc *-est- by shortening. The second form -ast is to be 
derived from PGmc *-dst-, which would give -ast by lowering and shorten-
ing; for the development of both forms see fi rstly Hogg (1992b: §3.34). 
Alongside the more frequent -ost, both -ust and -ast are sometimes found 
in EWS, but neither is frequent in LWS. Nbr shows both -ost and -ust, 
whilst Kt has -ast in early charters, but the later OccGl 49 has forms only 
in -est.

1 Ru1 offers no direct evidence.
2 There is a tendency in WS, though it is by no means a fi rm rule, to write -est- when 
a back vowel follows, see Hogg (1992b: §6.64). Similar vowel dissimilation is in 
evidence in PsGl(A), but not in connexion with this suffi x, which is always 
-est- there.

4.67 It should noted that the morpheme -ust/-ost is the result of a some-
what unexpected development. As explained in Hogg (1992b: §3.34), the 
initial vowel of the morpheme is from PGmc */op/, a vowel which was 
subject to raising before either */u/ or */m/, as in *èe]dmiz > *èe]emiz > 
8yfum ‘gifts’ dat.pl, but elsewhere it remained. This would permit, after 
the lowering of /u/ and /o/ in most unstressed positions, see ibid.: §§6.28, 
6.55, an alternation between o and a. Thus, the superlative morpheme -ust/-ost 
must be the consequence of such Gmc raising, whilst the alternative -ast 
fails to undergo such raising. The number of case-forms in which /op/ should 
have been raised is limited, certainly a minority within both defi nite and 
indefi nite paradigms, see §4.63n1, and so it is somewhat surprising that 
-ost is commoner than -ast in OE.

4.68 As observed in §4.61, the original comparative morpheme inherited 
from PIE was *-iz-, and this was paralleled in the superlative morpheme 
*-ist-. In OE this structure is regularly found in only a small number of 
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adjectives, mostly of high frequency. As is also stated in §4.61, both 
morphemes cause i-umlaut. The adjectives which most frequently follow 
this formation are these:

eald old yldra yldest
8eong young 8ingra 8in8est
hbah high hyrra hyhst
lang long lengra len8est
s7eort short s7yrtra s7yrtest

Several of the above forms are subject to normal dialect variation. Hence, 
for compared forms of eald, EWS has ieldra, ieldest, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.163ff.), Angl has ældra, ældest (beside positive ald), see ibid.: §5.79(2a); 
compared forms of hbah include EWS hcerra, hcehst, see ibid.: §§5.163ff.;1 
in LWS, iung appears frequently in the positive alongside 8eong; on this 
and regular forms in other dialects, see ibid.: §§5.60–2.

1 But for the diffi cult geminate -rr- in hyrra, see the discussion in Hogg (1992b: 
§7.91n1).

4.69 Two types of analogical levelling are often found amongst this group 
of adjectives: (i) the effects of i-umlaut (and other changes) may be levelled 
away; (ii) the irregular superlative infl exion may be replaced by the regular 
infl exion. These types are discussed under (1) and (2) below.

(1) Of the above adjectives, two show quite frequent levelling in favour 
of unumlauted forms, namely the compared forms of 8eong and hbah. 
In WS we fi nd, alongside 8ingra, 8in8est, the predicted unumlauted 
forms, see Hogg (1992b: §5.64), 8iongra, 8eongra, iungra, 8eongest, 
all without umlaut. Levelled forms are less frequent, but they can be 
found in both EWS and non-Ælfrician LWS. In WMerc, levelled com-
pared forms are regular, hence PsGl(A) iungra, 8ungra, 8ungest, all 
from positive iung, 8ung. Similar forms are found occasionally in Nbr, 
e.g. Li 8iungra. More commonly, however, especially in Ru1, umlauted 
forms are found, e.g., 8ingra, 8in8est. It is most probable, however, 
that these, too, are levelled forms, but in which levelling is in favour 
of the compared forms rather than the positive, the same texts also 
having positive 8in8;1 note also PsGl(A) 148.12 8ingrum dat.pl.2 For 
compared forms of hbah, two types of levelling may be observed. 
Firstly, the effects of i-umlaut may be levelled away, so that forms 
such as comp. hbara, hbarra, hbahra can be found.3 Levelling is more 
frequent in the superl., so that alongside hyhst we fi nd a substantial 
number of examples of the type hbahst,4 which in LWS may, see further 
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below, be subject to palatal monophthongization, see ibid.: §§5.119–23, 
and hence arise the frequent types hbhst, hbxt, see ibid.: §7.6. Secondly, 
it will be observed from the above that normally in WS, medial -h- is 
regularly restored in the superl. and frequently so restored in the 
comp.5 It is diffi cult to determine whether some forms discussed above, 
e.g. hbhst, are the result of palatal monophthongization, as suggested 
above, or, when outside of Ælfric, of Angl infl uence on the root 
vowel.6,7

(2) There are a few forms in which a vowel appropriate to the alternative 
suffi x is found, the most frequent occurrences of which are for yldost 
‘oldest’ (6¥ in Ælfric). It should be noted that such replacement has 
no effect on the preceding umlauted vowel. Alternatively, and mostly 
in LWS,8 syncopated forms occur, despite the following consonant 
cluster, hence yldsta, 8ingsta, lengsta.9 Such syncopated forms can also 
be found with some compared forms of stren8e, see §4.70, and several 
suppletive adjectives, see §4.71.

1 See further Hogg (1992b: §5.64&n3), including the reference there to the alternative 
view presented in Campbell (1977: §176n2).
2 The apparently positive PsGl(A) 118.9 8in8, however, glosses iuvenior and must 
surely be an error.
3 They are not, however, very frequent and are usually restricted to a few texts. Thus, 
for example, the great majority of instances of hbarra are to be found in GenB, and 
none are be found in the major EWS texts or in Ælfric. However, it should be noted 
that comparative forms as a whole are infrequent, and therefore the absence of relevant 
examples may be accidental.
4 On the status of -h-, also very infrequent -g-, see n6 below.
5 Examples of the superl. without -h- are particularly rare.
6 Rare examples of medial -g-, e.g. PPs 117.21 hbagost, are surely due to orthographic 
equation of <h> and <g>, see Hogg (1992b: §7.64).
7 Typical forms in Angl are comp. hbra, superl. hbst (positive hbh, with smoothing). 
These perhaps show levelling from the positive (rather than smoothing), as supposed 
by Campbell (1977: §658n6), although the results would be identical. But such 
analogical change is not required, as they are the regular phonological developments 
of the expected forms, e.g. *hbahist- > *hbhist- (umlaut) > *hb-ist- (loss of [h]) > hbst 
(elimination of hiatus). NNbr (Li, DurRitGl) strongly favours retention of the suffi xal 
vowel, i.e. hbist and variants, but this is absent from both Ru2 and Merc.
8 But note Or 97.18 ieldstena 23.24 8ingst.
9 And hence, by analogy, uninfl ected yldst, 8ingst, lengst, s7yrtst.

4.70 Aside from the words cited in §§4.68–9, a few words show sporadic 
examples of the older suffi xes: note brwdre ‘broader’ (incl. Or 15.27, 
123.21), Alex 671 8ehlcuran ‘warmer’, Alex394, ÆHom 16.134 gryt(t)ra 
‘greater’. Probably different from either of these are the compared forms 
strengra, stren8est (positive stren8e ‘strong’), both of which are more frequent 
than unumlauted strangra, strangest (positive strang).1 Since the commoner 
positive form is strang, it seems probable that the alternative suffi x types 
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predominate because there is a clear preference for umlauted compared 
forms, perhaps in parallel with lang.2

1 An u-stem in origin that has merged with the a/d-stems (strang) or ja/jd-stems 
(stren8e).
2 Evidence that the older suffi x type is retained comes from occasional syncopated 
strengsta (incl. Or 3¥).

4.71 All the suppletive adjectives discussed in §4.64 show the older for-
mation of compared forms with the suffi xes *-iz-, *-ist-, and hence in WS the 
syncopated forms bet(t)ra, betst, wyrst, lwst occur.1 These adjectives also show 
much simplifi cation of consonant clusters, as in best, sella, wyrst, lwssa, 
see Hogg (1992b: §§7.80ff., 7.91–2).2,3 The form LawAbt 56 lwrestan for 
later lws(es)tan is apparently an archaism (cf. OFris lbrest), showing the 
effect of dissimilation in PGmc *laisist- > *laizist-, see Oliver (2002: 30).

1 On the latter two, see Hogg (1992b: §6.24(2)); on syncope in the former two, ibid.: 
§6.67&n2. Note that Beo 947, 1759, 1871 betsta(n) is shown by the metre to be a 
scribal substitution for betesta(n), see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 174).
2 Forms of minor interest include examples of betost, sblost, sblust, where the newer 
suffi x has apparently replaced the umlauting suffi x, but, cf. §4.69(2), without affecting 
the preceding umlauted vowel.
3 The failure of i-umlaut in mara ‘greater’ is a result of hiatus resolution in Gmc, so 
that the disyllabic sequence *-ai- became a diphthong and hence developed normally 
to OE a, cf. Girvan (1931: §312A). Thus, compared forms of this word should never 
show umlaut, as in Nbr mast, maast. But the regular form of the superl. outside Nbr 
is mwst, in parallel with lwst. This may be due to the analogical re-addition of *-ist- 
after the monophthongization of *ai, producing *ma-ist-.

4.72 As was mentioned in §4.64(1), two groups of de-adverbial adjectives 
occurred, e.g. innemest ‘inmost’. Neither group has positive forms distinct 
from the positive adverb, although in some cases noted further below the 
positive form of the adverb may have acquired adjectival function. These 
groups are discussed in §§4.73–4 below.

4.73 The older of these two groups, wherein the normal comparative 
suffi xes are added directly to an adverbial base form, is represented by the 
following words:

feorr far fyrra fyrrest
nbah near nbarra nyhst
wr earlier wrra wrest
fore before  fyr(e)st

These adjectival forms show the same variations as other adjectives, both 
through normal phonological change, e.g. variation between fyrra and fi rra, 
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and by analogy, so that, for example, compared forms of nbah parallel 
those of hbah, see §4.69(1).1

1 Of the positive forms, feorr, nbah and wr can occasionally also be used as adjectives, 
in which event they infl ect normally. But feorr appears then to be restricted to poetry, 
and nbah to late glosses, as in PrudGl 1.818 nbagum, 890 nbahne.

4.74 The commoner set of de-adverbial adjectives are constructed as 
extended forms of adjectives like forma ‘fi rst’, meduma ‘middling’, hindema 
‘last’. The suffi x -ma represents in forma, hindema a PIE elative construction,1 
to which the normal superlative suffi x could come to be added, hence 
fyrmest. This formation was then extended in OE2 to a range of de-adverbial 
adjectives. Typical examples of this set follow the paradigm of inne ‘inside’: 
inne, innerra, innemest. Further examples include ete ‘outside’, ufan ‘from 
above’,3 neoðan ‘from below’, fore ‘in front’,4 forþ ‘forth’, medume ‘mid-
dling’, æfter ‘after’, scþ ‘later’, and adjectives of the compass: norþ, seþ, 
bast, west. These words may be further divided into two subgroups: those 
with umlaut in compared form and those without umlaut. The former 
group potentially comprises all words except the points of the compass, 
although several remained unaffected on phonological grounds, namely inne, 
scþ, æfter. Of the remainder, ete and ufan show umlauted alongside unum-
lauted compared forms, as does neoþan occasionally.5 The most frequent 
superlative form of fore is the older forma, but fyrmest is also common, 
alongside occasional unumlauted formest. On the other hand, forþ (furþra, 
forþmest) is almost always unumlauted.6,7 The second type, the points of the 
compass, are hardly ever umlauted,8 e.g., norþerra, norþmest, see §4.75.

1 Compare Lat. summus ‘highest’, and see further Szemerényi (1996: §7.8.6).
2 But it is also found in Gothic, where frumsts ‘fi rst’, hindumists ‘last’, aúhumists 
‘highest’, aftumists ‘last’ and spbdumists ‘last’ are found. Further Got forms found only 
in the positive are innuma ‘inner’, iftuma ‘next’, hleiduma ‘left’. Other early Gmc 
languages show no traces of the construction.
3 Note also the superlative form ymest, related to Go aúhumists, not ufan, see n2 above.
4 But see further below.
5 In the last of these, umlauted and unumlauted forms are diffi cult to distinguish, 
due to the variable application of back umlaut, but CP 41.301.21 nieðemesð is a 
probable example.
6 We have noted only the late charter form Ch 1145.6 fyrþmest. But the superlative 
forþmest is confi ned to (frequent) examples in Nbr, the one exception being an instance 
in the Merc Ru1.
7 Note also Beo 752 elran ‘other’ dat.sg.masc. < *alira-.
8 Campbell (1977: §675nn3&4) calls attention to Ch 811 nyrðre and Ch 359 syþeran, 
alongside several instances of adverb syð, all in the Winchester Cartulary.

4.75 There is considerable evidence that in OE the superlative suffi x 
discussed in §4.74 was reanalysed as -mest. Thus, as observed above, the 
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points of the compass had been added to the set of words using -mest, 
although they only exceptionally show the predicted umlaut. In addition, 
in a variety of mostly later texts, the suffi x is occasionally written -mæst, 
less often -mast, which suggests confusion and therefore identifi cation with 
mwst ‘most’.1 Finally, it should be noted that two further adjectives develop 
superlatives in -mest alongside more frequent forms with -est: thus lætemest 
(mostly Ru2, but also BenRW) alongside lætest ‘latest’ and midemest superl. 
of midd ‘middle’ (occasionally in late texts). The semantic connexions 
between these and the other adjectives with the -mest suffi x presumably 
formed an integral part of the development of this new suffi x.

1 The suffi x would of course be unstressed in most forms (excluding those like ytemest 
and æftemest, see §4.52&n4), and therefore its vowel would be shortened in comparison 
with the apparent simplex form.

V Adverbs

4.76 In general in OE, adverbs are uninfl ected for case. The only exceptions 
to this rule arise when an adverb forms a compound with a preposition 
(such words also generally serving also as prepositions), in which the adverb 
may receive a case ending dependent upon the preposition, e.g., beæftan 
‘behind’, beforan ‘before’, wiþinnan ‘within’, wiþetan ‘without’, to8e8nes 
‘in return’ and many others. Similarly, adverbial compounds in which the 
second element is not an adverb may be infl ected according to the properties 
of the uncompounded phrase, e.g., tomiddes ‘in the middle’. Neither of the 
above usages is a property of the infl exional morphology; see Mitchell (1985: 
§§1380–1427) for the use of case in forming adverbial constructions.

4.77 Compared forms of adverbials are most usually found with de-
adjectival adverbials. Such adverbials follow a pattern of comparison parallel 
to that of adjectives and inclusive of the types of variation found amongst 
adjectives. The shapes of the comparative and superlative adverbial mor-
phemes differ slightly from those of the corresponding adjectival morphemes 
in the following general respects. The usual comparative adverbial morpheme 
is derived from PGmc *-dz but without any n-suffi x as in adjectival *-dzan-, 
cf. §4.61.1 Final *-z should have been lost in WGmc, see Krahe and Meid 
(1969: I, §115), but it appears to have been preserved, to develop to *-r by 
rhotacism, under the infl uence of the adjectival forms. The regular superla-
tive is formed in the same manner as the regular adjectival superlative but 
without infl exional ending. Thus, the normal mode of comparison can be 
exemplifi ed by hearde ‘severely’, lbofl c7e ‘lovingly’, as follows: hearde, heardor, 
heardost; lbofl c7e, lbofl icor, lbofl icost.2 A few underived adverbs show the 
same formation; hence we fi nd: forþ ‘forth’, furþor; inne ‘inside’, innor; 
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oft ‘often’, oftor, oftost; 8eldme ‘often’, 8eldmor;3 seldan ‘seldom’, seldor,4 
seldost; and the adverbs of the compass norþor, seþor.

1 This *-dz is a PGmc innovation, presumably modelled on the adjective suffi x, but 
it is an early development, as we fi nd already in Gothic -ds alongside -is.
2 As with adjectives, the superlative ending also occurs as -ust, -ast, and the parallel 
variation, with -ur, -ar, can be found in the comparative. Note that the suffi x of the 
positive degree -lc7e probably contains a long vowel, whilst the comparative suffi xes 
contain a short one. The evidence for length in the positive degree is chiefl y metrical, 
though it is not exceptionless, see Fulk (1992: §227, cf. §§223–5). The evidence that 
the comparative suffi xes contained a short vowel is orthographic, including spellings 
like -lecor (esp. in EWS), -liocar (Kt), -lucor, -lecast, etc. Note that although adj. -lic- is 
never spelt with <e> or <u> in texts by Ælfric, whether amongst the best Ælfrician 
texts (e.g. ÆCHom and ÆLS) or otherwise, we do fi nd in a text of lesser probative 
value ÆLet 4 (SigeweardB) 792 ldmlucor ‘more frequently’. (On the distinction between 
the best Ælfrician texts and others, see Fulk, 2008: 96n1.) Cf. §4.52.
3 1¥; usually 8eldmlicor, 8eldmlicost.
4 Note Met 28.67 seldnor.

4.78 As with the adjectives, see §4.68, there are several adverbs which 
originally formed their comparative with *-iz and hence their superlative 
with *-ist. Unlike the adverbs discussed in §4.77, these do not analogically 
retain the comparative suffi x (cf. the loss of *-iz in heavy-stemmed i-stem 
nouns, §2.56), and therefore the comparative, if preserved in its original 
form, is distinguished from the positive only by i-umlaut of the root vowel. 
Thus we fi nd:1

_____ wr, wror2 earlier wrest
baþe easily yþ yþost
feorr far fyrr fyrrest
hbah high hbar, hbaor3 hyhst
lange long len8 len8est
nbah near nyr nyhst
——— scþ4 later scþost
sdfte softly sbft sdftost5

tulge fi rmly tyl86 tyl8est

As with the adjectives of the same type, i-umlaut can be levelled away, and 
this accounts for the forms baþ, baþost; hbar, etc.; nbar, sdftor, cf. nn3, 5.

1 As with the comparable adjectives, these adverbs are subject to normal dialect 
variation, cf. §4.68.
2 The historical form is wr, but wror, with a double suffi x, is frequent.
3 No umlauted form of the comparative is attested. The original form is refl ected in 
Got háuhis.
4 And very rarely scþor, with a pleonastic suffi x, cf. n2.
5 There are no superlative forms recorded which show umlaut.
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6 This comparative occurs only at EpGl, ErfGl 743, CorpGl 1636, LS 3 (Chad) 150, 
in the last meaning ‘rather’ and taking the form tyli8, and also in the Cotton ms. of 
the OE translation of the Dialogi of Gregory the Great, in the form †til8, also ‘rather’, 
see Hecht (1900–7: 277). The superlative occurs, as tyl8ust, only at Res 96, whilst 
tyl8est is from LS 3 (Chad) 34, a text preserved only in a very late manuscript, though 
apparently a much earlier composition, strongly marked by Merc features.

4.79 There are four suppletive adverbs, directly comparable to the suppletive 
adjectives discussed in §4.64(2). These adverbs are:

wBl1 well bet bet(e)st, best
 sbl sblest
yfl e badly wyrs wyrst, wyrrest
lytel, lyt little lws lwst, lwsest
micle much ma mwst

Such words do not in general show any variation in form which is sub-
stantially different from that found in the related adjectives, but note Merc 
mw ‘more’, also 2¥ in Li, plainly infl uenced by the superlative.

1 The evidence for the variable quantity of the root vowel is chiefl y ME, e.g. Orm’s 
wel beside well. The variability is presumably due to variation in clausal stress, see 
Hogg (1992b: §2.80).

VI Numerals

1 Cardinals

4.80 In dealing with the infl exions of the OE cardinal numerals, it is 
appropriate to divide them into the following subgroups according to their 
morphological properties: (a) an ‘1’; (b) twb8en ‘2’ and bb8en ‘both’; (c) þry 
‘3’; (d) the numerals 4–12; (e) the numerals 13–19; (f) the higher numerals. 
This ordering is preserved in the discussion which follows below.

4.81 The numeral an ‘1’ is always declined as an indefi nite,1 thus follow-
ing the paradigm of sum ‘some’, see §§4.13, 4.15. As such it is without 
further morphological diffi culty, except that alongside the expected acc.sg. 
masc. anne there appears very frequently the form wnne.2 This form refl ects 
a variant of the accusative suffi x in PGmc, *-indn as compared to the usual 
*-andn, cf. §4.10. In Angl texts particularly, the form enne (< ænne with 
early shortening, perhaps in low stress, and with subsequent i-umlaut, see 
Hogg (1992b: §5.79(1))) is frequent. The same form occurs occasionally 
in LWS, including Ælfric.
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1 Such a claim, however, is both controversial and not without diffi culty, but the full 
discussion in Rissanen (1967) and the further analysis in Mitchell (1985: §§536–44) 
both suggest that ana, apparently nom.sg.masc. but of the defi nite declension, is inde-
clinable and adverbial in quality.
2 Thus, using the data in the DOEC we can derive the following frequencies for anne 
and wnne, respectively, in various EWS and LWS texts: CP: anne 5¥ ~ wnne 7¥; Or: 
7¥ ~ 24¥; ÆLS: 15¥ ~ 76¥: ÆCHom: 2¥ ~ 69¥.

4.82 The numeral twb8en ‘2’ and the quantifi er bb8en ‘both’, which decline 
in parallel, see §4.83, are infl ected for gender in the nom.acc. but not in 
the gen.dat. Thus we usually fi nd the following forms in LWS:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Nom. twb8en twa, te twa

Acc. twb8en twa, te twa

  All genders
Gen.  twb8(e)ra
Dat.  twam

4.83 Any attempt to reconstruct the PGmc paradigms of these words is 
fraught with diffi culties, many of which are ignored below. The masc. 
twb8en was re-formed in WGmc on the basis of bb8en, see further below, 
and hence does not directly correspond to either NGmc or Gothic forms, 
e.g. nom. Got twái, ON tveir.1 Neut. te corresponds to PGmc *twd, see 
Hogg (1992b: §3.26), whilst fem. twa is from masc. twai.2 For the varia-
tion between usual neut. twa and less frequent te, see further §4.84, but 
the neut. form is unlikely in origin to be identical to the fem., cf. Girvan 
(1931: §329) for references to other views. It will be plain that all acc. 
forms are identical to the nominative. Gen. twb8(e)ra, like masc.nom. twb8en, 
is formed by analogy to bb8en, but the infl exion is, as with adjectives, from 
the pronominal system, cf. §4.10. On the earlier, and less common, form 
twb8(e)a, see §4.84. The dat. can be derived from a PGmc instrumental 
form *twaimiz. It should be plain from remarks above that bb8en follows 
exactly the same paradigm as twb8en, presumably because of their semantic 
propinquity. The nom. form of the quantifi er is derived from compounded 
*bd + jend, the second element of which is otherwise seen in OE only in 
CP(H) 443.25 8eonre ‘yon’ dat.sg.fem.3

1 See Bammesberger (1985a: 368–9), with references.
2 In Got, twái is masc., but see Prokosch (1939: §99).
3 The simplex is found in Got jáins ‘yon’, and compare OE 8eond ‘throughout’.

4.84 The most obvious dialectal variation concerning these words is the 
presence of i-umlaut in the vowel of the stem. Umlaut is found regularly 
in nom.masc. in all dialects, and similarly in the acc.gen., but in Angl the 
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stem vowel most commonly remains rounded, e.g. Nbr twdb8e, with the 
exception of Ru1, where only unrounded forms like twb8en and tww8en 
occur,1 and PsCa(A) 6.2 twb8en alongside gen. twdb8a. Kt has Ch 1482 
tww8en. In the dat., twam without i-umlaut is the regular form in LWS 
and even in earlier texts such as Lch. It also appears alongside twwm in 
clearly EWS texts. By contrast, twam is absent from Angl. It is most probable 
that twam is formed on the analogy of twa.2 The most important of the 
other variations concerns the nom.acc.neut., where by far the more frequent 
form is twa, and te is less common, being absent, for example, from Ælfric.3 
Generally, bb8en declines in parallel with twb8en throughout, from dialect 
to dialect.

1 On the latter form, see Hogg (1992b: §5.192n1).
2 Less likely is the possibility suggested by Brunner (1965: §324A1) that it derives 
from a Gmc dat. *twaimuz.
3 However, in lNbr tue is usual in the neut. and twa in the fem.

4.85 "ry corresponds to PGmc *þrcz < PIE *trei-es, with subsequent loss 
of *-z, and the variant EWS forms þrce, þrc are usually explained as due 
to the infl uence of the nom.acc.masc. ending -e of adjectives, see further 
§4.86, whereas all other nom.acc.gen. forms are directly derivable from 
Pre-OE neut. *þriju, fem. *þrija, with the normal endings of indefi nite 
adjectives, see §4.13. The dat. corresponds to PGmc *þrimiz. The usual 
LWS paradigm is as follows:

 Masculine Neuter Feminine
Nom. þry þrbo þrbo
Acc. þry þrbo þrbo
Gen.  þrbora
Dat.  þrim

4.86 The major diffi culty in the declension of þry is related to the source 
of the masc.nom. form. That form appears to be derived from PGmc *þrcz, 
with loss of fi nal *-z, see Hogg (1992b: §4.10), and then addition of the 
pronominal infl exion -e, see §4.14, also Brunner (1965: §324A3), Girvan 
(1931: §331). It may be noteworthy in this context that Angl texts show 
no distinction of gender in this numeral, which is always þrbo or predict-
able variants thereof.1 Other dialectal variants mostly fall within the normal 
limits of phonological variation, e.g. EWS þrce, LWS þrc, EWS -co- for -bo-, 
and a wide variety of diphthongal spellings in Nbr, such as ðrcu, ðrco, ðrca, 
ðrbo, ðrba. Li also has a weak gen. of the form ðrbana, and, for reasons 
unknown, the vowel of the dat.pl. must have been lengthened, to judge by 
the frequent spelling <ðriim> (also in DurRitGl) alongside <ðrim>; perhaps 
the lengthening is due to the infl uence of dat. twwm ‘2’.
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1 But note Kt Ch 1500.19 ðrce, Ch 1482.60 ðrbo, both neut., and presumably the 
former of these is disyllabic.

4.87 Like the numerals discussed above, the numerals 4–12 can be used 
both as nouns and as adjectives. Used as attributive adjectives they are 
usually undeclined,1 but elsewhere they may decline. In declension the 
following type of paradigm is usual:

 Masc./Fem. Neut.
Nom. fbow(e)re four fbow(e)re, -u,2 -o
Acc. fbow(e)re fbow(e)re, -u,2 -o
Gen. fbow(e)ra fbow(e)ra
Dat. fbow(e)rum fbow(e)rum

Most variation in these numerals is the result of regular change, including 
reduction and interchange of unstressed vowels, particularly in Nbr, where 
it is diffi cult to assess the values of the several spellings.3 In WS the neut. is 
most usually spelt with -e, showing loss of all gender distinction. In LWS the 
most frequent forms of the undeclined numerals are as follows: fbower ‘4’,4 
fcf ‘5’, six, syx ‘6’, seofon, syfon ‘7’,5 eahta ‘8’,6 nigon ‘9’, tyn ‘10’, endleofan 
‘11’, twelf ‘12’. As with the infl ected numerals, dialectal and other variations 
are mostly phonological. Because the fi rst constituents of compounds are also 
undeclined, it is diffi cult to distinguish undeclined numerals from compounded 
elements. Under some circumstances, when numerals are assumed not to 
form compounds with following nouns, they in fact create metrical anomalies 
in verse.7 Such anomalies are securely attested, however, only for numerals 
with suffi xed -hund and -niht (and cf. PDE fortnight, sennight), and so it is 
probably safest to assume that undeclined numerals may form compounds only 
with other numerals and with -niht, and perhaps also -dæ8.8 See also §3.146.

1 See, however, Mitchell (1985: §552) for discussion and citation of occasional exam-
ples to the contrary.
2 *Fboweru is not found, but cf. fcfu.
3 In Nbr the nom.acc. may also be spelt with fi nal -a.
4 On the development of the word in Gmc, see Hamp (1976), Stiles (1985–6).
5 Also both with fi nal -an.
6 SNbr Ru2 has æhtowe (6¥) from infl ected forms; note also Rid36.4 ehtuwe, metric-
ally trisyllabic, which is the same formation.
7 Thus, for example, unless the element following the numeral is assumed to form a 
compound constituent with reduced stress, verses of Sievers’s type B must often be 
assumed to have substantial stress in the second drop, e.g. GenA 1193 and nigonhund 
bac, though the poets otherwise generally avoid stress in the second drop; and verses 
of Sievers’s type A3 must be assumed to end in two separate words, e.g. GenA 1349 
ne ofor seofon niht, though this pattern is studiously avoided except in late poems, 
see Fulk (1992: §§238–45, 291).
8 For discussion, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 322–3).
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4.88 The numerals 13–19 are formed from their corresponding simple 
numerals by the addition of -tyne (EWS -tcene, nWS -tbne), and if infl ected 
may show gen. -a, dat. -um.

4.89 Amongst the higher numerals, 20–60 are formed with the suffi x 
-ti8,1 and those from 70 to 120 with, in addition, prefi xal hund-, hence, 
e.g., twbnti8 ‘20’, hundseofonti8 ‘70’, hundtbonti8 ‘100’,2 hundtwelfti8 
‘120’.3 The prefi x is already sometimes absent in EWS, e.g. Or 82.21 
seofonti8 ‘70’, and this variation continues in later texts.4 The suffi x -ti8- 
does not behave metrically like the adjective suffi x -i8-, see §4.47, for whilst 
-i8- before a vocalic infl exion is usually not a syllable in scansion, -ti8- 
always bears ictus, see Fulk (1992: §231). For ‘200’, etc., compounds of 
the simple numeral and hund (rarely hundred, e.g. DOEC has fcfhund 4¥ 
and fcf hund 38¥, fcfhundred 1¥ and fi f hundred 8¥) are formed.5 "esend 
‘1000’ is also neut., with regular infl exion in both sg. and pl., e.g. þesendu 
‘thousands’, with variation of the infl exional vowel, although it may also 
be with zero infl ection or uninfl ected.

1 On the etymology, see Bammesberger (1986c).
2 Hund is itself a neut. noun ‘100’, and this, alongside hundred ‘100’ (usually Nbr 
hundreð and similar, under Norse infl uence), both either declined or not, is an alterna-
tive means of expressing the numeral. But hund- as a prefi x in hundseofonti8, etc., has 
a different derivation, see Bosworth and Toller (1898: hund-). The reason for confi ne-
ment of the prefi x to the decades above ‘60’ is disputed: see Lühr (1977), and more 
recently Mengden (2005, 2006, 2010: 87–94), but especially Nielsen (1990), with a 
conspectus of scholarship, advocating the purely phonological solution of Szemerényi 
(1960). Most solutions assume a semantic motive.
3 Also late hundtwbonti8.
4 In Nbr, forms which show the weakened prefi x un - occasionally occur, e.g. LkHdGl(Li) 
41 unseofuntigum ‘70’.
5 The difference between fcfhund and fcf hund is purely a matter of editorial choice 
rather than of a genuine linguistic difference. See §4.87n6.

2 Ordinals

4.90 The ordinals up to ‘12’ are as follows (in their most usual LWS 
forms): forma, fyrmest, see §4.74, also wrest ‘fi rst’, dþer ‘second’,1 þridda 
‘third’, fborþa ‘fourth’, fcfta ‘fi fth’, sixta, syxta ‘sixth’, seofoþa ‘seventh’,2 
eahtoþa ‘eighth’, nigoþa, ‘ninth’, tboþa ‘tenth’,3 endleofta ‘eleventh’ (with 
many minor variants, e.g. endlefta, -lyfta, enlefta),4 twelfta ‘twelfth’. The 
ordinals from 13 to 19 are formed with suffi xal -teoþa, e.g., þrboteoþa.5 
The ordinals for 20–120 are doubly suffi xed by -tigoþa, which shows wide 
variation in form, but without particular signifi cance from a morphological 
point of view. The cardinal numerals hund, hundred, þesend are without 
corresponding ordinals of their own.
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1 Note also the pair wrra ‘former of two’ and æfterra ‘second’.
2 Nbr and Ru1 have seofunda, siofunda.
3 But in northern texts, or texts with some northern infl uence, we fi nd that Li, Ru2 
have forms of the type tei(8)ða, tb8ða, and that Bede and the Martyrology both have 
tbogoða.
4 And in Nbr and Ru1 ællefta, also Ru1 ellefta.
5 But some northern(-infl uenced) texts use -te8(e)ða and variants thereof, cf. n3 above. 
On the etymology of the suffi x, see Bammesberger (1986c).

4.91 All the ordinals from ‘third’ onwards, together with forma ‘fi rst’, 
wrra ‘former of two’ and æfterra ‘second’, decline regularly as defi nite 
adjectives. By contrast, dþer ‘second’ always declines as indefi nite. The 
ordinals fyrmest, wrest, which have a superlative suffi x, may be either 
indefi nite or defi nite according to the usual syntactic conditions for adjec-
tives, see §§4.1–2.



5

Pronouns

I Introduction

5.1 We may distinguish four principal types of pronoun which OE inher-
ited from PGmc: (1) demonstrative; (2) anaphoric; (3) interrogative; (4) 
personal.1 From an historical-etymological point of view, the fi rst three 
types are closely related (although they may refl ect a variety of stem-
formations, see further below), and their infl exional systems show, by one 
means or another, the categories of number, case and gender which are 
equally present in nouns and adjectives. By way of contrast, the personal 
pronouns in this inherited system do not show gender and show signs of 
formation from a variety of stems, several of which are not found elsewhere 
in the pronominal morphology. This has led some scholars to suggest that 
the traditional word-and-paradigm approach is somewhat inappropriate to 
these pronouns, see for example Prokosch (1939: §98), but see Szemerényi 
(1996: §8.4) for an alternative, more positive, view. In any case, it is neces-
sary to be aware that from the standpoint of Proto-Indo-European, the 
personal pronouns comprise only the fi rst- and second-person pronouns, 
and that by contrast the so-called third-person pronoun is a weakened 
demonstrative pronoun which patterns similarly to other demonstratives 
and which in Gmc may best be classifi ed as the anaphoric pronoun. The 
four principal types of pronoun are discussed in the following sections in 
the order presented above, followed by briefer discussion of indefi nite and 
other pronominal types.

1 For a brief discussion of other pronoun types, see §§5.33–9 below.

5.2 It is a consequence of the method of presentation outlined in §5.1 
that the fi rst- and second-person pronouns are discussed separately from 
the third-person pronouns. It must be emphasized that this separation is 
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motivated only on morphological grounds. Syntactically, these personal 
pronouns share all their principal characteristics.

II Demonstrative pronouns

5.3 OE had two demonstrative pronouns,1 sb ‘that’, þbs ‘this’. These pro-
nouns contrast in the deictic features of ‘distance’ and ‘proximity’, and the 
wider and more frequent use of the former suggests that it is the unmarked 
member of the pair, without necessarily ever equating to the ‘defi nite article’, 
which more probably began to develop during the ME period.2

1 But a third demonstrative apparently occurs at CP(H) 443.25 to 8eonre byr8 ‘to 
that city’. Its status is discussed in Mitchell (1985: §312), with a further reference.
2 There are both morphological and syntactic justifi cations for this claim, see further 
Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §117), Mitchell (1985: §328), Traugott (1992: 171–2) and 
Fischer (1992: 217–21).

5.4 The usual paradigm of sb ‘that’ in LWS is as follows:1

 Masc. Neut. Fem. Plural
Nom. sb þæt sbo þa

Acc. þone þæt þa þa

Gen. þæs þæs þwre þara
Dat. þwm þwm þwre þwm
Instr. þy, þon þy, þon ____ ____

Departures from this paradigm and variant forms in other dialects are 
discussed below in §5.8. This pronoun could be either demonstrative or 
relative. In the latter function it might serve alone, or it might be combined 
with ðe, a construction chiefl y of syntactic interest (see Mitchell 1985: 
§§2103–362), though it raises the morphological question of whether a 
construction like sb þe is one word or two. There is some reason to think 
that it is indeed a compound, since the fi rst constituent frequently appears 
in verse in places where it represents a violation of Kuhn’s fi rst law if it is 
a separate word.2

1 On vowel quantities in stressed and unstressed pronouns, see Hogg (1992b: §§2.80, 
5.198) and §§5.6, 5.17(1) below.
2 For example, in Beo 1839 þwm þe him selfa dbah, the demonstrative is not clause-
initial and so ought to be stressed if it is a separate word. See Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 
129 note on Beo 183b), with references. Some editors hyphenate such constructions, 
e.g. Pope (2001). Rather different is the question whether a conjunctive construction 
like oþ þæt is one word or two, a question about which editors likewise disagree. For 
reasons to regard it as two words, at least in Beo, see Fulk (2007b: 168–71).
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5.5 The PGmc system from which the OE derived in all essentials appears 
to have been based primarily on the PIE deictic stem *to-/ta-, supplemented 
in the nom.sg. uter by *so-/sa-, from an alternative deictic stem. This PGmc 
system appears to have had broadly the following form, although the variety 
of forms in the later dialects makes it impossible to reconstruct a unitary 
system for any stage of PGmc:1

 Masc. Neut. Fem. Plural2

Nom. *sa *þata *sjd3 *þai
Acc. *þana *þata *þd *þans4

Gen. *þes5 *þes *þairja6 *þaira
Dat.6 *þaimi *þaimi *þairja *þaimi

The paradigm is strongly infl uenced by analogy to the anaphoric pronoun, 
§5.15, see Seebold (1984: 68–9). The OE instrumental forms, although undoub-
tedly Germanic in origin, are so distinct from those in the other Gmc dialects 
that it will be more appropriate to delay their discussion to §5.7 below.

1 Ignored here are various changes, in particular very early changes from PIE and 
those later changes in PGmc and WGmc caused by reduction and loss in unstressed 
syllables, except where these are directly relevant to the OE development. Other issues 
of primarily Gmc interest are discussed in the footnotes below. For all forms discussed 
in these footnotes, reference to Prokosch (1939) or some other handbook of Germanic, 
e.g. Hirt (1932), is essential.
2 Got, ON and OHG show distinct forms for each gender in the nom.acc.pl., and 
Got also has a separate form for the fem.gen.pl. In both OE and OSax the masc. forms 
have been generalized throughout the plural.
3 The form underlying WGmc is *sjd, in contrast with Go sd, ON sú.
4 In all the WGmc dialects, and as in the nominal declensions, the acc.pl. is replaced 
by the nom.
5 OE is exceptional in having the PIE stem form *to-so rather than usual *te-so. This 
appears to be a late analogical development, see Beekes (1988).
6 In the gen.fem. and throughout the dat.sg., OE (and ON) appears to have general-
ized the diphthongal stem vowel of the corresponding plural. In the same case forms, 
*-i or *-j- must be assumed in order to account for the presence of umlaut in OE. 
However, the sources of *-i and *-j- are different, see §5.6.

5.6 Vowels and diphthongs might be long or short by context: long vowels 
would be shortened when unstressed, and fi nal short vowels would be 
lengthened when stressed, see Hogg (1992b: §5.198) and §5.17(1) below. 
The majority of the forms cited in §5.5 develop straightforwardly into 
the LWS forms presented in §5.4, but the following present issues of 
diffi culty or interest:

nom.sg.masc.: The normal rules of OE syllabifi cation, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§2.80, 5.198), would have required lengthening of se > sb if stressed, 
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in order to conform to the minimal -VV structure required for a stressed 
syllable. To follow Quirk and Wrenn (1957: §65), and suggest that in 
pronominal position the usual form was sb but that in dependent positions 
the form was se, may be too strong a generalization,1 but it remains useful 
as an heuristic.

nom.sg.fem.: The LWS form is regularly derived from earlier *sjd, see 
§5.5n3.

gen.dat.sg.fem.: I-umlaut is caused by -j-, which element is of PIE origin, 
see Szemerényi (1996: §8.21). For unumlauted forms, see §5.8n5.

dat.sg.masc.neut.: The Germanic ending which is the cause of i-umlaut in 
the OE form appears to correspond to that of Old Church Slavonic instr.
sg. tbmr, and the diphthong in the root appears to have been extended 
from the plural, but in other respects the OE form is regularly derived.

acc.pl.: As noted in §5.5n4, the acc.pl. has been replaced by the nom.pl.
dat.pl.: The presence of umlaut is regular under the assumption that the 

Gmc form equates to Old Church Slavonic instr.pl. tbmi.

1 The comments of Mitchell (1985: §329) are entirely apposite: ‘. . . while we must 
concede that dependent se sometimes carries stress, we have no certain means of decid-
ing when it does in any but the most obvious examples’.

5.7 The two forms traditionally described as ‘instrumental’, namely 
masc.neut.sg. þy, þon, neither of which is decisively related to forms in other 
Gmc languages, pose particular diffi culties. If the former is to be derived from 
a PGmc form *þd > *þe (cf. OSax thiu < *tjd), the presence of i-umlaut 
is not obviously explicable. Perhaps it may most plausibly be derived from 
*þe to which has been added the adjectival instr. *-c < *-ei, see §4.10, also 
Girvan (1931: §315). "on may show the same element as in the fi rst con-
stituent of Got þana-meis ‘still’, again suggested by Girvan (1931).

5.8 There are a number of systematic deviations from the LWS paradigm 
presented in §5.5. The most widespread of such variants occurs in 
dat.sg.masc.neut. and dat.pl, where unumlauted forms, i.e. þam alongside 
þwm, are frequently found in WS.1 It may then be best to explain very frequent 
LWS þwra gen.pl. as resulting from extension of the variation-type in the 
dat.pl. to the gen.pl. A second type of variation occurs in the masc.acc.sg. 
þone and masc.neut.instr. þon, which are sometimes, and in all dialects, 
found as þane, þan. This, however, is a purely phonological development, 
albeit obscure, see Hogg (1992b: §6.4), also Hogg (1996).2 A third varia-
tion which is important for the later history of the language and which is 
restricted to Nbr and the Merc Ru1 is the appearance of ðe alongside 
masc.nom.sg se. In Nbr this formation is paralleled in the fem. pronoun, 
i.e. ðcu, and variants.3 There are a number of further variant forms, but 
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these are usually the result of regular sound change, e.g. EWS sco for fem. sbo, 
and PsGl(A) þet, þes due to Second Fronting.4,5 On the use of ðone and þæt 
with all genders in late manuscripts, see Millar (2002a, b), with references.

1 Also occasionally in Kt, perhaps most frequently in OccGl 49. Single examples in 
Nbr are probably not signifi cant.
2 In LWS there is a further development to þæne, which is very diffi cult to explain; 
for one attempt, see Campbell (1977: §380). The same type can also be found in Angl, 
with the signifi cant exception of PsGl(A), but in those dialects the form þene is also 
found, as might be expected, since <æ> and <e> do not contrast before nasal consonants, 
see Hogg (1992b: §5.78), Davidsen-Nielsen (1984), and thus it is the rarity of þene 
in Ælfrician LWS that requires explanation. Although Campbell argues that this form 
shows full stress, that would seem phonologically improbable, and it is more likely 
that it is a completely unstressed form (which may explain the LWS distribution of 
<æ> and <e>). The same variations are equally found in adverbial þonne, in hwone 
(acc. of hwa), hwonne, i.e. hwane, hwæne, Angl hwæn(n)e, hwenne. Nbr also has 
hwoenne, which would appear to be due to rounding after /w/ and thus confi rms stress, 
as suggested by Campbell.
3 Amongst variants, Ru1 occasionally has acc. þene. It is diffi cult to know whether 
this is an extension from nom. þe, i.e., þe+ne, or whether it is related to the forms 
discussed in n2 above. Either explanation is possible.
4 Gen.pl. ðeara in PsGl(A) is usually explained as from unstressed ðara, which is 
re-stressed and is then subject to second fronting and back umlaut. The same form 
occurs in Kt charters of the 9th century, presumably under the infl uence of Mercian 
orthography. The later OccGl 49 has no relevant examples.
5 Other minor variants include the following: (1) PsGl(A) usually has nom.sg.fem sce 
against sbo (1¥), and such spellings in that dialect probably either indicate a diphthong 
or are simply digraphic, see Hogg (1992b: §5.169), and note the rare scu, sce in Ru1 
alongside usual sbo, sco; (2) The mainly LWS fem.gen.dat. þare alongside usual þwre 
may be the result of confusion caused by the alternative forms of the corresponding 
masc.neut.dat.sg., see above; similar forms can be found in Kt texts, and OccGl 49 
has also ðara with confusion of the ending; (3) the fem.gen.dat.sg. occasionally appears 
as þbre (or þere?), and although the form is infrequent in WS with the exception of 
late charters, it is dominant in PsGl(A) and may represent a regular unstressed variant; 
(4) in Nbr are found apococated forms of the masc.acc.sg., i.e. ðon, and fem.gen.dat., 
i.e. ðwr, most often in the dat., see also §5.12.

5.9 The usual paradigm of demonstrative þbs ‘this’ is as follows:1

 Masc. Neut. Fem. Plural
Nom. þbs þis þbos þas
Acc. þisne þis þas þas
Gen. þisses þisses þisse þissa
Dat. þissum þissum þisse þissum
Instr. þys þys _____ _____

Deviations from this paradigm and variant forms in other dialects are 
discussed below in §§5.10–12.
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1 As with sb, §5.4, vowels in the paradigm might be long or short by context: see 
§5.17(1).

5.10 This strongly deictic demonstrative originates in a compound structure 
of which the fi rst constituent was the PIE demonstrative stem *to-/so-, to 
which was added an uninfl ected suffi x. But even in PGmc it would appear that 
this system had been restructured, so that only in the masc.nom. þbs, 
fem.nom. þbos, fem.acc. þas, nom.pl. þas and instr. þys are there relics of the older 
system. In other positions, regular infl exions are added to the stem þis-.

5.11 The most frequent of the variations which have a purely phonolog-
ical cause are as follows. Firstly, in LWS, forms such as gen.sg. þysses, which 
show laxing of /i/, occur often, although never as frequently as unlaxed 
þisses, see for further details Hogg (1992b: §5.173). The occurrence of the 
inverted spelling þis instr.sg. for þys demonstrates that weakly stressed forms 
with shortening of the vowel must have occurred, and presumably weakly 
stressed forms equally occurred elsewhere, even when spelling is unaltered. 
Secondly, where -ss- appears medially, the geminate may be simplifi ed, 
resulting in þises for þisses and other parallel variants. This simplifi cation 
is almost entirely restricted to WS texts, and it is more often found in LWS 
than EWS.1 Thirdly, as the result of exceptional back umlaut with an 
intervening geminate, see ibid.: §5.107, EWS (CP only) and non-Ælfrician 
LWS have infrequent examples of dat.sg.pl. þios(s)um, þeos(s)um.2

1 Elsewhere, examples are most frequent in NNbr. The Kt form ðisem in Ch1197.21 
may be a further example even if Campbell (1977: §378n2) is right that -em is by 
analogy to þbm.
2 Sporadic examples can be found elsewhere, hence PsGl(A) 30.24 ðeossu dat.pl. 
(presumably for ðeossum), and in Kt Ch287 ðeassa gen.pl., Rec6.5 14 ðeosse dat.sg. 
See Fulk (2008).

5.12 Amongst morphological changes, the following are of particular 
interest. In LWS, gen.dat.sg.fem. and gen.pl. often adopt the adjectival 
infl exions -re, -ra, i.e. þisre, þisra, and this most usually leads to phonological 
epenthesis, see Hogg (1992b: §6.41), hence þissere, þissera. In Nbr similar 
forms occur, but there is usually apocope in the gen.dat.sg. and absence of 
epenthesis in the gen.pl., hence sg. ðisser, pl. ðisra.1 But forms apocopated 
to end in -r are more frequent in the dat.sg. than in the gen.sg., cf. §§5.8, 
5.27. Secondly, in Nbr only there are clear signs of morphological restruc-
turing, in particular of the fem., where a new dat. form ðasse appears 
alongside the more usual types such as ðisser, see above. This change is 
equally extended to the dat.pl. ðassum.2 Finally, all dialects develop a 
masc.sg. form of the type exemplifi ed by occasional WS þeosne, which may be 
uncertainly related to the back umlaut type discussed in §5.11 above.
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1 Note also MtGl(Ru) 21.21 þissere dat.sg.fem.
2 Most probably such forms are related to nom.acc.pl. ðas.

5.13 The only other demonstrative form which requires attention, but see 
also §5.3n1, is þæ8e nom.acc.pl., which occurs in a few rather late WS 
texts. This is a form borrowed from ON þeir but with either demonstrative 
or (less often) relative function. It is not to be confused with the ME 
development of pronominal they.1

1 It is also rarely found as fem.acc.sg. as a substitute for þa, as at LS 24.70. Since 
this can arise only through the formal equation of fem.acc.sg. and nom.acc.pl., it is 
clear the LWS forms are quite different from the ME ones.

III The anaphoric pronoun

5.14 With a few clear exceptions, there is a general similarity between 
the anaphoric pronoun which serves as the third-person pronoun in Old 
English and that attested in Gothic, where we fi nd is ‘he’, ita ‘it’, si ‘she’. 
In comparison we fi nd in OE hb, hit, hbo. The explanation for the discrep-
ancy, although see further §5.15, is that whereas Gothic displays forms 
which derive from, broadly speaking, a PIE *i- demonstrative, cf. Lat. is, 
the OE pronoun has the stem PIE *9i-, cf. Lat. cis, and cf. Got himma 
daga ‘today’, und hina dag ‘to this day’, und hita ‘hitherto’, beside usual 
imma, ina, ita, respectively. In their initial consonant the forms of the 
anaphoric pronoun in OE most clearly resemble those in ON, which equally 
present the stem from PIE *9i-.1

1 For forms in the other early Gmc languages, see, for example, Prokosch (1939: 
§94). It should be noted that there is considerable variation in stem type in all the 
other Gmc languages. Seebold (1984: 66) argues that forms in h- outside of the 
nom.sg. represent an analogical extension of h- in Anglo-Frisian. Got himma, hina, hita 
show that this need not have been the case. But since the ON paradigm is suppletive, 
with some forms in initial þ- (nom.pl.masc. þeir, acc. þá, etc.), it does appear that 
forms in h- did not originally supply a complete paradigm.

5.15 The usual paradigm of the anaphoric pronoun in LWS was as 
follows:1

 Masc. Neut. Fem. Plural
Nom. hb hit hbo hc

Acc. hine hit hc hc

Gen. his his hire heora
Dat. him him hire him
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For these forms there are many phonological variants in all dialects, see 
further §5.17.

1 As with the personal pronouns proper, there are no instrumental forms, but unlike 
them, the anaphoric pronoun has no dual forms.

5.16 It is reasonable to suppose that the paradigm presented in §5.15 is 
descended from a similar paradigm in the prehistory of the language, and 
that the infl exions which were attached to the stem were parallel to the 
infl exions found in the forms of the demonstrative sB, þæt, sbo, see §§5.4–5. 
Only the following infl exions, therefore, require particular mention from 
a Gmc point of view:

nom.sg.masc.: OE he derives from PGmc *hiz, which was altered to *hez 
by the vowel-lowering effect of *-z, cf. Hogg (1992b: §3.20), which itself 
was then exceptionally lost after rhotacization;1 the vowel would then 
be lengthened in stressed forms, see ibid.: §§2.80, 5.189, and §5.17(1) 
below;

nom.sg.neut.: this form retains the shape of the stem found in Got ita ‘it’, 
but the initial consonant of the PIE 9-stems is added to the i-stem by a 
transparent analogy.2

1 Note, however, that this exceptional behaviour is found only with the personal 
pronouns, e.g. me from *mir, and also interrogative hwa, see §§5.20, 5.25, also Hogg 
(1992b: §4.16).
2 The suggestion by Prokosch that PDE it might be a survivor of the original stem 
is surely an error.

5.17 Amongst the more important phonological variants of this pronoun, 
we may note the following:

(1) The pronoun could occur in both stressed and unstressed positions. 
In stressed positions the vowel of the nom.sg.masc. would be lengthened 
by normal processes in OE, see Hogg (1992b: §2.80), and hence appear 
as hb; otherwise it would remain short, i.e. he. Similar variation would 
have occurred with the other open monosyllables, i.e., hBo, hC (all forms). 
Conversely, even in closed syllables, long vowels and diphthongs could 
be shortened when unstressed: see §5.11. It is often asserted that the 
diphthongal monosyllables were invariably long, but that position is 
diffi cult to maintain.

(2) In all dialects there is variation between nom.acc.pl. hc (or a phono-
logical variant thereof, see further below in this section) and hbo. The 
former, hc, is etymologically uter and the latter, hbo, neuter. But the 
latter also equates to the nom.sg.fem. whilst the former, in contrast, 
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equates to the acc.sg.fem. Thus, relevant etymological paradigms in 
EWS would have been:

 Masc. Neut. Fem. Pl.
Nom. hb hit hbo hc, hie, hbo
Acc. hine hit hie hc, hie, hbo
Nom.pl. hie hbo hie hira, heora
Acc.pl. hie hbo hie him

 Clearly, there was much opportunity for confusion, and therefore, 
unlike in the other cases considered in this section, the changes must 
have been morphologically conditioned. EWS retains the original forms 
of the uter in the plural nom.acc. i.e., hc, hie, see (3) below, although 
the original neut. hbo also occurs; in the singular the distinction 
between nom. and acc. fem. is retained. The situation is similar in 
LWS. In Merc, PsGl(A) has hie in all relevant forms, including 
nom.sg.fem., thus contrasting with WS, whilst in Ru1 the two types of 
form seem thoroughly confused.1 In NNbr, the most frequent of the 
plurals is hia in both nom. and acc., and phonological variants thereof, 
but the type hc occurs in a minority of instances; in the fem.sg., the 
regular form of both nom. and acc. is hco.2 In SNbr the plural forms 
are most frequently hiæ, hia, but hie also occurs occasionally. In the 
fem.sg. the nom. is hco, contrasting with acc. hia, hiæ. In Kt, Occ49 
has both hc and hco in the plural, whilst in the fem.nom.sg., hco is 
plainly more frequent than hc, but forms of the fem.acc.sg. are absent.

(3) In all forms in which LWS has medial -c-, EWS has, alongside the 
same forms, variants with medial -ie-. For discussion and examples 
of this phenomenon, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.163ff.). Perhaps in EWS, 
see §6.148&n1, and certainly in Angl, -ie in hie represents not the 
usual EWS diphthong but a sequence of two short vowels.3 Furthermore, 
already in EWS (Or) there is a tendency in positions of low stress for 
/i/ to lax and then be represented by <y>. Hence, variants such as hys, 
hym arise alongside his, him. These variants are quite infrequent in 
the best manuscripts of Ælfric; they are much commoner in other late 
texts, see ibid.: §5.173 for examples. All these variants are found only 
in WS texts.

(4) There are a small number of further variants which are of interest.4 
Firstly, in LWS the most important of these is dat.pl. heom rather than 
him, which starts to appear in some Ælfrician texts and is frequent 
thereafter, for example in WSCp. Outside LWS the variant is regular 
only in the Merc Ru1. Since this variation occurs independently of 
nom.acc.pl. hbo, see (2) above, it is diffi cult to provide a plausible 
explanation,5 except that probably the diphthong has been extended 
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from gen.pl. heora, where it is due to back umlaut. Secondly, in Nbr 
the apocopated fem.dat.sg. hir is much more frequent than unapocop-
ated hire, cf. §§5.8n5, 5.12.6

(5) There must also have been enclitic forms of the anaphoric pronoun 
in OE, but none are attested until the Middle English period because, 
if the view of Seebold (1984: 60) is correct, they were not regarded 
as literary.

1 Except in nom.sg.fem., where only hco and variants occur, but the absence of the 
hie type here may be purely accidental.
2 In all Nbr texts there is much phonological variation of the diphthongal form, so 
that, for example, <hiu, hio, hia, hea, hiæ> are all variants of the same morphological 
form, see further Hogg (1992b: §5.44) for discussion of the phonological issues.
3 The point cannot be demonstrated directly because hie is rarely stressed in verse, 
but etymologically it is parallel to the present subjunctive sie(n) of ‘to be’ (but with 
original *i rather than *c shortened antevocalically), which is often disyllabic in 
verse, e.g. GenA 1827, Dan 307, And 417, Met 10.23, though never in a position in 
which a heavy fi rst syllable is required. In non-Ælfrician LWS texts, the spellings hie 
and sie, but with <ie> in no other word, are often a sign of Anglian infl uence, see Fulk 
(2008). The fact that spellings in <ie> are so rare in Angl aside from in these two 
words, see Hogg (1992b: §5.169), supports the assumption that hie, like sie, is 
disyllabic.
4 In addition to the Nbr diphthongal forms remarked in n2 above, it should also be 
observed that both Merc and Kt have similar variations of phonological origin. Thus, 
in Merc we fi nd gen.pl. heara, and in Kt hiore, hiora. Hiora also occasionally occurs 
with other spellings: hiara, heora, heara.
5 Perhaps the motivation was to differentiate singular and plural forms. From early 
examples we can cite forms in Chron(A) at 443 (1¥) and 449 (3¥). Note also the Kt 
Ch 1508.11 heom.
6 The occasional use of nom.pl. he in PsGl(D), alongside hy, which is noted 
by Campbell (1977: §703), might be connected with laxing, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§5.170–5). It is possible to fi nd examples, as in PsGl(D) 70.10, where he and hy occur 
side by side.

IV Interrogative pronouns

5.18 The interrogative pronouns of Gmc also serve as indefi nite pronouns 
meaning ‘someone’, ‘something’.1 The interrogatives must always have been 
stressed, but not the indefi nites, and the co-occurrence of stressed and 
unstressed forms has consequences for the pronoun’s development, see 
§5.20.

1 This is an ancient property, since it obtains in interrogatives derived from PIE 
*kwo-/kwi- in other languages, though often the indefi nite function is marked by the 
addition of an affi x, e.g. Lat. (ali)quis ‘someone’, quisque ‘whoever’, see also 
§5.20n1.
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5.19 The usual paradigm of the interrogative pronoun in LWS was as 
follows:

 Uter Neuter
Nom. hwa hwæt
Acc. hwone hwæt
Gen. hwæs hwæs
Dat. hwwm hwwm
Instr.1 ——— hwy, hwon

Variations from this paradigm and variant forms in other dialects are dis-
cussed below in §5.20.

1 Hwy is used alone to mean ‘why?’; hwon is almost never used this way, but as the 
object of a preposition. An exception is at HomS 19.113.

5.20 No plural forms were in use in PGmc, though plurals to the cognate 
root are common in other IE languages. In both interrogative and indefi nite 
use, masculine and feminine referents are not distinguished morpholog-
ically.1 The desinences closely resemble those of the demonstrative sb, see 
§5.4, and are of similar origin. The exception is hwa from *hwaz, which 
shows loss of fi nal *-z originating in the unstressed form, see §5.16&n1. 
Subsequently, hwa was extended to stressed positions, with the result that 
the vowel was lengthened under conditions like those that produced length-
ening in sb, see §5.6.2 There occur variants like those found in the paradigm 
of demonstrative sb, viz. acc.sg. uter hwane, hwæne, dat. (WS) hwam, instr. 
hwc, hwan, see §5.8&n2. In Li, hwæt often takes the form huæd, sometimes 
also huætd, and similar spellings.

1 An exception to this rule occurs when the prefi x 8e- is added to produce the mean-
ing ‘each one’, ‘everyone’, see §5.35. Under such circumstances, in LWS there developed 
the form 8ehwwre, 8ehware in the gen.dat.fem., on the model of the corresponding 
form of the demonstrative sb, i.e. þwre. In poetry, this neologism is sometimes substi-
tuted by scribes for the earlier form, often to the detriment of the metre, as at Beo 25, 
El 972, etc., see Sievers (1885: 485). That a similar development does not affect the 
unprefi xed pronoun probably indicates that no particularly strong derivational con-
nexion was perceived between the prefi xed and the unprefi xed forms. Got has some 
fem. forms in the paradigm of the interrogative/indefi nite pronoun, but they may have 
a similar, analogical origin.
2 Hollifi eld (1985) maintains instead that hwa is to be derived from *xwai.

5.21 The remaining interrogative pronouns are all infl ected like strong 
adjectives. These include hwæðer, hweðer ‘which of two?’,1 hwel7, hwil7 
(hwyl7) ‘which?’,2 and huli7 (or heli7?) ‘of what sort?’,3 the last of which 
declines like adjectives in -li7, see §4.52.
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1 Hwæðer is etymologically correct, but hweðer appears beside it in all dialects, 
doubtless as a low-stress variant in dialects with neither second fronting (see Hogg 
1992b: §§5.87–92) nor Kt raising of æ to e (see ibid.: §5.189).
2 Hwel7, refl ecting *hwa-lck-, is normal in EWS, and it is found in all dialects. The 
predominant LWS form, hwil7 (hwyl7), corresponds to Got hi-leiks (like Lat quisque 
alongside quodque), being found also in Kt in OccGl 49 and some charters, and in 
Merc in Ru1. In Nbr there occur also hwoel7, with rounding after w, see Hogg (1992b: 
§5.177–8), and hwwl7 (found also in Ru1), if the vowel represents the i-umlaut of a 
introduced on the analogy of hwa (so Campbell 1977: §197), otherwise hwæl7, prob-
ably with æ representing a rounded vowel, see ibid.: §5.179.
3 EWS hulucu and Nbr huluco are to be explained as showing back umlaut of i under 
medium stress, with subsequent monophthongization, see Hogg (1992b: §6.11). Nbr 
huli8 shows lenition of fi nal 7 under low stress, see ibid.: §7.52.

V Personal pronouns

5.22 OE had a full set of fi rst- and second-person pronouns, i7 ‘I’ and 
þe ‘you (sg.)’, which, unlike most other OE pronouns, show no gender 
marking. Unlike in many IE languages, there is no distinction in the second-
person pronouns between formal and familiar forms of address: the distinction 
between þe and 8b ‘you (pl.)’ is solely one of number.

5.23 The usual paradigm of the fi rst-person pronoun in LWS was as 
follows:

 Singular Dual Plural
Nom. i71 wit wb

Acc. mb unc es
Gen. mcn uncer ere
Dat. mb unc es

However, mb and wb, i.e. monosyllables with a fi nal vowel, must have had 
variants with short vowels in unstressed positions, just as with demonstra-
tive sb, see §5.7; and indeed, the short vowels are more original. Dual 
forms are rare in Angl, where they are attested only in Ru1 and 
RuneRuthwellA. Departures from this paradigm and variant forms in other 
dialects are discussed below in §§5.26–8.

1 A negated form, ni7(7), is used as a response ‘no’.

5.24 Germanic inherited from PIE a suppletive system of fi rst-person pro-
nouns in which the nominative stem differed from the stem of the oblique 
cases. The late PGmc paradigm out of which the OE forms developed 
appears to have been approximately as follows:
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 Singular Dual Plural
Nom. *ik *witu *wcz
Acc. *mek *unk *uns
Gen. *mcnd *unkerd *unserd
Dat. *miz *unk *uns

5.25 Of the forms cited in §5.24, the following present issues of diffi culty 
or interest:

nom.sg.: *ik must have been the unstressed form, with analogical introduc-
tion of its vowel into the stressed form, with only ON ek showing retention 
of the original stressed vowel amongst the Gmc languages (cf. Lat egD).

acc.sg.: *mek is the stressed form; all the other Gmc languages show 
generalization of unstressed *mik. The root is *me-, with the addition 
of *-k borrowed from the nom.1 The form mb could be due to loss of *-k 
when *mek was extended to unstressed positions, with lengthening of 
the fi nal vowel when it was re-stressed, see ibid.: §2.80. More likely it 
represents replacement of the acc. by the dat., see §5.26, as happened 
widely in Gmc and IE, see Seebold (1984: 32–3, 35–6).

gen.sg.: To the root *me- was added the adj. suffi x *-cn- (cf. stwnen ‘made 
of stone’ < *stain-cn-a-z, §4.44(b)), presumably producing *mein- > *mcn-, 
see Hogg (1992b: §3.3). To this was added an adj. ending, perhaps 
nom.acc.pl.neut. *-d, as assumed here.

dat.sg.: Unstressed *miz developed in the same way as *hiz, see 
§5.16&n1.

nom.du.: *wi- refl ects an unstressed form of the same root found in the 
nom.pl.; *-tu is perhaps an unstressed form of the root that appears in 
PGmc as *tw- ‘two’; but Seebold (1984: 25–6) instead reconstructs 
*wi-de, with *-de regarded as cognate with the alternative form of ‘two’ 
refl ected in Hittite ta-.

acc.du.: To the root *un-, found also in the plural, is added *-k-, probably 
drawn from the acc.sg.

gen.du.: To the stem *un-k- is added, probably, an adj. suffi x, as in the 
sg., but this time of the form *-er-, as in dðer ‘other’. The ending is as 
in the gen.sg.

nom.pl.: To the stem *wc- (from PIE *we-i, ibid.: §3.3) is added a Gmc 
masc.pl. noun suffi x -s. In the unstressed form of the word, c is shortened, 
and *wiz (showing the effect of Verner’s Law, §§4.4–5) then develops 
like *hiz, §5.16&n1. Seebold (1984: 27–30) instead reconstructs PIE 
*we-s parallel to *we-i, the former with a nominal ending, the latter a 
pronominal.

acc.pl.: To the root *un- found also in the dual is added *-s-, probably 
from the same source as in the nom.pl.
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gen.pl.: The form ere has no parallel in Gmc and is diffi cult to explain as 
derived from *unserd (formed like gen.du. *unkerd) by phonological 
processes pertaining to stressed syllables. The stem *eser- (from *unser-, 
see ibid.: §3.14) was used as an adj., and perhaps in an infl ected, unstressed 
form of the adj. e was syncopated and z (from s, see ibid.: §4.15) assimi-
lated to the following r.

1 But an earlier origin in PIE is not unlikely: see Seebold (1984: 34–5), and cf. Shields 
(2001a).

5.26 The chief morphological variation in the paradigm is that the Anglian 
dialects and poetry evince acc. forms with a different ending, i.e. sg. me7, 
du. uncet or uncit, pl. esi7, though in Merc me and es also occur as acc. 
forms. Of these, me7 agrees with the Gmc cognates except as regards the 
vowel, see §5.25. As remarked there, acc. mb is probably analogous to the 
dat., see Ross (1933). As regards acc.pl. esi7, this is paralleled by OHG 
unsih, to be derived from *uns-ik. The desinence *-ik is no doubt borrowed 
from the stressed acc.sg. *mik.1 Possibly acc.du. uncit, uncet developed 
from *unk-et, in which the desinence could be derived from a stressed 
nom.pl. *wet,2 but perhaps more likely the form is dissimilated from *unk-ik, 
parallel to the corresponding plurals in both the fi rst- and the second-person 
pronouns.3 The form uncit has no precise parallel in a related language.4 
In verse, the metre sometimes reveals that a WS monosyllabic form has 
been substituted for an Angl or poetic disyllabic acc. form in -7 or -t, see 
Fulk (1992: §355(7)).

1 The lack of i-umlaut in esi7 is most likely due to restoration by analogy to es, see 
Hogg (1992b: §5.85.10(a)), and cf. the following note.
2 So Campbell (1977: §703n1), cf. Howe (1996: 134–5). The basis for Campbell’s 
analysis is the lack of i-umlaut in uncit. However, the assumption of analogical restora-
tion of the unumlauted vowel is necessary in regard to esi7 because OHG unsih demands 
reconstruction of a form ending in *-ik, and analogy is therefore hardly unlikely in 
regard to uncit. This conclusion removes a possible objection to the analysis of Shields 
(2001b), who sees in this form the refl ex of a PIE non-singular dental suffi x.
3 Such is the analysis of Stiles (1996).
4 Note, however, that the Got and ON cognates refl ect a form with *-is added to the 
stem, perhaps by analogy to dat.sg. *mis (so Prokosch 1939: 283); but perhaps more 
likely *-is is older than that and is based on PGmc nom.pl. *we-i-s before ei developed 
to a diphthong and was monophthongized to c, see Hogg (1992b: §3.3).

5.27 In Merc, for gen.pl. ere PsGl(A) has only er, which also occurs in 
the Royal Glosses (OccGl 54) 3¥ beside ere and adjectival forms. In Nbr, 
the corresponding forms are eser and esra. Endingless Merc er is less likely 
to be due to apocope than to morphological reanalysis on the basis of the 
related adjective. That is, er is ultimately abstracted from infl ected eres, 
erne, etc. Certainly, Nbr esra is adjectival in origin.1 Nbr eser may also 
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be adjectival in origin, since it perhaps is not the etymologically correct 
refl ex of stressed PGmc *unserd, see §5.25.2

1 Indeed, since the Angl sources are glosses rather than independent prose, the distinction 
between pronoun and adjective on the basis of syntax may not always be reliable.
2 If non-high vowel syncope operated the same way as high vowel syncope with 
respect to fi nal -u, we should expect **esero for the pronoun, see §3.64ff. But the 
data pertaining to this question are too limited to afford a determination. Possibly, 
though, stressed *eserd, if extended to unstressed positions, would have behaved dif-
ferently as regards syncope and apocope.

5.28 Some normal phonological and orthographic variants occur in lNbr. 
Due to the change of fi nal [k] to [x] under low stress, see Hogg (1992b: 
§§7.52–3), pronouns ending in 7 after a vowel (i7, esi7) may be spelt with 
fi nal <h, ch, g>. The vowel in wb may be spelt <oe>, of which <æ> MkGl(Li) 
4.35 may be considered a variant, see ibid.: §§5.77n1, 5.179. This represents 
an actual sound change, rounding after w, see ibid.: §5.177. But possibly <æ> 
is an alternative spelling of b: cf. <gæ> MkGl(Li) 14.42 beside <ge, gee>, etc.

5.29 The usual paradigm of the second-person pronoun in LWS was as 
follows:

 Singular Dual Plural
Nom. þe 8it 8b

Acc. þb in7 bow
Gen. þcn in7er bower
Dat. þb in7 bow

However, þe, þb and 8b, i.e. monosyllables with a fi nal vowel, must have 
had variants with short vowels in unstressed positions, just as with sb, §5.6. 
Departures from this paradigm and variant forms in other dialects are 
discussed below in §5.32.

5.30 The late PGmc paradigm out of which the OE forms developed 
appears to have been approximately as follows:

 Singular Dual Plural
Nom. *þu *jutu *jEz
Acc. *þek *ink *izwiz
Gen. *þcnd *inkerd *iuwerd
Dat. *þiz *ink *izwiz

Unlike in the fi rst-person pronouns, the nominative and oblique forms do 
not appear to derive from different stems. The antecedent acc.sg. form PIE 
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*twe is the result of the addition of *-e to nom. *tu, and the resultant 
PGmc *þwe lost its w under low stress in the oblique cases at a very early 
date, with subsequent addition of *-k as with fi rst-person *mek. The oblique 
cases of the dual are analogical in origin, see §5.31.

5.31 The relation between most of the LWS forms cited in §5.29 and the 
PGmc ones cited in §5.30 is transparently parallel to the corresponding 
relation in the fi rst-person pronouns; see §5.25 for details of their develop-
ment. Of the forms cited in §5.30, the following merit special comment:

nom.du.: The vowel u was replaced by i in both North and West Gmc 
under the combined infl uence of fi rst-person nom.du. *witu and the 
vocalism of the oblique cases.

acc.du.: All the oblique cases in the dual are Gmc innovations, as they do 
not resemble forms in other IE languages. The analogical model is obvi-
ously the oblique cases of the paradigm of the fi rst person dual pronouns, 
and the i-vocalism in West Gmc is most likely supplied on the basis of 
the plural.

nom.pl.: OE 8b refl ects a form *jiz altered from *juz by analogy to NWGmc 
fi rst person nom.pl. *wiz > OE we, with subsequent lengthening under 
stress.

acc.&dat.pl.: The form of the oblique stem in PGmc is uncertain, but 
plainly *iu- underlies the WGmc forms, see Flasdieck (1933). According 
to Seebold (1984: 41–2), *izwiz > *izwez co-occurred with *izwaz > 
*ezwaz in WGmc, and *-zw- was assimilated to *-ww-. The bare stem 
*iu would normally develop to LWS *bo; the fi nal w in the actual LWS 
form bow was supplied by analogy to the genitive.

gen.pl.: *iuwerd is formed the same way as the corresponding fi rst-person 
pronoun (*unserd), i.e. *iu + erd, with the glide w inserted to fi ll the 
hiatus between the vowels, see Petersen (1930: 183).

5.32 As with the fi rst-person pronouns, the Anglian dialects and, in part, 
poetry add a marker of the accusative: acc.sg. þe7,1 acc.du. in7it,2 acc.pl. 
bowi7,3 see §5.26. Predictable alternative spellings with <h, ch> for fi nal 7 
occur, see §5.28. Nbr acc.pl. cuih is extended to the dat. In DurRitGl and 
Li it has almost entirely supplanted the earlier dat.,4 but in the latter the 
dat. form is redifferentiated by the change of -ih to -uh or -h. In Ru2, cow 
is likewise extended to the accusative, so that the two forms are used indif-
ferently for both cases. Also in Nbr, nom.pl. 8ie (beside 8b, etc.) probably 
shows raising under low stress, see Hogg (1992b: §5.54).

1 Alongside nearly as frequent ðb in PsGl(A).
2 Although in the corresponding fi rst-person pronoun we fi nd uncet alongside uncit, 
there does not occur *in7et, presumably because <c> was palatal in the latter but not 
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in the former. Cf. the co-occurrence of -li7- and -lic-/-lec- in adjectives, Hogg (1992b: 
§7.41).
3 Once bow in PsGl(A) 33.12.
4 Li has also MtGl 26.41 cow and LkGl 22.10 cw, both dat.

VI Indefi nite pronouns

5.33 The pronoun man, mon ‘one’ is used the way French on (from Lat 
homo) and German man are used, to form the semantic equivalent of a 
PDE passive construction. The word is undeclined, but it is masc., being 
derived from masc. man(n) ‘person’, and it is used with both sg. and pl. 
verbs. Also indeclinable is WS fela, Angl feolu, feolo, on the derivation of 
which see §2.3n4.1

1 On WS feala, see Hogg (1992b: §5.42n1); on WS and Kt feola, ibid.: §5.105.4&n1; 
on PsGl(A) fi olu, ibid.: §5.158.

5.34 The indefi nite pronouns hwa ‘someone’, ‘anyone’, hwel7, hwil7 
(hwyl7) ‘anyone’, and hwæþer, hweþer ‘either (of two)’ are infl ected in the 
same way as the corresponding interrogative pronouns, with which they 
share their derivation and variant forms, see §§5.18–21. Adding the prefi x 
a- ensures that the same pronouns will be recognized as indefi nite rather 
than interrogative, i.e. ahwa, ahwil7, ahwæðer, the last of which may be 
contracted to awðer, aðer, dwþer, with corresponding negative forms 
nahwæðer, na(w)ðer, nd(w)ðer. The same effect is achieved by prefi xation 
of nat-, i.e. nathwa ‘someone’, ‘anyone’ and nathwel7 ‘something’, ‘anything’.1 
Rare samhwel7 has the same meaning.2 Fem. or neut. wiht, wuht ‘some-
thing’, ‘anything’ is declined as an i-stem, see §§2.63–5.3 As a pronoun its 
meaning is unchanged by the prefi x a-, d-,4 whilst na- or nd- negativizes 
it.5 A compound of wuht, wiht with nan- also occurs, nanwuht, nanuht 
‘nothing’. The form of this found in Li and Ru2 is nwniht, to which there 
also exists a positive form wniht ‘something’, ‘anything’.

1 The prefi x nat- is a reduction of i7 nat ‘I do not know’. Indeed, at Beo 274, i7 nat 
hwil7 appears to have been substituted for the pronoun by a copyist, since the phrase 
complicates the metre, see Bliss (1967: §79).
2 As a pronoun, rather than an adj., it occurs only at LawIne 23.3. The prefi x is 
doubtless related to the conj. sam ‘whether’, ‘or’.
3 On the interchange between wiht and wuht, see Hogg (1992b: §6.8). The former 
is chiefl y Anglian and poetic, for the most part foreign to Alfredian and Ælfrician WS.
4 But on a certain restriction on adverbial usage, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 
245 note on 2432ff.).
5 To awiht, awuht, dwiht, nawiht, nawuht, ndwiht, ndwuht there correspond also 
contracted forms, (n)auht, (n)aht, duht, (n)dht, see Hogg (1992b: §6.71n2). Neut. 
awihtes is reduced even further in the adv. (n)ateshwdn ‘(not) at all’.
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5.35 When 8e- is prefi xed to the simple indefi nites, they acquire a general-
ized meaning, 8ehwa ‘everyone’, 8ehwel7, 8ehwil7 (8ehwyl7) ‘each’, 8ehwæþer, 
8ehweðer ‘each (of two)’. The same generalized meaning is more often 
achieved by use of the prefi x w8- (derived from *a-8i-), i.e. w8hwa, w8hwel7, 
w8hwæþer.1 Some generalized indefi nites are formed by the addition of 
(8e)wel-, i.e. non-Ælfrician 8ewelhwil7 ‘everyone’ and poetic welhwa ‘everyone’.

1 See also §5.37n1 on the reduced form wl7. Possibly æt- was used to form a general-
ized indefi nite æthwa ‘everyone’, but the word occurs just twice (Pan 15, LawEpisc 
10), and so it may be that æt- is an error for w8-. In Angl the form is usually b8- (Li 
has w8- rarely), alongside d(b)8-, both from *d-8i-, see §5.37n1.

5.36 In the indefi nite pronouns hwæthwugu ‘something’ and hwil7hwugu 
‘someone’, it is the fi rst constituent that is infl ected, i.e. as forms of hwæt 
and hwil7.1 The second constituent also takes the form -hugu and, in EWS, 
pl. -hwuguningas, -hwugununges, -hweg(a)nunges, -hweguningeas; the alter-
native forms -hwegu, -hwigu, -hwyga, etc., occur in non-Ælfrician texts, 
including early and Anglian ones, such as the early glossaries (EpGl 
-huuoegu, CorpGl -huegu).2 In NNbr the deuterotheme most commonly 
takes the form -huoegu, with rounding after w (see Hogg 1992b: §§5.177–8), 
but there it is also once infl ected, in huoel7hwoeges ‘of someone’ LkGl (Li) 
20.28, whilst the prototheme never is.3 In Ru2, aliquis is usually glossed 
hwel7hwoegu and aliquid usually hwel7hwoegnu. Li also has a rare inde-
clinable pronoun hu(o)el7huoene ‘some(one)’.

1 In most editions these are printed as one word, and the handbooks analyse them 
so. But it is peculiar to fi nd infl exional preceding derivational morphemes, and so it 
might be better to regard hwugu as a separate word. Compounds with infl ected fi rst 
constituents may have been in existence in the tenth century, but not in the older 
language, see §3.144.
2 The etymology is obscure: see Horn (1921: 82).
3 To WS hwæthwugu corresponds Li huothuoegu, huodhuoegu (for t > d, cf. §5.20), 
the unusual rounding in the prototheme probably indicating greater stress on the 
deuterotheme.

5.37 Many indefi nite pronouns are substantivized adjectives, and thus 
they are infl ected like indefi nite adjectives. Other than the ones treated in 
§§5.34–5, those given indefi nite infl exions include wl7 ‘each’,1 wni8 ‘any’, 
eall ‘all’, nwni8 ‘none’,2 nan ‘none’,3 nanþin8 ‘nothing’, sum ‘a certain 
person’, swel7, swil7 (swyl7) ‘such’,4 and þysli7, þusli7 ‘such’.5 Declined 
with defi nite infl exions are se ilca ‘the same’ and se sylfa ‘the same’, though 
sylf may also be declined indefi nite without the demonstrative.

1 A reduction of w8hwil7, from a ‘always’ + *8i-hwil7, see §5.35. The form in PsGl(A) 
is yl7 (or yl7?), once dbl7 from *d-8i-hwil7. Ru2 has bl7, comparable to Angl b8huel7, 
see §5.35n1. But wl7 is usual in other Nbr texts.
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2 Nwni8 is almost entirely missing from Alfredian and Ælfrician WS.
3 Derived from ne + an ‘one’, hence acc.sg.masc. nwnne beside nanne, see §4.81.
4 The distribution of swel7 and swil7 is very similar to that of hwel7 and hwil7 (see 
§5.21n2), by which it was plainly infl uenced, since swil7 is unetymological, being 
formed by analogy to hwil7. This was an early development, attested already in the 
Corpus Glossary (CorpGl).
5 Alternative forms are þylli7, þulli7, see Hogg (1992b: §7.91(2)). There also occurs 
þyl7, see ibid.: §6.68n1. The co-occurrence of forms with and without i-umlaut is 
attributable to the same causes discussed in ibid.: §5.85(10)a.

VII Other pronominal types

5.38 In OE the relative function is expressed chiefl y by the demonstrative 
sb, or by the relative particle þe,1 or by a combination of the two, see 
Mitchell (1985: §§2103–415). The particle may also be used in conjunction 
with an anaphoric pronoun expressing the intended case of the particle 
within the relative clause, e.g. þe his ‘whose’ and ðe hine ‘whom’. 
Alternatively, relative clauses may begin with swel7, swil7 (swyl7).2 Of a 
generalized relative meaning are swil7 ‘whichever’ and swæþer (swa) ‘which-
ever (of two)’ when these are contracted from swa hwil7 and swa hwæþer 
(swa), and they are infl ected like hwil7 and hwæþer. The same meaning is 
achieved in LWS by the addition of ldc- (beside the unreduced imperative 
ldca ‘look’) to form ldchwa ‘whoever’, ldchwil7 ‘whichever’ and ldchwæðer 
‘whichever (of two)’.3 Whether or not swa could function as a relative 
particle is debated.4

1 Proto-WGmc had no relative pronoun, and the relative function was assumed chiefl y 
by a relative particle refl ecting the PIE stem *to- that underlies the paradigm of demon-
strative se.
2 On the infl exion of swel7, swil7, see §5.36n4.
3 The editions often print ldc as a separate word or, conversely, ldca- as a prefi x.
4 See Mitchell (1985: §§2379–82), Schleburg (2002: 55–60). It would hardly be 
surprising if swa were occasionally treated as a relative particle, given the function of 
swa . . . swa in converting anaphoric and indefi nite pronouns to ‘generalizing’ relative 
pronouns, i.e. ones that incorporate an indefi nite antecedent to the relative function, 
e.g. swa hwæt swa ‘whatever’, swa hwil7 swa ‘whoever’ and swa hwæþer swa ‘which-
ever (of two)’. Likely examples are Jud 123 and Beo 2608, in the latter of which 
perhaps 8ehwil7 swa is functionally equivalent to swa hwil7 swa, see Fulk, Bjork and 
Niles (2009: 252).

5.39 Although Germanic inherited a refl exive pronoun (e.g. ON acc. sik, 
dat. sér, gen. sín), no trace of it is to be found in OE, where anaphoric 
and personal pronouns are instead used to express refl exive relations. Only 
the related rare and chiefl y poetic refl exive adj. scn is preserved. On the 
refl exive pronoun in Gmc, see Seebold (1984: 57–8).
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6

Verbs

I Early background

6.1 In Greek and Sanskrit, the verb system is morphologically complex, 
with three voices (active, middle, passive), four or fi ve moods (indicative, 
subjunctive, optative, imperative; also injunctive in Sanskrit), and seven 
aspects/tenses (present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect, pluperfect; also 
conditional in Sanskrit, future perfect in Greek) infl ected for three numbers 
(singular, dual, plural) and three persons. Comparative evidence suggests 
that most of this complexity was present in the IE protolanguage from 
which the Gmc languages evolved.1 Yet even in the most conservative of 
the older Germanic languages, Gothic, the majority of these categorial 
distinctions have disappeared, and the other Germanic languages show even 
further reduction of the distinctions. For the most part, then, with relatively 
isolated exceptions, the development of the verb system of Old English is 
most profi tably elucidated by comparison to the systems of other WGmc 
languages rather than any reconstructed PGmc system, which must remain 
relatively speculative, given the remarkable differences between Gothic and 
the other Gmc languages in this regard.2

1 See Szemerényi (1996: §9.1) and, for an alternative view, Drinka (2003) and Shields 
(2004), with references.
2 On Gmc verb morphology, see Fullerton (1977) and Bammesberger (1986b).

6.2 In Gmc, the great variety of categories of infl exion that had charac-
terized PIE verbs was sharply reduced to a conjugational system comprising, 
for most fi nite verbs, two tenses (present and preterite) and three moods 
(indicative, subjunctive,1 imperative, the last without tense differentiation). 
The aspectual distinctions of PIE were abandoned.2 Alone amongst the 
Gmc languages, Gothic preserves a number of dual verb infl exions; the 
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other Gmc languages distinguish only singular and plural in verbs. As in 
the other NSGmc languages, one form serves for all persons in the plural 
of all tenses and moods;3 as in OFris (but not OSax), one form serves for 
all persons of the singular in the subjunctive, both present and preterite. 
Gothic preserves a fully infl ected category of passive verbs inherited from 
the IE protolanguage, though this category was lost in the other Gmc 
languages. In OE, the sole remnant of this synthetic passive is hatte ‘is 
called’, pl. hatton, corresponding to the Got passives háitada, pl. háitanda. 
Although the category of future tense was not expressed in the infl exional 
morphology of Gmc, in WGmc different stems could be used to distinguish 
present and future (and other) functions of the verb ‘to be’, see §6.146. In 
addition to these fi nite forms, there was: an infi nitive used chiefl y with 
auxiliary verbs,4 e.g. faran ‘to go’; an infl ected infi nitive or ‘gerund’ used 
chiefl y with nouns, adjectives and forms of ‘to be’ to express necessity, 
futurity or purpose, e.g. to faranne; a present participle, e.g. farende ‘going’; 
and a past or passive participle, e.g. faren ‘gone’,5 the last two infl ected as 
adjectives, see §§4.32, 4.53–6.6

1 The Gmc subjunctive corresponds formally to the PIE optative rather than to the 
PIE subjunctive, and hence in many handbooks it is called an optative.
2 On these developments, see Hewson (1997, 2001).
3 Note that Li wutum ‘let us’ appears to refl ect a 1pl. form, as opposed to wuton, 
uton used elsewhere, seemingly refl ecting a 3pl. form.
4 E.g. mæ8 faran ‘can go’. ‘Auxiliary’ refers to a syntactic rather than a morphological 
property, and so auxiliary verbs are not discussed as a discrete category in this gram-
mar. On the OE auxiliaries bbon/wesan, ddn, habban, weorðan, etc., and the modal 
auxiliaries ah, can, mæ8, etc., see Mitchell (1985: §§651–80, 990–1024).
5 The participle is passive if the verb is transitive, active if intransitive, see Mitchell 
(1985: §§23–4). As remarked above in §4.1n3, in this work ‘past participle’ refers 
indiscriminately to past and passive participles, i.e. to second participles.
6 For a synchronic model of the logical structure of OE verb morphology, see 
J.M. Anderson (1998).

6.3 A peculiarity of the IE protolanguage is that present-tense verb stems 
were for the most part not basic but derived. Although some verb roots 
formed the present stem without embellishment, many added an affi x to 
distinguish the present from other categories, perhaps originally indicating 
durative, iterative, or some other verbal aspect rather than present tense. 
Most of these processes of stem formation ceased to be productive in Gmc, 
though stems in PIE *-yo- played an important role in the Gmc verb system, 
see §6.78. Otherwise, OE preserves only relics of PIE present-stem suffi xes. 
Thus, we fi nd PIE *-s9- refl ected in OE wys7an < PGmc *wun-sk-j-an- 
‘wish’, þerscan ‘thresh’ and a few other verbs. Reduplication in the present 
stem has been extended to the preterite in bifi an ‘tremble’, originally PGmc. 
*]i-]b-n-.1 A present-tense n-infi x is preserved in standan ‘stand’, missing 
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in the pret. stdd; otherwise, the original n-infi x has been generalized outside 
the present system, e.g. windan ‘wind’, fdn < *fa-n-x-anan. But already in 
PIE, metanalysis of the n-infi x resulted in the rise of certain n-suffi xes, 
refl ected e.g. in OE irnan < *ri-nw-anan, one of which came to be pro-
ductive in Gmc, giving rise to the fourth class of weak verbs in East and 
North Germanic, though the category of verbs with n-suffi x in WGmc 
leaves only relics like OE wæcnan ‘awake’ (pret. wdc) and weak hæftnian 
‘take prisoner’.

1 Perhaps also cwician ‘animate’, see Bammesberger (1986a); cf. Heidermanns (1986: 
305–6).

6.4 PIE verb stems were like noun stems insofar as they could be thematic 
or athematic, see §2.1. In the thematic verbs the infl exions were added to 
a stem ending in the theme vowel *-o/e-, whilst in the athematic verbs the 
endings were added to the bare root or stem. The endings were the same 
in the two types, except that whereas athematic verbs took the ending *-mi 
in the pres.1sg. (cf. Grk çsthmi ‘I stand’), the thematic verbs took *-d 
(cf. Grk leípw ‘I leave’). A few relic formations in OE show traces of the 
old athematic class, e.g. Angl ddm ‘I do’ (cf. WS dd), but the majority of 
OE verbs refl ect thematic formations, and original athematic formations 
are discernible only in a few seemingly irregular verbs, see §§6.145ff. Just 
as in nouns, see §2.1, the theme vowel in late PIE was in the process of 
becoming fused with the infl exion, and this process accelerated in Gmc, so 
that, for example, the PIE pres. indicative endings 2sg. *-e-s(i), 3sg. *-e-t(i), 
3pl. *-o-nt(i) developed into unitary infl exions *-is, *-iþ, *-anþ in PGmc, 
no longer analysable as theme vowel + infl exion.1 The change in the nature 
of conjugational infl exion, however, had fewer consequences than the 
corresponding change in declensional infl exion.

1 Alternatively, Howren (1967) offers a synchronic account of EWS weak verbs as 
comprising base + theme + derivational suffi x + infl exional suffi x, thereby fairly approxi-
mating the conjugational structures of PIE in EWS. This allows him to identify, for 
example, -þ as the sole form of the pres.ind.3sg. infl exion, rather than as one of a 
group of 3sg. infl exions including -eþ in light-stemmed verbs of the fi rst weak class 
and -aþ in verbs of the second weak class. This requires, however, a high degree of 
abstractness in underlying forms, and at all events the distinction between theme and 
derivational suffi x is implausible because the two are in complementary distribution. 
Rather, Kastovsky (1996a: 37–9; 1996b: 279) is surely right that segmentations like 
trymm-an, luf-ian are required in a synchronic analysis.

6.5 In PIE, the different tenses were characterized in part by different 
ablaut grades of the verb root, in part by suffi xation and/or prefi xation, 
and in the perfect by a different set of infl exions. In Gmc, verbs inherited 
from PIE continued to exhibit these characteristics, though with important 
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modifi cations, and some new verbs came to be conjugated like these on 
the basis of analogy, e.g. s7rcfan ‘prescribe’, borrowed from Lat scrcbere 
‘write’ and conjugated according to the fi rst class of strong verbs.1 But the 
vast majority of new verbs adopted a different method of tense-formation, 
whereby the present and preterite stems were distinguished only by marking 
the preterite by the addition of a dental suffi x, generally *-ð-, but also 
*-t- and *-þ-, see fi rstly §6.79. The two types of preterite-formation thus 
distinguish two broad types of verbs in the Gmc languages, the ablauting 
sort generally referred to as strong verbs, the type with dental preterite as 
weak verbs. The two broad types are further classifi able as comprising various 
subtypes, but the distinctions amongst the subtypes for the most part have 
their basis in Gmc phonological developments rather than differences observ-
able in PIE. In OE, a few verbs could undergo change of class within the 
broad category of strong verbs, see, inter alia, §§6.45, 6.53, but aside from 
the few examples cited in n1, new strong verbs were not created, so that 
the category of strong verbs had become, effectively, a closed class. Rather, 
quite a few strong verbs already in OE show a tendency to be remade as weak 
verbs.2 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs in OE (see §2.7), disregarding 
prefi xes, 39 are generally infl ected as strong verbs (4 in class 1; 3 in class 2; 
8 in class 3; 3 in class 4; 7 in class 5; 7 in class 6; 7 in class 7), 48 as weak 
verbs (33 in class I; 12 in class II; 3 in class III; but wunian in class II is 
probably in origin of class III, see §6.130), 8 as so-called preterite-present 
verbs (see §§6.131–44), and all four athematic verbs appear amongst the 
100 commonest (§§6.145–63), plus the verb (w)uton ‘let us’ (§6.46n1). On 
the general restructuring of the verb system in Pre-OE and in the transition 
to Middle English, see Kastovsky (1996a).

1 This is the usual assumption, though Orel (2003: 344) doubts that the word was 
borrowed from Latin. Mailhammer (2006) argues that a great many of the preserved 
Gmc strong verbs have been assimilated to the PIE ablaut pattern from substrate 
formations of a different nature. Other verbs that developed strong forms are the 
originally weak rcnan < ri8nan ‘rain’ (pret. ran), swcðan ‘strengthen’ (pret. swað); but 
not *forswctan ‘exhaust’, as Ch 1519 (Whitelock 34) 44 <forswat> is an error for 
forspac: see the DOE: for-sprecan.
2 Krygier (1994: 59–65, 246) reports that of the 367 strong verbs he found attested 
in OE, 61 of them display parallel weak forms ‘more or less consistently’, and nearly 
a quarter of the 367 are not attested after the OE period.

II Strong verbs

1 Infl exions

6.6 The paradigm in EWS of a typical strong verb, bcdan ‘await’, may 
be represented as follows:
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Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 bcde bcde
 2 bctst bcde bcd
 3 bctt bcde
Pl. bcdað bcden bcdað

Preterite
Sg. 1 bad bide
 2 bide bide
 3 bad bide
Pl. bidon biden

Infi nitive bcdan
Infl .inf. to bcdanne1

Pres.part. bcdende
Pa.part. biden

In LWS there is also an adhortative infl exion -an (-on, -en) functionally 
equivalent to a fi rst person imperative plural, hence bcdan ‘let us await’. 
Possibly this is cognate with the Got 1pl.imper. ending -am: cf. Li, Ru2 
wutum (3¥) beside wutun, etc., and see §6.46n1. In LWS there is such 
confusion of -an, -on, -en as infl exions in general that the ending could be in 
origin a subjunctive one, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.59ff.); but the combinative 
back umlaut in (w)utan, -on ‘let us’, on which see §6.46n1, along with the 
cognate form OSax wita, suggests otherwise.2 In addition to the alternative 
forms discussed in §§6.11ff., the infl exions in the paradigm above may show 
normal phonological variation, e.g. fi nal degemination and degemination 
between unstressed vowels (ibid.: §§7.80–1).

1 Cosijn (1886: §70) reports that -anne is much more frequent than -enne in the EWS 
infl ected infi nitive, by a proportion of more than 4 : 1, and that the variants -an, -ane, 
-onne, -ene occur. PsGl(A) has only -enne, but back mutation points to earlier -anne 
in 58.15 to eotenne. In other texts there is widespread mixture of forms.
2 This back umlaut poses an obstacle to equating -un with Got -am, since there are 
no confi rmable instances of combinative back umlaut before a, only before u, see Hogg 
(1992b: §5.109). But the particularly low stress on this word (on which see §6.46n1) 
may have created exceptional phonological conditions, as suggested by OSax wita.

6.7 A regular exception to the infl exions laid out in §6.6 is that when a 
pronoun of the fi rst or second person immediately follows a verb in the 
plural of any tense or mood, the infl exion is commonly reduced to -e, thus 
pres.ind. bcde wb ‘we await’, pret.subj. bide 8b ‘you await’, adhortative 
bcde wit ‘let us two await’. There may be a phonological basis for this 
reduction or replacement,1 though perhaps the functional redundancy of 
the infl exion when a pronoun followed contributed to the change.2 In 
contracted verbs and verbs with vocalic stems, see §§6.38–41, 6.145–63, 
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the -e is contracted with the stem-fi nal vowel, with lengthening where 
possible, thus fd wb ‘we take’, ga 8b ‘you go’. Use of the infl exion -e before 
a plural pronoun of the fi rst or second person is much more regular in WS 
than in Angl, where a variety of endings are found, including -að, -as, -on, 
-o, -a, -e. Nbr forms commonly lack fi nal -n in the subj., or use instead 
ind. infl exions, see e.g. Kolbe (1912: §§211, 213).

1 See Hogg (1992b: §§7.100, 7.85); also Walde (1900: 125n), Luick (1922: 
193–7).
2 See Horn (1921: §18), but cf. Luick (1922: 193–203; 1924: 241–3).

6.8 The forms exemplifi ed in §6.6 may be supposed to have developed 
from an early WGmc paradigm of the following type:

Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 *bcdd *bcdw

1

 2 *bcdis *bcdwz *bcd
 3 *bcdiþ *bcdw

Pl. 3 *bcdanþ *bcdwn2 *bcdanþ

Preterite
Sg. 1 *baid *bidc

3

 2 *bidi4 *bidcz
 3 *baid *bidc

3

Pl. 3 *bidun *bidcn

Infi nitive *bcdanã5

Infl .inf. *td bcdannjw6

Pres.part. *bcdandc

Pa.part. *bidana

In IGmc, distinct infl exions for the three persons of the pl., both pres. and 
pret., ind. and subj., were maintained, as in Gothic and NGmc, whilst in NSGmc 
the 3pl. ending came to serve for all three persons of the pl. in all tenses and 
moods, see §6.2. In the subj. sg., the second person remained discrete in 
OSax and OHG, whilst in OE and OFris there was syncretism of the three 
persons of the sg. To these WGmc infl exions may be compared the endings 
reconstructed for PGmc and PIE by Bammesberger (1986b: 105–7, 29–30).

1 Formed by analogy to the 3sg.: see Bammesberger (1981), Benediktsson (1987: 
307–8). For an excellent overview of the morphology of the subjunctive, see Benediktsson 
(1983).
2 On the derivation of the infl exion, see Bammesberger (1981).
3 The ending *-c should have been shortened and lost after heavy stems; its retention 
(and lowering to -e) in forms like OE bunde ‘bound’ pret.subj.1&3sg. is analogical, 
see Fulk (1992: 424–5), with references.
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4 In East and North Gmc the stem of the pret.2sg. does not differ from that of the 
1&3sg. The WGmc form is perhaps in origin an aorist, whilst the other forms are in 
origin perfects, see Bammesberger (1986b: 47). The infl exion in East and North Gmc 
is -t, and this would probably have caused phonological changes producing allomorphy 
of the stem within the paradigm, e.g. *rid-t > *ritt > *riss ‘rode’. This may explain 
why the aorist form was substituted for the perfect. Cf. Shields (1995), arguing that 
the WGmc infl exion, preserved in the preterite-present verbs, see §6.143, differs from 
the one refl ected in East and North Gmc.
5 The infi nitive is etymologically the nom.-acc.sg of a (neut.) verbal noun formed 
with PIE *-on-o-, to which the case ending *-m was attached; on other cases of the 
verbal noun, see the following note. This verbal noun stem is not found in inf. function 
in IE languages outside of Gmc.
6 The infl ected infi nitive or gerund bears a dative ja-stem ending. In addition, cases 
of the infl ected infi nitive other than the dative are found in OSax and OHG, see Krahe 
and Meid (1969: II, §83.1).

6.9 With the following four exceptions, the forms in §6.6 directly refl ect 
those in §6.8: (a) WS pres.ind.1sg. bcde does not refl ect *bcdd, see §6.11; 
(b) pres.ind.2sg. -st was formed when the ending *-is attracted to itself 
the t in the construction *-istu < *-is þu, in which *þ became a stop by 
dissimilation from the preceding fricative, see further §§6.14–15; (c) in the 
subj.2sg., the WS ending -e most likely does not refl ect pres. *-wz and pret. 
*-cz but is analogical to the 1&3sg;1 (d) the ending of the infl ected infi ni-
tive should be -enne, with i-umlaut, and this form does occur. The ending 
-anne, much commoner in EWS than -enne, must be explained as analogical, 
probably to the uninfl ected infi nitive.

1 Cf. pres. OSax -es, OHG -bs, pret. OSax -is, OHG -cs. If these endings had *-s 
rather than *-z in WGmc, as would thus appear to have been the case (though many 
assume otherwise, e.g. Campbell, 1977: §731(b)n1), *-s should not have been lost in 
OE on a phonological basis.

6.10 The Gmc preterite, which is a tense, represents an amalgam of the 
PIE perfect and the PIE aorist, which are categories of verbal aspect, the 
former expressing completed action and the state that results from it, the latter 
momentary action. In the WGmc pret.ind., the 1 and 3sg. stems and endings 
are to be derived from PIE perfect formations, whilst the 2sg. and the pl. 
stems and endings are to be derived from PIE aorists.

(a) Indicative present

6.11 WGmc pres.ind.1sg. *bcdd ought to produce OE **bcd, with the change 
*-d > *-u and subsequent high vowel apocope after the heavy syllable, but 
this form is nowhere found. The ending -u/o ought to be retained after 
light syllables, and it is found there in Angl, on the analogy of which it 
must have been restored after heavy stems.1 WS -e in the pres.ind.1sg., 
which is also the commonest ending in Ru1, is of disputed origin, but it 
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is usually regarded as borrowed from the subjunctive.2 Except in poetry 
and in WS texts that display some Anglian features, the only instance of 
pres.ind.1sg. -o (from -u) in WS is CP 397.25 cweðo ‘I say’. The early Kt 
charters have usually -e, but cf. Ch 1510 hato ‘command’, biddo ‘bid’, 
perhaps under Merc infl uence. PsGl(A) occasionally has -e for -o/-u,3 whilst 
-e is the commonest infl exion in Ru1, though lNbr alternates -o/-a/-u/-e, 
as might be expected due to the merger of most unstressed vowels in lNbr, 
see fi rstly Hogg (1992b: §§6.59–62). The different treatments of the 
pres.ind.1sg. infl exion in Anglian, on the one hand, and West Saxon and 
Kentish, on the other, is entirely in keeping with developments in the 2&3sg.: 
in Angl, the original vowel is restored in the 1sg. as in the 2&3sg., see 
§§6.12–15, whilst in WS and Kt, syncope was generalized in the 1sg. as 
in the 2&3sg. and -e thereafter added in the 1sg.4

1 Keyser and O’Neil (1985: 125–48) point out that fi nal -o appears for -u in PsGl(A) 
only in this infl exion (the proportion is 274 <o> : 48 <u> according to Suzuki, 1988: 
213), and accordingly they argue for a phonological basis for the retention of -o. For 
objections to such a phonological analysis, see Hogg (2000: 362); see also Murray 
(1995: 326–8).
2 For a critique of this and other views, see Bazell (1938: 63–4), but cf. Cowgill 
(1965). Penhallurick (1978) argues that the subjunctive form was adopted in the fi rst 
person as a mark of politeness to counter the self-assertiveness of self-reference.
3 Cf. also 1sg. PsGl(A) 8ebidda ‘bid’, also weak forðse878a ‘pronounce’, onse78 ‘sacrifi ce’, 
once each, beside forms in -u/-o.
4 This insight concerning the way developments in the 1sg. parallel those in the 
2&3sg. is owing to Suzuki (1988), though his analysis is rather that in WS and Kt the 
domain of u-apocope was extended by analogy to that of i-apocope, which does not 
seem a tenable position.

6.12 In WS and Kt, in the pres.ind.2&3sg. there is regularly Gmc vowel 
harmony before *i, see Hogg (1992b: §§3.6–7), or i-umlaut of the root 
vowel, e.g. 2sg. hilpst ‘help’ (inf. helpan), 3sg. brycð ‘enjoys’ (inf. brecan). 
In addition, as these examples show, there is as a rule syncope of the high 
vowel in the infl exion after a heavy syllable, less regularly after a light. 
Amongst the heavy stems, the chief exceptions are those verbs (all weak) 
that have a stem ending in a postconsonantal sonorant, e.g. timbreð ‘con-
structs’, frbfrest ‘comfort’, see further §6.96. Otherwise, when syncope does 
not occur after heavy stems in WS, the cause may be stylistic, or the text 
containing such forms may be of Angl origin.1 Thus, for example, un-
syncopated forms are the norm in poetry, except that southern compositions 
alternate between syncopated and unsyncopated forms, e.g. Met 3.7 ðringð 
‘presses’, 5.15 felð ‘falls’, etc., but 3.2 swinceð ‘labours’, 3.5 forlwteð 
‘abandons’, etc. Syncopated, umlauted forms are the rule in Ælfric, but 
unsyncopated, unumlauted forms are not infrequent in EWS, under Mercian 
infl uence, see ibid.: §1.10. On the other hand, whilst unsyncopated heavy 
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stems represent a minority of forms in Alfredian prose, they are the norm 
in Bede and GD, both of Mercian origin, and in Or only in the section 
describing the voyage of Wulfstan to the mouths of the Vistula (Or 16.21–
18.2). Amongst the light stems, syncope is least likely to occur in those 
stems ending in a sonorant. Yet even in these instances, syncopated forms 
may be quite common: e.g., nimð ‘takes’ (inf. niman) is twice as frequent 
as nimeð, whilst færeð, fereð ‘goes’ (inf. faran),2 the exclusive form in 
Ælfric, is far commoner than færð, ferð. For details regarding the propor-
tions of syncopated to unsyncopated forms with each sonorant, see Ringe 
(2002: 132–4). As regards light stems ending in other consonants, forms 
like 8yfeð ‘gives’ (inf. 8yfan) and bideð ‘asks’ (inf. biddan) are generally 
missing from WS, except in texts that show some Angl features.3 On the 
situation in Angl, see §§6.15–19.

1 See §6.15n1. The data for all dialects are collected by Hedberg (1945: 285), who 
fi nds the following proportions of unsyncopated to syncopated verb forms in texts 
representing the various dialects: in Kt, 7 : 131; in WS, 660 : 8782; in Merc, 883 : 
39; in Nbr, 1283 : 5. He reserves as separate categories texts that show a mixture of 
WS and Kt features (279 : 1696) and those that show a mixture of WS and Angl 
features (2802 : 2500).
2 On the vocalism of fær(e)ð, see Hogg (1992b: §5.79(2d)).
3 These fi ndings, based on the DOEC, are somewhat at variance with those of Brunner 
(1965: §358A5) and Ringe (2002: 134).

6.13 If the stem ended in a dental consonant or an obstruent, the con-
sonant clusters resulting from syncope in the pres.ind.2&3sg. often underwent 
such processes of assimilation as are described in Hogg (1992b: §§7.88–9, 
7.92). Thus:

(a) -þ-st > -sst > -st, as in cwist ‘say’ (inf. cweðan), wyrst ‘become’ (inf. 
weorðan); but þ might be restored analogically, e.g. ÆCHom II, 3 
26.246 cweðst ‘say’, and the restored cluster might undergo dissimila-
tion to -tst, e.g. Alc (Warn 35) 425 cwytst ‘say’;

(b) -d-st > -tst, as in stentst ‘stand’ (inf. standan), hyltst ‘hold’ (inf. healdan), 
and then -tst may yield -st, e.g. ÆCHom II, 45 336.36 hylst ‘hold’; 
likewise original -tst may be so reduced, e.g. Solil 1 47.12 on8yst 
‘perceive’ (inf. on8ytan);

(c) -g-st > -hst, as in lyhst ‘lie’ (inf. lbogan), drchst ‘suffer’ (drbogan); this 
-hst is never spelt -xt, though original -hst is rarely so spelt, e.g. ÆHom 
13.127 8esyxt ‘see’ (inf. sbon);

(d) -c-st > -hst rarely, as in weak twhst ‘teach’;
(e) -ng-st > -ncst, as in 8ebrincst ‘bring’ (inf. bringan);1 cf. also Exod 

29.21 †sprenst ‘sprinkle’ (weak);2

(f) -t-þ, -d-þ > -tt (> -t), as in hwtt, hwt ‘commands’ (inf. hatan), lwtt, 
lwt ‘leads’ (inf. lwdan), fi nt ‘fi nds’ (inf. fi ndan);
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(g) -s-þ > -st, as in rcst ‘rises’ (inf. rcsan), fryst ‘freezes’ (inf. frbosan), also 
wixt ‘grows’ (inf. weaxan, where x = hs);

(h) -g-þ > -hþ, as in stchð ‘climbs’ (inf. stcgan), fl chð ‘fl ies’ (inf. 
fl bogan);3

(i) -c-þ > -hþ, rarely, as in forbryhð ‘breaks’ (inf. forbrecan), weak wrehð 
‘arouses’ (inf. wre77an);4 or occasionally -c-þ > -ct, as in weak OccGl 
49 656 ofðrect ‘presses’ (inf. ofðry77an), 604 8ehyðlZct ‘repeats’ (inf. 
8eedlw7an);

(j) -ng-þ > -ncþ, as in brincð ‘brings’ (inf. bringan).

A few other assimilations are quite isolated, thus PsGl(A) 8efi ht ‘rejoices’ 
(inf. 8efbon), onfdbht ‘accepts’ (inf. onfdn), weak CP(C) 8eypt ‘reveals’ (inf. 
yppan).5 Analogical restorations, however, are not uncommon, e.g. stendst 
‘stand’, asingst ‘sing’, hwtð ‘commands’, arcsþ ‘rises’, astc8þ ‘climbs’.

1 The change is attested in this verb only. Campbell (1977: §732) cites a by-form 
brinst which we are unable to authenticate, but for a phonological parallel cf. Gen 
46.3 strensta ‘strongest’.
2 The form is in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud Misc. 509. See the edition of Marsden 
(2008: 121).
3 In LWS this change is rare after light syllables, but Ælfric has wihð, awehð ‘weighs’, 
once each.
4 As a consequence, the reverse spelling -cð for -hð is sometimes found, as in underfbcð 
‘accepts’ (inf. underfdn), forswylcð ‘swallows’ (inf. forswelgan).
5 The forms in Bo and Met reported by Brunner (1965: §359A9) as illustrating the 
change of -þ to -t after -h-, -f- are not to be found in the DOEC.

6.14 Since high vowel syncope is not to be expected in a fi nal syllable 
closed by one or more consonants, the likeliest explanation for syncopated 
verb forms in pres.ind.2&3sg. is that the syncope originated in phrases in 
which a pronoun followed and received greater stress than the preceding 
infl exion, e.g. *brecis þe ‘you enjoy’, *bindiþ hb ‘he binds’. In the second 
person, at least, such phrases could be lexicalized, producing forms like Li 
8esiistu ‘you see’, cuoeðestu ‘you say’.1 Especially in relatively early texts, 
in fact, e.g. CP(H), the 2sg. ending frequently takes the form -sð; and for 
the most part, Angl texts retain a form of the ending without fi nal -t, but 
see §6.17. Although there is no comparable lexicalization evidenced by 
spellings in the third person, the same conditions for syncope should have 
been found there, since they are also attested by spellings of the 1sg. like 
Beo wbn i7 (for wbne i7) ‘I expect’ (2¥) and Li for8eldi82 ‘I repay’, willi7 
‘I will’, for for8eldo i7, wille i7.3 Suzuki (1988: 218–19) offers compelling 
parallels in the Older Futhark and all the older WGmc languages. Since 
a pronoun would not have followed the verb under all circumstances, 
presumably the alternation between syncopated and unsyncopated forms 
was eliminated in WS and Kt by the analogical extension of the syncopated 
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forms to all syntactic environments. This analysis explains why syncope is 
regular only in verbs with heavy stems, since syncope after light syllables 
was late and sporadic at best, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.67–9). For an alterna-
tive view, see n3.

1 The assumption here is that -st- behaves like a unitary phoneme, the way it does 
in syncopated WS superlatives like hyhsta ‘highest’, nyhsta ‘next’, see Hogg (1992b: 
§6.24.2), and in regard to the lOE or eME shortening of long vowels in closed syllables, 
since it does not cause shortening of a preceding vowel (cf. PDE waste, most, least, 
etc.). As for the third person, Luick (1922: 196–7) proposed that a phrase like *bindiþ 
hb was pronounced *bindiþb.
2 On this spelling, see Hogg (1992b: §7.52).
3 This explanation was fi rst advanced by Walde (1900: 125n1). See Fulk (1992: 
§§319–21) for discussion and references. The objection of Ringe (2002: 127–31) that 
postpositive prepositions occurred too infrequently to induce the analogical spread of 
syncope does not seem compelling, considering the high frequency of postpositive 
pronouns in the DOEC (e.g., þe and ðe are enclitic upon a verb in the pres.ind. more 
than 100 times in ÆCHom, and by no means only in questions), and considering that 
explaining why WGmc has the 2sg. infl exion *-is rather than *-iz is diffi cult without 
the assumption that *-z was devoiced before *þu, see Fullerton (1975), and cf. *þretez-
fellan > Got þretsfi ll, OE þrestfell ‘leprosy’. Ringe’s own explanation demands the 
assumption of forms with no refl exes in Gmc: thus, he argues that the fi nal vowel 
of PIE pres.ind.2&3sg. infl exions *-si, *-ti was preserved up to the time of Pre-OE 
syncope, and syncope and apocope applied categorically to forms like *rcki(j)u and 
*hau]udu, so that OE rc7u, hbafod, hbafdu, hbafodu must all be regarded as analogical 
replacements of *rc7, *hbafd. The hypothetical elements of this are plainly numerous 
in comparison to those of Walde’s explanation. For counterevidence, see §6.15.

6.15 In Angl and in most poetry, syncope and i-umlaut (or vowel harmony) 
fail in pres.ind.2&3sg. verbs. They also fail frequently in non-Ælfrician 
LWS, though whether this is because unsyncopated forms are a mark of 
the elevated style characteristic of homilies (which make up the greater 
part of the non-Ælfrician LWS corpus), or a result of authorial or scribal 
dialect, is disputed.1 Thus we fi nd, e.g., PsGl(A) 2sg. haldes ‘hold’, oncnawes 
‘recognize’, astcges ‘ascend’, 3sg. haldeð, oncnaweð, astcgeð. It is usually 
explained that syncope occurred regularly in Angl and, along with i-umlaut, 
was subsequently levelled out of these verb forms. If the explanation offered 
in §6.14 is correct, however, it is likelier that syncope was never widespread 
in Angl. If widespread syncope was levelled out, it would be surprising to 
fi nd that i-umlaut was not levelled out at the same time, since the early 
Merc glossaries show sometimes i-umlaut or Gmc raising of *e before *i 
but no syncope in relevant forms, thus EpGl s7ripit ‘scratches’, mil7iþ 
‘milks’, also weak cablith ‘cools’. Assuming that syncope was never wide-
spread in Angl explains why in heavy stems syncope is found in the second 
person only when a pronoun follows,2 thus PsGl(A) a7ers ðe ‘you turn 
away’, Li 8ehbrs ðe ‘you hear’, both weak.3
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1 For discussion, see Fulk (2008: 84; 2010a; forthcoming).
2 An exception is the Merc MtGl(Ru) 27.11 cwiðst.
3 These reasons tell against the hypothesis of Ringe (2002) that all heavy-stemmed 
verbs underwent syncope, with extensive analogical restoration in Anglian, on which 
see §6.14n3. Further issues are discussed in Fulk (1992: §§319–21; 2010c).

6.16 Except in contracted verbs, see §6.40, in PsGl(A) syncope is found 
only in cwið, cyð ‘says’, where umlaut is also maintained. Syncopated cwið 
is also found in poetry and in LWS texts that otherwise commonly employ 
Anglian unsyncopated verb forms, e.g. the Blickling and Vercelli Homilies. 
In a number of instances PsGl(A) retains i-umlaut in unsyncopated forms, 
but only when the umlauted vowel is i, e.g. bireð ‘bears’, 8ildeð ‘pays’, ites 
‘eat’, swilteð ‘dies’, trides ‘tread’, fortrideð ‘treads down’. A few syncopated 
forms are in evidence in Ru1, e.g. cwiðst ‘say’, cwið ‘says’, cymð ‘comes’, 
8ewyrð ‘becomes’, all with umlaut, and all alongside unsyncopated and 
unumlauted forms of the same verbs, whilst Nbr has a syncopated verb 
perhaps only in Li 8ehbrs ðu ‘you hear’ and 7bið ‘calls’, perhaps Ru2 8i7eeð 
(or 8i7beð?) ‘calls’, probably not Li 8ehBht ł hwt ‘commands’.1 In eKt, 
under Merc infl uence, verbs are unsyncopated, but in OccGl 49 verb 
forms are generally like WS ones, though e (sometimes spelt <y>, see Hogg, 
1992b: §5.194) may be restored, e.g. 7yrð ‘turns’, 8elpð ‘boasts’, tret ‘treads’; 
and sometimes -et appears for -eð, e.g. forberet ‘humours’, awe8et ‘weighs’, 
see §6.18.

1 The gloss is on Lat imperat pres., but 8ehBht can only be preterite, and so hwt may 
be, too: cf. WS hbt, and on w for b in Li, see Stolz (1908: §6). On some doubtful 
instances of syncopated forms of cweðan in Li, see Hedberg (1945: 211).

6.17 The earlier form of the pres.ind.2sg. ending -(e)s, without fi nal t, is 
found in some early texts such as the early Merc glossaries, and cf. Kt 
OccGl 49 852 a8elts ðu ‘you repay’, also weak 136 ðu on arets (for asets, 
see Kalbhen, 2003: 171) ‘you set on’. The change of the ending from -(e)s 
to -(e)st appears to have begun in contracted forms, see §6.40. Thus, for 
example, PsGl(A) has onfdbst ‘accept’ and 8escst ‘see’, otherwise only forms 
in -(e)s. In Ru1, -(e)s and -(e)st alternate, whilst the latter is uncommon in 
Nbr, found chiefl y in contracted forms, e.g. Li 8esiist beside 8esiistu ‘you 
see’.

6.18 In the very earliest texts, the 3sg. ending may still be spelt with <i>, 
as in LRid 3 hlimmith ‘resounds’. Spellings with <i> are sporadic in later 
Angl. As the example illustrates, the fi nal sound may be written <th> in 
early texts, especially in the early Merc glossaries. In those, as well as in 
various Angl texts, and with weak verbs in CP, the spelling may occasion-
ally be with <t> or <d>, e.g. Ru2 8is7cnet ‘shines’, fallet ‘falls’, Ru1 cymid 
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‘comes’. The form -et also occurs in Kt OccGl 49, see §6.16.1 At least in 
texts later than the early Merc glossaries, the variant in <d> may be due 
to scribal error, as failure to cross the upstroke of <ð> is a common scribal 
mistake.

1 The ending -et probably originated as a sandhi variant before words beginning with 
fricatives, where [q] would have developed to [t] by dissimilation.

6.19 In lNbr, there is much variation in the spelling of the vowels of all 
the verb infl exions, so that the pres.ind.2sg. infl exion may be -es, -as, -æs, 
the 3sg. -eð, -að, -æð, with comparable variation in the latter infl exion also 
in the Merc Ru1. Furthermore, in Nbr the 2sg. ending frequently replaces 
the 3sg., e.g. cuoeðas, -es, -æs beside cuoeðað ‘says’, a change that became 
the basis for the ‘northern subject rule’ fi rst observable in ME. This equiva-
lence led to the occasional use of endings in -ð in the 2sg., thus Li 8elbfeð, 
DurRitGl 8ilbfeð ‘believe’.1

1 For a thorough treatment of the 2sg. endings, see Flasdieck (1934). The origin of 
the infl exions in -s is much contested. They are very commonly said to be the result 
of Scandinavian infl uence. For counterarguments, with references, see D. Miller 
(2002).

6.20 The pres.ind.pl. infl exion -að has the same variants that are to be 
expected on the basis of the variants of 3sg. -(e)ð, see §§6.18–19. Thus, 
-ad and -at occur occasionally, as in PsGl(A) bicumad ‘occur’, cweoðad ‘say’, 
weak CP(H) lwrat ‘teach’, and the vowel of the ending is spelt variously 
in lNbr and in Ru1, as in -að, -eð, -,þ. In addition, the -s that has spread 
from the pres.ind.2sg. to the 3sg. has also spread not infrequently to the 
plural in lNbr, as in Li cueðas ‘say’, cym(m)es, cymæs ‘come’.

(b) Indicative preterite

6.21 Pret.ind.2sg. -e refl ects WGmc *-i, which should have been lost after 
a heavy syllable, e.g. *bindi (þe) ‘(you) bound’. Presumably it was restored 
by analogy to the ending retained after light syllables, as with *witi > wite 
(ðe) ‘(you) departed’, cf. §6.11 on the similar analogical development in 
the Angl pres.ind.1sg. Although pret.ind.1&3sg. -Ø properly results from 
the PGmc loss of the PIE perfect infl exions *-a and *-e, respectively, WGmc 
2sg. *-i most likely refl ects the PIE thematic aorist ending *-e-s > PGmc 
*-iz.1 East and North Gmc, by contrast, retain a 2sg. ending -t derivable, 
with some analogical levelling, from the PIE perfect, see Krahe and Meid 
(1969: II, §73), and this is preserved in OE preterite-present verbs, see 
§6.142. Occasionally -e is omitted when the pronoun ðe immediately follows, 
e.g. ÆGram 224.4, 232.2 cdm ðu ‘did you come’, Soul I 17 druh ðe ‘did 
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you suffer’. Possibly this is due to a reduction similar to that before an 
enclitic pronoun described in §6.7, but perhaps it is due in some instances 
simply to scribal misapprehension of the construction as imperative. In 
lNbr and in Ru1 the weak pret.2sg. ending -es(t) may be attached to verbs 
of the seventh class with a stem ending in t, as in Li hBhtes ‘commanded’, 
forleortes (beside forleorte) ‘let’.

1 A diffi culty with this derivation is that the PIE aorist had accent on the theme vowel 
rather than the root, leaving no opportunity for Verner’s Law to apply to the following 
fricative in Gmc, see Hogg (1992b: §§4.4–5); and if PIE *-es produced *-is rather than 
*-iz in Gmc, *-s should not have been lost in OE, cf. developments in the pres.ind.2sg. 
No persuasive explanation has been offered; the comments of Barnes (1975) are gener-
ally unhelpful.

6.22 Pret.ind.pl. -on is the development of earlier -un, the latter of which 
is rare in WS but frequent in the early Merc glossaries and in PsGl(A). The 
variant -an, not uncommon in EWS, occurs in all dialects, and -en is to be 
found occasionally in Angl texts. Final -n is not generally lost from this ending 
in Nbr, except in RuneRuthwellA cwdmu ‘came’ and weak bismærædu 
‘humiliated’. On the use of the prefi x 8e- with preterites, see §6.30.

(c) Subjunctive

6.23 The distinction between ind. and subj. forms is for the most part 
maintained in EWS, but in LWS pl. -on spreads from the ind. to the subj., 
both pres. and pret., and -on, -an are found sometimes even in EWS in the 
pret. In Nbr, and often in Ru1, sg. and pl. infl exions are undifferentiated 
after the loss of fi nal -n, the plural infl exion appearing as -e, -a, -æ, rarely 
-en. But ind. -on (-un, -an) not infrequently invades the pret.pl.subj., see 
e.g. Kolbe (1912: §211). On umlaut in the pret.subj., see §6.25.

6.24 In EWS, beside -en, -on, -an, the pl. of both pres. and pret.subj. may 
bear the infl exion -e, e.g. Or 100.31 fuhte ‘fought’ pl. In the pres. this is 
restricted to instances in which a pronoun precedes the verb; it is commoner 
and more widespread in the pret. The incidence is high enough in the pret., 
but not the pres., to suggest that here -e may be etymologically correct and 
-en an analogical replacement on the basis of the pres. Campbell (1977: 
§473) supposes that fi nal -n was lost more commonly after *-c- than after 
other vowels, and he points to the oblique ending -e in cn-stem nouns, see 
§2.89n1. Alternatively, loss of -n may have occurred in sandhi, when a 
consonant group was formed by fi nal -n and a following word-initial 
consonant, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.10, 85), also Luick (1914–40: §680). 
But this would require analogical extension of forms in -e to other sandhi 
environments, and it would not explain why -e is commoner in the pret.
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6.25 As the pret.subj. infl exions all contained PGmc *c, see §6.8, umlaut 
should be expected in the root. Whilst umlaut is normal in the NGmc 
pret.subj., and it occurs in the present of some preterite-present verbs in 
OE, see §6.134, there is no indisputable example amongst strong verbs. The 
likeliest example is JnGl(Ru) 13.6 ðwdb8e 2sg. ‘cleansed’.1 Rather, preterite 
subjunctives in the earliest glossaries point to the conclusion that the endings 
of the present subjunctive were extended to the preterite at an early date 
in thematic verbs, e.g. EpGl, ErfGl 1 suicudae ‘deceived’ (weak).2

1 For a discussion of some other, very insecure examples, see Brunner (1965: §377A), 
and cf. Bammesberger (1982b: 414–15).
2 See Bammesberger (1982b: 415–16).

(d) Imperative

6.26 The original Gmc. imper.2pl. infl exion was identical to the ind.2pl. 
infl exion. When the latter was replaced in NSGmc by the ind.3pl. infl exion, 
so was the former, giving OE -aþ. In lNbr this may also be -as, as in the 
indicative, less often -eð, -es, -æð, -æs. And of course when a 1 or 2pl. 
pronoun follows, the ending may be -e, see §6.7.

(e) Non-fi nite forms

6.27 On the origin of the infi nitive, infl ected and uninfl ected, see §6.8nn5–6. 
As might be expected, the uninfl ected infi nitive infl exion -an is reduced to 
-a in Nbr, and frequently in Ru1, beside which may appear -e, -æ, -o. The 
etymological infl exion -enne of the infl ected infi nitive, which is missing 
altogether from PsGl(A) (which has only -anne), is in all dialects but lKt 
less frequent than unumlauted -anne (rarely -onne, -ane, -ene), see §6.9. 
Late Kt OccGl 49 has only -en(n)e. Not infrequently in poetry, an un-
infl ected infi nitive is found for an infl ected one, e.g. Beo 2556 to friclan 
‘for desiring’, though often scribes have substituted infl ected for uninfl ected 
forms that can on that account be detected only on the basis of metrical 
scansion, see Fulk (1992: §3, with references). Uninfl ected infi nitives after 
to are uncommon in prose, e.g. ÆHomM 1 55, ArPrGl 1 40.46 to bbon 
‘to be’.

6.28 Present participles are declined both defi nite and indefi nite, the way 
most adjectivals are. When they are indefi nite, they are infl ected like ja- and 
jd-stem adjectives, i.e. like wilde (§4.32). The WGmc infl exion *-andc of 
the present participle is refl ected as -endi, -ændi (once -indi) in the earliest 
texts, e.g. weak EpGl 293 risaendi ‘shaking’ (inf. hrisian). Later, in all 
dialects it is most commonly -ende, with a few mostly unsurprising vari-
ants, such as -ande, -onde, -ænde.
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6.29 Past participles are declined both defi nite and indefi nite, like disyl-
labic adjectives, §§4.44ff. In PGmc, the past participle of strong verbs was 
formed by the addition of the suffi x *-an-, to which normal defi nite and 
indefi nite adjective infl exions were added. PGmc *-an- refl ected PIE *-on-, 
to which there was the ablaut alternant *-en-, giving PGmc *-in-, refl ected 
in some early forms, e.g. EpGl 606 forsle8inum ‘slain’, cf. 385 8ibaen 
‘given’, etc. As in this forsle8inum, the suffi x *-in- would cause umlaut to 
appear in OE words, e.g. Or 115.10 etancymen ‘foreign’, MtGl(Li) 11.21 
8ewoerden ‘become’.1 The suffi x *-an- should have developed to *-un- in 
PGmc when followed by /u(p)/ in the next syllable, see Hogg (1992b: §3.34), 
and cf. the cases affected in the formally similar n-stems, §2.84. This 
*-un- could then be extended analogically to other cases, and this may be 
what is refl ected in forms like CorpGl 2 5.390 8eborone ‘borne’, Ruin 6 
undereotone ‘undermined’, 7 forweorone ‘decayed’; in the latter two, the 
back mutation in the root is diffi cult to explain without this assumption.

1 The form MtGl(Ru) 14.3 *8ibroecen often cited in this connexion is a ghost: the 
form in manuscript is 8ibrocen, see Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. D. 2.19, fol. 77v12 
in Liuzza and Doane (1995).

6.30 There is a tendency for the prefi x 8e- to be added to a past participle 
that does not already bear a prefi x, though there is wide variability from 
verb to verb. Thus, for example, in the DOEC the rough proportion of 
past participles with 8e- to those without any prefi x for the verb 7bosan 
‘choose’ is 107 : 1; for helpan ‘help’ 3 : 1;1 for niman ‘take’ 9 : 1; for 
cweðan ‘say’ 2 : 1. This tendency is very strong in most transitive verbs, 
though the rule is not infl exible, see Hogg (1992c: 148). Thus, for example, 
the ratio for the uninfl ected past participle of transitive wrctan ‘write’ is 
9 : 1, for biddan ‘command’ 11 : 1, whilst for intransitive cuman ‘come’ 
it is about 1 : 20, but for feallan ‘fall’ 7 : 1. Yet there is also a tendency, though 
less strong, to add 8e- to preterites of all sorts: the rough proportion of 
8e- to Ø- in preterites for 7bosan is 10 : 1; for helpan 2 : 1; for niman 
(1&3sg. only) 1 : 1; for cweðan 1 : 63. The present stem may also add 
8e-, usually without apparent change of meaning, though this happens less 
frequently, e.g. for unmutated stems of 7bosan 2 : 1; for helpan 1 : 3, for 
niman 1 : 2, for cweðan 1 : 68. The signifi cance of 8e- is much contested.2

1 Unprefi xed holpen occurs only in DurRitGl (5¥).
2 For references, see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: cl, n11); also Crouch (1995).

2 Stems

6.31 Strong verbs are characterized by alternations in the form of the 
stem resulting from ablaut alternations in PIE.1 Excluding minor variants, 
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strong verbs exhibit no more than four discrete forms of the stem, and so 
for every strong verb it is conventional to list four principal parts, even 
when the stem is identical in two or more of those parts. The four principal 
parts are: (i) infi nitive, containing the unumlauted form of the present stem 
as well as of imperative forms and non-fi nite forms other than the pa.part.; 
(ii) pret.ind.3sg., with the same stem as the pret.ind.1sg.; (iii) pret.ind.pl., 
with the same stem as the pret.ind.2sg. and pret.subj.; (iv) past participle.

1 On the derivation of individual Gmc strong verb stems, see Seebold (1970).

6.32 Strong verbs in the early Gmc languages are conventionally divided 
into seven classes on the basis of the patterns of vowel alternation found 
in the formation of present and preterite stems in PGmc. In the fi rst six 
classes the variants result from ablaut alternations in PIE. The differences 
amongst classes 1–5 are largely due to sound changes in Gmc, since, with 
few exceptions, the vocalism refl ects a PIE ablaut pattern e : o : Ø, with 
*e in the pres., *o in the perfect sg., and *Ø in the aorist or perfect pl. 
and pa.part. Class 6 departs from this pattern, but the alternations that it 
displays nonetheless involve ablaut variants. The unifying characteristic of 
class 7, as revealed by this class in Gothic, is that, sometimes in addition 
to showing ablaut variants, verbs originally formed the preterite with a 
reduplicative prefi x, just as with the PIE perfect. Most verbs of class 7 
showed no difference in ablaut grade between present and preterite singular, 
and it is for this reason that reduplication was preserved in these verbs in 
PGmc whilst it was abandoned in the other six classes, to distinguish more 
plainly present and preterite stems.1 A few relic forms survive in OE and 
other NWGmc languages to show that reduplication was once to be found 
in class 7 in these languages, too, but they all show a regular re-formation 
of the method of forming the preterite, see §6.70. It will become apparent 
in the discussion below that a synchronic grammar of OE would have to 
recognize a great many more than seven classes of strong verbs, since 
already in PGmc the seven classes were not uniform in regard to stem 
formation, and prehistoric sound changes have introduced a great deal 
more diversity within each OE class. The sevenfold taxonomy is thus useful 
chiefl y for historical and comparative purposes. Yet even in a synchronic 
grammar some regularities would have to be recognized, as evidenced 
particularly by instances in which stem alternations have undergone change 
on an analogical basis, e.g. in regard to contracted verbs of classes 1 and 2, 
see §6.45.2

1 See Jasanoff (2007: 243–4).
2 Cf. Krygier (2001), reaching the opposite conclusion. On the disunity within each 
of the seven classes and the non-abstractness of underlying representation, see Levin 
(1964) and Johnson (1986), respectively.
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(a) Ablaut patterns

6.33 Amongst the seven classes of strong verbs which are generally recog-
nized in OE, in the fi rst six the patterns of ablaut alternation and stem 
formation are comparatively regular. With variations explained below in 
the context of discussion of each individual class, the chief ablaut alternants 
in OE may be identifi ed as these for principal parts (i–iv) in classes 1–6:

class (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
1 c a i i
2 bo ba u o
3 e æ u o
4 e æ w o
5 e æ w e
6 a d d a

There is great variety in the ablaut patterns encountered in the seventh 
class, see further §6.76.

6.34 As remarked in §6.32, most of the ablaut alternations tabulated in 
§6.33 may be derived from a PIE alternation (i) e (ii) o (iii–iv) Ø. In class 
1 this alternation takes the form *ey : *oy : *i in PIE, i.e. the ablauting 
vowel followed by the glide *y, for example in the root *leyp- : *loyp- : 
*lip-, in the last of which the approximant */j/ between consonants in the 
absence of a vowel is realized as the syllabic allophone *[i]. In PGmc, the 
sequences *ey and *oy developed to diphthongs, *ei (> *c, Hogg 1992b: 
§3.3) and *ai respectively, the latter developing in OE to a (ibid.: §§5.7–9), 
hence the OE ablaut alternation c : a : i. In class 2 the PIE alternation was 
*ew : *ow : *u, yielding PGmc *eu : *au : *u, which developed normally 
to OE bo : ba : u (ibid.: §§5.41ff.). In regard to u in this series, it remains 
in OE in principal part (iii), where it was followed by *u in the next 
syllable in the pret. plural, e.g. WGmc *budun > budon ‘commanded’, whilst 
in principal part (iv) it was lowered to o before *a in the next syllable 
(ibid.: §3.10), e.g. WGmc *budanaz > boden. In class 3 the PIE alternation 
was *eRC : *oRC : *UC, where R = /r, l, m, n/1 and C = any obstruent, 
regularly yielding PGmc *eRC : *aRC : *uRC, usually with development 
of *uRC to OE uRC or oRC under the same conditions as in class 2. The 
underlying pattern in this class is much obscured by various subsequent 
phonological developments, see §6.51. In class 4 the PIE alternation was 
as in class 3, but with a vowel rather than an obstruent after R, and the 
development was to PGmc *eR : *aR : *uR,2 again with lowering of *u 
to o in the fourth principal part. The third principal part in class 4 (as well 
as class 5) does not conform to the predicted ablaut pattern, since the 
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vowel in OE is not **u but WS w, non-WS b. Of the various explanations 
that have been proposed, the likeliest are that Gmc *w in the plural origin-
ated in the verb *etan in class 5 (see below), resulting from contraction 
of the root vowel (of the singular) with the reduplicative vowel *e- of the 
PIE perfect or the augment *e- of the PIE imperfect, see §6.70, or the vowel 
w in the pret.pl. of class 4 stems from an aorist comparable to Lat sbdimus. 
Neither of these explanations is without diffi culties.3,4 A promising new 
direction links the long vowel to the possible infl uence of related gerundives 
in *-i-/-ja-, e.g. the etymon of OE -bære (as in wæstmbære ‘fruitful’) beside 
beran ‘bear’, see Heidermanns (1999). The stems of class 5 are structured 
like those of class 4, except that the postvocalic consonant is not a sonorant. 
As a consequence, in the fourth principal part there is no development of 
Gmc u from a syllabic sonorant, and instead the vowel is Gmc *e, sometimes 
regarded as the refl ex of schwa secundum, e.g. by Prokosch (1939: §59).5 
The ablaut alternations in class 6 are plainly unlike those in classes 1–5 
and do not refl ect the PIE pattern e : o : Ø. They are thought to refl ect in 
part alternations between full and reduced grades of PIE stems containing 
 *H, e.g. PIE *weH-dh- > *wadh- > OE wdd ‘advanced’ and PIE *wT-dh- > 
OE wadan inf.6 This cannot have been the only source, however, and it is 
unclear why there should be reduced grade in the fi rst and fourth principal 
parts and full grade in the second and third. Theories designed to explain 
this generally rely heavily on the assumption of analogical developments.7

1 But some verbs of class 3 contain no sonorant in the stem, e.g. feohtan ‘fi ght’, 
bre8dan ‘weave’, see §6.51n1.
2 Antevocalic *U (rather than *R) should not actually have occurred after an initial 
consonant in PIE. It might be assumed that this is a sandhi variant extended from 
contexts in which the initial consonant of the verb formed a cluster with a preceding 
word-fi nal consonant, with syllabifi cation under Sievers’s Law, see Collinge (1985: 
159–74). Rather, Prokosch (1939: §59) explains Gmc *u here as the development of 
schwa secundum before a sonorant, cf. below in regard to class 5. At all events, Gmc 
*u here is unlikely to be purely analogical but would seem to have some phonological 
basis, given the different development in class 5.
3 Analogy to the pret. of *etan is the view of Mottausch (2000), supported by 
Mailhammer (2007: 67–86), both of whom offer a conspectus of the many explan-
ations that have been offered. Cf. Kortlandt (1992) and Tanaka (2006), the latter with 
counterarguments. Derivation from an imperfect is the suggestion of Bammesberger 
(1986b: §7.4.4). That w is not the original vocalism is indicated by the plurals s7ulon, 
8emunon, 8enugon of preterite-present verbs originally belonging to class 4, see 
§§6.136–7. On the possibility of regular lengthened grade in the singular of the sigmatic 
aorist in PIE, see Szemerényi (1996: §§9.4.2.1(c), 6.2.8 Addendum 1).
4 Lass and Anderson (1975: 32; cf. J.M. Anderson 1970: 177) propose a phonological 
lengthening rule with grammatical conditioning in verbs with a single stem-fi nal con-
sonant. But historically, at least, the problem must have a morphological explanation.
5 As the parallel with classes 1–4 suggests, reduced ablaut grade is to be expected in 
the fourth principal part, though OE e appears to refl ect a full-grade vowel. In the 
presence of a sonorant, reduction of the ablaut vowel in the fourth principal part 
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produces reduced grade in the form of a PIE syllabic sonorant. When no sonorant (or 
laryngeal consonant, see n6 below) is present, reduction of the ablaut vowel would 
normally produce zero grade, i.e. non-syllabicity. If reduced syllabicity were somehow 
maintained in the absence of a sonorant, perhaps on an analogical basis, the result 
would be a vowel referred to as schwa secundum, often written ) or e and presumably 
representing [v]. (On schwa primum, see below, n6.) Schwa secundum was subsequently 
realized as a full-grade vowel. The rationale for positing the existence of a schwa 
secundum is doubted by many, e.g. Szemerényi (1996: §4.1.11). It seems necessary, 
however, to account for a form like Grk peptóV ‘cooked’, which, being a pa.part., ought 
to have reduced grade in the root. Mottausch (2000: 53), supported by Mailhammer 
(2007: 68–9), argues, to the contrary, that full-grade e in the pa.part. of verbs of class 
5 is of relatively late analogical origin.
6 *H is referred to as a ‘laryngeal consonant’, perhaps one of several such consonants, 
perhaps not actually laryngeal in nature, presumably a fricative of some sort, see 
Lindeman (1987). The syllabic form *T corresponds to shwa primum (*v) in earlier 
reconstructions of PIE, since it was once thought simply to have been a vowel. Its 
refl ex in Gmc stressed syllables is a. *H was lost after a vowel, with compensatory 
lengthening, producing *b, *d, or *a.
7 See, e.g., Prokosch (1939: §60), Bammesberger (1986b: 54–8). On the Gmc a-verbs 
see also Austefjord (1987), Mottausch (1996), Mailhammer (2007: 89–103), with 
references.

6.35 The ablaut alternants *e : *o : *Ø posited in §6.32 correspond to 
alternations found in the different tenses of some other IE languages. This 
may be seen from an examination of each of the four principal parts of 
strong verbs: (i) the ablaut grade *e refl ected in the fi rst principal part of 
strong verbs of classes 1–5 is commonly refl ected in present stems in other 
languages, e.g. Grk jérw, Lat ferd ‘I bear’; (ii) the grade *o refl ected in the 
second principal part in classes 1–5 is found in the singular of the perfect 
in other languages: thus, for example, beside Grk leípw ‘I leave’, refl ecting 
the PIE root *leyp- in the present stem, the perfect is léloipa ‘I have left’, 
PIE root *-loyp-; (iii) the reduced grade found in the third principal part 
in classes 1–3 is reconstructed for PIE throughout the paradigm of the 
thematic asigmatic aorist and everywhere outside of the singular for the 
perfect, which is the situation encountered in Sanskrit. Forms of the Gmc 
verb using the stem of the third principal part in classes 1–3 show signs 
of being an amalgam of perfect and aorist forms: the endings refl ect PIE 
aorist endings, whilst the accentual alternations required to produce the 
consonant alternations under Verner’s Law in at least some of these classes 
are those of the PIE perfect, see §6.42. The confl ation of perfect and aorist 
forms perhaps stems in part from the appearance of the reduced grade in 
both categories, an identity that would have been enhanced by loss in Gmc 
of the other PIE categorial markers, the augment (initial *e-) in the aorist 
and the initial reduplicative syllable in the perfect. That separate aorist and 
perfect forms remained in use past the PGmc period is suggested by the 
observation that the 2sg.pret. in East and North Gmc is to be derived from 
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a PIE perfect, whilst that in WGmc refl ects an aorist form, see §6.8n4. As 
for the long vowel in the third principal part in classes 4–5, this perhaps 
derives in part from the class of PIE athematic asigmatic aorists, cf. Grk 
Ü-sth-n, Sanskrit a-stha-m ‘I stood’; it is paralleled in Lat perfects like vbni 
‘I came’, sbdi ‘I sat’, etc.,1 but see the discussion in §6.34; (iv) the reduced 
grade found in the fourth principal part of verbs of classes 1–6 is what is 
found in PIE verbal adjectives in *-to- and *-no-, the latter of which rep-
resents the origin of the -n- that marks the past participles of Gmc strong 
verbs: cf. Grk klu-tóV ‘renowned’, related to the verb klúw ‘I hear’, and 
Sanskrit anna- ‘food’ < *ad-na-, to the verb root ad- ‘eat’.

1 See the discussion in Prokosch (1939: §57).

6.36 Even in classes 1–5, not all strong verbs form the fi rst principal part 
on the basis of the PIE ablaut grade *e, for a number refl ect the PIE reduced 
grade, e.g. brecan ‘enjoy’ for expected **brbocan in class 2, murnan ‘mourn’ 
for expected **meornan < *mernan in class 3.1 These are the so-called 
aorist presents.2 Examples are to be found in several strong verb classes; 
the relevant verbs are identifi ed below in the individual discussion of each 
strong class, §§6.44, 6.48, 6.52, 6.59, 6.72. In addition to reduced grade 
in the root, relevant verbs show the effects of Verner’s Law (Hogg 1992b: 
§§4.4–5), due to accent on the theme vowel in PIE, see n2.

1 Murnan correctly shows the refl ex of the PIE reduced grade *mYn-, whilst brecan 
shows a long vowel for an expected short. The reason is disputed, but Prokosch (1939: 
§55; so also Hogg, 1992c: 153) argues that the long vowel in the fi rst principal part 
of verbs of class 1 (and the long diphthong in corresponding full-grade forms of verbs 
of class 2, might it be added?) served as a model for analogical lengthening. Campbell 
(1977: §736(b)) seems to envisage replacement of *bo (rather than *u) by e, on the 
proportion Gmc *c ~ *ai (class 1) : *e ~ *au (class 2).
2 Sometimes referred to as the tudáti type (Sanskrit tudáti ‘strikes’). ‘Aorist’ here 
refers to aspect rather than tense: theoretically, a present stem might be either durative 
in aspect, and thus formed with full grade of the root, or momentary (i.e., aorist), and 
thus formed with reduced grade of the root and accent on the thematic vowel, as with 
tudáti. Accordingly, we fi nd side by side durative *gerbh- in OE 7eorfan ‘carve’ and 
aorist *gYbh- in Grk grájw ‘I write’. In Gmc, the more frequently used of the two 
present stems was generalized, though which of the two was more frequent varied 
from verb to verb according to its semantics. This is the usual explanation. Cf., however, 
Bammesberger (1984b), who argues that the tudáti type represents an innovation in 
both Indic and Germanic. He suggests that the reduced-grade roots originated in 
the nt-participle of athematic verbs and spread because of the similarity of the nt-
formations to the pres.3pl. of thematic verbs. To the contrary, Mailhammer (2006: 
8–13; 2007: 117–38) argues that the co-occurrence of stems with reduced and full 
grade in Gmc indicates that the latter are re-formations of the former, which must 
then have been rather commoner in PGmc. Learned but unconvincing is the analysis 
of Vine (1985).
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(b) Variant stem types

(i) Weak presents

6.37 The suffi x *-yo- (> Gmc *-ja-) could be added to a verbal or nominal 
root in PIE to form a present verb stem.. The result in WGmc is i-umlaut 
of the root vowel (or raising of e to i in PGmc, Hogg, 1992b: §3.6), as in 
OE wbpan ‘weep’, cf. the noun wdp ‘cry’, and biddan ‘pray’, cf. 8ebed ‘prayer’. 
In addition, if *-ja- followed a light syllable, it would cause gemination of 
a stem-fi nal consonant other than /r/. Thus, for example, a WGmc infi nitive 
of a verb of class 6 was *xav-j-an, producing OE hebban ‘lift’, with gemination 
and umlaut, though the other principal parts (hdf, hdfon, hafen) are the 
normal ones expected of verbs of class 6, since the *-ja- suffi x was attached 
only to the present stem. Because Gmc *-ja- is formally identical to the 
causative suffi x used to form weak verbs of the fi rst class, strong verbs bearing 
this suffi x are infl ected in the present the same way weak verbs of the fi rst 
class are, see §6.80. They are therefore referred to as strong verbs with weak 
presents. The present tense of hebban was infl ected as follows in LWS:1,2

 Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 hebbe hebbe
 2 hef(e)st hebbe hefe
 3 hef(e)ð hebbe
Pl. hebbað hebben hebbað

Infi nitive  hebban
Pres.part.  hebbende

Verbs with weak presents are best attested in classes 5–6, though they originally 
appeared much more widely. The relevant verbs are identifi ed below in the 
individual discussion of each strong class, §§6.55, 6.63, 6.65, 6.67, 6.74.

1 Not all forms are attested, but parallels in other verb paradigms leave no doubt.
2 On the historical development of paradigms like this, see §6.82.

(ii) Contracted verbs

6.38 Since [h], the lenition of [x], was lost between voiced sounds in 
Pre-OE, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.45–51), verb stems ending in [x] were subject 
to this loss. After a loss between vowels, vowel contraction (hiatus resolu-
tion) occurred, and verbs in which this development took place are generally 
referred to as contract(ed) verbs or verba contracta.1 In such verbs, [x] perhaps 
originally occurred only in the stems of the fi rst and second principal parts, 
due to the effects of Verner’s Law, see §6.42, and intervocalically (i.e., in 
leniting position) only in forms of the present stem. Thus, although there 
is contraction in, for example, fl bon < *fl bohan ‘fl ee’, the other principal 
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parts show no contraction: fl bah, fl ugon, fl ogen. The following are repre-
sentative EWS paradigms of the present stems of the verbs wrbon ‘cover’ 
(class 1), sbon ‘see’ (class 5), slban ‘strike’ (class 6), fdn ‘take’ (class 7):

   Indicative
Sg. 1 wrbo sbo slba fd
 2 wrcehst siehst sliehst fbhst
 3 wrcehð siehð sliehð fbhð

Pl. wrboð sboð slbað fdð

   Subjunctive
Sg. wrbo sbo slba fd
Pl. wrbon sbon slban fdn

   Imperative
Sg. wrboh seoh sleah fdh
Pl. wrboð sboð slbað fdð

   Infi nitive
 wrbon sbon slban fdn

   Present participle
 wrbonde sbonde slbande fdnde

The differences in infl exion amongst these four examples are due to differ-
ences in ablaut patterns amongst the verb classes. The particulars are dis-
cussed, and the relevant verbs listed, below in the individual discussion of 
each strong class, §§6.45, 6.49, 6.53, 6.62, 6.66, 6.73. Note that in WS 
there is no contraction in the pres.ind.2&3sg., where instead h is preserved, 
for disputed reasons, see Hogg (1992b: §7.51), and cf. Fulk (2010b).

1 On vowel contraction, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.131–49), with the qualifi cation offered 
in §3.26n1 of the present volume.

6.39 The paradigms in §6.38 may be derived from WGmc paradigms of 
the following types:

   Indicative
Sg. 1 *wrcxd *sexwd *slaxd *fFxd

 2 *wrcxis *sixwis *slaxist *fFxis
 3 *wrcxiþ *sixwiþ *slaxiþ *fFxiþ
Pl. 3 *wrcxanþ *sexwanþ *slaxanþ *fFxanþ

   Subjunctive
Sg. 3 *wrcxb *sexwb *slaxb *fFxb

Pl. 3 *wrcxbn *sexwbn *slaxbn *fFxbn
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   Imperative
Sg. *wrcx *sex *slax *fFx
Pl. *wrcxanþ *sexwanþ *slaxanþ *fFxanþ

   Infi nitive
 *wrcxan *sexwan *slaxan *fFxan

   Present participle
 *wrcxandc *sexwandc *slaxandc *fFxandc

Most of the forms in the paradigms in §6.38 develop as expected out of 
these WGmc forms, with the adjustments explained in §§6.9ff. The diph-
thong in forms like slban < WGmc *slaxan poses some diffi culty, but it 
would appear that breaking of *æ to *ea in Pre-OE *sleaxan antedates 
restoration of a, see Hogg (1992b: §5.38), and cf. Fulk (2010b).1

1 It must not be supposed instead that /x/ was lenited and lost before the restoration 
of a, since the latter is an early development, antedating initial palatalization, whilst 
the loss of [h] is a late development, see Hogg (1992b: §§7.50–1).

6.40 In Angl, where there was no syncope in the pres.ind.2&3sg., there 
is instead generally loss of h and vowel contraction, e.g. PsGl(A) 8escst, 
8escð ‘see(s)’, though in contracted verbs there is not uncommonly either 
restoration of the vocalic ending as a separate syllable or sporadic preserva-
tion of hiatus upon loss of [h], e.g. PsGl(A) 8esieð ‘sees’, Li fl cið ‘fl ees’, see 
Hogg (1992b: §5.133). Forms retaining h in the pres.ind.2&3sg. occur 
sporadically in Merc, e.g. PsGl(A) 8efi hð, 8efi ht ‘exults’ (beside 8efcð), 
onfdbht ‘accepts’ (beside onfdbð), Ru1 8esihst, 8esihþ ‘see(s)’ (beside scs, etc.). 
Conversely, forms of the Anglian type occur in a small number of instances 
in Kt OccGl 49 beside the WS type, thus forscoð ‘despises’, afl cð ‘fl ees’. Also 
in Angl there occur pres.ind.1sg. forms in -m, thus PsGl(A) fl bom ‘I fl ee’, 
Li scum, sbom ‘I see’ (but Li fde ‘I take’). These can only be by analogy to 
bbom ‘I shall be’ and ddm ‘I do’, on the basis of the consideration that 
bbo- and dd- were plainly analysable as the stems of these.1

1 Hence, not by analogy to Angl eam, am ‘I am’, which can only have been mono-
morphemic. On this issue, see Hogg (2003: 78–80).

6.41 On contraction in forms of bean, without loss of [h], see §6.72. The 
verb fbolan ‘penetrate’, from *feolhan, shows loss of [h] and compensatory 
lengthening, see fi rstly Hogg (1992b: §7.45). The other principal parts, 
fealh, fulgon, folgen, are comparable to those of contracted verbs, see 
§6.38. In Angl there is smoothing in the pres.ind.2&3sg. and in the subj. 
because a front vowel originally followed, see ibid.: §5.100. Thus we fi nd 
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PsGl(A) 68.14 fble subj., DurRitGl ætfbla subj., also ind.3sg. PsGl(A) ætfcleð 
< *-fi ulxiþ, see ibid.: §5.24. There also occur PsGl(A) ætfblun pret.pl. and 
poetic befolen pa.part., as if to a verb of class 4.

(iii) Alternations under Verner’s Law

6.42 Verner’s Law affects stems with post-nuclear, originally voiceless frica-
tives, see §§4.4–5. The consonants affected are Gmc */f, q, s, x/, which render 
lOE [v, d, r, “]1 when subject to the law; but the distinction between [f] and 
[v] eventually was eliminated by the WGmc voicing of [f], see Hogg (1992b: 
§7.44). In the fi rst three classes of strong verbs, the unaffected consonant 
remains in the fi rst two principal parts, the affected in the remainder, e.g. 
sncðan, snaþ, snidon, sniden ‘cut’ and 7bosan, 7bas, curon, coren ‘choose’. 
In the other classes the distribution is not so regular, see §§6.65–6. The 
effects of Verner’s Law are very commonly levelled away, e.g. in the para-
digms of rcsan ‘rise’ and wrcðan ‘twist’. A converse regularization of the 
paradigm is particularly notable in Angl in contracted verbs, where the 
analogical pressure to extend <g> from principal parts (iii–iv) was strong, 
e.g. Ru1 onwrcgan inf., Li oferwrcgað ‘cover’ pres.pl.2

1 Gmc */q/ when voiced to */ð/ renders WGmc /d/, see Hogg (1992b: §4.17); Gmc. 
*/s/ when voiced to */z/ was subject to rhotacism, see ibid.: §4.15–16.
2 For a detailed analysis of the inchoate loss of alternations in OE verbs under Verner’s 
Law, see Adamczyk (2004), although in connexion with her conclusions it must be 
remembered that there is considerable scholarly disagreement about whether the pattern 
observable in classes 1–3 (non-voicing in principal parts i–ii, voicing in iii–iv) is to be 
expected in classes 4–7, see e.g. Prokosch (1939: §20d), and cf. Hogg (1975). See 
below, fi rstly, §§6.65–6.

(c) Classes of strong verbs

(i) Class 1

6.43 The fi rst class of strong verbs evinces an ablaut pattern refl ecting a 
PIE ablauting vowel plus */j/ (> PGmc *i), see §6.34. It may be exemplifi ed 
by the principal parts of stcgan ‘climb’:

 stcgan stah stigon stigen

The form stah shows fi nal devoicing, see Hogg (1992b: §7.59ff.). The 
effects of Verner’s Law, see ibid.: §§4.4–5, are exemplifi ed by the principal 
parts of sncðan ‘cut’:

sncðan   snaþ   snidon   sniden

The verbs lcðan ‘travel’ and s7rcðan ‘move’ show the same effects of Verner’s 
Law,1,2 but the consonant of the fi rst two principal parts has been levelled 
into the others in mcðan ‘conceal’, rcsan ‘rise’, wrcðan ‘twist’. Contracted 
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verbs in this class also show the effects of Verner’s Law, see §6.45. In WS, 
a verb transferred to this class from class 3 is frcnan ‘ask’, due to the loss 
of /j/ before dental consonants, see Hogg (1992b: §7.71), hence fri8nan > 
frcnan, to which analogical pret.sg. fran was then formed; OccGl 50.1.2 
77.27 ran ‘rained’ (to weak ri8nan) is similarly formed. ÆLS (Eugenia) 2, 
LS 28 (Neot) 49 oferswað ‘overpowered’ is based on weak oferswcðan.

1 But cf. GuthB 1039 s7riþen.
2 See also §6.44 on *wisan.

6.44 In WS, back umlaut might be expected in the third principal part 
of belcfan ‘remain’, drcfan ‘drive’, s7rcfan ‘prescribe’, but it has been levelled 
away, whilst back umlaut is common before all consonants but /k, “/ in the 
third principal part in Angl (and Angl-derived texts), e.g. PsGl(A) areosun 
‘arose’, Bede dreofon ‘drove’, wreoton ‘wrote’. Because of this back muta-
tion it is possible to discern certain aorist presents, see §6.36, thus PsGl(A) 
reopað ‘reap’, similarly Ru1 hriopan, Li 8ehrioppa, hriop(p)að, rioppas, Ru2 
riopað ‘reap’;1 likewise Li to grioppannæ, 8egrioppa ‘grip’. A possible aorist 
present *wisan may be refl ected in HlGl D1 forweren, Ruin 7 forweorone 
pa.part. ‘decayed’.2 In Angl, weak preterites are sometimes found for 
fordwcnan ‘vanish’, grcpan ‘grasp’, hrcnan ‘touch’, stcgan ‘climb’, ætwctan 
‘reproach’, mostly in Li.3

1 Because of the removal of back umlaut, the quantity cannot be determined in WS 
rCpan. ChronE 1089.3 rwpon pret.pl. is as to a verb of class 5, inf. *repan, which would 
result if *reopan with back umlaut simplifi ed the diphthong to e rather than i.
2 See Brunner (1965: §382A3), but note that we are unable to authenticate a form 
toweosende cited there, the basis for the assumption of an aorist present.
3 See Brunner (1965: §382A4) for details.

6.45 Contracted verbs of class 1 mostly have principal parts like those 
of wrbon ‘cover’:

wrbon   wrah   wrigon   wrigen

Similar are lbon ‘grant’1 and tbon ‘accuse’; but asbon ‘sift’ has the pa.part. 
asiwen, aseowen < *a-sièwan with PGmc */“w/, see Hogg (1992b: §4.9(3)). On 
þbon ‘prosper’ and its purported membership in class 1, see §6.53. Because 
of the change of co to bo in WS, see ibid.: §§5.155ff., and other changes, 
contracted verbs of strong classes 1 and 2 had the same vocalism in the 
present. As a consequence, already in EWS there is mixture of the two classes 
of contracted verbs, with the formation of analogical stems of the other class 
in principal parts (ii–iv). Thus, in WS, wrbah, wrugon ‘covered’ are commoner 
than wrah, wrigon. Similar forms are in evidence for tbon ‘accuse’.

1 On the etymology, see Bammesberger (1982a).
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6.46 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 1 include (8e)wctan ‘depart’,1 rcsan ‘rise’, wrctan ‘cut, 
write’, stcgan ‘climb’ and their compounds. Other relatively frequent verbs 
of this class include bcdan ‘await’, bctan ‘bite’, blccan ‘shine’, drcfan ‘drive’, 
glcdan ‘glide’, gncdan ‘grind’, grcpan ‘grasp’, hncgan ‘bow’, hrcnan ‘touch’, 
belcfan ‘remain’, lcðan ‘travel’, mcðan ‘conceal’, ncpan ‘grow dark’, rcdan 
‘ride’, rCpan ‘reap’,2 s7cnan ‘shine’, s7rcfan ‘prescribe’, scgan ‘sink’, slcdan 
‘slide’, slctan ‘split’, besmctan ‘defi le’, snccan ‘creep’, sncðan ‘cut’, spcwan 
‘vomit’, strccan ‘stroke’, strcdan ‘stride’, swccan ‘desert’, ætwctan ‘reproach’, 
wlctan ‘observe’, wrcdan ‘fl ourish’, wrcðan ‘twist’ and their compounds; also 
LWS frcnan, see §6.43. Verbs attested less frequently include 7cnan ‘gape’, 
clcfan ‘cleave’, ætclcðan ‘adhere’,3 cncdan ‘beat’, acwcnan ‘dwindle away’, drctan 
‘defecate’, dwcnan ‘languish’, fl ctan ‘dispute’, 8cnan ‘yawn’, hlcdan ‘spring up’, 
hnctan ‘thrust’, hwcnan ‘whistle’, mcgan ‘mix’, 8ercsan ‘befi t’, s7ctan ‘defecate’, 
sccan ‘sigh’, toslcfan ‘split’, swcfan ‘revolve’, þwcnan ‘lessen’, þwctan ‘whittle’, 
wccan ‘yield’ and possibly *wisan, see §6.44, and *fcgan ‘roast’.4

1 Also amongst the 100 commonest verbs is WS (w)uton, (w)utan, uten ‘let us’. This 
apparently is formed with the adhortative suffi x discussed in §6.6, added to the stem 
*wct- ‘depart’ shortened under low stress, with combinative back umlaut, see Hogg 
(1992b: §5.109). Low stress is also responsible for the frequent loss of initial w- in 
this word, and for the loss of fi nal -n or -m in the cognate OSax wita. We are unable 
to authenticate a form witon without back umlaut reported as frequent by Brunner 
(1965: §114A6).
2 See §6.44&n1.
3 Attested in the pres. only.
4 Only pa.part. afi 8en, and so possibly to class 5 instead: see §6.63n4. A verb of class 
5 would accord better with the assumption that the root is PIE *pekw-.

(ii) Class 2

6.47 The second class of strong verbs evinces an ablaut pattern refl ecting 
a PIE ablauting vowel plus */w/ (> PGmc *u), see §6.34. It may be exem-
plifi ed by the principal parts of fl bogan ‘fl y’:

fl bogan   fl bah   fl ugon   fl ogen

The form fl bah shows fi nal devoicing, see Hogg (1992b: §7.59ff.). The 
effects of Verner’s Law, see ibid.: §§4.4–5, are exemplifi ed by the principal 
parts of frbosan ‘freeze’ and sboðan ‘boil’:

 frbosan frbas fruron froren
 sboðan sbaþ sudon soden

The verbs 7bosan ‘choose’, drbosan ‘fail’, hrbosan ‘fall’ and forlbosan ‘lose’ 
show the same effects of Verner’s Law, but the consonant of the fi rst two 
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principal parts has been levelled into the others in abrboðan ‘decay’. 
Contracted verbs in this class also show the effects of Verner’s Law, see 
§6.49. In Angl there is to be expected smoothing in principal parts (i–ii) 
when the stem ends in c, g or h, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.93ff.), hence PsGl(A) 
belbc ‘enclosed’ pret.3sg., Li eft8ebb8 ‘laid back’ pret.3sg., PsGl(A) 8etbh 
‘draw, constrain’ imper.sg., etc. The smoothed vowel of the pret.sg. may 
then be extended to principal part (iii), e.g. Li 8ebrbce ‘use’ pret.subj.sg., 
brbcon pret.pl. The resulting forms resemble pret.pl. forms of verbs of class 
5, and this may be the reason that Li not infrequently has æ in the 
pret.sg., just as verbs of class 5 do, e.g. 8ebræc ‘enjoyed’, fl aeh ‘fl ed’, ataeh 
‘drew’. The unsmoothed diphthong of the pret.sg. is also extended in Li 
8e7bason pret.pl., 8e7base pret.subj., DurRitGl 8i7base. Occasionally c from 
the earlier encliticized pres.ind.2&3sg. is extended to other forms in Angl,1 
thus PsGl(A) fl cgu ‘fl y’ pres.ind.1sg., PsGl(A), Ru1 lcgende ‘lying’ pres.part., 
Ru1 smckende ‘smoking’ pres.part.

1 For another possible explanation, see Hogg (1992b: §5.97n1).

6.48 Aorist presents to class 2 have e in the fi rst principal part1 but are 
otherwise like verbs with bo in the present, e.g. brecan, brbac, brucon, 
brocen.2 The relevant verbs include brecan ‘use’, began ‘bend’, defan 
‘dive’, hretan ‘snore’, lecan ‘close’, letan ‘bow’, s7efan ‘shove’,3 slepan 
‘glide’, smegan ‘creep’, stredan ‘plunder’, secan ‘suck’ (alongside segan), 
sepan ‘swallow’,4 þetan ‘howl’ (alongside þbotan). Some further aorist 
presents are suggested by Rid 3.28 crydeþ ‘hastens’ (cf. PDE crowd) and 
by ME sprouten ‘sprout’ (cf. PPs 140.10 asprotene pa.part.); possibly also 
GuthB 856 s7edende ‘hurrying’ (?), if this is not to a weak verb s7edian, 
see §6.112.

1 Rather than t, see §6.36n1.
2 The last, for this verb, only at Abbo 105.2. The pa.part brocen to class 5 brecan 
‘break’ usually bears a prefi x to-, for-, a- to distinguish it from this.
3 Alongside <sceofan>. It cannot be determined for certain whether the latter represents 
s7edfan or s7bofan, see Hogg (1992b: §5.67). A non-aorist present is refl ected in Got 
af-skiuban ‘reject’, Old Swedish skiuva, OHG skioban ‘shove’; but NSGmc apparently 
used the aorist present: cf. OFris pres. skeva, Middle Low Ger schuven. Cf. ÆGram 
137.5 s7eefe pres.ind.1sg. and Mart 2.1 De 13, A. 15 s7eufon pret.pl. On forms like 
Nbr ofs7yfende pres.part., as7yfað imper.pl., ofs7yufon pret.pl., 8es7yfen pa.part., see 
Hogg (1992b: §5.68).
4 To Li 8esbap pret.3sg. cf. weak 8esEpedon pret.pl.

6.49 Contracted verbs of class 2 are fl bon ‘fl ee’ and tbon ‘draw’:

fl bon   fl bah   fl ugon   fl ogen
 tbon tbah tugon togen
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Merc has mostly generalized bo where ba would be expected in the para-
digm of fl bon, e.g. PsGl(A) fl boð pres.ind.pl., fl bonde pres.part., although 
Ru1 occasionally has forms like fl baþ pres.ind.pl. Conversely, Nbr gen-
eralizes ba where bo might be expected in both verbs. Note also Li fl cið 
pres.ind.3sg., DurRitGl fl ci pres.subj., fl bende pres.part. Kt forms are unexcep-
tional.1 Since principal parts (ii–iv) of fl bon are identical to those of fl bogan 
‘fl y’, present forms of the former are sometimes used for the latter in LWS, 
e.g. ÆCHom II, 6 54.70 fl boð ‘fl y’, rarely the reverse, but cf. Mald 275 
fl bogan ‘fl ee’. On PsGl(A) fl bom pres.ind.1sg., see §6.40. As mentioned 
in §6.45, similarity of form in contracted verbs of classes 1–2 led to ana-
logical creations in both classes. Thus, in class 2 we fi nd the principal parts 
(ii–iv) tbah, tugon, togen to class 1 tbon ‘accuse’, with similar forms for 
wrbon ‘cover’. There occur as well comparable forms for class 3 þbon 
‘thrive’, see §6.53.

1 Campbell (1977: §740) regards Ch 1200 (HarmD 7) 10 atbe as an error. He also 
cites a Kt afl chð pres.ind.3sg., but this appears to be an error for OccGl 49 afl c8ð 
pa.part. (= LWS afl y8ed, to weak afl y8an ‘put to fl ight’).

6.50 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 2 include bbodan ‘enjoin’, 7bosan ‘choose’, brecan 
‘enjoy’ and their compounds. In addition to the aorist presents cited above, 
§6.48, relatively frequent verbs of this class include brbotan ‘break’, brbowan 
‘brew’, clbofan ‘split’, crbopan ‘creep, crawl’, drbogan ‘endure’, drbosan 
‘fail’, fl bogan ‘fl y’,1 fl botan ‘fl oat’, frbosan ‘freeze’, 8botan ‘pour’, grbotan 
‘lament’, hlbotan ‘obtain’, hrbodan ‘adorn’,2 hrbosan ‘fall’, hrbowan ‘rue’,3 
lbogan ‘lie’, forlbosan ‘lose’, nbotan ‘use’, *rbofan ‘break’,4 rbotan ‘lament’, 
s7botan ‘shoot’, þbotan ‘howl’ and their compounds. Less frequent are 
forms of abrboðan ‘decay’, drbopan ‘drip’, 8bopan ‘ingest’, lbodan ‘grow’, 
lboran ‘depart’,5 *ahnbopan ‘pluck off’,6 rbocan ‘smoke’,7 rbodan ‘redden’,8 
smbocan ‘fumigate’, aþrbotan ‘weary’; possibly also snbowan ‘hasten’9 and 
*cnbodan ‘assign’.10

 1 On LWS confusion with fl bon ‘fl ee’, see §6.49.
 2 Attested mostly by the pa.part. hroden.
 3 LWS hrbow pret. is best explained by the developments discussed in Hogg (1992b: 
§7.73).
 4 Only the pa.part. (be)rofen is attested, though not rarely.
 5 Only Angl and poetic, and usually weak, but cf. Ruin 7 8eleorene pa.part. (for 
8elorene, rhyming with forweorone, see §6.29).
 6 Preterites GuthB 847 ahnbop ‘plucked off’ and Ex 476 8enbop ‘overcame’ correspond 
to forms with ba, see Hogg (1992b: §5.45), as indicated by the cognate Got dis-hniupan 
‘rend’.
 7 Also with a late weak pret. HlGl F873 rbohte.
 8 The vocalism of CorpGl 2 9.401 onrbod is explained by Hogg (1992b: §5.45).
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 9 Only And 242, 1668, but cf. And 505, OrW 62 sndweð pres.3sg., the latter sug-
gesting a verb of class 7, like ON snúa ‘turn’. See further §6.76n19.
10 Only Bede 2 150.27 cnbodeð, but cf. CP 111.3 cnddað pres.ind.pl. and Met 1.32 
8ecndden, apparently a verb of class 7.

(iii) Class 3

6.51 The third class of strong verbs evinces an ablaut pattern refl ecting 
a PIE ablauting vowel before two consonants, the fi rst of them usually a 
sonorant, see §6.34. The original pattern is most closely approximated in 
stems in which the post-nuclear consonant is not /r, l, m, n/ or /x/, such as 
bre8dan ‘move quickly’:1

 bre8dan bræ8d brugdon brogden

The ablaut pattern may be altered, however, by the effect of neighbouring 
consonants on the root vowel. When the consonant immediately after the 
root vowel is /r/ or /x/, the result is breaking in principal parts (i–ii), as 
with beorgan ‘protect’ and feohtan ‘fi ght’:

 beorgan bearh burgon borgen
 feohtan feaht fuhton fohten

When the following consonant is /l/, breaking occurs regularly in principal 
part (ii), but in principal part (i) only when /x/ originally followed this or 
between /s/ and /l/, see Hogg (1992b: §5.22), as exemplifi ed by helpan 
‘help’, fbolan ‘penetrate’2 and aseolcan ‘weaken’:

 helpan healp hulpon holpen
 fbolan fealh fulgon folgen
 aseolcan asealc asulcon asolcen

After a palatal consonant, in WS the results of palatal diphthongization 
are in evidence in principal part (i) in verbs in which there was no breaking 
in the present, as with EWS 8ieldan ‘pay’:

 8ieldan 8eald guldon golden

The diphthong in principal part (ii) of such verbs, however, is due to break-
ing, which antecedes palatal diphthongization, see ibid.: §7.71. Before a 
nasal consonant, *e in principal part (i) is raised to i, and u in principal 
part (iv) fails to be lowered to o, see ibid.: §§3.5, 11, as with bindan ‘bind’, 
swimman ‘swim’, singan ‘sing’:

 bindan band bundon bunden
swimman   swam(m)   swummon   swummen

 singan sang sungon sungen
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In such verbs, naturally principal part (ii) may have o in Merc, EWS and 
eKt, see ibid.: §§5.3–6, thus bond, swom(m), song. Two verbs of this type 
show metathesis subsequent to the PGmc vowel changes seen in principal 
parts (i) and (iv), birnan ‘burn’ and irnan ‘run’:

 birnan barn burnon burnen
 irnan arn urnon urnen

Again, in Merc, EWS and eKt (also lNbr, see ibid.: §5.5), principal part 
(ii) may be born, orn; in LWS are sometimes found the pret. forms bearn, 
earn, formed by analogy to verbs like beorgan. Likewise when metathesis 
occurred later than breaking, the latter is absent, as with berstan ‘burst’ 
and þerscan ‘thresh’:

 berstan bærst burston borsten
 þerscan þærs7 þurscon þors7en

Unmetathesized forms also occur not infrequently, e.g. ChristC 1114 rinnan, 
ChronE 1009.18 toþræs7, as well as forms with half-breaking, see Hogg 
(1992b: §5.26), e.g. EWS biernan, iernan, Merc beornan, eornan, Nbr biorna, 
iorna, also ChronE 656.67 ætbeorstan, MkGl (Li) 14.65 8eðearsca.

1 It might be possible to explain brugdon, brogden as containing PGmc *ru < PIE 
*Y, cf. brocen, §6.60n1, but fuhton, fohten (and similar forms in the other WGmc 
languages) can have Gmc u only by analogy. There are no verbs of class 3 without 
(originally) a post-nuclear sonorant attested in East Germanic; cf. ON bregða, bragð, 
brugðum, brugðinn, similarly bresta ‘burst’, gnesta ‘crash’. It may be that OccGl 70.2 
47 8ebre8den, PsGl(A) 82.3 8ebre8denlc7e, HomU 19 (BlHom 8) 57 8ebre8dnan refl ect 
older forms of the pa.part., but since u/o is found in cognates in North and West Gmc, 
they may instead be recent analogical formations. At least some of these verbs in class 
3 with a post-nuclear consonant other than a sonorant in origin have the structure of 
verbs of class 5, but with a suffi x in the present that was extended to the other forms 
of the stem. Thus, e.g., to fri8nan cf. fri78an ‘ask’ (without the n-suffi x, but with a 
weak present); to feohtan cf. Grk pékw alongside péktw, both ‘I shear’.
2 From *feolhan, see §6.41.

6.52 Aorist presents to class 3, on which see §6.36, include murnan 
‘mourn’,1 spurnan ‘spurn’,1 and perhaps Lch II (1) 4.6.11 forcuuolstan 
‘swallow’, though only the inf. is attested. The pa.part. of murnan is un-
attested, and cf. the weak preterites And 37 murnde, 154 bemurndan. A 
weak pa.part. to spurnan also occurs, GD 1 (C) 9.60.21 unforspurnedum, 
and the verb regularly infl ects according to the second weak class in Nbr. 
Beside inf. spurnan there is found occasionally spornan and pres.part. 
onspornendum, see Hogg (1992b: §3.10); and beside pa.part. spurnen is 
found rare -spornen.
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1 There is no **meornan or **speornan, despite Bosworth and Toller (1898: 
(be-)meornan, (æt-, ™e-, on-)speornan).

6.53 There is one contracted verb of class 3, with the principal parts þbon 
(<*þchan < *þinxan), þah (< *þanx), þungon, þungen ‘prosper’, originally 
like bindan before the PGmc loss of [º] before /x/, see Hogg (1992b: §3.13). 
It is usually said that this is no longer a verb of class 3 but has gone over 
to class 1 (and class 2, see §6.49), with new analogically formed principal 
parts (iii–iv) þigon, þi8en.1 In fact, **þigon is unattested in the DOEC, 
and þi8en just once in EWS CP 389.24 8eði8ene (alongside 213.7 ðungen), 
whilst þungon and þungen are the usual forms, though these are not as 
common in LWS as the analogical forms þugon, þogen belonging to class 2, 
see §6.49. Beside pret.sg. þah there occurs <þeah> several times, probably 
also to class 2 (i.e. þbah), though possibly to be explained as due to con-
fusion of the preterites of this verb and of þi78an ‘partake’ (class 5, hence 
þqah < *þæh), since the latter conversely adopts the pret. þah in verse 
beside etymological þeah.2

1 See, e.g., Campbell (1977: §739) and Brunner (1965: §383).
2 See Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: cxlvii&n3), with references.

6.54 The contracted verb þbon excepted, in this class the effects of Verner’s 
Law, see Hogg (1992b: §§4.4–5), are evident only in weorðan, wearþ, 
wurdon, worden ‘become’. Rarely and only in late texts is d replaced by 
þ/ð, e.g. ÆLet4 (SigeweardB) 313 wurðon, LS 29 (Nicholas) 174 8eworðen. 
Instances like Nic (C) 2 8eweard pret.sg. are probably errors, as scribes 
often fail to cross the upstroke of <ð>, e.g. at Beo 1837, 2959, 3119.

6.55 There is one verb in this class with a possible weak present, see §6.37, 
EWS *8ierran ‘chatter, make a noise’, as suggested by AldV 13.1 4337 
8yrran, ÆGram 214.14 8yrre pres.ind.1sg. and And 374 gurron pret.pl.

6.56 Many Angl forms differ from WS ones in predictable ways, e.g. Nbr 
worða ‘become’, with retraction of */e/, see Hogg (1992b: §5.30), pret.3.sg. 
warð with retraction of */æ/, see ibid.: §5.29, Ru2 of7eorf ‘cut off’ pret.1sg., 
with <eo> for <ea>, see ibid.: §5.44(1). On Bede 4 360.29 8ewarden ‘become’ 
pa.part., see ibid.: §5.34. In Nbr there are some innovative pret. forms, 
including strong pl. ongannon1 and several weak forms, such as strugde, 
astræ8de, su(o)elte, 8esuingdon, 8eðringdon, parts. 8esuin78ed, 8eðrin8ed.

1 But the pl. form LkGl(Ru) 17.27 **drincon in the edition of Skeat 1871–87 is in 
error: the ms. plainly has druncon (as the DOEC text has it), as may be seen in the 
facsimile (Liuzza and Doane, 1995: Oxford, Bodl. Libr., MS. Auct. D.2. 19, fol. 11r, 
gloss line 10).
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6.57 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 3 include weorðan ‘become, be’, be-, on8innan ‘begin’, 
drincan ‘drink’, limpan ‘occur’, singan ‘sing’, fi ndan ‘fi nd’, irnan ‘run’, 
feohtan ‘fi ght’ and their compounds. The known verbs of this class, categor-
ized by type, and not differentiating amongst compounds of the same root, 
are these:

(a) Like bre8dan ‘move quickly’1,2 are the following: berstan ‘burst’,3 
fri8nan ‘ask’,4,5,6 stre8dan ‘strew’,2,7 þerscan ‘thresh’.2

(b) Like beorgan and feohtan are the following:8 beorcan ‘bark’, 7eorfan 
‘cut’, *7eorran ‘creak’,9 *acweorran ‘gorge’,10 deorfan ‘labour’, *fl eoh-
tan ‘web’,11 hweorfan ‘turn’, s7eorfan ‘scrape’, s7eorpan ‘scrape’, 
*smeortan ‘hurt’,12 *sneorcan ‘shrivel’,13 steorfan ‘die’, sweorcan ‘grow 
dark’, sweorfan ‘wipe’, weorpan ‘cast’,14 weorðan ‘become’.14,15 On 
fbolan ‘penetrate’, see §6.41; on aseolcan ‘weaken’, see §6.51.

(c) Like helpan are the following: belgan ‘enrage’, bellan ‘bellow’, delfan 
‘dig’, melcan ‘milk’, meltan ‘melt’, swelgan ‘swallow’, swellan ‘swell’, 
sweltan ‘die’, beteldan ‘cover’.

(d) Like 8ieldan are the following (in EWS spelling): 8iellan ‘yell’, 8ielpan 
‘boast’, *s7iellan ‘resound’.16

(e) Like bindan are the following: birnan, brinnan ‘burn’, climban, clim-
man ‘climb’, clingan ‘cohere’, crimman ‘insert’, cringan, crincan ‘suc-
cumb’, acwincan ‘vanish’, drincan ‘drink’, fi ndan ‘fi nd’,17 be-, on8innan 
‘begin’, grimman ‘rage’, grindan ‘grind’, hlimman ‘roar’, (h)rimpan 
‘twist’, hrindan ‘thrust’, irnan, rinnan ‘run’, limpan ‘occur’, linnan 
‘cease’, s7rimman ‘shrink’, s7rincan, s7ringan ‘shrink’, sincan ‘sink’, 
singan ‘sing’, sinnan ‘contemplate’, slincan ‘creep’, spinnan ‘spin’, 
springan ‘leap’, *sprintan ‘eructate’,18 stincan ‘emit an odour’, stingan 
‘stab’, swimman ‘swim’, swincan ‘strive’, swindan ‘diminish’, swingan 
‘beat’,19 þindan ‘swell’, þringan ‘press’, þrintan ‘swell’,20 windan ‘wind’, 
winnan ‘labour’, wringan ‘wring’. The verb bringan ‘bring’, though 
it has a strong present (cf. weak bren8an), has no strong preterite, see 
§6.100n16, only poetic pa.part. brungen, comparable to some strong 
forms found in OHG, see Braune (1987: §336A4).

 1 The verb bre8dan has both strong and weak forms in the present in WS, hence 
EWS strong 3.sg. brctt, with umlaut, beside ÆCHom II, 6 53.20 ætbrbtt.
 2 Due to loss of anteconsonantal /j/, see Hogg (1992b: §7.71), beside forms with <g> 
we fi nd WS brbdan, brwd, strbdan, with analogical loss of /“/ in bredon, brdden, 
bestrdden.
 3 On forms of berstan and þerscan with half-breaking or without metathesis, see 
§6.51.
 4 The reason for the change of *e to i in fri8nan is not known for certain (cf. Got 
fraíhnan, OSax fregnan; and pres. fre8n- is the rule in Nbr): it may be that this verb 
has a weak present or that it has been infl uenced by fri78an ‘ask’, two possibilities 
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suggested by Brunner (1965: §389A3). But it may instead have to do with the nasal 
consonant, since u is not lowered to o in the pa.part. Yet /n/ exerts no infl uence on 
[æ] in pret.sg. fræ8n, never **fragn.
 5 In WS, with the loss of anteconsonantal /j/, see Hogg (1992b: §7.71), the resulting 
frcnan prompted transferral to class 1, with the formation of pret.sg. fran, rarely pret.pl. 
-frinon. Also with the loss of /j/, by analogy loss of /“/ could apply to principal parts 
(iii–iv), hence pret.pl. frenon, pa.part. 8efrenen.
 6 The n in the stem of fri8nan is in origin a present-forming suffi x, see §6.51n1, 
which has been extended throughout the paradigm. It may be, however, that MtGl(Ru) 
12.10 frugan pret.pl., if not an error with omission of titulus for n, is a relic of the 
older form, though pa.parts. like 8efri8en, 8efregen are rather to fri78an (class 5). In 
the DOEC we fi nd no form corresponding to the pa.part. 8efrugen cited by Brunner 
(1965: §389A3).
 7 The verb stre8dan is regularly weak in WS.
 8 There probably was no verb *seorðan ‘defi le’, as Li serð imper.sg. may be explained 
as a borrowing of ON serða, see Jordan (1907: 36).
 9 Only MCharm 2.9 curran pret.pl.
10 Only acworren pa.part., in Psalter glosses.
11 Only in Lch II (1) 36.1.21 fl ohtenfdte pa.part. + adj. ‘web-footed’.
12 Only Or 1 25.20 fyrsmeortendum pres.part.
13 Only PsGl(A) 8esnerc pret., with smoothing.
14 On LWS forms with u (infs. wurpan, wurðan), see Hogg (1992b: §5.184).
15 Showing the effects of Verner’s Law, see §6.42.
16 Attested only in the pres., e.g. AldV 7.1 269 ons7ilþ.
17 In both Early and Late WS the pret.sg. is funde, fundest, i.e. with weak infl exions on 
the strong stem. Both strong and weak forms occur in verse, and there is some evidence 
that weak forms may have been used in Merc, as well, see Fulk (1992: §355(9)).
18 Only Li 8isprant pret.sg.
19 A pa.part. sungen is found alongside normal swungen, with w restored.
20 But Rid 45.5 þrindende pres.part. There is also a pa.part. Lch II aþreten which, 
because it is twice thus spelt in the text, may not be an error (with omitted titulus 
standing for n) but a form of a verb of class 7 *þretan, cf. ON þrútinn ‘swollen’, see 
§6.72.

(iv) Class 4

6.58 The fourth class of strong verbs evinces an ablaut pattern refl ecting 
a PIE ablauting vowel plus a single sonorant, see §6.34. The same PIE 
*e : *o : *Ø ablaut alternation as is refl ected in classes 1–3 underlies the 
stem alternations in class 4, except that the vowel of principal part (iii) is 
WS w, non-WS b, see §6.34&n3. The stem alternations may be exemplifi ed 
by the principal parts of beran ‘bear’:

 beran bær bwron boren1

One verb shows the effect of a following nasal consonant upon the ablaut-
ing vowel, niman ‘take’:2

niman   nam, ndm   ndmon, namon   numen
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In principal part (i) of niman, *e is raised to i, and in principal part (iv), 
u fails to be lowered to o, see Hogg (1992b: §§3.5, 3.11), just as with 
bindan and similar verbs in class 3. In principal part (iii), Gmc */æp/ develops 
to /op/ before the nasal consonant, see ibid.: §3.22; no explanation for the 
alternative form with a, which for the most part does not appear in Angl, 
is generally accepted.3 In principal part (ii), nam is the etymological form, 
despite Brunner (1965: §390A3) and Campbell (1977: §742n1), as shown 
by the Gmc cognates Got, ON, OHG, OS, OFris nam.4 In Angl and EWS5 
this is regularly nom,6 but beside this there was a form with a long vowel, 
as indicated by CorpGl 2 9.174 fornoom, with noom also found in ME 
(beside nam, næm).7 Doubtless ndm is infl uenced by the plural,8 but the 
long vowel is quite exceptional in the sg.; it may be that the model of d 
throughout the preterite of verbs of class 6 is the cause, see Brunner (1965: 
§390A3), also Gough (1973), and particularly Bammesberger (1979: 426–7). 
Perhaps like niman is *striman ‘resist’, attested only as a present participle 
in the early Merc glossaries; but the form may instead be *strcman, either 
belonging to class 1 or (less likely) a weak verb.

1 In the pa.part. of verbs of this class, o is explained by some as refl ecting schwa 
secundum, see §6.34nn2, 5, which is normally thought to develop to a full-grade vowel, 
but which in proximity to a sonorant instead develops to PGmc *u. Whether or not 
schwa secundum is a plausible reconstruction, it should be assumed that the root had 
reduced grade rather than expected zero grade by analogy, on the basis of the regularity 
that the stem is not reduced to non-syllabicity in the pa.part. in other verb classes. See 
Prokosch (1939: §59).
2 For proposed etymologies, see Szemerényi (1989: 359–68), Lindeman (2003). Because 
niman is the only indisputable example in OE of the raising of *e to i before single 
m, Gough (1973) proposes that niman is by analogy to verbs of class 3. It is true that 
ON nema (with some comparable forms to be found in WGmc) supports Gough’s 
position, but the effect of single m upon a preceding u, at least, is indisputable, see 
Hogg (1992b: §3.11), so that the phonological explanation is not implausible.
3 But cf. EpGl 155 naamun, incidentally confi rming the length of the vowel. Flasdieck 
(1930a: 287–8) suggests analogy to a form like 8bafon in class 5 when it was at the 
supposed stage *èa]un (see, earlier, Karstien 1926–7), whilst Daunt (1930: 71) suggests 
instead variant preterites in class 5 like lagon, wagon, þagon as a model, see §6.61, 
or levelling of a from the sg., with lengthening, a possibility entertained also by Flasdieck 
(1930a: 288). A possibility that does not seem to have been entertained is that after 
original *w was in the course of development to d, *w was restored by analogy to 
verbs of both classes 4 and 5, and this later w developed to a before m. In ON there 
co-occur pret.3pl. námu, nómu, though for different reasons.
4 Such also is the view of Gough (1973). Why Brunner and Campbell should have 
held such a view as the opposing one is puzzling. Bammesberger (1979: 425–6) sug-
gests that it is due to reliance on a statement by Sweet in which, however, nam appears 
to be an error for cam.
5 But also EWS be-, 8e-nam (CP, Or, ChronA), despite Campbell (1977: §742n1).
6 See Hogg (1992b: §§5.3ff.). The ME Ormulum in the North-East Midlands has 
namm, with a short vowel, but this is probably a borrowing of the ON pret. nam, 
cf. §6.59n4.
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7 We are unable to locate an example of LWS <nom> or <genom> that is not likely 
to be due to Anglian origins of or infl uence on the text in which it appears (there are 
no such forms in Ælfric), and so such spellings must not be regarded as evidence for 
vowel length.
8 Similarly in Modern Icelandic, the pret.pl. stem kóm- has replaced ON sg. kom 
‘came’.

6.59 One verb with aorist present is attested in class 4:

cuman   cdm   cdmon   cumen

The PIE root is *gwem-, giving in reduced grade PGmc *kum-.1 Principal 
parts (i) and (iv) are thus regularly developed for a verb with aorist present. 
The pret. forms in Angl, excluding Ru2, and in poetry are usually cwdm, 
cwdmon,2 also normal in ChronA (cudm, cudmon).3 Pret.pl. cwdmon prop-
erly refl ects the PGmc form, but in the sg. the long vowel is unexpected; 
the length of the vowel is confi rmed, however, by spellings with <oo> in 
CP and Bede.4 In Angl, umlaut is often retained in the pres.ind.2&3sg., 
whence it has spread to other forms of the present, thus pres.ind.1sg. cymo, 
pl. cymað, imper. cym, pres.part. cymende, beside forms with u. Umlaut 
is also found in alternative forms of the pres.subj. cyme(n) and pa.part. 
cymen in Angl, but such forms also occur in EWS, and this suggests a 
phonological basis for the umlaut rather than an analogical one.5

1 The full grade is refl ected in non-aorist Got qiman, OHG queman. The distinction, 
presumably, originally expressed the difference between the action of coming (durative, 
full grade) and the result of coming (aorist, reduced grade), see §6.36n2, both of which 
meanings are expressed by the one verb in OE.
2 But PsGl(A) forecdmun (2¥), bicdmun, Ru1 cdmun.
3 The high frequency of this word appears to have contributed to this loss of w 
between a consonant and d, a development that is not otherwise regular in WS. 
Analogical pressure may also have played a role: loss of w somewhat regularizes the 
paradigm, since d is less anomalous than wd as a pret. ablaut variant.
4 The same analogical lengthening has occurred in ndm ‘took’, see §6.58n3 for 
possible reasons; cf. also wt ‘ate’, §6.34&n3. Orm’s comm is probably a borrowing 
of ON kom.
5 On the possible cause of umlaut in the pa.part., see §6.29. Sievers (1882: 81–3) 
explains the present subjunctive of this verb as derived from an athematic optative, 
hence with PGmc opt. suffi x *-j- instead of *-ai-. Indeed, an athematic optative is to 
be expected to an aorist present. See further Bammesberger (1982b).

6.60 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 4 include cuman ‘come’, niman ‘take’, beran ‘bear’ and 
their compounds. Other relatively frequent verbs of this class include brecan 
‘break’,1 cwelan ‘die’, helan ‘conceal’, EWS s7ieran ‘cut’, stelan ‘steal’, teran 
‘tear’ and their compounds. Less common are *dwelan ‘err’,2 *hlecan 
‘cohere’,3 *hwelan ‘roar’,4 *þweran ‘churn’5 and their compounds.
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1 In pa.part. PGmc *brukanaz > OE brocen, *ru may represent an alternative develop-
ment of PIE *Y (which usually produces PGmc *ur) motivated by avoidance of paradigm 
allomorphy in the shape of the stem, see e.g. Mailhammer (2007: 68). Alternatively, 
*u may refl ect schwa secundum, see §6.34nn2, 5.
2 Only pa.part. 8edwolen, though this is not infrequent.
3 Only CP 47.361.20 hlecað pres.ind.pl. and PrudGl 1.707 tohlocene pa.part. The 
vowel o for expected e in the latter may be explained the same way as that in brocen, 
see n1.
4 Only And 495 hwileð, ClGl 3.1904 onhwileð; cf. hwelung ‘noise’.
5 The pa.part. is attested in glossaries as 8eþworen; the part. <geþuren> ‘forged’ in 
poetry is probably in error for 8eþreen, and thus is to a different verb: see Fulk, Bjork 
and Niles (2009: 197 note to 1285b), with references.

(v) Class 5

6.61 The fi fth class of strong verbs evinces the same ablaut pattern as is 
found in class 4, except that the vowel of the pa.part. is e rather than o, 
as may be exemplifi ed by the principal parts of metan ‘measure’:

 metan mæt mwton meten

The reason for the difference is that the post-nuclear consonant is not a 
sonorant, and PIE reduced grade in the pa.part. is thus realized as e rather 
than PGmc *u, see §6.34&nn2, 5. In the pret.pl., restoration of a is common 
before /“/ in WS, hence lagon ‘lay’, þagon ‘partook’, wagon ‘carried’, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§5.39–40), but with <e> in Angl. In WS, palatal diphthongization 
of the root vowel is evident in all the principal parts of EWS 8iefan ‘give’:

 8iefan 8eaf 8bafon 8iefen

Similar are be8ietan ‘acquire’, on8ietan ‘perceive’. Palatal dipthongization 
is also evident in Nbr for8eaf ‘forgave’, on8eat ‘acquired’, beside undiph-
thongized for8aef, on8æt. Outside of WS, where palatal diphthongization 
does not apply there may instead be back mutation in present forms, e.g. 
PsGl(A) on8eotan inf., Li on8eattas pres.2pl. The effects of Verner’s Law, 
see ibid.: §§4.4–5, are evident in cweðan ‘say’:

cweðan   cwæþ   cwwdon   cweden

Alternations under Verner’s Law are also to be found in wesan, the supple-
tive form of bbon that originally belonged to this class, see §6.146:

 wesan wæs wwron

Otherwise, Verner’s Law affects only contracted verbs in this class, see 
§6.62.
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6.62 Contracted verbs of class 5 include sbon ‘see’, 8efbon ‘rejoice’, plbon 
‘risk’, with the following attested principal parts:

 sbon seah sawon sewen1

 8efbon   8efeah   8efwgon
 plbon pleah

For the infl exion, see §6.38. !efbon is an Angl verb (cf. weak WS fæ8nian 
‘rejoice’), hence usually with pret.pl. 8efbgon, but in poetry and other 
Saxonized texts <æ> may be substituted for <e> in the pret.pl.2 Pret. sawon 
and pa.part. sewen are WS forms, to which correspond Angl sbgun, 8ese8en 
and similar forms.3 WS sawon shows restoration of a, see Hogg (1992b: 
§5.39); the form swgon, with substitution of WS <æ> for Angl <e>, is found 
mostly in poetry and in LWS texts with Anglian connexions, e.g. ChronE; 
cf. also Ru1 8eswgon, -un (4¥) and 8esagun (3¥) beside usual (8e)sbgun. 
Pa.part. 8esawen (or 8espwen?), too, presumably with <a> by analogy to 
the pret.pl., occurs sometimes in Wulfstan and in WS texts with Angl con-
nexions, including GD and Bede. In the present stem, contraction with a 
back vowel generally results in Angl ba, e.g. inf. sba(n), but Ru1 sbon, see 
ibid.: §§5.136ff. Contraction with a front vowel in Angl gives b, sometimes 
restored to Be, e.g. PsGl(A), Ru1, Li 8esBende pres.part, but there is great 
variety in the spellings, including <eo, io, ie, ia>, etc. Nbr has pres.ind.1sg. 
8iscom, 8esbom, as if to an athematic verb, see §6.40. In Ru1, Ru2 and Li, 
the adj. 8esbne ‘visible’, see ibid.: §5.124, is not infrequently employed as 
a pa.part., alongside 8ese8en; but Li 8esBene is more likely an analogical 
formation based on the pres. stem 8esB-: cf. befDen, §6.73.

1 Note that there is no breaking of /e/ before /w/ here, and see §3.45n2.
2 More commonly Nbr has weak 8ifba8a and similar forms, see §6.116.
3 The principal parts in PGmc may be reconstructed as *sexwanan, *saxw, *swèwun, 
*seèwanaz, and we might expect */“w/ to have been reduced to /“/ in the pret.pl. but 
/w/ in the pa.part., see Hogg (1992b: §4.9(3)). WS then generalized the one consonant, 
Angl the other. As for the fi rst two principal parts, fi nal /xw/ was reduced to /x/ in 
PGmc, see Hirt (1931: 115), and medial /xw/ was reduced to /x/ in NWGmc, see Krahe 
and Meid (1969: I, §60).

6.63 Several verbs of class 5 exhibit weak presents, see §6.37, as exempli-
fi ed by biddan ‘ask’:

 biddan bæd bwdon beden

In the present, such verbs are infl ected like weak fremman, see §6.80, 
otherwise like strong verbs. Other verbs in this class with weak presents 
include sittan ‘sit’, li78an ‘lie’,1 þi78an ‘partake’,2 fri78an ‘ask’,3 and possibly 
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*afi 78an ‘fry’.4 In Nbr and Ru1 there are examples of <e> in principal part 
(ii), e.g. <bed>, <set>, though whether this represents /ep/ borrowed from 
the plural or /e/ from the pa.part. cannot be determined.

1 WS has pres.ind.3sg. -lcð, see Hogg (1992b: §7.70).
2 Beside pret.sg. þeah, with breaking, there occurs in poetry þah, see §6.53. In WS, 
however, the verb is usually weak, with pret. þi8(e)de, pa.part. þi8ed, but cf. CorpGl 
2 4.340 aðe8en ‘surfeited’ pa.part.
3 Only in poetry. The pret. is unattested, but cf. pa.part. 8efri8en, 8efræ8en, 8efre8en.
4 Only EpGl 272, CorpGl 2 6.325 afi 8aen, ErfGl 1 416, ClGl 1 2516 afi 8en, glossing 
Lat frixum: see Hogg (1992b: §6.2n4). This would, however, be the only Gmc refl ex 
of the PIE root *pekw-, seen in Lat coctus, Grk peptóV. For this reason, Bammesberger 
(1998a) favours the assumption that the original glossator misunderstood the Latin to 
mean ‘sifted’ and wrote <asigaen>, corrupted by a later copyist. Cf. §6.46n4.

6.64 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 5 include cweðan ‘say’, sprecan ‘speak’,1 biddan ‘ask’, 
sittan ‘sit’, LWS 8yfan ‘give’, etan ‘eat’ (with its derivative fretan ‘eat’),2 
li78an ‘recline’ and their compounds. Other common verbs belonging to 
this class include cnedan ‘knead’, drepan ‘kill’,3 lesan ‘collect’, 8enesan 
‘elude’, s7repan ‘scrape’, swefan ‘sleep’, tredan ‘tread’,4 wefan ‘weave’, 
wegan ‘carry’, wrecan ‘drive’ and their compounds. Less common are 8efetan 
‘fall’, plegan ‘move rapidly’,5 *forrepan ‘take’.6

1 Cf. alternative form specan found in WS and Kt.
2 Cf. Got fra-itan ‘consume’. Fretan is used of animals, not usually of humans. Both 
etan and fretan have WS w in the second principal part. This is an old development, 
cf. Got pret. frbt, perhaps developed on the basis of analogy to the plural, perhaps 
due to contraction of reduplicated *e-ed- in the PIE perfect (cf. Lat bdc ‘I ate’): see 
Prokosch (1939: 172n6), Szemerényi (1996: 9.4.3(b)). MkGl(Li) 2.16 æt may be an 
analogical re-formation; cf. LkGl(Ru) 4.2 8ieet (where <ee> = b).
3 But Beo 2981 dropen pa.part., as if to class 4, beside usual drepen.
4 On diffi culties in the etymology, see Hamp (1974).
5 With occasional strong forms in principal part (i), e.g. Ælfric i7 plege, plegende, to 
plegenne, otherwise only weak forms to plegian, *plagian, see §6.130.
6 Only Li forrepene pa.part.

(vi) Class 6

6.65 The sixth class of strong verbs evinces an ablaut pattern unlike 
that in any other verb class, as may be exemplifi ed by the principal parts 
of faran ‘go’:

faran   fdr   fdron   faren

On the much-debated origins of this ablaut pattern, see §6.34 and the 
references therein. In the pres.ind.2&3sg. of verbs of class 6, æ for expected 
e is very common, e.g. WS færst, færð; also inf. stæppan ‘step’ (weak pres.). 
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The cause of this is contested, see Hogg (1992b: §5.80(2)). On a in vari-
ation with æ in the pa.part., see ibid.: §5.37(5). One verb of this class has 
an n-infi x in the present, on which see §6.3, which is extended analogically 
to the pa.part. as well. This is standan ‘stand’:

 standan stdd stddon standen

Another verb has an n-suffi x in the present only, on which see §6.3. This 
is wæcnan ‘awake’, pret. wdc, wdcon, to which only a weak pa.part. 
wæcned is attested.1 Contracted verbs excepted, the effects of Verner’s Law, 
see ibid.: §§4.4–5, are evident only in verbs with weak presents, EWS 
hliehhan ‘laugh’ and s7eþþan ‘injure’:

 hliehhan hldg, hldh hldgon
 s7eþþan s7(e)dd s7(e)ddon s7eaðen2

To hliehhan no pa.part. is attested. The pret.sg. hldh, hldg is ambiguous 
as regards the effects of Verner’s Law, due to the devoicing of fi nal frica-
tives and analogical (orthographic) restoration of voiced ones, see ibid.: 
§§7.59ff., but in s7eþþan the pattern is plainly quite different from that 
found in OE classes 1–5, with Gmc voicing in principal parts (ii–iii). There 
are reasons to believe that s7eþþan refl ects the original distribution of variants 
rather than a disruption of a pattern like that found in OE classes 1–3.3 
On weak presents in class 6, see further §6.67.

1 Or 3 11.78.10 awæcnedon pret.pl. may be to weak awæcnian, see Hogg (1992b: 
§6.64). Brunner (1965: §392A2) cites a pret. wæcnede, but there are no examples in 
the DOEC.
2 Only GenA 869, with palatal diphthongization of *æ.
3 See Prokosch (1939: §63) for discussion, and see §6.66 below as regards pret. 
sldg.

6.66 Contracted verbs of class 6 are like slban ‘strike’:

 slban sldg, sldh sldgon slagen

On the infl exion, see §6.38. Apparently (-)sldg is the earlier form of the 
pret.1&3sg., predominating in EWS and in Angl, replaced by (-)sldh in 
Ælfric. By contrast, fl bag (class 2), for example, does not occur in EWS, 
where fl bah is frequent. This confi rms that the distribution of alternants 
under Verner’s Law is not the same in class 6 as in classes 1–3.1 Like slban 
are fl ban ‘fl ay’, lban ‘blame’, þwban ‘wash’.2 Umlauted forms of the 
pa.part. also occur, see §6.29, and forms with æ, e.g. sle8en, slæ8en. PsGl(A) 
generally has -b- where EWS has -ieh-, but imperative in -æh, whilst other 
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Angl texts for the most part have w, less frequently a, throughout the 
present, and a even in the imperative.

1 Cf. Hogg (1975). The incidence of stag (class 1) in EWS and Angl, with an etymo-
logically voiced fricative, is similar.
2 Pa.part. aþwogen is normal in Ælfric.

6.67 Verbs of class 6 with weak presents, see §6.37, are hebban ‘raise’, 
hliehhan ‘laugh’, s7eþþan ‘injure’, s7ieppan ‘form’, stæppan ‘step’, swerian 
‘swear’. Their principal parts in EWS, insofar as they are attested, are 
these:

 hebban1 hdf hdfon hafen2

 hliehhan3,4 hldh, hldg hldgon
 s7eþþan3,5 s7(e)dd s7(e)ddon s7eaðen
 s7ieppan s7(e)dp s7(e)dpon s7(e)apen
 stæppan6 stdp stdpon
 swerian swdr swdron sworen7

Such verbs are infl ected in the present like weak fremman but like nerian 
in the case of swerian, see §6.80, otherwise like strong verbs.

1 On /bb/ in the inf., see Hogg (1992b: §§4.3, 4.13). In LWS are also found weak 
pret. hefde and pa.part. -hefed- in upahefednyss ‘exultation’ (beside upahafennyss); 
cf. also OrW 89 ahefed.
2 Li has also umlauted ahefen, see §6.29, as well as analogical ahofen (1¥); cf. also 
HyGl 3 62.6 upahofene, presumably infl uenced by the pret., and thus perhaps with d, 
but cf. sworen.
3 On the operation of Verner’s Law in hliehhan and s7eþþan, see §6.65. On the failure 
of palatal diphthongization in inf. s7eþþan, see Hogg (1992b: §5.50n2).
4 Angl has inf. hlæhan, pres.ind.pl. hlæhað, etc., with simplifi cation of -hh- (since 
-hh- and -h- did not contrast after the loss of intervocalic [h]) and lack of umlaut, 
perhaps due to the analogy of Angl hlæhtor ‘laughter’ (Campbell, 1977: §200.3n1). 
Poetry has expected Angl hlehhan.
5 Cf. strong pres. PPs 90.9 s7eaðeð; in addition, And 1147 †s7eaðan (emended to 
s7eððan in the text employed by the DOEC) may be regarded as a strong inf. There 
also occurs a weak -s7eðed- pret. and pa.part. in Beo and in non-Ælfrician LWS.
6 On æ for e in stæppan, see §6.65.
7 Expected -swaren is found only in LawIne 35.1. The root vowel of forsworen is 
metrically short in Beo 804. There also occurs a rare weak pret. swerede, sweredan.

6.68 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 6 include sbon ‘see’, standan ‘stand’, faran ‘go’, s7yp-
pan ‘create’, slban ‘strike’, hebban ‘raise’ and their compounds. Other verbs 
belonging to this class, in addition to those cited in §§6.65–7, are acan 
‘ache’,1 alan ‘grow’, bacan ‘bake’, calan ‘grow cool’, dragan ‘drag’, galan 
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‘chant’, gnagan ‘gnaw’, grafan ‘dig’, hladan ‘lade’, sacan ‘dispute’, s7(e)acan 
‘move rapidly’,2 s7(e)afan ‘shave’, spanan ‘persuade’,3 wadan ‘advance’, wæscan 
‘wash’.4 Poorly attested are clawan ‘claw’,5 *dafan ‘suit’,6 *þracan.7 In addition, 
weaxan ‘grow’, which normally belongs to class 7, has a pret. awdx, wdxon 
to class 6 in Nbr and in Rid 10.3, and it is not improbable that the verb 
belonged originally to class 6.8

1 Attested in the pres. only.
2 PsGl(A) s7æcende pres.part., -s7ecen pa.part.
3 EWS only in this form. In LWS it has gone over to class 7, see §6.76n12. Not 
attested in Angl.
4 Also wascan, waxan, see Hogg (1992b: §5.36). There is found twice in ÆHomM 
2 a pret. wbosc, apparently a transfer to class 7. Similarly, Brunner (1965: §392A5) 
reports a pret.pl. wboscan in mss. of the OE Bede.
5 Present forms only, e.g. ÆGram 170.11 clawe pres.ind.1sg.
6 Only 8edafen, 8edæfen pa.part.
7 Only AntGl 2.146 8eþracen ‘hardy’.
8 As argued by Flasdieck (1936: 343). Cf. Got wahsjan, a verb of class 6 with weak pres.

(vii) Class 7

6.69 The stems of verbs of class 7 are rather diverse in structure and 
vocalism. What defi nes the class as a category is that the verbs originally 
formed the pret. with an initial reduplicative syllable, with or without 
ablaut alternation of the root vowel. Reduplication amounts to prefi xation 
of the root syllable with a copy of the initial consonant or, in some cases, 
consonant cluster,1 followed, at least in PGmc, by */e/. Reduplication was 
normal in the formation of the perfect in PIE, see §6.32. This method of 
preterite formation is preserved well in Gothic, where we fi nd, for example, 
the principal parts grbtan, gaígrdt, gaígrdtun, grbtans ‘weep’ and ga-staldan, 
ga-staístald, ga-staístaldun, ga-staldans ‘possess’, where aí = [e]. To judge 
by the relic reduplicated forms found in NWGmc languages, see §6.71, 
stress fell on the reduplicative syllable in the preterite,2 and with the increas-
ing loss of unstressed syllables in NWGmc, coupled with the effects of 
Verner’s Law (which were largely levelled away in Gothic), formation of 
the preterite must have come to seem excessively irregular. As a consequence, 
reduplication as an active process of stem formation was abandoned in 
NWGmc, with retention of only a few relics in OE, OHG and ON to show 
that it ever existed.3 Instead, in OE the preterite of verbs of class 7 is 
formed with bo (usually Nbr ba, Kt co) or b in the root.

1 In Got the rule is that /st/ and /sk/ are the only clusters that reduplicate entire. 
Cf. the alliterative treatment of these clusters in OE poetry.
2 The reduplicative syllable may have been unstressed in Gothic, although this is dubi-
table, see Jasanoff (2007: 262–3), and cf. Mottausch (1994: 134), with references. But the 
arguments of Hill (2004: 276–81) for a similar situation in NWGmc are implausible.
3 On the OHG and ON reduplicated forms, see van Coetsem (1990: 72, 97).
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6.70 There is widespread disagreement about how the preterite in class 
7 was formed in NWGmc.1 Perhaps the likeliest explanation is the following, 
which, whether or not it is correct, provides a remarkably accurate method 
of predicting the preterite stem from the present stem, thus remedying the 
problem of unpredictability observed by Hogg (1992c: 157).2 Reduplicating 
verbs without an initial consonant originally formed the preterite with the 
bare addition of /e/ before the root vowel: cf. Got áukan ‘add’, pret. aíáuk, 
probably [eÑpk]. With such verbs as a model, to form the preterite in 
NWGmc, /e/ was infi xed in the present stem immediately before the root 
vowel. Thus, e.g., pres. *fall- ‘fall’ formed its preterite stem as *f-e-all-, 
and pres. *lwt- ‘let’ as *l-e-wt-. In OE the resulting vocalism of the pret. 
stem is bo if the root contained a back vowel or back diphthong in NWGmc 
but b if it contained a front vowel or front diphthong.3 Hence, with OE 
bo: *b-e-aut > OE bbot ‘beat’; *f-e-all > OE fboll ‘fell’; *sp-e-ann > OE 
spbonn ‘joined’; *bl-e-dt > OE blbot ‘sacrifi ce’; *fl -e-dw > fl bow ‘fl owed’. 
With OE b: *h-e-ait > OE hbt ‘commanded’; *l-e-wt > OE lbt ‘let’; *kn-
e-ww > OE cnbw ‘knew’.4 Nearly the only preterites that undeniably are 
not correctly predicted by this analysis are fbng ‘took’ and hbng ‘hung’;5 
but it is unsurprising that they are exceptions, since these preterites are not 
formed on the basis of the present stems, which are infs. fdn and hdn. 
These infs. derive from *fanxanan, *xanxanan, which, however, had already 
reached the stage */fãpxan/, */xãpxan/ in late PGmc, see Hogg (1992b: 
§3.13), and so formation of the pret. by infi xation would have confl icted 
with the transparency of the relation between, e.g., pret. fBng and noun 
fang ‘plunder’. Another anomaly of fBng and hBng is that the NWGmc 
cognate preterites had both short and long vowels.6 That it is the altered 
structure of the present stem that prevents preterite formation by the normal 
method in NWGmc is confi rmed by poetic 8bong ‘went’, pret. to gangan, 
which is formed normally in NWGmc as *è-e-ang.

1 See, e.g., van Coetsem (1990), Kortlandt (1991).
2 For details, see Fulk (1987). This explanation is now the commonest for the purely 
ablauting preterites of NWGmc: see, e.g., Kortlandt (1991), d’Alquen (1997), Mottausch 
(1998b), Adamczyk (2002). Cf. the criticisms of Jasanoff (2007: 250–2). The chief 
alternative to this analysis is to suppose that forms like WS hbt and lbt are the phono-
logical refl exes of reduplicated forms, as was once the most prevalent analysis, and 
as is still the view of Vennemann (1997). The chief drawback to such analyses is that 
they require unparalleled deletion of medial consonants, e.g. in *he-èlaup-a > hlbop 
‘leapt’. For criticisms of Vennemann’s hypothesis, see d’Alquen (1997), who demonstrates 
that the claim that such consonant losses truly could be phonologically conditioned is 
diffi cult to credit, and in greater detail Jasanoff (2007: 252–60), whose own hypothesis, 
however, shares Vennemann’s aim of preserving the idea that the seemingly unredupli-
cated forms of NWGmc can be explained convincingly as the refl exes of reduplicated 
forms from the middle of which consonant clusters have been removed, albeit chiefl y 
on a morphological rather than a phonological basis in Jasanoff’s view.
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3 The vowel b in such preterites is said to refl ect PGmc *b2, an innovation in Gmc, 
as opposed to *b1 (= PGmc *w, from PIE *b), since the latter should be refl ected as w 
in WS. See Krahe and Meid (1969: I, §31) and, with references, Knapp (1974) and 
Hilmarsson (1991).
4 Preterites like cnbw are more commonly spelt with bo than with b, and Campbell 
(1977: §745) and Brunner (1965: §396) regard bo as original. But b must be the earlier 
form, since spellings like cnbw are not infrequent in all dialects, though they are perhaps 
less probative in Nbr, where even original -bow may be spelt <ew>, thus LkGl(Li) 8.26 
8ehrbwun ‘rowed’, MtGl(Li) 27.24 spbua pret.subj. ‘succeeded’ (though these appear 
to be the only secure examples), see Hogg (1992b: §§5.44–5). (Cognates are indecisive, 
but OSax o]ar-sbu ‘sowed’, inf. saian, cf. OE sb(o)w alongside inf. sawan, suggests a 
non-diphthongal interpretation, contra Jasanoff 2007: 279, since bu does not otherwise 
appear as preterite vocalism in this class in OSax, whilst b does.) The /w/ in such forms 
is in fact a NSGmc development: to OE sawan ‘sow’, cf. Got saían, OHG saan. (The 
argument of Matzel 1987: 183–6 that the strong forms of these ‘verba pura’ are late 
analogical re-formations of weak verbs is wholly implausible.) Unless breaking of /ep/ 
before /w/ is assumed, see ibid.: §§5.23 (and cf. §3.45n2), which seems unlikely given how 
often spellings like OE cnbw occur, it may be best to explain forms like cnbow, cnbowon 
as having developed much the way nouns like cnbow, cnbowes did, see §2.32, though 
with an original long vowel. On Nbr spellings with w, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.44–5).
5 It should be assumed that swbop ‘swept’ is analogical, since all other verbs with 
NWGmc *ai in the root (hatan, lacan, etc. §6.76(vi)) have b in the pret. The only 
other exception is 8eblond, †8eblondan to blandan, see §6.76n10.
6 The quantities in OE cannot actually be determined for the early period; by the 
later period lengthening had set in, see Hogg (1992b: §5.202). On quantities in the 
cognates, see Flasdieck (1936: 288ff.), d’Alquen (1997: 88–9).

6.71 Certain relics of the older system of reduplicative preterite formation 
are preserved in OE poetry, in the Anglian dialects, and in WS almost exclu-
sively in those texts that show decided Anglian infl uence, such as Bede and 
the Blickling Homilies. The plainest and most frequent examples are these:

(i) ondreord to ondrwdan ‘dread’,1 found in PsGl(A), Ru1, Li, Ru2;
(ii) hBht to hatan ‘command’;2 found in poetry, the Vercelli and Blickling 

Homilies, LS 3 (Chad), GD, Bede, some Mercian charters (223, 1432, 
1437, 1441), ChronA 688.3, Mart 3, 4, PsGl(A), Ru1, Li, Ru2, 
DurRitGl, Inscr4 (the Alfred Jewel, which also contains Angl me7);

(iii) leolc to lacan ‘toss’, found in poetry and Bo 15.29 liolcen;
(iv) leort to lwtan ‘let’, found in El 1104, Bede, Ch 218 (HarmD 12), 

PsGl(A), Ru1, Li, Ru2, DurRitGl, LorGl 1;
(v) reord to rwdan ‘advise’, found in El 1022, Bede, Ru1.

More commonly are found the non-reduplicated preterites ondrbd, hbt, 
etc., which, however, do not appear in Nbr or PsGl(A), whilst Ru1 has 
usually lbt, once forleortun. Although reduplicated preterites in Gothic 
refl ect only full-grade forms, it is necessary to assume that the full grade 
has been generalized in that language, and, originally, full grade alternated 
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with reduced grade in the pret., as in classes 1–5. Otherwise it would be 
diffi cult to explain how a form like *re-rwd-unþ could have been reduced 
to reordon in OE.3 Most of these preterites show breaking of the vowel 
/e/ of the original reduplicative syllable (with Angl smoothing in hBht), 
though eo in leolc is most likely by analogy to other reduplicated forms, 
since breaking would be unusual before /lc/, see Hogg (1992b: §5.22).4 In 
leort there is dissimilation of /l/ to /r/ (i.e., original *leolt) under the infl u-
ence of the preceding /l/.5 Some other possible reduplicated forms are Nbr 
speoft, speaft, seemingly to spatan ‘spit’, and pl. beafton, beoftun, seemingly 
to bbatan ‘beat’ (and cf. northern ME pret. and pp. beft in Cursor Mundi). 
These might have developed from PIE *spept-6 and *bhebht-, which might 
be expected to give PGmc *speft and *beft-, in which event the broken 
vowels must be regarded as analogical to forms like reord.7 Not generally 
credited as a reduplicated form is JnGl(Li) 20.22 blefl a ‘blew’ pret.3sg. 
(beside 8eblbouu, an alternative gloss in the same place), to blawan, but the 
form is not implausible as the refl ex of PIE *bh(l)ebhlb with *-w added in 
NSGmc (with either full reduplication of *bhl- or later analogical insertion 
of /l/ on the basis of inf. blawan): see d’Alquen (1997: 85).8,9

1 In origin, ondrwdan is a compound of rwdan, but by metanalysis the unstressed prefi x 
ond- has been re-identifi ed as on-, as indicated by poetry, in which the verb alliterates 
on d rather than r: see Bammesberger (1977b), with references. Campbell (1977: §746; 
see, with a similar view, Jasanoff, 2007: 245) reconstructs reduplicated *on-dredrd, with 
subsequent loss of post-nuclear d on the basis of dissimilation; but surely, etymologic-
ally, ondreord is simply the reduplicated pret. of rwdan with the prefi x ond- added.
2 According to Campbell (1977: §736 (j)), uncertainty about the quantity of the root 
vowel derives from the assumption of possible analogical infl uence from unreduplicated 
pret. hbt, on the basis of certain unspecifi ed ME evidence, to which he provides no 
reference. We note that in Laèamon, where <æ> does not generally stand for the refl ex 
of OE short /e/, the word is sometimes spelt <hæht>, <hæhten>.
3 Thus, Bammesberger (1986b: 62–3), supported by Mottausch (1998b: 55), re-
constructs *rerde perf.2pl. < PIE *re-rT-té alongside *rerdþa 2sg. < *re-róH-. Note that 
*T is usually, if not always, lost in Gmc unstressed syllables, as in OE dohtor, deriving 
ultimately from PIE *dhughTtb(r), cf. Grk qugáthr, and on the loss of *T, see Bennett 
(1978), Fulk (1988). A form like OE hBht must then be explained as analogical for 
*hehit.
4 Alternatively, since leolc should have been smoothed in Angl, Brunner (1965: 
§394A1) argues that in *lelak- there was back mutation before syncope of a. But back 
mutation is rather a late development, and so it would be surprising if it were followed 
by syncope.
5 This particular dissimilation is of a rather common sort: cf., e.g., change of Lat 
-al- as in vitalis, pedalis to -ar- in familiaris, militaris, etc.
6 With dissimilation from *spespt-, see Szemerényi (1996: §9.4.1.2).
7 See Schulze (1921), with references.
8 Alternatively, Ross (1937: 135–6) would reconstruct a form with a trimoric vowel, 
*blebldo in our notation, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.27&n1) and §2.6n2 in the present 
volume, due to contraction of the stem-fi nal vowel with the PIE aorist ending, and this 
would also result in OE blefl a.
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9 Sievers (1901) analysed blefl a as an error (infl uenced by the Lat insufl auit that it 
glosses) corrected by the following gloss ł 8eblbouu, and in this he has been followed 
by most, e.g. Flasdieck (1936: 301–2). But ł is habitually used in OE glosses not for 
corrections but for alternative glosses; all it proves is that blefl a seemed to at least one 
scribe a form that some might not understand. If blefl a is not a reduplicated form, it 
is so unlike anything that could plausibly be a preterite of ‘to blow’ that it is hard to 
understand how a scribe could have written it. Sievers was especially conservative as 
regards the analysis of reduplicative forms, e.g. rejecting speoft, speaft, see Sievers 
(1884: 279). Bammesberger (1977a: 1–2) perceives the faults of Sievers’s explanation 
but still fi nds that the form blefl a, though it can be explained straightforwardly on a 
phonological basis, is too anomalous to credit as an inherited form, since if it were so 
it would surely have been re-formed or removed analogically.

6.72 Possibly, defective bean ‘settle’ is to be regarded as an aorist present 
in class 7, if it is derived from PGmc. *be- < PIE *bhuH-, cf. Grk júw ‘I 
grow’, Lat fuc ‘I have been’.1,2 But more commonly the verb is reconstructed 
as PGmc *]dwanan, from the same root, see e.g. Orel (2003: 52–3), or 
weak *bdwbnan. The same uncertainty attends the derivation of *þrean 
‘forge’, on which see §6.60n5. But *aþretan ‘swell’ may belong here,3 if 
not to class 2, see §6.57n20.

1 The only undeniably strong forms in OE are pa.part. 8eben, byn-, on which see 
Hogg (1992b: §§5.132) and §6.29 in the present volume. The pret. is weak bede, etc., 
and the lack of umlaut does not prove the strong origin of the word, since the Gothic 
cognate bauan is of the third weak class, see §6.130n2, though some strong forms 
also occur in Gothic.
2 Derivation from *be- is, e.g., the analysis of Krahe and Meid (1969: I, §64).
3 Only pa.part. aþreten in Lch II (2¥).

6.73 Contracted verbs of class 7 are fdn ‘take’ and hdn ‘hang’:

 fdn fbng fbngon fangen
hdn   hbng   hbngon   hangen

On the derivation of these, see §6.70. It is impossible to be certain about 
the quantity of the vowel in the pret.: WGmc cognates are attested with 
both long and short vowels.1 In Nbr, and for the most part in Ru1, in the 
present system uncontracted endings are added to the stem fd- to form 
disyllables, e.g. 3sg. onfdeð, inf. fda, but imperative fdh. In PsGl(A), on 
the other hand, a spelling such as <foeð> probably represents monosyllabic 
-fxð, since there is no pl. **fdað, inf. **fdan, etc., though 1sg. onfdu 
occurs once alongside onfd (also <onfoo> once). There occurs in ChristC 
1157 bi-fbn pa.part., in which the poetic metre shows -fbn to be mono-
syllabic, on which see §6.155n2. This is probably not the same formation as 
Li befDen, which appears to be a disyllabic innovation based on the present 
stem; cf. 8esBen, §6.62.
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1 See, e.g., Braune (1987: §350A7) for OHG, Holthausen (1921: §448) for OSax. 
On the quantities, see Flasdieck (1936: 288–90).

6.74 One verb with weak present occurs in class 7, wbpan, wbop, wbopon, 
wdpen ‘weep’, which is infl ected like weak fbran in the present, see §6.80.1 
Where WS has b, Anglian generally has <oe>.

1 A weak pret. occurs once, LkGl(Li) 7.32 wwpde.

6.75 The stems of a number of verbs of class 7 are used also to form 
weak verbs of the fi rst class, with umlaut in principal part (i), including 
Nbr bya ‘settle’, gen8an ‘go’ in poetry and Anglian-infl uenced LWS, rwdan 
‘advise’,1 CP 55.427.18 swwan ‘sow’, spwtan ‘spit’ (already EWS). Weak 
preterites, not necessarily marked by umlaut, are also not uncommon, 
especially in Nbr, including Li 8esaudes(d) ‘sowed’ tos7eaded (tos7eadadon, 
etc.) ‘distinguished’, slbpde (8eslbpedon, with other weak forms in all dia-
lects) ‘slept’, 8espeoftad (to spatan, see §6.71) ‘spat’; also non-Ælfrician 
WS ondrbdde ‘feared’.

1 Not in Angl, except Li rbded pa.part.

6.76 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, verbs of class 7 include hatan ‘command, promise, be called’, fdn 
‘take’, healdan ‘hold’, lwtan ‘let’, cnawan ‘know’, feallan ‘fall’, ondrwdan 
‘dread’. The known verbs of this class may be categorized according to 
their root vocalism in earlier stages of Gmc:

(i) with NSGmc *w before *w, see Hogg (1992b: §5.21): blawan ‘blow’, 
cnawan ‘know’, crawan ‘crow’, mawan ‘mow’, 8erawan ‘divide’, 
sawan ‘sow’,1 þrawan ‘curl’, wawan ‘blow’, all with preterites in 
b, later bo;2

(ii) with NSGmc *w before other consonants: ondrwdan ‘dread’, lwtan 
‘let’, rwdan ‘advise’, slwpan ‘sleep’,3 perhaps also *ahwwtan ‘drive 
away’,4 all with preterites in b;

(iii) with NWGmc *a in breaking environments:5 fealdan ‘fold’, feallan 
‘fall’, healdan ‘hold’, *stealdan ‘possess’,6 wealcan ‘roll’, wealdan 
‘rule’, weaxan ‘grow’,7 with preterites in bo;

(iv) with NWGmc *a before nasal consonant:8 bannan ‘summon’,9 blan-
dan ‘mingle’,10 gangan ‘go’,11 spannan ‘join’,12 probably not *blangan 
‘anger’,13 all but blandan with preterites in bo;

(v) with NWGmc */ãp/, from early PGmc */anx/, see ibid.: §§3.13–15: 
fdn ‘take’, hdn ‘hang’, see §6.70;14

(vi) with NWGmc *ai: hatan ‘command’, lacan ‘toss’, s7adan ‘distinguish’,15 
spatan ‘spit’,16 swapan ‘sweep’, generally with preterites in b, though 
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swapan has pret. swbop, presumably on an analogical basis (see 
§6.70n5);

(vii) with NWGmc *au: bbatan ‘beat’, hbawan ‘hew’, hlbapan ‘leap’, with 
preterites in bo. A few other verbs with NWGmc. *au are attested 
only fragmentarily: pa.parts. bacen ‘increased’, baden ‘granted’, and 
prets. dbog ‘(was) concealed’,17 hbof ‘lamented’;18

(viii) with NWGmc *d: bldtan ‘sacrifi ce’, bldwan ‘bloom’, cnddan ‘assign’,19 
fl dcan ‘clap’,20 fl dwan ‘fl ow’, hldwan ‘low’, hrdpan ‘yell’, hwdpan 
‘threaten’, *hwdsan ‘cough’,21 rdwan ‘row’,22 sndwan ‘hasten’,19 
spdwan ‘succeed’, swdgan ‘roar’,20,23 wbpan ‘weep’ (weak pres., §6.74), 
wrdtan ‘uproot’;20 possibly also the prets. GuthB 847 ahnbop ‘plucked 
off’, Ex 475 8enbop ‘overcame’, if these are not to a stem of class 
2, see §6.50n6;

(ix) with NWGmc *e, see §6.72.

 1 In CP also inf. swwan and pres.subj. swwe, perhaps infl uenced by the 
pres.ind.2&3sg.
 2 See §6.70n4.
 3 Also slapan by restoration of a, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.35ff.). Non-WS forms have 
b as the root vowel, see ibid.: §3.24&n1. A weak pret. slbpte occurs in Ru1 and in 
non-Ælfrician WS.
 4 Only GenB 406 ahwbt pret.sg., see Smithers (1952: 80–5).
 5 Such verbs lack breaking in Angl, due either to restoration of a or to smoothing.
 6 Pret. only, emended Rim 22 stbold 1sg. (ms. steald).
 7 On Nbr and poetic awdx, wdxon, see §6.68&n8.
 8 Also with <o> rather than <a> in principal parts (i) and (iv) outside LWS and lKt, 
see Hogg (1992b: §5.3ff.).
 9 Jasanoff (2007: 280) cites a pret. 8eban that we are unable to authenticate.
10 Forms like ChristC 1437 8eblendon pret.pl. must be weak if the analysis of preterite 
formation offered in §6.70 is correct, as strong *blbond- should thereby be expected. 
But there do occur two strong preterites, ClGl 3.1848 8eblond and And 33 †8eblondan 
(the latter emended to 8eblendan in the text employed by the DOEC). The reference 
of Flasdieck (1936: 328) to a pret. 8eblond in London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian 
A. iii appears to be in error. If pret. gang is analogical to verbs of class 3 (see n11), 
8eblond(an) may have been formed the same way.
11 A pret. gang (3¥) appears alongside usual 8bong, 8cong in Beo, perhaps by analogy 
to preterites of class 3 like sang, sprang, although Jasanoff (2007: 280n75) reconstructs 
a parallel verb *8ingan of class 3 that he derives from PIE *8hengh-. Bavarian gang 
is a recent analogical creation, according to Flasdieck (1936: 328). The palatal initial 
of the pret. is sometimes extended to the pres., e.g. Nbr 8eonga inf., Ru1 iongaþ pres.pl., 
Beo 2743 8eong imper. In GenB, 8ieng (emended from <gien>) and 8enge subj.sg. are 
OSax forms. The pa.part 8egongen is replaced by 8ibad (cf. WS pret. bode to gan ‘go’), 
Li, Ru2.
12 WS only, and almost exclusively LWS. EWS spann- (as opposed to span-) occurs 
only CP 44.329.22. On EWS spanan (class 6), see §6.68. GenB 445 spenn pret. is an 
OSax form.
13 Only MtGl(Li) 26.8 abloncgne pa.part. The form is probably an error for abolgne: 
see Bammesberger (1978).
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14 These verbs also have pa.part. <foen>, <hoen> in Nbr, poetic -fbn (e.g. ChristC 
1157), see §6.73.
15 Beside expected pret. tos7bd (3¥), CP has a-, to-s7ead (3¥), perhaps in part as the 
result of scribal confusion with the noun tds7ead ‘discernment’. Anglian weak forms 
are common, e.g. Li tos7eadade, tos7eaded.
16 Aside from the possible reduplicated pret., §6.71, only MtGl(Li) 27.30 spatende 
pres.part.
17 Beo 850; see Fulk, Bjork and Niles (2009: 165) for references.
18 GenB 770 hdf is to OSax hiofan, of class 2. There is also a weak verb WS hbofan, 
pret. hbofde, PsGl(A) 34.14, Beo 3142 hcofende pres.part.; on the vocalism, see Hogg 
(1992b: §5.84).
19 Also class 2, see §6.50&nn9–10. Despite the argument of Bammesberger (1976a), 
metrical considerations render it very unlikely that the root vowel could be short.
20 Pret. unattested.
21 Pres.ind.3sg. hwbst, pl. hwdsað (hence not inf. **hwbsan, see OED: wheeze), 
pret.3sg. hwbos.
22 Beo rbon pret.pl. (2¥) is explained by Hogg (1992b: §§4.7, 5.131ff.).
23 There is also a pa.part. <geswogen> ‘overpowered’ that may be to a verb of this 
class, if it has d.

III Weak verbs

6.77 Weak verbs are mostly derived verbs, i.e. verbs formed by the addi-
tion of suffi xes to various parts of speech before the infl exional ending. 
Thus, weak verbs add a suffi x in the form of a dental consonant to mark 
the preterite, instead of marking the preterite by means of ablaut or redu-
plication, the way strong verbs do. In PGmc there were four classes of 
weak verbs, differentiated by the suffi xes they bore. In OE three weak 
classes remain recognizable, of which the third is only fragmentarily 
preserved.1

1 For bibliographical references on the origin and development of the weak verbs, 
see Fullerton (1977), Stark (1982), West (2001).

1 Weak class I

6.78 Class I of weak verbs is by far the largest of all OE verb classes. In 
Germanic it was quite productive, though by the historical period of OE 
it had become almost entirely a closed class, since the phonological pro-
cesses involved in the production of class I forms had grown opaque, see 
Kastovsky (1996b: 281). The origins of the class are in PIE, where in the 
present tense the suffi x *-y- + theme vowel + infl exion could be added to 
both verb and noun stems, which might or might not already bear a theme 
vowel or other suffi x, to form chiefl y iterative-intensive or causative verbs, 
e.g. Lat specit ‘observes’ < *spek-y-e-ti and monet ‘warns’ < *mon-ey-e-ti.1 
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This method of stem formation continued to be very productive in Gmc, 
with *-j- added to stems drawn from many different parts of speech to 
form causative verbs, e.g. OE dren7an ‘make to drink’, cf. noun drin7 
‘drink’; blw7an ‘bleach’, cf. adj. blac ‘pale’; cwellan ‘kill’, cf. verb cwelan 
‘die’; ytan ‘drive out’, cf. adv. et(e) ‘out’. In such forms, roots containing 
the PIE normal ablaut grade will usually have PIE *o (PGmc *a) in the 
root (unlike, for example, weak presents of strong verbs, §6.34), always 
of course subject to umlaut before *-j-, e.g. settan ‘set’ < *sat-j-an < PIE 
*sod-y-, cf. strong sittan ‘sit’ < PIE *sed-y-.2 But the class was so product-
ive in Gmc that the suffi x could be added to a stem containing another 
ablaut grade, e.g. reduced grade in cyssan ‘kiss’ < PGmc *kuss-j-an.

1 The PIE suffi x *-y- thus alternated with *-ey-. On the elimination of the distinction 
in Gmc, see Kortlandt (1986a).
2 On the ablaut relation see, e.g., Eichner (1992).

6.79 In PIE, verbs with the suffi x *-y- formed only present stems, to 
which no stems in other tenses were in use.1 The individual IE languages 
subsequently developed various methods of forming preterites to these verbs. 
In Gmc the present stem including *-j- served also for the preterite (where 
*/j/ would be realized as *[i] if it occurred between consonants, otherwise 
as *[j]), but in the preterite a dental suffi x was added to it, usually taking 
the form *-ð-, but see below. The origin of this dental suffi x is disputed,2 
but today the most widely accepted explanation is that *-ð- + infl exion 
developed from originally aorist forms of the Gmc verb refl ected in PDE 
as do. Thus, for example, OE hwlde ‘healed’ 3sg. (inf. hwlan) is to be 
derived from *hail-i-ðwþ, essentially ‘hale-did’.3 It seems a natural enough 
explanation that preterites to such verbs should have been formed by an 
obvious periphrasis,4 and morphological parallels are not wanting, e.g. the 
Lat imperfect in -ba-, which morpheme refl ects an old a-preterite to the 
verb ‘be’.5 And although the phonological and morphological developments 
required to derive the attested weak preterite endings from aorist forms of 
‘do’ are not free of problems, this derivation seems the most plausible offered, 
since the preterite infl exions of weak verbs are unlike those of strong verbs 
and cannot be related directly to normal PIE perfect or aorist infl exions.6 On 
the other hand, not all dental preterite forms can be explained on this basis. 
In particular, some of the very archaic preterite-present verbs (§§6.131ff.) 
and weak verbs with unumlauted preterites (§6.100&n3) demand recon-
structions with PIE *t in the preterite, perhaps to be derived from aorist forms 
of the second person.7 The origin of the weak preterite must therefore be a 
matter of polygenesis. As for the past participle, it must derive in the main 
from the PIE suffi x *-t- refl ected in participles like Lat status ‘stood’, Grk 
klutóV ‘heard’. Because such participles had accent on the infl exion, the 
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Gmc *þ that developed from PIE *t would have been voiced to *ð under 
Verner’s Law, giving WGmc d, see Hogg (1992b: §§4.4, 17).

1 The present here includes the imperfect, which was based on the present stem. Thus, 
for example, imperfects could be formed to these verbs, but not perfects or aorists, as 
will seem natural enough when it is understood that many such verbs were formed 
from noun stems.
2 See Prokosch (1939: §66). For references, see Tops (1974) and Rasmussen (1996), 
the latter with an interesting synthesis of the two chief explanations. For a concise 
overview of the competing theories, see Pohl (1989: 196–9). Kortlandt (1989) outlines the 
expected development of a Gmc root-aorist to the verb ‘do’ in non-initial position.
3 The process is generally assumed to have originated in what were to become weak 
verbs of class II. Thus, for example, it may be supposed that there arose a periphrasis 
like *ward ðwþ ‘did with vigilance’ comprising the instrumental of a fem. noun plus 
root-aorist of ‘do’, producing, ultimately, OE warode ‘was vigilant’, and after mor-
phologization the now suffi xal *-ðwþ was extended to what were to become the other 
weak classes. See Lühr (1984: 43–4), and, on the differences amongst East, North and 
West Gmc in regard to the formation of the dental preterite, Fullerton (1989).
4 Just as, for example, the PDE perfect is formed by a periphrasis of ‘have’ + pa.part.
5 See Szemerényi (1996: §9.4.4.1&n18).
6 For discussion, see Bammesberger (1986b: 85–6).
7 This is the view of Bammesberger (1986b: 69–82). As he points out, derivation 
from the more obvious possible source, the PIE t-suffi x found in past participles, faces 
the diffi culty that such participles had suffi xal accent, and thus the Gmc /q/ that devel-
oped from this t-suffi x should have been voiced under Verner’s Law, whereas several 
preterite-present verbs and weak verbs with unumlauted preterite, see §§6.100, 6.131ff., 
demand reconstruction with a PGmc voiceless consonant. Yet Prokosch (1939: §65d 
note 1) offers a possible explanation of how the accent could have shifted to the root 
in participial forms. But Prokosch (1939: §65a) also argues that the newly formed 
weak preterites of preterite-present verbs have generalized the pres. suffi x *-t- refl ected 
in Grk péktw alongside pékw (see §6.51n1 above), which hardly seems relevant.

(a) Infl exions

6.80 The infl exions of weak verbs of class I differ according to the struc-
ture of the stem, depending on whether in WGmc it was light or heavy, 
and further, whether in light stems the fi nal consonant was /r/ or another 
sound. The three types may be exemplifi ed for WS by fremman ‘perform’, 
nerian ‘save’ and fbran ‘depart’:

  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 fremme nerie fbre
 2 frem(e)st nerest fbrst
 3 frem(e)ð nereð fbrð
Pl. 3 fremmað neriað fbrað

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. 3 fremme nerie fbre
Pl. 3 fremmen nerien fbren
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  Imperative
Sg. 2 freme nere fbr
Pl. 3 fremmað neriað fbrað

  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 1 fremede nerede fbrde
 2 fremedon neredon fbrdon
 3 fremede nerede fbrde
Pl. 3 fremedon neredon fbrdon

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. 3 fremede nerede fbrde
Pl. 3 fremeden nereden fbrden

Infi nitive fremman nerian fbran
Infl .inf. to fremmenne1 to 8enerienne1 to fbrenne1

Pres.part. fremmende neriende fbrende
Pa.part. fremed nered fbred

It will be seen that wherever fremman has a geminate consonant, i appears 
in the paradigm of nerian; and in the preterite, whilst fremman and nerian 
have -ed-, fbran has -d-. The reasons for these discrepancies are explained 
in §6.82. We should expect on an etymological basis that i in verbs like 
nerian would be non-syllabic, since it represents Gmc */j/, in contradistinc-
tion to i in verbs of weak class II, see §§6.105–6. The spelling evidence is 
inconclusive, since i in both classes I and II may be spelt <g>, e.g. ner8an 
alongside class II luf8endra ‘loving’, til8an ‘cultivate’.2 Likewise, spellings 
like 8eneri8e are not uncommon in WS, see Hogg (1992b: §6.44). Moreover, 
in LWS there occur preterites like ÆCHom nerode, formed according to 
the second weak class, see §6.88. But non-syllabic spellings in class II like 
til8an are notably less frequent than spellings like ner8an in class I, and 
the evidence of poetic metre, though sparse, is consistent, since verbs with 
i like nerian may follow a resolved lift, e.g. El 108, WaldB 17, Mald 179, 
whilst those of class II containing i may not, indicating /j/ in class I and /i/ 
in class II.3 In PsGl(A) there is a regular orthographic difference between 
verbs like ner8an, always spelt with <g>, and those of the second weak 
class like lufi an, always spelt with <i>. See also §§6.105–6.

1 In the infl ected infi nitive, Ælfric generally has -enne, whilst EWS prefers -anne. See 
also §6.6n1.
2 Most such forms, however, like the latter, are to verbs that may originally have 
belonged to class III, in which postconsonantal /j/ may be etymological, see §§6.124, 
6.130.
3 On the metrical rule, which originates with Sievers, see, e.g., Fulk (1992: §249). 
See also Sievers (1893a: §9.2).
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6.81 As with the strong verbs, plural verb endings are generally reduced 
to -e before pronouns of the fi rst and second persons in WS, less regularly 
in Angl, see §6.7. As mentioned in §6.12, heavy stems ending in a post-
consonantal sonorant usually lack orthographic syncope, e.g. bycnest 
‘betoken’, timbreð ‘constructs’, see further §6.96.1 Also as with the strong 
verbs, see §6.12, syncope is regular in the pres.ind.2&3sg. in LWS after 
heavy stems, irregular after light stems, hence fremest, fremeð alongside 
fremst, fremð, see further §6.82, except that syncope fails regularly after 
light stems ending in /r/. Weak present and past participles are declined the 
same way as the corresponding strong participles, see §§4.28–9.

1 In LWS there occur occasional forms like nemst, nemð beside usual nemnest, nemneð, 
to nemnan ‘name’ only.

6.82 As with the strong verbs, see §6.4, already in PGmc the original 
infl exions were in the process of becoming fused with stem formatives. 
The forms tabulated in §6.80 may be derived from early PGmc paradigms 
of the following type, with the exceptions noted below in §6.84:

  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 *framjd *nazjd *fdrijd
 2 *framjis *nazjis *fdrijis
 3 *framjiþ *nazjiþ *fdrijiþ
Pl. 3 *framjanþ *nazjanþ *fdrijanþ

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. 3 *framjai(þ) *nazjai(þ) *fdrijai(þ)
Pl. 3 *framjain *nazjain *fdrijain

  Imperative
Sg. 2 *frami *nazi *fdrc
Pl. 3 *framjanþ *nazjanþ *fdrijanþ

  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 1 *framiðdn *naziðdn *fdriðdn
 2 *framiðws *naziðws *fdriðws
 3 *framiðw(þ) *naziðw(þ) *fdriðw(þ)
Pl. 3 *framiðwðun *naziðwðun *fdriðwðun

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. 3 *framiðwðc(þ) *naziðwðc(þ) *fdriðwðc(þ)
Pl. 3 *framiðwðcn *naziðwðcn *fdriðwðcn

Infi nitive *framjanan *nazjanan *fdrijanan
Infl .inf. *td framjanjai *td nazjanjai *td fdrijanjai
Pres.part. *framjanðijaz *nazjanðijaz *fdrjanðijaz
Pa.part. *framiðaz *naziðaz *fdriðaz
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Note that in the paradigm of the etymon of fbran, Gmc */j/ after a heavy 
syllable is realized as *[ij] under Sievers’s Law, see Hogg (1992b: §4.6). In 
the preterite, where it appears between the root-fi nal consonant and */ð/ of 
the suffi x, it is realized as [i], which is the vowel found in some early texts, 
e.g. CædN 5 astelidæ ‘established’, BDSN 5 ddbmid ‘judged’, though later 
it is lowered and spelt <e>, see ibid.: §6.50. Alongside astelidæ, other early 
spellings with <æ> in the pret.sg. include RuneRuthwellA 1 8eredæ ‘prepared’, 
RuneAuzon 3 afxddæ ‘fed’. In verbs with original light stems (fremman, 
nerian: see §6.80) there is no syncope of this [i] in the preterite or in infl ected 
forms of the pa.part., whilst after original heavy stems (fbran) WGmc *i 
is syncopated throughout the preterite and in the pa.part. when it bears 
an infl exion beginning with a vowel, in accordance with the prescriptions 
of ibid.: §§6.18–19. That is, pa.parts. have syncope in the same forms 
as disyllabic adjectives, see §§4.44ff. Thus, for example, the pa.part. of 
fremman is fremed nom.sg., fremedum dat.pl., whilst that of forðfbran ‘die’ 
is -fbred nom.sg., -fbredne acc.sg.masc., -fbrdum dat.pl. The distinction, 
however, is often disrupted by analogy.1 In those forms in which */j/ 
appeared before */i/ in WGmc, it was lost, see ibid.: §4.7, hence pres.
ind.2sg. *framjis, *nazjis, *fdrijis > WGmc *framis, nazis, fdriis; 3sg. 
*framjiþ, *nazjiþ, *fdrijiþ > WGmc *framiþ, *naziþ, *fdriiþ. In the imper.sg., 
PIE *-e was early lost in fi nality, leading to vocalization of /j/, hence 
*framje, *nazje, *fdrije > WGmc *frami, *nazi, *fdrc. In all other forms 
of the present, in all moods, Gmc */j/ remained, and in light syllables in 
WGmc it caused gemination of a stem-fi nal consonant other than /r/ (from 
both PGmc */r/ and */z/, the latter by rhotacism, see ibid.: §§4.15–16) and 
was subsequently lost after the heavy syllable thus created, see ibid.: 
§§4.11–14. Since it did not cause gemination of /r/ under the same circum-
stances and thus did not follow a heavy syllable, it was not lost in most 
pres. forms of nerian but is preserved as <i>.

1 In WS and most Angl dialects there are frequent analogical forms in which syncope 
has been reversed, e.g., in Ælfric, 8ehyrede ‘heard’, 8edrbfede ‘disturbed’. Conversely, 
syncope is less frequently found after light stems, e.g. cnyste ‘struck’, 8etrymde ‘strength-
ened’, PPs 108.25 we8dan ‘agitated’; see also §§6.85, 6.96–7. In LWS there may even 
be syncope in uninfl ected participles with stems ending in <p> or <nc>, e.g. ÆLS (Agnes) 
45 beclypt ‘embraced’, ÆCHom I, 18 221.135 8eswenct ‘oppressed’. (On WS syncope 
in stems ending in /t/ or /d/, see §6.93.) PsGl(A), however, is particularly conservative 
in retaining the original distribution of syncopated forms.

6.83 The OE pret. suffi x -d- was devoiced to [t] when it came into contact 
with a root-fi nal voiceless consonant, for example wyrpte ‘recovered’, pyfte 
‘puffed’, mbtte ‘met’, cyste ‘kissed’, lcxte ‘illuminated’, wys7te ‘wished’, 
þrycte ‘crushed’. Other verbs of this sort include clyppan ‘embrace’, 
acwen7(e)an ‘quench’, LWS 7ypan ‘buy, sell’, cyspan ‘fetter’, dren7(e)an ‘ply 
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with drink’, drypan ‘moisten’, adwws7(e)an ‘extinguish’, bedyppan ‘immerse’, 
LWS hypan ‘amass’, hyspan ‘revile’, rempan ‘hasten’, LWS berypan 
‘rob’, s7en7(e)an ‘pour’, LWS s7irpan ‘sharpen, equip’,1 s7ren7(e)an ‘ensnare’, 
sen7(e)an ‘sink’, tosten7(e)an ‘scatter’, LWS astypan ‘deprive’, swen7(e)an 
‘vex’, ofþrys7(e)an ‘repress’, wlen7(e)an ‘make proud’, LWS wyrpan ‘recover 
from an illness’, LWS y7(e)an ‘increase’, and others, including the verbs 
with stems in /t/ listed in §6.93. However, spellings with <d> after a voice-
less consonant do occur occasionally, especially in Nbr, e.g. wwpde ‘wept’, 
8enbolbcde ‘approached’. The devoicing rule does not apply to /d/ after 
fricatives except geminates, and geminates are found in the preterite only 
when the doubling stems from PGmc rather than from WGmc gemination, 
see §6.92. Non-geminate fricatives in the preterite were voiced before the 
time of syncope, see Hogg (1992b: §7.58), so that they caused no devoicing 
of /d/ once syncope brought the two consonants into contact: cf. rwsde 
‘rushed’ < *raisiðw, fysde ‘impelled’, etc. On the reverse effect of /d/ on 
stem-fi nal consonants, see §6.95.

1 The two senses are etymologically distinct, but there is no difference in infl exion.

6.84 The forms in §6.80 directly refl ect those in §6.82, with the same excep-
tions as are noted for strong verbs in §6.9. The development of pres.ind.2sg. 
*-is to OE -(e)st is paralleled by the development of pret.ind.2sg. *-ð-ws 
to OE -d-est, cf. §6.14. The termination *-ðwðun in the pret.ind.3pl., refl ected 
in Got -dbdun, probably would not develop under normal conditions to 
NWGmc *-ðun, but the repetition of consonants most likely prompted 
refashioning under the infl uence of the strong preterite: see §6.93n3. The 
same change is to be assumed for the preterite subjunctive.

6.85 The dialect distribution of syncopated forms of the pres.ind.2&3sg., 
and the variant infl exions encountered, are like those for strong verbs, see 
§§6.12, 6.15–19. Thus, generally, there is regular syncope after heavy stems 
in Ælfrician WS and lKt, usual non-syncope in Angl, and a mixture of 
forms in EWS and in anonymous LWS texts. In weak verbs, syncope after 
light stems ending in sonorants is exceptionally infrequent, e.g. 8efremð 
‘performs’, 8etrymð ‘strengthens’; cf. §6.12. On syncope after dental stems, 
see §§6.93–5. In syncopated forms, the same consonant assimilations and 
dissimilations are encountered as in strong verbs, e.g. *keþ-is(t) > cyst 
‘make known’, *sand-iþ > sent ‘sends’, see §6.13. The Nbr mixture of 
endings -es, -eð, -as, etc., in strong verbs, see §§6.19–20, is general in weak 
verbs of class I, as well.

6.86 The infl exion -e of the imper.sg. of originally light stems is not 
infrequently extended to heavy stems in LWS, Ru1 and Nbr, e.g. Gen 42.31 
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þen7e, Ru1 7b8e, fyl8e, Li sende, 8ehbre alongside send, 8ehbr. Conversely, 
-e may be lost from originally light stems, e.g. ByrM 3.1.183 tel(l), Ru1, 
Nbr sel; or, if -e is retained, the geminate may be levelled into the imper.sg., 
e.g. Ru1 selle.

6.87 In Nbr, less frequently in Ru2 than in Li and DurRitGl, the past 
participle may take the strong suffi x -en, usually in infl ected forms, e.g. Li 
ymbgyrdeno ‘girded’, 8esendeno, 8eseteno, 8ewælteno ‘bended’, alongside 
uninfl ected ymbgyrded, 8esended, 8eset(t)ed.

6.88 In WS, verbs with gemination tend to acquire the stem and infl exions 
of weak verbs of class II. Thus, already in EWS, to the verbs *lemman 
‘disable’, 8etrymman ‘strengthen’, aðennan ‘stretch out’ there occur CP 
lemiað, 8etrymian, Or aðenian. The process is accelerated in LWS, where 
preterites of the class II type also appear, e.g. ÆCHom fremode, ÆLS 
8etrymode, 8ewenode ‘accustomed’. However, the seeming chronology of 
these developments, with change appearing in the present stem before the 
preterite, may be deceptive.1 As the examples illustrate, these WS changes 
are for the most part restricted to stems in fi nal sonorant, for reasons that 
are not plain.2 In Ru1 and in Nbr there is also a strong tendency for verbs 
of class I, with stems either heavy or light, to acquire preterite infl exions 
belonging to class II, e.g. Li 8etrymade, Ru2 æfter8iwendad ‘turned back’, 
DurRitGl underlihtad ‘alleviated’. On similar preterites to verbs like nerian 
with original /j/, see §6.80.

1 We might assume that already in EWS the distinction between -ode and -ede was 
a matter of orthographic conservatism rather than phonetic contrast, so that in speech 
a form like trymede was indistinguishable from trymode. It is otherwise diffi cult to 
explain why the change of verb class should have been expressed fi rst in the present 
stem, though it was in the preterite that the two types were least distinct. See Kastovsky 
(1998: 142–3).
2 It might at fi rst be supposed that the change was predicated on the form taken by 
the preterite, those verbs with the endings -ede, -edon in the pret. then forming a new 
present of the class II type. Verbs with a geminate dental stop, e.g. settan, hreddan, 
thus would not have qualifi ed, cf. prets. sette, hredde, and verbs with geminate velar 
consonant were mostly like re77an, by78an, prets. reahte, bohte, see §6.100, and so 
they would have been unaffected. But this leaves a number of verbs unaccounted for, 
such as aswebban, besweþþan, cnyssan, we78an, þi78an. The arguments of Stark (1982: 
ch. 4) shed little light on this problem.

(b) Stems

6.89 As will be apparent from the paradigms in §6.80, the stem used for 
the preterite of weak verbs of class I (as well as of classes II, III, it should 
be added) is identical in the sg. and pl. Thus, in presenting the principal 
parts of weak verbs it is necessary to cite just three forms: (i) infi nitive, 
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containing the stem on which is based the present of all moods and all 
non-fi nite forms but the pa.part.; (ii) preterite 3 singular, containing the 
stem used for all preterite forms; (iii) past participle.

6.90 As pointed out in §6.82, the suffi x *-j- caused gemination of con-
sonants other than /r/ after a light syllable wherever it was not lost in 
WGmc, followed by umlaut. Voiced fricatives become stops in gemination, 
e.g. in swebban ‘put to sleep’ < Gmc *swa]jan and we78an ‘agitate’ < 
*waèjan, see Hogg (1992b: §4.13). Cf. the corresponding fricatives in 
pa.parts. swefed, we8ed < *swa]iðaz, *waèiðaz. Except in PsGl(A) and Kt, 
geminates are sometimes levelled into forms in which non-geminates are 
to be expected, e.g. GD 8ecnyssed ‘struck’, ÆCHom 8efremmed, Ru1 selleþ 
‘gives’, Li 8etrymmede. Levelling in the opposite direction is rare, but cf. Nbr 
selo, silo ‘I give’. The synchronic status of the verb stem is of some interest.1 
When the abstract noun-forming suffi x -nes(s) (see §2.47) is added to the 
stem, in PsGl(A) and Mercian-infl uenced WS texts it is usually the stem of 
principal part (iii) that is used, which is disyllabic in originally light stems, 
e.g. trymenis ‘strengthening’, 8esetenisse ‘construction’, cf. pa.parts. trymed, 
seted; also herenis ‘praise’, the usual form in all dialects. Other dialects employ 
a monosyllabic form of the stem, e.g. trymnis, 8esetnis. The treatment of verbs 
with stem-fi nal velar consonant, however, may be different: see §6.100.

1 For discussion, see Suzuki (1990).

6.91 The addition of the pres. infl exions -st, -þ and the pret. suffi x -d- 
sometimes produced consonant clusters that could be reduced by phonological 
loss. Examples are nemst, nemð, frequent nemde, all forms of nemnan ‘name’, 
see §6.81n1, cemde to cemban ‘comb’, CP 36.249.23 awierdena gen.pl. 
‘accursed’ < awiergdena, Beo 1401 gende ‘went’ < gengde. See Hogg (1992b: 
§§7.84, 86). LWS wcste ‘wished’ for wcs7te is not cluster reduction but 
assimilation to place of articulation; similar is PsGl(A) 8ehnistun ‘softened’, 
to 8ehnis7an. Geminate consonants in clusters are regularly simplifi ed, e.g. 
7yrde ‘turned’ < *cyrr-de and sende ‘sent’ < send-de, though analogical 
spellings are sometimes found, e.g. 8efyllde ‘fi lled’, LS 1.1 269 sendde. 
Some more regular alternations in the stems of weak verbs of class I may 
be categorized as in the following sections.

(i) Stems with original geminate

6.92 The geminates in some weak stems are due not to WGmc gemina-
tion but to early Gmc consonant assimilation, e.g. PIE *pVH-n-y- > PGmc 
*fullij-, see Hirt (1931: §75). In such instances the stem was already heavy 
before WGmc consonant gemination, and as a consequence the stem is 
infl ected like fbran rather than fremman, e.g. inf. fyllan ‘fi ll’, pres.ind.1sg. 
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fylle, 3sg. fyl(l)ð, pret. fyl(l)de (not **fylede), pa.part. fylled (not **fyled). 
Like fyllan are cennan ‘produce’, LWS 7yrran ‘turn’, cyssan ‘kiss’, LWS 
fyllan ‘fell’, LWS afyrran ‘remove’, LWS myrran ‘mar’, pyffan ‘puff’, spillan 
‘destroy’, stillan ‘appease’, þry77an ‘crush’, wemman ‘besmirch’, yppan 
‘reveal’, and Nbr cnylla ‘toll’, forestemma ‘prevent’ and their derivatives.

(ii) Stems in dental consonant

6.93 Syncope exceeds the normal limits on its domain of application in 
certain stems ending in dental consonants. In Angl, past participles whose 
stem ends in /t/ or /d/ show the expected alternations, e.g. nom.sg. 8eseted 
‘set’, 8esended ‘sent’, and with syncope before vocalic infl exions, pl. 8esette, 
8esende. Such forms are also common in non-Ælfrician LWS, and occasion-
ally in EWS,1 perhaps under Merc infl uence, see Hogg (1992b: §1.10). But 
otherwise in Early and Ælfrician WS, and to an extent in lKt,2 syncope 
applies even to uninfl ected forms, with both light and heavy stems, thus 
nom.sg. 8eset(t), 8esend. It is also found in closed medial syllables, e.g. 
8esendne acc.sg.masc. ‘sent’, cf. GD 2 (C) 31.164.25 8elwdedne ‘led’. 
Moreover, in all dialects syncope applies in the preterite of stems ending 
in /t/ or /d/ even when the stem is light, e.g. sette ‘set’ (not **setede), EpGl 
611 treddun ‘trampled’.3 Other verbs affected this way include bwdan 
‘compel’, bwtan ‘hunt’, bendan ‘bend’, bbtan ‘atone’, blendan ‘blind’, brwdan 
‘extend; roast’,4 onbryrdan ‘incite’, byldan ‘build’, LWS byldan ‘embolden’, 
7cdan ‘quarrel’, cnyttan ‘bind’, acræftan ‘devise’, 8edæftan ‘arrange’, LWS 
dydan ‘kill’, baðmbdan ‘humble’, efstan ‘hasten’, bhtan ‘pursue’, 8eendebyrdan 
‘arrange’, fæstan ‘fasten, fast’,5 fwtan ‘decorate’, fbdan ‘feed’, 8efrbdan ‘feel’, 
fylstan ‘aid’, afyrhtan ‘frighten’, grbtan ‘greet’, gyldan ‘gild’, agyltan ‘offend’, 
gyrdan ‘gird’, hæftan ‘capture’, hwtan ‘heat’, hlæstan ‘lade’, hlydan ‘make 
a clamour’, hlystan ‘listen’, hreddan ‘rescue’, hwettan ‘incite’, hwctan 
‘whiten’, hydan ‘hide’, hyhtan ‘hope’, LWS onhyldan ‘bend’, behyldan ‘fl ay’, 
LWS hyrdan ‘harden’, hyrstan ‘equip’, LWS hyrstan ‘fry’, LWS hyrtan ‘hearten’, 
lwstan ‘fulfi l’, lendan ‘arrive’, lettan ‘prevent’, LWS lchtan ‘illuminate’, lystan 
‘desire’, mæstan ‘fatten’, mbtan ‘meet’, myntan ‘think’, nwtan ‘annoy’, nistan 
‘nest’, LWS nydan ‘compel’, pyndan ‘impound’, rwdan ‘advise, read’,6 restan 
‘rest’, rbtan ‘delight’, rihtan ‘correct’, s7endan ‘confound’, LWS s7yldan ‘shield’, 
s7yndan ‘hasten’, s7yrtan ‘shorten’, spwtan ‘spit’, spildan ‘ruin’, sprwdan 
‘spread’, spryttan ‘sprout’, swwtan ‘sweat’, LWS syltan ‘salt’, ontendan 
‘kindle’, treddan ‘investigate’, tyhtan ‘incite’, WS 8eþbodan, 8eþydan ‘join’, 
forþrwstan ‘crush’, þyrstan ‘thirst’, wwdan ‘clothe’, wwtan ‘moisten’, wbdan 
‘rage’, wendan ‘turn’, awbstan ‘lay waste’, LWS wyldan ‘control’, LWS 
wyltan ‘roll’, LWS awyrdan ‘injure’, LWS yldan ‘delay’, and verbs in -ettan, 
e.g. bli77ettan ‘glitter’, lc7ettan ‘pretend’, roccettan ‘eructate’, sarettan ‘grieve’, 
sporettan ‘kick’ and (with different origin, from compounds) andettan 
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‘confess’, dnettan ‘hasten’, drettan ‘fi ght’, see ibid.: §7.79n1. It is also 
notable that, in WS, whilst syncope is infrequent in the present tense after 
a light syllable ending in a sonorant, see §6.85, syncope is the rule in WS 
for dental stems, e.g. 3sg. set(t) ‘sets’, ahret ‘rescues’. In Nbr there is frequent 
degemination of /dd/, /tt/, even after short vowels, e.g. Li set(t)on, 8efdbdon 
‘fed’ pret.pl., as well as extension of geminates to positions in which they 
did not originally appear, e.g. setteð pres.3sg., see ibid.: §2.78n1.

1 E.g. CP 8elwded, onsended.
2 Cf. also Ru1 befest ‘espoused’, 8esett, beside usual Angl unsyncopated forms.
3 The motivation for this development, which is fundamentally dissimilatory in nature, 
most likely is avoidance of identical sounds in adjacent syllables; cf., e.g., the develop-
ment of PGmc *-ðwðun in the preterite of this class, §6.84; the change of an unstressed 
back vowel to e when a back vowel follows in the next syllable, see Hogg (1992b: 
§6.64); and the tendency of -od- to be replaced by -ad- in the pret. and pa.part. of 
verbs of the second weak class with /o(p)/ in the root, see §6.113. Phonological strat-
egies for the avoidance of like sounds in successive syllables are common throughout 
the Gmc languages; cf., e.g., the change of [y] to [Ñ] in Modern Icelandic dat.pl. in 
-unum [Ñ·ny·m], e.g. bönunum ‘bananas’.
4 The two verbs are etymologically discrete, but they are infl ected identically.
5 Perhaps originally to class III, see §6.130.
6 Usually weak in WS, due to coalescence with the Gmc weak verb refl ected as Got 
ráidjan ‘determine’. Cf. §6.76.

6.94 A peculiarity of settan ‘set’ is that /i/ in the preterite was lost in 
WGmc, before the application of umlaut, as evidenced by OSax pret. satta 
alongside setta. For the most part, in OE the umlauted vowel of the present 
has been levelled into the pret. sette and pa.part. sett. The stem 8esætt-, 
however, is to be found in ÆLS (4¥), ChronE, and some other LWS texts, 
as well as in Ru1 and Li (1¥ each), and cf. Li 8esattedo pa.part. Settan is 
thus like le78an in this respect, see §6.101.

6.95 When the dental consonant that ends the stem is /ð/, syncope applies 
within its normal limits in all dialects. But /ð/ may be assimilated to the 
following /d/ in all dialects, thus WS cydde beside cyðde, Li cydde beside 
8ecyðde, Ru1 cyddun beside cyðdon. Other stems in /ð/ include clwðan ‘clothe’, 
cwcðan ‘lament’, ahyðan ‘plunder’, lwðan ‘abuse, hate’, nbðan ‘venture’, 
sbðan ‘affi rm’, oferswcðan ‘overcome’,1 wrwðan ‘anger’, and others.

1 Also with a strong pret., see §6.43.

(iii) Stems in original fi nal sonorant

6.96 The weight of the stem preceding the sonorant plays a decisive role 
in the development of stems ending in a postconsonantal sonorant /r, l, 
m, n/. (a) When a stem-fi nal, postconsonantal sonorant follows an otherwise 
light syllable, syncope for the most part operates normally in the preterite, 
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e.g. efnde ‘performed’, se8lde ‘sailed’. Occasionally there appear excep-
tional forms in which orthographically there is no syncope, e.g. CP, ChronA 
bytledon ‘built’ (inf. bytlan),1 ChronA 877.1 si8elede, ÆCHom 8ecwylmede 
‘killed’ (inf. cwylman), Li 8eefnade, 8enæ8lede ‘nailed’.2 In such forms the 
unusual vowel before /d/ perhaps does not indicate lack of syncope but 
syllabifi cation (or retention of syllabicity) of the preceding sonorant between 
consonants, comparable to the syllabifi cation described in Hogg (1992b: 
§§6.34–40). This is what is suggested by metathetic parallel spellings of 
heavy-stemmed verbs in Nbr, e.g timberde ‘built’ for WS timbrede. (b) As in 
the pres.ind.2&3sg., see §6.81, when a stem-fi nal postconsonantal sonorant 
follows an otherwise heavy syllable, there is always syllabifi cation of the 
sonorant before the preterite suffi x /d/, e.g. bycnedon ‘signifi ed’, frbfrede 
‘consoled’, hyngrede ‘hungered’, timbrede ‘built’, infs. bycnan, frbfran, 
hyngran, timbran.3 There is a strong tendency for such verbs to be trans-
ferred to weak class II in all dialects, hence infs. frbfrian, hyngrian, timbrian. 
The motivation for this transferral is probably the consideration that, with 
the exclusion of prefi xes, the pret. stem of other heavy-stemmed weak verbs 
of class I is usually monosyllabic. With the reduction of unstressed medial 
vowels to /v/ and the dissimilation of unstressed back vowels, see ibid.: 
§6.64, for example with the development of a weak II pret. like 8eþolodon 
to 8eþoledon ‘endured’, a form already to be found in EWS, preterites like 
timbrede became formally indistinguishable from preterites of the second 
weak class. In PsGl(A) such preterites in fact are given spellings distinctly 
characteristic of verbs of class II, e.g. timbrade, though past participles 
are spelt in the WS manner, e.g. timbred. Ru1 is like PsGl(A) except that 
-ed- appears beside -ad- in the pret., e.g. hyngrade, hyngrede. Nbr has 
-ad- and -ed- in both preterites and past participles, in addition to forms 
like timberde mentioned above.

1 Perhaps signifi cantly, there is no evidence of a verb bytlian (class II weak) in EWS. 
See below.
2 Some other relevant verbs are e8lan ‘affl ict’, ræfnan ‘perform’, þrysman ‘stifl e’. 
Certainly not to be included here is chiefl y poetic pret. maðelode ‘made a speech’, 
which must have been formed not from mæðlan of class I but from the noun mæþ(e)l 
‘assembly’. It and the pret. mwlde (from *mæðlde) are confused orthographically in 
verse, where the metre often shows which form was intended. Given that anaptyxis is 
infrequent in verbs like se8lde even in late prose, metrically trisyllabic maðelode (with 
late orthographic maðel- for the poet’s *maðl-, see Fulk 1992: §249) must be due to 
a different cause. On this question, see Ringe (2004).
3 Other verbs of this type include WS dy8lan ‘conceal’, (for)glendran ‘swallow’, Angl 
lbðran ‘anoint’, ofersyl(e)fran ‘silverplate’, symblan ‘banquet’, wrixlan ‘exchange’, 
wyrmsan, wyrsman ‘fester’.

6.97 Verbs with stems ending in approximants are subject to loss of 
the approximant in WGmc under some circumstances before */i/, see 
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Hogg (1992b: §§4.7–8). Thus, stems with fi nal /w/ should lose it before 
pres.ind.2&3sg. *-is, *-iþ, imper.sg. *-i and the pret. and pa.part. stem 
formative *-id-. That is, a verb like LWS 8yrwan ‘prepare’ should lose /w/ 
everywhere a verb like fremman has a non-geminate. However, /w/ is almost 
always restored in stems in which it followed a vowel, e.g. LWS hlywan, 
8ehlywð, 8ehlywe ‘warm’, beside hlbowan.1 The relevant verbs with /w/ 
after a consonant are LWS frætwan ‘adorn’, *agwlwan ‘terrify’ (only 
pa.part. Or 4 10.103.17, Bo 34.86.10 agwlwed(e)), 8yrwan ‘prepare’, hyrwan 
‘condemn’, nyrwan ‘confi ne’, rwswan ‘consider’, smirwan ‘anoint’, syrwan 
‘plot’, *wylwan ‘roll’ (e.g. pa.part. GD (H) 2.101.13, PsCaE 3(2).3 -wylwed). 
With /w/ after a long vowel2 or diphthong are the verbs bywan ‘rub’, 
hlywan ‘warm’,3 lwwan ‘betray’, *scowan ‘sew’,4 forslwwan ‘delay’, *spcowan 
‘spit’,5 LWS 8etrywan ‘trust’, LWS ywan ‘show’.6 The original forms from 
which /w/ has been deleted are in fact quite common in WS and Angl 
verbs in which /w/ followed a consonant, e.g. LWS 8yreð, 8yrede. But 
analogy often intervenes even in verbs in which /w/ follows a consonant, 
leading to restoration of /w/, e.g. 8yrweð, 8yrwede. As a consequence, the 
incidence of loss varies from verb to verb: e.g., frætwan never lacks <w>, 
but the postconsonantal approximant is usually missing from *wylwan. 
Since loss of /w/ in such forms occurred in WGmc, forms in which */w/ 
was lost after /r/ or /l/ should not undergo breaking, and it is true, breaking 
is missing from EWS forms of smirwan and, in part, sierwan, e.g. CP 
smirede, 8esirede, though these might be explained according to ibid.: 
§5.165; but analogy intervenes to produce CP, Or sierede, etc. Restoration 
of /w/ must have been early, since it is found already in the early glossaries, 
e.g. EpGl 8i8eruuid, CorpGl 8e8eruuid, 8esmirwid pa.parts. Moreover, the 
increased syllable weight provided by the insertion of /w/ is metrically 
required in the conservative language of some poetry, e.g. Rid 20.2, 9, 
though more often are found forms without /w/ that would not scan if /w/ 
were inserted, e.g. Beo 994, 1472. Of course, 8yrweð and 8yrwede do not 
resemble normal heavy stems of class I, since such ought to have syncope, 
and indeed, some verbs of this type do show syncope frequently, e.g. LWS 
8enyrwð, 8enyrwde. But instead of analogical restoration of /w/, there may 
be the opposite analogical development, with loss of /w/ from all forms. 
As a result, such verbs may be conjugated like nerian, e.g. inf. wylian ‘roll’ 
for *wylwan, CP ymbsieriað. Naturally, then, they may develop preterites 
to class II in LWS, thus ÆCHom II, 11 93.51 wylode, LibSc 28.30 
bewylewud, ÆCHom I, 5 syrwodon. Practice varies from verb to verb, 
however, so that, for example, 8yrwan rarely shows forms to class II,7 
whilst nyrwan infl ects according to class II about half the time.8 Verbs are 
treated differently according to dialect, as well: e.g., forms of smirwan are 
etymologically correct in PsGl(A), but there is loss of w in almost all forms 
of this verb in Nbr.
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1 Exceptional is CP ætcede ‘showed’ (2¥). Cf. also prets. Ru2 bilbde, Li beleede, to 
Nbr *belbwan. Often cited in this connexion is 8ehlyde pret.3sg., but we cannot at 
present authenticate the form. It appears in the 1698 edition of ÆCHom II, 35 by 
Thwaites (p. 165, l. 2), which was edited not from any of the four extant medieval 
manuscripts but from a transcript by William L’Isle, now Oxford, Bodleian Library, 
Laud E. 381: see Cook (1898: lxxiii).
2 On /w/ before /j/ after a short vowel, see §6.98.
3 Etymologically, hlywan < WGmc *hliuwjan is like strb8an < WGmc *strauwjan 
(§6.98); the different results are due to the different treatment of /wj/ after /iu/ and 
/au/, such that *hliuwjan loses /j/, whilst *strauwjan loses /w/, see Hogg (1992b: §3.18), 
but cf. §6.98n1 regarding a problem with this explanation. Like hlywan in this respect 
is 8etrywan. Note that hlywan continues EWS *hlcewan, whilst hlbowan shows the 
expected Angl development. Az 85 hlboð pres.ind.pl. is analogical to Angl pret. *hlbode.
4 Only CorpGl 2 17.51 siouu pres.ind.1sg. and forms of the pa.part., e.g. 8esiouuid, 
seowed, all with uncertain vowel quantities. Possibly the verb belonged originally to 
class III: cf. OHG siuwbn.
5 Only poetic prets. spbowdon, spcowdon, spiowedon. The quantity of the diphthong 
could be standardized as short if the verb were assumed to have originated in class 
III, though the cognates offer no support for that hypothesis. Alternatively, there may 
have been analogical infl uence from the strong verb spcwan.
6 6wan is an exception to the pattern revealed in hlywan, trywan, see n3, as it derives 
from *auwjan. There also occurs an unumlauted form bawan native to EWS and Angl, 
see §6.130. The preterite in class I should have been Pre-OE *eid- from *ewid- before 
loss of hiatus, but no refl ex of this is found. Instead, the stem *ewid- was transferred 
to class II and thus re-formed as *ewdd-/*ewed-, producing WS eowod-, whence inf. 
eowian was formed. The stem eow- does not occur in Angl, and Beo 1738 eoweð 
spoils the metre, which instead requires a form with a heavy initial syllable. Like ywan 
in this respect is bywan ‘rub’, with pa.part. a-, 8e-beowed alongside abywed.
7 In the unprefi xed verb, only ProgGl 1.207 8erwi8an, Solil 1 8.16 8yrwast.
8 The verb rwswan is particularly rich in analogical variants, with restoration of /w/ 
in rwsweð, rwswedest, as well as transferral to class II both with and without /w/, e.g. 
rwswian, rwswodan alongside rwsian, all once each.

6.98 When */w/ before */j/ followed a short vowel, it formed a diphthong 
with that vowel in PGmc. However, */w/ was preserved in PGmc if */j/ 
was lost early, as it was in the pres.ind.2&3sg.1 Thus, in these forms as 
well as in the imper.sg. and all preterite forms, and the pa.part., */w/ should 
have stood before */i/ and thus should have been lost in WGmc. The result 
should have been a paradigm in which a diphthong before */j/ alternated 
with a short vowel before */i/, e.g. non-WS inf. strb8an ‘strew’ < *straujan 
(< WGmc *strauwjan (?),2 see §6.97n3), alongside pa.part. strbd < *stræid 
< *strawidaz.3 The relevant verbs are LWS 7c8an ‘call’, non-WS strb8an.4 
The expected forms do occur in some Angl texts, e.g. PsGl(A) 7bð ‘calls’, 
pa.part. 8e7bd, but regularly in WS, and often in Angl, <g> is extended 
from other forms, e.g. LWS 7c8þ, Nbr inf. to8e7bi8a. There is no trace of 
*/w/ in hnw8an ‘abase’ (cf. Got hnáiwjan), and /j/ is usually restored to all 
forms, e.g. 8ehnw8de, but cf. LS 1.1 (AndrewBright) 187 8ehnwde. To 
hnw8an cf. Angl *dcon ‘suck’, with loss of /j/ throughout.5
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1 The early rise of this alternation offers an alternative explanation for a form like 
hlywan < *hliuwjan, since the infi nitive should have been *hliujan in PGmc, and thus 
there would have been no /w/ to be geminated in WGmc. There may instead have been 
analogical extension of /w/ to this form from, e.g., pres.2sg. *hliwiþ, with a result 
much like that seen in OE cnbo(w) ‘knee’ due to processes that occurred at a much 
later date, see §2.32. Accordingly, it may be that strb8an never developed an analogical 
/w/ but directly refl ects Gmc *straujan, contrary to Hogg (1992b: §3.18).
2 But the verb possibly originates in class III, see §6.130.
3 Beo 2436 strbd must be scanned as two syllables, of which the fi rst may be light.
4 Hb8an ‘exalt’ does not belong here, since it develops from *hauhijan, see §6.99.
5 From *dcjan, with loss of /j/ extended analogically throughout the paradigm. The 
attested forms are PsGl(A) milcdbondra, Nbr dcendra gen.pl. ‘sucklings’, Li 8ediides 
pret.2sg. (corrupted to deðedes in Ru2). Cf. Old Swedish dca, and compare, with full 
grade, OHG taen ‘suckle’ < *dbjan.

(iv) Contracted verbs with loss of [h]

6.99 Loss of intervocalic [h] and of hiatus in the stems of weak verbs are 
not as consequential as in strong verbs, see §§6.38–9, but they do produce 
some irregularities. Loss of stem-fi nal [h] should have occurred wherever 
the /j/ suffi x was vocalic, i.e. in the same forms as those in which fremman 
has a non-geminate: pres.ind.2&3sg., imper.sg., preterite and past participle. 
Because the root vowel was always fronted by umlaut, it contracted with 
following /i/ to a monophthong. Hence we fi nd, e.g., þyð ‘presses’ < *þehiþ, 
pret. þyde. In forms in which /j/ remained (and was subject to Sievers’s 
Law after a heavy syllable), we might expect a development such as inf. 
 *þehijan > *þy-ijan > Rid 86.9 þy8an,1 and this may be the best explana-
tion for forms like Bede 33.382.26 †þy8de pret.sg.,2 PsGl(I) ðurhðy8don, 
etaðy8dest, formed by analogy to principal part (i).3 But instead the inf. is 
usually þywan (whence pret. þywde, etc., by the same analogy), beside Lch 
II þyn (2¥), probably by analogy to þyð, etc. We may perhaps imagine 
þywan to refl ect *þewijan, in which /w/ developed in the hiatus left by the 
loss of [h]: cf. the insertion of /w/ into hiatus in strong verbs like blawan, 
sawan, etc., §6.70n4.4 Like þyn are tyn ‘instruct’, ryn ‘roar’, *s7yn ‘urge’. 
It is doubtful whether infs. þbon ‘press’, tbon ‘instruct’ are to verbs of this 
type.5 No inf. is attested to Li 8eðryde ‘pressed’, HomU 7 (ScraggVerc 22) 
40 8eðryd pa.part. or to Nic(A) 1.1.8 8ewbð ‘twists’, AldV 14.128 8ewbde 
pa.part. A development similar to that in þy8an is seen in hb8an ‘exalt’ (cf. 
Got háuhjan), which has 8 extended analogically in HlGl (Oliphant) E41 
8ehc8de, LWS 8ehyd (3¥, from *8ehy8d, see Hogg 1992b: §7.71); PsGl(A) 
upahbst, 8ehbð, poetic pret. 8ehbde, -on show the expected development 
with loss of */j/ before */i/.6 Some relevant forms of contracted verbs are 
attested in the early glossaries, some without contraction, e.g. EpGl 649 
fabhit ‘paints’, 661 fabdun pret pl., 515 s7yhend ‘pursuer’, CorpGl 2 5.400 
aþryid ‘plundered’. On LWS þwyrian, see §6.103n4. On contracted weak 
verbs, see further Fulk (2010b).
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1 Whether þy8an is a form of this verb, however, is uncertain, as the text is 
fragmentary.
2 Only in Cambridge University Library MS. Kk. 3, 18. The forms in the other mss 
lack <g>.
3 Campbell (1977: §753(8)) and Brunner (1965: §408A17) instead explain 8 in such 
forms as modelled on verbs like 7y8an. Their assumption must be that *-ij- would 
have been lost after the heavy syllable before the loss of [h], but that assumption would 
be diffi cult to prove. It may be that the vocalic alternant spawned by Sievers’s Law 
allowed /j/ to remain relatively late. Given the variety of analogical proportions required 
to explain the attested forms of these verbs, the early glossary forms cited below 
cannot be considered decisive counterevidence.
4 The unattractive alternative is to reconstruct PGmc *þewijan beside *þexijan, see 
Campbell (1977: §753.8n3), yielding forms like those cited in §6.97.
5 These are probably best analysed as strong infs. The sole evidence for þbon is Rid 
40.91 8eþbon and ÆHomM 15.340 þbowde, the former of which may be strong, the 
latter a result of scribal confusion with common þbowde ‘served’. Dream 54 forþbode 
is more likely forþ bode, as in Pope (2001: 11).
6 Forms like inf. hban, pa.part. 8ehbad belong to weak class II, despite Brunner (1965: 
§408A17). See also §6.116 on whether the stem hb8- might be to the second rather 
than the fi rst class.

(v) Stems in fi nal velar consonant

6.100 A number of verbs had no vowel */i/ before the dental preterite suffi x 
in PGmc, with the consequence that they lack umlaut in the OE preterite and 
past participle. Their stems all ended in either /l/ or a velar consonant. Presumably 
/l/, too, was velar in such stems in PGmc, as it is in comparable contexts in 
PDE (though not in most modern Gmc languages), and absence of connecting 
*/i/ may thus be explained as due to the articulatory mismatch between 
palatal */i/ and the preceding velar consonant.1 WS stems ending in /l/ without 
umlaut in the preterite have principal parts like those of tellan ‘tell’:

(a) tellan   tealde   teald

Like tellan are cwellan ‘kill’, dwellan ‘mislead’, stellan ‘position’, syllan 
‘give’ (EWS sellan, see Hogg 1992b: §5.171n2). There is breaking of PGmc 
*a in the preterite and past participle in WS and Kt, but not in the Angl 
dialects: see Hogg (1992b: §5.15). The infi nitives of verbs of this sort are 
unusual because they show no breaking prior to the umlaut of Pre-OE *æ 
to e. The usual explanation is that /l/ was palatalized by the following /j/ 
in Gmc *teljan and thus did not have the requisite velarity to cause break-
ing after WGmc gemination.2 In addition, there are occasional preterites 
and past participles to these verbs formed like normal verbs with umlaut, 
particularly in Nbr, e.g. CædN 4 astelidæ, Li acuoel(e)don, acwelled, 8eteled, 
Ru2 acweledun, but also Or onsteled, 8eteled (the latter normal in poetry); 
and LWS dwelian, dwelede, dwelode (to dwellan ‘deceive’), to be explained 
according to §6.88, to the extent that these are not simply confused with 
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forms of class II dwelian ‘err’. Verbs of this sort with stem-fi nal consonants 
other than /l/ all have /x/ in the preterite, so that the dental suffi x takes 
the form /t/.3 The vocalism of verbs of this type is widely subject to analogical 
replacement. Several different subtypes may be categorized. The largest 
group is like re77(e)an ‘recount’:

(b) re77an reahte, rehte reaht, reht

Like re77an are cwe77(e)an ‘vibrate’, dre77(e)an ‘affl ict’, le77(e)an ‘moisten’, 
stre77(e)an ‘stretch’, þe77(e)an ‘cover’, w(r)e77(e)an ‘rouse’.4 Possibly also 
to be categorized here is wle77an ‘make tepid’.5 Spellings with <ea> in 
principal parts (ii–iii) are absent from Ælfric,6 and those with <e> extended 
from the present are to be found already in the early glossaries (e.g. EpGl 
arectae), in EWS and in PsGl(A), in the last beside smoothed <æ>. Similar 
to re77an but with /y/ in the root is *cly77(e)an ‘clutch, clench’.7 To be 
distinguished from re77an ‘recount’ (a) is re77(e)an ‘care’ (c):

(c) re77an rdhte rdht

The earlier form of the inf. was *rb7an < *rdkjan (cf. OSax rdkian), but 
there is no fi rm evidence for a long vowel in the present in any dialect of 
OE;8 cf. already in CorpGl 2 14.631 re77ileas ‘heedless’. The shortened 
vowel can be explained as the result of the geminate consonant, but the 
cause of the gemination is not plain.9 Like re77(e)an but retaining the 
original long vowel is sb7(e)an ‘seek’:

(d) sb7an sdhte sdht

Shortening like that in re77(e)an (b) is probably to be assumed in læ77(e)an 
‘seize’:

(e) læ77an lahte, lwhte laht, lwht

Mostly Nbr spellings of this verb with <a> in the pret., coupled with the 
absence of spellings with <ea>,10 render it fairly certain that the vowel in 
the pret. is long. The etymon thus should be reconstructed with PGmc 
*/ai/ in the root.11 Like læ77an but retaining the long vowel derived from 
PGmc */ai/ is tw7(e)an ‘teach’:

(f) tw7an tahte, twhte taht, twht

Like tw7an is rw7(e)an ‘reach’, possibly also *ofhw7an ‘hack off’.12,13 Angl 
forms retain <a> in principal parts (ii–iii), whilst <æ> in principal parts 
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(ii–iii), borrowed from the present, appears already in EWS, beside <a>, 
and in some late texts, including ChronE, BenRGl and some charters. One 
verb with unumlauted preterite has PGmc */r/ before stem-fi nal */k/, wyr7(e)an 
‘work’:

(g) wyr7an worhte worht

The root contains PGmc *ur < PIE *Y, with *u retained before umlauting 
*j in the present but lowered to o elsewhere.14 Not infrequent metathesized 
preterites like wrohte are LWS (once in Ru2), as are pret. forwyrhte, 
pa.part. forwyrht to the derivative forwyr7an ‘sin’. Consistent PsGl(A) wir7- 
in the present is from the full grade, PIE *wer0-y-, as in OSax wirkian; 
otherwise, sporadic WS wir7an (also in Li, Ru2) is due to unrounding, cf. Got 
waurkjan, and see Hogg (1992b: §5.31). Angl pret. forms like warhte are 
found in CorpGl 2, LS 3 (Chad), Or, PsCaE, RuneMortain 1, see ibid.: 
§5.34.15 Similar to wyr7an is by78(e)an ‘buy’, with a present like that of 
fremman (§6.80):

(h) by78an bohte boht

The pres.ind.3sg. is WS by8eþ, see §6.85. Finally, three verbs have /n/ in 
the present that is missing from the preterite, bren8(e)an ‘bring’, þen7(e)an 
‘think’, þyn7(e)an ‘seem’:

(i) bren8an16   brdhte   brdht
 þen7an þdhte þdht
 þyn7an þehte þeht

In the preterite these show the effect of the loss of a nasal consonant before 
*/x/ in PGmc, with compensatory lengthening, e.g. *]ranxtw > brdhte, see 
ibid.: §3.13. It is noteworthy that when nouns with the suffi x -nes(s) are 
formed to verbs without umlaut in the preterite, an umlauted present stem 
is used, hence wyrcnis ‘operation’, gere7enis ‘direction’, although other 
weak verbs employ the preterite stem, see §6.90.

 1 See Hogg (1971). For a more elaborate explanation, involving absorption of */i/ 
and re-velarization of /l/, see Prokosch (1939: §67(c)).
 2 By contrast, there is breaking in GD 1 (H) 5.44.11 griellan ‘provoke’, LWS awyllan 
‘boil’ (EWS *awiellan), the latter, at least, with a PGmc geminate, cf. ON vella, whilst 
the etymology of the former is uncertain. It thus may be that palatalization of /l/ 
depended upon a following consonantal /j/, so that after heavy syllables the alternant 
*-ij- under Sievers’s Law did not block the operation of breaking: see Barrack (1998: 
153–5).
 3 The preterites of some of these archaic verbs thus cannot be reconstructed as 
originating in periphrases with the etymon of PDE do, as then it would be diffi cult 
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to explain why there is devoicing in bohte ‘bought’ and similar forms, see §6.79&n7. 
Rather, the preterite of such forms must be reconstructed with PIE */t/, PGmc */q/, 
which would devoice the preceding /“/ in PGmc *buè-þ- and then lose frication by 
dissimilation from the preceding fricative. See §§6.79, 6.108. The */ð/ in the prets. 
tealde, etc. is then to be explained by the process described in Hogg (1992b: §4.18).
 4 The usual form is we77(e)an; wre77(e)an is LWS, but cf. also CP 28.193.20 wre77an. 
In Li, we77a(n) is confused with wæ77(e)a(n) ‘keep vigil’, hence pres.ind.3sg. auæ77eð, 
subj. awæ77e, etc., beside forms with <e>. Similar confusion reigns in regard to PDE 
wake, awake, waken, awaken.
 5 There occurs a stem 8ewlæht- (3¥) in Lch I and PrudGl 1, beside 8ewleht- (3¥) in 
Lch I, II, the former perhaps smoothed from 8ewleaht-. The stem is etymologically 
light, PGmc *wlakjan, cf. wlæc, wlacu ‘tepid’. Unsyncopated 8ewle7ed- (5¥) in Lch II 
seems an analogical re-formation.
 6 Only ÆHomM 2 (Irv 3) 353 astreahtum, in a late ms.
 7 On the basis of Notes 2 (Kluge) 18.116 cly7e imper.sg. and LibSc 25.9 8ecliht 
pa.part., Brunner (1965: §407A12) posits a similar verb *s7y77(e)an ‘seduce’ by com-
parison to s7ucca ‘succubus’, given the preterites s7yhte, as7ihtest in poetry and Psalter 
glosses. But the verb is more usually identifi ed as *s7yhtan by comparison to *s7yn or 
*s7y8an (see §6.99) ‘urge’ < *skEhijan.
 8 The possibilities are examined by Brunner (1965: §407A3).
 9 In regard to the vowel shortening, Hogg (1992b: §5.199) offers no solution, but 
see Fulk (1998).
10 Only ÆLS (Eugenia) 383 8eleaht.
11 An appealing possibility is the oft-cited proposal that the word is cognate with 
Grk lázomai ‘I seize’ < PIE *lagw-y-, giving Gmc *lakwj-, see Orel (2003: 234), with 
references. But aside from the problem of the preterite spellings, there is the diffi culty 
that the umlaut of Gmc *a before an OE geminate is OE e, not æ, see Hogg (1992b: 
§5.80).
12 Only ÆLet 2 (Wulfstan 1) 190 †ofhRhte pret.3sg. in the edition of Fehr (1914: 
136), from Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 201.
13 The form bedRhte cited by Brunner (1965: §407A12) from AldV 1.1499 is a ghost; 
the more recent edition by Goossens (1974) used by the DOEC has instead betwhte. 
See Bammesberger (1976b).
14 The situation is partly explained in Hogg (1992b: §3.10), cf. Brunner (1965: §45.5), 
with some details. After the development of PIE *o to *a in Gmc, there was no *o, 
and o in the Gmc languages is thus usually to be ascribed to the lowering of *u. The 
chief exception in OE is the development of Gmc *a before nasal consonants, see ibid.: 
§5.3, though this <o> remains distinct from *o derived by the lowering of *u.
15 In ME, wa- for OE wo- is restricted chiefl y to the North and to the North-East 
Midlands in wald- and warld, dot maps 168, 291 in McIntosh, Samuels and Benskin 
(1986: I); also East Anglia for the latter.
16 More commonly the strong stem bring- is used. Weak bren8- is especially common 
in EWS, Kt and Nbr; bring- is the exclusive stem in PsGl(A), and it is nearly so in 
LWS. See §6.57(e).

6.101 A special case is le7gan ‘lay’, which, like settan (§6.94), did not 
originally belong to the category of weak preterites without umlaut, but 
from which /i/ in the preterite was lost in WGmc, as evidenced by OSax 
pret. lagda alongside legda. For the most part, in OE the umlauted vowel 
of the present has been levelled into the pret. le8de. In WS, the pret. stem 
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læ8d- appears chiefl y in late manuscripts (e.g. ÆHomM 2, 7; ChronD, E 
s.a. 1064ff.), but cf. Ru1 læ8dun, alæ8de, Mart 5 (Kotzor) onlæ8de. WS 
has also forms like lbde, 8elbd, with compensatory lengthening, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§5.128, 7.71).

6.102 Not all stems in fi nal velar consonants lack umlaut in the preterite. 
The reason is that those showing no umlaut belong to an ancient category 
of so-called primary verbs, that is, with non-derived stems, see Bammes-
berger (1986b: 69). Later accretions to the class of weak verbs, being 
secondary, form the preterite in the normal manner, e.g. fyl8(e)an ‘follow’, 
LWS awyr8(e)an ‘curse, strangle’, LWS y7(e)an ‘increase’, 8eww7(e)an 
‘weaken’:

(a) fyl8an fyl8de 8efyl8ed
 awyr8an awyr8de awyr8ed
(b) y7an ycte y7ed
 8eww7an   8ewwcte   8eww7ed

Others like fyl8an include LWS bc8an ‘turn aside’, wbyl8(e)an ‘offend’, LWS 
byr8(e)an ‘bury; taste’,1 dry8(e)an ‘dry’, fb8an ‘unite’, LWS afl y8(e)an ‘put 
to fl ight’, swb8(e)an ‘make a sound’, wrb8an ‘stir up’. In such verbs 8 after 
a consonant may become syllabic, e.g. fyli8an, fyli8ð, fyli8de, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§6.36, 43–4). Other verbs like y7an include cny77(e)an ‘tie’, db7(e)an 
‘smear’, nbalw7(e)an ‘approach’, dle77(e)an ‘soothe’, bepw7(e)an ‘betray’, 
sy7(e)an ‘give suck’, þry77(e)an ‘press’, wle77(e)an ‘make tepid’,2 and com-
pounds in -lw7(e)an besides nbalw7an, i.e. 8edyrst-, 8eefen-, 8eriht-lw7(e)an, 
etc.3 Because the cluster -ct- arose in the preterite and infl ected past participle 
of such verbs only after syncope, we do not see the regular development 
to -ht- that occurs in verbs without umlaut in the preterite, §6.100. However, 
probably by analogy to them, -ct- is very often replaced by -ht- in these 
verbs, with considerable regularity in LWS, e.g. yhte, nbalwhte, bepwhte, 
8ewwhte. That this change is largely analogical is suggested by the observa-
tion that much less frequent is the change of /k, g, “/ to /x/ before the 
pres.ind.2&3sg. infl exions -st, -ð in verbs with and without umlaut in the 
preterite, e.g. twhst ‘teach’, 8enbalwhð ‘approaches’, bepwhð ‘betrays’, see 
§6.13. In Ælfric there occur uninfl ected participles like 8eefenlwht ‘emulated’, 
8enbalwht ‘approached’ beside expected forms like 8erihtlw7ed ‘rectifi ed’, 
8edb7ed ‘smeared’.

1 The two verbs are etymologically discrete, though they have identical forms.
2 On unusual forms of wle77an, see §6.100n5.
3 Eichner (1992) lists 37 OE verbs bearing the suffi x -lw7an and demonstrates the 
chiefl y late, artifi cial morphological relation they bear to adjectives in -li7.
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6.103 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, weak verbs of class I include sendan ‘send’, sellan ‘give’, settan ‘set’, hyran 
‘hear, obey’, fbran ‘go’, cennan ‘produce’, wyr7an ‘create’, le78an ‘lay’, 
andwyrdan ‘answer’, lwran ‘teach’, lwdan ‘lead’, wendan ‘turn’, sb7an ‘seek’, 
dbman ‘judge’, mbtan ‘meet’, lysan ‘redeem’, andettan ‘confess’, bringan ‘bring’,1 
herian ‘praise’, drbfan ‘oppress’, cyðan ‘expose’, bbtan ‘atone for’, fyllan ‘fi ll’, 
hwlan ‘heal, redeem’, lyfan ‘believe; allow’,2 nemnan ‘name’, þyn7an ‘seem’, 
rwran ‘raise’, 7yrran ‘turn’, restan ‘rest’, ywan ‘show’, tw7an ‘instruct’, byr8an 
‘bury; taste’2 and their derivatives. Weak verbs of class I are very numerous. 
Some verbs infl ected like nerian are the following: berian ‘clear’, byrian ‘befi t’, 
derian ‘injure’, erian ‘till’, ferian ‘go’, herian ‘praise’, onhyrian ‘emulate’, 
amerian ‘test’, WS s7irian ‘ordain’,3 WS bes7irian ‘deprive of’,3 snyrian ‘hasten’, 
spyrian ‘ask’, styrian ‘stir’, þwyrian ‘oppose’,4 werian ‘defend; wear’,2 8ewerian 
‘clothe’. Some verbs like fremman (and not like fyllan, see §6.92) are the 
following:5 clynnan ‘ring’, cnyssan ‘dash’, dynnan ‘resound’, gremman ‘provoke’, 
*he78an ‘fence in’, *hellan ‘hide’, hlynnan ‘make a noise’, hrissan ‘shake’, s7eþþan 
‘damage’,6 WS as7illan ‘divide’,3 aswebban ‘put to sleep’, *besweþþan ‘wrap’, 
*syllan ‘sully’, temman ‘tame’, trymman ‘strengthen’, þennan ‘stretch out’, 
þi78an ‘accept’,7 we78(e)an ‘agitate’, wennan ‘accustom’, wreþþan ‘support’. 
In addition to the verbs listed above as amongst the commonest in the 
MCOE, as well as verbs with original geminates, see §6.92, a few amongst the 
very many verbs infl ected like fbran are the following: wlan ‘kindle’, ærnan 
‘cause to run’, cblan ‘cool’, LWS 7c8an ‘call’, beclysan ‘confi ne’, tocwysan 
‘crush’, drwfan ‘drive out’, drbfan ‘disturb’, LWS fl yman ‘put to fl ight’, fysan 
‘hasten’, forgw8(e)an ‘transgress’, glen8(e)an ‘trim’, glbsan ‘gloss’, LWS 8yman 
‘heed’, LWS 8yrnan ‘desire’, hwman ‘copulate’, hrin8(e)an ‘ring’, LWS hwyrfan 
‘turn’, LWS hynan ‘abase’, lwfan ‘leave’, lwnan ‘lend’, len8(e)an ‘lengthen’, 
mwnan ‘mention’, men8(e)an ‘mingle’, benwman ‘deprive’,8 rwsan ‘rush’, ryman 
‘make room’, spren8(e)an ‘scatter’, LWS strynan ‘engender, amass’, WS stboran, 
styran ‘steer’,9 twlan ‘censure’, twsan ‘pull’, ten8(e)an ‘press towards’, oftyrfan 
‘stone’, LWS wyrnan ‘withhold’. For a list of verbs infl ected like fbran with 
stems ending in /t/ or /d/, see §6.93; in PGmc */k/ or */“/, §6.102.

1 Strong present: see §§6.57(e), 6.100n16.
2 The two senses are etymologically discrete, but the relevant forms are 
indistinguishable.
3 With palatal diphthongization, Hogg (1992b: §5.53).
4 From *þwiorhijan, giving EWS *þwierian, without compensatory lengthening, see 
Hogg (1992b: §5.124). Forms like 8eþweorod pa.part. (transferred to weak class II) 
have /eo/ by analogy to þweorh ‘contrary’.
5 Many of these are attested only without geminates, with infs. in -ian, see §6.88.
6 Also strong, see §§6.65, 6.67.
7 Also strong, see §§6.53, 6.63&n2; the stem þi78- is etymologically strong.
8 On the diffi cult vocalism of the root, see Bammesberger (1979).
9 On the vocalism, see Hogg (1992b: §5.84).
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2 Weak class II

6.104 The second class of weak verbs is the only one to which new verbs 
were regularly added during the historical OE period. Gmc weak verbs of 
class II are comparable to Latin verbs of the fi rst conjugation, e.g. amare 
‘to love’, since they are both formed with the PIE suffi x *-eH- > *-a-, which 
in PGmc develops to *-d-. In origin this PIE *-a- is the stem formative of 
feminine nouns like Lat libra ‘pair of scales’ (cf. verb librare ‘balance’), 
Grk timÂ ‘honour’ (fem. noun; cf. timáw ‘I honour’), OE lufu ‘love’ < PGmc 
*lu]d (noun; cf. lufi (8)an ‘to love’ class II), since, originally, verbs of this 
class were derived from feminine nouns, see §6.79n3. But the class was 
highly productive, so that new verbs were formed from many different 
sources, not all of them nominal. That is, the PIE suffi x *-a- came to be 
added to noun stems that had never borne the suffi x, e.g. Lat ddnare 
‘give’ (verb; cf. neut. ddnum ‘gift’), OE lofi an ‘honour’ (verb; cf. neut. lof 
‘honour’), and to stems other than noun stems, e.g. OE halgian ‘hallow’ 
(cf. hali8 ‘holy’), clifi an ‘adhere’1 (cf. strong clcfan ‘adhere’), etian ‘expel’ 
(cf. adv. et ‘out’).

1 In origin a verb of class III, see §6.130.

6.105 Like weak verbs of class I, those of class II derive from a PIE for-
mation in which *-y- was added to the present stem, as with Sanskrit 
pYtanayáti ‘fi ghts’ < *pYtena-y-e-ti (cf. fem. noun pYtana ‘fi ght’). Thus, in 
PGmc the present stem of weak verbs of class II was formed by the addi-
tion of *-d- + *-j- + infl exion after the theme vowel following *-j- was 
absorbed into the original infl exion, just as in other verbs, see §§6.4, 6.82. 
Unlike in weak class I, however, but as in PIE, the suffi x *-j- was added 
only to the present stem. In the preterite and past participle, in PGmc the 
same dental suffi x as in class I was added directly to the stem formative 
*-d-, hence inf. lufi (8)an ‘love’ < *lu]-d-j-anan, but pret.3sg. lufode < *lu]-
d-ðw. What we see in lufi 8an is umlaut of *d to *b by the following *j, 
followed by shortening of *b to *e under low stress, and then raising to 
/i/ before /j/, much as in adjectives in -i8 < *-æ8, see Hogg (1992b: §§6.51–2). 
As in such adjectives, the raising of */e/ to /i/ occurred too late for the 
latter to cause umlaut of the root vowel. When umlaut is encountered in 
the root, this is usually a sign of a verb transferred from weak class III, 
see §6.129.

(a) Infl exions

6.106 In EWS the infl exions of weak verbs of class II are, with the excep-
tions discussed below, the same for all stems, regardless of weight. They 
may be exemplifi ed by the paradigm of lofi (8)an ‘praise’:
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Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 lofi 8e lofi 8e
 2 lofast lofi 8e lofa
 3 lofað lofi 8e
Pl. lofi að lofi 8en lofi að

Preterite
Sg. 1 lofode lofode
 2 lofodest lofode
 3 lofode lofode
Pl. lofodon lofoden

Infi nitive lofi an
Infl .inf. to lofi anne
Pres.part. lofi ende
Pa.part. lofod

It will be seen that verbs of this class have -i(8)- wherever verbs like frem-
man, §6.80, have a geminate. On the co-occurrence of -i- and -i8-, see 
Hogg (1992b: §7.76). In WS, -i8- is normal before the ending -e(n), but 
-i- and -i8- vary freely before e in the infl ected infi nitive and pres.part., 
whilst -i8- or -i8e- before a is exceedingly infrequent in Ælfric, though 
it is not uncommon elsewhere.1 In LWS, -ion occurs frequently in the 
pres.subj.pl., with the same distribution as -on in strong verbs, see §6.23. 
Unlike in verbs such as nerian of class I, -i- in verbs of class II is syllabic.2 
As regards the co-occurrence of <e> and <a> in the infl ected infi nitive that 
is seen also in other classes, see §§6.6n1, 6.80n1, -i(8)anne is the usual form 
in EWS, and it is used almost exclusively in Angl; note that PsCaA 2 19.27 
to arwyrþienne is in the LWS portion of the gloss. Ælfric, however, has 
-ianne only very rarely (and never -i8anne). In the pret. and pa.part., -od- is 
the usual form of the dental suffi x in LWS, but -ad- and -ud- also occur, 
for reasons explained in §6.113; and -ed- is quite common in WS, both 
Early and Late, especially before -on, by dissimilation, see ibid.: §6.64.

1 To supplement what is said in Hogg (1992b: §7.76), it should be remarked that 
-i8a- is not infrequent in EWS, though -ia- plainly predominates. Note also the spelling 
CP, Mart 4 plegean for plegian, where <ge> may be simply /j/ (see §6.130), as is cer-
tainly the case in Or her8ean ‘harry’, cf. pret. her8eade.
2 See §6.80. As further evidence, Brunner (1965: §412A1) points out that syllabicity 
is probably indicated by acutes written on i in verbs of this class in CP (H), e.g. 
cliepíað, forhradíen. Exceptions to the rule of syllabic -i- are chiefl y examples of infl ected 
infi nitives and present participles, see §6.112; spellings with simple <g> in other forms 
are exceedingly rare, e.g. BenRW s7baw8e.

6.107 As with the strong verbs, plural verb endings are generally reduced, 
though in this class to -i(8)e rather than -e, before pronouns of the fi rst 
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and second persons in WS, less regularly in Angl, see §6.7. Present and 
past participles are declined the same way as the corresponding participles 
of weak class I, see Hogg (1992b: §§4.28–9).

6.108 The suffi x *-ay-e- ~ *-ay-o- that marked verbs of this type in PIE 
should be expected to have developed in PGmc to *-dj-i- ~ *-dj-a-. According 
to the older view, this PGmc stem formative is directly refl ected in forms 
like OE lofi an < *lu]djan. However, in Got, ON and OHG there is no 
trace of */j/ in verbs of this type, rather the refl exes of stems in *-d- to 
which infl exions were added directly, without any intervening */j/. 
Accordingly, it now appears much more likely that */j/ after an unstressed 
vowel other than */i/ was lost in PGmc,1 with subsequent loss of hiatus, 
and *-dj-i- and *-dj-a- thus developed to *-d-. The */j/ refl ected in forms 
of these verbs in OE, OFris and (in part) OSax is thus a NSGmc innova-
tion, whereby the terminations of heavy-stemmed verbs of weak class I 
were added to Gmc stems in *-d-. Thus, for example, pres.ind.pl. *lu]d-þ 
was re-formed to *lu]d-jaþ by analogy to heavy-stemmed forms of class I 
like *fdri-jaþ, whilst pres.ind.3sg. *lu]d-þ remained unchanged, given the 
analogy to *fdri-þ.2 The forms tabulated in §6.106 may thus be derived 
from an analogously constructed NSGmc paradigm of the following type, 
with the exceptions noted below in §6.109:

Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 *lu]djd *lu]djai
 2 *lu]ds *lu]djais *lu]d

 3 *lu]dþ *lu]djai
Pl. *lu]djFþ *lu]djain *lu]djFþ

Preterite
Sg. 1 *lu]dðw *lu]dðc

 2 *lu]dðws
 3 *lu]dðw *lu]dðc

Pl. *lu]eðun *lu]dðcn

Infi nitive *lu]djanã
Infl .inf. *td lu]djannjai
Pres.part. *lu]djandc

Pa.part. *lu]dðaz

The typical paradigm of a verb of weak class II was thus formed from a 
stem in *-d- to which two kinds of infl exions were added, those with initial 
*-j- and those without it. In the pret.ind.pl., *d > *e under the infl uence 
of u in the following syllable, see Hogg (1992b: §3.34), and see further 
§6.113 on the consequences of this.
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1 The objections of Birkhan (1974: 4–7) are unconvincing.
2 This is the persuasive argument of Cowgill (1959). Neutralization of the sg. and 
pl. in the forms cited provides a partial motive for the analogical change, but the 
structure of the preterite was no doubt also a contributing factor, since, e.g., *lu]d-ðw 
parallels *fdri-ðw, inviting analogous correspondences in the present stem. The rationale 
for positing PIE *-a-y-e/o rather than simply *-a- as the stem formative lies with non-Gmc 
comparative evidence.

6.109 The forms in §6.106 directly refl ect those in §6.108, with the 
same exceptions as are noted for strong verbs in §6.9. The development 
of pres.ind.2sg. *-ds to OE -ast is paralleled by the development of 
pret.ind.2sg. *-ð-ws to OE -d-est, cf. §6.84. On the development of the 
termination *-ðwðun in the pret.ind.pl. (with similar development in the 
pret.subj.), what is said in §6.84 applies here, as well.

6.110 As regards the distribution of -i(8)e- and -i(8)a- outside of WS, in 
lKt the situation resembles that in EWS, see §6.106, except that -i8a- never 
occurs. In Merc, PsGl(A) has almost consistently -ie- and -ia-,1 whilst, 
conversely, Ru1 has mostly -i8e-, -i8a-, -i8æ-.2 In Nbr, -i8e- and -i8o are the 
rule, whilst -ia-, rare beside -i8a- in Ru2, is commoner in Li and DurRitGl.

1 The exceptions are 8earwi8u, 8enyhtsume8ende, ondetti8en, ondetti8að; but 
8edeafi neað looks like orthographic metathesis of *8edeafeniað.
2 Brown (1891–2: II, §50) reports -i8- 63¥, -i- 15¥, -8- 1¥, Ø 56¥. In addition, -i- may 
be extended from the pres.ind.pl. to the 3sg. Conversely, -i- may be missing from the 
ind. and imper. plural, e.g. 8esomnaþ, forhtaþ.

6.111 There is great variability in the infl exions to this class found in 
Ru1 and in Nbr, with many innovations and analogical forms. Thus, 
for example, Kolbe (1912: §199.3) lists the following endings for the 
pres.ind.3sg. in Li: -að, -iað, -aðe (prob. for pret. -ade), -as, -ias, -eð, -es, 
-ies, -æð, -æs, -et, -a8ið, -aið, -ia8að, -a8eð, -a8es.1 By contrast, infl exion 
is rather regular in PsGl(A), where the only notable variants are rare forms 
in -i8- or -e8- instead of -i-, occasional infl ected infi nitives and pres.parts. 
without -i- (see §6.112), and occasional -ud-, more frequent -ed-, for usual 
-ad- in the pret. and pa.part., see Zeuner (1881: §53).

1 Brunner (1965: §412A3–10) offers an accounting of such dialect forms.

6.112 Medial vowels, even those originally long, are often syncopated 
when followed by a heavy syllable bearing tertiary stress, cf. Hogg (1992b: 
§6.31). Such a situation presented itself in the infl ected infi nitive and the 
pres.part. of weak verbs of class II, where *d should have developed to 
 *a, which would then be syncopated before the following heavy syllable, 
thus producing *lu]jændi, *lu]jænni. This development was too late to 
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produce gemination before /j/, and probably too late for /j/ to cause umlaut 
of the root vowel; but after a heavy stem the /j/ would be lost, e.g. *fund-
jændi > *fundændi. The distinction in the development of light and heavy 
stems in this respect is observable in the early Merc glossaries, where we 
fi nd, e.g., EpGl light-stemmed uuidirhliniendae ‘reclining under’, til8endum 
‘endeavouring’ alongside heavy-stemmed ganaende ‘gaping’, hlbodendri 
‘resounding’ (for hlbodrendi), torctendi ‘showing’, etc.; but already there 
is levelling in light-stemmed dobendi ‘doting’ (cf. CorpGl dob8endi). The 
difference is also observable in poetry, where there occur spellings like 
GuthA,B gnornende ‘lamenting’ (3¥), El, Phoen dresende ‘failing’, and where 
such words even when spelt with -i- must usually be scanned without it, 
e.g. Ex 453 fl ugon forhti8ende, see Sievers (1885: 482). In the major Angl 
texts the original distinction has been much disrupted by analogy, but forms 
of the infl ected infi nitive and pres.part. without -i- are quite common in 
both light and heavy stems.1 In WS and Kt, however, the forms with -i- 
have almost consistently been generalized, although simple -8- occasionally 
appears, especially in the infl .inf. and pres.part., e.g. ChrodR 1 to mdd8enne 
‘to be overbearing’, BenRGl to mdt8enne, though these forms are surely 
not archaisms.

1 The Angl texts and forms are surveyed by Brunner (1965: §412A10).

6.113 Whilst the usual form of the dental suffi x in the pret. and pa.part. 
is -od- in WS, in Kt and Angl it is -ad-. The latter represents a generaliza-
tion of the refl ex of the shortening of *-dd- found in most forms of the 
pret. and pa.part., whereas the former represents the analogical extension 
of the refl ex of the shortening of *-ed- found in the pret.ind.pl. and in 
some cases of the pa.part., e.g. dat.pl. *lu]edum, cf. e.g. §2.84. In the 
latter form of the suffi x, with *-e-, the vowel after shortening should have 
been syncopated after a heavy syllable, but apparently it was preserved or 
restored by analogy to the form of the suffi x found after light syllables.1 
The analogical extension of -ad- and -ud-/-od- is far advanced already in 
the earliest glossaries, e.g. ErfGl suarnadun ‘coagulated’, meldadum 
‘informed’, EpGl aslacudae ‘slackened’, 8ere8nodae ‘rained’ beside etymo-
logical suornodun, lcthircadae ‘fl attered’, 8esuidradrae ‘diminished’, etc. The 
form of the suffi x -ad- is unusual in LWS, but it is not infrequent in Ælfric 
when the root of the verb contains /o(p)/ or /u/, e.g. bodade ‘announced’, 
8eopenade ‘opened’, ðrdwade ‘suffered’, wunade ‘remained’, 8eedcucade 
‘revived’, suwade ‘was silent’, lufade ‘loved’. In keeping with the tendency 
for unstressed vowels to lose their distinctiveness, see Hogg (1992b: §6.62), 
especially in lOE, in all dialects the dental suffi x may appear as -ed-, even 
when a back vowel does not follow, e.g. (-)wunede in Ælfric, PsGl(A), Ru1, 
Li; cf. also EWS CP ofermdd8ede, Kt OccGl 8eðafede ‘allowed’, etc. 
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Occasionally there are to be found preterites with simple -d-, unaccom-
panied by any refl ex of *d, on the basis of analogy to verbs of class III that 
have been transferred to class II, see §6.130, e.g. Li ym(b)s7bawde.2

1 Cf. Hogg (1992b: §6.32n1). This analysis is at variance with that of Campbell 
(1977: 351), who follows Luick in supposing that shortening of high vowels took place 
after high vowel syncope. The reasons for such an assumption are countered in Fulk 
(1992: §§187–93). Rather, WS forms like gyldenum < *gulðcnum that appear to be 
unsyncopated are better explained as showing the same analogical restoration of the 
syncopated syllable that is seen in forms like hali8e, see §4.47. It seems impossible to 
prove that a as the refl ex of *d would not also have been syncopated, but if it had 
been, there would have been syncope in the preterite of all heavy-stemmed verbs of 
weak class II, and it would then be surprising that, with rare hypothetical exceptions 
like Li ym(b)s7bawde, not a single such syncopated form survived as a relic. See Fulk 
(1992: §228).
2 See further Ross (1937: 151–2).

(b) Stems

6.114 Stems with /i/ (or /e/ in seofi an ‘lament’, the umlaut of */a/) in a 
light root syllable were subject to back umlaut in the preterite and past 
participle, as well as in present forms bearing infl exions that did not begin 
with */j/ (see §6.108), under the usual limiting conditions in each dialect, 
e.g. EWS cliopode, cleopode, Merc cleopade, Nbr cliopade ‘called’. In all 
dialects, the diphthong that thus resulted could be levelled into forms with 
infl exions in */j/, thus EWS cleopian, etc., beside WS clipian, Ru1 clipi8ende. 
In WS there is a strong tendency for back umlaut to be levelled out of all 
forms, so that, in texts other than those showing Angl infl uence, rarely is 
back umlaut found in verbs other than clipian and tilian, e.g. PPs (prose) 
21.11 8eonað, ÆHom 21.100 cleofode, and /i/ is very often restored even 
in the preterite of clipian and tilian. But seofi an always has back mutation. 
The relevant verbs, in addition to clipian, are bifi an ‘tremble’,1 clifi an 
‘adhere’,1 8inian ‘yawn’,1 hlinian ‘lean’,1 hnipian ‘droop’, seofi an ‘lament’, 
tilian ‘cultivate’.1 In addition, stician ‘stab’ might show back umlaut in Kt 
only, see Hogg (1992b: §5.103), hence CollGl 12.23 stiocode alongside 
OccGl 49 22.23 ofsticoð. WS 8eswugian beside 8eswigian ‘be silent’ shows 
combinative back umlaut, see ibid.: §5.109(1), with /u/ extended ana-
logically from the pret.pl. and some infl ected forms of the pa.part., in which 
PGmc *d developed to OE u, see §6.108.2

1 Perhaps in origin a verb of class III, see §6.130.
2 Sweogian shows normal back umlaut, probably as a non-WS variant, see Hogg 
(1992b: §5.109). On sugian, see Campbell (1977: §470); on suwian, see Brunner (1965: 
§214.8). The Angl verb has /ip/, as confi rmed by poetic metre, e.g. Beo 2897 Lyt 
swcgode; cf. OHG swcgbn. Why the WS vowel is short is unknown, see Flasdieck (1935: 
49–50). The verb in origin belonged to class III, see §6.130.
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6.115 A number of verbs of weak class II are formed with stem-fi nal /“/, 
especially verbs derived from adjectives in -i8. The fi nal consonant of the 
stem is velar rather than palatal in all forms, even before -i-, since /op/ 
originally followed in all forms, e.g. *hailaèdjan > halgian. Some of the 
relevant verbs are dys(e)gian ‘act foolishly’, halgian ‘hallow’, hef(e)gian 
‘oppress’, her(e)gian ‘harry’,1 hcgian ‘hasten’, met(e)gian ‘moderate’, 8emynd-
gian ‘remember’, sargian ‘pain’, s7yldgian ‘render liable to punishment’, 
sorgian ‘lament’,2 syngian ‘sin’, wel(e)gian ‘enrich’, wbrgian ‘weary’, wctgian 
‘prophesy’. Naturally, /k/ also remains velar, e.g. in þancian ‘thank’.

1 On the diffi cult derivation of hergian from Gmc *xarjdjan, see §6.118n2; and for 
forms with /j/ rather than /“/, see §§6.106n1, 6.118n2.
2 But of class III in origin, see §6.130.

6.116 Several verbs of this class show the effects of loss of intervocalic 
[h] and hiatus. Thus, inf. smba8an ‘consider’ refl ects NSGmc *smauxd-jan, 
whilst pres.ind.3sg. smbaþ refl ects *smauxd-þ. The following EWS paradigm 
for smba8an may be reconstructed on the basis of forms of this verb and 
þrba8an ‘affl ict’:

Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 smba8e smba8e
 2 smbast smba8e smba
 3 smbað smba8e
Pl. smba8að smba8en smba8að

Preterite
Sg. 1 smbade smbade
 2 smbadest smbade
 3 smbade smbade
Pl. smbadon smbaden

Infi nitive smba8an
Infl .inf. to smba8anne
Pres.part. smba8ende
Pa.part. smbad

Thus, there were two stems within the OE paradigm, smba8- and smba-, 
parallel to lofi (8)- and lofa-/lofo-, and in all dialects but Kt and the dialect 
of PsGl(A), the latter stem could be substituted for the former, leading to 
innovations like Bo 41.146.21 smban pres.subj.pl., Li smbas pres.ind.pl., 
smbande pres.part. Only in Li smba8e, Ru2 smbo8e imper.sg. do we see 
replacement of the latter stem by the former, if these are not in fact infi nitives. 
In Angl the diphthong that developed from PGmc *au was smoothed before 
loss of [h]; but in lNbr the diphthong of the alternative stem *smba- (or 
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smbo- in Ru2, see Hogg 1992b: §5.44) was consistently levelled into the 
smoothed stem smb8-. Late Kt has OccGl 20.18 to smya8enne infl .inf. (see 
ibid.: §5.213) and 49.2 smb8an inf. (see ibid.: §5.119n1). Like smba8an is 
þrba8an (beside þrban) ‘affl ict’, to both of which analogical present stems 
smbagian, þrbagian were constructed.1 Also like smba8an is hban ‘exalt’, 
to which no stem *hba8an is attested, just Bede 106.23 hban inf. and OrW 
43 hbaþ pres.ind.pl.;2 also Bede 1 6.34.6 †8ehbad pa.part.3 But since *hba8an 
would have been smoothed to hb8an in Angl, some forms of the weak verb 
hb8an of the fi rst class may actually be forms of the verb of the second 
class, see §6.99. Re-formed in Nbr according to the pattern of smba8an is 
the strong verb 8efba8a ‘rejoice’ (§6.62), with the stems fba8-, fbo8- and 
fba-, fbo-, the diphthong of the latter having been levelled into the former, 
originally *fb8-. The stems are not distributed on an etymological basis, 
and whilst some forms can only be weak, e.g. pret. 8efbade, none must be 
regarded as strong, though some are technically ambiguous, e.g. pres.ind.3pl. 
8efbað. A weak pres.ind.3sg. 8efbaþ also occurs in Ru1, and various weak 
forms appear in LWS Psalter glosses derived from Anglian originals, e.g. 
PsGl(I) 8efba8aþ pres.pl., 8efbade pret.sg.

1 Cf. already in EWS GDPref and 4 (C) to þrbagianne. On the introduction of velar 
/“/ into these forms whereas there had been no such sound anywhere in the paradigm, 
see §6.118.
2 Brunner (1965: §408A17) cites a pret. hbade which we are unable to 
authenticate.
3 The DOE text reads 8ehyned ‘humbled’, rendering Lat sublimauit ‘exalted’; 8ehbad 
is found among the manuscript variants (T. Miller, 1890–8: II, 16).

6.117 Like smba8an is twbo8an ‘doubt’ but with bo where smba8an has 
ba. It is to be derived from *twioxd-jan, with pres.ind.3sg. twboð < *twioxd-þ, 
and thus the former stem corresponds to smoothed Angl twc8- < *twihbj-, 
whilst the latter may be twbo-, twco- or twca-, see Hogg (1992b: §5.44). 
In the Ru2 pret., the distinction between twcade < *twihadw and twcodun 
< *twihudun is maintained; cf. Ru1 8etwcodestu. Like twbo8an is fragmen-
tarily attested *tbo8an ‘arrange’ < *tioxdjan, not found in WS except in 
texts that show Angl infl uence.1 The stem without 8 is attested in pres.pl. 
Beo 2526 8etboð, pret. tbode, tcode, CædN tiadæ (< *tihadw), pa.part. 
8etbod; the stem with 8 is found only in Bede 4 29.366.24 †to tba8enne, 
†to tb8enne infl .inf.2

1 Flasdieck (1935: 50–1, with references) and others would connect the attested forms 
of this verb with tawian ‘prepare’ (not tawian: cf. ME tauwen, tawe, also Beo geð-, 
wc8-8etawum, with p confi rmed by the metre), Got taujan ‘make’, tbwa ‘order’, but 
the phonology of this seems intractable. See also Brunner (1965: §415(e)).
2 These forms are manuscript variants listed by T. Miller (1890–8: II, 444).
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6.118 Also contracted after loss of [h] is WS *s7(e)d8(e)an ‘don shoes’, 
to which the attested forms are s7ed8e pres.ind.1sg., an-, on-, 8e-s7d8en 
pres.subj.pl., -s7dd pa.part., s7ed imper.sg., †s7ed8eað imper.pl.1 This refl ects 
the stems *skdxdj- and *skdxd-. In Nbr there occurs 8e-, 8i-s7ded pa.part., 
with analogical -ed. In addition, in LWS there occur in LibSc and RegCGl 
forms like s7edgian, s7edgiað, uns7edgien in which <g> perhaps has the 
same hiatus-fi lling function as in the Ælfrician paradigm of hbah ‘high’, 
see §4.26, after the analogical introduction of -ia-, -ie- for etymological 
-8a-, -8e-. Such forms are then wholly parallel to smbagian, þrbagian, §6.116. 
The unappealing alternative is to suppose that */j/ was velarized before a 
back vowel, see Hogg (1992b: §7.29).2 Of uncertain etymology, but infl ected 
like s7ed8ean, is *bd8(e)an ‘boast’,3 to which the distinctive attested forms 
are Vain 28 bdð pres.ind.3sg. and BenR 7.22.16 bdde pret.3sg.; there also 
occur analogical BenRApp 138.29 bdgie pres.subj.sg. and LibSc bdgað 
pres.ind.pl.4 Also of obscure origin is *gd8(e)an ‘lament’, to which the 
attested forms are Bede 1 16.88.17 gdiende pres.part. and 16.88.15 gdað 
pres.ind.3sg., analogical for *gdð: cf. corrupted gwð, gbþ amongst the 
manuscript variants (see T. Miller, 1890–8: II, 71).

1 In London, British Library, Cotton Otho B. ii, as reported by Sweet (1871–2: 44).
2 The alternative explanation is unappealing because the posited phonological rule 
would face many exceptions, e.g. strb8an, 7c8an, hnw8an. Without such a phonological 
rule, the chief diffi culty as regards weak class II is how to explain hergian ‘harry’ < 
Gmc *xarjdjan. Perhaps this is simply a matter of dissimilation, cf. §6.93n3, rendered 
plausible by the fact that /j/ still alternated with /“/ in lOE, e.g. in adjectives in -i8. It may 
be then that Or her8ean, her8eade, 8eher8ead, etc., represents the undissimilated stem.
3 There are no known Gmc cognates. The word has been derived from PGmc *bdjanan, 
see Orel (2003: 51), with references, on the basis of the assumption that it contains 
the same stem as Lat *fdr ‘I speak’ < *fa-y-dr, cf. Grk jh-mí ‘I speak’. This leaves the 
unumlauted root vowel unexplained.
4 Brunner (1965: §415(a)) and Campbell (1977: §761(7)) regard the last as analogous 
to the unattested alternative stem *bd8-, and Campbell even sees the same stem in 
<bogie>, though surely <g> must represent a velar consonant before <i>. Rather, since 
bdgað occurs in the same text as s7edgiað above, most likely it and bdgie have the 
same explanation, i.e. with <g> introduced into the analogically induced hiatus.

6.119 Vowel contraction also occurred in stems that had PGmc *-ij- before 
*-d-, since /j/ was lost, with compensatory lengthening, see Hogg (1992b: 
§7.70), followed by loss of hiatus. The PGmc stem *frij-dj- ‘liberate, love’ 
thus produced Pre-OE *frc-dj-, which then developed to *frc-ej- > *frc-ij- 
(ibid.: §6.52) > frc8-, whilst the alternative stem without /j/ after /op/, *frij-d-, 
developed to *frc-d- > WS frco-, frbo-. In WS, the diphthong of the latter 
stem was levelled into the former, producing a paradigm like that of 
twbo8an, with inf. frbo8an, pret.sg. frbode; Ru1 similarly has pres.subj.sg. 
8efrbo8e as the sole recorded form to this verb in this text. In PsGl(A) the 
original distinction between the two stems is maintained, hence pres.ind.1sg. 
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8efrc8u, 2sg. 8efrbos, 3sg. 8efrbað, 8efrboð, 8efrcoð, pl. 8efrc8að, pret.3sg. 
8efrbode, 8efrbade, 8efrcode, 8efrbde, imper.sg. 8efrba, 8efrca, etc. The mixture 
of spellings with <ea, eo, io> in the alternative stem suggests that contrac-
tion must have been early, before -ad- was generalized as the Angl dental 
suffi x of the pret. and pa.part. In Nbr there is similarly much interchange 
of diphthongs that are otherwise generally kept discrete in that dialect, 
see ibid.: §5.138, e.g. Ru2 8ifrcað, 8efrcoð pres.ind.3sg., 8ifrcad, 8ifrcode 
pa.part. But in some instances the present stem has been generalized as frc-, 
to which infl exions of the fi rst weak class are added, hence DurRitGl frca 
pres.ind.1sg., 8ifrce pres.subj.sg., Li frcende pres.part. Probably constructed 
the same way is 8efrce8a inf.1 Compare also Li frbweð pres.ind.3sg., pre-
sumably representing *frbo-eð, and cf. comparable 8efrbouad pa.part. 
In Li the stem frc8-, may be used the same way as frc-, hence 8efrc8eð 
pres.ind.3sg., 8efrc8 imper.sg., and it is even found once in the preterite, 
hence 8efrc8ade. Like frbo8an is non-Ælfrician fbo8an ‘hate’ < *fi jdjan,2 
except that the forms in PsGl(A) are not as regular. Ru1 keeps the two 
stems distinct, but in addition to etymological forms PsGl(A) has analogical 
fcað pres.ind.pl. beside regular fc8að, and analogical prets. fcede, fcedon 
beside etymological fcode, fcodon, etc., with -að and -ed- by analogy to 
class I. The stem variants in Nbr resemble those for frbo8an.

1 Campbell (1977: §765) suggests that the spelling with <e> may be archaic, repre-
senting a stage before /e/ was raised before the following /j/, or that *frc-e8- did not 
develop to frc8-, and spellings without <e> actually represent a verb stem of weak class 
III. Cognates show that the latter explanation is unlikely to be correct: see Orel (2003: 
114). It is more likely that this is simply another instance of the use of a stem frc- with 
an analogically introduced ending: cf. how -i8- also takes the form -e8- in Li fage8as 
pres.ind.3pl., agne8e, cunne8e, 8esynge8e infs., etc.
2 Probably originally to class III, see §6.130.

6.120 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, weak verbs of class II include andswarian ‘answer’, tacnian ‘represent’, 
wunian ‘remain’,1 clypian ‘call’, lufi an ‘love’, blbtsian ‘bless’, halgian ‘sanctify’, 
blissian ‘rejoice’, dafenian ‘befi t’, rcxian ‘rule’, earnian ‘merit’ and their derivates. 
In addition to these and the verbs listed in §§6.106–19, and excluding verbs 
transferred from weak classes I and III, some relatively common verbs in this 
very large class are the following: acsian, ascian ‘ask’, bodian ‘announce’, 
7bapian ‘bargain’,2 7eorian ‘lament’, costian ‘tempt’, cunnian ‘test’,1 dwolian 
‘err’, eahtian ‘esteem’, eardian ‘dwell’, endian ‘end’, fandian ‘test’, fundian 
‘attempt’, 8earwian ‘prepare’, grapian ‘grasp’, behdfi an ‘behove’, holian ‘hollow 
out’, hopian ‘hope’,3 hwearfi an ‘turn’, laðian ‘invite’, lbanian ‘lend’, lccian 
‘please’,1 loccian ‘entice’, ldcian ‘look’, lofi an ‘praise’, macian ‘make’,4 manian 
‘warn’, meldian ‘inform’, offrian ‘sacrifi ce’, samnian ‘assemble’, s7(e)amian 
‘shame’,1 s7bawian ‘observe’, teohhian ‘determine’, þaccian ‘clap’, þafi an ‘allow’, 
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þancian ‘thank’, wandrian ‘wander’, warian ‘beware’, wealwian ‘roll’, weorðian 
‘honour’, wincian ‘blink’, wcsian ‘guide’, wuldrian ‘glorify’, wundian ‘wound’, 
wundrian ‘be amazed’, amongst many others. A few recognizable suffi xes 
were used to form verbs of this class. Verbs derived from adjectives in -i8 
were listed above, see §6.115; some other particular groups are these:

(i) verbs in -(e)cian, including bedecian ‘beg’ (cf. biddan ‘ask’), astyfecian 
‘suppress’, aswefecian ‘extirpate’, elcian ‘delay’ (cf. CP (C) 33.220.8 
ieldcað), 8earcian ‘prepare’ (cf. 8earo ‘ready’);

(ii) verbs in -(e)nian, including 8edafenian ‘befi t’ (cf. 8edbfe ‘fi tting’), fæ8(e)-
nian ‘rejoice’ (cf. fæ8e ‘popular’),5 fæstnian ‘fasten’ (cf. fæst ‘fi rm’), 
hafenian ‘hold’ (cf. habban ‘have’), lacnian ‘heal’ (cf. lw7e ‘doctor’), op(e)nian 
‘open’ (cf. upp ‘up’), war(e)nian ‘warn’ (cf. warian ‘beware’), wilnian 
‘desire’ (cf. willa ‘desire’), wctnian ‘punish’ (cf. wcte ‘punishment’);

(iii) verbs in -(e)sian,6 including blbtsian ‘bless’, blcðsian, blissian ‘rejoice’, 
clwnsian ‘cleanse’, ef(e)sian ‘clip’, e8(e)sian ‘threaten’, feorsian ‘expel’ 
8ctsian ‘covet’, grimsian ‘rage’, behrbowsian ‘repent’, WS mwrsian 
‘glorify’, miltsian ‘pity’, rccsian, rcxian ‘rule’, unrdtsian ‘worry’, 
untrbowsian ‘disbelieve’, yrsian ‘rage’.

On the transferral of verbs from class I to class II, see §6.80 in regard to verbs 
like nerian, §6.88 in regard to verbs like lemian, §6.96 in regard to verbs like 
timbrian. On the transferral of verbs of class III to class II, see §§6.129–30.

1 In origin a verb of class III, see §6.130.
2 Perhaps originally to class III, see §6.130.
3 Probably a relatively late addition to the vocabulary rather than an exclusively WS 
word: see Fulk (1992: §367&n147).
4 Very rare in Angl., cf. LkHeadGl (Li) 26 8emacade ł 8emacað. See Kuhn (1986).
5 Apparently a West Saxon word: see Wenisch (1985).
6 On these verbs in -sian, see Hallander (1966).

3 Weak class III

6.121 Verbs of the third weak class in Germanic are in origin structurally 
parallel to those of the second weak class, but with PGmc *-w- (PIE *-b-) 
rather than *-d- as the stem formative. They are thus of the type Lat sedbre 
‘sit’ of the second conjugation. Presumably, the present stem was formed 
by adding PIE *-y- + infl exion to the stem in *-b-, but precisely how the 
present paradigms in the various Gmc languages are to be derived this way 
is a matter of intense debate.1 The preterite, too, presents problems, since 
we should expect the pret. stem to have been formed with PGmc *-w-, to 
which the dental suffi x was added directly, as in the parallel instance of 
weak class II; but the pret. in NSGmc shows no trace of this posited *-w-. 
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In WGmc, at least, extensive analogical re-formation appears to be the best 
explanation for the attested forms. Certainly, in OHG, verbs of this class 
have been re-formed so that the stem ends in -b- in all forms, parallel to 
verbs of class II, in which the formative is -d- in all forms.2

1 Prokosch (1939: §§54g, 67g), Dishington (1976, 1978) and Shields (1988) make 
unpersuasive cases for non-analogical origins of the alternations in the present stem; 
for an opposing view, see Jasanoff (1973). Flasdieck (1935) offers extensive biblio-
graphical coverage of the earlier literature. On the earlier history of the type in Germanic, 
see Kortlandt (1990).
2 For an enlightening discussion of forms outside of WGmc, see Bennett (1962).

(a) Infl exions

6.122 There are just four verbs in OE that may be said extensively to 
represent infl exion according to weak class III. These are WS habban ‘have’, 
libban ‘live’, se78(e)an ‘say’, hy78(e)an ‘think’, as illustrated by the follow-
ing EWS paradigms:

  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 hæbbe libbe se78e hy78e
 2 hæfst leofast sæ8st hy8st
 3 hæfð leofað sæ8ð hy8ð

Pl. habbað libbað se78að hy78að

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. hæbbe libbe se78e hy78e
Pl. hæbben libben se78en hy78en

  Imperative
Sg. hafa leofa sæ8e hy8e
Pl. habbað libbað se78að hy78að

  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 1 hæfde lifde sæ8de hogde
 2 hæfdest lifdest sæ8dest hogdest
 3 hæfde lifde sæ8de hogde
Pl. hæfdon lifdon sæ8don hogdon

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. hæfde lifde sæ8de hogde
Pl. hæfden lifden sæ8den hogden

Infi nitive habban libban se78an hy78an
Infl .inf. to habbanne to libbanne to se78anne to hy78anne
Pres.part. hæbbende libbende se78ende hy78ende
Pa.part. hæfd lifd sæ8d -hogd1
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In the infl ected infi nitive, -anne is generally commoner in this class than 
-enne. In habban, the stem habb- is very frequent for hæbb- in LWS; the 
reverse substitution occurs much less frequently. Forms of habban with 
gemination must have contained *-j-, and the absence of umlaut is thus 
unexpected. Very likely æ was levelled from the preterite into the present, 
where it could then develop to a before a back vowel, as argued by 
Bammesberger (1992b). Habban has an alternative pa.part., Bede 5 19.469.6 
hæfed, in the Cambridge manuscript, and the same stem appears in the 
pret. several times in Sol I, once in Solil 2, and once in ArPrGl 1 as a 
pa.part. Likewise, the derivative forhabban ‘refrain’ has a form Dan 147 
forhæfed pa.part. (cf. the usual pret. forhæfde), and the very frequent 
nominal forhæfedness ‘temperance’ evidences this alternative participial 
form, as do the nouns behæfedness, nbdbehæfedness. But forhæfdness is 
commoner, and it may be that the stem hæfed- originates in the noun, 
where the unusual consonant cluster -fdn- perhaps led to epenthesis. In 
libban, the vowel /i/ is sometimes extended to all forms of the present in 
LWS. Also in LWS, the preterite has extensively been re-formed using the 
stem leofod-, consistently in Ælfric, as if to a verb of class II. In se78an, 
the umlauted vowel /e/ is in LWS more often than not extended to forms 
of the present in which EWS has /æ/. In LWS and PsGl(A), the pret. stem 
of hy78an is more commonly formed according to class II, hence hogod-, 
hogad-, and present forms based on hogian are common in both dialects, app-
earing already occasionally in EWS. Conversely, occasionally in LWS, 
especially in some of the Psalter glosses of Anglian origin (PsGl(D, E, F, G, 
H, I, J, K)), forhy78an ‘despise’ has a pret. stem forhy8(e)d-, forhi8(e)d-. 
On the pret. and participial stem swd- in WS, see Hogg (1992b: §5.128).

1 PsGl(A) 118.141 forhogd, Bede 4 26.354.21 forhogdre, etc.

6.123 As with the strong verbs, plural verb endings are generally reduced 
to -e before pronouns of the fi rst and second persons in WS, less regularly 
in Angl, see §6.7. Present and past participles are declined the same way 
as the corresponding participles of weak class I, see §§4.28–9.

6.124 There are notable inconsistencies amongst the paradigms pre-
sented in §6.122, particularly in regard to whether there is syncope in the 
pres.ind.2&3sg., whether and where umlaut is found in the verb root, and 
what the infl exion of the imper.sg. is. In reconstructing the NSGmc paradigms 
from which the OE paradigms develop, it is probably best to assume that 
in cases of such inconsistency, variation is due to analogical re-formation 
on the model of verbs of class I or II, and the forms least like those to be 
found in classes I and II are likeliest to be original. Accordingly, early 
NSGmc paradigms of the following sort may be reconstructed:
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  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 *xavvjd *li]]jd *saèèjd* *xuèèjd
 2 *xavais *li]ais *saèais *xuèais
 3 *xavaiþ *li]aiþ *saèaiþ *xuèaiþ
Pl. *xavvjaþ *li]]jaþ *saèèjaþ *xuèèjaþ

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. 3 *xavvjai *li]]jai *saèèjai *xuèèjai
Pl. *xavvjain *li]]jain *saèèjain *xuèèjain

  Imperative
Sg. *xavai *li]ai *saèai *xuèai
Pl. *xavvjaþ *li]]jaþ *saèèjaþ *xuèèjaþ

  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 1 *xavdw *li]dw *saèdw *xuèdw

 2 *xavdws *li]dws *saèdws *xuèdws
 3 *xavdw *li]dw *saèdw *xuèdw

Pl. *xavdun *li]dun *saèdun *xuèdun

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. 3 *xavdc *li]dc *saèdc *xuèdc

Pl. *xavdcn *li]dcn *saèdcn *xuèdcn

Infi nitive *xavvjan *li]]jan *saèèjan *xuèèjan
Infl .inf. *xavvjannjai *li]]jannjai *saèèjannjai *xuèèjannjai
Pres.part. *xavvjandc *li]]jandc *saèèjandc *xuèèjandc

Pa.part. *xavdaz *li]daz *saèdaz *xuèdaz

In early PGmc there must have been an alternation between, e.g., pres.ind.1sg. 
*li]wjd, 3sg. *li]wjiþ(i). If the analysis of the development of class II 
offered in §6.108 is correct, */j/ would have been lost in these, with sub-
sequent vowel contraction. What the result would have been in the former 
is diffi cult to determine, but the resulting *-wi- in the latter may plausibly 
be assumed to have produced NSGmc *-ai- in *li]aiþ. Whatever the result 
was in the former stem, the stem formative was a vowel, not a diphthong, 
and so the same sort of paradigm allomorphy as in class II is to be assumed. 
Accordingly, just as in class II, infl exions with initial *-j-, borrowed from 
heavy stems of class I, see §6.108, were substituted in NSGmc for the 
anomalous endings that had resulted from the contraction of *-w- plus 
vowel in PGmc. That is, the stem in NSGmc was perceived to be *li]-, 
with endings in an initial long vowel in pres.ind.1sg., 3pl., inf., etc., and 
endings in *-ai- in pres.ind.2&3sg. and imper.sg. To this stem the analogical 
infl exions with *-j- were added in the same forms as in class II, but, also 
as in class II, the forms of the pres.ind.2&3sg. and imper.sg., those with 
*-ai-, were left unaltered. It is to be assumed, then, that at this very early 
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stage of NSGmc the WGmc rule of gemination was still productive, see 
Hogg (1992b: §§4.11–14), and this accounts for the forms with geminates 
in the above paradigms. This analysis also explains the preterite forms, 
since forms like pa.part. hæfd, hogd cannot be very ancient, as the conso-
nant clusters in them are uncharacteristic of inheritances from very early 
times, cf. Prokosch (1939: §67g). That is, if such forms were old, we should 
expect **sæhte, **8ehoht rather than sæ8de, 8ehogd, on the evidence of 
sdhte, 8eworht, etc., see §6.100.1,2 If the stem was analysed as *li]-, and 
the present stem displayed no characteristic connecting vowel like *-d- in 
class II, it may be assumed that forms like pret.sg. *li]-dw, pa.part. *li]-daz 
arose relatively late, i.e. in NSGmc, replacing earlier forms in which there 
was a vowel, the refl ex of Gmc *-w-, before the dental suffi x.

1 For this reason the evidence of occasional seeming relics like OHG hapta 
beside usual habbta is not particularly persuasive as regards the antiquity of prete-
rites of this class without connecting vowel, though Campbell (1977: 342&n4) fi nds 
otherwise.
2 Bammesberger (1985b, 1987) instead regards the stem *habd- as quite old, and he 
reconstructs a PIE instrumental *kapT-, to which forms of ‘do’ were attached in the 
preterite in Gmc, to account for the unusual development of the consonants.

6.125 Several analogical changes must be assumed to have intervened in 
the development of the NSGmc paradigms in §6.124 into the OE paradigms 
in §6.122. Umlaut should have applied to present forms with infl exions in 
*-j- but not those in *-ai-. The resulting allomorphy is preserved in se78an, 
but the umlauted vowel was levelled away in habban (very likely to prevent 
neutralization with strong hebban ‘raise’) whilst, conversely, the umlauted 
vowel was extended throughout the present of hy78an. In the present forms 
without *-j-, *ai should have developed to *w and then undergone shortening 
but not syncope. However, as in strong verbs and weak verbs of class I, 
syncope may be assumed to have applied in WS in the pres.ind.2&3sg. when 
a pronoun followed, and syncopated forms were then generalized to other 
syntactic environments in habban, se78an, hy78an, see §6.14. Syncope is to 
be expected in WS in light stems ending in non-sonorant consonants, see 
§6.12. The infl exions *-ais, *-aiþ cannot be refl ected directly in leofast, 
leofað, since *ai should not produce OE a in unstressed syllables; these 
endings must have been borrowed from class II, an unsurprising develop-
ment in view of changes to this class discussed below, see §6.129.1 Likewise, 
the endings of the imperatives leofa, hafa must have been borrowed from 
class II, whilst sæ8e, hy8e may retain the original ending. Note that leofast, 
leofað, leofa show back umlaut.

1 OSax libbian ‘live’ likewise has pres.ind.3sg. li]od, like a verb of class II, as opposed 
to ha]ed, ha]ad, to hebbian, habbien ‘have’.
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6.126 In Angl, and sometimes in poetry, the infl exion -o/-u is used in the 
pres.ind.1sg., see §6.11, except in Ru1, which has sæ7ge, se78e. In Nbr, 
the stem to which this infl exion is attached is without gemination, hence 
Li hafo, liofo, sæ8o. In the pres.ind.2&3sg. there is no syncope in Angl, 
hence, in the 2sg., PsGl(A) hafast, asagas, Ru1 hæfest, sæ8est, Li hæfes, 
liofað, lifeð, sæ8es, forhogas, etc. Of these, the forms in PsGl(A), in addi-
tion to which there occur 3sg. hafað, forhogað, show substitution of endings 
from class II, although there also occurs 3sg. se8eð. Similar substitution 
has applied to hy78an in Nbr.1 Unsyncopated forms like hæfest, sæ8eð, 
se8eð, hy8eþ occur in LWS only in texts showing other Angl features or, 
rarely, in late copies of Ælfrician material, e.g. ÆHomM 1 (Bel 9) 71 
hæfeð, ÆHom 14.86 sæ8eð.

1 Also in Nbr, the stem of the pres.pl. may appear alternatively in the 3sg., hence 
Ru2 sæ78að, Li forhy78að and, conversely, Li sae8as pl.

(b) Stems

6.127 The stem libb- is native to WS, whereas in eKt1 and Angl the stem 
lacks gemination, taking the form lif8-, lifi (8)-. This cannot be simply a 
matter of re-formation of the verb so as to belong to class II, since the 
spelling with non-syllabic 8 is too common, especially in PsGl(A), in which 
a careful distinction is drawn between, e.g., class I her8an and class II lufi an 
by the use of <g> and <i>. It would appear that lif8- is an alternative develop-
ment of NSGmc *li]j-, in which gemination failed. This seems to confi rm 
the assumption that the stem *li]j- is a NSGmc innovation, formed at a 
time when the WGmc rule of gemination was losing its operationality, with 
the result that gemination is not found in all dialects. The stem lif8- is also 
poetic, and it appears in LWS texts that display other Angl features, as 
well as rarely in EWS, under Merc infl uence, thus CP 5.43.22 lifi endan, 
ChronA 718 lif8endum. It also appears in Ælfrician and other LWS homi-
letic texts only in deifi c formulas of the type ðam lifi 8endan drihtne, his 
lifi 8endan fæder, etc. The artifi cial, literary nature of this usage is confi rmed 
by the observation that in such texts the stem is never spelt lif8-, always 
lifi 8- or lifi -. An analogical stem leofi -, with the diphthong proper to the 
stem without -i-, occurs in the Blickling Homilies and in Nic (C).

1 Cf. Ch 1200 (HarmD 7) 6 lifi 8e; also Ch 1197 (HarmD 4) 18 an Godes lib8endes 
naman, with non-syllabic <g>: cf. the discussion of the formula below. There also occur 
participles lif8ende, lifi (8)ende in KtPs.

6.128 There is a negated form nabban ‘not have’ parallel in its forms to 
habban, as a result of contraction of ne + habban, see Hogg (1992b: 
§5.152). In Angl, uncontracted constructions of ne followed by forms of 
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habban are not infrequent, though the contracted forms still predominate. 
In WS, on the other hand, uncontracted forms are vanishingly rare.1 That 
the contracted form has been morphologized is demonstrated by Bo 20.36 
†8enæfd pa.part.2

1 For discussion of origins and distribution, with references, see Fulk (1992: §§147–55), 
and Jack (1999). On problems associated with identifying the dialect range of contraction, 
see Hogg (2004).
2 Only in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 180, of the early twelfth century, as 
reported by Godden and Irvine (2009: I, 268.40).

6.129 The verbs habban, libban, se78an, hy78an are all amongst the 100 
verbs most frequently encountered in the MCOE, see §6.5. As cognates 
demonstrate, however, this class once included many more verbs. Whilst 
most forms of these other verbs have adopted the infl exional patterns of 
class I and, especially, class II, a few older forms survive from the original 
class III paradigms, listed in §6.130.1 The telltale signs of original infl exion 
according to class III are these: (a) co-occurrence of forms with and without 
umlaut; (b) co-occurrrence of forms with and without gemination; (c) syncope 
before the dental preterite suffi x in light-stemmed verbs and in verbs otherwise 
infl ected in accordance with class II; (d) spellings with -8- instead of -i- or 
-i8- in verbs that otherwise appear to be of class II.2,3 None of these features 
is infallible as an indicator of origins in class III. In regard to feature (a), 
Li ym(b)s7bawde exemplifi es a verb of class II given a preterite form like 
a verb of class III, see §6.113. As regards feature (b), authentic verbs of 
class II are occasionally spelt with -8- rather than -i(8)- in the present stem, 
see §6.106n2. Features (c) and (d) may indicate nothing more than verbs of 
classes I and II formed from the same PIE root, e.g. tellan alongside talian, 
both ‘count’. Moreover, feature (d) is unreliable in connexion with Anglian 
infl ected infi nitives and present participles of light-stemmed verbs, in which 
-i- should have been syncopated, see §6.112.4 It is therefore expedient, when 
possible, to compare cognates before assuming origins in class III. Gothic 
weak verbs in -an (as opposed to -jan, -dn, -nan) and OHG verbs in -bn are 
particularly diagnostic. There is also evidence for transferral of some of these 
verbs between weak classes in Old Saxon, see Holthausen (1921: §466A1).

1 This pattern of defection must date to the NSGmc period, as in OSax only the 
cognates of habban, libban, se78an are regularly infl ected according to class III, with 
a few relic forms of other verbs. In OFris only the cognate of habban retains marks 
of class III infl exion. Many more verbs of class III appear in OHG.
2 Brunner (1965: §417A11) includes amongst the signs of class III membership alter-
nation between æ and a in the root syllable, but, as his examples illustrate, it is only 
in conjunction with other features that this can be seen to have signifi cance. See the 
discussion of plegian and sparian in §6.130 below.
3 Brunner (1965: §417A6) rightly remarks that -e in the imper.sg. of verbs of class 
II ought to be a sign of origins in class III; cf. sæ8e, hy8e. But we have not noticed 
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many examples in texts in which there is not much confusion of unstressed fi nal vowels, 
as especially is the case in lNbr. However, -e (9¥; once -æ) is nearly as common as -a (13¥) 
in verbs of class II in Ru1, whilst class III has only -e (4¥), -Ø (1¥), according to Brown 
(1891–2: II, §29). Yet some of the verbs with -e in Ru1 plainly cannot have originated 
in class III, e.g. fultumian, miltsian. The same problem of insecure unstressed vocalism 
attends the infl exions -est, -eð in the pres.ind.2&3sg., cf. Campbell (1977: §766).
4 This eliminates from consideration forms like HomS 17 (BlHom 5) 106 bif8endan 
pres.part., MtGl (Ru) 8.14 bif8ende to bifi an ‘tremble’; CorpGl 2 13.272 8eon8endi 
pres.part. to 8inian ‘yawn’; CorpGl 2 9.207 wiðerhlin8ende, GuthB 1147 hlin8endne, 
Li hlin8ende, etc. to hlinian ‘lean’; CorpGl 2 4.64 seob8endum pres.part. to seofi an 
‘lament’; and others. But there is sometimes other evidence in regard to these verbs, 
see §6.130.

6.130 Verbs that display one or more of the features listed in §6.129 as 
indicating likely original infl exion according to class III are the following, 
with the relevant forms cited:

bism(e)rian ‘mock’: MtGl (Li) 27.41 bismerdon pret.pl., but cf. §6.96 con-
cerning Nbr timberde.

bean ‘settle’: The Nbr form is umlauted bya, and the WS pret. bede lacks 
umlaut. Cf. Got baúan (class III), but see also §6.72n1.

7bapian ‘bargain’: Cf. LWS 7ypan. Gothic has only káupdn, OHG only 
koufen, and ON kaupa has irregular pret. keypta. But this may be simply 
a matter of co-occurrence of PGmc *kaupjanan and *kaupdjanan, as 
Orel (2003: 211) assumes.

dregian ‘become dry’: MtGl (Li) 21.20 dregde pret.3sg.; also umlauted 
forms, e.g. Li dry8eð; but the umlaut could be due to confusion with 
dry8an ‘cause to become dry’.

fetian ‘fetch’: WS has frequent forms from the stem fe77-, from earlier 
*fet8-, see Hogg (1992b: §7.33), along with stem fett- in pret. and pa.part. 
There are also unumlauted forms: Sat 519 8efatian inf., LkGl (Li) 20.35 
fatas pres.ind.3pl., HomU 36.25 fati8e pres.subj.sg.

folgian ‘follow’: Parallel to this is class I fyl8an. Campbell (1977: §763n4) 
regards this as an example of independent construction of verbs of classes 
I and II from different forms of a single PIE root, but cf. OHG folgbn. 
OSax folgan similarly shows signs of transferral, according to Holthausen 
(1921: §466A1).

8iwian ‘ask’: DurRitGl 8iv8að pres.ind.pl., LkGl (Li) 19.23 8iu8e inf., MkGl 
(Li) 6.24 8iu8e pres.ind.1sg., pret. Li 8iude (3¥). Brunner (1965: 
§417A12(b)) compares OHG giwbn, which appears once in Bavarian, 
beside usual gewdn ‘gape’.

hatian ‘hate’: cf. the derivatives hettend ‘enemy’ (in poetry) and onhetting 
‘persecution’. Cf. Got hatan (but also hatjan). In OSax there is also 
evidence of transferral, according to Holthausen (1921: §466A1).

hlinian ‘lean’: CorpGl 2 9.416 onhlin8o pres.ind.1sg. Cf. OHG hlinbn.
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lboran ‘depart’: The word is more often than not spelt with <io> in Nbr, 
probably umlauted, see Hogg (1992b: §5.84).

leornian ‘learn’: Frequently spelt with <io> in Li, probably umlauted, see 
ibid.: §5.84; also CP 27.187.17 8eliorn8en. Cf. OFris lerna, lirna, OHG 
lernbn, lirnbn.

losian ‘perish’: DurRitGl 1 41.1 loesia inf., Ru2 loes8a inf., loes8e pres.ind.1sg., 
etc. Transitive losian ‘destroy’ similarly shows forms with umlaut and/or 
-i8-, e.g. Ru2 loesi8a inf.

murnan ‘mourn’: And 37 murndan pret.pl. Cf. Got maúrnan, OHG mornbn. 
OSax mornan likewise shows signs of transferral, according to Holthausen 
(1921: §466A1). Cf. §6.52 on strong forms, which are probably the 
result of the virtual elimination of class III.

plegian ‘move rapidly’: MtMarg(Ru) 11.17 plagadun, PsGl(A) plægiað, 
plægiendra (with second fronting, Hogg, 1992b: §5.89), Li plægade, etc., 
beside class I plegan; see also §6.106n1. On strong forms in the pres., see 
§6.64. The creation of strong forms is understandable, given that plegan 
is anomalous as a stem of class I: cf., e.g. we78an, pret. we8ede.

ons7unian ‘shun’: PsGl(A) 106.10 ons7ynedun pret.pl. Nbr forms like 
DurRitGl 1 50.2 ons7ynia are indecisive because of palatalization, see 
ibid.: §5.68.

remian ‘become clear of obstructions’: cf. ryman ‘clear’. OSax rem(i)an 
also presents evidence of transferral (pret. remde).

sorgian ‘sorrow’: EpGl 81 so,rg,ndi shows umlaut, as does Orm’s serrèhenn 
and occasional ME ser(e)wen. Cf. Got saúrgan, OHG sorgbn. OSax 
sorgan likewise show evidence of transferral, according to Holthausen 
(1921: §466A1).

andspurnian ‘offend’: Nbr ondspurni8a has many forms with umlaut, e.g. 
Li onspyrnað pres.3sg., ondspyrnende pres.part. But this could be due 
to the infl uence of ON spyrna, or OE spyrnan ‘stumble’.

swigian ‘be silent’: Li, Ru2, Mart 2, Mart 5.1, PsGl(H, J) swc8de, oðswc8de, 
8eswc8don, etc. See §6.114&n2 on the vowel quantity and other matters. 
Cf. OHG swcgbn.

tilian ‘cultivate’: CP and poetry, etc., show a stem in til8- outside of the 
infl .inf. and pres.part. Cf. OHG zilbn, zildn, but Got only ga-tildn.

truwian, trugian ‘trust’:1 CP 65.463.23 fortruwdes, JnGl (Ru) 2.24 8itry8ade. 
Cf. Got trauan (class III),2 OHG trebn; but cf. Flasdieck (1935: 53).

þBowian ‘serve’:3 PsGl(A) ðiw8en pres.subj.pl., ðbawde pret.3sg., ðbowdun 
pl., Bede 5 9.408.25 þeo8ende pres.part., þBo(w)de pret.sg., Ælfric 
þbowde. Cf. Got ana-þiwan.

þolian ‘endure’: DurRitGl 1 36.11 8iðoeli8a pres.subj.pl., Ru2 8iðoel8as 
pres.ind.3sg., 8iðoeli8as imper.pl., 8iðoel8a inf. Cf. Got þulan, OHG 
dolbn. OSax tholian, tholon likewise shows evidence of transferral, 
according to Holthausen (1921: §466A1).
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untrumian ‘ail’: Nbr forms usually have umlaut, e.g. Li untrymade pret.3sg., 
but cf. JnGl (Ru) 11.2 untrumade. But this may be due to the infl uence 
of the adj. untrymi8 ‘infi rm’: note forms like pa.part. 8euntrumad rather 
than **un8etrumad.

wacian ‘keep vigil’: Ru1, Nbr wæ77a inf., etc., poetic wæ77ende pres.part. 
Cf. Got wakan, OHG wahhbn.

wcsian ‘guide’: Dan 35 wcsde.4 Possibly the geminate in LWS wissian ‘guide’, 
beside usual wcsian, is to be explained on this basis. Cf. OHG wcsbn in 
Otfrid, beside usual wcsdn.

wunian ‘remain’: MtGl (Ru) 10.11 wyni8aþ imper.pl. Cf. Got un-wunands 
pres.part., OHG wonbn.

ywan ‘show’: The usual Angl form is unumlauted bawan, pret. bawde 
(beside -bawade), which also occurs in EWS CP 28.195.18 †8ebawde;5 
see §6.97n6. Cf. OHG ougen alongside Got áugjan, to class I.6

A few other verbs that possibly originated in class III may be mentioned. 
Sparian ‘spare’ has fronted /æ/, which would have appeared only if the 
following syllable did not contain a back vowel, in DurRitGl spæria inf. 
and other forms, whilst PsGl(A) spearað pres.ind.3sg. and similar forms 
show back umlaut of */æ/ due to a following back vowel. The alternation 
between front and back vowels in the second syllable is not to be expected 
in verbs of class II unless they have relic forms from class III. Cf. OHG 
sparbn. !etrbowan ‘trust’ has in Li, beside normal 8etrbou-, 8etrcow-, a 
stem 8etrbw-, and this could be due to the same sort of cause as in lboran 
above.7 The verbs si(o)wian ‘sew’ and strbawian ‘strew’ have alternative 
forms infl ected according to class I, e.g. EpGl 563 bisiuuidi pa.part., Beo 
2436 strbd pa.part., see §§6.97n4, 6.98, but there is no supporting com-
parative evidence. OE *dofi an is attested only by CorpGl 2 4.46 dob8endi 
‘in dotage’ (dobend- in other glossaries), which is inconclusive on account 
of the Angl syncope of -i- in such forms, see §6.112; but cf. OHG tobbn. 
A number of other verbs can be identifi ed as possibly having originated in 
class III on the basis of cognates alone:8 bealdian ‘be bold’ (OHG ir-baldbn), 
bifi an ‘tremble’ (OHG bibbn), clifi an ‘cleave’ (OHG klebbn), cunnian ‘test’ 
(Got ga-kunnan), ealdian ‘grow old’ (OHG altbn), earmian ‘pity’ (Got 
arman), fæstan ‘fast, hold fi rm’ (Got fastan), non-Ælfrician fbo8an ‘hate’ 
(Got fi jan; see §6.119),9 felian ‘rot’ (OHG felbn), 8inian (OHG ginbn), 
hangian ‘be hanging’ (OHG hangbn), holian ‘hollow out’ (OHG holbn),10 
lccian ‘please’ (Got leikan), s7(e)amian ‘be ashamed’ (Got skaman), þearfi an 
‘be in need’ (OHG darbbn), bewitian ‘observe’ (Got witan); perhaps also 
Nbr clyni8a ‘wrap’, cf. ON klunna ‘cling’.

 1 On the variation between <w> and <g>, cf. suwian, sugian, §6.114n2.
 2 For the vocalism, cf. Got bauan alongside OE bean ‘settle’, see §6.72, and compare 
the view of Orel (2003: 411).
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 3 On the variable quantity in þBowian, see Fulk (1992: §§162–9).
 4 The manuscript has <wisðe> for wcsde, probably indicating that the scribe did not 
understand *<wisde> in his exemplar. The metre is indecisive.
 5 The form in CP is reported by Sweet (1871–2) in London, British Library, Cotton 
Otho B.ii.
 6 The cognates, even as close as OSax dgan, indicate derivation from the PGmc root 
*aug-, as in OE ba8e ‘eye’, though the early loss of */“/ (see Hogg 1992b: §3.18n1) 
is diffi cult to explain. The hypothesis that the form is to be derived from an entirely 
different PGmc stem without */“/ (see Flasdieck, 1935: 64, with references) is diffi cult 
to credit.
 7 So Sievers (1900: 35); cf. Flasdieck (1935: 49).
 8 Just one cognate is offered for each verb.
 9 But probably not frbo8an ‘love’; cf. Got frijdn.
10 The usual forms in OHG are haldn, holdn; the form holbn appears in Otfrid. The 
verb also shows evidence of transferral in OSax, according to Holthausen (1921: 
§466A1).

IV Preterite-present verbs

6.131 There existed in PGmc a small but mostly rather frequent group 
of verbs that were originally strong throughout the paradigm, but which 
for semantic reasons developed in such a way that their preterites came to 
be used in present contexts and thus came to be regarded as present forms.1 
For example, OE wat pres.1sg. ‘know’ refl ects PGmc *wait, originally an 
unreduplicated perfect, having o-grade of the PIE root *wid- refl ected in 
reduced grade in Lat video ‘I see’. That is, the sense ‘I know’ developed 
from the sense ‘I have seen’.2 That this semantic development is ancient is 
indicated by the fact that wat has exact cognates with the same meaning, 
Grk oÏda, Sanskrit vlda < *woid-a, indicating that the reduplicative syllable 
had already been lost by the time of late PIE.3 The number of such verbs 
is larger in Gmc than in any other IE language family, and several of the 
relevant verbs must have been added to the class in PGmc. Another inno-
vation of Gmc is the rise of a new set of preterites for such verbs, in part 
comparable to the preterites of weak verbs, formed by the addition of a 
dental suffi x. This small class of verbs plays an outsize role in OE grammar 
(as the refl exes of several do in PDE) because some serve as auxiliaries (see 
Mitchell, 1985: §§990–1024), whilst others express basic concepts. It is a 
valid question whether there remained enough cohesion to this class of 
verbs in OE to justify their treatment as a separate class in a synchronic 
grammar.4 But they are unifi ed inasmuch as they are the only verbs (except-
ing, in part, the verb ‘to be’) bearing preterite infl exions in the present 
tense. That they were recognized as a class is also suggested by their ability 
to exert analogical infl uence on other anomalous verbs in relatively recent 
prehistory, for instance on eart (§6.150) in prehistoric WS and wilt (§6.161) 
in Anglo-Frisian. Disintegration of the class, however, is indicated by the 
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incipient substitution, in present forms, of non-preterite endings in Nbr, 
see §6.134.

1 On the origin and development of the preterite-present verbs in Gmc, see Birkmann 
(1987), where, however, the OE developments receive little attention.
2 For semasiological parallels, cf. Lat meminc, ndvc, coepc.
3 There must originally have been reduplication in this verb, for reasons explained 
by Szemerényi (1996: 9.4.3(b)). This contradicts the account of Prokosch (1939: §65), 
who regards the lack of reduplication as an archaism.
4 Colman (1992) reaches a negative conclusion to this question on the basis of certain 
unpredictable features, such as the form of the preterite in relation to the present and 
the form of the pres.ind.2sg.

1 Infl exion and classes

6.132 It is conventional in laying out the paradigms of such verbs to classify 
them according to the strong class to which each would have belonged if it 
had developed normally as a strong verb. The paradigms below are somewhat 
abbreviated, since many forms are entirely predictable. Thus, the subjunctive 
plural is regularly in -en, except insofar as this is replaced by -on in lOE, and 
by infl exions without fi nal -n in Nbr and Ru1, see §6.23. Likewise, the 
endings of the pret.ind.2&3sg. are -est, -e, as in other weak preterites, and 
thus they are predictable from the 1sg. alone. When a space is left blank within 
a paradigm below, it should be assumed that the relevant form is unattested. 
Since some of these verbs do not have attested infi nitives, being used only 
as auxiliaries, it is fairly conventional to cite as the dictionary form the 
pres.ind.1&3sg., e.g. wat rather than witan, for all preterite-present verbs.

(a) Classes 1 and 2

6.133 With vocalism in the present in LWS like a preterite of strong class 
1 is wat ‘know’; like a preterite of strong class 2 is dbag ‘avail’:

  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 wat
 2 wast
 3 wat dbag, dbah
Pl. witon dugon

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. wite duge, dy8e1

  Imperative
Sg. wite
Pl. witað
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  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 3 wiste, wisse dohte
Pl. wiston, wisson dohton

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. wiste, wisse dohte

Infi nitive witan dugan2

Infl .inf. to witanne
Pres.part. witende dugende
Pa.part. witen

The verb ah ‘possess’ is usually classifi ed as of the class 1 type, but it is 
better treated as being of the class 7 type, see §6.140.

1 Dy8e occurs Bo 38.123.18, Lch I (Herb) 2.15.
2 RevMon (Whitelock) 274. The editor has supplied -an in a damaged passage.

6.134 In regard to wat (a): 2sg. wast for expected *was < *wait-t(a) is 
formed analogically by the re-addition of -t, but at an early date, cf. Got 
wáist.1 We should expect the imperative singular to have been formed with 
PIE *-e, which would have been lost in Gmc. Imperatives in OE -e are thus 
subjunctives in form; LiEpis 22 8ewit (beside Li witte), comparable to 
ON vit, is therefore to be regarded as more original than LWS wite. In 
the pret. of wat, forms with -st- are more frequent than those with -ss- 
already in EWS, except in Bo, although -ss- is the older form, refl ecting 
PGmc *-tt-, see Prokosch (1939: §29a). Wiste was created analogically by 
the re-addition of a dental preterite suffi x at a later date; such forms are 
found in the all the WGmc languages. Pa.part. witen is formed by analogy 
to strong verbs; the expected *wiss < *wit-taz < PIE *wid-tos has been 
re-lexicalized as a common adjective 8ewiss ‘certain’. In the infl ected infi ni-
tive, Ælfric has only -enne, whilst EWS has only -anne except CP 15.93.25 
to witenne (2¥). There also occur negated forms to wat showing contraction, 
e.g. nat, nyton, nyste, etc., see Hogg (1992b: §5.152). There are the expected 
phonological variants of wat, e.g., with back umlaut (ibid.: §5.104(2)) Merc 
weotun pres.pl., weotað imper.pl., with combinative back umlaut (ibid.: 
§5.109(3)) Nbr wuton, td wuttanne, etc. On spellings like EWS wietan, 
wieton, 8ewietene in CP, see ibid.: §5.165.2 In Nbr are also to be found 
forms bearing infl exions like those of strong presents, e.g. pl. wutas, wutað, 
witteð. In regard to dbag (b): The form dbah shows fi nal devoicing of /“/, 
see ibid.: §§7.59ff., and cf. Got dáug. Rare umlaut in the subj. dy8e shows 
that the subjunctive infl exion refl ects PGmc pret. *-c(þ) rather than pres. 
*-ai(þ). The only attested Angl form of this verb is Li dbg pres.ind.3sg.
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1 See Bammesberger (1990b: 281–5), responding to the proposal of Sihler (1986) that 
*waist could be the phonologically regular development of *wait-t(a).
2 The frequency of such spellings, however, is striking and suggests an actual phono-

logical basis. Brunner (1965: §22A3) argues for rounding after /w/ under low stress.

(b) Class 3

6.135 With vocalism in the present in LWS like preterites of strong class 
3 are an(n) ‘grant’, can(n) ‘know (how)’, þearf ‘need’, dear(r) ‘dare’:

  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 ann cann þearf dear
 2  canst þearft dearst
 3 ann cann þearf dear
Pl. unnon cunnon þurfon durron

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. unne cunne þurfe, þyrfe durre, dyrre

  Imperative
Sg. 8eunne

  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 3 eðe ceðe þorfte dorste
Pl. eðon ceðon þorfton dorston

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. eðe ceðe þorfte dorste

Infi nitive unnan cunnan þurfan
Infl .inf.  to cunnanne
Pres.part. unnende cunnende þearfende1

Pa.part. unnen -cunnen

No imperative forms are attested in the plural. An(n) and can(n) may be 
on(n) and con(n) in EWS and Angl. As with wat, §6.134, Ru1 and Nbr 
have occasional by-forms with the endings of strong presents, e.g. Ru1 
cunnað, cunneþ pres.pl., Li ðorfæð 3sg., ðofeð (sic) 3pl. As regards umlaut 
in pres.subj. þyrfe, dyrre, see the discussion of dy8e, §6.134.

1 Often substantivized, with an alternative substantive form LibSc 29.7 beþurfendra, 
MtGl (Ru) 5.3 þurfende. There also occurs a stem (be)þyrfend- (4¥ in glosses) both as 
participle and substantive. As might be expected from what is said below, §6.136, the 
pres.part. may be ðorfende in Ru1 and Nbr. OE þearfende appears to be an innova-
tion: cf. ON þurfandi, Got þaúrbands. One would expect þurfende to be more original, 
since all other non-fi nite forms of pret.-pres. verbs have the stem of the pres.pl.

6.136 In regard to ann (a): beside imper.sg. unne, a subjunctive in origin, 
like wite, see §6.134, there is more original LWS 8eunn, beside DurRitGl 
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8ionn (39¥), 8eonn (1¥), the Nbr forms showing substitution of the pres.sg. 
stem -onn (= LWS ann, Hogg 1992b: §5.5) for -unn. In Angl the verb is 
attested only in Li and DurRitGl.1 In regard to cann (b):2 pres.ind.2sg. 
canst cannot be any very old formation, as NSGmc *kanst should have 
developed to OE *cdst, see ibid.: §3.14. The original form must have been 
*kant, see §6.142(b).3 The older pa.part. ceð is used as a common adjective 
meaning ‘known’. In regard to þearf (c):4 the Nbr stem is ðorf-, presumably 
infl uenced by the vocalism of the pret.; but cf. MtGl (Li) 26.65 ðurfu 
pres.pl. Ru1 likewise has þorfende beside the usual stem þurf-. There also 
occur in Nbr present forms with strong present infl exions, Ru2 (bi)ðorfeð 
(also pl.?), Li ðorfæð, pl. beðorfeð beside ðurfu. In regard to dearr (d): 
pres.ind.2sg. dearst does not have an analogical ending, like canst, but is 
an archaic form, since the stem originally alternated *dars- ~ *durz- under 
Verner’s Law; cf. Got ga-dars, ga-daúrsum, and see Bammesberger (1998b: 
16). Hence also the -s- in the preterite. Li has 3sg. darr, as if subject to 
combinative breaking, see Hogg (1992b: §5.29), but more likely by analogy 
to Li, Ru2 darste pret., see ibid.: §5.34. Ru1 has only pret. durste, dyrste; 
the manuscript has dyste for the latter. The earlier form dorstæ appears on 
the Ruthwell Cross. The verb is not found in PsGl(A).

1 On the etymology, see Bammesberger (1998b).
2 On the derivation, see Eichman (1973).
3 It is notable, however, that all the WGmc languages have refl exes of *kanst. Possibly 
the geminate in *kann-st was not reduced early enough for the word to lose the nasal 
consonant in NSGmc; but this plainly did not prevent loss of /n/ in ceð < *kunn-þaz, 
to the same root.
4 On the etymology, see Molencki (2002: 365).

(c) Classes 4 and 5

6.137 With vocalism in the present in LWS like preterites of strong class 
4 are 8eman ‘remember’, beneah, 8eneah ‘suffi ce’, sceal ‘shall’; perhaps like 
a preterite of strong class 5 is mæ8 ‘can’:

  Present Indicative
Sg. 1 8eman  s7eal mæ8

 2 8emanst  s7ealt miht
 3 8eman -neah s7eal mæ8

Pl. 8emunon -nugon s7ulon magon

  Present Subjunctive
Sg. 8emune, 8emyne -nuge s7yle, s7ule mæ8e

  Imperative
Sg. 8emun
Pl. 8emunaþ
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  Preterite Indicative
Sg. 1 8emunde -nohte s7olde mihte
Pl. 8emundon -nohton s7oldon mihton

  Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. 8emunde s7olde mihte

Infi nitive 8emunan s7ulan magan
Infl .inf. to 8emunanne
Pres.part. 8emunende  magende
Pa.part. 8emunen

On umlaut in the subjunctives 8emyne, s7yle, see the discussion of dy8e, 
§6.134.

6.138 In regard to 8eman (a): the verb almost always bears a prefi x a-, 
8e-, of-, on-, but cf. Max I 141 mon, LawVIAs 8.1 munon. Pres.ind.2sg. 
8emanst has an analogical ending, -st for earlier *-t, see §6.142(b). The 
imperatives 8emun, 8emunað are still used by Ælfric, but they are not 
infrequently replaced by the subjunctives 8emune, 8emunen in non-Ælfrician 
LWS. Sometimes in LWS the verb is infl ected as if not of the pret.-pres. 
class, e.g. ÆGram i7 8emune (4¥), ÆCHom and ÆLS 8emanð (2¥), and 
cf. already in EWS Bo 36.106.27 8emunst. In Angl the word is not infl ected 
at all as a pret.-pres. verb but is conjugated in the pres. as a weak verb. 
The forms in PsGl(A) suggest infl exion as a verb of class III, since gemina-
tion is lacking, umlaut is sporadic in the present, and the preterite lacks 
umlaut or a vowel before the dental suffi x, thus 8emunu pres.ind.1sg., 
8emynes 2sg., 8emynen subj.pl., 8emyne imper.sg. 8emunað pl., 8emundes 
pret.ind.2sg. Nbr forms are similar, but almost always with -y- in the root, 
e.g. Li 8emynes pres.ind.3sg., 8emyste (from *8emynste, the latter probably 
by analogy to dorste) pret.3sg.,1 but cf. 8emona imper.sg. (or inf.?), JnGl 
18.20 8emynas imper.pl., corrected by the scribe from 8emonas. In regard 
to -neah (b): the vowel quantity is shown by cognates to have been short, 
e.g. Got ga-nah, and thus the verb must be of the class 4 type rather than 
class 2. The plural stem -nug- does not end in a resonant, the way verb 
stems of class 4 usually do, but it may be explained on the same basis as 
brocen, see §6.60n1. As regards s7eal (c): WS has s7eolon beside s7ulon, 
Nbr s7ylon, s7ilon beside s7iolun, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.65ff.). WS and 
Nbr also show palatal diphthongization in the pres., hence usual s7eal, for 
which s7eall is very common in LWS. The verb is lacking in PsGl(A), but 
Ru1 has once s7alt pres.ind.2sg., with failure of fronting before /l/ plus 
consonant, see Hogg (1992b: §5.15), whence a is extended to 3sg. s7al (1¥), 
also at Lit. 5.5.1.4 (Thomp-Lind) 1 (a southern rubric in DurRit), if a is 
not instead analogical to the pret. Ru1 s7alde (once, alongside sculd- 2¥), 
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Nbr s7ealde, see ibid.: §5.34.2 In regard to mæ8 (d): pres.ind.2sg. miht and 
pret.3sg. mihte, etc., are probably infl uenced by the noun miht, which 
shows umlaut, a change to be expected in the verb only in the pres. subj. 
(with pret.subj. infl exion, see §6.124). EWS has etymological meaht, meahte, 
but already also very frequent mehte, with palatal monophthongization, 
see ibid.: §5.120. Angl has the pret. stem mæht-, also pres.ind.2sg. mæht, with 
smoothing, see ibid.: §5.93, whilst PsGl(A) me8 3sg. shows second fronting, 
see ibid.: §§5.87ff. Late Kt has meht pres.ind.2sg., with palatal monoph-
thongization, see ibid.: §5.119n1, and subj. mei8e, pres.part. me8ende. Already 
in EWS there is some intermixture of mæ8- and mag-, e.g. CP, Bo mægon 
pres.pl., ÆGram magende, a mixture found also in Angl. In LWS, but not 
in the best Ælfric manuscripts, there occurs not infrequently a pret. stem mug-, 
refl ected often in ME, e.g. in all forms of the verb in the Ormulum. In a sense, 
mæ8 does not actually belong to the type of class 5, since PGmc *maè must 
be assumed to have its *a not from PIE *o but from *a, given the evidence 
of related forms like Grk mñcoV, Doric mÄcoV ‘contrivance’, see Prokosch 
(1939: §65g). It ought then to have been of the class 6 type, but there is 
no evidence of alternation between *maè- and *mdè- in this verb. It must 
already in PGmc have been remodelled to resemble a verb of the class 5 
type, which would have been natural enough after the development of PIE 
*T to Gmc *a: cf. Got mag pres.ind.1sg., magum pl., mahta pret.ind., etc.

1 The assumption here is that the written form is correct and shows compensatory 
lengthening upon loss of /n/, see Hogg (1992b: §3.14). This requires the assumption 
that the form with -st- is as old as NSGmc, and that is certainly plausible: cf. OSax 
pret. far-munste, etc. Cf. §6.136&n2, 142(b) on canst. The substitution of -st- for 
-d- in the preterite was probably motivated by the consideration that all other pret.-pres. 
verbs refl ect a voiceless dental suffi x in the pret.
2 Rather, Brunner (1965: §423A1) suggests that s7alde is analogical to the pres., or 
to walde.

(d) Classes 6 and 7

6.139 With vocalism in the present in LWS like a preterite of strong class 
6 is mdt ‘be allowed, be obliged’; like a preterite of strong class 7 in regard 
to vocalism is ah ‘possess’:

 Present Indicative
Sg. 1 mdt ah
 2 mdst ahst
 3 mdt ah
Pl. mdton agon

 Present Subjunctive
Sg. mdte age
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 Imperative
Sg. age

 Preterite Indicative
Sg. 1 mdste ahte
Pl. mdston ahton

 Preterite Subjunctive
Sg. mdste ahte

Infi nitive agan
Infl .inf. to agenne
Pres.part. -agende

No imperative plural or past participle is attested to either verb.

6.140 In regard to mdt (a): pres.ind.2sg. mdst and pret. mdste are formed 
like wast, wiste, see §6.134. Very few Angl forms are attested: Ru1 has 
mdt, mdstun; Li has mdt, mdto we, mdston. In regard to ah (b), h is due 
not to fi nal devoicing but to the non-application of Verner’s Law.1 LWS 
pres.ind.2sg. ahst is formed by analogy to strong and weak presents in -st; 
the older form is Li aht (3¥), see §6.142(b). A participial form agen, w8en 
(see §6.29 on the umlaut in the latter) survives in adjectival function with 
the meaning ‘(one’s) own’. There also occurs a negated form nah, nagon, nahte, 
with a dialect distribution like that of nat, see §6.134. This verb is usually 
classifi ed as being of the class 1 type, on the assumption that the PGmc 
vocalism *-ai- of the present (originally preterite) singular replaced *-i- of 
the plural at an early date. If that were the case, this would be the only 
preterite-present verb that does not preserve the original distinction between 
singular and plural vocalism in verbs in which such a distinction is to be 
expected (i.e., outside of class 6), and the change would have to have taken 
place at a very early date, since the verb in all the Gmc languages refl ects 
*-ai- throughout rather than *-i-. This is rather suspect, and it thus seems 
likelier that *-ai- is refl ected in both singular and plural because this verb 
originally had a root structure comparable to PGmc *xaitanan > OE hatan.2

1 Cf. Got pres.ind.1&3sg. áih (7¥) beside analogical áig (1¥). These fi gures are sug-
gestive rather than probative, since there is devoicing of fi nal fricatives in Got. But 
ON á is unequivocal, since original, fi nal *-aih develops to á, as here, whilst *-aih 
from earlier *-aiè gives ON -é, as in sté, older pret. of stíga ‘step’.
2 To the objection of Birkmann (1987) to classifying ah this way, cf. Antonsen (1992: 97).

2 Historical development

6.141 The antiquity of the preterite-present category is demonstrated not 
just by its appearance in all the Germanic languages and by extra-Germanic 
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cognates like those of wat, see §6.131, but by the nature of the dental 
suffi x in the preterite. It does not refl ect the PGmc *-ð- that is found in 
the weak verbs but *-þ- < PIE *-t-, suggesting that the preterites to this 
class were formed before the rise of weak preterites in *-ð- in PGmc, as 
otherwise it would be surprising that *-ð- was not used to form the pret-
erites to these, as well.1 The origin of this *-þ- is disputed, see §6.79&n4, 
but it must be regarded as ancient. Another difference between preterites 
in this class and in normal weak verbs is that in the latter the dental suffi x 
originally appeared after a stem-fi nal vowel, whilst in the pret.-pres. verbs 
it is attached directly to a root-fi nal consonant.

1 The assumption of *-þ- rather than *-ð- is necessary to explain, for example, ahte, 
mihte rather than **agde, **mæ8de, see §6.100n3, and ceð ‘known’ rather than 
**cund, see Hogg (1992b: §3.14). The prets. of 8eman and s7eal are exceptions, with 
*-ð- already in PGmc: cf. Got munda, skulda, ON munda, skylda.

6.142 Some other signs of antiquity in this class of verbs are worthy of 
note. (a) In pret.-pres. verbs the vocalism of the stem of the 2sg. is the same 
as that of the 1&3sg., whilst in strong verbs the 2sg. of the pret. has the 
stem of the plural in WGmc. The mixture of stems in the pret. singular of 
strong verbs is a WGmc innovation, see §6.21, and so the pret.-pres. verbs 
demonstrate a more archaic state of affairs. (b) It is also notable that whilst 
strong verbs have in the pret.2sg. the ending -e that probably refl ects an 
aorist infl exion, and weak verbs have the ending -es(t) proper to the present, 
pret.-pres. verbs retain the original perfect ending, refl ecting PIE *-tha, which 
developed to Gmc -t after fricatives.1 All the WGmc languages show forms 
in which -st has been substituted or has developed by analogical processes, 
as with OE ahst, canst, dearst, etc., but all also preserve some forms in -t 
like OE þearft, s7ealt, miht. North and East Gmc retain original -t with very 
little analogical disruption. (c) It is striking that pret.-pres. verbs with the 
vocalism of class 4 have stems with u in the plural (8emunon, 8enugon, s7ulon) 
rather than the w that is found in the pret.pl. of strong verbs of class 4. 
The latter probably originates in aorist forms, see §6.34, and thus these verbs 
are best assumed to evince the vocalism of the original perfects from which 
most strong verb preterites derive, before the mixing of perfect and aorist 
forms began in PGmc. Likewise, as noted above, §6.138, although mæ8 is in 
origin probably like verbs of strong class 6 rather than 5, it must have been 
re-formed quite early, since it shows no trace of class 6 characteristics in 
Germanic. It also shares some of the archaic features mentioned above in 
connexion with pres.ind.2sg. miht and pret. mihte, showing that re-formation 
of the verb must have been quite early. If that is the case, it is of some 
interest that the pres.pl. is not *mwgon but magon, making it parallel to 
8emunon, etc., as regards original perfect vocalism. (d) On the archaic nature 
of the subjunctive forms in this class of verbs, see Euler (1994).
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1 The infl exion -t thus predominated in the pres.ind.2sg. in this class, and -t was 
accordingly extended to environments in which -þ should have appeared, in Got kant, 
skalt and ON annt, mant. Original -þ, however, is refl ected in Angl (e)arð ‘you (sg.) 
are’, see §6.150(i)&n1.

6.143 It will have been noted that wherever a past participle to one of 
these verbs is preserved in participial function in OE, it has the form of a 
strong participle with suffi x -en, thus witen, unnen, 8emunen. Yet there are 
also certain OE adjectives that plainly refl ect old weak participles with 
dental suffi x, thus 8ewiss ‘certain’, ceð ‘known’. The restriction to adjectival 
function of the latter (as demonstrated chiefl y by the semantic restriction 
of the weak form) suggests that the strong forms are innovations, and that 
is, in the main, what the comparative evidence suggests. In North and East 
Gmc we fi nd only weak participles, e.g. Got kunþs, munds, mahts, along 
with some weak participles re-lexicalized as adjectives, e.g. Got þaúrfts 
‘useful’, ON skyldr ‘necessary’, with the sole exception of Got áigans ‘pos-
sessed’ (cf. áigin ‘property’), agreeing with OE agen, w8en, OFris bgen, 
OSax bgan, OHG eigan. Since the suffi xes *-n- and *-t- were both used to 
form verbal adjectives in PIE, it may be best to assume that the alternative 
use of the two suffi xes, as suggested by Got áigans, is another archaism 
refl ected in the pret.-pres. verbs of Gmc.

6.144 Amongst the 100 commonest verbs encountered in the MCOE, see 
§6.5, nearly all the pret.-pres. verbs are to be found: mæ8 ‘can’, s7eal ‘shall, 
ought’, wat ‘know’, ah ‘possess’, þearf ‘need’, mdt ‘be allowed’, 8eman 
‘remember’, cann ‘know how’. Excluded are only dbag ‘avail’, ann ‘grant’, 
dearr ‘dare’, be-, 8e-neah ‘suffi ce’.

V Athematic verbs

6.145 In PIE, certain verbs might be conjugated in the present and aorist 
in such a way that the infl exions were added directly to the root, without 
any intervening thematic vowel, see §6.4. Thus, for example, whilst athe-
matic Lat est ‘is’ refl ects PIE *Hes-ti, thematic Lat tegit ‘covers’ refl ects 
*teg-e-ti. The infl exions are identical in the two types, except that whilst 
the thematic type has PIE *-d in the pres.ind.1sg., the athematic type has 
PIE *-mi. For this reason the relevant verbs in OE are sometimes referred 
to as mi-verbs, by analogy to references to mi-verbs in Greek, even though 
no refl ex of *-mi is to be found in most of these verbs in WS. The number 
of surviving Gmc verbs that evince characteristics of conjugation in this 
manner is small but of exceptionally high frequency, as might be expected 
in connexion with the preservation of some particularly anomalous infl e-
xional patterns. They are all amongst the 100 commonest verbs in the MCOE. 
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The relevant verbs in OE are bbon, wesan ‘be’ (with the independent root 
refl ected in is ‘is’ and related forms), ddn ‘put, do’, gan ‘go’ and willan 
‘will’. Other WGmc languages retain traces of another such verb, OSax 
stan (beside standan), OHG stan, stbn (beside stantan) ‘stand’, comparable 
to Grk çsthmi < *s(t)i-sta-mi.

1 The verb b;on, wesan

6.146 The athematic verb with the most complicated history is ‘to be’, 
and preservation of its irregularities is unsurprising given that it is the 
commonest verb in OE. In LWS the verb is most commonly infl ected as 
follows:

Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 eom sy, bbo
 2 eart sy, bbo bbo, wes
 3 is sy, bbo
Pl. sint, sindon syn, bbon bboð, wesað

Consuetudinal and future
Sg. 1 bbo
 2 bist
 3 bið
Pl. bboð

Preterite
Sg. 1 wæs wwre
 2 wwre wwre
 3 wæs wwre
Pl. wwron wwren

Infi nitive bbon, wesan
Infl .inf. to bbonne
Pres.part. bbonde,1 wesende
Pa.part. 8ebbon2

This is the only verb in OE with discrete synthetic future forms. Probably 
four PIE roots contribute to the WS paradigm of ‘to be’. (i) *Hes- is refl ected 
in forms that begin with a vowel or s- (the latter refl ecting the zero-grade 
*Hs-). This is the root refl ected in so many familiar cognates, such as Lat 
sum, Grk eÍmí, Sanskrit ásmi ‘I am’. (ii) The second root is *bhew(H)-, 
refl ected in Lat fuc ‘I have been’, Grk júw ‘I beget’, Sanskrit bhávati 
‘becomes’. (iii) The third root is *wes-, as in Sanskrit vásati ‘dwells’, Middle 
Irish fdaid ‘spends the night’.3 The last of these supplies all pret. forms, as 
well as inf. wesan and pres.part. wesende. It has the form of a strong verb 
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of class 5, with alternation between -s- and -r- under Verner’s Law, see 
Hogg (1992b: §§4.4–5) and §6.61. (iv) Most likely eart refl ects an o-grade 
form of the root *er-, as explained in §6.150. For details of the sometimes 
complicated (and contested) derivation of the OE forms from their PIE 
antecedents, see Prokosch (1939: §75a).

1 Only ClGl 1 2268 bbondum.
2 Only ChronE 1096.4.
3 On the suppletive relationship and semantic development, see Tanaka (2002). Shields 
(2004) maintains instead that PGmc *wes- is unrelated to PIE *wes- but represents 
the same stem *Hes- as in the present, with a deictic particle employed as a prefi x 
*u- in the preterite.

6.147 In PIE the root *Hes- formed an athematic present (and hence also 
imperfect) but no perfect or aorist, and that is why suppletion was required 
in the Gmc preterite, which in other classes derives from the perfect and 
aorist. Originally, wesan must have had present-tense forms in Germanic, 
but they dropped out of use because when the preterite forms came to 
serve for the preterite of the refl ex of PIE *Hes-, the meaning of the verb 
was altered accordingly, and present forms in the sense ‘to be’ were not 
required, as they duplicated the function of *Hes-. On the other hand, the 
refl exes of *bhew(H)- overlapped in function only partly with those of 
*Hes-. OE bið remains semantically distinct from is in referring to future 
and habitual conditions, and so the two roots preserve full paradigms in 
the present indicative in all dialects of OE. The distinction in meaning 
between *Hes- and *bhew(H)- is harder to discern in the imperative and 
in non-fi nite forms, in which the sense of contingency or consuetude is to 
an extent inherent, and thus it is not surprising that the refl exes of *bhew(H)- 
have entirely supplanted those of *Hes- in these categories; cf. Lat es-se, 
Grk eÏnai ‘to be’, etc. Likewise the distinction in meaning is somewhat 
obscured in the subjunctive, to which contingency is innate, and so it is 
no wonder that subjunctive forms of the refl ex of *Hes-, an ancient category 
(cf. Lat. sim, etc.), have almost completely driven out subjunctives to 
*bhew(H)- in the Angl dialects, see §6.149.

6.148 Two of the stems contributing to the paradigm of ‘be’ produce 
examples of unresolved hiatus. (i) The spelling <ie> (at least outside EWS)1 
in the subjunctive does not represent a diphthong but a disyllabic sequence, 
as may be determined by the etymology and by poetic metre. The subjunc-
tive, showing zero grade of the root, derives from the PIE optative, as 
usual, which had in PGmc *s-(i)j- in the sg., e.g. *s(i)jwm 1sg., and *sc- in 
the pl., e.g. *sc-mw 1pl. In WGmc the latter stem was generalized, and in 
Pre-OE normal subjunctive infl exions were added. In a form like 3sg. *sc-ai 
the vowel would have been shortened before another vowel.2 It cannot be 
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proved by direct means that disyllabic sie had a short root vowel, but the 
word must often be metrically decontracted in poetry, and in no instance 
is a heavy initial syllable required by the metre.3 The word appears with 
suffi cient frequency in verse, about 90 times, that the non-occurrence of a 
form requiring a heavy initial syllable cannot plausibly be attributed to 
chance. The spelling sie(n) also occurs in LWS prose, but only in texts that 
display Angl features, where it and the pronoun hie are very commonly 
the only words in the text containing <ie>.4 (ii) The forms bbon and bboð 
are sometimes unresolved in the scansion of verse, where the metre requires 
a heavy initial syllable, e.g. Dan 557b drbamleas bbon, ChristA 795a þwr 
moni8 bboð. The verb is to be compared with Lat fi d ‘I shall be’ and Old 
Irish biu ‘I am accustomed to being’ and hence derived from *bhw-iy-d 
1sg. Accordingly, Gmc *bij-anþ pres.3pl. may be expected to have developed 
in Pre-OE in a manner comparable to frboð pres.3sg. ‘loves’, see §6.119. 
Since frboð may be disyllabic in verse, as at GenA 2260, as may the simi-
larly formed fboð ‘hates’, as at GenA 911, hiatus in bbon, bboð need not 
be regarded as analogical in origin. There is no hiatus in pres.2&3sg. bist, 
bið because *bhw-iy-esi, *bhw-iy-eti developed to PGmc *bijis, *bijiþ, in 
which */j/ would have been lost in WGmc, with early resolution of the 
hiatus, see Hogg (1992b: §4.7).

1 Perhaps in EWS as well: cf. the disyllabic scansion of sie in Met 10.23, 13.35, 
though Mercianisms in Met are not unthinkable: cf. §6.12. On <ie> of disyllabic origin 
in WS, see Hogg (1992b: §5.147).
2 Cf. §5.17n3 on the parallel to the pronoun hie. On the shortening of antevocalic 
long vowels, see Fulk (1994). This corrrects Fulk (1992: §115, in a chapter in which 
there is unfortunately no discussion of bbon), since sie is to be derived from *sc-, not 
*sij-, see Prokosch (1939: §75a), Krahe and Meid (1969: II, §97).
3 See §5.17n3, Fulk (1992: §108).
4 See Fulk (forthcoming).

6.149 Some of the alternative forms in the paradigm in §6.146 are dis-
tributed on a dialectal basis. No imperative forms are recorded in EWS, 
but wes, wesað are not Ælfrician, and the Angl equivalents wæs/wes, wosað 
occur only in Nbr, where, conversely, imperatives bbo, bboð never appear. 
Ps(A) has bco, bcoð, Ru1 bbo, bboþ, bcoþ (8¥), beside wæs (2¥), wesaþ 
(1¥).1 No infi nitive is found in EWS, but wesan is rare in Ælfric (3¥). Ru1 
has bbon (18¥, wesa 1¥), the usual form also in LWS. The inf. is unattested 
in PsGl(A) (only wesan in the non-Merc portion of the gloss on the Canticles) 
but the OE Bede has weosan (6¥). Nbr similarly has usual wosa and infl ected 
infi nitive to wos(s)anne, but cf. MtGl (Li) 1.20 bcan. An early Merc attesta-
tion of the stem wes- is CorpGl 2 9.101 aetweosendre, with diphthong by 
analogy to forms with back umlaut.2 As for the subjunctive, the earlier 
form of LWS sy(n) is sie(n), and this is the commonest form in all dialects 
but Ælfrician LWS, in which instead bbo(n) predominates. But bbo(n), 
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bco(n) is also to be found in EWS, in Ru1 (11¥, beside usual sie(n)) and 
similar forms, pace Campbell, 1977: 768(d)), and twice in Li (bca, bce).

1 This corrects Campbell (1977: §768(d)).
2 Although the form is diffi cult, undoubtedly inf. wesan may also be abstracted from 
CorpGl 2 5.551 wesandraegtre, glossing Lat exerceri.

6.150 In addition to predictable phonological variants (e.g. Merc, Kt 
siondan, seondan, see Hogg (1992b: §5.104); Angl wbrun, wdbron pret.pl., 
see ibid.: §§3.25, 5.177; PsGl(A) wes pret.1&3sg., see ibid.: §§5.87ff.; 
Li bcan, see ibid.: §5.138) and morphological variants (e.g. bbo wb, see 
§6.7), some discrete non-WS forms occur. (i) Corresponding to WS eart 
are Merc earð, Nbr arð, for which the best explanation is that they refl ect 
the suppletive stem PIE *er- (refl ected in Lat orior ‘I arise’, Grk ÓrnÖmi ‘I 
arouse’) in the form of a pret.-pres. verb of the class 4 type, hence with 
PIE *or- in the pres., with the original PIE perfect infl exion *-tha of the 
2 sg., see §6.142&n1.1 Merc earð thus shows breaking (of *æ in *ærþ < 
PGmc arþ), whilst Nbr arð, rather than showing extraordinary combinative 
breaking, see ibid.: §5.29, has its vowel by analogy to pl. aron, arun, to 
which corresponds Merc earun, the expected plurals to the pret.pres. verb 
refl ected in earð, which plural forms occur beside sint (PsGl(A) sind) and 
sindon, sindun. The pres.ind.1sg. is more diffi cult to explain: Nbr am may 
be regarded as taking its vocalism from pl. arun, and Merc eam from earð 
and earun, but this will not explain Kt eam,2 and WS eom is simply mys-
terious.3 In the plural, sindon beside sint, sind is the result of treatment as 
a pret.-pres. verb;4 cf. Sanskrit sánti < *sénti.5 On the fi nal devoicing in 
sint, see ibid.: §7.65. There also occurs subj. PsGl(A) 26.6 siem (also sion), 
which is certainly analogical, see ibid.: §5.146. Bülbring (1902: §454) 
explains Nbr sB, see pres.sg.subj. as the development of sie in unstressed 
position, with subsequent re-lengthening, see Hogg (1992b: §§2.44, 5.198); 
but Kt sb is perhaps due instead to Kt replacement of LWS y by b, cf. ibid.: 
§5.194, as suggested by Brunner (1965: §427A3). (ii) As for the stem in 
b-, Angl has pres.ind.1sg. bcom, bbom, bcum, bbam beside one instance of 
bco (PsGl(A)), if this is not a subjunctive. The ending -m is probably not 
analogical to eom, eam, am but original: cf. OFris bim, bem, OSax bium, 
OHG bim.6 In Nbr, beside rare bcað, the pres.ind.pl. to the stem in b- is 
biðon, bioðon (the latter with back umlaut) and similar forms, as if to a 
pret.-pres. verb; such forms are a small minority in Ru1.7 In all the Angl 
dialects there is occasional mixture of pres.ind.3sg. and 3pl. forms, hence 
sg. Ru1 bboþ, Ru2 bcað, pl. PsGl(A), Li bið(ð). Disyllabic MkGl (Li) 10.43 
bceð ind.3sg. shows analogical addition of the unsyncopated infl exion found 
in most verbs of other classes. (iii) As for the stem in wes-, there are some 
unusual present forms, Phoen 373 weseð 3sg., LS 20 (AssumptMor) 270 wesaþ 
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(one of the Blickling Homilies) pl., and relatively frequent wese subj.sg., 
often as an imperative, in poetry, PsGl(E, I) and LS 20 (AssumptMor). On 
frequent was, with unfronted a, see Hogg (1992b: §6.4.1).

1 This would then be the only verb in Germanic in which *-tha is refl ected as -þ 
rather than as the alternant -t that appeared after fricatives. Such is the explanation 
of Prokosch (1939: §75a). Lühr (1984: 37), however, argues that the -ð in Angl 
(e)arð originated in a following pronoun þe. This analysis demands the assumption 
that (e)ar- does not arise from a preterite-present stem derived from PIE *or- but in 
the plural *eruþ < *izuðe from PIE *es-. How *er- was then altered to *ar- in WGmc, 
however, cannot be explained without the assumption of some analogical changes that 
do not seem well motivated.
2 Kt eam is probably not a Mercianism (as earan in Ch 1500 (Rob 3) and ChHead 
1436 (Birch 384) may be), as it is found twice in lKt (OccGl 49).
3 The PIE form was *és-mi; cf. Got im. Prokosch says that eom ‘has its vowel from 
the synonymous WS bco’ (1939: §75a), and Brunner (1965: §427) goes so far as to 
wonder whether the actual form was not bom, with a long diphthong. Neither idea is 
very persuasive. The high frequency of the verb and use in positions of low stress may 
have led to an unparalleled phonological development.
4 Shields (1984) argues instead that *-on is an archaic PIE pres.3pl. ending, which 
seems problematic.
5 As Prokosch (1939: §75a) notes, OE sind would appear instead to refl ect PIE *sentí, 
with shifted accent, since it shows the effect of voicing under Verner’s Law. More likely 
the voicing under Verner’s Law originates in positions in which the word was in low 
stress, as suggested by Brugmann (1894: 552–3) and Bennett (1972: 109).
6 Wright and Wright (1925: §548) suggest that bbom is analogical to eam, but 
this is improbable, since the latter is not analysable as two morphemes: see 
§6.40&n1.
7 On bi(o)ðon as analogical to syndon, with -on added to 3sg. bið, see Hogg (2003: 
74–8).

6.151 In all dialects there are synthetic negated forms of stems in an 
initial vowel or w-. In LWS the forms are these:

Present Indicative Subjunctive
Sg. 1 neom
 2 neart
 3 nis

Preterite
Sg. 1 næs nwre
 2 nwre nwre
 3 næs nwre
Pl. nwron nwren

Anglian has the expected corresponding forms, neam, narð, etc., and adds 
pres.pl. naro(n). The dialect distribution of contracted and uncontracted 
forms is like that for nabban, see §6.118.
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2 The verb d£n

6.152 In WS the verb ddn ‘put, do’ is normally infl ected as follows, with 
such variations in the infl exions as are encountered in other verbs, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§3.11–30):

Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 dd dd

 2 dbst dd dd

 3 dbð dd

Pl. ddð ddn ddð

Preterite
Sg. 1 dyde dyde
 2 dydest dyde
 3 dyde dyde
Pl. dydon dyden

Infi nitive ddn
Infl .inf. to ddnne
Pres.part. ddnde
Pa.part. 8eddn

In the pres.1&2pl. the form is usually dd before a pronoun, see §6.7. The 
word has been lost from East and North Gmc, but cf. the Gothic weak 
desinences pret.ind.3sg. -da, pl. -dbdun, etc., suggesting an original ablaut 
alternation between sg. and pl. It is cognate with Lat. fa-cid ‘I do’ (perf. 
fb-ci), Grk tí-qh-mi ‘I put’, which illustrate the point that the WGmc verb 
refl ects the PIE d-grade of the root, whilst in other IE languages the grade 
is usually b.1

1 Bammesberger (1986b: 112) explains this by assuming that *d was the vocalism of 
the reduplicated perfect stem and that, after loss of the reduplicative syllable, *d was 
extended to the present by analogy to pret. *he-hait : pres. *haitan.

6.153 The present system refl ects the PGmc formation fairly straightfor-
wardly, with loss of hiatus in all forms, preceded by umlaut in dbst, dbð. But 
since this word refl ects an athematic verb, umlaut in the 2&3sg. indicates that 
the thematic infl exions *-is, *-iþ were introduced analogically from strong 
verbs. The preterite, however, presents some diffi culties. Most have preferred 
to explain it as a refashioning of a reduplicated PIE injunctive form, e.g. 
PIE *dhedhbt 3sg., retaining the reduplicative syllable, with umlaut due to 
extension of the plural subjunctive marker *-c- (as in the subjunctive of 
‘be’, §6.148) to the indicative, and with *u in the root (before umlaut) 
either as an unusual refl ex of PIE *T or by analogy to preterite-present 
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subjunctives like dy8e, s7yle.1 We believe the following explanation is more 
plausible.2 Just as with sie(n), see §6.148, the non-preterite forms of ddn 
are frequently to be scanned as disyllables in verse, but never with a heavy 
initial syllable, e.g. Beo 1057, 1129 swa hb ne 8it dbð, Rid 41.7 þæs þa 
bearn ddð, but never **ddn mihte, though 8eddn mihte is a common type. 
It is therefore to be assumed that in WGmc *dd-an there was antevocalic 
shortening of the long vowel, as in sie(n), so that the form was *do-an 
before the hiatus was resolved. At this time *[o] was still an allophone of 
*/u/, see Hogg (1992b: §§3.2, 3.10), and the variation is refl ected in forms 
like OSax duan, duon beside doan, doen and OFris dwa(n), and especially 
OHG forms like duis(t), duit in Otfrid, with metrically short t.3 Accordingly, 
in Pre-OE a new preterite was formed, taking the pres. stem *du- and 
adding the endings of preterites of weak class I, hence, e.g., 3sg. *du-i-dw. 
With loss of hiatus after umlaut, there resulted a short root vowel in the 
preterite, just as *-u-i- results in a short vowel in dryas ‘wizards’, as proved 
by the poetic metre at Jul 301. In spite of this refashioning with a weak 
preterite, the origin of ddn as a strong verb is still marked by the form of 
the pa.part. 8eddn.

1 See, e.g., Prokosch (1939: §75b). Against the supposition that PIE *T could be 
refl ected as Gmc u even in an unstressed syllable, see Fulk (1988). The alternative 
explanation proposed by Hill (2004: 280–1) that reduplicative syllables were unstressed 
in NWGmc, and y in OE dyde is the unstressed development of *e, is phonologically 
insupportable.
2 For details, see Fulk (1993).
3 For parallels to y as the umlaut of *o/u, cf. wyr7an ‘create’, by78an ‘buy’ beside 
prets. worhte, bohte, etc., †Wyrt8eorn beside Latinized Vortigernus.

6.154 The verb is infl ected in Kt as in WS, but cf. OccGl 49 8.22 dede, 
on which see Hogg (1992b: §5.194). In EWS there occur CP(C) 8.2 †doe 
pres.subj. and CP(H) 13.3 weldoendum, in which possibly o should be 
regarded as long, due to contraction, with analogical re-addition of the 
endings. But it is more likely that these are the original, uncontracted forms, 
because if they were analogical it would be surprising that they have dis-
appeared entirely from LWS. Moreover, we do not fi nd spellings like <foan> 
for fdn ‘take’ in EWS, and so non-contraction seems more likely than 
analogical re-formation. In addition, spellings of this verb with <oo> are 
so common in CP that perhaps some forms like doon and dooð represent 
uncontracted forms (although there are also spellings like underfoon in 
EWS, with <oo> representing a long vowel). In Angl there are many more 
uncontracted spellings, in all texts, e.g. PsGl(A) doan, does(t), doen beside 
ddn, dbs, ddn, and in regard to these it is more diffi cult to determine 
whether the forms are original or analogical, see fi rstly ibid.: §5.147. Even 
in the pres.ind.2&3sg., where <oe> could represent an umlauted vowel 
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rather than a contracted one, the metre of poetry that is surely Angl in 
origin sometimes requires an uncontracted form, e.g. Beo 1057, 1129, 
2855, see Sievers (1885: 477); and parallel spellings of the verb gan ‘go’ 
provide unambiguous evidence for both contracted and uncontracted forms, 
see §6.157. Uncontracted forms of ddn (or gan) in verse, however, never 
require a heavy initial syllable, though probably a heavy syllable should 
be expected if non-contraction were due to late analogy.

6.155 Angl texts also evince some forms that are morphologically distinct 
from the WS ones. (i) PsGl(A), Ru1, Ru2, Li and DurRitGl all have 
pres.ind.1sg. ddm, probably refl ecting the origins of the verb in the PIE athe-
matic class: cf. OSax ddm, OHG tdm.1 (ii) There occurs in poetry an unusual 
pa.part., ChristC 1206 for-dbn, 1265 8e-dbnra;2 also Lk(WSCp) 8.56 8edbn. 
The vowel b must be the umlaut of d, see §6.29, rather than a refl ection 
of the b-grade of this root found in most IE languages (as well as OE dwd 
‘deed’), and which appears to underlie OHG gitan, OSax gidan (beside 
giddn), since we should expect PGmc *dwnaz to have produced OE ddn 
rather than dbn, see Hogg (1992b: §3.22). (iii) In Li, Ru2 and the Merc-
derived PsGl(I), Mart 5, Bede, and some others, beside dyde there are 
preterite forms with <e> in the root. They occur only in the plural, where 
they are in the minority, beside more usual dydon. That this is at least 
sometimes a short vowel, as in OSax deda, OHG teta pret.ind.1&3sg. 
(beside 2sg. dadi, tati, 3pl. dadun, tatun) is perhaps demonstrated by the 
back mutation in Kt Rec 6.5 deodan, as maintained by Campbell (1977: 
§768(b)), though the evidence is hardly secure.3 Campbell’s converse claim 
that there is no evidence for length in Nbr <dedun>, however, is plainly 
insupportable. His assumption is that when WS scribes copied Angl poetry, 
they substituted dwdon for Angl <dedun> in ignorance of the actual quantity 
of the root vowel. This assumption requires him to propose that the poet 
of PPs extended this purely orthographic error into the realm of phonology, 
since the metre demands a heavy initial syllable in both instances of dwdun 
in PPs, even though this text evinces numerous Angl features4 and must have 
been composed by an Anglian poet, who should have known better if Angl 
<dedun> always represented a word with a light initial syllable. More im-
portant, this analysis relies solely on orthographic testimony, ignoring those 
instances in poetry in which dydon is shown by the metre to have been 
substituted by WS scribes for Angl dbdun, e.g. Beo 1828b hwclum dydon.5 
It is thus possible that Angl <e> in the pret. always represents a long vowel, 
as might be expected given that <e> never appears in the Nbr pret.ind.1&3sg., 
the only ind. forms in which short /e/ appears in OSax and OHG.6 The 
Mercian-derived texts are less exacting in the observance of this distinction.7 
Since the verb was abandoned in East and North Germanic, the origin of 
the long vowel in the pret. is diffi cult to determine.8
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1 With -m < PIE ind. *-mi, see Flasdieck (1937a: 44). At all events, ddm must not 
be regarded as a late product of analogy to eam, am ‘I am’, which can only have been 
regarded as a single morpheme; see §6.40&n1.
2 Flasdieck (1937a: 49) would explain dbn as an erroneous WS substitution for a 
form containing Angl <oe> in the scribe’s exemplar, under the misapprehension that 
<oe> represents an umlauted vowel rather than a decontracted form. This is possible, 
but another unusual pa.part. in this text, bifbn, with metrically monosyllabic -fbn, see 
§6.73, suggests that dbn may not be an error.
3 This is the Codex Aureus inscription. We of course have no secure evidence for 
original /e/ in the Kt pret., since y > e, see §6.154. It is not inconceivable that <eo> 
should represent the Kt back umlaut of y, since the latter is not often found in a posi-
tion in which it would be subject to back umlaut. Moreover, if back umlaut remained 
an active phonological process in Kt, it might have applied after the change of dydan 
to dedan. Brunner (1965: §429A1) also objects that the misspelling <beoc> for bdb7 
undermines the authority of the orthography of this text. In addition, he regards the 
language of this text as Merc, but see Hogg (1992b: §1.9n1) and Lowe (2001: 82). 
Restriction of the forms in <e> to the plural is especially diffi cult to reconcile with 
Campbell’s point of view, since <e> is proper to the 1&3sg. in OSax and OHG.
4 See Fulk (1992: 410–14).
5 See Sievers (1885: 498), Fulk (1992: §355(4)).
6 The forms with <e> (including compound ðerh-) are these: Li ind.2pl. (2¥, including 
one instance in MtMarg), ind.3pl. (7¥), subj.3pl. (3¥); Ru2 ind.3pl. (2¥), subj.3pl. (1¥).
7 Excluding subj. forms: PsGl(I) (Lindelöf) 3sg. (1¥), 1pl. (1¥), 3pl. (1¥); Mart 5 (Kotzor) 
1sg. (1¥), 3pl. (1¥); Bede 3sg. (1¥), 2pl. (1¥), 3pl. (1¥). But <e> is to be expected in all forms 
of the subj., as in OHG. Hence it is not surprising that <e> has invaded the 1&3sg. in 
these texts, since it appeared in all other pret. forms; it is more surprising that it has not 
done so in Nbr. Forms with <e> (including subjunctives) are to be found as well in PsGl(E), 
MonCa 1 (Korhammer), ConfGl (Först), HomU 15 (Robinson), HomU 35.2 (Nap 44), and 
perhaps some others; but the last two texts show distinct Kt features. There also occur 
HyGl 2 (Milfull) 20.4 dBdon, which could be Kt., and Can (Brussels) subj.3sg. dBde.
8 The alternation of the root vowel in the OSax and OHG pret. is that of a strong 
verb. Prokosch (1939: §75b), followed by many, explains it as induced by analogy to 
class 5, though that is diffi cult to credit, especially as the WGmc present stem do- would 
then have differed from pret. *ded-/*dwd- in ways unparalleled in other strong verbs. 
Since the OHG pa.part. is gitan, as noted above, it may be that the long vowel in the 
pret. is original, with weak endings added, as in OE dydon. See Flasdieck (1937a: 
50–4). This is also the conclusion of Hill (2004), though his explanation of the present 
vocalism as derived from the subjunctive of a root-aorist is diffi cult to credit.

3 The verb g:n

6.156 In WS the verb gan ‘go’ is normally infl ected as follows, with such 
variations in the infl exions as are encountered in other verbs, see Hogg 
(1992b: §§3.11–30):

Present Indicative Subjunctive Imperative
Sg. 1 ga ga

 2 gwst ga ga

 3 gwð ga

Pl. gað gan gað
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Preterite
Sg. 1 bode bode
 2 bodest bode
 3 bode bode
Pl. bodon boden

Infi nitive gan
Infl .inf. to ganne
Pres.part. gande
Pa.part. 8egan

In the pres.1&2pl. the form is usually ga before a pronoun, see §6.7. There 
are differing views on the etymology of the pres. stem, and whether it is 
related to strong gangan.1 Most likely the root is cognate with that in 
reduplicated Grk kíchmi ‘I reach’ < *0hi-0hb-mi. It is unnecessary to posit 
an alternative PGmc stem *gai- to account for OE a in the root, as sup-
posed by, e.g., Flasdieck (1937a: 59–62) and Mottausch (1997, 1998a), 
see §6.157. Pret. bode is often said to be cognate with Got iddja, pret. to 
gaggan ‘go’, but see §6.158; there is nothing comparable in any other Gmc 
language.

1 E.g., to Flasdieck (1937a: 54–5) cf. Prokosch (1939: §75c). It is worthy of note 
that in Got, where there is no direct cognate of gan (but cf. Crimean Gothic geen), 
the pret. iddja that appears to correspond to OE bode is instead pret. to the verb 
gaggan (= OE gangan).

6.157 The non-pret. conjugation of gan is obviously parallel to that of 
ddn, §6.152. Another parallel is that, as with ddn, forms in verse must 
often be scanned as disyllabic, but never with a heavy fi rst syllable, e.g. 
Beo 2034 on fl ett gwð, etc., with frequent verses like Beo 1277b 8egan 
wolde but never **gan wolde, cf. §6.153. It should therefore be assumed 
that uncontracted forms have a short root vowel, and this explains how 
OE gan may be derived from PGmc *gwn rather than *gain: as with ddn, 
the athematic endings were replaced by thematic ones (hence umlauted 
2&3sg. gwst, gwð), and so the result was, e.g., inf. *gw-an, in which 
shortening would have taken place in WGmc just as in *dd-an.1 Either the 
shortening of *w was identifi ed with *a, as might be expected before the 
onset of fi rst fronting, since there was no *æ for it to be identifi ed with, 
or shortened *æ was subsequently restored to *a before *a in the next 
syllable, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.35ff.). The former assumption accounts 
better for 2&3sg. gwst, gwð, as *-æ-i- might be expected to have produced 
*b after loss of hiatus. This account also offers the possibility of explaining 
the peculiar co-occurrence of gan and gbn in OHG.2 This argument will 
be laid out in greater detail in a forthcoming publication.
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1 The awkward assumption that the stem *gai- must be reconstructed in West Germanic 
beside *gw- has long been the usual analysis: see, e.g., Mottausch (1997), with refer-
ences. That early OE gan is to be analysed as a disyllable with a short fi rst syllable 
was pointed out, on the basis of metrical evidence, by Fulk (1994). Unbeknownst to 
us in 1994, Kortlandt (1990: 8–9) had earlier proposed that forms like OE gwþ can 
best be explained as originally disyllabic, though he did not suggest that the root vowel 
before hiatus was short.
2 This leads somewhat afi eld of present purposes, but it may be said briefl y that a 
paradigm with *-i- in the pres.ind.2&3sg. infl exions and a back vowel in the other 
infl exions after *a in the root could very well have produced a beside b within the 
paradigm, with subsequent levelling in both directions. Umlaut of a < *w is not expressed 
in OHG orthography (it begins to appear as <æ> in MHG), whilst the umlaut of a is 
represented as <e>.

6.158 Pret. bode is usually regarded as cognate with Got iddja pret.3sg. 
< prehistoric Got *ijjw(þ) (?), pret. to gaggan ‘go’, both to be derived from 
the PIE root *(H)ey-, as in Lat ed, inf. cre ‘to go’. Doubts remain about 
whether such a derivation can be maintained for bode, not least because, 
as observed by Sievers (1900), the pret. is never *code or *cade in Nbr, 
always bode, bade. If the Got and OE words are not related, determining 
the derivation of bode may seem futile, in view of the absence of cognates 
in Gmc.1 The lack of umlaut in the preterite suggests that whatever the 
source of the preterite, it was formed according to weak class II or III.2 The 
distribution of bod- and bad- in Ru1 and Nbr is not at serious variance with 
the treatment of PGmc *eu in these dialects, see Hogg (1992b: §§5.44–5).3 
Thus, the most plausible explanation is that of Cowgill (1960), who recon-
structs for the PIE root *ey- (ignoring any possible laryngeal consonant) 
a reduplicated perfect *e-óy-e 3sg., *e-iy-%t 3pl. After the Gmc accent shift, 
PGmc *j (from *y) would have been lost after the unstressed vowel in the 
singular, just as in weak classes II and III, see §§6.108, 6.114. Subsequently, 
the refl ex of the plural stem was generalized in Gothic, and that of the 
singular in Old English, with refashioning in both languages as a weak verb, 
in OE by the addition of a dental preterite suffi x in a manner analogous 
to the re-formation of classes II and III described in §§6.108, 6.114.4

1 Cowgill (1960) offers a review of the literature.
2 The chief alternative is to suppose, with Holthausen (1903: 342), that pl. bodon 
refl ects PIE *é-wdh-Xt, an augmented, zero-grade aorist to the root refl ected in Lat 
vadere, OE wadan ‘go’. This is the solution favoured by Flasdieck (1937a: 63), but, 
brilliant as it is, it faces some diffi culties, inasmuch as verbal augment is nowhere else 
refl ected in Gmc, and as OE wadan shows, the root is PIE *-weHd-, which should 
yield reduced rather than zero grade in ablaut. Mottausch (1994) provides a convenient 
summary of the divergent views, though in all but details his own solution does not 
seem an improvement on Cowgill’s. Schumacher (1998) does not address the feasibility 
of Cowgill’s explanation, but he proposes that PGmc *ej- ‘go’ had a pret. *wj- by 
analogy to *wt- ‘ate’, and to pret.1&3sg. *w, endings of the second weak class were 
added in Pre-OE.
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3 Flasdieck (1937a: 63) reports the following fi gures for bod- : bad- in the relevant 
texts: DurRitGl 0 : 10, Li 116 : 117, Ru2 98 : 8, Ru1 103 : 3. Cf. also ErfGl 1.76 
8ebadun.
4 For further references, see Rix (2001: 233n15).

6.159 A notable morphological innovation is that Nbr has, instead of the 
strong pa.part. 8egan, a weak 8ebad, based on the preterite; the pa.part. is 
unattested in Merc. Otherwise, aside from the variants already mentioned, 
the non-WS dialects have only such departures from the paradigm in §6.156 
as might be expected on the basis of regular phonological developments 
and parallels in ddn and other verbs. These include occasional uncontracted 
spellings, e.g. PsGl(A) ingAe pres.subj.1sg., forðgAa imper.sg. (cf. very fre-
quent dDa), with much variability in the unstressed vowels in Nbr, e.g. Li 
gAe, gAæ 1sg., 8egAas, gAes, gAæs 3sg., etc. PsGl(A) 8eondgan pres.ind.1sg. 
may be an error for *-gam (cf. OHG gam), or perhaps *-gAu, with the 
Angl infl exion -u, as suggested by Campbell (1977: §768(c)). Umlaut is 
preserved exceptionally in the pres.ind.2&3sg. in Angl, e.g. Li ofgwstu 2sg., 
gwð, gws 3sg., whence w may be extended analogically to other forms, e.g. 
gw 1sg., inf., gwð pres.pl.1

1 This analogical extension proves the point (that ofgwstu, etc., contain /æp/) in the 
face of the objection of Brunner (1965: §430A3) to the evidence of gws, gwð, etc., the 
objection being that <æ> here may represent uncontracted ae, given that <ae> in Nbr 
texts is often used to represent æ.

4 The verb willan

6.160 In WS the verb willan ‘wish, will’ is normally infl ected as follows, 
with such variations in the infl exions as are encountered in other verbs, 
see Hogg (1992b: §§3.11–30):

Present Indicative Subjunctive
Sg. 1 wille wille
 2 wilt wille
 3 wile wille
Pl. willað willen

Preterite
Sg. 1 wolde wolde
 2 woldest wolde
 3 wolde wolde
Pl. woldon wolden

Infi nitive willan
Pres.part. willende
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No infl ected infi nitive is attested, nor any imperative or past participle; but 
cf. PsGl(A) negated imperative nyl (3¥), also in PsGl(B) (2¥). The other 
Psalter glosses use subj. nelle, nylle for the negated imperative. In the 
pres.1&2pl. the form is usually wille before a pronoun, see §6.7.

6.161 The verb is cognate with Lat vold ‘I wish’; its original athematic 
form is indicated by Lat vult 3sg. Due to frequency of polite, therefore 
subjunctive, usage, in Gmc the original subjunctive (PIE optative, see §6.2n1) 
forms replaced the indicative. The PIE athematic optative suffi x *-c- was 
added to the stem *wel-, followed by the usual infl exions, hence PGmc 
2sg. *wel-c-s, 3sg. *wel-c-þ, the latter refl ected as OE wile. But thematiza-
tion of the verb set in early, and in WGmc thematized *wel-c-d 1sg., *wel-
c-anþ 3pl. developed to *wiljd, *wiljanþ,1 hence the gemination in wille, 
willað. Subsequently, new optatives of the ordinary type were formed on 
the basis of the stem will-. As for the 2sg., wilt is formed by analogy to 
pret.-pres. verbs, and unsurprisingly, since willan, like many of them, has 
auxiliary function; cf. more original OSax wili(s), OHG wili, but OFris 
wilt, welt. As Got wilda pret.3sg. illustrates, the dental marker of the pret. 
was added directly to the root, without intervening suffi x, unlike in the 
regular weak verbs, demonstrating an affi nity with the pret.-pres. verbs, 
see §6.141. The vocalism of OSax welda (beside wolda) thus could refl ect 
the original situation; but OE wolde, OSax wolda, OHG wolta show 
replacement of the original pret. vocalism by analogy to semantically and 
morphologically parallel WGmc *skuldw (giving OE s7olde, etc.).2

1 Thus Prokosch (1939: §75d). However, as the phonological development cannot be 
authenticated, alternatively it would be possible to assume that the verb was re-formed 
in the same way as verbs of classes II and III, with *-jd, -janþ, etc., substituted for the 
earlier endings, see §§6.108, 6.114.
2 Flasdieck (1937b: 28–30) and others would instead explain o from PGmc *u as 
arising in the reduced grade of the PIE root *wV-, which is hardly a necessary assumption, 
especially given that East and North Germanic both refl ect a Gmc pret. stem in *wel-.

6.162 In LWS the verb is often spelt with <y> in the present. Nbr usually 
has pres.ind.1sg. willo, but cf. also Li wille, will, wællo, wælle; Kt has the 
corresponding willa < willu, and cf. Ch 1508 (HarmD 10) 47 willio. 
Occasionally the pres.ind.3sg. is wille rather than wile in WS, e.g. ÆHom 
18.105, ÆHomM 2 (Irv 3) 86, though never in the best Ælfric manuscripts, 
as well as in EWS CP (e.g. 13.75.22) and Kt Ch 1197 21.1 It is not always 
possible to rule out the possibility that wille is a subjunctive. Conversely, 
Ru1 has only wile for pres.ind.3sg, whilst Nbr has wil(l), including LRid 
11 uil. Occasional forms with <e> in the root are found in Angl, e.g. PsGl(A) 
wellende pres.part., Ru1 wellaþ imper.pl., Li, Ru2 welle subj., beside Li, 
DurRitGl wælle, also Li wælde pret.subj. The Angl pret.ind. is walde, see 
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Hogg (192b: §5.34), and <a> is found in some other forms, as well, thus 
Nbr wallað, wallas pl. beside Li uallon (1¥).2 It is, it may be seen, almost 
exclusively outside the pres.ind.sg. that spellings with <a>, <æ>, <e> are 
found. Flasdieck (1937b: 24–42) explains forms with <a> as refl ecting the 
root seen in Got waljan ‘choose’, and those with <æ> or <e> as having the 
umlaut of this; see also Kortlandt (1986b). But <a> may also be explained 
as having originated phonologically in the pret., see again Hogg (1992b: 
§5.34). The matter remains unresolved.

1 The fi gures supplied by Flasdieck (1937b: 19) for the incidence of 3sg. wille are 
unreliable, as they include forms that may be subjunctive.
2 Also MkGl (Ru) 10.35 wallon we; cf. negated 6.50 nallon 8e, Li nallo we.

6.163 On the WS synthetic negated forms nyllan, nellan, nolde, etc., see 
Hogg (1992b: §5.152). Angl forms are comparable to the non-negated 
verb, e.g. PsGl(A) nyllað, nalde, Nbr nallað, nallas, nalles, nællað, etc. Nbr 
never has <y>, except DurRitGl nylt 2sg., but cf. Li nuilt, also nwill i7, 
nuilli7 pres.ind.1sg., comparable to Ru1 nylli7.
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Word Index

Only Old English words are indexed. The alphabetical order follows normal 
usage except in the following particulars:

(1) <æ> is placed after <a>, and <þ> is placed after <t>. Variant graphs, 
for example <ae> for <æ>, <ð, th> for <þ>, <u, uu> for <w> are not 
distinguished in order.

(2) The prefi x <8e-, 8i> is ignored in alphabetization, but all other prefi xes 
are appropriately ordered.

(3) Where variant elements in head-forms are indicated by round brackets 
in the head-form itself, the full spelling determines the alphabetical 
order, except in the case of such alternative spellings as are due to palatal 
diphthongization of back vowels after (s)7, for example <s7(e)acan> 
where the order is determined by the variant <s7acan>.

Words are normally indexed under a head-word according to Late West 
Saxon norms, with the exception that some individual forms are indexed 
separately where that is the only form discussed. The head-word is usually 
cited in its nominative singular (masculine) form for nouns and adjectives; 
if a head-word is not nominative singular, this is indicated. The head-word 
given for verbs is the uninfl ected infi nitive, except for preterite-present 
verbs, for which the head-word is the present indicative 3 singular. If no 
such form is attested in OE, then this is indicated by an asterisk. In the 
case of fi rst- and second-person pronouns, the singular and plural (dual) 
forms are not separately indexed.

In entries for verbs, the pres.ind. is to be assumed initially (after the 
usually inf. head-word) and thenceforth, as well as after such a specifi ca-
tion, until a different tense or mood is indicated. Verbs with prefi xes are 
generally listed under the simplex, as long as the simplex is treated in the 
grammar.
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Where different infl exions are usually identical, as in nominative and 
accusative plural forms, the form is indexed under the major form. Similarly, 
the gloss ‘pret.3sg.’ usually refers to both fi rst and third persons singular 
without distinction. Case, gender and number are not indicated for past 
participles.

Where diffi culties might arise, the head-word is often cross-indexed. 
However, cross references are not normally given for infl ected forms of 
head-words, or where the variation is general. Variant spellings discussed 
in the text are often indicated within round brackets immediately after the 
head-word, for example ‘abær (e)’ for aber, but the absence of such indica-
tion has no signifi cance and especially should not be taken to imply the 
absence of any such variation.

abiddan 4.17n2, pa.part. abedene 4.17n2
abrboðan 6.47, 6.50
ac 2.111, gen.dat.sg. ace, dat.sg. ac 

3.127, nom.pl. acas 2.111n8
acan 6.68
acræftan 6.93
acsian, ascian 6.120
acwen7(e)an 6.83
*acweorran, pa.part. acworren 

6.57&n10
acwcnan 6.46
acwincan 6.57e
adl 2.36c&n7, 3.65, 3.104&nn2–3, 

gen.sg. adles 3.75
adwws7(e)an 6.83
afbd(d), afbded 4.55
*afi 78(e)an (?) 6.63, *afcgan (?) 6.46, 

pa.part. afi 8en 6.46n4, afi 8aen 
6.63&n4

afl y8(e)an 6.102
afyrhtan 6.93
afyrran 6.92
agan see ah
agwlwede pa.part. 6.97
agen 4.44b, 6.143, w8en 6.140b, 

6.143, gen.sg.masc. agenes 4.47n4
agend 2.106
aglac 3.61
agne8e 6.119n1
agyltan 6.93
ah 6.2n4, 6.133, 6.140b, 6.144, neg. 

nah 6.140b, paradigm 6.139, 

pres.2sg. ah(s)t 6.140, 6.142, 
pl.neg. nagon, pret.3sg. ahte 
6.141n1, neg. nahte 6.140b

ahnbopan (?) 6.50, pres.3sg. -(h)nbop 
6.50n6, 6.76

ahwa 5.34
*ahwwtan, pret.3sg. ahwbt 6.76n&4
ahwæðer, awðer, aðer, dwþer 5.34
ahwil7 5.34
ahyðan 6.95
alan 6.68
albe 3.105
altar 3.61
amerian 6.103
an 4.2, 4.80–1, acc.sg.masc. Rnne, 

anne, enne 4.81&n2
ana 4.81n1
ancleow 3.46
ancora 3.105
anda 2.81a
andettan 6.93, 6.103, pres.pl. 

ondetti8að, subj. ondetti8en 
6.110n1

andlifene acc.pl. 3.80
andsaca 2.81a
andspurnian, ondspurni8a, pres.3sg. 

onspyrnað, pres.part. ond-
spyrnende 6.130

andswarian 6.120
andswaru 2.36a
andwlita, ondwleota, ondwliota 3.116
andwyrdan 6.103
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anet 2.47(4)
anhyrnera gen.pl. 3.64n1
an(n), on(n) 6.135, 6.144, paradigm 

6.135, imper.sg. unne, 8eunn, 
8ionn, 8eonn 6.136a, pa.part. 
6.143

anwldh 4.26
apostol 2.12a, 3.61
arod 4.44d
arwyrþian, infl .inf. to arwyrþienne 

6.106
as7illan 6.103
ascung 2.37
aseolcan 6.57b, principal parts 6.51
asbon, pa.part. asiwen, aseowen 6.45
asprotene pa.part. 6.48
assa 3.105
astyfecian 6.120
astypan 6.83
aswebban see swebban
aswefecian 6.120
ateshwdn 5.34n5
atol 4.44b, 4.49
ator 3.58b
aþrbotan 6.50
*aþretan, pa.part. aþreten 6.72&n3
aþum 3.57a
awegan, awehð pres.3sg. 6.13n3, 

awe8et 6.16
awel 3.59a, 3.68
awbstan 6.93
awiht, awuht, dwiht, a(u)ht, d(u)ht 

5.34n5, gen. awihtes 5.34n5
awyllan 6.100n2
awyrdan 6.93
awyr8(e)an (ie), principal parts 6.102, 

pa.part. awierdena 6.91

w 2.67, 3.93n5, ww 2.67n1, 3.93n5, 
gen.dat.sg. wwe 3.93n5, gen.dat.pl. 
wa, wwum 2.67n1, 3.93n5

Aebbino 2.36n12, 2.42
wbyl8(e)an 6.102
wbyl8ðu (b) 3.98, infl . bbylðu 3.98
æcer 3.60a, dat.sg. æcere 3.71, 

nom.acc.pl. æc(e)ras 3.69
æfdell(e) see ofdele

wfen 2.18, 2.21, 3.62
æf(e)st 2.57b
æfsti8 4.46
æfter 4.74, comp. æfterra 4.90–1, sup. 

æftemest 4.75n1
w8 3.53, paradigm 2.98, nom.pl. w8ru 

3.54
w8hwil7, b8huel7 5.37n1
wht 2.67
wlan 6.103
aelbitu see ylfet(u)
wl7 (z, db, b) 5.37&n1, masc.instr.loc.sg. 

wl7e 2.18, 4.17, dat.sg.fem. yl7ere 
3.64n1

ældes see yld(u)
wled 3.57a
Aelfsi8 2.62n1
Aelfuini 2.62
ælmesse 2.81b
ælmihtigum dat.pl. 4.46
wne 2.17
wni8 4.46, 5.37, acc.sg.fem. wni8e 

4.47, gen.sg.masc. wn8es 4.48
wniht 5.34
æppel 2.73b, 3.58a, 3.119(2), gen.sg. 

æpp(e)les 3.65, 3.119(2), æples, 
nom.pl. æpplas 3.119n6, appla, 
-applu 3.58n2

wr (adj.) 4.73n1, comp. wrra 4.64(1), 
4.90–1, sup. wrest 4.64(1), 4.90–1

wr, wror (adv.) comp. 4.78&n2, sup. 
wrest 4.78

wrende 2.20
wrendracan dat.pl. 3.107
aeri8faerae 2.42
wrist 2.57b
ærnan 6.103
ætclcðan 6.46
aetgabru 2.49n1
æthwa 5.35n1
ætwctan 6.44, 6.46
Æþelburge acc.dat.sg. 2.111n5
æþele 4.32
æþeling 3.61
wþm 3.58a, 3.65
æx 2.36n6, 3.101, acas, dat.pl. 

æcesum 3.101
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bacan 6.68
bana 2.81a
bannan 6.76, pret.3sg. 8eban (?) 

6.76n9
bannuc 3.57a
basilisca 3.105
basu 4.38
bæc 3.14
bæcere 2.20, 3.37
bæcestre 2.83
bwdan 6.93
bær 4.22
bærnet 2.21, 3.40, 3.62
bwtan 6.93
bæþ 3.14, paradigm 3.14, gen.pl. 

baþana 3.9
bbacn 3.58b, 3.65, bbcon, -un 3.65, 

3.67, 3.72, nom.acc.pl. bbcen 
3.64, bbceno, -ono 3.67, 3.72, 
gen.pl. bbcena, bbcno 3.65

beadu 2.53, dat.sg. beaduwe 3.42
bbag, bbah 3.31, infl . bba8e 3.127n4, 

nom.pl. bbagas 3.31
bealdian 6.130
bealu 2.28a
bearg, bearh 2.111n5
bearn 2.12b
bearu 2.28a, 2.29, 2.31(1), 3.36n2, 

3.42, 3.44, 3.54n1, 4.39, 
paradigm 2.27, dat.sg. -baruæ 
2.33, nom.pl. bearwas 3.42

bbatan 6.71, 6.76, pret.3sg. bbot 6.70, 
pl. beafton, beoftun 6.71

beæftan 4.76
bebod 2.12b, 3.56, dat.sg. bebod 3.10, 

nom.pl. bebodu 3.56
bb7e 2.82
beclysan 6.103
8ebed 2.12a, 3.56, 6.37, nom.pl. 

8ebeodu 3.22, 8e-, 8ibeodo 3.23, 
8ebedu 3.56, dat.pl. 8ebeodum 
3.23

bedd 2.20
bedecian 6.120
bedyppan 6.83
befer 3.60a
beforan 4.76

bb8en 4.80, 4.83–4
bb8er nom.pl. 2.100n5
be8innan see on8innan
be8ytan see on8ytan
behatene pa.part. 4.54
behæfedness 6.122
behdfi an 6.120
behrbowsian 6.120
behyldan 6.93
belgan 6.57c, pa.part. -bolgne 6.76n13
belcfan 6.46
bellan 6.57c
belecan, pret.3sg. belbc 6.47
bbn 2.67
benwman 6.103
ben7 2.67
bend 2.46b&n3, 2.57b
bendan 6.93
beneah see 8eneah
benn 2.46a
8ebenn (a) 2.64, 2.69
bbo 2.81b, 3.115
bbodan 6.50, pret.pl. budon, pa.part. 

boden 6.34
bbon see wesan
Beonnu 3.95
beorcan 6.57b
beorg 3.31, dat.sg. beorge 3.31, loc.sg. 

ber8i 2.17n2, dat.pl. beorgan 3.9
beorgan 6.57b, principal parts 6.51
beorhtness 2.47(1)
Beorni7e 2.70
bbors7ipe 2.58
bbow 2.28b, 3.45–6, gen.sg. bbowaes 

2.33
bepw7(e)an 2.83n1, 6.102, pres.3sg. 

bepwhð, pret.3sg. bepwhte 6.102
bepw7estre 2.83n1
bera 2.81a
beran 6.34, 6.60, principal parts 6.58, 

pres.3sg. bireð 6.16, -beret 6.16, 
pa.part. 8eborone 6.29

berian 6.103
bere 2.57a, 2.69
beri8e 2.82
berstan 6.57a&n3, -beorstan, principal 

parts 6.51
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berypan 6.83
bes7irian 6.103
besmctan 6.46
besweþþan 6.88n2, 6.103
beswicene pa.part. 4.54
bet, bet(e)ra, bet(e)st see gdd, wBl
bbtan 6.93, 6.103
beteldan 6.57c
Bettu 2.36n12, 3.95n1
bewitian 6.130
bewuna 4.1n1
bcdan 6.6, 6.46, paradigm 6.6, 

pres.1sg. bcde 6.9, 6.11, pl. 
bcde 6.7, pret.subj.pl. bide 6.7, 
adhortative bcdan 6.6, bcde 6.7

biddan 6.12, 6.30, 6.37, 6.64, 6.120, 
principal parts 6.63, pres.1sg. 
biddo 6.11, 8ebidda 6.11n3, 3sg. 
bideð 6.12

bifi an 6.3, 6.114, 6.129n4, 6.130, 
pres.part. bif8endan, -e 6.129n4

bc8an (ce, y) 6.102
bcgen8estre 2.83
biliwitnesse 3.91&n2
bindan 6.57e, 6.58, principal parts 

6.51, pret.3sg. bond 6.51, subj.sg. 
bunde 6.8n3, pa.part. 8ebund(e)ne 
4.54

birnan, brinnan 6.57e, biorna, biernan, 
principal parts 6.51, pret.3sg. 
born, bearn 6.51

bis7op 2.12a
bismer, bysmor 3.57a, 3.65–6, dat.sg. 

bism(e)re 3.57n4, bysmore 3.64
bism(e)r(i)an 6.130, pret.pl. 

bismærædu 6.22, bismerdon 
6.130

bctan 6.46
bite 2.57a
biter 4.44a, 4.50&n3, comp. bittera, 

-e 4.65&n3, sup. biterost, -esta 
4.65

biterness 2.47(1)
blac 6.78
blandan (o) 6.70n5, 6.76, pret.3sg. 

8eblond, pl. 8eblondan 6.70n5, 
6.76n10, 8eblendon 6.76n10

*blangan, pa.part. -bloncgne 
6.76&n13

blawan 6.71, 6.76, 6.99, pret.3sg. 
blefl a 6.71nn8–9, 8eblbouu 
6.71n9

blæc 4.22, nom.sg.fem.def. blace 
4.60a, dat.sg.masc. blaccum 4.24

blw7(e)an 6.78
blæd 3.14
blendan 6.93
blbtsian 6.120
blccan 6.46
bli77ettan 6.93
bli7e 2.57a
blind 4.41, 4.43, 4.65, paradigm 4.57 

(def.), nom.sg.fem. blind 4.41, 
4.43, acc.sg.masc. blindne 4.12, 
gen.sg.def. blindes 4.58(3), 
nom.acc.pl.(neut.) blind(e) 4.41, 
4.43, comp. blindra 4.62, 4.65, 
sup. blindost, -esta 4.65

blinness 2.47(1)
bliss 2.46&n6
blissian, blcðsian 6.120
blcþe 4.7, 4.33, def. blcþa 4.59, comp. 

blcþra, sup. blcþost, -esta 4.65
bldd 2.12b, instr.sg. blddæ 2.17
bldd(e)lws 2.53
blddi8 4.46
bldstm 3.58a
bldtan 6.76, pret.3sg. blbot 6.70
bldwan 6.76
bdc beech 2.111n4
bdc book 2.111, 3.127n6, paradigm 

3.122, gen.sg. bdce 2.113, 3.127, 
bdces 3.127, dat.sg. bdc 3.127, 
nom.acc.pl. bdcas 3.127, bdb7 
6.155n3, dat.pl. bdbcum 2.114

bdcere 2.20
bodian 6.120, pret.3sg. bodade 6.113
bodung 2.37, 2.40n1
boga 2.81a
*bd8(e)an, pres.3sg. bdð, pl. bdgað, 

subj.sg. bdgie, pret.ind.3sg. bdde 
6.118&n4

bora 2.83n6
bdsm 3.58a
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bdt 2.36
botl 3.60b
botm 3.60a
brwdan 6.93
brwdre comp. 4.70
brwdu 2.88
bræ8en 3.60b
brww 2.57b
brbadru, -a nom.acc.pl. 3.53n3
brecan 6.60, pres.3sg. -bryhð 6.13i, 

pa.part. (8i)brocen 6.29n1, 
6.60nn1,3, 6.138b, to-, for-, 
abrocen 6.48n2

bre8dan 6.34n1, 6.57a&n1, brbdan 
6.57n2, principal parts 6.51&n1, 
pres.3sg. brctt, -brbtt 6.57n1, 
pret.3sg. brwd, pl. bredon 6.57n2, 
pa.part. 8ebre8d(e)n(-) 6.51n1, 
brdden 6.57n2

bregu 2.73a
brbme 4.32
brbmel 3.57a
bren8(e)an 6.57e, principal parts 

6.100i, pret.3sg. brdhte 6.100i, 
see also bringan

brbotan 6.50
brbowan 6.50
bridd 2.20
bringan 6.13e,j, 6.57e, 6.103, 

pres.2sg. 8ebrincst 6.13e, brinst 
6.13n1, 3sg. brincð 6.13j, 
pa.part. brungen 6.57e, see also 
bren8(e)an

briord (ea) 2.36n3
brcw 2.28b, 2.31n2, 3.44, brii8 3.44
brdc 2.111, gen.pl. brb7ena 3.127
brdga, gen.pl. brdgna 2.86, 3.107
brdðor, paradigm 2.91, dat.sg. brbðer 

2.93, nom.acc.pl. (8e)brdþru, 
brdðra 2.93, 8ibrdþær 2.94

*bre 3.94n1, nom.pl. bre(w)a, 
gen.pl. brena, dat.pl. bre(w)um 
3.94n1

brecan 6.36&n1, 6.50, principal parts 
6.48, pres.3sg. brycð 6.12, 
pret.3sg. 8ebræc, pl. brbcon, 
subj.sg. 8ebrbce 6.47

bry7e breach 2.57a
bry7e brittle 4.7, 4.33
bry7e use 2.57a
bry7e useful 4.7, 4.33
bry78 2.46a
bryd 2.67, acc.sg. bryd 3.77
bryne 2.57a
bean 6.72, 6.130&n2, bya 6.75, 

6.130, pret.3sg. bede 6.72n1, 
6.130, pa.part. 
8eben, byn- 6.72n1

beend 2.106
began 6.48, pret.3sg. -bb8 6.47
burg, burh 2.111&n5, gen.dat.sg. 

burge, dat.sg. burg, byri8 3.127, 
nom.acc.pl. burha 2.113, burga 
3.127

burgware 2.70
burne 2.81b
by78(e)an 6.88n2, 6.153n3, principal 

parts 6.100h, pres.3sg. by8eþ 
6.100h, pret.3sg. bohte 6.88n2, 
6.100n3, 6.153n3

bycnan 6.96, pres.2sg. bycnest 6.81, 
pret.pl. bycnedon 6.96

bydel 3.59a
byden 2.36c, 3.102
by8e 2.57a
byht 2.57b
bylda 2.82
byldan build 6.93
byldan embolden 6.93
byldu 2.88
byl8 2.57b, nom.pl. belgas 2.57n5
byrdestre, byrdi78e 2.83
byre 2.57a, nom.acc.pl. byre 2.62
byrele 3.32n2
byres 2.47(3)
byr8(e)an 6.102–3
byr8enn 2.47(2)&nn3,5
byrian 6.103
byrne 2.82
byrst 2.57b
byrþen(n) 2.47(2), 2.49, 3.91(2)
bys(e)n 3.102n1, 3.104, acc.pl. 

bissena, biseno 3.104n1
bys8u 2.88
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bytel 3.57a
bytl(i)an 6.96n1, pret.pl. bytledon 6.96
bywan 6.97&n6, pa.part. -beowed, 

-bywed 6.97n6

calan 6.68
calu 4.38
camphad 3.61
campian 2.83n1
campræden 2.47n7
can(n) 6.2n4, 6.144, con(n), paradigm 

6.135, pres.2sg. canst 6.136b, 
6.138n1, 6.142, pl. cunnað, 
-eþ 6.135

caru, cearu 2.36a&n2
casere 2.20a, 3.37
cw8 2.46b&n4
7ealf 2.96, 3.53, cælf 2.96, paradigm 

2.98, acc.sg. 7ealf 3.53n1, gen.sg. 
calfur 2.99&n2, cælfes, celfes 
3.53n2, nom.acc.pl. calfur, calferu 
2.96, 2.99, 3.55, 3.64nn2–3, 
7ealfru 3.54, 7ealfas 3.53, dat.pl. 
7ealfum 3.53

7bapian 6.120, 6.130, 7ypan 6.83, 
6.130

7easter 2.36c, 3.104, loc.sg. 7æstri 
2.43, dat.pl. 7eastran 3.75

7easter8ewaran nom.pl. 2.70n6
cblan 6.103, pres.3sg. cablith 6.15
cemban 6.91, pret.3sg. cemde 6.91
cempa 2.83n1
cempestre 2.83&n1
cbne 4.32
cennan 6.92, 6.103
cennestre, cenni78e 2.83
Cent 3.127n3
centaurie 3.105
cbo 2.81b, 3.114&n5
7eole 2.81b
7eorfan 6.36n2, 6.57b, pret.3sg. 

-7eorf 6.56
7eorian 6.120
*7eorran, 6.57b, pret.pl. curran 6.57n9
7bosan 6.30, 6.47, 6.50, principal parts 

6.42, pret.pl. 8e7bason, subj.sg. 
8e-, 8i7base 6.47

7can pl. 3.115
7cdan 6.93
7c8an (ce, b) 6.98, 6.103, 6.118n2, 

-7bi8a, pres.3sg. 7bð, 7c8þ, 7y8an, 
6.98, 7bið, 8i7eeð 6.16, imper.sg. 
7b8e 6.86, pa.part. 8e7bd 6.98

7ild 2.99, 3.3n1, 3.53, 3.55, nom.acc.pl. 
7ild(e)ru 2.99, 3.3n1, 3.53, 3.55, 
7ildra 3.53, 7ildas 3.53n4, 3.55, 
7ild 3.55, gen.pl. 7ildra 3.53, 
dat.pl. 7ildrum 3.53, 7ildran 
3.53n4

7ildhad 3.61
7cnan 6.46
7inu 3.106
clawan 6.68, pres.1sg. clawe 6.68n5
clwne 4.32
clwnness 2.47(1)
clwnsian 6.120
clwðan 6.95
*clba 2.54, 3.94, clauuo 2.54, clawu, 

infl . clawe, dat.sg. clba 3.94, 
nom.pl. clba 2.54, 3.94, clbo, 
acc.pl. clba, dat.pl. clbum 3.94, 
clbam, clam 3.94nn5–6

clbofan 6.50
clcfan 6.46, 6.104
clifi an 6.104, 6.114, 6.130, pret.3sg. 

cleofode 6.114
climban, climman 6.57e
clingan 6.57e
cliofu, cleofu nom.pl. 3.22
cly77(e)an 6.100b, imper.sg. cly7e, 

pa.part. 8ecliht 6.100n7
clyne 2.64
clyni8a 6.130
clynnan 6.103
clypian (eo, io, i) 6.114, 6.120, 

pres.pl. clipíað 6.106n2, pret.3sg. 
cliopode, cleopode, cliopade, 
pres.part. clipi8ende 5.114

clyppan 6.83, pa.part. -clypt 6.82n1
cnapa 2.81a
cnawan 6.76, pres.2sg. -cnawes, 3sg. 

-cnaweð 6.15, pret.3sg. cnbw 
6.70&n4, cnbow 6.70n4

cnedan 6.64
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*cnbodan (cnddan?), pres.3sg. 
cnbodeð, pres.pl. cnddað, pa.part. 
8ecndden 6.50&n10

cnboris(s) 2.47(3), 3.91(3), cnboresu, 
-o 2.47n9, 3.93n4, infl . cnbures(u)a 
3.93n4, gen.sg. cnbureses 3.93n4

cnbow 2.28b, 3.43, 3.46n5, 6.70n4, 
6.98n1, cnbo 2.31(4), 3.46n1, 
cnbw 3.47, paradigms 2.32, 3.45, 
gen.sg. cnbowes 6.70n4, nom.pl. 
cneowu, cnbow 3.46, dat.pl. 
cnbum 2.31n1, 3.47, cnbuum, 
cnboum 3.47

cncdan 6.46
cnddan 6.76
cndsl 3.58b
cny77(e)an 6.102
cnylla 6.92
cnyssan 6.88n2, 6.103, pret.3sg. 

cnyste 6.82n1, pa.part. cnyssed 
6.90

cnyttan 6.93
cometa 3.105
costian 6.120
costness 2.47(1)
cost(n)ung 2.37, gen.sg. (?) costunges 

3.78n4
crabba 2.81a
cradol 3.59a
crawan 6.76
cræt 3.14
Crbcas 2.70n2
crbopan 6.50
cri77 2.46a
crimman 6.57e
cringan, crincan 6.57e
crisma 3.105
Crcst 2.12a
cristalla 3.105
crydeþ pres.3sg. 6.48
ce 2.111, gen.sg. cee, dat.sg. cy, 

acc.pl. cye 3.127n7, gen.pl. cyna, 
cea 3.127&n7, dat.pl. cem 
3.127n7

cucu 4.6n1, cwic(u), acc.sg. cucen(n)e, 
cwicne, cucne 4.6n1, dat.sg.fem. 
-cucre

cudu 2.28a
cugele 2.83
culfra nom.pl. 3.79n1
cuma, infl . cuman 3.109
cuman 6.30, 6.60, principal parts 

6.59, pres.1sg. cymo 6.59, 3sg. 
cymð 6.16, cymid 6.18, pl. 
cym(m)es, cymæs, -cumad 6.20, 
cymað, subj. cyme(n) 6.59, 
pret.ind.2sg. cdm(e) 6.21, 3sg. 
cwdm 6.59, pl. cwdmu 6.22, 
cwdmon 6.59, (-)cdmun 6.59n2, 
imper.sg. cym, pres.part. cymende, 
pa.part. cymen 6.59

cumbol 3.58b
cunnan see can(n)
cunnian 6.120, 6.130, cunne8e 

6.119n1
cuppe 2.81b
ceð 6.136b&n3, 6.141n1, 6.143
cwalu 2.36a, 3.83
cwealmness 2.47(1)
cwe77(e)an 6.100b
cwelan 6.60, 6.78
cwellan 6.78, 6.100a, pret.pl. 

-cuoel(e)don, -cweledun, pa.part. 
-cwelled 6.100a

cwbn 2.67
cwene 2.81b
cweorn 2.73d
cweðan 6.13a, 6.16n1, 6.30, 6.64, 

principal parts 6.61, pres.1sg. 
cweðo 6.11, 2sg. cwist, cweðst, 
cwytst 6.13a, cuoeðestu 6.14, 
cwiðst 6.15n2, 6.16, 3sg. cwið, 
cyð 6.16, cuoeðas, -es, -æs, -að 
6.19, pl. cweoðad, cueðas 6.20

cwician 6.3n1
cwide 2.57a
cwcðan 6.95
cwylman, pret.3sg. 8ecwylmede 6.96
7yfes 2.36c, 2.47(3)
7yle 2.57a
cyl(e)n 2.36c&n4, 3.103
cyme 2.57a
cyme 4.32
8ecynd (u) 2.67, 8ecunde 2.69n1
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cynedom 3.61
Cyneðryðe acc.sg. 3.77
cyning 2.12a, 3.56, 3.61
cynn 2.20b, 2.23, 2.24n3, 2.26, 3.1, 

3.32, 3.34, 3.39, 3.90, cyn 3.39, 
paradigm 2.19, gen.sg. -cynnæs 
2.25, cynnes 3.39, nom.pl. cynn 
3.34, 3.62

7ypan see 7bapian
7yping 2.37
cyre 2.57a, cyri 2.62
7yri7e 2.81c
7yrm 2.57b
7yrr 2.57b
7yrran (ie, e) 6.92, 6.103, pres.2sg. 

-7ers 6.15, 3sg. 7yrð 6.16, 
pret.3sg. 7yrde 6.91, 7errede 
pa.part. 3.64n1, -u 3.64n2

cyspan 6.83
cyssan 6.78, 6.92, pret.3sg. cyste 6.83
cysti8 4.46
cyðan 6.103, pres.2sg. cyst 6.8, 

pret.3sg. (8e)cyðde, cydde, pl. 
cyðdon, cyddon 6.95

cyþþ(u) 2.37

da 2.81b, 3.115
*dafan, pa.part. -dafen, -dæfen 

6.68&n6
8edafenian 6.120, pres.pl. 8edeafi neað 

6.110n1
daroþ 3.59a
dwd 2.67, 2.69, 6.155, paradigm 2.65, 

acc.sg. dwd(e) 3.77&n1
8edæftan 6.93
dæ8 (e) 2.12a, 2.18, 3.14, 3.16, 3.19, 

4.87, dæi, dai 3.19, gen.dat.sg. 
da8e(s) 3.15, instr.sg. dæ8 4.17, 
nom.pl. dagas 2.57n3, 3.16n1, 
3.19, dægas 3.15, 3.16, gen.pl. 
daga, dagana, dagena 3.9&n3, 
dæga 3.15, dat.pl. dægum 3.15, 
dagum, dahum 3.31

dw8e 2.82
dæl 3.14
dwl 2.57, 2.61, 3.32, paradigm 2.56, 

dat.sg. dabli 2.62, acc.pl. dable 

2.59n1, 2.62, gen.pl. dwla 2.59, 
2.61

dbag, dbah, dbg 6.134b, 6.144, 
paradigm 6.133, pres.subj.sg. 
dy8e 6.133n1, 6.134b, 6.153

dear(r) 6.136d, 6.144, paradigm 
6.135, pres.2sg. dearst 6.136d, 
6.142, 3sg. darr 6.136d, subj.sg. 
dyrre 6.135, pret.ind.3sg. darste, 
durste, dy(r)ste, dorstæ 6.136d

dbað 2.73
dbaw 2.28b, 3.45
8edbaw 4.40
db7(e)an, pa.part. 8edb7ed 6.102
8edbfe 4.7, 4.33, 6.120
delfan 6.57c
dbma 2.82
dbman 6.103, pret.3sg. 8edbmde 4.55, 

pa.part. ddbmid 6.82
dbmend 2.106
demm 2.57b
Dene 2.70, gen.pl. Deni(8e)a 2.61n1, 

2.70n1
denu 2.66, 3.77
dbofol 2.12a, 3.57a–b, 3.65–6, 

nom.acc.pl. dbofl u 3.64, ðcoful 
3.64n3, dboful 3.67, dbofl u, 
-a 3.70

dbog pret.3sg. 6.76
dbore 4.32
deorfan 6.57b
dborling 3.61
Dbre 2.70
derian 6.103
dc7 2.12a, 3.18–19, loc.sg. dc7 2.18n1, 

nom.pl. dccas 3.18–19
dc8le, dcgol 4.34, dat.sg.fem. dcgolre, 

gen.pl. dy8elra 4.34
dile 2.25n4, 2.57a, 2.62n2, dil, dili 

2.25n4
*dcon 6.98, pret.2sg. 8ediides, deðedes, 

pres.part. -dbondra, dcendra 6.98n5
dis7 dat.sg. 3.10
-doccana gen.pl. 2.86
docga 2.81a
*dofi an 6.130, pres.part. dob(8)endi 

6.112, 6.130
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ddgor 2.100, paradigm 2.96, dat.sg. 
ddgor(e) 2.96nn1–2

dohtor 6.71n3, paradigm 2.91, gen.sg. 
doehter 2.93n2, dat.sg. dehter 
2.93, nom.pl. doht(o)ra 2.91n1, 
2.93

ddm 2.12a
ddn 1.10, 6.2n4, 6.145, 6.152–5, 

6.157, 6.159, doon, doan 6.154, 
paradigm 6.152, pres.1sg. dd 6.4, 
ddm 6.4, 6.40, 6.155&n1, 2sg. 
dbst 6.153, does(t), dbs 6.154, 
3sg. dbð 6.153, pl. dd 6.152, 
dooð 6.154, subj.sg. doe, pl. 
doen, ddn 6.154, pret.ind.3sg. 
dyde 6.153n1, 6.155, dede 6.154, 
pl. dydon, deodan, dwdon, dbdun 
6.155, imper.sg. dDa 6.159, pres.
part. -doendum 6.154, pa.part. 
8eddn 6.153, -dbn(ra) 6.155&n2

dracan dat.pl. 3.107
dragan 3.68
drwfan 6.103
dre77(e)an 6.100b
drbfan 6.103, pa.part. 8edrdbfede 

3.64n1, 8edrbfede 6.82n1
dren7 2.57b
dren7(e)an 6.78, 6.83
drbogan 6.13c, 6.50, pres.2sg. drchst 

6.13c, pret.2sg. druh 6.21
drbopan 6.50
drbosan 6.47, 6.50
drepan 6.64, pa.part. drepen, dropen 

6.64n3
drepe 2.57a
drcfan 6.44, 6.46, pret.pl. -dreofon 

6.44
drihten (y) 2.12a, 2.47n3, 3.56, 

3.65–6, 3.72, paradigm 3.57, 
gen.sg. driht(e)nes 3.57, 3.63

drin7 6.78
drincan 6.57, pret.pl. druncon 6.56
drctan 6.46
drohtnian 3.61n2
droht(n)oþ 3.61n2
dregian 6.130, pres.3sg. dry8eð, 

pret.3sg. dregde 6.120.

dresian, pres.part. dresende 6.112
dry 2.57n4, pl. dryas 6.153
dry8(e)an 6.102, 6.130
dry8e 4.32
dryht 2.67
dryi78e 2.83
drypan 6.83
dryre 2.57a
defan 6.48
dugan see dbag
duguþ 2.36c&n5, 3.101, infl . 

duguþe 3.101, dat.pl. dugþum 
3.101n1

*dung 2.111, dat.sg. din8 2.111n10
durhere 2.25n1, 3.37, -heri 2.25
*durran see dear(r)
duru 2.72n1, 2.73c, 3.58n3, 3.119(3), 

gen.sg. dure 3.120n1, dat.sg. dyre 
2.73n7, 3.119(3), dure, duru 
3.119n7, nom.pl. dyru 2.73n7, 
3.119(3), dyran 3.119(3), duran 
3.119n9

durustod 2.114
*dwelan, pa.part. 8edwolen 6.60&n2
dwellan, dwelian, pret.3sg. dwelede, 

-ode 6.100a
dwcnan 6.46, -dwcnan 6.44
dwolian 6.120
8edwyld 2.64
dydan 6.93
dy8lan 6.96n3
dygol (ba, ce, co), nom.acc.fem. dcohla 

4.20
dyne 2.57a, 3.41, (8e)dyne 2.64n1, 

3.41, dyn(n) 3.41&n2
dynnan 6.103
8edyre 2.64
dyrne 4.32, acc.sg.masc. dyrne 4.34, 

4.35&n2
8edyrstlw7(e)an 6.102
dys(e)gian 6.115
dysi8 4.44c, 4.46

ba 2.111, 3.114, 3.127, gen.sg. ce, bas 
2.111n10, 3.127n9, dat.sg. bae, 
bæ, be 3.127n9, ce, nom.pl. 
ban 2.111n10, 3.114n1, 
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nom.acc.gen.pl. ba, dat.pl. bam, 
baum 2.111n10, 3.127

bacen pa.part. 6.76
baden pa.part. 6.76
badi8 4.46, nom.sg.fem. badigu 

3.64n2, 3.68n1, dat.pl. badigum 
4.46

2adwinis gen.sg. 2.62
eafora 2.81a
ba8e 2.81b, 3.2(3), 6.130n6, bgo 

3.108, paradigm 2.80, acc.sg. b8e 
3.108, nom.pl. bagon 3.107, 
acc.pl. ba8ean 2.80n1, gen.pl. 
bagna 2.86, 3.107, bagona, 
-ana 3.107, bagan 3.107n1

eahta, æhtowe, ehtuwe 4.87&n6
eahtian 6.120
eahtoþa 4.90
eald, ald 4.68, comp. yldra, ieldra, 

ældra, sup. yldest, ieldest, 
ældest 4.68, yldost, yldsta 
4.69(2), ieldstena 4.69n8, 
yldst 4.69n9

ealdian 6.130
ealdor life 3.65
ealdor prince 3.57a, 3.65, dat.sg. 

aldor 3.10n1
*ealdorlegu 2.66
*ealdorneru 2.66
ealh 3.25
eall 1.4, 4.1, nom.acc.pl.neut. ealle 

4.16
ealu 2.103, gen.dat.sg. ealoð, gen.pl. 

ealoða 2.103
bar 2.100
eard 2.73b, 3.119(2), gen.sg. eardes, 

dat.sg. earde 3.119n7
eardian 6.120
bare 2.81, 3.108, nom.pl. baron 3.107
earfeþe (adj.) 4.32n1
earfoþ, earfeþ (noun) 4.32n1, nom.pl. 

earfeþu 4.32n1
earfoðlc7 4.52&n3
earmian 6.130
earnian 6.120
earu 4.38n2
bast 4.74

bastre 2.87, nom.pl. bastron 2.87, 
3.107, bastru, bastro 2.87

baþe 4.78, comp. yþ, baþ, sup. yþost, 
baþost 4.78

baðmbdan 6.93
ebolsungas nom.acc.pl. 3.78n3
bbyl(8)ðu see wbyl8ðu
e7e 2.57a
b7e 4.32
e78 2.46a
E78þbo 2.32n1
b7ness 2.46
edcwician, pret.3sg. 8eedcucade 6.113
8eedlw7(e)an 6.13i, pres.3sg. 8ehyðlZct 

6.13i
efen 4.44a
8eefenlw7(e)an 6.102, pa.part. 

8eefenlwht 6.102
efes 2.36c, 3.101
ef(e)sian 6.120
efnan (æ), pret.3sg. efnde, 8eefnade 

6.96
efstan 6.93
e8e 2.57a, 2.69
e8enu 2.36n10, 3.102n2
e8(e)sian 6.120
28ipte 2.70
e8lan 6.96n2
e8le 4.8
bhtan 6.93
bhtend(e) nom.acc.pl. 2.108
elcian, pres.3sg. ieldcað 6.120
ele 2.57a
eletrbs gen.sg. 3.47
ellen 3.57a
eln 2.36c, 3.103&n1
elran dat.sg.masc. 4.74n7
ende 2.20a, 2.24, 3.32–3, 4.31, 4.35, 

paradigm 2.19, gen.sg. endes 2.24, 
nom.pl. endas 3.33, gen.pl. enda 
2.61

8eendebyrdan 6.93
endemes 2.106
endian 6.120
endleofan 4.87
endleofta, -lefta, -lyfta, enlefta 4.90, 

ællefta, ellefta 4.90n4
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endunge 3.79
en8e 4.8
en8el 2.12a, en8l 3.65
Engle 3.3(3), paradigm 2.70
en8u 2.88
ent 2.57b
eodor 3.59a
eofor 3.59a
eoh 3.25, nom.pl. bos 3.25
boh see cw
eorþe 2.81c, acc.sg. eorðu 2.86
eosol 3.59a
eoten, gen.dat.pl. eotena, eotenum 

2.70n5
2otena, 2otenum gen.dat.pl. 2.70n5
bow see þE

bower, gen.sg. boweres 3.64n1
eowode 3.32n2
erian 6.103
ermðu see yrmþ(u)
esne 2.20
bst 2.67
etan (eo) 6.64&n2, pres.sg. ites 6.16, 

pret.3sg. wt 6.59n4, æt, 8ieet 
6.64n2, pa.part. -eotone 6.29, 
infl .inf. to eotenne 6.6n2

bðel 3.57a, 3.65–6, bþl 3.65, gen.sg. 
bðeles 3.64, dat.sg. dbðel 3.10

ewe (eo) 2.46n2

8efa 2.81a, 3.114, paradigm 3.111
facn 3.58b, instr.sg. facni 2.17
fage8as pres.3sg. 6.119n1
fah 4.26
fal(o)d 3.59a, 3.68&n4, 3.71
fandian 6.120
faran 6.2, 6.68, principal parts 6.65, 

pres.2sg. færst 6.65, 3sg. fær(e)ð 
6.12, 6.65, fer(e)ð 6.12, pres.part. 
farende 6.2, pa.part. faren, infl .inf. 
to faranne

faroþ 3.59a
faru 2.36a, 3.83, acc.gen.dat.sg. fare 

3.83, dat.sg. -faerae 3.83
faðe 12.116, faðu 3.106
fæc 3.14
fæcele 2.83, 3.116

fwcne 4.32, 4.34, acc.sg.masc. fwcne 
4.34

fæder, feder 2.94&n1, 3.3n2, 3.68n3, 
paradigm 2.91, gen.sg. feadur, 
-fadur 2.94, 2.99n2, fæder, fæd(e)res 
3.68n3, dat.sg. fæder 2.93, 
3.68n3, feder 3.68n3, nom.pl. 
fæderas 2.93, faderas, fadero 
3.68n3, nom.gen.pl. feddra(s) 
2.94, dat.pl. feadrum 2.94n1

fæ8e 6.120
fæ8en 4.44b, 4.49
fæ8(e)nian 6.62, 6.120
fæ8er 4.44a, fb8er 4.44n1, 4.50, infl . 

fw8re 4.50
fwhþo 3.98
færeld 2.73b, 3.61, 3.119(2), gen.sg. 

færelta 2.73n5
fæst 6.120
fæstan 6.93, 6.130, pa.part. -fest 

6.93n2
fæsten fast 2.21, 3.40, 3.62, gen.sg. 

fæstenes 3.40
fæsten fortress 2.21, 3.40, 3.62
fæstnian 6.120
fæt (e) 3.14, 3.16, nom.pl. featu 3.16
fwtan 6.93
fwtt, nom.acc.pl. fbtto 4.20
fæþm 3.60a, dat.sg. fæðm 3.60n3
fba, nom.acc.pl. fbawa 4.17n1
8efba 2.81a, 2.87n3, 3.114, acc.sg. 

8efba 3.112
fealdan (a) 6.76
feallan (a) 6.30, 6.76, pres.3sg. 

felð 6.12, fallet 6.18, pret.3sg. 
fboll 6.70, pa.part. -feallenu 
4.17n2

fealu 4.38
fearh 3.25
8efearh 4.30n1
fbdan (x) 6.93, pret.3sg. -fxddæ 6.82, 

pl. 8efdbdon 6.93
8efb8 (d) 2.64, 2.69
fb8an 6.102
fela 1.4, 2.4n3, 2.71, 4.1n2, 4.17n1, 

5.33, feolu, feolo 2.3n4, 2.71, 
5.33, feala, feola 5.33n1
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feld 2.72n1, 3.119(2), dat.sg. felda, 
felde 3.119(2–3), feldan 3.119n8

fen8 2.57b
fbo8an 6.119, 6.130, pres.ind.3sg. fboð 

6.148, pl. fc(8)að, pret.3sg. fcede, 
fi ode, pl. fcedon, fi odon 6.119

feoh 2.71, 3.25
feoht 2.36b
feohtan 6.34n1, 6.57, principal parts 

6.51&n1, pret.subj.pl. fuhte 6.24
fbolan 6.41, 6.57b, principal parts 

6.41, 6.51, pres.3sg. -fcleð, subj.sg. 
fble, -fbla, pret.ind.pl. -fblun, 
pa.part -folen 6.41

8efbon 6.13, 8ifbaga 6.62n2, 6.116, 
principal parts 6.62, pres.3sg. 
8efi ht 6.13, 6.40, 8efi hð, 8efcð 
6.40, pret.pl. 8efbgon 6.62

fbond 2.104n1, 2.106, 3.122, 3.126, 
dat.sg. fbonde 3.126&n2, 
nom.acc.pl. fcondas 2.108n3, 
fbondas 3.126&n3, gen.dat.pl. 
fcenda, fcendum 2.108n6

feorh 3.25, nom.pl. feorh 3.27n2
feorr (adj.), comp. fyrra, fi rra, sup. 

fyrrest 4.73&n1
feorr (adv.), comp. fyrr, sup. fyrrest 

4.78
feorsian 6.120
fborþa 4.90
feorðungas acc.pl. 3.78n3
fbower 4.87, paradigm 4.87
8efbra 2.81a
fbran 6.74, 6.82, 6.103, paradigm 

6.80, pa.part. -fbred(ne), -fbrdum 
6.82

ferele 2.83
ferian 6.103
fbrs7ipe 2.58
8efetan 6.64
feter 2.36c3.102, dat.pl. (-)fet(e)rum 

3.102&n3
fetian, 8efatian, pres.pl. fatas, subj.sg. 

fati8e 6.130
feþer 2.36c, 3.102, gen.pl. feþ(e)ra 

2.36c, dat.pl. (-)feþ(e)rum 3.102n3
fburstod 2.114

fi 7bbom(e) dat.sg. 3.10n1
fcf 4.87, infl . fcfu 4.87n2
fcfhund(red) 4.89&n5
fi fele 2.83
fcfta 4.90
fi ndan 6.13f, 6.57, pres.3sg. fi nt 6.13f, 

pret.2sg. fundest, 3sg. funde 
6.57n17

fi nger 3.56, 3.63, 3.65, paradigm 3.58, 
gen.sg. fi ngeres 3.58, 3.65, dat.sg. 
fi ngre, acc.pl. fi ngeras 3.65

fi r(e)n 2.36c
fi s7fl ddu 2.77
fi s7noþ 3.61n2, fi scoþ 3.61
fi ðelestre 2.83
fi xen 2.47(2)
fl a 2.81b, 3.115, fl an 3.115n1
fl ah 4.26
fl ws7 3.32, paradigm 2.63
fl ws7ness 2.47(1)
fl ba(h) albugo 3.25, 3.114&n2
fl ba(h) fl ea 3.25&n3, 3.114&n2
fl ban 6.66
fl bogan 6.13h, 6.49–50, principal parts 

6.47, pres.1sg. fl cgu 6.47, 3sg. 
fl chð 6.13h, pl. fl boð, pret.3sg. 
fl bah 6.47, 6.66, fl bag 6.66

*fl eohtan, pa.part. fl ohten 6.57b&n11
fl bon 6.38, fl bogan 6.49, principal 

parts 6.38, 6.49, pres.1sg. fl bom 
6.40, 3sg. fl cið 6.40, 6.49, -fl cð 
6.40, pl. fl boð, fl baþ 6.49, subj.sg. 
fl ci 6.49, pret.ind.3sg. fl aeh 6.47, 
pres.part. fl bonde, fl bende 6.49

fl botan 6.50
fl bti nom.pl. 2.68
fl i77e 2.20n2
fl ctan 6.46
fl dcan 6.76
fl dd 2.73b&n6, 3.119(2)&n5, dat.sg. 

fl dde 3.119n7
fl dr 2.73d, 3.119(4), dat.sg. fl dre, fl dra 

3.119(4)
fl ota 2.81a
fl dwan 6.76, pret.3sg. fl bow 6.70
fl y8an 6.49, pa.part. -fl c8ð 6.49n1
fl y8e 2.57a
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fl yman 6.103
fl ys 2.64
fnæd, fnæs 3.14
fddor 3.58b
folc 2.12b
Folcwinis gen.sg. 2.61n3, 2.62
folde 2.81b, acc.sg. foldu 2.86
folgian 6.130
fdn 6.3, 6.70, 6.76, 6.154, -fdn 

6.13, fda 6.73, -foon 6.154, 
paradigm 6.38, principal parts 
6.73, pres.1sg. -fd(u) 6.73, 2sg. 
-fdbst 6.17, 3sg. -fdbht 6.13, 
6.40, -fbcð 6.13n4, -fdeð, 
6.7, 6.40, pl. fd 6.7, pret.3sg. 
fbng 6.70, imper.sg. fdh 6.73, 
pa.part. -fbn 6.73, 6.76n14, 
6.155n2

fdr 2.36b, 2.79n5
forcuuolstan 6.52
ford 2.73b
fore 4.74, sup. forma, fyrmest, 4.74, 

4.90–1, formest 4.74
forenyme 2.57a
forestemma 6.92
forgw8(e)an 6.103
for8ifness 2.47(1), 3.91, for8ifenness 

2.47n2
forhæf(e)dness 6.122
forhradian, pres.subj.pl. forhradíen 

6.106n2
forhtian, pres.pl. forhtaþ 6.110n2, 

pres.part. forhti8ende 6.112
forle8es 2.47(3)
forlbosan 6.47, 6.50
forma see fore
forod 4.44d
*forrepan, pa.part. forrepene 

6.64&n6
forslwwan 6.97
*forswctan 6.5n1
forþ (adj.) 4.74, comp. furþra, sup. 

forþmest 4.74&n6, fyrþmest 
4.74n6

forþ (adv.) 4.77, comp. furþor 4.77
forþrwstan 6.93
forweorone pa.part. 6.29

fdt 2.111, 3.3(2), paradigms 2.110, 
3.122, nom.pl. fdtas 2.113, 
3.126&n3

fracoþ 4.44d
frætwan 6.97
frætwe 2.53
frba 2.81a, 3.113, acc.sg. frban 3.113, 

dat.pl. frbaum 3.111
frbcne 4.34, acc.sg.masc. frbcne 4.34, 

gen.pl. frbcenra 4.34
frbdan 6.93
frbfr(i)an 6.96, pres.2sg. frbfrest 6.12, 

pret.3sg. frbfrede 6.96
freme 4.7&n1, 4.33n1
fremman 6.63, 6.67, 6.82, 6.97, 6.99, 

6.103, 6.106, paradigm 6.80, 
pres.2sg. frem(e)st, 3sg. frem(e)þ 
6.81, 6.85, pret.3sg. 8efremede 
4.54, fremode 6.88, pa.part. 
fremed(um) 6.82, 8efremmed 6.90

fremu 2.66, 3.77, 4.7n1
frbo, frc8 4.32n1, gen.sg. frc8es, frbos 

4.32n1
frbo8an 6.119, 6.130n9, 8efrce8a, 

pres.1sg. 8efrc8u, frca, 2sg. 8efrbos, 
3sg. 8efrbað, 8efrboð, 8ifrcað, 
8efrcoð, frbweð, 8efrc8eð 6.119, 
frboð 6.148, pl. 8efrc8að, subj.sg. 
8efrbo8e, 8ifrce, pret.ind.3sg. 
frbode, 8efrbode, 8efrbade, 
8efrcode, 8efrbde, 8efrc8ade, 
imper.sg. 8efrba, 8efrca, 8efrc8, 
pres.part. frcende, pa.part. 8ifrcad, 
8ifrcode, 8efrbouad 6.119

frbolucu nom.sg.fem. 4.52
frbond 2.106, 2.107&n1, 3.122, 

3.126, paradigm 2.105, dat.sg. 
frcend, frynd 2.108, nom.acc.pl. 
frcondas 2.108, frbondas 
3.126&n3

frbonds7ipe 2.58
frbosan 6.13g, 6.50, principal parts 

6.47, pres.3sg. fryst 6.13g
fretan 6.64&n2
fri78an 6.51n1, 6.57nn4,6, pa.part. 

8efri8en, 8efre8en, 8efræ8en 
6.57n6, 6.63n3
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friclan, infl .inf. to friclan 6.27
fri8nan, frcnan 6.43, 6.46, 6.51n1, 

6.57a&nn4–6, pret.3sg. fran 
6.43, 6.57n5, fræ8n 6.57n4, 
pl. -frinon, frenon 6.57n5, 
frugan 6.57n6, pa.part. 8efrenen 
6.57n5

frið(u) 2.73n3
frdd, gen.sg.fem. frddræ 4.14
frdfor 2.36c, 3.104, frdfr 2.36c
frymþ 2.37, 3.98
8efrynd (ce) 2.106
fugol 3.56, 3.60a, 3.69, 3.71, fugl 

3.71, gen.sg. fugeles 3.63, 
nom.acc.pl. fuglas 3.69

felian 6.130
fultum 3.57n3, 3.61
fultumian 6.129n3
fulwiht 3.56, 3.61
fundian 6.120
furh fi r 2.111
furh furrow 2.111, gen.sg. fere 3.127, 

dat.sg. furh 3.127, gen.pl. (?) fera 
3.127n9

8efyl7e 2.21
fyl(i)8(e)an 6.102, 6.130, principal 

parts 6.102, pres.3sg. fyli8ð, 
pret.3sg. fyli8de 6.102, imper.sg. 
fyl8e 6.86, see also folgian

fyll 2.57b
fyllan fell (ie, e) 6.92
fyllan fi ll 6.92, 6.103, pres.1sg. 

fylle, 3sg. fyl(l)ð 6.92, pret.3sg. 
8efyllde 6.91, pa.part. fylled 
6.92

fyll(u) 2.88, 2.90
fylstan 6.93
fylþ 2.37
8efynd (ce) 2.106
fyr 2.12b
fyrd 2.67
fyrmest see fore
fyrn 4.33n1
fyrs 2.57b
fyrst 2.57b
fysan 6.103, pret.3sg. fysde 6.83
fyst 2.67

gad 2.36b
galan 6.68
gamela wk. 4.2
gamen 3.59b
gan 1.10, 6.76n11, 6.145, 6.154, 

6.156–9, gw 6.159, paradigm 
6.156, pres.1sg. gAe, gAæ, -gan, 
gw 6.159, 2sg. gwst 6.156, -gwstu 
6.159, 3sg. gwð 6.156, gAas, gAes, 
gAæs, gwð, gws 6.159, pl. ga 6.7, 
6.156, gwð 6.159, subj.sg. -gAe 
6.159, pret.ind.3sg. bode 6.76n11, 
6.156&n1, 6.158, bade 6.158, pl. 
bodon 6.158n2, imper.sg. -gAa, 
pa.part. 8egan, 8ebad 6.159

gangan 6.70, 6.76, 6.156, 8eonga, 
pres.pl. iongaþ 6.76n11, pret.3sg. 
8bong 6.70, 6.76n11, 8cong 
6.76n11, gang 6.76nn10–11, 
8ieng, subj.sg. 8enge 6.76n11, 
imper.sg. 8eong 6.76n11, pa.part. 
8egongen, 8ibad 6.76n11, see also 
gen8(e)an

ganian, pres.part. ganaende 6.112
gast 2.12b
gat 2.111, gen.sg. gate 3.127, gen.pl. 

gwtena 3.127
8B see þE

8ealga, galga 2.81a, acc.sg. galgu 2.86
8bar (b) 2.12b, loc.sg. 8bri 2.17n2
8earcian 6.120
!earomonne dat.sg. 2.111n3
8earu 4.38, 4.60d, 6.120, def. 8earwa 

4.59–60d, paradigm 4.38 (indef.), 
infl . 8ear(u)we 4.39&n1, 8earowe, 
acc.sg.masc. 8earone 4.39, gen.pl. 
8earra, dat.pl. 8earwum 4.60n1, 
comp. 8earora 4.65, 8earwre, 
8earuwre 4.65n4, sup. 8earwost, 
-esta 4.65

8earwe 4.65n4
8earwian 6.120, pres.1sg. 8earwi8u 

6.110n1
8eat 3.18, 3.20, nom.pl. gatu 3.18, 

3.20, 8eatu 3.20
8eatwe 2.53, dat.pl. 8eatum 2.54n1
8bmunge 3.79
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gen8(e)an 6.75, pret.3sg. gende 6.91, 
see also gangan

8eoguþ 2.36c&n5, 3.101
8eoguþhadness 2.47(1)
8eolu 4.38
8eond 4.83n3
8eong, iung 4.68–9, 8ung, 8in8 

4.69(1), comp. 8ingra 4.68–9, 
8iongra, 8eongra, iungra, 8ungra, 
8ingrum 4.69(1), 8in8 4.69n2, 
sup. 8in8est 4.68–9, 8eongest, 
8ungest 4.69(1), 8ingsta 4.69(2), 
8ingst 4.69nn8–9

8eonre dat.sg.fem. 4.83, 5.3n1
8bopan 6.50
8botan 6.50
8cfre 4.32, 4.34, dat.sg.fem. 8cf(er)re 

4.34
8c8, 8cw 3.44
8cnan 6.46
8inian (eo) 6.114, 6.130, pres.3sg. 

8eonað 6.114, pres.part. 
8eon8endi 6.129n4

8ctsian 6.120
8iwian, 8iu8e, pres.1sg. 8iu8e, pl. 

8iv8að, pret.3sg. 8iude 6.130
glæd 4.22, acc.pl.masc. glæde, 

dat.sg.masc. gladum 4.24n1
glwm 2.57b
glba(w) 4.40&n2, comp. glbawra, sup. 

glbawost, -esta 4.65
glbd 2.67
glendran 6.96n3
glen8(e)an 6.103
glbsan 6.103
glcdan 6.46
glc8, glcw 3.44
gldf 2.36b
gldria 3.105
gnagan 6.68
gncdan 6.46
gnornian, pres.part. gnornende 6.112
god 2.12a
gdd 4.64(2), gen.dat.sg.fem. gddere, 

gen.pl. gddera 4.17, comp. bet(e)ra 
4.64(2), beteran 4.61, bet(t)ra 
4.71, sblra, sella 4.64(2), sup. 

bet(e)st, best 4.64(2), betst 4.71, 
bet(e)sta(n) 4.71n1, betost 4.71n2, 
sblest 4.64(2), sblost, -ust 4.71n2

gdddbnd 2.106n2
godspell 2.12b
*gd8(e)an 6.118, pres.3sg. gdað, gwð, 

gbþ, pres.part. gdiende 6.118
gds 2.111, 3.127&n6, dat.sg. gdse 

3.127
grafan 6.68
grapian 6.120
grwdi8 4.46
gremman 6.103
grbne 4.32, 4.34, acc.sg. masc. grbnne 

4.34
grbotan 6.50
grbtan 6.93
grimman 6.57e
grimsian 6.120
grindan 6.57e, pa.part. 8egrundene 

4.47n4
grcpan 6.44, 6.46, 8egrioppa, infl .inf. 

to grioppannæ 6.44
gripe 2.57a
gret 2.111, dat.sg. gret 3.127
gryllan (ie) 6.100n2
8egrynd 2.64
gryre 2.57a
gryt(t)ra comp. 4.70
guma 3.2(3), paradigm 2.80
geð8etawum dat.pl. 6.117n1
8ydd, instr.sg. 8eddi 2.25n5
gyden 2.47(2), gydenu 2.47n4, gen.pl. 

gydena 3.91(2)
8yfan (ie, i, e, eo) 6.12, 6.64, principal 

parts 6.61, pres.3sg. 8yfeð 6.12, 
pret.3sg. -8eaf, -8aef 6.61, pl. 
8bafon 6.58n3, pa.part 8ibaen 
6.29

8yfu (e, eo, i, ie, io) 2.36a, 2.38, 2.40, 
2.73n3, 3.2(2), 3.75, 3.81&n1, 
3.86, 3.95, 8efe 3.80, 8eofu 
3.86n1, 3.87, paradigms 2.35, 
3.81, acc.sg. 8ifu 3.75, acc.dat.sg. 
8eofu 3.87, gen.sg. 8eafæ, 8efes 
3.87n1, nom.pl. 8iofa 3.80, 8efe 
3.87, acc.pl. 8eofe 3.87n2, gen.pl. 
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8ifena 3.75, dat.pl. 8e(o)fum 
3.86n1, 3.87, 8yfum 4.67

8yldan (ie, i, e) 6.57d, principal parts 
6.50, pres.1sg. -8eldi8 6.14, 2sg. 
-8elts 6.17, 3sg. 8ildeð 6.16

gyldan 6.93
gylden 4.44b, 4.49, dat.pl. gyld(e)num 

4.62n4, 6.113n1
8yllan (ie, e) 6.57d
8ylpan (ie, e) 6.57d, pres.3sg. 8elpð 

6.16
gylt 2.57b
gylti8 4.46
8yman (ce, b) 6.103
8yrd (ie) 2.46n1, 2.49, 3.96–7, 

paradigm 2.45
gyrdan 6.93, pa.part. -gyrdeno, 

-gyrded 6.87
gyrdels 3.61
8yrnan (ie, e) 6.103
8yrran (ie) 6.55, pres.1sg. 8yrre, 

pret.pl. gurron 6.55
8yrwan 6.97, 8erwi8an, pres.2sg. 

8yrwast 6.97n7, 3sg. 8yr(w)eð 
6.97, pret.3sg. 8eredæ 6.82, 
8yr(w)ede, pa.part. -geruuid 6.97

8yst 2.57b
gyte 2.57a

habban 4.17n2, 6.2n4, 6.120, 6.125, 
6.129&n1, neg. nabban 6.128, 
6.151, paradigm 6.122, pres.1sg. 
hafo, 2sg. hafast, hæfest, 3sg. 
hæfes, hafað, hæfeð, imper.sg. 
hafa 6.125, pa.part. (-)hæfed 
6.122, hæfd 6.124, neg. 8enæfd 
6.128

hacele 2.83, 3.116, acc.sg. hæcla 3.116
had 2.73b, 3.119(2), gen.sg. hades, 

dat.sg. hade 3.119n7
hafenian 6.120
hafoc 3.59a
halgian 6.104, 6.115, 6.120
hali8 4.44c, 4.46, 4.60e, 6.104, 

paradigm 4.46 (indef.), infl . 
hal(i)8e(s) 4.46–8, 6.113n1, 
nom.sg.fem.&neut. hal(i)8e 

4.46n1, gen.pl. halgan 4.59, comp. 
hali8ra, sup. halgost, -esta 4.65

halor 2.100
halwende 4.32d
ham 2.18, dat.sg. hame 2.18n1
hamor 3.59a
hana 2.81a
hand 2.72n1, 2.73, 2.76, 3.3(1), 

3.117, 3.119(4), paradigms 2.72, 
3.117, dat.sg. hande 3.119(4)

hangian 6.130
hassuc 3.57a
hasu 4.38
hatan 6.13f, 6.70n5, 6.71, 6.76, 

6.140b, pres.1sg. hato 6.11, 3sg. 
hwt(t) 6.13f, hwtð 6.13, pret.2sg. 
hBhtes, 3sg. 8ehBht, hwt (?) 
6.16&n1, 6.71&n3, hBt 6.16n1, 
6.70&n2, 6.71&n2, passive hatte, 
hatton 6.2

hatian 6.130
hatwende 4.32d
hæf 3.14
hæftan 6.93
hæften 2.47(2)
hæftnian 6.3
hæ8tes(s) 2.47(3), 3.91&(3)
hwl 2.64
hwlan 6.79, 6.103, pret.3sg. hwlde 

6.79
hwlend 2.106
hæle(þ), nom.pl. hæleþ, hæleþas, 

hæleþe, gen.pl. hæleþa, dat.pl. 
hæleþum 2.103

hwl(u) 2.36, 2.88, 2.90
hwman 6.103
hwmed 3.57b, 3.66, nom.acc.pl. 

hwmedru 3.53n3
hæsel 3.60a, 3.71
hwst 2.67
hwtan 6.93
hæteru 2.100
hwtu 2.88, hwte 2.89n2
hwþen 4.44b, 4.49
hwðens7ipe 2.58
hB 1.8, 5.14, 5.16, 5.17(1), paradigms 

5.15, 5.17(2), nom.sg.neut hit 1.8, 
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5.14, fem. hbo 1.8, 5.14, 5.17, hco 
5.17(2)&n1, acc.sg.fem. hc 
5.17(1), hia, hiæ 5.17(2), 
gen.sg.masc.neut. his, hys 5.17(3), 
dat.sg.masc.neut. him, hym 
5.17(3), fem. hir(e) 5.17(4), 
nom.acc.pl hc, hbo, hco, hia, etc. 
5.17&nn1–3, he, hy 5.17n6, 
hie 5.17&nn1–3, 6.148&n2, 
gen.pl. heora 5.17(4), heara, 
hiore, hiora, etc. 5.17n4, dat.pl. 
him, heom 5.17(4)&n5

hbafod 2.12b, 2.15, 2.99, 3.56, 
3.65–6, 3.72, paradigm 3.57, 
gen.sg. hbafdes 3.63, loc.sg. 
hbafdum 2.17n4, nom.pl. hbafdu 
2.15, 3.54, 3.64, 6.14n3, hbafda 
3.9n5, hbafudu 3.64, hbafud 3.64, 
hbafod(u) 6.14n3

hbah (adj.) 4.26, 4.28–9, 4.42, 4.60b, 
4.69(1), 4.73n1, 6.118, hbh 4.69n7, 
def. hbaga 4.60b, paradigms 
4.26–7 (indef.), nom.sg.fem. 
hba 4.27–8, 4.42a, hbah 4.29n2, 
acc.sg.masc. hbahne 4.27–9, 
hba(n)ne, gen.sg.masc.neut. hbas, 
gen.dat.sg.fem. hbare 4.27, hbagre, 
hbahre 4.29, acc.pl. hbah 4.27, 
neut. hba 4.42a, gen.pl. hbara 
4.27, dat.pl. hbagum 4.29, comp. 
hyrra 4.68&n1, hcerra, 4.68–9, 
hbarra 4.69n3, hbra 4.69n7, sup. 
hyhst, hcehst 4.68–9, hbahst, hbhst, 
hbxt 4.69(1), hbagost 4.69n6, 
hb(i)st 4.69n7, hyhsta 6.14n1

hbah (adv.) 4.78, comp. hbar, hbaor, 
sup. hyhst 4.78

heal 2.36b
healdan (a) 6.13b, 6.76, pres.2sg. 

hyl(t)st 6.13b, haldes, 3sg. haldeð 
6.15, pa.part. 8eheald(e)ne 4.54

healf, acc.pl. halbae 2.44
healh 3.25
hban exalt 6.99n6, 6.116, pres.pl. hbaþ 

6.116, pret.3sg. hbade (?) 
6.116n2, pa.part. 8ehbad 6.99n6, 
6.116&n3

heard 4.8, def. hearda 4.59
hearde 4.77, comp. heardor, sup. 

heardost 4.77
heardswlnesse 3.91(1)
hearg 2.73b, nom.acc.pl. heargas 

3.119n7
hearpe 2.81b
hearpestre 2.83
hbawan 6.76
hebban 6.37, 6.68, 6.125, paradigm 

6.37, principal parts 6.67, 
pret.3sg. hefde, pa.part. -hefed 
6.67n1, -hefen, -hofen(e) 6.67n2

*he78an 6.103
hefe 2.57a
hef(e)gian 6.114
hefi 8 4.44c, 4.46, nom.sg.fem. hefi 8 

3.68n1
hb8(e)an 6.98n4, 6.116
he8e 2.57a
helan 6.60
hell 2.46, hel 3.90
hellan 6.103
help 3.75, gen.sg. helpes 3.75
helpan 6.12, 6.30, 6.57c, principal 

parts 6.51, pres.2sg. hilpst 6.12, 
pa.part. holpen 6.30

hemeþe 3.32n2
hen8en 2.47(2)
hen8est 3.61
henn 2.46a
hbofan 6.76n18, pret.3sg. hbof 6.76, 

hbofde 6.76n18, pres.part. 
hcofende 6.76n18

heofon 2.12a, 3.59a, 3.68, 3.71, 
heofen 3.68, nom.acc.pl. 
heof(e)nas 3.68, dat.pl. 
heof(e)num, heofenan 3.9, 3.68

heofonli7 4.52n4, nom.acc.pl.neut. 
heofonlicu 4.52n4

heor(o)t 3.68, nom.acc.pl. heortas 3.68
heorte 2.81c&n1
heoru 2.73a
here 2.20a, 2.25, 3.32, 3.36–7, 3.42n2, 

paradigm 2.19, gen.sg. her8es, 
heres 2.24, dat.sg. here 3.38, 
nom.pl. her(i)8as 2.24, 3.36&n1, 
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3.42&n2, heras 3.36, dat.pl. 
her8um 3.38

her(e)gian 6.115, 6.118n2, her8ean, 
pret.3sg. her8eade 6.106n1, 
6.118n2, 8eher8ead 6.118n2

herenis 6.90
herian 6.103
hete 2.57a, 2.69
hettend 2.106, 3.3(3), 6.130, paradigm 

2.105
hcd hide of land 2.36
hcgian 6.115
hild 2.46b
hilt (e) 2.64, 2.69
hind 2.46b
Hiordi 2.25
hcwan, hc8an 3.116, gen.pl. hc8na 

3.108
hcwræden 2.47n7
hladan 6.68
hlaf 2.12a, nom.pl. hlafo 3.10
hlaford 2.12a, 3.61
hlaw (w) 2.28b&nn4–5
hlwfdi8e 2.83n5
hlæstan 6.93
hleahtor 3.58a, 6.67n4
hlbapan 2.83n1, 6.76, pret.3sg. hlbop 

6.70n2
hlbapestre 2.83&n1
*hlecan, pres.pl. hlecað, pa.part. 

-hlocene 6.60&n3
hlbotan 6.50
hlboðrian, pres.part. hlbodendri 6.112
hlbo(w) shelter 2.28b, 3.46&n4, 

dat.sg. hlbo 3.46n4
*hlbow warm 4.40, comp. 8ehlcuran 

4.70
hlcdan 6.46
hlihhan (y, ie, e, æ) 6.67n3, hlæhan, 

hlehhan 6.67n4, principal parts 
6.65, 6.67, pres.ind.pl. hlæhað 
6.67n4, pret.3sg. hldh, hldg 6.65

hlimman 6.57e, pres.3sg. hlimmith 
6.18

hlinian 6.114, 6.130, pres.1sg. -hlin8o 
6.130, pres.part. -hliniendae 
6.112, (-)hlin8ende, -ne 6.129n4

hldwan 6.76
hlet(t)or 4.44a, 4.50&nn1,3
8ehlyd 2.64
hlydan 6.93
hlynnan 6.103
hlystan 6.93
hlywan (bo) 6.97&n3, 6.98n1, 

pres.3sg. 8ehlywð 6.97, pl. hlboð 
6.97n3, subj.sg. 8ehlywe 6.97, 
pret.ind.3sg. 8ehlyde (?) 6.97n1

hnw8an 6.98, 6.118n2, pret.3sg. 
8ehnw8de, 8ehnwde 6.98

8ehnwst (a) 2.64, 2.69
hnbaw 4.40
hnes7(e) 4.8, infl . hnisca 4.8
hncgan 6.46
hnipian 6.114
8ehnis7(e)an 6.91, pret.pl. 8ehnistun 

6.91
hnctan 6.46
hnitu 2.111, 3.124&n2, nom.acc.pl. 

hnite 2.111n11
hnutehule 2.113n3
hnutu 2.111, 3.3(2), 3.119(3), 3.124, 

paradigm 2.110, dat.sg. -hnyte 
3.124&n3, nom.pl. hnyte 3.124, 
gen.pl. hnutena 3.127, hnuta, 
dat.pl. hnutum 3.124

hdcede 4.32b
*hdcor 2.100, dat.sg. hdcore 2.100n2
hdcorwyrde 2.100n2
hogian see hy78(e)an
hdh 3.25, gen.pl. hda 3.26n3
holh 3.25, 3.29, 4.26n6
holian 6.120, 6.130
hdn 6.70, 6.76, principal parts 6.73, 

pret.3sg. hbng 6.70
hopian 6.120
horh 3.25, 3.29, gen.sg. hores 3.29, 

gen.dat.sg. horwe(s), nom.pl. 
horas 3.29, dat.pl. horgum, 
horhgum 3.29&n2

hors(c)hwælum dat.pl. 3.15n1
hrace 3.116, hraecae 3.109, hræca 

3.116
hraðe (e) 4.24
hraw (w) 2.28b&n5, 3.43
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hræd (e) 4.22, 4.24; see also hraðe
hræf(e)n 3.60a
hræ8l, instr.sg. hrae7li, hræ8li 2.17
hrbaw 4.40
hreddan 6.88n2, 6.93, pres.3sg. -hret 

6.93, pret.3sg. hredde 6.88n2
hrbodan 6.50, pa.part. hroden 6.50n2
hrboh 4.26
hrbosan 6.47, 6.50
hrbow 2.54, 3.94
8ehrbow 2.28b
hrbowan 6.50, pres.3sg. hrbow 6.50n3
hrbð 2.64, 2.101
hrimpan, rimpan 6.57e
hrcnan 6.44, 6.46
hrindan 6.57e
hrine 2.57a
hrin8(e)an 6.103
hringede 4.32b
hrcs(i)l 3.58b&n4
hrissan 6.103, hrisian 6.28, pres.part. 

risaendi 6.28
hrcþer 2.100, nom.pl. hryðeru, hreðeru 

2.100
hrdpan 6.76
hrdþor 2.100, 2.101
hrese 2.81b
hretan 6.48
hry78 2.20
hryre 2.57a
hEli7 5.21, huli8 5.21n3, infl . huluco, 

hulucu 5.21n3
Humbre, acc.sg. Humbrae 2.42
hund dog 2.12a
hund hundred 4.87, 4.89n2, 4.90, 

hundred, hundreð 4.89n2
hundseofonti8 4.89&n2, dat. 

unseofuntigum 4.89n4
hundtbonti8 4.89
hundtwelfti8 4.89
hundtwbonti8 4.89n3
hungri8 4.46
huntoþ 3.61
hes 2.12b
hes(e)l 3.58b, 3.65, hesul 3.65
hesin7el 3.57b
8ehess7ipe 2.62

hwA 1.8, 5.8n2, 5.16n1, 5.20&n2, 
5.34, 8ehwa 5.35, paradigm 5.19, 
nom.neut. hwæt 1.8, 5.20, 
huæ(t)d 5.20, acc.masc.fem. 
hwone, hwane, hwæne 5.8n2, 
5.20, gen.dat.fem. 8ehwwre, 
8ehware 5.20n1, dat. hwam 5.20, 
instr. hwy, hwon 5.19n1, hwc, 
hwan 5.20

hwæl 3.14, gen.sg. hwæles, hwales 
3.15&nn1,3, dat.pl. -hwælum 
3.15

hwæt 4.22, 4.60a, paradigm 4.22 
(indef.), dat.sg.masc. hwatum 
4.22, fem. hwætre, gen.pl. hwætra 
4.22n2, comp. hwætra, sup. 
hwatost, -esta 4.65

hwwte 2.20
hwæthwugu 5.36, hwothuoegu, 

huodhuoegu 5.36n3
hwæðer, hweðer 5.21&n1, 5.34, 

5.38&n5, 8ehwæþer 5.35
hwearfi an 6.120
*hwelan, pres.3sg. (-)hwileð 

6.60&n4
hwel7 (i, y, R, oe) 5.21&n2, 5.34, 

5.38&n5, 8ehwel7 5.35
hwelung 6.60n4
hwbne 2.17
huel7huoene (oe) 5.36
hweorfan 6.57b
hwettan 6.93
hwil7hwugu, -hugu, etc. 5.36, infl . 

huel7hwoeges, hwel7hwoegu, 
hwel7hwoegnu 5.36

hwcnan 6.46
hwctan 6.93
hwonne, hwænne, hwenne, hwoenne 

5.8n2
hwdpan 6.76
*hwdsan, pres.3sg. hwbst, pl. hwdsað, 

pret.3sg. hwbos 6.76&n21
hwyrfan 6.103
hy78(e)an, hogian 6.122, 6.125–6, 

paradigm 6.122, pres.3sg. -hogas, 
-hogað, hy8eþ 6.126, -hy78að 
6.126n1, imper.sg. hy8e 6.125, 
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6.129n3, pa.part. (-)hogd 
6.122n1, 6.124, -hogdre 6.122n1

hyd skin 2.67
hydan 6.93
hyf 2.67, nom.acc.pl. hyfi  2.68
8ehy8d 2.67
hy8e 2.57a, 2.69n3
hyhtan 6.93
8ehyld (ea) 2.64, 2.69
hyldu 2.88
hyll 2.20, 2.57b, 3.39, 3.90, hyle 

2.57n7, hyl 3.39, gen.sg. hylles 
3.39

*hylu 2.66
hynan 6.103, pa.part. 8ehyned 

6.116n3
hyngr(i)an 6.96, pret.3sg. hyngrede, 

-ade 6.96
hypan 6.83
hype 2.57a
hyran (ce, b) 6.103, pres.2sg. 8ehbrs 

6.15–16, pret.3sg. 8ehyrede 
6.82n1, imper.sg. 8ehbr(e) 6.86

hyrdan 6.93
hyrde 2.20
hyrling 3.61
hyrnet 2.47(4), 3.91&(4), 3.102n2, 

hirnitu 2.47(4), 2.49, 3.102n2
hyrst 2.67
hyrstan equip 6.93
hyrstan (ie) fry 6.93
hyrtan 6.93
hyrwan 6.97
hyse 2.57a, 3.41, nom.pl. hys(s)as 

3.41&n1
hyspan 6.83

i7 1.8, 5.28, neg. ni7(7) 5.23n1, 
paradigm 5.23, acc.sg. mB 5.16n1, 
5.23, me7 5.26, du.acc. uncet, 
uncit 5.26&n2, 5.32n2, pl.nom. 
wB 5.23, 5.28, 5.31, acc. esi7 
5.26&nn1–2, 5.28, gen. ere 5.25, 
5.27, er, eser, esra 5.27

cdel, nom.sg.fem. cdel(u) 3.64nn2–3
ides 2.36c&n5, 2.47n8
c8 2.46b

ilca 5.37
ile 2.57a, 3.41, ill 3.41
inne (adj.) 4.64(1), comp. innerra 

4.74, sup. innemest 4.64(1), 4.72, 
4.74

inne (adv.) 4.77, comp. innor 4.77
cren (adj.), acc.pl.neut. crenu 3.64n2
cren (noun) 2.21n3, csern 3.61, gen.pl. 

crenna 2.21n3
irnan 6.3, 6.57, rinnan 6.51, 6.57e, 

iorna, iernan 6.51, principal 
parts 6.51, pret.3sg. orn, 
earn 6.51

cw 2.28b, cuu 3.44n3

lacan 6.70n5, 6.71, 6.76, pret.3sg. 
leolc 6.71&n4, subj.pl. liolcen 
6.71

lacnian 6.120
lad 2.36b
laf 2.36b
lagu 2.73a
lamb (o) 2.96, 3.53, lemb 2.96, 

paradigm 2.98, gen.sg. lambes 
3.53, nom.acc.pl. lombur, -or, 
lomberu, -o 2.96, 2.99, 3.55, 
3.64nn2–3, lomb(o)ro 3.55n1, 
lambru 3.54, lombor 3.55&n1, 
gen.pl. lambra 3.53

land (o) 2.12b
landbeend (o) 2.104n1
lang 4.68, 4.70, comp. lengra, sup. 

len8est 4.68, lengsta 4.69(2), 
lengst 4.69n9

lange, comp. len8, sup. len8est 4.78
lar 2.36, 2.40, 3.2(2), 3.95, paradigm 

2.35, acc.pl. lare 3.80, gen.pl. 
larena 3.75

lareow 2.28n1, 3.46, -a 3.46n6
larleast 2.37
latteow 2.28n1, 3.46, -a 3.46n6
laðian 6.120
læ77(e)an, principal parts 6.100e, 

pa.part. 8eleaht 6.100n10
lw7e 2.20, 6.120
lwdan 6.13f, 6.103, pres.3sg. lwt(t) 

6.13f, pa.part. 8elwd(d) 4.55, 
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8elwded 4.55, 6.93n1, 8elwdedne 
6.93

lwfan 6.103
lwn 2.67
lwnan 6.103
lwran 2.83n1, 6.103, pres.pl. lwrat 

6.20
lwrestre 2.83n1
lws 2.53, 3.92–3, paradigm 2.52, 

nom.acc.pl. lwswa 3.92–3, 
lwsa 3.93

lwssa, lwst see lytel
lwstan 6.93
læt 4.22, nom.pl.masc. hlætto 4.24, 

sup. lætest, lætemest 4.75
lwtan 6.76, pres.3sg. -lwteð 6.12, 

pret.2sg. -leorte(s) 6.21, 3sg. lbt 
6.70&n2, 6.71, leort, pl. -leortun 
6.71

lwðan 6.95
lwþþu infl . 3.98
lwuw, nom.acc.pl. lbower, gen.pl. 

lbwera 3.53n3
lwwan (b) 6.97&n1, pret.3sg. -lbde, 

-leede 6.97n1
lbaden 4.44n2
lbah 3.25, 3.88, acc.sg. lbah 3.88n1, 

dat.sg. lbage 3.31, 3.88
lban 6.66
lbanian 6.120
lbasung 2.37, 2.40n1, dat.sg. lbasunga 

3.75
le77(e)an 6.100b
le78(e)an 6.94, 6.101, 6.103, pret.3sg. 

le8de, -læ8de, lbde, pl. læ8dun, 
pa.part. 8elbd 6.101

le8er 3.60b
*lemman, pres.pl. lemiað 6.88
lempet 2.47(4), nom.pl. lempite 2.47(4)
lendan 6.93
lendene7e 3.57n6
lendenu nom.pl. 3.57b, acc.pl. lendna 

3.57n7
len8(e)an 6.103
len8(u), len8eo 2.88, 2.90
lbo, lba 3.112, 3.115, gen.sg. lbas 

3.112, dat.pl. lbonum 2.86

lbod man 2.70n3
lbodan 6.50
lbode people 2.70&n3
lbods7ipe 2.58
lbofl c7e 4.77, comp. lbofl icor, sup. 

lbofl icost 4.77
lbofosta, -esta sup. 4.66
lbogan 6.13c, 6.50, pres.2sg. lyhst 

6.13c, pres.part. lcgende 6.47
lboht 2.12b
lbon 6.45
lboran 6.50, 6.130, pa.part. 8eleorene 

6.50n5
leornere 2.20
leornian, pres.subj.pl. 8eliorni8en 

6.130
lbower, lbwera see lwuw
lesan 6.64
lettan 6.93
lbðran 6.96n3
libban, lif8an 6.129&n1, paradigm 

6.122, pres.1sg. liofo, 2sg. 
leofast, 3sg. leofað 6.125, 
liofað, lifeð 6.126, subj.sg. 
lifi 8e 6.127n1, imper.sg. leofa 
6.125, pres.part. lifi (8)endan, 
lif8endum 6.127, lib8endes 
6.127n1

li77ettan 6.93
li78an 6.63–4, pres.3sg. -lcð 6.63n1, 

pret.pl. lagon 6.58n3, 6.61
lc7hama 2.81a
lccian 6.120, 6.130
lida 2.81a
lcf 2.12b
lifer 2.36c, 3.101n2, 3.102
lc8 2.57b
lc8et 2.21, nom.pl. lc8etu 2.47(4)
lchtan 6.93, pa.part. -lchtad 6.88
lim, nom.pl. liomu, leomu 3.22, 

gen.pl. liomana 3.23
limpan 6.57
linnan 6.57e
liss 2.46b&n6
lcðan 6.43, 6.46
lcþe 4.32
lcðercian, pret.3sg. lcthircadae 6.113
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lcxan, pret.3sg. lcxte
loccian 6.120
ldchwa 5.38
ldchwæðer 5.38
ldchwil7 5.38
ldcian 6.120, imper.sg. ldca 5.38
lof 2.12b, 6.104
lofi an 6.104, 6.108, 6.120, paradigm 

6.106
8eldme 4.77, comp. 8eldmor 4.77, 

ldmlucor 4.77n2, 8eldmlicor, sup. 
8eldmlicost 4.77n3

losian, loesi(8)a, pres.1sg. loes8e 6.130
lecan 6.48
Lufa, Lubo, Luba 2.42
luf(i)estre 2.83&n1
lufi an 2.83n1, 6.4n1, 6.80, 

6.104–5, 6.120, pres.part. 
luf8endra 6.80, pret.3sg. lufode 
6.105, lufade 6.113, pa.part. 
8elufod 4.56

lufu 3.75&n1, 3.106, 6.104, lufe 
3.75n1, dat.sg. lufu 3.75&n1, 
3.106

les 2.111
lustbære 4.32a
letan 6.48
lyfan (ce, c, b) 6.103, pres.3sg. 8e-, 

8ilbfeð 6.19
lyft 2.57b&n8, 2.67
ly8e 2.57a
ly8en 2.36c, 3.102
lynis, nom.pl. lynisas 2.47n8
lyre 2.57a
lysan 6.103
lystan 6.93
lytel (adj.) 4.44b, 4.49, lyt 4.33n1, 

infl . lytle 4.51, nom.pl.neut. 
lytelu 3.64n2, 3.68n1, 4.48n2, 
4.51, comp. lwssa, sup. lwst 
4.64(2), 4.71&n2, lwrestan, 
lws(es)tan 4.71

lytel, lyt (adv.) 4.79, comp. lws 4.79, 
sup. lwst, lwsest 4.79

lyti8 4.46
lyþre 4.34, acc.sg.masc. lyðerne 

4.34–5, gen.pl. lyþra 4.34

macian 6.120, pres.3sg. 8emacað, 
pret.3sg. 8emacade 6.120n4

maga 2.73a
magan see mæ8

magu 2.73a, nom.acc.pl. magas 2.73a
8emah 4.26
man (o) (pron.) 5.33
8eman (vb.), 8emon 6.141n1, 6.144, 

paradigm 6.137, pres.1sg. 8emune, 
-u, 2sg. 8emanst, 8emunst, 
8emynes, 3sg. mon, 8emanð, 
8emynes, pl. munon 6.138a, pl. 
8emunon 6.34n3, 6.142, subj.sg. 
8emyne 6.137, pl. 8emynen, 
pret.ind.2sg. 8emundes, 3sg. 
8emyste, imper.sg. 8emun(e), 
8emyne, 8emona, pl. 8emunað, 
-en, -as 6.138a, pa.part. 6.143

manian 6.120
mani8 (o, æ, e) 1.4, 4.1, 4.44c, 

nom.sg.fem. monigu, moni8 
3.68n1, 4.48n1, manegu, monigu, 
monigo 4.48, nom.acc.pl.neut. 
moni8e 4.16, (masc.)fem. 
manega 4.17n1, 4.20

man(n) (noun) 2.111&n3, 5.33
manna 2.111n3, acc.sg. mannan 

2.111n3
manræden 2.47n7
marubie 3.105
mattuc 3.57a
mað(e)lian, pret.3sg. maðelode 6.96n2, 

see also mæðlan
maþm 3.58a
mawan 6.76
mwd 2.53, acc.sg. mwd 3.93n3, 

nom.acc.pl. (-)mbda 3.93
mæ8 2.69n4, 6.2n4, 6.142, 6.144, 

me8 6.138d, paradigm 6.137, 
pres.2sg. meaht 2.69n4, 
6.138d, miht 6.138d, 6.142, 
mæht, meht, pl. mægon 6.138d, 
magon 6.142, subj.sg. mei8e 
6.138d, pret.ind.3sg. mihte 
6.138d, 6.141n1, 6.142, me(a)hte, 
pres.part. me8ende, magende 
6.138d
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mw8 3.17, nom.pl. magos 3.11, 
magas, mwgas 3.17

mæ8den 3.57b, 3.62n1
mæ8en 3.59b, 3.68, gen.dat.sg. 

me8(e)ne, nom.acc.pl. me8en, 
mw8(e)nu, mæ8na, gen.pl. me8na, 
dat.pl. me8num 3.68, mæ8(e)num 
3.68n2

mæ8(e)þ 2.103, acc.gen.dat.sg., 
nom.acc.pl. mæ8(e)þ, gen.pl. 
mæ8eþa, dat.pl. mæ8eþum 2.103

mw8ðsibb, instr.sg. mb8sibbi 2.43n1, 
2.50

mwnan 6.103
8emwne 4.7, 4.33
mwre 4.32
mwrsian 6.120
mwrðo 3.72
mæstan 6.93
mæðlan 6.96n2, pret.3sg. mwlde 

6.96n2, see also mað(e)lian
mæþ(e)l 6.96n2
mww 2.57b
mearh 3.25n4, 3.28–9, 4.30, mear 

3.28n1, mearg 3.31, paradigm 3.25
mearu 4.38
mb7e 2.20
medu 2.73a, medo 2.73n1, gen.sg. 

medewes, nom.pl. medewa 
3.119(1)&n3

meduma, -e 4.74
meeli 2.25
melcan 6.57c, pres.3sg. mil7iþ 6.15
meldian 6.120, pret.pl. meldadum 

6.113
meltan 6.57c
melu 2.28a
men8(e)an 6.103
meni(8)u, meni8(e)o 2.37n5, 2.88, 

2.90n1, 3.99
men(n)en 2.47(2), mennenu 2.47n4
meol(u)c, mil7 2.36c, 2.111, instr.sg. 

meolcum, milcum 2.17n4
meord 2.36b
mere 2.57a, meri 2.62
meri7e 2.25n3, meri7i 2.25n3, mere7e 

3.32n2

meris7 3.61
metan, principal parts 6.61
mbtan 6.93, 6.103, pret.3sg. mbtte 

6.83
mete 2.57, 3.41, mett 3.41&n4
met(e)gian 6.115
8embting 2.37
metod 3.56&n1, 3.71, paradigm 3.59
mbði8 4.46
mi7el 4.44b, 4.49&n1, infl . mic(c)le 

4.49n1, 4.51, nom.sg.fem. mi7elu, 
mi7el 3.68n1, comp. mara 
4.64(2), 4.71n2, sup. mwst 
4.64(2), 4.71n2, 4.75, mast, 
maast 4.71n2

mi7elu 2.88
micle, comp. ma, mw, sup. mwst 

4.79
midd 4.7, 4.36, 4.59, def. midda 4.59, 

sup. midemest 4.75
middan8eard 2.12a
mcgan 6.46
miht (ea) 2.67, 2.69n4, nom.acc.pl. 

maecti, mehti 2.68
mihti8 4.46
mildheortness 2.46
milts 2.46b&n6
miltsian 6.120, 6.129n3
mcn 1.8
mislecum dat.pl. 4.52
mcðan 6.43, 6.46
mdd 2.12b
mddi8 4.46
mddi(gi)an, pret.3sg. -mdd8ede 6.113, 

infl .inf. to mdd8enne
mddor 3.3(3), paradigm 2.91, gen.sg. 

mdbder 2.93n2, dat.sg. mbder 
2.93, nom.pl. mddra

mddri8e 2.83
mdna 2.81a
mdnaþ, nom.pl. mdnaþ, mdnþas 

2.103
morgen 2.18, loc.sg. mer8en 2.18n3
mdt 6.140a, 6.144, paradigm 6.139, 

pres.2sg. mdst, pl. mdto, pret.3sg. 
mdste 6.140a, pl. mdstun, -on 
6.140a
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mega, mewa 3.116
8emunan see 8eman
mundbora 2.83
murnan 6.36&n1, 6.52, 6.130, 

pret.3sg. murnde, pl. (-)murndan 
6.52, 6.130

murre 3.105
mes 2.111, 3.127n6, gen.sg. mese 

3.127
meþ 2.12a
8emynd 2.67
8emyndgian 6.115
8emyndi8 4.46
myne mind 2.57a
myne necklace 2.57a
8emyne mindful 4.7, 4.33
myne7enu 2.47(2), 2.49, 3.102n2
mynster 2.12b, 2.18, 2.20n1, 

3.57a
myntan 6.93
Myr7e 2.70
myrhþ 2.37
myr(i)8e 4.8
myrran 6.92

naca 2.81a
nacod 4.44d, 4.45
nafu 2.36a, 3.83, nom.pl. nabae, 

nebae 3.84n1
nahwæðer, na(w)ðer, nd(w)ðer 5.34
nama 2.81a
nan, masc.acc.sg. nwnne, nanne 

5.37&n3
nanþin8 5.37
nan(w)uht, nwniht 5.34
nateshwdn 5.34n5
nathwa 5.34
nathwel7 5.34
nawiht, nawuht, ndwiht, na(u)ht, 

nd(u)ht 5.34n5
næddre 2.81b
nwdl 2.36c, 3.104&n3, gen.sg. nbdles 

3.78, dat.sg. nabðlae 2.42
næ8l 3.60a, 3.71
næ8lan, pret.3sg. 8enæ8lede 6.96
nwni8 5.37&n2
nwtan 6.93

nbah (adj.) 4.26, 4.73&n1, acc.sg.masc. 
nbahne 4.26n5, 4.73n1, dat.pl. 
nbagum 4.73n1, comp. nbarra, sup. 
nyhst 4.73, nyhsta 6.14n1

nbah (adv.) 4.78, comp. nyr, nbar, sup. 
nyhst 4.78

8eneah 6.138b, 6.144, paradigm 
6.137, pres.pl. 8enugon 6.34n3, 
6.142

nbalw7(e)an (bo) 6.102, pres.3sg. 
8enbalwhð 6.102, pret.3sg. 
8enbolbcde 6.83, nbalwhte, 
pa.part. 8enbalwht 6.102

nearu diffi culty 2.53
nearu narrow 4.38
nebb 2.20
nefa 2.81a, 2.103n1, dat.pl. 

nefenum 2.86
nemnan 6.81n1, 6.103, pres.2sg. 

nem(ne)st, 3sg. nem(ne)ð 6.81n1, 
6.91

nbotan 6.50
neoðan 4.74, sup. nieðemesð 4.74n5
nerian 6.67, 6.82, 6.103, 6.106, 

ner8an 6.80, paradigm 6.80, 
pres.1sg. 8eneri8e, pret.3sg. 
nerode 6.80

8enesan 6.64
netel 2.36c, 3.102
nett 2.20
nbðan 6.95
*nicor 2.100
nicorhes 2.100n3
nigon 4.87
nigonhund 4.87n7
nigoþa 4.90
niht (ea, æ, e) 2.111&n6, 3.127&n8, 

4.87, dat.sg. nehte 3.127n8
nihtegale 3.116
nihtsumian, pres.part. 8enyhtsumi8ende 

6.110n1
niman 6.12, 6.30, 6.58n2, 6.60, 

principal parts 6.58, pres.3sg. 
nim(e)ð 6.12, pret.3sg. (-)nam 
6.58&nn4–5, ndm 6.59n4, 
(-)nDm, -noom 6.58, pl. naamun 
6.58n3, pa.part. -num(i)ni 4.14
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ncpan 6.46
nistan 6.93
ncten (y, b) 3.57b, dat.sg. nytne 

3.57n7, acc.pl. nbt(e)nu 3.57n7, 
3.64&n2, dat.pl. nbtnum 3.57n7

ncwe 4.32n1
norþ (adj.) 4.74, comp. norþerra 4.74, 

nyrðre 4.74n8, sup. norþmest 
4.74

norþ (adv.), comp. norþor 4.77
Norþ(an)hymbre 2.70
norþerne 4.34
nosu 2.73c, 3.58n3, dat.sg. nose 

3.119n7, loc.sg. nosum 2.17n4
*8enugan see 8eneah
nyd 2.67
nydan 6.93
nydbehæfedness, nbd- 6.122
nyrwan 6.97, pres.3sg. 8enyrwð, 

pret.3sg. 8enyrwde 6.97
nyrwet 2.21
nyten 2.47n3
nytt use 2.46a
nyt(t) useful 4.36–7, 4.65n3, 

acc.sg.masc. nytne, gen. nyttes 
4.36, comp. nyttra, sup. nyttost, 
-esta 4.65

ofdele 2.64, 3.41, æfdell 3.41n5, 
dat.sg. æfdelle 3.41n5

of(e)n 3.60a, 3.71
oferfyrre dat.sg. 2.88n2
ofermbdu 2.88
ofermettu 2.37, gen.sg. -metta 2.40
ofersle8e 2.64
oferswcðan 6.43, 6.95, pret.3sg. -swað 

6.43
ofersyl(e)fran 6.96n3
ofet 3.59b
offrian 6.120
*ofhw7(e)an, pret.3sg. ofhRhte 

6.100f&n12
dfor 3.57a
oft, comp. oftor, sup. oftost 4.77
oftyrfan 6.103
ofðry77(e)an see þry77(e)an
ofþrys7(e)an 6.83

dga 2.69
dht 2.69
dle77(e)an 6.102
onbryrdan 6.93
ondrwdan 6.71&n1, 6.76, pret.3sg. 

ondreord, ondrbd 6.71, ondrbdde 
6.75, see also rwdan

dnettan 6.93
onfdn see fdn
Ongenþbo 2.32n1
on8innan 6.57, pret.pl. ongannon 6.56
on8itness 2.47(1), on8itenness 2.47n2
on8ytan (ie, eo) 6.13b, -8ietan, 

on8eotan, on8eatta 6.61, pres.2sg. 
on8yst 6.13b, pret. 3sg. on8eat, 
on8æt 6.61

onhetting 6.130
onhyldan 6.93
onhyrian 6.103
ons7unian, ons7ynia, pret.pl. 

ons7ynedun 6.130
onse78an, pres.1sg. onse78 6.11n3
ontendan 6.93
open 4.44b, 4.49
op(e)nian 6.120, pret.3sg. 8eopenade 

6.113
drettan 6.93
orle8e 2.64
oroþ 3.61n2
orsorg 3.89
ds 2.111, gen.pl. bsa 2.111n7
4swini 2.62
oþ 5.4n2
dþer 4.90–1, 5.25, nom.sg.fem. dðeru 

3.64n2
oxa, nom.pl. (o)exen, exin 2.87, gen.pl. 

ox(e)na 2.87n1, 3.108, dat.pl. 
oxnum 2.87&n1, 3.108n2

papa 3.105
pæþ 3.14
Perse 2.70, Perseas 2.70n2
peru 3.106
pce, pbo 3.115
pcnhnyte dat.sg. 3.124n3
pleg(i)an 6.64&n5, 6.129n2, 6.130, 

plegean 6.106n1, pres.1sg. plege 
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6.64n5, pl. plægiað, pret.3sg. 
plægade, pl. plagadun, pres.part. 
plægiendra 6.130, plegenda, 
infl .inf. to plegenne 6.64n5

pleoh 3.25
plbon 6.62, pret.3sg. pleah 6.62
pliht 2.57b
pldg, pldh 3.31
prbost 2.12a
pyffan 6.92, pret.3sg. pyfte 6.83
pyle 2.57a
pyndan 6.93

ra 2.81a, nom.acc.pl. hrao, ra 3.112
racu 2.36a, 3.75, 3.83, acc.sg. racu 3.75
ramman dat.pl. 3.9
8erawan 6.76
rw7(e)an 6.100f
rwdan 6.71&n1, 6.75–6, 6.93, 

pret.3sg. reord, pl. reordon 6.71, 
pa.part. rbded 6.75n1, see also 
ondrwdan

rwdbora 2.83
rwdels 3.61
rwden 2.47(2), infl . rwdenne 2.47n7
ræfnan 6.96
rwran 6.103
rwsan 6.103, pret.3sg. rwsde 6.83
rwswan 6.97&n8, rwsw(i)an 6.97n8, 

pres.3sg. rwsweð, pret.2sg. 
rwswedest, pl. rwswodan 6.97n8

rwswum dat.pl. 2.53
re77(e)an care, principal parts 6.100c
re77(e)an recount 6.88n2, principal 

parts 6.100b, pret.3sg. reahte 
6.88n2

re77ileas 6.100
re7ed 3.59b, gen.pl. re7eda 3.68
8ere7enis 6.100i
re8n 3.60a&n1
re8nian, pret.3sg. re8nodae 6.113
rehtmbddrencynn 2.93n2
rempan 6.83
rbo 2.81b, 3.114
rbocan, pret.3sg. rbohte 6.50&n7
rbodan, pret.3sg. -rbod 6.50&n8
*rbofan, pa.part. (-)rofen 6.50&n4

reord 2.36n2, 2.46n7
rbotan 6.50
rbow 4.40, acc.sg.masc. rbone 4.40n2
8eresp 2.64n3
rest 2.46b
restan 6.93, 6.103
rbtan 6.93
rbwet 2.21
rc7e (adj.) 4.32
rc7e (noun) 2.20b, rc7 3.35, acc.sg. 

rii7næ 4.14, gen.sg. -rc7aes 2.25, 
nom.pl. rc7u 3.35, 6.14n3, rc7as 
3.35&n1

rccsian, rcxian 6.120
rcdan 6.46
riftra nom.pl. 3.11
ri8nan, rcnan 6.5n1, 6.43, pret.3sg. ran 

6.5n1, 6.43
rihtan 6.93
8erihtlw7(e)an 6.102, pa.part. 

8erihtlw7ed 6.102
rihtwcsness 2.46
rCpan 6.44n1, hriopan, 8ehrioppa 6.44, 

pres.pl. riopað, hriop(p)að, 
rioppas, riopað 6.44, pret.pl. 
rwpon 6.44n1

rcsan 6.13g, 6.42–3, 6.46, pres.3sg. rcst 
6.13g, -rcsþ 6.13, pret.pl. -reosun 
6.44

8ercsan befi t 6.46
rcxian see rccsian
roccettan 6.93
rdd 2.36, loc.sg. rddi 2.43
Rdmane 2.70
Rdmware 2.70
rdw 4.40
rdwan 6.76, pret.pl. 8ehrbwun 6.70n4, 

rbon 6.76n22
reh 4.26n6
ry8e 2.57a, ry8i 2.62, ry8 2.62n2
ryman, remian 6.103, 6.130
ryn 6.99
ryne 2.57a

sacan 6.68
sacu 2.36a, 3.85n2, acc.sg. sæce 3.83, 

nom.pl. saca 3.80
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sadol 3.59a
sagu, acc.sg. sagu 3.75
salor 2.69, 2.100, 2.101, 3.14n1, 3.52
salu 4.38
sam 5.34n2
samhwel7 5.34
samnian 6.120, pres.pl. 8esomnaþ 

6.110n2
sarettan 6.93
sargian 6.115
sari8 4.46
sawan 6.70n4, 6.76, 6.99, swwan 

6.75, 6.76n1, pres.subj.sg. swwe 
6.76n1, pret.ind.2sg. 8esaudes(d) 
6.75, 3sg. sb(o)w 6.70n4

saw(o)l 2.36&c, 3.101n2, 3.104&n3, 
sawul 3.104&n3, sawel, saul 
3.104

sw 2.57, 2.67, gen.dat.sg. swwe, 
gen.sg. sws, nom.acc.pl. sws, 
dat.pl. swwum 3.93n5

sæ77 2.46a, 3.85n2
sæd 4.22
sæl 2.69n2, 3.14, nom.pl. salu 2.69n2
swl 2.57b&n9
8eswli8 4.46, def.infl . swligan 4.60e
8eswlþ 2.37
swwet 2.21
s7(e)acan, pres.part. s7æcende, pa.part. 

-s7ecen 6.68&n2
s7(e)adan 6.76, pret.3sg. -s7bd, 

-s7ead, -s7eadade, 6.76n15, pl. 
-s7eadadon 6.75, pa.part. 
-s7eaded 6.75, 6.76n15

s7(e)ad(u) 2.53, 3.83n3, 3.93, infl . 
s7eaduwe 3.93

s7(e)afan 6.68
s7(e)alu 2.36n10, s7ala (?) 2.42n2
s7(e)amian 6.120, 6.130
s7(e)amli7e nom.acc.pl.neut. 4.16
s7(e)amu 2.36a, s7oma, s7omo, s7amo 

2.42n2
s7andli7 4.52
8es7eaft 2.67, 2.69
s7eal 6.138c, 6.141n1, 6.144, s7eall, 

s7al 6.138c, paradigm 6.137, 
pres.2sg. s7alt 6.138c, s7ealt 

6.142, pl. s7ulon 6.34n3, 6.138c, 
6.142, s7eolon, s7ylon, s7ilon, 
s7iolun 6.1328c, subj.sg. s7yle 
6.137, 6.153, pret.ind.3sg. 
s7(e)alde 6.137, s7olde 6.161

s7bawian 6.120, pres.subj.sg. s7baw8e 
6.106n2, pret.ind.3sg. -s7bawde 
6.113, 6.129

s7en7(e)an 6.83
s7endan 6.93
*s7(e)d8(e)an, s7edgian, pres.1sg. 

s7ed8e, pl. s7edgiað, subj.pl. 
-s7d8en, -s7edgien, imper.sg. s7ed, 
pl. s7d8eað, pa.part. -s7dd 6.118

s7boh 4.26
s7eolh 4.30
s7eorfan 6.57b
s7eorpan 6.57b
s7botan 6.50
s7brero nom.pl. 2.100
s7eri78e 2.83
s7eþþan 6.67n3, 6.103, s7eaðan 

6.67n5, principal parts 6.65, 6.67, 
pres.pl. s7eaðeð, pret.&pa.part. 
-s7eðed- 6.67n5

s7ca 3.115
s7cnan 6.46, pres.3sg. 8es7cnet 6.18
s7ip 3.2(1), paradigm 2.11, nom.pl. 

s7ipu 2.15, 3.6, 3.12, 3.50, s7ipa 
3.9&n5, s7iopu, s7eopu 3.22&n2, 
3.23, s7iop(p)o, s7ipo 3.23

s7ipere 2.20
s7cp(o) sheep 3.51
s7irian 6.103
s7irpan 6.83
s7ctan 6.46
s7cu dat.pl. 3.112
s7dere 2.20
s7dh 3.26, paradigm 3.25, nom.pl. 

s7deas, 8es7das, s7das 3.27, acc.pl. 
s7dea 3.27n2, gen.pl. s7dna 3.26, 
s7de 3.27n2

s7olu 2.36a
s7(e)ort 4.68, comp. s7yrtra, sup. 

s7yrtest 4.68, s7yrtst 4.69n9
s7otung 2.37
s7ræf 3.14
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s7ren7(e)an 6.83
s7repan 6.64
s7rcfan 6.5, 6.44, 6.46
s7rimman 6.57e
s7rincan, s7ringan 6.57e
s7ripit pres.3sg. 6.15
s7rcðan, pa.part. s7riþen 6.43&n1
s7riðe 2.57a
s7red (y) 2.3n3
s7ua dat.sg. 3.112
s7ucca 2.81a
s7edende pres.part. 6.48
s7efan, s7bofan, s7edfan (?), pret.pl. 

s7(e)ufon, -s7yufon, imper.pl. 
-s7yfað, pres.part. -s7yfende, 
pa.part. 8es7yfen 6.48&n3

s7ulan see s7eal
s7uldor, nom.pl. s7uldru, -o, -a, -as 

3.58&n3
8es7y 2.21
*s7y77(e)an (?) 6.100n7, see also 

*s7yhtan
s7yfe 2.57a
*s7yhtan (?), pret.2sg. -s7yhtest, 3sg. 

s7yhte 6.100n7
s7yl7en 2.47(2)
s7yld 2.67
s7yldan (i) 6.93
s7yldgian 6.115
s7yldig 4.46
*s7yllan, pres.3sg. -s7ilþ 6.57d&n16
*s7yn 6.99, 6.100n7, *s7y8an 6.100n7
s7yndan 6.93
s7yppan (ie) 6.68, principal parts 6.67
s7yran (ie, e) 6.60
s7yrtan 6.93
s7yte 2.57a
s7yttel 3.57a
sB 1.8, 5.3, 5.4n2, 5.6, ðe 5.8, 5.16, 

5.20, 5.38, paradigm 5.4, 
nom.sg.neut. þæt 1.8, 5.8, þet 5.8, 
5.16, fem. sbo 1.8, 5.16, sco, ðcu 
5.8&n5, sce, scu 5.8n5, acc.sg.masc. 
þone, þane 5.8, þæne, þene, ðon 
5.8nn2–3, gen.sg.masc.neut. þes 
5.8, gen.dat.sg.fem. þwre, þare, 
ðara, þBre, ðwr 5.8n5, dat.sg.

masc.neut. þam, þwm 5.8, instr.
sg.masc.neut. þy, þon, þan 5.7, 
gen.pl. þwra 5.8, ðeara 5.8n2, 
dat.pl. þam, þwm 5.8

sealh 3.25
searu (a) 2.29, 2.33, 2.53n1, 3.42, 

sarwo 2.33, 3.42n2, paradigm 
2.27, nom.pl. seara 3.9n5, searu 
3.42, 3.50n3, dat.pl. searwum 
3.42n2

sbaw 2.28b, sba 2.31(3), 3.45n1
8esbaw 4.40
Seaxe, Seaxan 2.70, gen.pl. Seaxna 

2.86n2
sb7(e)an 6.103, principal parts 6.100d, 

pret.3sg. sdhte 6.124
se78 man 2.23, 2.26, 3.32, 3.39n1, 

paradigm 2.19
se78 sword 2.46a
se78(e)an 6.125, 6.129&n1, paradigm 

6.122, pres.1sg. -se878a 6.11n3, 
sæ78e, se78e, sæ8o, 2sg. -sagas, 
sæ8est, 3sg. sæ8es, sæ8eð, se8eð 
6.126, sæ78að, pl. sae8as 6.126n1, 
pret.3sg. sæ8de 6.124, imper.sg. 
sæ8e 6.125, 6.129n33, -swdan 
pa.part. 4.58n1

sbfte 4.32
se8el 3.60a
se8lan (i), pret.3sg. se8lde, si8elede 

6.96&n2
seldan, comp. seldnor, seldor, sup. 

seldost 4.77&n4
sele 2.57a, 2.69, 2.101, 3.14n1, 3.52
sellan see syllan
sel(l)en 2.47(2)
sen7(e)an 6.83
sendan 6.103, pres.3sg. sent 6.85, 

pret.3sg. send(d)e 6.91, imper.sg. 
send(e) 6.86, pa.part. -sendeno 
6.87, -sended 6.87, 6.93&n1, 
8esend(e), -ne 6.93

8esbne see 8esyne
sbo 2.81b, 3.114
seofi an 6.114, pres.part. seob8endum 

6.129n4
seofon, syfon 4.87
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seofonniht 4.87n7
seofonti8 4.89
seofoþa, seofunda, siofunda 4.90&n2
seolh 3.25
seol(o)c 3.59a, 3.68
sbon 6.13c, 6.68, sba(n) 6.62, paradigm 

6.38, principal parts 6.62, pres.1sg. 
scum, sbom 6.40, 8escom, 8esbom 
6.62, 2sg. 8esyxt 6.13c, 8esiistu 
6.14, 6.17, 8escst 6.17, 6.40, 
8esiist 6.17, siehst 6.39, 8esihst, 
scs 6.40, 3sg. siehð 6.39, 8esieð, 
8esihþ, -scoð 6.40, pret.pl. sawon, 
sbgun, (8e)swgon, -un, 8esagun, 
pa.part. sewen, 8ese8en, 8esAwen, 
pres.part. 8esBende 6.62

sboðan, principal parts 6.47
serð imper.sg. 6.57n8
8eset(e)nis(se) 6.90
setl 3.60b, 3.71
settan 6.78, 6.88n2, 6.94, 6.101, 

6.103, pres.2sg. -rets (for -sets) 
6.17, 3sg. set(t), setteð 6.93, 
pret.3sg. sette 6.88n2, 6.93–4, pl. 
set(t)on 6.93, pa.part. 8eseteno, 
8eset(t)ed 6.87, (8e)seted 6.90, 
6.93, (8e)sett(e) 6.93&n2, 6.94, 
8esattedo 6.94

sbðan 6.95
sibb 2.46, gen.sg. sybbes 3.75
sccan 6.46
si7e 2.57a
sidu 2.73a
sife 2.64
sifi ða 2.37, siuida 2.37
scgan 6.46
si8e 2.57a, 2.69, 2.101
sigor 2.69, 2.94n2, 2.100&n6, 

2.101&n1
8esihþ 2.37
scn 5.39
sincan 6.57e
singan 6.57, principal parts 6.51, 

pres.2sg. -singst 6.13, pret.3sg. 
song 6.51, sang 6.76n11

8esinhcwon dat.pl. 3.107
sinnan 6.57e

sinu 2.53, 3.92, 3.93n6, paradigm 
2.52, infl . sine, sina 3.93, nom.pl. 
sinwa 3.92, dat.pl. sinwum 3.92

*scowan, pres.1sg. sCouu, pa.part. 
8esCouuid, sBowed 6.97&n4

si(o)wian, pa.part. bisiuuidi 6.130
sittan 6.63–4, 6.78
scþ (adj.) comp. 4.74
scþ (adv.) comp., scþor, sup. scþost 

4.78&n4
scþe 3.32n2
six, syx 4.87
sixta, syxta 4.90
sla(h) 3.114&n3
slahþorn, slag- 3.114n3
slaw 4.40
slwpan (b, a) 6.76&n2, pret.3sg. 

slbpde 6.75, slbpte 6.76n3, pl. 
8eslbpedon 6.75

slwwð 3.98
sleacian (a), pret.3sg. aslacudae 6.113
slban 6.38–9, 6.68, paradigm 6.38, 

principal parts 6.66, pret.3sg. sldg 
6.65n3, 6.66, sldh 6.66, pa.part. 
-sle8inum 6.29, sle8en, slæ8en 
6.66

sle8e 2.57a
slcdan 6.46
slide 2.57a
slincan 6.57e
slcw 2.28b, 3.44, slc 3.44
sldh 3.25, 3.88, acc.dat.sg. sld
slepan 6.48
smæl 4.22
smb(a)8an 6.116–17, smbagian 6.116, 

6.118, paradigm 6.116, 
pres.ind.pl. smbas, subj.pl. 
smban, imper.sg.smba8e, smbo8e, 
pres.part. smbande, infl .inf. 
to smya8enne 6.116

smbocan 6.50, pres.part. smckende 
6.47

*smeortan, pa.part. -smeortendum 
6.57b&n12

smeoru (e) 2.28a, 2.33nn2–3, instr.sg. 
smerwi 2.33

smbunges nom.pl. 3.78n3
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smirwan 6.97, pret.3sg. smirede, 
pa.part. 8esmirwid 6.97

smiþþe 2.82
smolt 4.8, infl . smylte 4.8
smegan 6.48
snaw 2.28b, 3.43–4, sna 2.31(3), 3.44
*sneorcan 6.57b, pret.3sg. 8esnerc 

6.57n13
snbowan (sndwan?), pres.3sg. sndweð 

6.50&n9
snccan 6.46
snide 2.57a
sncðan 6.42, 6.46, principal parts 

6.42–3
snoru 2.42n2
sndwan 6.76
snyrian 6.103
snyttru 2.88
sdfte 4.78, comp. sbft, sdftor, sup. 

sdftost 4.78
sorg 2.36b, 3.85, sorh 3.89, acc.sg. 

sor8e, sorhge 3.85&n1, 3.89
sorgian 6.115, 6.130, pres.part. 

so,rg,ndi 6.130
sdðfæstnes 2.49, -nys(s) 3.91n1
spadu 3.106
spanan 6.68, 6.76n12
spannan 6.76, pret.3sg. spbonn 6.70, 

spenn 6.76n12
sparian, spæria 6.129n2, 6.130, 

pres.3sg. spearað 6.130
spatan 6.70, 6.76, spwtan 6.75, 

pret.3sg. speoft, speaft 6.71&n9, 
pres.part. spatende 6.76n16, 
pa.part. 8espeoftad 6.75

spatl 3.58b
spwtan 6.93
spbd 2.67
spbdi8 4.46
speldra nom.pl. 3.53n3
spell, instr.sg. spelli 2.17
spere 3.32–3, paradigm 2.63, nom.pl. 

speru 3.33
sperelbas 3.33
sperencð 3.33
spildan 6.93
spillan 6.92

spinel 2.36c, 3.102
spinnan 6.57e
*spcowan, pret.pl. spbowdon, 

spcowdon, spiowedon 6.97&n5
spitu, dat.sg. spite, dat.pl. spitum 

2.73a&n2
spcwan 6.46, 6.97n5
spiwe 2.57a
sporettan 6.93
spdwan 6.76, pret.subj. 6.70n4
sprw7 2.46b, acc.pl. spe77e 3.80
sprwdan 6.93
sp(r)ecan 6.64&n1
spren8(e)an 6.13e, 6.103, pres.2sg. 

sprenst 6.13e
springan 6.57e, pret.3sg. sprang 

6.76n11
*sprintan 6.57e, pret.3sg. 8isprant 

6.57
spryn8 2.57b
spryttan 6.93
spurnan (o), pres.part. -spornendum, 

pa.part. -spurnedum, -spornen 
6.52

spyrian 6.103
spyrnan 6.130
stan 2.6, 2.12a, 2.13, 2.18, 3.2(1), 

3.32, 3.39n1, 3.44–5, 3.49, 
3.60n1, 3.61, paradigms 2.11, 
3.12, dat.sg. stane 3.10, nom.pl. 
stanas 3.6

standan (o) 6.3, 6.13b, 6.68, 
principal parts 6.65, pres.2sg. 
stentst 6.13b, stendst 6.13, 
pret.3sg. stdd 6.3

staniht(e), stwniht 4.32c&n3, 4.44e
stanin7el 3.57b
stæf 3.14
stwnen (a) 4.44n2, 5.25
stwner dat.sg. 2.100
stæpe (e) 2.57a&n3, 3.15, nom.pl. 

stapas 3.15
stæþ 3.14, dat.sg. staðe 3.15
*stealdan, pret.1sg. stbold 6.76&n6
stede (y) 2.57a
stefn 2.36c
stelan 6.60
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stellan 6.100a, pret.3sg. -stelidæ 6.82, 
6.100a, pa.part. -steled 6.100a

sten7 2.57b
sten8 2.57b
stboran see styran
steorfan 6.57b
steorra 2.81a
steppan (æ) 6.65, 6.67n6, principal 

parts 6.67
sti7e 2.57a
stician, pres.3sg. -sticoð, pret.3sg. 

stiocode 6.114
stcgan 6.13h, 6.44, 6.46, principal 

parts 6.43, pres.2sg. -stcges 6.15, 
3sg. -stcg(e)þ 6.13, 6.15, stchð 
6.13h, pret.3sg. stah 6.43, 
stag 6.66n1

sti8e 2.57a
stillan 6.92
stincan 6.57e
stingan 6.57e
stdw 2.52, 2.54, 3.94, acc.sg. stdwe 

2.52, 3.94, gen.pl. stdwa, dat.pl. 
stdwum 3.94

strang 4.8, 4.70&n1, stren8e 4.8, 
4.69–70, comp. strengra, strangra, 
sup. stren8est, strangest 4.70, 
strengsta 4.70n2, strensta 6.13n1

stræc 4.22
strbaw 2.28b, 3.43, 3.48, strb 3.47n1, 

paradigm 3.45, gen.sg. strbawes 
3.48, nom.pl. (?) strbwu 3.44n1

strba(w)beri8e 2.31(4), 3.48n1
stre77(e)an, pa.part. -streahtum 

6.100b&n6
strb8an 6.97n3, 6.98&n1, 6.118n2, 

strbawian 6.130, pa.part strbd 
6.98n3, 6.130

stre8dan 6.57a&n7, strbdan 6.57n2, 
pret.3sg. strugde, -stræ8de 6.56, 
pa.part. -strdden 6.57n2

stren8 2.57b
strengþ(u) 2.37, 2.73n3, 3.96, 3.98
stren8u, stren8eo 2.88, gen.sg. stren8u 

2.89
strccan 6.46
strcdan 6.46

stride 2.57a, nom.pl. stridi 2.59n1, 
2.62

*strCman 6.58
stredan 6.48
strynan 6.103
studu 2.111, 3.124, acc.sg. studu 

2.110, dat.sg. styðe 2.111n12, 
styde, stude, stuðe 2.124&n1, 
nom.pl. styþeo, stoðe 2.111n12, 
2.124, styde, gen.pl. studa, dat.pl. 
studum 3.124

stund 2.36b
sty77e 2.20n2
style 2.20, steeli, staeli 2.25
styll 2.57b
stypel 3.57a
styran (bo) 6.103
styrian 6.103
secan 6.48
sugu 2.42n2, 4.30n1, ruga, suga 

2.42n2
sulh 2.111
sum 1.4&n1, 4.2, 4.31, 5.37, 

paradigms 4.15, 4.17, 
nom.sg.fem. sum(u) 4.41, 4.43, 
gen.dat.sg.fem. sum(e)re 4.16–17, 
nom.acc.pl.neut. sume 4.16, 4.43, 
sumu 4.41, gen.pl. sumera 4.17

sumor 2.73n4, 3.119n6, dat.sg. sumere 
3.119n7

Sumorswte 2.70
sundorsprw7e 2.40n2
sunne 2.81c
sunu 2.72n1, 2.73–6, 3.3(1), 3.119(1), 

3.120, paradigms 2.72, 3.117, 
nom.acc.sg. suna 3.119(1), acc.pl. 
sunas, sunes 3.120, gen.pl. sunena 
3.120

sep(i)an, pret.3sg. 8esbap, pl. 
8esEpedon 6.48&n4

seþ (adj.) 4.74, comp. syþeran 4.74n8
seþ (adv.), syð 4.74n8, comp. seþor 

4.77
Seþ(an)hymbre 2.70
seþerne 4.34
Seþri8e 2.70
suwian see swigian
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swa 5.38&n4
swapan 6.76, pret.3sg. swbop 6.70n5, 

6.76
swati8 4.46
swaþu 3.83, nom.acc.pl. sweðe 3.84
swwr, infl . swwre 4.8
swws, dat.sg. swbsere 4.20
swwtan 6.93
swæþ 3.14
swæþer 5.38
swebban 6.88n2, 6.90, 6.103, 

pa.part. swefed 6.90
swefan 6.64
swb8 2.57b
swb8(e)an 6.102
swe8er 2.36c, 3.102
swel7 (i, y) 5.37&n4, 5.38
swelgan 6.57c, pres.3sg. -swylcð 6.13n4
swelgend, dat.sg. -e 2.104n1
swellan 6.57c
sweltan 6.57c, pres.3sg. swilteð 6.16
swen7(e)an 6.83, pa.part. 8eswenct 

6.82n1
swen8 2.57b
Swbon pl. 3.115, dat.pl. Swbom 3.111
sweorcan 6.57b
sweordbora 2.83
sweorfan 6.57b
sweostor, paradigm 2.91, dat.sg. 

swiostor, sweostor 2.93&n3, 
2.94n2, nom.acc.pl. swustra, -u 
2.91n3, 2.93, 8esweostru, swustru 
2.93, s(u)oester, swester, swæster, 
swuster 2.93n3

swerian, principal parts 6.67, pret.3sg. 
swerede, pl. sweredan, pa.part. 
swaren, -sworen 6.67n7

swbte, swdt 4.7n2, 4.8
swccan 6.46
swi7e smell 2.57a
swi7e deceitful 4.7, 4.33
swician, pret.subj.sg. suicudae 6.25
swcfan 6.46
swigian (u, eo, c) 6.114&n2, 6.130, 

sugian, suwian 6.114n2, pret.3sg. 
suwade 6.113, swcgode 6.114n2, 
(-)swc8de, pl. 8eswc8don 6.130

swimman 6.57e, principal parts 6.51, 
pret.3sg. swom(m) 6.51

8eswin7 2.64
swincan 6.57e, pres.3sg. swinceð 6.12
swindan 6.57e
swingan 6.57e, pret.pl. 8esuingdon, 

pa.part. 8esuin78ed 6.56, 
s(w)ungen 6.57n19

swingele 2.83
swcðan, pret.3sg. swað 6.5n1
swiðrian, 8esuidradrae 6.113
swdgan 6.76
swornian, pret.pl. suarnadun, 

suornodun 6.113
s(w)ugian see swigian
swutol, swutel 4.49
swyle 2.57a
swylt 2.57b
8esybb 4.36
sy7(e)an 6.102
syfre 4.32, 4.34, gen.pl. -syfra 4.34
sylf, def. sylfa 5.37
syll 2.46a
syllan (e) give 6.100a, 6.103, 

pres.3sg. selleþ 6.90, imper.sg. 
sel(le) 6.86, pa.part. sealde 
4.53n1

*syllan sully 6.103
syltan 6.93
symblan 6.96n3
syndri8 4.46
8esyne (b) 4.32, 6.62
syngian 6.115, 8esynge8e 6.119n1
synn 2.46, 2.49, 3.90, 3.96n1, syn 

3.90, paradigm 2.45, nom.acc.gen.
pl. synna 3.90

synni78e 2.83
synni8 4.46
sype 2.57a
syr(e)wung 4.39
syrwan (ie, i), pres.pl. -sieriað, pret.3sg. 

(8e)si(e)rede, pl. syrwodon 
6.97

ta toe 2.81b, 3.114, tan 3.114n1, 
dat.pl. tanum 2.86

ta twig 3.114n4, 3.115, tan 3.115n1
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tac(e)n 2.36n7, 3.56, 3.63, 3.65, 
3.71–2, tacon 3.65, 3.72, 
paradigm 3.58, dat.sg. tacne 3.72, 
nom.acc.pl. tac(e)n 3.67&n2, 
taceno, tacnu 3.72, gen.pl. taceno 
3.65, 3.67

tacnian 6.120
talian 6.129
talu 2.36a, 3.75, 3.95, acc.sg. talu 

3.75
tawian 6.117n1
tw7(e)an 6.13d, 6.103, principal parts 

6.100f, pres.2sg. twhst 6.13d, 
6.102, pret.3sg. -twhte 6.100n13

tæfel, dat.sg. (?) teblae 2.42n1
tæfl ere, teblere, teblheri 2.25&n2
twlan 6.103
twsan 6.103
tellan 6.129, principal parts 6.100a, 

pret.3sg. tealde 6.100n3, imper.sg. 
tel(l) 6.86, pa.part. 8eteled 6.100a

temman 6.103
ten8(e)an 6.103
*tbo8an arrange, pres.pl. 8eþeoð, 

pret.3sg. tbode, tcode, tiadæ, 
pa.part. 8etbod, infl .inf. to 
tb(a)8enne 6.117

teohhian 6.120
tbon accuse 6.45, principal parts 6.49
tbon draw, principal parts 6.49, 

pres.subj.sg. -tbe 6.49n1, 
pret.ind.3sg. -taeh, imper.sg. 
8etbh 6.47

tbon instruct, see tyn
tbond 2.106, 3.122n2, gen.pl. -a 

2.106n1
teoru (e) 2.28a, 2.33&n3
tboþa, tei(8)ða, tb8ða, tbogoða 

4.90&n3
teran 6.60
tcd 2.67
ti8e 2.57a
tilian 6.114, 6.130, til8an 6.80, 

pres.part. til8endum 6.112
tcman gen.pl. 3.107n1
8etimbre 2.21
timbrend 2.104n1

timbr(i)an 6.96, pres.3sg. timbreð 
6.12, 6.80, pret.3sg. timbrede, 
timberde, timbrade, pa.part. 
timbred 6.96

8etcung, instr.sg. 8itcungi 2.43
Tcw 2.28b, 3.44, Tc8 3.44
tocwysan 6.103
todæ8 2.18
to8e8nes 4.76
tdh 4.26
tomiddes 4.76
torhtian, pres.part. torctendi 6.112
tds7(e)ad 6.76n15
toslcfan 6.46
tosten7(e)an 6.83
tdþ 2.111, 3.126, nom.acc.pl. tdðas 

3.126&n3
træf 3.14
tredan 6.64, pres.3sg. (-)trideð, tret 

6.16
treddan, pret.pl. treddun 6.93
trbow faith 2.54, 3.94
trbow tree 2.28b, trbo 3.46n1, 3.47n1, 

trbw, trb, gen.sg. -trbs, trbes 
3.47&n1, nom.pl. treowu 3.46, 
gen.pl. trba 3.47

8etrbowan 6.130
truwian, trugian, pret.2sg. -truwdes, 

3sg. 8itry8ade 6.130
trym(e)nis 6.90
trymman 6.4n1, 6.88, 6.103, trymian 

6.88, pres.3sg. 8etrymð 6.85, 
pret.3sg. 8etrymde 6.82n1, 
(8e)trymede, -ode, -ade 6.88&n1, 
8etrymmede, pa.part. trymed 6.90

trymþ 2.37
8etrywan 6.97&n3
teddor 3.58b
tulge, comp. tyl(i)8, til8, sup. tyl8est, 

tyl8ust 4.78&n6
ten 2.18
tunge 3.2(3), paradigm 2.80, 

acc.dat.sg. tungon 3.107
turf 2.111
twelf 4.87
twelfta 4.90
twelfwintre 4.8
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twb8en 4.80, 4.82–4, twdb8e, -a, 
tww8en 4.84, paradigm 4.82, 
nom.fem. twa, neut. te 4.83–4, 
gen. twb8(e)ra 4.83, dat. twam 
4.84, twwm 4.84, 4.86

twbnti8 4.89
twbo 2.81a, 3.114, paradigm 3.111
twbo8an, pres.3sg. twboð, pret.2sg. 

8etwcodestu, 3sg. twcade, pl. 
twcodun 6.117

tyht 2.57b
tyhtan 6.93
tyn instruct, tbon 6.99
tyn ten 4.87
tynd(e)ri(n) 2.50

þaccian 6.120
þafi an 6.120, pret.3sg. 8eðafede 6.113
þancian 6.115, 6.120
ðæcele 3.116
þæ8e nom.acc.pl. 5.13, fem.acc.sg. 

5.13n1
ðe 5.4&n2, 5.38
8eþeaht 2.67, 2.69
þearf 6.136c, 6.144, paradigm 6.135, 

pres.2sg. þearft 6.142, 3sg. 
ðorfæð, ðofeð 6.135, (-)ðorfeð, 
pl. ðurfu, -ðorfeð 6.136c, 
subj.sg. þyrfe, pres. part. 
(-)þurfendra, -e, (-)þyrfend-, 
ðorfende, þearfende 6.135, 
þorfende 6.136c

þearfa 2.81a
þearfi an 6.130
þbaw 2.28b&n3, 3.45, 3.48, gen.sg. 

þbawes 3.48
þe77(e)an 6.100b
þe8(e)n 2.12a, þbn 3.60n1, paradigm 

3.60, gen.sg. þe8enes 3.60, 
nom.acc.pl. þe8(e)nas 3.69

þen7(e)an, principal parts 6.100i, 
imper.sg. þen7e 6.86

þennan 6.88, 6.103, -ðenian 6.88
þbod 2.36, 2.70n3
8eþbodan (y) 6.93
8eþbode 2.21
þboden 2.47n3, 3.57a, 3.65

þboh 3.25, nom.pl. þboh 3.26, 
3.27n2, gen.pl. þbona, dat.pl. 
þbon 3.26

þbon 6.45, 6.49, 6.54, principal parts 
6.53, pret.3sg. þah, þBah, pl. 
þungon, þigon, þugon, pa.part. 
8eði8ene, ðungen, þogen 6.53

þbostru 2.88, þbostre 2.89n2
þbotan 6.50
þbow servant 2.28&nn1,3, 3.43, 

3.46&n1, þbo 2.32, 3.46n1, 
paradigms 2.27, 3.45

þbow servile 4.40
þBowenn 2.47(2), 3.91
þbowet 2.21, 3.40
þBowian, pres.subj.pl. ðiw8en, 

pret.ind.3sg. ðbawde, þBo(w)de, 
pl. ðbowdun, pres.part. þeo8ende 
6.130&n3

þbowin7el 3.57b
þerscan 6.3, 6.57a&n3, 8eðearsca 

6.51, principal parts 6.51, 
pret.3sg. -þræs7 6.51

þBs 5.3, 5.10, paradigm 5.9, 
nom.sg.fem. þbos 5.10, acc.sg.masc. 
þeosne 5.12, acc.sg.fem. þas 5.10, 
gen.sg.masc.neut. þysses, þis(s)es, 
gen.dat.sg.fem. þis(se)re, ðisser, 
ðasse 5.12, þissere 5.12n1, 
dat.sg.masc.neut. þios(s)um, 
þeos(s)um 5.11, ðisem 5.11n1, 
ðeosse 5.11n2, instr. þys 5.10–11, 
þis 5.11, nom.pl. þas 5.10, 
5.12n2, gen.pl. ðeassa 5.11n2, 
þis(se)ra, ðisser 5.12, dat.pl. 
þios(s)um, þeos(s)um 5.11, 
þeossu 5.11n2, ðassum 5.12

þi77et 2.21, 3.62, nom.pl. þi77et(t)u 
3.62

þi78an 6.53, 6.63, 6.88n2, 6.103, 
pret.3sg. þeah, þah 6.53, 6.63n2, 
þi8(e)de 6.63n2, pl. þagon 6.58n3, 
6.61, pa.part. -ðe8en 6.63n4

þindan 6.57e
þcnen 2.47(2)
þin8 2.12b
þd 2.81b, 3.114
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þolian, 8iðoel8a 6.130, pres.3sg. 
8iðoel8as, subj.pl. 8iðoeli8a, 
6.130, pret.ind.pl. 8eþolodon, 
-edon 6.96, imper.pl. 8iðoeli8as 
6.130

þonne 5.8n2
þorp 2.18
*þracan, pa.part. -þracen 6.68&n7
þracu 3.83
þrawan 6.76
þrba 2.54, 3.94, 3.113, thrauu(o) 2.54, 

3.94, infl . þrawe 3.94, þrban 
3.94n3, 3.113, dat.pl. þrba(u)m 
3.94

þrba8an, þrban 6.116, þrbagian 6.118, 
infl .inf. to þrbagianne 6.116n1

þrboteoþa 4.90
þridda 4.90
þringan 6.57e, pres.3sg. ðringð 6.12, 

pret.pl. 8eðringdon, pa.part. 
8eðringed 6.56

þrintan, pres.part. þrindende, pa.part. 
-þreten 6.57e&n20.

þrdh 4.26
þrdwian, pret.3sg. ðrdwade 6.113
*þrean 6.72, pa.part. 8eþreen 

6.60n5
þreh 2.111, dat.sg. þre8e, þreh, þreg 

3.127
þrestfell 6.14n3
þry 4.80, 4.85–6, þrce, þrc, ðrcu, ðrco, 

ðrca, ðrbo, ðrba 4.86, paradigm 
4.85, gen. ðrbana, dat. ðrcm 4.86

þry77(e)an 6.92, 6.102, pres.3sg. 
ofðrect 6.13i, pret.3sg. þrycte 6.83

þrysman 6.96
þryð 2.67
þE 1.8, paradigm 5.29, sg.acc. 

þB 5.29, 5.32n1, þe7 5.32, 
du.acc. in7it 5.32, pl.nom. 8B 
5.28, 5.31, 8ie 5.32, acc.dat. 
bow 5.31, 5.32n3, cow, acc. 
bowi7 5.32, c(o)w 5.32n4

þunwange 2.81
þurfan see þearf
þesend 4.89–90, nom.pl. þesendu 4.89
þetan, þbotan 6.48

þwban 6.66, pret.subj.2sg. ðwdb8e 
6.25, pa.part. -þwogen 6.66

þweorh 4.30, 4.42b, 6.103n4, 
paradigm 4.30 (indef.), 
nom.sg.fem. þwBor(u) 4.30n2, 
4.42b, nom.acc.pl.neut. þwBor(u) 
4.30n3, 4.42b

*þweran 6.60, pa.part. 8eþworen 
6.60n5

þwcnan 6.46
þwctan 6.46
þwyrian, pa.part. 8eþweorod 

6.103&n4
8eþyld 2.67
8eþyldi8 4.46
þyle 2.57a
þymel 3.57a
þyn7(e)an 6.103, principal parts 

6.100i
þyrel 3.57b
þyrnihte 4.32c, þorniht 4.32n3
þyrre 4.8
þyrs 2.57b
þyrstan 6.93
þysli7, þylli7, þulli7, þyl7 5.37&n5
þywan, þy8an, þyn, þbon, pres.3sg. 

þyð, pret.3sg. þy(8)de, þywde, 
pl. -ðy8don 6.99

ufan 4.74, sup. ymest 4.74n3
ehta, gen.pl. ehtna 2.86
un8earra gen.pl. 4.39n3
unhlbowan acc.sg.masc. 4.40n1
unnan see an(n)
unrdtsian 6.120
untrbowsian 6.120
untrumian, pret.3sg. untrymade, 

untrumade, pa.part. 8euntrumad 
6.130

untrymi8 6.130
upahefed-, upahefennyss 6.67n1
up(p) 6.120
ere, infl . eres, erne 5.27
etancymen pa.part. 6.29
et(e) 4.74, 6.78, 6.104, sup. ytemest 

4.75n1
etian 6.104
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wacian, wæ77a, pres.part. wæ77ende 
6.130

wacor 4.44a
wadan 6.34, 6.68, 6.158n2, pret.3sg. 

wdd 6.34
wana (o) 4.1n1
wandrian 6.120
wange (o), gen.sg. wonges, dat.sg. 

-wange, nom.pl. wangas, 
-wonge, -wonga, gen.pl. -wonga 
2.81

war(e)nian 6.120
warian 6.120, pret.3sg. warode 

6.79
war(o)þ 3.59a, 3.68
war(oþ) 3.59n3, 3.61n2
waru 2.70, ware 2.70nn4,6
wat 6.131–4, 6.141, 6.144, neg. nat 

6.134a, 6.140b, paradigm 6.133, 
pres.2sg. wast 6.134a, 6.140a, pl. 
weotun, wieton, wutas, wutað, 
witteð, neg. nyton, pret.3sg. wiste, 
neg. nyste, imper.sg. wit(e), witte, 
pl. weotað 6.134a, pa.part. witen 
6.134a, 6.143, 8ewietene 6.134a, 
inf. witan 6.132, wietan, infl .inf. 
to witenne 6.134a

wawan 6.76
wæ77(e)an 6.100n4
8eww7(e)an, principal parts 6.102, 

pret.3sg. 8ewwhte 6.102
wæcn(i)an 6.3, 6.65n1, principal parts 

6.65, pret.3sg. wdc 6.3, wæcnede, 
pl. -wæcnedon 6.65n1, pa.part. 
wæcned 6.65

wæd 3.14
wwda nom.pl. 3.79n1
wwdan 6.93
8ewwde 2.21
ww8 2.57b
ww8e 2.20
wæl 3.14
wwpn 3.58b, 3.67n1, 3.71, nom.acc.pl. 

wbpen 3.64
wær 4.22
wæscan, wascan, waxan, pret.pl. 

wboscan 6.68&n4

wæstm 3.58a, 3.65, wæstem, wæstim, 
gen.pl. wæstma, dat.pl. wæstmum 
3.65

wæstmbære (adj.) 4.32a, 6.34
wæstmbæru (noun) 2.88
wwtan 6.93
wæter 2.12b, 3.59b&n4, 3.72n1, 

nom.acc.pl. wæter(a, -u) 3.70–2, 
wætru 3.71–2

wB see i7
wba 2.81a, 3.113, paradigm 3.111
wealcan 6.76
weald 2.73b, wealde 3.119n7
wealdan 6.76
wealdend 2.104n1, 2.106, nom.acc.pl. 

waldendas 2.108
wealh 3.25
Wealhþbo 2.32n1
wealwian 6.120
Weard 2.36b
weaxan 6.13g, 6.68, 6.76, pres.3sg. 

wixt 6.13g, pret.3sg. -wdx, pl. 
wdxon 6.68, 6.76n7

webb 2.20
we77(e)an, pres.3sg. auæ77eð, subj.sg. 

awæ77e 6.100b&n4, see also 
wre77(e)an

we78 2.20
we78(e)an 6.88n2, 6.90, 6.103, 6.130, 

pret.3sg. we8ede 6.130, pl. 
we8dan 6.82n1, pa.part. we8ed 
6.90

8ewbd 2.64
wbdan 6.93
wedd 2.20
wed(e)r 3.56, 3.69, 3.71, paradigm 

3.60, gen.sg. wederes 3.63, 
nom.pl. weder 3.60n2, 3.70, 
wedera, -u 3.70–1, wedru 
3.71

wedlac 3.61
wefan 6.64
wefl , nom.pl. uefl æ 2.44
we8 2.12a, instr.sg. uue8i, uuaega, 

wega 2.17n1, nom.pl. weogas 
3.23, weagas 3.23n4, dat.pl. 
weogum 3.23n4
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wegan 6.64, pres.3sg. wihð 6.13n3, 
pret.pl. wagon 6.58n3, 6.61

wBl 4.79, comp. bet, sbl, sup. bet(e)st, 
best, sblest 4.79

wela, infl . we(o)lan 3.116, welona 
gen.pl. 3.107

welhwa 5.35
8ewelhwil7 5.35
wel(e)gian 6.115
weli8 4.46
wemman 6.92
wbn 2.67
wbnan, pres.1sg. wbn 6.14
wendan 6.93, 6.103, pa.part. 

-wendad 6.88
wennan 6.103
weol(o)c 3.59a, 3.68
weorc 2.12b, instr.sg. wer7i 2.17
weorpan see wurpan
weorras nom.pl. 3.41n3
weorðan see wurðan
weorðs7ipe 2.58
wbpan 6.37, 6.76, principal parts 6.74, 

pret.3sg. wwpde 6.74, 6.83
wer 2.12a, 3.22–3, acc.pl. weoras 

3.22n1, 3.23, weras 3.23, 
wæras 3.23n1, wearas 3.23n2, 
gen.pl. weara 3.23, dat.pl. 
werum 3.22

wbrgian 6.115
werian 6.103
8ewerian 6.103
wbri8 4.46, acc.pl.neut. wdbrigu 

3.64n2, dat.pl. -wbrigum 4.47
werod (eo) 2.15, 3.56, 3.63, 

3.71–2, paradigm 3.59, nom.pl. 
werod 2.15, 3.63, 4.52n4, 
werodu 3.72

wesan, bbon 1.10, 4.17n2, 6.2n4, 
6.145–51, weosan, wosa, bcan 
6.149, paradigm 6.146, principal 
parts 6.61, neg. paradigm 6.151, 
pres.1sg. bbom 6.40, (e)am 
6.40n1, 6.150&n2, 6.155n1, 
bco(m), bbom, bcum, bbam 
6.150&nn2,5, eom 6.150n3, neg. 
neam 6.151, 2sg. eart 6.131, 

6.146, 6.150, (e)arð 6.142n1, 
6.150&n1, bist 6.148, neg. narð 
6.151, 3sg. is 6.145, 6.147, bið 
6.147–8, bboð, bcað, bceð, weseð, 
pl. wesaþ 6.150, bboð 6.148, bbo, 
sint, sind(on), sindun, siondan, 
seondan, (e)aron, arun, bcað, 
bi(o)ðon, bið(ð) 6.150, earan 
6.150n2, neg. naro(n) 6.151, subj. 
sie(n) 5.17n3, 6.148nn1–2, 6.149, 
6.153, sy(n), bbo(n), bco(n), bca, 
bce 6.149, siem, sion, sB, see, wese 
6.150, pret.ind.3sg. wes, was, pl. 
wbrun, wdbron 6.150, imper.sg. 
wes, wæs, bbo, bco, pl. wesaþ, 
wosað, bboð, bcoð 6.149, 
pres.part. wesende 6.146, 
-weosendre 6.149, infl .inf. to 
bbon 6.27, to wos(s)anne 6.149

west 4.74
wbste 4.32
wbsten(n) 2.21, 3.40, 3.62, nom.pl. 

wbsten(n)u 3.40, 3.62
wc7 2.18
wccan 6.46
wi78 2.20
wcf 2.12b
8ewife 2.64n1
wcfman 2.111n3
wc8end 2.106
wc88etawum dat.pl. 6.117n1
wiht (u) 5.34&n3
wild(d)bor, wildedbor 4.35
wilde 4.31, 4.42c, 4.60c, def. wilda 

4.59, paradigms 4.32, 4.34 
(indef.), nom.sg.fem. wildu 
3.97n1, 4.35n1, 4.42c, infl . 
wildne, wildre, wildra 4.35n1, 
comp. wildra, sup. wildost, 
-esta 4.65

wildefyr 4.35
wildeswcn 4.35
wildor, wild(d)bor 2.100&n4, 4.35
8ewile, 8ewill 2.64n1
willa 6.120
willan 1.10, 6.145, 6.160–3, neg. 

nyllan, nellan 6.163, paradigm 
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6.160, pres.1sg. willi7 6.14, 
wille 6.161, willo, will(e), wællo, 
wælle, willa, willu, willio 6.162, 
neg. nwill, nuilli7, nylli7 6.163, 
2sg. wilt 6.131, 6.161, neg. nylt, 
nuilt 6.163, 3sg. wile 6.161–2, 
wille, wil(l), uil 6.162&n1, 
pl. wille 6.160, willað 6.161, 
wallað, wallas 6.162, uallon, 
neg. nallo(n) 6.162&n2, nyllað, 
nallað, nallas, nalles, nællað, 
subj.sg. welle, wælle 6.162, 
pret.ind.3sg. walde 6.138n2, 
6.162, wolde 6.161, neg. nolde, 
nalde 6.163, subj.sg. wælde 6.162, 
imper.pl. wellaþ 6.162, sg.neg. 
nyl(le), nelle 6.160, pres.part. 
wellende 6.162

wilna gen.pl. 3.107
wilnian 6.120
wcnbb8er 2.100n5, gen.pl. wcnbb8era 

2.100n5
wincian 6.120
windan 6.3, 6.57e
wine 2.61, 2.69, 3.32–3, 3.36, 

3.54n1, paradigm 2.56, -wini 
2.62, gen.pl. wina, wini(8e)a 
2.59, 2.61&n1

winnan 6.57e
winter 2.73&n4, 3.58n6, 

3.119(2)&n6, gen.sg. wintres 
3.119n7, nom.pl. wintru, -o, -a 
2.73n4, 3.58n6, 3.119n6, winter 
3.58n6

wintri8 4.46
*wisan (?) 6.44, 6.46, pres.part. 

-weosende (?), pa.part. forweren, 
forweorone 6.44

wcsdom 3.61
wcse 2.81b
wcsian, wissian 6.120, 6.130, pret.3sg. 

wcsde 6.130&n4
8ewiss 6.134, 6.143
wist 2.67
wita 2.81a
witan know see wat
(8e)wctan depart 6.46; see also (w)uton

wcte 2.20b, 3.32, 3.34, 3.91, 6.120, 
paradigm 2.19, nom.acc.pl. wctu 
2.24, 2.26, 3.7n2, 3.34–5, 3.72, 
3.97, 4.35n1, wcta 3.9

wctehes 3.34
wcteleast 3.34
wctgian 6.115
wctnian 6.120
wiþinnan 4.76
wiþetan 4.76
wlacu, wlæc 4.6n1, 6.100n5
wle77(e)an 6.100b&n5, 6.102
wlen7(e)an 6.83
wlen7u, wlen7eo 2.88
wlctan 6.46
wlite 2.57a
wliti8 4.46
wldh 2.111
8ewldh 4.26
wdcor 2.36c, 3.104
wddness 2.47(1)
wdh 4.26, acc.pl.fem. wdge 4.29n1
wolcen 3.58b, wolc 3.58n5, nom.acc.pl. 

wolcen(u) 3.58n5, 3.64n3
wdp 6.37
word 2.6, 2.12b, 3.1, 3.2(1), 3.32, 

3.61, 3.71, paradigm 2.11, 
nom.acc.pl. word 2.15, 3.12, 
3.50, 3.63, 4.52n4, wordu 3.72

woruld 2.67
wracu 2.36a, 3.83, acc.gen.dat.sg. 

wræce, wrace 3.83, nom.acc.pl. 
wrece 3.84, gen.pl. wreca, wr,ca 
3.84

wræ77a 2.82
wrwðan 6.95
wrecan 6.64
wre77(e)an 6.13i, 6.100, pres.3sg. 

wrehð 6.13i; see also we77(e)an
wrb8(e)an 6.102
wren7 2.57b
wrbon 6.38, 6.49, -wrcgan 6.42, 

paradigm 6.38, principal parts 
6.45, pres.pl. -wrcgað 6.42, 
pret.3sg. wrah, wrbah, pl. wrigon, 
wrugon 6.45

wreþþan 6.103
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wrcdan 6.46
wringan 6.57e
8ewriota gen.pl. 3.23
wrctan 6.30, 6.46, pret.pl. wreoton 

6.44
wrcðan 6.42–3, 6.46
wrixlan 6.96n3
wrdtan 6.76
wucu 3.106
wudu, nom.acc.sg. wuda 3.119(1)&n7, 

acc.pl. wudas 3.119n2
wuldor 2.12b, 3.58b, gen.sg. wuldores 

4.47n4
wulf, nom.pl. wulfas 3.30
Wulfheri 2.25
wulle 2.81b
8ewuna 4.1n1
wund 2.36b, 3.95
wundian, pa.part. 8ewundode 4.56
wundor 2.12b, 3.58b, nom.acc.pl. 

wundra, -u 3.67, 3.70, wundor 
3.67n2

wuldrian 6.120
wundian 6.120
wundrian 6.120
wunian 6.5, 6.120, 6.130, pret.3sg. 

wunade, (-)wunede 6.113, 
imper.pl. wyni8aþ 6.130

wunung 2.37
wurpan (eo) 6.57b&n14, pa.part. 

-worp(e)ne pa.part. 4.54
wurðan (eo, y, o) 4.17n2, 6.2n4, 

6.13a, 6.57&n14, worða 6.56, 
principal parts 6.54, pres.2sg. 
wyrst 6.13a, 3sg. 8ewyrð 6.16, 
pret.3sg. 8eweard 6.54, warð 
6.56, pl. wurðon 6.54, pa.part. 
8ewoerden 6.29, 8eworðen 6.54, 
8ewarden 6.56

wurðian (eo) 6.120
wurði8na, -um gen.dat.pl. 3.109n1
(w)uton 6.2n2, 6.5–6, (w)utun, -an 

6.6, 6.46n1, uten, witon (?) 
6.46n1, wutum 6.2n2, 6.6

8ewyl7 2.64, 8ewealc 2.69
wyldan 6.93
wylf 2.46b

wyll 2.57b
wyltan (æ) 6.93, pa.part. 8ewælteno 

6.87
*wylwan, wylian, pret.3sg. wylode, 

pa.part. -wylwed, -wylewud 
6.97

wynsum, nom.sg.fem. wynsum(u) 4.52
wyr7(e)an (i) 6.100g, 6.103, 6.153n3, 

principal parts 6.100g, pret.sg. 
worhte 4.53n1, 6.153n3, wrohte, 
-wyrhte, warhte, pa.part. -wyrht 
6.100g, worhte 4.53n1, 8eworht 
6.124

wyrcnis 6.100i
wyrd 2.67, gen.sg. wyrdi, nom.pl. 

uuyrdae 2.68
-wyr8enn 2.47(2)
8ewyrht 2.67
wyrhta 2.82
wyrm 2.57b
wyrmsan, wyrsman 6.96n2
wyrnan 6.103
wyrp 2.57b
wyrpan, pret.3sg. wyrpte 6.83
wyrsa, wyrst see yfel
wyrt 2.67
Wyrt8eorn 6.153n3
wyrþe 4.32
wyrði8 (u, eo, o) 4.46, def.infl . 

wurðigan 4.60e
wyrþu 2.88
wys7(e)an (c)6.3, pret.3sg. wys7te 6.83, 

wcs7te, wcste 6.91

y7(e)an 6.83, principal parts 6.102, 
pret.3sg. yhte 6.102

yfel (adj.) 4.44b, comp. wyrsa, sup. 
wyrst, 4.64(2), 4.71, wyrrest 
4.64(2)

yfel (noun) 2.12b, 3.59b, 3.68, 3.71, 
4.49, infl . yfl e 4.51, nom.acc.pl. 
yfel, yf(e)lu, 3.68, 3.71, gen.pl. 
yfl a, dat.pl. yfl um 3.68

yfl e 4.79, comp. wyrs, sup. wyrst, 
wyrrest 4.79

yldan 6.93
ylde 2.70
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yld(u) 2.88, 2.90, 3.96, 3.99, gen.sg. 
ældes 2.89n2

ylfe 2.70
ylfet(u) 2.47(4), aelbitu 2.47(4), 

3.102n2, ylfette 3.102n2
ymb7yrf 2.64
yppan 6.13, 6.92, pres.3sg. 8eypt 6.13
yrfe 2.20
yrmþ(u) 2.37, 3.72, gen.sg. iermða, 

ermða 2.40, ermðu 3.98

yrre 4.32
yrsian 6.120
yst 2.67
ytan 6.78
yþ 2.46b
ywan (ce, ba) 6.97&n6, 6.103, 

6.130, eowian 6.97n6, bawan 
6.130, pres.3sg. eoweð 6.97n6, 
pret.3sg. -cede 6.97n1, (-)baw(a)de 
6.130
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Subject Index

The range of subjects covered is necessarily selective, restricted, on the 
whole, to those subjects likeliest to be of use. A reference to a footnote 
implies that the given subject is discussed in the note but not in the section 
of text to which the note is attached; footnotes are not otherwise indexed 
separately from sections.

ablaut 1.2, 1.9, 2.68n1, 2.69, 2.76n1, 
2.79n4, 2.84n2, 2.85, 2.87, 
2.91–5, 2.99n1, 2.100, 2.102, 6.5, 
6.29, 6.31– 6, 6.38, 6.43, 6.47, 
6.51, 6.58, 6.61, 6.65, 6.69, 6.77, 
6.148, 6.152, 6.158n2

adjectives 3.144, 4.1–75
affi xes: -bære 4.32, 6.34; -cund 4.52; 

-ede 4.32; -el, -ol 4.44, 4.49; -en 
4.49, 5.25; -er 5.25; -fæst 4.52; 
-fald 4.52; -full 4.52; -i8 4.44 –8, 
6.105, 6.115; -iht(e) 4.32, 4.44; 
-leas 2.37, 3.145, 4.52; -li7 4.52, 
6.102n3; -ma 4.74; -mest 4.2, 
4.64, 4.74 –5; -sum 4.52; -wende 
4.32

a-stems 4.4, 4.6, 4.31, 4.32n1, 4.70n1
comparison 4.2, 4.61–75
de-adverbial 4.64, 4.72–5
defi nite & indefi nite 1.4 –5, 4.1–75, 

4.81, 4.85, 4.91, 5.37, 6.28–9
disyllabic, polysyllabic 3.64nn1, 4, 

3.68n1, 4.35, 4.44 –52, 4.60, 6.82
gender 4.17–19, 4.29, 4.43, 4.86

indeclinable 4.1nn1–2, 4.17n1, 4.33n1, 
4.87

infl exions: instrumental 4.9, 4.14, 
4.57n1, 4.83; pronominal 1.5, 
4.1, 4.9–10, 4.12, 4.83

i-stems 4.4 –7, 4.31, 4.33
ja-stems 4.4 –7, 4.31, 4.33, 4.36, 6.28
jd-stems 3.97n1, 4.4
light & heavy stems 4.7, 4.17, 4.26, 

4.29n2, 4.31, 4.33, 4.36, 4.41–3
d-stems 4.4
quantifi ers 4.1–2, 4.82–3
u-stems 4.4 –8, 4.70n1
wa-stems 4.4, 4.6, 4.38, 4.40
weak & strong see adjectives 6 

defi nite & indefi nite
wd-stems 4.4
adverbs 4.3, 4.26n5, 4.33n1, 4.52n3, 

4.64, 4.72, 4.76–9, 4.81n1, 5.8n2, 
5.34nn4 –5

comparison 4.76–9
de-adjectival 4.73, 4.77
suffi x -lc7e 4.52n3, 4.77n2
underived 4.77
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Ælfrician Old English 2.18n3, 2.37, 
2.70n6, 2.90, 2.91n1, 3.9, 3.20, 
3.39, 3.46, 3.53, 3.57, 3.65–72, 
3.75–7, 3.83, 3.90–1, 3.93, 
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4.81, 4.84, 4.86–7, 4.90, 5.4, 5.6, 
5.8, 5.11–13, 5.15, 5.17, 5.19–20, 
5.23, 5.29–31, 5.35, 5.38, 6.6, 
6.9, 6.13n3, 6.15–16, 6.23, 6.37, 
6.49, 6.51, 6.53, 6.57nn2,17, 
6.58n7, 6.62, 6.66n1, 6.67n5, 
6.68n3, 6.75, 6.76n8, 6.80–1, 
6.82n1, 6.85– 6, 6.91– 4, 6.98–103, 
6.106, 6.113, 6.116, 6.118, 
6.122, 6.126–7, 6.130, 6.133– 40, 
6.146, 6.148–9, 6.151, 6.154, 
6.162
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